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Revision History
The revision history table notes changes made between the indicated revisions of the
TM4C1294KCPDT data sheet.

Table 1. Revision History

DescriptionRevisionDate

15863.2743June 2014 ■ In ADC chapter, clarified section "Sample and Hold Window Control".

■ In SSI chapter:
Noted that during idle periods the transmit data line SSInTx is tristated.–

– Added clarification to uDMA section about wait states.

■ In Ethernet chapter:
Corrected functional description of DMA descriptors.–

– Added description of Receive Checksum Offload Engine.

■ In Electrical Characteristics chapter:
In "Power and Brown-Out Levels" table, updated VPOR with characterized values.–

– In "PIOSC Clock Characteristics" table, clarified FPIOSC values.
– In "Low-Frequency Internal Oscillator Characteristics" table, updated FLFIOSC with characterized

values.
– In "Main Oscillator Input Characteristics" table, removed Pending Characterization footnote.
– In "ADC Electrical Characteristics for ADC at 1 Msps" table, updated Max value for VINCM.
– In "ADC Electrical Characteristics for ADC at 2 Msps" table, updated values for VINCM, RS,

fCONV, TS, TLT, and the Dynamic Characteristics.
– In "Current Consumption" table, updated values that were pending.

■ In Package Information appendix:
Moved Orderable Part Numbers table to addendum.–

– Deleted Packaging Materials section and put into separate packaging document.

■ Additional minor data sheet clarifications and corrections.

15802.2729April 2014 ■ In the System Control chapter:
Clarified Hibernation Module reset section.–

– Added clarifications in Deep-Sleep Mode section.
– Added reset for DID1 register.
– Corrected description for RESC register, and changed bit 6 HIB Reset to reserved.
– Added note to DSSYSDIV bit in DSCLKCFG register that values 0x0 and 0x1 should not be

used.
– Added clarification to FLASHPM bit in DSLPPWRCFG register when using the LFIOSC as the

Deep-Sleep clock source.
– Added four registers, UNIQUEIDn, which combined provide a 128-bit unique identifier for each

device.

■ In the Hibernation chapter, added clarification to Hibernation Control (HIBCTL) register about
External Wake and Interrupt Pin Enable bit.

■ In the Internal Memory chapter, added information on soft reset handling to the EEPROM section.

■ In the GPIO chapter:
Replaced table GPIO Pins With Non-Zero Reset Values with table GPIO Pins With Special
Considerations.

–

– Added note about preventing false interrupts.

■ In the Timer chapter, clarified behavior of TnMIE and TnCINTD bits in the GPTM Timer n Mode
(GPTMTnMR) registers.

■ In the ADC chapter:
Corrected ADC maximum sample rate to two million samples/second.–
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Table 1. Revision History (continued)

DescriptionRevisionDate

– Corrected figure ADC Input Equivalency.
– Removed Dither Enable bit and corrected reset for ADCCTL register.

■ In the UART chapter, clarified that for a receive timeout, the RTIM bit in the UARTIM register must
be set to see the RTMIS and RTRIS status in the UARTMIS and UARTRIS registers.

■ In the SSI chapter:
Clarified Receive FIFO operation.–

– Clarified DMA operation.
– Removed End of Transmission (EOT) bit 4 from QSSI Control 1 (SSICR1) register.

■ In the Ethernet chapter, clarified Initialization and Configuration.

■ In the USB chapter, added important note that when configured as a bus-powered Device, the USB
can operate in SUSPEND mode but produces a higher power draw than required to be compliant.

■ In the Electrical Characteristics chapter:
In Reset Characteristics table, updated internal reset time parameter values.–

– In PIOSC Clock Characteristics table, updated parameter values.
– In Hibernation External Oscillator (XOSC) Input Characteristics table, removed parameter C0

Crystal shunt capacitance.
– Updated Crystal Parameters table.
– In Hibernation Module Tamper I/O Characteristics table, updated TMPRn pull-up resistor

parameter values.
– In Flash Memory Characteristics table, updated TPROG64 nom value.
– In EEPROM Characteristics table, added values for Read access time and removed EEPROM

recovery Power-On Reset delay parameter.
– In EPI PSRAM Interface Characteristics table, updated Min value for EPI_CLK period.
– In ADC Electrical Characteristics at 1 Msps table, updated values for VADCIN parameter.
– Corrected ADC Input Equivalency diagram.
– In Bi- and Quad-SSI Characteristics table, added clarifying footnotes.
– Added PWM Timing Characteristics table.
– Updated Current Consumption table.
– In Peripheral Current Consumption table, updated IDDEMAC Nom value.

■ In Package Information appendix:
Updated Orderable Devices section to reflect silicon revision 3 part numbers.–

– Added Device Nomenclature section.
– Deleted packaging materials section and put into separate document.

■ Additional minor data sheet clarifications and corrections.

15638.2711December 2013 ■ Changed NDA (Non-Disclosure Agreement) footer to indicate NDA only applies to USB content.

■ In System Control chapter:
Added sections "Optional Clock Output Signal (DIVSCLK)" and "Hardware System Service
Request".

–

– Removed some registers and bits:
• LDORDRIS bit from Raw Interrupt Status (RIS) register, LDORDIM bit from Interrupt Mask

Control (IMC) register, and LDORDMIS bit fromMasked Interrupt Status and Clear (MISC)
register

• Deep Sleep Mode Memory Timing Register 0 for Main Flash and EEPROM
(DSMEMTIM0) register

• LDO Power Calibration (LDOPCAL) register
• LDO Sleep Power Control (LDOSPCTL) register
• LMINERR bit from Sleep/Deep-Sleep Power Mode Status (SDPMST) register

– Added LDOSME, TSPDE, PIOSCPDE, SRAMSM, SRAMLPM, FLASHLPM, and LDOSEQ bits in
SYSPROP register.

■ In Internal Memory chapter:
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Table 1. Revision History (continued)

DescriptionRevisionDate

Added subsections to "Flash Memory" section about Execute-Only Protection, Read-Only
Protection and Permanently Disabling Debug.

–

– Removed INVPL bit from EEPROM Done Status (EEDONE) register.
– Updated table "MEMTIM0 Register Configuration vs. Frequency" with lower wait states, and

improved performance values.
– Added EEPROM initialization code to "EEPROM Initialization and Configuration" section.

■ In the ADC chapter:
Added section "Sample and Hold Window Control" and clarified section "Sample Phase Control".–

– Clarified description of ADC Sample Phase Control (ADCSPC) register.

■ Updated Electrical Characteristics chapter based on characterization information received.

■ Additional minor data sheet clarifications and corrections.

Initial release of NDA data sheet.15440.2698October 2013
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About This Document
This data sheet provides reference information for the TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller, describing
the functional blocks of the system-on-chip (SoC) device designed around the ARM® Cortex™-M4F
core.

Audience
This manual is intended for system software developers, hardware designers, and application
developers.

About This Manual
This document is organized into sections that correspond to each major feature.

Related Documents
The following related documents are available on the Tiva™ C Series web site at
http://www.ti.com/tiva-c:

■ Tiva™ C Series TM4C129x Silicon Errata (literature number SPMZ850)

■ TivaWare™ Boot Loader for C Series User's Guide (literature number SPMU301)

■ TivaWare™ Graphics Library for C Series User's Guide (literature number SPMU300)

■ TivaWare™ for C Series Release Notes (literature number SPMU299)

■ TivaWare™ Peripheral Driver Library for C Series User's Guide (literature number SPMU298)

■ TivaWare™ USB Library for C Series User's Guide (literature number SPMU297)

■ Tiva™ C Series TM4C129x ROM User’s Guide (literature number SPMU363)

The following related documents may also be useful:

■ ARM® Cortex™-M4 Errata (literature number SPMZ637)

■ ARM® Cortex™-M4 Technical Reference Manual

■ ARM® Debug Interface V5 Architecture Specification

■ ARM® Embedded Trace Macrocell Architecture Specification

■ Cortex™-M4 instruction set chapter in the ARM® Cortex™-M4 Devices Generic User Guide
(literature number ARM DUI 0553A)

■ IEEE Standard 1149.1-Test Access Port and Boundary-Scan Architecture

This documentation list was current as of publication date. Please check the web site for additional
documentation, including application notes and white papers.
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Documentation Conventions
This document uses the conventions shown in Table 2 on page 49.

Table 2. Documentation Conventions

MeaningNotation

General Register Notation

APB registers are indicated in uppercase bold. For example, PBORCTL is the Power-On and
Brown-Out Reset Control register. If a register name contains a lowercase n, it represents more
than one register. For example, SRCRn represents any (or all) of the three Software Reset Control
registers: SRCR0, SRCR1 , and SRCR2.

REGISTER

A single bit in a register.bit

Two or more consecutive and related bits.bit field

A hexadecimal increment to a register's address, relative to that module's base address as specified
in Table 2-4 on page 103.

offset 0xnnn

Registers are numbered consecutively throughout the document to aid in referencing them. The
register number has no meaning to software.

Register N

Register bits marked reserved are reserved for future use. In most cases, reserved bits are set to
0; however, user software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide software
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be preserved across a
read-modify-write operation.

reserved

The range of register bits inclusive from xx to yy. For example, 31:15 means bits 15 through 31 in
that register.

yy:xx

This value in the register bit diagram indicates whether software running on the controller can
change the value of the bit field.

Register Bit/Field
Types

Software can read this field. The bit or field is cleared by hardware after reading the bit/field.RC

Software can read this field. Always write the chip reset value.RO

Software can read or write this field.RW

Software can read or write this field. Writing to it with any value clears the register.RWC

Software can read or write this field. A write of a 0 to a W1C bit does not affect the bit value in the
register. A write of a 1 clears the value of the bit in the register; the remaining bits remain unchanged.
This register type is primarily used for clearing interrupt status bits where the read operation provides
the interrupt status and the write of the read value clears only the interrupts being reported at the
time the register was read.

RW1C

Software can read or write a 1 to this field. A write of a 0 to a RW1S bit does not affect the bit value
in the register.

RW1S

Software can write this field. A write of a 0 to a W1C bit does not affect the bit value in the register.
A write of a 1 clears the value of the bit in the register; the remaining bits remain unchanged. A
read of the register returns no meaningful data.
This register is typically used to clear the corresponding bit in an interrupt register.

W1C

Only a write by software is valid; a read of the register returns no meaningful data.WO

This value in the register bit diagram shows the bit/field value after any reset, unless noted.Register Bit/Field
Reset Value

Bit cleared to 0 on chip reset.0

Bit set to 1 on chip reset.1

Nondeterministic.-

Pin/Signal Notation

Pin alternate function; a pin defaults to the signal without the brackets.[ ]

Refers to the physical connection on the package.pin

Refers to the electrical signal encoding of a pin.signal
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Table 2. Documentation Conventions (continued)

MeaningNotation

Change the value of the signal from the logically False state to the logically True state. For active
High signals, the asserted signal value is 1 (High); for active Low signals, the asserted signal value
is 0 (Low). The active polarity (High or Low) is defined by the signal name (see SIGNAL and SIGNAL
below).

assert a signal

Change the value of the signal from the logically True state to the logically False state.deassert a signal

Signal names are in uppercase and in the Courier font. An overbar on a signal name indicates that
it is active Low. To assert SIGNAL is to drive it Low; to deassert SIGNAL is to drive it High.

SIGNAL

Signal names are in uppercase and in the Courier font. An active High signal has no overbar. To
assert SIGNAL is to drive it High; to deassert SIGNAL is to drive it Low.

SIGNAL

Numbers

An uppercase X indicates any of several values is allowed, where X can be any legal pattern. For
example, a binary value of 0X00 can be either 0100 or 0000, a hex value of 0xX is 0x0 or 0x1, and
so on.

X

Hexadecimal numbers have a prefix of 0x. For example, 0x00FF is the hexadecimal number FF.
All other numbers within register tables are assumed to be binary. Within conceptual information,
binary numbers are indicated with a b suffix, for example, 1011b, and decimal numbers are written
without a prefix or suffix.

0x
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1 Architectural Overview
Texas Instrument's Tiva™ C Series microcontrollers provide designers a high-performance ARM®

Cortex™-M-based architecture with a broad set of integration capabilities and a strong ecosystem
of software and development tools. Targeting performance and flexibility, the Tiva™ C Series
architecture offers a 120 MHz Cortex-M with FPU, a variety of integrated memories and multiple
programmable GPIO. Tiva™ C Series devices offer consumers compelling cost-effective solutions
by integrating application-specific peripherals and providing a comprehensive library of software
tools which minimize board costs and design-cycle time. Offering quicker time-to-market and cost
savings, the Tiva™ C Series microcontrollers are the leading choice in high-performance 32-bit
applications.

This chapter contains an overview of the Tiva™ C Series microcontrollers as well as details on the
TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller:

■ “Tiva™ C Series Overview” on page 51
■ “TM4C1294KCPDT Microcontroller Overview” on page 52
■ “TM4C1294KCPDT Microcontroller Features” on page 55
■ “TM4C1294KCPDT Microcontroller Hardware Details” on page 78
■ “Kits” on page 79
■ “Support Information” on page 79

1.1 Tiva™ C Series Overview
The Tiva™ C Series ARM Cortex-M4 microcontrollers provide top performance and advanced
integration. The product family is positioned for cost-effective applications requiring significant control
processing and connectivity capabilities such as:

■ Industrial communication equipment
■ Network appliances, gateways & adapters
■ Residential & commercial site monitoring & control
■ Remote connectivity & monitoring
■ Security/access systems
■ HMI control panels
■ Factory automation control
■ Test and measurement equipment
■ Fire & security systems
■ Motion control & power inversion
■ Medical instrumentation
■ Gaming equipment
■ Electronic point-of-sale (POS) displays
■ Smart Energy/Smart Grid solutions
■ Intelligent lighting control
■ Vehicle tracking

Tiva™ C Series microcontrollers integrate a large variety of rich communication features to enable
a new class of highly connected designs with the ability to allow critical, real-time control between
performance and power. The microcontrollers feature integrated communication peripherals along
with other high-performance analog and digital functions to offer a strong foundation for many
different target uses, spanning from human machine interface to networked system management
controllers.
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In addition, Tiva™ C Series microcontrollers offer the advantages of ARM's widely available
development tools, System-on-Chip (SoC) infrastructure, and a large user community. Additionally,
these microcontrollers use ARM's Thumb®-compatible Thumb-2 instruction set to reduce memory
requirements and, thereby, cost. Finally, the TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller is code-compatible
to all members of the extensive Tiva™ C Series, providing flexibility to fit precise needs.

Texas Instruments offers a complete solution to get to market quickly, with evaluation and
development boards, white papers and application notes, an easy-to-use peripheral driver library,
and a strong support, sales, and distributor network.

1.2 TM4C1294KCPDT Microcontroller Overview
The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller combines complex integration and high performance with
the features shown in Table 1-1.

Table 1-1. TM4C1294KCPDT Microcontroller Features

DescriptionFeature

Performance

ARM Cortex-M4F processor coreCore

120-MHz operation; 150 DMIPS performancePerformance

512 KB Flash memoryFlash

256 KB single-cycle System SRAMSystem SRAM

6KB of EEPROMEEPROM

Internal ROM loaded with TivaWare™ for C Series softwareInternal ROM

8-/16-/32- bit dedicated interface for peripherals and memoryExternal Peripheral Interface (EPI)

Security

16-/32-bit Hash function that supports four CRC formsCyclical Redundancy Check (CRC) Hardware

Support for four tamper inputs and configurable tamper event responseTamper

Communication Interfaces

Eight UARTsUniversal Asynchronous Receivers/Transmitter
(UART)

Four SSI modules with Bi-, Quad- and advanced SSI supportQuad Synchronous Serial Interface (QSSI)

Ten I2C modules with four transmission speeds including high-speed
mode

Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C)

Two CAN 2.0 A/B controllersController Area Network (CAN)

10/100 Ethernet MACEthernet MAC

PHY with IEEE 1588 PTP hardware supportEthernet PHY

USB 2.0 OTG/Host/Device with ULPI interface option and Link Power
Management (LPM) support

Universal Serial Bus (USB)

System Integration

ARM® PrimeCell® 32-channel configurable μDMA controllerMicro Direct Memory Access (µDMA)

Eight 16/32-bit GPTM blocksGeneral-Purpose Timer (GPTM)

Two watchdog timersWatchdog Timer (WDT)

Low-power battery-backed Hibernation moduleHibernation Module (HIB)

15 physical GPIO blocksGeneral-Purpose Input/Output (GPIO)

Advanced Motion Control

One PWM module, with four PWM generator blocks and a control
block, for a total of 8 PWM outputs.

Pulse Width Modulator (PWM)
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Table 1-1. TM4C1294KCPDT Microcontroller Features (continued)

DescriptionFeature

One QEI moduleQuadrature Encoder Interface (QEI)

Analog Support

Two 12-bit ADC modules, each with a maximum sample rate of two
million samples/second

Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC)

Three independent integrated analog comparatorsAnalog Comparator Controller

16 digital comparatorsDigital Comparator

One JTAG module with integrated ARM SWDJTAG and Serial Wire Debug (SWD)

Package Information

128-pin TQFPPackage

Industrial (-40°C to 85°C) temperature range
Extended (-40°C to 105°C) temperature range

Operating Range (Ambient)

Figure 1-1 on page 54 shows the features on the TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller. Note that there
are two on-chip buses that connect the core to the peripherals. The Advanced Peripheral Bus (APB)
bus is the legacy bus. The Advanced High-Performance Bus (AHB) bus provides better back-to-back
access performance than the APB bus.
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Figure 1-1. Tiva™ TM4C1294KCPDT Microcontroller High-Level Block Diagram
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1.3 TM4C1294KCPDT Microcontroller Features
The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller component features and general function are discussed in
more detail in the following section.

1.3.1 ARM Cortex-M4F Processor Core
All members of the Tiva™ C Series, including the TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller, are designed
around an ARM Cortex-M processor core. The ARM Cortex-M processor provides the core for a
high-performance, low-cost platform that meets the needs of minimal memory implementation,
reduced pin count, and low power consumption, while delivering outstanding computational
performance and exceptional system response to interrupts.

1.3.1.1 Processor Core (see page 80)

■ 32-bit ARM Cortex-M4F architecture optimized for small-footprint embedded applications

■ 120-MHz operation; 150 DMIPS performance

■ Outstanding processing performance combined with fast interrupt handling

■ Thumb-2 mixed 16-/32-bit instruction set delivers the high performance expected of a 32-bit
ARM core in a compact memory size usually associated with 8- and 16-bit devices, typically in
the range of a few kilobytes of memory for microcontroller-class applications

– Single-cycle multiply instruction and hardware divide

– Atomic bit manipulation (bit-banding), delivering maximum memory utilization and streamlined
peripheral control

– Unaligned data access, enabling data to be efficiently packed into memory

■ IEEE754-compliant single-precision Floating-Point Unit (FPU)

■ 16-bit SIMD vector processing unit

■ Fast code execution permits slower processor clock or increases sleep mode time

■ Harvard architecture characterized by separate buses for instruction and data

■ Efficient processor core, system and memories

■ Hardware division and fast digital-signal-processing orientated multiply accumulate

■ Saturating arithmetic for signal processing

■ Deterministic, high-performance interrupt handling for time-critical applications

■ Memory protection unit (MPU) to provide a privileged mode for protected operating system
functionality

■ Enhanced system debug with extensive breakpoint and trace capabilities

■ Serial Wire Debug and Serial Wire Trace reduce the number of pins required for debugging and
tracing
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■ Migration from the ARM7™ processor family for better performance and power efficiency

■ Optimized for single-cycle Flash memory usage up to specific frequencies; see “Internal
Memory” on page 600 for more information.

■ Ultra-low power consumption with integrated sleep modes

1.3.1.2 System Timer (SysTick) (see page 135)
ARM Cortex-M4F includes an integrated system timer, SysTick. SysTick provides a simple, 24-bit,
clear-on-write, decrementing, wrap-on-zero counter with a flexible control mechanism. The counter
can be used in several different ways, for example:

■ An RTOS tick timer that fires at a programmable rate (for example, 100 Hz) and invokes a SysTick
routine

■ A high-speed alarm timer using the system clock

■ A variable rate alarm or signal timer—the duration is range-dependent on the reference clock
used and the dynamic range of the counter

■ A simple counter used to measure time to completion and time used

■ An internal clock-source control based on missing/meeting durations

1.3.1.3 Nested Vectored Interrupt Controller (NVIC) (see page 136)
The TM4C1294KCPDT controller includes the ARM Nested Vectored Interrupt Controller (NVIC).
The NVIC and Cortex-M4F prioritize and handle all exceptions in Handler Mode. The processor
state is automatically stored to the stack on an exception and automatically restored from the stack
at the end of the Interrupt Service Routine (ISR). The interrupt vector is fetched in parallel to the
state saving, enabling efficient interrupt entry. The processor supports tail-chaining, meaning that
back-to-back interrupts can be performed without the overhead of state saving and restoration.
Software can set eight priority levels on 7 exceptions (system handlers) and 106 interrupts.

■ Deterministic, fast interrupt processing: always 12 cycles, or just 6 cycles with tail-chaining (these
values reflect no FPU stacking)

■ External non-maskable interrupt signal (NMI) available for immediate execution of NMI handler
for safety critical applications

■ Dynamically reprioritizable interrupts

■ Exceptional interrupt handling via hardware implementation of required register manipulations

1.3.1.4 System Control Block (SCB) (see page 137)
The SCB provides system implementation information and system control, including configuration,
control, and reporting of system exceptions.

1.3.1.5 Memory Protection Unit (MPU) (see page 137)
The MPU supports the standard ARM7 Protected Memory System Architecture (PMSA) model. The
MPU provides full support for protection regions, overlapping protection regions, access permissions,
and exporting memory attributes to the system.
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1.3.1.6 Floating-Point Unit (FPU) (see page 142)
The FPU fully supports single-precision add, subtract, multiply, divide, multiply and accumulate,
and square root operations. It also provides conversions between fixed-point and floating-point data
formats, and floating-point constant instructions.

■ 32-bit instructions for single-precision (C float) data-processing operations

■ Combined multiply and accumulate instructions for increased precision (Fused MAC)

■ Hardware support for conversion, addition, subtraction, multiplication with optional accumulate,
division, and square-root

■ Hardware support for denormals and all IEEE rounding modes

■ 32 dedicated 32-bit single-precision registers, also addressable as 16 double-word registers

■ Decoupled three stage pipeline

1.3.2 On-Chip Memory
The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller is integrated with the following set of on-chip memory and
features:

■ 256 KB single-cycle SRAM

■ 512 KB Flash memory

■ 6KB EEPROM

■ Internal ROM loaded with TivaWare™ for C Series software:
– TivaWare™ Peripheral Driver Library
– TivaWare Boot Loader
– Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) cryptography tables
– Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) error detection functionality

1.3.2.1 SRAM (see page 602)
The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller provides 256 KB of single-cycle on-chip SRAM. The internal
SRAM of the device is located at offset 0x2000.0000 of the device memory map.

The SRAM is implemented using four 32-bit wide interleaving SRAM banks (separate SRAM arrays)
which allow for increased speed between memory accesses. The SRAM memory provides nearly
2 GB/s memory bandwidth at a 120 MHz clock frequency.

Because read-modify-write (RMW) operations are very time consuming, ARM has introduced
bit-banding technology in the Cortex-M4F processor. With a bit-band-enabled processor, certain
regions in the memory map (SRAM and peripheral space) can use address aliases to access
individual bits in a single, atomic operation.

Data can be transferred to and from SRAM by the following masters:

■ µDMA

■ USB

■ Ethernet Controller
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1.3.2.2 Flash Memory (see page 604)
The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller provides 512 KB of on-chip Flash memory. The Flash memory
is configured as four banks of 8 K x 128 bits (4 * 128 KB total) which are two-way interleaved.
Memory blocks can be marked as read-only or execute-only, providing different levels of code
protection. Read-only blocks cannot be erased or programmed, protecting the contents of those
blocks from being modified. Execute-only blocks cannot be erased or programmed, and can only
be read by the controller instruction fetch mechanism, protecting the contents of those blocks from
being read by either the controller or by a debugger.

The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller provides enhanced performance and power savings by
implementation of two sets of instruction prefetch buffers. Each prefetch buffer is 2 x 256 bits and
can be combined as a 4 x 256-bit prefetch buffer.

The Flash can also be accessed by the µDMA in Run Mode.

1.3.2.3 ROM (see page 602)
The TM4C1294KCPDT ROM is preprogrammed with the following software and programs:

■ TivaWare Peripheral Driver Library

■ TivaWare Boot Loader

■ Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) cryptography tables

■ Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) error-detection functionality

The TivaWare Peripheral Driver Library is a royalty-free software library for controlling on-chip
peripherals with a boot-loader capability. The library performs both peripheral initialization and
control functions, with a choice of polled or interrupt-driven peripheral support. In addition, the library
is designed to take full advantage of the stellar interrupt performance of the ARM Cortex-M4F core.
No special pragmas or custom assembly code prologue/epilogue functions are required. For
applications that require in-field programmability, the royalty-free TivaWare Boot Loader can act as
an application loader and support in-field firmware updates.

The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) is a publicly defined encryption standard used by the
U.S. Government. AES is a strong encryption method with reasonable performance and size. In
addition, it is fast in both hardware and software, is fairly easy to implement, and requires little
memory. The Texas Instruments encryption package is available with full source code, and is based
on Lesser General Public License (LGPL) source. An LGPL means that the code can be used within
an application without any copyleft implications for the application (the code does not automatically
become open source). Modifications to the package source, however, must be open source.

CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check) is a technique to validate a span of data has the same contents
as when previously checked. This technique can be used to validate correct receipt of messages
(nothing lost or modified in transit), to validate data after decompression, to validate that Flash
memory contents have not been changed, and for other cases where the data needs to be validated.
A CRC is preferred over a simple checksum (for example, XOR all bits) because it catches changes
more readily.

Note: CRC software program are available in the TivaWare™ for C Series software for
backward-compatibility. A device that has enhanced CRC integrated module should utilize
this hardware for best performance. Please refer to “Cyclical Redundancy Check
(CRC)” on page 944 for more information.
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1.3.2.4 EEPROM (see page 615)
The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller includes an EEPROM with the following features:

■ 6Kbytes of memory accessible as 1536 32-bit words

■ 96 blocks of 16 words (64 bytes) each

■ Built-in wear leveling

■ Access protection per block

■ Lock protection option for the whole peripheral as well as per block using 32-bit to 96-bit unlock
codes (application selectable)

■ Interrupt support for write completion to avoid polling

■ Endurance of 500K writes (when writing at fixed offset in every alternate page in circular fashion)
to 15M operations (when cycling through two pages ) per each 2-page block.

1.3.3 External Peripheral Interface (see page 813)
The External Peripheral Interface (EPI) provides access to external devices using a parallel path.
Unlike communications peripherals such as SSI, UART, and I2C, the EPI is designed to act like a
bus to external peripherals and memory.

The EPI has the following features:

■ 8/16/32-bit dedicated parallel bus for external peripherals and memory

■ Memory interface supports contiguous memory access independent of data bus width, thus
enabling code execution directly from SDRAM, SRAM and Flash memory

■ Blocking and non-blocking reads

■ Separates processor from timing details through use of an internal write FIFO

■ Efficient transfers using Micro Direct Memory Access Controller (µDMA)

– Separate channels for read and write

– Read channel request asserted by programmable levels on the internal Non-Blocking Read
FIFO (NBRFIFO)

– Write channel request asserted by empty on the internal Write FIFO (WFIFO)

The EPI supports three primary functional modes: Synchronous Dynamic Random Access Memory
(SDRAM) mode, Traditional Host-Bus mode, and General-Purpose mode. The EPI module also
provides custom GPIOs; however, unlike regular GPIOs, the EPI module uses a FIFO in the same
way as a communication mechanism and is speed-controlled using clocking.

■ Synchronous Dynamic Random Access Memory (SDRAM) mode

– Supports x16 (single data rate) SDRAM at up to 60 MHz

– Supports low-cost SDRAMs up to 64 MB (512 megabits)
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– Includes automatic refresh and access to all banks/rows

– Includes a Sleep/Standby mode to keep contents active with minimal power draw

– Multiplexed address/data interface for reduced pin count

■ Host-Bus mode

– Traditional x8 and x16 MCU bus interface capabilities

– Similar device compatibility options as PIC, ATmega, 8051, and others

– Access to SRAM, NOR Flash memory, and other devices, with up to 1 MB of addressing in
non-multiplexed mode and 256 MB in multiplexed mode (512 MB in Host-Bus 16 mode with
no byte selects)

– Support for up to 512 Mb PSRAM in quad chip select mode, with dedicated configuration
register read and write enable.

– Support of both muxed and de-muxed address and data

– Access to a range of devices supporting the non-address FIFO x8 and x16 interface variant,
with support for external FIFO (XFIFO) EMPTY and FULL signals

– Speed controlled, with read and write data wait-state counters

– Support for read/write burst mode to Host Bus

– Multiple chip select modes including single, dual, and quad chip selects, with and without
ALE

– External iRDY signal provided for stall capability of reads and writes

– Manual chip-enable (or use extra address pins)

■ General-Purpose mode

– Wide parallel interfaces for fast communications with CPLDs and FPGAs

– Data widths up to 32 bits

– Data rates up to 150 MB/second

– Optional "address" sizes from 4 bits to 20 bits

– Optional clock output, read/write strobes, framing (with counter-based size), and clock-enable
input

■ General parallel GPIO

– 1 to 32 bits, FIFOed with speed control

– Useful for custom peripherals or for digital data acquisition and actuator controls
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1.3.4 Cyclical Redundancy Check (CRC) (see page 944)
The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller includes a CRC computation module for uses such as
message transfer and safety system checks. The CRC has the following features:

■ Support four major CRC forms:

– CRC16-CCITT as used by CCITT/ITU X.25

– CRC16-IBM as used by USB and ANSI

– CRC32-IEEE as used by IEEE802.3 and MPEG2

– CRC32C as used by G.Hn

■ Allows word and byte feed

■ Supports auto-initialization and manual initialization

■ Supports MSb and LSb

■ Supports CCITT post-processing

■ Can be fed by µDMA, Flash memory and code

1.3.5 Serial Communications Peripherals
The TM4C1294KCPDT controller supports both asynchronous and synchronous serial
communications with:

■ 10/100 Ethernet MAC with Advanced IEEE 1588 PTP hardware and both Media Independent
Interface (MII) and Reduced MII (RMII) support; integrated PHY provided

■ Two CAN 2.0 A/B controllers

■ USB 2.0 Controller OTG/Host/Device with optional high speed using external PHY through ULPI
interface

■ Eight UARTs with IrDA, 9-bit and ISO 7816 support.

■ Ten I2C modules with four transmission speeds including high-speed mode

■ Four Quad Synchronous Serial Interface modules (QSSI) with bi- and quad-SSI support

The following sections provide more detail on each of these communications functions.

1.3.5.1 Ethernet MAC and PHY (see page 1405)
The TM4C1294KCPDT Ethernet Controller consists of a fully integrated media access controller
(MAC) and network physical (PHY) interface with the following features:

■ Conforms to the IEEE 802.3 specification

– 10BASE-T/100BASE-TX IEEE-802.3 compliant

– Supports 10/100 Mbps data transmission rates
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– Supports full-duplex and half-duplex (CSMA/CD) operation

– Supports flow control and back pressure

– Full-featured and enhanced auto-negotiation

– Supports IEEE 802.1Q VLAN tag detection

■ Conforms to IEEE 1588-2002 Timestamp Precision Time Protocol (PTP) protocol and the IEEE
1588-2008 Advanced Timestamp specification

– Transmit and Receive frame time stamping

– Precision Time Protocol

– Flexible pulse per second output

– Supports coarse and fine correction methods

■ Multiple addressing modes

– Four MAC address filters

– Programmable 64-bit Hash Filter for multicast address filtering

– Promiscuous mode support

■ Processor offloading

– Programmable insertion (TX) or deletion (RX) of preamble and start-of-frame data

– Programmable generation (TX) or deletion (RX) of CRC and pad data

– IP header and hardware checksum checking (IPv4, IPv6, TCP/UDP/ICMP)

■ Highly configurable

– LED activity selection

– Supports network statistics with RMON/MIB counters

– Supports Magic Packet and wakeup frames

■ Efficient transfers using integrated Direct Memory Access (DMA)

– Dual-buffer (ring) or linked-list (chained) descriptors

– Round-robin or fixed priority arbitration between TX/RX

– Descriptors support up to 8 kB transfer blocks size

– Programmable interrupts for flexible system implementation

■ Physical media manipulation

– MDI/MDI-X cross-over support
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– Register-programmable transmit amplitude

– Automatic polarity correction and 10BASE-T signal reception

1.3.5.2 Controller Area Network (CAN) (see page 1354)
Controller Area Network (CAN) is a multicast shared serial-bus standard for connecting electronic
control units (ECUs). CAN was specifically designed to be robust in electromagnetically noisy
environments and can utilize a differential balanced line like RS-485 or twisted-pair wire. Originally
created for automotive purposes, it is now used in many embedded control applications (for example,
industrial or medical). Bit rates up to 1 Mbps are possible at network lengths below 40 meters.
Decreased bit rates allow longer network distances (for example, 125 Kbps at 500m).

A transmitter sends a message to all CAN nodes (broadcasting). Each node decides on the basis
of the identifier received whether it should process the message. The identifier also determines the
priority that the message enjoys in competition for bus access. Each CAN message can transmit
from 0 to 8 bytes of user information.

The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller includes two CAN units with the following features:

■ CAN protocol version 2.0 part A/B

■ Bit rates up to 1 Mbps

■ 32 message objects with individual identifier masks

■ Maskable interrupt

■ Disable Automatic Retransmission mode for Time-Triggered CAN (TTCAN) applications

■ Programmable loopback mode for self-test operation

■ Programmable FIFO mode enables storage of multiple message objects

■ Gluelessly attaches to an external CAN transceiver through the CANnTX and CANnRX signals

1.3.5.3 Universal Serial Bus (USB) (see page 1642)
Universal Serial Bus (USB) is a serial bus standard designed to allow peripherals to be connected
and disconnected using a standardized interface without rebooting the system.

The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller has one USB controller that supports high and full speed
multi-point communications and complies with the USB 2.0 standard for high-speed function. The
USB controller can have three configurations: USB Device, USB Host, and USB On-The-Go
(negotiated on-the-go as host or device when connected to other USB-enabled systems). Support
for full-speed communication is provided by using the integrated USB PHY or optionally, a high-speed
ULPI interface can communicate to an external PHY.

The USB module has the following features:

■ Complies with USB-IF (Implementer's Forum) certification standards

■ USB 2.0 high-speed (480 Mbps) operation with the integrated ULPI interface communicating
with an external PHY

■ Link Power Management support which uses link-state awareness to reduce power usage

■ 4 transfer types: Control, Interrupt, Bulk, and Isochronous
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■ 16 endpoints

– 1 dedicated control IN endpoint and 1 dedicated control OUT endpoint

– 7 configurable IN endpoints and 7 configurable OUT endpoints

■ 4 KB dedicated endpoint memory: one endpoint may be defined for double-buffered 1023-byte
isochronous packet size

■ VBUS droop detection and interrupt

■ Integrated USB DMA with bus master capability

– Up to eight RX Endpoint channels and up to eight TX Endpoint channels are available.

– Each channel can be separately programmed to operate in different modes

– Incremental burst transfers of 4-, 8-, 16- or unspecified length supported

1.3.5.4 UART (see page 1159)
A Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (UART) is an integrated circuit used for RS-232C
serial communications, containing a transmitter (parallel-to-serial converter) and a receiver
(serial-to-parallel converter), each clocked separately.

The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller includes eight fully programmable 16C550-type UARTs.
Although the functionality is similar to a 16C550 UART, this UART design is not register compatible.
The UART can generate individually masked interrupts from the Rx, Tx, modem flow control, modem
status, and error conditions. The module generates a single combined interrupt when any of the
interrupts are asserted and are unmasked.

The eight UARTs have the following features:

■ Programmable baud-rate generator allowing speeds up to 7.5 Mbps for regular speed (divide
by 16) and 15 Mbps for high speed (divide by 8)

■ Separate 16x8 transmit (TX) and receive (RX) FIFOs to reduce CPU interrupt service loading

■ Programmable FIFO length, including 1-byte deep operation providing conventional
double-buffered interface

■ FIFO trigger levels of 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, and 7/8

■ Standard asynchronous communication bits for start, stop, and parity

■ Line-break generation and detection

■ Fully programmable serial interface characteristics

– 5, 6, 7, or 8 data bits

– Even, odd, stick, or no-parity bit generation/detection

– 1 or 2 stop bit generation

■ IrDA serial-IR (SIR) encoder/decoder providing
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Programmable use of IrDA Serial Infrared (SIR) or UART input/output–

– Support of IrDA SIR encoder/decoder functions for data rates up to 115.2 Kbps half-duplex

– Support of normal 3/16 and low-power (1.41-2.23 μs) bit durations

– Programmable internal clock generator enabling division of reference clock by 1 to 256 for
low-power mode bit duration

■ Support for communication with ISO 7816 smart cards

■ Modem functionality available on the following UARTs:

– UART0 (modem flow control and modem status)

– UART1 (modem flow control and modem status)

– UART2 (modem flow control)

– UART3 (modem flow control)

– UART4 (modem flow control)

■ EIA-485 9-bit support

■ Standard FIFO-level and End-of-Transmission interrupts

■ Efficient transfers using Micro Direct Memory Access Controller (µDMA)

– Separate channels for transmit and receive

– Receive single request asserted when data is in the FIFO; burst request asserted at
programmed FIFO level

– Transmit single request asserted when there is space in the FIFO; burst request asserted at
programmed FIFO level

■ Global Alternate Clock (ALTCLK) resource or System Clock (SYSCLK) can be used to generate
baud clock

1.3.5.5 I2C (see page 1273)
The Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C) bus provides bi-directional data transfer through a two-wire design
(a serial data line SDA and a serial clock line SCL). The I2C bus interfaces to external I2C devices
such as serial memory (RAMs and ROMs), networking devices, LCDs, tone generators, and so on.
The I2C bus may also be used for system testing and diagnostic purposes in product development
and manufacture.

Each device on the I2C bus can be designated as either a master or a slave. I2C module supports
both sending and receiving data as either a master or a slave and can operate simultaneously as
both a master and a slave. Both the I2C master and slave can generate interrupts.

The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller includes I2C modules with the following features:

■ Devices on the I2C bus can be designated as either a master or a slave

– Supports both transmitting and receiving data as either a master or a slave
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– Supports simultaneous master and slave operation

■ Four I2C modes

– Master transmit

– Master receive

– Slave transmit

– Slave receive

■ Two 8-entry FIFOs for receive and transmit data

– FIFOs can be independently assigned to master or slave

■ Four transmission speeds:

– Standard (100 Kbps)

– Fast-mode (400 Kbps)

– Fast-mode plus (1 Mbps)

– High-speed mode (3.33 Mbps)

■ Glitch suppression

■ SMBus support through software

– Clock low timeout interrupt

– Dual slave address capability

– Quick command capability

■ Master and slave interrupt generation

– Master generates interrupts when a transmit or receive operation completes (or aborts due
to an error)

– Slave generates interrupts when data has been transferred or requested by a master or when
a START or STOP condition is detected

■ Master with arbitration and clock synchronization, multimaster support, and 7-bit addressing
mode

■ Efficient transfers using Micro Direct Memory Access Controller (µDMA)

– Separate channels for transmit and receive

– Ability to execute single data transfers or burst data transfers using the RX and TX FIFOs in
the I2C
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1.3.5.6 QSSI (see page 1224)
Quad Synchronous Serial Interface (QSSI) is a bi-directional communications interface that converts
data between parallel and serial. The QSSI module performs serial-to-parallel conversion on data
received from a peripheral device, and parallel-to-serial conversion on data transmitted to a peripheral
device. The QSSI module can be configured as either a master or slave device. As a slave device,
the QSSI module can also be configured to disable its output, which allows a master device to be
coupled with multiple slave devices. The TX and RX paths are buffered with separate internal FIFOs.

The QSSI module also includes a programmable bit rate clock divider and prescaler to generate
the output serial clock derived from the QSSI module's input clock. Bit rates are generated based
on the input clock and the maximum bit rate is determined by the connected peripheral.

The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller includes four QSSI modules with the following features:

■ Four QSSI channels with Advanced, Bi- and Quad-SSI functionality

■ Programmable interface operation for Freescale SPI or Texas Instruments synchronous serial
interfaces in Legacy Mode. Support for Freescale interface in Bi- and Quad-SSI mode.

■ Master or slave operation

■ Programmable clock bit rate and prescaler

■ Separate transmit and receive FIFOs, each 16 bits wide and 8 locations deep

■ Programmable data frame size from 4 to 16 bits

■ Internal loopback test mode for diagnostic/debug testing

■ Standard FIFO-based interrupts and End-of-Transmission interrupt

■ Efficient transfers using Micro Direct Memory Access Controller (µDMA)

– Separate channels for transmit and receive

– Receive single request asserted when data is in the FIFO; burst request asserted when FIFO
contains 4 entries

– Transmit single request asserted when there is space in the FIFO; burst request asserted
when four or more entries are available to be written in the FIFO

– Maskable µDMA interrupts for receive and transmit complete

■ Global Alternate Clock (ALTCLK) resource or System Clock (SYSCLK) can be used to generate
baud clock.

1.3.6 System Integration
The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller provides a variety of standard system functions integrated
into the device, including:

■ Direct Memory Access Controller (DMA)

■ System control and clocks including on-chip precision 16-MHz oscillator

■ Eight 32-bit timers (each of which can be configured as two 16-bit timers)
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■ Lower-power battery-backed Hibernation module

■ Real-Time Clock in Hibernation module

■ Two Watchdog Timers
– One timer runs off the main oscillator
– One timer runs off the precision internal oscillator

■ Up to 90 GPIOs, depending on configuration
– Highly flexible pin muxing allows use as GPIO or one of several peripheral functions
– Independently configurable to 2-, 4-, 8-, 10-, or 12-mA drive capability
– Up to 4 GPIOs can have 18-mA drive capability

The following sections provide more detail on each of these functions.

1.3.6.1 Direct Memory Access (see page 676)
The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller includes a Direct Memory Access (DMA) controller, known
as micro-DMA (μDMA). The μDMA controller provides a way to offload data transfer tasks from the
Cortex-M4F processor, allowing for more efficient use of the processor and the available bus
bandwidth. The μDMA controller can perform transfers between memory and peripherals. It has
dedicated channels for each supported on-chip module and can be programmed to automatically
perform transfers between peripherals and memory as the peripheral is ready to transfer more data.
The μDMA controller provides the following features:

■ ARM PrimeCell® 32-channel configurable µDMA controller

■ Support for memory-to-memory, memory-to-peripheral, and peripheral-to-memory in multiple
transfer modes

– Basic for simple transfer scenarios

– Ping-pong for continuous data flow

– Scatter-gather for a programmable list of up to 256 arbitrary transfers initiated from a single
request

■ Highly flexible and configurable channel operation

– Independently configured and operated channels

– Dedicated channels for supported on-chip modules

– Flexible channel assignments

– One channel each for receive and transmit path for bidirectional modules

– Dedicated channel for software-initiated transfers

– Per-channel configurable priority scheme

– Optional software-initiated requests for any channel

■ Two levels of priority
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■ Design optimizations for improved bus access performance between µDMA controller and the
processor core

– µDMA controller access is subordinate to core access

– RAM striping

– Peripheral bus segmentation

■ Data sizes of 8, 16, and 32 bits

■ Transfer size is programmable in binary steps from 1 to 1024

■ Source and destination address increment size of byte, half-word, word, or no increment

■ Maskable peripheral requests

■ Interrupt on transfer completion, with a separate interrupt per channel

1.3.6.2 System Control and Clocks (see page 220)
System control determines the overall operation of the device. It provides information about the
device, controls power-saving features, controls the clocking of the device and individual peripherals,
and handles reset detection and reporting.

■ Device identification information: version, part number, SRAM size, Flash memory size, and so
on

■ Power control

– On-chip fixed Low Drop-Out (LDO) voltage regulator

– Hibernation module handles the power-up/down 3.3 V sequencing and control for the core
digital logic and analog circuits

– Low-power options for microcontroller: Sleep and Deep-Sleep modes with clock gating

– Low-power options for on-chip modules: software controls shutdown of individual peripherals
and memory

– 3.3-V supply brown-out detection and reporting via interrupt or reset

■ Multiple clock sources for microcontroller system clock. The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller
is clocked by the system clock (SYSCLK) that is distributed to the processor and integrated
peripherals after clock gating. The SYSCLK frequency is based on the frequency of the clock
source and a divisor factor. A PLL is provided for the generation of system clock frequencies in
excess of the reference clock provided. The reference clocks for the PLL are the PIOSC and the
main crystal oscillator. The following clock sources are provided to the TM4C1294KCPDT
microcontroller:

– 16-MHz Precision Oscillator (PIOSC)

– Main Oscillator (MOSC): A frequency-accurate clock source by one of two means: an external
single-ended clock source is connected to the OSC0 input pin, or an external crystal is
connected across the OSC0 input and OSC1 output pins.
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– Low Frequency Internal Oscillator (LFIOSC): On-chip resource used during power-saving
modes

– Hibernate RTC oscillator (RTCOSC) clock that can be configured to be the 32.768-kHz
external oscillator source from the Hibernation (HIB) module or the HIB Low Frequency clock
source (HIB LFIOSC), which is located within the Hibernation Module.

■ Flexible reset sources

– Power-on reset (POR)

– Reset pin assertion

– Brown-out reset (BOR) detector alerts to system power drops

– Software reset

– Watchdog timer reset

– Hibernation module event

– MOSC failure

■ 128-bit unique identifier for individual device identification

1.3.6.3 Programmable Timers (see page 953)
Programmable timers can be used to count or time external events that drive the Timer input pins.
Each 16/32-bit GPTM block provides two 16-bit timers/counters that can be configured to operate
independently as timers or event counters, or configured to operate as one 32-bit timer or one 32-bit
Real-Time Clock (RTC). Timers can also be used to trigger analog-to-digital (ADC) conversions
and DMA transfers.

The General-Purpose Timer Module (GPTM) contains eight 16/32-bit GPTM blocks with the following
functional options:

■ Operating modes:

– 16- or 32-bit programmable one-shot timer

– 16- or 32-bit programmable periodic timer

– 16-bit general-purpose timer with an 8-bit prescaler

– 32-bit Real-Time Clock (RTC) when using an external 32.768-KHz clock as the input

– 16-bit input-edge count- or time-capture modes with an 8-bit prescaler

– 16-bit PWM mode with an 8-bit prescaler and software-programmable output inversion of the
PWM signal

– The System Clock or a global Alternate Clock (ALTCLK) resource can be used as timer clock
source. The global ALTCLK can be:

• PIOSC

• Hibernation Module Real-time clock output (RTCOSC)
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• Low-frequency internal oscillator (LFIOSC)

■ Count up or down

■ Twelve 16/32-bit Capture Compare PWM pins (CCP)

■ Daisy chaining of timer modules to allow a single timer to initiate multiple timing events

■ Timer synchronization allows selected timers to start counting on the same clock cycle

■ ADC event trigger

■ User-enabled stalling when the microcontroller asserts CPU Halt flag during debug (excluding
RTC mode)

■ Ability to determine the elapsed time between the assertion of the timer interrupt and entry into
the interrupt service routine

■ Efficient transfers using Micro Direct Memory Access Controller (µDMA)

– Dedicated channel for each timer

– Burst request generated on timer interrupt

1.3.6.4 CCP Pins (see page 960)
Capture Compare PWM pins (CCP) can be used by the General-Purpose Timer Module to time/count
external events using the CCP pin as an input. Alternatively, the GPTM can generate a simple PWM
output on the CCP pin.

The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller includes twelve 16/32-bit CCP pins that can be programmed
to operate in the following modes:

■ Capture: The GP Timer is incremented/decremented by programmed events on the CCP input.
The GP Timer captures and stores the current timer value when a programmed event occurs.

■ Compare: The GP Timer is incremented/decremented by programmed events on the CCP input.
The GP Timer compares the current value with a stored value and generates an interrupt when
a match occurs.

■ PWM: The GP Timer is incremented/decremented by the system clock. A PWM signal is generated
based on a match between the counter value and a value stored in a match register and is output
on the CCP pin.

1.3.6.5 Hibernation Module (HIB) (see page 531)
The Hibernation module provides logic to switch power off to the main processor and peripherals
and to wake on external or time-based events. The Hibernation module includes power-sequencing
logic and has the following features:

■ 32-bit real-time seconds counter (RTC) with 1/32,768 second resolution and a 15-bit sub-seconds
counter

– 32-bit RTC seconds match register and a 15-bit sub seconds match for timed wake-up and
interrupt generation with 1/32,768 second resolution

– RTC predivider trim for making fine adjustments to the clock rate
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■ Hardware Calendar Function

– Year, Month, Day, Day of Week, Hours, Minutes, Seconds

– Four-year leap compensation

– 24-hour or AM/PM configuration

■ Two mechanisms for power control

– System power control using discrete external regulator

– On-chip power control using internal switches under register control

■ VDD supplies power when valid, even if VBAT > VDD

■ Dedicated pin for waking using an external signal

■ Capability to configure external reset (RST) pin and/or up to four GPIO port pins as wake source,
with programmable wake level

■ Tamper Functionality

– Support for four tamper inputs

– Configurable level, weak pull-up, and glitch filter

– Configurable tamper event response

– Logging of up to four tamper events

– Optional BBRAM erase on tamper detection

– Tamper wake from hibernate capability

– Hibernation clock input failure detect with a switch to the internal oscillator on detection

■ RTC operational and hibernation memory valid as long as VDD or VBAT is valid

■ Low-battery detection, signaling, and interrupt generation, with optional wake on low battery

■ GPIO pin state can be retained during hibernation

■ Clock source from an internal low frequency oscillator (HIB LFIOSC) or a 32.768-kHz external
crystal or oscillator

■ Sixteen 32-bit words of battery-backed memory to save state during hibernation

■ Programmable interrupts for:

– RTC match

– External wake

– Low battery
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1.3.6.6 Watchdog Timers (see page 1026)
A watchdog timer is used to regain control when a system has failed due to a software error or to
the failure of an external device to respond in the expected way. The TM4C1294KCPDT Watchdog
Timer can generate an interrupt, a non-maskable interrupt, or a reset when a time-out value is
reached. In addition, the Watchdog Timer is ARM FiRM-compliant and can be configured to generate
an interrupt to the microcontroller on its first time-out, and to generate a reset signal on its second
timeout. Once the Watchdog Timer has been configured, the lock register can be written to prevent
the timer configuration from being inadvertently altered.

The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller has two Watchdog Timer modules: Watchdog Timer 0 uses
the system clock for its timer clock; Watchdog Timer 1 uses the PIOSC as its timer clock. The
Watchdog Timer module has the following features:

■ 32-bit down counter with a programmable load register

■ Separate watchdog clock with an enable

■ Programmable interrupt generation logic with interrupt masking and optional NMI function

■ Lock register protection from runaway software

■ Reset generation logic with an enable/disable

■ User-enabled stalling when the microcontroller asserts the CPU Halt flag during debug

1.3.6.7 Programmable GPIOs (see page 740)
General-purpose input/output (GPIO) pins offer flexibility for a variety of connections. The
TM4C1294KCPDT GPIO module is comprised of 15 physical GPIO blocks, each corresponding to
an individual GPIO port. The GPIO module is FiRM-compliant (compliant to the ARM Foundation
IP for Real-Time Microcontrollers specification) and supports 0-90 programmable input/output pins.
The number of GPIOs available depends on the peripherals being used (see “Signal
Tables” on page 1770 for the signals available to each GPIO pin).

■ Up to 90 GPIOs, depending on configuration

■ Highly flexible pin muxing allows use as GPIO or one of several peripheral functions

■ 3.3-V-tolerant in input configuration

■ Advanced High Performance Bus accesses all ports:

– Ports A-H and J; Ports K-N and P-Q

■ Fast toggle capable of a change every clock cycle for ports on AHB

■ Programmable control for GPIO interrupts

– Interrupt generation masking

– Edge-triggered on rising, falling, or both

– Level-sensitive on High or Low values

– Per-pin interrupts available on Port P and Port Q
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■ Bit masking in both read and write operations through address lines

■ Can be used to initiate an ADC sample sequence or a μDMA transfer

■ Pin state can be retained during Hibernation mode; pins on port P can be programmed to wake
on level in Hibernation mode

■ Pins configured as digital inputs are Schmitt-triggered

■ Programmable control for GPIO pad configuration

– Weak pull-up or pull-down resistors

– 2-mA, 4-mA, 6-mA, 8-mA, 10-mA and 12-mA pad drive for digital communication; up to four
pads can sink 18-mA for high-current applications

– Slew rate control for 8-mA, 10-mA and 12-mA pad drive

– Open drain enables

– Digital input enables

1.3.7 Advanced Motion Control
The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller provides motion control functions integrated into the device,
including:

■ Eight advanced PWM outputs for motion and energy applications

■ Four fault inputs to promote low-latency shutdown

■ One Quadrature Encoder Input (QEI)

The following provides more detail on these motion control functions.

1.3.7.1 PWM (see page 1667)
The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller contains one PWM module, with four PWM generator blocks
and a control block, for a total of 8 PWM outputs. Pulse width modulation (PWM) is a powerful
technique for digitally encoding analog signal levels. High-resolution counters are used to generate
a square wave, and the duty cycle of the square wave is modulated to encode an analog signal.
Typical applications include switching power supplies and motor control. The TM4C1294KCPDT
PWM module consists of four PWM generator block and a control block. Each PWM generator block
contains one timer (16-bit down or up/down counter), two comparators, a PWM signal generator, a
dead-band generator, and an interrupt/ADC-trigger selector. Each PWM generator block produces
two PWM signals that can either be independent signals or a single pair of complementary signals
with dead-band delays inserted.

Each PWM generator has the following features:

■ Four fault-condition handling inputs to quickly provide low-latency shutdown and prevent damage
to the motor being controlled

■ One 16-bit counter

– Runs in Down or Up/Down mode
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– Output frequency controlled by a 16-bit load value

– Load value updates can be synchronized

– Produces output signals at zero and load value

■ Two PWM comparators

– Comparator value updates can be synchronized

– Produces output signals on match

■ PWM signal generator

– Output PWM signal is constructed based on actions taken as a result of the counter and
PWM comparator output signals

– Produces two independent PWM signals

■ Dead-band generator

– Produces two PWM signals with programmable dead-band delays suitable for driving a half-H
bridge

– Can be bypassed, leaving input PWM signals unmodified

■ Can initiate an ADC sample sequence

The control block determines the polarity of the PWM signals and which signals are passed through
to the pins. The output of the PWM generation blocks are managed by the output control block
before being passed to the device pins. The PWM control block has the following options:

■ PWM output enable of each PWM signal

■ Optional output inversion of each PWM signal (polarity control)

■ Optional fault handling for each PWM signal

■ Synchronization of timers in the PWM generator blocks

■ Synchronization of timer/comparator updates across the PWM generator blocks

■ Extended PWM synchronization of timer/comparator updates across the PWM generator blocks

■ Interrupt status summary of the PWM generator blocks

■ Extended PWM fault handling, with multiple fault signals, programmable polarities, and filtering

■ PWM generators can be operated independently or synchronized with other generators

1.3.7.2 QEI (see page 1746)
A quadrature encoder, also known as a 2-channel incremental encoder, converts linear displacement
into a pulse signal. By monitoring both the number of pulses and the relative phase of the two signals,
the position, direction of rotation, and speed can be tracked. In addition, a third channel, or index
signal, can be used to reset the position counter. The TM4C1294KCPDT quadrature encoder with
index (QEI) module interprets the code produced by a quadrature encoder wheel to integrate position
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over time and determine direction of rotation. In addition, it can capture a running estimate of the
velocity of the encoder wheel. The input frequency of the QEI inputs may be as high as 1/4 of the
processor frequency (for example, 30 MHz for a 120-MHz system).

The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller includes one QEI module providing control of one motor
with the following features:

■ Position integrator that tracks the encoder position

■ Programmable noise filter on the inputs

■ Velocity capture using built-in timer

■ The input frequency of the QEI inputs may be as high as 1/4 of the processor frequency (for
example, 12.5 MHz for a 50-MHz system)

■ Interrupt generation on:

– Index pulse

– Velocity-timer expiration

– Direction change

– Quadrature error detection

1.3.8 Analog
The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller provides analog functions integrated into the device, including:

■ Two 12-bit Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADC), with a total of 20 analog input channels and each
with a sample rate of two million samples/second

■ Three analog comparators

■ On-chip voltage regulator

The following provides more detail on these analog functions.

1.3.8.1 ADC (see page 1051)
An analog-to-digital converter (ADC) is a peripheral that converts a continuous analog voltage to a
discrete digital number. The TM4C1294KCPDT ADC module features 12-bit conversion resolution
and supports 20 input channels plus an internal temperature sensor. Four buffered sample
sequencers allow rapid sampling of up to 20 analog input sources without controller intervention.
Each sample sequencer provides flexible programming with fully configurable input source, trigger
events, interrupt generation, and sequencer priority. Each ADC module has a digital comparator
function that allows the conversion value to be diverted to a comparison unit that provides eight
digital comparators.

The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller provides two ADC modules, each with the following features:

■ 20 shared analog input channels

■ 12-bit precision ADC

■ Single-ended and differential-input configurations
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■ On-chip internal temperature sensor

■ Maximum sample rate of two million samples/second

■ Optional, programmable phase delay

■ Sample and hold window programmability

■ Four programmable sample conversion sequencers from one to eight entries long, with
corresponding conversion result FIFOs

■ Flexible trigger control

– Controller (software)

– Timers

– Analog Comparators

– PWM

– GPIO

■ Hardware averaging of up to 64 samples

■ Eight digital comparators

■ Converter uses signals VREFA+ and GNDA as the voltage reference

■ Power and ground for the analog circuitry is separate from the digital power and ground

■ Efficient transfers using Micro Direct Memory Access Controller (µDMA)

– Dedicated channel for each sample sequencer

– ADC module uses burst requests for DMA

■ Global Alternate Clock (ALTCLK) resource or System Clock (SYSCLK) can be used to generate
ADC clock

1.3.8.2 Analog Comparators (see page 1651)
An analog comparator is a peripheral that compares two analog voltages and provides a logical
output that signals the comparison result. The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller provides three
independent integrated analog comparators that can be configured to drive an output or generate
an interrupt or ADC event.

The comparator can provide its output to a device pin, acting as a replacement for an analog
comparator on the board, or it can be used to signal the application via interrupts or triggers to the
ADC to cause it to start capturing a sample sequence. The interrupt generation and ADC triggering
logic is separate. This means, for example, that an interrupt can be generated on a rising edge and
the ADC triggered on a falling edge.

The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller provides three independent integrated analog comparators
with the following functions:

■ Compare external pin input to external pin input or to internal programmable voltage reference
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■ Compare a test voltage against any one of the following voltages:

– An individual external reference voltage

– A shared single external reference voltage

– A shared internal reference voltage

1.3.9 JTAG and ARM Serial Wire Debug (see page 207)
The Joint Test Action Group (JTAG) port is an IEEE standard that defines a Test Access Port and
Boundary Scan Architecture for digital integrated circuits and provides a standardized serial interface
for controlling the associated test logic. The TAP, Instruction Register (IR), and Data Registers (DR)
can be used to test the interconnections of assembled printed circuit boards and obtain manufacturing
information on the components. The JTAG Port also provides a means of accessing and controlling
design-for-test features such as I/O pin observation and control, scan testing, and debugging. Texas
Instruments replaces the ARM SW-DP and JTAG-DP with the ARM Serial Wire JTAG Debug Port
(SWJ-DP) interface. The SWJ-DP interface combines the SWD and JTAG debug ports into one
module providing all the normal JTAG debug and test functionality plus real-time access to system
memory without halting the core or requiring any target resident code. The SWJ-DP interface has
the following features:

■ IEEE 1149.1-1990 compatible Test Access Port (TAP) controller

■ Four-bit Instruction Register (IR) chain for storing JTAG instructions

■ IEEE standard instructions: BYPASS, IDCODE, SAMPLE/PRELOAD, and EXTEST

■ ARM additional instructions: APACC, DPACC and ABORT

■ Integrated ARM Serial Wire Debug (SWD)

– Serial Wire JTAG Debug Port (SWJ-DP)

– Flash Patch and Breakpoint (FPB) unit for implementing breakpoints

– Data Watchpoint and Trace (DWT) unit for implementing watchpoints, trigger resources, and
system profiling

– Instrumentation Trace Macrocell (ITM) for support of printf style debugging

– Embedded Trace Macrocell (ETM) for instruction trace capture

– Trace Port Interface Unit (TPIU) for bridging to a Trace Port Analyzer

1.3.10 Packaging and Temperature

■ 128-pin RoHS-compliant TQFP package

■ Industrial (-40°C to 85°C) ambient temperature range

■ Extended (-40°C to 105°C) ambient temperature range

1.4 TM4C1294KCPDT Microcontroller Hardware Details
Details on the pins and package can be found in the following sections:
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■ “Pin Diagram” on page 1769

■ “Signal Tables” on page 1770

■ “Electrical Characteristics” on page 1816

■ “Package Information” on page 1883

1.5 Kits
The Tiva™ C Series provides the hardware and software tools that engineers need to begin
development quickly.

■ Reference Design Kits accelerate product development by providing ready-to-run hardware and
comprehensive documentation including hardware design files

■ Evaluation Kits provide a low-cost and effective means of evaluating TM4C1294KCPDT
microcontrollers before purchase

■ Development Kits provide you with all the tools you need to develop and prototype embedded
applications right out of the box

See the Tiva series website at http://www.ti.com/tiva-c for the latest tools available, or ask your
distributor.

1.6 Support Information
For support on Tiva™ C Series products, contact the TI Worldwide Product Information Center
nearest you.
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2 The Cortex-M4F Processor
The ARM® Cortex™-M4F processor provides a high-performance, low-cost platform that meets the
system requirements of minimal memory implementation, reduced pin count, and low power
consumption, while delivering outstanding computational performance and exceptional system
response to interrupts. Features include:

■ 32-bit ARM® Cortex™-M4F architecture optimized for small-footprint embedded applications

■ 120-MHz operation; 150 DMIPS performance

■ Outstanding processing performance combined with fast interrupt handling

■ Thumb-2 mixed 16-/32-bit instruction set delivers the high performance expected of a 32-bit
ARM core in a compact memory size usually associated with 8- and 16-bit devices, typically in
the range of a few kilobytes of memory for microcontroller-class applications

– Single-cycle multiply instruction and hardware divide

– Atomic bit manipulation (bit-banding), delivering maximum memory utilization and streamlined
peripheral control

– Unaligned data access, enabling data to be efficiently packed into memory

■ IEEE754-compliant single-precision Floating-Point Unit (FPU)

■ 16-bit SIMD vector processing unit

■ Fast code execution permits slower processor clock or increases sleep mode time

■ Harvard architecture characterized by separate buses for instruction and data

■ Efficient processor core, system and memories

■ Hardware division and fast digital-signal-processing orientated multiply accumulate

■ Saturating arithmetic for signal processing

■ Deterministic, high-performance interrupt handling for time-critical applications

■ Memory protection unit (MPU) to provide a privileged mode for protected operating system
functionality

■ Enhanced system debug with extensive breakpoint and trace capabilities

■ Serial Wire Debug and Serial Wire Trace reduce the number of pins required for debugging and
tracing

■ Migration from the ARM7™ processor family for better performance and power efficiency

■ Optimized for single-cycle Flash memory usage up to specific frequencies; see “Internal
Memory” on page 600 for more information.

■ Ultra-low power consumption with integrated sleep modes
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The Tiva™ C Series microcontrollers builds on this core to bring high-performance 32-bit computing
to cost-conscious applications requiring significant control processing and connectivity capabilities
such as:

■ Low power, hand-held smart devices
■ Gaming equipment
■ Network appliances and switches
■ Home and commercial site monitoring and control
■ Electronic point-of-sale (POS) machines
■ Motion control
■ Medical instrumentation
■ Remote connectivity and monitoring
■ Test and measurement equipment
■ Factory automation
■ Fire and security
■ Smart Energy/Smart Grid solutions
■ Intelligent lighting control
■ Transportation

This chapter provides information on the Tiva™ C Series implementation of the Cortex-M4F
processor, including the programming model, the memory model, the exception model, fault handling,
and power management.

For technical details on the instruction set, see the Cortex™-M4 instruction set chapter in the ARM®
Cortex™-M4 Devices Generic User Guide (literature number ARM DUI 0553A).

2.1 Block Diagram
The Cortex-M4F processor is built on a high-performance processor core, with a 3-stage pipeline
Harvard architecture, making it ideal for demanding embedded applications. The processor delivers
exceptional power efficiency through an efficient instruction set and extensively optimized design,
providing high-end processing hardware including IEEE754-compliant single-precision floating-point
computation, a range of single-cycle and SIMD multiplication and multiply-with-accumulate
capabilities, saturating arithmetic and dedicated hardware division.

To facilitate the design of cost-sensitive devices, the Cortex-M4F processor implements tightly
coupled system components that reduce processor area while significantly improving interrupt
handling and system debug capabilities. The Cortex-M4F processor implements a version of the
Thumb® instruction set based on Thumb-2 technology, ensuring high code density and reduced
program memory requirements. The Cortex-M4F instruction set provides the exceptional performance
expected of a modern 32-bit architecture, with the high code density of 8-bit and 16-bit
microcontrollers.

The Cortex-M4F processor closely integrates a nested interrupt controller (NVIC), to deliver
industry-leading interrupt performance. The TM4C1294KCPDT NVIC includes a non-maskable
interrupt (NMI) and provides eight interrupt priority levels. The tight integration of the processor core
and NVIC provides fast execution of interrupt service routines (ISRs), dramatically reducing interrupt
latency. The hardware stacking of registers and the ability to suspend load-multiple and store-multiple
operations further reduce interrupt latency. Interrupt handlers do not require any assembler stubs
which removes code overhead from the ISRs. Tail-chaining optimization also significantly reduces
the overhead when switching from one ISR to another. To optimize low-power designs, the NVIC
integrates with the sleep modes, including Deep-sleep mode, which enables the entire device to be
rapidly powered down.
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Figure 2-1. CPU Block Diagram
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2.2 Overview

2.2.1 System-Level Interface
The Cortex-M4F processor provides multiple interfaces using AMBA® technology to provide
high-speed, low-latency memory accesses. The core supports unaligned data accesses and
implements atomic bit manipulation that enables faster peripheral controls, system spinlocks, and
thread-safe Boolean data handling.

The Cortex-M4F processor has a memory protection unit (MPU) that provides fine-grain memory
control, enabling applications to implement security privilege levels and separate code, data and
stack on a task-by-task basis.

2.2.2 Integrated Configurable Debug
The Cortex-M4F processor implements a complete hardware debug solution, providing high system
visibility of the processor and memory through either a traditional JTAG port or a 2-pin Serial Wire
Debug (SWD) port that is ideal for microcontrollers and other small package devices. The Tiva™
C Series implementation replaces the ARM SW-DP and JTAG-DP with the ARM
CoreSight™-compliant Serial Wire JTAG Debug Port (SWJ-DP) interface. The SWJ-DP interface
combines the SWD and JTAG debug ports into one module. See the ARM® Debug Interface V5
Architecture Specification for details on SWJ-DP.

For system trace, the processor integrates an Instrumentation Trace Macrocell (ITM) alongside data
watchpoints and a profiling unit. To enable simple and cost-effective profiling of the system trace
events, a Serial Wire Viewer (SWV) can export a stream of software-generated messages, data
trace, and profiling information through a single pin.
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The Embedded Trace Macrocell (ETM) delivers unrivaled instruction trace capture in an area smaller
than traditional trace units, enabling full instruction trace. For more details on the ARM ETM, see
the ARM® Embedded Trace Macrocell Architecture Specification.

The Flash Patch and Breakpoint Unit (FPB) provides up to eight hardware breakpoint comparators
that debuggers can use. The comparators in the FPB also provide remap functions for up to eight
words of program code in the code memory region. This FPB enables applications stored in a
read-only area of Flash memory to be patched in another area of on-chip SRAM or Flash memory.
If a patch is required, the application programs the FPB to remap a number of addresses. When
those addresses are accessed, the accesses are redirected to a remap table specified in the FPB
configuration.

For more information on the Cortex-M4F debug capabilities, see theARM® Debug Interface V5
Architecture Specification.

2.2.3 Trace Port Interface Unit (TPIU)
The TPIU acts as a bridge between the Cortex-M4F trace data from the ITM, and an off-chip Trace
Port Analyzer, as shown in Figure 2-2 on page 83.

Figure 2-2. TPIU Block Diagram
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2.2.4 Cortex-M4F System Component Details
The Cortex-M4F includes the following system components:

■ SysTick

A 24-bit count-down timer that can be used as a Real-Time Operating System (RTOS) tick timer
or as a simple counter (see “System Timer (SysTick)” on page 135).

■ Nested Vectored Interrupt Controller (NVIC)
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An embedded interrupt controller that supports low latency interrupt processing (see “Nested
Vectored Interrupt Controller (NVIC)” on page 136).

■ System Control Block (SCB)

The programming model interface to the processor. The SCB provides system implementation
information and system control, including configuration, control, and reporting of system exceptions
(see “System Control Block (SCB)” on page 137).

■ Memory Protection Unit (MPU)

Improves system reliability by defining the memory attributes for different memory regions. The
MPU provides up to eight different regions and an optional predefined background region (see
“Memory Protection Unit (MPU)” on page 137).

■ Floating-Point Unit (FPU)

Fully supports single-precision add, subtract, multiply, divide, multiply and accumulate, and
square-root operations. It also provides conversions between fixed-point and floating-point data
formats, and floating-point constant instructions (see “Floating-Point Unit (FPU)” on page 142).

2.3 Programming Model
This section describes the Cortex-M4F programming model. In addition to the individual core register
descriptions, information about the processor modes and privilege levels for software execution and
stacks is included.

2.3.1 Processor Mode and Privilege Levels for Software Execution
The Cortex-M4F has two modes of operation:

■ Thread mode

Used to execute application software. The processor enters Thread mode when it comes out of
reset.

■ Handler mode

Used to handle exceptions. When the processor has finished exception processing, it returns to
Thread mode.

In addition, the Cortex-M4F has two privilege levels:

■ Unprivileged

In this mode, software has the following restrictions:

– Limited access to the MSR and MRS instructions and no use of the CPS instruction

– No access to the system timer, NVIC, or system control block

– Possibly restricted access to memory or peripherals

■ Privileged

In this mode, software can use all the instructions and has access to all resources.

In Thread mode, the CONTROL register (see page 99) controls whether software execution is
privileged or unprivileged. In Handler mode, software execution is always privileged.
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Only privileged software can write to theCONTROL register to change the privilege level for software
execution in Thread mode. Unprivileged software can use the SVC instruction to make a supervisor
call to transfer control to privileged software.

2.3.2 Stacks
The processor uses a full descending stack, meaning that the stack pointer indicates the last stacked
item on the memory. When the processor pushes a new item onto the stack, it decrements the stack
pointer and then writes the item to the new memory location. The processor implements two stacks:
the main stack and the process stack, with a pointer for each held in independent registers (see the
SP register on page 89).

In Thread mode, the CONTROL register (see page 99) controls whether the processor uses the
main stack or the process stack. In Handler mode, the processor always uses the main stack. The
options for processor operations are shown in Table 2-1 on page 85.

Table 2-1. Summary of Processor Mode, Privilege Level, and Stack Use

Stack UsedPrivilege LevelUseProcessor Mode

Main stack or process stack aPrivileged or unprivileged aApplicationsThread

Main stackAlways privilegedException handlersHandler

a. See CONTROL (page 99).

2.3.3 Register Map
Figure 2-3 on page 86 shows the Cortex-M4F register set. Table 2-2 on page 86 lists the Core
registers. The core registers are not memory mapped and are accessed by register name, so the
base address is n/a (not applicable) and there is no offset.
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Figure 2-3. Cortex-M4F Register Set
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Table 2-2. Processor Register Map

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

88Cortex General-Purpose Register 0-RWR0-

88Cortex General-Purpose Register 1-RWR1-

88Cortex General-Purpose Register 2-RWR2-

88Cortex General-Purpose Register 3-RWR3-

88Cortex General-Purpose Register 4-RWR4-

88Cortex General-Purpose Register 5-RWR5-

88Cortex General-Purpose Register 6-RWR6-

88Cortex General-Purpose Register 7-RWR7-

88Cortex General-Purpose Register 8-RWR8-

88Cortex General-Purpose Register 9-RWR9-

88Cortex General-Purpose Register 10-RWR10-

88Cortex General-Purpose Register 11-RWR11-
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Table 2-2. Processor Register Map (continued)

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

88Cortex General-Purpose Register 12-RWR12-

89Stack Pointer-RWSP-

90Link Register0xFFFF.FFFFRWLR-

91Program Counter-RWPC-

92Program Status Register0x0100.0000RWPSR-

96Priority Mask Register0x0000.0000RWPRIMASK-

97Fault Mask Register0x0000.0000RWFAULTMASK-

98Base Priority Mask Register0x0000.0000RWBASEPRI-

99Control Register0x0000.0000RWCONTROL-

101Floating-Point Status Control-RWFPSC-

2.3.4 Register Descriptions
This section lists and describes the Cortex-M4F registers, in the order shown in Figure
2-3 on page 86. The core registers are not memory mapped and are accessed by register name
rather than offset.

Note: The register type shown in the register descriptions refers to type during program execution
in Thread mode and Handler mode. Debug access can differ.
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Register 1: Cortex General-Purpose Register 0 (R0)
Register 2: Cortex General-Purpose Register 1 (R1)
Register 3: Cortex General-Purpose Register 2 (R2)
Register 4: Cortex General-Purpose Register 3 (R3)
Register 5: Cortex General-Purpose Register 4 (R4)
Register 6: Cortex General-Purpose Register 5 (R5)
Register 7: Cortex General-Purpose Register 6 (R6)
Register 8: Cortex General-Purpose Register 7 (R7)
Register 9: Cortex General-Purpose Register 8 (R8)
Register 10: Cortex General-Purpose Register 9 (R9)
Register 11: Cortex General-Purpose Register 10 (R10)
Register 12: Cortex General-Purpose Register 11 (R11)
Register 13: Cortex General-Purpose Register 12 (R12)
The Rn registers are 32-bit general-purpose registers for data operations and can be accessed
from either privileged or unprivileged mode.

Cortex General-Purpose Register 0 (R0)
Type RW, reset -

16171819202122232425262728293031

DATA

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
----------------Reset

0123456789101112131415

DATA

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
----------------Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Register data.-RWDATA31:0
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Register 14: Stack Pointer (SP)
The Stack Pointer (SP) is register R13. In Thread mode, the function of this register changes
depending on the ASP bit in the Control Register (CONTROL) register. When the ASP bit is clear,
this register is the Main Stack Pointer (MSP). When the ASP bit is set, this register is the Process
Stack Pointer (PSP). On reset, the ASP bit is clear, and the processor loads the MSP with the value
from address 0x0000.0000. The MSP can only be accessed in privileged mode; the PSP can be
accessed in either privileged or unprivileged mode.

Stack Pointer (SP)
Type RW, reset -

16171819202122232425262728293031

SP

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
----------------Reset

0123456789101112131415

SP

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
----------------Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

This field is the address of the stack pointer.-RWSP31:0
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Register 15: Link Register (LR)
The Link Register (LR) is register R14, and it stores the return information for subroutines, function
calls, and exceptions. The Link Register can be accessed from either privileged or unprivileged
mode.

EXC_RETURN is loaded into the LR on exception entry. See Table 2-10 on page 123 for the values
and description.

Link Register (LR)
Type RW, reset 0xFFFF.FFFF

16171819202122232425262728293031

LINK

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
1111111111111111Reset

0123456789101112131415

LINK

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
1111111111111111Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

This field is the return address.0xFFFF.FFFFRWLINK31:0
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Register 16: Program Counter (PC)
The Program Counter (PC) is register R15, and it contains the current program address. On reset,
the processor loads the PC with the value of the reset vector, which is at address 0x0000.0004. Bit
0 of the reset vector is loaded into the THUMB bit of the EPSR at reset and must be 1. The PC register
can be accessed in either privileged or unprivileged mode.

Program Counter (PC)
Type RW, reset -

16171819202122232425262728293031

PC

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
----------------Reset

0123456789101112131415

PC

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
----------------Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

This field is the current program address.-RWPC31:0
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Register 17: Program Status Register (PSR)
Note: This register is also referred to as xPSR.

The Program Status Register (PSR) has three functions, and the register bits are assigned to the
different functions:

■ Application Program Status Register (APSR), bits 31:27, bits 19:16

■ Execution Program Status Register (EPSR), bits 26:24, 15:10

■ Interrupt Program Status Register (IPSR), bits 7:0

The PSR, IPSR, and EPSR registers can only be accessed in privileged mode; the APSR register
can be accessed in either privileged or unprivileged mode.

APSR contains the current state of the condition flags from previous instruction executions.

EPSR contains the Thumb state bit and the execution state bits for the If-Then (IT) instruction or
the Interruptible-Continuable Instruction (ICI) field for an interrupted load multiple or store multiple
instruction. Attempts to read the EPSR directly through application software using the MSR instruction
always return zero. Attempts to write the EPSR using the MSR instruction in application software
are always ignored. Fault handlers can examine the EPSR value in the stacked PSR to determine
the operation that faulted (see “Exception Entry and Return” on page 120).

IPSR contains the exception type number of the current Interrupt Service Routine (ISR).

These registers can be accessed individually or as a combination of any two or all three registers,
using the register name as an argument to the MSR or MRS instructions. For example, all of the
registers can be read using PSR with the MRS instruction, or APSR only can be written to using
APSR with the MSR instruction. page 92 shows the possible register combinations for the PSR. See
the MRS and MSR instruction descriptions in the Cortex™-M4 instruction set chapter in the ARM®
Cortex™-M4 Devices Generic User Guide (literature number ARMDUI 0553A) for more information
about how to access the program status registers.

Table 2-3. PSR Register Combinations

CombinationTypeRegister

APSR, EPSR, and IPSRRWa, bPSR

EPSR and IPSRROIEPSR

APSR and IPSRRWaIAPSR

APSR and EPSRRWbEAPSR

a. The processor ignores writes to the IPSR bits.
b. Reads of the EPSR bits return zero, and the processor ignores writes to these bits.

Program Status Register (PSR)
Type RW, reset 0x0100.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

GEreservedTHUMBICI / ITQVCZN

RWRWRWRWRORORORORORORORWRWRWRWRWType
0000000010000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

ISRNUMreservedICI / IT

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

APSR Negative or Less Flag

DescriptionValue

The previous operation result was negative or less than.1

The previous operation result was positive, zero, greater than,
or equal.

0

The value of this bit is only meaningful when accessing PSR or APSR.

0RWN31

APSR Zero Flag

DescriptionValue

The previous operation result was zero.1

The previous operation result was non-zero.0

The value of this bit is only meaningful when accessing PSR or APSR.

0RWZ30

APSR Carry or Borrow Flag

DescriptionValue

The previous add operation resulted in a carry bit or the previous
subtract operation did not result in a borrow bit.

1

The previous add operation did not result in a carry bit or the
previous subtract operation resulted in a borrow bit.

0

The value of this bit is only meaningful when accessing PSR or APSR.

0RWC29

APSR Overflow Flag

DescriptionValue

The previous operation resulted in an overflow.1

The previous operation did not result in an overflow.0

The value of this bit is only meaningful when accessing PSR or APSR.

0RWV28

APSR DSP Overflow and Saturation Flag

DescriptionValue

DSP Overflow or saturation has occurred when using a SIMD
instruction.

1

DSP overflow or saturation has not occurred since reset or since
the bit was last cleared.

0

The value of this bit is only meaningful when accessing PSR or APSR.
This bit is cleared by software using an MRS instruction.

0RWQ27
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

EPSR ICI / IT status
These bits, along with bits 15:10, contain the Interruptible-Continuable
Instruction (ICI) field for an interrupted load multiple or store multiple
instruction or the execution state bits of the IT instruction.
When EPSR holds the ICI execution state, bits 26:25 are zero.
The If-Then block contains up to four instructions following an IT
instruction. Each instruction in the block is conditional. The conditions
for the instructions are either all the same, or some can be the inverse
of others. See the Cortex™-M4 instruction set chapter in the ARM®
Cortex™-M4 Devices Generic User Guide (literature number ARM DUI
0553A) for more information.
The value of this field is only meaningful when accessingPSR or EPSR.
Note that these EPSR bits cannot be accessed using MRS and MSR
instructions but the definitions are provided to allow the stacked (E)PSR
value to be decoded within an exception handler.

0x0ROICI / IT26:25

EPSR Thumb State
This bit indicates the Thumb state and should always be set.
The following can clear the THUMB bit:

■ The BLX, BX and POP{PC} instructions

■ Restoration from the stacked xPSR value on an exception return

■ Bit 0 of the vector value on an exception entry or reset

Attempting to execute instructions when this bit is clear results in a fault
or lockup. See “Lockup” on page 125 for more information.
The value of this bit is only meaningful when accessing PSR or EPSR.

1ROTHUMB24

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved23:20

Greater Than or Equal Flags
See the description of the SEL instruction in the Cortex™-M4 instruction
set chapter in the ARM® Cortex™-M4 Devices Generic User Guide
(literature number ARM DUI 0553A) for more information.
The value of this field is only meaningful when accessing PSR orAPSR.

0x0RWGE19:16
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

EPSR ICI / IT status
These bits, along with bits 26:25, contain the Interruptible-Continuable
Instruction (ICI) field for an interrupted load multiple or store multiple
instruction or the execution state bits of the IT instruction.
When an interrupt occurs during the execution of an LDM, STM, PUSH
POP, VLDM, VSTM, VPUSH, or VPOP instruction, the processor stops the
load multiple or store multiple instruction operation temporarily and
stores the next register operand in the multiple operation to bits 15:12.
After servicing the interrupt, the processor returns to the register pointed
to by bits 15:12 and resumes execution of the multiple load or store
instruction. When EPSR holds the ICI execution state, bits 11:10 are
zero.
The If-Then block contains up to four instructions following a 16-bit IT
instruction. Each instruction in the block is conditional. The conditions
for the instructions are either all the same, or some can be the inverse
of others. See the Cortex™-M4 instruction set chapter in the ARM®
Cortex™-M4 Devices Generic User Guide (literature number ARM DUI
0553A) for more information.
The value of this field is only meaningful when accessingPSR or EPSR.

0x0ROICI / IT15:10

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved9:8

IPSR ISR Number
This field contains the exception type number of the current Interrupt
Service Routine (ISR).

DescriptionValue

Thread mode0x00

Reserved0x01

NMI0x02

Hard fault0x03

Memory management fault0x04

Bus fault0x05

Usage fault0x06

Reserved0x07-0x0A

SVCall0x0B

Reserved for Debug0x0C

Reserved0x0D

PendSV0x0E

SysTick0x0F

Interrupt Vector 00x10

Interrupt Vector 10x11

......

Interrupt Vector 1130x81

See “Exception Types” on page 114 for more information.
The value of this field is only meaningful when accessing PSR or IPSR.

0x00ROISRNUM7:0
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Register 18: Priority Mask Register (PRIMASK)
The PRIMASK register prevents activation of all exceptions with programmable priority. Reset,
non-maskable interrupt (NMI), and hard fault are the only exceptions with fixed priority. Exceptions
should be disabled when they might impact the timing of critical tasks. This register is only accessible
in privileged mode. The MSR and MRS instructions are used to access the PRIMASK register, and
the CPS instruction may be used to change the value of the PRIMASK register. See the Cortex™-M4
instruction set chapter in the ARM® Cortex™-M4 Devices Generic User Guide (literature number
ARM DUI 0553A) for more information on these instructions. For more information on exception
priority levels, see “Exception Types” on page 114.

Priority Mask Register (PRIMASK)
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PRIMASKreserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:1

Priority Mask

DescriptionValue

Prevents the activation of all exceptions with configurable
priority.

1

No effect.0

0RWPRIMASK0
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Register 19: Fault Mask Register (FAULTMASK)
The FAULTMASK register prevents activation of all exceptions except for the Non-Maskable Interrupt
(NMI). Exceptions should be disabled when they might impact the timing of critical tasks. This register
is only accessible in privileged mode. The MSR and MRS instructions are used to access the
FAULTMASK register, and the CPS instruction may be used to change the value of the FAULTMASK
register. See the Cortex™-M4 instruction set chapter in the ARM® Cortex™-M4 Devices Generic
User Guide (literature number ARM DUI 0553A) for more information on these instructions. For
more information on exception priority levels, see “Exception Types” on page 114.

Fault Mask Register (FAULTMASK)
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

FAULTMASKreserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:1

Fault Mask

DescriptionValue

Prevents the activation of all exceptions except for NMI.1

No effect.0

The processor clears the FAULTMASK bit on exit from any exception
handler except the NMI handler.

0RWFAULTMASK0
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Register 20: Base Priority Mask Register (BASEPRI)
The BASEPRI register defines the minimum priority for exception processing. When BASEPRI is
set to a nonzero value, it prevents the activation of all exceptions with the same or lower priority
level as the BASEPRI value. Exceptions should be disabled when they might impact the timing of
critical tasks. This register is only accessible in privileged mode. For more information on exception
priority levels, see “Exception Types” on page 114.

Base Priority Mask Register (BASEPRI)
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

reservedBASEPRIreserved

RORORORORORWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

Base Priority
Any exception that has a programmable priority level with the same or
lower priority as the value of this field is masked. The PRIMASK register
can be used to mask all exceptions with programmable priority levels.
Higher priority exceptions have lower priority levels.

DescriptionValue

All exceptions are unmasked.0x0

All exceptions with priority level 1-7 are masked.0x1

All exceptions with priority level 2-7 are masked.0x2

All exceptions with priority level 3-7 are masked.0x3

All exceptions with priority level 4-7 are masked.0x4

All exceptions with priority level 5-7 are masked.0x5

All exceptions with priority level 6-7 are masked.0x6

All exceptions with priority level 7 are masked.0x7

0x0RWBASEPRI7:5

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved4:0
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Register 21: Control Register (CONTROL)
The CONTROL register controls the stack used and the privilege level for software execution when
the processor is in Thread mode, and indicates whether the FPU state is active. This register is only
accessible in privileged mode.

Handler mode always uses the MSP, so the processor ignores explicit writes to the ASP bit of the
CONTROL register when in Handler mode. The exception entry and return mechanisms automatically
update the CONTROL register based on the EXC_RETURN value (see Table 2-10 on page 123).
In an OS environment, threads running in Thread mode should use the process stack and the kernel
and exception handlers should use the main stack. By default, Thread mode uses the MSP. To
switch the stack pointer used in Thread mode to the PSP, either use the MSR instruction to set the
ASP bit, as detailed in the Cortex™-M4 instruction set chapter in the ARM® Cortex™-M4 Devices
Generic User Guide (literature number ARM DUI 0553A), or perform an exception return to Thread
mode with the appropriate EXC_RETURN value, as shown in Table 2-10 on page 123.

Note: When changing the stack pointer, software must use an ISB instruction immediately after
the MSR instruction, ensuring that instructions after the ISB execute use the new stack
pointer. See the Cortex™-M4 instruction set chapter in the ARM® Cortex™-M4 Devices
Generic User Guide (literature number ARM DUI 0553A).

Control Register (CONTROL)
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TMPLASPFPCAreserved

RWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:3

Floating-Point Context Active

DescriptionValue

Floating-point context active1

No floating-point context active0

The Cortex-M4F uses this bit to determine whether to preserve
floating-point state when processing an exception.

Important: Two bits control when FPCA can be enabled: the ASPEN
bit in the Floating-Point Context Control (FPCC)
register and the DISFPCA bit in the Auxiliary Control
(ACTLR) register.

0RWFPCA2
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Active Stack Pointer

DescriptionValue

The PSP is the current stack pointer.1

The MSP is the current stack pointer0

In Handler mode, this bit reads as zero and ignores writes. The
Cortex-M4F updates this bit automatically on exception return.

0RWASP1

Thread Mode Privilege Level

DescriptionValue

Unprivileged software can be executed in Thread mode.1

Only privileged software can be executed in Thread mode.0

0RWTMPL0
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Register 22: Floating-Point Status Control (FPSC)
The FPSC register provides all necessary user-level control of the floating-point system.

Floating-Point Status Control (FPSC)
Type RW, reset -

16171819202122232425262728293031

reservedRMODEFZDNAHPreservedVCZN

RORORORORORORWRWRWRWRWRORWRWRWRWType
000000-----0----Reset

0123456789101112131415

IOCDZCOFCUFCIXCreservedIDCreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRORORWROROROROROROROROType
-----00-00000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Negative Condition Code Flag
Floating-point comparison operations update this condition code flag.

-RWN31

Zero Condition Code Flag
Floating-point comparison operations update this condition code flag.

-RWZ30

Carry Condition Code Flag
Floating-point comparison operations update this condition code flag.

-RWC29

Overflow Condition Code Flag
Floating-point comparison operations update this condition code flag.

-RWV28

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved27

Alternative Half-Precision
When set, alternative half-precision format is selected. When clear,
IEEE half-precision format is selected.
The AHP bit in the FPDSC register holds the default value for this bit.

-RWAHP26

Default NaN Mode
When set, any operation involving one or more NaNs returns the Default
NaN. When clear, NaN operands propagate through to the output of a
floating-point operation.
The DN bit in the FPDSC register holds the default value for this bit.

-RWDN25

Flush-to-Zero Mode
When set, Flush-to-Zero mode is enabled. When clear, Flush-to-Zero
mode is disabled and the behavior of the floating-point system is fully
compliant with the IEEE 754 standard.
The FZ bit in the FPDSC register holds the default value for this bit.

-RWFZ24
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Rounding Mode
The specified rounding mode is used by almost all floating-point
instructions.
The RMODE bit in the FPDSC register holds the default value for this bit.

DescriptionValue

Round to Nearest (RN) mode0x0

Round towards Plus Infinity (RP) mode0x1

Round towards Minus Infinity (RM) mode0x2

Round towards Zero (RZ) mode0x3

-RWRMODE23:22

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved21:8

Input Denormal Cumulative Exception
When set, indicates this exception has occurred since 0 was last written
to this bit.

-RWIDC7

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved6:5

Inexact Cumulative Exception
When set, indicates this exception has occurred since 0 was last written
to this bit.

-RWIXC4

Underflow Cumulative Exception
When set, indicates this exception has occurred since 0 was last written
to this bit.

-RWUFC3

Overflow Cumulative Exception
When set, indicates this exception has occurred since 0 was last written
to this bit.

-RWOFC2

Division by Zero Cumulative Exception
When set, indicates this exception has occurred since 0 was last written
to this bit.

-RWDZC1

Invalid Operation Cumulative Exception
When set, indicates this exception has occurred since 0 was last written
to this bit.

-RWIOC0
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2.3.5 Exceptions and Interrupts
The Cortex-M4F processor supports interrupts and system exceptions. The processor and the
Nested Vectored Interrupt Controller (NVIC) prioritize and handle all exceptions. An exception
changes the normal flow of software control. The processor uses Handler mode to handle all
exceptions except for reset. See “Exception Entry and Return” on page 120 for more information.

The NVIC registers control interrupt handling. See “Nested Vectored Interrupt Controller
(NVIC)” on page 136 for more information.

2.3.6 Data Types
The Cortex-M4F supports 32-bit words, 16-bit halfwords, and 8-bit bytes. The processor also supports
64-bit data transfer instructions. All instruction and data memory accesses are little endian. See
“Memory Regions, Types and Attributes” on page 106 for more information.

2.4 Memory Model
This section describes the processor memory map, the behavior of memory accesses, and the
bit-banding features. The processor has a fixed memory map that provides up to 4 GB of addressable
memory.

The memory map for the TM4C1294KCPDT controller is provided in Table 2-4 on page 103. In this
manual, register addresses are given as a hexadecimal increment, relative to the module's base
address as shown in the memory map.

The regions for SRAM and peripherals include bit-band regions. Bit-banding provides atomic
operations to bit data (see “Bit-Banding” on page 109).

The processor reserves regions of the Private peripheral bus (PPB) address range for core peripheral
registers (see “Cortex-M4 Peripherals” on page 134).

Note: Within the memory map, attempts to read or write addresses in reserved spaces result in
a bus fault. In addition, attempts to write addresses in the flash range also result in a bus
fault.

Table 2-4. Memory Map

For details,
see page ...

DescriptionEndStart

Memory

621On-chip Flash0x0007.FFFF0x0000.0000

-Reserved0x01FF.FFFF0x0008.0000

602On-chip ROM (16 MB)0x02FF.FFFF0x0200.0000

-Reserved0x1FFF.FFFF0x0300.0000

602Bit-banded on-chip SRAM0x2006.FFFF0x2000.0000

-Reserved0x21FF.FFFF0x2007.0000

602Bit-band alias of bit-banded on-chip SRAM starting at
0x2000.0000

0x2234.FFFF0x2200.0000

-Reserved0x3FFF.FFFF0x2235.0000

Peripherals

1028Watchdog timer 00x4000.0FFF0x4000.0000

1028Watchdog timer 10x4000.1FFF0x4000.1000

-Reserved0x4000.3FFF0x4000.2000
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Table 2-4. Memory Map (continued)

For details,
see page ...

DescriptionEndStart

753GPIO Port A0x4000.4FFF0x4000.4000

753GPIO Port B0x4000.5FFF0x4000.5000

753GPIO Port C0x4000.6FFF0x4000.6000

753GPIO Port D0x4000.7FFF0x4000.7000

1241SSI00x4000.8FFF0x4000.8000

1241SSI10x4000.9FFF0x4000.9000

1241SSI20x4000.AFFF0x4000.A000

1241SSI30x4000.BFFF0x4000.B000

1171UART00x4000.CFFF0x4000.C000

1171UART10x4000.DFFF0x4000.D000

1171UART20x4000.EFFF0x4000.E000

1171UART30x4000.FFFF0x4000.F000

1171UART40x4001.0FFF0x4001.0000

1171UART50x4001.1FFF0x4001.1000

1171UART60x4001.2FFF0x4001.2000

1171UART70x4001.3FFF0x4001.3000

-Reserved0x4001.FFFF0x4001.4000

Peripherals

1297I2C 00x4002.0FFF0x4002.0000

1297I2C 10x4002.1FFF0x4002.1000

1297I2C 20x4002.2FFF0x4002.2000

1297I2C 30x4002.3FFF0x4002.3000

753GPIO Port E0x4002.4FFF0x4002.4000

753GPIO Port F0x4002.5FFF0x4002.5000

753GPIO Port G0x4002.6FFF0x4002.6000

753GPIO Port H0x4002.7FFF0x4002.7000

1677PWM 00x4002.8FFF0x4002.8000

-Reserved0x4002.BFFF0x4002.9000

1751QEI00x4002.CFFF0x4002.C000

-Reserved0x4002.FFFF0x4002.D000

97216/32-bit Timer 00x4003.0FFF0x4003.0000

97216/32-bit Timer 10x4003.1FFF0x4003.1000

97216/32-bit Timer 20x4003.2FFF0x4003.2000

97216/32-bit Timer 30x4003.3FFF0x4003.3000

97216/32-bit Timer 40x4003.4FFF0x4003.4000

97216/32-bit Timer 50x4003.5FFF0x4003.5000

-Reserved0x4003.7FFF0x4003.6000

1071ADC00x4003.8FFF0x4003.8000

1071ADC10x4003.9FFF0x4003.9000

-Reserved0x4003.BFFF0x4003.A000

1657Analog Comparators0x4003.CFFF0x4003.C000
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Table 2-4. Memory Map (continued)

For details,
see page ...

DescriptionEndStart

753GPIO Port J0x4003.DFFF0x4003.D000

-Reserved0x4003.FFFF0x4003.E000

1373CAN0 Controller0x4004.0FFF0x4004.0000

1373CAN1 Controller0x4004.1FFF0x4004.1000

-Reserved0x4004.FFFF0x4004.2000

1644USB0x4005.0FFF0x4005.0000

-Reserved0x4005.7FFF0x4005.1000

753GPIO Port A (AHB aperture)0x4005.8FFF0x4005.8000

753GPIO Port B (AHB aperture)0x4005.9FFF0x4005.9000

753GPIO Port C (AHB aperture)0x4005.AFFF0x4005.A000

753GPIO Port D (AHB aperture)0x4005.BFFF0x4005.B000

753GPIO Port E (AHB aperture)0x4005.CFFF0x4005.C000

753GPIO Port F (AHB aperture)0x4005.DFFF0x4005.D000

753GPIO Port G (AHB aperture)0x4005.EFFF0x4005.E000

753GPIO Port H (AHB aperture)0x4005.FFFF0x4005.F000

753GPIO Port J (AHB aperture)0x4006.0FFF0x4006.0000

753GPIO Port K (AHB aperture)0x4006.1FFF0x4006.1000

753GPIO Port L (AHB aperture)0x4006.2FFF0x4006.2000

753GPIO Port M (AHB aperture)0x4006.3FFF0x4006.3000

753GPIO Port N (AHB aperture)0x4006.4FFF0x4006.4000

753GPIO Port P (AHB aperture)0x4006.5FFF0x4006.5000

753GPIO Port Q (AHB aperture)0x4006.6FFF0x4006.6000

-Reserved0x400A.EFFF0x4006.7000

621EEPROM and Key Locker0x400A.FFFF0x400A.F000

-Reserved0x400B.7FFF0x400B.0000

1297I2C 80x400B.8FFF0x400B.8000

1297I2C 90x400B.9FFF0x400B.9000

-Reserved0x400B.FFFF0x400B.A000

1297I2C 40x400C.0FFF0x400C.0000

1297I2C 50x400C.1FFF0x400C.1000

1297I2C 60x400C.2FFF0x400C.2000

1297I2C 70x400C.3FFF0x400C.3000

-Reserved0x400C.FFFF0x400C.4000

854EPI 00x400D.0FFF0x400D.0000

-Reserved0x400D.FFFF0x400D.1000

97216/32-bit Timer 60x400E.0FFF0x400E.0000

97216/32-bit Timer 70x400E.1FFF0x400E.1000

-Reserved0x400E.BFFF0x400E.2000

1465Ethernet Controller0x400E.CFFF0x400E.C000

-Reserved0x400F.8FFF0x400E.D000

523System Exception Module0x400F.9FFF0x400F.9000
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Table 2-4. Memory Map (continued)

For details,
see page ...

DescriptionEndStart

-Reserved0x400F.BFFF0x400F.A000

551Hibernation Module0x400F.CFFF0x400F.C000

621Flash memory control0x400F.DFFF0x400F.D000

247System control0x400F.EFFF0x400F.E000

699µDMA0x400F.FFFF0x400F.F000

-Reserved0x41FF.FFFF0x4010.0000

-Bit-banded alias of 0x4000.0000 through 0x400F.FFFF0x43FF.FFFF0x4200.0000

-Reserved0x4402.FFFF0x4400.0000

-CRC Module0x4403.0FFF0x4403.0000

-Reserved [4 kB]0x4403.1FFF0x4403.1000

-Reserved [8 kB]0x4403.3FFF0x4403.2000

-Reserved0x4403.EFFF0x4403.4000

-Reserved [4 kB]0x4403.FFFF0x4403.F000

-Reserved [64 kB]0x4404.FFFF0x4404.0000

-Reserved0x4405.3FFF0x4405.0000

1465EPHY 00x4405.4FFF0x4405.4000

-Reserved0x5FFF.FFFF0x4405.5000

-EPI0 mapped peripheral and RAM0xDFFF.FFFF0x6000.0000

Private Peripheral Bus

82Instrumentation Trace Macrocell (ITM)0xE000.0FFF0xE000.0000

82Data Watchpoint and Trace (DWT)0xE000.1FFF0xE000.1000

82Flash Patch and Breakpoint (FPB)0xE000.2FFF0xE000.2000

-Reserved0xE000.DFFF0xE000.3000

146Cortex-M4F Peripherals (SysTick, NVIC, MPU, FPU and SCB)0xE000.EFFF0xE000.E000

-Reserved0xE003.FFFF0xE000.F000

83Trace Port Interface Unit (TPIU)0xE004.0FFF0xE004.0000

82Embedded Trace Macrocell (ETM)0xE004.1FFF0xE004.1000

-Reserved0xFFFF.FFFF0xE004.2000

2.4.1 Memory Regions, Types and Attributes
The memory map and the programming of the MPU split the memory map into regions. Each region
has a defined memory type, and some regions have additional memory attributes. The memory
type and attributes determine the behavior of accesses to the region.

The memory types are:

■ Normal: The processor can re-order transactions for efficiency and perform speculative reads.

■ Device: The processor preserves transaction order relative to other transactions to Device or
Strongly Ordered memory.

■ Strongly Ordered: The processor preserves transaction order relative to all other transactions.
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The different ordering requirements for Device and Strongly Ordered memory mean that the memory
system can buffer a write to Device memory but must not buffer a write to Strongly Ordered memory.

An additional memory attribute is Execute Never (XN), which means the processor prevents
instruction accesses. A fault exception is generated only on execution of an instruction executed
from an XN region.

2.4.2 Memory System Ordering of Memory Accesses
For most memory accesses caused by explicit memory access instructions, the memory system
does not guarantee that the order in which the accesses complete matches the program order of
the instructions, providing the order does not affect the behavior of the instruction sequence. Normally,
if correct program execution depends on two memory accesses completing in program order,
software must insert a memory barrier instruction between the memory access instructions (see
“Software Ordering of Memory Accesses” on page 108).

However, the memory system does guarantee ordering of accesses to Device and Strongly Ordered
memory. For two memory access instructions A1 and A2, if both A1 and A2 are accesses to either
Device or Strongly Ordered memory, and if A1 occurs before A2 in program order, A1 is always
observed before A2.

2.4.3 Behavior of Memory Accesses
Table 2-5 on page 107 shows the behavior of accesses to each region in the memory map. See
“Memory Regions, Types and Attributes” on page 106 for more information on memory types and
the XN attribute. Tiva™ C Series devices may have reserved memory areas within the address
ranges shown below (refer to Table 2-4 on page 103 for more information).

Table 2-5. Memory Access Behavior

DescriptionExecute
Never
(XN)

Memory TypeMemory RegionAddress Range

This executable region is for program code.
Data can also be stored here.

-NormalCode0x0000.0000 - 0x1FFF.FFFF

This executable region is for data. Code
can also be stored here. This region
includes bit band and bit band alias areas
(see Table 2-6 on page 109).

-NormalSRAM0x2000.0000 - 0x3FFF.FFFF

This region includes bit band and bit band
alias areas (see Table 2-7 on page 109).

XNDevicePeripheral0x4000.0000 - 0x5FFF.FFFF

This executable region is for data.-NormalExternal RAM0x6000.0000 - 0x9FFF.FFFF

This region is for external device memory.XNDeviceExternal device0xA000.0000 - 0xDFFF.FFFF

This region includes the NVIC, system
timer, and system control block.

XNStrongly
Ordered

Private peripheral
bus

0xE000.0000- 0xE00F.FFFF

---Reserved0xE010.0000- 0xFFFF.FFFF

The Code, SRAM, and external RAM regions can hold programs. However, it is recommended that
programs always use the Code region because the Cortex-M4F has separate buses that can perform
instruction fetches and data accesses simultaneously.

The MPU can override the default memory access behavior described in this section. For more
information, see “Memory Protection Unit (MPU)” on page 137.

The Cortex-M4F prefetches instructions ahead of execution and speculatively prefetches from
branch target addresses.
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2.4.4 Software Ordering of Memory Accesses
The order of instructions in the program flow does not always guarantee the order of the
corresponding memory transactions for the following reasons:

■ The processor can reorder some memory accesses to improve efficiency, providing this does
not affect the behavior of the instruction sequence.

■ The processor has multiple bus interfaces.

■ Memory or devices in the memory map have different wait states.

■ Some memory accesses are buffered or speculative.

“Memory System Ordering of Memory Accesses” on page 107 describes the cases where the memory
system guarantees the order of memory accesses. Otherwise, if the order of memory accesses is
critical, software must include memory barrier instructions to force that ordering. The Cortex-M4F
has the following memory barrier instructions:

■ The Data Memory Barrier (DMB) instruction ensures that outstanding memory transactions
complete before subsequent memory transactions.

■ The Data Synchronization Barrier (DSB) instruction ensures that outstanding memory transactions
complete before subsequent instructions execute.

■ The Instruction Synchronization Barrier (ISB) instruction ensures that the effect of all completed
memory transactions is recognizable by subsequent instructions.

Memory barrier instructions can be used in the following situations:

■ MPU programming

– If the MPU settings are changed and the change must be effective on the very next instruction,
use a DSB instruction to ensure the effect of the MPU takes place immediately at the end of
context switching.

– Use an ISB instruction to ensure the new MPU setting takes effect immediately after
programming the MPU region or regions, if the MPU configuration code was accessed using
a branch or call. If the MPU configuration code is entered using exception mechanisms, then
an ISB instruction is not required.

■ Vector table

If the program changes an entry in the vector table and then enables the corresponding exception,
use a DMB instruction between the operations. The DMB instruction ensures that if the exception
is taken immediately after being enabled, the processor uses the new exception vector.

■ Self-modifying code

If a program contains self-modifying code, use an ISB instruction immediately after the code
modification in the program. The ISB instruction ensures subsequent instruction execution uses
the updated program.

■ Memory map switching
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If the system contains a memory map switching mechanism, use a DSB instruction after switching
the memory map in the program. The DSB instruction ensures subsequent instruction execution
uses the updated memory map.

■ Dynamic exception priority change

When an exception priority has to change when the exception is pending or active, use DSB
instructions after the change. The change then takes effect on completion of the DSB instruction.

Memory accesses to Strongly Ordered memory, such as the System Control Block, do not require
the use of DMB instructions.

For more information on the memory barrier instructions, see the Cortex™-M4 instruction set chapter
in the ARM® Cortex™-M4 Devices Generic User Guide (literature number ARM DUI 0553A).

2.4.5 Bit-Banding
A bit-band region maps each word in a bit-band alias region to a single bit in the bit-band region.
The bit-band regions occupy the lowest 1 MB of the SRAM and peripheral memory regions. Accesses
to the 32-MB SRAM alias region map to the 1-MB SRAM bit-band region, as shown in Table
2-6 on page 109. Accesses to the 32-MB peripheral alias region map to the 1-MB peripheral bit-band
region, as shown in Table 2-7 on page 109. For the specific address range of the bit-band regions,
see Table 2-4 on page 103.

Note: A word access to the SRAM or the peripheral bit-band alias region maps to a single bit in
the SRAM or peripheral bit-band region.

A word access to a bit band address results in a word access to the underlying memory,
and similarly for halfword and byte accesses. This allows bit band accesses to match the
access requirements of the underlying peripheral.

Table 2-6. SRAM Memory Bit-Banding Regions

Instruction and Data AccessesMemory Region
Address Range

EndStart

Direct accesses to this memory range behave as SRAM
memory accesses, but this region is also bit addressable
through bit-band alias.

SRAM bit-band region0x2006.FFFF0x2000.0000

Data accesses to this region are remapped to bit band
region. A write operation is performed as
read-modify-write. Instruction accesses are not remapped.

SRAM bit-band alias0x2234.FFFF0x2200.0000

Table 2-7. Peripheral Memory Bit-Banding Regions

Instruction and Data AccessesMemory Region
Address Range

EndStart

Direct accesses to this memory range behave as
peripheral memory accesses, but this region is also bit
addressable through bit-band alias.

Peripheral bit-band
region

0x400F.FFFF0x4000.0000

Data accesses to this region are remapped to bit band
region. A write operation is performed as
read-modify-write. Instruction accesses are not permitted.

Peripheral bit-band alias0x43FF.FFFF0x4200.0000

The following formula shows how the alias region maps onto the bit-band region:

bit_word_offset = (byte_offset x 32) + (bit_number x 4)
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bit_word_addr = bit_band_base + bit_word_offset

where:

bit_word_offset
The position of the target bit in the bit-band memory region.

bit_word_addr
The address of the word in the alias memory region that maps to the targeted bit.

bit_band_base
The starting address of the alias region.

byte_offset
The number of the byte in the bit-band region that contains the targeted bit.

bit_number
The bit position, 0-7, of the targeted bit.

Figure 2-4 on page 111 shows examples of bit-band mapping between the SRAM bit-band alias
region and the SRAM bit-band region:

■ The alias word at 0x23FF.FFE0 maps to bit 0 of the bit-band byte at 0x200F.FFFF:

0x23FF.FFE0 = 0x2200.0000 + (0x000F.FFFF*32) + (0*4)

■ The alias word at 0x23FF.FFFC maps to bit 7 of the bit-band byte at 0x200F.FFFF:

0x23FF.FFFC = 0x2200.0000 + (0x000F.FFFF*32) + (7*4)

■ The alias word at 0x2200.0000 maps to bit 0 of the bit-band byte at 0x2000.0000:

0x2200.0000 = 0x2200.0000 + (0*32) + (0*4)

■ The alias word at 0x2200.001C maps to bit 7 of the bit-band byte at 0x2000.0000:

0x2200.001C = 0x2200.0000+ (0*32) + (7*4)
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Figure 2-4. Bit-Band Mapping
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2.4.5.1 Directly Accessing an Alias Region
Writing to a word in the alias region updates a single bit in the bit-band region.

Bit 0 of the value written to a word in the alias region determines the value written to the targeted
bit in the bit-band region. Writing a value with bit 0 set writes a 1 to the bit-band bit, and writing a
value with bit 0 clear writes a 0 to the bit-band bit.

Bits 31:1 of the alias word have no effect on the bit-band bit. Writing 0x01 has the same effect as
writing 0xFF. Writing 0x00 has the same effect as writing 0x0E.

When reading a word in the alias region, 0x0000.0000 indicates that the targeted bit in the bit-band
region is clear and 0x0000.0001 indicates that the targeted bit in the bit-band region is set.

2.4.5.2 Directly Accessing a Bit-Band Region
“Behavior of Memory Accesses” on page 107 describes the behavior of direct byte, halfword, or word
accesses to the bit-band regions.

2.4.6 Data Storage
The processor views memory as a linear collection of bytes numbered in ascending order from zero.
For example, bytes 0-3 hold the first stored word, and bytes 4-7 hold the second stored word. Data
is stored in little-endian format, with the least-significant byte (lsbyte) of a word stored at the
lowest-numbered byte, and the most-significant byte (msbyte) stored at the highest-numbered byte.
Figure 2-5 on page 112 illustrates how data is stored.
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Figure 2-5. Data Storage
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2.4.7 Synchronization Primitives
The Cortex-M4F instruction set includes pairs of synchronization primitives which provide a
non-blocking mechanism that a thread or process can use to obtain exclusive access to a memory
location. Software can use these primitives to perform a guaranteed read-modify-write memory
update sequence or for a semaphore mechanism.

Note: The available pairs of synchronization primitives are only available for single processor use
and should not be used with multi-processor systems.

A pair of synchronization primitives consists of:

■ A Load-Exclusive instruction, which is used to read the value of a memory location and requests
exclusive access to that location.

■ A Store-Exclusive instruction, which is used to attempt to write to the same memory location and
returns a status bit to a register. If this status bit is clear, it indicates that the thread or process
gained exclusive access to the memory and the write succeeds; if this status bit is set, it indicates
that the thread or process did not gain exclusive access to the memory and no write was
performed.

The pairs of Load-Exclusive and Store-Exclusive instructions are:

■ The word instructions LDREX and STREX

■ The halfword instructions LDREXH and STREXH

■ The byte instructions LDREXB and STREXB

Software must use a Load-Exclusive instruction with the corresponding Store-Exclusive instruction.

To perform an exclusive read-modify-write of a memory location, software must:

1. Use a Load-Exclusive instruction to read the value of the location.

2. Modify the value, as required.

3. Use a Store-Exclusive instruction to attempt to write the new value back to the memory location.

4. Test the returned status bit.
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If the status bit is clear, the read-modify-write completed successfully. If the status bit is set, no
write was performed, which indicates that the value returned at step 1 might be out of date. The
software must retry the entire read-modify-write sequence.

Software can use the synchronization primitives to implement a semaphore as follows:

1. Use a Load-Exclusive instruction to read from the semaphore address to check whether the
semaphore is free.

2. If the semaphore is free, use a Store-Exclusive to write the claim value to the semaphore
address.

3. If the returned status bit from step 2 indicates that the Store-Exclusive succeeded, then the
software has claimed the semaphore. However, if the Store-Exclusive failed, another process
might have claimed the semaphore after the software performed step 1.

The Cortex-M4F includes an exclusive access monitor that tags the fact that the processor has
executed a Load-Exclusive instruction. The processor removes its exclusive access tag if:

■ It executes a CLREX instruction.

■ It executes a Store-Exclusive instruction, regardless of whether the write succeeds.

■ An exception occurs, which means the processor can resolve semaphore conflicts between
different threads.

For more information about the synchronization primitive instructions, see the Cortex™-M4 instruction
set chapter in the ARM® Cortex™-M4 Devices Generic User Guide (literature number ARM DUI
0553A).

2.5 Exception Model
The ARM Cortex-M4F processor and the Nested Vectored Interrupt Controller (NVIC) prioritize and
handle all exceptions in Handler Mode. The processor state is automatically stored to the stack on
an exception and automatically restored from the stack at the end of the Interrupt Service Routine
(ISR). The vector is fetched in parallel to the state saving, enabling efficient interrupt entry. The
processor supports tail-chaining, which enables back-to-back interrupts to be performed without the
overhead of state saving and restoration.

Table 2-8 on page 115 lists all exception types. Software can set eight priority levels on seven of
these exceptions (system handlers) as well as on 106 interrupts (listed in Table 2-9 on page 116).

Priorities on the system handlers are set with the NVIC System Handler Priority n (SYSPRIn)
registers. Interrupts are enabled through the NVIC Interrupt Set Enable n (ENn) register and
prioritized with the NVIC Interrupt Priority n (PRIn) registers. Priorities can be grouped by splitting
priority levels into preemption priorities and subpriorities. All the interrupt registers are described in
“Nested Vectored Interrupt Controller (NVIC)” on page 136.

Internally, the highest user-programmable priority (0) is treated as fourth priority, after a Reset,
Non-Maskable Interrupt (NMI), and a Hard Fault, in that order. Note that 0 is the default priority for
all the programmable priorities.

Important: After a write to clear an interrupt source, it may take several processor cycles for the
NVIC to see the interrupt source deassert. Thus if the interrupt clear is done as the last
action in an interrupt handler, it is possible for the interrupt handler to complete while
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the NVIC sees the interrupt as still asserted, causing the interrupt handler to be
re-entered errantly. This situation can be avoided by either clearing the interrupt source
at the beginning of the interrupt handler or by performing a read or write after the write
to clear the interrupt source (and flush the write buffer).

See “Nested Vectored Interrupt Controller (NVIC)” on page 136 for more information on exceptions
and interrupts.

2.5.1 Exception States
Each exception is in one of the following states:

■ Inactive. The exception is not active and not pending.

■ Pending. The exception is waiting to be serviced by the processor. An interrupt request from a
peripheral or from software can change the state of the corresponding interrupt to pending.

■ Active. An exception that is being serviced by the processor but has not completed.

Note: An exception handler can interrupt the execution of another exception handler. In this
case, both exceptions are in the active state.

■ Active and Pending. The exception is being serviced by the processor, and there is a pending
exception from the same source.

2.5.2 Exception Types
The exception types are:

■ Reset. Reset is invoked on power up or a warm reset. The exception model treats reset as a
special form of exception. When reset is asserted, the operation of the processor stops, potentially
at any point in an instruction. When reset is deasserted, execution restarts from the address
provided by the reset entry in the vector table. Execution restarts as privileged execution in
Thread mode.

■ NMI. A non-maskable Interrupt (NMI) can be signaled using the NMI signal or triggered by
software using the Interrupt Control and State (INTCTRL) register. This exception has the
highest priority other than reset. NMI is permanently enabled and has a fixed priority of -2. NMIs
cannot be masked or prevented from activation by any other exception or preempted by any
exception other than reset.

■ Hard Fault. A hard fault is an exception that occurs because of an error during exception
processing, or because an exception cannot be managed by any other exception mechanism.
Hard faults have a fixed priority of -1, meaning they have higher priority than any exception with
configurable priority.

■ Memory Management Fault. A memory management fault is an exception that occurs because
of a memory protection related fault, including access violation and no match. The MPU or the
fixed memory protection constraints determine this fault, for both instruction and data memory
transactions. This fault is used to abort instruction accesses to Execute Never (XN) memory
regions, even if the MPU is disabled.

■ Bus Fault. A bus fault is an exception that occurs because of a memory-related fault for an
instruction or data memory transaction such as a prefetch fault or a memory access fault. This
fault can be enabled or disabled.
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■ Usage Fault. A usage fault is an exception that occurs because of a fault related to instruction
execution, such as:

– An undefined instruction

– An illegal unaligned access

– Invalid state on instruction execution

– An error on exception return
An unaligned address on a word or halfword memory access or division by zero can cause a
usage fault when the core is properly configured.

■ SVCall. A supervisor call (SVC) is an exception that is triggered by the SVC instruction. In an
OS environment, applications can use SVC instructions to access OS kernel functions and device
drivers.

■ DebugMonitor. This exception is caused by the debug monitor (when not halting). This exception
is only active when enabled. This exception does not activate if it is a lower priority than the
current activation.

■ PendSV. PendSV is a pendable, interrupt-driven request for system-level service. In an OS
environment, use PendSV for context switching when no other exception is active. PendSV is
triggered using the Interrupt Control and State (INTCTRL) register.

■ SysTick. A SysTick exception is an exception that the system timer generates when it reaches
zero when it is enabled to generate an interrupt. Software can also generate a SysTick exception
using the Interrupt Control and State (INTCTRL) register. In an OS environment, the processor
can use this exception as system tick.

■ Interrupt (IRQ). An interrupt, or IRQ, is an exception signaled by a peripheral or generated by
a software request and fed through the NVIC (prioritized). All interrupts are asynchronous to
instruction execution. In the system, peripherals use interrupts to communicate with the processor.
Table 2-9 on page 116 lists the interrupts on the TM4C1294KCPDT controller.

For an asynchronous exception, other than reset, the processor can execute another instruction
between when the exception is triggered and when the processor enters the exception handler.

Privileged software can disable the exceptions that Table 2-8 on page 115 shows as having
configurable priority (see theSYSHNDCTRL register on page 180 and theDIS0 register on page 155).

For more information about hard faults, memory management faults, bus faults, and usage faults,
see “Fault Handling” on page 123.

Table 2-8. Exception Types

ActivationVector Address or
Offsetb

PriorityaVector
Number

Exception Type

Stack top is loaded from the first
entry of the vector table on reset.

0x0000.0000-0-

Asynchronous0x0000.0004-3 (highest)1Reset

Asynchronous0x0000.0008-22Non-Maskable Interrupt
(NMI)

-0x0000.000C-13Hard Fault

Synchronous0x0000.0010programmablec4Memory Management
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Table 2-8. Exception Types (continued)

ActivationVector Address or
Offsetb

PriorityaVector
Number

Exception Type

Synchronous when precise and
asynchronous when imprecise

0x0000.0014programmablec5Bus Fault

Synchronous0x0000.0018programmablec6Usage Fault

Reserved--7-10-

Synchronous0x0000.002Cprogrammablec11SVCall

Synchronous0x0000.0030programmablec12Debug Monitor

Reserved--13-

Asynchronous0x0000.0038programmablec14PendSV

Asynchronous0x0000.003Cprogrammablec15SysTick

Asynchronous0x0000.0040 and aboveprogrammabled16 and aboveInterrupts

a. 0 is the default priority for all the programmable priorities.
b. See “Vector Table” on page 119.
c. See SYSPRI1 on page 177.
d. See PRIn registers on page 159.

Table 2-9. Interrupts

DescriptionVector Address or
Offset

Interrupt Number (Bit
in Interrupt Registers)

Vector Number

Processor exceptions0x0000.0000 -
0x0000.003C

-0-15

GPIO Port A0x0000.0040016

GPIO Port B0x0000.0044117

GPIO Port C0x0000.0048218

GPIO Port D0x0000.004C319

GPIO Port E0x0000.0050420

UART00x0000.0054521

UART10x0000.0058622

SSI00x0000.005C723

I2C00x0000.0060824

PWM Fault0x0000.0064925

PWM Generator 00x0000.00681026

PWM Generator 10x0000.006C1127

PWM Generator 20x0000.00701228

QEI00x0000.00741329

ADC0 Sequence 00x0000.00781430

ADC0 Sequence 10x0000.007C1531

ADC0 Sequence 20x0000.00801632

ADC0 Sequence 30x0000.00841733

Watchdog Timers 0 and 10x0000.00881834

16/32-Bit Timer 0A0x0000.008C1935

16/32-Bit Timer 0B0x0000.00902036

16/32-Bit Timer 1A0x0000.00942137
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Table 2-9. Interrupts (continued)

DescriptionVector Address or
Offset

Interrupt Number (Bit
in Interrupt Registers)

Vector Number

16/32-Bit Timer 1B0x0000.00982238

16/32-Bit Timer 2A0x0000.009C2339

16/32-Bit Timer 2B0x0000.00A02440

Analog Comparator 00x0000.00A42541

Analog Comparator 10x0000.00A82642

Analog Comparator 20x0000.00AC2743

System Control0x0000.00B02844

Flash Memory Control0x0000.00B42945

GPIO Port F0x0000.00B83046

GPIO Port G0x0000.00BC3147

GPIO Port H0x0000.00C03248

UART20x0000.00C43349

SSI10x0000.00C83450

16/32-Bit Timer 3A0x0000.00CC3551

16/32-Bit Timer 3B0x0000.00D03652

I2C10x0000.00D43753

CAN 00x0000.00D83854

CAN10x0000.00DC3955

Ethernet MAC0x0000.00E04056

HIB0x0000.00E44157

USB MAC0x0000.00E84258

PWM Generator 30x0000.00EC4359

uDMA 0 Software0x0000.00F04460

uDMA 0 Error0x0000.00F44561

ADC1 Sequence 00x0000.00F84662

ADC1 Sequence 10x0000.00FC4763

ADC1 Sequence 20x0000.01004864

ADC1 Sequence 30x0000.01044965

EPI 00x0000.01085066

GPIO Port J0x0000.010C5167

GPIO Port K0x0000.01105268

GPIO Port L0x0000.01145369

SSI 20x0000.01185470

SSI 30x0000.011C5571

UART 30x0000.01205672

UART 40x0000.01245773

UART 50x0000.01285874

UART 60x0000.012C5975

UART 70x0000.01306076

I2C 20x0000.01346177

I2C 30x0000.01386278
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Table 2-9. Interrupts (continued)

DescriptionVector Address or
Offset

Interrupt Number (Bit
in Interrupt Registers)

Vector Number

Timer 4A0x0000.013C6379

Timer 4B0x0000.01406480

Timer 5A0x0000.01446581

Timer 5B0x0000.01486682

Floating-Point Exception (imprecise)0x0000.014C6783

Reserved-68-6984-85

I2C 40x0000.01587086

I2C 50x0000.015C7187

GPIO Port M0x0000.01607288

GPIO Port N0x0000.01647389

Reserved-7490

Tamper0x0000.016C7591

GPIO Port P (Summary or P0)0x0000.0177692

GPIO Port P10x0000.01747793

GPIO Port P20x0000.01787894

GPIO Port P30x0000.017C7995

GPIO Port P40x0000.01808096

GPIO Port P50x0000.01848197

GPIO Port P60x0000.01888298

GPIO Port P70x0000.018C8399

GPIO Port Q (Summary or Q0)0x0000.019084100

GPIO Port Q10x0000.019485101

GPIO Port Q20x0000.019886102

GPIO Port Q30x0000.019C87103

GPIO Port Q40x0000.01A088104

GPIO Port Q50x0000.01A489105

GPIO Port Q60x0000.01A890106

GPIO Port Q70x0000.01AC91107

Reserved-92-97108-113

16/32-Bit Timer 6A0x0000.01C898114

16/32-Bit Timer 6B0x0000.01CC99115

16/32-Bit Timer 7A0x0000.01D0100116

16/32-Bit Timer 7B0x0000.01D4101117

I2C 60x0000.01D8102118

I2C 70x0000.01DC103119

Reserved-104-108120-124

I2C 80x0000.01F4109125

I2C 90x0000.01F8110126

Reserved-111-113127-129
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2.5.3 Exception Handlers
The processor handles exceptions using:

■ Interrupt Service Routines (ISRs). Interrupts (IRQx) are the exceptions handled by ISRs.

■ Fault Handlers. Hard fault, memory management fault, usage fault, and bus fault are fault
exceptions handled by the fault handlers.

■ System Handlers. NMI, PendSV, SVCall, SysTick, and the fault exceptions are all system
exceptions that are handled by system handlers.

2.5.4 Vector Table
The vector table contains the reset value of the stack pointer and the start addresses, also called
exception vectors, for all exception handlers. The vector table is constructed using the vector address
or offset shown in Table 2-8 on page 115. Figure 2-6 on page 119 shows the order of the exception
vectors in the vector table. The least-significant bit of each vector must be 1, indicating that the
exception handler is Thumb code

Figure 2-6. Vector Table
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On system reset, the vector table is fixed at address 0x0000.0000. Privileged software can write to
the Vector Table Offset (VTABLE) register to relocate the vector table start address to a different
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memory location, in the range 0x0000.0400 to 0x3FFF.FC00 (see “Vector Table” on page 119). Note
that when configuring the VTABLE register, the offset must be aligned on a 1024-byte boundary.

2.5.5 Exception Priorities
As Table 2-8 on page 115 shows, all exceptions have an associated priority, with a lower priority
value indicating a higher priority and configurable priorities for all exceptions except Reset, Hard
fault, and NMI. If software does not configure any priorities, then all exceptions with a configurable
priority have a priority of 0. For information about configuring exception priorities, see page 177 and
page 159.

Note: Configurable priority values for the Tiva™ C Series implementation are in the range 0-7.
This means that the Reset, Hard fault, and NMI exceptions, with fixed negative priority
values, always have higher priority than any other exception.

For example, assigning a higher priority value to IRQ[0] and a lower priority value to IRQ[1] means
that IRQ[1] has higher priority than IRQ[0]. If both IRQ[1] and IRQ[0] are asserted, IRQ[1] is processed
before IRQ[0].

If multiple pending exceptions have the same priority, the pending exception with the lowest exception
number takes precedence. For example, if both IRQ[0] and IRQ[1] are pending and have the same
priority, then IRQ[0] is processed before IRQ[1].

When the processor is executing an exception handler, the exception handler is preempted if a
higher priority exception occurs. If an exception occurs with the same priority as the exception being
handled, the handler is not preempted, irrespective of the exception number. However, the status
of the new interrupt changes to pending.

2.5.6 Interrupt Priority Grouping
To increase priority control in systems with interrupts, the NVIC supports priority grouping. This
grouping divides each interrupt priority register entry into two fields:

■ An upper field that defines the group priority

■ A lower field that defines a subpriority within the group

Only the group priority determines preemption of interrupt exceptions. When the processor is
executing an interrupt exception handler, another interrupt with the same group priority as the
interrupt being handled does not preempt the handler.

If multiple pending interrupts have the same group priority, the subpriority field determines the order
in which they are processed. If multiple pending interrupts have the same group priority and
subpriority, the interrupt with the lowest IRQ number is processed first.

For information about splitting the interrupt priority fields into group priority and subpriority, see
page 171.

2.5.7 Exception Entry and Return
Descriptions of exception handling use the following terms:

■ Preemption. When the processor is executing an exception handler, an exception can preempt
the exception handler if its priority is higher than the priority of the exception being handled. See
“Interrupt Priority Grouping” on page 120 for more information about preemption by an interrupt.
When one exception preempts another, the exceptions are called nested exceptions. See
“Exception Entry” on page 121 more information.
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■ Return. Return occurs when the exception handler is completed, and there is no pending
exception with sufficient priority to be serviced and the completed exception handler was not
handling a late-arriving exception. The processor pops the stack and restores the processor
state to the state it had before the interrupt occurred. See “Exception Return” on page 122 for
more information.

■ Tail-Chaining. This mechanism speeds up exception servicing. On completion of an exception
handler, if there is a pending exception that meets the requirements for exception entry, the
stack pop is skipped and control transfers to the new exception handler.

■ Late-Arriving. This mechanism speeds up preemption. If a higher priority exception occurs
during state saving for a previous exception, the processor switches to handle the higher priority
exception and initiates the vector fetch for that exception. State saving is not affected by late
arrival because the state saved is the same for both exceptions. Therefore, the state saving
continues uninterrupted. The processor can accept a late arriving exception until the first instruction
of the exception handler of the original exception enters the execute stage of the processor. On
return from the exception handler of the late-arriving exception, the normal tail-chaining rules
apply.

2.5.7.1 Exception Entry
Exception entry occurs when there is a pending exception with sufficient priority and either the
processor is in Thread mode or the new exception is of higher priority than the exception being
handled, in which case the new exception preempts the original exception.

When one exception preempts another, the exceptions are nested.

Sufficient priority means the exception has more priority than any limits set by the mask registers
(see PRIMASK on page 96, FAULTMASK on page 97, and BASEPRI on page 98). An exception
with less priority than this is pending but is not handled by the processor.

When the processor takes an exception, unless the exception is a tail-chained or a late-arriving
exception, the processor pushes information onto the current stack. This operation is referred to as
stacking and the structure of eight data words is referred to as stack frame.

When using floating-point routines, the Cortex-M4F processor automatically stacks the architected
floating-point state on exception entry. Figure 2-7 on page 122 shows the Cortex-M4F stack frame
layout when floating-point state is preserved on the stack as the result of an interrupt or an exception.

Note: Where stack space for floating-point state is not allocated, the stack frame is the same as
that of ARMv7-M implementations without an FPU. Figure 2-7 on page 122 shows this stack
frame also.
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Figure 2-7. Exception Stack Frame
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Immediately after stacking, the stack pointer indicates the lowest address in the stack frame.

The stack frame includes the return address, which is the address of the next instruction in the
interrupted program. This value is restored to the PC at exception return so that the interrupted
program resumes.

In parallel with the stacking operation, the processor performs a vector fetch that reads the exception
handler start address from the vector table. When stacking is complete, the processor starts executing
the exception handler. At the same time, the processor writes an EXC_RETURN value to the LR,
indicating which stack pointer corresponds to the stack frame and what operation mode the processor
was in before the entry occurred.

If no higher-priority exception occurs during exception entry, the processor starts executing the
exception handler and automatically changes the status of the corresponding pending interrupt to
active.

If another higher-priority exception occurs during exception entry, known as late arrival, the processor
starts executing the exception handler for this exception and does not change the pending status
of the earlier exception.

2.5.7.2 Exception Return
Exception return occurs when the processor is in Handler mode and executes one of the following
instructions to load the EXC_RETURN value into the PC:
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■ An LDM or POP instruction that loads the PC

■ A BX instruction using any register

■ An LDR instruction with the PC as the destination

EXC_RETURN is the value loaded into the LR on exception entry. The exception mechanism relies
on this value to detect when the processor has completed an exception handler. The lowest five
bits of this value provide information on the return stack and processor mode. Table 2-10 on page 123
shows the EXC_RETURN values with a description of the exception return behavior.

EXC_RETURN bits 31:5 are all set. When this value is loaded into thePC, it indicates to the processor
that the exception is complete, and the processor initiates the appropriate exception return sequence.

Table 2-10. Exception Return Behavior

DescriptionEXC_RETURN[31:0]

Reserved0xFFFF.FFE0

Return to Handler mode.
Exception return uses floating-point state from MSP.
Execution uses MSP after return.

0xFFFF.FFE1

Reserved0xFFFF.FFE2 - 0xFFFF.FFE8

Return to Thread mode.
Exception return uses floating-point state from MSP.
Execution uses MSP after return.

0xFFFF.FFE9

Reserved0xFFFF.FFEA - 0xFFFF.FFEC

Return to Thread mode.
Exception return uses floating-point state from PSP.
Execution uses PSP after return.

0xFFFF.FFED

Reserved0xFFFF.FFEE - 0xFFFF.FFF0

Return to Handler mode.
Exception return uses non-floating-point state from MSP.
Execution uses MSP after return.

0xFFFF.FFF1

Reserved0xFFFF.FFF2 - 0xFFFF.FFF8

Return to Thread mode.
Exception return uses non-floating-point state from MSP.
Execution uses MSP after return.

0xFFFF.FFF9

Reserved0xFFFF.FFFA - 0xFFFF.FFFC

Return to Thread mode.
Exception return uses non-floating-point state from PSP.
Execution uses PSP after return.

0xFFFF.FFFD

Reserved0xFFFF.FFFE - 0xFFFF.FFFF

2.6 Fault Handling
Faults are a subset of the exceptions (see “Exception Model” on page 113). The following conditions
generate a fault:

■ A bus error on an instruction fetch or vector table load or a data access.
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■ An internally detected error such as an undefined instruction or an attempt to change state with
a BX instruction.

■ Attempting to execute an instruction from a memory region marked as Non-Executable (XN).

■ An MPU fault because of a privilege violation or an attempt to access an unmanaged region.

2.6.1 Fault Types
Table 2-11 on page 124 shows the types of fault, the handler used for the fault, the corresponding
fault status register, and the register bit that indicates the fault has occurred. See page 184 for more
information about the fault status registers.

Table 2-11. Faults

Bit NameFault Status RegisterHandlerFault

VECTHard Fault Status (HFAULTSTAT)Hard faultBus error on a vector read

FORCEDHard Fault Status (HFAULTSTAT)Hard faultFault escalated to a hard fault

IERR aMemory Management Fault Status
(MFAULTSTAT)

Memory management
fault

MPU or default memory mismatch on
instruction access

DERRMemory Management Fault Status
(MFAULTSTAT)

Memory management
fault

MPU or default memory mismatch on
data access

MSTKEMemory Management Fault Status
(MFAULTSTAT)

Memory management
fault

MPU or default memory mismatch on
exception stacking

MUSTKEMemory Management Fault Status
(MFAULTSTAT)

Memory management
fault

MPU or default memory mismatch on
exception unstacking

MLSPERRMemory Management Fault Status
(MFAULTSTAT)

Memory management
fault

MPU or default memory mismatch
during lazy floating-point state
preservation

BSTKEBus Fault Status (BFAULTSTAT)Bus faultBus error during exception stacking

BUSTKEBus Fault Status (BFAULTSTAT)Bus faultBus error during exception unstacking

IBUSBus Fault Status (BFAULTSTAT)Bus faultBus error during instruction prefetch

BLSPEBus Fault Status (BFAULTSTAT)Bus faultBus error during lazy floating-point state
preservation

PRECISEBus Fault Status (BFAULTSTAT)Bus faultPrecise data bus error

IMPREBus Fault Status (BFAULTSTAT)Bus faultImprecise data bus error

NOCPUsage Fault Status (UFAULTSTAT)Usage faultAttempt to access a coprocessor

UNDEFUsage Fault Status (UFAULTSTAT)Usage faultUndefined instruction

INVSTATUsage Fault Status (UFAULTSTAT)Usage faultAttempt to enter an invalid instruction
set state b

INVPCUsage Fault Status (UFAULTSTAT)Usage faultInvalid EXC_RETURN value

UNALIGNUsage Fault Status (UFAULTSTAT)Usage faultIllegal unaligned load or store

DIV0Usage Fault Status (UFAULTSTAT)Usage faultDivide by 0

a. Occurs on an access to an XN region even if the MPU is disabled.
b. Attempting to use an instruction set other than the Thumb instruction set, or returning to a non load-store-multiply instruction

with ICI continuation.

2.6.2 Fault Escalation and Hard Faults
All fault exceptions except for hard fault have configurable exception priority (see SYSPRI1 on
page 177). Software can disable execution of the handlers for these faults (see SYSHNDCTRL on
page 180).
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Usually, the exception priority, together with the values of the exception mask registers, determines
whether the processor enters the fault handler, and whether a fault handler can preempt another
fault handler as described in “Exception Model” on page 113.

In some situations, a fault with configurable priority is treated as a hard fault. This process is called
priority escalation, and the fault is described as escalated to hard fault. Escalation to hard fault
occurs when:

■ A fault handler causes the same kind of fault as the one it is servicing. This escalation to hard
fault occurs because a fault handler cannot preempt itself because it must have the same priority
as the current priority level.

■ A fault handler causes a fault with the same or lower priority as the fault it is servicing. This
situation happens because the handler for the new fault cannot preempt the currently executing
fault handler.

■ An exception handler causes a fault for which the priority is the same as or lower than the currently
executing exception.

■ A fault occurs and the handler for that fault is not enabled.

If a bus fault occurs during a stack push when entering a bus fault handler, the bus fault does not
escalate to a hard fault. Thus if a corrupted stack causes a fault, the fault handler executes even
though the stack push for the handler failed. The fault handler operates but the stack contents are
corrupted.

Note: Only Reset and NMI can preempt the fixed priority hard fault. A hard fault can preempt any
exception other than Reset, NMI, or another hard fault.

2.6.3 Fault Status Registers and Fault Address Registers
The fault status registers indicate the cause of a fault. For bus faults and memory management
faults, the fault address register indicates the address accessed by the operation that caused the
fault, as shown in Table 2-12 on page 125.

Table 2-12. Fault Status and Fault Address Registers

Register DescriptionAddress Register NameStatus Register NameHandler

page 190-Hard Fault Status (HFAULTSTAT)Hard fault

page 184
page 191

Memory Management Fault
Address (MMADDR)

Memory Management Fault Status
(MFAULTSTAT)

Memory management
fault

page 184
page 192

Bus Fault Address
(FAULTADDR)

Bus Fault Status (BFAULTSTAT)Bus fault

page 184-Usage Fault Status (UFAULTSTAT)Usage fault

2.6.4 Lockup
The processor enters a lockup state if a hard fault occurs when executing the NMI or hard fault
handlers. When the processor is in the lockup state, it does not execute any instructions. The
processor remains in lockup state until it is reset, an NMI occurs, or it is halted by a debugger.

Note: If the lockup state occurs from the NMI handler, a subsequent NMI does not cause the
processor to leave the lockup state.
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2.7 Power Management
The Cortex-M4F processor sleep modes reduce power consumption:

■ Sleep mode stops the processor clock.

■ Deep-sleep mode stops the system clock and switches off the PLL and Flash memory.

The SLEEPDEEP bit of the System Control (SYSCTRL) register selects which sleep mode is used
(see page 173). For more information about the behavior of the sleep modes, see “System
Control” on page 239.

This section describes the mechanisms for entering sleep mode and the conditions for waking up
from sleep mode, both of which apply to Sleep mode and Deep-sleep mode.

2.7.1 Entering Sleep Modes
This section describes the mechanisms software can use to put the processor into one of the sleep
modes.

The system can generate spurious wake-up events, for example a debug operation wakes up the
processor. Therefore, software must be able to put the processor back into sleep mode after such
an event. A program might have an idle loop to put the processor back to sleep mode.

2.7.1.1 Wait for Interrupt
The wait for interrupt instruction, WFI, causes immediate entry to sleep mode unless the wake-up
condition is true (see “Wake Up from WFI or Sleep-on-Exit” on page 127). When the processor
executes a WFI instruction, it stops executing instructions and enters sleep mode. See the
Cortex™-M4 instruction set chapter in theARM®Cortex™-M4Devices Generic User Guide (literature
number ARM DUI 0553A) for more information.

2.7.1.2 Wait for Event
The wait for event instruction, WFE, causes entry to sleep mode conditional on the value of a one-bit
event register. When the processor executes a WFE instruction, it checks the event register. If the
register is 0, the processor stops executing instructions and enters sleep mode. If the register is 1,
the processor clears the register and continues executing instructions without entering sleep mode.

If the event register is 1, the processor must not enter sleep mode on execution of a WFE instruction.
Typically, this situation occurs if an SEV instruction has been executed. Software cannot access
this register directly.

See the Cortex™-M4 instruction set chapter in the ARM®Cortex™-M4 Devices Generic User Guide
(literature number ARM DUI 0553A) for more information.

2.7.1.3 Sleep-on-Exit
If the SLEEPEXIT bit of the SYSCTRL register is set, when the processor completes the execution
of all exception handlers, it returns to Thread mode and immediately enters sleep mode. This
mechanism can be used in applications that only require the processor to run when an exception
occurs.

2.7.2 Wake Up from Sleep Mode
The conditions for the processor to wake up depend on the mechanism that caused it to enter sleep
mode.
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2.7.2.1 Wake Up from WFI or Sleep-on-Exit
Normally, the processor wakes up only when the NVIC detects an exception with sufficient priority
to cause exception entry. Some embedded systems might have to execute system restore tasks
after the processor wakes up and before executing an interrupt handler. Entry to the interrupt handler
can be delayed by setting the PRIMASK bit and clearing the FAULTMASK bit. If an interrupt arrives
that is enabled and has a higher priority than current exception priority, the processor wakes up but
does not execute the interrupt handler until the processor clears PRIMASK. For more information
about PRIMASK and FAULTMASK, see page 96 and page 97.

2.7.2.2 Wake Up from WFE
The processor wakes up if it detects an exception with sufficient priority to cause exception entry.

In addition, if the SEVONPEND bit in the SYSCTRL register is set, any new pending interrupt triggers
an event and wakes up the processor, even if the interrupt is disabled or has insufficient priority to
cause exception entry. For more information about SYSCTRL, see page 173.

2.8 Instruction Set Summary
The processor implements a version of the Thumb instruction set. Table 2-13 on page 127 lists the
supported instructions.

Note: In Table 2-13 on page 127:

■ Angle brackets, <>, enclose alternative forms of the operand
■ Braces, {}, enclose optional operands
■ The Operands column is not exhaustive
■ Op2 is a flexible second operand that can be either a register or a constant
■ Most instructions can use an optional condition code suffix

For more information on the instructions and operands, see the instruction descriptions in
the ARM® Cortex™-M4 Technical Reference Manual.

Table 2-13. Cortex-M4F Instruction Summary

FlagsBrief DescriptionOperandsMnemonic

N,Z,C,VAdd with carry{Rd,} Rn, Op2ADC, ADCS

N,Z,C,VAdd{Rd,} Rn, Op2ADD, ADDS

-Add{Rd,} Rn , #imm12ADD, ADDW

-Load PC-relative addressRd, labelADR

N,Z,CLogical AND{Rd,} Rn, Op2AND, ANDS

N,Z,CArithmetic shift rightRd, Rm, <Rs|#n>ASR, ASRS

-BranchlabelB

-Bit field clearRd, #lsb, #widthBFC

-Bit field insertRd, Rn, #lsb, #widthBFI

N,Z,CBit clear{Rd,} Rn, Op2BIC, BICS

-Breakpoint#immBKPT

-Branch with linklabelBL

-Branch indirect with linkRmBLX

-Branch indirectRmBX

-Compare and branch if non-zeroRn, labelCBNZ
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Table 2-13. Cortex-M4F Instruction Summary (continued)

FlagsBrief DescriptionOperandsMnemonic

-Compare and branch if zeroRn, labelCBZ

-Clear exclusive-CLREX

-Count leading zerosRd, RmCLZ

N,Z,C,VCompare negativeRn, Op2CMN

N,Z,C,VCompareRn, Op2CMP

-Change processor state, disable
interrupts

iCPSID

-Change processor state, enable
interrupts

iCPSIE

-Data memory barrier-DMB

-Data synchronization barrier-DSB

N,Z,CExclusive OR{Rd,} Rn, Op2EOR, EORS

-Instruction synchronization barrier-ISB

-If-Then condition block-IT

-Load multiple registers, increment afterRn{!}, reglistLDM

-Load multiple registers, decrement
before

Rn{!}, reglistLDMDB, LDMEA

-Load multiple registers, increment afterRn{!}, reglistLDMFD, LDMIA

-Load register with wordRt, [Rn, #offset]LDR

-Load register with byteRt, [Rn, #offset]LDRB, LDRBT

-Load register with two bytesRt, Rt2, [Rn, #offset]LDRD

-Load register exclusiveRt, [Rn, #offset]LDREX

-Load register exclusive with byteRt, [Rn]LDREXB

-Load register exclusive with halfwordRt, [Rn]LDREXH

-Load register with halfwordRt, [Rn, #offset]LDRH, LDRHT

-Load register with signed byteRt, [Rn, #offset]LDRSB, LDRSBT

-Load register with signed halfwordRt, [Rn, #offset]LDRSH, LDRSHT

-Load register with wordRt, [Rn, #offset]LDRT

N,Z,CLogical shift leftRd, Rm, <Rs|#n>LSL, LSLS

N,Z,CLogical shift rightRd, Rm, <Rs|#n>LSR, LSRS

-Multiply with accumulate, 32-bit resultRd, Rn, Rm, RaMLA

-Multiply and subtract, 32-bit resultRd, Rn, Rm, RaMLS

N,Z,CMoveRd, Op2MOV, MOVS

N,Z,CMove 16-bit constantRd, #imm16MOV, MOVW

-Move topRd, #imm16MOVT

-Move from special register to general
register

Rd, spec_regMRS

N,Z,C,VMove from general register to special
register

spec_reg, RmMSR

N,ZMultiply, 32-bit result{Rd,} Rn, RmMUL, MULS

N,Z,CMove NOTRd, Op2MVN, MVNS

-No operation-NOP

N,Z,CLogical OR NOT{Rd,} Rn, Op2ORN, ORNS
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Table 2-13. Cortex-M4F Instruction Summary (continued)

FlagsBrief DescriptionOperandsMnemonic

N,Z,CLogical OR{Rd,} Rn, Op2ORR, ORRS

-Pack halfword{Rd,} Rn, Rm, Op2PKHTB, PKHBT

-Pop registers from stackreglistPOP

-Push registers onto stackreglistPUSH

QSaturating add{Rd,} Rn, RmQADD

-Saturating add 16{Rd,} Rn, RmQADD16

-Saturating add 8{Rd,} Rn, RmQADD8

-Saturating add and subtract with
exchange

{Rd,} Rn, RmQASX

QSaturating double and add{Rd,} Rn, RmQDADD

QSaturating double and subtract{Rd,} Rn, RmQDSUB

-Saturating subtract and add with
exchange

{Rd,} Rn, RmQSAX

QSaturating subtract{Rd,} Rn, RmQSUB

-Saturating subtract 16{Rd,} Rn, RmQSUB16

-Saturating subtract 8{Rd,} Rn, RmQSUB8

-Reverse bitsRd, RnRBIT

-Reverse byte order in a wordRd, RnREV

-Reverse byte order in each halfwordRd, RnREV16

-Reverse byte order in bottom halfword
and sign extend

Rd, RnREVSH

N,Z,CRotate rightRd, Rm, <Rs|#n>ROR, RORS

N,Z,CRotate right with extendRd, RmRRX, RRXS

N,Z,C,VReverse subtract{Rd,} Rn, Op2RSB, RSBS

GESigned add 16{Rd,} Rn, RmSADD16

GESigned add 8{Rd,} Rn, RmSADD8

GESigned add and subtract with exchange{Rd,} Rn, RmSASX

N,Z,C,VSubtract with carry{Rd,} Rn, Op2SBC, SBCS

-Signed bit field extractRd, Rn, #lsb, #widthSBFX

-Signed divide{Rd,} Rn, RmSDIV

-Select bytes{Rd,} Rn, RmSEL

-Send event-SEV

-Signed halving add 16{Rd,} Rn, RmSHADD16

-Signed halving add 8{Rd,} Rn, RmSHADD8

-Signed halving add and subtract with
exchange

{Rd,} Rn, RmSHASX

-Signed halving add and subtract with
exchange

{Rd,} Rn, RmSHSAX

-Signed halving subtract 16{Rd,} Rn, RmSHSUB16

-Signed halving subtract 8{Rd,} Rn, RmSHSUB8
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Table 2-13. Cortex-M4F Instruction Summary (continued)

FlagsBrief DescriptionOperandsMnemonic

QSigned multiply accumulate long
(halfwords)

Rd, Rn, Rm, RaSMLABB,

SMLABT,

SMLATB,

SMLATT

QSigned multiply accumulate dualRd, Rn, Rm, RaSMLAD,

SMLADX

-Signed multiply with accumulate
(32x32+64), 64-bit result

RdLo, RdHi, Rn, RmSMLAL

-Signed multiply accumulate long
(halfwords)

RdLo, RdHi, Rn, RmSMLALBB,

SMLALBT,

SMLALTB,

SMLALTT

-Signed multiply accumulate long dualRdLo, RdHi, Rn, RmSMLALD, SMLALDX

QSigned multiply accumulate, word by
halfword

Rd, Rn, Rm, RaSMLAWB,SMLAWT

QSigned multiply subtract dualRd, Rn, Rm, RaSMLSD

SMLSDX

Signed multiply subtract long dualRdLo, RdHi, Rn, RmSMLSLD

SMLSLDX

-Signed most significant word multiply
accumulate

Rd, Rn, Rm, RaSMMLA

-Signed most significant word multiply
subtract

Rd, Rn, Rm, RaSMMLS,

SMMLR

-Signed most significant word multiply{Rd,} Rn, RmSMMUL,

SMMULR

QSigned dual multiply add{Rd,} Rn, RmSMUAD

SMUADX

-Signed multiply halfwords{Rd,} Rn, RmSMULBB,

SMULBT,

SMULTB,

SMULTT

-Signed multiply (32x32), 64-bit resultRdLo, RdHi, Rn, RmSMULL

-Signed multiply by halfword{Rd,} Rn, RmSMULWB,

SMULWT

-Signed dual multiply subtract{Rd,} Rn, RmSMUSD,

SMUSDX

QSigned saturateRd, #n, Rm {,shift #s}SSAT

QSigned saturate 16Rd, #n, RmSSAT16

GESaturating subtract and add with
exchange

{Rd,} Rn, RmSSAX

-Signed subtract 16{Rd,} Rn, RmSSUB16

-Signed subtract 8{Rd,} Rn, RmSSUB8

-Store multiple registers, increment afterRn{!}, reglistSTM
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Table 2-13. Cortex-M4F Instruction Summary (continued)

FlagsBrief DescriptionOperandsMnemonic

-Store multiple registers, decrement
before

Rn{!}, reglistSTMDB, STMEA

-Store multiple registers, increment afterRn{!}, reglistSTMFD, STMIA

-Store register wordRt, [Rn {, #offset}]STR

-Store register byteRt, [Rn {, #offset}]STRB, STRBT

-Store register two wordsRt, Rt2, [Rn {, #offset}]STRD

-Store register exclusiveRt, Rt, [Rn {, #offset}]STREX

-Store register exclusive byteRd, Rt, [Rn]STREXB

-Store register exclusive halfwordRd, Rt, [Rn]STREXH

-Store register halfwordRt, [Rn {, #offset}]STRH, STRHT

-Store register signed byteRt, [Rn {, #offset}]STRSB, STRSBT

-Store register signed halfwordRt, [Rn {, #offset}]STRSH, STRSHT

-Store register wordRt, [Rn {, #offset}]STRT

N,Z,C,VSubtract{Rd,} Rn, Op2SUB, SUBS

N,Z,C,VSubtract 12-bit constant{Rd,} Rn, #imm12SUB, SUBW

-Supervisor call#immSVC

-Extend 8 bits to 32 and add{Rd,} Rn, Rm, {,ROR #}SXTAB

-Dual extend 8 bits to 16 and add{Rd,} Rn, Rm,{,ROR #}SXTAB16

-Extend 16 bits to 32 and add{Rd,} Rn, Rm,{,ROR #}SXTAH

-Signed extend byte 16{Rd,} Rm {,ROR #n}SXTB16

-Sign extend a byte{Rd,} Rm {,ROR #n}SXTB

-Sign extend a halfword{Rd,} Rm {,ROR #n}SXTH

-Table branch byte[Rn, Rm]TBB

-Table branch halfword[Rn, Rm, LSL #1]TBH

N,Z,CTest equivalenceRn, Op2TEQ

N,Z,CTestRn, Op2TST

GEUnsigned add 16{Rd,} Rn, RmUADD16

GEUnsigned add 8{Rd,} Rn, RmUADD8

GEUnsigned add and subtract with
exchange

{Rd,} Rn, RmUASX

-Unsigned halving add 16{Rd,} Rn, RmUHADD16

-Unsigned halving add 8{Rd,} Rn, RmUHADD8

-Unsigned halving add and subtract with
exchange

{Rd,} Rn, RmUHASX

-Unsigned halving subtract and add with
exchange

{Rd,} Rn, RmUHSAX

-Unsigned halving subtract 16{Rd,} Rn, RmUHSUB16

-Unsigned halving subtract 8{Rd,} Rn, RmUHSUB8

-Unsigned bit field extractRd, Rn, #lsb, #widthUBFX

-Unsigned divide{Rd,} Rn, RmUDIV

-Unsigned multiply accumulate
accumulate long (32x32+64), 64-bit
result

RdLo, RdHi, Rn, RmUMAAL
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Table 2-13. Cortex-M4F Instruction Summary (continued)

FlagsBrief DescriptionOperandsMnemonic

-Unsigned multiply with accumulate
(32x32+32+32), 64-bit result

RdLo, RdHi, Rn, RmUMLAL

-Unsigned multiply (32x 2), 64-bit resultRdLo, RdHi, Rn, RmUMULL

-Unsigned Saturating Add 16{Rd,} Rn, RmUQADD16

-Unsigned Saturating Add 8{Rd,} Rn, RmUQADD8

-Unsigned Saturating Add and Subtract
with Exchange

{Rd,} Rn, RmUQASX

-Unsigned Saturating Subtract and Add
with Exchange

{Rd,} Rn, RmUQSAX

-Unsigned Saturating Subtract 16{Rd,} Rn, RmUQSUB16

-Unsigned Saturating Subtract 8{Rd,} Rn, RmUQSUB8

-Unsigned Sum of Absolute Differences{Rd,} Rn, RmUSAD8

-Unsigned Sum of Absolute Differences
and Accumulate

{Rd,} Rn, Rm, RaUSADA8

QUnsigned SaturateRd, #n, Rm {,shift #s}USAT

QUnsigned Saturate 16Rd, #n, RmUSAT16

GEUnsigned Subtract and add with
Exchange

{Rd,} Rn, RmUSAX

GEUnsigned Subtract 16{Rd,} Rn, RmUSUB16

GEUnsigned Subtract 8{Rd,} Rn, RmUSUB8

-Rotate, extend 8 bits to 32 and Add{Rd,} Rn, Rm, {,ROR #}UXTAB

-Rotate, dual extend 8 bits to 16 and Add{Rd,} Rn, Rm, {,ROR #}UXTAB16

-Rotate, unsigned extend and Add
Halfword

{Rd,} Rn, Rm, {,ROR #}UXTAH

-Zero extend a Byte{Rd,} Rm, {,ROR #n}UXTB

-Unsigned Extend Byte 16{Rd,} Rm, {,ROR #n}UXTB16

-Zero extend a Halfword{Rd,} Rm, {,ROR #n}UXTH

-Floating-point AbsoluteSd, SmVABS.F32

-Floating-point Add{Sd,} Sn, SmVADD.F32

FPSCRCompare two floating-point registers, or
one floating-point register and zero

Sd, <Sm | #0.0>VCMP.F32

FPSCRCompare two floating-point registers, or
one floating-point register and zero with
Invalid Operation check

Sd, <Sm | #0.0>VCMPE.F32

-Convert between floating-point and
integer

Sd, SmVCVT.S32.F32

-Convert between floating-point and fixed
point

Sd, Sd, #fbitsVCVT.S16.F32

-Convert between floating-point and
integer with rounding

Sd, SmVCVTR.S32.F32

-Converts half-precision value to
single-precision

Sd, SmVCVT<B|H>.F32.F16

-Converts single-precision register to
half-precision

Sd, SmVCVTT<B|T>.F32.F16

-Floating-point Divide{Sd,} Sn, SmVDIV.F32

-Floating-point Fused Multiply Accumulate{Sd,} Sn, SmVFMA.F32
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Table 2-13. Cortex-M4F Instruction Summary (continued)

FlagsBrief DescriptionOperandsMnemonic

-Floating-point Fused Negate Multiply
Accumulate

{Sd,} Sn, SmVFNMA.F32

-Floating-point Fused Multiply Subtract{Sd,} Sn, SmVFMS.F32

-Floating-point Fused Negate Multiply
Subtract

{Sd,} Sn, SmVFNMS.F32

-Load Multiple extension registersRn{!}, listVLDM.F<32|64>

-Load an extension register from memory<Dd|Sd>, [Rn]VLDR.F<32|64>

-Floating-point Multiply Accumulate{Sd,} Sn, SmVLMA.F32

-Floating-point Multiply Subtract{Sd,} Sn, SmVLMS.F32

-Floating-point Move immediateSd, #immVMOV.F32

-Floating-point Move registerSd, SmVMOV

-Copy ARM core register to single
precision

Sn, RtVMOV

-Copy 2 ARM core registers to 2 single
precision

Sm, Sm1, Rt, Rt2VMOV

-Copy ARM core register to scalarDd[x], RtVMOV

-Copy scalar to ARM core registerRt, Dn[x]VMOV

N,Z,C,VMove FPSCR to ARM core register or
APSR

Rt, FPSCRVMRS

FPSCRMove to FPSCR from ARM Core registerFPSCR, RtVMSR

-Floating-point Multiply{Sd,} Sn, SmVMUL.F32

-Floating-point NegateSd, SmVNEG.F32

-Floating-point Multiply and Add{Sd,} Sn, SmVNMLA.F32

-Floating-point Multiply and Subtract{Sd,} Sn, SmVNMLS.F32

-Floating-point Multiply{Sd,} Sn, SmVNMUL

-Pop extension registerslistVPOP

-Push extension registerslistVPUSH

-Calculates floating-point Square RootSd, SmVSQRT.F32

-Floating-point register Store MultipleRn{!}, listVSTM

-Stores an extension register to memorySd, [Rn]VSTR.F3<32|64>

-Floating-point Subtract{Sd,} Sn, SmVSUB.F<32|64>

-Wait for event-WFE

-Wait for interrupt-WFI
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3 Cortex-M4 Peripherals
This chapter provides information on the Tiva™ C Series implementation of the Cortex-M4 processor
peripherals, including:

■ SysTick (see page 135)

Provides a simple, 24-bit clear-on-write, decrementing, wrap-on-zero counter with a flexible
control mechanism.

■ Nested Vectored Interrupt Controller (NVIC) (see page 136)
– Facilitates low-latency exception and interrupt handling
– Controls power management
– Implements system control registers

■ System Control Block (SCB) (see page 137)

Provides system implementation information and system control, including configuration, control,
and reporting of system exceptions.

■ Memory Protection Unit (MPU) (see page 137)

Supports the standard ARMv7 Protected Memory System Architecture (PMSA) model. The MPU
provides full support for protection regions, overlapping protection regions, access permissions,
and exporting memory attributes to the system.

■ Floating-Point Unit (FPU) (see page 142)

Fully supports single-precision add, subtract, multiply, divide, multiply and accumulate, and
square root operations. It also provides conversions between fixed-point and floating-point data
formats, and floating-point constant instructions.

Table 3-1 on page 134 shows the address map of the Private Peripheral Bus (PPB). Some peripheral
register regions are split into two address regions, as indicated by two addresses listed.

Table 3-1. Core Peripheral Register Regions

Description (see page ...)Core PeripheralAddress

135System Timer0xE000.E010-0xE000.E01F

136Nested Vectored Interrupt Controller0xE000.E100-0xE000.E4EF
0xE000.EF00-0xE000.EF03

137System Control Block0xE000.E008-0xE000.E00F
0xE000.ED00-0xE000.ED3F

137Memory Protection Unit0xE000.ED90-0xE000.EDB8

142Floating Point Unit0xE000.EF30-0xE000.EF44

3.1 Functional Description
This chapter provides information on the Tiva™ C Series implementation of the Cortex-M4 processor
peripherals: SysTick, NVIC, SCB, MPU, FPU.
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3.1.1 System Timer (SysTick)
Cortex-M4 includes an integrated system timer, SysTick, which provides a simple, 24-bit
clear-on-write, decrementing, wrap-on-zero counter with a flexible control mechanism. The counter
can be used in several different ways, for example as:

■ An RTOS tick timer that fires at a programmable rate (for example, 100 Hz) and invokes a SysTick
routine.

■ A high-speed alarm timer using the system clock.

■ A variable rate alarm or signal timer—the duration is range-dependent on the reference clock
used and the dynamic range of the counter.

■ A simple counter used to measure time to completion and time used.

■ An internal clock source control based on missing/meeting durations. The COUNT bit in the
STCTRL control and status register can be used to determine if an action completed within a
set duration, as part of a dynamic clock management control loop.

The timer consists of three registers:

■ SysTick Control and Status (STCTRL): A control and status counter to configure its clock,
enable the counter, enable the SysTick interrupt, and determine counter status.

■ SysTick Reload Value (STRELOAD): The reload value for the counter, used to provide the
counter's wrap value.

■ SysTick Current Value (STCURRENT): The current value of the counter.

When enabled, the timer counts down on each clock from the reload value to zero, reloads (wraps)
to the value in the STRELOAD register on the next clock edge, then decrements on subsequent
clocks. Clearing the STRELOAD register disables the counter on the next wrap. When the counter
reaches zero, the COUNT status bit is set. The COUNT bit clears on reads.

Writing to the STCURRENT register clears the register and the COUNT status bit. The write does
not trigger the SysTick exception logic. On a read, the current value is the value of the register at
the time the register is accessed.

The SysTick counter runs on the system clock. If this clock signal is stopped for low power mode,
the SysTick counter stops. Ensure software uses aligned word accesses to access the SysTick
registers.

The SysTick counter reload and current value are undefined at reset; the correct initialization
sequence for the SysTick counter is:

1. Program the value in the STRELOAD register.

2. Clear the STCURRENT register by writing to it with any value.

3. Configure the STCTRL register for the required operation.

Note: When the processor is halted for debugging, the counter does not decrement.
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3.1.2 Nested Vectored Interrupt Controller (NVIC)
This section describes the Nested Vectored Interrupt Controller (NVIC) and the registers it uses.
The NVIC supports:

■ 106 interrupts.

■ A programmable priority level of 0-7 for each interrupt. A higher level corresponds to a lower
priority, so level 0 is the highest interrupt priority.

■ Low-latency exception and interrupt handling.

■ Level and pulse detection of interrupt signals.

■ Dynamic reprioritization of interrupts.

■ Grouping of priority values into group priority and subpriority fields.

■ Interrupt tail-chaining.

■ An external Non-maskable interrupt (NMI).

The processor automatically stacks its state on exception entry and unstacks this state on exception
exit, with no instruction overhead, providing low latency exception handling.

3.1.2.1 Level-Sensitive and Pulse Interrupts
The processor supports both level-sensitive and pulse interrupts. Pulse interrupts are also described
as edge-triggered interrupts.

A level-sensitive interrupt is held asserted until the peripheral deasserts the interrupt signal. Typically
this happens because the ISR accesses the peripheral, causing it to clear the interrupt request. A
pulse interrupt is an interrupt signal sampled synchronously on the rising edge of the processor
clock. To ensure the NVIC detects the interrupt, the peripheral must assert the interrupt signal for
at least one clock cycle, during which the NVIC detects the pulse and latches the interrupt.

When the processor enters the ISR, it automatically removes the pending state from the interrupt
(see “Hardware and Software Control of Interrupts” on page 136 for more information). For a
level-sensitive interrupt, if the signal is not deasserted before the processor returns from the ISR,
the interrupt becomes pending again, and the processor must execute its ISR again. As a result,
the peripheral can hold the interrupt signal asserted until it no longer needs servicing.

3.1.2.2 Hardware and Software Control of Interrupts
The Cortex-M4 latches all interrupts. A peripheral interrupt becomes pending for one of the following
reasons:

■ The NVIC detects that the interrupt signal is High and the interrupt is not active.

■ The NVIC detects a rising edge on the interrupt signal.

■ Software writes to the corresponding interrupt set-pending register bit, or to the Software Trigger
Interrupt (SWTRIG) register to make a Software-Generated Interrupt pending. See the INT bit
in the PEND0 register on page 156 or SWTRIG on page 163.

A pending interrupt remains pending until one of the following:
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■ The processor enters the ISR for the interrupt, changing the state of the interrupt from pending
to active. Then:

– For a level-sensitive interrupt, when the processor returns from the ISR, the NVIC samples
the interrupt signal. If the signal is asserted, the state of the interrupt changes to pending,
which might cause the processor to immediately re-enter the ISR. Otherwise, the state of the
interrupt changes to inactive.

– For a pulse interrupt, the NVIC continues to monitor the interrupt signal, and if this is pulsed
the state of the interrupt changes to pending and active. In this case, when the processor
returns from the ISR the state of the interrupt changes to pending, which might cause the
processor to immediately re-enter the ISR.

If the interrupt signal is not pulsed while the processor is in the ISR, when the processor
returns from the ISR the state of the interrupt changes to inactive.

■ Software writes to the corresponding interrupt clear-pending register bit

– For a level-sensitive interrupt, if the interrupt signal is still asserted, the state of the interrupt
does not change. Otherwise, the state of the interrupt changes to inactive.

– For a pulse interrupt, the state of the interrupt changes to inactive, if the state was pending
or to active, if the state was active and pending.

3.1.3 System Control Block (SCB)
The System Control Block (SCB) provides system implementation information and system control,
including configuration, control, and reporting of the system exceptions.

3.1.4 Memory Protection Unit (MPU)
This section describes the Memory protection unit (MPU). The MPU divides the memory map into
a number of regions and defines the location, size, access permissions, and memory attributes of
each region. The MPU supports independent attribute settings for each region, overlapping regions,
and export of memory attributes to the system.

The memory attributes affect the behavior of memory accesses to the region. The Cortex-M4 MPU
defines eight separate memory regions, 0-7, and a background region.

When memory regions overlap, a memory access is affected by the attributes of the region with the
highest number. For example, the attributes for region 7 take precedence over the attributes of any
region that overlaps region 7.

The background region has the same memory access attributes as the default memory map, but is
accessible from privileged software only.

The Cortex-M4 MPU memory map is unified, meaning that instruction accesses and data accesses
have the same region settings.

If a program accesses a memory location that is prohibited by the MPU, the processor generates
a memory management fault, causing a fault exception and possibly causing termination of the
process in an OS environment. In an OS environment, the kernel can update the MPU region setting
dynamically based on the process to be executed. Typically, an embedded OS uses the MPU for
memory protection.

Configuration of MPU regions is based on memory types (see “Memory Regions, Types and
Attributes” on page 106 for more information).
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Table 3-2 on page 138 shows the possible MPU region attributes. See the section called “MPU
Configuration for a Tiva™ C Series Microcontroller” on page 142 for guidelines for programming a
microcontroller implementation.

Table 3-2. Memory Attributes Summary

DescriptionMemory Type

All accesses to Strongly Ordered memory occur in program order.Strongly Ordered

Memory-mapped peripheralsDevice

Normal memoryNormal

To avoid unexpected behavior, disable the interrupts before updating the attributes of a region that
the interrupt handlers might access.

Ensure software uses aligned accesses of the correct size to access MPU registers:

■ Except for the MPU Region Attribute and Size (MPUATTR) register, all MPU registers must
be accessed with aligned word accesses.

■ The MPUATTR register can be accessed with byte or aligned halfword or word accesses.

The processor does not support unaligned accesses to MPU registers.

When setting up the MPU, and if the MPU has previously been programmed, disable unused regions
to prevent any previous region settings from affecting the new MPU setup.

3.1.4.1 Updating an MPU Region
To update the attributes for an MPU region, the MPU Region Number (MPUNUMBER), MPU
Region Base Address (MPUBASE) and MPUATTR registers must be updated. Each register can
be programmed separately or with a multiple-word write to program all of these registers. You can
use the MPUBASEx and MPUATTRx aliases to program up to four regions simultaneously using
an STM instruction.

Updating an MPU Region Using Separate Words

This example simple code configures one region:

; R1 = region number
; R2 = size/enable
; R3 = attributes
; R4 = address 
LDR R0,=MPUNUMBER        ; 0xE000ED98, MPU region number register 
STR R1, [R0, #0x0]       ; Region Number
STR R4, [R0, #0x4]       ; Region Base Address
STRH R2, [R0, #0x8]      ; Region Size and Enable
STRH R3, [R0, #0xA]      ; Region Attribute

Disable a region before writing new region settings to the MPU if you have previously enabled the
region being changed. For example:

; R1 = region number
; R2 = size/enable
; R3 = attributes
; R4 = address
LDR R0,=MPUNUMBER         ; 0xE000ED98, MPU region number register
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STR R1, [R0, #0x0]        ; Region Number
BIC R2, R2, #1            ; Disable
STRH R2, [R0, #0x8]       ; Region Size and Enable
STR R4, [R0, #0x4]        ; Region Base Address
STRH R3, [R0, #0xA]       ; Region Attribute
ORR R2, #1                ; Enable
STRH R2, [R0, #0x8]       ; Region Size and Enable

Software must use memory barrier instructions:

■ Before MPU setup, if there might be outstanding memory transfers, such as buffered writes, that
might be affected by the change in MPU settings.

■ After MPU setup, if it includes memory transfers that must use the new MPU settings.

However, memory barrier instructions are not required if the MPU setup process starts by entering
an exception handler, or is followed by an exception return, because the exception entry and
exception return mechanism cause memory barrier behavior.

Software does not need any memory barrier instructions during MPU setup, because it accesses
the MPU through the Private Peripheral Bus (PPB), which is a Strongly Ordered memory region.

For example, if all of the memory access behavior is intended to take effect immediately after the
programming sequence, then a DSB instruction and an ISB instruction should be used. A DSB is
required after changing MPU settings, such as at the end of context switch. An ISB is required if
the code that programs the MPU region or regions is entered using a branch or call. If the
programming sequence is entered using a return from exception, or by taking an exception, then
an ISB is not required.

Updating an MPU Region Using Multi-Word Writes

The MPU can be programmed directly using multi-word writes, depending how the information is
divided. Consider the following reprogramming:

; R1 = region number
; R2 = address
; R3 = size, attributes in one
LDR R0, =MPUNUMBER  ; 0xE000ED98, MPU region number register
STR R1, [R0, #0x0]  ; Region Number
STR R2, [R0, #0x4]  ; Region Base Address
STR R3, [R0, #0x8]  ; Region Attribute, Size and Enable

An STM instruction can be used to optimize this:

; R1 = region number
; R2 = address
; R3 = size, attributes in one
LDR R0, =MPUNUMBER  ; 0xE000ED98, MPU region number register
STM R0, {R1-R3}     ; Region number, address, attribute, size and enable

This operation can be done in two words for prepacked information, meaning that the MPU Region
Base Address (MPUBASE) register (see page 197) contains the required region number and has
the VALID bit set. This method can be used when the data is statically packed, for example in a
boot loader:
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; R1 = address and region number in one
; R2 = size and attributes in one
LDR R0, =MPUBASE    ; 0xE000ED9C, MPU Region Base register
STR R1, [R0, #0x0]  ; Region base address and region number combined 
                    ; with VALID (bit 4) set
STR R2, [R0, #0x4]  ; Region Attribute, Size and Enable

Subregions

Regions of 256 bytes or more are divided into eight equal-sized subregions. Set the corresponding
bit in the SRD field of the MPU Region Attribute and Size (MPUATTR) register (see page 199) to
disable a subregion. The least-significant bit of the SRD field controls the first subregion, and the
most-significant bit controls the last subregion. Disabling a subregion means another region
overlapping the disabled range matches instead. If no other enabled region overlaps the disabled
subregion, the MPU issues a fault.

Regions of 32, 64, and 128 bytes do not support subregions. With regions of these sizes, the SRD
field must be configured to 0x00, otherwise the MPU behavior is unpredictable.

Example of SRD Use

Two regions with the same base address overlap. Region one is 128 KB, and region two is 512 KB.
To ensure the attributes from region one apply to the first 128 KB region, configure the SRD field for
region two to 0x03 to disable the first two subregions, as Figure 3-1 on page 140 shows.

Figure 3-1. SRD Use Example

Region 1

Disabled subregion
Disabled subregion

Region 2, with
subregions

Base address of both regions

Offset from
base address

0
64KB

128KB
192KB
256KB
320KB
384KB
448KB
512KB

3.1.4.2 MPU Access Permission Attributes
The access permission bits, TEX, S, C, B, AP, and XN of the MPUATTR register, control access to
the corresponding memory region. If an access is made to an area of memory without the required
permissions, then the MPU generates a permission fault.

Table 3-3 on page 140 shows the encodings for the TEX, C, B, and S access permission bits. All
encodings are shown for completeness, however the current implementation of the Cortex-M4 does
not support the concept of cacheability or shareability. Refer to the section called “MPU Configuration
for a Tiva™ C Series Microcontroller” on page 142 for information on programming the MPU for
TM4C1294KCPDT implementations.

Table 3-3. TEX, S, C, and B Bit Field Encoding

Other AttributesShareabilityMemory TypeBCSTEX

-ShareableStrongly Ordered00xa000b

-ShareableDevice10xa000
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Table 3-3. TEX, S, C, and B Bit Field Encoding (continued)

Other AttributesShareabilityMemory TypeBCSTEX

Outer and inner
write-through. No write
allocate.

Not shareableNormal010000

ShareableNormal011000

Not shareableNormal110000

ShareableNormal111000

Outer and inner
non-cacheable.

Not shareableNormal000001

ShareableNormal001001

--Reserved encoding10xa001

--Reserved encoding01xa001

Outer and inner
write-back. Write and
read allocate.

Not shareableNormal110001

ShareableNormal111001

Nonshared Device.Not shareableDevice00xa010

--Reserved encoding10xa010

--Reserved encodingxa1xa010

Cached memory (BB =
outer policy, AA = inner
policy).
See Table 3-4 for the
encoding of the AA and
BB bits.

Not shareableNormalAA01BB

ShareableNormalAA11BB

a. The MPU ignores the value of this bit.

Table 3-4 on page 141 shows the cache policy for memory attribute encodings with a TEX value in
the range of 0x4-0x7.

Table 3-4. Cache Policy for Memory Attribute Encoding

Corresponding Cache PolicyEncoding, AA or BB

Non-cacheable00

Write back, write and read allocate01

Write through, no write allocate10

Write back, no write allocate11

Table 3-5 on page 141 shows the AP encodings in the MPUATTR register that define the access
permissions for privileged and unprivileged software.

Table 3-5. AP Bit Field Encoding

DescriptionUnprivileged
Permissions

Privileged
Permissions

AP Bit Field

All accesses generate a permission fault.No accessNo access000

Access from privileged software only.No accessRW001

Writes by unprivileged software generate a
permission fault.

RORW010

Full access.RWRW011

Reserved.UnpredictableUnpredictable100

Reads by privileged software only.No accessRO101
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Table 3-5. AP Bit Field Encoding (continued)

DescriptionUnprivileged
Permissions

Privileged
Permissions

AP Bit Field

Read-only, by privileged or unprivileged software.RORO110

Read-only, by privileged or unprivileged software.RORO111

MPU Configuration for a Tiva™ C Series Microcontroller

Tiva™ C Series microcontrollers have only a single processor and no caches. As a result, the MPU
should be programmed as shown in Table 3-6 on page 142.

Table 3-6. Memory Region Attributes for Tiva™ C Series Microcontrollers

Memory Type and AttributesBCSTEXMemory Region

Normal memory, non-shareable, write-through010000bFlash memory

Normal memory, shareable, write-through011000bInternal SRAM

Normal memory, shareable, write-back,
write-allocate

111000bExternal SRAM

Device memory, shareable101000bPeripherals

In current Tiva™ C Series microcontroller implementations, the shareability and cache policy
attributes do not affect the system behavior. However, using these settings for the MPU regions
can make the application code more portable. The values given are for typical situations.

3.1.4.3 MPU Mismatch
When an access violates the MPU permissions, the processor generates a memory management
fault (see “Exceptions and Interrupts” on page 103 for more information). TheMFAULTSTAT register
indicates the cause of the fault. See page 184 for more information.

3.1.5 Floating-Point Unit (FPU)
This section describes the Floating-Point Unit (FPU) and the registers it uses. The FPU provides:

■ 32-bit instructions for single-precision (C float) data-processing operations

■ Combined multiply and accumulate instructions for increased precision (Fused MAC)

■ Hardware support for conversion, addition, subtraction, multiplication with optional accumulate,
division, and square-root

■ Hardware support for denormals and all IEEE rounding modes

■ 32 dedicated 32-bit single-precision registers, also addressable as 16 double-word registers

■ Decoupled three stage pipeline

The Cortex-M4F FPU fully supports single-precision add, subtract, multiply, divide, multiply and
accumulate, and square root operations. It also provides conversions between fixed-point and
floating-point data formats, and floating-point constant instructions. The FPU provides floating-point
computation functionality that is compliant with the ANSI/IEEE Std 754-2008, IEEE Standard for
Binary Floating-Point Arithmetic, referred to as the IEEE 754 standard. The FPU's single-precision
extension registers can also be accessed as 16 doubleword registers for load, store, and move
operations.
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3.1.5.1 FPU Views of the Register Bank
The FPU provides an extension register file containing 32 single-precision registers. These can be
viewed as:

■ Sixteen 64-bit doubleword registers, D0-D15

■ Thirty-two 32-bit single-word registers, S0-S31

■ A combination of registers from the above views

Figure 3-2. FPU Register Bank

...

D0

D1

D2

D3

D14

D15

S0
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7

S28
S29
S30
S31

...

The mapping between the registers is as follows:

■ S<2n> maps to the least significant half of D<n>

■ S<2n+1> maps to the most significant half of D<n>

For example, you can access the least significant half of the value in D6 by accessing S12, and the
most significant half of the elements by accessing S13.

3.1.5.2 Modes of Operation
The FPU provides three modes of operation to accommodate a variety of applications.

Full-Compliance mode. In Full-Compliance mode, the FPU processes all operations according to
the IEEE 754 standard in hardware.

Flush-to-Zero mode. Setting the FZ bit of the Floating-Point Status and Control (FPSC) register
enables Flush-to-Zero mode. In this mode, the FPU treats all subnormal input operands of arithmetic
CDP operations as zeros in the operation. Exceptions that result from a zero operand are signalled
appropriately. VABS, VNEG, and VMOV are not considered arithmetic CDP operations and are not
affected by Flush-to-Zero mode. A result that is tiny, as described in the IEEE 754 standard, where
the destination precision is smaller in magnitude than the minimum normal value before rounding,
is replaced with a zero. The IDC bit in FPSC indicates when an input flush occurs. The UFC bit in
FPSC indicates when a result flush occurs.

Default NaNmode. Setting the DN bit in the FPSC register enables default NaN mode. In this mode,
the result of any arithmetic data processing operation that involves an input NaN, or that generates
a NaN result, returns the default NaN. Propagation of the fraction bits is maintained only by VABS,
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VNEG, and VMOV operations. All other CDP operations ignore any information in the fraction bits
of an input NaN.

3.1.5.3 Compliance with the IEEE 754 standard
When Default NaN (DN) and Flush-to-Zero (FZ) modes are disabled, FPv4 functionality is compliant
with the IEEE 754 standard in hardware. No support code is required to achieve this compliance.

3.1.5.4 Complete Implementation of the IEEE 754 standard
The Cortex-M4F floating point instruction set does not support all operations defined in the IEEE
754-2008 standard. Unsupported operations include, but are not limited to the following:

■ Remainder

■ Round floating-point number to integer-valued floating-point number

■ Binary-to-decimal conversions

■ Decimal-to-binary conversions

■ Direct comparison of single-precision and double-precision values

The Cortex-M4 FPU supports fused MAC operations as described in the IEEE standard. For complete
implementation of the IEEE 754-2008 standard, floating-point functionality must be augmented with
library functions.

3.1.5.5 IEEE 754 standard implementation choices

NaN handling

All single-precision values with the maximum exponent field value and a nonzero fraction field are
valid NaNs. A most-significant fraction bit of zero indicates a Signaling NaN (SNaN). A one indicates
a Quiet NaN (QNaN). Two NaN values are treated as different NaNs if they differ in any bit. The
below table shows the default NaN values.

FractionFractionSign

bit [22] = 1, bits [21:0] are all zeros0xFF0

Processing of input NaNs for ARM floating-point functionality and libraries is defined as follows:

■ In full-compliance mode, NaNs are handled as described in the ARM Architecture Reference
Manual. The hardware processes the NaNs directly for arithmetic CDP instructions. For data
transfer operations, NaNs are transferred without raising the Invalid Operation exception. For
the non-arithmetic CDP instructions, VABS, VNEG, and VMOV, NaNs are copied, with a change
of sign if specified in the instructions, without causing the Invalid Operation exception.

■ In default NaN mode, arithmetic CDP instructions involving NaN operands return the default
NaN regardless of the fractions of any NaN operands. SNaNs in an arithmetic CDP operation
set the IOC flag, FPSCR[0]. NaN handling by data transfer and non-arithmetic CDP instructions
is the same as in full-compliance mode.
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Table 3-7. QNaN and SNaN Handling

With SNaN OperandWith QNaN OperandDefault NaN
Mode

Instruction Type

IOCa set. The SNaN is quieted and the
result NaN is determined by the rules
given in the ARM Architecture Reference
Manual.

The QNaN or one of the QNaN operands,
if there is more than one, is returned
according to the rules given in the ARM
Architecture Reference Manual.

Off

Arithmetic CDP

IOCa set. Default NaN returns.Default NaN returns.On

NaN passes to destination with sign changed as appropriate.Off/OnNon-arithmetic CDP

IOC set. Unordered compare.Unordered compare.-FCMP(Z)

IOC set. Unordered compare.IOC set. Unordered compare.-FCMPE(Z)

All NaNs transferred.Off/OnLoad/store

a. IOC is the Invalid Operation exception flag, FPSCR[0].

Comparisons

Comparison results modify the flags in the FPSCR. You can use the MVRS APSR_nzcv instruction
(formerly FMSTAT) to transfer the current flags from the FPSCR to the APSR. See the ARM
Architecture Reference Manual for mapping of IEEE 754-2008 standard predicates to ARM conditions.
The flags used are chosen so that subsequent conditional execution of ARM instructions can test
the predicates defined in the IEEE standard.

Underflow

The Cortex-M4F FPU uses the before rounding form of tininess and the inexact result form of loss
of accuracy as described in the IEEE 754-2008 standard to generate Underflow exceptions.

In flush-to-zero mode, results that are tiny before rounding, as described in the IEEE standard, are
flushed to a zero, and the UFC flag, FPSCR[3], is set. See the ARM Architecture Reference Manual
for information on flush-to-zero mode.

When the FPU is not in flush-to-zero mode, operations are performed on subnormal operands. If
the operation does not produce a tiny result, it returns the computed result, and the UFC flag,
FPSCR[3], is not set. The IXC flag, FPSCR[4], is set if the operation is inexact. If the operation
produces a tiny result, the result is a subnormal or zero value, and the UFC flag, FPSCR[3], is set
if the result was also inexact.

3.1.5.6 Exceptions
The FPU sets the cumulative exception status flag in the FPSCR register as required for each
instruction, in accordance with the FPv4 architecture. The FPU does not support user-mode traps.
The exception enable bits in the FPSCR read-as-zero, and writes are ignored. The processor also
has six output pins, FPIXC, FPUFC, FPOFC, FPDZC, FPIDC, and FPIOC, that each reflect the
status of one of the cumulative exception flags. For a description of these outputs, see the ARM
Cortex-M4 Integration and Implementation Manual (ARM DII 0239, available from ARM).

The processor can reduce the exception latency by using lazy stacking. See Auxiliary Control
Register, ACTLR on page 4-5. This means that the processor reserves space on the stack for the
FP state, but does not save that state information to the stack. See the ARMv7-M Architecture
Reference Manual (available from ARM) for more information.

3.1.5.7 Enabling the FPU
The FPU is disabled from reset. You must enable it before you can use any floating-point instructions.
The processor must be in privileged mode to read from and write to the Coprocessor Access
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Control (CPAC) register. The below example code sequence enables the FPU in both privileged
and user modes.

; CPACR is located at address 0xE000ED88
LDR.W R0, =0xE000ED88
; Read CPACR
LDR R1, [R0]
; Set bits 20-23 to enable CP10 and CP11 coprocessors
ORR R1, R1, #(0xF << 20)
; Write back the modified value to the CPACR
STR R1, [R0]; wait for store to complete
DSB
;reset pipeline now the FPU is enabled
ISB

3.2 Register Map
Table 3-8 on page 146 lists the Cortex-M4 Peripheral SysTick, NVIC, MPU, FPU and SCB registers.
The offset listed is a hexadecimal increment to the register's address, relative to the Core Peripherals
base address of 0xE000.E000.

Note: Register spaces that are not used are reserved for future or internal use. Software should
not modify any reserved memory address.

Table 3-8. Peripherals Register Map

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

System Timer (SysTick) Registers

150SysTick Control and Status Register0x0000.0000RWSTCTRL0x010

152SysTick Reload Value Register-RWSTRELOAD0x014

153SysTick Current Value Register-RWCSTCURRENT0x018

Nested Vectored Interrupt Controller (NVIC) Registers

154Interrupt 0-31 Set Enable0x0000.0000RWEN00x100

154Interrupt 32-63 Set Enable0x0000.0000RWEN10x104

154Interrupt 64-95 Set Enable0x0000.0000RWEN20x108

154Interrupt 96-113 Set Enable0x0000.0000RWEN30x10C

155Interrupt 0-31 Clear Enable0x0000.0000RWDIS00x180

155Interrupt 32-63 Clear Enable0x0000.0000RWDIS10x184

155Interrupt 64-95 Clear Enable0x0000.0000RWDIS20x188

155Interrupt 96-113 Clear Enable0x0000.0000RWDIS30x18C

156Interrupt 0-31 Set Pending0x0000.0000RWPEND00x200

156Interrupt 32-63 Set Pending0x0000.0000RWPEND10x204

156Interrupt 64-95 Set Pending0x0000.0000RWPEND20x208

156Interrupt 96-113 Set Pending0x0000.0000RWPEND30x20C
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Table 3-8. Peripherals Register Map (continued)

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

157Interrupt 0-31 Clear Pending0x0000.0000RWUNPEND00x280

157Interrupt 32-63 Clear Pending0x0000.0000RWUNPEND10x284

157Interrupt 64-95 Clear Pending0x0000.0000RWUNPEND20x288

157Interrupt 96-113 Clear Pending0x0000.0000RWUNPEND30x28C

158Interrupt 0-31 Active Bit0x0000.0000ROACTIVE00x300

158Interrupt 32-63 Active Bit0x0000.0000ROACTIVE10x304

158Interrupt 64-95 Active Bit0x0000.0000ROACTIVE20x308

158Interrupt 96-127 Active Bit0x0000.0000ROACTIVE30x30C

159Interrupt 0-3 Priority0x0000.0000RWPRI00x400

159Interrupt 4-7 Priority0x0000.0000RWPRI10x404

159Interrupt 8-11 Priority0x0000.0000RWPRI20x408

159Interrupt 12-15 Priority0x0000.0000RWPRI30x40C

159Interrupt 16-19 Priority0x0000.0000RWPRI40x410

159Interrupt 20-23 Priority0x0000.0000RWPRI50x414

159Interrupt 24-27 Priority0x0000.0000RWPRI60x418

159Interrupt 28-31 Priority0x0000.0000RWPRI70x41C

159Interrupt 32-35 Priority0x0000.0000RWPRI80x420

159Interrupt 36-39 Priority0x0000.0000RWPRI90x424

159Interrupt 40-43 Priority0x0000.0000RWPRI100x428

159Interrupt 44-47 Priority0x0000.0000RWPRI110x42C

159Interrupt 48-51 Priority0x0000.0000RWPRI120x430

159Interrupt 52-55 Priority0x0000.0000RWPRI130x434

159Interrupt 56-59 Priority0x0000.0000RWPRI140x438

159Interrupt 60-63 Priority0x0000.0000RWPRI150x43C

161Interrupt 64-67 Priority0x0000.0000RWPRI160x440

161Interrupt 68-71 Priority0x0000.0000RWPRI170x444

161Interrupt 72-75 Priority0x0000.0000RWPRI180x448

161Interrupt 76-79 Priority0x0000.0000RWPRI190x44C

161Interrupt 80-83 Priority0x0000.0000RWPRI200x450

161Interrupt 84-87 Priority0x0000.0000RWPRI210x454

161Interrupt 88-91 Priority0x0000.0000RWPRI220x458

161Interrupt 92-95 Priority0x0000.0000RWPRI230x45C
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Table 3-8. Peripherals Register Map (continued)

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

161Interrupt 96-99 Priority0x0000.0000RWPRI240x460

161Interrupt 100-103 Priority0x0000.0000RWPRI250x464

161Interrupt 104-107 Priority0x0000.0000RWPRI260x468

161Interrupt 108-111 Priority0x0000.0000RWPRI270x46C

161Interrupt 112-113 Priority0x0000.0000RWPRI280x470

163Software Trigger Interrupt0x0000.0000WOSWTRIG0xF00

System Control Block (SCB) Registers

164Auxiliary Control0x0000.0000RWACTLR0x008

166CPU ID Base0x410F.C241ROCPUID0xD00

167Interrupt Control and State0x0000.0000RWINTCTRL0xD04

170Vector Table Offset0x0000.0000RWVTABLE0xD08

171Application Interrupt and Reset Control0xFA05.0000RWAPINT0xD0C

173System Control0x0000.0000RWSYSCTRL0xD10

175Configuration and Control0x0000.0200RWCFGCTRL0xD14

177System Handler Priority 10x0000.0000RWSYSPRI10xD18

178System Handler Priority 20x0000.0000RWSYSPRI20xD1C

179System Handler Priority 30x0000.0000RWSYSPRI30xD20

180System Handler Control and State0x0000.0000RWSYSHNDCTRL0xD24

184Configurable Fault Status0x0000.0000RW1CFAULTSTAT0xD28

190Hard Fault Status0x0000.0000RW1CHFAULTSTAT0xD2C

191Memory Management Fault Address-RWMMADDR0xD34

192Bus Fault Address-RWFAULTADDR0xD38

Memory Protection Unit (MPU) Registers

193MPU Type0x0000.0800ROMPUTYPE0xD90

194MPU Control0x0000.0000RWMPUCTRL0xD94

196MPU Region Number0x0000.0000RWMPUNUMBER0xD98

197MPU Region Base Address0x0000.0000RWMPUBASE0xD9C

199MPU Region Attribute and Size0x0000.0000RWMPUATTR0xDA0

197MPU Region Base Address Alias 10x0000.0000RWMPUBASE10xDA4

199MPU Region Attribute and Size Alias 10x0000.0000RWMPUATTR10xDA8

197MPU Region Base Address Alias 20x0000.0000RWMPUBASE20xDAC

199MPU Region Attribute and Size Alias 20x0000.0000RWMPUATTR20xDB0
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Table 3-8. Peripherals Register Map (continued)

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

197MPU Region Base Address Alias 30x0000.0000RWMPUBASE30xDB4

199MPU Region Attribute and Size Alias 30x0000.0000RWMPUATTR30xDB8

Floating-Point Unit (FPU) Registers

202Coprocessor Access Control0x0000.0000RWCPAC0xD88

203Floating-Point Context Control0xC000.0000RWFPCC0xF34

205Floating-Point Context Address-RWFPCA0xF38

206Floating-Point Default Status Control0x0000.0000RWFPDSC0xF3C

3.3 System Timer (SysTick) Register Descriptions
This section lists and describes the System Timer registers, in numerical order by address offset.
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Register 1: SysTick Control and Status Register (STCTRL), offset 0x010
Note: This register can only be accessed from privileged mode.

The SysTick STCTRL register enables the SysTick features.

SysTick Control and Status Register (STCTRL)
Base 0xE000.E000
Offset 0x010
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

COUNTreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

ENABLEINTENCLK_SRCreserved

RWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x000ROreserved31:17

Count Flag

DescriptionValue

The SysTick timer has not counted to 0 since the last time
this bit was read.

0

The SysTick timer has counted to 0 since the last time
this bit was read.

1

This bit is cleared by a read of the register or if the STCURRENT register
is written with any value.
If read by the debugger using the DAP, this bit is cleared only if the
MasterType bit in the AHB-AP Control Register is clear. Otherwise,
the COUNT bit is not changed by the debugger read. See the ARM®
Debug Interface V5 Architecture Specification for more information on
MasterType.

0ROCOUNT16

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x000ROreserved15:3

Clock Source

DescriptionValue

Precision internal oscillator (PIOSC) divided by 40

System clock1

0RWCLK_SRC2
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

Interrupt generation is disabled. Software can use the
COUNT bit to determine if the counter has ever reached 0.

0

An interrupt is generated to the NVIC when SysTick counts
to 0.

1

0RWINTEN1

Enable

DescriptionValue

The counter is disabled.0

Enables SysTick to operate in a multi-shot way. That is, the
counter loads the RELOAD value and begins counting down.
On reaching 0, the COUNT bit is set and an interrupt is
generated if enabled by INTEN. The counter then loads the
RELOAD value again and begins counting.

1

0RWENABLE0
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Register 2: SysTick Reload Value Register (STRELOAD), offset 0x014
Note: This register can only be accessed from privileged mode.

The STRELOAD register specifies the start value to load into the SysTick Current Value
(STCURRENT) register when the counter reaches 0. The start value can be between 0x1 and
0x00FF.FFFF. A start value of 0 is possible but has no effect because the SysTick interrupt and the
COUNT bit are activated when counting from 1 to 0.

SysTick can be configured as a multi-shot timer, repeated over and over, firing every N+1 clock
pulses, where N is any value from 1 to 0x00FF.FFFF. For example, if a tick interrupt is required
every 100 clock pulses, 99 must be written into the RELOAD field.

Note that in order to access this register correctly, the system clock must be faster than 8 MHz.

SysTick Reload Value Register (STRELOAD)
Base 0xE000.E000
Offset 0x014
Type RW, reset -

16171819202122232425262728293031

RELOADreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RELOAD

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved31:24

Reload Value
Value to load into the SysTick Current Value (STCURRENT) register
when the counter reaches 0.

0x00.0000RWRELOAD23:0
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Register 3: SysTick Current Value Register (STCURRENT), offset 0x018
Note: This register can only be accessed from privileged mode.

The STCURRENT register contains the current value of the SysTick counter.

SysTick Current Value Register (STCURRENT)
Base 0xE000.E000
Offset 0x018
Type RWC, reset -

16171819202122232425262728293031

CURRENTreserved

RWCRWCRWCRWCRWCRWCRWCRWCROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CURRENT

RWCRWCRWCRWCRWCRWCRWCRWCRWCRWCRWCRWCRWCRWCRWCRWCType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved31:24

Current Value
This field contains the current value at the time the register is accessed.
No read-modify-write protection is provided, so change with care.
This register is write-clear. Writing to it with any value clears the register.
Clearing this register also clears the COUNT bit of the STCTRL register.

0x00.0000RWCCURRENT23:0

3.4 NVIC Register Descriptions
This section lists and describes the NVIC registers, in numerical order by address offset.

The NVIC registers can only be fully accessed from privileged mode, but interrupts can be pended
while in unprivileged mode by enabling the Configuration and Control (CFGCTRL) register. Any
other unprivileged mode access causes a bus fault.

Ensure software uses correctly aligned register accesses. The processor does not support unaligned
accesses to NVIC registers.

An interrupt can enter the pending state even if it is disabled.

Before programming the VTABLE register to relocate the vector table, ensure the vector table
entries of the new vector table are set up for fault handlers, NMI, and all enabled exceptions such
as interrupts. For more information, see page 170.
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Register 4: Interrupt 0-31 Set Enable (EN0), offset 0x100
Register 5: Interrupt 32-63 Set Enable (EN1), offset 0x104
Register 6: Interrupt 64-95 Set Enable (EN2), offset 0x108
Register 7: Interrupt 96-113 Set Enable (EN3), offset 0x10C
Note: This register can only be accessed from privileged mode.

The ENn registers enable interrupts and show which interrupts are enabled. Bit 0 of EN0 corresponds
to Interrupt 0; bit 31 corresponds to Interrupt 31. Bit 0 of EN1 corresponds to Interrupt 32; bit 31
corresponds to Interrupt 63. Bit 0 of EN2 corresponds to Interrupt 64; bit 31 corresponds to Interrupt
95. Bit 0 of EN3 corresponds to Interrupt 96; bit 17 corresponds to Interrupt 113.

See Table 2-9 on page 116 for interrupt assignments.

If a pending interrupt is enabled, the NVIC activates the interrupt based on its priority. If an interrupt
is not enabled, asserting its interrupt signal changes the interrupt state to pending, but the NVIC
never activates the interrupt, regardless of its priority.

Interrupt 0-31 Set Enable (EN0)
Base 0xE000.E000
Offset 0x100
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

INT

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

INT

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

On a read, indicates the interrupt is disabled.
On a write, no effect.

0

On a read, indicates the interrupt is enabled.
On a write, enables the interrupt.

1

A bit can only be cleared by setting the corresponding INT[n] bit in
the DISn register.

0x0000.0000RWINT31:0
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Register 8: Interrupt 0-31 Clear Enable (DIS0), offset 0x180
Register 9: Interrupt 32-63 Clear Enable (DIS1), offset 0x184
Register 10: Interrupt 64-95 Clear Enable (DIS2), offset 0x188
Register 11: Interrupt 96-113 Clear Enable (DIS3), offset 0x18C
Note: This register can only be accessed from privileged mode.

The DISn registers disable interrupts. Bit 0 of DIS0 corresponds to Interrupt 0; bit 31 corresponds
to Interrupt 31. Bit 0 of DIS1 corresponds to Interrupt 32; bit 31 corresponds to Interrupt 63. Bit 0 of
DIS2 corresponds to Interrupt 64; bit 31 corresponds to Interrupt 95. Bit 0 of DIS3 corresponds to
Interrupt 96; .

See Table 2-9 on page 116 for interrupt assignments.

Interrupt 0-31 Clear Enable (DIS0)
Base 0xE000.E000
Offset 0x180
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

INT

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

INT

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Interrupt Disable

DescriptionValue

On a read, indicates the interrupt is disabled.
On a write, no effect.

0

On a read, indicates the interrupt is enabled.
On a write, clears the corresponding INT[n] bit in the EN0
register, disabling interrupt [n].

1

0x0000.0000RWINT31:0
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Register 12: Interrupt 0-31 Set Pending (PEND0), offset 0x200
Register 13: Interrupt 32-63 Set Pending (PEND1), offset 0x204
Register 14: Interrupt 64-95 Set Pending (PEND2), offset 0x208
Register 15: Interrupt 96-113 Set Pending (PEND3), offset 0x20C
Note: This register can only be accessed from privileged mode.

The PENDn registers force interrupts into the pending state and show which interrupts are pending.
Bit 0 of PEND0 corresponds to Interrupt 0; bit 31 corresponds to Interrupt 31. Bit 0 of PEND1
corresponds to Interrupt 32; bit 31 corresponds to Interrupt 63. Bit 0 of PEND2 corresponds to
Interrupt 64; bit 31 corresponds to Interrupt 95. Bit 0 of PEND3 corresponds to Interrupt 96; bit 17
corresponds to interrupt 113.

See Table 2-9 on page 116 for interrupt assignments.

Interrupt 0-31 Set Pending (PEND0)
Base 0xE000.E000
Offset 0x200
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

INT

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

INT

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Interrupt Set Pending

DescriptionValue

On a read, indicates that the interrupt is not pending.
On a write, no effect.

0

On a read, indicates that the interrupt is pending.
On a write, the corresponding interrupt is set to pending
even if it is disabled.

1

If the corresponding interrupt is already pending, setting a bit has no
effect.
A bit can only be cleared by setting the corresponding INT[n] bit in
the UNPEND0 register.

0x0000.0000RWINT31:0
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Register 16: Interrupt 0-31 Clear Pending (UNPEND0), offset 0x280
Register 17: Interrupt 32-63 Clear Pending (UNPEND1), offset 0x284
Register 18: Interrupt 64-95 Clear Pending (UNPEND2), offset 0x288
Register 19: Interrupt 96-113 Clear Pending (UNPEND3), offset 0x28C
Note: This register can only be accessed from privileged mode.

The UNPENDn registers show which interrupts are pending and remove the pending state from
interrupts. Bit 0 of UNPEND0 corresponds to Interrupt 0; bit 31 corresponds to Interrupt 31. Bit 0 of
UNPEND1 corresponds to Interrupt 32; bit 31 corresponds to Interrupt 63. Bit 0 of UNPEND2
corresponds to Interrupt 64; bit 31 corresponds to Interrupt 95. Bit 0 of UNPEND3 corresponds to
Interrupt 96; bit 31 corresponds to Interrupt 113.

See Table 2-9 on page 116 for interrupt assignments.

Interrupt 0-31 Clear Pending (UNPEND0)
Base 0xE000.E000
Offset 0x280
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

INT

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

INT

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Interrupt Clear Pending

DescriptionValue

On a read, indicates that the interrupt is not pending.
On a write, no effect.

0

On a read, indicates that the interrupt is pending.
On a write, clears the corresponding INT[n] bit in the PEND0
register, so that interrupt [n] is no longer pending.
Setting a bit does not affect the active state of the corresponding
interrupt.

1

0x0000.0000RWINT31:0
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Register 20: Interrupt 0-31 Active Bit (ACTIVE0), offset 0x300
Register 21: Interrupt 32-63 Active Bit (ACTIVE1), offset 0x304
Register 22: Interrupt 64-95 Active Bit (ACTIVE2), offset 0x308
Register 23: Interrupt 96-127 Active Bit (ACTIVE3), offset 0x30C
Note: This register can only be accessed from privileged mode.

The UNPENDn registers indicate which interrupts are active. Bit 0 of ACTIVE0 corresponds to
Interrupt 0; bit 31 corresponds to Interrupt 31. Bit 0 of ACTIVE1 corresponds to Interrupt 32; bit 31
corresponds to Interrupt 63. Bit 0 of ACTIVE2 corresponds to Interrupt 64; bit 31 corresponds to
Interrupt 95. Bit 0 of ACTIVE3 corresponds to Interrupt 96; bit 17 corresponds to Interrupt 113.

See Table 2-9 on page 116 for interrupt assignments.

Caution – Do not manually set or clear the bits in this register.

Interrupt 0-31 Active Bit (ACTIVE0)
Base 0xE000.E000
Offset 0x300
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

INT

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

INT

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Interrupt Active

DescriptionValue

The corresponding interrupt is not active.0

The corresponding interrupt is active, or active and pending.1

0x0000.0000ROINT31:0
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Register 24: Interrupt 0-3 Priority (PRI0), offset 0x400
Register 25: Interrupt 4-7 Priority (PRI1), offset 0x404
Register 26: Interrupt 8-11 Priority (PRI2), offset 0x408
Register 27: Interrupt 12-15 Priority (PRI3), offset 0x40C
Register 28: Interrupt 16-19 Priority (PRI4), offset 0x410
Register 29: Interrupt 20-23 Priority (PRI5), offset 0x414
Register 30: Interrupt 24-27 Priority (PRI6), offset 0x418
Register 31: Interrupt 28-31 Priority (PRI7), offset 0x41C
Register 32: Interrupt 32-35 Priority (PRI8), offset 0x420
Register 33: Interrupt 36-39 Priority (PRI9), offset 0x424
Register 34: Interrupt 40-43 Priority (PRI10), offset 0x428
Register 35: Interrupt 44-47 Priority (PRI11), offset 0x42C
Register 36: Interrupt 48-51 Priority (PRI12), offset 0x430
Register 37: Interrupt 52-55 Priority (PRI13), offset 0x434
Register 38: Interrupt 56-59 Priority (PRI14), offset 0x438
Register 39: Interrupt 60-63 Priority (PRI15), offset 0x43C
Note: This register can only be accessed from privileged mode.

The PRIn registers (see also page 161) provide 3-bit priority fields for each interrupt. These registers
are byte accessible. Each register holds four priority fields that are assigned to interrupts as follows:

InterruptPRIn Register Bit Field

Interrupt [4n+3]Bits 31:29

Interrupt [4n+2]Bits 23:21

Interrupt [4n+1]Bits 15:13

Interrupt [4n]Bits 7:5

See Table 2-9 on page 116 for interrupt assignments.

Each priority level can be split into separate group priority and subpriority fields. The PRIGROUP
field in the Application Interrupt and Reset Control (APINT) register (see page 171) indicates the
position of the binary point that splits the priority and subpriority fields.

These registers can only be accessed from privileged mode.
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Interrupt 0-3 Priority (PRI0)
Base 0xE000.E000
Offset 0x400
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reservedINTCreservedINTD

RORORORORORWRWRWRORORORORORWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

reservedINTAreservedINTB

RORORORORORWRWRWRORORORORORWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Interrupt Priority for Interrupt [4n+3]
This field holds a priority value, 0-7, for the interrupt with the number
[4n+3], where n is the number of the Interrupt Priority register (n=0 for
PRI0, and so on). The lower the value, the greater the priority of the
corresponding interrupt.

0x0RWINTD31:29

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved28:24

Interrupt Priority for Interrupt [4n+2]
This field holds a priority value, 0-7, for the interrupt with the number
[4n+2], where n is the number of the Interrupt Priority register (n=0 for
PRI0, and so on). The lower the value, the greater the priority of the
corresponding interrupt.

0x0RWINTC23:21

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved20:16

Interrupt Priority for Interrupt [4n+1]
This field holds a priority value, 0-7, for the interrupt with the number
[4n+1], where n is the number of the Interrupt Priority register (n=0 for
PRI0, and so on). The lower the value, the greater the priority of the
corresponding interrupt.

0x0RWINTB15:13

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved12:8

Interrupt Priority for Interrupt [4n]
This field holds a priority value, 0-7, for the interrupt with the number
[4n], where n is the number of the Interrupt Priority register (n=0 for
PRI0, and so on). The lower the value, the greater the priority of the
corresponding interrupt.

0x0RWINTA7:5

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved4:0
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Register 40: Interrupt 64-67 Priority (PRI16), offset 0x440
Register 41: Interrupt 68-71 Priority (PRI17), offset 0x444
Register 42: Interrupt 72-75 Priority (PRI18), offset 0x448
Register 43: Interrupt 76-79 Priority (PRI19), offset 0x44C
Register 44: Interrupt 80-83 Priority (PRI20), offset 0x450
Register 45: Interrupt 84-87 Priority (PRI21), offset 0x454
Register 46: Interrupt 88-91 Priority (PRI22), offset 0x458
Register 47: Interrupt 92-95 Priority (PRI23), offset 0x45C
Register 48: Interrupt 96-99 Priority (PRI24), offset 0x460
Register 49: Interrupt 100-103 Priority (PRI25), offset 0x464
Register 50: Interrupt 104-107 Priority (PRI26), offset 0x468
Register 51: Interrupt 108-111 Priority (PRI27), offset 0x46C
Register 52: Interrupt 112-113 Priority (PRI28), offset 0x470
Note: This register can only be accessed from privileged mode.

The PRIn registers (see also page 159) provide 3-bit priority fields for each interrupt. These registers
are byte accessible. Each register holds four priority fields that are assigned to interrupts as follows:

InterruptPRIn Register Bit Field

Interrupt [4n+3]Bits 31:29

Interrupt [4n+2]Bits 23:21

Interrupt [4n+1]Bits 15:13

Interrupt [4n]Bits 7:5

See Table 2-9 on page 116 for interrupt assignments.

Each priority level can be split into separate group priority and subpriority fields. The PRIGROUP
field in the Application Interrupt and Reset Control (APINT) register (see page 171) indicates the
position of the binary point that splits the priority and subpriority fields .

These registers can only be accessed from privileged mode.

Note: Because the last interrupt vector is number 113, bits [31:16] of the PRI28 register are
reserved.
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Interrupt 64-67 Priority (PRI16)
Base 0xE000.E000
Offset 0x440
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reservedINTCreservedINTD

RORORORORORWRWRWRORORORORORWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

reservedINTAreservedINTB

RORORORORORWRWRWRORORORORORWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Interrupt Priority for Interrupt [4n+3]
This field holds a priority value, 0-7, for the interrupt with the number
[4n+3], where n is the number of the Interrupt Priority register (n=0 for
PRI0, and so on). The lower the value, the greater the priority of the
corresponding interrupt.

0x0RWINTD31:29

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved28:24

Interrupt Priority for Interrupt [4n+2]
This field holds a priority value, 0-7, for the interrupt with the number
[4n+2], where n is the number of the Interrupt Priority register (n=0 for
PRI0, and so on). The lower the value, the greater the priority of the
corresponding interrupt.

0x0RWINTC23:21

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved20:16

Interrupt Priority for Interrupt [4n+1]
This field holds a priority value, 0-7, for the interrupt with the number
[4n+1], where n is the number of the Interrupt Priority register (n=0 for
PRI0, and so on). The lower the value, the greater the priority of the
corresponding interrupt.

0x0RWINTB15:13

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved12:8

Interrupt Priority for Interrupt [4n]
This field holds a priority value, 0-7, for the interrupt with the number
[4n], where n is the number of the Interrupt Priority register (n=0 for
PRI0, and so on). The lower the value, the greater the priority of the
corresponding interrupt.

0x0RWINTA7:5

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved4:0
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Register 53: Software Trigger Interrupt (SWTRIG), offset 0xF00
Note: Only privileged software can enable unprivileged access to the SWTRIG register.

Writing an interrupt number to the SWTRIG register generates a Software Generated Interrupt (SGI).
See Table 2-9 on page 116 for interrupt assignments.

When the MAINPEND bit in the Configuration and Control (CFGCTRL) register (see page 175) is
set, unprivileged software can access the SWTRIG register.

Software Trigger Interrupt (SWTRIG)
Base 0xE000.E000
Offset 0xF00
Type WO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

INTIDreserved

WOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

Interrupt ID
This field holds the interrupt ID of the required SGI. For example, a value
of 0x3 generates an interrupt on IRQ3.

0x00WOINTID7:0

3.5 System Control Block (SCB) Register Descriptions
This section lists and describes the System Control Block (SCB) registers, in numerical order by
address offset. The SCB registers can only be accessed from privileged mode.

All registers must be accessed with aligned word accesses except for the FAULTSTAT and
SYSPRI1-SYSPRI3 registers, which can be accessed with byte or aligned halfword or word accesses.
The processor does not support unaligned accesses to system control block registers.
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Register 54: Auxiliary Control (ACTLR), offset 0x008
Note: This register can only be accessed from privileged mode.

The ACTLR register provides disable bits for IT folding, write buffer use for accesses to the default
memory map, and interruption of multi-cycle instructions. By default, this register is set to provide
optimum performance from the Cortex-M4 processor and does not normally require modification.

Auxiliary Control (ACTLR)
Base 0xE000.E000
Offset 0x008
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DISMCYCDISWBUFDISFOLDreservedDISFPCADISOOFPreserved

RWRWRWRORORORORORWRWROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved31:10

Disable Out-Of-Order Floating Point
Disables floating-point instructions completing out of order with respect
to integer instructions.

0RWDISOOFP9

Disable CONTROL.FPCA
Disable automatic update of the FPCA bit in the CONTROL register.

Important: Two bits control when FPCA can be enabled: the ASPEN
bit in the Floating-Point Context Control (FPCC)
register and the DISFPCA bit in the Auxiliary Control
(ACTLR) register.

0RWDISFPCA8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved7:3

Disable IT Folding

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Disables IT folding.1

In some situations, the processor can start executing the first instruction
in an IT block while it is still executing the IT instruction. This behavior
is called IT folding, and improves performance, However, IT folding can
cause jitter in looping. If a task must avoid jitter, set the DISFOLD bit
before executing the task, to disable IT folding.

0RWDISFOLD2
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Disable Write Buffer

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Disables write buffer use during default memory map accesses.
In this situation, all bus faults are precise bus faults but
performance is decreased because any store to memory must
complete before the processor can execute the next instruction.

1

Note: This bit only affects write buffers implemented in the
Cortex-M4 processor.

0RWDISWBUF1

Disable Interrupts of Multiple Cycle Instructions

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Disables interruption of load multiple and store multiple
instructions. In this situation, the interrupt latency of the
processor is increased because any LDM or STMmust complete
before the processor can stack the current state and enter the
interrupt handler.

1

0RWDISMCYC0
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Register 55: CPU ID Base (CPUID), offset 0xD00
Note: This register can only be accessed from privileged mode.

The CPUID register contains the ARM® Cortex™-M4 processor part number, version, and
implementation information.

CPU ID Base (CPUID)
Base 0xE000.E000
Offset 0xD00
Type RO, reset 0x410F.C241

16171819202122232425262728293031

CONVARIMP

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1111000010000010Reset

0123456789101112131415

REVPARTNO

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000001001000011Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Implementer Code

DescriptionValue

ARM0x41

0x41ROIMP31:24

Variant Number

DescriptionValue

The rn value in the rnpn product revision identifier, for example,
the 0 in r0p0.

0x0

0x0ROVAR23:20

Constant

DescriptionValue

Always reads as 0xF.0xF

0xFROCON19:16

Part Number

DescriptionValue

Cortex-M4 processor.0xC24

0xC24ROPARTNO15:4

Revision Number

DescriptionValue

The pn value in the rnpn product revision identifier, for example,
the 1 in r0p1.

0x1

0x1ROREV3:0
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Register 56: Interrupt Control and State (INTCTRL), offset 0xD04
Note: This register can only be accessed from privileged mode.

The INCTRL register provides a set-pending bit for the NMI exception, and set-pending and
clear-pending bits for the PendSV and SysTick exceptions. In addition, bits in this register indicate
the exception number of the exception being processed, whether there are preempted active
exceptions, the exception number of the highest priority pending exception, and whether any interrupts
are pending.

When writing to INCTRL, the effect is unpredictable when writing a 1 to both the PENDSV and
UNPENDSV bits, or writing a 1 to both the PENDSTSET and PENDSTCLR bits.

Interrupt Control and State (INTCTRL)
Base 0xE000.E000
Offset 0xD04
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

VECPENDreservedISRPENDISRPREreservedPENDSTCLRPENDSTSETUNPENDSVPENDSVreservedNMISET

ROROROROROROROROROWORWWORWRORORWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

VECACTreservedRETBASEVECPEND

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

NMI Set Pending

DescriptionValue

On a read, indicates an NMI exception is not pending.
On a write, no effect.

0

On a read, indicates an NMI exception is pending.
On a write, changes the NMI exception state to pending.

1

Because NMI is the highest-priority exception, normally the processor
enters the NMI exception handler as soon as it registers the setting of
this bit, and clears this bit on entering the interrupt handler. A read of
this bit by the NMI exception handler returns 1 only if the NMI signal is
reasserted while the processor is executing that handler.

0RWNMISET31

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved30:29

PendSV Set Pending

DescriptionValue

On a read, indicates a PendSV exception is not pending.
On a write, no effect.

0

On a read, indicates a PendSV exception is pending.
On a write, changes the PendSV exception state to pending.

1

Setting this bit is the only way to set the PendSV exception state to
pending. This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the UNPENDSV bit.

0RWPENDSV28
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

PendSV Clear Pending

DescriptionValue

On a write, no effect.0

On a write, removes the pending state from the PendSV
exception.

1

This bit is write only; on a register read, its value is unknown.

0WOUNPENDSV27

SysTick Set Pending

DescriptionValue

On a read, indicates a SysTick exception is not pending.
On a write, no effect.

0

On a read, indicates a SysTick exception is pending.
On a write, changes the SysTick exception state to pending.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the PENDSTCLR bit.

0RWPENDSTSET26

SysTick Clear Pending

DescriptionValue

On a write, no effect.0

On a write, removes the pending state from the SysTick
exception.

1

This bit is write only; on a register read, its value is unknown.

0WOPENDSTCLR25

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved24

Debug Interrupt Handling

DescriptionValue

The release from halt does not take an interrupt.0

The release from halt takes an interrupt.1

This bit is only meaningful in Debug mode and reads as zero when the
processor is not in Debug mode.

0ROISRPRE23

Interrupt Pending

DescriptionValue

No interrupt is pending.0

An interrupt is pending.1

This bit provides status for all interrupts excluding NMI and Faults.

0ROISRPEND22

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved21:20
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Interrupt Pending Vector Number
This field contains the exception number of the highest priority pending
enabled exception. The value indicated by this field includes the effect
of the BASEPRI and FAULTMASK registers, but not any effect of the
PRIMASK register.

DescriptionValue

No exceptions are pending0x00

Reserved0x01

NMI0x02

Hard fault0x03

Memory management fault0x04

Bus fault0x05

Usage fault0x06

Reserved0x07-0x0A

SVCall0x0B

Reserved for Debug0x0C

Reserved0x0D

PendSV0x0E

SysTick0x0F

Interrupt Vector 00x10

Interrupt Vector 10x11

......

Interrupt Vector 1990xD9

0x00ROVECPEND19:12

Return to Base

DescriptionValue

There are preempted active exceptions to execute.0

There are no active exceptions, or the currently executing
exception is the only active exception.

1

This bit provides status for all interrupts excluding NMI and Faults. This
bit only has meaning if the processor is currently executing an ISR (the
Interrupt Program Status (IPSR) register is non-zero).

0RORETBASE11

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved10:8

Interrupt Pending Vector Number
This field contains the active exception number. The exception numbers
can be found in the description for the VECPEND field. If this field is clear,
the processor is in Thread mode. This field contains the same value as
the ISRNUM field in the IPSR register.
Subtract 16 from this value to obtain the IRQ number required to index
into the Interrupt Set Enable (ENn), Interrupt Clear Enable (DISn),
Interrupt Set Pending (PENDn), Interrupt Clear Pending (UNPENDn),
and Interrupt Priority (PRIn) registers (see page 92).

0x00ROVECACT7:0
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Register 57: Vector Table Offset (VTABLE), offset 0xD08
Note: This register can only be accessed from privileged mode.

The VTABLE register indicates the offset of the vector table base address from memory address
0x0000.0000.

Vector Table Offset (VTABLE)
Base 0xE000.E000
Offset 0xD08
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

OFFSET

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

reservedOFFSET

RORORORORORORORORORORWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Vector Table Offset
When configuring the OFFSET field, the offset must be aligned to the
number of exception entries in the vector table. Because there are 112
interrupts, the offset must be aligned on a 1024-byte boundary.

0x000.00RWOFFSET31:10

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved9:0
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Register 58: Application Interrupt and Reset Control (APINT), offset 0xD0C
Note: This register can only be accessed from privileged mode.

The APINT register provides priority grouping control for the exception model, endian status for
data accesses, and reset control of the system. To write to this register, 0x05FA must be written to
the VECTKEY field, otherwise the write is ignored.

The PRIGROUP field indicates the position of the binary point that splits the INTx fields in the
Interrupt Priority (PRIx) registers into separate group priority and subpriority fields. Table
3-9 on page 171 shows how the PRIGROUP value controls this split. The bit numbers in the Group
Priority Field and Subpriority Field columns in the table refer to the bits in the INTA field. For the
INTB field, the corresponding bits are 15:13; for INTC, 23:21; and for INTD, 31:29.

Note: Determining preemption of an exception uses only the group priority field.

Table 3-9. Interrupt Priority Levels

SubprioritiesGroup
Priorities

Subpriority FieldGroup Priority FieldBinary PointaPRIGROUP Bit Field

18None[7:5]bxxx.0x0 - 0x4

24[5][7:6]bxx.y0x5

42[6:5][7]bx.yy0x6

81[7:5]Noneb.yyy0x7

a. INTx field showing the binary point. An x denotes a group priority field bit, and a y denotes a subpriority field bit.

Application Interrupt and Reset Control (APINT)
Base 0xE000.E000
Offset 0xD0C
Type RW, reset 0xFA05.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

VECTKEY

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
1010000001011111Reset

0123456789101112131415

VECTRESETVECTCLRACTSYSRESREQreservedPRIGROUPreservedENDIANESS

WOWOWORORORORORORWRWRWROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Register Key
This field is used to guard against accidental writes to this register.
0x05FA must be written to this field in order to change the bits in this
register. On a read, 0xFA05 is returned.

0xFA05RWVECTKEY31:16

Data Endianess
The Tiva™ C Series implementation uses only little-endian mode so
this is cleared to 0.

0ROENDIANESS15

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved14:11
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Interrupt Priority Grouping
This field determines the split of group priority from subpriority (see
Table 3-9 on page 171 for more information).

0x0RWPRIGROUP10:8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved7:3

System Reset Request

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Resets the core and all on-chip peripherals except the Debug
interface.

1

This bit is automatically cleared during the reset of the core and reads
as 0.

0WOSYSRESREQ2

Clear Active NMI / Fault
This bit is reserved for Debug use and reads as 0. This bit must be
written as a 0, otherwise behavior is unpredictable.

0WOVECTCLRACT1

System Reset
This bit is reserved for Debug use and reads as 0. This bit must be
written as a 0, otherwise behavior is unpredictable.

0WOVECTRESET0
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Register 59: System Control (SYSCTRL), offset 0xD10
Note: This register can only be accessed from privileged mode.

The SYSCTRL register controls features of entry to and exit from low-power state.

System Control (SYSCTRL)
Base 0xE000.E000
Offset 0xD10
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

reservedSLEEPEXITSLEEPDEEPreservedSEVONPENDreserved

RORWRWRORWROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:5

Wake Up on Pending

DescriptionValue

Only enabled interrupts or events can wake up the processor;
disabled interrupts are excluded.

0

Enabled events and all interrupts, including disabled interrupts,
can wake up the processor.

1

When an event or interrupt enters the pending state, the event signal
wakes up the processor from WFE. If the processor is not waiting for an
event, the event is registered and affects the next WFE.
The processor also wakes up on execution of a SEV instruction or an
external event.

0RWSEVONPEND4

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved3

Deep Sleep Enable

DescriptionValue

Use Sleep mode as the low power mode.0

Use Deep-sleep mode as the low power mode.1

0RWSLEEPDEEP2
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Sleep on ISR Exit

DescriptionValue

When returning from Handler mode to Thread mode, do not
sleep when returning to Thread mode.

0

When returning from Handler mode to Thread mode, enter sleep
or deep sleep on return from an ISR.

1

Setting this bit enables an interrupt-driven application to avoid returning
to an empty main application.

0RWSLEEPEXIT1

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved0
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Register 60: Configuration and Control (CFGCTRL), offset 0xD14
Note: This register can only be accessed from privileged mode.

The CFGCTRL register controls entry to Thread mode and enables: the handlers for NMI, hard fault
and faults escalated by the FAULTMASK register to ignore bus faults; trapping of divide by zero
and unaligned accesses; and access to theSWTRIG register by unprivileged software (see page 163).

Configuration and Control (CFGCTRL)
Base 0xE000.E000
Offset 0xD14
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0200

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

BASETHRMAINPENDreservedUNALIGNEDDIV0reservedBFHFNMIGNSTKALIGNreserved

RWRWRORWRWRORORORWRWROROROROROROType
0000000001000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:10

Stack Alignment on Exception Entry

DescriptionValue

The stack is 4-byte aligned.0

The stack is 8-byte aligned.1

On exception entry, the processor uses bit 9 of the stacked PSR to
indicate the stack alignment. On return from the exception, it uses this
stacked bit to restore the correct stack alignment.

1RWSTKALIGN9

Ignore Bus Fault in NMI and Fault
This bit enables handlers with priority -1 or -2 to ignore data bus faults
caused by load and store instructions. The setting of this bit applies to
the hard fault, NMI, and FAULTMASK escalated handlers.

DescriptionValue

Data bus faults caused by load and store instructions cause a
lock-up.

0

Handlers running at priority -1 and -2 ignore data bus faults
caused by load and store instructions.

1

Set this bit only when the handler and its data are in absolutely safe
memory. The normal use of this bit is to probe system devices and
bridges to detect control path problems and fix them.

0RWBFHFNMIGN8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved7:5
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Trap on Divide by 0
This bit enables faulting or halting when the processor executes an
SDIV or UDIV instruction with a divisor of 0.

DescriptionValue

Do not trap on divide by 0. A divide by zero returns a quotient
of 0.

0

Trap on divide by 0.1

0RWDIV04

Trap on Unaligned Access

DescriptionValue

Do not trap on unaligned halfword and word accesses.0

Trap on unaligned halfword and word accesses. An unaligned
access generates a usage fault.

1

Unaligned LDM, STM, LDRD, and STRD instructions always fault
regardless of whether UNALIGNED is set.

0RWUNALIGNED3

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved2

Allow Main Interrupt Trigger

DescriptionValue

Disables unprivileged software access to the SWTRIG register.0

Enables unprivileged software access to the SWTRIG register
(see page 163).

1

0RWMAINPEND1

Thread State Control

DescriptionValue

The processor can enter Thread mode only when no exception
is active.

0

The processor can enter Thread mode from any level under the
control of an EXC_RETURN value (see “Exception
Return” on page 122 for more information).

1

0RWBASETHR0
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Register 61: System Handler Priority 1 (SYSPRI1), offset 0xD18
Note: This register can only be accessed from privileged mode.

The SYSPRI1 register configures the priority level, 0 to 7 of the usage fault, bus fault, and memory
management fault exception handlers. This register is byte-accessible.

System Handler Priority 1 (SYSPRI1)
Base 0xE000.E000
Offset 0xD18
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reservedUSAGEreserved

RORORORORORWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

reservedMEMreservedBUS

RORORORORORWRWRWRORORORORORWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved31:24

Usage Fault Priority
This field configures the priority level of the usage fault. Configurable
priority values are in the range 0-7, with lower values having higher
priority.

0x0RWUSAGE23:21

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved20:16

Bus Fault Priority
This field configures the priority level of the bus fault. Configurable priority
values are in the range 0-7, with lower values having higher priority.

0x0RWBUS15:13

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved12:8

Memory Management Fault Priority
This field configures the priority level of the memory management fault.
Configurable priority values are in the range 0-7, with lower values
having higher priority.

0x0RWMEM7:5

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved4:0
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Register 62: System Handler Priority 2 (SYSPRI2), offset 0xD1C
Note: This register can only be accessed from privileged mode.

The SYSPRI2 register configures the priority level, 0 to 7 of the SVCall handler. This register is
byte-accessible.

System Handler Priority 2 (SYSPRI2)
Base 0xE000.E000
Offset 0xD1C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reservedSVC

RORORORORORORORORORORORORORWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

SVCall Priority
This field configures the priority level of SVCall. Configurable priority
values are in the range 0-7, with lower values having higher priority.

0x0RWSVC31:29

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x000.0000ROreserved28:0
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Register 63: System Handler Priority 3 (SYSPRI3), offset 0xD20
Note: This register can only be accessed from privileged mode.

The SYSPRI3 register configures the priority level, 0 to 7 of the SysTick exception and PendSV
handlers. This register is byte-accessible.

System Handler Priority 3 (SYSPRI3)
Base 0xE000.E000
Offset 0xD20
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reservedPENDSVreservedTICK

RORORORORORWRWRWRORORORORORWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

reservedDEBUGreserved

RORORORORORWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

SysTick Exception Priority
This field configures the priority level of the SysTick exception.
Configurable priority values are in the range 0-7, with lower values
having higher priority.

0x0RWTICK31:29

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved28:24

PendSV Priority
This field configures the priority level of PendSV. Configurable priority
values are in the range 0-7, with lower values having higher priority.

0x0RWPENDSV23:21

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x000ROreserved20:8

Debug Priority
This field configures the priority level of Debug. Configurable priority
values are in the range 0-7, with lower values having higher priority.

0x0RWDEBUG7:5

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0.0000ROreserved4:0
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Register 64: System Handler Control and State (SYSHNDCTRL), offset 0xD24
Note: This register can only be accessed from privileged mode.

The SYSHNDCTRL register enables the system handlers, and indicates the pending status of the
usage fault, bus fault, memory management fault, and SVC exceptions as well as the active status
of the system handlers.

If a system handler is disabled and the corresponding fault occurs, the processor treats the fault as
a hard fault.

This register can be modified to change the pending or active status of system exceptions. An OS
kernel can write to the active bits to perform a context switch that changes the current exception
type.

Caution – Software that changes the value of an active bit in this register without correct adjustment
to the stacked content can cause the processor to generate a fault exception. Ensure software that writes
to this register retains and subsequently restores the current active status.

If the value of a bit in this register must be modified after enabling the system handlers, a
read-modify-write procedure must be used to ensure that only the required bit is modified.

System Handler Control and State (SYSHNDCTRL)
Base 0xE000.E000
Offset 0xD24
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

MEMBUSUSAGEreserved

RWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

MEMABUSAreservedUSGAreservedSVCAMONreservedPNDSVTICKUSAGEPMEMPBUSPSVC

RWRWRORWRORORORWRWRORWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x000ROreserved31:19

Usage Fault Enable

DescriptionValue

Disables the usage fault exception.0

Enables the usage fault exception.1

0RWUSAGE18

Bus Fault Enable

DescriptionValue

Disables the bus fault exception.0

Enables the bus fault exception.1

0RWBUS17
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Memory Management Fault Enable

DescriptionValue

Disables the memory management fault exception.0

Enables the memory management fault exception.1

0RWMEM16

SVC Call Pending

DescriptionValue

An SVC call exception is not pending.0

An SVC call exception is pending.1

This bit can be modified to change the pending status of the SVC call
exception.

0RWSVC15

Bus Fault Pending

DescriptionValue

A bus fault exception is not pending.0

A bus fault exception is pending.1

This bit can be modified to change the pending status of the bus fault
exception.

0RWBUSP14

Memory Management Fault Pending

DescriptionValue

A memory management fault exception is not pending.0

A memory management fault exception is pending.1

This bit can be modified to change the pending status of the memory
management fault exception.

0RWMEMP13

Usage Fault Pending

DescriptionValue

A usage fault exception is not pending.0

A usage fault exception is pending.1

This bit can be modified to change the pending status of the usage fault
exception.

0RWUSAGEP12

SysTick Exception Active

DescriptionValue

A SysTick exception is not active.0

A SysTick exception is active.1

This bit can be modified to change the active status of the SysTick
exception, however, see the Caution above before setting this bit.

0RWTICK11
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

PendSV Exception Active

DescriptionValue

A PendSV exception is not active.0

A PendSV exception is active.1

This bit can be modified to change the active status of the PendSV
exception, however, see the Caution above before setting this bit.

0RWPNDSV10

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved9

Debug Monitor Active

DescriptionValue

The Debug monitor is not active.0

The Debug monitor is active.1

0RWMON8

SVC Call Active

DescriptionValue

SVC call is not active.0

SVC call is active.1

This bit can be modified to change the active status of the SVC call
exception, however, see the Caution above before setting this bit.

0RWSVCA7

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved6:4

Usage Fault Active

DescriptionValue

Usage fault is not active.0

Usage fault is active.1

This bit can be modified to change the active status of the usage fault
exception, however, see the Caution above before setting this bit.

0RWUSGA3

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved2

Bus Fault Active

DescriptionValue

Bus fault is not active.0

Bus fault is active.1

This bit can be modified to change the active status of the bus fault
exception, however, see the Caution above before setting this bit.

0RWBUSA1
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Memory Management Fault Active

DescriptionValue

Memory management fault is not active.0

Memory management fault is active.1

This bit can be modified to change the active status of the memory
management fault exception, however, see the Caution above before
setting this bit.

0RWMEMA0
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Register 65: Configurable Fault Status (FAULTSTAT), offset 0xD28
Note: This register can only be accessed from privileged mode.

The FAULTSTAT register indicates the cause of a memory management fault, bus fault, or usage
fault. Each of these functions is assigned to a subregister as follows:

■ Usage Fault Status (UFAULTSTAT), bits 31:16
■ Bus Fault Status (BFAULTSTAT), bits 15:8
■ Memory Management Fault Status (MFAULTSTAT), bits 7:0

FAULTSTAT is byte accessible. FAULTSTAT or its subregisters can be accessed as follows:

■ The complete FAULTSTAT register, with a word access to offset 0xD28
■ The MFAULTSTAT, with a byte access to offset 0xD28
■ The MFAULTSTAT and BFAULTSTAT, with a halfword access to offset 0xD28
■ The BFAULTSTAT, with a byte access to offset 0xD29
■ The UFAULTSTAT, with a halfword access to offset 0xD2A

Bits are cleared by writing a 1 to them.

In a fault handler, the true faulting address can be determined by:

1. Read and save the Memory Management Fault Address (MMADDR) or Bus Fault Address
(FAULTADDR) value.

2. Read the MMARV bit in MFAULTSTAT, or the BFARV bit in BFAULTSTAT to determine if the
MMADDR or FAULTADDR contents are valid.

Software must follow this sequence because another higher priority exception might change the
MMADDR or FAULTADDR value. For example, if a higher priority handler preempts the current
fault handler, the other fault might change the MMADDR or FAULTADDR value.

Configurable Fault Status (FAULTSTAT)
Base 0xE000.E000
Offset 0xD28
Type RW1C, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

UNDEFINVSTATINVPCNOCPreservedUNALIGNDIV0reserved

RW1CRW1CRW1CRW1CRORORORORW1CRW1CROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

IERRDERRreservedMUSTKEMSTKEMLSPERRreservedMMARVIBUSPRECISEIMPREBUSTKEBSTKEBLSPERRreservedBFARV

RW1CRW1CRORW1CRW1CRW1CRORW1CRW1CRW1CRW1CRW1CRW1CRW1CRORW1CType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved31:26
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Divide-by-Zero Usage Fault

DescriptionValue

No divide-by-zero fault has occurred, or divide-by-zero trapping
is not enabled.

0

The processor has executed an SDIV or UDIV instruction with
a divisor of 0.

1

When this bit is set, the PC value stacked for the exception return points
to the instruction that performed the divide by zero.
Trapping on divide-by-zero is enabled by setting the DIV0 bit in the
Configuration and Control (CFGCTRL) register (see page 175).
This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to it.

0RW1CDIV025

Unaligned Access Usage Fault

DescriptionValue

No unaligned access fault has occurred, or unaligned access
trapping is not enabled.

0

The processor has made an unaligned memory access.1

Unaligned LDM, STM, LDRD, and STRD instructions always fault
regardless of the configuration of this bit.
Trapping on unaligned access is enabled by setting the UNALIGNED bit
in the CFGCTRL register (see page 175).
This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to it.

0RW1CUNALIGN24

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved23:20

No Coprocessor Usage Fault

DescriptionValue

A usage fault has not been caused by attempting to access a
coprocessor.

0

The processor has attempted to access a coprocessor.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to it.

0RW1CNOCP19

Invalid PC Load Usage Fault

DescriptionValue

A usage fault has not been caused by attempting to load an
invalid PC value.

0

The processor has attempted an illegal load of EXC_RETURN
to the PC as a result of an invalid context or an invalid
EXC_RETURN value.

1

When this bit is set, the PC value stacked for the exception return points
to the instruction that tried to perform the illegal load of the PC.
This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to it.

0RW1CINVPC18
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Invalid State Usage Fault

DescriptionValue

A usage fault has not been caused by an invalid state.0

The processor has attempted to execute an instruction that
makes illegal use of the EPSR register.

1

When this bit is set, the PC value stacked for the exception return points
to the instruction that attempted the illegal use of the Execution
Program Status Register (EPSR) register.
This bit is not set if an undefined instruction uses the EPSR register.
This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to it.

0RW1CINVSTAT17

Undefined Instruction Usage Fault

DescriptionValue

A usage fault has not been caused by an undefined instruction.0

The processor has attempted to execute an undefined
instruction.

1

When this bit is set, the PC value stacked for the exception return points
to the undefined instruction.
An undefined instruction is an instruction that the processor cannot
decode.
This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to it.

0RW1CUNDEF16

Bus Fault Address Register Valid

DescriptionValue

The value in the Bus Fault Address (FAULTADDR) register
is not a valid fault address.

0

The FAULTADDR register is holding a valid fault address.1

This bit is set after a bus fault, where the address is known. Other faults
can clear this bit, such as a memory management fault occurring later.
If a bus fault occurs and is escalated to a hard fault because of priority,
the hard fault handler must clear this bit. This action prevents problems
if returning to a stacked active bus fault handler whose FAULTADDR
register value has been overwritten.
This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to it.

0RW1CBFARV15

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved14

Bus Fault on Floating-Point Lazy State Preservation

DescriptionValue

No bus fault has occurred during floating-point lazy state
preservation.

0

A bus fault has occurred during floating-point lazy state
preservation.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to it.

0RW1CBLSPERR13
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Stack Bus Fault

DescriptionValue

No bus fault has occurred on stacking for exception entry.0

Stacking for an exception entry has caused one or more bus
faults.

1

When this bit is set, the SP is still adjusted but the values in the context
area on the stack might be incorrect. A fault address is not written to
the FAULTADDR register.
This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to it.

0RW1CBSTKE12

Unstack Bus Fault

DescriptionValue

No bus fault has occurred on unstacking for a return from
exception.

0

Unstacking for a return from exception has caused one or more
bus faults.

1

This fault is chained to the handler. Thus, when this bit is set, the original
return stack is still present. The SP is not adjusted from the failing return,
a new save is not performed, and a fault address is not written to the
FAULTADDR register.
This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to it.

0RW1CBUSTKE11

Imprecise Data Bus Error

DescriptionValue

An imprecise data bus error has not occurred.0

A data bus error has occurred, but the return address in the
stack frame is not related to the instruction that caused the error.

1

When this bit is set, a fault address is not written to the FAULTADDR
register.
This fault is asynchronous. Therefore, if the fault is detected when the
priority of the current process is higher than the bus fault priority, the
bus fault becomes pending and becomes active only when the processor
returns from all higher-priority processes. If a precise fault occurs before
the processor enters the handler for the imprecise bus fault, the handler
detects that both the IMPRE bit is set and one of the precise fault status
bits is set.
This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to it.

0RW1CIMPRE10

Precise Data Bus Error

DescriptionValue

A precise data bus error has not occurred.0

A data bus error has occurred, and the PC value stacked for
the exception return points to the instruction that caused the
fault.

1

When this bit is set, the fault address is written to the FAULTADDR
register.
This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to it.

0RW1CPRECISE9
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Instruction Bus Error

DescriptionValue

An instruction bus error has not occurred.0

An instruction bus error has occurred.1

The processor detects the instruction bus error on prefetching an
instruction, but sets this bit only if it attempts to issue the faulting
instruction.
When this bit is set, a fault address is not written to the FAULTADDR
register.
This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to it.

0RW1CIBUS8

Memory Management Fault Address Register Valid

DescriptionValue

The value in the Memory Management Fault Address
(MMADDR) register is not a valid fault address.

0

The MMADDR register is holding a valid fault address.1

If a memory management fault occurs and is escalated to a hard fault
because of priority, the hard fault handler must clear this bit. This action
prevents problems if returning to a stacked active memory management
fault handler whose MMADDR register value has been overwritten.
This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to it.

0RW1CMMARV7

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved6

Memory Management Fault on Floating-Point Lazy State Preservation

DescriptionValue

No memory management fault has occurred during floating-point
lazy state preservation.

0

No memory management fault has occurred during floating-point
lazy state preservation.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to it.

0RW1CMLSPERR5

Stack Access Violation

DescriptionValue

No memory management fault has occurred on stacking for
exception entry.

0

Stacking for an exception entry has caused one or more access
violations.

1

When this bit is set, the SP is still adjusted but the values in the context
area on the stack might be incorrect. A fault address is not written to
the MMADDR register.
This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to it.

0RW1CMSTKE4
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Unstack Access Violation

DescriptionValue

No memory management fault has occurred on unstacking for
a return from exception.

0

Unstacking for a return from exception has caused one or more
access violations.

1

This fault is chained to the handler. Thus, when this bit is set, the original
return stack is still present. The SP is not adjusted from the failing return,
a new save is not performed, and a fault address is not written to the
MMADDR register.
This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to it.

0RW1CMUSTKE3

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved2

Data Access Violation

DescriptionValue

A data access violation has not occurred.0

The processor attempted a load or store at a location that does
not permit the operation.

1

When this bit is set, the PC value stacked for the exception return points
to the faulting instruction and the address of the attempted access is
written to the MMADDR register.
This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to it.

0RW1CDERR1

Instruction Access Violation

DescriptionValue

An instruction access violation has not occurred.0

The processor attempted an instruction fetch from a location
that does not permit execution.

1

This fault occurs on any access to an XN region, even when the MPU
is disabled or not present.
When this bit is set, the PC value stacked for the exception return points
to the faulting instruction and the address of the attempted access is
not written to the MMADDR register.
This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to it.

0RW1CIERR0
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Register 66: Hard Fault Status (HFAULTSTAT), offset 0xD2C
Note: This register can only be accessed from privileged mode.

The HFAULTSTAT register gives information about events that activate the hard fault handler.

Bits are cleared by writing a 1 to them.

Hard Fault Status (HFAULTSTAT)
Base 0xE000.E000
Offset 0xD2C
Type RW1C, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reservedFORCEDDBG

RORORORORORORORORORORORORORORW1CRW1CType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

reservedVECTreserved

RORW1CROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Debug Event
This bit is reserved for Debug use. This bit must be written as a 0,
otherwise behavior is unpredictable.

0RW1CDBG31

Forced Hard Fault

DescriptionValue

No forced hard fault has occurred.0

A forced hard fault has been generated by escalation of a fault
with configurable priority that cannot be handled, either because
of priority or because it is disabled.

1

When this bit is set, the hard fault handler must read the other fault
status registers to find the cause of the fault.
This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to it.

0RW1CFORCED30

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved29:2

Vector Table Read Fault

DescriptionValue

No bus fault has occurred on a vector table read.0

A bus fault occurred on a vector table read.1

This error is always handled by the hard fault handler.
When this bit is set, the PC value stacked for the exception return points
to the instruction that was preempted by the exception.
This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to it.

0RW1CVECT1

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved0
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Register 67: Memory Management Fault Address (MMADDR), offset 0xD34
Note: This register can only be accessed from privileged mode.

The MMADDR register contains the address of the location that generated a memory management
fault. When an unaligned access faults, the address in the MMADDR register is the actual address
that faulted. Because a single read or write instruction can be split into multiple aligned accesses,
the fault address can be any address in the range of the requested access size. Bits in the Memory
Management Fault Status (MFAULTSTAT) register indicate the cause of the fault and whether
the value in the MMADDR register is valid (see page 184).

Memory Management Fault Address (MMADDR)
Base 0xE000.E000
Offset 0xD34
Type RW, reset -

16171819202122232425262728293031

ADDR

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
----------------Reset

0123456789101112131415

ADDR

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
----------------Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Fault Address
When the MMARV bit of MFAULTSTAT is set, this field holds the address
of the location that generated the memory management fault.

-RWADDR31:0
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Register 68: Bus Fault Address (FAULTADDR), offset 0xD38
Note: This register can only be accessed from privileged mode.

The FAULTADDR register contains the address of the location that generated a bus fault. When
an unaligned access faults, the address in the FAULTADDR register is the one requested by the
instruction, even if it is not the address of the fault. Bits in the Bus Fault Status (BFAULTSTAT)
register indicate the cause of the fault and whether the value in the FAULTADDR register is valid
(see page 184).

Bus Fault Address (FAULTADDR)
Base 0xE000.E000
Offset 0xD38
Type RW, reset -

16171819202122232425262728293031

ADDR

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
----------------Reset

0123456789101112131415

ADDR

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
----------------Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Fault Address
When the FAULTADDRV bit of BFAULTSTAT is set, this field holds the
address of the location that generated the bus fault.

-RWADDR31:0

3.6 Memory Protection Unit (MPU) Register Descriptions
This section lists and describes the Memory Protection Unit (MPU) registers, in numerical order by
address offset.

The MPU registers can only be accessed from privileged mode.
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Register 69: MPU Type (MPUTYPE), offset 0xD90
Note: This register can only be accessed from privileged mode.

The MPUTYPE register indicates whether the MPU is present, and if so, how many regions it
supports.

MPU Type (MPUTYPE)
Base 0xE000.E000
Offset 0xD90
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0800

16171819202122232425262728293031

IREGIONreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

SEPARATEreservedDREGION

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000010000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved31:24

Number of I Regions
This field indicates the number of supported MPU instruction regions.
This field always contains 0x00. The MPU memory map is unified and
is described by the DREGION field.

0x00ROIREGION23:16

Number of D Regions

DescriptionValue

Indicates there are eight supported MPU data regions.0x08

0x08RODREGION15:8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved7:1

Separate or Unified MPU

DescriptionValue

Indicates the MPU is unified.0

0ROSEPARATE0
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Register 70: MPU Control (MPUCTRL), offset 0xD94
Note: This register can only be accessed from privileged mode.

The MPUCTRL register enables the MPU, enables the default memory map background region,
and enables use of the MPU when in the hard fault, Non-maskable Interrupt (NMI), and Fault Mask
Register (FAULTMASK) escalated handlers.

When the ENABLE and PRIVDEFEN bits are both set:

■ For privileged accesses, the default memory map is as described in “Memory Model” on page 103.
Any access by privileged software that does not address an enabled memory region behaves
as defined by the default memory map.

■ Any access by unprivileged software that does not address an enabled memory region causes
a memory management fault.

Execute Never (XN) and Strongly Ordered rules always apply to the System Control Space regardless
of the value of the ENABLE bit.

When the ENABLE bit is set, at least one region of the memory map must be enabled for the system
to function unless the PRIVDEFEN bit is set. If the PRIVDEFEN bit is set and no regions are enabled,
then only privileged software can operate.

When the ENABLE bit is clear, the system uses the default memory map, which has the same
memory attributes as if the MPU is not implemented (see Table 2-5 on page 107 for more information).
The default memory map applies to accesses from both privileged and unprivileged software.

When the MPU is enabled, accesses to the System Control Space and vector table are always
permitted. Other areas are accessible based on regions and whether PRIVDEFEN is set.

Unless HFNMIENA is set, the MPU is not enabled when the processor is executing the handler for
an exception with priority –1 or –2. These priorities are only possible when handling a hard fault or
NMI exception or when FAULTMASK is enabled. Setting the HFNMIENA bit enables the MPU when
operating with these two priorities.

MPU Control (MPUCTRL)
Base 0xE000.E000
Offset 0xD94
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

ENABLEHFNMIENAPRIVDEFENreserved

RWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:3
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

MPU Default Region
This bit enables privileged software access to the default memory map.

DescriptionValue

If the MPU is enabled, this bit disables use of the default memory
map. Any memory access to a location not covered by any
enabled region causes a fault.

0

If the MPU is enabled, this bit enables use of the default memory
map as a background region for privileged software accesses.

1

When this bit is set, the background region acts as if it is region number
-1. Any region that is defined and enabled has priority over this default
map.
If the MPU is disabled, the processor ignores this bit.

0RWPRIVDEFEN2

MPU Enabled During Faults
This bit controls the operation of the MPU during hard fault, NMI, and
FAULTMASK handlers.

DescriptionValue

The MPU is disabled during hard fault, NMI, and FAULTMASK
handlers, regardless of the value of the ENABLE bit.

0

The MPU is enabled during hard fault, NMI, and FAULTMASK
handlers.

1

When the MPU is disabled and this bit is set, the resulting behavior is
unpredictable.

0RWHFNMIENA1

MPU Enable

DescriptionValue

The MPU is disabled.0

The MPU is enabled.1

When the MPU is disabled and the HFNMIENA bit is set, the resulting
behavior is unpredictable.

0RWENABLE0
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Register 71: MPU Region Number (MPUNUMBER), offset 0xD98
Note: This register can only be accessed from privileged mode.

The MPUNUMBER register selects which memory region is referenced by the MPU Region Base
Address (MPUBASE) and MPU Region Attribute and Size (MPUATTR) registers. Normally, the
required region number should be written to this register before accessing the MPUBASE or the
MPUATTR register. However, the region number can be changed by writing to the MPUBASE
register with the VALID bit set (see page 197). This write updates the value of the REGION field.

MPU Region Number (MPUNUMBER)
Base 0xE000.E000
Offset 0xD98
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

NUMBERreserved

RWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:3

MPU Region to Access
This field indicates the MPU region referenced by the MPUBASE and
MPUATTR registers. The MPU supports eight memory regions.

0x0RWNUMBER2:0
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Register 72: MPU Region Base Address (MPUBASE), offset 0xD9C
Register 73: MPU Region Base Address Alias 1 (MPUBASE1), offset 0xDA4
Register 74: MPU Region Base Address Alias 2 (MPUBASE2), offset 0xDAC
Register 75: MPU Region Base Address Alias 3 (MPUBASE3), offset 0xDB4
Note: This register can only be accessed from privileged mode.

The MPUBASE register defines the base address of the MPU region selected by the MPU Region
Number (MPUNUMBER) register and can update the value of the MPUNUMBER register. To
change the current region number and update the MPUNUMBER register, write the MPUBASE
register with the VALID bit set.

The ADDR field is bits 31:N of the MPUBASE register. Bits (N-1):5 are reserved. The region size,
as specified by the SIZE field in the MPU Region Attribute and Size (MPUATTR) register, defines
the value of N where:

N = Log2(Region size in bytes)

If the region size is configured to 4 GB in the MPUATTR register, there is no valid ADDR field. In
this case, the region occupies the complete memory map, and the base address is 0x0000.0000.

The base address is aligned to the size of the region. For example, a 64-KB region must be aligned
on a multiple of 64 KB, for example, at 0x0001.0000 or 0x0002.0000.

MPU Region Base Address (MPUBASE)
Base 0xE000.E000
Offset 0xD9C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

ADDR

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

REGIONreservedVALIDADDR

RWRWRWROWORWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Base Address Mask
Bits 31:N in this field contain the region base address. The value of N
depends on the region size, as shown above. The remaining bits (N-1):5
are reserved.
Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000RWADDR31:5
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Region Number Valid

DescriptionValue

The MPUNUMBER register is not changed and the processor
updates the base address for the region specified in the
MPUNUMBER register and ignores the value of the REGION
field.

0

The MPUNUMBER register is updated with the value of the
REGION field and the base address is updated for the region
specified in the REGION field.

1

This bit is always read as 0.

0WOVALID4

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved3

Region Number
On a write, contains the value to be written to theMPUNUMBER register.
On a read, returns the current region number in the MPUNUMBER
register.

0x0RWREGION2:0
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Register 76: MPU Region Attribute and Size (MPUATTR), offset 0xDA0
Register 77: MPURegion Attribute and Size Alias 1 (MPUATTR1), offset 0xDA8
Register 78: MPURegion Attribute and Size Alias 2 (MPUATTR2), offset 0xDB0
Register 79: MPURegion Attribute and Size Alias 3 (MPUATTR3), offset 0xDB8
Note: This register can only be accessed from privileged mode.

The MPUATTR register defines the region size and memory attributes of the MPU region specified
by theMPURegion Number (MPUNUMBER) register and enables that region and any subregions.

The MPUATTR register is accessible using word or halfword accesses with the most-significant
halfword holding the region attributes and the least-significant halfword holds the region size and
the region and subregion enable bits.

The MPU access permission attribute bits, XN, AP, TEX, S, C, and B, control access to the
corresponding memory region. If an access is made to an area of memory without the required
permissions, then the MPU generates a permission fault.

The SIZE field defines the size of the MPU memory region specified by the MPUNUMBER register
as follows:

(Region size in bytes) = 2(SIZE+1)

The smallest permitted region size is 32 bytes, corresponding to a SIZE value of 4. Table
3-10 on page 199 gives example SIZE values with the corresponding region size and value of N in
the MPU Region Base Address (MPUBASE) register.

Table 3-10. Example SIZE Field Values

NoteValue of NaRegion SizeSIZE Encoding

Minimum permitted size532 B00100b (0x4)

-101 KB01001b (0x9)

-201 MB10011b (0x13)

-301 GB11101b (0x1D)

Maximum possible sizeNo valid ADDR field inMPUBASE; the
region occupies the complete
memory map.

4 GB11111b (0x1F)

a. Refers to the N parameter in the MPUBASE register (see page 197).

MPU Region Attribute and Size (MPUATTR)
Base 0xE000.E000
Offset 0xDA0
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

BCSTEXreservedAPreservedXNreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRORORWRWRWRORWROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

ENABLESIZEreservedSRD

RWRWRWRWRWRWRORORWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved31:29

Instruction Access Disable

DescriptionValue

Instruction fetches are enabled.0

Instruction fetches are disabled.1

0RWXN28

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved27

Access Privilege
For information on using this bit field, see Table 3-5 on page 141.

0RWAP26:24

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved23:22

Type Extension Mask
For information on using this bit field, see Table 3-3 on page 140.

0x0RWTEX21:19

Shareable
For information on using this bit, see Table 3-3 on page 140.

0RWS18

Cacheable
For information on using this bit, see Table 3-3 on page 140.

0RWC17

Bufferable
For information on using this bit, see Table 3-3 on page 140.

0RWB16

Subregion Disable Bits

DescriptionValue

The corresponding subregion is enabled.0

The corresponding subregion is disabled.1

Region sizes of 128 bytes and less do not support subregions. When
writing the attributes for such a region, configure the SRD field as 0x00.
See the section called “Subregions” on page 140 for more information.

0x00RWSRD15:8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved7:6

Region Size Mask
The SIZE field defines the size of the MPU memory region specified by
the MPUNUMBER register. Refer to Table 3-10 on page 199 for more
information.

0x0RWSIZE5:1
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Region Enable

DescriptionValue

The region is disabled.0

The region is enabled.1

0RWENABLE0

3.7 Floating-Point Unit (FPU) Register Descriptions
This section lists and describes the Floating-Point Unit (FPU) registers, in numerical order by address
offset.
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Register 80: Coprocessor Access Control (CPAC), offset 0xD88
The CPAC register specifies the access privileges for coprocessors.

Coprocessor Access Control (CPAC)
Base 0xE000.E000
Offset 0xD88
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reservedCP10CP11reserved

RORORORORWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved31:24

CP11 Coprocessor Access Privilege

DescriptionValue

Access Denied
Any attempted access generates a NOCP Usage Fault.

0x0

Privileged Access Only
An unprivileged access generates a NOCP fault.

0x1

Reserved
The result of any access is unpredictable.

0x2

Full Access0x3

0x00RWCP1123:22

CP10 Coprocessor Access Privilege

DescriptionValue

Access Denied
Any attempted access generates a NOCP Usage Fault.

0x0

Privileged Access Only
An unprivileged access generates a NOCP fault.

0x1

Reserved
The result of any access is unpredictable.

0x2

Full Access0x3

0x00RWCP1021:20

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved19:0
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Register 81: Floating-Point Context Control (FPCC), offset 0xF34
The FPCC register sets or returns FPU control data.

Floating-Point Context Control (FPCC)
Base 0xE000.E000
Offset 0xF34
Type RW, reset 0xC000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reservedLSPENASPEN

RORORORORORORORORORORORORORORWRWType
0000000000000011Reset

0123456789101112131415

LSPACTUSERreservedTHREADHFRDYMMRDYBFRDYreservedMONRDYreserved

RWRWRORWRWRWRWRORWROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Automatic State Preservation Enable
When set, enables the use of the FRACTV bit in the CONTROL register
on execution of a floating-point instruction. This results in automatic
hardware state preservation and restoration, for floating-point context,
on exception entry and exit.

Important: Two bits control when FPCA can be enabled: the ASPEN
bit in the Floating-Point Context Control (FPCC)
register and the DISFPCA bit in the Auxiliary Control
(ACTLR) register.

1RWASPEN31

Lazy State Preservation Enable
When set, enables automatic lazy state preservation for floating-point
context.

1RWLSPEN30

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved29:9

Monitor Ready
When set, DebugMonitor is enabled and priority permits setting
MON_PEND when the floating-point stack frame was allocated.

0RWMONRDY8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved7

Bus Fault Ready
When set, BusFault is enabled and priority permitted setting the BusFault
handler to the pending state when the floating-point stack frame was
allocated.

0RWBFRDY6

Memory Management Fault Ready
When set, MemManage is enabled and priority permitted setting the
MemManage handler to the pending state when the floating-point stack
frame was allocated.

0RWMMRDY5
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Hard Fault Ready
When set, priority permitted setting the HardFault handler to the pending
state when the floating-point stack frame was allocated.

0RWHFRDY4

Thread Mode
When set, mode was Thread Mode when the floating-point stack frame
was allocated.

0RWTHREAD3

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved2

User Privilege Level
When set, privilege level was user when the floating-point stack frame
was allocated.

0RWUSER1

Lazy State Preservation Active
When set, Lazy State preservation is active. Floating-point stack frame
has been allocated but saving state to it has been deferred.

0RWLSPACT0
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Register 82: Floating-Point Context Address (FPCA), offset 0xF38
The FPCA register holds the location of the unpopulated floating-point register space allocated on
an exception stack frame.

Floating-Point Context Address (FPCA)
Base 0xE000.E000
Offset 0xF38
Type RW, reset -

16171819202122232425262728293031

ADDRESS

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
----------------Reset

0123456789101112131415

reservedADDRESS

RORORORWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
000-------------Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Address
The location of the unpopulated floating-point register space allocated
on an exception stack frame.

-RWADDRESS31:3

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved2:0
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Register 83: Floating-Point Default Status Control (FPDSC), offset 0xF3C
The FPDSC register holds the default values for the Floating-Point Status Control (FPSC) register.

Floating-Point Default Status Control (FPDSC)
Base 0xE000.E000
Offset 0xF3C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reservedRMODEFZDNAHPreserved

RORORORORORORWRWRWRWRWROROROROROType
000000-----00000Reset

0123456789101112131415

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved31:27

AHP Bit Default
This bit holds the default value for the AHP bit in the FPSC register.

-RWAHP26

DN Bit Default
This bit holds the default value for the DN bit in the FPSC register.

-RWDN25

FZ Bit Default
This bit holds the default value for the FZ bit in the FPSC register.

-RWFZ24

RMODE Bit Default
This bit holds the default value for the RMODE bit field in the FPSC
register.

DescriptionValue

Round to Nearest (RN) mode0x0

Round towards Plus Infinity (RP) mode0x1

Round towards Minus Infinity (RM) mode0x2

Round towards Zero (RZ) mode0x3

-RWRMODE23:22

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved21:0
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4 JTAG Interface
The Joint Test Action Group (JTAG) port is an IEEE standard that defines a Test Access Port and
Boundary Scan Architecture for digital integrated circuits and provides a standardized serial interface
for controlling the associated test logic. The TAP, Instruction Register (IR), and Data Registers (DR)
can be used to test the interconnections of assembled printed circuit boards and obtain manufacturing
information on the components. The JTAG Port also provides a means of accessing and controlling
design-for-test features such as I/O pin observation and control, scan testing, and debugging.

The JTAG port is comprised of four pins: TCK, TMS, TDI, and TDO. Data is transmitted serially into
the controller on TDI and out of the controller on TDO. The interpretation of this data is dependent
on the current state of the TAP controller. For detailed information on the operation of the JTAG
port and TAP controller, please refer to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-Test Access Port and
Boundary-Scan Architecture.

The TM4C1294KCPDT JTAG controller works with the ARM JTAG controller built into the Cortex-M4F
core by multiplexing the TDO outputs from both JTAG controllers. ARM JTAG instructions select the
ARM TDO output while JTAG instructions select the TDO output. The multiplexer is controlled by the
JTAG controller, which has comprehensive programming for the ARM, Tiva™ C Series
microcontroller, and unimplemented JTAG instructions.

The TM4C1294KCPDT JTAG module has the following features:

■ IEEE 1149.1-1990 compatible Test Access Port (TAP) controller

■ Four-bit Instruction Register (IR) chain for storing JTAG instructions

■ IEEE standard instructions: BYPASS, IDCODE, SAMPLE/PRELOAD, and EXTEST

■ ARM additional instructions: APACC, DPACC and ABORT

■ Integrated ARM Serial Wire Debug (SWD)

– Serial Wire JTAG Debug Port (SWJ-DP)

– Flash Patch and Breakpoint (FPB) unit for implementing breakpoints

– Data Watchpoint and Trace (DWT) unit for implementing watchpoints, trigger resources, and
system profiling

– Instrumentation Trace Macrocell (ITM) for support of printf style debugging

– Embedded Trace Macrocell (ETM) for instruction trace capture

– Trace Port Interface Unit (TPIU) for bridging to a Trace Port Analyzer

See the ARM® Debug Interface V5 Architecture Specification for more information on the ARM
JTAG controller.
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4.1 Block Diagram

Figure 4-1. JTAG Module Block Diagram
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4.2 Signal Description
The following table lists the external signals of the JTAG/SWD controller and describes the function
of each. The JTAG/SWD controller signals are alternate functions for some GPIO signals, however
note that the reset state of the pins is for the JTAG/SWD function. The JTAG/SWD controller signals
are under commit protection and require a special process to be configured as GPIOs, see “Commit
Control” on page 750. The column in the table below titled "Pin Mux/Pin Assignment" lists the GPIO
pin placement for the JTAG/SWD controller signals. The AFSEL bit in the GPIO Alternate Function
Select (GPIOAFSEL) register (page 768) is set to choose the JTAG/SWD function. The number in
parentheses is the encoding that must be programmed into the PMCn field in theGPIO Port Control
(GPIOPCTL) register (page 785) to assign the JTAG/SWD controller signals to the specified GPIO
port pin. For more information on configuring GPIOs, see “General-Purpose Input/Outputs
(GPIOs)” on page 740.

Table 4-1. JTAG_SWD_SWO Signals (128TQFP)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin Mux / Pin
Assignment

Pin NumberPin Name

JTAG/SWD CLK.TTLIPC0 (1)100SWCLK

JTAG TMS and SWDIO.TTLI/OPC1 (1)99SWDIO

JTAG TDO and SWO.TTLOPC3 (1)97SWO

JTAG/SWD CLK.TTLIPC0 (1)100TCK

JTAG TDI.TTLIPC2 (1)98TDI

JTAG TDO and SWO.TTLOPC3 (1)97TDO

JTAG TMS and SWDIO.TTLIPC1 (1)99TMS
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4.3 Functional Description
A high-level conceptual drawing of the JTAG module is shown in Figure 4-1 on page 208. The JTAG
module is composed of the Test Access Port (TAP) controller and serial shift chains with parallel
update registers. The TAP controller is a simple state machine controlled by the TCK and TMS inputs.
The current state of the TAP controller depends on the sequence of values captured on TMS at the
rising edge of TCK. The TAP controller determines when the serial shift chains capture new data,
shift data from TDI towards TDO, and update the parallel load registers. The current state of the
TAP controller also determines whether the Instruction Register (IR) chain or one of the Data Register
(DR) chains is being accessed.

The serial shift chains with parallel load registers are comprised of a single Instruction Register (IR)
chain and multiple Data Register (DR) chains. The current instruction loaded in the parallel load
register determines which DR chain is captured, shifted, or updated during the sequencing of the
TAP controller.

Some instructions, like EXTEST, operate on data currently in a DR chain and do not capture, shift,
or update any of the chains. Instructions that are not implemented decode to the BYPASS instruction
to ensure that the serial path between TDI and TDO is always connected (see Table 4-3 on page 216
for a list of implemented instructions).

See “JTAG and Boundary Scan” on page 1822 for JTAG timing diagrams.

Depending on the reset source, the effect on the JTAG module varies. The following reset sources
reset the entire JTAG Module:

■ Externally generated Power-On Reset

The following reset sources reset only the JTAG pin configuration:

■ RST pin Power-On Reset

■ Brown-Out Power-On Reset

■ Watchdog Power-On Reset

■ HIB Module Power-On Reset

■ RST pin System Reset

■ Brown-Out System Reset

■ Software System Reset Request (using the SYSRESREQ bit in the APINT register)

■ Software Peripheral Reset

■ Watchdog System Reset

■ HIB Module System Reset

4.3.1 JTAG Interface Pins
The JTAG interface consists of four standard pins: TCK, TMS, TDI, and TDO. These pins and their
associated state after a power-on reset or reset caused by the RST input are given in Table 4-2.
Detailed information on each pin follows.
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Note: The following pins are configured as JTAG port pins out of reset. Refer to “General-Purpose
Input/Outputs (GPIOs)” on page 740 for information on how to reprogram the configuration
of these pins.

Table 4-2. JTAG Port Pins State after Power-On Reset or RST assertion

Drive ValueDrive StrengthInternal Pull-DownInternal Pull-UpData DirectionPin Name

N/AN/ADisabledEnabledInputTCK

N/AN/ADisabledEnabledInputTMS

N/AN/ADisabledEnabledInputTDI

High-Z2-mA driverDisabledEnabledOutputTDO

4.3.1.1 Test Clock Input (TCK)
The TCK pin is the clock for the JTAG module. This clock is provided so the test logic can operate
independently of any other system clocks and to ensure that multiple JTAG TAP controllers that
are daisy-chained together can synchronously communicate serial test data between components.
During normal operation, TCK is driven by a free-running clock with a nominal 50% duty cycle. When
necessary, TCK can be stopped at 0 or 1 for extended periods of time. While TCK is stopped at 0
or 1, the state of the TAP controller does not change and data in the JTAG Instruction and Data
Registers is not lost.

By default, the internal pull-up resistor on the TCK pin is enabled after reset, assuring that no clocking
occurs if the pin is not driven from an external source. The internal pull-up and pull-down resistors
can be turned off to save internal power as long as the TCK pin is constantly being driven by an
external source (see page 774 and page 776).

4.3.1.2 Test Mode Select (TMS)
The TMS pin selects the next state of the JTAG TAP controller. TMS is sampled on the rising edge
of TCK. Depending on the current TAP state and the sampled value of TMS, the next state may be
entered. Because the TMS pin is sampled on the rising edge of TCK, the IEEE Standard 1149.1
expects the value on TMS to change on the falling edge of TCK.

Holding TMS high for five consecutive TCK cycles drives the TAP controller state machine to the
Test-Logic-Reset state. When the TAP controller enters the Test-Logic-Reset state, the JTAG
module and associated registers are reset to their default values. This procedure should be performed
to initialize the JTAG controller. The JTAG Test Access Port state machine can be seen in its entirety
in Figure 4-2 on page 212.

By default, the internal pull-up resistor on the TMS pin is enabled after reset. Changes to the pull-up
resistor settings on GPIO Port C should ensure that the internal pull-up resistor remains enabled
on PC1/TMS; otherwise JTAG communication could be lost (see page 774).

4.3.1.3 Test Data Input (TDI)
The TDI pin provides a stream of serial information to the IR chain and the DR chains. TDI is
sampled on the rising edge of TCK and, depending on the current TAP state and the current
instruction, may present this data to the proper shift register chain. Because the TDI pin is sampled
on the rising edge of TCK, the IEEE Standard 1149.1 expects the value on TDI to change on the
falling edge of TCK.

By default, the internal pull-up resistor on the TDI pin is enabled after reset. Changes to the pull-up
resistor settings on GPIO Port C should ensure that the internal pull-up resistor remains enabled
on PC2/TDI; otherwise JTAG communication could be lost (see page 774).
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4.3.1.4 Test Data Output (TDO)
The TDO pin provides an output stream of serial information from the IR chain or the DR chains.
The value of TDO depends on the current TAP state, the current instruction, and the data in the
chain being accessed. In order to save power when the JTAG port is not being used, the TDO pin
is placed in an inactive drive state when not actively shifting out data. Because TDO can be connected
to the TDI of another controller in a daisy-chain configuration, the IEEE Standard 1149.1 expects
the value on TDO to change on the falling edge of TCK.

By default, the internal pull-up resistor on the TDO pin is enabled after reset, assuring that the pin
remains at a constant logic level when the JTAG port is not being used. The internal pull-up and
pull-down resistors can be turned off to save internal power if a High-Z output value is acceptable
during certain TAP controller states (see page 774 and page 776).

Note: If the device fails initialization during reset, the hardware toggles the TDO output as an
indication of failure. Thus, during board layout, designers should not designate the TDO pin
as a GPIO in sensitive applications where the possibility of toggling could affect the design.

4.3.2 JTAG TAP Controller
The JTAG TAP controller state machine is shown in Figure 4-2. The TAP controller state machine
is reset to the Test-Logic-Reset state on the assertion of a Power-On-Reset (POR). In order to reset
the JTAG module after the microcontroller has been powered on, the TMS input must be held HIGH
for five TCK clock cycles, resetting the TAP controller and all associated JTAG chains. Asserting
the correct sequence on the TMS pin allows the JTAG module to shift in new instructions, shift in
data, or idle during extended testing sequences. For detailed information on the function of the TAP
controller and the operations that occur in each state, please refer to IEEE Standard 1149.1.
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Figure 4-2. Test Access Port State Machine
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4.3.3 Shift Registers
The Shift Registers consist of a serial shift register chain and a parallel load register. The serial shift
register chain samples specific information during the TAP controller's CAPTURE states and allows
this information to be shifted out on TDO during the TAP controller's SHIFT states. While the sampled
data is being shifted out of the chain on TDO, new data is being shifted into the serial shift register
on TDI. This new data is stored in the parallel load register during the TAP controller's UPDATE
states. Each of the shift registers is discussed in detail in “Register Descriptions” on page 215.

4.3.4 Operational Considerations
Certain operational parameters must be considered when using the JTAG module. Because the
JTAG pins can be programmed to be GPIOs, board configuration and reset conditions on these
pins must be considered. In addition, because the JTAG module has integrated ARM Serial Wire
Debug, the method for switching between these two operational modes is described below.

4.3.4.1 GPIO Functionality
When the microcontroller is reset with either a POR or RST, the JTAG/SWD port pins default to their
JTAG/SWD configurations. The default configuration includes enabling digital functionality (DEN[3:0]
set in thePort CGPIODigital Enable (GPIODEN) register), enabling the pull-up resistors (PUE[3:0]
set in the Port C GPIO Pull-Up Select (GPIOPUR) register), disabling the pull-down resistors
(PDE[3:0] cleared in the Port C GPIO Pull-Down Select (GPIOPDR) register) and enabling the
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alternate hardware function (AFSEL[3:0] set in the Port C GPIO Alternate Function Select
(GPIOAFSEL) register) on the JTAG/SWD pins. See page 768, page 774, page 776, and page 779.

It is possible for software to configure these pins as GPIOs after reset by clearing AFSEL[3:0] in
the Port C GPIOAFSEL register. If the user does not require the JTAG/SWD port for debugging or
board-level testing, this provides four more GPIOs for use in the design.

Caution – It is possible to create a software sequence that prevents the debugger from connecting to
the TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller. If the program code loaded into flash immediately changes
the JTAG pins to their GPIO functionality, the debugger may not have enough time to connect and
halt the controller before the JTAG pin functionality switches. As a result, the debugger may be locked
out of the part. This issue can be avoided with a software routine that restores JTAG functionality
based on an external or software trigger. In the case that the software routine is not implemented and
the device is locked out of the part, this issue can be solved by using the TM4C1294KCPDT Flash
Programmer "Unlock" feature. Please refer to LMFLASHPROGRAMMER on the TI web for more
information.

The GPIO commit control registers provide a layer of protection against accidental programming of
critical hardware peripherals. Protection is provided for the GPIO pins that can be used as the four
JTAG/SWD pins and the NMI pin (see “Signal Tables” on page 1770 for pin numbers). Writes to
protected bits of theGPIO Alternate Function Select (GPIOAFSEL) register (see page 768),GPIO
Pull Up Select (GPIOPUR) register (see page 774), GPIO Pull-Down Select (GPIOPDR) register
(see page 776), andGPIO Digital Enable (GPIODEN) register (see page 779) are not committed to
storage unless the GPIO Lock (GPIOLOCK) register (see page 781) has been unlocked and the
appropriate bits of the GPIO Commit (GPIOCR) register (see page 782) have been set.

4.3.4.2 Communication with JTAG/SWD
Because the debug clock and the system clock can be running at different frequencies, care must
be taken to maintain reliable communication with the JTAG/SWD interface. In the Capture-DR state,
the result of the previous transaction, if any, is returned, together with a 3-bit ACK response. Software
should check the ACK response to see if the previous operation has completed before initiating a
new transaction. Alternatively, if the system clock is at least 8 times faster than the debug clock
(TCK or SWCLK), the previous operation has enough time to complete and the ACK bits do not have
to be checked.

4.3.4.3 Recovering a "Locked" Microcontroller
Note: Performing the sequence below restores the non-volatile registers discussed in “Non-Volatile

Register Programming-- Flash Memory Resident Registers” on page 613 to their factory
default values. The mass erase of the Flash memory caused by the sequence below occurs
prior to the non-volatile registers being restored.

In addition, the EEPROM is erased and its wear-leveling counters are returned to factory
default values when performing the sequence below.

If software configures any of the JTAG/SWD pins as GPIO and loses the ability to communicate
with the debugger, there is a debug port unlock sequence that can be used to recover the
microcontroller. Performing a total of ten JTAG-to-SWD and SWD-to-JTAG switch sequences while
holding the microcontroller in reset mass erases the Flash memory. The debug port unlock sequence
is:

1. Assert and hold the RST signal.

2. Apply power to the device.
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3. Perform steps 1 and 2 of the JTAG-to-SWD switch sequence on the section called “JTAG-to-SWD
Switching” on page 214.

4. Perform steps 1 and 2 of the SWD-to-JTAG switch sequence on the section called “SWD-to-JTAG
Switching” on page 215.

5. Perform steps 1 and 2 of the JTAG-to-SWD switch sequence.

6. Perform steps 1 and 2 of the SWD-to-JTAG switch sequence.

7. Perform steps 1 and 2 of the JTAG-to-SWD switch sequence.

8. Perform steps 1 and 2 of the SWD-to-JTAG switch sequence.

9. Perform steps 1 and 2 of the JTAG-to-SWD switch sequence.

10. Perform steps 1 and 2 of the SWD-to-JTAG switch sequence.

11. Perform steps 1 and 2 of the JTAG-to-SWD switch sequence.

12. Perform steps 1 and 2 of the SWD-to-JTAG switch sequence.

13. Release the RST signal.

14. Wait 400 ms.

15. Power-cycle the microcontroller.

4.3.4.4 ARM Serial Wire Debug (SWD)
In order to seamlessly integrate the ARM Serial Wire Debug (SWD) functionality, a serial-wire
debugger must be able to connect to the Cortex-M4F core without having to perform, or have any
knowledge of, JTAG cycles. This integration is accomplished with a SWD preamble that is issued
before the SWD session begins.

The switching preamble used to enable the SWD interface of the SWJ-DP module starts with the
TAP controller in the Test-Logic-Reset state. From here, the preamble sequences the TAP controller
through the following states: Run Test Idle, Select DR, Select IR, Test Logic Reset, Test Logic
Reset, Run Test Idle, Run Test Idle, Select DR, Select IR, Test Logic Reset, Test Logic Reset, Run
Test Idle, Run Test Idle, Select DR, Select IR, and Test Logic Reset states.

Stepping through this sequence of the TAP state machine enables the SWD interface and disables
the JTAG interface. For more information on this operation and the SWD interface, see the ARM®
Debug Interface V5 Architecture Specification.

Because this sequence is a valid series of JTAG operations that could be issued, the ARM JTAG
TAP controller is not fully compliant to the IEEE Standard 1149.1. This instance is the only one
where the ARM JTAG TAP controller does not meet full compliance with the specification. Due to
the low probability of this sequence occurring during normal operation of the TAP controller, it should
not affect normal performance of the JTAG interface.

JTAG-to-SWD Switching

To switch the operating mode of the Debug Access Port (DAP) from JTAG to SWD mode, the
external debug hardware must send the switching preamble to the microcontroller. The 16-bit
TMS/SWDIO command for switching to SWD mode is defined as b1110.0111.1001.1110, transmitted
LSB first. This command can also be represented as 0xE79E when transmitted LSB first. The
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complete switch sequence should consist of the following transactions on the TCK/SWCLK and
TMS/SWDIO signals:

1. Send at least 50 TCK/SWCLK cycles with TMS/SWDIO High to ensure that both JTAG and SWD
are in their reset states.

2. Send the 16-bit JTAG-to-SWD switch command, 0xE79E, on TMS/SWDIO.

3. Send at least 50 TCK/SWCLK cycles with TMS/SWDIO High to ensure that if SWJ-DP was already
in SWD mode before sending the switch sequence, the SWD goes into the line reset state.

To verify that the Debug Access Port (DAP) has switched to the Serial Wire Debug (SWD) operating
mode, perform a SWD READID operation. The ID value can be compared against the device's
known ID to verify the switch.

SWD-to-JTAG Switching

To switch the operating mode of the Debug Access Port (DAP) from SWD to JTAG mode, the
external debug hardware must send a switch command to the microcontroller. The 16-bit TMS/SWDIO
command for switching to JTAG mode is defined as b1110.0111.0011.1100, transmitted LSB first.
This command can also be represented as 0xE73C when transmitted LSB first. The complete switch
sequence should consist of the following transactions on the TCK/SWCLK and TMS/SWDIO signals:

1. Send at least 50 TCK/SWCLK cycles with TMS/SWDIO High to ensure that both JTAG and SWD
are in their reset states.

2. Send the 16-bit SWD-to-JTAG switch command, 0xE73C, on TMS/SWDIO.

3. Send at least 50 TCK/SWCLK cycles with TMS/SWDIO High to ensure that if SWJ-DP was already
in JTAG mode before sending the switch sequence, the JTAG goes into the Test Logic Reset
state.

To verify that the Debug Access Port (DAP) has switched to the JTAG operating mode, set the
JTAG Instruction Register (IR) to the IDCODE instruction and shift out the Data Register (DR). The
DR value can be compared against the device's known IDCODE to verify the switch.

4.4 Initialization and Configuration
After a Power-On-Reset or an external reset (RST), the JTAG pins are automatically configured for
JTAG communication. No user-defined initialization or configuration is needed. However, if the user
application changes these pins to their GPIO function, they must be configured back to their JTAG
functionality before JTAG communication can be restored. To return the pins to their JTAG functions,
enable the four JTAG pins (PC[3:0]) for their alternate function using the GPIOAFSEL register.
In addition to enabling the alternate functions, any other changes to the GPIO pad configurations
on the four JTAG pins (PC[3:0]) should be returned to their default settings.

4.5 Register Descriptions
The registers in the JTAG TAP Controller or Shift Register chains are not memory mapped and are
not accessible through the on-chip Advanced Peripheral Bus (APB). Instead, the registers within
the JTAG controller are all accessed serially through the TAP Controller. These registers include
the Instruction Register and the six Data Registers.
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4.5.1 Instruction Register (IR)
The JTAG TAP Instruction Register (IR) is a four-bit serial scan chain connected between the JTAG
TDI and TDO pins with a parallel load register. When the TAP Controller is placed in the correct
states, bits can be shifted into the IR. Once these bits have been shifted into the chain and updated,
they are interpreted as the current instruction. The decode of the IR bits is shown in Table 4-3. A
detailed explanation of each instruction, along with its associated Data Register, follows.

Table 4-3. JTAG Instruction Register Commands

DescriptionInstructionIR[3:0]

Drives the values preloaded into the Boundary Scan Chain by the
SAMPLE/PRELOAD instruction onto the pads.

EXTEST0x0

Captures the current I/O values and shifts the sampled values out of the
Boundary Scan Chain while new preload data is shifted in.

SAMPLE / PRELOAD0x2

Shifts data into the ARM Debug Port Abort Register.ABORT0x8

Shifts data into and out of the ARM DP Access Register.DPACC0xA

Shifts data into and out of the ARM AC Access Register.APACC0xB

Loads manufacturing information defined by the IEEE Standard 1149.1 into
the IDCODE chain and shifts it out.

IDCODE0xE

Connects TDI to TDO through a single Shift Register chain.BYPASS0xF

Defaults to the BYPASS instruction to ensure that TDI is always connected
to TDO.

ReservedAll Others

4.5.1.1 EXTEST Instruction
The EXTEST instruction is not associated with its own Data Register chain. Instead, the EXTEST
instruction uses the data that has been preloaded into the Boundary Scan Data Register using the
SAMPLE/PRELOAD instruction. When the EXTEST instruction is present in the Instruction Register,
the preloaded data in the Boundary Scan Data Register associated with the outputs and output
enables are used to drive the GPIO pads rather than the signals coming from the core. With tests
that drive known values out of the controller, this instruction can be used to verify connectivity. While
the EXTEST instruction is present in the Instruction Register, the Boundary Scan Data Register can
be accessed to sample and shift out the current data and load new data into the Boundary Scan
Data Register.

4.5.1.2 SAMPLE/PRELOAD Instruction
The SAMPLE/PRELOAD instruction connects the Boundary Scan Data Register chain between
TDI and TDO. This instruction samples the current state of the pad pins for observation and preloads
new test data. Each GPIO pad has an associated input, output, and output enable signal. When the
TAP controller enters the Capture DR state during this instruction, the input, output, and output-enable
signals to each of the GPIO pads are captured. These samples are serially shifted out on TDO while
the TAP controller is in the Shift DR state and can be used for observation or comparison in various
tests.

While these samples of the inputs, outputs, and output enables are being shifted out of the Boundary
Scan Data Register, new data is being shifted into the Boundary Scan Data Register from TDI.
Once the new data has been shifted into the Boundary Scan Data Register, the data is saved in the
parallel load registers when the TAP controller enters the Update DR state. This update of the
parallel load register preloads data into the Boundary Scan Data Register that is associated with
each input, output, and output enable. This preloaded data can be used with the EXTEST instruction
to drive data into or out of the controller. See “Boundary Scan Data Register” on page 218 for more
information.
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4.5.1.3 ABORT Instruction
The ABORT instruction connects the associated ABORT Data Register chain between TDI and
TDO. This instruction provides read and write access to the ABORT Register of the ARM Debug
Access Port (DAP). Shifting the proper data into this Data Register clears various error bits or initiates
a DAP abort of a previous request. See the “ABORT Data Register” on page 219 for more information.

4.5.1.4 DPACC Instruction
The DPACC instruction connects the associated DPACC Data Register chain between TDI and
TDO. This instruction provides read and write access to the DPACC Register of the ARM Debug
Access Port (DAP). Shifting the proper data into this register and reading the data output from this
register allows read and write access to the ARM debug and status registers. See “DPACC Data
Register” on page 219 for more information.

4.5.1.5 APACC Instruction
The APACC instruction connects the associated APACC Data Register chain between TDI and
TDO. This instruction provides read and write access to the APACC Register of the ARM Debug
Access Port (DAP). Shifting the proper data into this register and reading the data output from this
register allows read and write access to internal components and buses through the Debug Port.
See “APACC Data Register” on page 218 for more information.

4.5.1.6 IDCODE Instruction
The IDCODE instruction connects the associated IDCODE Data Register chain between TDI and
TDO. This instruction provides information on the manufacturer, part number, and version of the
ARM core. This information can be used by testing equipment and debuggers to automatically
configure input and output data streams. IDCODE is the default instruction loaded into the JTAG
Instruction Register when a Power-On-Reset (POR) is asserted, or the Test-Logic-Reset state is
entered. See “IDCODE Data Register” on page 217 for more information.

4.5.1.7 BYPASS Instruction
The BYPASS instruction connects the associated BYPASS Data Register chain between TDI and
TDO. This instruction is used to create a minimum length serial path between the TDI and TDO ports.
The BYPASS Data Register is a single-bit shift register. This instruction improves test efficiency by
allowing components that are not needed for a specific test to be bypassed in the JTAG scan chain
by loading them with the BYPASS instruction. See “BYPASS Data Register” on page 218 for more
information.

4.5.2 Data Registers
The JTAG module contains six Data Registers. These serial Data Register chains include: IDCODE,
BYPASS, Boundary Scan, APACC, DPACC, and ABORT and are discussed in the following sections.

4.5.2.1 IDCODE Data Register
The format for the 32-bit IDCODE Data Register defined by the IEEE Standard 1149.1 is shown in
Figure 4-3. The standard requires that every JTAG-compliant microcontroller implement either the
IDCODE instruction or the BYPASS instruction as the default instruction. The LSB of the IDCODE
Data Register is defined to be a 1 to distinguish it from the BYPASS instruction, which has an LSB
of 0. This definition allows auto-configuration test tools to determine which instruction is the default
instruction.
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The major uses of the JTAG port are for manufacturer testing of component assembly and program
development and debug. To facilitate the use of auto-configuration debug tools, the IDCODE
instruction outputs a value of 0x4BA0.0477. This value allows the debuggers to automatically
configure themselves to work correctly with the Cortex-M4F during debug.

Figure 4-3. IDCODE Register Format

Version Part Number Manufacturer ID 1

31 28 27 12 11 1 0
TDOTDI

4.5.2.2 BYPASS Data Register
The format for the 1-bit BYPASS Data Register defined by the IEEE Standard 1149.1 is shown in
Figure 4-4. The standard requires that every JTAG-compliant microcontroller implement either the
BYPASS instruction or the IDCODE instruction as the default instruction. The LSB of the BYPASS
Data Register is defined to be a 0 to distinguish it from the IDCODE instruction, which has an LSB
of 1. This definition allows auto-configuration test tools to determine which instruction is the default
instruction.

Figure 4-4. BYPASS Register Format

0 TDOTDI

0

4.5.2.3 Boundary Scan Data Register
The format of the Boundary Scan Data Register is shown in Figure 4-5. Each GPIO pin, starting
with a GPIO pin next to the JTAG port pins, is included in the Boundary Scan Data Register. Each
GPIO pin has three associated digital signals that are included in the chain. These signals are input,
output, and output enable, and are arranged in that order as shown in the figure.

When the Boundary Scan Data Register is accessed with the SAMPLE/PRELOAD instruction, the
input, output, and output enable from each digital pad are sampled and then shifted out of the chain
to be verified. The sampling of these values occurs on the rising edge of TCK in the Capture DR
state of the TAP controller. While the sampled data is being shifted out of the Boundary Scan chain
in the Shift DR state of the TAP controller, new data can be preloaded into the chain for use with
the EXTEST instruction. The EXTEST instruction forces data out of the controller.

Figure 4-5. Boundary Scan Register Format
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4.5.2.4 APACC Data Register
The format for the 35-bit APACC Data Register defined by ARM is described in the ARM® Debug
Interface V5 Architecture Specification.
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4.5.2.5 DPACC Data Register
The format for the 35-bit DPACC Data Register defined by ARM is described in the ARM® Debug
Interface V5 Architecture Specification.

4.5.2.6 ABORT Data Register
The format for the 35-bit ABORT Data Register defined by ARM is described in the ARM® Debug
Interface V5 Architecture Specification.
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5 System Control
System control configures the overall operation of the device and provides information about the
device. Configurable features include reset control, NMI operation, power control, clock control, and
low-power modes.

5.1 Signal Description
The following table lists the external signals of the System Control module and describes the function
of each. The NMI signal is the alternate function for two GPIO signals, which default to GPIO after
reset. The NMI pins are under commit protection and require a special process to be configured as
any alternate function or to subsequently return to the GPIO function. See “Commit
Control” on page 750 for more information. The column in the table below titled "Pin Mux/Pin
Assignment" lists the GPIO pin placement for the NMI signal. The number in parentheses next to
the pin placement listed is the encoding that must be programmed into the PMCn field in the GPIO
Port Control (GPIOPCTL) register (page 785) to assign the NMI signal to the specified GPIO port
pin. In addition, the AFSEL bit in the GPIO Alternate Function Select (GPIOAFSEL) register
(page 768) should be set to choose the NMI function. For more information on configuring GPIOs,
see “General-Purpose Input/Outputs (GPIOs)” on page 740. The remaining signals listed in the table
(with the word "fixed" in the Pin Mux/Pin Assignment column) have a fixed pin assignment and
function.

Table 5-1. System Control & Clocks Signals (128TQFP)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin Mux / Pin
Assignment

Pin NumberPin Name

An optionally divided reference clock output based
on a selected clock source. Note that this signal is
not synchronized to the System Clock.

TTLOPQ4 (7)102DIVSCLK

Non-maskable interrupt.TTLIPD7 (8)128NMI

Main oscillator crystal input or an external clock
reference input.

AnalogIfixed88OSC0

Main oscillator crystal output. Leave unconnected
when using a single-ended clock source.

AnalogOfixed89OSC1

System reset input.TTLIfixed70RST

5.2 Functional Description
The System Control module provides the following capabilities:

■ Device identification, see “Device Identification” on page 220

■ Configurable control of reset, power, and clock sources.

■ System control (Run, Sleep, and Deep-Sleep modes), see “System Control” on page 239

5.2.1 Device Identification
Read-only registers in the system control module provide information about the microcontroller,
such as version, part number, pin count, operating temperature range and available peripherals on
the device. The Device Identification 0 (DID0) (page 255) and Device Identification 1 (DID1)
(page 257) registers provide details about the device's version, package, temperature range, and so
on. The Peripheral Present registers starting at system control offset 0x300, such as the Watchdog
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Timer Peripheral Present (PPWD) register, provide information on how many of each type of
module are included on the device. Finally, information about the capabilities of the on-chip
peripherals are provided at offset 0xFC0 in each peripheral's register space in the Peripheral
Properties registers, such as the GPTM Peripheral Properties (GPTMPP). In addition, there are
four unique identifier registers, Unique Identifier n (UNIQUEIDn), that provide a 128-bit unique
identifier for each device that cannot be modified.

5.2.2 Reset Control
This section discusses aspects of hardware functions during reset as well as system software
requirements following the reset sequence.

5.2.2.1 Reset Sources
The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller has the following reset sources:

1. Power-on reset (POR) (see page 222).

2. External reset input pin (RST) assertion (see page 223).

3. A brown-out detection of VDDA (analog voltage source) or VDD (external voltage source) dropping
below its acceptable operating range. (see page 224).

4. Software-initiated reset (with the software reset registers) (see page 226).

5. A watchdog timer reset condition violation (see page 226).

6. Hibernation module event

7. A software restart initiated through a Hardware System Service Request (HSSR)

8. MOSC failure (see page 228).

Table 5-2 provides a summary of results of the various reset operations. Note that the external RST
pin, the Brown-out detection unit, the HIB module and watchdog timer can all be programmed to
generate either a Power-On Reset (POR) or system reset depending on how the Reset Behavior
Control (RESBEHAVCTL) register at offset 0x1D8 is programmed.

Table 5-2. Reset Sources

On-Chip Peripherals Reset?JTAG Reset?Core Reset?Reset Source

YesYesYesExternally Generated
Power-On Reset

YesPin Configuration OnlyYesRST pin Power-On Reset

YesPin Configuration OnlyYesRST pin System Reset

YesPin Configuration OnlyYesBrown-Out Power-On Reset

YesPin Configuration OnlyYesBrown-Out System Reset

YesPin Configuration OnlyYesSoftware System Reset
Request using the
SYSRESREQ bit in the APINT
register.

NoNoYesSoftware System Reset
Request using the
VECTRESET bit in the APINT
register.
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Table 5-2. Reset Sources (continued)

On-Chip Peripherals Reset?JTAG Reset?Core Reset?Reset Source

YesaPin Configuration OnlyNoSoftware Peripheral Reset

YesPin Configuration OnlyYesWatchdog Power-On Reset

YesPin Configuration OnlyYesWatchdog System Reset

YesPin Configuration OnlyYesHIB Module Power-On Reset

YesPin Configuration OnlyYesHIB Module System Reset

YesPin Configuration OnlyYesHSSR Reset

YesPin Configuration OnlyYesMOSC Failure Reset

a. Programmable on a module-by-module basis by using the individual peripheral Software Reset Registers starting at
System Control offset 0x500

After a reset, the Reset Cause (RESC) register is set with the reset cause. The bits in this register
are sticky and maintain their state across multiple reset sequences. A bit in the RESC register can
be cleared by writing a 0.

5.2.2.2 Boot Configuration
After Power-On-Reset (POR) and device initialization occurs, the hardware loads the stack pointer
from either flash or ROM based on the presence of an application in flash and the state of the EN
bit in the BOOTCFG register. If the flash address 0x0000.0004 contains an erased word (value
0xFFFF.FFFF) or the EN bit is of the BOOTCFG register is clear, the stack pointer and reset vector
pointer are loaded from ROM at address 0x0100.0000 and 0x0100.0004, respectively. The boot
loader executes and configures the available boot slave interfaces and waits for an external memory
to load its software.

If the check of the Flash at address 0x0000.0004 contains a valid reset vector value and the
BOOTCFG register does not indicate the boot loader, the boot sequence causes the stack
pointer/reset vector fetch from Flash. This application stack pointer and reset vector is loaded and
the processor executes the application directly.

Note: If the device fails the initialization phase, it toggles the TDO output pin as an indication the
device is not executing. This feature is provided for debug purposes.

5.2.2.3 Externally Generated Power-On Reset (POR)
Note: The JTAG controller can be reset by a power-on reset or by holding the TMS pin to high

for 5 clock cycles.

During an externally generated POR, the internal Power-On Reset (POR) circuit monitors the power
supply voltage (VDD) and generates a reset signal to all of the internal logic including JTAG when
the power supply ramp reaches a threshold value (VPOR). Reset does not complete if specific voltage
parameters are not met as defined in the Electrical Characteristics chapter. For applications that
require the use of an external reset signal to hold the microcontroller in reset longer than the internal
POR, the RST input may be used as discussed in “External RST Pin” on page 223. Holding this pin
active can keep the initialization process from starting even though power-on reset has occurred.
This is useful in in-circuit testing and other situations where it is desirable to delay the operation of
the device until an external supervisor has released.

The Power-On Reset sequence is as follows:

1. The microcontroller waits for internal POR to go inactive.
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2. The internal reset is released and the core executes a full initialization of the device. Upon
completion, the core loads from memory the initial stack pointer, the initial program counter,
and the first instruction designated by the program counter, and then begins execution.

The internal POR is only active on the initial power-up of the microcontroller, when the microcontroller
wakes from hibernation, and when the VDD supply drops below the its defined operating limit. Please
refer to the Electrical Characteristics chapter for information on exact values. The Power-On Reset
timing is shown in “Power and Brown-Out” on page 1824.

5.2.2.4 External RST Pin
When the external RST pin is asserted it initiates a system reset or Power-On Reset depending on
what has been configured in theReset Behavior Control (RESBEHAVCTL)Register. If the EXTRES
bit field in RESBEHAVCTL is set to 0x3 then a simulated full initialization will begin upon RST
assertion. If these bits are programmed to 0x2 then a system reset is issued. When EXTRES is set
to a 0x0 or 0x1, then the external RST pin performs its default operation upon assertion, which is
issuing a full simulated POR.

An external reset pin (RST) that is configured to generate a Power-On Reset resets the microcontroller
including the core and all the on-chip peripherals. The external reset sequence is as follows:

1. The external reset pin (RST) is asserted for the duration specified by TMIN and then deasserted
(see “Reset” on page 1829). This generates an internal POR signal.

2. The microcontroller waits for internal POR to go inactive.

3. The internal reset is released and the core executes a full initialization of the device. Upon
completion, the core loads from memory the initial stack pointer, the initial program counter,
and the first instruction designated by the program counter, and then begins execution. Refer
to “Reset” on page 1829 for internal reset deassertion timing.

An external reset pin (RST) that is configured to generate a system reset will reset the microcontroller
including the core and all the on-chip peripherals. The external reset sequence is as follows:

1. The external reset pin (RST) is asserted for the duration specified by TMIN and then deasserted
(see “Reset” on page 1829).

2. The internal reset is released and the core loads from memory the initial stack pointer, the initial
program counter, and the first instruction designated by the program counter, and then begins
execution.

Note: It is recommended that the trace for the RST signal must be kept as short as possible. Be
sure to place any components connected to the RST signal as close to the microcontroller
as possible.

If the application only uses the internal POR circuit, the RST input must be connected to the power
supply (VDD) through an optional pull-up resistor (0 to 100K Ω) as shown in Figure 5-1 on page 224.
The RST input has filtering which requires a minimum pulse width in order for the reset pulse to be
recognized, see Table 27-14 on page 1829.

To improve noise immunity and/or to delay reset at power up, the RST input may be connected to
an RC network as shown in Figure 5-2 on page 224. If the application requires the use of an external
reset switch, Figure 5-3 on page 224 shows the proper circuitry to use. In the figures, the RPU and
C1 components define the power-on delay. The external reset timing is shown in Figure
27-11 on page 1830.
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Figure 5-1. Basic RST Configuration
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Figure 5-2. External Circuitry to Extend Power-On Reset
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Figure 5-3. Reset Circuit Controlled by Switch
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5.2.2.5 Brown-Out Reset (BOR)
The microcontroller provides a brown-out detection circuit that triggers if the VDD (external) or VDDA
(analog) power supply drops below its corresponding brown-out threshold voltage. If a brown-out
condition is detected, the system may generate an interrupt, a system reset or a Power-On Reset.
The default value at reset is to generate an interrupt.
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The application can identify the type of BOR event that occurred by reading the Power-Temperature
Cause (PWRTC) register. The BOR detection circuits can be programmed to generate a reset,
System Control interrupt, or NMI in the Power-Temp Brown Out Control (PTBOCTL) register.
The default settings at reset are as follows:

■ VDDA under BOR detection default setting is for no action to occur.

■ VDD under BOR detection default setting is to execute a full POR.

If the user has programmed a field in the PTBOCTL to generate a reset, then the BOR bit of the
Reset Behavior Control (RESBEHAVCTL) register can be programmed to further define what
type of reset is generated. If the BOR field is programmed to 0x3, a full POR is initiated; if is set to
0x2, then a system reset is issued. When the BOR field is set to a 0x0 or 0x1, then the Brown-Out
detection circuit will perform its default operation upon assertion, which is issuing an interrupt.

Note: VDDA BOR and VDD BOR events are a combined BOR to the system logic, such that if either
BOR event occurs, the following bits are affected:

■ BORRIS bit in the Raw Interrupt Status (RIS) register, System Control offset 0x050.
See page 261.

■ BORMIS bit in the Masked Interrupt Status and Clear (MISC) register, System Control
offset 0x058. This bit is set only if the BORIM bit in the Interrupt Mask Control (IMC)
register has been set. See page 263 and page 265.

■ BOR bit in the Reset Cause (RESC) register, System Control offset 0x05C. This bit is
set only if either of the BOR events have been configured to initiate a reset. See page 267.

In addition, the following bits control both BOR events:

■ BORIM bit in the Interrupt Mask Control (IMC) register, System Control offset 0x054.

■ VDDA_UBOR0 and VDD_UBOR0 bits in thePower-Temperature Cause (PWRTC) register.

Please refer to “System Control” on page 220 for more information on how to configure these
registers.

The brown-out POR reset sequence is as follows:

1. When one of the BOR event triggers occurs, an internal Brown-Out Reset condition is set.

2. If the BOR event has been programmed to generate a reset in the PTBOCTL register and the
BOR bit of the RESBEHAVCTL has been set to 0x3, an internal POR reset is asserted.

3. The internal reset is released and the core executes a full initialization of the device. Upon
completion, the core loads from memory the initial stack pointer, the initial program counter,
and the first instruction designated by the program counter, and then begins execution. The
application starts after deassertion of internal POR. Refer to “Reset” on page 1829 for BOR internal
reset deassertion timing.

The brown-out system reset sequence is as follows:

1. When one of the BOR event triggers occurs, an internal Brown-Out Reset condition is set.

2. If the BOR event has been programmed to generate a reset in the PTBOCTL register and the
BOR bit of the RESBEHAVCTL has been set to 0x2, an internal reset is asserted.
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3. The internal reset is released and the microcontroller fetches and loads the initial stack pointer,
the initial program counter, the first instruction designated by the program counter, and begins
execution.

The result of a brown-out reset is equivalent to that of an assertion of the external RST input, and
the reset is held active until the proper voltage level is restored. TheRESC register can be examined
in the reset interrupt handler to determine if a Brown-Out condition was the cause of the reset, thus
allowing software to determine what actions are required to recover.

The internal Brown-Out Reset timing is shown in “Power and Brown-Out” on page 1824.

5.2.2.6 Software Reset
Software can reset a specific peripheral or generate a reset to the entire microcontroller.

Peripherals can be individually reset by software via peripheral-specific reset registers available
beginning at System Control offset 0x500 (for example the Watchdog Timer Software Reset
(SRWD) register page 354). If the bit position corresponding to a peripheral is set and subsequently
cleared, the peripheral is reset.

The entire microcontroller, including the core, can be reset by software by setting the SYSRESREQ
bit in the Application Interrupt and Reset Control (APINT) register in the core peripheral memory
map space. The software-initiated system reset sequence is as follows:

1. A software microcontroller reset is initiated by setting the SYSRESREQ bit.

2. An internal reset is asserted.

3. The internal reset is deasserted and the microcontroller loads from memory the initial stack
pointer, the initial program counter, and the first instruction designated by the program counter,
and then begins execution.

The core only can be reset by software by setting the VECTRESET bit in the APINT register. The
software-initiated core reset sequence is as follows:

1. A core reset is initiated by setting the VECTRESET bit.

2. An internal reset is asserted.

3. The internal reset is deasserted and the microcontroller loads from memory the initial stack
pointer, the initial program counter, and the first instruction designated by the program counter,
and then begins execution.

The software-initiated system reset timing is shown in Figure 27-12 on page 1830.

5.2.2.7 Watchdog Timer Reset
The Watchdog Timer module's function is to prevent system hangs. The TM4C1294KCPDT
microcontroller has two Watchdog Timer modules in case one watchdog clock source fails. One
watchdog is run off the system clock and the other is run off the Precision Internal Oscillator (PIOSC).
The watchdog timer can be configured to generate an interrupt or a non-maskable interrupt to the
microcontroller on its first time-out and to generate a system reset or power-on reset on its second
time-out.

After the watchdog's first time-out event, the 32-bit watchdog counter is reloaded with the value of
the Watchdog Timer Load (WDTLOAD) register and resumes counting down from that value. If
the timer counts down to zero again before the first time-out interrupt is cleared, and watchdog reset
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generation has been enabled through the RESEN bit in theWatchdogControl Register (WDTCTL),
the watchdog timer asserts its reset signal to the microcontroller. The reset generated can be a full
Power-On Reset or a system reset depending on the value programmed in WDOGn bit field of the
Reset Behavior Control Register (RESBEHAVCTL). If the RESEN bit of the WDTCTL register is
set to 1 and the WDOGn bit field of the RESBEHAVCTL register is programmed to 0x3 a full POR is
initiated; if WDOGn set to 0x2, then a system reset is issued. When WDOGn is set to a 0x0 or 0x1,
then the watchdog time performs its default operation upon assertion, which is issuing a full POR.

The watchdog timer Power-On Reset sequence is as follows:

1. The watchdog timer times out for the second time without being serviced.

2. An internal POR reset is asserted.

3. The internal reset is released and the core executes a full initialization of the device. Upon
completion, the core loads from memory the initial stack pointer, the initial program counter,
and the first instruction designated by the program counter, and then begins execution. Refer
to “Reset” on page 1829 for watchdog timeout internal reset deassertion timing.

The watch dog timer system reset sequence is as follows:

1. The watchdog timer times out for the second time without being serviced.

2. An internal reset is asserted.

3. The internal reset is released and the microcontroller loads from memory the initial stack pointer,
the initial program counter, and the first instruction designated by the program counter, and
then begins execution.

For more information on the Watchdog Timer module, see “Watchdog Timers” on page 1026.

The watchdog reset timing is shown in Figure 27-13 on page 1830.

5.2.2.8 Hibernation Module Reset
When the Hibernation module has been configured and powered by an initial "cold" POR and is
subsequently put into hibernation mode, a wake event (not including an external reset pin wake)
causes the module to generate a system reset. This reset signal resets all circuitry on the device
with the exception of the Hibernation module. All Hibernation module registers retain their values
after this reset.

When the Hibernation module receives a wake event and VDD is enabled, a system reset sequence
occurs as follows:

1. The POR or EXT bit in the RESC register is set.

2. An internal reset is asserted.

3. The internal reset is released and the microcontroller loads from memory the initial stack pointer,
the initial program counter, and the first instruction designated by the program counter, and
then begins execution.

4. The HIBRIS register in the Hibernation module can be read to determine the cause of the reset.

5. The POR or EXT bit in the RESC register is cleared by writing a 0.
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5.2.2.9 HSSR Reset
The Hardware System Service Request (HSSR) register can be used to restore the device back
to factory settings. A successful write to the Hardware System Service Request (HSSR) register
initiates a system reset. The reset initialization process executes before examining theHSSR register
and processing the command. This register can only be accessed in privileged mode.

Before the return-to-factory settings routine has completed, a system reset sequence executes and
the HSSR bit in the RESC register is set. After the HSSR function has been processed, the CDOFF
field in the HSSR register is written with the outcome of the function processing and another HSSR
system reset is executed. The HSSR bit can be cleared in the RESC register by writing a 0.

For more information regarding use of the HSSR register, refer to “Hardware System Service
Request” on page 245.

5.2.3 Non-Maskable Interrupt
The microcontroller has multiple sources of non-maskable interrupt (NMI):

■ The assertion of the NMI signal.

■ A main oscillator verification error.

■ The NMISET bit in the Interrupt Control and State (INTCTRL) register in the Cortex™-M4F (see
page 167).

■ The Watchdog module time-out interrupt when the INTTYPE bit in the Watchdog Control
(WDTCTL) register is set (see page 1032).

■ Tamper event (see “Hibernation Module” on page 531 for more information).

■ Any of the following BOR trigger events:

– VDDA under BOR setting

– VDD under BOR setting

Software must check the cause of the interrupt in the NMI Cause (NMIC) register in order to
distinguish among the sources.

5.2.3.1 NMI Pin
The NMI signal is an alternate function for the GPIO port pin(s) specified in Table 26-3 on page 1783.

The alternate function must be enabled in the GPIO for the signal to be used as an interrupt, as
described in “General-Purpose Input/Outputs (GPIOs)” on page 740. Note that enabling the NMI
alternate function requires the use of the GPIO lock and commit function, similar to the requirements
of the GPIO port pins associated with JTAG/SWD functionality, see page 782. The active sense of
the NMI signal is High; asserting the enabled NMI signal above VIH initiates the NMI interrupt
sequence.

5.2.3.2 Main Oscillator Verification Failure
The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller provides a main oscillator verification circuit that generates
an error condition if the oscillator is running too fast or too slow. If the main oscillator verification
circuit is enabled and a failure occurs, either a power-on reset is generated and control is transferred
to the NMI handler, or an interrupt is generated. The MOSCIM bit in theMOSCCTL register determines
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which action occurs. In either case, the system clock source is automatically switched to the PIOSC.
If a MOSC failure reset occurs, the NMI handler is used to address the main oscillator verification
failure because the necessary code can be removed from the general reset handler, speeding up
reset processing. The detection circuit is enabled by setting the CVAL bit in the Main Oscillator
Control (MOSCCTL) register. The main oscillator verification error is indicated in the main oscillator
fail status (MOSCFAIL) bit in theReset Cause (RESC) register. The main oscillator verification circuit
action is described in more detail in the section called “Main Oscillator Verification Circuit” on page 236.

5.2.4 Power Control
The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller provides an integrated LDO regulator that is used to provide
power to the majority of the microcontroller's internal logic. Figure 5-4 shows the power architecture.
The voltage output has a maximum voltage of 1.2 V. Refer to “Dynamic Power
Management” on page 242 for more information on the LDO operation.

An external LDO may not be used.

Note: VDDA must be supplied with 3.3 V, or the microcontroller does not function properly. VDDA
is the supply for all of the analog circuitry on the device, including the clock circuitry.

Figure 5-4. Power Architecture
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5.2.5 Clock Control
The system control module determines the control of clocks in this part.

5.2.5.1 Fundamental Clock Sources
There are multiple clock sources for use in the microcontroller. The Run and Sleep Mode
Configuration Register (RSCLKCFG) can be used to configure the required clock source for the
device after Power-On Reset, as well as the system clock divisor encodings. The available clock
sources are as follows:

■ Precision Internal Oscillator (PIOSC). The precision internal oscillator is an on-chip clock
source that the microcontroller uses during and following POR. It is the clock source in effect at
the start of reset vector fetch and the start of code application execution. It does not require the
use of any external components and provides a clock that is 16 MHz ±FPIOSC across temperature
(see Table 27-19 on page 1835). The PIOSC allows for a reduced system cost in applications that
require an accurate enough clock source. If the main oscillator is required, software must enable
the main oscillator following reset and allow the main oscillator to stabilize before changing the
clock reference. If the Hibernation Module clock source is a 32.768-kHz oscillator, the precision
internal oscillator can be trimmed by software based on a reference clock for increased accuracy.
Regardless of whether or not the PIOSC is the source for the system clock, the PIOSC can be
configured to be an alternate clock source for some of the peripherals. See the section called
“Peripheral Clock Sources” on page 234 for more information on peripherals that can use the
PIOSC as an alternate clock.

■ Main Oscillator (MOSC). The main oscillator provides a frequency-accurate clock source by
one of two means: an external single-ended clock source is connected to the OSC0 input pin, or
an external crystal is connected across the OSC0 input and OSC1 output pins. If the PLL is being
used, the crystal value can be any frequency between 5 MHz to 25 MHz (inclusive). Refer to
Table 5-7 on page 238 for recommended crystal values and PLL register programming. If the PLL
is not being used, the crystal may be any one of the supported frequencies between 4 MHz to
25 MHz. The single-ended clock source range is from DC through the specified speed of the
microcontroller.

■ Low-Frequency Internal Oscillator (LFIOSC). The Low-Frequency Internal Oscillator (LFIOSC)
provides a nominal frequency of 33 kHz with percentage variance specified in the Electrical
Characteristics section. It is intended for use during Deep-Sleep power-saving modes. This
power-savings mode provides reduced internal switching and the ability to power down the
MOSC and/or PIOSC while in Deep-Sleep mode through configuration of theDeep Sleep Clock
Configuration Register (DSCLKCFG) register.

■ HibernationModuleRTCOscillator (RTCOSC)Clock Source. The Hibernation Module provides
a muxed output of two clocks to the System Control Module, an external 32.768-kHz clock or a
low-frequency clock (HIB LFIOSC). The Hibernation module has the option of being clocked by
a 32.768-kHz oscillator connected to the XOSC0 pin. The 32.768-kHz oscillator can be used for
the system clock, thus eliminating the need for an additional crystal or oscillator. Alternatively,
the Hibernation module contains a low-frequency oscillator (HIB LFIOSC) which is intended to
provide the system with a real-time clock source and may also provide an accurate source of
Deep-Sleep or Hibernate mode power savings. Note that the HIB LFIOSC is a different clock
source than the LFIOSC. Refer to the Electrical Characteristic Chapter for more information on
frequency range.
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The internal system clock (SysClk), is derived from any of the above sources. An internal PLL can
also be used by the PIOSC or MOSC clock to generate the system clock and peripheral clocks.
Table 5-3 on page 231 shows how the various clock sources can be used in a system.

Table 5-3. Clock Source Options

SysClk generation enabled,
RSCLKCFG Bit Encodings

SysClk
generation
capability?

PLL Enabled,
RSCLKCFG Bit
Encodings

Drive PLL
Capability?

Clock Source

USEPLL = 0, OSCSRC = 0x0YesUSEPLL = 1, PLLSRC =
0x0

YesPrecision Internal Oscillator
(PIOSC)

USEPLL = 0, OSCSRC = 0x3YesUSEPLL = 1, PLLSRC =
0x3

YesMain Oscillator (MOSC)

USEPLL = 0, OSCSRC = 0x2Yes-NoLow Frequency Internal Oscillator
(LFIOSC)a

USEPLL = 0, OSCSRC = 0x4Yes-NoHibernation Module RTC Oscillator
(RTCOSC). 32.768-kHz Oscillator
or HIB LFIOSC

a. LFIOSC frequency is characterized as 33 kHz nominal, 10 kHz minimum and 90 kHz maximum.

5.2.5.2 Clock Configuration
The Run and Sleep Mode Configuration Register (RSCLKCFG) provides control for the system
clock in run and sleep mode. TheDeep Sleep Clock Configuration register (DSCLKCFG) specifies
the behavior of the clock system while in deep sleep mode. These registers control the following
clock functionality:

■ Source of system clock in run and sleep mode

■ Source of system clock in deep-sleep mode

■ Enabling/disabling of PLL-derived system clock

■ Clock divisors for PLL or oscillator, depending on what is enabled

■ Enabling of memory timing parameters for flash

Providing further configuration, the PLL Frequency n (PLLFREQn) registers allow the PLL VCO
frequency (fVCO) to multiplied or divided by programmable values depending on the system clock
speed required.

Table 5-4 on page 231 shows the state of the clock sources following a Power-On Reset.

Table 5-4. Clock Source State Following POR

Power-On Reset StateClock Source

Disabled/Powered OffPLL

Disabled/Powered OffMOSC

EnabledLFIOSC

EnabledPIOSC

DisabledHIB RTCOSC

Figure 5-5 shows the logic for the main clock tree. The peripheral blocks are driven by the system
clock signal and can be individually enabled/disabled.
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Note: The clock sources in Figure 5-5 include a superset of peripherals available in the family.
Some peripheral clock sources may not be present on your specific device.
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Figure 5-5. Main Clock Tree
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Peripheral Clock Sources

In addition to the main clock tree described above, the ADC, USB, Ethernet, PWM, UART, and
QSSI all have a Clock Control register in their register map at offset 0xFC8 that can be used to
control the clock generation for the module.

ADC Clock Control

The ADC digital block is clocked by the system clock and the ADC analog block is clocked from a
separate conversion clock (ADC clock). The ADC clock frequency can be up to 32 MHz to generate
a conversion rate of 2 Msps. A 16 MHz ADC clock provides a 1 Msps sampling rate. There are three
sources for the ADC clock:

■ The PLL VCO (fVCO) can be used if the CS bit field is 0x0 in the ADC Clock Configuration
(ADCCC) register and the CLKDIV bit field is configured in the same register.

■ The PIOSC can be used directly to provide a conversion rate near 1 Ms/s. To use the PIOSC,
the CS field in the ADCCC register needs to be set to 0x1 and the ALTCLK field should be
programmed to 0x0 in the Alternate Clock Configuration (ALTCLKCFG) register.

■ The Main Oscillator (MOSC): The MOSC clock source must be 16 MHz for a 1 Msps conversion
rate and 32 MHz for a 2 Msps conversion rate.

Note: If the ADC module is not using the PIOSC as the clock source, the system clock must be
at least 16 MHz.

USB Clock Control

When the USB module uses the integrated USB PHY, the MOSC must be the clock source, either
with or without using the PLL, and the system clock must be at least 30 MHz. In addition, only integer
divisors should be used to achieve the 60 MHz USB clock source. Fractional divisors may increase
jitter and compromise USB function. The USB Clock Control Register (USBCC) register contains
a CLKDIV bit field which can be programmed to specify the divisor used to reduce the PLL VCO
output to the 60 MHz clock source required for the serialization/deserialization module of the USB
controller.

In ULPI mode, if the clock source to the USB is internal, then the USB0CLK pin is an output to the
external ULPI PHY. If the USB clock source is external then, the USB0CLK pin functions as an input
from the external ULPI PHY.

Ethernet Clock Control

The Ethernet Controller Module and Integrated PHY receive two clock inputs. A gated system clock
acts as the clock source to the Control and Status registers (CSR) of the Ethernet MAC and must
be 20 MHz or greater for correct operation. The SYSCLK frequency for Run, Sleep and Deep Sleep
mode is programmed in the System Control module. See “Ethernet Clock Control” on page 1407 for
more information.

PHY Interface Clocking

The Ethernet Controller Module and Integrated PHY receive two clock inputs (see “PHY
Interface” on page 1407 for more information):

■ A gated system clock acts as the clock source to the Control and Status registers (CSR) of the
Ethernet MAC. The SysClk frequency for Run, Sleep and Deep Sleep mode is programmed in
the System Control module.
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■ The PHY receives the main oscillator (MOSC) which must be 25 MHz ± 50 ppm for proper
operation. The MOSC source can be a single-ended source or a crystal.

PWM Clock Control

The PWMCC register can be used to select the System Clock as the PWM clock source or a divided
System Clock. For more information, see page 1745.

Other Peripheral Clock Control

In the UART and QSSI Clock Control Registers, users can choose between the system clock
(SysClk), which is the default source for the baud clock, and an alternate clock. Note that there may
be special considerations when configuring the baud clock.

Optional Clock Output Signal (DIVSCLK)

An optional clock output, DIVSCLK, is provided which can be used as a clock source to an external
device but bears no timing relationship to other signals. Note that this signal is not synchronized to
the System Clock. By programming the SRC field in the Divisor and Source Clock Configuration
(DIVSCLK) register, the following clock outputs may be selected for DIVSCLK:

■ System Clock

■ PIOSC

■ MOSC

The DIV field in the DIVSCLK register controls the divided output clock frequency. The DIVSCLK
signal is selected as an alternate function of a GPIO signal and has the same inherit electrical
characteristics of a GPIO as listed in “Electrical Characteristics” on page 1816.

System Clock Frequency

The system clock (SysClk) is the clock that is distributed to the processor and the integrated
peripherals after clock gating. The SysClk frequency is based on the frequency of the clock source
and the divisor factor. For example, if the PLL is not being used and the device is not in deep sleep
mode, then the OSYSDIV bit field in the RSCLKCFG register is the divisor used to determine the
system clock. If the PLL is being used, then PSYSDIV bit field in the RSCLKCFG register must be
programmed as well as the values in the PLLFREQ0 and PLLFREQ1 registers. If the device is in
deep sleep mode, then the Deep Sleep Clock Configuration Register (DSCLKCFG) can be
programmed with the divisor bit field DSSYSYDIV to modify the clock source frequency. Table
5-5 on page 235 shows the different system clock frequency calculations based on the operation
mode, clock source and PLL encoding.

Table 5-5. System Clock Frequency

Divisor Factors UsedSYSCLK ValueUSEPLL (RSCLKCFG)Clock Mode

PSYSDIV bit field in RSCLKCFG; MINT,
MDIV inPLLFREQ0; Q, N bits inPLLFREQ1

fVCO/(PSYSDIV + 1)1Run or Sleep

OSYSDIV bit field in RSCLKCFGfOSCCLK/(OSYSDIV + 1)0Run or Sleep

DSSYSDIV bit field in DSCLKCFGfOSCCLK/(DSSYSDIV + 1)PLL not enabled in Deep
Sleep

Deep Sleep
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5.2.5.3 Precision Internal Oscillator Operation (PIOSC)
The microcontroller powers up with the PIOSC running. If another clock source is desired, the PIOSC
must remain enabled because it is used for internal functions. The PIOSC can only be disabled
during Deep-Sleep mode. It can be powered down by setting the PIOSCPD bit in the DSCLKCFG
register.

The PIOSC generates a 16-MHz clock with a ±FPIOSC accuracy (see Table 27-19 on page 1835). At
the factory, the PIOSC is set to 16 MHz at room temperature, however, the frequency can be trimmed
for other voltage or temperature conditions using software in the following ways:

■ Default calibration: clear the UTEN bit and set the UPDATE bit in the Precision Internal Oscillator
Calibration (PIOSCCAL) register.

■ User-defined calibration: The user can program the UT value to adjust the PIOSC frequency. As
the UT value increases, the generated period increases. To commit a new UT value, first set the
UTEN bit, then program the UT field, and then set the UPDATE bit. The adjustment finishes within
a few clock periods and is glitch free.

■ Automatic calibration using the enable 32.768-kHz oscillator from the Hibernation module: Set
the CAL bit in the PIOSCCAL register; the results of the calibration are shown in the RESULT
field in the Precision Internal Oscillator Statistic (PIOSCSTAT) register. After calibration is
complete, the PIOSC is trimmed using the trimmed value returned in the CT field.

5.2.5.4 Main Oscillator (MOSC)
The main oscillator supports the use of crystals from 5 to 25 MHz. The system control'sRSCLKCFG
register can be configured to specify the MOSC as the system clock or as the PLL input source.
The MOSC can be selected as the oscillator source by programming the OSCRC bit in theRSCLKCFG
register. The NOXTAL bit in the MOSCCTL register allows the user to turn off power to the MOSC
if no crystal is connected reducing power draw from the MOSC circuit.

Main Oscillator Verification Circuit

The clock control includes circuitry to ensure that the main oscillator is running at the appropriate
frequency. The circuit monitors the main oscillator frequency and signals if the frequency is outside
of the allowable band of attached crystals.

The detection circuit is enabled using the CVAL bit in the Main Oscillator Control (MOSCCTL)
register. If this circuit is enabled and detects an error, and if the MOSCIM bit in theMOSCCTL register
is clear, then the following sequence is performed by the hardware:

1. The MOSCFAIL bit in the Reset Cause (RESC) register is set.

2. The system clock is switched from the main oscillator to the PIOSC.

3. An internal system reset is initiated.

4. Reset is deasserted and the processor is directed to the NMI handler during the reset sequence.

5.2.5.5 PLL
The PLL has two modes of operation: Normal and Power-Down

■ Normal: The PLL oscillates based on the values in the PLLFREQ0 and PLLFREQ1 registers
and drives the output.
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■ Power-Down: Most of the PLL internal circuitry is disabled and the PLL does not drive the output.

The modes are programmed using the PLLPWR bit in the PLLFREQ0 register (see page 292).

PLL Configuration

The PLL is disabled by default during power-on reset and is enabled later by software if required.
Software specifies the output divisor to set the system clock frequency and enables the PLL to drive
the output. The PLL is controlled using the PLLFREQ0, PLLFREQ1 and PLLSTAT registers.
Changes made to these registers do not become active until after the NEWFREQ bit in theRSCLKCFG
register is enabled.

The clock source for the main PLL is selected by configuring the PLLSRC field in the Run and Sleep
Clock Configuration (RSCLKCFG) register.

The PLL allows for the generation of system clock frequencies in excess of the reference clock
provided. The reference clocks for the PLL are the PIOSC and the MOSC. The PLL is controlled
by two registers, PLLFREQ0 and PLLFREQ1. The PLL VCO frequency (fVCO) is determined through
the following calculation:

fVCO = fIN * MDIV

where

fIN = fXTAL/(Q+1)(N+1) or fPIOSC/(Q+1)(N+1)

MDIV = MINT + (MFRAC / 1024)

The Q and N values are programmed in the PLLFREQ1 register. Note that to reduce jitter, MFRAC
should be programmed to 0x0.

When the PLL is active, the system clock frequency (SysClk) is calculated using the following
equation:

SysClk = fVCO/ (PSYSDIV + 1)

The PLL system divisor factor (PSYSDIV) determines the value of the system clock. Table
5-6 on page 237 shows how the system divisor encodings affect the system clock frequency when
the fVCO = 480 MHz.

Table 5-6. System Divisor Factors for fvco=480 MHz

fVCO (MHz)= 480 MHz
System Clock (SYSCLK) (MHz)

System Divisors (PSYSDIV +1)a

4120

860

1048

1630

2024

4012

806

a. The use of non-integer divisors introduce additional jitter which may affect interface performance.
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If the main oscillator provides the clock reference to the PLL, the translation provided by hardware
and used to program the PLL is available for software in thePLL Frequency n (PLLFREQn) registers
(see page 292). The internal translation provides a translation within ± 1% of the targeted PLL VCO
frequency. Table 5-7 on page 238 shows the actual PLL frequency and error for a given crystal
choice.

Table 5-7 on page 238 provides examples of the programming expected for the PLLFREQ0 and
PLLFREQ1 registers. The first column specifies the input crystal frequency and the last column
displays the PLL frequency given the values of MINT and N, when Q=0.

Table 5-7. Actual PLL Frequencya

PLL Frequency
(MHz)

Reference
Frequency
(MHz)b

NMINT (Hexadecimal
Value)

MINT (Decimal
Value)

Crystal
Frequency
(MHz)

32050x00x40645

32020x20x351606

32080x00x28408

320100x00x203210

32040x20x508012

320160x00x142016

32020x80xA016018

320200x00x101620

32080x20x284024

32050x40x406425

48050x00x60965

48060x00x50806

48080x00x3C608

480100x00x304810

480120x00x284012

480160x00x1E3016

48060x20x508018

480200x00x182420

480240x00x142024

48050x40x609625

a. For all examples listed, Q=0
b. For a given crystal frequency, N should be chosen such that the reference frequency is within 4 to 30 MHz.

PLL Operation

If a PLL configuration is changed, the PLL output frequency is unstable until it reconverges (relocks)
to the new setting. The time between the configuration change and relock is TREADY (see Table
27-16 on page 1833). During the relock time, the affected PLL is not usable as a clock reference.
Software can poll the LOCK bit in the PLL Status (PLLSTAT) register to determine when the PLL
has locked.

Modification of the PLL VCO frequency may not be performed while the PLL serves as a clock
source to the system. All changes to the PLL must be performed using a different clock source until
the PLL has locked frequency. Thus, changing the PLL VCO frequency must be done as a sequence
from PLL to PIOSC/MOSC and then PIOSC/MOSC to new PLL.
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Hardware is provided to keep the PLL from being used as a system clock until the TREADY condition
is met after one of the two changes above. It is the user's responsibility to have a stable clock source
(like the main oscillator) before the RSCLKCFG register is re-programmed to enable the PLL.
Software can use many methods to ensure that the system is clocked from the PLL, including
periodically polling the PLLLRIS bit in the Raw Interrupt Status (RIS) register at offset 0x050, and
enabling the PLL Lock interrupt in the Interrupt Mask Control (IMC) register at offset 0x054.

5.2.6 System Control
There are four levels of operation for the microcontroller defined as:

■ Run mode

■ Sleep mode

■ Deep-Sleep mode

■ Hibernation mode

For power-savings purposes, the peripheral-specific RCGCx, SCGCx, and DCGCx registers (for
example, RCGCWD) control the clock-gating logic for that peripheral or block in the system while
the microcontroller is in Run, Sleep, and Deep-Sleep mode, respectively. These registers are located
in the System Control register map starting at offsets 0x600, 0x700, and 0x800, respectively.

Note: A change in theRCGCx (orSCGCx/DCGCx/PCx/SRx) registers may not have an immediate
effect on the clock in all situations. It is recommended that software poll the peripheral's
Peripheral Ready (PRx) register to determine when a peripheral is ready to be accessed.

Note: If a peripheral is configured to be clock-gated during Run, Sleep- or Deep-Sleep mode, then
software should ensure that there are no pending transfers or register accesses before or
immediately after entering the clock-gated mode.

The following sections describe the different modes in detail.

5.2.6.1 Run Mode
In Run mode, the microcontroller actively executes code. Run mode provides normal operation of
the processor and all of the peripherals that are currently enabled by the peripheral-specific RCGC
registers. In run mode (and in sleep mode), theRun and Sleep Clock Configuration (RSCLKCFG)
register specifies the source of SysClk. The source is either from the VCO output of the PLL divided
down by a dedicated divisor (divisor value specified by the PSYSDIV field) or from the output of an
oscillator divided down by a dedicated divisor (divisor value specified by the OSYSDIV field). The
source is selected using the USEPLL bit in the RSCLKCFG register. The PLL has two sources of
reference clock as an input: the main oscillator (MOSC) or the precision internal oscillator (PIOSC).
The PLL input select is specified by PLLSRC. If the PLL VCO output is not selected as the source
of SysClk then the following reference clocks can be programmed as an input:

■ Main Oscillator (MOSC)

■ Precision Internal Oscillator (PIOSC)

■ Low-Frequency Internal Oscillator (LFIOSC)

■ Hibernation Module Real-Time Oscillator Source (RTCOSC): The source of this signal can be
either a 32.768-kHz oscillator source, an external 32.768-kHz clock source or the internal
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Hibernation Module Low-Frequency Oscillator (HIBLFIOSC). If this clock source is selected, it
has to be enabled in the Hibernation Module as well.

The selection of these alternate sources is through the OSCSRC field in the RSCLKCFG register.

5.2.6.2 Sleep Mode
In Sleep mode, the clock frequency of the active peripherals is unchanged, but the processor and
the memory subsystem are not clocked and therefore no longer execute code. Sleep mode is entered
by the Cortex-M4F core executing a WFI (Wait for Interrupt) instruction. Any properly configured
interrupt event in the system brings the processor back into Run mode. See “Power
Management” on page 126 for more details.

Peripherals are clocked that are enabled in the peripheral-specific SCGC registers when auto-clock
gating is enabled or the peripheral-specific RCGC registers when the auto-clock gating is disabled.
The system clock has the same source and frequency as that during Run mode.

The option to use the PLL VCO or an alternate oscillator source such as MOSC, PIOSC, Hibernation
Module real time clock, or the LFIOSC is the same as described in Run Mode. The RSCLKCFG
register programming applies to Sleep Mode.

Additional sleep modes are available that lower the power consumption of the SRAM and Flash
memory. However, the lower power consumption modes have slower sleep and wake-up times.

Caution – If the Cortex-M4F Debug Access Port (DAP) has been enabled, and the device wakes from
a low power sleep or deep-sleepmode, the core may start executing code before all clocks to peripherals
have been restored to their Run mode configuration. The DAP is usually enabled by software tools
accessing the JTAG or SWD interface when debugging or flash programming. If this condition occurs,
a Hard Fault is triggered when software accesses a peripheral with an invalid clock.

A software delay loop can be used at the beginning of the interrupt routine that is used to wake up a
system from aWFI (Wait For Interrupt) instruction. This stalls the execution of any code that accesses
a peripheral register that might cause a fault. This loop can be removed for production software as the
DAP is most likely not enabled during normal execution.

Because the DAP is disabled by default (power on reset), the user can also power cycle the device. The
DAP is not enabled unless it is enabled through the JTAG or SWD interface.

5.2.6.3 Deep-Sleep Mode
In Deep-Sleep mode, the clock frequency of the active peripherals may change (depending on the
Deep-Sleep mode clock configuration) in addition to the processor clock being stopped. An interrupt
returns the microcontroller to Run mode from one of the sleep modes; the sleep modes are entered
on request from the code. Deep-Sleep mode is entered by first setting the SLEEPDEEP bit in the
System Control (SYSCTRL) register (see page 173) and then executing a WFI instruction. Any
properly configured interrupt event in the system brings the processor back into Run mode. See
“Power Management” on page 126 for more details.

Note: If the Debug Access Port is enabled in Run Mode and attempts to transition into Deep-Sleep
mode, the device is prevented from entering Deep-Sleep.

The Cortex-M4F processor core and the memory subsystem are not clocked in Deep-Sleep mode.
Peripherals are clocked that are enabled in the peripheral-specificDCGC registers when auto-clock
gating is enabled or the peripheral-specific RCGC registers when auto-clock gating is disabled. The
system clock source is specified in theDSCLKCFG register. When theDSCLKCFG register is used,
the internal oscillator source is powered up, if necessary, and other clocks are powered down. If
the PLL is running at the time of the WFI instruction, hardware shuts down the PLL for power savings.
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For further power savings the PIOSC can be disabled through the PIOSCPD bit in the DSCLKCFG
register. When the Deep-Sleep exit event occurs, hardware brings the system clock back to the
source and frequency it had at the onset of Deep-Sleep mode before enabling the clocks that had
been stopped during the Deep-Sleep duration. If the PIOSC is used as the PLL reference clock
source, it may continue to provide the clock during Deep-Sleep. See page 281.

Note: If the MOSC is chosen as the Deep-Sleep clock source in the DSCLKCFG register, the
MOSC must also be configured as the Run and Sleep clock source in the RSCLKCFG
register prior to entering Deep Sleep. If the PIOSC, LFIOSC, or Hibernation RTC Module
Oscillator (HIBLFIOSC or 32-kHz crystal) is configured as the Run and Sleep clock source
in the RSCLKFCFG register, and the MOSC is configured as the Deep-Sleep clock source
in the DSCLKCFG register, then two outcomes are possible:

■ If the PIOSC is still powered in Deep Sleep (using the PIOSCPD bit in the DSCLKCFG
register) then the PIOSC is utilized as the clock source when entering Deep Sleep and
the device enters and exits the Deep-Sleep state normally. The MOSC is not used as
the clock source in Deep Sleep.

■ If the PIOSC has been configured to be powered down in Deep Sleep, then the device
can enter the Deep-Sleep state, but cannot exit properly. This situation can be avoided
by programming the MOSC as the Run and Sleep clock source in the RSCLKCFG
register prior to entering Deep Sleep.

To provide the lowest possible Deep-Sleep power consumption as well the ability to wake the
processor from a peripheral without reconfiguring the peripheral for a change in clock, some of the
communications modules have a Clock Control register at offset 0xFC8 in the module register space.
The CS field in the Clock Control register allows the user to select the PIOSC or ALTCLK as the
clock source for the module's baud clock. When the microcontroller enters Deep-Sleep mode, the
PIOSC or ALTCLK becomes the source for the module clock as well, which allows the transmit and
receive FIFOs to continue operation while the part is in Deep-Sleep. Figure 5-6 on page 242 shows
how the clocks are selected.
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Figure 5-6. Module Clock Selection
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Additional power management modes are available that lower the power consumption of the
peripheral memory, Flash, and SRAM memory. However, the lower power consumption modes
have slower deep-sleep and wake-up times.

Note: If one or more wait states are configured for Run Mode, then when the device enters
Deep-Sleep mode, it will achieve its lowest possible current. If there are no wait states
applied in Run mode, then lowest possible current is not achieved.

5.2.6.4 Dynamic Power Management
In addition to the Sleep and Deep-Sleep modes and the clock gating for the on-chip modules, there
are several additional power mode options that allow the LDO, Flash memory, and SRAM into
different levels of power savings while in Sleep or Deep-Sleep modes. In addition, software has the
ability to control the LDO settings to gain a power advantage when running at slower speeds. Note
that these features may not be available on all devices; the System Properties (SYSPROP) register
provides information on whether a mode is supported on a given MCU. The following registers
provide these capabilities:

■ Peripheral Power Control (PCx): Controls power to peripheral if that peripheral has the ability
to respond to a power request.

■ Peripheral Memory Power Control (xMPC): Provides power control to some the peripheral
memory arrays.

■ LDO Sleep Power Control (LDOSPCTL): Controls the LDO value in Sleep mode

■ LDO Deep-Sleep Power Control (LDODPCTL): Controls the LDO value in Deep-Sleep mode

■ LDO Sleep Power Calibration (LDOSPCAL): Provides factory recommendations for the LDO
value in Sleep mode
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■ LDO Deep-Sleep Power Calibration (LDODPCAL): Provides factory recommendations for the
LDO value in Deep-Sleep mode

■ Sleep Power Configuration (SLPPWRCFG): Controls the power saving modes for Flash memory
and SRAM in Sleep mode

■ Deep-Sleep Power Configuration (DSLPPWRCFG): Controls the power saving modes for
Flash memory and SRAM in Deep-Sleep mode

■ Deep-Sleep Clock Configuration (DSCLKCFG): Controls the clocking in Deep-Sleep mode

■ Sleep / Deep-Sleep PowerMode Status (SDPMST): Provides status information on the various
power saving events

Peripheral Power Control

The Peripheral Power Control (PCx) registers reside at offset 0x900 in the System Control module
register space. For modules that reside in a separate power domain, the user has the capability to
power down the module by setting the appropriate Pn bit to 0x0. This configuration provides the
lowest power consumption state of the module. Currently the following registers can be programmed
to disable power to the module:

■ PCCAN register

■ PCEMAC register

■ PCEPHY register

■ PCUSB register

■ PCCCM register

Modification to other PCx registers have no effect, since they are not on their own power domain.

Peripheral Memory Power Control

When Deep-Sleep is entered, users have the capability to reduce power further in peripheral modules
which have their own associated memory array. Many of these peripherals can be programmed to
enable a low-power retention mode or a power down of their associated peripheral SRAM array. If
retention is supported and the PWRCTL bit field of the module's xMPC register is programmed to
0x1, the associated peripheral SRAM memory array is put in retention mode in which no accesses
can be performed. When the PWRCTL bit is set to 0x0 in Deep-Sleep mode, the memory is powered
off, the contents are lost and the SRAM is not accessible. The peripheral's Power Domain Status
(xPDS) can be read to determine the status of the peripheral's memory array as well as the
peripheral's current power domain status. The table below lists the capabilities of peripherals with
SRAM arrays during low power modes.

Table 5-8. Peripheral Memory Power Control

Memory Array Power Down Capability?Memory Retention Capability?Module

YesYesUSB

Yes
(only when power domain is off, PCEMAC register = 0x0)

NoEMAC

YesNoCAN
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LDO Power Control

Note: While the device is connected through JTAG, the LDO control settings for Sleep or
Deep-Sleep are not available and will not be applied.

Software can configure the LDOSPCTL register (see page 300) and/or the LDODPCTL register (see
page 303) to dynamically raise or lower the LDO voltage in Sleep and Deep-Sleep mode depending
on whether an increase in performance or reduction in power consumption is required. The VLDO
field in the LDOSPCTL register is set to 1.2 V as default. The LDODPCTL register is set to an LDO
voltage of 0.9 V as default. If an application requires performance over power consumption in
Deep-Sleep, the Deep-Sleep LDO voltage can be configured to a higher voltage than 0.9 V during
System Control initialization by setting the VADJEN bit and programming the VLDO field of the
LDODPCTL register.

Before the LDO level is lowered in Sleep or Deep-Sleep, the system clock must be configured to
an acceptable frequency in the RSCLKCFG register for Sleep mode and in DSLPCLKCFG for
Deep-Sleep mode. The following table shows the maximum System Clock and PIOSC frequency
with respect to the LDO voltage.

Table 5-9. Maximum System Clock and PIOSC Frequency with Respect to LDO Voltage

PIOSCMaximum System Clock FrequencyOperating Voltage (LDO)

16 MHz120 MHz1.2

16 MHz30 MHz0.9

The LDO Power Calibration registers, LDOSPCAL and LDODPCAL, provide suggested values for
the LDO in the various modes. If software requests an LDO value that is too low or too high, the
value is not accepted and an error is reported in the SDPMST register.

Note: When using the USB, Ethernet, EPI, and QSSI interfaces, the LDO must be configured to
1.2 V.

Flash Memory and SRAM Power Control

During Sleep or Deep-Sleep mode, Flash memory can be in either the default active mode or the
low power mode; SRAM can be in the default active mode, standby mode, or low power mode. The
active mode in each case provides the fastest times to sleep and wake up, but consumes more
power. Low power mode provides the lowest power consumption, but takes longer to sleep and
wake up.

The SRAM can be programmed to prohibit any power management by configuring the SRAMPM bit
in the Sleep Power Configuration (SLPPWRCFG) register. This configuration operates in the
same way that legacy Stellaris® devices operate and provides the fastest sleep and wake-up times,
but consumes the most power while in Sleep and Deep-Sleep mode.

The following power saving options are available in Sleep and Deep-Sleep modes:

■ The clocks can be gated according to the settings in the peripheral-specific SCGC or DCGC
registers.

■ In Deep-Sleep mode, the clock source can be changed and the PIOSC can be powered off (if
no active peripheral requires it) using the DSCLKCFG register. These options are not available
for Sleep mode.

■ The LDO voltage can be changed using the LDOSPCTL or LDODPCTL register.

■ The Flash memory can be put into low power mode.
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■ The SRAM can be put into standby or low power mode.

For typical power consumption and sleep/wake-up times, refer to “Current Consumption ” on page 1878
and “Sleep Modes” on page 1841.

The SDPMST register provides results on the Dynamic Power Management command issued. It
also has some real time status that can be viewed by a debugger or the core if it is running. These
events do not trigger an interrupt and are meant to provide information to help tune software for
power management. The status register gets written at the beginning of every Dynamic Power
Management event request that provides error checking. There is no mechanism to clear the bits;
they are overwritten on the next event. The data is real time and there is no event to register that
information.

5.2.6.5 Hibernation Mode
In this mode, the power supplies are turned off to the main part of the microcontroller and only the
Hibernation module's circuitry is active. An external wake event or RTC event is required to bring
the microcontroller back to Run mode. The Cortex-M4F processor and peripherals outside of the
Hibernation module see a normal "power on" sequence and the processor starts running code. If
the HIB module has been put in hibernation mode and a reset occurs, the reset handler should
check the HIB Raw Interrupt Status (HIBRIS) register in the HIB module to determine the cause
of the reset.

5.2.6.6 Hardware System Service Request
The Hardware System Service Request (HSSR) register is used to issue a request that returns
a device to factory settings. An HSSR consists of writing the appropriate key and data structure
address offset to the HSSR register in the System Control Module. Any HSSR initiates a reset event
as the first event in the process. Then the HSSR register is evaluated.

To write to the HSSR register the KEY field must be set to 0xCA. The CDOFF field in the HSSR
register can have one of the following three values:

■ 0x00.0000 – No request and/or the previous request completed successfully

■ 0xFF.FFFF – No request and the previous request failed

■ Anything else – The offset into SRAM of a HSSR request structure

During the HSSR routine, if anything else is seen in the CDOFF field, then the offset is examined for
validity and the structure it points to is examined for validity. If either is invalid, the request has failed
and 0xFF.FFFF is written to the CDOFF field.

The offset is valid if all the following conditions are met:

■ The CDOFF value is word aligned (that is, the two LSBs are both zero)

■ The CDOFF value is at least 0x2000.4000

■ The CDOFF value is at most 0x2003.FFF0

Once a valid HSSR offset is determined, the following structure is examined in the SRAM that is
indicated by the CDOFF field in the HSSR register. In order to initiate a return-to-factory settings
function, the data structure must be as follows:

■ Request (32 bits) = 0xFEED.0001
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■ Data 1 (32 bits) = 0x0201.0100

■ Data 2 (32 bits) = 0x0D08.0503

■ Data 3 (32 bits) = 0x5937.2215

If the data bytes are correct, then the device is returned to factory condition. During the
return-to-factory settings function, the following events occur:

■ The RAM is erased in the Hibernation module

■ The system SRAM is erased

■ The FMPPEn registers are set to 0xFFFF.FFFF (to allow a Flash erase operation to occur)

■ The EEPROM pages are erased

■ A mass-erase of the flash array occurs

■ The BOOTCFG register is written with 0xFFFF.FFFE

Once the return-to-factory settings sequence is completed, the CDOFF field of the HSSR register is
written with 0x00.0000, indicating a successful completion and activating a system reset.

5.3 Initialization and Configuration
The PLL is configured using direct register writes to the PLLFREQn, MEMTIM0, and PLLSTAT
registers. The steps for initializing the system clock from POR to use the PLL from the main oscillator
is as follows:

1. Once POR has completed, the PIOSC is acting as the system clock.

2. Power up the MOSC by clearing the NOXTAL bit in the MOSCCTL register.

3. If single-ended MOSC mode is required, the MOSC is ready to use. If crystal mode is required,
clear the PWRDN bit and wait for the MOSCPUPRIS bit to be set in the Raw Interrupt Status
(RIS), indicating MOSC crystal mode is ready.

4. Set the OSCSRC field to 0x3 in the RSCLKCFG register at offset 0x0B0.

5. If the application also requires the MOSC to be the deep-sleep clock source, then program the
DSOSCSRC field in the DSCLKCFG register to 0x3.

6. Write the PLLFREQ0 and PLLFREQ1 registers with the values of Q, N, MINT, and MFRAC to
the configure the desired VCO frequency setting.

7. Write the MEMTIM0 register to correspond to the new system clock setting.

8. Wait for the PLLSTAT register to indicate the PLL has reached lock at the new operating point
(or that a timeout period has passed and lock has failed, in which case an error condition exists
and this sequence is abandoned and error processing is initiated).

9. Write the RSCLKCFG register's PSYSDIV value, set the USEPLL bit to enabled, and MEMTIMU
bit.
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If it is necessary to keep the MOSC powered on during automatic (deep-sleep) or accidental power
down, then the MOSCDPD bit should be set to 0x1. Otherwise, if the MOSCDPD bit is set to 0x0, the
MOSC is powered off when deep-sleep is entered or automatic power down occurs. The following
table describes the relationship between the PWRDN bit in the MOSCCTL register and the MOSCDPD
bit in the DSCLKCFG register:

Table 5-10. MOSC Configurations

ResultMOSCDPD fieldPWRDN bit

MOSC is powered ON in run and sleep modes, but is disabled in accidental power down,
when the PWRDN bit is set in the MOSCCTL register, or in deep-sleep mode only if it is not
the deep-sleep clock source (DSOSCSRC !==0x3).

00

MOSC is powered and running in run, sleep and deep-sleep modes.10

MOSC is powered off, and does not run in any mode. Please note, that in this configuration,
when the MOSC is disabled, the MOSC must not be chosen as a clock source or indeterminate
results occur.

01

MOSC runs and does not disable itself in run, sleep, and deep-sleep modes regardless of
the fact that the PWRDN bit is set.

11

Note: The MOSCDPD bit has an effect in all modes of operation

To change the system clock frequency by changing its corresponding PSYSDIV or OSYSDIV value,
a user must ensure timing parameters to memory are within range through the following steps:

1. If the change in system clock frequency changes the operational range of the timing parameters,
theMEMTIM0 register must be updated. If so, write the timing configuration register,MEMTIM0,
setting the value to correspond to the final SYSCLK frequency (fVCO/new SYSDIV or fOSC).
Otherwise the MEMTIM0 register should not be changed.

2. Write the RSCLKCFG register's PSYSDIV value and MEMTIMU bit if the MEMTIM0 register is
updated in the first step. The new SYSDIV is now in effect.

5.4 Register Map
Table 5-11 on page 247 lists the System Control registers, grouped by function. The offset listed is
a hexadecimal increment to the register's address, relative to the System Control base address of
0x400F.E000.

Note: Spaces in the System Control register space that are not used are reserved for future or
internal use. Software should not modify any reserved memory address.

Additional Flash and ROM registers defined in the System Control register space are
described in the “Internal Memory” on page 600.

Table 5-11. System Control Register Map

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

255Device Identification 0-RODID00x000

257Device Identification 10x1034.C06ERODID10x004

259Power-Temp Brown Out Control0x0000.0003RWPTBOCTL0x038

261Raw Interrupt Status0x0000.0000RORIS0x050
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Table 5-11. System Control Register Map (continued)

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

263Interrupt Mask Control0x0000.0000RWIMC0x054

265Masked Interrupt Status and Clear0x0000.0000RW1CMISC0x058

267Reset Cause0x0000.0002RWRESC0x05C

270Power-Temperature Cause0x0000.0000RW1CPWRTC0x060

271NMI Cause Register0x0000.0000RWNMIC0x064

273Main Oscillator Control0x0000.000CRWMOSCCTL0x07C

275Run and Sleep Mode Configuration Register0x0000.0000RWRSCLKCFG0x0B0

277Memory Timing Parameter Register 0 for Main Flash and
EEPROM0x0030.0030RWMEMTIM00x0C0

280Alternate Clock Configuration0x0000.0000RWALTCLKCFG0x138

281Deep Sleep Clock Configuration Register0x0000.0000RWDSCLKCFG0x144

284Divisor and Source Clock Configuration0x0000.0000RWDIVSCLK0x148

286System Properties0x0003.1F31ROSYSPROP0x14C

289Precision Internal Oscillator Calibration0x0000.0000RWPIOSCCAL0x150

291Precision Internal Oscillator Statistics0x0040.0040ROPIOSCSTAT0x154

292PLL Frequency 00x0000.0000RWPLLFREQ00x160

293PLL Frequency 10x0000.0000RWPLLFREQ10x164

294PLL Status0x0000.0000ROPLLSTAT0x168

295Sleep Power Configuration0x0000.0000RWSLPPWRCFG0x188

297Deep-Sleep Power Configuration0x0000.0000RWDSLPPWRCFG0x18C

299Non-Volatile Memory Information0x0000.0001RONVMSTAT0x1A0

300LDO Sleep Power Control0x0000.0018RWLDOSPCTL0x1B4

302LDO Sleep Power Calibration0x0000.1818ROLDOSPCAL0x1B8

303LDO Deep-Sleep Power Control0x0000.0012RWLDODPCTL0x1BC

305LDO Deep-Sleep Power Calibration0x0000.1212ROLDODPCAL0x1C0

306Sleep / Deep-Sleep Power Mode Status0x0000.0000ROSDPMST0x1CC

309Reset Behavior Control Register0xFFFF.FFFFRWRESBEHAVCTL0x1D8

311Hardware System Service Request0x0000.0000RWHSSR0x1F4

312USB Power Domain Status0x0000.003FROUSBPDS0x280

313USB Memory Power Control0x0000.0003RWUSBMPC0x284

314Ethernet MAC Power Domain Status0x0000.003FROEMACPDS0x288

315Ethernet MAC Memory Power Control0x0000.0003RWEMACMPC0x28C
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Table 5-11. System Control Register Map (continued)

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

316CAN 0 Power Domain Status0x0000.003FROCAN0PDS0x298

317CAN 0 Memory Power Control0x0000.0003RWCAN0MPC0x29C

318CAN 1 Power Domain Status0x0000.003FROCAN1PDS0x2A0

319CAN 1 Memory Power Control0x0000.0003RWCAN1MPC0x2A4

320Watchdog Timer Peripheral Present0x0000.0003ROPPWD0x300

32116/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer Peripheral Present0x0000.00FFROPPTIMER0x304

323General-Purpose Input/Output Peripheral Present0x0000.7FFFROPPGPIO0x308

326Micro Direct Memory Access Peripheral Present0x0000.0001ROPPDMA0x30C

327EPI Peripheral Present0x0000.0001ROPPEPI0x310

328Hibernation Peripheral Present0x0000.0001ROPPHIB0x314

329Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter Peripheral
Present0x0000.00FFROPPUART0x318

331Synchronous Serial Interface Peripheral Present0x0000.000FROPPSSI0x31C

333Inter-Integrated Circuit Peripheral Present0x0000.03FFROPPI2C0x320

335Universal Serial Bus Peripheral Present0x0000.0001ROPPUSB0x328

336Ethernet PHY Peripheral Present0x0000.0001ROPPEPHY0x330

337Controller Area Network Peripheral Present0x0000.0003ROPPCAN0x334

338Analog-to-Digital Converter Peripheral Present0x0000.0003ROPPADC0x338

339Analog Comparator Peripheral Present0x0000.0001ROPPACMP0x33C

340Pulse Width Modulator Peripheral Present0x0000.0001ROPPPWM0x340

341Quadrature Encoder Interface Peripheral Present0x0000.0001ROPPQEI0x344

342Low Pin Count Interface Peripheral Present0x0000.0000ROPPLPC0x348

343Platform Environment Control Interface Peripheral
Present0x0000.0000ROPPPECI0x350

344Fan Control Peripheral Present0x0000.0000ROPPFAN0x354

345EEPROM Peripheral Present0x0000.0001ROPPEEPROM0x358

34632/64-Bit Wide General-Purpose Timer Peripheral
Present0x0000.0000ROPPWTIMER0x35C

347Remote Temperature Sensor Peripheral Present0x0000.0000ROPPRTS0x370

348CRC Module Peripheral Present0x0000.0001ROPPCCM0x374

349LCD Peripheral Present0x0000.0000ROPPLCD0x390

3501-Wire Peripheral Present0x0000.0000ROPPOWIRE0x398

351Ethernet MAC Peripheral Present0x0000.0001ROPPEMAC0x39C
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Table 5-11. System Control Register Map (continued)

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

352Power Regulator Bus Peripheral Present0x0000.0000ROPPPRB0x3A0

353Human Interface Master Peripheral Present0x0000.0000ROPPHIM0x3A4

354Watchdog Timer Software Reset0x0000.0000RWSRWD0x500

35516/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer Software Reset0x0000.0000RWSRTIMER0x504

357General-Purpose Input/Output Software Reset0x0000.0000RWSRGPIO0x508

360Micro Direct Memory Access Software Reset0x0000.0000RWSRDMA0x50C

361EPI Software Reset0x0000.0000RWSREPI0x510

362Hibernation Software Reset0x0000.0000RWSRHIB0x514

363Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter Software
Reset0x0000.0000RWSRUART0x518

365Synchronous Serial Interface Software Reset0x0000.0000RWSRSSI0x51C

367Inter-Integrated Circuit Software Reset0x0000.0000RWSRI2C0x520

369Universal Serial Bus Software Reset0x0000.0000RWSRUSB0x528

370Ethernet PHY Software Reset0x0000.0000RWSREPHY0x530

371Controller Area Network Software Reset0x0000.0000RWSRCAN0x534

372Analog-to-Digital Converter Software Reset0x0000.0000RWSRADC0x538

373Analog Comparator Software Reset0x0000.0000RWSRACMP0x53C

374Pulse Width Modulator Software Reset0x0000.0000RWSRPWM0x540

375Quadrature Encoder Interface Software Reset0x0000.0000RWSRQEI0x544

376EEPROM Software Reset0x0000.0000RWSREEPROM0x558

377CRC Module Software Reset0x0000.0000RWSRCCM0x574

378Ethernet MAC Software Reset0x0000.0000RWSREMAC0x59C

379Watchdog Timer Run Mode Clock Gating Control0x0000.0000RWRCGCWD0x600

38016/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer Run Mode Clock Gating
Control0x0000.0000RWRCGCTIMER0x604

382General-Purpose Input/Output Run Mode Clock Gating
Control0x0000.0000RWRCGCGPIO0x608

385Micro Direct Memory Access Run Mode Clock Gating
Control0x0000.0000RWRCGCDMA0x60C

386EPI Run Mode Clock Gating Control0x0000.0000RWRCGCEPI0x610

387Hibernation Run Mode Clock Gating Control0x0000.0001RWRCGCHIB0x614

388Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter Run Mode
Clock Gating Control0x0000.0000RWRCGCUART0x618

390Synchronous Serial Interface Run Mode Clock Gating
Control0x0000.0000RWRCGCSSI0x61C
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Table 5-11. System Control Register Map (continued)

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

391Inter-Integrated Circuit Run Mode Clock Gating Control0x0000.0000RWRCGCI2C0x620

393Universal Serial Bus Run Mode Clock Gating Control0x0000.0000RWRCGCUSB0x628

394Ethernet PHY Run Mode Clock Gating Control0x0000.0000RWRCGCEPHY0x630

395Controller Area Network Run Mode Clock Gating Control0x0000.0000RWRCGCCAN0x634

396Analog-to-Digital Converter Run Mode Clock Gating
Control0x0000.0000RWRCGCADC0x638

397Analog Comparator Run Mode Clock Gating Control0x0000.0000RWRCGCACMP0x63C

398Pulse Width Modulator Run Mode Clock Gating Control0x0000.0000RWRCGCPWM0x640

399Quadrature Encoder Interface Run Mode Clock Gating
Control0x0000.0000RWRCGCQEI0x644

400EEPROM Run Mode Clock Gating Control0x0000.0000RWRCGCEEPROM0x658

401CRC Module Run Mode Clock Gating Control0x0000.0000RWRCGCCCM0x674

402Ethernet MAC Run Mode Clock Gating Control0x0000.0000RWRCGCEMAC0x69C

403Watchdog Timer Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control0x0000.0000RWSCGCWD0x700

40416/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer Sleep Mode Clock
Gating Control0x0000.0000RWSCGCTIMER0x704

406General-Purpose Input/Output Sleep Mode Clock Gating
Control0x0000.0000RWSCGCGPIO0x708

409Micro Direct Memory Access Sleep Mode Clock Gating
Control0x0000.0000RWSCGCDMA0x70C

410EPI Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control0x0000.0000RWSCGCEPI0x710

411Hibernation Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control0x0000.0001RWSCGCHIB0x714

412Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter Sleep
Mode Clock Gating Control0x0000.0000RWSCGCUART0x718

414Synchronous Serial Interface Sleep Mode Clock Gating
Control0x0000.0000RWSCGCSSI0x71C

415Inter-Integrated Circuit Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control0x0000.0000RWSCGCI2C0x720

417Universal Serial Bus Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control0x0000.0000RWSCGCUSB0x728

418Ethernet PHY Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control0x0000.0000RWSCGCEPHY0x730

419Controller Area Network Sleep Mode Clock Gating
Control0x0000.0000RWSCGCCAN0x734

420Analog-to-Digital Converter Sleep Mode Clock Gating
Control0x0000.0000RWSCGCADC0x738

421Analog Comparator Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control0x0000.0000RWSCGCACMP0x73C

422Pulse Width Modulator Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control0x0000.0000RWSCGCPWM0x740
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Table 5-11. System Control Register Map (continued)

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

423Quadrature Encoder Interface Sleep Mode Clock Gating
Control0x0000.0000RWSCGCQEI0x744

424EEPROM Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control0x0000.0000RWSCGCEEPROM0x758

425CRC Module Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control0x0000.0000RWSCGCCCM0x774

426Ethernet MAC Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control0x0000.0000RWSCGCEMAC0x79C

427Watchdog Timer Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control0x0000.0000RWDCGCWD0x800

42816/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer Deep-Sleep Mode
Clock Gating Control0x0000.0000RWDCGCTIMER0x804

430General-Purpose Input/Output Deep-Sleep Mode Clock
Gating Control0x0000.0000RWDCGCGPIO0x808

433Micro Direct Memory Access Deep-Sleep Mode Clock
Gating Control0x0000.0000RWDCGCDMA0x80C

434EPI Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control0x0000.0000RWDCGCEPI0x810

435Hibernation Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control0x0000.0001RWDCGCHIB0x814

436Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter
Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control0x0000.0000RWDCGCUART0x818

438Synchronous Serial Interface Deep-Sleep Mode Clock
Gating Control0x0000.0000RWDCGCSSI0x81C

439Inter-Integrated Circuit Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating
Control0x0000.0000RWDCGCI2C0x820

441Universal Serial Bus Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating
Control0x0000.0000RWDCGCUSB0x828

442Ethernet PHY Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control0x0000.0000RWDCGCEPHY0x830

443Controller Area Network Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating
Control0x0000.0000RWDCGCCAN0x834

444Analog-to-Digital Converter Deep-Sleep Mode Clock
Gating Control0x0000.0000RWDCGCADC0x838

445Analog Comparator Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating
Control0x0000.0000RWDCGCACMP0x83C

446Pulse Width Modulator Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating
Control0x0000.0000RWDCGCPWM0x840

447Quadrature Encoder Interface Deep-Sleep Mode Clock
Gating Control0x0000.0000RWDCGCQEI0x844

448EEPROM Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control0x0000.0000RWDCGCEEPROM0x858

449CRC Module Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control0x0000.0000RWDCGCCCM0x874

450Ethernet MAC Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control0x0000.0000RWDCGCEMAC0x89C

451Watchdog Timer Power Control0x0000.0003RWPCWD0x900

45316/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer Power Control0x0000.00FFRWPCTIMER0x904
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Table 5-11. System Control Register Map (continued)

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

456General-Purpose Input/Output Power Control0x0000.7FFFRWPCGPIO0x908

461Micro Direct Memory Access Power Control0x0000.0001RWPCDMA0x90C

463External Peripheral Interface Power Control0x0000.0001RWPCEPI0x910

465Hibernation Power Control0x0000.0001RWPCHIB0x914

467Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter Power
Control0x0000.00FFRWPCUART0x918

470Synchronous Serial Interface Power Control0x0000.000FRWPCSSI0x91C

472Inter-Integrated Circuit Power Control0x0000.03FFRWPCI2C0x920

476Universal Serial Bus Power Control0x0000.0001RWPCUSB0x928

478Ethernet PHY Power Control0x0000.0000RWPCEPHY0x930

480Controller Area Network Power Control0x0000.0003RWPCCAN0x934

482Analog-to-Digital Converter Power Control0x0000.0003RWPCADC0x938

484Analog Comparator Power Control0x0000.0001RWPCACMP0x93C

486Pulse Width Modulator Power Control0x0000.0001RWPCPWM0x940

488Quadrature Encoder Interface Power Control0x0000.0001RWPCQEI0x944

490EEPROM Power Control0x0000.0001RWPCEEPROM0x958

492CRC Module Power Control0x0000.0001RWPCCCM0x974

494Ethernet MAC Power Control0x0000.0001RWPCEMAC0x99C

496Watchdog Timer Peripheral Ready0x0000.0000ROPRWD0xA00

49716/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer Peripheral Ready0x0000.0000ROPRTIMER0xA04

499General-Purpose Input/Output Peripheral Ready0x0000.0000ROPRGPIO0xA08

502Micro Direct Memory Access Peripheral Ready0x0000.0000ROPRDMA0xA0C

503EPI Peripheral Ready0x0000.0000ROPREPI0xA10

504Hibernation Peripheral Ready0x0000.0001ROPRHIB0xA14

505Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter Peripheral
Ready0x0000.0000ROPRUART0xA18

507Synchronous Serial Interface Peripheral Ready0x0000.0000ROPRSSI0xA1C

509Inter-Integrated Circuit Peripheral Ready0x0000.0000ROPRI2C0xA20

512Universal Serial Bus Peripheral Ready0x0000.0000ROPRUSB0xA28

513Ethernet PHY Peripheral Ready0x0000.0000ROPREPHY0xA30

514Controller Area Network Peripheral Ready0x0000.0000ROPRCAN0xA34

515Analog-to-Digital Converter Peripheral Ready0x0000.0000ROPRADC0xA38

516Analog Comparator Peripheral Ready0x0000.0000ROPRACMP0xA3C
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Table 5-11. System Control Register Map (continued)

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

517Pulse Width Modulator Peripheral Ready0x0000.0000ROPRPWM0xA40

518Quadrature Encoder Interface Peripheral Ready0x0000.0000ROPRQEI0xA44

519EEPROM Peripheral Ready0x0000.0000ROPREEPROM0xA58

520CRC Module Peripheral Ready0x0000.0000ROPRCCM0xA74

521Ethernet MAC Peripheral Ready0x0000.0000ROPREMAC0xA9C

522Unique ID 0-ROUNIQUEID00xF20

522Unique ID 1-ROUNIQUEID10xF24

522Unique ID 2-ROUNIQUEID20xF28

522Unique ID 3-ROUNIQUEID30xF2C

5.5 System Control Register Descriptions (System Control Offset)
All addresses given are relative to the System Control base address of 0x400F.E000.
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Register 1: Device Identification 0 (DID0), offset 0x000
This register identifies the version of the microcontroller. Each microcontroller is uniquely identified
by the combined values of the CLASS field in the DID0 register and the PARTNO field in the DID1
register. The MAJOR and MINOR bit fields indicate the die revision number. Combined, the MAJOR
and MINOR bit fields indicate the part revision number.

Part RevisionDie RevisionMINOR Bitfield ValueMAJOR Bitfield Value

1A00x00x0

2A10x10x0

3A20x20x0

Device Identification 0 (DID0)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x000
Type RO, reset -

16171819202122232425262728293031

CLASSreservedVERreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0101000000001000Reset

0123456789101112131415

MINORMAJOR

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
----------------Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31

DID0 Version
This field defines the DID0 register format version. The version number
is numeric. The value of the VER field is encoded as follows (all other
encodings are reserved):

DescriptionValue

Second version of the DID0 register format.0x1

0x1ROVER30:28

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved27:24

Device Class
The CLASS field value identifies the internal design from which all mask
sets are generated for all microcontrollers in a particular product line.
The CLASS field value is changed for new product lines, for changes in
fab process (for example, a remap or shrink), or any case where the
MAJOR or MINOR fields require differentiation from prior microcontrollers.
The value of the CLASS field is encoded as follows (all other encodings
are reserved):

DescriptionValue

Tiva™ Snowflake-class microcontrollers0x0A

0x0AROCLASS23:16
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Major Revision
This field specifies the major revision number of the microcontroller.
The major revision reflects changes to base layers of the design. The
major revision number is indicated in the part number as a letter (A for
first revision, B for second, and so on). This field is encoded as follows:

DescriptionValue

Revision A (initial device)0x0

Revision B (first base layer revision)0x1

Revision C (second base layer revision)0x2

and so on.

-ROMAJOR15:8

Minor Revision
This field specifies the minor revision number of the microcontroller.
The minor revision reflects changes to the metal layers of the design.
The MINOR field value is reset when the MAJOR field is changed. This
field is numeric and is encoded as follows:

DescriptionValue

Initial device, or a major revision update.0x0

First metal layer change.0x1

Second metal layer change.0x2

and so on.

-ROMINOR7:0
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Register 2: Device Identification 1 (DID1), offset 0x004
This register identifies the device family, part number, temperature range, pin count, and package
type. Each microcontroller is uniquely identified by the combined values of the CLASS field in the
DID0 register and the PARTNO field in the DID1 register.

Device Identification 1 (DID1)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x004
Type RO, reset 0x1034.C06E

16171819202122232425262728293031

PARTNOFAMVER

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0010110000001000Reset

0123456789101112131415

QUALROHSPKGTEMPreservedPINCOUNT

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0111011000000011Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

DID1 Version
This field defines the DID1 register format version. The version number
is numeric. The value of the VER field is encoded as follows (all other
encodings are reserved):

DescriptionValue

Initial DID1 register format definition, indicating a Stellaris
LM3Snnn device.

0x0

Second version of the DID1 register format.0x1

0x1ROVER31:28

Family
This field provides the family identification of the device within the Tiva™

product portfolio. The value is encoded as follows (all other encodings
are reserved):

DescriptionValue

Tiva™ C Series microcontrollers and legacy Stellaris
microcontrollers, that is, all devices with external part numbers
starting with TM4Cor LM3S.

0x0

0x0ROFAM27:24

Part Number
This field provides the part number of the device within the family. This
value indicates the TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller.

0x34ROPARTNO23:16
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Package Pin Count
This field specifies the number of pins on the device package. The value
is encoded as follows (all other encodings are reserved):

DescriptionValue

reserved0x0

reserved0x1

100-pin LQFP package0x2

64-pin LQFP package0x3

144-pin LQFP package0x4

157-pin BGA package0x5

128-pin TQFP package0x6

212-pin BGA package0x7

0x6ROPINCOUNT15:13

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved12:8

Temperature Range
This field specifies the temperature rating of the device. The value is
encoded as follows (all other encodings are reserved):

DescriptionValue

Commercial temperature range0x0

Industrial temperature range0x1

Extended temperature range0x2

0x3ROTEMP7:5

Package Type
This field specifies the package type. The value is encoded as follows
(all other encodings are reserved):

DescriptionValue

reserved0x0

QFP package0x1

BGA package0x2

0x1ROPKG4:3

RoHS-Compliance
This bit specifies whether the device is RoHS-compliant. A 1 indicates
the part is RoHS-compliant.

0x1ROROHS2

Qualification Status
This field specifies the qualification status of the device. The value is
encoded as follows (all other encodings are reserved):

DescriptionValue

Engineering Sample (unqualified)0x0

Pilot Production (unqualified)0x1

Fully Qualified0x2

0x2ROQUAL1:0
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Register 3: Power-Temp Brown Out Control (PTBOCTL), offset 0x038
This register determines, based on an individual event level, the appropriate next level of action (for
example, NONE, System Control Interrupt, NMI, or reset) when an event occurs.

Power-temperature event actions are directed to the core as a System Control Interrupt or NMI.
When a reset occurs, its behavior is controlled by the Reset Behavior Control (RESBEHAVCTL)
register. If one of the events configured in the PTBOCTL register causes a reset, it is registered as
a BOR interrupt in the Reset Cause (RESC) register.

Note: VDDA is the supply voltage to the analog components of the device and VDD is the supply
voltage to the digital components of the device.

Power-Temp Brown Out Control (PTBOCTL)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x038
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0003

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

VDD_UBORreservedVDDA_UBORreserved

RWRWRORORORORORORWRWROROROROROROType
1100000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:10

VDDA under BOR Event Action

An event occurs when VDDA trips under the VDDA_BOR0 threshold found
in Table 27-13 on page 1824.
This field determines the action to take on the event.

DescriptionValue

No Action0x0

System control interrupt0x1

NMI0x2

Reset0x3

0RWVDDA_UBOR9:8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved7:2
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

VDD under BOR Event Action

An event occurs when VDD trips under the VDD_BOR threshold found in
Table 27-13 on page 1824.
This field determines the action to take on the event.

DescriptionValue

No Action0x0

System control interrupt0x1

NMI0x2

Reset0x3

0x3RWVDD_UBOR1:0
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Register 4: Raw Interrupt Status (RIS), offset 0x050
This register indicates the status for system control raw interrupts. An interrupt is sent to the interrupt
controller if the corresponding bit in the Interrupt Mask Control (IMC) register is set. Writing a 1
to the corresponding bit in theMasked Interrupt Status and Clear (MISC) register clears an interrupt
status bit.

Raw Interrupt Status (RIS)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x050
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

reservedBORRISreservedMOFRISreservedPLLLRISreservedMOSCPUPRISreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:9

MOSC Power Up Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

Sufficient time has not passed for the MOSC to reach the
expected frequency.

0

Sufficient time has passed for the MOSC to reach the expected
frequency. The value for this power-up time is indicated by
TMOSC_START.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the MOSCPUPMIS bit in the MISC
register.

0ROMOSCPUPRIS8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved7

PLL Lock Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

The PLL timer has not reached TREADY.0

The PLL timer has reached TREADY indicating that sufficient time
has passed for the PLL to lock.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the PLLLMIS bit in the MISC register.

0ROPLLLRIS6

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved5:4
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Main Oscillator Failure Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

The main oscillator has not failed.0

The MOSCIM bit in the MOSCCTL register is set and the main
oscillator has failed.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the MOFMIS bit in the MISC register.

0ROMOFRIS3

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved2

Brown-Out Reset Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

A brown-out condition is not currently active.0

A brown-out condition is currently active.1

The appropriate BOR bit in the PTBOCTL register must be set to an
interrupt (0x1) encoding in order to generate an interrupt.
This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the BORMIS bit in the MISC register.

0ROBORRIS1

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved0
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Register 5: Interrupt Mask Control (IMC), offset 0x054
This register contains the mask bits for system control raw interrupts. A raw interrupt, indicated by
a bit being set in the Raw Interrupt Status (RIS) register, is sent to the interrupt controller if the
corresponding bit in this register is set.

Interrupt Mask Control (IMC)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x054
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

reservedBORIMreservedMOFIMreservedPLLLIMreservedMOSCPUPIMreserved

RORWRORWRORORWRORWROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:9

MOSC Power Up Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The MOSCPUPRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the
interrupt controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the
MOSCPUPRIS bit in the RIS register is set.

1

0RWMOSCPUPIM8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved7

PLL Lock Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The PLLLRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the
interrupt controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the PLLLRIS
bit in the RIS register is set.

1

0RWPLLLIM6

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved5:4
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Main Oscillator Failure Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The MOFRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the interrupt
controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the MOFRIS
bit in the RIS register is set.

1

0RWMOFIM3

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved2

Brown-Out Reset Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The BORRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the interrupt
controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the BORRIS
bit in the RIS register is set.

1

0RWBORIM1

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved0
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Register 6: Masked Interrupt Status and Clear (MISC), offset 0x058
On a read, this register gives the current masked status value of the corresponding interrupt in the
Raw Interrupt Status (RIS) register. All of the bits are RW1C, thus writing a 1 to a bit clears the
corresponding raw interrupt bit in the RIS register (see page 261).

Masked Interrupt Status and Clear (MISC)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x058
Type RW1C, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

reservedBORMISreservedMOFMISreservedPLLLMISreservedMOSCPUPMISreserved

RORW1CRORW1CRORORW1CRORW1CROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:9

MOSC Power Up Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

When read, a 0 indicates that sufficient time has not passed for
the MOSC PLL to lock.
A write of 0 has no effect on the state of this bit.

0

When read, a 1 indicates that an unmasked interrupt was
signaled because sufficient time has passed for the MOSC PLL
to lock.
Writing a 1 to this bit clears it and also the MOSCPUPRIS bit in
the RIS register.

1

0RW1CMOSCPUPMIS8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved7

PLL Lock Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

When read, a 0 indicates that sufficient time has not passed for
the PLL to lock.
A write of 0 has no effect on the state of this bit.

0

When read, a 1 indicates that an unmasked interrupt was
signaled because sufficient time has passed for the PLL to lock.
Writing a 1 to this bit clears it and also the PLLLRIS bit in the
RIS register.

1

0RW1CPLLLMIS6
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved5:4

Main Oscillator Failure Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

When read, a 0 indicates that the main oscillator has not failed.
A write of 0 has no effect on the state of this bit.

0

When read, a 1 indicates that an unmasked interrupt was
signaled because the main oscillator failed.
Writing a 1 to this bit clears it and also the MOFRIS bit in the
RIS register.

1

0RW1CMOFMIS3

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved2

BOR Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

When read, a 0 indicates that a brown-out condition has not
occurred.
A write of 0 has no effect on the state of this bit.

0

When read, a 1 indicates that an unmasked interrupt was
signaled because of a brown-out condition.
Writing a 1 to this bit clears it and also the BORRIS bit in the
RIS register.

1

0RW1CBORMIS1

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved0
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Register 7: Reset Cause (RESC), offset 0x05C
This register is set with the reset cause after reset. The bits in this register are sticky and maintain
their state across multiple reset sequences. If a full POK-POR is initiated, the POR bit in the RESC
register is set and all other bits are cleared. If the WDOGn, BOR or EXTRES configuration fields are
set to 0x3 in the RESBEHAVCTL register and a simulated POR is initiated, the cause of the reset
is reflected in the RESC register.

Note: After the Reset Cause (RESC) register is read, the Hibernate Raw Interrupt Status
(HIBRIS) register in the Hibernation module must be evaluated to determine the full cause
of the reset. Although an external reset assertion or POR resulting from a wake event is
registered in the RESC register, the specific external wake source, including a low battery
detect, is only registered in the HIBRIS register.

Reset Cause (RESC)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x05C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0002

16171819202122232425262728293031

MOSCFAILreserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
-000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

EXTPORBORWDT0SWWDT1reservedHSSRreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRORORORORORORWROROROType
010000000000-000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x000ROreserved31:17

MOSC Failure Reset
Writing a 0 to this bit clears it.

DescriptionValue

When read, this bit indicates that a MOSC failure has not
generated a reset since the previous power-on reset.
Writing a 0 to this bit clears it.

0

When read, this bit indicates that the MOSC circuit was enabled
for clock validation and failed while the MOSCIM bit in the
MOSCCTL register is clear, generating a reset event.

1

-RWMOSCFAIL16

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved15:13
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

HSSR Reset

DescriptionValue

When read, this bit indicates that a HSSR request has not
generated a reset since the previous power-on reset.
Writing a 0 to this bit clears it.

0

When read, this bit indicates that a HSSR request has generated
a reset.

1

-RWHSSR12

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved11:6

Watchdog Timer 1 Reset

DescriptionValue

When read, this bit indicates that Watchdog Timer 1 has not
generated a reset since the previous power-on reset.
Writing a 0 to this bit clears it.

0

When read, this bit indicates that Watchdog Timer 1 timed out
and generated a reset.

1

0RWWDT15

Software Reset

DescriptionValue

When read, this bit indicates that a software reset has not
generated a reset since the previous power-on reset.
Writing a 0 to this bit clears it.

0

When read, this bit indicates that a software reset has caused
a reset event.

1

0RWSW4

Watchdog Timer 0 Reset

DescriptionValue

When read, this bit indicates that Watchdog Timer 0 has not
generated a reset since the previous power-on reset.
Writing a 0 to this bit clears it.

0

When read, this bit indicates that Watchdog Timer 0 timed out
and generated a reset.

1

0RWWDT03
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Brown-Out Reset
Note that for this bit, the BOR event that causes the Brown-Out Reset
can be any of the following:

■ The VDD supply drops below its acceptable operating range.

■ The VDDA supply drops below its acceptable operating range.

DescriptionValue

When read, this bit indicates that a brown-out reset has not
generated a reset since the previous power-on reset.
Writing a 0 to this bit clears it.

0

When read, this bit indicates that a brown-out reset has caused
a reset event.

1

0RWBOR2

Power-On Reset

DescriptionValue

When read, this bit indicates that a power-on reset has not
generated a reset.
Writing a 0 to this bit clears it.

0

When read, this bit indicates that a power-on reset has caused
a reset event.

1

1RWPOR1

External Reset

DescriptionValue

When read, this bit indicates that an external reset (RST
assertion) has not caused a reset event since the previous
power-on reset.
Writing a 0 to this bit clears it.

0

When read, this bit indicates that an external reset (RST
assertion) has caused a reset event.

1

0RWEXT0
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Register 8: Power-Temperature Cause (PWRTC), offset 0x060
This register provides detailed information on the power subsystem event that caused a reset or
interrupt. The event sets the condition in this register without regard to whether it is used to generate
a System control Interrupt, Reset, NMI, or no action. The PTBOCTL register contains the action to
be taken on the specific events. The combination of the PWRTC register outputs and the PTBOCTL
register causes the appropriate interrupt or reset condition to occur and the corresponding status
bits to be set.

Power-Temperature Cause (PWRTC)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x060
Type RW1C, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

VDD_UBORreservedVDDA_UBORreserved

RW1CRORORORW1CROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:5

VDDAUnder BOR Status

DescriptionValue

VDDA has not tripped under voltage BOR comparison.0

VDDA has tripped under voltage BOR comparison.1

0RW1CVDDA_UBOR4

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved3:1

VDDUnder BOR Status

DescriptionValue

VDD has not tripped under voltage BOR comparison.0

VDD has tripped under voltage BOR comparison.1

0RW1CVDD_UBOR0
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Register 9: NMI Cause Register (NMIC), offset 0x064
This register provides the detailed information on the cause of an NMI interrupt. These bits are set
via hardware when the event occurs AND the higher level control indicates that it should be NMI
event.

Note: The NMIC register has to be cleared by the following sequence:

1. Read the NMIC register to identify the source of the NMI.

2. Clear the source of the NMI.

3. Read the NMIC register again to check the status.

4. Write a 0 into the NMIC register bit that corresponds with the NMI source.

5. Read the NMIC to check whether it is cleared. If not, repeat 3 on page 271 and
4 on page 271 again.

NMI Cause Register (NMIC)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x064
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

MOSCFAILreserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

EXTERNALreservedPOWERWDT0reservedWDT1reservedTAMPERreserved

RWRORWRWRORWRORORORWROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:17

MOSC Failure NMI

DescriptionValue

No MOSC failure has occurred.0

An NMI has occurred due to a MOSC failure.1

0RWMOSCFAIL16

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved15:10
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Tamper Event NMI

DescriptionValue

No tamper event has occurred.0

An NMI has occurred due to a tamper event1

See the HIB module tamper registers for more details on the tamper
event.

0RWTAMPER9

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved8:6

Watch Dog Timer (WDT) 1 NMI

DescriptionValue

No WDT 1 timeout has occurred.0

An NMI has occurred due to a Watchdog Timer 1 timeout event.1

0RWWDT15

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved4

Watch Dog Timer (WDT) 0 NMI

DescriptionValue

No WDT 0 timeout has occurred.0

An NMI has occurred due to a Watchdog Timer 0 timeout event.1

0RWWDT03

Power/Brown Out Event NMI

DescriptionValue

No power event has occurred.0

An NMI has occurred due to a power event.1

See PWRTC register for exact cause of power/brown-out event.

0RWPOWER2

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved1

External Pin NMI

DescriptionValue

No NMI pin event has occurred.0

The NMI pin was asserted by external hardware.1

0RWEXTERNAL0
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Register 10: Main Oscillator Control (MOSCCTL), offset 0x07C
This register provides control over the features of the main oscillator, including the ability to enable
the MOSC clock verification circuit, what action to take when the MOSC fails, and whether or not a
crystal is connected. When enabled, this circuit monitors the frequency of the MOSC to verify that
the oscillator is operating within specified limits. If the clock goes invalid after being enabled, the
microcontroller issues a power-on reset and reboots to the NMI handler or generates an interrupt.

Note: If the MOSC is chosen as the clock to the Ethernet PHY then software has to enable the
MOSC before enabling the Ethernet PHY by setting the P0 bit in the PCEPHY.

Main Oscillator Control (MOSCCTL)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x07C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.000C

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CVALMOSCIMNOXTALPWRDNOSCRNGreserved

RWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROType
0011000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:5

Oscillator Range
Specifies the frequency range of operation of the oscillator.

DescriptionValue

Low Frequency Range0

High Frequency Range (equal to or greater than 10 MHz).1

0RWOSCRNG4

Power Down
Provides user control over powering down the main oscillator circuit.

DescriptionValue

Power to main oscillator circuit is enabled.0

Main Oscillator circuit is powered down.1

Note: This bit should be cleared when using a crystal and set for
single-ended mode.

1RWPWRDN3
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

No MOSC/Crystal Connected
Provides the user control over the power drawn from the main oscillator
circuit. This bit should be set when either crystal or single-ended mode
is being used.
If the application needs MOSC, this bit should be cleared.

DescriptionValue

This bit should be cleared when a crystal or oscillator is
connected to the OSC0 and OSC1 inputs, regardless of whether
or not the MOSC is used or powered down.

0

Note: For proper clock functionality when switching to
crystal mode, software must clear this bit and set the
PWRDN bit in a single write access.

This bit should be set when a crystal or external oscillator is not
connected to the OSC0 and OSC1 inputs to reduce power
consumption.

1

1RWNOXTAL2

MOSC Failure Action

DescriptionValue

If the MOSC fails, a MOSC failure reset is generated and reboots
to the NMI handler.

0

If the MOSC fails, an interrupt is generated as indicated by the
MOSRIS bit in the RIS register.

1

Regardless of the action taken, if the MOSC fails, the oscillator source
is switched to the PIOSC automatically.

0RWMOSCIM1

Clock Validation for MOSC

DescriptionValue

The MOSC monitor circuit is disabled.0

The MOSC monitor circuit is enabled.1

0RWCVAL0
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Register 11: Run and SleepMode Configuration Register (RSCLKCFG), offset
0x0B0

Important: When transitioning the system clock configuration to use the MOSC as the fundamental
clock source, the PWRDN bit must be set in the MOSCCTL register prior to reselecting
the MOSC for proper operation.

Run and Sleep Mode Configuration Register (RSCLKCFG)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x0B0
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

OSYSDIVOSCSRCPLLSRCUSEPLLACGNEWFREQMEMTIMU

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWR0/WR0/WType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PSYSDIVOSYSDIV

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Memory Timing Register Update
Setting this bit causes the MEMTIM0 register value to be applied, and
the memory timing to be updated. Execution and access is suspended
during the change.
This bit is automatically cleared by hardware.

0R0/WMEMTIMU31

New PLLFREQ Accept
This bit controls the activation of the values in the PLLFREQ0 and
PLLFREQ1 registers as applied to the PLL. Until NEWFREQ is written to
a 1, writes to thePLLFREQ0 andPLLFREQ1 are deferred. When written
with a 1, the values stored in PLLFREQ0 and PLLFREQ1 are applied
to the PLL.
This bit is automatically cleared by hardware. Software will not check
the value after being set.

0R0/WNEWFREQ30

Auto Clock Gating
This bit specifies whether the system uses the Sleep-Mode Clock
Gating Control (SCGCn) registers and Deep-Sleep-Mode Clock
Gating Control (DCGCn) registers if the microcontroller enters a Sleep
or Deep-Sleep mode (respectively).

DescriptionValue

The Run-Mode Clock Gating Control (RCGCn) registers are
used when the microcontroller enters a sleep mode.

0

If the microcontroller is in sleep mode, the SCGCn registers are
used to control the clocks distributed to the peripherals. If the
microcontroller is in deep-sleep mode, the DCGCn registers
are used to control the clocks distributed to the peripherals. The
SCGCn and DCGCn registers allow unused peripherals to
consume less power when the microcontroller is in a sleep
mode.

1

The RCGCn registers are always used to control the clocks in Run
mode.

0x0RWACG29
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Use PLL
This bit controls whether the clock source is specified by the OSCSRC
field or the output of the PLL is provided to the system clock divider and
serves as the system clock source.

DescriptionValue

Clock source specified by OSCSRC field.0

Clock source specified by the PLL1

0RWUSEPLL28

PLL Source
This field specifies the PLL input clock source

DescriptionValue

PIOSC is the PLL input clock source0x0

reserved0x1-0x2

MOSC is the PLL input clock source0x3

Reserved0x4-0xFF

0RWPLLSRC27:24

Oscillator Source
This field specifies the oscillator source that becomes the oscillator clock
(OSCCLK) source, which is used when the PLL is bypassed during run
or sleep modes.

DescriptionValue

PIOSC is oscillator source0x0

reserved0x1

LFIOSC is oscillator source0x2

MOSC is oscillator source0x3

Hibernation Module RTC Oscillator (RTCOSC)0x4

reserved0x5-0xFF

0RWOSCSRC23:20

Oscillator System Clock Divisor
This field specifies the system clock divisor value for the oscillator path.
This field is used when the USEPLL bit is 0.
fsyclk=foscclk/(OSYSDIV+ 1)

The divisor value is the OSYSDIV field value + 1

0RWOSYSDIV19:10

PLL System Clock Divisor
This field specifies the system clock divisor value for the PLL. This field
is used when the USEPLL bit is 1.
fsyclk=fVCO/(PSYSDIV+ 1)

0RWPSYSDIV9:0
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Register 12: Memory Timing Parameter Register 0 for Main Flash and EEPROM
(MEMTIM0), offset 0x0C0
The MEMTIM0 register provides timing parameters for the main Flash and EEPROM memories.
The timing parameters apply to the memory while the system is in run or sleep mode; the clocking
for these modes is consistent and unchanged since the system clock frequency and source remains
unchanged during transitions between run-to-sleep and sleep-back-to-run. Writes to MEMTIM0 do
not have any effect on system state; the register contents are applied only when the MEMTIMU bit
in the RSCLKCFG register is set. Doing so allows the software to execute out of the same memory
system for which the timing parameters are being modified.

Depending on the CPU frequency, the application must program specific values into the fields of
theMemory Timing Parameter Register 0 forMain Flash and EEPROM (MEMTIM0). The following
table details the bit field values that are required for the given CPU frequency ranges.

Table 5-12. MEMTIM0 Register Configuration versus Frequency

FWS/EWSFBCE/EBCEFBCHT/EBCHTTime Period Range (t) in nsCPU Frequency range (f) in
MHz

0x010x062.516

0x100x262.5 > t ≥ 2516 < f ≤ 40

0x200x325 > t ≥ 16.6740 < f ≤60

0x300x416.67 > t ≥ 12.560< f ≤80

0x400x512.5 > t ≥ 1080 < f ≤100

0x500x610 > t ≥ 8.33100< f ≤120

Note: The associated Flash and EEPROM fields in the MEMTIM0 register must be programmed
to the same values. For example, the FWS field must be programmed to the same value as
the EWS field.

Refer to “Flash Memory” on page 604 and “EEPROM” on page 615 for more information about Flash
and EEPROM programming.

Memory Timing Parameter Register 0 for Main Flash and EEPROM (MEMTIM0)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x0C0
Type RW, reset 0x0030.0030

16171819202122232425262728293031

EWSreservedEBCEEBCHTreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROType
0000110000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

FWSreservedFBCEFBCHTreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000110000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:26
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

EEPROM Clock High Time
Specifies the length of the EEPROM bank clock high time

DescriptionValue

1/2 system clock period0x0

1 system clock period0x1

1.5 system clock periods0x2

2 system clock periods0x3

2.5 system clock periods0x4

3 system clock periods0x5

3.5 system clock periods0x6

4 system clock periods0x7

4.5 system clock periods0x8

0x0RWEBCHT25:22

EEPROM Bank Clock Edge
Specifies the relationship of EEPROM clock to system clock

DescriptionValue

EEPROM clock rising aligns with system clock rising0

EEPROM clock rising aligns with system clock falling1

1RWEBCE21

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

1RWreserved20

EEPROM Wait States
This field specifies the number of wait states inserted.

DescriptionValue

0 wait states0x0

1 wait state0x1

2 wait states0x2

3 wait states0x3

4 wait states0x4

5 wait states0x5

6 wait states0x6

7 wait states0x7

reserved0x8-0xF

0RWEWS19:16

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0RWreserved15:10
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Flash Bank Clock High Time
Specifies the length of the flash bank clock high time

DescriptionValue

1/2 system clock period0x0

1 system clock period0x1

1.5 system clock periods0x2

2 system clock periods0x3

2.5 system clock periods0x4

3 system clock periods0x5

3.5 system clock periods0x6

4 system clock periods0x7

4.5 system clock periods0x8

0x0RWFBCHT9:6

Flash Bank Clock Edge
Specifies the relationship of flash clock to system clock

DescriptionValue

Flash clock rising aligns with system clock rising0

Flash clock rising aligns with system clock falling1

1RWFBCE5

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

1RWreserved4

Flash Wait State
This field specifies the number of wait states inserted.

DescriptionValue

0 wait states0x0

1 wait state0x1

2 wait states0x2

3 wait states0x3

4 wait states0x4

5 wait states0x5

6 wait states0x6

7 wait states0x7

reserved0x8-0xF

0RWFWS3:0
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Register 13: Alternate Clock Configuration (ALTCLKCFG), offset 0x138
The ALTCLKCFG register specifies the alternate clock source used by many of the peripherals.

Alternate Clock Configuration (ALTCLKCFG)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x138
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

ALTCLKreserved

RWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:4

Alternate Clock Source
This provides a clock source of numerous frequencies to the
general-purpose timer, SSI, and UART modules. Note that if the
Hibernation Real-time Clock Output is selected, the clock source must
also be enabled in the Hibernation module.

DescriptionValue

PIOSC0x0

reserved0x1-0x2

Hibernation Module Real-time clock output (RTCOSC)0x3

Low-frequency internal oscillator (LFIOSC)0x4

reserved0x5-0x15

0x0RWALTCLK3:0
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Register 14: Deep Sleep Clock Configuration Register (DSCLKCFG), offset
0x144
The DSCLKCFG register specifies the behavior of the clock system while in deep sleep.

Note that the MOSCDPD bit not only affects deep-sleep mode, but all other modes as well depending
on the value of the bit. Please refer to the following table when programming this bit:

Table 5-13. MOSC Configurations

ResultMOSCDPD fieldPWRDN bit

MOSC is powered ON in run and sleep modes, but is disabled in accidental power down,
when the PWRDN bit is set in the MOSCCTL register, or in deep-sleep mode only if it is not
the deep-sleep clock source (DSOSCSRC !==0x3).

00

MOSC is powered and running in run, sleep and deep-sleep modes.10

MOSC is powered off, and does not run in any mode. Please note, that in this configuration,
when the MOSC is disabled, the MOSC must not be chosen as a clock source or indeterminate
results occur.

01

MOSC runs and does not disable itself in run, sleep, and deep-sleep modes regardless of
the fact that the PWRDN bit is set.

11

Note: The MOSCDPD bit has an effect in all modes of operation

Note: If the MOSC is chosen as the Deep-Sleep clock source in the DSCLKCFG register, the
MOSC must also be configured as the Run and Sleep clock source in the RSCLKCFG
register prior to entering Deep Sleep. If the PIOSC, LFIOSC, or Hibernation RTC Module
Oscillator (HIBLFIOSC or 32-kHz crystal) is configured as the Run and Sleep clock source
in the RSCLKFCFG register, and the MOSC is configured as the Deep-Sleep clock source
in the DSCLKCFG register, then two outcomes are possible:

■ If the PIOSC is still powered in Deep Sleep (using the PIOSCPD bit in the DSCLKCFG
register) then the PIOSC is utilized as the clock source when entering Deep Sleep and
the device enters and exits the Deep-Sleep state normally. The MOSC is not used as
the clock source in Deep Sleep.

■ If the PIOSC has been configured to be powered down in Deep Sleep, then the device
can enter the Deep-Sleep state, but cannot exit properly. This situation can be avoided
by programming the MOSC as the Run and Sleep clock source in the RSCLKCFG
register prior to entering Deep Sleep.

Deep Sleep Clock Configuration Register (DSCLKCFG)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x144
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reservedDSOSCSRCreservedMOSCDPDPIOSCPD

RORORORORWRWRWRWRORORORORORORWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DSSYSDIVreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

PIOSC Power Down

DescriptionValue

The PIOSC is active during deep sleep mode.0

The PIOSC is disabled during sleep mode for additional power
savings.

1

0RWPIOSCPD31

MOSC Disable Power Down
This bit inhibits the MOSC from automatic or accidental power down.
This bit is defined to ensure the MOSC circuit cannot be interrupted in
uses where MOSC supplies a clock to the peripherals (for example,
Ethernet PHY).

DescriptionValue

During deep-sleep (if DSOSCSRC is not MOSC), accidental power
down or when the PWRDWN bit is set in the MOSCCTL register,
the MOSC is powered down.

0

MOSC is not powered off during automatic or accidental power
down.

1

Note: MOSC is also not powered off if DSOSCRC is
programmed to be MOSC.

Note: This bit should only be set after software configures
the MOSCCTL register. Setting the MOSCDPD bit
masks writes to PWRDN bit in the MOSCCTL register.

0RWMOSCDPD30

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved29:24

Deep Sleep Oscillator Source
This field specifies the oscillator source that becomes the oscillator clock
(OSCCLK) source, which is used when the PLL is bypassed during deep
sleep mode.

DescriptionValue

PIOSC0x0

reserved0x1

LFIOSC0x2

MOSC0x3

Hibernation Module RTCOSC0x4

reserved0x5-0xF

0x0RWDSOSCSRC23:20

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x000ROreserved19:10
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Deep Sleep Clock Divisor
This field specifies the system clock divisor value during deep sleep
mode. The clock source selected by DSOSCSRC is divided by DSSYSDIV
+ 1:
fSYSCLK=fOSCCLK/(DSSYSDIV + 1)

Note: Values 0x0 and 0x1 should not be used. If Deep-Sleep clock
divide by 1 or divide by 2 is desired, the OSYSDIV bit field of
the RSCLKCFG register must be configured for the desired
Deep-Sleep divider before entering Deep-Sleep. In this case,
the Q post-divider bit field in the PLLFREQ1 register may
need to be adjusted to keep the system clock frequency within
the maximum clock frequency before entering Deep-Sleep.

0x0RWDSSYSDIV9:0
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Register 15: Divisor and Source Clock Configuration (DIVSCLK), offset 0x148
The DIVSCLK register specifies the source and divisor of the DIVSCLK reference clock output. This
signal can be used as a clock source to an external device but bears no timing relationship to other
signals.

Note: The DIVSCLK signal output is not synchronized to the System Clock.

Divisor and Source Clock Configuration (DIVSCLK)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x148
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

SRCreservedEN

RWRWRORORORORORORORORORORORORORWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DIVreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

DIVSCLK Enable
This bit enables the generation of the DIVSCLK clock output. It resets
to 0 to disable the output thereby reducing initial current/power
consumption.

DescriptionValue

The clock output is disabled0

Clock output is enabled.1

0RWEN31

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved30:18

Clock Source
Selects the reference clock used to generate the output.

DescriptionValue

System Clock0x0

PIOSC0x1

MOSC0x2

reserved0x3

0RWSRC17:16

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved15:8
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Divisor Value
This field controls the ratio of the source clock to the output clock. The
output clock frequency is equal to the source clock frequency divided
by the DIV field value plus 1.

DescriptionValue

Divided by 10x0

Divided by 20x1

..........

Divided by NN

0RWDIV7:0
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Register 16: System Properties (SYSPROP), offset 0x14C
This register provides information on whether certain System Control properties are present on the
microcontroller.

System Properties (SYSPROP)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x14C
Type RO, reset 0x0003.1F31

16171819202122232425262728293031

TSPDELDOSMEreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1100000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

FPUreservedLDOSEQreservedFLASHLPMreservedSRAMLPMSRAMSMPIOSCPDEreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000010010111000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved31:18

LDO Sleep Mode Enable

DescriptionValue

The LDOSM bit of the DSLPPWRCFG register is ignored.0

The LDOSM bit of the DSLPPWRCFG register can be set to
place the LDO in a low-power mode when the deep sleep state
is entered.

1

0x1ROLDOSME17

Temp Sense Power Down Enable
This bit allows the internal temperature sensor in the ADC to be powered
off in Deep-Sleep mode.

DescriptionValue

The TSPD bit of the DSLPPWRCFG register is ignored.0

The TSPD bit of theDSLPPWRCFG register can be set to power
off the temperature sensor in deep sleep mode.

1

0x1ROTSPDE16

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved15:13

PIOSC Power Down Present
This bit determines whether the PIOSCPD bit in theDSCLKCFG register
can be set to power down the PIOSC in Deep-Sleep mode.

DescriptionValue

The status of the PIOSCPD bit is ignored.0

The PIOSCPD bit can be set to power down the PIOSC in
Deep-Sleep mode.

1

0x1ROPIOSCPDE12
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

SRAM Sleep/Deep-Sleep Standby Mode Present
This bit determines whether the SRAMPM field in the SLPPWRCFG and
DSLPPWRCFG registers can be configured to put the SRAM into
Standby mode while in Sleep or Deep-Sleep mode.

DescriptionValue

A value of 0x1 in the SRAMPM fields is ignored.0

The SRAMPM fields can be configured to put the SRAM into
Standby mode while in Sleep or Deep-Sleep mode.

1

0x1ROSRAMSM11

SRAM Sleep/Deep-Sleep Low Power Mode Present
This bit determines whether the SRAMPM field in the SLPPWRCFG and
DSLPPWRCFG registers can be configured to put the SRAM into Low
Power mode while in Sleep or Deep-Sleep mode.
Refer to “Sleep Modes” on page 1841 for information regarding wake times
from Sleep and Deep-Sleep.

DescriptionValue

A value of 0x3 in the SRAMPM fields is ignored.0

The SRAMPM fields can be configured to put the SRAM into Low
Power mode while in Sleep or Deep-Sleep mode.

1

0x1ROSRAMLPM10

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved9

Flash Memory Sleep/Deep-Sleep Low Power Mode Present
This bit determines whether the FLASHPM field in the SLPPWRCFG
andDSLPPWRCFG registers can be configured to put the Flash memory
into Low Power mode while in Sleep or Deep-Sleep mode.
Refer to “Sleep Modes” on page 1841 for information regarding wake times
from Sleep and Deep-Sleep.

DescriptionValue

A value of 0x2 in the FLASHPM fields is ignored.0

The FLASHPM fields can be configured to put the Flash memory
into Low Power mode while in Sleep or Deep-Sleep mode.

1

0x1ROFLASHLPM8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved7:6

Automatic LDO Sequence Control Present
This bit indicates that the ability to sequence the LDO output voltage is
available during Sleep and Deep-Sleep modes.

DescriptionValue

Software cannot set the VADJEN bit in the LDOSPCTL and
LDODPCTL registers.

0

Software can set the VADJEN bit in the LDOSPCTL and
LDODPCTL registers.

1

0x1ROLDOSEQ5
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved4:1

FPU Present
This bit indicates if the FPU is present in the Cortex-M4 core.

DescriptionValue

FPU is not present.0

FPU is present.1

0x1ROFPU0
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Register 17: Precision Internal Oscillator Calibration (PIOSCCAL), offset 0x150
This register provides the ability to update or recalibrate the precision internal oscillator. Note that
a 32.768-kHz oscillator must be used as the Hibernation module clock source for the user to be
able to calibrate the PIOSC.

Precision Internal Oscillator Calibration (PIOSCCAL)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x150
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reservedUTEN

RORORORORORORORORORORORORORORORWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

UTreservedUPDATECALreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRORWRWROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Use User Trim Value

DescriptionValue

The factory calibration value is used for an update trim operation.0

The trim value in bits[6:0] of this register are used for any update
trim operation.

1

0RWUTEN31

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved30:10

Start Calibration

DescriptionValue

No action.0

Starts a new calibration of the PIOSC. Results are in the
PIOSCSTAT register. The resulting trim value from the operation
is active in the PIOSC after the calibration completes. The result
overrides any previous update trim operation whether the
calibration passes or fails.

1

This bit is auto-cleared after it is set.

0RWCAL9

Update Trim

DescriptionValue

No action.0

Updates the PIOSC trim value with the UT bit or the DT bit in
the PIOSCSTAT register. Used with UTEN.

1

This bit is auto-cleared after the update.

0RWUPDATE8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved7
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

User Trim Value
User trim value that can be loaded into the PIOSC.

0x0RWUT6:0
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Register 18: Precision Internal Oscillator Statistics (PIOSCSTAT), offset 0x154
This register provides the user information on the PIOSC calibration. Note that a 32.768-kHz oscillator
must be used as the Hibernation module clock source for the user to be able to calibrate the PIOSC.

Precision Internal Oscillator Statistics (PIOSCSTAT)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x154
Type RO, reset 0x0040.0040

16171819202122232425262728293031

DTreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000001000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CTreservedRESULTreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000001000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved31:23

Default Trim Value
This field contains the default trim value. This value is loaded into the
PIOSC after every full power-up.

0x40RODT22:16

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved15:10

Calibration Result

DescriptionValue

Calibration has not been attempted.0x0

The last calibration operation completed to meet 1% accuracy.0x1

The last calibration operation failed to meet 1% accuracy.0x2

Reserved0x3

0RORESULT9:8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved7

Calibration Trim Value
This field contains the trim value from the last calibration operation. After
factory calibration CT and DT are the same.

0x40ROCT6:0
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Register 19: PLL Frequency 0 (PLLFREQ0), offset 0x160
This register always contains the variables used to configure the PLL. If the PLL is reprogrammed,
it must go through a relock sequence which is defined by the parameter TREADY in Table
27-16 on page 1833. When controlling this register directly, software must change this value while the
PLL is powered down. Writes to PLLFREQ0 are delayed from affecting the PLL until theRSCLKCFG
register NEWFREQ bit is written with a 1.

The PLL frequency can be calculated using the following equation:

fVCO = (fIN * MDIV)

where

fIN = fXTAL/(Q+1)(N+1) or fPIOSC/(Q+1)(N+1)

MDIV = MINT + (MFRAC / 1024)

The Q and N values are programmed in the PLLFREQ1 register. Note that to reduce jitter, MFRAC
should be programmed to 0x0.

PLL Frequency 0 (PLLFREQ0)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x160
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

MFRACreservedPLLPWRreserved

RWRWRWRWRORORORWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

MINTMFRAC

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x000ROreserved31:24

PLL Power
This bit controls power to the PLL. If set, the PLL power is applied and
the PLL will oscillate based on the values in the PLLFREQ0 and
PLLFREQ1 registers.

0RWPLLPWR23

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved22:20

PLL M Fractional Value0RWMFRAC19:10

PLL M Integer Value
This field contains the integer value of the PLL M value.

0x00RWMINT9:0
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Register 20: PLL Frequency 1 (PLLFREQ1), offset 0x164
This register always contains the current Q and N values presented to the system PLL. If the PLL
is reconfigured, it must go through a relock sequence which takes about 128 PIOSC clocks. When
controlling this register directly, software must change this value while the PLL is powered down.
Writes to PLLFREQ0 are delayed from affecting the PLL until the RSCLKCFG register NEWFREQ
bit is written with a 1.

The MINT and MFRAC fields are present in the PLLFREQ0 register.

PLL Frequency 1 (PLLFREQ1)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x164
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

NreservedQreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRORORORWRWRWRWRWROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.0ROreserved31:13

PLL Q Value
This field contains the PLL Q value.

0x0RWQ12:8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved7:5

PLL N Value
This field contains the PLL N value.

0x0RWN4:0
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Register 21: PLL Status (PLLSTAT), offset 0x168
This register shows the direct status of the PLL lock.

PLL Status (PLLSTAT)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x168
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

LOCKreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:1

PLL Lock

DescriptionValue

The PLL is unpowered or is not yet locked.0

The PLL powered and locked.1

0x0ROLOCK0
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Register 22: Sleep Power Configuration (SLPPWRCFG), offset 0x188
This register provides configuration information for the power control of the SRAM and Flash memory
while in Sleep mode.

Sleep Power Configuration (SLPPWRCFG)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x188
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

SRAMPMreservedFLASHPMreserved

RWRWRORORWRWROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:6

Flash Power Modes

DescriptionValue

Active Mode
Flash memory is not placed in a lower power mode. This mode
provides the fastest time to sleep and wakeup but the highest
power consumption while the microcontroller is in Sleep mode.

0x0

Reserved0x1

Low Power Mode
Flash memory is placed in low power mode. This mode provides
the lowers power consumption but requires more time to come
out of Sleep mode.

0x2

Reserved0x3

0x0RWFLASHPM5:4

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved3:2
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

SRAM Power Modes
This field controls the low power modes of the on-chip SRAM , including
the USB SRAM while the microcontroller is in Sleep mode.

DescriptionValue

Active Mode
SRAM is not placed in a lower power mode. This mode provides
the fastest time to sleep and wakeup but the highest power
consumption while the microcontroller is in Sleep mode.

0x0

Standby Mode
SRAM is placed in standby mode while in Sleep mode.

0x1

Reserved0x2

Low Power Mode
SRAM is placed in low power mode. This mode provides the
slowest time to sleep and wakeup but the lowest power
consumption while in Sleep mode.

0x3

0x0RWSRAMPM1:0
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Register 23: Deep-Sleep Power Configuration (DSLPPWRCFG), offset 0x18C
This register provides configuration information for the power control of the SRAM and Flashmemory
while in Deep-Sleep mode.

Deep-Sleep Power Configuration (DSLPPWRCFG)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x18C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

SRAMPMreservedFLASHPMreservedTSPDLDOSMreserved

RWRWRORORWRWRORORWRWROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:10

LDO Sleep Mode

DescriptionValue

LDO is disabled in sleep-mode.0

LDO is placed in a low power mode when deep sleep mode is
entered.

1

0RWLDOSM9

Temperature Sense Power Down
This bit controls low power mode for the internal temperature sensor in
the ADC.

DescriptionValue

Temperature sensor in the ADC is disabled in sleep-mode.0

The internal temperature sensor in the ADC is placed in a low
power mode when deep sleep mode is entered.

1

0RWTSPD8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved7:6
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Flash Power Modes
This field enables the Flash to be placed in a Low Power Mode.
Refer to “Sleep Modes” on page 1841 for information regarding wake times
from Sleep and Deep-Sleep.
If using the LFIOSC as the Deep-Sleep clock source, FLASHPM = 0x2
must be used. If FLASHPM = 0x0 and the LFIOSC is used, current could
be higher and could vary.

DescriptionValue

Active Mode
Flash memory is not placed in a lower power mode. This mode
provides the fastest time to sleep and wakeup but the highest
power consumption while the microcontroller is in Deep-Sleep
mode.

0x0

Reserved0x1

Low Power Mode
Flash memory is placed in low power mode. This mode provides
the lowers power consumption but requires more time to come
out of Deep-Sleep mode.

0x2

Reserved0x3

0x0RWFLASHPM5:4

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved3:2

SRAM Power Modes
This field controls the low power modes of the on-chip SRAM , including
the USB SRAM while the microcontroller is in Deep-Sleep mode.
Refer to “Sleep Modes” on page 1841 for information regarding wake times
from Sleep and Deep-Sleep.

DescriptionValue

Active Mode
SRAM is not placed in a lower power mode. This mode provides
the fastest time to sleep and wakeup but the highest power
consumption while the microcontroller is in Deep-Sleep mode.

0x0

Standby Mode
SRAM is place in standby mode while in Deep-Sleep mode.

0x1

Reserved0x2

Low Power Mode
SRAM is placed in low power mode. This mode provides the
slowest time to sleep and wakeup but the lowest power
consumption while in Deep-Sleep mode.

0x3

0x0RWSRAMPM1:0
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Register 24: Non-Volatile Memory Information (NVMSTAT), offset 0x1A0
This register is predefined by the part and can be used to verify features.

Non-Volatile Memory Information (NVMSTAT)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x1A0
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0001

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

FWBreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

32 Word Flash Write Buffer Available
When set, indicates that the 32 word Flash memory write buffer feature
is available.

0x1ROFWB0
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Register 25: LDO Sleep Power Control (LDOSPCTL), offset 0x1B4
This register specifies the LDO output voltage in Sleep mode. This register should be configured
while in Run Mode. If the VADJEN bit is set, writes can be made to the VLDO field within the provided
encodings. The following table shows the maximum clock frequencies with respect to LDO Voltage.

Table 5-14. Maximum System Clock and PIOSC Frequency with Respect to LDO Voltage

PIOSCMaximum System Clock FrequencyOperating Voltage (LDO)

16 MHz120 MHz1.2

16 MHz30 MHz0.9

LDO Sleep Power Control (LDOSPCTL)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x1B4
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0018

16171819202122232425262728293031

reservedVADJEN

RORORORORORORORORORORORORORORORWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

VLDOreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0001100000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Voltage Adjust Enable
This bit enables the value of the VLDO field to be used to specify the
output voltage of the LDO in Sleep mode.

DescriptionValue

The LDO output voltage is set to the factory default value in
Sleep mode. The value of the VLDO field does not affect the
LDO operation.

0

The LDO output value in Sleep mode is configured by the value
in the VLDO field.

1

0RWVADJEN31

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x000.00ROreserved30:8
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

LDO Output Voltage
This field provides program control of the LDO output voltage in Sleep
mode. The value of the field is only used for the LDO voltage when the
VADJEN bit is set.

DescriptionValue

0.90 V0x12

0.95 V0x13

1.00 V0x14

1.05 V0x15

1.10 V0x16

1.15 V0x17

1.20 V0x18

reserved0x19 - 0xFF

Note: When using the USB module, the LDO must be configured
to 1.2 V.

0x18RWVLDO7:0
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Register 26: LDO Sleep Power Calibration (LDOSPCAL), offset 0x1B8
This register provides factory determined values that are recommended for the VLDO field in the
LDOSPCTL register while in Sleep mode. The reset value of this register cannot be determined
until the product has been characterized.

LDO Sleep Power Calibration (LDOSPCAL)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x1B8
Type RO, reset 0x0000.1818

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

NOPLLWITHPLL

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0001100000011000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved31:16

Sleep with PLL
The value in this field is the suggested value for the VLDO field in the
LDOSPCTL register when using the PLL. This value provides the lowest
recommended LDO output voltage for use with the PLL at the maximum
specified value.

0x18ROWITHPLL15:8

Sleep without PLL
The value in this field is the suggested value for the VLDO field in the
LDOSPCTL register when not using the PLL. This value provides the
lowest recommended LDO output voltage for use without the PLL.

0x18RONOPLL7:0
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Register 27: LDO Deep-Sleep Power Control (LDODPCTL), offset 0x1BC
This register specifies the LDO output voltage in Sleep mode. This register should be configured
while in Run Mode. If the VADJEN bit is set, writes can be made to the VLDO field within the provided
encodings. The following table shows the maximum clock frequencies with respect to LDO Voltage.

Table 5-15. Maximum System Clock and PIOSC Frequency with Respect to LDO Voltage

PIOSCMaximum System Clock FrequencyOperating Voltage (LDO)

16 MHz120 MHz1.2

16 MHz30 MHz0.9

LDO Deep-Sleep Power Control (LDODPCTL)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x1BC
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0012

16171819202122232425262728293031

reservedVADJEN

RORORORORORORORORORORORORORORORWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

VLDOreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0100100000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Voltage Adjust Enable
This bit enables the value of the VLDO field to be used to specify the
output voltage of the LDO in Deep-Sleep mode.

DescriptionValue

The LDO output voltage is set to the factory default value in
Deep-Sleep mode. The value of the VLDO field does not affect
the LDO operation.

0

The LDO output value in Deep-Sleep mode is configured by the
value in the VLDO field.

1

0RWVADJEN31

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x000.00ROreserved30:8
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

LDO Output Voltage
This field provides program control of the LDO output voltage in
Deep-Sleep mode. The value of the field is only used for the LDO voltage
when the VADJEN bit is set.

DescriptionValue

0.90 V0x12

0.95 V0x13

1.00 V0x14

1.05 V0x15

1.10 V0x16

1.15 V0x17

1.20 V0x18

reserved0x19 - 0xFF

0x12RWVLDO7:0
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Register 28: LDO Deep-Sleep Power Calibration (LDODPCAL), offset 0x1C0
This register provides factory determined values that are recommended for the VLDO field in the
LDODPCTL register while in Deep-Sleep mode. The reset value of this register cannot be determined
until the product has been characterized.

LDO Deep-Sleep Power Calibration (LDODPCAL)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x1C0
Type RO, reset 0x0000.1212

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

30KHZNOPLL

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0100100001001000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved31:16

Deep-Sleep without PLL
The value in this field is the suggested value for the VLDO field in the
LDODPCTL register when not using the PLL. This value provides the
lowest recommended LDO output voltage for use with the system clock.

0x12RONOPLL15:8

Deep-Sleep with IOSC
The value in this field is the suggested value for the VLDO field in the
LDODPCTL register when not using the PLL. This value provides the
lowest recommended LDO output voltage for use with the low-frequency
internal oscillator.

0x12RO30KHZ7:0
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Register 29: Sleep / Deep-Sleep Power Mode Status (SDPMST), offset 0x1CC
This register provides status information on the Sleep and Deep-Sleep power modes as well as
some real time status that can be viewed by a debugger or the core if it is running. These events
do not trigger an interrupt and are meant to provide information that can help tune software for power
management. The status register gets written at the beginning of every Dynamic Power Management
event request with the results of any error checking. There is no mechanism to clear the bits; they
are overwritten on the next event. The LDOUA, FLASHLP, LOWPWR, PRACT bits provide real time
data and there are no events to register that information.

Sleep / Deep-Sleep Power Mode Status (SDPMST)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x1CC
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

PRACTLOWPWRFLASHLPLDOUAreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

SPDERRFPDERRPPDERRLDMINERRLSMINERRreservedLMAXERRPPDWreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x000ROreserved31:20

LDO Update Active

DescriptionValue

The LDO voltage level is not changing.0

The LDO voltage level is changing.1

0ROLDOUA19

Flash Memory in Low Power State

DescriptionValue

The Flash memory is currently in the active state.0

The Flash memory is currently in the low power state as
programmed in the SLPPWRCFG or DSLPPWRCFG register.

1

0ROFLASHLP18

Sleep or Deep-Sleep Mode

DescriptionValue

The microcontroller is currently in Run mode.0

The microcontroller is currently in Sleep or Deep-Sleep mode
and is waiting for an interrupt or is in the process of powering
up. The status of this bit is not affected by the power state of
the Flash memory or SRAM.

1

0ROLOWPWR17
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Sleep or Deep-Sleep Power Request Active

DescriptionValue

A power request is not active.0

The microcontroller is currently in Deep-Sleep mode or is in
Sleep mode and a request to put the SRAM and/or Flash
memory into a lower power mode is currently active as
configured by the SLPPWRCFG register.

1

0ROPRACT16

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved15:8

PIOSC Power Down Request Warning

DescriptionValue

No error.0

This bit indicates that the PIOSC was not powered off even
though the PIOSCPD bit was set in the DSLCLKCFG register
because the PIOSC was in use by a peripheral.

1

0ROPPDW7

VLDO Value Above Maximum Error

DescriptionValue

No error.0

An error has occurred because software has requested that the
LDO voltage be above the maximum value allowed using the
VLDO bit in the LDOSPCTL, or LDODPCTL register.
In this situation, the LDO is set to the factory default value.

1

0ROLMAXERR6

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved5

VLDO Value Below Minimum Error in Sleep Mode

DescriptionValue

No error.0

An error has occurred because software has requested that the
LDO voltage be below the minimum value allowed using the
VLDO bit in the LDOSPCTL register.
In this situation, the LDO voltage is not changed when entering
Sleep mode.

1

0ROLSMINERR4
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

VLDO Value Below Minimum Error in Deep-Sleep Mode

DescriptionValue

No error.0

An error has occurred because software has requested that the
LDO voltage be below the minimum value allowed using the
VLDO bit in the LDODPCTL register.
In this situation, the LDO voltage is not changed when entering
Deep-Sleep mode.

1

0ROLDMINERR3

PIOSC Power Down Request Error

DescriptionValue

No error.0

An error has occurred because software has requested that the
PIOSC be powered down during Deep-Sleep and it is not
possible to power down the PIOSC.
In this situation, the PIOSC is not powered down when entering
Deep-Sleep mode.

1

0ROPPDERR2

Flash Memory Power Down Request Error

DescriptionValue

No error.0

An error has occurred because software has requested a Flash
memory power down mode that is not available using the
FLASHPM field in the SLPPWRCFG or the DSLPPWRCFG
register.

1

0ROFPDERR1

SRAM Power Down Request Error

DescriptionValue

No error.0

An error has occurred because software has requested an
SRAM power down mode that is not available using the SRAMPM
field in the SLPPWRCFG or the DSLPPWRCFG register.

1

0ROSPDERR0
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Register 30: Reset Behavior Control Register (RESBEHAVCTL), offset 0x1D8
The Reset Behavior Control Register contains system management controls.

The RESBEHAVCTL register effect occurs immediately when the register is changed. The next
power-on reset sequence returns the reset value.

If any bit field below is set to 0x3 when a reset occurs, a simulated POR will be generated and the
appropriate reset cause will be set in the Reset Cause (RESC) register. During a simulated POR,
registers are reloaded and the bootloader is executed. If a full POR is initiated the POR bit in the
RESC register will be set and all other bits will be cleared.

Reset Behavior Control Register (RESBEHAVCTL)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x1D8
Type RW, reset 0xFFFF.FFFF

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1111111111111111Reset

0123456789101112131415

EXTRESBORWDOG0WDOG1reserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
1111111111111111Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0xFFFF.FFROreserved31:8

Watchdog 1 Reset Operation

DescriptionValue

Reserved. Default operation is performed.0x0 - 0x1

Watchdog 1 issues a system reset.0x2

Watchdog 1 issues a simulated POR sequence (default).0x3

0x3RWWDOG17:6

Watchdog 0 Reset Operation

DescriptionValue

Reserved. Default operation is performed.0x0 - 0x1

Watchdog 0 issues a system reset.0x2

Watchdog 0 issues a simulated POR sequence (default).0x3

0x3RWWDOG05:4
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

BOR Reset operation
This field defines operation of BOR when the USER has defined the
BOR operation to be a reset.

Note: If the BOR operation is defined as an interrupt, this setting
has no effect.

DescriptionValue

Reserved. Default operation is performed.0x0 - 0x1

Brown Out Reset issues system reset.0x2

Brown Out Reset issues a simulated POR sequence
(default).

0x3

0x3RWBOR3:2

External RST Pin Operation

DescriptionValue

Reserved. Default operation is performed.0x0 - 0x1

External RST assertion issues a system reset.0x2

External RST assertion issues a simulated POR sequence
(default).

0x3

0x3RWEXTRES1:0
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Register 31: Hardware System Service Request (HSSR), offset 0x1F4
The HSSR register is used to control system configuration functions, such as Return-to-Factory
settings. A write to the HSSR register stores a command descriptor pointer (CDOFF) value if the
KEY field is correct (0xCA). A successful write to this register also initiates a system reset. The
initialization process executes before examining the HSSR register and processing the command.
This register can only be accessed in privilege mode. Refer to “Hardware System Service
Request” on page 245 for more information on how to use the HSSR register.

Hardware System Service Request (HSSR)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x1F4
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

CDOFFKEY

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWR0/WR0/WR0/WR0/WR0/WR0/WR0/WR0/WType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CDOFF

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Write Key
When read, this field returns zero.
When written, this field must contain the value of 0xCA in order to register
the CDOFF field and initiate a HSSR request. Writes with KEY values
other than 0xCA are ignored.

0R0/WKEY31:24

Command Descriptor Pointer
This field contains either the status result from the previous HSSR
request, or it contains a (word-aligned) memory address where the
command descriptor is located.
If CDOFF = 0x00.0000, it indicates there is no request and no prcoessing
is performed.
If CDOFF = 0xFF.FFFF, it indicates that the previous request through
HSSR did not complete due to an error.
Otherwise, CDOFF contains the offset for a data structure in SRAM.

0RWCDOFF23:0
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Register 32: USB Power Domain Status (USBPDS), offset 0x280
This register provides the status of power to the USB SRAM memory array.

Note: If the USBMPC register's PWRCTL field is set to 0x3 and the power domain to the USB is
turned off by writing a 0 to the P0 bit of the PCUSB register, then the SRAM memory goes
into retention and the MEMSTAT field of the USBPDS register reads as 0x1 (retention).

USB Power Domain Status (USBPDS)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x280
Type RO, reset 0x0000.003F

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PWRSTATMEMSTATreservedreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1111110000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:6

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x3ROreserved5:4

Memory Array Power Status
Displays status of USB SRAM memory

DescriptionValue

Array OFF0x0

SRAM Retention0x1

Reserved0x2

Array On0x3

0x3ROMEMSTAT3:2

Power Domain Status

DescriptionValue

OFF0x0

Reserved0x1-0x2

ON0x3

0x3ROPWRSTAT1:0
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Register 33: USB Memory Power Control (USBMPC), offset 0x284
This register provides power control to the peripheral memory array.

Note: If the USBMPC register's PWRCTL field is set to 0x3 and the power domain to the USB is
turned off by writing a 0 to the P0 bit of the PCUSB register, then the SRAM memory goes
into retention and the MEMSTAT field of the USBPDS register reads as 0x1 (retention).

USB Memory Power Control (USBMPC)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x284
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0003

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PWRCTLreserved

RWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1100000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:2

Memory Array Power Control
Allows multiple levels of power control in peripheral's SRAM memory
space

DescriptionValue

Array OFF0x0

SRAM Retention0x1

Reserved0x2

Array On0x3

0x3RWPWRCTL1:0
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Register 34: Ethernet MAC Power Domain Status (EMACPDS), offset 0x288
This register provides the status of power to the EMAC SRAM memory array.

Note: The EMAC memory array does not support retention and can only be turned ON and OFF.
Memory array OFF is supported only when the power domain is off. If the memory array is
currently turned on (PWRCTL = 0x3) and the power control to the EMAC is subsequently
removed by clearing the P0 bit of the PCEMAC register, the event causes the memory array
to turn off and the MEMSTAT bit in the EMACPDS register to be 0x0 (array OFF).

Ethernet MAC Power Domain Status (EMACPDS)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x288
Type RO, reset 0x0000.003F

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PWRSTATMEMSTATreservedreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1111110000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:6

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x3ROreserved5:4

Memory Array Power Status
Displays status of EMAC SRAM memory

DescriptionValue

Array OFF0x0

Reserved0x1-0x2

Array On0x3

0x3ROMEMSTAT3:2

Power Domain Status

DescriptionValue

OFF0x0

Reserved0x1-0x2

ON0x3

0x3ROPWRSTAT1:0
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Register 35: Ethernet MACMemory Power Control (EMACMPC), offset 0x28C
This register provides power control to the peripheral memory array.

Note: The EMAC memory array does not support retention and can only be turned ON and OFF.
Memory array OFF is supported only when the power domain is off. If the memory array is
turned on (PWRCTL = 0x3) and the power control to the EMAC is removed by clearing the
P0 bit of the PCEMAC register, the memory array is turned off and the MEMSTAT bit in the
EMACPDS register is 0x0.

Ethernet MAC Memory Power Control (EMACMPC)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x28C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0003

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PWRCTLreserved

RWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1100000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:2

Memory Array Power Control

DescriptionValue

Array OFF0x0

Note: Array OFF Mode is only supported when the P0 bit
of the PCEMAC register at offset 0x99C is set to
0.

Reserved0x1-0x2

Array On0x3

0x3RWPWRCTL1:0
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Register 36: CAN 0 Power Domain Status (CAN0PDS), offset 0x298
This register provides the status of power to the CAN0 SRAM memory array.

Note: The CAN0 memory array does not support retention and can only be turned ON and OFF.
If the memory array is currently turned on (PWRCTL = 0x3) and the power control to the
CAN0 is subsequently removed by clearing the P0 bit of the PCCAN register, the event
causes the memory array to turn off and the MEMSTAT bit in the CAN0PDS register to be
0x0 (array OFF).

CAN 0 Power Domain Status (CAN0PDS)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x298
Type RO, reset 0x0000.003F

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PWRSTATMEMSTATreservedreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1111110000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:6

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x3ROreserved5:4

Memory Array Power Status
Displays status of the CAN0 SRAM memory

DescriptionValue

Array OFF0x0

Reserved0x1-0x2

Array On0x3

0x3ROMEMSTAT3:2

Power Domain Status

DescriptionValue

OFF0x0

Reserved0x1-0x2

ON0x3

0x3ROPWRSTAT1:0
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Register 37: CAN 0 Memory Power Control (CAN0MPC), offset 0x29C
This register provides power control to the peripheral memory array.

Note: The CAN0 memory array does not support retention and can only be turned ON and OFF.
If the memory array is currently turned ON (PWRCTL = 0x3) and the power control to the
CAN0 is subsequently removed by clearing the P0 bit of the PCCAN register, the event
causes the memory array to turn off and the MEMSTAT bit in the CAN0PDS register to be
0x0 (array OFF).

CAN 0 Memory Power Control (CAN0MPC)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x29C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0003

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PWRCTLreserved

RWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1100000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:2

Memory Array Power Control
Allows multiple levels of power control in peripheral's SRAM memory
space

DescriptionValue

Array OFF0x0

Reserved0x1-0x2

Array On0x3

0x3RWPWRCTL1:0
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Register 38: CAN 1 Power Domain Status (CAN1PDS), offset 0x2A0
This register provides the status of power to the CAN 1 SRAM memory array.

Note: The CAN1 memory array does not support retention and can only be turned ON and OFF.
If the memory array is currently turned on (PWRCTL = 0x3) and the power control to CAN1
is subsequently removed by clearing the P1 bit of the PCCAN register, the event causes
the memory array to turn off and the MEMSTAT bit in the CAN1PDS register to be 0x0 (array
OFF).

CAN 1 Power Domain Status (CAN1PDS)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x2A0
Type RO, reset 0x0000.003F

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PWRSTATMEMSTATreservedreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1111110000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:6

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x3ROreserved5:4

Memory Array Power Status
Displays status of CAN1 SRAM memory

DescriptionValue

Array OFF0x0

Reserved0x1-0x2

Array On0x3

0x3ROMEMSTAT3:2

Power Domain Status

DescriptionValue

OFF0x0

Reserved0x1-0x2

ON0x3

0x3ROPWRSTAT1:0
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Register 39: CAN 1 Memory Power Control (CAN1MPC), offset 0x2A4
This register provides power control to the peripheral memory array.

Note: The CAN1 memory array does not support retention and can only be turned ON and OFF.
If the memory array is currently turned on (PWRCTL = 0x3) and the power control to CAN1
is subsequently removed by clearing the P1 bit of the PCCAN register, the event causes
the memory array to turn off and the MEMSTAT bit in the CAN1PDS register to be 0x0 (array
OFF).

CAN 1 Memory Power Control (CAN1MPC)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x2A4
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0003

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PWRCTLreserved

RWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1100000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:2

Memory Array Power Control
Allows multiple levels of power control in peripheral's SRAM memory
space

DescriptionValue

Array OFF0x0

Reserved0x1-0x2

Array On0x3

0x3RWPWRCTL1:0
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Register 40: Watchdog Timer Peripheral Present (PPWD), offset 0x300
The PPWD register provides software information regarding the watchdog modules.

Important: This register should be used to determine which watchdog timers are implemented on
this microcontroller.

Watchdog Timer Peripheral Present (PPWD)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x300
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0003

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0P1reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1100000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:2

Watchdog Timer 1 Present

DescriptionValue

Watchdog module 1 is not present.0

Watchdog module 1 is present.1

0x1ROP11

Watchdog Timer 0 Present

DescriptionValue

Watchdog module 0 is not present.0

Watchdog module 0 is present.1

0x1ROP00
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Register 41: 16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer Peripheral Present (PPTIMER),
offset 0x304
The PPTIMER register provides software information regarding the 16/32-bit general-purpose timer
modules.

Important: This register should be used to determine which timers are implemented on this
microcontroller.

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer Peripheral Present (PPTIMER)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x304
Type RO, reset 0x0000.00FF

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0P1P2P3P4P5P6P7reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1111111100000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:8

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 7 Present

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 7 is not present.0

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 7 is present.1

0x1ROP77

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 6 Present

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 6 is not present.0

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 6 is present.1

0x1ROP66

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 5 Present

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 5 is not present.0

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 5 is present.1

0x1ROP55

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 4 Present

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 4 is not present.0

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 4 is present.1

0x1ROP44
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 3 Present

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 3 is not present.0

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 3 is present.1

0x1ROP33

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 2 Present

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 2 is not present.0

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 2 is present.1

0x1ROP22

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 1 Present

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 1 is not present.0

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 1 is present.1

0x1ROP11

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 0 Present

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 0 is not present.0

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 0 is present.1

0x1ROP00
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Register 42: General-Purpose Input/Output Peripheral Present (PPGPIO),
offset 0x308
The PPGPIO register provides software information regarding the general-purpose input/output
modules.

Important: This register should be used to determine which GPIO ports are implemented on this
microcontroller.

General-Purpose Input/Output Peripheral Present (PPGPIO)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x308
Type RO, reset 0x0000.7FFF

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0P1P2P3P4P5P6P7P8P9P10P11P12P13P14reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1111111111111110Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:15

GPIO Port Q Present

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port Q is not present.0

GPIO Port Q is present.1

0x1ROP1414

GPIO Port P Present

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port P is not present.0

GPIO Port P is present.1

0x1ROP1313

GPIO Port N Present

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port N is not present.0

GPIO Port N is present.1

0x1ROP1212

GPIO Port M Present

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port M is not present.0

GPIO Port M is present.1

0x1ROP1111
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPIO Port L Present

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port L is not present.0

GPIO Port L is present.1

0x1ROP1010

GPIO Port K Present

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port K is not present.0

GPIO Port K is present.1

0x1ROP99

GPIO Port J Present

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port J is not present.0

GPIO Port J is present.1

0x1ROP88

GPIO Port H Present

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port H is not present.0

GPIO Port H is present.1

0x1ROP77

GPIO Port G Present

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port G is not present.0

GPIO Port G is present.1

0x1ROP66

GPIO Port F Present

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port F is not present.0

GPIO Port F is present.1

0x1ROP55

GPIO Port E Present

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port E is not present.0

GPIO Port E is present.1

0x1ROP44
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPIO Port D Present

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port D is not present.0

GPIO Port D is present.1

0x1ROP33

GPIO Port C Present

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port C is not present.0

GPIO Port C is present.1

0x1ROP22

GPIO Port B Present

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port B is not present.0

GPIO Port B is present.1

0x1ROP11

GPIO Port A Present

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port A is not present.0

GPIO Port A is present.1

0x1ROP00
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Register 43: Micro Direct Memory Access Peripheral Present (PPDMA), offset
0x30C
The PPDMA register provides software information regarding the μDMA module.

Important: This register should be used to determine if the μDMA module is implemented on this
microcontroller.

Micro Direct Memory Access Peripheral Present (PPDMA)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x30C
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0001

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

μDMA Module Present

DescriptionValue

μDMA module is not present.0

μDMA module is present.1

0x1ROP00
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Register 44: EPI Peripheral Present (PPEPI), offset 0x310
The PPEPI register provides software information regarding the EPI module.

Important: This register should be used to determine if the EPI module is implemented on this
microcontroller.

EPI Peripheral Present (PPEPI)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x310
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0001

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

EPI Module Present

DescriptionValue

EPI module is not present.0

EPI module is present.1

0x1ROP00
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Register 45: Hibernation Peripheral Present (PPHIB), offset 0x314
The PPHIB register provides software information regarding the Hibernation module.

Important: This register should be used to determine if the Hibernation module is implemented on
this microcontroller.

Hibernation Peripheral Present (PPHIB)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x314
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0001

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

Hibernation Module Present

DescriptionValue

Hibernation module is not present.0

Hibernation module is present.1

0x1ROP00
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Register 46: Universal AsynchronousReceiver/Transmitter Peripheral Present
(PPUART), offset 0x318
The PPUART register provides software information regarding the UART modules.

Important: This register should be used to determine which UART modules are implemented on
this microcontroller.

Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter Peripheral Present (PPUART)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x318
Type RO, reset 0x0000.00FF

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0P1P2P3P4P5P6P7reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1111111100000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:8

UART Module 7 Present

DescriptionValue

UART module 7 is not present.0

UART module 7 is present.1

0x1ROP77

UART Module 6 Present

DescriptionValue

UART module 6 is not present.0

UART module 6 is present.1

0x1ROP66

UART Module 5 Present

DescriptionValue

UART module 5 is not present.0

UART module 5 is present.1

0x1ROP55

UART Module 4 Present

DescriptionValue

UART module 4 is not present.0

UART module 4 is present.1

0x1ROP44
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

UART Module 3 Present

DescriptionValue

UART module 3 is not present.0

UART module 3 is present.1

0x1ROP33

UART Module 2 Present

DescriptionValue

UART module 2 is not present.0

UART module 2 is present.1

0x1ROP22

UART Module 1 Present

DescriptionValue

UART module 1 is not present.0

UART module 1 is present.1

0x1ROP11

UART Module 0 Present

DescriptionValue

UART module 0 is not present.0

UART module 0 is present.1

0x1ROP00
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Register 47: Synchronous Serial Interface Peripheral Present (PPSSI), offset
0x31C
The PPSSI register provides software information regarding the SSI modules.

Important: This register should be used to determine which SSI modules are implemented on this
microcontroller. However, to support legacy software, the DC2 register is available. A
read of the DC2 register correctly identifies if a legacy SSI module is present. Software
must use this register to determine if a module that is not supported by the DC2 register
is present.

Synchronous Serial Interface Peripheral Present (PPSSI)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x31C
Type RO, reset 0x0000.000F

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0P1P2P3reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1111000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:4

SSI Module 3 Present

DescriptionValue

SSI module 3 is not present.0

SSI module 3 is present.1

0x1ROP33

SSI Module 2 Present

DescriptionValue

SSI module 2 is not present.0

SSI module 2 is present.1

0x1ROP22

SSI Module 1 Present

DescriptionValue

SSI module 1 is not present.0

SSI module 1 is present.1

0x1ROP11
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

SSI Module 0 Present

DescriptionValue

SSI module 0 is not present.0

SSI module 0 is present.1

0x1ROP00
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Register 48: Inter-Integrated Circuit Peripheral Present (PPI2C), offset 0x320
The PPI2C register provides software information regarding the I2C modules.

Important: This register should be used to determine which I2C modules are implemented on this
microcontroller.

Inter-Integrated Circuit Peripheral Present (PPI2C)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x320
Type RO, reset 0x0000.03FF

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0P1P2P3P4P5P6P7P8P9reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1111111111000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:10

I2C Module 9 Present

DescriptionValue

I2C module 9 is not present.0

I2C module 9 is present.1

0x1ROP99

I2C Module 8 Present

DescriptionValue

I2C module 8 is not present.0

I2C module 8 is present.1

0x1ROP88

I2C Module 7 Present

DescriptionValue

I2C module 7 is not present.0

I2C module 7 is present.1

0x1ROP77

I2C Module 6 Present

DescriptionValue

I2C module 6 is not present.0

I2C module 6 is present.1

0x1ROP66
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

I2C Module 5 Present

DescriptionValue

I2C module 5 is not present.0

I2C module 5 is present.1

0x1ROP55

I2C Module 4 Present

DescriptionValue

I2C module 4 is not present.0

I2C module 4 is present.1

0x1ROP44

I2C Module 3 Present

DescriptionValue

I2C module 3 is not present.0

I2C module 3 is present.1

0x1ROP33

I2C Module 2 Present

DescriptionValue

I2C module 2 is not present.0

I2C module 2 is present.1

0x1ROP22

I2C Module 1 Present

DescriptionValue

I2C module 1 is not present.0

I2C module 1 is present.1

0x1ROP11

I2C Module 0 Present

DescriptionValue

I2C module 0 is not present.0

I2C module 0 is present.1

0x1ROP00
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Register 49: Universal Serial Bus Peripheral Present (PPUSB), offset 0x328
The PPUSB register provides software information regarding the USB module.

Important: This register should be used to determine if the USB module is implemented on this
microcontroller.

Universal Serial Bus Peripheral Present (PPUSB)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x328
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0001

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

USB Module Present

DescriptionValue

USB module is not present.0

USB module is present.1

0x1ROP00
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Register 50: Ethernet PHY Peripheral Present (PPEPHY), offset 0x330
The PPEPHY register provides software information regarding the Ethernet PHY module.

Important: This register should be used to determine if the Ethernet PHY module is implemented
on this microcontroller.

Ethernet PHY Peripheral Present (PPEPHY)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x330
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0001

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

Ethernet PHY Module Present

DescriptionValue

Ethernet PHY module is not present.0

Ethernet PHY module is present.1

0x1ROP00
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Register 51: Controller Area Network Peripheral Present (PPCAN), offset 0x334
The PPCAN register provides software information regarding the CAN modules.

Important: This register should be used to determine which CAN modules are implemented on
this microcontroller.

Controller Area Network Peripheral Present (PPCAN)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x334
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0003

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0P1reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1100000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:2

CAN Module 1 Present

DescriptionValue

CAN module 1 is not present.0

CAN module 1 is present.1

0x1ROP11

CAN Module 0 Present

DescriptionValue

CAN module 0 is not present.0

CAN module 0 is present.1

0x1ROP00
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Register 52: Analog-to-Digital Converter Peripheral Present (PPADC), offset
0x338
The PPADC register provides software information regarding the ADC modules.

Important: This register should be used to determine which ADC modules are implemented on
this microcontroller.

Analog-to-Digital Converter Peripheral Present (PPADC)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x338
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0003

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0P1reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1100000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:2

ADC Module 1 Present

DescriptionValue

ADC module 1 is not present.0

ADC module 1 is present.1

0x1ROP11

ADC Module 0 Present

DescriptionValue

ADC module 0 is not present.0

ADC module 0 is present.1

0x1ROP00
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Register 53: Analog Comparator Peripheral Present (PPACMP), offset 0x33C
The PPACMP register provides software information regarding the analog comparator module.

Important: This register should be used to determine if the analog comparator module is
implemented on this microcontroller.

Note that theAnalog Comparator Peripheral Properties (ACMPPP) register indicates
how many analog comparator blocks are included in the module.

Analog Comparator Peripheral Present (PPACMP)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x33C
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0001

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

Analog Comparator Module Present

DescriptionValue

Analog comparator module is not present.0

Analog comparator module is present.1

0x1ROP00
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Register 54: PulseWidthModulator Peripheral Present (PPPWM), offset 0x340
The PPPWM register provides software information regarding the PWM modules.

Important: This register should be used to determine which PWM modules are implemented on
this microcontroller.

Pulse Width Modulator Peripheral Present (PPPWM)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x340
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0001

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

PWM Module 0 Present

DescriptionValue

PWM module 0 is not present.0

PWM module 0 is present.1

0x1ROP00
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Register 55: Quadrature Encoder Interface Peripheral Present (PPQEI), offset
0x344
The PPQEI register provides software information regarding the QEI modules.

Important: This register should be used to determine which QEI modules are implemented on this
microcontroller.

Quadrature Encoder Interface Peripheral Present (PPQEI)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x344
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0001

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

QEI Module 0 Present

DescriptionValue

QEI module 0 is not present.0

QEI module 0 is present.1

0x1ROP00
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Register 56: Low Pin Count Interface Peripheral Present (PPLPC), offset 0x348
The PPLPC register provides software information regarding the LPC module.

Low Pin Count Interface Peripheral Present (PPLPC)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x348
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

LPC Module Present

DescriptionValue

LPC module is not present.0

LPC module is present.1

0x0ROP00
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Register 57: Platform Environment Control Interface Peripheral Present
(PPPECI), offset 0x350
The PPPECI register provides software information regarding the PECI module.

Platform Environment Control Interface Peripheral Present (PPPECI)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x350
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

PECI Module Present

DescriptionValue

PECI module is not present.0

PECI module is present.1

0x0ROP00
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Register 58: Fan Control Peripheral Present (PPFAN), offset 0x354
The PPFAN register provides software information regarding the FAN module.

Fan Control Peripheral Present (PPFAN)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x354
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

FAN Module 0 Present

DescriptionValue

FAN module is not present.0

FAN module is present.1

0x0ROP00
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Register 59: EEPROM Peripheral Present (PPEEPROM), offset 0x358
The PPEEPROM register provides software information regarding the EEPROM module.

EEPROM Peripheral Present (PPEEPROM)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x358
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0001

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

EEPROM 0 Module Present

DescriptionValue

EEPROM module is not present.0

EEPROM module is present.1

0x1ROP00
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Register 60: 32/64-Bit Wide General-Purpose Timer Peripheral Present
(PPWTIMER), offset 0x35C
The PPWTIMER register provides software information regarding the 32/64-bit wide general-purpose
timer modules.

32/64-Bit Wide General-Purpose Timer Peripheral Present (PPWTIMER)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x35C
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

32/64-Bit Wide General-Purpose Timer 0 Present

DescriptionValue

32/64-bit wide general-purpose timer module 0 is not present.0

32/64-bit wide general-purpose timer module 0 is present.1

0x0ROP00
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Register 61: Remote Temperature Sensor Peripheral Present (PPRTS), offset
0x370
The PPRTS register provides software information regarding the Remote Temperature Sensor
(RTS) module.

Important: This register should be used to determine which RTS modules are implemented on this
microcontroller.

Remote Temperature Sensor Peripheral Present (PPRTS)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x370
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

RTS Module Present

DescriptionValue

RTS module is not present.0

RTS module is present.1

0x0ROP00
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Register 62: CRC Module Peripheral Present (PPCCM), offset 0x374
The PPCCM register provides software information regarding the CRC.

Important: This register should be used to determine if the CRC is implemented on this
microcontroller.

CRC Module Peripheral Present (PPCCM)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x374
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0001

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

CRC Modules Present

DescriptionValue

The CRC module is not present.0

The CRC module is present.1

0x1ROP00
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Register 63: LCD Peripheral Present (PPLCD), offset 0x390
The PPLCD register provides software information regarding the LCD module.

Important: This register should be used to determine if an LCD controller is implemented on this
microcontroller.

LCD Peripheral Present (PPLCD)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x390
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

LCD Module Present

DescriptionValue

LCD module is not present.0

LCD module is present.1

0x0ROP00
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Register 64: 1-Wire Peripheral Present (PPOWIRE), offset 0x398
The PPOWIRE register provides software information regarding the 1-Wire module.

Important: This register should be used to determine which 1-Wire modules are implemented on
this microcontroller.

1-Wire Peripheral Present (PPOWIRE)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x398
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

1-Wire Module Present

DescriptionValue

1-Wire module is not present.0

1-Wire module is present.1

0x0ROP00
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Register 65: Ethernet MAC Peripheral Present (PPEMAC), offset 0x39C
The PPEMAC register provides software information regarding the Ethernet controller module.

Important: This register should be used to determine which Ethernet controller modules are
implemented on this microcontroller.

Ethernet MAC Peripheral Present (PPEMAC)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x39C
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0001

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

Ethernet Controller Module Present

DescriptionValue

Ethernet Controller MAC module is not present.0

Ethernet Controller MAC module is present.1

0x1ROP00
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Register 66: Power Regulator Bus Peripheral Present (PPPRB), offset 0x3A0
The PPPRB register provides software information regarding the Power Regulator Bus module.

Important: This register should be used to determine which Power Regulator Bus modules are
implemented on this microcontroller.

Power Regulator Bus Peripheral Present (PPPRB)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x3A0
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

PRB Module Present

DescriptionValue

PRB module is not present.0

PRB module is present.1

0x0ROP00
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Register 67: Human InterfaceMaster Peripheral Present (PPHIM), offset 0x3A4
The PPHIM register provides software information regarding the Human Interface Master (HIM)
module.

Important: This register should be used to determine which HIM modules are implemented on this
microcontroller.

Human Interface Master Peripheral Present (PPHIM)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x3A4
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

HIM Module Present

DescriptionValue

HIM module is not present.0

HIM module is present.1

0x0ROP00
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Register 68: Watchdog Timer Software Reset (SRWD), offset 0x500
The SRWD register provides software the capability to reset the available watchdog modules.

A peripheral is reset by software using a simple two-step process:

1. Software sets a bit (or bits) in the SRWD register. While the SRWD bit is 1, the peripheral is
held in reset.

2. Software completes the reset process by clearing the SRWD bit.

There may be latency from the clearing of the SRWD bit to when the peripheral is ready for use.
Software should check the corresponding PRWD bit to verify that the Watchdog Timer Module
registers are ready to be accessed.

Important: This register should be used to reset the watchdog modules.

Watchdog Timer Software Reset (SRWD)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x500
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0R1reserved

RWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:2

Watchdog Timer 1 Software Reset

DescriptionValue

Watchdog module 1 is not reset.0

Watchdog module 1 is reset.1

0RWR11

Watchdog Timer 0 Software Reset

DescriptionValue

Watchdog module 0 is not reset.0

Watchdog module 0 is reset.1

0RWR00
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Register 69: 16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer Software Reset (SRTIMER),
offset 0x504
The SRTIMER register provides software the capability to reset the available 16/32-bit timer modules.

A peripheral is reset by software using a simple two-step process:

1. Software sets a bit (or bits) in the SRTIMER register. While the SRTIMER bit is 1, the peripheral
is held in reset.

2. Software completes the reset process by clearing the SRTIMER bit.

There may be latency from the clearing of the SRTIMER bit to when the peripheral is ready for use.
Software should check the corresponding PRTIMER bit to verify that the Timer Module registers
are ready to be accessed.

Important: This register should be used to reset the timer modules.

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer Software Reset (SRTIMER)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x504
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0R1R2R3R4R5R6R7reserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:8

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 7 Software Reset

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 7 is not reset.0

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 7 is reset.1

0RWR77

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 6 Software Reset

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 6 is not reset.0

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 6 is reset.1

0RWR66
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 5 Software Reset

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 5 is not reset.0

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 5 is reset.1

0RWR55

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 4 Software Reset

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 4 is not reset.0

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 4 is reset.1

0RWR44

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 3 Software Reset

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 3 is not reset.0

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 3 is reset.1

0RWR33

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 2 Software Reset

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 2 is not reset.0

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 2 is reset.1

0RWR22

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 1 Software Reset

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 1 is not reset.0

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 1 is reset.1

0RWR11

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 0 Software Reset

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 0 is not reset.0

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 0 is reset.1

0RWR00
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Register 70: General-Purpose Input/Output Software Reset (SRGPIO), offset
0x508
The SRGPIO register provides software the capability to reset the available GPIO modules.

A peripheral is reset by software using a simple two-step process:

1. Software sets a bit (or bits) in the SRGPIO register. While the SRGPIO bit is 1, the peripheral
is held in reset.

2. Software completes the reset process by clearing the SRGPIO bit.

There may be latency from the clearing of the SRGPIO bit to when the peripheral is ready for use.
Software should check the corresponding PRGPIO bit to verify that the GPIO Module registers are
ready to be accessed.

Important: This register should be used to reset the GPIO modules.

General-Purpose Input/Output Software Reset (SRGPIO)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x508
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0R1R2R3R4R5R6R7R8R9R10R11R12R13R14reserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:15

GPIO Port Q Software Reset

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port Q is not reset.0

GPIO Port Q is reset.1

0RWR1414

GPIO Port P Software Reset

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port P is not reset.0

GPIO Port P is reset.1

0RWR1313
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPIO Port N Software Reset

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port N is not reset.0

GPIO Port N is reset.1

0RWR1212

GPIO Port M Software Reset

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port M is not reset.0

GPIO Port M is reset.1

0RWR1111

GPIO Port L Software Reset

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port L is not reset.0

GPIO Port L is reset.1

0RWR1010

GPIO Port K Software Reset

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port K is not reset.0

GPIO Port K is reset.1

0RWR99

GPIO Port J Software Reset

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port J is not reset.0

GPIO Port J is reset.1

0RWR88

GPIO Port H Software Reset

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port H is not reset.0

GPIO Port H is reset.1

0RWR77

GPIO Port G Software Reset

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port G is not reset.0

GPIO Port G is reset.1

0RWR66
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPIO Port F Software Reset

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port F is not reset.0

GPIO Port F is reset.1

0RWR55

GPIO Port E Software Reset

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port E is not reset.0

GPIO Port E is reset.1

0RWR44

GPIO Port D Software Reset

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port D is not reset.0

GPIO Port D is reset.1

0RWR33

GPIO Port C Software Reset

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port C is not reset.0

GPIO Port C is reset.1

0RWR22

GPIO Port B Software Reset

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port B is not reset.0

GPIO Port B is reset.1

0RWR11

GPIO Port A Software Reset

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port A is not reset.0

GPIO Port A is reset.1

0RWR00
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Register 71: Micro Direct Memory Access Software Reset (SRDMA), offset
0x50C
The SRDMA register provides software the capability to reset the available μDMA module.

A peripheral is reset by software using a simple two-step process:

1. Software sets a bit (or bits) in the SRDMA register. While the SRDMA bit is 1, the peripheral is
held in reset.

2. Software completes the reset process by clearing the SRDMA bit.

There may be latency from the clearing of the SRDMA bit to when the peripheral is ready for use.
Software should check the corresponding PRDMA bit to verify that the µDMA Module registers are
ready to be accessed.

Important: This register should be used to reset the μDMA module.

Micro Direct Memory Access Software Reset (SRDMA)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x50C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

μDMA Module Software Reset

DescriptionValue

μDMA module is not reset.0

μDMA module is reset.1

0RWR00
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Register 72: EPI Software Reset (SREPI), offset 0x510
The SREPI register provides software the capability to reset the available EPI module.

A peripheral is reset by software using a simple two-step process:

1. Software sets a bit (or bits) in the SREPI register. While the SREPI bit is 1, the peripheral is
held in reset.

2. Software completes the reset process by clearing the SREPI bit.

There may be latency from the clearing of the SREPI bit to when the peripheral is ready for use.
Software should check the corresponding PREPI bit to verify that the EPI Module registers are ready
to be accessed.

Important: This register should be used to reset the EPI module.

EPI Software Reset (SREPI)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x510
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

EPI Module Software Reset

DescriptionValue

EPI module is not reset.0

EPI module is reset.1

0RWR00
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Register 73: Hibernation Software Reset (SRHIB), offset 0x514
The SRHIB register provides software the capability to reset the available Hibernation module.

A peripheral is reset by software using a simple two-step process:

1. Software sets a bit (or bits) in the SRHIB register. While the SRHIB bit is 1, the peripheral is
held in reset.

2. Software completes the reset process by clearing the SRHIB bit.

There may be latency from the clearing of the SRHIB bit to when the peripheral is ready for use.
Software should check the corresponding PRHIB bit to verify that the Hibernation Module registers
are ready to be accessed.

Important: This register should be used to reset the Hibernation module.

Hibernation Software Reset (SRHIB)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x514
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

Hibernation Module Software Reset

DescriptionValue

Hibernation module is not reset.0

Hibernation module is reset.1

0RWR00
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Register 74: Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter Software Reset
(SRUART), offset 0x518
The SRUART register provides software the capability to reset the available UART modules.

A peripheral is reset by software using a simple two-step process:

1. Software sets a bit (or bits) in the SRUART register. While the SRUART bit is 1, the peripheral
is held in reset.

2. Software completes the reset process by clearing the SRUART bit.

There may be latency from the clearing of the SRUART bit to when the peripheral is ready for use.
Software should check the corresponding PRUART bit to verify that the UART Module registers are
ready to be accessed.

Important: This register should be used to reset the UART modules.

Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter Software Reset (SRUART)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x518
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0R1R2R3R4R5R6R7reserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:8

UART Module 7 Software Reset

DescriptionValue

UART module 7 is not reset.0

UART module 7 is reset.1

0RWR77

UART Module 6 Software Reset

DescriptionValue

UART module 6 is not reset.0

UART module 6 is reset.1

0RWR66
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

UART Module 5 Software Reset

DescriptionValue

UART module 5 is not reset.0

UART module 5 is reset.1

0RWR55

UART Module 4 Software Reset

DescriptionValue

UART module 4 is not reset.0

UART module 4 is reset.1

0RWR44

UART Module 3 Software Reset

DescriptionValue

UART module 3 is not reset.0

UART module 3 is reset.1

0RWR33

UART Module 2 Software Reset

DescriptionValue

UART module 2 is not reset.0

UART module 2 is reset.1

0RWR22

UART Module 1 Software Reset

DescriptionValue

UART module 1 is not reset.0

UART module 1 is reset.1

0RWR11

UART Module 0 Software Reset

DescriptionValue

UART module 0 is not reset.0

UART module 0 is reset.1

0RWR00
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Register 75: Synchronous Serial Interface Software Reset (SRSSI), offset
0x51C
The SRSSI register provides software the capability to reset the available SSI modules.

A peripheral is reset by software using a simple two-step process:

1. Software sets a bit (or bits) in the SRSSI register. While the SRSSI bit is 1, the peripheral is
held in reset.

2. Software completes the reset process by clearing the SRSSI bit.

There may be latency from the clearing of the SRSSI bit to when the peripheral is ready for use.
Software should check the corresponding PRSSI bit to verify that the SSI Module registers are ready
to be accessed.

Important: This register should be used to reset the SSI modules.

Synchronous Serial Interface Software Reset (SRSSI)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x51C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0R1R2R3reserved

RWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:4

SSI Module 3 Software Reset

DescriptionValue

SSI module 3 is not reset.0

SSI module 3 is reset.1

0RWR33

SSI Module 2 Software Reset

DescriptionValue

SSI module 2 is not reset.0

SSI module 2 is reset.1

0RWR22
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

SSI Module 1 Software Reset

DescriptionValue

SSI module 1 is not reset.0

SSI module 1 is reset.1

0RWR11

SSI Module 0 Software Reset

DescriptionValue

SSI module 0 is not reset.0

SSI module 0 is reset.1

0RWR00
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Register 76: Inter-Integrated Circuit Software Reset (SRI2C), offset 0x520
The SRI2C register provides software the capability to reset the available I2C modules.

A peripheral is reset by software using a simple two-step process:

1. Software sets a bit (or bits) in the SRI2C register. While the SRI2C bit is 1, the peripheral is
held in reset.

2. Software completes the reset process by clearing the SRI2C bit.

There may be latency from the clearing of the SRI2C bit to when the peripheral is ready for use.
Software should check the corresponding PRI2C bit to verify that the I2C Module registers are ready
to be accessed.

Important: This register should be used to reset the I2C modules.

Inter-Integrated Circuit Software Reset (SRI2C)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x520
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0R1R2R3R4R5R6R7R8R9reserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:10

I2C Module 9 Software Reset

DescriptionValue

I2C module 9 is not reset.0

I2C module 9 is reset.1

0RWR99

I2C Module 8 Software Reset

DescriptionValue

I2C module 8 is not reset.0

I2C module 8 is reset.1

0RWR88

I2C Module 7 Software Reset

DescriptionValue

I2C module 7 is not reset.0

I2C module 7 is reset.1

0RWR77
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

I2C Module 6 Software Reset

DescriptionValue

I2C module 6 is not reset.0

I2C module 6 is reset.1

0RWR66

I2C Module 5 Software Reset

DescriptionValue

I2C module 5 is not reset.0

I2C module 5 is reset.1

0RWR55

I2C Module 4 Software Reset

DescriptionValue

I2C module 4 is not reset.0

I2C module 4 is reset.1

0RWR44

I2C Module 3 Software Reset

DescriptionValue

I2C module 3 is not reset.0

I2C module 3 is reset.1

0RWR33

I2C Module 2 Software Reset

DescriptionValue

I2C module 2 is not reset.0

I2C module 2 is reset.1

0RWR22

I2C Module 1 Software Reset

DescriptionValue

I2C module 1 is not reset.0

I2C module 1 is reset.1

0RWR11

I2C Module 0 Software Reset

DescriptionValue

I2C module 0 is not reset.0

I2C module 0 is reset.1

0RWR00
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Register 77: Universal Serial Bus Software Reset (SRUSB), offset 0x528
The SRUSB register provides software the capability to reset the available USB module.

A peripheral is reset by software using a simple two-step process:

1. Software sets a bit (or bits) in the SRUSB register. While the SRUSB bit is 1, the peripheral is
held in reset.

2. Software completes the reset process by clearing the SRUSB bit.

There may be latency from the clearing of the SRUSB bit to when the peripheral is ready for use.
Software should check the corresponding PRUSB bit to verify that the USB Module registers are
ready to be accessed.

Important: This register should be used to reset the USB module.

Universal Serial Bus Software Reset (SRUSB)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x528
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

USB Module Software Reset

DescriptionValue

USB module is not reset.0

USB module is reset.1

0RWR00
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Register 78: Ethernet PHY Software Reset (SREPHY), offset 0x530
The SREPHY register provides software the capability to reset the available PHY module.

A peripheral is reset by software using a simple two-step process:

1. Software sets a bit (or bits) in the SREPHY register. While the SREPHY bit is 1, the peripheral
is held in reset.

2. Software completes the reset process by clearing the SREPHY bit.

There may be latency from the clearing of the SREPHY bit to when the peripheral is ready for use.
Software should check the corresponding PREPHY bit to verify that the EPHY Module registers are
ready to be accessed.

Important: This register should be used to reset the Ethernet PHY module.

Ethernet PHY Software Reset (SREPHY)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x530
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

Ethernet PHY Module Software Reset

DescriptionValue

Ethernet PHY module is not reset.0

Ethernet PHY module is reset.1

0RWR00
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Register 79: Controller Area Network Software Reset (SRCAN), offset 0x534
The SRCAN register provides software the capability to reset the available CAN modules.

A peripheral is reset by software using a simple two-step process:

1. Software sets a bit (or bits) in the SRCAN register. While the SRCAN bit is 1, the peripheral is
held in reset.

2. Software completes the reset process by clearing the SRCAN bit.

There may be latency from the clearing of the SRCAN bit to when the peripheral is ready for use.
Software should check the corresponding PRCAN bit to verify that the CAN Module registers are
ready to be accessed.

Important: This register should be used to reset the CAN modules.

Controller Area Network Software Reset (SRCAN)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x534
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0R1reserved

RWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:2

CAN Module 1 Software Reset

DescriptionValue

CAN module 1 is not reset.0

CAN module 1 is reset.1

0RWR11

CAN Module 0 Software Reset

DescriptionValue

CAN module 0 is not reset.0

CAN module 0 is reset.1

0RWR00
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Register 80: Analog-to-Digital Converter Software Reset (SRADC), offset 0x538
The SRADC register provides software the capability to reset the available ADC modules.

A peripheral is reset by software using a simple two-step process:

1. Software sets a bit (or bits) in the SRADC register. While the SRADC bit is 1, the peripheral is
held in reset.

2. Software completes the reset process by clearing the SRADC bit.

There may be latency from the clearing of the SRADC bit to when the peripheral is ready for use.
Software should check the corresponding PRADC bit to verify that the ADC Module registers are
ready to be accessed.

Important: This register should be used to reset the ADC modules.

Analog-to-Digital Converter Software Reset (SRADC)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x538
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0R1reserved

RWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:2

ADC Module 1 Software Reset

DescriptionValue

ADC module 1 is not reset.0

ADC module 1 is reset.1

0RWR11

ADC Module 0 Software Reset

DescriptionValue

ADC module 0 is not reset.0

ADC module 0 is reset.1

0RWR00
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Register 81: Analog Comparator Software Reset (SRACMP), offset 0x53C
The SRACMP register provides software the capability to reset the available analog comparator
module.

A block is reset by software using a simple two-step process:

1. Software sets a bit (or bits) in the SRACMP register. While the SRACMP bit is 1, the module
is held in reset.

2. Software completes the reset process by clearing the SRACMP bit.

There may be latency from the clearing of the SRACMP bit to when the module is ready for use.
Software should check the corresponding PRACMP bit to verify that the Analog Comparator Module
registers are ready to be accessed.

Important: This register should be used to reset the analog comparator module.

Analog Comparator Software Reset (SRACMP)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x53C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

Analog Comparator Module 0 Software Reset

DescriptionValue

Analog comparator module is not reset.0

Analog comparator module is reset.1

0RWR00
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Register 82: Pulse Width Modulator Software Reset (SRPWM), offset 0x540
The SRPWM register provides software the capability to reset the available PWM modules.

A peripheral is reset by software using a simple two-step process:

1. Software sets a bit (or bits) in the SRPWM register. While the SRPWM bit is 1, the peripheral
is held in reset.

2. Software completes the reset process by clearing the SRPWM bit.

There may be latency from the clearing of the SRPWM bit to when the peripheral is ready for use.
Software should check the corresponding PRPWM bit to verify that the PWM Module registers are
ready to be accessed.

Important: This register should be used to reset the PWM modules.

Pulse Width Modulator Software Reset (SRPWM)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x540
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

PWM Module 0 Software Reset

DescriptionValue

PWM module 0 is not reset.0

PWM module 0 is reset.1

0RWR00
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Register 83: Quadrature Encoder Interface Software Reset (SRQEI), offset
0x544
The SRQEI register provides software the capability to reset the available QEI modules.

A peripheral is reset by software using a simple two-step process:

1. Software sets a bit (or bits) in the SRQEI register. While the SRQEI bit is 1, the peripheral is
held in reset.

2. Software completes the reset process by clearing the SRQEI bit.

There may be latency from the clearing of the SRQEI bit to when the peripheral is ready for use.
Software should check the corresponding PRQEI bit to verify that the QEI Module registers are
ready to be accessed.

Important: This register should be used to reset the QEI modules.

Quadrature Encoder Interface Software Reset (SRQEI)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x544
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

QEI Module 0 Software Reset

DescriptionValue

QEI module 0 is not reset.0

QEI module 0 is reset.1

0RWR00
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Register 84: EEPROM Software Reset (SREEPROM), offset 0x558
The SREEPROM register provides software the capability to reset the available EEPROM module.

A peripheral is reset by software using a simple two-step process:

1. Software sets a bit (or bits) in the SREEPROM register. While the SREEPROM bit is 1, the
peripheral is held in reset.

2. Software completes the reset process by clearing the SREEPROM bit.

There may be latency from the clearing of the SREEPROM bit to when the peripheral is ready for
use. Software should check the corresponding PREEPROM bit to verify that the EEPROM Module
registers are ready to be accessed.

EEPROM Software Reset (SREEPROM)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x558
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

EEPROM Module 0 Software Reset

DescriptionValue

EEPROM module is not reset.0

EEPROM module is reset.1

0RWR00
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Register 85: CRC Module Software Reset (SRCCM), offset 0x574
The SRCCM register provides software the capability to reset the CRC .

A module is reset by software using a simple two-step process:

1. Software sets the bit in the SRCCM register. While the SRCCM bit is 1, the peripheral is held
in reset.

2. Software completes the reset process by clearing the SRCCM bit.

There may be latency from the clearing of the SRCCM bit to when the peripheral is ready for use.
Software should check the corresponding PRCCM bit to verify that the CRC registers are ready to
be accessed.

Important: This register should be used to reset the CRC module.

CRC Module Software Reset (SRCCM)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x574
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

CRC Software Reset

DescriptionValue

The CRC module is not reset.0

The CRC module is reset.1

0RWR00
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Register 86: Ethernet MAC Software Reset (SREMAC), offset 0x59C
The SREMAC register provides software the capability to reset the available Ethernet MAC module.

A peripheral is reset by software using a simple two-step process:

1. Software sets a bit (or bits) in the SREMAC register. While the SREMAC bit is 1, the peripheral
is held in reset.

2. Software completes the reset process by clearing the SREMAC bit.

There may be latency from the clearing of the SREMAC bit to when the peripheral is ready for use.
Software should check the corresponding PREMAC bit to verify that the Ethernet MAC Module
registers are ready to be accessed.

Important: This register should be used to reset the Ethernet controller MAC module.

Ethernet MAC Software Reset (SREMAC)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x59C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

Ethernet Controller MAC Module 0 Software Reset

DescriptionValue

Ethernet Controller MAC module 0 is not reset.0

Ethernet Controller MAC module 0 is reset.1

0RWR00
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Register 87: Watchdog Timer Run Mode Clock Gating Control (RCGCWD),
offset 0x600
The RCGCWD register provides software the capability to enable and disable watchdog modules
in Run mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock and accesses to module registers are
allowed. When disabled, the clock is disabled to save power and accesses to module registers
generate a bus fault.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the watchdog modules

Watchdog Timer Run Mode Clock Gating Control (RCGCWD)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x600
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0R1reserved

RWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:2

Watchdog Timer 1 Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

Watchdog module 1 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to Watchdog module 1 in Run mode.1

0RWR11

Watchdog Timer 0 Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

Watchdog module 0 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to Watchdog module 0 in Run mode.1

0RWR00
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Register 88: 16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer RunMode Clock Gating Control
(RCGCTIMER), offset 0x604
The RCGCGPT32 register provides software the capability to enable and disable 16/32-bit timer
modules in Run mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock and accesses to module registers
are allowed. When disabled, the clock is disabled to save power and accesses to module registers
generate a bus fault.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the timer modules.

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer Run Mode Clock Gating Control (RCGCTIMER)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x604
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0R1R2R3R4R5R6R7reserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:8

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 7 Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 7 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to 16/32-bit general-purpose timer
module 7 in Run mode.

1

0RWR77

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 6 Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 6 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to 16/32-bit general-purpose timer
module 6 in Run mode.

1

0RWR66

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 5 Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 5 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to 16/32-bit general-purpose timer
module 5 in Run mode.

1

0RWR55
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 4 Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 4 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to 16/32-bit general-purpose timer
module 4 in Run mode.

1

0RWR44

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 3 Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 3 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to 16/32-bit general-purpose timer
module 3 in Run mode.

1

0RWR33

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 2 Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 2 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to 16/32-bit general-purpose timer
module 2 in Run mode.

1

0RWR22

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 1 Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 1 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to 16/32-bit general-purpose timer
module 1 in Run mode.

1

0RWR11

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 0 Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 0 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to 16/32-bit general-purpose timer
module 0 in Run mode.

1

0RWR00
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Register 89: General-Purpose Input/Output Run Mode Clock Gating Control
(RCGCGPIO), offset 0x608
The RCGCGPIO register provides software the capability to enable and disable GPIO modules in
Run mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock and accesses to module registers are
allowed. When disabled, the clock is disabled to save power and accesses to module registers
generate a bus fault.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the GPIO modules.

General-Purpose Input/Output Run Mode Clock Gating Control (RCGCGPIO)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x608
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0R1R2R3R4R5R6R7R8R9R10R11R12R13R14reserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:15

GPIO Port Q Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port Q is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port Q in Run mode.1

0RWR1414

GPIO Port P Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port P is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port P in Run mode.1

0RWR1313

GPIO Port N Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port N is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port N in Run mode.1

0RWR1212

GPIO Port M Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port M is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port M in Run mode.1

0RWR1111
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPIO Port L Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port L is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port L in Run mode.1

0RWR1010

GPIO Port K Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port K is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port K in Run mode.1

0RWR99

GPIO Port J Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port J is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port J in Run mode.1

0RWR88

GPIO Port H Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port H is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port H in Run mode.1

0RWR77

GPIO Port G Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port G is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port G in Run mode.1

0RWR66

GPIO Port F Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port F is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port F in Run mode.1

0RWR55

GPIO Port E Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port E is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port E in Run mode.1

0RWR44
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPIO Port D Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port D is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port D in Run mode.1

0RWR33

GPIO Port C Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port C is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port C in Run mode.1

0RWR22

GPIO Port B Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port B is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port B in Run mode.1

0RWR11

GPIO Port A Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port A is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port A in Run mode.1

0RWR00
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Register 90: Micro Direct Memory Access Run Mode Clock Gating Control
(RCGCDMA), offset 0x60C
The RCGCDMA register provides software the capability to enable and disable the μDMA module
in Run mode. When enabled, the module is provided a clock and accesses to module registers are
allowed. When disabled, the clock is disabled to save power and accesses to module registers
generate a bus fault.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the μDMA module.

Micro Direct Memory Access Run Mode Clock Gating Control (RCGCDMA)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x60C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

μDMA Module Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

μDMA module is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to the μDMA module in Run mode.1

0RWR00
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Register 91: EPI Run Mode Clock Gating Control (RCGCEPI), offset 0x610
The RCGCEPI register provides software the capability to enable and disable the EPI module in
Run mode. When enabled, the module is provided a clock and accesses to module registers are
allowed. When disabled, the clock is disabled to save power and accesses to module registers
generate a bus fault.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the EPI module.

EPI Run Mode Clock Gating Control (RCGCEPI)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x610
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

EPI Module Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

EPI module is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to the EPI module in Run mode.1

0RWR00
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Register 92: Hibernation Run Mode Clock Gating Control (RCGCHIB), offset
0x614
The RCGCHIB register provides software the capability to enable and disable the Hibernation
module in Run mode. When enabled, the module is provided a clock and accesses to module
registers are allowed. When disabled, the clock is disabled to save power and accesses to module
registers generate a bus fault.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the Hibernation module.

Hibernation Run Mode Clock Gating Control (RCGCHIB)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x614
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0001

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

Hibernation Module Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

Hibernation module is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to the Hibernation module in Run
mode.

1

1RWR00
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Register 93: Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter Run Mode Clock
Gating Control (RCGCUART), offset 0x618
TheRCGCUART register provides software the capability to enable and disable the UART modules
in Run mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock and accesses to module registers are
allowed. When disabled, the clock is disabled to save power and accesses to module registers
generate a bus fault.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the UART modules.

Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter Run Mode Clock Gating Control (RCGCUART)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x618
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0R1R2R3R4R5R6R7reserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:8

UART Module 7 Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

UART module 7 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to UART module 7 in Run mode.1

0RWR77

UART Module 6 Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

UART module 6 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to UART module 6 in Run mode.1

0RWR66

UART Module 5 Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

UART module 5 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to UART module 5 in Run mode.1

0RWR55

UART Module 4 Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

UART module 4 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to UART module 4 in Run mode.1

0RWR44
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

UART Module 3 Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

UART module 3 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to UART module 3 in Run mode.1

0RWR33

UART Module 2 Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

UART module 2 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to UART module 2 in Run mode.1

0RWR22

UART Module 1 Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

UART module 1 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to UART module 1 in Run mode.1

0RWR11

UART Module 0 Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

UART module 0 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to UART module 0 in Run mode.1

0RWR00
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Register 94: Synchronous Serial Interface Run Mode Clock Gating Control
(RCGCSSI), offset 0x61C
The RCGCSSI register provides software the capability to enable and disable the SSI modules in
Run mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock and accesses to module registers are
allowed. When disabled, the clock is disabled to save power and accesses to module registers
generate a bus fault.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the SSI modules.

Synchronous Serial Interface Run Mode Clock Gating Control (RCGCSSI)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x61C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0R1R2R3reserved

RWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:4

SSI Module 3 Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

SSI module 3 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to SSI module 3 in Run mode.1

0RWR33

SSI Module 2 Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

SSI module 2 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to SSI module 2 in Run mode.1

0RWR22

SSI Module 1 Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

SSI module 1 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to SSI module 1 in Run mode.1

0RWR11

SSI Module 0 Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

SSI module 0 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to SSI module 0 in Run mode.1

0RWR00
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Register 95: Inter-Integrated Circuit Run Mode Clock Gating Control
(RCGCI2C), offset 0x620
The RCGCI2C register provides software the capability to enable and disable the I2C modules in
Run mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock and accesses to module registers are
allowed. When disabled, the clock is disabled to save power and accesses to module registers
generate a bus fault.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the I2C modules.

Inter-Integrated Circuit Run Mode Clock Gating Control (RCGCI2C)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x620
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0R1R2R3R4R5R6R7R8R9reserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:10

I2C Module 9 Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

I2C module 9 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to I2C module 9 in Run mode.1

0RWR99

I2C Module 8 Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

I2C module 8 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to I2C module 8 in Run mode.1

0RWR88

I2C Module 7 Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

I2C module 7 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to I2C module 7 in Run mode.1

0RWR77
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

I2C Module 6 Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

I2C module 6 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to I2C module 6 in Run mode.1

0RWR66

I2C Module 5 Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

I2C module 5 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to I2C module 5 in Run mode.1

0RWR55

I2C Module 4 Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

I2C module 4 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to I2C module 4 in Run mode.1

0RWR44

I2C Module 3 Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

I2C module 3 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to I2C module 3 in Run mode.1

0RWR33

I2C Module 2 Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

I2C module 2 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to I2C module 2 in Run mode.1

0RWR22

I2C Module 1 Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

I2C module 1 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to I2C module 1 in Run mode.1

0RWR11

I2C Module 0 Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

I2C module 0 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to I2C module 0 in Run mode.1

0RWR00
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Register 96: Universal Serial Bus RunModeClockGating Control (RCGCUSB),
offset 0x628
The RCGCUSB register provides software the capability to enable and disable the USB module in
Run mode. When enabled, the module is provided a clock and accesses to module registers are
allowed. When disabled, the clock is disabled to save power and accesses to module registers
generate a bus fault.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the USB module.

Universal Serial Bus Run Mode Clock Gating Control (RCGCUSB)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x628
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

USB Module Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

USB module is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to the USB module in Run mode.1

0RWR00
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Register 97: Ethernet PHY Run Mode Clock Gating Control (RCGCEPHY),
offset 0x630
The RCGCEPHY register provides software the capability to enable and disable the PHY module
in Run mode. When enabled, the module is provided a clock and accesses to module registers are
allowed. When disabled, the clock is disabled to save power and accesses to module registers
generate a bus fault.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the PHY module.

Ethernet PHY Run Mode Clock Gating Control (RCGCEPHY)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x630
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

Ethernet PHY Module Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

PHY module is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to the PHY module in Run mode.1

0RWR00
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Register 98: Controller Area Network Run Mode Clock Gating Control
(RCGCCAN), offset 0x634
The RCGCCAN register provides software the capability to enable and disable the CAN modules
in Run mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock and accesses to module registers are
allowed. When disabled, the clock is disabled to save power and accesses to module registers
generate a bus fault.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the CAN modules.

Controller Area Network Run Mode Clock Gating Control (RCGCCAN)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x634
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0R1reserved

RWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:2

CAN Module 1 Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

CAN module 1 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to CAN module 1 in Run mode.1

0RWR11

CAN Module 0 Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

CAN module 0 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to CAN module 0 in Run mode.1

0RWR00
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Register 99: Analog-to-Digital Converter Run Mode Clock Gating Control
(RCGCADC), offset 0x638
The RCGCADC register provides software the capability to enable and disable the ADC modules
in Run mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock and accesses to module registers are
allowed. When disabled, the clock is disabled to save power and accesses to module registers
generate a bus fault.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the ADC modules.

Analog-to-Digital Converter Run Mode Clock Gating Control (RCGCADC)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x638
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0R1reserved

RWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:2

ADC Module 1 Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

ADC module 1 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to ADC module 1 in Run mode.1

0RWR11

ADC Module 0 Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

ADC module 0 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to ADC module 0 in Run mode.1

0RWR00
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Register 100: Analog Comparator Run Mode Clock Gating Control
(RCGCACMP), offset 0x63C
The RCGCACMP register provides software the capability to enable and disable the analog
comparator module in Run mode. When enabled, the module is provided a clock and accesses to
module registers are allowed. When disabled, the clock is disabled to save power and accesses to
module registers generate a bus fault.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the analog comparator module.

Analog Comparator Run Mode Clock Gating Control (RCGCACMP)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x63C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

Analog Comparator Module 0 Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

Analog comparator module is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to the analog comparator module
in Run mode.

1

0RWR00
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Register 101: Pulse Width Modulator Run Mode Clock Gating Control
(RCGCPWM), offset 0x640
The RCGCPWM register provides software the capability to enable and disable the PWM modules
in Run mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock and accesses to module registers are
allowed. When disabled, the clock is disabled to save power and accesses to module registers
generate a bus fault.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the PWM modules.

Pulse Width Modulator Run Mode Clock Gating Control (RCGCPWM)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x640
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

PWM Module 0 Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

PWM module 0 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to PWM module 0 in Run mode.1

0RWR00
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Register 102: Quadrature Encoder Interface Run Mode Clock Gating Control
(RCGCQEI), offset 0x644
The RCGCQEI register provides software the capability to enable and disable the QEI modules in
Run mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock and accesses to module registers are
allowed. When disabled, the clock is disabled to save power and accesses to module registers
generate a bus fault.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the QEI modules.

Quadrature Encoder Interface Run Mode Clock Gating Control (RCGCQEI)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x644
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

QEI Module 0 Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

QEI module 0 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to QEI module 0 in Run mode.1

0RWR00
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Register 103: EEPROM Run Mode Clock Gating Control (RCGCEEPROM),
offset 0x658
The RCGCEEPROM register provides software the capability to enable and disable the EEPROM
module in Run mode. When enabled, the module is provided a clock and accesses to module
registers are allowed. When disabled, the clock is disabled to save power and accesses to module
registers generate a bus fault.

EEPROM Run Mode Clock Gating Control (RCGCEEPROM)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x658
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

EEPROM Module 0 Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

EEPROM module is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to the EEPROM module in Run
mode.

1

0RWR00
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Register 104: CRCModule RunModeClockGatingControl (RCGCCCM), offset
0x674
The RCGCCCM register provides software the capability to enable and disable the CRC in Run
mode. When enabled, the module is provided a clock and accesses to module registers are allowed.
When disabled, the clock is disabled to save power and accesses to module registers generate a
bus fault.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the CRC module.

CRC Module Run Mode Clock Gating Control (RCGCCCM)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x674
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

CRC Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

The CRC5 module is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to the CRC module in Run mode.1

0RWR00
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Register 105: Ethernet MAC Run Mode Clock Gating Control (RCGCEMAC),
offset 0x69C
The RCGCEMAC register provides software the capability to enable and disable the Ethernet MAC
module in Run mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock and accesses to module registers
are allowed. When disabled, the clock is disabled to save power and accesses to module registers
generate a bus fault.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the Ethernet Controller module.

Ethernet MAC Run Mode Clock Gating Control (RCGCEMAC)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x69C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

Ethernet MAC Module 0 Run Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

Ethernet MAC module 0 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to Ethernet MAC module 0 in Run
mode.

1

0RWR00
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Register 106: Watchdog Timer Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (SCGCWD),
offset 0x700
The SCGCWD register provides software the capability to enable and disable watchdog modules
in sleep mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock. When disabled, the clock is disabled
to save power.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the watchdog modules.

Watchdog Timer Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (SCGCWD)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x700
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

S0S1reserved

RWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:2

Watchdog Timer 1 Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

Watchdog module 1 is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to Watchdog module 1 in sleep
mode.

1

0RWS11

Watchdog Timer 0 Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

Watchdog module 0 is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to Watchdog module 0 in sleep
mode.

1

0RWS00
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Register 107: 16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer Sleep Mode Clock Gating
Control (SCGCTIMER), offset 0x704
The SCGCGPT32 register provides software the capability to enable and disable 16/32-bit timer
modules in sleep mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock. When disabled, the clock is
disabled to save power.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the timer modules.

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (SCGCTIMER)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x704
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

S0S1S2S3S4S5S6S7reserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:8

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 7 Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 7 is disabled in sleep
mode.

0

Enable and provide a clock to 16/32-bit general-purpose timer
module 7 in sleep mode.

1

0RWS77

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 6 Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 6 is disabled in sleep
mode.

0

Enable and provide a clock to 16/32-bit general-purpose timer
module 6 in sleep mode.

1

0RWS66

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 5 Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 5 is disabled in sleep
mode.

0

Enable and provide a clock to 16/32-bit general-purpose timer
module 5 in sleep mode.

1

0RWS55
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 4 Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 4 is disabled in sleep
mode.

0

Enable and provide a clock to 16/32-bit general-purpose timer
module 4 in sleep mode.

1

0RWS44

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 3 Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 3 is disabled in sleep
mode.

0

Enable and provide a clock to 16/32-bit general-purpose timer
module 3 in sleep mode.

1

0RWS33

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 2 Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 2 is disabled in sleep
mode.

0

Enable and provide a clock to 16/32-bit general-purpose timer
module 2 in sleep mode.

1

0RWS22

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 1 Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 1 is disabled in sleep
mode.

0

Enable and provide a clock to 16/32-bit general-purpose timer
module 1 in sleep mode.

1

0RWS11

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 0 Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 0 is disabled in sleep
mode.

0

Enable and provide a clock to 16/32-bit general-purpose timer
module 0 in sleep mode.

1

0RWS00
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Register 108: General-Purpose Input/Output SleepMode Clock Gating Control
(SCGCGPIO), offset 0x708
The SCGCGPIO register provides software the capability to enable and disable GPIO modules in
sleep mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock. When disabled, the clock is disabled to
save power.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the GPIO modules.

General-Purpose Input/Output Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (SCGCGPIO)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x708
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

S0S1S2S3S4S5S6S7S8S9S10S11S12S13S14reserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:15

GPIO Port Q Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port Q is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port Q in sleep mode.1

0RWS1414

GPIO Port P Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port P is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port P in sleep mode.1

0RWS1313

GPIO Port N Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port N is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port N in sleep mode.1

0RWS1212

GPIO Port M Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port M is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port M in sleep mode.1

0RWS1111
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPIO Port L Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port L is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port L in sleep mode.1

0RWS1010

GPIO Port K Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port K is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port K in sleep mode.1

0RWS99

GPIO Port J Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port J is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port J in sleep mode.1

0RWS88

GPIO Port H Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port H is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port H in sleep mode.1

0RWS77

GPIO Port G Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port G is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port G in sleep mode.1

0RWS66

GPIO Port F Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port F is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port F in sleep mode.1

0RWS55

GPIO Port E Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port E is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port E in sleep mode.1

0RWS44
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPIO Port D Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port D is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port D in sleep mode.1

0RWS33

GPIO Port C Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port C is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port C in sleep mode.1

0RWS22

GPIO Port B Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port B is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port B in sleep mode.1

0RWS11

GPIO Port A Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port A is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port A in sleep mode.1

0RWS00
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Register 109: Micro Direct Memory Access Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control
(SCGCDMA), offset 0x70C
The SCGCDMA register provides software the capability to enable and disable the μDMA module
in sleep mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock. When disabled, the clock is disabled
to save power.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the μDMA module.

Micro Direct Memory Access Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (SCGCDMA)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x70C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

S0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

μDMA Module Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

μDMA module is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to the μDMA module in sleep mode.1

0RWS00
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Register 110: EPI Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (SCGCEPI), offset 0x710
The SCGCEPI register provides software the capability to enable and disable the EPI module in
sleep mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock. When disabled, the clock is disabled to
save power.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the EPI module.

EPI Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (SCGCEPI)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x710
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

S0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

EPI Module Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

EPI module is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to the EPI module in sleep mode.1

0RWS00
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Register 111: Hibernation SleepMode Clock Gating Control (SCGCHIB), offset
0x714
The SCGCHIB register provides software the capability to enable and disable the Hibernation module
in sleep mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock. When disabled, the clock is disabled
to save power.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the Hibernation module.

Hibernation Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (SCGCHIB)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x714
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0001

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

S0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

Hibernation Module Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

Hibernation module is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to the Hibernation module in sleep
mode.

1

1RWS00
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Register 112: Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter Sleep Mode
Clock Gating Control (SCGCUART), offset 0x718
The SCGCUART register provides software the capability to enable and disable the UART modules
in sleep mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock. When disabled, the clock is disabled
to save power.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the UART modules.

Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (SCGCUART)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x718
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

S0S1S2S3S4S5S6S7reserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:8

UART Module 7 Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

UART module 7 is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to UART module 7 in sleep mode.1

0RWS77

UART Module 6 Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

UART module 6 is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to UART module 6 in sleep mode.1

0RWS66

UART Module 5 Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

UART module 5 is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to UART module 5 in sleep mode.1

0RWS55

UART Module 4 Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

UART module 4 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to UART module 4 in sleep mode.1

0RWS44
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

UART Module 3 Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

UART module 3 is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to UART module 3 in sleep mode.1

0RWS33

UART Module 2 Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

UART module 2 is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to UART module 2 in sleep mode.1

0RWS22

UART Module 1 Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

UART module 1 is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to UART module 1 in sleep mode.1

0RWS11

UART Module 0 Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

UART module 0 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to UART module 0 in sleep mode.1

0RWS00
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Register 113: Synchronous Serial Interface Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control
(SCGCSSI), offset 0x71C
The SCGCSSI register provides software the capability to enable and disable the SSI modules in
sleep mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock. When disabled, the clock is disabled to
save power.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the SSI modules.

Synchronous Serial Interface Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (SCGCSSI)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x71C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

S0S1S2S3reserved

RWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:4

SSI Module 3 Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

SSI module 3 is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to SSI module 3 in sleep mode.1

0RWS33

SSI Module 2 Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

SSI module 2 is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to SSI module 2 in sleep mode.1

0RWS22

SSI Module 1 Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

SSI module 1 is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to SSI module 1 in sleep mode.1

0RWS11

SSI Module 0 Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

SSI module 0 is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to SSI module 0 in sleep mode.1

0RWS00
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Register 114: Inter-Integrated Circuit Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control
(SCGCI2C), offset 0x720
The SCGCI2C register provides software the capability to enable and disable the I2C modules in
sleep mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock. When disabled, the clock is disabled to
save power.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the I2C modules.

Inter-Integrated Circuit Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (SCGCI2C)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x720
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

S0S1S2S3S4S5S6S7S8S9reserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:10

I2C Module 9 Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

I2C module 9 is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to I2C module 9 in sleep mode.1

0RWS99

I2C Module 8 Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

I2C module 8 is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to I2C module 8 in sleep mode.1

0RWS88

I2C Module 7 Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

I2C module 7 is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to I2C module 7 in sleep mode.1

0RWS77

I2C Module 6 Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

I2C module 6 is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to I2C module 6 in sleep mode.1

0RWS66
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

I2C Module 5 Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

I2C module 5 is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to I2C module 5 in sleep mode.1

0RWS55

I2C Module 4 Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

I2C module 4 is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to I2C module 4 in sleep mode.1

0RWS44

I2C Module 3 Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

I2C module 3 is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to I2C module 3 in sleep mode.1

0RWS33

I2C Module 2 Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

I2C module 2 is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to I2C module 2 in sleep mode.1

0RWS22

I2C Module 1 Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

I2C module 1 is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to I2C module 1 in sleep mode.1

0RWS11

I2C Module 0 Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

I2C module 0 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to I2C module 0 in sleep mode.1

0RWS00
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Register 115: Universal Serial Bus Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control
(SCGCUSB), offset 0x728
The SCGCUSB register provides software the capability to enable and disable the USB module in
sleep mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock. When disabled, the clock is disabled to
save power.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the USB module.

Universal Serial Bus Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (SCGCUSB)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x728
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

S0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

USB Module Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

USB module is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to the USB module in sleep mode.1

0RWS00
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Register 116: Ethernet PHY Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (SCGCEPHY),
offset 0x730
The SCGCEPHY register provides software the capability to enable and disable the PHY module
in sleep mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock. When disabled, the clock is disabled
to save power.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the PHY module.

Ethernet PHY Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (SCGCEPHY)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x730
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

S0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

PHY Module Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

PHY module is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to the PHY module in sleep mode.1

0RWS00
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Register 117: Controller Area Network Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control
(SCGCCAN), offset 0x734
The SCGCCAN register provides software the capability to enable and disable the CAN modules
in sleep mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock. When disabled, the clock is disabled
to save power.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the CAN modules.

Controller Area Network Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (SCGCCAN)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x734
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

S0S1reserved

RWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:2

CAN Module 1 Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

CAN module 1 is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to CAN module 1 in sleep mode.1

0RWS11

CAN Module 0 Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

CAN module 0 is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to CAN module 0 in sleep mode.1

0RWS00
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Register 118: Analog-to-Digital Converter Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control
(SCGCADC), offset 0x738
The SCGCADC register provides software the capability to enable and disable the ADC modules
in sleep mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock. When disabled, the clock is disabled
to save power.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the ADC modules.

Analog-to-Digital Converter Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (SCGCADC)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x738
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

S0S1reserved

RWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:2

ADC Module 1 Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

ADC module 1 is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to ADC module 1 in sleep mode.1

0RWS11

ADC Module 0 Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

ADC module 0 is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to ADC module 0 in sleep mode.1

0RWS00
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Register 119: Analog Comparator Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control
(SCGCACMP), offset 0x73C
The SCGCACMP register provides software the capability to enable and disable the analog
comparator module in sleep mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock. When disabled,
the clock is disabled to save power.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the analog comparator module.

Analog Comparator Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (SCGCACMP)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x73C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

S0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

Analog Comparator Module 0 Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

Analog comparator module is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to the analog comparator module
in sleep mode.

1

0RWS00
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Register 120: Pulse Width Modulator Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control
(SCGCPWM), offset 0x740
The SCGCPWM register provides software the capability to enable and disable the PWM modules
in sleep mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock. When disabled, the clock is disabled
to save power.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the PWM modules.

Pulse Width Modulator Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (SCGCPWM)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x740
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

S0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

PWM Module 0 Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

PWM module 0 is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to PWM module 0 in sleep mode.1

0RWS00
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Register 121: Quadrature Encoder Interface SleepMode Clock Gating Control
(SCGCQEI), offset 0x744
The SCGCQEI register provides software the capability to enable and disable the QEI modules in
sleep mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock. When disabled, the clock is disabled to
save power.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the QEI modules.

Quadrature Encoder Interface Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (SCGCQEI)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x744
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

S0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

QEI Module 0 Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

QEI module 0 is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to QEI module 0 in sleep mode.1

0RWS00
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Register 122: EEPROM Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (SCGCEEPROM),
offset 0x758
The SCGCEEPROM register provides software the capability to enable and disable the EEPROM
module in sleep mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock. When disabled, the clock is
disabled to save power.

EEPROM Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (SCGCEEPROM)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x758
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

S0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

EEPROM Module 0 Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

EEPROM module is disabled.0

Enable and provide a clock to the EEPROM module in sleep
mode.

1

0RWS00
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Register 123: CRC Module Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (SCGCCCM),
offset 0x774
The SCGCCCM register provides software the capability to enable and disable the CRC module in
sleep mode. When enabled, the module is provided a clock . When disabled, the clock is disabled
to save power.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the CRC module.

CRC Module Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (SCGCCCM)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x774
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

S0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

CRC Module Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

The CRC module is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to the CRC module in sleep mode.1

0RWS00
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Register 124: Ethernet MAC Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (SCGCEMAC),
offset 0x79C
The SCGCEMAC register provides software the capability to enable and disable the Ethernet MAC
module in sleep mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock. When disabled, the clock is
disabled to save power.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the Ethernet MAC module.

Ethernet MAC Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (SCGCEMAC)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x79C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

S0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

Ethernet MAC Module 0 Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

Ethernet MAC module 0 is disabled in sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to Ethernet MAC module 0 in sleep
mode.

1

0RWS00
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Register 125: Watchdog Timer Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control
(DCGCWD), offset 0x800
The DCGCWD register provides software the capability to enable and disable watchdog modules
in deep-sleep mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock. When disabled, the clock is
disabled to save power.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the watchdog modules.

Watchdog Timer Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (DCGCWD)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x800
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

D0D1reserved

RWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:2

Watchdog Timer 1 Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

Watchdog module 1 is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to Watchdog module 1 in deep-sleep
mode.

1

0RWD11

Watchdog Timer 0 Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

Watchdog module 0 is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to Watchdog module 0 in deep-sleep
mode.

1

0RWD00
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Register 126: 16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer Deep-SleepMode ClockGating
Control (DCGCTIMER), offset 0x804
The DCGCGPT32 register provides software the capability to enable and disable 16/32-bit timer
modules in deep-sleep mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock. When disabled, the
clock is disabled to save power.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the timer modules.

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (DCGCTIMER)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x804
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

D0D1D2D3D4D5D6D7reserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:8

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 7 Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating
Control

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 7 is disabled in
deep-sleep mode.

0

Enable and provide a clock to 16/32-bit general-purpose timer
module 7 in deep-sleep mode.

1

0RWD77

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 6 Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating
Control

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 6 is disabled in
deep-sleep mode.

0

Enable and provide a clock to 16/32-bit general-purpose timer
module 6 in deep-sleep mode.

1

0RWD66

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 5 Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating
Control

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 5 is disabled in
deep-sleep mode.

0

Enable and provide a clock to 16/32-bit general-purpose timer
module 5 in deep-sleep mode.

1

0RWD55
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 4 Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating
Control

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 4 is disabled in
deep-sleep mode.

0

Enable and provide a clock to 16/32-bit general-purpose timer
module 4 in deep-sleep mode.

1

0RWD44

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 3 Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating
Control

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 3 is disabled in
deep-sleep mode.

0

Enable and provide a clock to 16/32-bit general-purpose timer
module 3 in deep-sleep mode.

1

0RWD33

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 2 Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating
Control

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 2 is disabled in
deep-sleep mode.

0

Enable and provide a clock to 16/32-bit general-purpose timer
module 2 in deep-sleep mode.

1

0RWD22

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 1 Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating
Control

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 1 is disabled in
deep-sleep mode.

0

Enable and provide a clock to 16/32-bit general-purpose timer
module 1 in deep-sleep mode.

1

0RWD11

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 0 Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating
Control

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit general-purpose timer module 0 is disabled in
deep-sleep mode.

0

Enable and provide a clock to 16/32-bit general-purpose timer
module 0 in deep-sleep mode.

1

0RWD00
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Register 127: General-Purpose Input/Output Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating
Control (DCGCGPIO), offset 0x808
The DCGCGPIO register provides software the capability to enable and disable GPIO modules in
deep-sleep mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock. When disabled, the clock is disabled
to save power.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the GPIO modules.

General-Purpose Input/Output Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (DCGCGPIO)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x808
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

D0D1D2D3D4D5D6D7D8D9D10D11D12D13D14reserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:15

GPIO Port Q Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port Q is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port Q in deep-sleep mode.1

0RWD1414

GPIO Port P Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port P is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port P in deep-sleep mode.1

0RWD1313

GPIO Port N Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port N is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port N in deep-sleep mode.1

0RWD1212

GPIO Port M Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port M is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port M in deep-sleep mode.1

0RWD1111
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPIO Port L Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port L is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port L in deep-sleep mode.1

0RWD1010

GPIO Port K Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port K is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port K in deep-sleep mode.1

0RWD99

GPIO Port J Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port J is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port J in deep-sleep mode.1

0RWD88

GPIO Port H Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port H is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port H in deep-sleep mode.1

0RWD77

GPIO Port G Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port G is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port G in deep-sleep mode.1

0RWD66

GPIO Port F Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port F is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port F in deep-sleep mode.1

0RWD55

GPIO Port E Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port E is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port E in deep-sleep mode.1

0RWD44
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPIO Port D Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port D is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port D in deep-sleep mode.1

0RWD33

GPIO Port C Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port C is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port C in deep-sleep mode.1

0RWD22

GPIO Port B Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port B is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port B in deep-sleep mode.1

0RWD11

GPIO Port A Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port A is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to GPIO Port A in deep-sleep mode.1

0RWD00
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Register 128: Micro Direct Memory Access Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating
Control (DCGCDMA), offset 0x80C
The DCGCDMA register provides software the capability to enable and disable the μDMA module
in deep-sleep mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock. When disabled, the clock is
disabled to save power.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the μDMA module.

Micro Direct Memory Access Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (DCGCDMA)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x80C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

D0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

μDMA Module Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

μDMA module is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to the μDMA module in deep-sleep
mode.

1

0RWD00
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Register 129: EPI Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (DCGCEPI), offset
0x810
The DCGCEPI register provides software the capability to enable and disable the EPI module in
deep-sleep mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock. When disabled, the clock is disabled
to save power.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the EPI module.

EPI Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (DCGCEPI)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x810
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

D0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

EPI Module Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

EPI module is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to the EPI module in deep-sleep
mode.

1

0RWD00
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Register 130: Hibernation Deep-SleepMode Clock Gating Control (DCGCHIB),
offset 0x814
The DCGCHIB register provides software the capability to enable and disable the Hibernation
module in deep-sleep mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock. When disabled, the clock
is disabled to save power.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the Hibernation module.

Hibernation Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (DCGCHIB)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x814
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0001

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

D0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

Hibernation Module Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

Hibernation module is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to the Hibernation module in
deep-sleep mode.

1

1RWD00
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Register 131: Universal AsynchronousReceiver/Transmitter Deep-SleepMode
Clock Gating Control (DCGCUART), offset 0x818
TheDCGCUART register provides software the capability to enable and disable the UART modules
in deep-sleep mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock. When disabled, the clock is
disabled to save power.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the UART modules.

Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (DCGCUART)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x818
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

D0D1D2D3D4D5D6D7reserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:8

UART Module 7 Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

UART module 7 is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to UART module 7 in deep-sleep
mode.

1

0RWD77

UART Module 6 Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

UART module 6 is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to UART module 6 in deep-sleep
mode.

1

0RWD66

UART Module 5 Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

UART module 5 is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to UART module 5 in deep-sleep
mode.

1

0RWD55
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

UART Module 4 Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

UART module 4 is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to UART module 4 in deep-sleep
mode.

1

0RWD44

UART Module 3 Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

UART module 3 is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to UART module 3 in deep-sleep
mode.

1

0RWD33

UART Module 2 Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

UART module 2 is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to UART module 2 in deep-sleep
mode.

1

0RWD22

UART Module 1 Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

UART module 1 is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to UART module 1 in deep-sleep
mode.

1

0RWD11

UART Module 0 Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

UART module 0 is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to UART module 0 in deep-sleep
mode.

1

0RWD00
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Register 132: Synchronous Serial Interface Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating
Control (DCGCSSI), offset 0x81C
The DCGCSSI register provides software the capability to enable and disable the SSI modules in
deep-sleep mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock. When disabled, the clock is disabled
to save power.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the SSI modules.

Synchronous Serial Interface Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (DCGCSSI)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x81C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

D0D1D2D3reserved

RWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:4

SSI Module 3 Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

SSI module 3 is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to SSI module 3 in deep-sleep mode.1

0RWD33

SSI Module 2 Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

SSI module 2 is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to SSI module 2 in deep-sleep mode.1

0RWD22

SSI Module 1 Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

SSI module 1 is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to SSI module 1 in deep-sleep mode.1

0RWD11

SSI Module 0 Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

SSI module 0 is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to SSI module 0 in deep-sleep mode.1

0RWD00
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Register 133: Inter-Integrated Circuit Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control
(DCGCI2C), offset 0x820
The DCGCI2C register provides software the capability to enable and disable the I2C modules in
deep-sleep mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock. When disabled, the clock is disabled
to save power.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the I2C modules.

Inter-Integrated Circuit Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (DCGCI2C)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x820
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

D0D1D2D3D4D5D6D7D8D9reserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:10

I2C Module 9 Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

I2C module 9 is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to I2C module 9 in deep-sleep mode.1

0RWD99

I2C Module 8 Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

I2C module 8 is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to I2C module 8 in deep-sleep mode.1

0RWD88

I2C Module 7 Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

I2C module 7 is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to I2C module 7 in deep-sleep mode.1

0RWD77

I2C Module 6 Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

I2C module 6 is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to I2C module 6 in deep-sleep mode.1

0RWD66
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

I2C Module 5 Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

I2C module 5 is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to I2C module 5 in deep-sleep mode.1

0RWD55

I2C Module 4 Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

I2C module 4 is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to I2C module 4 in deep-sleep mode.1

0RWD44

I2C Module 3 Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

I2C module 3 is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to I2C module 3 in deep-sleep mode.1

0RWD33

I2C Module 2 Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

I2C module 2 is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to I2C module 2 in deep-sleep mode.1

0RWD22

I2C Module 1 Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

I2C module 1 is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to I2C module 1 in deep-sleep mode.1

0RWD11

I2C Module 0 Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

I2C module 0 is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to I2C module 0 in deep-sleep mode.1

0RWD00
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Register 134: Universal Serial Bus Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control
(DCGCUSB), offset 0x828
The DCGCUSB register provides software the capability to enable and disable the USB module in
deep-sleep mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock. When disabled, the clock is disabled
to save power.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the USB module.

Universal Serial Bus Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (DCGCUSB)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x828
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

D0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

USB Module Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

USB module is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to the USB module in deep-sleep
mode.

1

0RWD00
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Register 135: Ethernet PHY Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control
(DCGCEPHY), offset 0x830
The DCGCEPHY register provides software the capability to enable and disable the PHY module
in deep-sleep mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock. When disabled, the clock is
disabled to save power.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the PHY module.

Ethernet PHY Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (DCGCEPHY)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x830
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

D0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

PHY Module Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

PHY module is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to the PHY module in deep-sleep
mode.

1

0RWD00
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Register 136: Controller Area Network Deep-SleepMode Clock Gating Control
(DCGCCAN), offset 0x834
The DCGCCAN register provides software the capability to enable and disable the CAN modules
in deep-sleep mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock. When disabled, the clock is
disabled to save power.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the CAN modules.

Controller Area Network Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (DCGCCAN)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x834
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

D0D1reserved

RWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:2

CAN Module 1 Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

CAN module 1 is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to CAN module 1 in deep-sleep
mode.

1

0RWD11

CAN Module 0 Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

CAN module 0 is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to CAN module 0 in deep-sleep
mode.

1

0RWD00
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Register 137: Analog-to-Digital Converter Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating
Control (DCGCADC), offset 0x838
The DCGCADC register provides software the capability to enable and disable the ADC modules
in deep-sleep mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock. When disabled, the clock is
disabled to save power.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the ADC modules.

Analog-to-Digital Converter Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (DCGCADC)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x838
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

D0D1reserved

RWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:2

ADC Module 1 Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

ADC module 1 is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to ADC module 1 in deep-sleep
mode.

1

0RWD11

ADC Module 0 Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

ADC module 0 is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to ADC module 0 in deep-sleep
mode.

1

0RWD00
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Register 138: Analog Comparator Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control
(DCGCACMP), offset 0x83C
The DCGCACMP register provides software the capability to enable and disable the analog
comparator module in deep-sleep mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock. When
disabled, the clock is disabled to save power.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the analog comparator module.

Analog Comparator Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (DCGCACMP)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x83C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

D0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

Analog Comparator Module 0 Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

Analog comparator module is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to the analog comparator module
in deep-sleep mode.

1

0RWD00
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Register 139: Pulse Width Modulator Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control
(DCGCPWM), offset 0x840
The DCGCPWM register provides software the capability to enable and disable the PWM modules
in deep-sleep mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock. When disabled, the clock is
disabled to save power.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the PWM modules.

Pulse Width Modulator Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (DCGCPWM)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x840
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

D0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

PWM Module 0 Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

PWM module 0 is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to PWM module 0 in deep-sleep
mode.

1

0RWD00
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Register 140: Quadrature Encoder Interface Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating
Control (DCGCQEI), offset 0x844
The DCGCQEI register provides software the capability to enable and disable the QEI modules in
deep-sleep mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock. When disabled, the clock is disabled
to save power.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the QEI modules.

Quadrature Encoder Interface Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (DCGCQEI)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x844
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

D0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

QEI Module 0 Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

QEI module 0 is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to QEI module 0 in deep-sleep
mode.

1

0RWD00
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Register 141: EEPROM Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control
(DCGCEEPROM), offset 0x858
The DCGCEEPROM register provides software the capability to enable and disable the EEPROM
module in deep-sleep mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock. When disabled, the clock
is disabled to save power.

EEPROM Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (DCGCEEPROM)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x858
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

D0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

EEPROM Module 0 Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

EEPROM module is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to the EEPROM module in
deep-sleep mode.

1

0RWD00
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Register 142: CRC Module Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control
(DCGCCCM), offset 0x874
The DCGCCCM register provides software the capability to enable and disable the CRC module in
deep-sleep mode. When enabled, the module is provided a clock. When disabled, the clock is
disabled to save power.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the CRC module.

CRC Module Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (DCGCCCM)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x874
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

D0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

CRC Module Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

The CRC module is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to the CRC module in deep-sleep
mode.

1

0RWD00
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Register 143: Ethernet MAC Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control
(DCGCEMAC), offset 0x89C
The DCGCEMAC register provides software the capability to enable and disable the Ethernet MAC
module in deep-sleep mode. When enabled, a module is provided a clock. When disabled, the clock
is disabled to save power.

Important: This register should be used to control the clocking for the Ethernet MAC module.

Ethernet MAC Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control (DCGCEMAC)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x89C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

D0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

Ethernet MAC Module 0 Deep-Sleep Mode Clock Gating Control

DescriptionValue

Ethernet MAC module 0 is disabled in deep-sleep mode.0

Enable and provide a clock to Ethernet MAC module 0 in
deep-sleep mode.

1

0RWD00
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Register 144: Watchdog Timer Power Control (PCWD), offset 0x900

Important: The Watchdog Timer modules do not currently provide the ability to respond to the
power down request. Setting a bit in this register has no effect on power consumption.
This register is defined for future software compatibility.

The PCWD register controls the power applied to the Watchdog Module module. The function of
this bit depends on the current state of the device (Run, Sleep or Deep-Sleep mode) and value of
the corresponding bits in the RCGCWD, SCGCWD and DCGCWD registers. If the Rn, Sn, or Dn
bit of the respective RCGCWD, SCGCWD and DCGCWD registers is 1 and the device is in that
mode, the module is powered and receives a clock irrespective of what the corresponding Pn bit in
the PCWD register is.

However, if the Rn, Sn, or Dn bit of the respective RCGCWD, SCGCWD and DCGCWD registers
is 0 and the device is in that mode, then the module behaves differently depending on the value of
the corresponding Pn bit in the PCWD register. In this case, when the Pn bit is clear the module is
not powered and does not receive a clock. If the Pn bit is set, the module is powered but does not
receive a clock. The table below details the differences.

Table 5-16. Module Power Control

DescriptionPnRn, Sn or Dn Value in
Respective RCGCx,
SCGCx, or DCGCx

Register

Module is not powered and does not receive a clock. In this case, the peripheral's
state is not retained.
This is the lowest power consumption state of any peripheral since it consumes no
dynamic nor leakage current. Hardware should perform a peripheral reset if the active
mode changes and the RCGCx, SCGCx, or DCGCx register is a 1 or the P0 bit is
changed to a 1.
Software must re-initialize the peripheral when re-enabled due to the loss of state.

00

Module is powered, but does not receive a clock.
In this case, the peripheral is inactive. This is the second-lowest power consumption
of any peripheral since it consumes only leakage current.

10

Module is powered and receives a clock.X1

Watchdog Timer Power Control (PCWD)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x900
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0003

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0P1reserved

RWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1100000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:2
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Watchdog Timer 1 Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCWD, SCGCWD or DCGCWD register is clear.

DescriptionValue

Watchdog Timer 1 module is not powered and does not receive
a clock. In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

Watchdog Timer 1 module is powered, but does not receive a
clock. In this case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP11

Watchdog Timer 0 Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCWD, SCGCWD or DCGCWD register is clear.

DescriptionValue

Watchdog Timer 0 module is not powered and does not receive
a clock. In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

Watchdog Timer 0 module is powered, but does not receive a
clock. In this case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP00
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Register 145: 16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer Power Control (PCTIMER),
offset 0x904

Important: The Timer module does not currently provide the ability to respond to the power down
request. Setting a bit in this register has no effect on power consumption. This register
is defined for future software compatibility.

The PCTIMER register controls the power applied to the Timer module. The function of this bit
depends on the current state of the device (Run, Sleep or Deep-Sleep mode) and value of the
corresponding bits in the RCGCTIMER, SCGCTIMER and DCGCTIMER registers. If the Rn, Sn, or
Dn bit of the respective RCGCTIMER, SCGCTIMER and DCGCTIMER registers is 1 and the device
is in that mode, the module is powered and receives a clock irrespective of what the corresponding
Pn bit in the PCTIMER register is.

However, if the Rn, Sn, or Dn bit of the respective RCGCTIMER, SCGCTIMER and DCGCTIMER
registers is 0 and the device is in that mode, then the module behaves differently depending on the
value of the corresponding Pn bit in the PCTIMER register. In this case, when the Pn bit is clear the
module is not powered and does not receive a clock. If the Pn bit is set, the module is powered but
does not receive a clock. The table below details the differences.

Table 5-17. Module Power Control

DescriptionPnRn, Sn or Dn Value in
Respective RCGCx,
SCGCx, or DCGCx

Register

Module is not powered and does not receive a clock. In this case, the peripheral's
state is not retained.
This is the lowest power consumption state of any peripheral since it consumes no
dynamic nor leakage current. Hardware should perform a peripheral reset if the active
mode changes and the RCGCx, SCGCx, or DCGCx register is a 1 or the P0 bit is
changed to a 1.
Software must re-initialize the peripheral when re-enabled due to the loss of state.

00

Module is powered, but does not receive a clock.
In this case, the peripheral is inactive. This is the second-lowest power consumption
of any peripheral since it consumes only leakage current.

10

Module is powered and receives a clock.X1

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer Power Control (PCTIMER)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x904
Type RW, reset 0x0000.00FF

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0P1P2P3P4P5P6P7reserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
1111111100000000Reset
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:8

General-Purpose Timer 7 Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCTIMER, SCGCTIMER or DCGCTIMER register is clear.

DescriptionValue

Timer 7 module is not powered and does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

Timer 7 module is powered, but does not receive a clock. In this
case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP77

General-Purpose Timer 6 Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCTIMER, SCGCTIMER or DCGCTIMER register is clear.

DescriptionValue

Timer 6 module is not powered and does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

Timer 6 module is powered, but does not receive a clock. In this
case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP66

General-Purpose Timer 5 Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCTIMER, SCGCTIMER or DCGCTIMER register is clear.

DescriptionValue

Timer 5 module is not powered and does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

Timer 5 module is powered, but does not receive a clock. In this
case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP55

General-Purpose Timer 4 Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCTIMER, SCGCTIMER or DCGCTIMER register is clear.

DescriptionValue

Timer 4 module is not powered and does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

Timer 4 module is powered, but does not receive a clock. In this
case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP44
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

General-Purpose Timer 3 Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCTIMER, SCGCTIMER or DCGCTIMER register is clear.

DescriptionValue

Timer 3 module is not powered and does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

Timer 3 module is powered, but does not receive a clock. In this
case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP33

General-Purpose Timer 2 Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCTIMER, SCGCTIMER or DCGCTIMER register is clear.

DescriptionValue

Timer 2 module is not powered and does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

Timer 2 module is powered, but does not receive a clock. In this
case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP22

General-Purpose Timer 1 Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCTIMER, SCGCTIMER or DCGCTIMER register is clear.

DescriptionValue

Timer 1 module is not powered and does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

Timer 1 module is powered, but does not receive a clock. In this
case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP11

General-Purpose Timer 0 Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCTIMER, SCGCTIMER or DCGCTIMER register is clear.

DescriptionValue

Timer 0 module is not powered and does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

Timer 0 module is powered, but does not receive a clock. In this
case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP00
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Register 146: General-Purpose Input/Output Power Control (PCGPIO), offset
0x908

Important: The GPIO modules do not currently provide the ability to respond to the power down
request. Setting a bit in this register has no effect on power consumption. This register
is defined for future software compatibility.

The PCGPIO register controls the power applied to the GPIO module. The function of this bit depends
on the current state of the device (Run, Sleep or Deep-Sleep mode) and value of the corresponding
bits in the RCGCGPIO, SCGCGPIO and DCGCGPIO registers. If the Rn, Sn, or Dn bit of the
respective RCGCGPIO, SCGCGPIO and DCGCGPIO registers is 1 and the device is in that mode,
the module is powered and receives a clock irrespective of what the corresponding Pn bit in the
PCGPIO register is.

However, if the Rn, Sn, or Dn bit of the respective RCGCGPIO, SCGCGPIO and DCGCGPIO
registers is 0 and the device is in that mode, then the module behaves differently depending on the
value of the corresponding Pn bit in the PCGPIO register. In this case, when the Pn bit is clear the
module is not powered and does not receive a clock. If the Pn bit is set, the module is powered but
does not receive a clock. The table below details the differences.

Table 5-18. Module Power Control

DescriptionPnRn, Sn or Dn Value in
Respective RCGCx,
SCGCx, or DCGCx

Register

Module is not powered and does not receive a clock. In this case, the peripheral's
state is not retained.
This is the lowest power consumption state of any peripheral since it consumes no
dynamic nor leakage current. Hardware should perform a peripheral reset if the active
mode changes and the RCGCx, SCGCx, or DCGCx register is a 1 or the P0 bit is
changed to a 1.
Software must re-initialize the peripheral when re-enabled due to the loss of state.

00

Module is powered, but does not receive a clock.
In this case, the peripheral is inactive. This is the second-lowest power consumption
of any peripheral since it consumes only leakage current.

10

Module is powered and receives a clock.X1

General-Purpose Input/Output Power Control (PCGPIO)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x908
Type RW, reset 0x0000.7FFF

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0P1P2P3P4P5P6P7P8P9P10P11P12P13P14reserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROType
1111111111111110Reset
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:15

GPIO Port Q Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCGPIO, SCGCGPIO or DCGCGPIO register is clear.

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port Q is not powered and does not receive a clock. In
this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

GPIO Port Q is powered, but does not receive a clock. In this
case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP1414

GPIO Port P Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCGPIO, SCGCGPIO or DCGCGPIO register is clear.

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port P is not powered and does not receive a clock. In
this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

GPIO Port P is powered, but does not receive a clock. In this
case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP1313

GPIO Port N Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCGPIO, SCGCGPIO or DCGCGPIO register is clear.

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port N is not powered and does not receive a clock. In
this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

GPIO Port N is powered, but does not receive a clock. In this
case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP1212

GPIO Port M Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCGPIO, SCGCGPIO or DCGCGPIO register is clear.

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port M is not powered and does not receive a clock. In
this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

GPIO Port M is powered, but does not receive a clock. In this
case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP1111
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPIO Port L Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCGPIO, SCGCGPIO or DCGCGPIO register is clear.

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port L is not powered and does not receive a clock. In
this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

GPIO Port L is powered, but does not receive a clock. In this
case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP1010

GPIO Port K Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCGPIO, SCGCGPIO or DCGCGPIO register is clear.

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port K is not powered and does not receive a clock. In
this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

GPIO Port K is powered, but does not receive a clock. In this
case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP99

GPIO Port J Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCGPIO, SCGCGPIO or DCGCGPIO register is clear.

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port J is not powered and does not receive a clock. In
this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

GPIO Port J is powered, but does not receive a clock. In this
case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP88

GPIO Port H Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCGPIO, SCGCGPIO or DCGCGPIO register is clear.

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port H is not powered and does not receive a clock. In
this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

GPIO Port H is powered, but does not receive a clock. In this
case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP77
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPIO Port G Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCGPIO, SCGCGPIO or DCGCGPIO register is clear.

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port G is not powered and does not receive a clock. In
this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

GPIO Port G is powered, but does not receive a clock. In this
case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP66

GPIO Port F Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCGPIO, SCGCGPIO or DCGCGPIO register is clear.

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port F is not powered and does not receive a clock. In
this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

GPIO Port F is powered, but does not receive a clock. In this
case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP55

GPIO Port E Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCGPIO, SCGCGPIO or DCGCGPIO register is clear.

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port E is not powered and does not receive a clock. In
this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

GPIO Port E is powered, but does not receive a clock. In this
case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP44

GPIO Port D Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCGPIO, SCGCGPIO or DCGCGPIO register is clear.

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port D is not powered and does not receive a clock. In
this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

GPIO Port D is powered, but does not receive a clock. In this
case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP33
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPIO Port C Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCGPIO, SCGCGPIO or DCGCGPIO register is clear.

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port C is not powered and does not receive a clock. In
this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

GPIO Port C is powered, but does not receive a clock. In this
case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP22

GPIO Port B Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCGPIO, SCGCGPIO or DCGCGPIO register is clear.

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port B is not powered and does not receive a clock. In
this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

GPIO Port B is powered, but does not receive a clock. In this
case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP11

GPIO Port A Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCGPIO, SCGCGPIO or DCGCGPIO register is clear.

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port A is not powered and does not receive a clock. In
this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

GPIO Port A is powered, but does not receive a clock. In this
case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP00
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Register 147: Micro Direct Memory Access Power Control (PCDMA), offset
0x90C

Important: The µDMA module does not currently provide the ability to respond to the power down
request. Setting a bit in this register has no effect on power consumption. This register
is defined for future software compatibility.

The PCDMA register controls the power applied to the DMA module. The function of this bit depends
on the current state of the device (Run, Sleep or Deep-Sleep mode) and value of the corresponding
bits in theRCGCDMA, SCGCDMA andDCGCDMA registers. If the Rn, Sn, or Dn bit of the respective
RCGCDMA, SCGCDMA and DCGCDMA registers is 1 and the device is in that mode, the module
is powered and receives a clock irrespective of what the corresponding Pn bit in the PCDMA register
is.

However, if the Rn, Sn, or Dn bit of the respectiveRCGCDMA, SCGCDMA andDCGCDMA registers
is 0 and the device is in that mode, then the module behaves differently depending on the value of
the corresponding Pn bit in the PCDMA register. In this case, when the Pn bit is clear the module
is not powered and does not receive a clock. If the Pn bit is set, the module is powered but does
not receive a clock. The table below details the differences.

Table 5-19. Module Power Control

DescriptionPnRn, Sn or Dn Value in
Respective RCGCx,
SCGCx, or DCGCx

Register

Module is not powered and does not receive a clock. In this case, the peripheral's
state is not retained.
This is the lowest power consumption state of any peripheral since it consumes no
dynamic nor leakage current. Hardware should perform a peripheral reset if the active
mode changes and the RCGCx, SCGCx, or DCGCx register is a 1 or the P0 bit is
changed to a 1.
Software must re-initialize the peripheral when re-enabled due to the loss of state.

00

Module is powered, but does not receive a clock.
In this case, the peripheral is inactive. This is the second-lowest power consumption
of any peripheral since it consumes only leakage current.

10

Module is powered and receives a clock.X1

Micro Direct Memory Access Power Control (PCDMA)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x90C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0001

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000000000000000Reset
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

μDMA Module Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCDMA, SCGCDMA or DCGCDMA register is clear.

DescriptionValue

The µDMA module is not powered and does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

The µDMA module is powered, but does not receive a clock. In
this case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP00
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Register 148: External Peripheral Interface Power Control (PCEPI), offset
0x910

Important: The EPI module does not currently provide the ability to respond to the power down
request. Setting a bit in this register has no effect on power consumption. This register
is defined for future software compatibility.

The PCEPI register controls the power applied to the EPI module. The function of this bit depends
on the current state of the device (Run, Sleep or Deep-Sleep mode) and value of the corresponding
bits in the RCGCEPI, SCGCEPI and DCGCEPI registers. If the Rn, Sn, or Dn bit of the respective
RCGCEPI, SCGCEPI and DCGCEPI registers is 1 and the device is in that mode, the module is
powered and receives a clock irrespective of what the corresponding Pn bit in the PCEPI register
is.

However, if the Rn, Sn, or Dn bit of the respective RCGCEPI, SCGCEPI and DCGCEPI registers is
0 and the device is in that mode, then the module behaves differently depending on the value of
the corresponding Pn bit in the PCEPI register. In this case, when the Pn bit is clear the module is
not powered and does not receive a clock. If the Pn bit is set, the module is powered but does not
receive a clock. The table below details the differences.

Table 5-20. Module Power Control

DescriptionPnRn, Sn or Dn Value in
Respective RCGCx,
SCGCx, or DCGCx

Register

Module is not powered and does not receive a clock. In this case, the peripheral's
state is not retained.
This is the lowest power consumption state of any peripheral since it consumes no
dynamic nor leakage current. Hardware should perform a peripheral reset if the active
mode changes and the RCGCx, SCGCx, or DCGCx register is a 1 or the P0 bit is
changed to a 1.
Software must re-initialize the peripheral when re-enabled due to the loss of state.

00

Module is powered, but does not receive a clock.
In this case, the peripheral is inactive. This is the second-lowest power consumption
of any peripheral since it consumes only leakage current.

10

Module is powered and receives a clock.X1

External Peripheral Interface Power Control (PCEPI)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x910
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0001

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000000000000000Reset
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

EPI Module Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCEPI, SCGCEPI or DCGCEPI register is clear.

DescriptionValue

The EPI module is not powered and does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

The EPI module is powered, but does not receive a clock. In
this case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP00
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Register 149: Hibernation Power Control (PCHIB), offset 0x914

Important: The Hibernation module does not currently provide the ability to respond to the power
down request. Setting a bit in this register has no effect on power consumption. This
register is defined for future software compatibility.

The PCHIB register controls the power applied to the HIB module. The function of this bit depends
on the current state of the device (Run, Sleep or Deep-Sleep mode) and value of the corresponding
bits in the RCGCHIB, SCGCHIB and DCGCHIB registers. If the Rn, Sn, or Dn bit of the respective
RCGCHIB, SCGCHIB and DCGCHIB registers is 1 and the device is in that mode, the module is
powered and receives a clock irrespective of what the corresponding Pn bit in the PCHIB register
is.

However, if the Rn, Sn, or Dn bit of the respective RCGCHIB, SCGCHIB and DCGCHIB registers
is 0 and the device is in that mode, then the module behaves differently depending on the value of
the corresponding Pn bit in the PCHIB register. In this case, when the Pn bit is clear the module is
not powered and does not receive a clock. If the Pn bit is set, the module is powered but does not
receive a clock. The table below details the differences.

Table 5-21. Module Power Control

DescriptionPnRn, Sn or Dn Value in
Respective RCGCx,
SCGCx, or DCGCx

Register

Module is not powered and does not receive a clock. In this case, the peripheral's
state is not retained.
This is the lowest power consumption state of any peripheral since it consumes no
dynamic nor leakage current. Hardware should perform a peripheral reset if the active
mode changes and the RCGCx, SCGCx, or DCGCx register is a 1 or the P0 bit is
changed to a 1.
Software must re-initialize the peripheral when re-enabled due to the loss of state.

00

Module is powered, but does not receive a clock.
In this case, the peripheral is inactive. This is the second-lowest power consumption
of any peripheral since it consumes only leakage current.

10

Module is powered and receives a clock.X1

Hibernation Power Control (PCHIB)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x914
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0001

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Hibernation Module Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCHIB, SCGCHIB or DCGCHIB register is clear.

DescriptionValue

The HIB module is not powered and does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

The HIB module is powered, but does not receive a clock. In
this case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP00
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Register 150: Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter Power Control
(PCUART), offset 0x918

Important: The UART module does not currently provide the ability to respond to the power down
request. Setting a bit in this register has no effect on power consumption. This register
is defined for future software compatibility.

The PCUART register controls the power applied to the UART module. The function of this bit
depends on the current state of the device (Run, Sleep or Deep-Sleep mode) and value of the
corresponding bits in the RCGCUART, SCGCUART and DCGCUART registers. If the Rn, Sn, or
Dn bit of the respective RCGCUART, SCGCUART and DCGCUART registers is 1 and the device
is in that mode, the module is powered and receives a clock irrespective of what the corresponding
Pn bit in the PCUART register is.

However, if the Rn, Sn, or Dn bit of the respective RCGCUART, SCGCUART and DCGCUART
registers is 0 and the device is in that mode, then the module behaves differently depending on the
value of the corresponding Pn bit in the PCUART register. In this case, when the Pn bit is clear the
module is not powered and does not receive a clock. If the Pn bit is set, the module is powered but
does not receive a clock. The table below details the differences.

Table 5-22. Module Power Control

DescriptionPnRn, Sn or Dn Value in
Respective RCGCx,
SCGCx, or DCGCx

Register

Module is not powered and does not receive a clock. In this case, the peripheral's
state is not retained.
This is the lowest power consumption state of any peripheral since it consumes no
dynamic nor leakage current. Hardware should perform a peripheral reset if the active
mode changes and the RCGCx, SCGCx, or DCGCx register is a 1 or the P0 bit is
changed to a 1.
Software must re-initialize the peripheral when re-enabled due to the loss of state.

00

Module is powered, but does not receive a clock.
In this case, the peripheral is inactive. This is the second-lowest power consumption
of any peripheral since it consumes only leakage current.

10

Module is powered and receives a clock.X1

Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter Power Control (PCUART)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x918
Type RW, reset 0x0000.00FF

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0P1P2P3P4P5P6P7reserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
1111111100000000Reset
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:8

UART Module 7 Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCUART, SCGCUART or DCGCUART register is clear.

DescriptionValue

The UART module 7 is not powered and does not receive a
clock. In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

The UART module 7 is powered, but does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP77

UART Module 6 Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCUART, SCGCUART or DCGCUART register is clear.

DescriptionValue

The UART module 6 is not powered and does not receive a
clock. In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

The UART module 6 is powered, but does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP66

UART Module 5 Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCUART, SCGCUART or DCGCUART register is clear.

DescriptionValue

The UART module 5 is not powered and does not receive a
clock. In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

The UART module 5 is powered, but does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP55

UART Module 4 Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCUART, SCGCUART or DCGCUART register is clear.

DescriptionValue

The UART module 4 is not powered and does not receive a
clock. In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

The UART module 4 is powered, but does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP44
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

UART Module 3 Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCUART, SCGCUART or DCGCUART register is clear.

DescriptionValue

The UART module 3 is not powered and does not receive a
clock. In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

The UART module 3 is powered, but does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP33

UART Module 2 Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCUART, SCGCUART or DCGCUART register is clear.

DescriptionValue

The UART module 2 is not powered and does not receive a
clock. In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

The UART module 2 is powered, but does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP22

UART Module 1 Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCUART, SCGCUART or DCGCUART register is clear.

DescriptionValue

The UART module 1 is not powered and does not receive a
clock. In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

The UART module 1 is powered, but does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP11

UART Module 0 Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCUART, SCGCUART or DCGCUART register is clear.

DescriptionValue

The UART module 0 is not powered and does not receive a
clock. In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

The UART module 0 is powered, but does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP00
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Register 151: Synchronous Serial Interface Power Control (PCSSI), offset
0x91C

Important: The SSI module does not currently provide the ability to respond to the power down
request. Setting a bit in this register has no effect on power consumption. This register
is defined for future software compatibility.

The PCSSI register controls the power applied to the SSI module. The function of this bit depends
on the current state of the device (Run, Sleep or Deep-Sleep mode) and value of the corresponding
bits in the RCGCSSI, SCGCSSI and DCGCSSI registers. If the Rn, Sn, or Dn bit of the respective
RCGCSSI, SCGCSSI and DCGCSSI registers is 1 and the device is in that mode, the module is
powered and receives a clock irrespective of what the corresponding Pn bit in the PCSSI register
is.

However, if the Rn, Sn, or Dn bit of the respective RCGCSSI, SCGCSSI and DCGCSSI registers is
0 and the device is in that mode, then the module behaves differently depending on the value of
the corresponding Pn bit in the PCSSI register. In this case, when the Pn bit is clear the module is
not powered and does not receive a clock. If the Pn bit is set, the module is powered but does not
receive a clock. The table below details the differences.

Table 5-23. Module Power Control

DescriptionPnRn, Sn or Dn Value in
Respective RCGCx,
SCGCx, or DCGCx

Register

Module is not powered and does not receive a clock. In this case, the peripheral's
state is not retained.
This is the lowest power consumption state of any peripheral since it consumes no
dynamic nor leakage current. Hardware should perform a peripheral reset if the active
mode changes and the RCGCx, SCGCx, or DCGCx register is a 1 or the P0 bit is
changed to a 1.
Software must re-initialize the peripheral when re-enabled due to the loss of state.

00

Module is powered, but does not receive a clock.
In this case, the peripheral is inactive. This is the second-lowest power consumption
of any peripheral since it consumes only leakage current.

10

Module is powered and receives a clock.X1

Synchronous Serial Interface Power Control (PCSSI)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x91C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.000F

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0P1P2P3reserved

RWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1111000000000000Reset
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:4

SSI Module 3 Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCSSI, SCGCSSI or DCGCSSI register is clear.

DescriptionValue

The SSI module 3 is not powered and does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

The SSI module 3 is powered, but does not receive a clock. In
this case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP33

SSI Module 2 Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCSSI, SCGCSSI or DCGCSSI register is clear.

DescriptionValue

The SSI module 2 is not powered and does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

The SSI module 2 is powered, but does not receive a clock. In
this case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP22

SSI Module 1 Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCSSI, SCGCSSI or DCGCSSI register is clear.

DescriptionValue

The SSI module 1 is not powered and does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

The SSI module 1 is powered, but does not receive a clock. In
this case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP11

SSI Module 0 Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCSSI, SCGCSSI or DCGCSSI register is clear.

DescriptionValue

The SSI module 0 is not powered and does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

The SSI module 0 is powered, but does not receive a clock. In
this case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP00
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Register 152: Inter-Integrated Circuit Power Control (PCI2C), offset 0x920

Important: The I2C module does not currently provide the ability to respond to the power down
request. Setting a bit in this register has no effect on power consumption. This register
is defined for future software compatibility.

The PCI2C register controls the power applied to the I2C module. The function of this bit depends
on the current state of the device (Run, Sleep or Deep-Sleep mode) and value of the corresponding
bits in the RCGCI2C, SCGCI2C and DCGCI2C registers. If the Rn, Sn, or Dn bit of the respective
RCGCI2C, SCGCI2C and DCGCI2C registers is 1 and the device is in that mode, the module is
powered and receives a clock irrespective of what the corresponding Pn bit in the PCI2C register
is.

However, if the Rn, Sn, or Dn bit of the respective RCGCI2C, SCGCI2C and DCGCI2C registers is
0 and the device is in that mode, then the module behaves differently depending on the value of
the corresponding Pn bit in the PCI2C register. In this case, when the Pn bit is clear the module is
not powered and does not receive a clock. If the Pn bit is set, the module is powered but does not
receive a clock. The table below details the differences.

Table 5-24. Module Power Control

DescriptionPnRn, Sn or Dn Value in
Respective RCGCx,
SCGCx, or DCGCx

Register

Module is not powered and does not receive a clock. In this case, the peripheral's
state is not retained.
This is the lowest power consumption state of any peripheral since it consumes no
dynamic nor leakage current. Hardware should perform a peripheral reset if the active
mode changes and the RCGCx, SCGCx, or DCGCx register is a 1 or the P0 bit is
changed to a 1.
Software must re-initialize the peripheral when re-enabled due to the loss of state.

00

Module is powered, but does not receive a clock.
In this case, the peripheral is inactive. This is the second-lowest power consumption
of any peripheral since it consumes only leakage current.

10

Module is powered and receives a clock.X1

Inter-Integrated Circuit Power Control (PCI2C)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x920
Type RW, reset 0x0000.03FF

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0P1P2P3P4P5P6P7P8P9reserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROType
1111111111000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:10
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

I2C Module 9 Power Control

The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCI2C, SCGCI2C or DCGCI2C register is clear.

DescriptionValue

The I2C module 9 is not powered and does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

The I2C module 9 is powered, but does not receive a clock. In
this case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP99

I2C Module 8 Power Control

The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCI2C, SCGCI2C or DCGCI2C register is clear.

DescriptionValue

The I2C module 8 is not powered and does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

The I2C module 8 is powered, but does not receive a clock. In
this case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP88

I2C Module 7 Power Control

The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCI2C, SCGCI2C or DCGCI2C register is clear.

DescriptionValue

The I2C module 7 is not powered and does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

The I2C module 7 is powered, but does not receive a clock. In
this case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP77

I2C Module 6 Power Control

The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCI2C, SCGCI2C or DCGCI2C register is clear.

DescriptionValue

The I2C module 6 is not powered and does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

The I2C module 6 is powered, but does not receive a clock. In
this case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP66
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

I2C Module 5 Power Control

The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCI2C, SCGCI2C or DCGCI2C register is clear.

DescriptionValue

The I2C module 5 is not powered and does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

The I2C module 5 is powered, but does not receive a clock. In
this case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP55

I2C Module 4 Power Control

The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCI2C, SCGCI2C or DCGCI2C register is clear.

DescriptionValue

The I2C module 4 is not powered and does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

The I2C module 4 is powered, but does not receive a clock. In
this case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP44

I2C Module 3 Power Control

The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCI2C, SCGCI2C or DCGCI2C register is clear.

DescriptionValue

The I2C module 3 is not powered and does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

The I2C module 3 is powered, but does not receive a clock. In
this case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP33

I2C Module 2 Power Control

The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCI2C, SCGCI2C or DCGCI2C register is clear.

DescriptionValue

The I2C module 2 is not powered and does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

The I2C module 2 is powered, but does not receive a clock. In
this case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP22
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

I2C Module 1 Power Control

The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCI2C, SCGCI2C or DCGCI2C register is clear.

DescriptionValue

The I2C module 1 is not powered and does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

The I2C module 1 is powered, but does not receive a clock. In
this case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP11

I2C Module 0 Power Control

The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCI2C, SCGCI2C or DCGCI2C register is clear.

DescriptionValue

The I2C module 0 is not powered and does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

The I2C module 0 is powered, but does not receive a clock. In
this case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP00
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Register 153: Universal Serial Bus Power Control (PCUSB), offset 0x928
The PCUSB register controls the power applied to the USB module. The function of this bit depends
on the current state of the device (Run, Sleep or Deep-Sleep mode) and value of the corresponding
bits in theRCGCUSB, SCGCUSB andDCGCUSB registers. If the Rn, Sn, or Dn bit of the respective
RCGCUSB, SCGCUSB and DCGCUSB registers is 1 and the device is in that mode, the module
is powered and receives a clock irrespective of what the corresponding Pn bit in the PCUSB register
is.

However, if the Rn, Sn, or Dn bit of the respective RCGCUSB, SCGCUSB and DCGCUSB registers
is 0 and the device is in that mode, then the module behaves differently depending on the value of
the corresponding Pn bit in the PCUSB register. In this case, when the Pn bit is clear the module
is not powered and does not receive a clock. If the Pn bit is set, the module is powered but does
not receive a clock. The table below details the differences.

Table 5-25. Module Power Control

DescriptionPnRn, Sn or Dn Value in
Respective RCGCx,
SCGCx, or DCGCx

Register

Module is not powered and does not receive a clock. In this case, the peripheral's
state is not retained.
This is the lowest power consumption state of any peripheral since it consumes no
dynamic nor leakage current. Hardware should perform a peripheral reset if the active
mode changes and the RCGCx, SCGCx, or DCGCx register is a 1 or the P0 bit is
changed to a 1.
Software must re-initialize the peripheral when re-enabled due to the loss of state.

00

Module is powered, but does not receive a clock.
In this case, the peripheral is inactive. This is the second-lowest power consumption
of any peripheral since it consumes only leakage current.

10

Module is powered and receives a clock.X1

Universal Serial Bus Power Control (PCUSB)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x928
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0001

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

USB Module Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCUSB, SCGCUSB or DCGCUSB register is clear.

DescriptionValue

The USB module is not powered and does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

The USB module is powered, but does not receive a clock. In
this case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP00
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Register 154: Ethernet PHY Power Control (PCEPHY), offset 0x930
The PCEPHY register controls the power applied to the EEPROM module. The function of this bit
depends on the current state of the device (Run, Sleep or Deep-Sleep mode) and value of the
corresponding bits in the RCGCEPHY, SCGCEPHY and DCGCEPHY registers. If the Rn, Sn, or
Dn bit of the respective RCGCEPHY, SCGCEPHY and DCGCEPHY registers is 1 and the device
is in that mode, the module is powered and receives a clock irrespective of what the corresponding
Pn bit in the PCEPHY register is.

However, if the Rn, Sn, or Dn bit of the respective RCGCEPHY, SCGCEPHY and DCGCEPHY
registers is 0 and the device is in that mode, then the module behaves differently depending on the
value of the corresponding Pn bit in the PCEPHY register. In this case, when the Pn bit is clear the
module is not powered and does not receive a clock. If the Pn bit is set, the module is powered but
does not receive a clock. The table below details the differences.

Table 5-26. Module Power Control

DescriptionPnRn, Sn or Dn Value in
Respective RCGCx,
SCGCx, or DCGCx

Register

Module is not powered and does not receive a clock. In this case, the peripheral's
state is not retained.
This is the lowest power consumption state of any peripheral since it consumes no
dynamic nor leakage current. Hardware should perform a peripheral reset if the active
mode changes and the RCGCx, SCGCx, or DCGCx register is a 1 or the P0 bit is
changed to a 1.
Software must re-initialize the peripheral when re-enabled due to the loss of state.

00

Module is powered, but does not receive a clock.
In this case, the peripheral is inactive. This is the second-lowest power consumption
of any peripheral since it consumes only leakage current.

10

Module is powered and receives a clock.X1

Note: The Ethernet PHY module is not powered up at reset to prevent an automatic negotiation
on power-up. To properly initialize the PHY, first inhibit the PHY from running on power up
by setting the PHYHOLD bit in the Ethernet Peripheral Configuration (EMACPC) register
and then set the P0 bit in the PCEPHY register. Once it is determined that the PHY is ready
(by polling the R0 bit in the Peripheral Ready (PREPHY) register), the PHY can be
programmed with its appropriate values.

Note: If the MOSC is chosen as the clock to the Ethernet PHY then software has to enable the
MOSC before enabling the Ethernet PHY by setting the P0 bit in the PCEPHY.

Ethernet PHY Power Control (PCEPHY)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x930
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

Ethernet PHY Module Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCEPHY, SCGCEPHY or DCGCEPHY register is clear.

DescriptionValue

The EPHY module is not powered and does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

The EPHY module is powered, but does not receive a clock. In
this case, the module is inactive.

1

0RWP00
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Register 155: Controller Area Network Power Control (PCCAN), offset 0x934
The PCCAN register controls the power applied to the CAN module. The function of this bit depends
on the current state of the device (Run, Sleep or Deep-Sleep mode) and value of the corresponding
bits in theRCGCCAN, SCGCCAN andDCGCCAN registers. If the Rn, Sn, or Dn bit of the respective
RCGCCAN, SCGCCAN and DCGCCAN registers is 1 and the device is in that mode, the module
is powered and receives a clock irrespective of what the corresponding Pn bit in the PCCAN register
is.

However, if the Rn, Sn, or Dn bit of the respectiveRCGCCAN, SCGCCAN andDCGCCAN registers
is 0 and the device is in that mode, then the module behaves differently depending on the value of
the corresponding Pn bit in the PCCAN register. In this case, when the Pn bit is clear the module
is not powered and does not receive a clock. If the Pn bit is set, the module is powered but does
not receive a clock. The table below details the differences.

Table 5-27. Module Power Control

DescriptionPnRn, Sn or Dn Value in
Respective RCGCx,
SCGCx, or DCGCx

Register

Module is not powered and does not receive a clock. In this case, the peripheral's
state is not retained.
This is the lowest power consumption state of any peripheral since it consumes no
dynamic nor leakage current. Hardware should perform a peripheral reset if the active
mode changes and the RCGCx, SCGCx, or DCGCx register is a 1 or the P0 bit is
changed to a 1.
Software must re-initialize the peripheral when re-enabled due to the loss of state.

00

Module is powered, but does not receive a clock.
In this case, the peripheral is inactive. This is the second-lowest power consumption
of any peripheral since it consumes only leakage current.

10

Module is powered and receives a clock.X1

Controller Area Network Power Control (PCCAN)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x934
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0003

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0P1reserved

RWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1100000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:2
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

CAN Module 1 Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCCAN, SCGCCAN or DCGCCAN register is clear.

DescriptionValue

The CAN module 1 is not powered and does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

The CAN module 1 is powered, but does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP11

CAN Module 0 Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCCAN, SCGCCAN or DCGCCAN register is clear.

DescriptionValue

The CAN module 0 is not powered and does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

The CAN module 0 is powered, but does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP00
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Register 156: Analog-to-Digital Converter Power Control (PCADC), offset
0x938

Important: The ADC module does not currently provide the ability to respond to the power down
request. Setting a bit in this register has no effect on power consumption. This register
is defined for future software compatibility.

The PCADC register controls the power applied to the ADC module. The function of this bit depends
on the current state of the device (Run, Sleep or Deep-Sleep mode) and value of the corresponding
bits in theRCGCADC, SCGCADC andDCGCADC registers. If the Rn, Sn, or Dn bit of the respective
RCGCADC, SCGCADC and DCGCADC registers is 1 and the device is in that mode, the module
is powered and receives a clock irrespective of what the corresponding Pn bit in the PCADC register
is.

However, if the Rn, Sn, or Dn bit of the respectiveRCGCADC, SCGCADC andDCGCADC registers
is 0 and the device is in that mode, then the module behaves differently depending on the value of
the corresponding Pn bit in the PCADC register. In this case, when the Pn bit is clear the module
is not powered and does not receive a clock. If the Pn bit is set, the module is powered but does
not receive a clock. The table below details the differences.

Table 5-28. Module Power Control

DescriptionPnRn, Sn or Dn Value in
Respective RCGCx,
SCGCx, or DCGCx

Register

Module is not powered and does not receive a clock. In this case, the peripheral's
state is not retained.
This is the lowest power consumption state of any peripheral since it consumes no
dynamic nor leakage current. Hardware should perform a peripheral reset if the active
mode changes and the RCGCx, SCGCx, or DCGCx register is a 1 or the P0 bit is
changed to a 1.
Software must re-initialize the peripheral when re-enabled due to the loss of state.

00

Module is powered, but does not receive a clock.
In this case, the peripheral is inactive. This is the second-lowest power consumption
of any peripheral since it consumes only leakage current.

10

Module is powered and receives a clock.X1

Analog-to-Digital Converter Power Control (PCADC)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x938
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0003

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0P1reserved

RWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1100000000000000Reset
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:2

ADC Module 1 Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCADC, SCGCADC or DCGCADC register is clear.

DescriptionValue

The ADC module 1 is not powered and does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

The ADC module 1 is powered, but does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP11

ADC Module 0 Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCADC, SCGCADC or DCGCADC register is clear.

DescriptionValue

The ADC module 0 is not powered and does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

The ADC module 0 is powered, but does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP00
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Register 157: Analog Comparator Power Control (PCACMP), offset 0x93C

Important: The ACMP module does not currently provide the ability to respond to the power down
request. Setting a bit in this register has no effect on power consumption. This register
is defined for future software compatibility.

The PCACMP register controls the power applied to the ACMP module. The function of this bit
depends on the current state of the device (Run, Sleep or Deep-Sleep mode) and value of the
corresponding bits in the RCGCACMP, SCGCACMP and DCGCACMP registers. If the Rn, Sn, or
Dn bit of the respective RCGCACMP, SCGCACMP and DCGCACMP registers is 1 and the device
is in that mode, the module is powered and receives a clock irrespective of what the corresponding
Pn bit in the PCACMP register is.

However, if the Rn, Sn, or Dn bit of the respective RCGCACMP, SCGCACMP and DCGCACMP
registers is 0 and the device is in that mode, then the module behaves differently depending on the
value of the corresponding Pn bit in the PCACMP register. In this case, when the Pn bit is clear the
module is not powered and does not receive a clock. If the Pn bit is set, the module is powered but
does not receive a clock. The table below details the differences.

Table 5-29. Module Power Control

DescriptionPnRn, Sn or Dn Value in
Respective RCGCx,
SCGCx, or DCGCx

Register

Module is not powered and does not receive a clock. In this case, the peripheral's
state is not retained.
This is the lowest power consumption state of any peripheral since it consumes no
dynamic nor leakage current. Hardware should perform a peripheral reset if the active
mode changes and the RCGCx, SCGCx, or DCGCx register is a 1 or the P0 bit is
changed to a 1.
Software must re-initialize the peripheral when re-enabled due to the loss of state.

00

Module is powered, but does not receive a clock.
In this case, the peripheral is inactive. This is the second-lowest power consumption
of any peripheral since it consumes only leakage current.

10

Module is powered and receives a clock.X1

Analog Comparator Power Control (PCACMP)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x93C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0001

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Analog Comparator Module 0 Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCACMP, SCGCACMP or DCGCACMP register is clear.

DescriptionValue

The Analog Comparator module is not powered and does not
receive a clock. In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

The Analog Comparator module is powered, but does not
receive a clock. In this case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP00
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Register 158: Pulse Width Modulator Power Control (PCPWM), offset 0x940

Important: The PWM module does not currently provide the ability to respond to the power down
request. Setting a bit in this register has no effect on power consumption. This register
is defined for future software compatibility.

The PCPWM register controls the power applied to the PWM module. The function of this bit depends
on the current state of the device (Run, Sleep or Deep-Sleep mode) and value of the corresponding
bits in the RCGCPWM, SCGCPWM and DCGCPWM registers. If the Rn, Sn, or Dn bit of the
respective RCGCPWM, SCGCPWM and DCGCPWM registers is 1 and the device is in that mode,
the module is powered and receives a clock irrespective of what the corresponding Pn bit in the
PCPWM register is.

However, if the Rn, Sn, or Dn bit of the respectiveRCGCPWM,SCGCPWM andDCGCPWM registers
is 0 and the device is in that mode, then the module behaves differently depending on the value of
the corresponding Pn bit in the PCPWM register. In this case, when the Pn bit is clear the module
is not powered and does not receive a clock. If the Pn bit is set, the module is powered but does
not receive a clock. The table below details the differences.

Table 5-30. Module Power Control

DescriptionPnRn, Sn or Dn Value in
Respective RCGCx,
SCGCx, or DCGCx

Register

Module is not powered and does not receive a clock. In this case, the peripheral's
state is not retained.
This is the lowest power consumption state of any peripheral since it consumes no
dynamic nor leakage current. Hardware should perform a peripheral reset if the active
mode changes and the RCGCx, SCGCx, or DCGCx register is a 1 or the P0 bit is
changed to a 1.
Software must re-initialize the peripheral when re-enabled due to the loss of state.

00

Module is powered, but does not receive a clock.
In this case, the peripheral is inactive. This is the second-lowest power consumption
of any peripheral since it consumes only leakage current.

10

Module is powered and receives a clock.X1

Pulse Width Modulator Power Control (PCPWM)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x940
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0001

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

PWM Module 0 Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCPWM, SCGCPWM or DCGCPWM register is clear.

DescriptionValue

The PWM module 0 is not powered and does not receive a
clock. In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

The PWM module 0 is powered, but does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP00
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Register 159: Quadrature Encoder Interface Power Control (PCQEI), offset
0x944

Important: The QEI module does not currently provide the ability to respond to the power down
request. Setting a bit in this register has no effect on power consumption. This register
is defined for future software compatibility.

The PCQEI register controls the power applied to the QEI module. The function of this bit depends
on the current state of the device (Run, Sleep or Deep-Sleep mode) and value of the corresponding
bits in the RCGCQEI, SCGCQEI and DCGCQEI registers. If the Rn, Sn, or Dn bit of the respective
RCGCQEI, SCGCQEI and DCGCQEI registers is 1 and the device is in that mode, the module is
powered and receives a clock irrespective of what the corresponding Pn bit in the PCQEI register
is.

However, if the Rn, Sn, or Dn bit of the respective RCGCQEI, SCGCQEI and DCGCQEI registers
is 0 and the device is in that mode, then the module behaves differently depending on the value of
the corresponding Pn bit in the PCQEI register. In this case, when the Pn bit is clear the module is
not powered and does not receive a clock. If the Pn bit is set, the module is powered but does not
receive a clock. The table below details the differences.

Table 5-31. Module Power Control

DescriptionPnRn, Sn or Dn Value in
Respective RCGCx,
SCGCx, or DCGCx

Register

Module is not powered and does not receive a clock. In this case, the peripheral's
state is not retained.
This is the lowest power consumption state of any peripheral since it consumes no
dynamic nor leakage current. Hardware should perform a peripheral reset if the active
mode changes and the RCGCx, SCGCx, or DCGCx register is a 1 or the P0 bit is
changed to a 1.
Software must re-initialize the peripheral when re-enabled due to the loss of state.

00

Module is powered, but does not receive a clock.
In this case, the peripheral is inactive. This is the second-lowest power consumption
of any peripheral since it consumes only leakage current.

10

Module is powered and receives a clock.X1

Quadrature Encoder Interface Power Control (PCQEI)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x944
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0001

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000000000000000Reset
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

QEI Module 0 Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCQEI, SCGCQEI or DCGCQEI register is clear.

DescriptionValue

QEI module 0 is not powered and does not receive a clock. In
this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

QEI module 0 is powered, but does not receive a clock. In this
case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP00
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Register 160: EEPROM Power Control (PCEEPROM), offset 0x958

Important: The EEPROM module does not currently provide the ability to respond to the power
down request. Setting a bit in this register has no effect on power consumption. This
register is defined for future software compatibility.

The PCEEPROM register controls the power applied to the EEPROM module. The function of this
bit depends on the current state of the device (Run, Sleep or Deep-Sleep mode) and value of the
corresponding bits in the RCGCEEPROM, SCGCEEPROM and DCGCEEPROM registers. If the
Rn, Sn, or Dn bit of the respective RCGCEEPROM, SCGCEEPROM and DCGCEEPROM registers
is 1 and the device is in that mode, the module is powered and receives a clock irrespective of what
the corresponding Pn bit in the PCEEPROM register is.

However, if the Rn, Sn, or Dn bit of the respective RCGCEEPROM, SCGCEEPROM and
DCGCEEPROM registers is 0 and the device is in that mode, then the module behaves differently
depending on the value of the corresponding Pn bit in the PCEEPROM register. In this case, when
the Pn bit is clear the module is not powered and does not receive a clock. If the Pn bit is set, the
module is powered but does not receive a clock. The table below details the differences.

Table 5-32. Module Power Control

DescriptionPnRn, Sn or Dn Value in
Respective RCGCx,
SCGCx, or DCGCx

Register

Module is not powered and does not receive a clock. In this case, the peripheral's
state is not retained.
This is the lowest power consumption state of any peripheral since it consumes no
dynamic nor leakage current. Hardware should perform a peripheral reset if the active
mode changes and the RCGCx, SCGCx, or DCGCx register is a 1 or the P0 bit is
changed to a 1.
Software must re-initialize the peripheral when re-enabled due to the loss of state.

00

Module is powered, but does not receive a clock.
In this case, the peripheral is inactive. This is the second-lowest power consumption
of any peripheral since it consumes only leakage current.

10

Module is powered and receives a clock.X1

EEPROM Power Control (PCEEPROM)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x958
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0001

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

EEPROM Module 0 Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCEEPROM, SCGCEEPROM or DCGCEEPROM register is clear.

DescriptionValue

The EEPROM module is not powered and does not receive a
clock. In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

The EEPROM module is powered, but does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP00
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Register 161: CRC Module Power Control (PCCCM), offset 0x974
The PCCCM register controls the power applied to the CRC module. The function of this bit depends
on the current state of the device (Run, Sleep or Deep-Sleep mode) and value of the corresponding
bits in theRCGCCCM, SCGCCCM andDCGCCCM registers. If the Rn, Sn, or Dn bit of the respective
RCGCCCM, SCGCCCM and DCGCCCM registers is 1 and the device is in that mode, the module
is powered and receives a clock irrespective of what the corresponding Pn bit in the PCCCM register
is.

However, if the Rn, Sn, or Dn bit of the respectiveRCGCCCM, SCGCCCM andDCGCCCM registers
is 0 and the device is in that mode, then the module behaves differently depending on the value of
the corresponding Pn bit in the PCCCM register. In this case, when the Pn bit is clear the module
is not powered and does not receive a clock. If the Pn bit is set, the module is powered but does
not receive a clock. The table below details the differences.

Table 5-33. Module Power Control

DescriptionPnRn, Sn or Dn Value in
Respective RCGCx,
SCGCx, or DCGCx

Register

Module is not powered and does not receive a clock. In this case, the peripheral's
state is not retained.
This is the lowest power consumption state of any peripheral since it consumes no
dynamic nor leakage current. Hardware should perform a peripheral reset if the active
mode changes and the RCGCx, SCGCx, or DCGCx register is a 1 or the P0 bit is
changed to a 1.
Software must re-initialize the peripheral when re-enabled due to the loss of state.

00

Module is powered, but does not receive a clock.
In this case, the peripheral is inactive. This is the second-lowest power consumption
of any peripheral since it consumes only leakage current.

10

Module is powered and receives a clock.X1

CRC Module Power Control (PCCCM)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x974
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0001

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

June 18, 2014492
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

CRC Module Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCCCM, SCGCCCM or DCGCCCM register is clear.

DescriptionValue

The CRC module is not powered and does not receive a clock.
In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

The CRC module is powered, but does not receive a clock. In
this case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP00
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Register 162: Ethernet MAC Power Control (PCEMAC), offset 0x99C
The PCEMAC register controls the power applied to the EMAC module. The function of this bit
depends on the current state of the device (Run, Sleep or Deep-Sleep mode) and value of the
corresponding bits in the RCGCEMAC, SCGCEMAC and DCGCEMAC registers. If the Rn, Sn, or
Dn bit of the respective RCGCEMAC, SCGCEMAC and DCGCEMAC registers is 1 and the device
is in that mode, the module is powered and receives a clock irrespective of what the corresponding
Pn bit in the PCEMAC register is.

However, if the Rn, Sn, or Dn bit of the respective RCGCEMAC, SCGCEMAC and DCGCEMAC
registers is 0 and the device is in that mode, then the module behaves differently depending on the
value of the corresponding Pn bit in the PCEMAC register. In this case, when the Pn bit is clear the
module is not powered and does not receive a clock. If the Pn bit is set, the module is powered but
does not receive a clock. The table below details the differences.

Table 5-34. Module Power Control

DescriptionPnRn, Sn or Dn Value in
Respective RCGCx,
SCGCx, or DCGCx

Register

Module is not powered and does not receive a clock. In this case, the peripheral's
state is not retained.
This is the lowest power consumption state of any peripheral since it consumes no
dynamic nor leakage current. Hardware should perform a peripheral reset if the active
mode changes and the RCGCx, SCGCx, or DCGCx register is a 1 or the P0 bit is
changed to a 1.
Software must re-initialize the peripheral when re-enabled due to the loss of state.

00

Module is powered, but does not receive a clock.
In this case, the peripheral is inactive. This is the second-lowest power consumption
of any peripheral since it consumes only leakage current.

10

Module is powered and receives a clock.X1

Ethernet MAC Power Control (PCEMAC)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x99C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0001

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

P0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

June 18, 2014494
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Ethernet MAC Module 0 Power Control
The Pn bit encodings are not applicable if the corresponding bit in the
RCGCEMAC, SCGCEMAC or DCGCEMAC register is clear.

DescriptionValue

Ethernet MAC Module 0 is not powered and does not receive
a clock. In this case, the module's state is not retained.
This configuration provides the lowest power consumption state.

0

Ethernet MAC module 0 is powered, but does not receive a
clock. In this case, the module is inactive.

1

1RWP00
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Register 163: Watchdog Timer Peripheral Ready (PRWD), offset 0xA00
The PRWD register indicates whether the watchdog modules are ready to be accessed by software
following a change in status of power, Run mode clocking, or reset. A power change is initiated if
the corresponding PCWD bit is changed from 0 to 1. A Run mode clocking change is initiated if the
corresponding RCGCWD bit is changed. A reset change is initiated if the corresponding SRWD bit
is changed from 0 to 1.

The PRWD bit is cleared on any of the above events and is not set again until the module is
completely powered, enabled, and internally reset.

Watchdog Timer Peripheral Ready (PRWD)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0xA00
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0R1reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:2

Watchdog Timer 1 Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

Watchdog module 1 is not ready for access. It is unclocked,
unpowered, or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

Watchdog module 1 is ready for access.1

0ROR11

Watchdog Timer 0 Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

Watchdog module 0 is not ready for access. It is unclocked,
unpowered, or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

Watchdog module 0 is ready for access.1

0ROR00

June 18, 2014496
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Register 164: 16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer Peripheral Ready (PRTIMER),
offset 0xA04
The PRGPT32 register indicates whether the timer modules are ready to be accessed by software
following a change in status of power, Run mode clocking, or reset. A power change is initiated if
the corresponding PCGPT32 bit is changed from 0 to 1. A Run mode clocking change is initiated if
the corresponding RCGCGPT32 bit is changed. A reset change is initiated if the corresponding
SRGPT32 bit is changed from 0 to 1.

The PRGPT32 bit is cleared on any of the above events and is not set again until the module is
completely powered, enabled, and internally reset.

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer Peripheral Ready (PRTIMER)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0xA04
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0R1R2R3R4R5R6R7reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:8

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 7 Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit timer module 7 is not ready for access. It is unclocked,
unpowered, or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

16/32-bit timer module 7 is ready for access.1

0ROR77

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 6 Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit timer module 6 is not ready for access. It is unclocked,
unpowered, or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

16/32-bit timer module 6 is ready for access.1

0ROR66

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 5 Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit timer module 5 is not ready for access. It is unclocked,
unpowered, or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

16/32-bit timer module 5 is ready for access.1

0ROR55
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 4 Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit timer module 4 is not ready for access. It is unclocked,
unpowered, or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

16/32-bit timer module 4 is ready for access.1

0ROR44

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 3 Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit timer module 3 is not ready for access. It is unclocked,
unpowered, or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

16/32-bit timer module 3 is ready for access.1

0ROR33

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 2 Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit timer module 2 is not ready for access. It is unclocked,
unpowered, or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

16/32-bit timer module 2 is ready for access.1

0ROR22

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 1 Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit timer module 1 is not ready for access. It is unclocked,
unpowered, or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

16/32-bit timer module 1 is ready for access.1

0ROR11

16/32-Bit General-Purpose Timer 0 Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

16/32-bit timer module 0 is not ready for access. It is unclocked,
unpowered, or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

16/32-bit timer module 0 is ready for access.1

0ROR00

June 18, 2014498
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Register 165: General-Purpose Input/Output Peripheral Ready (PRGPIO),
offset 0xA08
The PRGPIO register indicates whether the GPIO modules are ready to be accessed by software
following a change in status of power, Run mode clocking, or reset. A power change is initiated if
the corresponding PCGPIO bit is changed from 0 to 1. A Run mode clocking change is initiated if
the corresponding RCGCGPIO bit is changed. A reset change is initiated if the corresponding
SRGPIO bit is changed from 0 to 1.

The PRGPIO bit is cleared on any of the above events and is not set again until the module is
completely powered, enabled, and internally reset.

General-Purpose Input/Output Peripheral Ready (PRGPIO)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0xA08
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0R1R2R3R4R5R6R7R8R9R10R11R12R13R14reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:15

GPIO Port Q Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port Q is not ready for access. It is unclocked, unpowered,
or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

GPIO Port Q is ready for access.1

0ROR1414

GPIO Port P Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port P is not ready for access. It is unclocked, unpowered,
or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

GPIO Port P is ready for access.1

0ROR1313

GPIO Port N Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port N is not ready for access. It is unclocked, unpowered,
or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

GPIO Port N is ready for access.1

0ROR1212
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPIO Port M Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port M is not ready for access. It is unclocked, unpowered,
or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

GPIO Port M is ready for access.1

0ROR1111

GPIO Port L Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port L is not ready for access. It is unclocked, unpowered,
or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

GPIO Port L is ready for access.1

0ROR1010

GPIO Port K Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port K is not ready for access. It is unclocked, unpowered,
or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

GPIO Port K is ready for access.1

0ROR99

GPIO Port J Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port J is not ready for access. It is unclocked, unpowered,
or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

GPIO Port J is ready for access.1

0ROR88

GPIO Port H Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port H is not ready for access. It is unclocked, unpowered,
or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

GPIO Port H is ready for access.1

0ROR77

GPIO Port G Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port G is not ready for access. It is unclocked, unpowered,
or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

GPIO Port G is ready for access.1

0ROR66

GPIO Port F Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port F is not ready for access. It is unclocked, unpowered,
or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

GPIO Port F is ready for access.1

0ROR55

June 18, 2014500
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPIO Port E Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port E is not ready for access. It is unclocked, unpowered,
or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

GPIO Port E is ready for access.1

0ROR44

GPIO Port D Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port D is not ready for access. It is unclocked, unpowered,
or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

GPIO Port D is ready for access.1

0ROR33

GPIO Port C Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port C is not ready for access. It is unclocked, unpowered,
or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

GPIO Port C is ready for access.1

0ROR22

GPIO Port B Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port B is not ready for access. It is unclocked, unpowered,
or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

GPIO Port B is ready for access.1

0ROR11

GPIO Port A Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

GPIO Port A is not ready for access. It is unclocked, unpowered,
or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

GPIO Port A is ready for access.1

0ROR00
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Register 166: Micro Direct Memory Access Peripheral Ready (PRDMA), offset
0xA0C
The PRDMA register indicates whether the μDMA module is ready to be accessed by software
following a change in status of power, Run mode clocking, or reset. A power change is initiated if
the corresponding PCDMA bit is changed from 0 to 1. A Run mode clocking change is initiated if
the correspondingRCGCDMA bit is changed. A reset change is initiated if the correspondingSRDMA
bit is changed from 0 to 1.

The PRDMA bit is cleared on any of the above events and is not set again until the module is
completely powered, enabled, and internally reset.

Micro Direct Memory Access Peripheral Ready (PRDMA)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0xA0C
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

μDMA Module Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

The μDMA module is not ready for access. It is unclocked,
unpowered, or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

The μDMA module is ready for access.1

0ROR00
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Register 167: EPI Peripheral Ready (PREPI), offset 0xA10
The PREPI register indicates whether the EPI module is ready to be accessed by software following
a change in status of power, Run mode clocking, or reset. A power change is initiated if the
corresponding PCEPI bit is changed from 0 to 1. A Run mode clocking change is initiated if the
corresponding RCGCEPI bit is changed. A reset change is initiated if the corresponding SREPI bit
is changed from 0 to 1.

The PREPI bit is cleared on any of the above events and is not set again until the module is
completely powered, enabled, and internally reset.

EPI Peripheral Ready (PREPI)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0xA10
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

EPI Module Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

The EPI module is not ready for access. It is unclocked,
unpowered, or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

The EPI module is ready for access.1

0ROR00
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Register 168: Hibernation Peripheral Ready (PRHIB), offset 0xA14
The PRHIB register indicates whether the Hibernation module is ready to be accessed by software
following a change in status of power, Run mode clocking, or reset. A power change is initiated if
the corresponding PCHIB bit is changed from 0 to 1. A Run mode clocking change is initiated if the
corresponding RCGCHIB bit is changed. A reset change is initiated if the corresponding SRHIB bit
is changed from 0 to 1.

The PRHIB bit is cleared on any of the above events and is not set again until the module is
completely powered, enabled, and internally reset.

Hibernation Peripheral Ready (PRHIB)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0xA14
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0001

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

Hibernation Module Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

The Hibernation module is not ready for access. It is unclocked,
unpowered, or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

The Hibernation module is ready for access.1

1ROR00
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Register 169: Universal AsynchronousReceiver/Transmitter Peripheral Ready
(PRUART), offset 0xA18
The PRUART register indicates whether the UART modules are ready to be accessed by software
following a change in status of power, Run mode clocking, or reset. A power change is initiated if
the corresponding PCUART bit is changed from 0 to 1. A Run mode clocking change is initiated if
the corresponding RCGCUART bit is changed. A reset change is initiated if the corresponding
SRUART bit is changed from 0 to 1.

The PRUART bit is cleared on any of the above events and is not set again until the module is
completely powered, enabled, and internally reset.

Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter Peripheral Ready (PRUART)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0xA18
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0R1R2R3R4R5R6R7reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:8

UART Module 7 Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

UART module 7 is not ready for access. It is unclocked,
unpowered, or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

UART module 7 is ready for access.1

0ROR77

UART Module 6 Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

UART module 6 is not ready for access. It is unclocked,
unpowered, or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

UART module 6 is ready for access.1

0ROR66

UART Module 5 Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

UART module 5 is not ready for access. It is unclocked,
unpowered, or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

UART module 5 is ready for access.1

0ROR55
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

UART Module 4 Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

UART module 4 is not ready for access. It is unclocked,
unpowered, or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

UART module 4 is ready for access.1

0ROR44

UART Module 3 Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

UART module 3 is not ready for access. It is unclocked,
unpowered, or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

UART module 3 is ready for access.1

0ROR33

UART Module 2 Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

UART module 2 is not ready for access. It is unclocked,
unpowered, or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

UART module 2 is ready for access.1

0ROR22

UART Module 1 Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

UART module 1 is not ready for access. It is unclocked,
unpowered, or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

UART module 1 is ready for access.1

0ROR11

UART Module 0 Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

UART module 0 is not ready for access. It is unclocked,
unpowered, or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

UART module 0 is ready for access.1

0ROR00
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Register 170: Synchronous Serial Interface Peripheral Ready (PRSSI), offset
0xA1C
The PRSSI register indicates whether the SSI modules are ready to be accessed by software
following a change in status of power, Run mode clocking, or reset. A power change is initiated if
the corresponding PCSSI bit is changed from 0 to 1. A Run mode clocking change is initiated if the
corresponding RCGCSSI bit is changed. A reset change is initiated if the corresponding SRSSI bit
is changed from 0 to 1.

The PRSSI bit is cleared on any of the above events and is not set again until the module is
completely powered, enabled, and internally reset.

Synchronous Serial Interface Peripheral Ready (PRSSI)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0xA1C
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0R1R2R3reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:4

SSI Module 3 Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

SSI module 3 is not ready for access. It is unclocked,
unpowered, or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

SSI module 3 is ready for access.1

0ROR33

SSI Module 2 Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

SSI module 2 is not ready for access. It is unclocked,
unpowered, or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

SSI module 2 is ready for access.1

0ROR22

SSI Module 1 Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

SSI module 1 is not ready for access. It is unclocked,
unpowered, or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

SSI module 1 is ready for access.1

0ROR11
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

SSI Module 0 Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

SSI module 0 is not ready for access. It is unclocked,
unpowered, or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

SSI module 0 is ready for access.1

0ROR00
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Register 171: Inter-Integrated Circuit Peripheral Ready (PRI2C), offset 0xA20
ThePRI2C register indicates whether the I2C modules are ready to be accessed by software following
a change in status of power, Run mode clocking, or reset. A power change is initiated if the
corresponding PCI2C bit is changed from 0 to 1. A Run mode clocking change is initiated if the
corresponding RCGCI2C bit is changed. A reset change is initiated if the corresponding SRI2C bit
is changed from 0 to 1.

The PRI2C bit is cleared on any of the above events and is not set again until the module is
completely powered, enabled, and internally reset.

Inter-Integrated Circuit Peripheral Ready (PRI2C)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0xA20
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0R1R2R3R4R5R6R7R8R9reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:10

I2C Module 9 Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

I2C module 9 is not ready for access. It is unclocked, unpowered,
or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

I2C module 9 is ready for access.1

0ROR99

I2C Module 8 Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

I2C module 8 is not ready for access. It is unclocked, unpowered,
or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

I2C module 8 is ready for access.1

0ROR88

I2C Module 7 Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

I2C module 7 is not ready for access. It is unclocked, unpowered,
or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

I2C module 7 is ready for access.1

0ROR77
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

I2C Module 6 Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

I2C module 6 is not ready for access. It is unclocked, unpowered,
or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

I2C module 6 is ready for access.1

0ROR66

I2C Module 5 Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

I2C module 5 is not ready for access. It is unclocked, unpowered,
or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

I2C module 5 is ready for access.1

0ROR55

I2C Module 4 Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

I2C module 4 is not ready for access. It is unclocked, unpowered,
or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

I2C module 4 is ready for access.1

0ROR44

I2C Module 3 Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

I2C module 3 is not ready for access. It is unclocked, unpowered,
or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

I2C module 3 is ready for access.1

0ROR33

I2C Module 2 Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

I2C module 2 is not ready for access. It is unclocked, unpowered,
or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

I2C module 2 is ready for access.1

0ROR22

I2C Module 1 Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

I2C module 1 is not ready for access. It is unclocked, unpowered,
or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

I2C module 1 is ready for access.1

0ROR11
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

I2C Module 0 Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

I2C module 0 is not ready for access. It is unclocked, unpowered,
or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

I2C module 0 is ready for access.1

0ROR00
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Register 172: Universal Serial Bus Peripheral Ready (PRUSB), offset 0xA28
ThePRUSB register indicates whether the USB module is ready to be accessed by software following
a change in status of power, Run mode clocking, or reset. A power change is initiated if the
corresponding PCUSB bit is changed from 0 to 1. A Run mode clocking change is initiated if the
corresponding RCGCUSB bit is changed. A reset change is initiated if the corresponding SRUSB
bit is changed from 0 to 1.

The PRUSB bit is cleared on any of the above events and is not set again until the module is
completely powered, enabled, and internally reset.

Universal Serial Bus Peripheral Ready (PRUSB)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0xA28
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

USB Module Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

The USB module is not ready for access. It is unclocked,
unpowered, or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

The USB module is ready for access.1

0ROR00
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Register 173: Ethernet PHY Peripheral Ready (PREPHY), offset 0xA30
The PREPHY register indicates whether the Ethernet PHY module is ready to be accessed by
software following a change in status of power, Run mode clocking, or reset. A power change is
initiated if the corresponding PCEPHY bit is changed from 0 to 1. A Run mode clocking change is
initiated if the corresponding RCGCEPHY bit is changed. A reset change is initiated if the
corresponding SREPHY bit is changed from 0 to 1.

The PREPHY bit is cleared on any of the above events and is not set again until the module is
completely powered, enabled, and internally reset.

Ethernet PHY Peripheral Ready (PREPHY)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0xA30
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

Ethernet PHY Module Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

The Ethernet PHY module is not ready for access. It is
unclocked, unpowered, or in the process of completing a reset
sequence.

0

The Ethernet PHY module is ready for access.1

0ROR00
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Register 174: Controller Area Network Peripheral Ready (PRCAN), offset
0xA34
The PRCAN register indicates whether the CAN modules are ready to be accessed by software
following a change in status of power, Run mode clocking, or reset. A power change is initiated if
the corresponding PCCAN bit is changed from 0 to 1. A Run mode clocking change is initiated if
the correspondingRCGCCAN bit is changed. A reset change is initiated if the corresponding SRCAN
bit is changed from 0 to 1.

The PRCAN bit is cleared on any of the above events and is not set again until the module is
completely powered, enabled, and internally reset.

Controller Area Network Peripheral Ready (PRCAN)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0xA34
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0R1reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:2

CAN Module 1 Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

CAN module 1 is not ready for access. It is unclocked,
unpowered, or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

CAN module 1 is ready for access.1

0ROR11

CAN Module 0 Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

CAN module 0 is not ready for access. It is unclocked,
unpowered, or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

CAN module 0 is ready for access.1

0ROR00
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Register 175: Analog-to-Digital Converter Peripheral Ready (PRADC), offset
0xA38
The PRADC register indicates whether the ADC modules are ready to be accessed by software
following a change in status of power, Run mode clocking, or reset. A power change is initiated if
the corresponding PCADC bit is changed from 0 to 1. A Run mode clocking change is initiated if
the correspondingRCGCADC bit is changed. A reset change is initiated if the corresponding SRADC
bit is changed from 0 to 1.

The PRADC bit is cleared on any of the above events and is not set again until the module is
completely powered, enabled, and internally reset.

Analog-to-Digital Converter Peripheral Ready (PRADC)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0xA38
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0R1reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:2

ADC Module 1 Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

ADC module 1 is not ready for access. It is unclocked,
unpowered, or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

ADC module 1 is ready for access.1

0ROR11

ADC Module 0 Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

ADC module 0 is not ready for access. It is unclocked,
unpowered, or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

ADC module 0 is ready for access.1

0ROR00
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Register 176: Analog Comparator Peripheral Ready (PRACMP), offset 0xA3C
The PRACMP register indicates whether the analog comparator module is ready to be accessed
by software following a change in status of power, Run mode clocking, or reset. A power change is
initiated if the corresponding PCACMP bit is changed from 0 to 1. A Run mode clocking change is
initiated if the corresponding RCGCACMP bit is changed. A reset change is initiated if the
corresponding SRACMP bit is changed from 0 to 1.

The PRACMP bit is cleared on any of the above events and is not set again until the module is
completely powered, enabled, and internally reset.

Analog Comparator Peripheral Ready (PRACMP)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0xA3C
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

Analog Comparator Module 0 Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

The analog comparator module is not ready for access. It is
unclocked, unpowered, or in the process of completing a reset
sequence.

0

The analog comparator module is ready for access.1

0ROR00
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Register 177: PulseWidthModulator Peripheral Ready (PRPWM), offset 0xA40
The PRPWM register indicates whether the PWM modules are ready to be accessed by software
following a change in status of power, Run mode clocking, or reset. A power change is initiated if
the corresponding PCPWM bit is changed from 0 to 1. A Run mode clocking change is initiated if
the corresponding RCGCPWM bit is changed. A reset change is initiated if the corresponding
SRPWM bit is changed from 0 to 1.

The PRPWM bit is cleared on any of the above events and is not set again until the module is
completely powered, enabled, and internally reset.

Pulse Width Modulator Peripheral Ready (PRPWM)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0xA40
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

PWM Module 0 Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

PWM module 0 is not ready for access. It is unclocked,
unpowered, or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

PWM module 0 is ready for access.1

0ROR00
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Register 178: Quadrature Encoder Interface Peripheral Ready (PRQEI), offset
0xA44
The PRQEI register indicates whether the QEI modules are ready to be accessed by software
following a change in status of power, Run mode clocking, or reset. A power change is initiated if
the corresponding PCQEI bit is changed from 0 to 1. A Run mode clocking change is initiated if the
corresponding RCGCQEI bit is changed. A reset change is initiated if the corresponding SRQEI bit
is changed from 0 to 1.

The PRQEI bit is cleared on any of the above events and is not set again until the module is
completely powered, enabled, and internally reset.

Quadrature Encoder Interface Peripheral Ready (PRQEI)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0xA44
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

QEI Module 0 Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

QEI module 0 is not ready for access. It is unclocked,
unpowered, or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

QEI module 0 is ready for access.1

0ROR00
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Register 179: EEPROM Peripheral Ready (PREEPROM), offset 0xA58
The PREEPROM register indicates whether the EEPROM module is ready to be accessed by
software following a change in status of power, Run mode clocking, or reset. A power change is
initiated if the corresponding PCEEPROM bit is changed from 0 to 1. A Run mode clocking change
is initiated if the corresponding RCGCEEPROM bit is changed. A reset change is initiated if the
corresponding SREEPROM bit is changed from 0 to 1.

The PREEPROM bit is cleared on any of the above events and is not set again until the module is
completely powered, enabled, and internally reset.

EEPROM Peripheral Ready (PREEPROM)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0xA58
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

EEPROM Module 0 Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

The EEPROM module is not ready for access. It is unclocked,
unpowered, or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

The EEPROM module is ready for access.1

0ROR00
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Register 180: CRC Module Peripheral Ready (PRCCM), offset 0xA74
The PRCCM register indicates whether the CRC is ready to be accessed by software following a
change in status of power, Run mode clocking, or reset. A power change is initiated if the
corresponding PCCCM bit is changed from 0 to 1. A Run mode clocking change is initiated if the
corresponding RCGCCCM bit is changed. A reset change is initiated if the corresponding SRCCM
bit is changed from 0 to 1.

The PRCCM bit is cleared on any of the above events and is not set again until the module is
completely powered, enabled, and internally reset.

CRC Module Peripheral Ready (PRCCM)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0xA74
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

CRC Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

The CRC module is not ready for access. It is unclocked,
unpowered, or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

The CRC module is ready for access.1

0ROR00
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Register 181: Ethernet MAC Peripheral Ready (PREMAC), offset 0xA9C
The PREMAC register indicates whether the Ethernet module is ready to be accessed by software
following a change in status of power, Run mode clocking, or reset. A power change is initiated if
the corresponding PCEMAC bit is changed from 0 to 1. A Run mode clocking change is initiated if
the corresponding RCGCEMAC bit is changed. A reset change is initiated if the corresponding
SREMAC bit is changed from 0 to 1.

The PREMAC bit is cleared on any of the above events and is not set again until the module is
completely powered, enabled, and internally reset.

Ethernet MAC Peripheral Ready (PREMAC)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0xA9C
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R0reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

Ethernet MAC Module 0 Peripheral Ready

DescriptionValue

Ethernet MAC module 0 is not ready for access. It is unclocked,
unpowered, or in the process of completing a reset sequence.

0

Ethernet MAC module 0 is ready for access.1

0ROR00
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Register 182: Unique ID 0 (UNIQUEID0), offset 0xF20
Register 183: Unique ID 1 (UNIQUEID1), offset 0xF24
Register 184: Unique ID 2 (UNIQUEID2), offset 0xF28
Register 185: Unique ID 3 (UNIQUEID3), offset 0xF2C
These registers contain a unique 128-bit identifier that cannot be modified by the user. This value
is unique to each individual die but is not a random value. This unique device identifier can be used
to initiate secure boot processes or as a serial number for USB or other end applications.

Unique ID n (UNIQUEIDn)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0xF20
Type RO, reset -

16171819202122232425262728293031

ID

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
----------------Reset

0123456789101112131415

ID

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
----------------Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Unique ID
The result of registers 0-3 concatenated defines the unique 128-bit
device identifier.

-ROID31:0
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6 Processor Support and Exception Module
This module is an AHB peripheral that handles system-level Cortex-M4 FPU exceptions. For functions
with registers mapped into this aperture, if the function is not available on a device, then all writes
to the associated registers are ignored and reads return zeros.

6.1 Functional Description
The System Exception module provides control and status of the system-level interrupts. All the
interrupt events are ORed together before being sent to the interrupt controller, so the System
Exception module can only generate a single interrupt request to the controller at any given time.
Software can service multiple interrupt events in a single interrupt service routine by reading the
System Exception Masked Interrupt Status (SYSEXCMIS) register. The interrupt events that can
trigger a controller-level interrupt are defined in the System Exception Interrupt Mask (SYSEXCIM)
register by setting the corresponding interrupt mask bits. If interrupts are not used, the raw interrupt
status is always visible via the System Exception Raw Interrupt Status (SYSEXCRIS) register.
Interrupts are always cleared (for both the SYSEXCMIS and SYSEXCRIS registers) by writing a 1
to the corresponding bit in the System Exception Interrupt Clear (SYSEXCIC) register.

6.2 Register Map
Table 6-1 on page 523 lists the System Exception module registers. The offset listed is a hexadecimal
increment to the register's address, relative to the System Exception base address of 0x400F.9000.

Note: Spaces in the System Exception register space that are not used are reserved for future or
internal use. Software should not modify any reserved memory address.

Table 6-1. System Exception Register Map

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

524System Exception Raw Interrupt Status0x0000.0000ROSYSEXCRIS0x000

526System Exception Interrupt Mask0x0000.0000RWSYSEXCIM0x004

528System Exception Masked Interrupt Status0x0000.0000ROSYSEXCMIS0x008

530System Exception Interrupt Clear0x0000.0000W1CSYSEXCIC0x00C

6.3 Register Descriptions
All addresses given are relative to the System Exception base address of 0x400F.9000.
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Register 1: SystemException Raw Interrupt Status (SYSEXCRIS), offset 0x000
The SYSEXCRIS register is the raw interrupt status register. On a read, this register gives the
current raw status value of the corresponding interrupt. A write has no effect.

System Exception Raw Interrupt Status (SYSEXCRIS)
Base 0x400F.9000
Offset 0x000
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

FPIDCRISFPDZCRISFPIOCRISFPUFCRISFPOFCRISFPIXCRISreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:6

Floating-Point Inexact Exception Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt0

A floating-point inexact exception has occurred.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the IXCIC bit in the SYSEXCIC
register.

0ROFPIXCRIS5

Floating-Point Overflow Exception Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt0

A floating-point overflow exception has occurred.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the OFCIC bit in the SYSEXCIC
register.

0ROFPOFCRIS4

Floating-Point Underflow Exception Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt0

A floating-point underflow exception has occurred.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the UFCIC bit in the SYSEXCIC
register.

0ROFPUFCRIS3
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Floating-Point Invalid Operation Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt0

A floating-point invalid operation exception has occurred.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the IOCIC bit in the SYSEXCIC
register.

0ROFPIOCRIS2

Floating-Point Divide By 0 Exception Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt0

A floating-point divide by 0 exception has occurred.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the DZCIC bit in the SYSEXCIC
register.

0ROFPDZCRIS1

Floating-Point Input Denormal Exception Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt0

A floating-point input denormal exception has occurred.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the IDCIC bit in the SYSEXCIC
register.

0ROFPIDCRIS0
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Register 2: System Exception Interrupt Mask (SYSEXCIM), offset 0x004
The SYSEXCIM register is the interrupt mask set/clear register.

On a read, this register gives the current value of the mask on the relevant interrupt. Setting a bit
allows the corresponding raw interrupt signal to be routed to the interrupt controller. Clearing a bit
prevents the raw interrupt signal from being sent to the interrupt controller.

System Exception Interrupt Mask (SYSEXCIM)
Base 0x400F.9000
Offset 0x004
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

FPIDCIMFPDZCIMFPIOCIMFPUFCIMFPOFCIMFPIXCIMreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00RWreserved31:6

Floating-Point Inexact Exception Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The FPIXCRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the
interrupt controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the
FPISCRIS bit in the SYSEXCRIS register is set.

1

0RWFPIXCIM5

Floating-Point Overflow Exception Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The FPOFCIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the
interrupt controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the
FPOFCRIS bit in the SYSEXCRIS register is set.

1

0RWFPOFCIM4

Floating-Point Underflow Exception Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The FPUFCRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the
interrupt controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the
FPUFCRIS bit in the SYSEXCRIS register is set.

1

0RWFPUFCIM3
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Floating-Point Invalid Operation Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The FPIOCRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the
interrupt controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the
FPIOCRIS bit in the SYSEXCRIS register is set.

1

0RWFPIOCIM2

Floating-Point Divide By 0 Exception Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The FPDZCRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the
interrupt controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the
FPDZCRIS bit in the SYSEXCRIS register is set.

1

0RWFPDZCIM1

Floating-Point Input Denormal Exception Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The FPIDCRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the
interrupt controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the
FPIDCRIS bit in the SYSEXCRIS register is set.

1

0RWFPIDCIM0
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Register 3: System Exception Masked Interrupt Status (SYSEXCMIS), offset
0x008
The SYSEXCMIS register is the masked interrupt status register. On a read, this register gives the
current masked status value of the corresponding interrupt. A write has no effect.

System Exception Masked Interrupt Status (SYSEXCMIS)
Base 0x400F.9000
Offset 0x008
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

FPIDCMISFPDZCMISFPIOCMISFPUFCMISFPOFCMISFPIXCMISreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:6

Floating-Point Inexact Exception Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked interrupt was signaled due to an inexact
exception.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the FPIXCIC bit in the SYSEXCIC
register.

0ROFPIXCMIS5

Floating-Point Overflow Exception Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked interrupt was signaled due to an overflow
exception.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the FPOFCIC bit in the SYSEXCIC
register.

0ROFPOFCMIS4

Floating-Point Underflow Exception Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked interrupt was signaled due to an underflow
exception.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the FPUFCIC bit in the SYSEXCIC
register.

0ROFPUFCMIS3
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Floating-Point Invalid Operation Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked interrupt was signaled due to an invalid operation.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the FPIOCIC bit in the SYSEXCIC
register.

0ROFPIOCMIS2

Floating-Point Divide By 0 Exception Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked interrupt was signaled due to a divide by 0
exception.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the FPDZCIC bit in the SYSEXCIC
register.

0ROFPDZCMIS1

Floating-Point Input Denormal Exception Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked interrupt was signaled due to an input denormal
exception.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the FPIDCIC bit in the SYSEXCIC
register.

0ROFPIDCMIS0
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Register 4: System Exception Interrupt Clear (SYSEXCIC), offset 0x00C
The SYSEXCIC register is the interrupt clear register. On a write of 1, the corresponding interrupt
(both raw interrupt and masked interrupt, if enabled) is cleared. A write of 0 has no effect.

System Exception Interrupt Clear (SYSEXCIC)
Base 0x400F.9000
Offset 0x00C
Type W1C, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

W1CW1CW1CW1CW1CW1CW1CW1CW1CW1CW1CW1CW1CW1CW1CW1CType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

FPIDCICFPDZCICFPIOCICFPUFCICFPOFCICFPIXCICreserved

W1CW1CW1CW1CW1CW1CW1CW1CW1CW1CW1CW1CW1CW1CW1CW1CType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00W1Creserved31:6

Floating-Point Inexact Exception Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the FPIXCRIS bit in the SYSEXCRIS register
and the FPIXCMIS bit in the SYSEXCMIS register.

0W1CFPIXCIC5

Floating-Point Overflow Exception Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the FPOFCRIS bit in the SYSEXCRIS register
and the FPOFCMIS bit in the SYSEXCMIS register.

0W1CFPOFCIC4

Floating-Point Underflow Exception Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the FPUFCRIS bit in the SYSEXCRIS register
and the FPUFCMIS bit in the SYSEXCMIS register.

0W1CFPUFCIC3

Floating-Point Invalid Operation Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the FPIOCRIS bit in the SYSEXCRIS register
and the FPIOCMIS bit in the SYSEXCMIS register.

0W1CFPIOCIC2

Floating-Point Divide By 0 Exception Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the FPDZCRIS bit in the SYSEXCRIS register
and the FPDZCMIS bit in the SYSEXCMIS register.

0W1CFPDZCIC1

Floating-Point Input Denormal Exception Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the FPIDCRIS bit in the SYSEXCRIS register
and the FPIDCMIS bit in the SYSEXCMIS register.

0W1CFPIDCIC0
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7 Hibernation Module
The Hibernation Module manages removal and restoration of power to provide a means for reducing
system power consumption. When the processor and peripherals are idle, power can be completely
removed with only the Hibernation module remaining powered. Power can be restored based on
an external signal or at a certain time using the built-in Real-Time Clock (RTC). The Hibernation
module can be independently supplied from an external battery or an auxiliary power supply.

The Hibernation also integrates a tamper module which provides mechanisms to detect, respond
to, and log system tampering events. The Tamper module is designed to be low power and operate
from either a battery or the MCU I/O voltage supply.

The Hibernation module has the following features:

■ 32-bit real-time seconds counter (RTC) with 1/32,768 second resolution and a 15-bit sub-seconds
counter

– 32-bit RTC seconds match register and a 15-bit sub seconds match for timed wake-up and
interrupt generation with 1/32,768 second resolution

– RTC predivider trim for making fine adjustments to the clock rate

■ Hardware Calendar Function

– Year, Month, Day, Day of Week, Hours, Minutes, Seconds

– Four-year leap compensation

– 24-hour or AM/PM configuration

■ Two mechanisms for power control

– System power control using discrete external regulator

– On-chip power control using internal switches under register control

■ VDD supplies power when valid, even if VBAT > VDD

■ Dedicated pin for waking using an external signal

■ Capability to configure external reset (RST) pin and/or up to four GPIO port pins as wake source,
with programmable wake level

■ Tamper Functionality

– Support for four tamper inputs

– Configurable level, weak pull-up, and glitch filter

– Configurable tamper event response

– Logging of up to four tamper events

– Optional BBRAM erase on tamper detection

– Tamper wake from hibernate capability
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– Hibernation clock input failure detect with a switch to the internal oscillator on detection

■ RTC operational and hibernation memory valid as long as VDD or VBAT is valid

■ Low-battery detection, signaling, and interrupt generation, with optional wake on low battery

■ GPIO pin state can be retained during hibernation

■ Clock source from an internal low frequency oscillator (HIB LFIOSC) or a 32.768-kHz external
crystal or oscillator

■ Sixteen 32-bit words of battery-backed memory to save state during hibernation

■ Programmable interrupts for:

– RTC match

– External wake

– Low battery
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7.1 Block Diagram

Figure 7-1. Hibernation Module Block Diagram
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Note: References to alternate clock to LPC only apply to devices which have LPC.

7.2 Signal Description
The following table lists the external signals of the Hibernation module and describes the function
of each.

The RTCCLK and TMPR[3:0] signals are alternate functions for a GPIO signal and defaults to be
a GPIO signal at reset. The column in the table below titled "Pin Mux/Pin Assignment" lists the GPIO
pin placement for the RTCCLK and TMPR[3:0] signals. The number in parentheses is the encoding
that must be programmed into the PMCn field in the GPIO Port Control (GPIOPCTL) register
(page 785) to assign each signal to its specified GPIO port pin. In addition, the AFSEL bit in theGPIO
Alternate Function Select (GPIOAFSEL) register (page 768) should be set to choose the proper
HIB function. For more information on configuring GPIOs, see “General-Purpose Input/Outputs
(GPIOs)” on page 740.

The remaining signals have a fixed pin assignment and function.
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Note: In addition to the Hibernation signals that are part of the Hibernation Module, GPIO pins
K[7:4] can be configured as external wake sources. Refer to “Waking from
Hibernate” on page 546 for more information.

Note: Port pins PM[7:4] operate as Fast GPIO pads but support only 2-, 4-, 6-, and 8-mA drive
capability. 10- and 12-mA drive are not supported. All standard GPIO register controls,
except for the GPIODR12R register, apply to these port pins. Refer to “General-Purpose
Input/Outputs (GPIOs)” on page 740 and “Recommended GPIO Operating
Characteristics” on page 1818 for more information.

Table 7-1. Hibernate Signals (128TQFP)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin Mux / Pin
Assignment

Pin NumberPin Name

An output that indicates the processor is in
Hibernate mode.

TTLOfixed65HIB

Buffered version of the Hibernation module's
32.768-kHz clock. This signal is not output when
the part is in Hibernate mode and before being
configured after power-on reset.

TTLOPC5 (7)
PK7 (5)
PP3 (7)

24
60

104

RTCCLK

Tamper signal 0.TTLI/OPM771TMPR0

Tamper signal 1.TTLI/OPM672TMPR1

Tamper signal 2.TTLI/OPM573TMPR2

Tamper signal 3.TTLI/OPM474TMPR3

Power source for the Hibernation module. It is
normally connected to the positive terminal of a
battery and serves as the battery
backup/Hibernation module power-source supply.

Power-fixed68VBAT

An external input that brings the processor out of
Hibernate mode when asserted.

TTLIfixed64WAKE

Hibernation module oscillator crystal input or an
external clock reference input. Note that this is
either a crystal or a 32.768-kHz oscillator for the
Hibernation module RTC.

AnalogIfixed66XOSC0

Hibernation module oscillator crystal output. Leave
unconnected when using a single-ended clock
source.

AnalogOfixed67XOSC1

7.3 Functional Description
The Hibernation module provides two mechanisms for power control:

■ The first mechanism uses internal switches to control power to the Cortex-M4F as well as to
most analog and digital functions while retaining I/O pin power (VDD3ON mode).

■ The second mechanism controls the power to the microcontroller with a control signal (HIB) that
signals an external voltage regulator to turn on or off.

The Hibernation module power source is supplied by VDD as long as it is within a valid range, even
if VBAT>VDD. The Hibernation module also has an independent clock source to maintain a real-time
clock (RTC) when the system clock is powered down. Hibernate mode can be entered through one
of two ways:
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■ The user initiates hibernation by setting the HIBREQ bit in the Hibernation Control (HIBCTL)
register

■ Power is arbitrarily removed from VDD while a valid VBAT is applied

Once in hibernation, the module signals an external voltage regulator to turn the power back on
when an external pin (WAKE, RST or a wake-enabled GPIO pin) is asserted or when the internal
RTC reaches a certain value. The Hibernation module can also detect when the battery voltage is
low and optionally prevent hibernation or wake from hibernation when the battery voltage falls below
a certain threshold. Note that multiple wake sources can be configured at the same time to generate
a wake signal such that any of them can wake the module.

When waking from hibernation, the HIB signal is deasserted. The return of VDD causes a POR to
be executed. The time from when the WAKE signal is asserted to when code begins execution is
equal to the wake-up time (tWAKE_TO_HIB) plus the power-on reset time (TPOR).

7.3.1 Register Access Timing
Because the Hibernation module has an independent clocking domain, hibernation registers must
be written only with a timing gap between accesses. The delay time is tHIB_REG_ACCESS, therefore
software must guarantee that this delay is inserted between back-to-back writes to Hibernation
registers or between a write followed by a read. The WC interrupt in the HIBMIS register can be used
to notify the application when the Hibernation modules registers can be accessed. Alternatively,
software may make use of the WRC bit in the Hibernation Control (HIBCTL) register to ensure that
the required timing gap has elapsed. This bit is cleared on a write operation and set once the write
completes, indicating to software that another write or read may be started safely. Software should
poll HIBCTL for WRC=1 prior to accessing any hibernation register.

Back-to-back reads from Hibernation module registers have no timing restrictions. Reads are
performed at the full peripheral clock rate.

7.3.2 Hibernation Clock Source
The HIB module can be clocked by one of three different clock sources:

■ A 32.768-kHz oscillator

■ An external 32.768-kHz clock source

■ An internal low frequency oscillator (HIB LFIOSC)

Table 7-2 on page 535 summarizes the encodings for the bits in theHIBCTL register that are required
for each clock source to be enabled. Note that CLK32EN must be set for any Hibernation clock
source to be valid. The Hibernation module is not enabled until the CLK32EN bit is set. The HIB
clock source is the source of the RTC Oscillator (RTCOSC), which can be selected as the system
clock source by programming a 0x4 in the OSCSRC field of theRun and Sleep Mode Configuration
(RSCLKCFG) register in the System Control Module. Please refer to “System Control” on page 220
for more information.

Table 7-2. HIB Clock Source Configurations

OSCBYPOSCSELCLK32ENHIB Clock Source

00132.768 kHz Oscillator

101External 32.768-kHz Clock Source
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Table 7-2. HIB Clock Source Configurations (continued)

OSCBYPOSCSELCLK32ENHIB Clock Source

011Low-frequency internal oscillator (HIB LFIOSC)a

a. The frequency can have wide variations; refer to “Hibernation Clock Source Specifications” on page 1835 for more details.

To use an external crystal, a 32.768-kHz crystal is connected to the XOSC0 and XOSC1 pins.
Alternatively, a 32.768-kHz oscillator can be connected to the XOSC0 pin, leaving XOSC1 unconnected.
Care must be taken that the voltage amplitude of the 32.768-kHz oscillator is less than VBAT,
otherwise, the Hibernation module may draw power from the oscillator and not VBAT during
hibernation. See Figure 7-2 on page 537 and Figure 7-3 on page 537.

Alternatively, a low frequency oscillator source (HIB LFIOSC) present in the Hibernation module
can be a clock source. (The frequency can have wide variations; refer to “Hibernation Clock Source
Specifications” on page 1835 for more details.) The intent of this source is to provide an internal low
power clock source to enable the use of the asynchronous pin wakes and memory storage without
the requirement of an external crystal. To enable the HIB LFIOSC to be the clock source for the
Hibernation module, both the OSCSEL bit and the CLK32EN bit in theHibernation Control (HIBCTL)
register must be set.

Note: The HIB low-frequency oscillator (HIB LFIOSC) has a wide frequency variation, therefore
the RTC is not accurate when using this clock source. It is not recommended to use the
HIB LFIOSC as an RTC clock source.

The Hibernation module is enabled by setting the CLK32EN bit of theHIBCTL register. The CLK32EN
bit must be set before accessing any other Hibernation module register. The type of clock source
used for the HIB module is selected by setting the OSCSEL and OSCBYP bit of the HIBCTL register.
If the internal low frequency precision oscillator is used as the clock source, the OSCSEL bit should
be set to a 1 at the same time the CLK32EN bit is set. If a crystal is used for the clock source, the
software must leave a delay of tHIBOSC_START after writing to the CLK32EN bit and before any other
accesses to the Hibernation module registers. The delay allows the crystal to power up and stabilize.
If an external oscillator is used for the clock source, no delay is needed. When using an external
clock source, the OSCBYP bit in the HIBCTL register should be set. When using a crystal clock
source, the GNDX pin should be connected to digital ground along with the crystal load capacitors,
as shown in Figure 7-2 on page 537. When using an external clock source, the GNDX pin should be
connected to digital ground.

Note: In the figures below the parameters RBAT and CBAT have recommended values of 51Ω ±5%
and 0.1µF ±5%, respectively. See “Hibernation Module” on page 1843 for more information.
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Figure 7-2. Using a Crystal as the Hibernation Clock Source with a Single Battery Source
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Note: Some devices may not supply the GNDX signal. If GNDX is absent, the crystal load capacitors can
be tied to GND externally. See “Signal Tables” on page 1770 for pins specific to your device.

X1 = Crystal frequency is fXOSC_XTAL.

C1,2 = Capacitor value derived from crystal vendor load capacitance specifications.

RPU = Pull-up resistor is 200 kΩ

RBAT = 51Ω ±5%

CBAT = 0.1µF ±20%

See “Hibernation Clock Source Specifications” on page 1835 for specific parameter values.

Figure 7-3. Using a Dedicated Oscillator as the Hibernation Clock Source with VDD3ONMode
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Note: Some devices may not supply a GNDX signal. See “Signal Tables” on page 1770 for pins specific to
your device.

RPU = Pull-up resistor is 1 MΩ

RBAT = 51Ω ±5%

CBAT = 0.1µF ±20%
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7.3.2.1 Hibernate Clock Output RTCOSC
The clock source that is configured as the HIB clock has the option of becoming an internal output,
RTCOSC, and being selected as the clock source for the system clock. To enable RTCOSC as a
system clock source, the SYSCLKEN bit must be set in the Hibernate Clock Control (HIBCC)
register.

7.3.3 System Implementation
Several different system configurations are possible when using the Hibernation module:

■ Using a single battery source, where the battery provides both VDD and VBAT, as shown in Figure
7-2 on page 537.

■ Using the VDD3ON mode, where VDD continues to be powered in hibernation, allowing the GPIO
pins to retain their states, as shown in Figure 7-3 on page 537. In this mode, VDDC is powered off
internally. In VDD3ON mode, the RETCLR bit in the HIBCTL register must be set so that after
power is reapplied, GPIO retention is held until software clears the bit. GPIO retention is released
when software writes a 0 to the RETCLR bit.

■ Using separate sources for VDD and VBAT. In this mode, additional circuitry is required for system
start-up without a battery or with a depleted battery.

■ Using a regulator to provide both VDD and VBAT with a switch enabled by HIB to remove VDD
during hibernation as shown in Figure 7-4 on page 538.

Figure 7-4. Using a Regulator for Both VDD and VBAT
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Note: Some devices may not supply a GNDX signal. See “Signal Tables” on page 1770 for pins specific to
your device.

Adding external capacitance to the VBAT supply reduces the accuracy of the low-battery measurement
and should be avoided if possible. The diagrams referenced in this section only show the connection
to the Hibernation pins and not to the full system.

If the application does not require the use of the Hibernation module, refer to “Connections for
Unused Signals” on page 1814. In this situation, the HIB bit in the Hibernation Run Mode Clock
Gating Control (RCGCHIB) register must be cleared, disabling the system clock to the Hibernation
module and Hibernation module registers are not accessible.
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7.3.4 Battery Management

Important: System-level factors may affect the accuracy of the low-battery detect circuit. The
designer should consider battery type, discharge characteristics, and a test load during
battery voltage measurements.

The Hibernation module can be independently powered by a battery or an auxiliary power source
using the VBAT pin. The module can monitor the voltage level of the battery and detect when the
voltage drops below VLOWBAT. The voltage threshold can be between 1.9 V and 2.5 V and is
configured using the VBATSEL field in the HIBCTL register. The module can also be configured so
that it does not go into Hibernate mode if the battery voltage drops below this threshold. In addition,
battery voltage is monitored while in hibernation, and the microcontroller can be configured to wake
from hibernation if the battery voltage goes below the threshold using the BATWKEN bit in theHIBCTL
register.

The Hibernation module is designed to detect a low-battery condition and set the LOWBAT bit of the
Hibernation Raw Interrupt Status (HIBRIS) register when this occurs. If the VABORT bit in the
HIBCTL register is also set, then the module is prevented from entering Hibernate mode when a
low-battery is detected. The module can also be configured to generate an interrupt for the low-battery
condition (see “Interrupts and Status” on page 548).

7.3.5 Real-Time Clock
The RTC module is designed to keep wall time. The RTC can operate in seconds counter mode or
calendar mode. A 32.768 kHz clock source along with a 15-bit predivider reduces the clock to 1 Hz.
The 1 Hz clock is used to increment the 32-bit counter and keep track of seconds. In calendar mode,
registers are provided which support the tracking of date, month, year and day-of-week. A match
register can be configured to interrupt or wake the system from hibernate. In addition, a software
trim register is implemented to allow the user to compensate for oscillator inaccuracies using software.

7.3.5.1 RTC Counter - Seconds/Subseconds Mode
The clock signal to the RTC is provided by either of the 32.768-kHz clock sources available to the
Hibernation module. The Hibernation RTC Counter (HIBRTCC) register displays the seconds
value. The Hibernation RTC Sub Seconds register (HIBRTCSS) is provided for additional time
resolution of an application requiring less than one-second divisions.

The RTC is enabled by setting the RTCEN bit of the HIBCTL register. The RTCEN bit is also used
along with the CALEN bit in the Hibernation Calendar Control (HIBCALCTL) register to enable
the calender. Thus, if the calendar is enabled, the RTC registers,HIBRTCC,HIBRTCSS,HIBRTCM0
and HIBRTCLD, cannot be used. The RTC counter and sub-seconds counters begin counting
immediately once RTCEN is set. Both counters count up. The RTC continues counting as long as
the RTC is enabled and a valid VBAT is present, regardless of whether VDD is present or if the device
is in hibernation.

The HIBRTCC register is set by writing the Hibernation RTC Load (HIBRTCLD) register. A write
to the HIBRTCLD register clears the 15-bit sub-seconds counter field, RTCSSC, in the HIBRTCSS
register. To ensure a valid read of the RTC value, theHIBRTCC register should be read first, followed
by a read of the RTCSSC field in theHIBRTCSS register and then a re-read of theHIBRTCC register.
If the two values for the HIBRTCC are equal, the read is valid. By following this procedure, errors
in the application caused by the HIBRTCC register rolling over by a count of 1 during a read of the
RTCSSC field are prevented. The RTC can be configured to generate an alarm by setting the RTCAL0
bit in the HIBIM register. When an RTC match occurs, an interrupt is generated and displayed in
the HIBRIS register. Refer to “RTC Match - Seconds/Subseconds Mode” on page 540 for more
information.
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If the RTC is enabled, only a cold POR, where both VBAT and VDD are removed, resets the RTC
registers. If any other reset occurs while the RTC is enabled, such as an external RST assertion or
BOR reset, the RTC is not reset. The RTC registers can be reset under any type of system reset
as long as the RTC, external wake pins and tamper pins are not enabled.

A buffered version of the 32.768-kHz signal Hibernate clock source is available on the RTCCLK
signal output, which is muxed with a GPIO pin. The RTCCLK signal can be the external 32.786-kHz
clock source or the HIB LFIOSC depending on the value of the OSCSEL bit in the HIBCTL register.
See “Signal Description” on page 533 or pin mux information and “General-Purpose Input/Outputs
(GPIOs)” on page 740 for additional details on initialization and configuration of this signal. The pin
does not output RTCCLK when Hibernate mode is active or before the RTCCLK GPIO digital function
has been selected through the GPIO Digital Enable (GPIODEN) register in the GPIO module. This
includes selecting the RTCCLK signal as an output source in the GPIO Port Control (GPIOPCTL)
register and setting the SYSCLKEN bit within the Hibernate Clock Control (HIBCC) register.

Note: The HIB low-frequency oscillator (HIB LFIOSC) has a wide frequency variation, therefore
the RTC is not accurate when using this clock source. In addition, the RTCCLK signal may
not meet the specification shown in Table 27-30 on page 1843.

7.3.5.2 RTC Match - Seconds/Subseconds Mode
The Hibernation module includes a 32-bit match register, HIBRTCM0, which is compared to the
value of the RTC 32-bit counter,HIBRTCC. The match functionality also extends to the sub-seconds
counter. The 15-bit field (RTCSSM) in the HIBRTCSS register is compared to the value of the 15-bit
sub-seconds counter. When a match occurs, the RTCALT0 bit is set in the HIBRIS register. For
applications using Hibernate mode, the processor can be programmed to wake from Hibernate
mode by setting the RTCWEN bit in the HIBCTL register. The processor can also be programmed to
generate an interrupt to the interrupt controller by setting the RTCALT0 bit in the HIBIM register.

The match interrupt generation takes priority over an interrupt clear. Therefore, writes to the RTCALT0
bit in theHibernation Interrupt Clear (HIBIC) register do not clear the RTCALT0 bit if theHIBRTCC
value and theHIBRTCM0 value are equal. There are several methodologies to avoid this occurrence,
such as writing a new value to theHIBRTCLD register prior to writing theHIBIC to clear the RTCALT0.
Another example, would be to disable the RTC and re-enable the RTC by clearing and setting the
RTCEN bit in the HIBCTL register.

Note: A Hibernate request made while a match event is valid causes the module to immediately
wake up. This occurs when the RTCWEN bit is set and the RTCALT0 bit in theHIBRIS register
is set at the same time the HIBREQ bit in the HIBCTL register is written to a 1. This can be
avoided by clearing the RTCAL0 bit in theHIBRIS register by writing a 1 to the corresponding
bit in theHIBIC register before setting the HIBREQ bit. Another example would be to disable
the RTC and re-enable the RTC by clearing and setting the RTCEN bit in theHIBCTL register.

7.3.5.3 RTC Calendar
The RTC Calendar function is selected by setting the CALEN bit in the HIB Calendar Control
(HIBCALCTL) register. In this mode, six 32-bit registers provide the read (HIBCAL0/1), match
(HIBCALM0/1), and load (HIBCALLD0/1) interface. The standard RTC registers: HIBRTCC,
HIBRTCLD, HIBRTCSS, and HIBRTCM0 are disabled when the calendar function is enabled and
read back as all 0s in this mode. In addition, writes have no effect on these registers when the
calendar function is enabled.

The Hibernation Calendar n (HIBCALn), Hibernation Calendar Match (HIBCALMn) and
Hibernation Calendar Load (HIBCALLDn) register fields are written or stored in hexadecimal.
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When reading the Hibernation Calendar n (HIBCALn) registers, the status of the VALID bit in the
HIBCAL0/1 register must be checked to ensure the registers are in sync before reading.

The calendar function will keep track of the following:

■ Seconds (0-59 seconds)

■ Minutes (0-59 minutes)

■ Hours (0-23 or 0-11 hours with an AM/PM option)

■ Day of the week (0-6)

■ Day of the month (1-31 days)

■ Month (1-12 months)

■ Year (00-99 years)

The hours may be reported with AM/PM or 24-hour based on the CAL24 bit in the HIBCALCTL
register. The leap year compensation is handled within the calendar function. The number of days
in February are adjusted to 29 whenever the year is divisible by four.

RTC Calendar Match

The HIB Calendar Match function can be used to generate an interrupt on a match of seconds,
minutes, hours, and day of month. The day of the week, year and month are not included in the
match function. To ignore a match function for the hours, minutes, or seconds, set each of the upper
two bits to 1 in the respective fields of the HIBCALMn register. To ignore the day of the month, set
the DOM field to all zeros in the HIBCALM1 register. If a match occurs in any field, the RTCALT0 bit
is set in the HIBRIS register.

7.3.5.4 RTC Trim
The RTC counting rate can be adjusted to compensate for inaccuracies in the clock source by using
the predivider trim register, HIBRTCT. This register has a nominal value of 0x7FFF, and is used for
one second out of every 64 seconds in RTC counter mode, when bits [5:0] in the HIBRTCC register
change from 0x00 to 0x01, to divide the input clock. Trim is applied every 60 seconds in calendar
mode. This configuration allows the software to make fine corrections to the clock rate by adjusting
the predivider trim register up or down from 0x7FFF. The predivider trim should be adjusted up from
0x7FFF in order to slow down the RTC rate and down from 0x7FFF in order to speed up the RTC
rate.

Care must be taken when using trim values that are near to the sub seconds match value in the
HIBRTCSS register. It is possible when using trim values above 0x7FFF to receive two match
interrupts for the same counter value. In addition, it is possible when using trim values below 0x7FFF
to miss a match interrupt.

In the case of a trim value above 0x7FFF, when the RTCSSC value in theHIBRTCSS register reaches
0x7FFF, the RTCC value increments from 0x0 to 0x1 while the RTCSSC value is decreased by the
trim amount. The RTCSSC value is counted up again to 0x7FFF before rolling over to 0x0 to begin
counting up again. If the match value is within this range, the match interrupt is triggered twice. For
example, as shown in Figure 7-5 on page 542, if the match interrupt was configured with RTCM0=0x1
and RTCSSM=0x7FFD, two interrupts would be triggered.
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Figure 7-5. Counter Behavior with a TRIM Value of 0x8002
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In the case of a trim value below 0x7FFF, the RTCSSC value is advanced from 0x7FFF to the trim
value while the RTCC value is incremented from 0x0 to 0x1. If the match value is within that range,
the match interrupt is not triggered. For example, as shown in Figure 7-6 on page 542, if the match
interrupt was configured with RTCM0=0x1 and RTCSSM=0x2,an interrupt would never be triggered.

Figure 7-6. Counter Behavior with a TRIM Value of 0x7FFC
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7.3.6 Tamper
The Tamper module provides a user with mechanisms to detect, respond to, and log system
tampering events. The Tamper module is designed to be low power and operate either from a battery
or the MCU I/O voltage supply. This module is a sub-module of the Hibernate module.

7.3.6.1 Tamper Block Diagram
Figure 7-7 on page 542 shows the Tamper block diagram.

Figure 7-7. Tamper Block Diagram
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7.3.6.2 Functional Description
The Tamper module provides mechanisms to detect, respond, and log system tamper events. A
tamper event is detected by state transitions on up to four GPIOs. The module may respond to a
tamper event by clearing all or part of the hibernate module memory, generating a tamper event
signal to the System Control module. The event will also be logged with a RTC time stamp to allow
for tamper investigation.

Tamper Detection

Qualified tamper events are detected through an XOSCn pin failure or through tamper I/O level
matches which pass through a glitch filter. Tamper I/O pad events are detected by comparing the
level on a tamper I/O pad with an expected value. The tamper I/O is sampled using the hibernate
clock source and when the glitch filtering is enabled, must be stable for about 100 ms. This provides
debounce filtering of a breakaway switch as a results of a drop impact. The tamper module contains
one long glitch filter and one short glitch filter which uses an OR of the inputs as shown in Figure
7-8 on page 543. This implies if two Tamper inputs are asserted and one deasserts, the glitch filter
runs to timeout or until the second Tamper input is deasserted. The glitch filter or tamper logging
logic does not re-trigger if the tamper event match continues. The glitch filter resets on the deassertion
of the tamper conditions or when a qualified tamper event is logged.

If the XOSCn pins are enabled for use with the Hibernation module and subsequently fail, a tamper
event is detected and is indicated by the STATE field in the HIB Tamper Status (HIBTPSTAT)
register. In addition, the XOSCST and XOSCFAIL bits can be read for further details on the external
oscillator source state.

Figure 7-8. Tamper Pad with Glitch Filtering
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Tamper Event Responses

There are many responses to a tamper event including clearing some or all of Hibernate memory
and generating a tamper signal to the System Control Module. The descriptions of the possible
event responses follows.
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■ Tamper Register Status

The tamper status is indicated by the STATE bit field of the HIB Tamper Status (HIBTPSTAT)
register. The register bits are reset to 0x0 on cold POR. When the tamper I/O is
enabled/configured, the STATE field shows 0x1. The STATE field is set to 0x2 when a tamper
event is detected. The software may reset the trigger source and the STATE field by writing to
the TPCLR bit in the HIBTPCTL register.

■ System Event Response

When a tamper event is detected, an NMI is generated. The NMI handler is responsible for
performing any other system responses, including a simulate POR. If the tamper event was an
XOSC fail condition, the part switches to the HIB LFIOSC. Once XOSC is stable, the XOSC may
be enabled as the clock source once again.

■ Hibernate Memory Clearing

On a tamper event, software has the option to clear all, the upper half, lower half, or none of the
Hibernate memory. The feature is controlled through the MEMCLR field of theHIBTPCTL register.

■ Wake from Hibernate

A tamper event will assert a wake event to the MCU if the WAKE bit in the HIBTPCTL register is
set.

Tamper Event Logging

Up to four tamper events are stored in HIB Tamper Log n (HIBTPLOGn) registers within the
Hibernate module. When a tamper event occurs the following status is logged:

■ The RTC seconds or calendar values of year, minutes, day of month, hours and seconds in the
HIBTPLOG0/2/4/6 registers

Note: 24-hour mode must be used if RTC calendar mode is enabled. This mode is selected
by setting the CAL24 bit in HIB Calendar Control (HIBCALCTL) register.

■ The tamper status of the TMPRn pins and the XOSCn pins in the HIBTPLOG1/3/5 registers. The
HIBTPLOG7 register captures the OR of all events occurring after the 3rd event is logged in the
HIBTPLOG5 register.

On the assertion of a qualified tamper event (rising edge) on any of the TMPRn pins or an XOSC
failure signal, the current status of all tamper inputs are logged in the HIBTPLOGn register.

Clearing a Tamper Event

After a tamper event, the HIB Tamper Log (HIBTPLOGn) registers and the NMI to the processor
may be cleared by writing a 1 to the TPCLR bit in theHIBTPCTL register. This clear status is reflected
by the STATE bit in the HIBSTPSTAT register changing from 0x2 back to a 0x1. If the source of the
tamper event comes from an XOSC failure, the clearing of a tamper event is delayed while the clock
is switched to LFIOSC. The NMI interrupt handler may access the module immediately, but should
read the HIBTPLOGn registers before issuing a tamper clear in the HIBTPCTL register.

Note: The HIBTPLOG7 register is sticky and is only cleared by a Hibernate module reset.
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Tamper I/O Control

Up to four tamper I/Os are available. These signals are individually enabled and the detection level
can be configured per pin. Enabling the tamper IO will override all settings made in the GPIO module.
Each tamper IO has a weak pull-up.

Tamper Clocking

The Hibernate clock is the clock source for the Tamper module. When an external oscillator is used
and tamper is enabled, the external oscillator is monitored by the Tamper module. If the external
oscillator stops for any reason, the XOSCFAIL bit is set in theHIBTPSTAT register and the Hibernate
clock source is switched to the HIB LFIOSC immediately. When the XOSCST bit in the HIBTPSTAT
register is 0, indicating the external oscillator is active, a 1 can be written to the XOSCFAIL bit to
clear it and re-enable the external 32.768-kHz oscillator.

Note: Because the HIB LFIOSC has a wide frequency variation, it should not be configured as
the HIB clock source when accurate monitoring of the tamper logs are important.

Tamper Resets

The Tamper module uses the resets from the Hibernate module.

Important: The Hibernation module registers are reset under two conditions:

1. Any type of system reset (if the RTCEN and the PINWEN bits in the HIBCTL register
are clear and the TPEN bit in the HIBTPCTL register is clear).

2. A cold POR occurs when both the VDD and VBAT supplies are removed.

Any other reset condition is ignored by the Hibernation module.

7.3.7 Battery-Backed Memory
The Hibernation module contains 16 32-bit words of memory that are powered from the battery or
an auxiliary power supply and therefore retained during hibernation. The processor software can
save state information in this memory prior to hibernation and recover the state upon waking. To
access the upper eight words of memory, the processor must be in privilege mode. Refer to
“Processor Mode and Privilege Levels for Software Execution” on page 84 for more information
about processor privilege mode. The battery-backed memory can be accessed through theHIBDATA
registers. If both VDD and VBAT are removed, the contents of theHIBDATA registers are not retained.

7.3.8 Power Control Using HIB

Important: The Hibernation Module requires special system implementation considerations when
using HIB to control power, as it is intended to power-down all other sections of the
microcontroller. All system signals and power supplies that connect to the chip must
be driven to 0 V or powered down with the same regulator controlled by HIB.

The Hibernation module controls power to the microcontroller through the use of the HIB pin which
is intended to be connected to the enable signal of the external regulator(s) providing 3.3 V to the
microcontroller and other circuits. When the HIB signal is asserted by the Hibernation module, the
external regulator is turned off and no longer powers the microcontroller and any parts of the system
that are powered by the regulator. The Hibernation module remains powered from the VBAT supply
until a Wake event. Power to the microcontroller is restored by deasserting the HIB signal, which
causes the external regulator to turn power back on to the chip.
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7.3.9 Power Control Using VDD3ON Mode
The Hibernation module may also be configured to cut power to all internal modules during Hibernate
mode. While in this state, if VDD3ON is set in the HIBCTL register, all pins are held in the state they
were in prior to entering hibernation. For example, inputs remain inputs; outputs driven high remain
driven high, and so on. There are important procedural and functional items to note when in VDD3ON
mode:

■ JTAG Ports C[0] - C[3] do not retain their state in Hibernate VDD3ON mode.

■ If GPIO pins K[7:4] are not used as a wake source, they should not be left floating. An internal
pull-up resistor may be configured by the application before entering Hibernate mode by
programming the GPIO Pull-Up Select (GPIOPUR) register in the GPIO module.

■ In the VDD3ON mode, the regulator should maintain 3.3 V power to the microcontroller during
Hibernate. GPIO retention is disabled when the RETCLR bit is cleared in the HIBCTL register.

■ When entering hibernation in VDD3ON mode, the supply rails to the Ethernet resistors R1, R2,
R3, R4 found in Figure 20-13 on page 1462 must be switched off.

7.3.10 Initiating Hibernate
Hibernate mode is initiated when the HIBREQ bit of theHIBCTL register is set. If a wake-up condition
has not been configured using the PINWEN or RTCWEN bits in the HIBCTL register, the hibernation
request is ignored. In addition, if the battery voltage is below the threshold voltage defined by the
VBATSEL field in the HIBCTL register, the hibernation request is ignored.

7.3.11 Waking from Hibernate
The Hibernation module can be configured to wake from Hibernate mode if any of the following are
enabled:

■ External WAKE

■ External RST

■ GPIO K[7:4]

■ Tamper TMPR[3:0]

■ Tamper XOSC failure

The Hibernation module can also be configured to wake from hibernate when the following events
occur:

■ RTC match wake event

■ Low Battery wake event

The external WAKE pin is enabled by setting the PINWEN bit in the HIBCTL register. The external
WAKE pin can generate an interrupt by programming the EXTWEN bit in the Hibernation Interrupt
Mask (HIBIM) register.

Note: If an external WAKE signal is asserted, the application is responsible for clearing the signal
source once the EXTWEN bit has been registered in the Hibernation Raw Interrupt Status
(HIBRIS) register.
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To use the RST pin as a wake source, the WURSTEN bit must be set in the Hibernate I/O
Configuration (HIBIO) register and the WUUNLK bit must be set in the same register.

To enable any of the assigned GPIO pins as a wake source, the WUUNLK bit must be set in the
HIBIO register and the wake configuration must be programmed through the GPIOWAKEPEN and
GPIOWAKELVL registers in the GPIO module. Please refer to “General-Purpose Input/Outputs
(GPIOs)” on page 740 for more information on programming the GPIOs.

Note: The RST pin and GPIO wake sources are cleared by a write to either or both the RSTWK
and PADIOWK bits. This clears the source of interrupts for RSTWK, PADIOWK and the
GPIOWAKESTAT register.

TMPR[3:0] are enabled by setting the appropriate ENn bits the Tamper IO Control and Status
(HIBTPIO) register. TheHIBTPIO register overrides the GPIO port configuration registers. By setting
the WAKE bit in the Tamper Control (HIBTPCTL) register, a tamper event can cause a wake from
Hibernate. If a tamper event occurs, the time of the event and the status of the tamper pins are
logged in the Tamper Log (HIBTPLOG) register.

By setting the RTCWEN bit in the HIBCTL register a wake from hibernate can occur when the value
of the HIBRTCC register matches the value of the HIBRTCM0 register and the value of the RTCSSC
field matches the RTCSSM field in the HIBRTCSS register.

To allow a wake from Hibernate on a low battery event, the BATWKEN bit in the HIBCTL register
must be set. In this configuration, the battery voltage is checked every 512 seconds while in
hibernation. If the voltage is below the level specified by the VBATSEL field, the LOWBAT interrupt
is set in the HIBRIS register.

Upon external wake-up, external reset, tamper event, or RTC match, the Hibernation module delays
coming out of hibernation until VDD is above the minimum specified voltage, see Table
27-6 on page 1818.

When the Hibernation module wakes, the microcontroller performs a normal power-on reset. The
normal power-on reset does not reset the Hibernation module or Tamper module, but does reset
the rest of the microcontroller. Software can detect that the power-on was due to a wake from
hibernation by examining the raw interrupt status register (see “Interrupts and Status” on page 548)
and by looking for state data in the battery-backed memory (see “Battery-Backed
Memory” on page 545).

7.3.12 Arbitrary Power Removal
The microcontroller goes into hibernation if VDD is arbitrarily removed when the CLK32EN bit is set
and any of the following bits are set:

■ TPEN bit in the HIBTPCTL register

■ PINWEN bit in the HIBCTL register

■ RTCEN bit in the HIBCTL register

The microcontroller wakes from hibernation when power is reapplied.

If the CLK32EN bit is set but the TPEN, PINWEN, and RTCEN bits are all clear, the microcontroller
still goes into hibernation if power is removed; however, when VDD is reapplied, the MCU executes
a cold POR and the Hibernation module is reset. If the CLK32EN bit is not set and VDD is arbitrarily
removed, the part is simply powered off and executes a cold POR when power is reapplied.
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If VDD is arbitrarily removed while a Flash memory orHIBDATA register write operation is in progress,
the write operation must be retried after VDD is reapplied.

7.3.13 Interrupts and Status
The Hibernation module can generate interrupts when the following conditions occur:

■ Assertion of WAKE pin

■ RTC match

■ Low battery detected

■ Write complete/capable

■ Assertion of an external RESET pin

■ Assertion of an external wake-enabled GPIO pin (port K[7:4]])

All of the interrupts except for the tamper signals are ORed together before being sent to the interrupt
controller, so the Hibernate module can only generate a single interrupt request to the controller at
any given time. The software interrupt handler can service multiple interrupt events by reading the
Hibernation Masked Interrupt Status (HIBMIS) register. Software can also read the status of the
Hibernation module at any time by reading the HIBRIS register which shows all of the pending
events. This register can be used after waking from hibernation to see if a wake condition was
caused by one of the events above or by a power loss.

The WAKE pin can generate interrupts in Run, Sleep and Deep Sleep Mode. The events that can
trigger an interrupt are configured by setting the appropriate bits in the Hibernation Interrupt Mask
(HIBIM) register. Pending interrupts can be cleared by writing the corresponding bit in theHibernation
Interrupt Clear (HIBIC) register.

7.4 Initialization and Configuration
The Hibernation module has several different configurations. The following sections show the
recommended programming sequence for various scenarios. Because the Hibernation module runs
at a low frequency and is asynchronous to the rest of the microcontroller, which is run off the system
clock, software must allow a delay of tHIB_REG_ACCESS after writes to registers (see “Register Access
Timing” on page 535). The WC interrupt in the HIBMIS register can be used to notify the application
when the Hibernation modules registers can be accessed.

7.4.1 Initialization
The Hibernation module comes out of reset with the system clock enabled to the module, but if the
system clock to the module has been disabled, then it must be re-enabled, even if the RTC feature
is not used. See page 387.

If a 32.768-kHz crystal is used as the Hibernation module clock source, perform the following steps:

1. Write 0x0000.0010 to the HIBIM register to enable the WC interrupt.

2. Write 0x40 to the HIBCTL register at offset 0x10 to enable the oscillator input.

3. Wait until the WC interrupt in the HIBMIS register has been triggered before performing any other
operations with the Hibernation module.
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If a 32.768-kHz single-ended oscillator is used as the Hibernation module clock source, then perform
the following steps:

1. Write 0x0000.0010 to the HIBIM register to enable the WC interrupt.

2. Write 0x0001.0040 to the HIBCTL register at offset 0x10 to enable the oscillator input and
bypass the on-chip oscillator.

3. Wait until the WC interrupt in the HIBMIS register has been triggered before performing any other
operations with the Hibernation module.

If the internal low frequency oscillator is used as the Hibernation module clock source, then perform
the following steps:

1. Write 0x0000.0010 to the HIBIM register to enable the WC interrupt.

2. Write 0x0008.0040 to the HIBCTL register at offset 0x10 to enable the internal low frequency
oscillator.

3. Wait until the WC interrupt in the HIBMIS register has been triggered before performing any other
operations with the Hibernation module.

The above steps are only necessary when the entire system is initialized for the first time. If the
microcontroller has been in hibernation, then the Hibernation module has already been powered
up and the above steps are not necessary. The software can detect that the Hibernation module
and clock are already powered by examining the CLK32EN bit of the HIBCTL register.

7.4.2 RTC Match Functionality (No Hibernation)
Use the following steps to implement the RTC match functionality of the Hibernation module:

1. Write 0x0000.0040 to the HIBCTL register at offset 0x010 to enable 32.768-kHz Hibernation
oscillator.

2. Write the required RTC match value to the HIBRTCM0 register at offset 0x004 and the RTCSSM
field in the HIBRTCSS register at offset 0x028.

3. Write the required RTC load value to the HIBRTCLD register at offset 0x00C.

4. Set the required RTC match interrupt mask in the RTCALT0 in theHIBIM register at offset 0x014.

5. Write 0x0000.0041 to the HIBCTL register at offset 0x010 to enable the RTC to begin counting.

7.4.3 RTC Match/Wake-Up from Hibernation
Use the following steps to implement the RTC match and wake-up functionality of the Hibernation
module:

1. Write 0x0000.0040 to the HIBCTL register at offset 0x010 to enable 32.768-kHz Hibernation
oscillator.

2. Write the required RTC match value to the HIBRTCM0 register at offset 0x004 and the RTCSSM
field in the HIBRTCSS register at offset 0x028.

3. Write the required RTC load value to the HIBRTCLD register at offset 0x00C. This write causes
the 15-bit sub seconds counter to be cleared.
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4. Write any data to be retained during hibernation to theHIBDATA register at offsets 0x030-0x06F.

5. Set the RTC Match Wake-Up and start the hibernation sequence by writing 0x0000.004B to the
HIBCTL register at offset 0x010.

7.4.4 External Wake-Up from Hibernation
Use the following steps to implement the Hibernation module with the external WAKE pin as the
wake-up source for the microcontroller:

1. Write 0x0000.0040 to the HIBCTL register at offset 0x010 to enable 32.768-kHz Hibernation
oscillator.

2. Write any data to be retained during hibernation to theHIBDATA register at offsets 0x030-0x06F.

3. Enable the external wake and start the hibernation sequence by writing 0x0000.0052 to the
HIBCTL register at offset 0x010.

Use the following steps to program the external RESET pin as the wake source for the microcontroller:

1. Write 0x0000.0040 to the HIBCTL register at offset 0x010 to enable 32.768-kHz Hibernation
oscillator.

2. Write any data to be retained during hibernation to theHIBDATA register at offsets 0x030-0x06F.

3. Enable the external RESET pin as a wake source by writing a 0x0000.0011 to the HIBIO register
at offset 0x02C.

4. When the IOWRC bit in theHIBIO register is read as 1, clear the WUUNLK bit in theHIBIO register
to lock the current pad configuration so that any other writes to the WURSTEN bit in the HIBIO
register will be ignored.

5. The hibernation sequence may be initiated by writing 0x4000.0152 to theHIBCTL register. Note
that when using RESET, the user must enable VDD3ON mode and set the RETCLR bit in the
HIBCTL register.

Use the following steps to program GPIO port K pins K[7:4] as the wake source for the microcontroller:

1. Write 0x0000.0040 to the HIBCTL register at offset 0x010 to enable 32.768-kHz Hibernation
oscillator.

2. Write any data to be retained during hibernation to theHIBDATA register at offsets 0x030-0x06F.

3. Configure the GPIOWAKEPEN and GPIOWAKELVL registers at offsets 0x540 and 0x544 in
the GPIO module. Enable the I/O wake pad configuration by writing 0x0000.0001 to the HIBIO
register at offset 0x010.

4. When the IOWRC bit in the HIBIO register is read as 1, write 0x0000.0000 to the HIBIO register
to lock the current pad configuration so that any other writes to the GPIOWAKEPEN and
GPIOWAKELVL register will be ignored.

5. Clear any pending interrupts by writing a 1 to the PADIOWK bit in the HIBIC register.
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6. The hibernation sequence may be initiated by writing 0x4000.0152 to theHIBCTL register. Note
for Port M external wake, the user must enable VDD3ON mode and set the RETCLR bit in the
HIBCTL register.

7.4.5 RTC or External Wake-Up from Hibernation

1. Write 0x0000.0040 to the HIBCTL register at offset 0x010 to enable 32.768-kHz Hibernation
oscillator.

2. Write the required RTC match value to the HIBRTCM0 register at offset 0x004 and the RTCSSM
field in the HIBRTCSS register at offset 0x028.

3. Write the required RTC load value to the HIBRTCLD register at offset 0x00C. This write causes
the 15-bit sub seconds counter to be cleared.

4. Write any data to be retained during hibernation to theHIBDATA register at offsets 0x030-0x06F.

5. Set the RTC Match/External Wake-Up and start the hibernation sequence by writing 0x0000.005B
to the HIBCTL register at offset 0x010.

7.4.6 Tamper Initialization
Use the following steps to configure the Tamper module to interrupt the processor when a TMPR
signal has triggered:

Note: Unlike other functions, the Tamper pins do not need to be configured for the GPIO in the
GPIOAFSEL register. The Tamper IO Control and Status (HIBTPIO) register overrides
configurations made to the GPIO module.

1. Write 0x0000.0041 to the HIBCTL register at offset 0x010 to enable the 32.768-kHz Hibernate
oscillator and enable the RTC.

2. Enable the four Tamper I/O to trigger on the a high state on any of the pins by writing
0x0F0F.0F0F to the HIBTPIO register at offset 0x410.

3. Write 0x0000.0001 to the HIBTPCTL register to enable the tamper.

Note: Once tamper is enabled, the following HIBCTL register bits are locked and cannot be
modified:

■ OSCSEL
■ OSCDRV
■ OSCBYP
■ VDD3ON
■ CLK32EN
■ RTCEN

7.5 Register Map
Table 7-3 on page 552 lists the Hibernation registers. All addresses given are relative to the Hibernation
Module base address at 0x400F.C000. Note that the system clock to the Hibernation module must
be enabled before the registers can be programmed (see page 387). There must be a delay of 3
system clocks after the Hibernation module clock is enabled before any Hibernation module registers
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are accessed. In addition, the CLK32EN bit in the HIBCTL register must be set before accessing
any other Hibernation module register.

Note: Except for the HIBIO and a portion of the HIBIC register, all other Hibernation module
registers are on the Hibernation module clock domain and have special timing requirements.
Software should make use of the WRC bit in the HIBCTL register to ensure that the required
timing gap has elapsed. If the WRC bit is clear, any attempted write access is ignored. See
“Register Access Timing” on page 535. The HIBIO register and bits RSTWK, PADIOWK and
WC of theHIBIC register do not require waiting for write to complete. Because these registers
are clocked by the system clock, writes to these registers/bits are immediate.

Writing to registers other than theHIBCTL andHIBIM before the CLK32EN bit in theHIBCTL
register has been set may produce unexpected results.

Important: The Hibernation module registers are reset under two conditions:

1. Any type of system reset (if the RTCEN and the PINWEN bits in the HIBCTL register
are clear and the TPEN bit in the HIBTPCTL register is clear).

2. A cold POR occurs when both the VDD and VBAT supplies are removed.

Any other reset condition is ignored by the Hibernation module.

Note that the following registers are only accessed through privileged mode (see “System
Control” on page 220 for more details):

■ HIBTPCTL

■ HIBPTSTAT

■ HIBTPIO

■ HIBTPLOG

■ Upper eight words of memory (HIBDATA register 0x50 to 0x6F)

Table 7-3. Hibernation Module Register Map

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

554Hibernation RTC Counter0x0000.0000ROHIBRTCC0x000

555Hibernation RTC Match 00xFFFF.FFFFRWHIBRTCM00x004

556Hibernation RTC Load0x0000.0000WOHIBRTCLD0x00C

557Hibernation Control0x8000.2000RWHIBCTL0x010

562Hibernation Interrupt Mask0x0000.0000RWHIBIM0x014

564Hibernation Raw Interrupt Status0x0000.0000ROHIBRIS0x018

566Hibernation Masked Interrupt Status0x0000.0000ROHIBMIS0x01C

568Hibernation Interrupt Clear0x0000.0000RW1CHIBIC0x020

570Hibernation RTC Trim0x0000.7FFFRWHIBRTCT0x024

571Hibernation RTC Sub Seconds0x0000.0000RWHIBRTCSS0x028
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Table 7-3. Hibernation Module Register Map (continued)

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

572Hibernation IO Configuration0x8000.0000RWHIBIO0x02C

574Hibernation Data-RWHIBDATA0x030-
0x06F

575Hibernation Calendar Control0x0000.0000RWHIBCALCTL0x300

576Hibernation Calendar 00x0000.0000ROHIBCAL00x310

578Hibernation Calendar 10x0000.0000ROHIBCAL10x314

580Hibernation Calendar Load 00x0000.0000WOHIBCALLD00x320

582Hibernation Calendar Load0x0000.0000WOHIBCALLD10x324

583Hibernation Calendar Match 00x0000.0000RWHIBCALM00x330

585Hibernation Calendar Match 10x0000.0000RWHIBCALM10x334

586Hibernation Lock0x0000.0000RWHIBLOCK0x360

587HIB Tamper Control0x0000.0000RWHIBTPCTL0x400

589HIB Tamper Status0x0000.0000RW1CHIBTPSTAT0x404

591HIB Tamper I/O Control0x0000.0000RWHIBTPIO0x410

595HIB Tamper Log 00x0000.0000ROHIBTPLOG00x4E0

596HIB Tamper Log 10x0000.0000ROHIBTPLOG10x4E4

595HIB Tamper Log 20x0000.0000ROHIBTPLOG20x4E8

596HIB Tamper Log 30x0000.0000ROHIBTPLOG30x4EC

595HIB Tamper Log 40x0000.0000ROHIBTPLOG40x4F0

596HIB Tamper Log 50x0000.0000ROHIBTPLOG50x4F4

595HIB Tamper Log 60x0000.0000ROHIBTPLOG60x4F8

596HIB Tamper Log 70x0000.0000ROHIBTPLOG70x4FC

598Hibernation Peripheral Properties0x0000.0002ROHIBPP0xFC0

599Hibernation Clock Control0x0000.0000RWHIBCC0xFC8

7.6 Register Descriptions
The remainder of this section lists and describes the Hibernation module registers, in numerical
order by address offset.
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Register 1: Hibernation RTC Counter (HIBRTCC), offset 0x000
This register is the current 32-bit value of the RTC counter.

The RTC counter consists of a 32-bit seconds counter and a 15-bit sub seconds counter. The RTC
counters are reset by the Hibernation module reset. The RTC 32-bit seconds counter can be set by
the user using the HIBRTCLD register. When the 32-bit seconds counter is set, the 15-bit sub
second counter is cleared.

The RTC value can be read by first reading the HIBRTCC register, reading the RTCSSC field in the
HIBRTCSS register, and then rereading the HIBRTCC register. If the two values for HIBRTCC are
equal, the read is valid.

Note: There is a minimum system clock rate of three times the HIB clock rate to properly read the
HIBRTCC register.

Hibernation RTC Counter (HIBRTCC)
Base 0x400F.C000
Offset 0x000
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

RTCC

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RTCC

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

RTC Counter
A read returns the 32-bit counter value, which represents the seconds
elapsed since the RTC was enabled. This register is read-only. To
change the value, use the HIBRTCLD register.

0x0000.0000RORTCC31:0
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Register 2: Hibernation RTC Match 0 (HIBRTCM0), offset 0x004
This register is the 32-bit seconds match register for the RTC counter. The 15-bit sub second match
value is stored in the reading the RTCSSC field in the HIBRTCSS register and can be used in
conjunction with this register for a more precise time match.

Note: Except for the HIBIO and a portion of the HIBIC register, all other Hibernation module
registers are on the Hibernation module clock domain and have special timing requirements.
Software should make use of the WRC bit in the HIBCTL register to ensure that the required
timing gap has elapsed. If the WRC bit is clear, any attempted write access is ignored. See
“Register Access Timing” on page 535. The HIBIO register and bits RSTWK, PADIOWK and
WC of theHIBIC register do not require waiting for write to complete. Because these registers
are clocked by the system clock, writes to these registers/bits are immediate.

Writing to registers other than theHIBCTL andHIBIM before the CLK32EN bit in theHIBCTL
register has been set may produce unexpected results.

Hibernation RTC Match 0 (HIBRTCM0)
Base 0x400F.C000
Offset 0x004
Type RW, reset 0xFFFF.FFFF

16171819202122232425262728293031

RTCM0

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
1111111111111111Reset

0123456789101112131415

RTCM0

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
1111111111111111Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

RTC Match 0
A write loads the value into the RTC match register.
A read returns the current match value.

0xFFFF.FFFFRWRTCM031:0
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Register 3: Hibernation RTC Load (HIBRTCLD), offset 0x00C
This register is used to load a 32-bit value loaded into the RTC counter. The load occurs immediately
upon this register being written. When this register is written, the 15-bit sub seconds counter is also
cleared.

Note: This register is protected from errant code by using the HIBLOCK register. This register is
write-only; any reads to this register read back as zeros.

Note: Except for the HIBIO and a portion of the HIBIC register, all other Hibernation module
registers are on the Hibernation module clock domain and have special timing requirements.
Software should make use of the WRC bit in the HIBCTL register to ensure that the required
timing gap has elapsed. If the WRC bit is clear, any attempted write access is ignored. See
“Register Access Timing” on page 535. The HIBIO register and bits RSTWK, PADIOWK and
WC of theHIBIC register do not require waiting for write to complete. Because these registers
are clocked by the system clock, writes to these registers/bits are immediate.

Writing to registers other than theHIBCTL andHIBIM before the CLK32EN bit in theHIBCTL
register has been set may produce unexpected results.

Hibernation RTC Load (HIBRTCLD)
Base 0x400F.C000
Offset 0x00C
Type WO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

RTCLD

WOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RTCLD

WOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

RTC Load
A write loads the current value into the RTC counter (RTCC).
A read returns the 32-bit load value.

0x0000.0000WORTCLD31:0
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Register 4: Hibernation Control (HIBCTL), offset 0x010
This register is the control register for the Hibernation module. This register must be written last
before a hibernate event is issued. Writes to other registers after the HIBREQ bit is set are not
guaranteed to complete before hibernation is entered.

Note: Writes to this register have special timing requirements. Software should make use of the
WRC bit in the HIBCTL register to ensure that the required synchronization has elapsed.
While the WRC bit is clear, any attempts to write this register are ignored. Reads may occur
at any time.

Note that once tamper is enabled, the following HIBCTL clock configuration bits and bus write stall
bit are locked and cannot be modified:

■ OSCSEL
■ OSCDRV
■ OSCBYP
■ VDD3ON
■ CLK32EN
■ RTCEN

Hibernation Control (HIBCTL)
Base 0x400F.C000
Offset 0x010
Type RW, reset 0x8000.2000

16171819202122232425262728293031

OSCBYPOSCDRVreservedOSCSELreservedRETCLRWRC

RWRWRORWRORORORORORORORORORORWROType
0000000000000001Reset

0123456789101112131415

RTCENHIBREQreservedRTCWENPINWENreservedCLK32ENVABORTVDD3ONBATWKENBATCHKreservedVBATSELreserved

RWRWRORWRWRORWRWRWRWRWRORORWRWROType
0000000000000100Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Write Complete/Capable

DescriptionValue

The interface is processing a prior write and is busy. Any write
operation that is attempted while WRC is 0 results in
undetermined behavior.

0

The interface is ready to accept a write.1

Software must poll this bit between write requests and defer writes until
WRC=1 to ensure proper operation. An interrupt can be configured to
indicate the WRC has completed.
The bit name WRC means "Write Complete," which is the normal use of
the bit (between write accesses). However, because the bit is set
out-of-reset, the name can also mean "Write Capable" which simply
indicates that the interface may be written to by software. This difference
may be exploited by software at reset time to detect which method of
programming is appropriate: 0 = software delay loops required; 1 = WRC
paced available.

1ROWRC31
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPIO Retention/Clear
This bit is used when the VDD3ON bit is set.This bit is must be set when
entering the hibernate state when the VDD3ON bit is set. This does not
affect behavior when VDD3ON is clear.

Note: This bit must be set when enabling VDD3ON mode.

DescriptionValue

GPIO retention is released when power is reapplied. The GPIOs
are initialized to default values.

0

GPIO retention set until software clears this bit.1

0RWRETCLR30

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved29:20

Oscillator Select
This bit is used to select between the use of an external 32.768-kHz
source or the HIB internal low frequency oscillator (HIB LFIOSC).

Note: To enable the HIB LFIOSC, CLK32EN must be programmed
to 1 at the same time the OSCSEL bit is set. Thus the HIBCTL
register should be written with 0x0008.0040

DescriptionValue

External 32.786-kHZ clock source is enabled.0

HIB Low frequency oscillator (HIB LFIOSC) is enabled.1

Note: The HIB low-frequency oscillator has a wide frequency
variation, therefore the RTC is not accurate when using this
clock source.

0RWOSCSEL19

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved18

Oscillator Drive Capability
This bit is used to compensate for larger or smaller filtering capacitors.

Note: This bit is not meant to be changed once the Hibernation
oscillator has started. Oscillator stability is not guaranteed if
the user changes this value after the oscillator is running.

DescriptionValue

Low drive strength is enabled, 12 pF.0

High drive strength is enabled, 24 pF.1

0RWOSCDRV17

Oscillator Bypass

DescriptionValue

The internal 32.768-kHz Hibernation oscillator is enabled. This
bit should be cleared when using an external 32.768-kHz crystal.

0

The internal 32.768-kHz Hibernation oscillator is disabled and
powered down. This bit should be set when using a single-ended
oscillator attached to XOSC0.

1

0RWOSCBYP16
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved15

Select for Low-Battery Comparator
This field selects the battery level that is used when checking the battery
status. If the battery voltage is below the specified level, the LOWBAT
interrupt bit in the HIBRIS register is set.

DescriptionValue

1.9 Volts0x0

2.1 Volts (default)0x1

2.3 Volts0x2

2.5 Volts0x3

0x1RWVBATSEL14:13

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved12:11

Check Battery Status

DescriptionValue

When read, indicates that the low-battery comparator cycle is
not active.
Writing a 0 has no effect.

0

When read, indicates the low-battery comparator cycle has not
completed.
Setting this bit initiates a low-battery comparator cycle. If the
battery voltage is below the level specified by VBATSEL field,
the LOWBAT interrupt bit in the HIBRIS register is set. A
hibernation request is held off if a battery check is in progress.

1

0RWBATCHK10

Wake on Low Battery

DescriptionValue

The battery voltage level is not automatically checked. Low
battery voltage does not cause the microcontroller to wake from
hibernation.

0

In RTC mode, when this bit is set, the battery voltage level is
checked every 512 seconds while in hibernation.
In calendar mode, the battery voltage is checked on minutes
divisible by 8 while in hibernation.
If the voltage is below the level specified by VBATSEL field, the
microcontroller wakes from hibernation and the LOWBAT interrupt
bit in the HIBRIS register is set.

1

0RWBATWKEN9
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

VDD Powered

DescriptionValue

The internal switches are not used. The HIB signal should be
used to control an external switch or regulator.

0

The internal switches control the power to the on-chip modules
(VDD3ON mode).

1

Regardless of the status of the VDD3ON bit, the HIB signal is asserted
during Hibernate mode. Thus, when VDD3ON is set, the HIB signal
should not be connected to the 3.3V regulator, and the 3.3V power
source should remain connected. When this bit is set while in hibernation,
all pins are held in the state they were in prior to entering hibernation.
For example, inputs remain inputs; outputs driven high remain driven
high, and so on.
Ports retain their state in VDD3ON mode until the RETCLR bit is cleared.
The RETCLR bit must be set when the VDD3ON bit is set.

0RWVDD3ON8

Power Cut Abort Enable

DescriptionValue

The microcontroller goes into hibernation regardless of the
voltage level of the battery.

0

When this bit is set, the battery voltage level is checked
before entering hibernation. If VBAT is less than the voltage
specified by VBATSEL, the microcontroller does not go into
hibernation.

1

0RWVABORT7

Clocking Enable
This bit must be enabled to use the Hibernation module.

DescriptionValue

The Hibernation module clock source is disabled.0

The Hibernation module clock source is enabled.1

0RWCLK32EN6

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved5

External Wake and Interrupt Pin Enable

DescriptionValue

The status of the WAKE or an external I/O wake pad source
pin has no effect on hibernation.

0

An assertion of the WAKE pin or an external I/O wake pad
source takes the microcontroller out of hibernation. An
external I/O wake pad interrupt may be generated in active
mode.

1

Note: The external I/O wake pad interrupt is set if the WAKE pin is
asserted in Run, Sleep, or Deep Sleep mode regardless of
whether the PINWEN bit is 0x0 or 0x1. The interrupt may be
forwarded to the processor by setting the EXTW bit in the
HIBIM register.

0RWPINWEN4
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

RTC Wake-up Enable

DescriptionValue

An RTC match event has no effect on hibernation.0

An RTC match event (the value the HIBRTCC register
matches the value of the HIBRTCM0 register and the value
of the RTCSSC field matches the RTCSSM field in the
HIBRTCSS register) takes the microcontroller out of
hibernation.

1

0RWRTCWEN3

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved2

Hibernation Request

DescriptionValue

No hibernation request.0

Set this bit to initiate hibernation.1

After a wake-up event, this bit is automatically cleared by hardware.
A hibernation request is ignored if both the PINWEN and RTCWEN bits
are clear.

0RWHIBREQ1

RTC Timer/Calendar Enable
This is bit must be set to enable RTC or calendar mode. For calendar
mode enable, the CALEN bit in the HIBCALCTL register must also be
set.

DescriptionValue

The Hibernation module RTC and calendar mode are
disabled.

0

The Hibernation module RTC and calendar mode are
enabled.

1

Note: The low-frequency oscillator has a wide frequency variation,
therefore the RTC is not accurate when using this clock
source.

0RWRTCEN0
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Register 5: Hibernation Interrupt Mask (HIBIM), offset 0x014
This register is the interrupt mask register for the Hibernation module interrupt sources. Each bit in
this register masks the corresponding bit in theHibernation Raw Interrupt Status (HIBRIS) register.
If a bit is unmasked, the interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller. If the bit is masked, the interrupt
is not sent to the interrupt controller. The WC bit of theHIBIM register may be set before the CLK32EN
bit of the HIBCTL register is set. This allows software to use the WC interrupt trigger to detect when
the RTCOSC clock is stable, which may be in excess of one second. If the WC bit is set before the
CLK32EN has been set, the mask value is not preserved over a hibernate cycle unless the bit is
written a second time.

Note: The WC bit of this register is in the system clock domain such that a write to this bit is
immediate and may be done before the CLK32EN bit is set in the HIBCTL register.

Hibernation Interrupt Mask (HIBIM)
Base 0x400F.C000
Offset 0x014
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RTCALT0reservedLOWBATEXTWWCPADIOWKRSTWKVDDFAILreserved

RWRORWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:8

VDD Fail Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The VDDFAIL interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the
interrupt controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the VDDFAIL
bit in the HIBRIS register is set.

1

0RWVDDFAIL7

Reset Pad I/O Wake-Up Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The RSTWK interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the interrupt
controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the RSTWK
bit in the HIBRIS register is set.

1

0RWRSTWK6
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Pad I/O Wake-Up Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The PADIOWK interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the
interrupt controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the PADIOWK
bit in the HIBRIS register is set.

1

0RWPADIOWK5

External Write Complete/Capable Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The WC interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the interrupt
controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the WC bit in
the HIBRIS register is set.

1

0RWWC4

External Wake-Up Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The EXTW interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the interrupt
controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the EXTW bit
in the HIBRIS register is set.

1

0RWEXTW3

Low Battery Voltage Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The LOWBAT interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the interrupt
controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the LOWBAT
bit in the HIBRIS register is set.

1

0RWLOWBAT2

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved1

RTC Alert 0 Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The RTCALT0 interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the
interrupt controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the RTCALT0
bit in the HIBRIS register is set.

1

0RWRTCALT00
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Register 6: Hibernation Raw Interrupt Status (HIBRIS), offset 0x018
This register is the raw interrupt status for the Hibernation module interrupt sources. Each bit can
be masked by clearing the corresponding bit in the HIBIM register. When a bit is masked, the
interrupt is not sent to the interrupt controller. Bits in this register are cleared by writing a 1 to the
corresponding bit in the Hibernation Interrupt Clear (HIBIC) register or by entering hibernation.

Hibernation Raw Interrupt Status (HIBRIS)
Base 0x400F.C000
Offset 0x018
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RTCALT0reservedLOWBATEXTWWCPADIOWKRSTWKVDDFAILreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:8

VDD Fail Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No VDDFAIL interrupt condition exists.0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller because of arbitrary
power removal or because one or more of the supplies (VDD,
VDDA or VDDC) has dropped below the defined operating range.

1

0ROVDDFAIL7

Reset Pad I/O Wake-Up Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

The RESET pin has not been asserted or has not been enabled
to wake the device from hibernation.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller because the RESET
pin has been programmed to wake the device from hibernation.

1

0RORSTWK6

Pad I/O Wake-Up Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

One of the wake-enabled GPIO pins or the external RESET pin
has not been asserted or has not been enabled to wake the
device from hibernation.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller because one of
the wake-enabled GPIO pins or the external RESET pin has
been asserted.

1

0ROPADIOWK5
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Write Complete/Capable Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

The WRC bit in the HIBCTL has not been set.0

The WRC bit in the HIBCTL has been set.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the WC bit in the HIBIC register.

0ROWC4

External Wake-Up Raw Interrupt Status
Note that a wake signal source must be cleared by the application after
the interrupt has been registered.

DescriptionValue

The WAKE pin has not been asserted.0

The WAKE pin has been asserted.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the EXTW bit in the HIBIC register.

Note: The EXTW bit is set if the WAKE pin is asserted in any mode
of operation (Run, Sleep, Deep Sleep) regardless of whether
the PINWEN bit is set in the HIBCTL register.

0ROEXTW3

Low Battery Voltage Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

The battery voltage has not dropped below VLOWBAT.0

The battery voltage dropped below VLOWBAT.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the LOWBAT bit in the HIBIC register.

0ROLOWBAT2

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved1

RTC Alert 0 Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No match0

If the RTC is enabled, t he value of the HIBRTCC register
matches the value in the HIBRTCM0 register and the value of
the RTCSSC field matches the RTCSSM field in the HIBRTCSS
register.
If the Calendar function is enabled, this interrupt status indicates
that one or more of the allowed fields in theHIBCAL0/1 register
matches in the HIBCALM0/1 register..

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the RTCALT0 bit in the HIBIC register.

0RORTCALT00
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Register 7: Hibernation Masked Interrupt Status (HIBMIS), offset 0x01C
This register is the masked interrupt status for the Hibernation module interrupt sources. Bits in this
register are the AND of the corresponding bits in the HIBRIS and HIBIM registers. When both
corresponding bits are set, the bit in this register is set, and the interrupt is sent to the interrupt
controller.

Hibernation Masked Interrupt Status (HIBMIS)
Base 0x400F.C000
Offset 0x01C
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RTCALT0reservedLOWBATEXTWWCPADIOWKRSTWKVDDFAILreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:8

VDD Fail Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

An VDDFAIL interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked interrupt was signaled due to a an arbitrary loss
of power or because on or more of the voltage supplies (VDD,
VDDA or VDDC) has dropped below the defined operating
range.

1

0ROVDDFAIL7

Reset Pad I/O Wake-Up Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

An external reset interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked interrupt was signaled due to a RESET pin
assertion.

1

0RORSTWK6

Pad I/O Wake-Up Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

An external GPIO or reset interrupt has not occurred or is
masked.

0

An unmasked interrupt was signaled due to a wake-enabled
GPIO or RESET pin assertion.

1

0ROPADIOWK5
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Write Complete/Capable Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

The WRC bit has not been set or the interrupt is masked.0

An unmasked interrupt was signaled due to the WRC bit being
set.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the WC bit in the HIBIC register.

0ROWC4

External Wake-Up Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An external wake-up interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked interrupt was signaled due to a WAKE pin
assertion.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the EXTW bit in the HIBIC register.

0ROEXTW3

Low Battery Voltage Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

A low-battery voltage interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked interrupt was signaled due to a low-battery voltage
condition.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the LOWBAT bit in the HIBIC register.

0ROLOWBAT2

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved1

RTC Alert 0 Masked Interrupt Status

Note: The MIS may apply to either the RTC or calendar block
depending on which is enabled.

DescriptionValue

An RTC or calendar match interrupt has not occurred or is
masked.

0

An unmasked interrupt was signaled due to an RTC or calendar
match.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the RTCALT0 bit in the HIBIC register.

0RORTCALT00
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Register 8: Hibernation Interrupt Clear (HIBIC), offset 0x020
This register is the interrupt write-one-to-clear register for the Hibernation module interrupt sources.
Writing a 1 to a bit clears the corresponding interrupt in the HIBRIS register.

Note: Writes to the RSTWK, PADIOWK and WC bits of this register are immediate and the status
may be read from the HIBRIS and HIBMIS registers without monitoring the WRC bit of the
HIBCTL register.

Note: All I/O wake sources are cleared by a write to either or both the RSTWK and PADIOWK bits.
This clears the source of interrupts for RSTWK, PADIOWK and theGPIOWAKESTAT register.

Hibernation Interrupt Clear (HIBIC)
Base 0x400F.C000
Offset 0x020
Type RW1C, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RTCALT0reservedLOWBATEXTWWCPADIOWKRSTWKVDDFAILreserved

RW1CRORW1CRW1CRW1CRW1CRW1CRW1CROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:8

VDD Fail Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the VDDFAIL bit in the HIBRIS and HIBMIS
registers.
Reads return the raw interrupt status.

0RW1CVDDFAIL7

Reset Pad I/O Wake-Up Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the RSTWK bit in the HIBRIS and HIBMIS
registers.
Reads return the raw interrupt status.

0RW1CRSTWK6

Pad I/O Wake-Up Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the PADIOWK bit in the HIBRIS and HIBMIS
registers.
Reads return the raw interrupt status.

0RW1CPADIOWK5

Write Complete/Capable Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the WC bit in the HIBRIS and HIBMIS
registers.
Reads return the raw interrupt status.

0RW1CWC4

External Wake-Up Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the EXTW bit in the HIBRIS and HIBMIS
registers.
Reads return the raw interrupt status.

0RW1CEXTW3
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Low Battery Voltage Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the LOWBAT bit in the HIBRIS and HIBMIS
registers.
Reads return the raw interrupt status.

0RW1CLOWBAT2

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved1

RTC Alert0 Masked Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the RTCALT0 bit in the HIBRIS and HIBMIS
registers.
Reads return the raw interrupt status.

Note: The timer interrupt source cannot be cleared if the RTC value
and the HIBRTCM0 register / RTCMSS field values are equal.
The match interrupt takes priority over the interrupt clear.

0RW1CRTCALT00
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Register 9: Hibernation RTC Trim (HIBRTCT), offset 0x024
This register contains the value that is used to trim the RTC clock predivider. It represents the
computed underflow value that is used during the trim cycle. It is represented as 0x7FFF ± N clock
cycles, where N is the number of clock cycles to add or subtract every 64 seconds in RTC mode or
60 seconds in calendar mode.

Note: Except for the HIBIO and a portion of the HIBIC register, all other Hibernation module
registers are on the Hibernation module clock domain and have special timing requirements.
Software should make use of the WRC bit in the HIBCTL register to ensure that the required
timing gap has elapsed. If the WRC bit is clear, any attempted write access is ignored. See
“Register Access Timing” on page 535. The HIBIO register and bits RSTWK, PADIOWK and
WC of theHIBIC register do not require waiting for write to complete. Because these registers
are clocked by the system clock, writes to these registers/bits are immediate.

Writing to registers other than theHIBCTL andHIBIM before the CLK32EN bit in theHIBCTL
register has been set may produce unexpected results.

Hibernation RTC Trim (HIBRTCT)
Base 0x400F.C000
Offset 0x024
Type RW, reset 0x0000.7FFF

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TRIM

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
1111111111111110Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:16

RTC Trim Value
This value is loaded into the RTC predivider every 64 seconds in RTC
counter mode.
In calendar mode, the value is loaded every 60 seconds.
It is used to adjust the RTC rate to account for drift and inaccuracy in
the clock source. Compensation can be adjusted by software by moving
the default value of 0x7FFF up or down. Moving the value up slows
down the RTC and moving the value down speeds up the RTC.

0x7FFFRWTRIM15:0
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Register 10: Hibernation RTC Sub Seconds (HIBRTCSS), offset 0x028
This register contains the RTC sub seconds counter and match values. The RTC value can be read
by first reading the HIBRTCC register, reading the RTCSSC field in the HIBRTCSS register, and
then rereading the HIBRTCC register. If the two values for HIBRTCC are equal, the read is valid.

Note: Except for the HIBIO and a portion of the HIBIC register, all other Hibernation module
registers are on the Hibernation module clock domain and have special timing requirements.
Software should make use of the WRC bit in the HIBCTL register to ensure that the required
timing gap has elapsed. If the WRC bit is clear, any attempted write access is ignored. See
“Register Access Timing” on page 535. The HIBIO register and bits RSTWK, PADIOWK and
WC of theHIBIC register do not require waiting for write to complete. Because these registers
are clocked by the system clock, writes to these registers/bits are immediate.

Writing to registers other than theHIBCTL andHIBIM before the CLK32EN bit in theHIBCTL
register has been set may produce unexpected results.

Note: There is a minimum system clock rate of three times the HIB clock rate to properly read the
HIBRTCSS register.

Hibernation RTC Sub Seconds (HIBRTCSS)
Base 0x400F.C000
Offset 0x028
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

RTCSSMreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RTCSSCreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31

RTC Sub Seconds Match
The match value is contained in this field in one RTCOSC clock
increments. A read returns the current seconds match value.

0x0000RWRTCSSM30:16

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved15

RTC Sub Seconds Count
This field contains the sub second RTC count and is read as RTCOSC
clock units. For the 32.768-kHz clock source, this would be in units of
1/32,768 seconds.

0x0000RORTCSSC14:0
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Register 11: Hibernation IO Configuration (HIBIO), offset 0x02C
This register is used to lock and unlock the external wake pin levels and enable the external RST
pin and/or GPIO pins, Port K[7:4], as valid external WAKE sources.

Note: This register is in the system clock domain and does not require monitoring the WRC bit of
the HIBCTL register before issuing a read or write of this register. Writes to this register are
immediate.

Note: This register is in the core voltage domain and will not retain values over a hibernate cycle

Hibernation IO Configuration (HIBIO)
Base 0x400F.C000
Offset 0x02C
Type RW, reset 0x8000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reservedIOWRC

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000001Reset

0123456789101112131415

WUUNLKreservedWURSTENreserved

RWRORORORWROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

I/O Write Complete
Indicates whether or not the configuration that was programmed by the
WURSTEN bit or GPIOWAKEPEN and GPIOWAKELVL registers have
propagated through the pad ring.

DescriptionValue

The changes programmed in the external pad I/O wake source
registers have not propagated through the pad I/O.

0

The changes programmed in the external pad I/O wake source
registers have propagated through the pad I/O.

1

0x1ROIOWRC31

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved30:5

Reset Wake Source Enable
This register bit programming takes affect after WUUNLK has been set.

DescriptionValue

The RST signal is not enabled as a wake source.0

The RST signal is enabled as a wake source.1

0RWWURSTEN4

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved3:1
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

I/O Wake Pad Configuration Enable

DescriptionValue

The I/O WAKE configuration set by the WURSTEN bit or in the
GPIO module registers GPIOWAKEPEN and GPIOWAKELVL
is ignored.

0

Implement the I/O WAKE configuration, level and enables for
the external RST pin and/or GPIO wake-enabled pins.

1

Note: This bit must be cleared before issuing a hibernate
request by setting the HIBREQ bit in the HIBCTL
register.

0RWWUUNLK0
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Register 12: Hibernation Data (HIBDATA), offset 0x030-0x06F
This address space is implemented as a 16x32-bit memory (64 bytes). It can be loaded by the
system processor in order to store state information and retains its state during a power cut operation
as long as a battery is present. HIBDATA registers 0x050 to 0x064 (upper eight words) may only
be accessed using the processor privileged mode (default).

Note: Except for the HIBIO and a portion of the HIBIC register, all other Hibernation module
registers are on the Hibernation module clock domain and have special timing requirements.
Software should make use of the WRC bit in the HIBCTL register to ensure that the required
timing gap has elapsed. If the WRC bit is clear, any attempted write access is ignored. See
“Register Access Timing” on page 535. The HIBIO register and bits RSTWK, PADIOWK and
WC of theHIBIC register do not require waiting for write to complete. Because these registers
are clocked by the system clock, writes to these registers/bits are immediate.

Writing to registers other than theHIBCTL andHIBIM before the CLK32EN bit in theHIBCTL
register has been set may produce unexpected results.

Note: If VDD is arbitrarily removed while a HIBDATA register write operation is in progress, the
write operation must be retried after VDD is reapplied.

Hibernation Data (HIBDATA)
Base 0x400F.C000
Offset 0x030-0x06F
Type RW, reset -

16171819202122232425262728293031

RTD

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
----------------Reset

0123456789101112131415

RTD

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
----------------Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Hibernation Module NV Data-RWRTD31:0
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Register 13: Hibernation Calendar Control (HIBCALCTL), offset 0x300
The Hibernate calendar is enabled by setting the CALEN bit in the HIBCALCTL register. If the BCD
bit is set, the fields are reported in BCD format.

Hibernation Calendar Control (HIBCALCTL)
Base 0x400F.C000
Offset 0x300
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CALENreservedCAL24reserved

RWRORWROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:3

Calendar Mode

DescriptionValue

12 hour, AM/PM Mode0

24 hour mode1

0RWCAL242

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved1

RTC Calendar/Counter Mode Select
Note that the RTC must be enabled by setting the RTCEN bit in the
HIBCTL register to use this mode select.

DescriptionValue

RTC Counter mode enabled.0

Calendar mode enabled1

0RWCALEN0
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Register 14: Hibernation Calendar 0 (HIBCAL0), offset 0x310
The Hibernation Calendar 0 (HIBCAL0) register is used when the CALEN bit is set in the
HIBCALCTL register.

Hibernation Calendar 0 (HIBCAL0)
Base 0x400F.C000
Offset 0x310
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

HRreservedAMPMreservedVALID

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

SECreservedMINreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Valid Calendar Load
The calendar may take several cycles to update as the values roll over.
This bit indicates whether the HIBCAL0 register contents are valid.

DescriptionValue

Register currently updating or initializing0

HIBCAL0 register valid and ready.1

0ROVALID31

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved30:23

AM/PM Designation
This bit is used when CAL24=0 in the HIBCALCTL register.

DescriptionValue

AM0

PM1

0ROAMPM22

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved21

Hours
This field holds the hour information in hexadecimal.
For military time, bits 20:16 range from 0x0 to 0x17 (0 to 23 hours).
For standard time (AM/PM mode) bits 20:16 range from 0x0 to 0x11,
with 0x0 representing 12AM or 12 PM.

0ROHR20:16

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved15:14
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Minutes
This field holds the minute information in hexadecimal. Bits 13:8
correspond to hex values from 0x0 to 0x3b (0 to 59 minutes).

0ROMIN13:8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved7:6

Seconds
This field holds the seconds value in hexadecimal. Bits 5:0 correspond
to hex values from 0x0 to 0x3b (0 to 59 seconds).

0ROSEC5:0
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Register 15: Hibernation Calendar 1 (HIBCAL1), offset 0x314
The Hibernation Calendar 1 (HIBCAL1) register is used when the CALEN bit is set in the
HIBCALCTL register.

Hibernation Calendar 1 (HIBCAL1)
Base 0x400F.C000
Offset 0x314
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

YEARreservedDOWreservedVALID

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DOMreservedMONreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Valid Calendar Load
The calendar may take several cycles to update as the values roll over.
This bit indicates whether the HIBCAL1 register contents are valid.

DescriptionValue

Register currently updating or initializing0

HIBCAL1 register valid and ready.1

0ROVALID31

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved30:27

Day of Week
This field displays the day of the week in the encodings 0x0 to 0x6. The
application defines which days are assigned to each encoding.

0RODOW26:24

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved23

Year Value
The last two digits of the year are stored in hexadecimal in this field.
Bits 22:16 correspond to hex values from 0x0 to 0x63 (0 to 99 years).

0ROYEAR22:16

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved15:12

Month
This field holds the month value in hexadecimal.
Bits 11:8 correspond to hex values from 0x1 to 0xC (1 to 12 months).

0ROMON11:8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved7:5
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Day of Month
This field holds the day of the month value in hexadecimal.
Bits 4:0 correspond to hex values from 0x1 to 1F (1 to 31 days). The
value 0 is used to show an ignore match.

0RODOM4:0
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Register 16: Hibernation Calendar Load 0 (HIBCALLD0), offset 0x320
The Hibernation Calendar Load (HIBCALLD0) register is used when the CALEN bit is set in the
HIBCALCTL register.

Note: This register is write-only; any reads to this register read back as zeros. Errant writes to the
HIBCALLD0/1 registers are protected by the Hibernate HIBLOCK register.

Hibernation Calendar Load 0 (HIBCALLD0)
Base 0x400F.C000
Offset 0x320
Type WO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

HRreservedAMPMreserved

WOWOWOWOWOROWOROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

SECreservedMINreserved

WOWOWOWOWOWOROROWOWOWOWOWOWOROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:23

AM/PM Designation
This bit is used when CAL24=0 in the HIBCALCTL register.

DescriptionValue

AM0

PM1

0WOAMPM22

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved21

Hours
This field holds the hour information in hexadecimal.
Bits 20:16 correspond to hex values from 0x0 to 0x17 (0 to 23 hours).

0WOHR20:16

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved15:14

Minutes
This field holds the minute information in hexadecimal.
Bits 13:8 correspond to hex values from 0x0 to 0x3B (0 to 59 minutes).

0WOMIN13:8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved7:6
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Seconds
This field holds the seconds value in hexadecimal.
Bits 5:0 correspond to hex values from 0x0 to 0x3B (0 to 59 seconds).

0WOSEC5:0
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Register 17: Hibernation Calendar Load (HIBCALLD1), offset 0x324
The Hibernation Calendar Load 1 (HIBCALLD1) register is used when the CALEN bit is set in the
HIBCALCTL register.

Note: This register is write-only; any reads to this register read back as zeros. Errant writes to the
HIBCALLD0/1 registers are protected by the Hibernate HIBLOCK register.

Hibernation Calendar Load (HIBCALLD1)
Base 0x400F.C000
Offset 0x324
Type WO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

YEARreservedDOWreserved

WOWOWOWOWOWOWOROWOWOWOROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DOMreservedMONreserved

WOWOWOWOWOROROROWOWOWOWOROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:27

Day of Week
This field is written with the day of the week in the encodings 0x0 to 0x6.
The application defines which days are assigned to each encoding.

0WODOW26:24

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved23

Year Value
The last two digits of the year are written in this field in hexadecimal.
For example, "12" would be programmed into this field for 2012.
Bits 22:16 correspond to hex values from 0x0 to 0x63 (0 to 99 years).

0WOYEAR22:16

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved15:12

Month
The month value is written in this field in hexadecimal.
Bits 11:8 correspond to hex values from 0x1 to 0xC (1 to 12 months).

0WOMON11:8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved7:5

Day of Month
The day of the month value is written in this field in hexadecimal.
Bits 4:0 correspond to hex values from 0x1 to 1F (1 to 31 days). The
encoding 0x0 is reserved for the ignore match function.

0WODOM4:0
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Register 18: Hibernation Calendar Match 0 (HIBCALM0), offset 0x330
The Hibernation Calendar Match 0 (HIBCALM0) register is used when the CALEN bit is set in the
HIBCALCTL register. This register is loaded with desired match values for calendar mode. Once
the HIBCAL0/1 register values equal the HIBCALM0/1 register values, the RTCALT0 bit is set in
the HIBRIS register.

Note: The day of week, month and year are not included in the match functionality.

Hibernation Calendar Match 0 (HIBCALM0)
Base 0x400F.C000
Offset 0x330
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

HRreservedAMPMreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRORWROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

SECreservedMINreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRORORWRWRWRWRWRWROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:23

AM/PM Designation
This bit is used when CAL24=0 in the HIBCALCTL register.

DescriptionValue

AM0

PM1

0RWAMPM22

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved21

Hours
This field match value for the hours in hexadecimal units.
Bits 20:16 correspond to hex values from 0x0 to 0x17 (0 to 23 hours).
To ignore the hours match, write this field to all 1s.

0RWHR20:16

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved15:14

Minutes
This field holds the match value for minutes in hexadecimal units.
Bits 13:8 correspond to hex values from 0x0 to 0x3B (0 to 59 minutes).
To ignore the hours match, write this field to all 1s.

0RWMIN13:8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved7:6
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Seconds
This field holds the match value for seconds. The value is represented
in hexadecimal.
Bits 5:0 correspond to hex values from 0x0 to 0x3b (0 to 59 seconds).
To ignore the hours match, write this field to all 1s.

0RWSEC5:0
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Register 19: Hibernation Calendar Match 1 (HIBCALM1), offset 0x334
The Hibernation Calendar Match 1 (HIBCALM1) register is used when the CALEN bit is set in the
HIBCALCTL register. This register is loaded with desired match values for calendar mode. Once
the HIBCAL0/1 register values equal the HIBCALM0/1 register values, the RTCALT0 bit is set in
the HIBRIS register.

Note: The day of week, month and year are not included in the match functionality.

Hibernation Calendar Match 1 (HIBCALM1)
Base 0x400F.C000
Offset 0x334
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DOMreserved

RWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:5

Day of Month
This field holds the match value for the day of the month in hexadecimal.
Bits 4:0 correspond to hex values from 0x1 to 1F (1 to 31 days). To
disable match for the day of the month, the value 0x0 is used.

0RWDOM4:0
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Register 20: Hibernation Lock (HIBLOCK), offset 0x360
Writing 0xA335.9554 to theHIBLOCK register enables write access to theHIBRTCLD,HIBCALLD0,
HIBCALLD1 and Tamper registers. Writing any other value to the HIBLOCK register re-enables
the locked state for register writes to all the other registers. Reading the HIBLOCK register returns
the lock status rather than the 32-bit value written. Therefore, when write accesses are disabled,
reading the HIBLOCK register returns 0x0000.0001 when locked; otherwise, the returned value is
0x0000.0000 (unlocked).

Hibernation Lock (HIBLOCK)
Base 0x400F.C000
Offset 0x360
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

HIBLOCK

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

HIBLOCK

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

HIbernate Lock
A write of 0xA335.9554 unlocks the HIBRCTL and Tamper registers.

0x0000RWHIBLOCK31:0
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Register 21: HIB Tamper Control (HIBTPCTL), offset 0x400
The Tamper Control (HIBTPCTL) register provides control of the module.

Note: Except for the HIBIO and a portion of the HIBIC register, all other Hibernation module
registers are on the Hibernation module clock domain and have special timing requirements.
Software should make use of the WRC bit in the HIBCTL register to ensure that the required
timing gap has elapsed. If the WRC bit is clear, any attempted write access is ignored. See
“Register Access Timing” on page 535. The HIBIO register and bits RSTWK, PADIOWK and
WC of theHIBIC register do not require waiting for write to complete. Because these registers
are clocked by the system clock, writes to these registers/bits are immediate.

Writing to registers other than theHIBCTL andHIBIM before the CLK32EN bit in theHIBCTL
register has been set may produce unexpected results.

Note: Errant writes to the Tamper registers are protected by the Hibernate HIBLOCK register.

HIB Tamper Control (HIBTPCTL)
Base 0x400F.C000
Offset 0x400
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TPENreservedTPCLRreservedMEMCLRreservedWAKEreserved

RWROROROW1CRORORORWRWRORWROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:12

Wake from Hibernate on a Tamper Event

DescriptionValue

Do not wake from hibernate on a tamper event.0

Wake from hibernate on a tamper event.1

0RWWAKE11

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved10

HIB Memory Clear on Tamper Event

DescriptionValue

Do not Clear HIB memory on tamper event.0x0

Clear Lower 32 Bytes of HIB memory on tamper event0x1

Clear upper 32 Bytes of HIB memory on tamper event0x2

Clear all HIB memory on tamper event0x3

0RWMEMCLR9:8
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved7:5

Tamper Event Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the tamper event. The status of the clear is
reflected in the STATE bit field.

0W1CTPCLR4

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved3:1

Tamper Module Enable
This bit enables the Tamper module.

DescriptionValue

Tamper module disabled.0

Tamper module Enabled.1

Note: Once tamper is enabled, the following HIBCTL register bits
are locked and cannot be modified:

■ OSCSEL

■ OSCDRV

■ OSCBYP

■ VDD3ON

■ CLK32EN

■ RTCEN

0RWTPEN0
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Register 22: HIB Tamper Status (HIBTPSTAT), offset 0x404
The HIB Tamper Status (HIBTPCTL) register provides status of the module.

Note: Except for the HIBIO and a portion of the HIBIC register, all other Hibernation module
registers are on the Hibernation module clock domain and have special timing requirements.
Software should make use of the WRC bit in the HIBCTL register to ensure that the required
timing gap has elapsed. If the WRC bit is clear, any attempted write access is ignored. See
“Register Access Timing” on page 535. The HIBIO register and bits RSTWK, PADIOWK and
WC of theHIBIC register do not require waiting for write to complete. Because these registers
are clocked by the system clock, writes to these registers/bits are immediate.

Writing to registers other than theHIBCTL andHIBIM before the CLK32EN bit in theHIBCTL
register has been set may produce unexpected results.

Note: Errant writes to the Tamper registers are protected by the Hibernate HIBLOCK register.

HIB Tamper Status (HIBTPSTAT)
Base 0x400F.C000
Offset 0x404
Type RW1C, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

XOSCFAILXOSCSTSTATEreserved

RW1CROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:4

Tamper Module Status
Tamper is defined as being configured when the tamper I/Os have been
enabled (setting the ENx bits in the HIBTPIO register).

DescriptionValue

Tamper disabled.0x0

Tamper configured.0x1

Tamper pin event occurred.0x2

0ROSTATE3:2

External Oscillator Status

DescriptionValue

Active0

Stopped1

0ROXOSCST1
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

External Oscillator Failure
Write a 1 to this bit to clear it.

DescriptionValue

External oscillator is valid.0

External oscillator has failed1

0RW1CXOSCFAIL0
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Register 23: HIB Tamper I/O Control (HIBTPIO), offset 0x410
The HIB Tamper I/O Control (HIBTPIO) register provides control of the Tamper I/O.

Note: Except for the HIBIO and a portion of the HIBIC register, all other Hibernation module
registers are on the Hibernation module clock domain and have special timing requirements.
Software should make use of the WRC bit in the HIBCTL register to ensure that the required
timing gap has elapsed. If the WRC bit is clear, any attempted write access is ignored. See
“Register Access Timing” on page 535. The HIBIO register and bits RSTWK, PADIOWK and
WC of theHIBIC register do not require waiting for write to complete. Because these registers
are clocked by the system clock, writes to these registers/bits are immediate.

Writing to registers other than theHIBCTL andHIBIM before the CLK32EN bit in theHIBCTL
register has been set may produce unexpected results.

Note: Errant writes to the Tamper registers are protected by the Hibernate HIBLOCK register.

HIB Tamper I/O Control (HIBTPIO)
Base 0x400F.C000
Offset 0x410
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

EN2LEV2PUEN2GFLTR2reservedEN3LEV3PUEN3GFLTR3reserved

RWRWRWRWRORORORORWRWRWRWROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

EN0LEV0PUEN0GFLTR0reservedEN1LEV1PUEN1GFLTR1reserved

RWRWRWRWRORORORORWRWRWRWROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:28

TMPR3 Glitch Filtering

DescriptionValue

A trigger match level is ignored until the TMPR3 signal is stable
for two hibernate clocks.

0

A trigger match level is ignored until the TMPR3 signal is stable
for 3,071 Hibernate Clocks (93.7ms using 32.768 kHz).

1

0RWGFLTR327

TMPR3 Internal Weak Pull-up Enable

DescriptionValue

Pull-up disabled0

Pull-up enabled1

0RWPUEN326
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

TMPR3 Trigger Level

DescriptionValue

Trigger on level low0

Trigger on level high1

0RWLEV325

TMPR3 Enable

DescriptionValue

Detect disabled0

Detect enabled1

0RWEN324

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved23:20

TMPR2 Glitch Filtering

DescriptionValue

A trigger match level is ignored until the TMPR2 signal is stable
for two hibernate clocks.

0

A trigger match level is ignored until the TMPR2 signal is stable
for 3,071 Hibernate Clocks (93.7ms using 32.768 kHz).

1

0RWGFLTR219

TMPR2 Internal Weak Pull-up Enable

DescriptionValue

Pull-up disabled0

Pull-up enabled1

0RWPUEN218

TMPR2 Trigger Level

DescriptionValue

Trigger on level low0

Trigger on level high1

0RWLEV217

TMPR2 Enable

DescriptionValue

Detect disabled0

Detect enabled1

0RWEN216

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved15:12
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

TMPR1 Glitch Filtering

DescriptionValue

A trigger match level is ignored until the TMPR1 signal is stable
for two hibernate clocks.

0

A trigger match level is ignored until the TMPR1 signal is stable
for 3,071 Hibernate Clocks (93.7ms using 32.768 kHz).

1

0RWGFLTR111

TMPR1 Internal Weak Pull-up Enable

DescriptionValue

Pull-up disabled0

Pull-up enabled1

0RWPUEN110

TMPR1 Trigger Level

DescriptionValue

Trigger on level low0

Trigger on level high1

0RWLEV19

TMPR1Enable

DescriptionValue

Detect disabled0

Detect enabled1

0RWEN18

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved7:4

TMPR0 Glitch Filtering

DescriptionValue

A trigger match level is ignored until the TMPR0 signal is stable
for two hibernate clocks.

0

A trigger match level is ignored until the TMPR0 signal is stable
for 3,071 Hibernate Clocks (93.7ms using 32.768 kHz).

1

0RWGFLTR03

TMPR0 Internal Weak Pull-up Enable

DescriptionValue

Pull-up disabled0

Pull-up enabled1

0RWPUEN02
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

TMPR0 Trigger Level

DescriptionValue

Trigger on level low0

Trigger on level high1

0RWLEV01

TMPR0 Enable

DescriptionValue

Detect disabled0

Detect enabled1

0RWEN00
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Register 24: HIB Tamper Log 0 (HIBTPLOG0), offset 0x4E0
Register 25: HIB Tamper Log 2 (HIBTPLOG2), offset 0x4E8
Register 26: HIB Tamper Log 4 (HIBTPLOG4), offset 0x4F0
Register 27: HIB Tamper Log 6 (HIBTPLOG6), offset 0x4F8
The HIB Tamper Log (HIBTPLOG) even registers capture the time information during a tamper
event. Up to four tamper logs can be stored. The HIBTPLOG registers are cleared when the TPCLR
bit is written in the HIBTPCTL register.

Note: It is recommended that an external oscillator is used if accurate time stamps on the tamper
log are critical.

HIB Tamper Log 0 (HIBTPLOG0)
Base 0x400F.C000
Offset 0x4E0
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

TIME

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TIME

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Tamper Log Calendar Information.
When the hibernate module is configured for RTC count mode, the time
from the RTCCC register is captured on a tamper event.
If the calendar function is enabled, the captured time is configured as
the hex values for year, month, day, hour, minute and seconds. 24 hour
mode should be used by setting the CAL24 bit in HIBCALCTL register.
The format of the calendar information is as follows:

■ TIME[31:26]: Year (0-64)

■ TIME[25:22]: Month

■ TIME[21:17]: Day of month

■ TIME[16:12]: Hours

■ TIME[11:6]: Minutes

■ TIME[5:0]: Seconds

0x0ROTIME31:0
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Register 28: HIB Tamper Log 1 (HIBTPLOG1), offset 0x4E4
Register 29: HIB Tamper Log 3 (HIBTPLOG3), offset 0x4EC
Register 30: HIB Tamper Log 5 (HIBTPLOG5), offset 0x4F4
Register 31: HIB Tamper Log 7 (HIBTPLOG7), offset 0x4FC
The HIB Tamper Log (HIBTPLOGn) odd registers capture the trigger information during a tamper
event. Up to four tamper logs can be stored. The HIBTPLOG registers are cleared when the TPCLR
bit is set to 1 in the HIBTPCTL register. The HIBTPLOG7 register contains to OR of all events after
the 3rd event is logged inHIBTPLOG5. TheHIBTPLOG7 register is cleared on a Hibernation module
reset.

HIB Tamper Log 1 (HIBTPLOG1)
Base 0x400F.C000
Offset 0x4E4
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

XOSCreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TRIG0TRIG1TRIG2TRIG3reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:17

Status of external 32.768-kHz oscillator

DescriptionValue

Default0

32.768-kHz oscillator has failed1

0ROXOSC16

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved15:4

Status of TMPR[3] Trigger

DescriptionValue

Default0

A tamper event has been detected on TMPR[3]1

0ROTRIG33

Status of TMPR[2] Trigger

DescriptionValue

Default0

A tamper event has been detected on TMPR[2]1

0ROTRIG22
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Status of TMPR[1] Trigger

DescriptionValue

Default0

A tamper event has been detected on TMPR[1]1

0ROTRIG11

Status of TMPR[0] Trigger

DescriptionValue

Default0

A tamper event has been detected on TMPR[0]1

0ROTRIG00
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Register 32: Hibernation Peripheral Properties (HIBPP) , offset 0xFC0
This register describes the features available within the Hibernation Module.

Hibernation Peripheral Properties (HIBPP)
Base 0x400F.C000
Offset 0xFC0
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0002

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

WAKENCTAMPERreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0100000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved31:2

Tamper Pin Presence

DescriptionValue

Tamper module is not present.0

Tamper module is present.1

0x1ROTAMPER1

Wake Pin Presence

DescriptionValue

WAKE pin is present.0

WAKE pin is not part of the package pinout.1

0x0ROWAKENC0
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Register 33: Hibernation Clock Control (HIBCC), offset 0xFC8
This register enables alternate clock sources.

Note: This register is in the system clock domain. Writes to this register do not require waiting for
the WRC bit of the HIBCTL register to be set.

Hibernation Clock Control (HIBCC)
Base 0x400F.C000
Offset 0xFC8
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

SYSCLKENreserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:1

RTCOSC to System Clock Enable
This bit RTCOSC clock to be sent to the system control for selection as
a possible system clock source. Default mode is disabled to support
low power modes.

DescriptionValue

RTCOSC is not available as a system clock source.0

RTCOSC is available for use as a system clock source.1

0x0RWSYSCLKEN0
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8 Internal Memory
The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller comes with 256 KB of bit-banded SRAM, internal ROM, 512
KB of Flash memory, and 6KB of EEPROM.

The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller provides 512 KB of on-chip Flash memory. The Flash memory
is configured as four banks of 8 K x 128 bits (4 * 128 KB total) which are two-way interleaved.
Memory blocks can be marked as read-only or execute-only, providing different levels of code
protection. Read-only blocks cannot be erased or programmed, protecting the contents of those
blocks from being modified. Execute-only blocks cannot be erased or programmed, and can only
be read by the controller instruction fetch mechanism, protecting the contents of those blocks from
being read by either the controller or by a debugger.

The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller provides enhanced performance and power savings by
implementation of two sets of instruction prefetch buffers. Each prefetch buffer is 2 x 256 bits and
can be combined as a 4 x 256-bit prefetch buffer.

The EEPROM module provides a well-defined register interface to support accesses to the EEPROM
with both a random access style of read and write as well as a rolling or sequential access scheme.
A password model allows the application to lock one or more EEPROM blocks to control access on
16-word boundaries.

8.1 Block Diagram
Figure 8-1 on page 601 illustrates the internal memory and control structure . The dashed box in the
figure indicate registers residing in the System Control module.
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Figure 8-1. Internal Memory Block Diagram
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8.2 Functional Description
This section describes the functionality of the SRAM, ROM, Flash, and EEPROM memories.

Note: The μDMA has read-only access to flash (in Run Mode only).

8.2.1 SRAM
The internal system SRAM of the Tiva™ C Series devices is located at address 0x2000.0000 of the
device memory map. To reduce the number of time consuming read-modify-write (RMW) operations,
ARM provides bit-banding technology in the processor. With a bit-band-enabled processor, certain
regions in the memory map (SRAM and peripheral space) can use address aliases to access
individual bits in a single, atomic operation. The bit-band base is located at address 0x2200.0000.

The bit-band alias is calculated by using the formula:

bit-band alias = bit-band base + (byte offset * 32) + (bit number * 4)

For example, if bit 3 at address 0x2000.1000 is to be modified, the bit-band alias is calculated as:

0x2200.0000 + (0x1000 * 32) + (3 * 4) = 0x2202.000C

With the alias address calculated, an instruction performing a read/write to address 0x2202.000C
allows direct access to only bit 3 of the byte at address 0x2000.1000.

For details about bit-banding, see “Bit-Banding” on page 109.

Note: The SRAM is implemented using four-way 32-bit wide interleaved SRAM banks (separate
SRAM arrays) which allow for increased speed between memory accesses. When using
interleaving, a write to one bank followed by a read of another bank can occur in successive
clock cycles without incurring any delay. However, a write access that is followed immediately
by a read access to the same bank incurs a stall of a single clock cycle.

The SRAM memory layout allows for multiple masters to access different SRAM banks
simultaneously. If two masters attempt to access the same SRAM bank, the master with
the higher priority gains access to the memory bus and the master with the lower priority is
stalled by one wait state. If four masters attempt to access the same SRAM bank, access
by the master with the lowest priority is delayed by three wait states. The CPU core always
has the highest priority for SRAM memory accesses.

8.2.2 ROM
The internal ROM of the Tiva™ C Series device is located at address 0x0100.0000 of the device
memory map. Detailed information on the ROM contents can be found in the Tiva™ C Series
TM4C129x ROM User’s Guide (literature number SPMU363).

The ROM contains the following components:

■ TivaWare™ Boot Loader and vector table

■ TivaWare Peripheral Driver Library (DriverLib) release for product-specific peripherals and
interfaces

■ Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) cryptography tables

■ Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) error detection functionality

The boot loader is used as an initial program loader (when the Flash location 0x0000.0004, the
reset vector location is all 1s (that is, erased state of Flash)) as well as an application-initiated
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firmware upgrade mechanism (by calling back to the boot loader). The Peripheral Driver Library
APIs in ROM can be called by applications, reducing Flash memory requirements and freeing the
Flash memory to be used for other purposes (such as additional features in the application). Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES) is a publicly defined encryption standard used by the U.S. Government.
Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) is a technique to validate whether a block of data has the same
contents as when previously checked.

Note: CRC software program are available in TivaWare for backward-compatibility. A device that
has enhanced CRC integrated module should utilize this hardware for best performance.
Please refer to “Cyclical Redundancy Check (CRC)” on page 944 for more information.

8.2.2.1 Boot Configuration
After Power-On-Reset (POR) and device initialization occurs, the hardware loads the stack pointer
from either flash or ROM based on the presence of an application in flash and the state of the EN
bit in the BOOTCFG register. If the flash address 0x0000.0004 contains an erased word (value
0xFFFF.FFFF) or the EN bit is of the BOOTCFG register is clear, the stack pointer and reset vector
pointer are loaded from ROM at address 0x0100.0000 and 0x0100.0004, respectively. The boot
loader executes and configures the available boot slave interfaces and waits for an external memory
to load its software. The boot loader uses a simple packet interface to provide synchronous
communication with the device. The speed of the boot loader is determined by the internal oscillator
(PIOSC) frequency. The following serial interfaces can be used:

■ UART0
■ SSI0
■ I2C0
■ USB

If the check of the Flash at address 0x0000.0004 contains a valid reset vector value and the EN bit
in the BOOTCFG register is set, the stack pointer and reset vector values are fetched from the
beginning of flash. This application stack pointer and reset vector are loaded and the processor
executes the application directly. Otherwise, the stack pointer and reset vector values are fetched
from the beginning of ROM.

8.2.2.2 TivaWare Peripheral Driver Library
The TivaWare Peripheral Driver Library contains a file called driverlib/rom.h that assists with
calling the peripheral driver library functions in the ROM. The detailed description of each function
is available in the Tiva™ C Series TM4C129x ROM User’s Guide (literature number SPMU363).
See the "Using the ROM" chapter of the TivaWare™ Peripheral Driver Library for C Series User's
Guide (literature number SPMU298) for more details on calling the ROM functions and using
driverlib/rom.h.

A table at the beginning of the ROM points to the entry points for the APIs that are provided in the
ROM. Accessing the API through these tables provides scalability; while the API locations may
change in future versions of the ROM, the API tables do not. The tables are split into two levels; the
main table contains one pointer per peripheral which points to a secondary table that contains one
pointer per API that is associated with that peripheral. The main table is located at 0x0100.0010,
right after the Cortex-M4F vector table in the ROM.

DriverLib functions are described in detail in the TivaWare™ Peripheral Driver Library for C Series
User's Guide (literature number SPMU298).

Additional APIs are available for graphics and USB functions, but are not preloaded into ROM. The
TivaWare Graphics Library provides a set of graphics primitives and a widget set for creating graphical
user interfaces on Tiva™ C Series microcontroller-based boards that have a graphical display (for
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more information, see the TivaWare™Graphics Library for C Series User's Guide (literature number
SPMU300)). The TivaWare USB Library is a set of data types and functions for creating USB Device,
Host or On-The-Go (OTG) applications on Tiva™ C Series microcontroller-based boards (for more
information, see the TivaWare™ USB Library for C Series User's Guide (literature number
SPMU297)).

8.2.2.3 Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) Cryptography Tables
AES is a strong encryption method with reasonable performance and size. AES is fast in both
hardware and software, is fairly easy to implement, and requires little memory. AES is ideal for
applications that can use prearranged keys, such as setup during manufacturing or configuration.
Four data tables used by the XySSL AES implementation are provided in the ROM. The first is the
forward S-box substitution table, the second is the reverse S-box substitution table, the third is the
forward polynomial table, and the final is the reverse polynomial table. See the Tiva™ C Series
TM4C129x ROM User’s Guide (literature number SPMU363) for more information on AES.

8.2.2.4 Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) Error Detection
The CRC technique can be used to validate correct receipt of messages (nothing lost or modified
in transit), to validate data after decompression, to validate that Flash memory contents have not
been changed, and for other cases where the data needs to be validated. A CRC is preferred over
a simple checksum (for example, XOR all bits) because it catches changes more readily. When
device initialization is executing from ROM, a CRC-32 validates the data being transferred into
registers and memory. The CRC ensures no instructions were skipped in a sequence or no data
was corrupted during transfer. See the Tiva™ C Series TM4C129x ROM User’s Guide (literature
number SPMU363) for more information on CRC.

8.2.3 Flash Memory
The Flash memory is configured in groups of four banks four banks of 8 K x 128 bits (4 * 128 KB
total) which are two-way interleaved as shown below.
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Figure 8-2. Flash Memory Configuration
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The interleaved memory prefetchs 256 bits at a time. The prefetch buffers allow the maximum
performance of a 120 MHz CPU speed to be maintained with linear code or loops that fit within the
prefetch buffer. It is recommended that code be compiled with switches set to eliminate "literals" as
much as possible as a literal causes a flash access for that word and a stall for the wait states. Most
compilers support transforming literals into "in-line" code, which executes faster in a system where
the memory subsystem is slower than the CPU.

Because the memory is two-way interleaved and each bank individually is an 8-KB sector, when
the user erases a sector, using the ERASE bits in the Flash Memory Control (FMC) register, it is
a 16 KB erase. Erasing a block causes the entire contents of the block to be reset to all 1s.

8.2.3.1 Flash Configuration
Depending on the CPU frequency, the application must program the Flash clock high time (FBCHT),
Flash Bank Clock Edge (FBCE) and Flash wait states (FWS) in the Memory Timing Parameter
Register 0 for Main Flash and EEPROM (MEMTIM0), System Control Module offset 0x0C0. The
following table details the bit field values that are required for the given CPU frequency ranges.

Table 8-1. MEMTIM0 Register Configuration versus Frequency

Flash Wait States
(FWS)

Flash Bank
Clock Edge

(FBCE)

Flash Bank Clock
High Time (FBCHT)

Time Period Range (t) in nsCPU Frequency range (f)
in MHz

0x010x062.516

0x100x262.5 > t ≥ 2516 < f ≤ 40

0x200x325 > t ≥ 16.6740 < f ≤60

0x300x416.67 > t ≥ 12.560< f ≤80

0x400x512.5 > t ≥ 1080 < f ≤100
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Table 8-1. MEMTIM0 Register Configuration versus Frequency (continued)

Flash Wait States
(FWS)

Flash Bank
Clock Edge

(FBCE)

Flash Bank Clock
High Time (FBCHT)

Time Period Range (t) in nsCPU Frequency range (f)
in MHz

0x500x610 > t ≥ 8.33100< f ≤120

To update the MEMTIM0 register with the new Flash configuration values, the MEMTIMU bit should
be set in the Run and Sleep Mode Configuration Register (RSCLKCFG), System Control offset
0x0B0.

Note: The associated Flash and EEPROM fields in the MEMTIM0 register must be programmed
to the same values. For example, the FWS field must be programmed to the same value as
the EWS field.

8.2.3.2 Prefetch Buffers
The prefetch buffers can exist as a single set of 2x256-bit buffers or 4x256-bit buffers depending
on the SPFE bit programmed in the Flash Configuration Register (FLASHCONF) register, offset
0xFC8. At reset, all four buffers are enabled. The buffers are filled using a "least-recently-used"
(LRU) method. When operating in a single set buffer configuration, the two, 256-bit buffers create
a deterministic configuration as each "next" write is sent to the previous buffer that was written.
Figure 8-3 on page 606 depicts the single 256-bit buffer set. The single prefetch buffer set should
only be used when the code execution must be purely deterministic for the number of clock cycles
it takes to execute. Utilizing the four prefetch buffer configuration is the preferred method of
configuration.

Figure 8-3. Single 256-Bit Prefetch Buffer Set
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Prefetch
Buffer 0

TAG

When the buffers are configured as four, 256-bit buffers, they function as one set, with one of the
four buffers tagged as the LRU and the next to be used when an auto-fill or miss occurs.

Figure 8-4. Four 256-Bit Prefetch Buffer Configuration
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WORD 7 WORD 6 WORD 5 WORD 4 WORD 3 WORD 2 WORD 1 WORD 0

WORD 6 WORD 5 WORD 4 WORD 3 WORD 2 WORD 1 WORD 0WORD 7

TAG
Prefetch
Buffer 3

Prefetch
Buffer 2

TAG

The address of the auto-fill is stored in this tag register so that address violations can be identified
immediately and miss processing can begin directly. Every ICODE access is checked against valid
tags to see if the target word is already in the buffers.

If there is a hit, the target word is immediately sent to the CPU with no wait states. If there is a miss,
then the prefetch buffer is invalidated and the miss is processed as a 256-bit read from the flash
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subsystem to fill the next, least-recently used prefetch buffer. Two memory banks are read in parallel
to retrieve 256-bits worth of data.

If an auto-fill has been started and a miss occurs, the auto-fill completes before the miss is processed.
If an auto-fill occurs that hits the prefetch buffer being processed for the auto-fill, then the ICODE
bus is stalled until the auto fill is complete and new entry can be accessed. For an instruction miss,
access to the flash bank starts immediately after the address is available provided the flash
sub-system is not already processing a DCODE bus access or a PROGRAM/ERASE operation in
the same banks. The target word is passed to the CPU one cycle after it is written to the prefetch
buffer.

Figure 8-5 on page 607 shows the timing diagram for a hit in the prefetch buffer.

Figure 8-5. Single Cycle Access, 0 Wait States

A0

Data 0 Data 1

CPU Clock

ADDRESS

Flash Clk

Data

A1

The Flash memory can operate at the CPU clock speed with zero-wait-state accesses when data
is resident in the prefetch buffers. When an access does not hit in the prefetch buffer, there is a
delay that is incurred while the data is transferred from the Flash. This delay is dependent on the
programmed CPU frequency. Refer to Table 8-1 on page 605 for required CPU frequency versus
programmed wait-state delay information. Figure 8-6 on page 608 depicts the events that occur as
the CPU steps through the words in the prefetch buffer that has just been loaded until it reaches
the end of the current prefetch line. The notable events are as follows (refer to Figure 8-6 on page 608):

■ EVENT A: When the CPU has a miss in the prefetch buffer, a line is fetched from Flash. The
target word is written to the prefetch buffer and sent to the CPU one cycle after.

■ EVENT B: When the CPU reaches Word 3, the next 256-bit buffer line is fetched, resulting in a
zero-wait-state access of next line's Word 0

■ EVENT C: After this word, if the CPU is still executing sequentially, Word 0 of the next buffer
line that was fetched is sent to the CPU, with zero-wait-state delay

■ EVENT D: Word 0 from the second fetch that occurred is sent to the CPU
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Figure 8-6. Prefetch Fills from Flash
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Note that if the CPU target word is beyond Word 2 (Word 3 through Word 7) then the next prefetch
fill begins immediately and, depending on the CPU frequency, a delay is incurred between CPU
access of Word 7 and Word 0 of the next line.

Note: For optimal prefetch buffer performance, align application code/branches on 8-word
boundaries.

Note: Because the prefetch buffers and Flash memory can effectively be utilized at 20 Mhz and
above, an application may see an improvement in current consumption from 16 MHz to 20
MHz.

The prefetch buffers can be forced ON and OFF by setting the FPFON and FPFOFF bits in the Flash
Configuration (FLASHCONF) register at 0xFC8. If the application sets the FPFON or FPFOFF bit
while the CPU is currently reading or writing to Flash, the prefetch buffer action of turning on or off
happens only after the Flash operation has completed. This feature can be used in test modes when
determining optimum memory configuration for code.

Prefetch buffer valid tags can be cleared in the following ways:

■ Any Flash Configuration (FLASHCONF) register changes, such as:

– Disabling the prefetch buffer by setting the FPFOFF bit

– Setting the CLRTV bit to clear the prefetch buffer tags

■ A system reset

■ ROM accesses

■ Error during ICODE accesses

■ System aborts

■ Mirror mode changes

Note: If the prefetch buffers are enabled and application code branches to a location other than
flash memory which then modifies the flash memory, the prefetch tags must be cleared
before returning to flash code execution. Prefetch buffer valid tags can be cleared by setting
the CLRTV bit in the FLASHCONF register.

8.2.3.3 Flash Mirror Mode
Flash mirroring allows multiple copies of software to exist in Flash simultaneously. The software
can run from the lower banks at the same time software is updating a mirrored copy on the upper
bank. In addition to the data, the boot loader in both the lower and upper banks must be mirrored
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while programming the flash contents. If data needs to be recovered, a hot swap can be done by
setting the FMME bit in the FLASHCONF register to ensure the flash banks are idle during the swap.
The prefetch buffers must be invalidated during the execution of a hot swap. Next, the address
translation logic decodes up to 256 KB from the upper banks to the lower banks. Once the banks
are swapped, the mirrored flash image is then used. The address translation logic translates the
address to the upper banks until the next swap. Figure 8-7 on page 609 depicts the configuration
necessary when executing Flash mirroring.

Note: After a mirror mode has been executed and the code locations have been swapped from
the upper memory banks to the lower, the application can continue to read from the lower
memory bank address locations. However, when erasing or programming the swapped
memory, the application must use the "real" upper memory address of the code before it
was swapped. For example, in Figure 8-7 on page 609, when the yellow highlighted location
0x00.3FE8 is swapped with 0x04.3FE8 the application's next read location is 0x00.3FEC.
However, if the application were to program or erase the next location it would need to write
or erase location 0x04.3FEC.

Figure 8-7. Mirror Mode Function
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8.2.3.4 Protected Flash Memory Registers
The user is provided execution protection through of 32-bit wide registers. The policy for each
protection form is controlled by individual bits (per policy per block) in the FMPPEn and FMPREn
registers.

■ Flash Memory Protection Program Enable (FMPPEn): In the Flash, 16-KB blocks can be
individually protected from being programed or erased. Because each bit of the FMPPE register
represents a 2-KB block, the application must clear all the bits in one byte to protect one 16-KB
block. Execute-only protection can only be programmed in 16-KB increments. For example, to
protect the first 16-KB block, bits [7:0] all need to be set to 0s. When bits in the FMPPEn register
are set, the corresponding block may be programmed (written) or erased. When bits are cleared,
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the corresponding block may not be changed. When a block is protected by clearing bits in both
FMPPEn and FMPREn registers, execute-only protection can be achieved.

■ Flash Memory Protection Read Enable (FMPREn): If a bit is set in this register, the
corresponding block may be executed or read by software or debuggers. If a bits in this register
are cleared and the same block in the FMPREn register is cleared, the corresponding block may
only be executed, and contents of the memory block are prohibited from being read as data.
FMPREn protection can be programmed in 2-KB increments, unlike the FMPPEn, which must
be programmed in 16-KB increments. However, if an application does want to read-protect a
16-KB block, eight bits need to be written from 1s to 0s.

The policies may be combined as shown in Table 8-2 on page 610.

Table 8-2. Flash Memory Protection Policy Combinations

ProtectionFMPREnFMPPEn

Execute-only protection. The block may only be executed and may not be written or erased.
This mode is used to protect code.

00

The block may be written, erased or executed, but not read. This combination is unlikely to
be used.

01

Read-only protection. The block may be read or executed but may not be written or erased.
This mode is used to lock the block from further modification while allowing any read or
execute access.

10

No protection. The block may be written, erased, executed or read.11

A Flash memory access that attempts to read a read-protected block (FMPREn bit is clear) is
prohibited and generates a bus fault. A Flash memory access that attempts to program or erase a
program-protected block (FMPPEn bit is clear) is prohibited and can optionally generate an interrupt
(by setting the AMASK bit in the Flash Controller Interrupt Mask (FCIM) register) to alert software
developers of poorly behaving software during the development and debug phases.

The factory settings for the FMPREn and FMPPEn registers are a value of 1 for all implemented
banks. These settings create a policy of open access and programmability. The register bits may
be changed by clearing the specific register bit. The changes are not permanent until the register
is committed (saved), at which point the bit change is permanent. If a bit is changed from a 1 to a
0 and not committed, it may be restored by executing a any simulated power-on-reset (SIM_POR)
event. The changes are committed using the Flash Memory Control (FMC) register. Details on
programming these bits are discussed in “Non-Volatile Register Programming-- Flash Memory
Resident Registers” on page 613.

8.2.3.5 Execute-Only Protection
Execute-only protection prevents both modification and visibility to a protected flash block. This
mode is intended to be used in situations where a device requires debug capability, yet portions of
the application space must be protected from external access. An example of this is a company
that wishes to sell Tiva™ C Series devices with their proprietary software preprogrammed, yet allow
the end user to add custom code to an unprotected region of the flash (such as a motor control
module with a customizable motor configuration section in flash).

Literal data introduces a complication to the protection mechanism. When C code is compiled and
linked, literal data (constants, and so on) is typically placed in the text section, between functions,
by the compiler. The literal data is accessed at run time through the use of the LDR instruction,
which loads the data from memory using a PC-relative memory address. The execution of the LDR
instruction generates a read transaction across the Cortex-M3's DCode bus, which is subject to the
execute-only protection mechanism. If the accessed block is marked as execute only, the transaction
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is blocked, and the processor is prevented from loading the constant data and, therefore, inhibiting
correct execution. Therefore, using execute-only protection requires that literal data be handled
differently. There are three ways to address this:

1. Use a compiler that allows literal data to be collected into a separate section that is put into one
or more read-enabled flash blocks. Note that the LDR instruction may use a PC-relative address,
in which case the literal pool cannot be located outside the span of the offset, or the software
may reserve a register to point to the base address of the literal pool and the LDR offset is
relative to the beginning of the pool.

2. Use a compiler that generates literal data from arithmetic instruction immediate data and
subsequent computation.

3. Use method 1 or 2, but in assembly language, if the compiler does not support either method.

8.2.3.6 Read-Only Protection
Read-only protection prevents the contents of the flash block from being re-programmed, while still
allowing the content to be read by processor or the debug interface. Note that if a FMPREn bit is
cleared, all read accesses to the Flash memory block are disallowed, including any data accesses.
Care must be taken not to store required data in a Flash memory block that has the associated
FMPREn bit cleared.

The read-only mode does not prevent read access to the stored program, but it does provide
protection against accidental (or malicious) erasure or programming. Read-only is especially useful
for utilities like the boot loader when the debug interface is permanently disabled. In such
combinations, the boot loader, which provides access control to the Flash memory, is protected
from being erased or modified.

8.2.3.7 Permanently Disabling Debug
For extremely sensitive applications, the debug interface to the processor and peripherals can be
permanently disabled, blocking all accesses to the device through the JTAG or SWD interfaces.
With the debug interface disabled, it is still possible to perform standard IEEE instructions (such as
boundary scan operations), but access to the processor and peripherals is blocked.

The DBG0 and DBG1 bits of theBoot Configuration (BOOTCFG) register control whether the debug
interface is turned on or off.

The debug interface should not be permanently disabled without providing some mechanism, such
as the boot loader, to provide customer-installable updates or bug fixes. Disabling the debug interface
is permanent and cannot be reversed.

8.2.3.8 Interrupts
The Flash memory controller can generate interrupts when the following conditions are observed:

■ Programming Interrupt: Signals when a program or erase action is complete. (PRIS).

■ Access Interrupt: Signals when a program or erase action has been attempted on a 16-kB block
of memory that is protected by its corresponding FMPPEn bit. (ARIS).

■ EEPROM Interrupt

■ Pump Voltage Interrupt: Indicates if the regulated voltage of the pump went out of specification
during a Flash operation and the operation was terminated. (VOLTRIS).
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■ Invalid Data Interrupt: Signals when a bit in Flash that was previously programmed as a 0 is now
requested to be programmed as a 1. (INVDRIS).

■ ERASE Operation Interrupt: Indicates an ERASE operation failed. (ERRIS).

The interrupt events that can trigger a controller-level interrupt are defined in the Flash Controller
Masked Interrupt Status (FCMIS) register (see page 632) by setting the corresponding MASK bits.
If interrupts are not used, the raw interrupt status is always visible via the Flash Controller Raw
Interrupt Status (FCRIS) register (see page 629).

Interrupts are always cleared (for both the FCMIS and FCRIS registers) by writing a 1 to the
corresponding bit in the Flash Controller Masked Interrupt Status and Clear (FCMISC) register
(see page 634).

8.2.3.9 µDMA
The µDMA can be programmed to read from Flash. The Flash DMAAddress Size (FLASHDMASZ)
register configures 2-KB regions of Flash that can be accessed by the µDMA. The starting address
for this µDMA-accessible region is defined in the Flash DMA Starting Address (FLASHDMAST)
register. When the DFA bit is set in the FLASHPP register, the µDMA can access the enabled region
configured by the FLASHDMASZ and FLASHDMAST registers. The µDMA checks the Flash
Protection Program Enable n (FMPPEn) registers for masked 2-KB Flash regions before initiating
the transfer. If the access is out of range, then a bus fault is generated.

Note: The µDMA can access Flash in Run Mode only (not available in low power modes).

8.2.3.10 Flash Memory Programming
The Tiva™ C Series devices provide a user-friendly interface for Flash memory programming. All
erase/program operations are handled via three registers: Flash Memory Address (FMA), Flash
Memory Data (FMD), and Flash Memory Control (FMC). Note that if the debug capabilities of the
microcontroller have been deactivated, resulting in a "locked" state, a recovery sequence must be
performed in order to reactivate the debug module. See “Recovering a "Locked"
Microcontroller” on page 213.

When a Flash memory operation write, page erase, or mass erase is executed in a Flash bank,
access to that particular bank pair is inhibited. As a result, instruction and literal fetches to the bank
pair are held off until the Flash memory operation is complete. If instruction execution is required
during a Flash memory operation, the code that is executing must be placed in SRAM and executed
from there while the flash operation is in progress.

Note: When programming Flash memory, the following characteristics of the memory must be
considered:

■ Only an erase can change bits from 0 to 1.

■ A write can only change bits from 1 to 0. If the write attempts to change a 0 to a 1, the
write fails and no bits are changed.

■ All Flash operations are completed before entering sleep or deep sleep.

To program a 32-bit word

1. Write source data to the FMD register.

2. Write the target address to the FMA register.
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3. Write the Flash memory write key and the WRITE bit (a value of 0xA442.0001) to the FMC
register. The write key may be 0xA442 or the value programmed into the FLPEKEY register
depending on the KEY value in the BOOTCFG register. See page 672 and page 639 for more
information.

4. Poll the FMC register until the WRITE bit is cleared.

To perform an erase of a 16-KB sector

1. Write the 16-KB aligned address to the FMA register.

2. Write the Flash memory write key and the ERASE bit to the FMC register.

3. Poll the FMC register until the ERASE bit is cleared or, alternatively, enable the programming
interrupt using the PMASK bit in the FCIM register.

To perform a mass erase of the Flash memory

1. Write the Flash memory write key and the MERASE bit to the FMC register.

2. Poll the FMC register until the MERASE bit is cleared or, alternatively, enable the programming
interrupt using the PMASK bit in the FCIM register.

8.2.3.11 32-Word Flash Memory Write Buffer
A 32-word write buffer provides the capability to perform faster write accesses to the Flash memory
by programming two 32-bit words at a time, allowing 32 words to be programmed in the same time
as 16 would take using the method described above. The data for the buffered write is written to
the Flash Write Buffer (FWBn) registers.

The registers are 32-word aligned with Flash memory, and therefore the register FWB0 corresponds
with the address in FMA where bits [6:0] of FMA are all 0. FWB1 corresponds with the address in
FMA + 0x4 and so on. Only the FWBn registers that have been updated since the previous buffered
Flash memory write operation are written. The Flash Write Buffer Valid (FWBVAL) register shows
which registers have been written since the last buffered Flash memory write operation. This register
contains a bit for each of the 32 FWBn registers, where bit[n] of FWBVAL corresponds to FWBn.
The FWBn register has been updated if the corresponding bit in the FWBVAL register is set.

To program 32 words with a single buffered Flash memory write operation

1. Write the source data to the FWBn registers.

2. Write the target address to the FMA register. This must be a 32-word aligned address (that is,
bits [6:0] in FMA must be 0s).

3. Write the Flash memory write key and the WRBUF bit to the FMC2 register.

4. Poll the FMC2 register until the WRBUF bit is cleared or wait for the PMIS interrupt to be signaled.

8.2.3.12 Non-Volatile Register Programming-- Flash Memory Resident Registers
Note: The Boot Configuration (BOOTCFG) register requires a POR before the committed

changes take effect.

This section discusses how to update the registers shown in Table 8-3 on page 614, which are
resident within the Flash Memory. These registers exist in a separate space from the main Flash
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memory array and are not affected by an ERASE or MASS ERASE operation. The bits in these
registers can be changed from 1 to 0 with a commit operation. The register contents are unaffected
by any reset condition except power-on reset, which returns the register contents to 0xFFFF.FFFE
for the BOOT Configuration (BOOTCFG) register and 0xFFFF.FFFF for all others.

By committing the register values using the COMT bit in the Flash Memory Control (FMC) register,
the register contents become non-volatile and are therefore retained following power cycling. Once
the register contents are committed, the only way to restore the factory default values is to perform
the sequence described in “Recovering a "Locked" Microcontroller” on page 213.

All of the FMPREn, FMPPEn and USER_REGn registers, in addition to the BOOTCFG register can
be committed in non-volatile memory. The FMPREn, FMPPEn, and USER_REGn registers can be
tested before being committed; theBOOTCFG register cannot. To program theBOOTCFG register,
the value must be written into the Flash Memory Data (FMD) register before it is committed. The
BOOTCFG configuration cannot be tried and verified before committing to non-volatile memory.

Important: All Flash memory resident registers can only have bits changed from 1 to 0 by user
programming. The FMPREn, FMPPEn and BOOTCFG registers can be committed
multiple times, but the USER_REGn registers can only be committed once, after the
entire register has been set to 1s. After being committed, the USER_REGn registers
can only be returned to their factory default values of all 1s by performing the sequence
described in “Recovering a "Locked" Microcontroller” on page 213. The mass erase of
the main Flash memory array caused by the sequence is performed prior to restoring
these registers.

Table 8-3 on page 614 provides the FMA address required for commitment of each of the registers
and the source of the data to be written when the FMC register is written with a key value of 0xA442
or the PEKEY value of the FLPEKEY register. The key value used is determined by the KEY bit in
the BOOTCFG register at reset. If the KEY value is 0x0, the PEKEY value in the FLPEKEY register
is used for commits in the FMC/FMC2 register. If the KEY value is 0x1, the value 0xA442 is used
as the WRKEY in the FMC/FMC2 register. If the After writing the COMT bit, the user may poll the FMC
register to wait for the commit operation to complete.

Note: To ensure non-volatile register data integrity, non-volatile register commits should not be
interrupted with a power loss. If data integrity is compromised during a commit because of
a power loss, a toggle mass erase function can be performed to clear these registers. See
Table 8-3 on page 614 for the list of non-volatile registers.

Table 8-3. User-Programmable Flash Memory Resident Registers

Data SourceFMA ValueRegister to be Committed

FMPRE00x0000.0000FMPRE0

FMPRE10x0000.0002FMPRE1

FMPRE20x0000.0004FMPRE2

FMPRE30x0000.0006FMPRE3

FMPRE40x0000.0008FMPRE4

FMPRE50x0000.000AFMPRE5

FMPRE60x0000.000CFMPRE6

FMPRE70x0000.000EFMPRE7

FMPPE00x0000.0001FMPPE0

FMPPE10x0000.0003FMPPE1

FMPPE20x0000.0005FMPPE2
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Table 8-3. User-Programmable Flash Memory Resident Registers (continued)

Data SourceFMA ValueRegister to be Committed

FMPPE30x0000.0007FMPPE3

FMPPE40x0000.0009FMPPE4

FMPPE50x0000.000BFMPPE5

FMPPE60x0000.000DFMPPE6

FMPPE70x0000.000FFMPPE7

USER_REG00x8000.0000USER_REG0

USER_REG10x8000.0001USER_REG1

USER_REG20x8000.0002USER_REG2

USER_REG30x8000.0003USER_REG3

FMD0x7510.0000BOOTCFG

8.2.4 EEPROM
The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller includes an EEPROM with the following features:

■ 6Kbytes of memory accessible as 1536 32-bit words

■ 96 blocks of 16 words (64 bytes) each

■ Built-in wear leveling

■ Access protection per block

■ Lock protection option for the whole peripheral as well as per block using 32-bit to 96-bit unlock
codes (application selectable)

■ Interrupt support for write completion to avoid polling

■ Endurance of 500K writes (when writing at fixed offset in every alternate page in circular fashion)
to 15M operations (when cycling through two pages ) per each 2-page block.

8.2.4.1 Functional Description
The EEPROM module provides a well-defined register interface to support accesses to the EEPROM
with both a random access style of read and write as well as a rolling or sequential access scheme.

A protection mechanism allows locking EEPROM blocks to prevent writes under a set of
circumstances as well as reads under the same or different circumstances. The password model
allows the application to lock one or more EEPROM blocks to control access on 16-word boundaries.

Blocks

There are 96 blocks of 16 words each in the EEPROM. These are readable and writable as words.
Bytes and half-words can be read, and these accesses do not have to occur on a word boundary.
The entire word is read and any unneeded data is simply ignored. The EEPROM blocks are writable
only on a word basis. To write a byte, it is necessary to read the word value, modify the appropriate
byte, and write the word back.

Each block is addressable as an offset within the EEPROM, using a block select register. Each
word is offset addressable within the selected block.
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The current block is selected by the EEPROM Current Block (EEBLOCK) register. The current
offset is selected and checked for validity by the EEPROM Current Offset (EEOFFSET) register.
The application may write the EEOFFSET register any time, and it is also automatically incremented
when the EEPROM Read-Write with Increment (EERDWRINC) register is accessed. However,
the EERDWRINC register does not increment the block number, but instead wraps within the block.

Blocks are individually protectable. Attempts to read from a block for which the application does not
have permission return 0xFFFF.FFFF. Attempts to write into a block for which the application does
not have permission results in an error in the EEPROM Done Status (EEDONE) register.

Timing Considerations

After enabling or resetting the EEPROM module, software must wait until the WORKING bit in the
EEDONE register is clear before accessing any EEPROM registers.

Note: Software must ensure there are no Flash memory writes or erases pending before performing
an EEPROM operation. When the FMC register reads as 0x0000.00000 and the WRBUF bit
of the FMC2 register is clear, there are no Flash memory writes or erases pending.

EEPROM operations must be completed before entering Sleep or Deep-Sleep mode. Ensure the
EEPROM operations have completed by checking the EEPROM Done Status (EEDONE) register
before issuing a WFI instruction to enter Sleep or Deep-Sleep.

Writes to words within a block are delayed by a variable amount of time. The application may use
an interrupt to be notified when the write is done, or alternatively poll for the done status in the
EEDONE register. The variability ranges from the write timing of the EEPROM to the erase timing
of EEPROM, where the erase timing is less than the write timing of most external EEPROMs.

Depending on the CPU frequency, the application must program the EEPROM Clock High Time
(EBCHT), EEPROM Bank Clock Edge (EBCE) and the EEPROM Wait States (EWS) in the Memory
Timing Parameter Register 0 for Main Flash and EEPROM (MEMTIM0) register at System Control
Module offset 0x0C0.

Table 8-4. MEMTIM0 Register Configuration versus Frequency

EEPROM Wait
States (EWS)

EEPROM Bank
Clock Edge

(EBCE)

EEPROMBank Clock
High Time (EBCHT)

Time Period Range (t) in nsCPU Frequency range (f)
in MHz

0x010x062.516

0x100x262.5 > t ≥ 2516 < f ≤ 40

0x200x325 > t ≥ 16.6740 < f ≤60

0x300x416.67 > t ≥ 12.560< f ≤80

0x400x512.5 > t ≥ 1080 < f ≤100

0x500x610 > t ≥ 8.33100< f ≤120

Note: The associated Flash and EEPROM fields in the MEMTIM0 register must be programmed
to the same values. For example, the FWS field must be programmed to the same value as
the EWS field.

Locking and Passwords

The EEPROM can be locked at both the module level and the block level. The lock is controlled by
a password that is stored in the EEPROM Password (EEPASSn) registers and can be any 32-bit
to 96-bit value other than all 1s. Block 0 is the master block, the password for block 0 protects the
control registers as well as all other blocks. Each block can be further protected with a password
for that block.
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If a password is registered for block 0, then the whole module is locked at reset. As a result, the
EEBLOCK register cannot be changed from 0 until block 0 is unlocked.

A password registered with any block, including block 0, allows for protection rules that control
access of that block based on whether it is locked or unlocked. Generally, the lock can be used to
prevent write accesses when locked or can prevent read and write accesses when locked.

All password protected blocks are locked at reset. To unlock a block, the correct password value
must be written to the EEPROM Unlock (EEUNLOCK) register by writing to it once, twice, or three
times, depending on the size of the password. A block or the module may be re-locked by writing
0xFFFF.FFFF to the EEUNLOCK register because 0xFFFF.FFFF is not a valid password.

Protection and Access Control

The PROT protection field in the EEPROM Protection (EEPROT) register provides discrete control
of read and write access for each block which allows various protection models per block. The
protection configurations allowed are as follows:

■ PROT = 0x0

– Without password: Readable and writable at any time. This mode is the default when there
is no password.

– With password: Readable, but only writable when unlocked by the password. This mode is
the default when there is a password.

■ PROT = 0x1

– With password: Readable or writable only when unlocked.

– This value has no meaning when there is no password.

■ PROT = 0x2

– Without password: Readable but not writable.

– With password: Readable only when unlocked, not writable under any conditions.

Additionally, access protection may be applied based on the processor mode. This configuration
allows for supervisor-only access or supervisor and user access, which is the default. Supervisor-only
access mode also prevents access by the µDMA and Debugger.

Additionally, the master block may be used to control access protection for the protection mechanism
itself. If access control for block 0 is for supervisor only, then the whole module may only be accessed
in supervisor mode.

Hidden Blocks

Hiding provides a temporary form of protection. Every block except block 0 can be hidden, which
prevents all accesses until the next reset.

This mechanism can allow a boot or initialization routine to access some data which is then made
inaccessible to all further accesses. Because boot and initialization routines control the capabilities
of the application, hidden blocks provide a powerful isolation of the data when debug is disabled.

A typical use model would be to have the initialization code store passwords, keys, and/or hashes
to use for verification of the rest of the application. Once performed, the block is then hidden and
made inaccessible until the next reset which then re-enters the initialization code.
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Power and Reset Safety

Once the EEDONE register indicates that a location has been successfully written, the data is
retained until that location is written again. There is no power or reset race after theEEDONE register
indicates a write has completed.

Interrupt Control

The EEPROM module allows for an interrupt when a write completes to prevent the use of polling.
The interrupt can be used to drive an application ISR which can then write more words or verify
completion. The interrupt mechanism is used any time the EEDONE register goes from working to
done, whether because of an error or the successful completion of a program or erase operation.
This interrupt mechanism works for data writes, writes to password and protection registers, and
mass erase using the EEPROM Debug Mass Erase (EEDGBME) register. The EEPROM interrupt
is signaled to the core using the Flash memory interrupt vector. Software can determine that the
source of the interrupt was the EEPROM by examining bit 2 of the Flash Controller Masked
Interrupt Status and Clear (FCMISC) register.

Theory of Operation

The EEPROM operates using a traditional bank model which implements EEPROM-type cells, but
uses sector erase. Additionally, words are replicated in the blocks to allow 500K+ erase cycles when
needed, which means that each word has a latest version. As a result, a write creates a new version
of the word in a new location, making the previous value obsolete. When a block runs out of room
to store the latest version of a word, a copy buffer is used. The copy buffer copies the latest words
of each block. The original block is then erased. Finally, the copy buffer contents are copied back
to the block.

The EEPROM module includes functionality to prevent data corruption due to power-loss or a
brown-out event during programming or erase operations. These conditions prevent corruption of
non-targeted memory areas but cannot guarantee that the operation is completed successfully.
Refer to “EEPROM” on page 1846 for important timing information on EEPROM protection. The
EEPROM mechanism properly tracks all state information to provide complete safety and protection.
Although it should not normally be possible, errors during programming can occur in certain
circumstances, for example, the voltage rail dropping during programming. In these cases, the
EESUPP register can be used to know if a program or an erase had failed.

Debug Mass Erase

The EEPROM debug mass erase allows the developer to mass erase the EEPROM. For the mass
erase to occur correctly, there can be no active EEPROM operations. After the last EEPROM
operation, the application must ensure that no EEPROM registers are updated, including modifying
the EEBLOCK and the EEOFFSET registers without doing an actual read or write operation. To
hold off these operations, the application should reset the EEPROM module by setting the R0 bit in
the EEPROMSoftware Reset (SREEPROM) register, wait until WORKING bit in the EEPROMDone
Status (EEDONE) register is clear, and then enable the debug mass erase by setting the ME bit in
the EEPROM Debug Mass Erase (EEDBGME) register.

Error During Programming

Operations such as data-write, password set, protection set, and copy buffer erase may perform
multiple operations. For example, a normal write performs two underlying writes: the control word
write and the data write. If the control word writes but the data fails (for example, due to a voltage
drop), the overall write fails with indication provided in theEEDONE register. Failure and the corrective
action is broken down by the type of operation:
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■ If a normal write fails such that the control word is written but the data fails to write, the safe
course of action is to retry the operation once the system is otherwise stable, for example, when
the voltage is stabilized. After the retry, the control word and write data are advanced to the next
location.

■ If a password or protection write fails, the safe course of action is to retry the operation once the
system is otherwise stable. In the event that multi-word passwords may be written outside of a
manufacturing or bring-up mode, care must be taken to ensure all words are written in immediate
succession. If not, then partial password unlock would need to be supported to recover.

■ If the word write requires the block to be written to the copy buffer, then it is possible to fail or
lose power during the subsequent operations. A control word mechanism is used to track what
step the EEPROM was in if a failure occurs. If not completed, the EESUPP register indicates
the partial completion.

After a reset and prior to writing any data to the EEPROM, software must read the EESUPP register
and check for the presence of any error condition which may indicate that a write or erase was in
progress when the system was reset due to a voltage drop. If either the PRETRY or ERETRY bits are
set, the peripheral should be reset by setting and then clearing the R0 bit in the EEPROM Software
Reset (SREEPROM) register and waiting for the WORKING bit in the EEDONE register to clear
before again checking the EESUPP register for error indicators. This procedure should allow the
EEPROM to recover from the write or erase error. In very isolated cases, the EESUPP register may
continue to register an error after this operation, in which case the reset should be repeated. After
recovery, the application should rewrite the data which was being programmed when the initial
failure occurred.

Soft Reset Handling

The following soft resets should not be asserted during an EEPROM program or erase operation:

■ Software reset (SYSRESREQ)

■ Software peripheral reset

■ Watchdog reset (if configured as a system reset in the RESBEHAVCTL register)

■ MOSC failure reset

■ BOR reset (if configured as a system reset in the RESBEHAVCTL register)

■ External reset (if configured as a system reset in the RESBEHAVCTL register)

■ Writes to the HSSR register

The WORKING bit of the EEDONE register can be checked before the reset is asserted to see if an
EEPROM program or erase operation is occurring. Soft resets may occur when using a debugger
and should be avoided during an EEPROM operation. A reset such as the Watchdog reset can be
mapped to an external reset using a GPIO, or Hibernate can be entered, if time is not a concern.

Endurance

Endurance is per meta-block which is 8 blocks. Endurance is measured in two ways:

1. To the application, it is the number of writes that can be performed.

2. To the microcontroller, it is the number of erases that can be performed on the meta-block.
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Because of the second measure, the number of writes depends on how the writes are performed.
For example:

■ One word can be written more than 500K times, but, these writes impact the meta-block that the
word is within. As a result, writing one word 500K times, then trying to write a nearby word 500K
times is not assured to work. To ensure success, the words should be written more in parallel.

■ All words can be written in a sweep with a total of more than 500K sweeps which updates all
words more than 500K times.

■ Different words can be written such that any or all words can be written more than 500K times
when write counts per word stay about the same. For example, offset 0 could be written 3 times,
then offset 1 could be written 2 times, then offset 2 is written 4 times, then offset 1 is written
twice, then offset 0 is written again. As a result, all 3 offsets would have 4 writes at the end of
the sequence. This kind of balancing within 7 writes maximizes the endurance of different words
within the same meta-block.

8.2.4.2 EEPROM Initialization and Configuration
Before writing to any EEPROM registers, the clock to the EEPROM module must be enabled through
the EEPROM Run Mode Clock Gating Control (RCGCEEPROM) register (see page 400) and the
following initialization steps must be executed:

1. Insert delay (6 cycles plus function call overhead).

2. Poll the WORKING bit in the EEPROMDone Status (EEDONE) register until it is clear, indicating
that the EEPROM has completed its power-on initialization. When WORKING=0, continue.

3. Read the PRETRY and ERETRY bits in the EEPROM Support Control and Status (EESUPP)
register. If either of the bits are set, return an error, else continue.

4. Reset the EEPROM module using the EEPROM Software Reset (SREEPROM) register at
offset 0x558 in the System Control register space.

5. Insert delay (6 cycles plus function call overhead).

6. Poll the WORKING bit in the EEPROM Done Status (EEDONE) register to determine when it is
clear. When WORKING=0, continue.

7. Read the PRETRY and ERETRY bits in the EESUPP register. If either of the bits are set, return
an error, else the EEPROM initialization is complete and software may use the peripheral as
normal.

Important: Failure to perform these initialization steps after a reset may lead to incorrect operation
or permanent data loss if the EEPROM is later written.

If the PRETRY or ERETRY bits are set in the ESUPP register, the EEPROM was unable
to recover its state. If power is stable when this occurs, this indicates a fatal error and
is likely an indication that the EEPROM memory has exceeded its specified lifetime
write/erase specification. If the supply voltage is unstable when this return code is
observed, retrying the operation once the voltage is stabilized may clear the error.

The EEPROM initialization function code is named EEPROMinit( ) in TivaWare, which can be
downloaded from http://www.ti.com/tivaware.
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8.2.5 Bus Matrix Memory Accesses
The following table identifies the Bus Masters and their access to the various memories on the bus
matrix.

Table 8-5. Master Memory Access Availability

External Memory
Access (via EPI)

EEPROM
Access

SRAM AccessROM AccessFlash AccessMaster

YesYesYesYes (read-only)YesCPU Instruction Bus

YesYes-Yes (read-only)YesCPU Data Bus

YesYesYes-Yes (read-only,
Run-Mode-only)

µDMA

--Yes--Ethernet Module

--Yes--USB

8.3 Register Map
Table 8-6 on page 621 lists the ROM Controller register and the Flash memory control registers. The
offset listed is a hexadecimal increment to the register's address. The Flash memory register offsets
are relative to the Flash memory control base address of 0x400F.D000. The EEPROM registers
are relative to the EEPROM base address of 0x400A.F000. The ROM control and Flash memory
protection register offsets are relative to the System Control base address of 0x400F.E000.

Table 8-6. Flash Register Map

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

Internal Memory Registers (Internal Memory Control Offset)

624Flash Memory Address0x0000.0000RWFMA0x000

625Flash Memory Data0x0000.0000RWFMD0x004

626Flash Memory Control0x0000.0000RWFMC0x008

629Flash Controller Raw Interrupt Status0x0000.0000ROFCRIS0x00C

632Flash Controller Interrupt Mask0x0000.0000RWFCIM0x010

634Flash Controller Masked Interrupt Status and Clear0x0000.0000RW1CFCMISC0x014

637Flash Memory Control 20x0000.0000RWFMC20x020

638Flash Write Buffer Valid0x0000.0000RWFWBVAL0x030

639Flash Program/Erase Key0x0000.FFFFROFLPEKEY0x03C

640Flash Write Buffer n0x0000.0000RWFWBn0x100 -
0x17C

641Flash Peripheral Properties0xF014.00FFROFLASHPP0xFC0

643SRAM Size0x0000.03FFROSSIZE0xFC4

644Flash Configuration Register0x0000.0000RWFLASHCONF0xFC8

646ROM Third-Party Software0x0000.0000ROROMSWMAP0xFCC

648Flash DMA Address Size0x0000.0000RWFLASHDMASZ0xFD0
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Table 8-6. Flash Register Map (continued)

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

649Flash DMA Starting Address0x0000.0000RWFLASHDMAST0xFD4

EEPROM Registers (EEPROM Control Offset)

650EEPROM Size Information0x0060.0600ROEESIZE0x000

651EEPROM Current Block0x0000.0000RWEEBLOCK0x004

652EEPROM Current Offset0x0000.0000RWEEOFFSET0x008

653EEPROM Read-Write-RWEERDWR0x010

654EEPROM Read-Write with Increment-RWEERDWRINC0x014

655EEPROM Done Status0x0000.0000ROEEDONE0x018

657EEPROM Support Control and Status-RWEESUPP0x01C

658EEPROM Unlock-RWEEUNLOCK0x020

659EEPROM Protection0x0000.0000RWEEPROT0x030

661EEPROM Password-RWEEPASS00x034

661EEPROM Password-RWEEPASS10x038

661EEPROM Password-RWEEPASS20x03C

662EEPROM Interrupt0x0000.0000RWEEINT0x040

663EEPROM Block Hide 00x0000.0000RWEEHIDE00x050

664EEPROM Block Hide 10x0000.0000RWEEHIDE10x054

664EEPROM Block Hide 20x0000.0000RWEEHIDE20x058

665EEPROM Debug Mass Erase0x0000.0000RWEEDBGME0x080

666EEPROM Peripheral Properties0x0000.01FFROEEPROMPP0xFC0

Memory Registers (System Control Offset)

667Reset Vector Pointer0x0101.FFF0RORVP0x0D4

672Boot Configuration0xFFFF.FFFEROBOOTCFG0x1D0

675User Register 00xFFFF.FFFFW0USER_REG00x1E0

675User Register 10xFFFF.FFFFW0USER_REG10x1E4

675User Register 20xFFFF.FFFFW0USER_REG20x1E8

675User Register 30xFFFF.FFFFW0USER_REG30x1EC

668Flash Memory Protection Read Enable 00xFFFF.FFFFRWFMPRE00x200

668Flash Memory Protection Read Enable 10xFFFF.FFFFRWFMPRE10x204

668Flash Memory Protection Read Enable 20xFFFF.FFFFRWFMPRE20x208

668Flash Memory Protection Read Enable 30xFFFF.FFFFRWFMPRE30x20C

668Flash Memory Protection Read Enable 40xFFFF.FFFFRWFMPRE40x210
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Table 8-6. Flash Register Map (continued)

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

668Flash Memory Protection Read Enable 50xFFFF.FFFFRWFMPRE50x214

668Flash Memory Protection Read Enable 60xFFFF.FFFFRWFMPRE60x218

668Flash Memory Protection Read Enable 70xFFFF.FFFFRWFMPRE70x21C

670Flash Memory Protection Program Enable 00xFFFF.FFFFRWFMPPE00x400

670Flash Memory Protection Program Enable 10xFFFF.FFFFRWFMPPE10x404

670Flash Memory Protection Program Enable 20xFFFF.FFFFRWFMPPE20x408

670Flash Memory Protection Program Enable 30xFFFF.FFFFRWFMPPE30x40C

670Flash Memory Protection Program Enable 40xFFFF.FFFFRWFMPPE40x410

670Flash Memory Protection Program Enable 50xFFFF.FFFFRWFMPPE50x414

670Flash Memory Protection Program Enable 60xFFFF.FFFFRWFMPPE60x418

670Flash Memory Protection Program Enable 70xFFFF.FFFFRWFMPPE70x41C

8.4 Internal Memory Register Descriptions (Internal Memory Control
Offset)
This section lists and describes the memory control registers, in numerical order by address offset.
Registers in this section are relative to the memory control base address of 0x400F.D000.
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Register 1: Flash Memory Address (FMA), offset 0x000
During a write operation, this register contains a 4-byte-aligned address and specifies where the
data is written. During erase operations for flash space that is not user configurable (that is, FMPREn,
FMPPEn,USER_REGn,BOOTCFG), this register contains a 16 KB-aligned CPU byte address and
specifies which block is erased. Note that the alignment requirements must be met by software or
the results of the operation are unpredictable.

Flash Memory Address (FMA)
Base 0x400F.D000
Offset 0x000
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

OFFSETreserved

RWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

OFFSET

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved31:19

Address Offset
Address offset in Flash memory where operation is performed, except
for non-volatile registers (see “Non-Volatile Register Programming--
Flash Memory Resident Registers” on page 613 for details on values for
this field).

0x0RWOFFSET18:0
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Register 2: Flash Memory Data (FMD), offset 0x004
This register contains the data to be written during the programming cycle. Note that the contents
of this register are undefined for a read access of an execute-only block. This register is not used
during erase cycles.

Flash Memory Data (FMD)
Base 0x400F.D000
Offset 0x004
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

DATA

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DATA

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Data Value
Data value for write operation.

0x0000.0000RWDATA31:0
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Register 3: Flash Memory Control (FMC), offset 0x008
When this register is written, the Flash memory controller initiates the appropriate access cycle for
the location specified by the Flash Memory Address (FMA) register (see page 624). If the access
is a write access, the data contained in the Flash Memory Data (FMD) register (see page 625) is
written to the specified address.

For non-volatile registers, FMPREn, FMPPEn, USER_REGn, and USER_REGn, the respective
register is programmed with the value to be written rather than the FMD register.

This register must be the final register written and initiates the memory operation. The four control
bits in the lower byte of this register are used to initiate memory operations.

Care must be taken not to set multiple control bits as the results of such an operation are
unpredictable.

Flash Memory Control (FMC)
Base 0x400F.D000
Offset 0x008
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

WRKEY

WOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

WRITEERASEMERASECOMTreserved

RWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Flash Memory Write Key
This field contains a write key, which is used to minimize the incidence
of accidental Flash memory writes. The value 0xA442 or the PEKEY
value in the FLPEKEY register must be written into this field for a Flash
memory write to occur. The use of 0xA442 or PEKEY is dependent on
the value of the KEY bit in the BOOTCFG register at 0x1D0.
Writes to the FMC register without this WRKEY value are ignored. A read
of this field returns the value 0.

0x0000WOWRKEY31:16

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved15:4
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Commit Register Value
This bit is used to commit writes to Flash-memory-resident registers
and to monitor the progress of that process.

DescriptionValue

A write of 0 has no effect on the state of this bit.
When read, a 0 indicates that the previous commit access is
complete.

0

Set this bit to commit (write) the register value to a
Flash-memory-resident register.
When read, a 1 indicates that the previous commit access is
not complete.

1

See “Non-Volatile Register Programming-- Flash Memory Resident
Registers” on page 613 for more information on programming
Flash-memory-resident registers.

0RWCOMT3

Mass Erase Flash Memory
This bit is used to mass erase the Flash main memory and to monitor
the progress of that process.

DescriptionValue

A write of 0 has no effect on the state of this bit.
When read, a 0 indicates that the previous mass erase access
is complete.

0

Set this bit to erase the Flash main memory.
When read, a 1 indicates that the previous mass erase access
is not complete.

1

For information on erase time, see “Flash Memory” on page 1845.

0RWMERASE2

Erase a Page of Flash Memory
This bit is used to erase a page of Flash memory and to monitor the
progress of that process.

DescriptionValue

A write of 0 has no effect on the state of this bit.
When read, a 0 indicates that the previous page erase access
is complete.

0

Set this bit to erase the Flash memory page specified by the
contents of the FMA register.
When read, a 1 indicates that the previous page erase access
is not complete.

1

For information on erase time, see “Flash Memory” on page 1845.

0RWERASE1
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Write a Word into Flash Memory
This bit is used to write a word into Flash memory and to monitor the
progress of that process.

DescriptionValue

A write of 0 has no effect on the state of this bit.
When read, a 0 indicates that the previous write update access
is complete.

0

Set this bit to write the data stored in the FMD register into the
Flash memory location specified by the contents of the FMA
register.
When read, a 1 indicates that the write update access is not
complete.

1

For information on programming time, see “Flash Memory” on page 1845.

0RWWRITE0
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Register 4: Flash Controller Raw Interrupt Status (FCRIS), offset 0x00C
This register indicates that the Flash memory controller has an interrupt condition. An interrupt is
sent to the interrupt controller only if the corresponding FCIM register bit is set.

Flash Controller Raw Interrupt Status (FCRIS)
Base 0x400F.D000
Offset 0x00C
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

ARISPRISERISreservedVOLTRISINVDRISERRISreservedPROGRISreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:14

Program Verify Error Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred.0

An interrupt is pending because the verify of a PROGRAM
operation failed. If this error occurs when using the Flash write
buffer, software must inspect the affected words to determine
where the error occurred.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the PROGMISC bit in the FCMISC
register.

0ROPROGRIS13

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved12

Erase Verify Error Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred.0

An interrupt is pending because the verify of an ERASE
operation failed. If this error occurs when using the Flash write
buffer, software must inspect the affected words to determine
where the error occurred.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the ERMISC bit in the FCMISC
register.

0ROERRIS11
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Invalid Data Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred.0

An interrupt is pending because a bit that was previously
programmed as a 0 is now being requested to be programmed
as a 1.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the INVMISC bit in the FCMISC
register.

0ROINVDRIS10

Pump Voltage Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred.0

An interrupt is pending because the regulated voltage of the
pump went out of spec during the Flash operation and the
operation was terminated.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the VOLTMISC bit in the FCMISC
register.

0ROVOLTRIS9

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved8:3

EEPROM Raw Interrupt Status
This bit provides status EEPROM operation.

DescriptionValue

An EEPROM interrupt has not occurred.0

An EEPROM interrupt has occurred.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the EMISC bit in the FCMISC register.

0ROERIS2

Programming Raw Interrupt Status
This bit provides status on programming cycles which are write or erase
actions generated through the FMC or FMC2 register bits (see page 626
and page 637).

DescriptionValue

The programming or erase cycle has not completed.0

The programming or erase cycle has completed.1

This status is sent to the interrupt controller when the PMASK bit in the
FCIM register is set.
This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the PMISC bit in the FCMISC register.

0ROPRIS1
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Access Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No access has tried to improperly program or erase the Flash
memory.

0

A program or erase action was attempted on a block of Flash
memory that contradicts the protection policy for that block as
set in the FMPPEn registers.

1

This status is sent to the interrupt controller when the AMASK bit in the
FCIM register is set.
This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the AMISC bit in the FCMISC register.

0ROARIS0
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Register 5: Flash Controller Interrupt Mask (FCIM), offset 0x010
This register controls whether the Flash memory controller generates interrupts to the controller.

Flash Controller Interrupt Mask (FCIM)
Base 0x400F.D000
Offset 0x010
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

AMASKPMASKEMASKreservedVOLTMASKINVDMASKERMASKreservedPROGMASKreserved

RWRWRWRORORORORORORWRWRWRORWROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:14

Program Verify Error Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The PROGRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the
interrupt controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the PROGRIS
bit is set.

1

0RWPROGMASK13

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved12

Erase Verify Error Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The ERRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the interrupt
controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the ERRIS
bit is set.

1

0RWERMASK11

Invalid Data Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The INVDRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the
interrupt controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the INVDRIS
bit is set.

1

0RWINVDMASK10
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Pump Voltage Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The VOLTRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the
interrupt controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the VOLTRIS
bit is set.

1

0RWVOLTMASK9

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved8:3

EEPROM Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The ERIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the interrupt
controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the ERIS bit
is set.

1

0RWEMASK2

Programming Interrupt Mask
This bit controls the reporting of the programming raw interrupt status
to the interrupt controller.

DescriptionValue

The PRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the interrupt
controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the PRIS bit
is set.

1

0RWPMASK1

Access Interrupt Mask
This bit controls the reporting of the access raw interrupt status to the
interrupt controller.

DescriptionValue

The ARIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the interrupt
controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the ARIS bit
is set.

1

0RWAMASK0
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Register 6: Flash Controller Masked Interrupt Status and Clear (FCMISC),
offset 0x014
This register provides two functions. First, it reports the cause of an interrupt by indicating which
interrupt source or sources are signalling the interrupt. Second, it serves as the method to clear the
interrupt reporting.

Flash Controller Masked Interrupt Status and Clear (FCMISC)
Base 0x400F.D000
Offset 0x014
Type RW1C, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

AMISCPMISCEMISCreservedVOLTMISCINVDMISCERMISCreservedPROGMISCreserved

RW1CRW1CRW1CRORORORORORORW1CRW1CRW1CRORW1CROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:14

PROGVER Masked Interrupt Status and Clear

DescriptionValue

When read, a 0 indicates that an interrupt has not occurred.
A write of 0 has no effect on the state of this bit.

0

When read, a 1 indicates that an unmasked interrupt was
signaled.
Writing a 1 to this bit clears PROGMISC and also the PROGRIS
bit in the FCRIS register (see page 629).

1

0RW1CPROGMISC13

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved12

ERVER Masked Interrupt Status and Clear

DescriptionValue

When read, a 0 indicates that an interrupt has not occurred.
A write of 0 has no effect on the state of this bit.

0

When read, a 1 indicates that an unmasked interrupt was
signaled.
Writing a 1 to this bit clears ERMISC and also the ERRIS bit in
the FCRIS register (see page 629).

1

0RW1CERMISC11
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Invalid Data Masked Interrupt Status and Clear

DescriptionValue

When read, a 0 indicates that an interrupt has not occurred.
A write of 0 has no effect on the state of this bit.

0

When read, a 1 indicates that an unmasked interrupt was
signaled.
Writing a 1 to this bit clears INVDMISC and also the INVDRIS
bit in the FCRIS register (see page 629).

1

0RW1CINVDMISC10

VOLT Masked Interrupt Status and Clear

DescriptionValue

When read, a 0 indicates that an interrupt has not occurred.
A write of 0 has no effect on the state of this bit.

0

When read, a 1 indicates that an unmasked interrupt was
signaled.
Writing a 1 to this bit clears VOLTMISC and also the VOLTRIS
bit in the FCRIS register (see page 629).

1

0RW1CVOLTMISC9

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved8:3

EEPROM Masked Interrupt Status and Clear

DescriptionValue

When read, a 0 indicates that an interrupt has not occurred.
A write of 0 has no effect on the state of this bit.

0

When read, a 1 indicates that an unmasked interrupt was
signaled.
Writing a 1 to this bit clears EMISC and also the ERIS bit in the
FCRIS register (see page 629).

1

0RW1CEMISC2

Programming Masked Interrupt Status and Clear

DescriptionValue

When read, a 0 indicates that a programming cycle complete
interrupt has not occurred.
A write of 0 has no effect on the state of this bit.

0

When read, a 1 indicates that an unmasked interrupt was
signaled because a programming cycle completed.
Writing a 1 to this bit clears PMISC and also the PRIS bit in the
FCRIS register (see page 629).

1

0RW1CPMISC1
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Access Masked Interrupt Status and Clear

DescriptionValue

When read, a 0 indicates that no improper accesses have
occurred.
A write of 0 has no effect on the state of this bit.

0

When read, a 1 indicates that an unmasked interrupt was
signaled because a program or erase action was attempted on
a block of Flash memory that contradicts the protection policy
for that block as set in the FMPPEn registers.
Writing a 1 to this bit clears AMISC and also the ARIS bit in the
FCRIS register (see page 629).

1

0RW1CAMISC0
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Register 7: Flash Memory Control 2 (FMC2), offset 0x020
When this register is written, the Flash memory controller initiates the appropriate access cycle for
the location specified by the Flash Memory Address (FMA) register (see page 624). If the access
is a write access, the data contained in the Flash Write Buffer (FWB) registers is written.

This register must be the final register written as it initiates the memory operation.

Flash Memory Control 2 (FMC2)
Base 0x400F.D000
Offset 0x020
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

WRKEY

WOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

WRBUFreserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Flash Memory Write Key
This field contains a write key, which is used to minimize the incidence
of accidental Flash memory writes. There are two options for the WRKEY
value:
If the KEY value in the BOOTCFG register is 0x1 at reset, the value
0xA442 is used as a key enable to initiate the appropriate access cycle
for the location specified by the address in the FMA register.
If the KEY value in the BOOTCFG register is 0x0 at reset, the value
programmed in the FLPEKEY register is used as a key enable to initiate
the appropriate access cycle for the location specified by the address
in the FMA register.
Writes to the FMC2 register without this WRKEY value are ignored. A
read of this field returns the value 0.

0x0000WOWRKEY31:16

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x000ROreserved15:1

Buffered Flash Memory Write
This bit is used to start a buffered write to Flash memory.

DescriptionValue

A write of 0 has no effect on the state of this bit.
When read, a 0 indicates that the previous buffered Flash
memory write access is complete.

0

Set this bit to write the data stored in the FWBn registers to the
location specified by the contents of the FMA register.
When read, a 1 indicates that the previous buffered Flash
memory write access is not complete.

1

For information on programming time, see “Flash Memory” on page 1845.

0RWWRBUF0
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Register 8: Flash Write Buffer Valid (FWBVAL), offset 0x030
This register provides a bitwise status of which FWBn registers have been written by the processor
since the last write of the Flash memory write buffer. The entries with a 1 are written on the next
write of the Flash memory write buffer. This register is cleared after the write operation by hardware.
A protection violation on the write operation also clears this status.

Software can program the same 32 words to various Flash memory locations by setting the FWB[n]
bits after they are cleared by the write operation. The next write operation then uses the same data
as the previous one. In addition, if a FWBn register change should not be written to Flash memory,
software can clear the corresponding FWB[n] bit to preserve the existing data when the next write
operation occurs.

Flash Write Buffer Valid (FWBVAL)
Base 0x400F.D000
Offset 0x030
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

FWB[n]

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

FWB[n]

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Flash Memory Write Buffer

DescriptionValue

The corresponding FWBn register has no new data to be written.0

The corresponding FWBn register has been updated since the
last buffer write operation and is ready to be written to Flash
memory.

1

Bit 0 corresponds to FWB0, offset 0x100, and bit 31 corresponds to
FWB31, offset 0x13C.

0x0RWFWB[n]31:0
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Register 9: Flash Program/Erase Key (FLPEKEY), offset 0x03C
This register provides a mechanism for protection from inadvertent writes to flash by supplying a
16-bit key . If the KEY value in the BOOTCFG register is 0, then this value is used as the 16-bit key
in place of 0xA442 in the FMC/FMC2 registers for committed flash writes.

This can be used for cases where a new image is downloaded and the first word of the new image
has the 16-bit key value to be used for that product. This 16-bit key is used to allow the write to FMC
or FMC2 to take place.

Flash Program/Erase Key (FLPEKEY)
Base 0x400F.D000
Offset 0x03C
Type RO, reset 0x0000.FFFF

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PEKEY

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1111111111111111Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:16

Key Value
When a value other than all 1s or all 0s, this 16-bit value is used as the
"match" for the upper 16-bits of the register FMC and FMC2 keys.

0xFFFFROPEKEY15:0
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Register 10: Flash Write Buffer n (FWBn), offset 0x100 - 0x17C
These 32 registers hold the contents of the data to be written into the Flash memory on a buffered
Flash memory write operation. The offset selects one of the 32-bit registers. Only FWBn registers
that have been updated since the preceding buffered Flash memory write operation are written into
the Flash memory, so it is not necessary to write the entire bank of registers in order to write 1 or
2 words. The FWBn registers are written into the Flash memory with the FWB0 register corresponding
to the address contained in FMA. FWB1 is written to the address FMA+0x4 etc. Note that only data
bits that are 0 result in the Flash memory being modified. A data bit that is 1 leaves the content of
the Flash memory bit at its previous value.

Flash Write Buffer n (FWBn)
Base 0x400F.D000
Offset 0x100 - 0x17C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

DATA

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DATA

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Data
Data to be written into the Flash memory.

0x0000.0000RWDATA31:0
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Register 11: Flash Peripheral Properties (FLASHPP), offset 0xFC0

Flash Peripheral Properties (FLASHPP)
Base 0x400F.D000
Offset 0xFC0
Type RO, reset 0xF014.00FF

16171819202122232425262728293031

MAINSSEESSreservedDFAFMMPFCreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0010100000001110Reset

0123456789101112131415

SIZE

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1111111100000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31

Prefetch Buffer Mode

DescriptionValue

Single set of 2x256-bit buffers used.0

Two sets of 2x256-bit prefetch buffers are available to use and
may be enabled through the FLASHCONF register.

1

0x1ROPFC30

Flash Mirror Mode

DescriptionValue

Mirror Mode not available.0

Flash Mirror Mode is available to be enabled or disabled by user
through FLASHCONF register.

1

0x1ROFMM29

DMA Flash Access

Note: µDMA can only access flash in Run Mode (not available in
low power modes).

DescriptionValue

DMA cannot be used to access Flash0

DMA may access the Flash memory range specified by the
FLASHDMAST and FLASHDMASZ registers

1

0x1RODFA28

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved27:23
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

EEPROM Sector Size of the physical bank

DescriptionValue

1 KB0x0

2 KB0x1

4 KB0x2

8 KB0x3

reserved0x4-0x7

0x2ROEESS22:19

Flash Sector Size of the physical bank

DescriptionValue

1 KB0x0

2 KB0x1

4 KB0x2

8 KB0x3

16 KB0x4

reserved0x5-0x7

0x4ROMAINSS18:16

Flash Size
Indicates the size of the on-chip Flash memory

DescriptionValue

512 KB of Flash0x00FF

0xFFROSIZE15:0
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Register 12: SRAM Size (SSIZE), offset 0xFC4
This register indicates the size of the on-chip SRAM.

Important: This register should be used to determine the size of the SRAM that is implemented
on this microcontroller.

SRAM Size (SSIZE)
Base 0x400F.D000
Offset 0xFC4
Type RO, reset 0x0000.03FF

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

SIZE

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1111111111000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved31:16

SRAM Size
Indicates the size of the on-chip SRAM.

DescriptionValue

256 KB of SRAM0x03FF

0x3FFROSIZE15:0
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Register 13: Flash Configuration Register (FLASHCONF), offset 0xFC8
The FLASHCONF register allows the user to enable or disable various properties of the Flash. The
force bits, FBFON and FBFOFF, can be used to test code performance and execution by turning the
prefetch buffers on and subsequently forcing them off.

Flash Configuration Register (FLASHCONF)
Base 0x400F.D000
Offset 0xFC8
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

FPFOFFFPFONreservedCLRTVreservedSPFEFMMEreserved

RWRWRORORWRORORORORORORORORWRWROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31

Flash Mirror Mode Enable

DescriptionValue

Flash mirror mode is disabled.0

Flash mirror mode feature is enabled. Access to the lower banks
is translated to upper.

1

0x0RWFMME30

Single Prefetch Mode Enable

DescriptionValue

A 4x256-bit prefetch buffer is enabled and used.0

A single 2x256-bit prefetch buffer is enabled and used.1

0x0RWSPFE29

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x000ROreserved28:21

Clear Valid Tags
This is a self-clearing bit.

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Clear valid tags in the prefetch buffer.1

0RWCLRTV20

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved19:18
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Force Prefetch On

DescriptionValue

No effect0

Force prefetch buffers to be enabled.1

0RWFPFON17

Force Prefetch Off

DescriptionValue

No effect0

Force prefetch buffers to be disabled.1

0RWFPFOFF16

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved15:0
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Register 14: ROM Third-Party Software (ROMSWMAP), offset 0xFCC
This register indicates the presence of third-party software in the on-chip ROM. ROMSWMAP
enables the ROM apertures that are available.

ROM Third-Party Software (ROMSWMAP)
Base 0x400F.D000
Offset 0xFCC
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

SW0ENSW1ENSW2ENSW3ENSW4ENSW5ENSW6ENSW7EN

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved31:16

ROM SW Region 7 Availability

DescriptionValue

Software region not available to the core.0x0

Region available to core0x1

reserved0x2-0x3

0x0ROSW7EN15:14

ROM SW Region 6 Availability

DescriptionValue

Software region not available to the core.0x0

Region available to core0x1

reserved0x2-0x3

0x0ROSW6EN13:12

ROM SW Region 5 Availability

DescriptionValue

Software region not available to the core.0x0

Region available to core0x1

reserved0x2-0x3

0x0ROSW5EN11:10

ROM SW Region 4 Availability

DescriptionValue

Software region not available to the core.0x0

Region available to core0x1

reserved0x2-0x3

0x0ROSW4EN9:8
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

ROM SW Region 3 Availability

DescriptionValue

Software region not available to the core.0x0

Region available to core0x1

reserved0x2-0x3

0x0ROSW3EN7:6

ROM SW Region 2 Availability

DescriptionValue

Software region not available to the core.0x0

Region available to core0x1

reserved0x2-0x3

0x0ROSW2EN5:4

ROM SW Region 1 Availability

DescriptionValue

Software region not available to the core.0x0

Region available to core0x1

reserved0x2-0x3

0x0ROSW1EN3:2

ROM SW Region 0 Availability

DescriptionValue

Software region not available to the core.0x0

Region available to core0x1

reserved0x2-0x3

0x0ROSW0EN1:0
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Register 15: Flash DMA Address Size (FLASHDMASZ), offset 0xFD0
The FLASHDMASZ register contains the area of Flash that the µDMA can access.

Note: The µDMA can access Flash in Run Mode only (not available in low power modes).

Flash DMA Address Size (FLASHDMASZ)
Base 0x400F.D000
Offset 0xFD0
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

SIZEreserved

RWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

SIZE

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:18

µDMA-accessible Memory Size
The size of the region addressable by the µDMA. Note that the DFA bit
must be set in the FLASHPP register before this value can be
programmed. Size of region is defined as 2*(SIZE + 1) KB.

0x0RWSIZE17:0
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Register 16: Flash DMA Starting Address (FLASHDMAST), offset 0xFD4
The starting address for the Flash region accessible by the µDMA is programmed in the
FLASHDMAST register.

Note: The µDMA can access Flash in Run Mode only (not available in low power modes).

Flash DMA Starting Address (FLASHDMAST)
Base 0x400F.D000
Offset 0xFD4
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

ADDRreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

reservedADDR

RORORORORORORORORORORORWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved31:29

Contains the starting address of the flash region accessible by µDMA
if the FLASHPP register DFA bit is set

0x0RWADDR28:11

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved10:0

8.5 EEPROM Register Descriptions (EEPROM Offset)
This section lists and describes the EEPROM registers, in numerical order by address offset.
Registers in this section are relative to the EEPROM base address of 0x400A.F000.

Note that the EEPROM module clock must be enabled before the registers can be programmed
(see page 400). There must be a delay of 3 system clocks after the EEPROM module clock is enabled
before any EEPROM module registers are accessed. In addition, after enabling or resetting the
EEPROM module, software must wait until the WORKING bit in the EEDONE register is clear before
accessing any EEPROM registers.
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Register 17: EEPROM Size Information (EESIZE), offset 0x000
The EESIZE register indicates the number of 16-word blocks and 32-bit words in the EEPROM.

EEPROM Size Information (EESIZE)
Base 0x400A.F000
Offset 0x000
Type RO, reset 0x0060.0600

16171819202122232425262728293031

BLKCNTreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000011000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

WORDCNT

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000001100000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:27

Number of 16-Word Blocks
This value encoded in this field describes the number of 16-word blocks
in the EEPROM.

0x60ROBLKCNT26:16

Number of 32-Bit Words
This value encoded in this field describes the number of 32-bit words
in the EEPROM.

0x600ROWORDCNT15:0
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Register 18: EEPROM Current Block (EEBLOCK), offset 0x004
The EEBLOCK register is used to select the EEPROM block for subsequent reads, writes, and
protection control. The value is a page offset into the EEPROM, such that the first block is 0, then
second block is 1, etc. Each block contains 16 words. Attempts to set an invalid block causes the
BLOCK field to be configured to 0. To verify that the intended block is being accessed, software can
read the BLOCK field after it has been written. An invalid block can be either a non-existent block or
a block that has been hidden using the EEHIDE register. Note that block 0 cannot be hidden.

EEPROM Current Block (EEBLOCK)
Base 0x400A.F000
Offset 0x004
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

BLOCK

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00000ROreserved31:16

Current Block
This field specifies the block in the EEPROM that is selected for
subsequent accesses. Once this field is configured, the read-write
registers operate against the specified block, using the EEOFFSET
register to select the word within the block. Additionally, the protection
and unlock registers are used for the selected block. The maximum
value that can be written into this register is determined by the block
count, as indicated by the EESIZE register. Attempts to write this field
larger than the maximum number of blocks or to a locked block causes
this field to be configured to 0.

0x0000RWBLOCK15:0
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Register 19: EEPROM Current Offset (EEOFFSET), offset 0x008
The EEOFFSET register is used to select the EEPROM word to read or write within the block
selected by the EEBLOCK register. The value is a word offset into the block. Because accesses to
the EERDWRINC register change the offset, software can read the contents of this register to
determine the current offset.

EEPROM Current Offset (EEOFFSET)
Base 0x400A.F000
Offset 0x008
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

OFFSETreserved

RWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:4

Current Address Offset
This value is the current address specified as an offset into the block
selected by the EEBLOCK register. Once configured, the read-write
registers, EERDRWR and EERDWRINC, operate against that address.
The offset is automatically incremented by the EERDWRINC register,
with wrap around within the block, which means the offset is incremented
from 15 back to 0.

0x0RWOFFSET3:0
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Register 20: EEPROM Read-Write (EERDWR), offset 0x010
The EERDWR register is used to read or write the EEPROM word at the address pointed to by the
EEBLOCK and EEOFFSET registers. If the protection or access rules do not permit access, the
operation is handled as follows: if reading is not allowed, the value 0xFFFF.FFFF is returned in all
cases; if writing is not allowed, the EEDONE register is configured to indicate an error.

Note: A read of the EERDWR register during the EEPROM initialization sequence is only valid
when the WORKING bit is 0 in EEDONE register:

EEPROM Read-Write (EERDWR)
Base 0x400A.F000
Offset 0x010
Type RW, reset -

16171819202122232425262728293031

VALUE

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
----------------Reset

0123456789101112131415

VALUE

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
----------------Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

EEPROM Read or Write Data
On a read, this field contains the value at the word pointed to by
EEOFFSET. On a write, this field contains the data to be stored at the
word pointed to by EEOFFSET. For writes, configuring this field starts
the write process. If protection and access rules do not permit reads,
all 1s are returned. If protection and access rules do not permit writes,
the write fails and the EEDONE register indicates failure.

-RWVALUE31:0
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Register 21: EEPROMRead-Write with Increment (EERDWRINC), offset 0x014
The EERDWRINC register is used to read or write the EEPROM word at the address pointed to by
the EEBLOCK and EEOFFSET registers, and then increment the OFFSET field in the EEOFFSET
register. If the protection or access rules do not permit access, the operation is handled as follows:
if reading is not allowed, the value 0xFFFF.FFFF is returned in all cases; if writing is not allowed,
the EEDONE register is configured to indicate an error. In any case, the OFFSET field is incremented.
If the last value is reached, OFFSET wraps around to 0 and points to the first word.

Note: A read of the EERDWRINC register during the EEPROM initialization sequence is only valid
when the WORKING bit is 0 in EEDONE register:

EEPROM Read-Write with Increment (EERDWRINC)
Base 0x400A.F000
Offset 0x014
Type RW, reset -

16171819202122232425262728293031

VALUE

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
----------------Reset

0123456789101112131415

VALUE

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
----------------Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

EEPROM Read or Write Data with Increment
On a read, this field contains the value at the word pointed to by
EEOFFSET. On a write, this field contains the data to be stored at the
word pointed to by EEOFFSET. For writes, configuring this field starts
the write process. If protection and access rules do not permit reads,
all 1s are returned. If protection and access rules do not permit writes,
the write fails and the EEDONE register indicates failure.
Regardless of error, the OFFSET field in the EEOFFSET register is
incremented by 1, and the value wraps around if the last word is reached.

-RWVALUE31:0
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Register 22: EEPROM Done Status (EEDONE), offset 0x018
The EEDONE register indicates completion status of a write to the following registers:

■ EERDWR or EERDWRINC register (for writes to the EEPROM memory)

■ EEPROT register (for setting read and protection of the current block)

■ EEPASSn registers (for configuring a password for a block)

■ EEDBGME register (for mass erase of an EEPROM block)

This register can indicate if the write ended in an error or not. The EEDONE register can be used
in conjunction with the EEINT register to be indicate completion. The register can be EEDONE
polled or read after an EEINT register interrupt fires. If any of the bit values in the EEDONE register
are 1 after completion, then an error has occurred for that register write. If all of the bits are clear
then the writes completed with success.

Note: Reads of the following registers during the EEPROM initialization sequence are only valid
when the WORKING bit is 0 in EEDONE register:

■ EERDWR or EERDWRINC

■ EEPROT

■ EEPASSn

EEPROM Done Status (EEDONE)
Base 0x400A.F000
Offset 0x018
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

WORKINGreservedWKERASEWKCOPYNOPERMWRBUSYreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.0ROreserved31:6

Write Busy

DescriptionValue

No error0

An attempt to access the EEPROM was made while a write was
in progress.

1

0ROWRBUSY5
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Write Without Permission

DescriptionValue

No error0

An attempt was made to write without permission. This error
can result because the block is locked, the write violates the
programmed access protection, or when an attempt is made to
write a password when the password has already been written.

1

0RONOPERM4

Working on a Copy

DescriptionValue

The EEPROM is not copying.0

A write is in progress and is waiting for the EEPROM to copy
to or from the copy buffer.

1

0ROWKCOPY3

Working on an Erase

DescriptionValue

The EEPROM is not erasing.0

A write is in progress and the original block is being erased after
being copied.

1

0ROWKERASE2

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved1

EEPROM Working

DescriptionValue

The EEPROM is not working.0

The EEPROM is performing the requested operation.1

0ROWORKING0
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Register 23: EEPROM Support Control and Status (EESUPP), offset 0x01C
The EESUPP register indicates if internal operations are required because an internal copy buffer
must be erased or a programming failure has occurred and the operation must be completed. These
conditions are explained below as well as in more detail in the section called “Error During
Programming” on page 618.

■ If either PRETRY or ERETRY is set indicating that an operation must be completed, setting the
START bit causes the operation to be performed again

■ The PRETRY and ERETRY bits are cleared automatically after the failed operation has been
successfully completed.

These bits are not changed by reset, so any condition that occurred before a reset is still indicated
after a reset.

EEPROM Support Control and Status (EESUPP)
Base 0x400A.F000
Offset 0x01C
Type RW, reset -

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

reservedERETRYPRETRYreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
00--000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:4

Programming Must Be Retried

DescriptionValue

Programming has not failed.0

Programming from a copy in either direction failed to complete.1

-ROPRETRY3

Erase Must Be Retried

DescriptionValue

Erasing has not failed.0

Erasing failed to complete. If the failed erase is due to the erase
of a main buffer, the copy is performed after the erase completes
successfully.

1

-ROERETRY2

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved1:0
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Register 24: EEPROM Unlock (EEUNLOCK), offset 0x020
The EEUNLOCK register can be used to unlock the whole EEPROM or a single block using a
password. Unlocking is only required if a password is registered using the EEPASSn registers for
the block that is selected by the EEBLOCK register. If block 0 has a password, it locks the remaining
blocks from any type of access, but uses its own protection mechanism, for example readable, but
not writable when locked. In addition, if block 0 has a password, it must be unlocked before unlocking
any other block.

The EEUNLOCK register is written between 1 and 3 times to form the 32-bit, 64-bit, or 96-bit
password registered using the EEPASSn registers. The value used to configure the EEPASS0
register must always be written last. For example, for a 96-bit password, the value used to configure
the EEPASS2 register must be written first followed by the EEPASS1 and EEPASS0 register values.
The block or the whole EEPROM can be re-locked by writing 0xFFFF.FFFF to this register.

In the event that an invalid value is written to this register, the block remains locked. The state of
the EEPROM lock can be determined by reading back the EEUNLOCK register. If a multi-word
password is set and the number of words written is incorrect, writing 0xFFFF.FFFF to this register
reverts the EEPROM lock to the locked state, and the proper unlock sequence can be retried.

Note that the internal logic is balanced to prevent any electrical or time-based attack being used to
find the correct password or its length.

Note: A read of the EEUNLOCK register during the EEPROM initialization sequence is only valid
when the WORKING bit is 0 in EEDONE register:

EEPROM Unlock (EEUNLOCK)
Base 0x400A.F000
Offset 0x020
Type RW, reset -

16171819202122232425262728293031

UNLOCK

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
----------------Reset

0123456789101112131415

UNLOCK

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
----------------Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

EEPROM Unlock

DescriptionValue

The EEPROM is locked.0

The EEPROM is unlocked.1

The EEPROM is locked if the block referenced by theEEBLOCK register
has a password registered, or if the master block (block 0) has a
password. Unlocking is performed by writing the password to this
register. The block or the EEPROM stays unlocked until it is locked
again or until the next reset. It can be locked again by writing
0xFFFF.FFFF to this register.

-RWUNLOCK31:0
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Register 25: EEPROM Protection (EEPROT), offset 0x030
The EEPROT register is used to set or read the protection for the current block, as selected by the
EEBLOCK register. Protection and access control is used to determine when a block's contents
can be read or written.

Note: A read of the EEPROT register during the EEPROM initialization sequence is only valid
when the WORKING bit is 0 in EEDONE register:

EEPROM Protection (EEPROT)
Base 0x400A.F000
Offset 0x030
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PROTACCreserved

RWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:4

Access Control

DescriptionValue

Both user and supervisor code may access this block of the
EEPROM.

0

Only supervisor code may access this block of the EEPROM.
μDMA and Debug are also prevented from accessing the
EEPROM.

1

If this bit is set for block 0, then the whole EEPROM may only be
accessed by supervisor code.

0RWACC3
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Protection Control
The Protection bits control what context is needed for reading and writing
the block selected by the EEBLOCK register, or if block 0 is selected,
all blocks. The following values are allowed:

DescriptionValue

This setting is the default.
Without password: the block is not protected and is readable
and writable at any time.
With password: the block is readable, but only writable when
unlocked.

0x0

With password: the block is readable or writable only when
unlocked.
This value has no meaning when there is no password.

0x1

Without password: the block is readable, not writable.
With password: the block is readable only when unlocked, but
is not writable under any conditions.

0x2

Reserved0x3

0x0RWPROT2:0
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Register 26: EEPROM Password (EEPASS0), offset 0x034
Register 27: EEPROM Password (EEPASS1), offset 0x038
Register 28: EEPROM Password (EEPASS2), offset 0x03C
The EEPASSn registers are used to configure a password for a block. A password may only be set
once and cannot be changed. The password may be 32-bits, 64-bits, or 96-bits. Each word of the
password can be any 32-bit value other than 0xFFFF.FFFF (all 1s). To set a password, the EEPASS0
register is written to with a value other than 0xFFFF.FFFF. When the write completes, as indicated
in the EEDONE register, the application may choose to write to the EEPASS1 register with a value
other than 0xFFFF.FFFF. When that write completes, the application may choose to write to the
EEPASS2 register with a value other than 0xFFFF.FFFF to create a 96-bit password. The registers
do not have to be written consecutively, and the EEPASS1 and EEPASS2 registers may be written
at a later date. Based on whether 1, 2, or all 3 registers have been written, the unlock code also
requires the same number of words to unlock.

Note: Once the password is written, the block is not actually locked until either a reset occurs or
0xFFFF.FFFF is written to EEUNLOCK.

Note: A read of the EEPASSn register during the EEPROM initialization sequence is only valid
when the WORKING bit is 0 in EEDONE register:

EEPROM Password (EEPASSn)
Base 0x400A.F000
Offset 0x034
Type RW, reset -

16171819202122232425262728293031

PASS

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
----------------Reset

0123456789101112131415

PASS

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
----------------Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Password
This register reads as 0x1 if a password is registered for this block and
0x0 if no password is registered. A write to this register if it reads as 0x0
sets the password. If an attempt is made to write to this register when
it reads as 0x1, the write is ignored and the NOPERM bit in the EEDONE
register is set.

-RWPASS31:0
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Register 29: EEPROM Interrupt (EEINT), offset 0x040
The EEINT register is used to control whether an interrupt should be generated when a write to
EEPROM completes as indicated by the EEDONE register value changing from 0x1 to any other
value. If the INT bit in this register is set, the ERIS bit in the Flash Controller Raw Interrupt Status
(FCRIS) register is set whenever the EEDONE register value changes from 0x1 as the Flash memory
and the EEPROM share an interrupt vector.

EEPROM Interrupt (EEINT)
Base 0x400A.F000
Offset 0x040
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

INTreserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:1

Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

No interrupt is generated.0

An interrupt is generated when the EEDONE register transitions
from 1 to 0 or an error occurs. The EEDONE register provides
status after a write to an offset location as well as a write to the
password and protection bits.

1

0RWINT0
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Register 30: EEPROM Block Hide 0 (EEHIDE0), offset 0x050
The EEHIDE0 register is used to hide one or more blocks other than EEPROM block 0. Bits 1
through 31 of this register correspond to EEPROM blocks 1 through 31. Once hidden, the block is
not accessible until the next reset. This model allows initialization code to have access to data which
is not visible to the rest of the application. This register also provides for additional security in that
there is no password to search for in the code or data.

EEPROM Block Hide 0 (EEHIDE0)
Base 0x400A.F000
Offset 0x050
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

Hn

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

reservedHn

RORWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Hide Block

DescriptionValue

The corresponding block is not hidden.0

The block number that corresponds to the bit number is hidden.
A hidden block cannot be accessed, and the OFFSET value in
the EEBLOCK register cannot be set to that block number. If
an attempt is made to configure the OFFSET field to a hidden
block, the EEBLOCK register is cleared.
Any attempt to clear a bit in this register that is set is ignored.

1

0x0000.000RWHn31:1

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved0
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Register 31: EEPROM Block Hide 1 (EEHIDE1), offset 0x054
Register 32: EEPROM Block Hide 2 (EEHIDE2), offset 0x058
The EEHIDE register is used to hide one or more blocks. Bits 0 through 31 of the EEHIDE1 register
correspond to EEPROM blocks 32 through 63. Bits 0 through 31 of the EEHIDE2 register correspond
to EEPROM blocks 64 through 95. Once hidden, the block is not accessible until the next reset.
This model allows initialization code to have access to data which is not visible to the rest of the
application. This register also provides for additional security in that there is no password to search
for in the code or data.

EEPROM Block Hide n (EEHIDEn)
Base 0x400A.F000
Offset 0x054
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

Hn

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

Hn

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Hide Block

DescriptionValue

The corresponding block is not hidden.0

The block number that corresponds to the bit number is hidden.
A hidden block cannot be accessed, and the OFFSET value in
the EEBLOCK register cannot be set to that block number. If
an attempt is made to configure the OFFSET field to a hidden
block, the EEBLOCK register is cleared.
Any attempt to clear a bit in this register that is set is ignored.

1

0x0000.000RWHn31:0
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Register 33: EEPROM Debug Mass Erase (EEDBGME), offset 0x080
The EEDBGME register is used to mass erase the EEPROM block back to its default state from
the factory. This register is intended to be used only for debug and test purposes, not in production
environments. The erase takes place in such a way as to be secure. It first erases all data and then
erases the protection mechanism. This register can only be written from supervisor mode by the
core, and can also be written by the Tiva™ C Series debug controller when enabled. A key is used
to avoid accidental use of this mechanism. Note that if a power down takes place while erasing, the
mechanism should be used again to complete the operation. Powering off prematurely does not
expose secured data.

To start a mass erase, the whole register must be written as 0xE37B.0001. The register reads back
as 0x1 until the erase is fully completed at which time it reads as 0x0. The EEDONE register is set
to 0x1 when the erase is started and changes to 0x0 or an error when the mass erase is complete.

EEPROM Debug Mass Erase (EEDBGME)
Base 0x400A.F000
Offset 0x080
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

KEY

WOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

MEreserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Erase Key
This field must be written with 0xE37B for the ME field to be effective.

0x0000WOKEY31:16

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x000ROreserved15:1

Mass Erase

DescriptionValue

No action.0

When written as a 1, the EEPROM is mass erased. This bit
continues to read as 1 until the EEPROM is fully erased.

1

0RWME0
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Register 34: EEPROM Peripheral Properties (EEPROMPP), offset 0xFC0
The EEPROMPP register indicates the size of the EEPROM for this part.

EEPROM Peripheral Properties (EEPROMPP)
Base 0x400A.F000
Offset 0xFC0
Type RO, reset 0x0000.01FF

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

SIZE

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1111111110000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved31:16

EEPROM Size
Indicates the size of the on-chip EEPROM. Any values not shown are
reserved.

DescriptionValue

64 bytes of EEPROM0x0000

128 bytes of EEPROM0x0001

256 bytes of EEPROM0x0003

512 bytes of EEPROM0x0007

1 KB of EEPROM0x000F

2 KB of EEPROM0x001F

3 KB of EEPROM0x003F

4 KB of EEPROM0x007F

5 KB of EEPROM0x00FF

6 KB of EEPROM0x01FF

0x1FFROSIZE15:0

8.6 Memory Register Descriptions (System Control Offset)
The remainder of this section lists and describes the registers that reside in the System Control
address space, in numerical order by address offset. Registers in this section are relative to the
System Control base address of 0x400F.E000.
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Register 35: Reset Vector Pointer (RVP), offset 0x0D4
The Reset Vector Pointer (RVP) register contains the address of the reset vector of the software
module that is to be executed after boot loader execution. The RVP register is initialized by a
power-on reset.

Reset Vector Pointer (RVP)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x0D4
Type RO, reset 0x0101.FFF0

16171819202122232425262728293031

RV

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000000010000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RV

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000111111111111Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Reset Vector Pointer Address0x0101.FFF0RORV31:0
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Register 36: Flash Memory Protection Read Enable 0 (FMPRE0), offset 0x200
Register 37: Flash Memory Protection Read Enable 1 (FMPRE1), offset 0x204
Register 38: Flash Memory Protection Read Enable 2 (FMPRE2), offset 0x208
Register 39: Flash Memory Protection Read Enable 3 (FMPRE3), offset 0x20C
Register 40: Flash Memory Protection Read Enable 4 (FMPRE4), offset 0x210
Register 41: Flash Memory Protection Read Enable 5 (FMPRE5), offset 0x214
Register 42: Flash Memory Protection Read Enable 6 (FMPRE6), offset 0x218
Register 43: Flash Memory Protection Read Enable 7 (FMPRE7), offset 0x21C
Note: The FMPRE0 register is aliased for backwards compatibility.

Note: Offset is relative to System Control base address of 0x400F.E000.

This register stores the read-only protection bits for each 2-KB flash block (FMPPEn stores the
execute-only bits). Note that for protecting sectors, eight bits need to be cleared to create a 16-KB
read-protected sector.

This register is loaded during the power-on reset sequence. The factory settings for the FMPREn
and FMPPEn registers are a value of 1 for all implemented banks. This achieves a policy of open
access and programmability. The register bits may be changed by writing the specific register bit.
However, this register is RW0; the user can only change the protection bit from a 1 to a 0 (and may
NOT change a 0 to a 1). The changes are not permanent until the register is committed (saved), at
which point the bit change is permanent. If a bit is changed from a 1 to a 0 and not committed, it
may be restored by executing a power-on reset sequence. The reset value shown only applies to
power-on reset; any other type of reset does not affect this register. Once committed, the only way
to restore the factory default value of this register is to perform the "Recover Locked Device" sequence
detailed in the JTAG chapter.

Each FMPREn register controls a 64K block. For additional information, see “Protected Flash
Memory Registers” on page 609.

■ FMPRE0: 0 to 64 KB
■ FMPRE1: 65 to 128 KB
■ FMPRE2: 129 to 192 KB
■ FMPRE3: 193 to 256 KB
■ FMPRE4: 257 to 320 KB
■ FMPRE5: 321 to 384 KB
■ FMPRE6: 385 to 448 KB
■ FMPRE7: 449 to 512 KB
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Flash Memory Protection Read Enable n (FMPREn)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x200
Type RW, reset 0xFFFF.FFFF

16171819202122232425262728293031

READ_ENABLE

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
1111111111111111Reset

0123456789101112131415

READ_ENABLE

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
1111111111111111Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Flash Read Enable
Each bit configures a 2-KB flash block to be read only. Note that for
read-protection of sectors, eight bits need to be cleared to create a
16-KB read-protected sector.
The policies may be combined as shown in the table "Flash Protection
Policy Combinations".

0xFFFF.FFFFRWREAD_ENABLE31:0
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Register 44: Flash Memory Protection Program Enable 0 (FMPPE0), offset
0x400
Register 45: Flash Memory Protection Program Enable 1 (FMPPE1), offset
0x404
Register 46: Flash Memory Protection Program Enable 2 (FMPPE2), offset
0x408
Register 47: Flash Memory Protection Program Enable 3 (FMPPE3), offset
0x40C
Register 48: Flash Memory Protection Program Enable 4 (FMPPE4), offset
0x410
Register 49: Flash Memory Protection Program Enable 5 (FMPPE5), offset
0x414
Register 50: Flash Memory Protection Program Enable 6 (FMPPE6), offset
0x418
Register 51: Flash Memory Protection Program Enable 7 (FMPPE7), offset
0x41C
Note: The FMPPE0 register is aliased for backwards compatibility.

Note: Offset is relative to System Control base address of 0x400FE000.

This register stores the execute-only protection bits for each 2-KB flash block (FMPREn stores the
read-only protection bits). Since the memory is two-way interleaved and each bank individually is
an 8-KB sector, read-only protection must occur across a block size of 16-KB. No smaller block size
is supported. Note that the Flash Memory Protection Read (FMPREn) registers do allow
read-protection of a block as small as 2 KB, unlike the FMPPEn registers.

Thus, in order to execute-only protect a 16-KB block, a user must program the entire eight bits of
the byte to the same value. For example, to protect the first 16-KB block, bits [7:0] of the FMPPE0
register need to be cleared to all 0s.

This register is loaded during the power-on reset sequence. The factory settings for the FMPREn
and FMPPEn registers are a value of 1 for all implemented banks. This achieves a policy of open
access and programmability. This register is RW0; the user can only change the protection byte
from all 1s to all 0s (and may NOT change from all 0 to all 1). The changes are not permanent until
the register is committed (saved), at which point the byte change is permanent. If a byte is changed
from all 1s to all 0s and not committed, it may be restored by executing a power-on reset sequence.
The reset value shown only applies to power-on reset; any other type of reset does not affect this
register. Once committed, the only way to restore the factory default value of this register is to
perform the "Recover Locked Device" sequence detailed in the JTAG chapter. For additional
information, see “Protected Flash Memory Registers” on page 609.

Each FMPPEn register controls a 64K block. For additional information, see “Protected Flash Memory
Registers” on page 609.

■ FMPPE0: 0 to 64 KB
■ FMPPE1: 65 to 128 KB
■ FMPPE2: 129 to 192 KB
■ FMPPE3: 193 to 256 KB
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■ FMPPE4: 257 to 320 KB
■ FMPPE5: 321 to 384 KB
■ FMPPE6: 385 to 448 KB
■ FMPPE7: 449 to 512 KB

Flash Memory Protection Program Enable n (FMPPEn)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x400
Type RW, reset 0xFFFF.FFFF

16171819202122232425262728293031

PROG_ENABLE

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
1111111111111111Reset

0123456789101112131415

PROG_ENABLE

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
1111111111111111Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Flash Programming Enable
Every eighth bit programs an 16-KB flash sector to be execute only.
The policies may be combined as shown in Table 8-2 on page 610.

0xFFFF.FFFFRWPROG_ENABLE31:0
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Register 52: Boot Configuration (BOOTCFG), offset 0x1D0
Note: Offset is relative to System Control base address of 0x400F.E000.

Note: The Boot Configuration (BOOTCFG) register requires a POR before the committed
changes take effect.

This register is not written directly, but instead uses the FMD register as explained in “Non-Volatile
Register Programming-- Flash Memory Resident Registers” on page 613. When this register is
committed, the new value cannot be read back until after the power cycle. This register provides
configuration of a GPIO pin to enable the ROM Boot Loader as well as a write-once mechanism to
disable external debugger access to the device. At reset, the user has the opportunity to direct the
core to execute the ROM Boot Loader or the application in Flash memory by using any GPIO signal
from Ports A through H as configured by the bits in this register. At reset, the following sequence is
performed:

1. The BOOTCFG register is read. If the EN bit is clear, the ROM Boot Loader is executed.

2. In the ROM Boot Loader, the status of the specified GPIO pin is compared with the specified
polarity. If the status matches the specified polarity, the ROM is mapped to address 0x0000.0000
and execution continues out of the ROM Boot Loader.

3. If the EN bit is set or the status doesn't match the specified polarity, the data at address
0x0000.0004 is read, and if the data at this address is 0xFFFF.FFFF, the ROM is mapped to
address 0x0000.0000 and execution continues out of the ROM Boot Loader.

4. If there is data at address 0x0000.0004 that is not 0xFFFF.FFFF, the stack pointer (SP) is loaded
from Flash memory at address 0x0000.0000 and the program counter (PC) is loaded from
address 0x0000.0004. The user application begins executing.

The DBG0 bit is cleared by the factory and the DBG1 bit is set, which enables external debuggers.
Clearing the DBG1 bit disables any external debugger access to the device, starting with the next
power-up cycle of the device. The NW bit indicates that bits in the register can be changed from 1
to 0.

By committing the register values using the COMT bit in the FMC register, the register contents
become non-volatile and are therefore retained following power cycling. Prior to being committed,
bits can only be changed from 1 to 0. The reset value shown only applies to power-on reset when
the register is not yet committed; any other type of reset does not affect this register. Once committed,
the register retains its value through power-on reset. Once committed, the only way to restore the
factory default value of this register is to perform the sequence detailed in “Recovering a "Locked"
Microcontroller” on page 213.

Boot Configuration (BOOTCFG)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x1D0
Type RO, reset 0xFFFF.FFFE

16171819202122232425262728293031

reservedNW

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1111111111111111Reset

0123456789101112131415

DBG0DBG1reservedKEYreservedENPOLPINPORT

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0111111111111111Reset
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Not Written
When set, this bit indicates that the values in this register can be changed
from 1 to 0. When clear, this bit specifies that the contents of this register
cannot be changed.

1RONW31

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0xFFFFROreserved30:16

Boot GPIO Port
This field selects the port of the GPIO port pin that enables the ROM
boot loader at reset.

Note: The selected port can be reprogrammed for a different function
after reset.

DescriptionValue

Port A0x0

Port B0x1

Port C0x2

Port D0x3

Port E0x4

Port F0x5

Port G0x6

Port H0x7

0x7ROPORT15:13

Boot GPIO Pin
This field selects the pin number of the GPIO port pin that enables the
ROM boot loader at reset.

DescriptionValue

Pin 00x0

Pin 10x1

Pin 20x2

Pin 30x3

Pin 40x4

Pin 50x5

Pin 60x6

Pin 70x7

0x7ROPIN12:10

Boot GPIO Polarity
When set, this bit selects a high level for the GPIO port pin to enable
the ROM boot loader at reset. When clear, this bit selects a low level
for the GPIO port pin.

1ROPOL9
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Boot GPIO Enable
Clearing this bit enables the use of a GPIO pin to enable the ROM Boot
Loader at reset. When this bit is set, the contents of address
0x0000.0004 are checked to see if the Flash memory has been
programmed. If the contents are not 0xFFFF.FFFF, the core executes
out of Flash memory. If the Flash has not been programmed, the core
executes out of ROM.

1ROEN8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x7ROreserved7:5

KEY Select
This bit chooses between using the value 0xA442 or the PEKEY value
in the FLPEKEY register as the WRKEY value in the FMC/FMC2 register.

DescriptionValue

The PEKEY value in the FLPEKEY register is committed by user
and used as the WRKEY in the FMC/FMC2 register. Writes to
FMC/FMC2 register with a 0xA442 key are ignored.

0

0xA442 is used as key1

1ROKEY4

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x3ROreserved3:2

Debug Control 1
The DBG1 bit must be 1 and DBG0 must be 0 for debug to be available.

1RODBG11

Debug Control 0
The DBG1 bit must be 1 and DBG0 must be 0 for debug to be available.

0RODBG00
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Register 53: User Register 0 (USER_REG0), offset 0x1E0
Register 54: User Register 1 (USER_REG1), offset 0x1E4
Register 55: User Register 2 (USER_REG2), offset 0x1E8
Register 56: User Register 3 (USER_REG3), offset 0x1EC
Note: Offset is relative to System Control base address of 0x400F.E000.

These registers each provide 32 bits of user-defined data that is non-volatile. Bits can only be
changed from 1 to 0. The reset value shown only applies to power-on reset when the register is not
yet committed; any other type of reset does not affect this register. Once committed, the register
retains its value through power-on reset. The only way to restore the factory default value of this
register is to perform the "Recover Locked Device" sequence detailed in the JTAG section.

User Register n (USER_REGn)
Base 0x400F.E000
Offset 0x1E0
Type W0, reset 0xFFFF.FFFF

16171819202122232425262728293031

DATA

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
1111111111111111Reset

0123456789101112131415

DATA

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
1111111111111111Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

User Data
Contains the user data value. This field is initialized to all 1s and once
committed, retains its value through power-on reset.

0xFFFF.FFFFRWDATA31:0
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9 Micro Direct Memory Access (μDMA)
The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller includes a Direct Memory Access (DMA) controller, known
as micro-DMA (μDMA). The μDMA controller provides a way to offload data transfer tasks from the
Cortex™-M4F processor, allowing for more efficient use of the processor and the available bus
bandwidth. The μDMA controller can perform transfers between memory and peripherals. It has
dedicated channels for each supported on-chip module and can be programmed to automatically
perform transfers between peripherals and memory as the peripheral is ready to transfer more data.
The μDMA controller provides the following features:

■ ARM® PrimeCell® 32-channel configurable µDMA controller

■ Support for memory-to-memory, memory-to-peripheral, and peripheral-to-memory in multiple
transfer modes

– Basic for simple transfer scenarios

– Ping-pong for continuous data flow

– Scatter-gather for a programmable list of up to 256 arbitrary transfers initiated from a single
request

■ Highly flexible and configurable channel operation

– Independently configured and operated channels

– Dedicated channels for supported on-chip modules

– Flexible channel assignments

– One channel each for receive and transmit path for bidirectional modules

– Dedicated channel for software-initiated transfers

– Per-channel configurable priority scheme

– Optional software-initiated requests for any channel

■ Two levels of priority

■ Design optimizations for improved bus access performance between µDMA controller and the
processor core

– µDMA controller access is subordinate to core access

– RAM striping

– Peripheral bus segmentation

■ Data sizes of 8, 16, and 32 bits

■ Transfer size is programmable in binary steps from 1 to 1024

■ Source and destination address increment size of byte, half-word, word, or no increment
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■ Maskable peripheral requests

■ Interrupt on transfer completion, with a separate interrupt per channel

9.1 Block Diagram

Figure 9-1. μDMA Block Diagram
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9.2 Functional Description
The μDMA controller is a flexible and highly configurable DMA controller designed to work efficiently
with the microcontroller's Cortex-M4F processor core. It supports multiple data sizes and address
increment schemes, multiple levels of priority among DMA channels, and several transfer modes
to allow for sophisticated programmed data transfers. The μDMA controller's usage of the bus is
always subordinate to the processor core, so it never holds up a bus transaction by the processor.
Because the μDMA controller is only using otherwise-idle bus cycles, the data transfer bandwidth
it provides is essentially free, with no impact on the rest of the system. The bus architecture has
been optimized to greatly enhance the ability of the processor core and the μDMA controller to
efficiently share the on-chip bus, thus improving performance. The optimizations include RAM
striping and peripheral bus segmentation, which in many cases allow both the processor core and
the μDMA controller to access the bus and perform simultaneous data transfers.

Each peripheral function that is supported has a dedicated channel on the μDMA controller that can
be configured independently. The μDMA controller implements a unique configuration method using
channel control structures that are maintained in system memory by the processor. While simple
transfer modes are supported, it is also possible to build up sophisticated "task" lists in memory that
allow the μDMA controller to perform arbitrary-sized transfers to and from arbitrary locations as part
of a single transfer request. The μDMA controller also supports the use of ping-pong buffering to
accommodate constant streaming of data to or from a peripheral.

Each channel also has a configurable arbitration size. The arbitration size is the number of items
that are transferred in a burst before the μDMA controller re-arbitrates for channel priority. Using
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the arbitration size, it is possible to control exactly how many items are transferred to or from a
peripheral each time it makes a μDMA service request.

9.2.1 Channel Assignments
Each DMA channel has up to nine possible assignments which are selected using theDMAChannel
Map Select n (DMACHMAPn) registers with 4-bit assignment fields for each µDMA channel.

Table 9-1 on page 678 shows the µDMA channel mapping. The Enc. column shows the encoding
for the respective DMACHMAPn bit field. Encodings 0x9-0xF are reserved. To support legacy
software which uses the DMA Channel Assignment (DMACHASGN) register, Enc. 0 is equivalent
to a DMACHASGN bit being clear, and Enc. 1 is equivalent to a DMACHASGN bit being set. If the
DMACHASGN register is read, bit fields return 0 if the corresponding DMACHMAPn register field
value are equal to 0, otherwise they return 1 if the correspondingDMACHMAPn register field values
are not equal to 0. The Type indication in the table indicates if a particular peripheral uses a single
request (S), burst request (B) or either (SB).

Note: Channels or encodings marked as reserved cannot be used for µDMA transfers. Channels
designated in the table as only "Software" are dedicated software channels. When only one
software request is required in an application, dedicated software channels can be used.
If multiple software requests in code are required, then peripheral channel software requests
should be used for proper µDMA completion acknowledgement.

Table 9-1. μDMA Channel Assignments

Encoding

C
ha
nn

el 876543210

Ty
pe

Peripheral

Ty
pe

Peripheral

Ty
pe

Peripheral
Ty
pe

Peripheral

Ty
pe

Peripheral

Ty
pe

Peripheral

Ty
pe

Peripheral

Ty
pe

Peripheral

Ty
pe

Peripheral

-Reserved-ReservedSB
B

I2C0 RX-Reserved-ReservedBGPTimer
4A

-ReservedSBUART2
RX

-Reserved0

-Reserved-ReservedSB
B

I2C0 TX-Reserved-ReservedBGPTimer
4B

-ReservedSBUART2
TX

-Reserved1

-Reserved-ReservedSB
B

I2C1RX-Reserved-Reserved-Reserved-ReservedBGPTimer
3A

-Reserved2

-Reserved-ReservedSB
B

I2C1 TX-Reserved-ReservedSSoftware-ReservedBGPTimer
3B

-Reserved3

-Reserved-ReservedSB
B

I2C2 RXBSoftware-ReservedBGPIO A-ReservedBGPTimer
2A

-Reserved4

-Reserved-ReservedSB
B

I2C2 TXBSoftware-ReservedBGPIO B-ReservedBGPTimer
2B

-Reserved5

-Reserved-Reserved-ReservedBSoftwareSB
B

I2C0 RXBGPIO CSBUART5
RX

BGPTimer
2A

-Reserved6

-Reserved-Reserved-Reserved-ReservedSB
B

I2C0 TXBGPIO DSBUART5
TX

BGPTimer
2B

-Reserved7

-Reserved-Reserved-Reserved-ReservedSB
B

I2C1RXBGPTimer
5A

-ReservedSBUART1
RX

SBUART0
RX

8

-Reserved-Reserved-Reserved-ReservedSB
B

I2C1 TXBGPTimer
5B

-ReservedSBUART1
TX

SBUART0
TX

9

-ReservedBGPTimer
6A

-Reserved-ReservedSB
B

I2C2 RX-ReservedSBUART6
RX

SBSSI1 RXSBSSI0 RX10
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Table 9-1. μDMA Channel Assignments (continued)

Encoding

C
ha
nn

el 876543210

Ty
pe

Peripheral

Ty
pe

Peripheral

Ty
pe

Peripheral

Ty
pe

Peripheral

Ty
pe

Peripheral

Ty
pe

Peripheral

Ty
pe

Peripheral

Ty
pe

Peripheral
Ty
pe

Peripheral

-ReservedBGPTimer
6B

-Reserved-ReservedSB
B

I2C2 TX-ReservedSBUART6
TX

SBSSI1 TXSBSSI0 TX11

-ReservedBGPTimer
7A

-ReservedBSoftwareBGPIO K-ReservedSBSSI2 RXSBUART2
RX

-Reserved12

-ReservedBGPTimer
7B

-ReservedBSoftwareBGPIO L-ReservedSBSSI2 TXSBUART2
TX

-Reserved13

-Reserved-Reserved-ReservedBSoftwareBGPIO MBGPIO ESBSSI3 RXBGPTimer
2A

SBADC0
SS0

14

-Reserved-Reserved-ReservedBSoftwareBGPIO NBGPIO FSBSSI3 TXBGPTimer
2B

SBADC0
SS1

15

-Reserved-Reserved-Reserved-ReservedBGPIO P-ReservedSBUART3
RX

-ReservedSBADC0
SS2

16

-Reserved-Reserved-Reserved-Reserved-Reserved-ReservedSBUART3
TX

-ReservedSBADC0
SS3

17

-Reserved-Reserved-Reserved-ReservedSB
B

I2C3 RXBGPIO BSBUART4
RX

BGPTimer
1A

BGPTimer
0A

18

-Reserved-Reserved-Reserved-ReservedSB
B

I2C3 TXBGPIO GSBUART4
TX

BGPTimer
1B

BGPTimer
0B

19

-Reserved-Reserved-ReservedBSoftwareSB
B

I2C4 RXBGPIO HSBUART7
RX

BEPI 0 RX
Software

BGPTimer
1A

20

-Reserved-Reserved-ReservedBSoftwareSB
B

I2C4 TXBGPIO JSBUART7
TX

BEPI 0 TX
Software

BGPTimer
1B

21

BI2C8 RX-Reserved-ReservedBSoftwareSB
B

I2C5 RXBSoftware-ReservedBSoftwareSBUART1
RX

22

BI2C8 TX-Reserved-Reserved-ReservedSB
B

I2C5 TXBSoftware-ReservedBSoftwareSBUART1
TX

23

BI2C9 RX-Reserved-Reserved-ReservedBGPIO Q-Reserved-ReservedSBADC1
SS0

SBSSI1 RX24

BI2C9 TX-Reserved-Reserved-ReservedSoftware-Reserved-ReservedSBADC1
SS1

SBSSI1 TX25

BI2C6 RX-Reserved-Reserved-ReservedSoftware-Reserved-ReservedSBADC1
SS2

BSoftware26

BI2C6 TX-ReservedBSoftware-Reserved-Reserved-Reserved-ReservedSBADC1
SS3

BSoftware27

BI2C7 RX-Reserved-Reserved-Reserved-Reserved-Reserved-Reserved-Reserved-Reserved28

BI2C7 TX-Reserved-Reserved-Reserved-Reserved-Reserved-Reserved-Reserved-Reserved29

BSoftwareBEPI0 RX-Reserved-Reserved-ReservedBSoftware-ReservedBSoftwareBSoftware30

-ReservedBEPI0 TX-Reserved-Reserved-ReservedBReserved-Reserved-Reserved-Reserved31

9.2.2 Priority
The μDMA controller assigns priority to each channel based on the channel number and the priority
level bit for the channel. Channel number 0 has the highest priority and as the channel number
increases, the priority of a channel decreases. Each channel has a priority level bit to provide two
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levels of priority: default priority and high priority. If the priority level bit is set, then that channel has
higher priority than all other channels at default priority. If multiple channels are set for high priority,
then the channel number is used to determine relative priority among all the high priority channels.

The priority bit for a channel can be set using the DMA Channel Priority Set (DMAPRIOSET)
register and cleared with the DMA Channel Priority Clear (DMAPRIOCLR) register.

Note: If one peripheral is mapped to two different channels, then the application should either use
the default mapping for that peripheral or change the default mapping to another source.
For example, if UART1 channels 8 and 9 are enabled for use, then even if channels 22 and
23 are disabled, they must be mapped to software or another peripheral (if available).

9.2.3 Arbitration Size
When a μDMA channel requests a transfer, the μDMA controller arbitrates among all the channels
making a request and services the μDMA channel with the highest priority. Once a transfer begins,
it continues for a selectable number of transfers before rearbitrating among the requesting channels
again. The arbitration size can be configured for each channel, ranging from 1 to 1024 item transfers.
After the μDMA controller transfers the number of items specified by the arbitration size, it then
checks among all the channels making a request and services the channel with the highest priority.

If a lower priority μDMA channel uses a large arbitration size, the latency for higher priority channels
is increased because the μDMA controller completes the lower priority burst before checking for
higher priority requests. Therefore, lower priority channels should not use a large arbitration size
for best response on high priority channels.

The arbitration size can also be thought of as a burst size. It is the maximum number of items that
are transferred at any one time in a burst. Here, the term arbitration refers to determination of μDMA
channel priority, not arbitration for the bus. When the μDMA controller arbitrates for the bus, the
processor always takes priority. Furthermore, the μDMA controller is held off whenever the processor
must perform a bus transaction on the same bus, even in the middle of a burst transfer.

9.2.4 Request Types
The μDMA controller responds to two types of requests from a peripheral: single or burst. Each
peripheral may support either or both types of requests. A single request means that the peripheral
is ready to transfer one item, while a burst request means that the peripheral is ready to transfer
multiple items.

The μDMA controller responds differently depending on whether the peripheral is making a single
request or a burst request. If both are asserted, and the μDMA channel has been set up for a burst
transfer, then the burst request takes precedence. See Table 9-2 on page 680, which shows how
each peripheral supports the two request types.

Table 9-2. Request Type Support

Event that generates Burst RequestEvent that generates Single RequestPeripheral

FIFO half fullFIFO not emptyADC

WFIFO Level (configurable)NoneEPI WFIFO

NBRFIFO Level (configurable)NoneEPI NBRFIFO

Trigger eventNoneGeneral-Purpose Timer

Trigger eventNoneGPIO

TX FIFO Level (configurable)TX Buffer Not FullI2C TX

RX FIFO Level (configurable)RX Buffer Not EmptyI2C RX

TX FIFO Level (fixed at 4)TX FIFO Not FullSSI TX
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Table 9-2. Request Type Support (continued)

Event that generates Burst RequestEvent that generates Single RequestPeripheral

RX FIFO Level (fixed at 4)RX FIFO Not EmptySSI RX

TX FIFO Level (configurable)TX FIFO Not FullUART TX

RX FIFO Level (configurable)RX FIFO Not EmptyUART RX

9.2.4.1 Single Request
When a single request is detected, and not a burst request, the μDMA controller transfers one item
and then stops to wait for another request.

9.2.4.2 Burst Request
When a burst request is detected, the μDMA controller transfers the number of items that is the
lesser of the arbitration size or the number of items remaining in the transfer. Therefore, the arbitration
size should be the same as the number of data items that the peripheral can accommodate when
making a burst request. For example, the UART generates a burst request based on the FIFO trigger
level. In this case, the arbitration size should be set to the amount of data that the FIFO can transfer
when the trigger level is reached. A burst transfer runs to completion once it is started, and cannot
be interrupted, even by a higher priority channel. Burst transfers complete in a shorter time than the
same number of non-burst transfers.

It may be desirable to use only burst transfers and not allow single transfers. For example, perhaps
the nature of the data is such that it only makes sense when transferred together as a single unit
rather than one piece at a time. The single request can be disabled by using the DMA Channel
Useburst Set (DMAUSEBURSTSET) register. By setting the bit for a channel in this register, the
μDMA controller only responds to burst requests for that channel.

9.2.5 Channel Configuration
The μDMA controller uses an area of system memory to store a set of channel control structures
in a table. The control table may have one or two entries for each μDMA channel. Each entry in the
table structure contains source and destination pointers, transfer size, and transfer mode. The
control table can be located anywhere in system memory, but it must be contiguous and aligned on
a 1024-byte boundary.

Table 9-3 on page 682 shows the layout in memory of the channel control table. Each channel may
have one or two control structures in the control table: a primary control structure and an optional
alternate control structure. The table is organized so that all of the primary entries are in the first
half of the table, and all the alternate structures are in the second half of the table. The primary entry
is used for simple transfer modes where transfers can be reconfigured and restarted after each
transfer is complete. In this case, the alternate control structures are not used and therefore only
the first half of the table must be allocated in memory; the second half of the control table is not
necessary, and that memory can be used for something else. If a more complex transfer mode is
used such as ping-pong or scatter-gather, then the alternate control structure is also used and
memory space should be allocated for the entire table.

Any unused memory in the control table may be used by the application. This includes the control
structures for any channels that are unused by the application as well as the unused control word
for each channel.
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Table 9-3. Control Structure Memory Map

ChannelOffset

0, Primary0x0

1, Primary0x10

......

31, Primary0x1F0

0, Alternate0x200

1, Alternate0x210

......

31, Alternate0x3F0

Table 9-4 shows an individual control structure entry in the control table. Each entry is aligned on
a 16-byte boundary. The entry contains four long words: the source end pointer, the destination end
pointer, the control word, and an unused entry. The end pointers point to the ending address of the
transfer and are inclusive. If the source or destination is non-incrementing (as for a peripheral
register), then the pointer should point to the transfer address.

Table 9-4. Channel Control Structure

DescriptionOffset

Source End Pointer0x000

Destination End Pointer0x004

Control Word0x008

Unused0x00C

The control word contains the following fields:

■ Source and destination data sizes

■ Source and destination address increment size

■ Number of transfers before bus arbitration

■ Total number of items to transfer

■ Useburst flag

■ Transfer mode

The control word and each field are described in detail in “μDMA Channel Control
Structure” on page 700. The μDMA controller updates the transfer size and transfer mode fields as
the transfer is performed. At the end of a transfer, the transfer size indicates 0, and the transfer
mode indicates "stopped." Because the control word is modified by the μDMA controller, it must be
reconfigured before each new transfer. The source and destination end pointers are not modified,
so they can be left unchanged if the source or destination addresses remain the same.

Prior to starting a transfer, a μDMA channel must be enabled by setting the appropriate bit in the
DMA Channel Enable Set (DMAENASET) register. A channel can be disabled by setting the
channel bit in the DMA Channel Enable Clear (DMAENACLR) register. At the end of a complete
μDMA transfer, the controller automatically disables the channel.
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9.2.6 Transfer Modes
The μDMA controller supports several transfer modes. Two of the modes support simple one-time
transfers. Several complex modes support a continuous flow of data.

9.2.6.1 Stop Mode
While Stop is not actually a transfer mode, it is a valid value for the mode field of the control word.
When the mode field has this value, the μDMA controller does not perform any transfers and disables
the channel if it is enabled. At the end of a transfer, the μDMA controller updates the control word
to set the mode to Stop.

9.2.6.2 Basic Mode
In Basic mode, the μDMA controller performs transfers as long as there are more items to transfer,
and a transfer request is present. This mode is used with peripherals that assert a μDMA request
signal whenever the peripheral is ready for a data transfer. Basic mode should not be used in any
situation where the request is momentary even though the entire transfer should be completed. For
example, a software-initiated transfer creates a momentary request, and in Basic mode, only the
number of transfers specified by the ARBSIZE field in theDMAChannel ControlWord (DMACHCTL)
register is transferred on a software request, even if there is more data to transfer.

When all of the items have been transferred using Basic mode, the μDMA controller sets the mode
for that channel to Stop.

BASIC mode can be programmed to ignore when XFERSIZE reaches 0x000 and continue copying
on request until the channel is stopped manually. If the NXTUSEBURST bit in the uDMA Channel
Control Word (DMACHCTL) register is set while in BASIC mode and the XFERSIZE reaches 0x000
and is not written back, transfers continue until the request is deasserted by the peripheral.

9.2.6.3 Auto Mode
Auto mode is similar to Basic mode, except that once a transfer request is received, the transfer
runs to completion, even if the μDMA request is removed. This mode is suitable for software-triggered
transfers. Generally, Auto mode is not used with a peripheral.

When all the items have been transferred using Auto mode, the μDMA controller sets the mode for
that channel to Stop.

9.2.6.4 Ping-Pong
Ping-Pong mode is used to support a continuous data flow to or from a peripheral. To use Ping-Pong
mode, both the primary and alternate data structures must be implemented. Both structures are set
up by the processor for data transfer between memory and a peripheral. The transfer is started
using the primary control structure. When the transfer using the primary control structure is complete,
the μDMA controller reads the alternate control structure for that channel to continue the transfer.
Each time this happens, an interrupt is generated, and the processor can reload the control structure
for the just-completed transfer. Data flow can continue indefinitely this way, using the primary and
alternate control structures to switch back and forth between buffers as the data flows to or from
the peripheral.

Refer to Figure 9-2 on page 684 for an example showing operation in Ping-Pong mode.
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Figure 9-2. Example of Ping-Pong μDMA Transaction
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9.2.6.5 Memory Scatter-Gather
Memory Scatter-Gather mode is a complex mode used when data must be transferred to or from
varied locations in memory instead of a set of contiguous locations in a memory buffer. For example,
a gather μDMA operation could be used to selectively read the payload of several stored packets
of a communication protocol and store them together in sequence in a memory buffer.
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In Memory Scatter-Gather mode, the primary control structure is used to program the alternate
control structure from a table in memory. The table is set up by the processor software and contains
a list of control structures, each containing the source and destination end pointers, and the control
word for a specific transfer. The mode of each control word must be set to Scatter-Gather mode.
Each entry in the table is copied in turn to the alternate structure where it is then executed. The
μDMA controller alternates between using the primary control structure to copy the next transfer
instruction from the list and then executing the new transfer instruction. The end of the list is marked
by programming the control word for the last entry to use Auto transfer mode. Once the last transfer
is performed using Auto mode, the μDMA controller stops. A completion interrupt is generated only
after the last transfer. It is possible to loop the list by having the last entry copy the primary control
structure to point back to the beginning of the list (or to a new list). It is also possible to trigger a set
of other channels to perform a transfer, either directly, by programming a write to the software trigger
for another channel, or indirectly, by causing a peripheral action that results in a μDMA request.

By programming the μDMA controller using this method, a set of up to 256 arbitrary transfers can
be performed based on a single μDMA request.

Refer to Figure 9-3 on page 686 and Figure 9-4 on page 687, which show an example of operation
in Memory Scatter-Gather mode. This example shows a gather operation, where data in three
separate buffers in memory is copied together into one buffer. Figure 9-3 on page 686 shows how
the application sets up a μDMA task list in memory that is used by the controller to perform three
sets of copy operations from different locations in memory. The primary control structure for the
channel that is used for the operation is configured to copy from the task list to the alternate control
structure.

Figure 9-4 on page 687 shows the sequence as the μDMA controller performs the three sets of copy
operations. First, using the primary control structure, the μDMA controller loads the alternate control
structure with task A. It then performs the copy operation specified by task A, copying the data from
the source buffer A to the destination buffer. Next, the μDMA controller again uses the primary
control structure to load task B into the alternate control structure, and then performs the B operation
with the alternate control structure. The process is repeated for task C.
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Figure 9-3. Memory Scatter-Gather, Setup and Configuration

NOTES:
1. Application has a need to copy data items from three separate locations in memory into one combined buffer.
2. Application sets up µDMA “task list” in memory, which contains the pointers and control configuration for three

µDMA copy “tasks.”
3. Application sets up the channel primary control structure to copy each task configuration, one at a time, to the

alternate control structure, where it is executed by the µDMA controller.
4. The SRC and DST pointers in the task list must point to the last location in the corresponding buffer.
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Figure 9-4. Memory Scatter-Gather, μDMA Copy Sequence
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9.2.6.6 Peripheral Scatter-Gather
Peripheral Scatter-Gather mode is very similar to Memory Scatter-Gather, except that the transfers
are controlled by a peripheral making a μDMA request. Upon detecting a request from the peripheral,
the μDMA controller uses the primary control structure to copy one entry from the list to the alternate
control structure and then performs the transfer. At the end of this transfer, the primary control
structure will copy the next task to the alternate control structure . If the next task is a
memory-to-memory transfer, execution will start immediately and run to completion; if the next task
is a peripheral-type transfer, the μDMA will wait for a peripheral request to begin.

By using this method, the μDMA controller can transfer data to or from a peripheral from a set of
arbitrary locations whenever the peripheral is ready to transfer data.

Refer to Figure 9-5 on page 689 and Figure 9-6 on page 690, which show an example of operation
in Peripheral Scatter-Gather mode. This example shows a gather operation, where data from three
separate buffers in memory is copied to a single peripheral data register. Figure 9-5 on page 689
shows how the application sets up a µDMA task list in memory that is used by the controller to
perform three sets of copy operations from different locations in memory. The primary control
structure for the channel that is used for the operation is configured to copy from the task list to the
alternate control structure.

Figure 9-6 on page 690 shows the sequence as the µDMA controller performs the three sets of copy
operations. First, using the primary control structure, the µDMA controller loads the alternate control
structure with task A. It then performs the copy operation specified by task A, copying the data from
the source buffer A to the peripheral data register. Next, the µDMA controller again uses the primary
control structure to load task B into the alternate control structure, and then performs the B operation
with the alternate control structure. The process is repeated for task C.
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Figure 9-5. Peripheral Scatter-Gather, Setup and Configuration
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Figure 9-6. Peripheral Scatter-Gather, μDMA Copy Sequence
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9.2.7 Transfer Size and Increment
The μDMA controller supports transfer data sizes of 8, 16, or 32 bits. The source and destination
data size must be the same for any given transfer. The source and destination address can be
auto-incremented by bytes, half-words, or words, or can be set to no increment. The source and
destination address increment values can be set independently, and it is not necessary for the
address increment to match the data size as long as the increment is the same or larger than the
data size. For example, it is possible to perform a transfer using 8-bit data size, but using an address
increment of full words (4 bytes). The data to be transferred must be aligned in memory according
to the data size (8, 16, or 32 bits).

Table 9-5 shows the configuration to read from a peripheral that supplies 8-bit data.

Table 9-5. μDMA Read Example: 8-Bit Peripheral

ConfigurationField

8 bitsSource data size

8 bitsDestination data size

No incrementSource address increment

ByteDestination address increment

Peripheral read FIFO registerSource end pointer

End of the data buffer in memoryDestination end pointer

9.2.8 Peripheral Interface
There are three main classes of uDMA-connected peripherals:

■ Peripherals with FIFOs serviced by the uDMA to transmit or receive data.

■ Peripherals that provide trigger inputs to the uDMA

9.2.8.1 FIFO Peripherals
FIFO peripherals contain a FIFO of data to be sent and a FIFO of data that has been received. The
uDMA controller is used to transfer data between these FIFOs and system memory. For example,
when a UART FIFO contains one or more entries, a single transfer request is sent to the uDMA for
processing. If this request has not been processed and the UART FIFO reaches the interrupt FIFO
level set in the UART Interrupt FIFO Level Select (UARTIFLS) register, another interrupt is sent
to the uDMA which is higher priority than the single-transfer request. In this instance, an ARBSIZ
transfer is performed as configured in the DMACHCTL register. After the transfer is complete, the
DMA sends a receive or transmit complete interrupt to theUART Raw Interrupt Status (UARTRIS)
register.

If the FIFO peripheral's SETn bit is set in the DMA Channel Useburst Set (DMAUSEBURSTSET)
register, then the uDMA will only perform transfers defined by the ARBSIZ bit field in theDMACHCTL
register for better bus utilization. For peripherals that tend to transmit and receive in bursts, such
as the UART, we recommend against the use of this configuration since it could cause the tail end
of transmissions to stick in the FIFO.

9.2.8.2 Trigger Peripherals
Certain peripherals, such as the general purpose timer, trigger an interrupt to the uDMA controller
when a programmed event occurs. When a trigger event occurs, the uDMA executes a transfer
defined by the ARBSIZ bit field in the DMACHCTL register. If only a single transfer is needed for a
uDMA trigger, then the ARBSIZ field is set to 0x1.
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If the trigger peripheral generates another uDMA request while the prior one is being serviced and
that particular channel is the highest priority asserted channel, the second request will be processed
as soon as the handling of the first is complete. If two additional trigger peripheral uDMA requests
are generated prior to the completion of the first, the third request is lost.

9.2.9 Software Request
A transfer is initiated by software by first configuring and enabling the transfer, and then issuing a
software request using the DMA Channel Software Request (DMASWREQ) register. For
software-based transfers, the Auto transfer mode should be used.

It is possible to initiate a transfer on any available software channel using theDMASWREQ register.
If a request is initiated by software using a peripheral μDMA channel, then the completion interrupt
occurs on the interrupt vector for the peripheral instead of the software interrupt vector. Any peripheral
channel may be used for software requests as long as the corresponding peripheral is not using
μDMA for data transfer.

Note: Channels designated in the table as only "Software" are dedicated software channels. When
only one software request is required in an application, dedicated software channels can
be used. If multiple software requests in code are required, then peripheral channel software
requests should be used for proper µDMA completion acknowledgement.

9.2.10 Interrupts and Errors
Depending on the peripheral, the μDMA can indicate transfer completion at the end of an entire
transfer or when a FIFO or buffer reaches a certain level (see Table 9-2 on page 680 and the individual
peripheral chapters). When a μDMA transfer is complete, a dma_done signal is sent to the peripheral
that initiated the μDMA event. Interrupts can be enabled within the peripheral to trigger on μDMA
transfer completion. Please refer to the individual peripheral chapters for more information on
peripheral μDMA interrupts. If the transfer uses the software μDMA channel, then the completion
interrupt occurs on the dedicated software μDMA interrupt vector (see Table 9-6 on page 692).

If the μDMA controller encounters a bus or memory protection error as it attempts to perform a data
transfer, it disables the μDMA channel that caused the error and generates an interrupt on the μDMA
error interrupt vector. The processor can read the DMA Bus Error Clear (DMAERRCLR) register
to determine if an error is pending. The ERRCLR bit is set if an error occurred. The error can be
cleared by writing a 1 to the ERRCLR bit.

Table 9-6 shows the dedicated interrupt assignments for the μDMA controller.

Table 9-6. μDMA Interrupt Assignments

AssignmentInterrupt

μDMA Software Channel Transfer44

μDMA Error45

9.3 Initialization and Configuration

9.3.1 Module Initialization
Before the μDMA controller can be used, it must be enabled in the System Control block and in the
peripheral. The location of the channel control structure must also be programmed.

The following steps should be performed one time during system initialization:

1. Enable the μDMA clock using the RCGCDMA register (see page 385).
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2. Enable the μDMA controller by setting the MASTEREN bit of theDMAConfiguration (DMACFG)
register.

3. Program the location of the channel control table by writing the base address of the table to the
DMA Channel Control Base Pointer (DMACTLBASE) register. The base address must be
aligned on a 1024-byte boundary.

9.3.2 Configuring a Memory-to-Memory Transfer
μDMA channel 30 is dedicated for software-initiated transfers. However, any channel can be used
for software-initiated, memory-to-memory transfer if the associated peripheral is not being used.

9.3.2.1 Configure the Channel Attributes
First, configure the channel attributes:

1. Program bit 30 of the DMA Channel Priority Set (DMAPRIOSET) or DMA Channel Priority
Clear (DMAPRIOCLR) registers to set the channel to High priority or Default priority.

2. Set bit 30 of the DMA Channel Primary Alternate Clear (DMAALTCLR) register to select the
primary channel control structure for this transfer.

3. Set bit 30 of the DMA Channel Useburst Clear (DMAUSEBURSTCLR) register to allow the
μDMA controller to respond to single and burst requests.

4. Set bit 30 of the DMA Channel Request Mask Clear (DMAREQMASKCLR) register to allow
the μDMA controller to recognize requests for this channel.

9.3.2.2 Configure the Channel Control Structure
Now the channel control structure must be configured.

This example transfers 256 words from one memory buffer to another. Channel 30 is used for a
software transfer, and the control structure for channel 30 is at offset 0x1E0 of the channel control
table. The channel control structure for channel 30 is located at the offsets shown in Table 9-7.

Table 9-7. Channel Control Structure Offsets for Channel 30

DescriptionOffset

Channel 30 Source End PointerControl Table Base + 0x1E0

Channel 30 Destination End PointerControl Table Base + 0x1E4

Channel 30 Control WordControl Table Base + 0x1E8

Configure the Source and Destination

The source and destination end pointers must be set to the last address for the transfer (inclusive).

1. Program the source end pointer at offset 0x1E0 to the address of the source buffer + 0x3FC.

2. Program the destination end pointer at offset 0x1E4 to the address of the destination buffer +
0x3FC.

The control word at offset 0x1E8 must be programmed according to Table 9-8.
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Table 9-8. Channel Control Word Configuration for Memory Transfer Example

DescriptionValueBitsField in DMACHCTL

32-bit destination address increment231:30DSTINC

32-bit destination data size229:28DSTSIZE

32-bit source address increment227:26SRCINC

32-bit source data size225:24SRCSIZE

Reserved023:22reserved

Privileged access protection for
destination data writes

021DSTPROT0

Reserved020:19reserved

Privileged access protection for source
data reads

018SRCPROT0

Arbitrates after 8 transfers317:14ARBSIZE

Transfer 256 items25513:4XFERSIZE

N/A for this transfer type03NXTUSEBURST

Use Auto-request transfer mode22:0XFERMODE

Configure Peripheral Interrupts

For memory-to-memory transfers, the peripheral involved must be configured to generate an interrupt
when the µDMA has completed its transfer. Upon completion, the µDMA will send a dma_done
signal to the peripheral.

9.3.2.3 Start the Transfer
Now the channel is configured and is ready to start.

1. Enable the channel by setting bit 30 of the DMA Channel Enable Set (DMAENASET) register.

2. Issue a transfer request by setting bit 30 of theDMAChannel Software Request (DMASWREQ)
register.

The μDMA transfer begins. If the interrupt is enabled, then the processor is notified by interrupt
when the transfer is complete. If needed, the status can be checked by reading bit 30 of the
DMAENASET register. This bit is automatically cleared when the transfer is complete. The status
can also be checked by reading the XFERMODE field of the channel control word at offset 0x1E8.
This field is automatically cleared at the end of the transfer.

9.3.3 Configuring a Peripheral for Simple Transmit
This example configures the μDMA controller to transmit a buffer of data to a peripheral. The
peripheral has a transmit FIFO with a trigger level of 4. The example peripheral uses μDMA channel
7.

9.3.3.1 Configure the Channel Attributes
First, configure the channel attributes:

1. Configure bit 7 of the DMA Channel Priority Set (DMAPRIOSET) or DMA Channel Priority
Clear (DMAPRIOCLR) registers to set the channel to High priority or Default priority.

2. Set bit 7 of the DMA Channel Primary Alternate Clear (DMAALTCLR) register to select the
primary channel control structure for this transfer.
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3. Set bit 7 of the DMA Channel Useburst Clear (DMAUSEBURSTCLR) register to allow the
μDMA controller to respond to single and burst requests.

4. Set bit 7 of the DMA Channel Request Mask Clear (DMAREQMASKCLR) register to allow
the μDMA controller to recognize requests for this channel.

9.3.3.2 Configure the Channel Control Structure
This example transfers 64 bytes from a memory buffer to the peripheral's transmit FIFO register
using μDMA channel 7. The control structure for channel 7 is at offset 0x070 of the channel control
table. The channel control structure for channel 7 is located at the offsets shown in Table 9-9.

Table 9-9. Channel Control Structure Offsets for Channel 7

DescriptionOffset

Channel 7 Source End PointerControl Table Base + 0x070

Channel 7 Destination End PointerControl Table Base + 0x074

Channel 7 Control WordControl Table Base + 0x078

Configure the Source and Destination

The source and destination end pointers must be set to the last address for the transfer (inclusive).
Because the peripheral pointer does not change, it simply points to the peripheral's data register.

1. Program the source end pointer at offset 0x070 to the address of the source buffer + 0x3F.

2. Program the destination end pointer at offset 0x074 to the address of the peripheral's transmit
FIFO register.

The control word at offset 0x078 must be programmed according to Table 9-10.

Table 9-10. Channel Control Word Configuration for Peripheral Transmit Example

DescriptionValueBitsField in DMACHCTL

Destination address does not increment331:30DSTINC

8-bit destination data size029:28DSTSIZE

8-bit source address increment027:26SRCINC

8-bit source data size025:24SRCSIZE

Reserved023:22reserved

Privileged access protection for
destination data writes

021DSTPROT0

Reserved020:19reserved

Privileged access protection for source
data reads

018SRCPROT0

Arbitrates after 4 transfers217:14ARBSIZE

Transfer 64 items6313:4XFERSIZE

N/A for this transfer type03NXTUSEBURST

Use Basic transfer mode12:0XFERMODE

Note: In this example, it is not important if the peripheral makes a single request or a burst request.
Because the peripheral has a FIFO that triggers at a level of 4, the arbitration size is set to
4. If the peripheral does make a burst request, then 4 bytes are transferred, which is what
the FIFO can accommodate. If the peripheral makes a single request (if there is any space
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in the FIFO), then one byte is transferred at a time. If it is important to the application that
transfers only be made in bursts, then the Channel Useburst SET[7] bit should be set in
the DMA Channel Useburst Set (DMAUSEBURSTSET) register.

9.3.3.3 Start the Transfer
Now the channel is configured and is ready to start.

1. Enable the channel by setting bit 7 of the DMA Channel Enable Set (DMAENASET) register.

The μDMA controller is now configured for transfer on channel 7. The controller makes transfers to
the peripheral whenever the peripheral asserts a μDMA request. The transfers continue until the
entire buffer of 64 bytes has been transferred. When that happens, the μDMA controller disables
the channel and sets the XFERMODE field of the channel control word to 0 (Stopped). The status of
the transfer can be checked by reading bit 7 of the DMA Channel Enable Set (DMAENASET)
register. This bit is automatically cleared when the transfer is complete. The status can also be
checked by reading the XFERMODE field of the channel control word at offset 0x078. This field is
automatically cleared at the end of the transfer.

If peripheral interrupts are enabled, then the peripheral generates an interrupt when the entire
transfer is complete.

9.3.4 Configuring a Peripheral for Ping-Pong Receive
This example configures the μDMA controller to continuously receive 8-bit data from a peripheral
into a pair of 64-byte buffers. The peripheral has a receive FIFO with a trigger level of 8. The example
peripheral uses μDMA channel 8.

9.3.4.1 Configure the Channel Attributes
First, configure the channel attributes:

1. Configure bit 8 of the DMA Channel Priority Set (DMAPRIOSET) or DMA Channel Priority
Clear (DMAPRIOCLR) registers to set the channel to High priority or Default priority.

2. Set bit 8 of the DMA Channel Primary Alternate Clear (DMAALTCLR) register to select the
primary channel control structure for this transfer.

3. Set bit 8 of the DMA Channel Useburst Clear (DMAUSEBURSTCLR) register to allow the
μDMA controller to respond to single and burst requests.

4. Set bit 8 of the DMA Channel Request Mask Clear (DMAREQMASKCLR) register to allow
the μDMA controller to recognize requests for this channel.

9.3.4.2 Configure the Channel Control Structure
This example transfers bytes from the peripheral's receive FIFO register into two memory buffers
of 64 bytes each. As data is received, when one buffer is full, the μDMA controller switches to use
the other.

To use Ping-Pong buffering, both primary and alternate channel control structures must be used.
The primary control structure for channel 8 is at offset 0x080 of the channel control table, and the
alternate channel control structure is at offset 0x280. The channel control structures for channel 8
are located at the offsets shown in Table 9-11.
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Table 9-11. Primary and Alternate Channel Control Structure Offsets for Channel 8

DescriptionOffset

Channel 8 Primary Source End PointerControl Table Base + 0x080

Channel 8 Primary Destination End PointerControl Table Base + 0x084

Channel 8 Primary Control WordControl Table Base + 0x088

Channel 8 Alternate Source End PointerControl Table Base + 0x280

Channel 8 Alternate Destination End PointerControl Table Base + 0x284

Channel 8 Alternate Control WordControl Table Base + 0x288

Configure the Source and Destination

The source and destination end pointers must be set to the last address for the transfer (inclusive).
Because the peripheral pointer does not change, it simply points to the peripheral's data register.
Both the primary and alternate sets of pointers must be configured.

1. Program the primary source end pointer at offset 0x080 to the address of the peripheral's receive
buffer.

2. Program the primary destination end pointer at offset 0x084 to the address of ping-pong buffer
A + 0x3F.

3. Program the alternate source end pointer at offset 0x280 to the address of the peripheral's
receive buffer.

4. Program the alternate destination end pointer at offset 0x284 to the address of ping-pong buffer
B + 0x3F.

The primary control word at offset 0x088 and the alternate control word at offset 0x288 are initially
programmed the same way.

1. Program the primary channel control word at offset 0x088 according to Table 9-12.

2. Program the alternate channel control word at offset 0x288 according to Table 9-12.

Table 9-12. Channel Control Word Configuration for Peripheral Ping-Pong Receive Example

DescriptionValueBitsField in DMACHCTL

8-bit destination address increment031:30DSTINC

8-bit destination data size029:28DSTSIZE

Source address does not increment327:26SRCINC

8-bit source data size025:24SRCSIZE

Reserved023:22reserved

Privileged access protection for
destination data writes

021DSTPROT0

Reserved020:19reserved

Privileged access protection for source
data reads

018SRCPROT0

Arbitrates after 8 transfers317:14ARBSIZE

Transfer 64 items6313:4XFERSIZE

N/A for this transfer type03NXTUSEBURST

Use Ping-Pong transfer mode32:0XFERMODE
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Note: In this example, it is not important if the peripheral makes a single request or a burst request.
Because the peripheral has a FIFO that triggers at a level of 8, the arbitration size is set to
8. If the peripheral does make a burst request, then 8 bytes are transferred, which is what
the FIFO can accommodate. If the peripheral makes a single request (if there is any data
in the FIFO), then one byte is transferred at a time. If it is important to the application that
transfers only be made in bursts, then the Channel Useburst SET[8] bit should be set in
the DMA Channel Useburst Set (DMAUSEBURSTSET) register.

9.3.4.3 Configure the Peripheral Interrupt
An interrupt handler should be configured when using μDMA Ping-Pong mode, it is best to use an
interrupt handler. However, the Ping-Pong mode can be configured without interrupts by polling.
The interrupt handler is triggered after each buffer is complete.

1. Configure and enable an interrupt handler for the peripheral.

9.3.4.4 Enable the μDMA Channel
Now the channel is configured and is ready to start.

1. Enable the channel by setting bit 8 of the DMA Channel Enable Set (DMAENASET) register.

9.3.4.5 Process Interrupts
The μDMA controller is now configured and enabled for transfer on channel 8. When the peripheral
asserts the μDMA request signal, the μDMA controller makes transfers into buffer A using the primary
channel control structure. When the primary transfer to buffer A is complete, it switches to the
alternate channel control structure and makes transfers into buffer B. At the same time, the primary
channel control word mode field is configured to indicate Stopped, and an interrupt is generated in
the peripheral's raw interrupt status register.

When an interrupt is triggered, the interrupt handler must determine which buffer is complete and
process the data or set a flag that the data must be processed by non-interrupt buffer processing
code. Then the next buffer transfer must be set up.

In the interrupt handler:

1. Read the primary channel control word at offset 0x088 and check the XFERMODE field. If the
field is 0, this means buffer A is complete. If buffer A is complete, then:

a. Process the newly received data in buffer A or signal the buffer processing code that buffer
A has data available.

b. Reprogram the primary channel control word at offset 0x88 according to Table
9-12 on page 697.

2. Read the alternate channel control word at offset 0x288 and check the XFERMODE field. If the
field is 0, this means buffer B is complete. If buffer B is complete, then:

a. Process the newly received data in buffer B or signal the buffer processing code that buffer
B has data available.

b. Reprogram the alternate channel control word at offset 0x288 according to Table
9-12 on page 697.
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9.3.5 Configuring Channel Assignments
Channel assignments for each μDMA channel can be changed using the DMACHMAPn registers.
Each 4-bit field represents a μDMA channel.

Refer to Table 9-1 on page 678 for channel assignments.

For example, to use UART1 RX on channel 8, configure the CH8SEL bit in theDMACHMAP1 register
to be 0x1. If a peripheral is enabled on two different channels, the μDMA channel that has the highest
priority for that peripheral takes precedence. Thus, if UART 1 RX is enabled on both channel 8 and
channel 22, the UART1 RX channel 22 priority needs to be lowered before channel 8 UART1 RX
can be accessed by the μDMA.

9.4 Register Map
Table 9-13 on page 699 lists the μDMA channel control structures and registers. The channel control
structure shows the layout of one entry in the channel control table. The channel control table is
located in system memory, and the location is determined by the application, thus the base address
is n/a (not applicable) and noted as such above the register descriptions. In the table below, the
offset for the channel control structures is the offset from the entry in the channel control table. See
“Channel Configuration” on page 681 and Table 9-3 on page 682 for a description of how the entries
in the channel control table are located in memory. The μDMA register addresses are given as a
hexadecimal increment, relative to the μDMA base address of 0x400F.F000. Note that the μDMA
module clock must be enabled before the registers can be programmed (see page 385). There must
be a delay of 3 system clocks after the μDMA module clock is enabled before any μDMA module
registers are accessed.

Table 9-13. μDMA Register Map

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

μDMA Channel Control Structure (Offset from Channel Control Table Base)

701DMA Channel Source Address End Pointer-RWDMASRCENDP0x000

702DMA Channel Destination Address End Pointer-RWDMADSTENDP0x004

703DMA Channel Control Word-RWDMACHCTL0x008

μDMA Registers (Offset from μDMA Base Address)

708DMA Status0x001F.0000RODMASTAT0x000

710DMA Configuration-WODMACFG0x004

711DMA Channel Control Base Pointer0x0000.0000RWDMACTLBASE0x008

712DMA Alternate Channel Control Base Pointer0x0000.0200RODMAALTBASE0x00C

713DMA Channel Wait-on-Request Status0x03C3.CF00RODMAWAITSTAT0x010

714DMA Channel Software Request-WODMASWREQ0x014

715DMA Channel Useburst Set0x0000.0000RWDMAUSEBURSTSET0x018

716DMA Channel Useburst Clear-WODMAUSEBURSTCLR0x01C

717DMA Channel Request Mask Set0x0000.0000RWDMAREQMASKSET0x020

718DMA Channel Request Mask Clear-WODMAREQMASKCLR0x024
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Table 9-13. μDMA Register Map (continued)

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

719DMA Channel Enable Set0x0000.0000RWDMAENASET0x028

720DMA Channel Enable Clear-WODMAENACLR0x02C

721DMA Channel Primary Alternate Set0x0000.0000RWDMAALTSET0x030

722DMA Channel Primary Alternate Clear-WODMAALTCLR0x034

723DMA Channel Priority Set0x0000.0000RWDMAPRIOSET0x038

724DMA Channel Priority Clear-WODMAPRIOCLR0x03C

725DMA Bus Error Clear0x0000.0000RWDMAERRCLR0x04C

726DMA Channel Assignment0x0000.0000RWDMACHASGN0x500

727DMA Channel Map Select 00x0000.0000RWDMACHMAP00x510

728DMA Channel Map Select 10x0000.0000RWDMACHMAP10x514

729DMA Channel Map Select 20x0000.0000RWDMACHMAP20x518

730DMA Channel Map Select 30x0000.0000RWDMACHMAP30x51C

735DMA Peripheral Identification 40x0000.0004RODMAPeriphID40xFD0

731DMA Peripheral Identification 00x0000.0030RODMAPeriphID00xFE0

732DMA Peripheral Identification 10x0000.00B2RODMAPeriphID10xFE4

733DMA Peripheral Identification 20x0000.000BRODMAPeriphID20xFE8

734DMA Peripheral Identification 30x0000.0000RODMAPeriphID30xFEC

736DMA PrimeCell Identification 00x0000.000DRODMAPCellID00xFF0

737DMA PrimeCell Identification 10x0000.00F0RODMAPCellID10xFF4

738DMA PrimeCell Identification 20x0000.0005RODMAPCellID20xFF8

739DMA PrimeCell Identification 30x0000.00B1RODMAPCellID30xFFC

9.5 μDMA Channel Control Structure
The μDMA Channel Control Structure holds the transfer settings for a μDMA channel. Each channel
has two control structures, which are located in a table in system memory. Refer to “Channel
Configuration” on page 681 for an explanation of the Channel Control Table and the Channel Control
Structure.

The channel control structure is one entry in the channel control table. Each channel has a primary
and alternate structure. The primary control structures are located at offsets 0x0, 0x10, 0x20 and
so on. The alternate control structures are located at offsets 0x200, 0x210, 0x220, and so on.
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Register 1: DMAChannel Source Address End Pointer (DMASRCENDP), offset
0x000
DMA Channel Source Address End Pointer (DMASRCENDP) is part of the Channel Control
Structure and is used to specify the source address for a μDMA transfer.

Note: The offset specified is from the base address of the control structure in system memory,
not the μDMA module base address.

DMA Channel Source Address End Pointer (DMASRCENDP)
Base n/a
Offset 0x000
Type RW, reset -

16171819202122232425262728293031

ADDR

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
----------------Reset

0123456789101112131415

ADDR

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
----------------Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Source Address End Pointer
This field points to the last address of the μDMA transfer source
(inclusive). If the source address is not incrementing (the SRCINC field
in the DMACHCTL register is 0x3), then this field points at the source
location itself (such as a peripheral data register).

-RWADDR31:0
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Register 2: DMA Channel Destination Address End Pointer (DMADSTENDP),
offset 0x004
DMA Channel Destination Address End Pointer (DMADSTENDP) is part of the Channel Control
Structure and is used to specify the destination address for a μDMA transfer.

Note: The offset specified is from the base address of the control structure in system memory,
not the μDMA module base address.

DMA Channel Destination Address End Pointer (DMADSTENDP)
Base n/a
Offset 0x004
Type RW, reset -

16171819202122232425262728293031

ADDR

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
----------------Reset

0123456789101112131415

ADDR

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
----------------Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Destination Address End Pointer
This field points to the last address of the μDMA transfer destination
(inclusive). If the destination address is not incrementing (the DSTINC
field in the DMACHCTL register is 0x3), then this field points at the
destination location itself (such as a peripheral data register).

-RWADDR31:0
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Register 3: DMA Channel Control Word (DMACHCTL), offset 0x008
DMA Channel Control Word (DMACHCTL) is part of the Channel Control Structure and is used
to specify parameters of a μDMA transfer.

Note: The offset specified is from the base address of the control structure in system memory,
not the μDMA module base address.

DMA Channel Control Word (DMACHCTL)
Base n/a
Offset 0x008
Type RW, reset -

16171819202122232425262728293031

ARBSIZESRCPROT0reservedDSTPROT0reservedSRCSIZESRCINCDSTSIZEDSTINC

RWRWRWRORORWRORORWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
--0--000--------Reset

0123456789101112131415

XFERMODE

N
XT

U
SE

BU
R

ST

XFERSIZEARBSIZE

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
----------------Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Destination Address Increment
This field configures the destination address increment.
The address increment value must be equal or greater than the value
of the destination size (DSTSIZE).

DescriptionValue

Byte
Increment by 8-bit locations

0x0

Half-word
Increment by 16-bit locations

0x1

Word
Increment by 32-bit locations

0x2

No increment
Address remains set to the value of the Destination Address
End Pointer (DMADSTENDP) for the channel

0x3

-RWDSTINC31:30
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Destination Data Size
This field configures the destination item data size.

Note: DSTSIZE must be the same as SRCSIZE.

DescriptionValue

Byte
8-bit data size

0x0

Half-word
16-bit data size

0x1

Word
32-bit data size

0x2

Reserved0x3

-RWDSTSIZE29:28

Source Address Increment
This field configures the source address increment.
The address increment value must be equal or greater than the value
of the source size (SRCSIZE).

DescriptionValue

Byte
Increment by 8-bit locations

0x0

Half-word
Increment by 16-bit locations

0x1

Word
Increment by 32-bit locations

0x2

No increment
Address remains set to the value of the Source Address End
Pointer (DMASRCENDP) for the channel

0x3

-RWSRCINC27:26

Source Data Size
This field configures the source item data size.

Note: DSTSIZE must be the same as SRCSIZE.

DescriptionValue

Byte
8-bit data size.

0x0

Half-word
16-bit data size.

0x1

Word
32-bit data size.

0x2

Reserved0x3

-RWSRCSIZE25:24

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved23:22
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Destination Privilege Access
This bit controls the privilege access protection for destination data
writes.

DescriptionValue

The access is non-privileged.0

The access is privileged.1

0RWDSTPROT021

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

-ROreserved20:19

Source Privilege Access
This bit controls the privilege access protection for source data reads.

DescriptionValue

The access is non-privileged.0

The access is privileged.1

0RWSRCPROT018

Arbitration Size
This field configures the number of transfers that can occur before the
μDMA controller re-arbitrates. The possible arbitration rate configurations
represent powers of 2 and are shown below.

DescriptionValue

1 Transfer
Arbitrates after each μDMA transfer

0x0

2 Transfers0x1

4 Transfers0x2

8 Transfers0x3

16 Transfers0x4

32 Transfers0x5

64 Transfers0x6

128 Transfers0x7

256 Transfers0x8

512 Transfers0x9

1024 Transfers
In this configuration, no arbitration occurs during the μDMA
transfer because the maximum transfer size is 1024.

0xA-0xF

-RWARBSIZE17:14
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Transfer Size (minus 1)
This field configures the total number of items to transfer. The value of
this field is 1 less than the number to transfer (value 0 means transfer
1 item). The maximum value for this 10-bit field is 1023 which represents
a transfer size of 1024 items.
The transfer size is the number of items, not the number of bytes. If the
data size is 32 bits, then this value is the number of 32-bit words to
transfer.
The μDMA controller updates this field immediately prior to entering the
arbitration process, so it contains the number of outstanding items that
is necessary to complete the μDMA cycle.

-RWXFERSIZE13:4

Next Useburst
This field controls whether the Useburst SET[n] bit is automatically set
for the last transfer of a peripheral scatter-gather operation. Normally,
for the last transfer, if the number of remaining items to transfer is less
than the arbitration size, the μDMA controller uses single transfers to
complete the transaction. If this bit is set, then the controller uses a burst
transfer to complete the last transfer.

-RWNXTUSEBURST3

μDMA Transfer Mode
This field configures the operating mode of the μDMA cycle. Refer to
“Transfer Modes” on page 683 for a detailed explanation of transfer
modes.
Because this register is in system RAM, it has no reset value. Therefore,
this field should be initialized to 0 before the channel is enabled.

DescriptionValue

Stop0x0

Basic0x1

Auto-Request0x2

Ping-Pong0x3

Memory Scatter-Gather0x4

Alternate Memory Scatter-Gather0x5

Peripheral Scatter-Gather0x6

Alternate Peripheral Scatter-Gather0x7

-RWXFERMODE2:0

XFERMODE Bit Field Values.

Stop
Channel is stopped or configuration data is invalid. No more transfers can occur.

Basic
For each trigger (whether from a peripheral or a software request), the μDMA controller performs
the number of transfers specified by the ARBSIZE field.

Auto-Request
The initial request (software- or peripheral-initiated) is sufficient to complete the entire transfer
of XFERSIZE items without any further requests.
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Ping-Pong
This mode uses both the primary and alternate control structures for this channel. When the
number of transfers specified by the XFERSIZE field have completed for the current control
structure (primary or alternate), the µDMA controller switches to the other one. These switches
continue until one of the control structures is not set to ping-pong mode. At that point, the µDMA
controller stops. An interrupt is generated on completion of the transfers configured by each
control structure. See “Ping-Pong” on page 683.

Memory Scatter-Gather
When using this mode, the primary control structure for the channel is configured to allow a list
of operations (tasks) to be performed. The source address pointer specifies the start of a table
of tasks to be copied to the alternate control structure for this channel. The XFERMODE field for
the alternate control structure should be configured to 0x5 (Alternate memory scatter-gather)
to perform the task. When the task completes, the µDMA switches back to the primary channel
control structure, which then copies the next task to the alternate control structure. This process
continues until the table of tasks is empty. The last task must have an XFERMODE value other
than 0x5. Note that for continuous operation, the last task can update the primary channel control
structure back to the start of the list or to another list. See “Memory Scatter-Gather” on page 684.

Alternate Memory Scatter-Gather
This value must be used in the alternate channel control data structure when the μDMA controller
operates in Memory Scatter-Gather mode.

Peripheral Scatter-Gather
This value must be used in the primary channel control data structure when the μDMA controller
operates in Peripheral Scatter-Gather mode. In this mode, the μDMA controller operates exactly
the same as in Memory Scatter-Gather mode, except that instead of performing the number of
transfers specified by the XFERSIZE field in the alternate control structure at one time, the
μDMA controller only performs the number of transfers specified by the ARBSIZE field per
trigger; see Basic mode for details. See “Peripheral Scatter-Gather” on page 688.

Alternate Peripheral Scatter-Gather
This value must be used in the alternate channel control data structure when the μDMA controller
operates in Peripheral Scatter-Gather mode.

9.6 μDMA Register Descriptions
The register addresses given are relative to the μDMA base address of 0x400F.F000.
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Register 4: DMA Status (DMASTAT), offset 0x000
The DMA Status (DMASTAT) register returns the status of the μDMA controller. You cannot read
this register when the μDMA controller is in the reset state.

DMA Status (DMASTAT)
Base 0x400F.F000
Offset 0x000
Type RO, reset 0x001F.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

DMACHANSreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1111100000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

MASTENreservedSTATEreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x000ROreserved31:21

Available μDMA Channels Minus 1
This field contains a value equal to the number of μDMA channels the
μDMA controller is configured to use, minus one. The value of 0x1F
corresponds to 32 μDMA channels.

0x1FRODMACHANS20:16

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved15:8

Control State Machine Status
This field shows the current status of the control state machine. Status
can be one of the following.

DescriptionValue

Idle0x0

Reading channel controller data.0x1

Reading source end pointer.0x2

Reading destination end pointer.0x3

Reading source data.0x4

Writing destination data.0x5

Waiting for µDMA request to clear.0x6

Writing channel controller data.0x7

Stalled0x8

Done0x9

Undefined0xA-0xF

0x0ROSTATE7:4

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved3:1
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Master Enable Status

DescriptionValue

The μDMA controller is disabled.0

The μDMA controller is enabled.1

0ROMASTEN0
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Register 5: DMA Configuration (DMACFG), offset 0x004
The DMACFG register controls the configuration of the μDMA controller.

DMA Configuration (DMACFG)
Base 0x400F.F000
Offset 0x004
Type WO, reset -

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

WOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOType
----------------Reset

0123456789101112131415

MASTENreserved

WOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOType
----------------Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

-WOreserved31:1

Controller Master Enable

DescriptionValue

Disables the μDMA controller.0

Enables μDMA controller.1

-WOMASTEN0
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Register 6: DMA Channel Control Base Pointer (DMACTLBASE), offset 0x008
The DMACTLBASE register must be configured so that the base pointer points to a location in
system memory.

The amount of system memory that must be assigned to the μDMA controller depends on the
number of μDMA channels used and whether the alternate channel control data structure is used.
See “Channel Configuration” on page 681 for details about the Channel Control Table. The base
address must be aligned on a 1024-byte boundary. This register cannot be read when the μDMA
controller is in the reset state.

DMA Channel Control Base Pointer (DMACTLBASE)
Base 0x400F.F000
Offset 0x008
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

ADDR

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

reservedADDR

RORORORORORORORORORORWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Channel Control Base Address
This field contains the pointer to the base address of the channel control
table. The base address must be 1024-byte aligned.

0x0000.00RWADDR31:10

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved9:0
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Register 7: DMA Alternate Channel Control Base Pointer (DMAALTBASE),
offset 0x00C
The DMAALTBASE register returns the base address of the alternate channel control data. This
register removes the necessity for application software to calculate the base address of the alternate
channel control structures. This register cannot be read when the μDMA controller is in the reset
state.

DMA Alternate Channel Control Base Pointer (DMAALTBASE)
Base 0x400F.F000
Offset 0x00C
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0200

16171819202122232425262728293031

ADDR

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

ADDR

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000001000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Alternate Channel Address Pointer
This field provides the base address of the alternate channel control
structures.

0x0000.0200ROADDR31:0
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Register 8: DMA Channel Wait-on-Request Status (DMAWAITSTAT), offset
0x010
This read-only register indicates that the μDMA channel is waiting on a request. A peripheral can
hold off the μDMA from performing a single request until the peripheral is ready for a burst request
to enhance the μDMA performance. The use of this feature is dependent on the design of the
peripheral and is not controllable by software in any way. This register cannot be read when the
μDMA controller is in the reset state.

DMA Channel Wait-on-Request Status (DMAWAITSTAT)
Base 0x400F.F000
Offset 0x010
Type RO, reset 0x03C3.CF00

16171819202122232425262728293031

WAITREQ[n]

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1100001111000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

WAITREQ[n]

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000011110011Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Channel [n] Wait Status
These bits provide the channel wait-on-request status. Bit 0 corresponds
to channel 0.

DescriptionValue

The corresponding channel is not waiting on a request.0

The corresponding channel is waiting on a request.1

0x03C3.CF00ROWAITREQ[n]31:0
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Register 9: DMA Channel Software Request (DMASWREQ), offset 0x014
Each bit of the DMASWREQ register represents the corresponding μDMA channel. Setting a bit
generates a request for the specified μDMA channel.

DMA Channel Software Request (DMASWREQ)
Base 0x400F.F000
Offset 0x014
Type WO, reset -

16171819202122232425262728293031

SWREQ[n]

WOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOType
----------------Reset

0123456789101112131415

SWREQ[n]

WOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOType
----------------Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Channel [n] Software Request
These bits generate software requests. Bit 0 corresponds to channel 0.

DescriptionValue

No request generated.0

Generate a software request for the corresponding channel.1

These bits are automatically cleared when the software request has
been completed.

-WOSWREQ[n]31:0
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Register 10: DMA Channel Useburst Set (DMAUSEBURSTSET), offset 0x018
Each bit of the DMAUSEBURSTSET register represents the corresponding μDMA channel. Setting
a bit disables the channel's single request input from generating requests, configuring the channel
to only accept burst requests. Reading the register returns the status of USEBURST.

If the amount of data to transfer is a multiple of the arbitration (burst) size, the corresponding SET[n]
bit is cleared after completing the final transfer. If there are fewer items remaining to transfer than
the arbitration (burst) size, the μDMA controller automatically clears the corresponding SET[n] bit,
allowing the remaining items to transfer using single requests. In order to resume transfers using
burst requests, the corresponding bit must be set again. A bit should not be set if the corresponding
peripheral does not support the burst request model.

Refer to “Request Types” on page 680 for more details about request types.

DMA Channel Useburst Set (DMAUSEBURSTSET)
Base 0x400F.F000
Offset 0x018
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

SET[n]

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

SET[n]

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Channel [n] Useburst Set

DescriptionValue

μDMA channel [n] responds to single or burst requests.0

μDMA channel [n] responds only to burst requests.1

Bit 0 corresponds to channel 0. This bit is automatically cleared as
described above. A bit can also be manually cleared by setting the
corresponding CLR[n] bit in the DMAUSEBURSTCLR register.

0x0000.0000RWSET[n]31:0
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Register 11: DMAChannel Useburst Clear (DMAUSEBURSTCLR), offset 0x01C
Each bit of theDMAUSEBURSTCLR register represents the corresponding μDMA channel. Setting
a bit clears the corresponding SET[n] bit in the DMAUSEBURSTSET register.

DMA Channel Useburst Clear (DMAUSEBURSTCLR)
Base 0x400F.F000
Offset 0x01C
Type WO, reset -

16171819202122232425262728293031

CLR[n]

WOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOType
----------------Reset

0123456789101112131415

CLR[n]

WOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOType
----------------Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Channel [n] Useburst Clear

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Setting a bit clears the corresponding SET[n] bit in the
DMAUSEBURSTSET register meaning that µDMA channel [n]
responds to single and burst requests.

1

-WOCLR[n]31:0
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Register 12: DMA Channel Request Mask Set (DMAREQMASKSET), offset
0x020
Each bit of the DMAREQMASKSET register represents the corresponding μDMA channel. Setting
a bit disables μDMA requests for the channel. Reading the register returns the request mask status.
When a μDMA channel's request is masked, that means the peripheral can no longer request μDMA
transfers. The channel can then be used for software-initiated transfers.

DMA Channel Request Mask Set (DMAREQMASKSET)
Base 0x400F.F000
Offset 0x020
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

SET[n]

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

SET[n]

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Channel [n] Request Mask Set

DescriptionValue

The peripheral associated with channel [n] is enabled to request
μDMA transfers.

0

The peripheral associated with channel [n] is not able to request
μDMA transfers. Channel [n] may be used for software-initiated
transfers.

1

Bit 0 corresponds to channel 0. A bit can only be cleared by setting the
corresponding CLR[n] bit in the DMAREQMASKCLR register.

0x0000.0000RWSET[n]31:0
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Register 13: DMA Channel Request Mask Clear (DMAREQMASKCLR), offset
0x024
Each bit of the DMAREQMASKCLR register represents the corresponding μDMA channel. Setting
a bit clears the corresponding SET[n] bit in the DMAREQMASKSET register.

DMA Channel Request Mask Clear (DMAREQMASKCLR)
Base 0x400F.F000
Offset 0x024
Type WO, reset -

16171819202122232425262728293031

CLR[n]

WOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOType
----------------Reset

0123456789101112131415

CLR[n]

WOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOType
----------------Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Channel [n] Request Mask Clear

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Setting a bit clears the corresponding SET[n] bit in the
DMAREQMASKSET register meaning that the peripheral
associated with channel [n] is enabled to request μDMA
transfers.

1

-WOCLR[n]31:0
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Register 14: DMA Channel Enable Set (DMAENASET), offset 0x028
Each bit of the DMAENASET register represents the corresponding µDMA channel. Setting a bit
enables the corresponding µDMA channel. Reading the register returns the enable status of the
channels. If a channel is enabled but the request mask is set (DMAREQMASKSET), then the
channel can be used for software-initiated transfers.

DMA Channel Enable Set (DMAENASET)
Base 0x400F.F000
Offset 0x028
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

SET[n]

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

SET[n]

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Channel [n] Enable Set

DescriptionValue

µDMA Channel [n] is disabled.0

µDMA Channel [n] is enabled.1

Bit 0 corresponds to channel 0. A bit can only be cleared by setting the
corresponding CLR[n] bit in the DMAENACLR register or when the
end of a µDMA transfer occurs.

0x0000.0000RWSET[n]31:0
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Register 15: DMA Channel Enable Clear (DMAENACLR), offset 0x02C
Each bit of the DMAENACLR register represents the corresponding µDMA channel. Setting a bit
clears the corresponding SET[n] bit in the DMAENASET register.

DMA Channel Enable Clear (DMAENACLR)
Base 0x400F.F000
Offset 0x02C
Type WO, reset -

16171819202122232425262728293031

CLR[n]

WOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOType
----------------Reset

0123456789101112131415

CLR[n]

WOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOType
----------------Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Clear Channel [n] Enable Clear

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Setting a bit clears the corresponding SET[n] bit in the
DMAENASET register meaning that channel [n] is disabled for
μDMA transfers.

1

Note: The controller disables a channel when it completes the μDMA
cycle.

-WOCLR[n]31:0
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Register 16: DMA Channel Primary Alternate Set (DMAALTSET), offset 0x030
Each bit of the DMAALTSET register represents the corresponding µDMA channel. Setting a bit
configures the µDMA channel to use the alternate control data structure. Reading the register returns
the status of which control data structure is in use for the corresponding µDMA channel.

DMA Channel Primary Alternate Set (DMAALTSET)
Base 0x400F.F000
Offset 0x030
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

SET[n]

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

SET[n]

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Channel [n] Alternate Set

DescriptionValue

µDMA channel [n] is using the primary control structure.0

µDMA channel [n] is using the alternate control structure.1

Bit 0 corresponds to channel 0. A bit can only be cleared by setting the
corresponding CLR[n] bit in the DMAALTCLR register.

Note: For Ping-Pong and Scatter-Gather cycle types, the µDMA
controller automatically sets these bits to select the alternate
channel control data structure.

0x0000.0000RWSET[n]31:0
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Register 17: DMA Channel Primary Alternate Clear (DMAALTCLR), offset
0x034
Each bit of the DMAALTCLR register represents the corresponding μDMA channel. Setting a bit
clears the corresponding SET[n] bit in the DMAALTSET register.

DMA Channel Primary Alternate Clear (DMAALTCLR)
Base 0x400F.F000
Offset 0x034
Type WO, reset -

16171819202122232425262728293031

CLR[n]

WOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOType
----------------Reset

0123456789101112131415

CLR[n]

WOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOType
----------------Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Channel [n] Alternate Clear

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Setting a bit clears the corresponding SET[n] bit in the
DMAALTSET register meaning that channel [n] is using the
primary control structure.

1

Note: For Ping-Pong and Scatter-Gather cycle types, the µDMA
controller automatically sets these bits to select the alternate
channel control data structure.

-WOCLR[n]31:0
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Register 18: DMA Channel Priority Set (DMAPRIOSET), offset 0x038
Each bit of the DMAPRIOSET register represents the corresponding µDMA channel. Setting a bit
configures the µDMA channel to have a high priority level. Reading the register returns the status
of the channel priority mask.

DMA Channel Priority Set (DMAPRIOSET)
Base 0x400F.F000
Offset 0x038
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

SET[n]

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

SET[n]

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Channel [n] Priority Set

DescriptionValue

µDMA channel [n] is using the default priority level.0

µDMA channel [n] is using a high priority level.1

Bit 0 corresponds to channel 0. A bit can only be cleared by setting the
corresponding CLR[n] bit in the DMAPRIOCLR register.

0x0000.0000RWSET[n]31:0
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Register 19: DMA Channel Priority Clear (DMAPRIOCLR), offset 0x03C
Each bit of the DMAPRIOCLR register represents the corresponding µDMA channel. Setting a bit
clears the corresponding SET[n] bit in the DMAPRIOSET register.

DMA Channel Priority Clear (DMAPRIOCLR)
Base 0x400F.F000
Offset 0x03C
Type WO, reset -

16171819202122232425262728293031

CLR[n]

WOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOType
----------------Reset

0123456789101112131415

CLR[n]

WOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOType
----------------Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Channel [n] Priority Clear

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Setting a bit clears the corresponding SET[n] bit in the
DMAPRIOSET register meaning that channel [n] is using the
default priority level.

1

-WOCLR[n]31:0
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Register 20: DMA Bus Error Clear (DMAERRCLR), offset 0x04C
The DMAERRCLR register is used to read and clear the µDMA bus error status. The error status
is set if the μDMA controller encountered a bus error while performing a transfer. If a bus error
occurs on a channel, that channel is automatically disabled by the μDMA controller. The other
channels are unaffected.

DMA Bus Error Clear (DMAERRCLR)
Base 0x400F.F000
Offset 0x04C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

ERRCLRreserved

RW1CROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:1

μDMA Bus Error Status

DescriptionValue

No bus error is pending.0

A bus error is pending.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to it.

0RW1CERRCLR0
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Register 21: DMA Channel Assignment (DMACHASGN), offset 0x500
Each bit of the DMACHASGN register represents the corresponding µDMA channel. Setting a bit
selects the secondary channel assignment as specified in Table 9-1 on page 678.

Note: This register is provided to support legacy software. New software should use the
DMACHMAPn registers. If a bit is clear in this register, the corresponding field in the
DMACHMAPn registers is configured to 0x0. If a bit is set in this register, the corresponding
field is configured to 0x1. If this register is read, a bit reads as 0 if the corresponding
DMACHMAPn register field value is equal to 0, otherwise it reads as 1 if the corresponding
DMACHMAPn register field value is not equal to 0.

DMA Channel Assignment (DMACHASGN)
Base 0x400F.F000
Offset 0x500
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

CHASGN[n]

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
----------------Reset

0123456789101112131415

CHASGN[n]

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
----------------Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Channel [n] Assignment Select

DescriptionValue

Use the primary channel assignment.0

Use the secondary channel assignment.1

-RWCHASGN[n]31:0
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Register 22: DMA Channel Map Select 0 (DMACHMAP0), offset 0x510
Each 4-bit field of theDMACHMAP0 register configures the μDMA channel assignment as specified
in Table 9-1 on page 678.

Note: To support legacy software which uses the DMA Channel Assignment (DMACHASGN)
register, a value of 0x0 is equivalent to a DMACHASGN bit being clear, and a value of 0x1
is equivalent to a DMACHASGN bit being set.

DMA Channel Map Select 0 (DMACHMAP0)
Base 0x400F.F000
Offset 0x510
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

CH4SELCH5SELCH6SELCH7SEL

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CH0SELCH1SELCH2SELCH3SEL

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

μDMA Channel 7 Source Select
See Table 9-1 on page 678 for channel assignments.

0x00RWCH7SEL31:28

μDMA Channel 6 Source Select
See Table 9-1 on page 678 for channel assignments.

0x00RWCH6SEL27:24

μDMA Channel 5 Source Select
See Table 9-1 on page 678 for channel assignments.

0x00RWCH5SEL23:20

μDMA Channel 4 Source Select
See Table 9-1 on page 678 for channel assignments.

0x00RWCH4SEL19:16

μDMA Channel 3 Source Select
See Table 9-1 on page 678 for channel assignments.

0x00RWCH3SEL15:12

μDMA Channel 2 Source Select
See Table 9-1 on page 678 for channel assignments.

0x00RWCH2SEL11:8

μDMA Channel 1 Source Select
See Table 9-1 on page 678 for channel assignments.

0x00RWCH1SEL7:4

μDMA Channel 0 Source Select
See Table 9-1 on page 678 for channel assignments.

0x00RWCH0SEL3:0
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Register 23: DMA Channel Map Select 1 (DMACHMAP1), offset 0x514
Each 4-bit field of theDMACHMAP1 register configures the μDMA channel assignment as specified
in Table 9-1 on page 678.

Note: To support legacy software which uses the DMA Channel Assignment (DMACHASGN)
register, a value of 0x0 is equivalent to a DMACHASGN bit being clear, and a value of 0x1
is equivalent to a DMACHASGN bit being set.

DMA Channel Map Select 1 (DMACHMAP1)
Base 0x400F.F000
Offset 0x514
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

CH12SELCH13SELCH14SELCH15SEL

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CH8SELCH9SELCH10SELCH11SEL

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

μDMA Channel 15 Source Select
See Table 9-1 on page 678 for channel assignments.

0x00RWCH15SEL31:28

μDMA Channel 14 Source Select
See Table 9-1 on page 678 for channel assignments.

0x00RWCH14SEL27:24

μDMA Channel 13 Source Select
See Table 9-1 on page 678 for channel assignments.

0x00RWCH13SEL23:20

μDMA Channel 12 Source Select
See Table 9-1 on page 678 for channel assignments.

0x00RWCH12SEL19:16

μDMA Channel 11 Source Select
See Table 9-1 on page 678 for channel assignments.

0x00RWCH11SEL15:12

μDMA Channel 10 Source Select
See Table 9-1 on page 678 for channel assignments.

0x00RWCH10SEL11:8

μDMA Channel 9 Source Select
See Table 9-1 on page 678 for channel assignments.

0x00RWCH9SEL7:4

μDMA Channel 8 Source Select
See Table 9-1 on page 678 for channel assignments.

0x00RWCH8SEL3:0
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Register 24: DMA Channel Map Select 2 (DMACHMAP2), offset 0x518
Each 4-bit field of theDMACHMAP2 register configures the μDMA channel assignment as specified
in Table 9-1 on page 678.

Note: To support legacy software which uses the DMA Channel Assignment (DMACHASGN)
register, a value of 0x0 is equivalent to a DMACHASGN bit being clear, and a value of 0x1
is equivalent to a DMACHASGN bit being set.

DMA Channel Map Select 2 (DMACHMAP2)
Base 0x400F.F000
Offset 0x518
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

CH20SELCH21SELCH22SELCH23SEL

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CH16SELCH17SELCH18SELCH19SEL

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

μDMA Channel 23 Source Select
See Table 9-1 on page 678 for channel assignments.

0x00RWCH23SEL31:28

μDMA Channel 22 Source Select
See Table 9-1 on page 678 for channel assignments.

0x00RWCH22SEL27:24

μDMA Channel 21 Source Select
See Table 9-1 on page 678 for channel assignments.

0x00RWCH21SEL23:20

μDMA Channel 20 Source Select
See Table 9-1 on page 678 for channel assignments.

0x00RWCH20SEL19:16

μDMA Channel 19 Source Select
See Table 9-1 on page 678 for channel assignments.

0x00RWCH19SEL15:12

μDMA Channel 18 Source Select
See Table 9-1 on page 678 for channel assignments.

0x00RWCH18SEL11:8

μDMA Channel 17 Source Select
See Table 9-1 on page 678 for channel assignments.

0x00RWCH17SEL7:4

μDMA Channel 16 Source Select
See Table 9-1 on page 678 for channel assignments.

0x00RWCH16SEL3:0
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Register 25: DMA Channel Map Select 3 (DMACHMAP3), offset 0x51C
Each 4-bit field of theDMACHMAP3 register configures the μDMA channel assignment as specified
in Table 9-1 on page 678.

Note: To support legacy software which uses the DMA Channel Assignment (DMACHASGN)
register, a value of 0x0 is equivalent to a DMACHASGN bit being clear, and a value of 0x1
is equivalent to a DMACHASGN bit being set.

DMA Channel Map Select 3 (DMACHMAP3)
Base 0x400F.F000
Offset 0x51C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

CH28SELCH29SELCH30SELCH31SEL

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CH24SELCH25SELCH26SELCH27SEL

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

μDMA Channel 31 Source Select
See Table 9-1 on page 678 for channel assignments.

0x00RWCH31SEL31:28

μDMA Channel 30 Source Select
See Table 9-1 on page 678 for channel assignments.

0x00RWCH30SEL27:24

μDMA Channel 29 Source Select
See Table 9-1 on page 678 for channel assignments.

0x00RWCH29SEL23:20

μDMA Channel 28 Source Select
See Table 9-1 on page 678 for channel assignments.

0x00RWCH28SEL19:16

μDMA Channel 27 Source Select
See Table 9-1 on page 678 for channel assignments.

0x00RWCH27SEL15:12

μDMA Channel 26 Source Select
See Table 9-1 on page 678 for channel assignments.

0x00RWCH26SEL11:8

μDMA Channel 25 Source Select
See Table 9-1 on page 678 for channel assignments.

0x00RWCH25SEL7:4

μDMA Channel 24 Source Select
See Table 9-1 on page 678 for channel assignments.

0x00RWCH24SEL3:0
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Register 26: DMA Peripheral Identification 0 (DMAPeriphID0), offset 0xFE0
TheDMAPeriphIDn registers are hard-coded, and the fields within the registers determine the reset
values.

DMA Peripheral Identification 0 (DMAPeriphID0)
Base 0x400F.F000
Offset 0xFE0
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0030

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PID0reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000110000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

μDMA Peripheral ID Register [7:0]
Can be used by software to identify the presence of this peripheral.

0x30ROPID07:0
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Register 27: DMA Peripheral Identification 1 (DMAPeriphID1), offset 0xFE4
TheDMAPeriphIDn registers are hard-coded, and the fields within the registers determine the reset
values.

DMA Peripheral Identification 1 (DMAPeriphID1)
Base 0x400F.F000
Offset 0xFE4
Type RO, reset 0x0000.00B2

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PID1reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0100110100000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

μDMA Peripheral ID Register [15:8]
Can be used by software to identify the presence of this peripheral.

0xB2ROPID17:0
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Register 28: DMA Peripheral Identification 2 (DMAPeriphID2), offset 0xFE8
TheDMAPeriphIDn registers are hard-coded, and the fields within the registers determine the reset
values.

DMA Peripheral Identification 2 (DMAPeriphID2)
Base 0x400F.F000
Offset 0xFE8
Type RO, reset 0x0000.000B

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PID2reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1101000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

μDMA Peripheral ID Register [23:16]
Can be used by software to identify the presence of this peripheral.

0x0BROPID27:0
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Register 29: DMA Peripheral Identification 3 (DMAPeriphID3), offset 0xFEC
The DMAPeriphIDn registers are hard-coded and the fields within the registers determine the reset
values.

DMA Peripheral Identification 3 (DMAPeriphID3)
Base 0x400F.F000
Offset 0xFEC
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PID3reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

μDMA Peripheral ID Register [31:24]
Can be used by software to identify the presence of this peripheral.

0x00ROPID37:0
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Register 30: DMA Peripheral Identification 4 (DMAPeriphID4), offset 0xFD0
TheDMAPeriphIDn registers are hard-coded, and the fields within the registers determine the reset
values.

DMA Peripheral Identification 4 (DMAPeriphID4)
Base 0x400F.F000
Offset 0xFD0
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0004

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PID4reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0010000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

μDMA Peripheral ID Register
Can be used by software to identify the presence of this peripheral.

0x04ROPID47:0
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Register 31: DMA PrimeCell Identification 0 (DMAPCellID0), offset 0xFF0
The DMAPCellIDn registers are hard-coded, and the fields within the registers determine the reset
values.

DMA PrimeCell Identification 0 (DMAPCellID0)
Base 0x400F.F000
Offset 0xFF0
Type RO, reset 0x0000.000D

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CID0reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1011000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

μDMA PrimeCell ID Register [7:0]
Provides software a standard cross-peripheral identification system.

0x0DROCID07:0
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Register 32: DMA PrimeCell Identification 1 (DMAPCellID1), offset 0xFF4
The DMAPCellIDn registers are hard-coded, and the fields within the registers determine the reset
values.

DMA PrimeCell Identification 1 (DMAPCellID1)
Base 0x400F.F000
Offset 0xFF4
Type RO, reset 0x0000.00F0

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CID1reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000111100000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

μDMA PrimeCell ID Register [15:8]
Provides software a standard cross-peripheral identification system.

0xF0ROCID17:0
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Register 33: DMA PrimeCell Identification 2 (DMAPCellID2), offset 0xFF8
The DMAPCellIDn registers are hard-coded, and the fields within the registers determine the reset
values.

DMA PrimeCell Identification 2 (DMAPCellID2)
Base 0x400F.F000
Offset 0xFF8
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0005

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CID2reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1010000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved31:8

μDMA PrimeCell ID Register [23:16]
Provides software a standard cross-peripheral identification system.

0x05ROCID27:0
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Register 34: DMA PrimeCell Identification 3 (DMAPCellID3), offset 0xFFC
The DMAPCellIDn registers are hard-coded, and the fields within the registers determine the reset
values.

DMA PrimeCell Identification 3 (DMAPCellID3)
Base 0x400F.F000
Offset 0xFFC
Type RO, reset 0x0000.00B1

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CID3reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000110100000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved31:8

μDMA PrimeCell ID Register [31:24]
Provides software a standard cross-peripheral identification system.

0xB1ROCID37:0
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10 General-Purpose Input/Outputs (GPIOs)
The GPIO module is composed of 15 physical GPIO blocks, each corresponding to an individual
GPIO port (Port A, Port B, Port C, Port D, Port E, Port F, Port G, Port H, Port J, Port K, Port L, Port
M, Port N, Port P, Port Q). The GPIO module supports up to 90 programmable input/output pins,
depending on the peripherals being used.

The GPIO module has the following features:

■ Up to 90 GPIOs, depending on configuration

■ Highly flexible pin muxing allows use as GPIO or one of several peripheral functions

■ 3.3-V-tolerant in input configuration

■ Advanced High Performance Bus accesses all ports:

– Ports A-H and J; Ports K-N and P-Q

■ Fast toggle capable of a change every clock cycle for ports on AHB

■ Programmable control for GPIO interrupts

– Interrupt generation masking

– Edge-triggered on rising, falling, or both

– Level-sensitive on High or Low values

– Per-pin interrupts available on Port P and Port Q

■ Bit masking in both read and write operations through address lines

■ Can be used to initiate an ADC sample sequence or a μDMA transfer

■ Pin state can be retained during Hibernation mode; pins on port P can be programmed to wake
on level in Hibernation mode

■ Pins configured as digital inputs are Schmitt-triggered

■ Programmable control for GPIO pad configuration

– Weak pull-up or pull-down resistors

– 2-mA, 4-mA, 6-mA, 8-mA, 10-mA and 12-mA pad drive for digital communication; up to four
pads can sink 18-mA for high-current applications

– Slew rate control for 8-mA, 10-mA and 12-mA pad drive

– Open drain enables

– Digital input enables
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10.1 Signal Description
GPIO signals have alternate hardware functions. The following table lists the GPIO pins and their
analog and digital alternate functions. The digital alternate hardware functions are enabled by setting
the appropriate bit in the GPIO Alternate Function Select (GPIOAFSEL) and GPIODEN registers
and configuring the PMCx bit field in the GPIO Port Control (GPIOPCTL) register to the numeric
encoding shown in the table below. Analog signals in the table below are also 3.3-V tolerant and
are configured by clearing the DEN bit in the GPIO Digital Enable (GPIODEN) register. The AINx
analog signals have internal circuitry to protect them from voltages over VDD (up to the maximum
specified in Table 27-1 on page 1816), but analog performance specifications are only guaranteed if
the input signal swing at the I/O pad is kept inside the range 0 V < VIN < VDD. Note that each pin
must be programmed individually; no type of grouping is implied by the columns in the table. Table
entries that are shaded gray are the default values for the corresponding GPIO pin.

Important: The table below shows special consideration GPIO pins. Most GPIO pins are configured
as GPIOs and tri-stated by default (GPIOAFSEL=0, GPIODEN=0, GPIOPDR=0,
GPIOPUR=0, and GPIOPCTL=0). Special consideration pins may be programed to a
non-GPIO function or may have special commit controls out of reset. In addition, a
Power-On-Reset (POR) returns these GPIO to their original special consideration state.

Table 10-1. GPIO Pins With Special Considerations

GPIOCRGPIOPCTLGPIOPURGPIOPDRGPIODENGPIOAFSELDefault Reset
State

GPIO Pins

00x11011JTAG/SWDPC[3:0]

00x00000GPIOaPD[7]

00x00000GPIOaPE[7]

a. This pin is configured as a GPIO by default but is locked and can only be reprogrammed by unlocking the
pin in the GPIOLOCK register and uncommitting it by setting the GPIOCR register.

The GPIO commit control registers provide a layer of protection against accidental
programming of critical hardware signals including the GPIO pins that can function as
JTAG/SWD signals and the NMI signal. The commit control process must be followed
for these pins, even if they are programmed as alternate functions other than JTAG/SWD
or NMI; see “Commit Control” on page 750.

Note: If the device fails initialization during reset, the hardware toggles the TDO output
as an indication of failure. Thus, during board layout, designers should not
designate the TDO pin as a GPIO in sensitive applications where the possibility
of toggling could affect the design.

Table 10-2. GPIO Pins and Alternate Functions (128TQFP)

Digital Function (GPIOPCTL PMCx Bit Field Encoding)bAnalog
or

Special
Functiona

PinIO 1514131187654321

-----CAN0Rx---T0CCP0I2C9SCLU0Rx-33PA0

-----CAN0Tx---T0CCP1I2C9SDAU0Tx-34PA1

SSI0Clk--------T1CCP0I2C8SCLU4Rx-35PA2

SSI0Fss--------T1CCP1I2C8SDAU4Tx-36PA3

SSI0XDAT0--------T2CCP0I2C7SCLU3Rx-37PA4
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Table 10-2. GPIO Pins and Alternate Functions (128TQFP) (continued)

Digital Function (GPIOPCTL PMCx Bit Field Encoding)bAnalog
or

Special
Functiona

PinIO 1514131187654321

SSI0XDAT1--------T2CCP1I2C7SDAU3Tx-38PA5

EPI0S8-SSI0XDAT2----USB0EPEN-T3CCP0I2C6SCLU2Rx-40PA6

EPI0S9-SSI0XDAT3USB0EPEN---USB0PFLT-T3CCP1I2C6SDAU2Tx-41PA7

-----CAN1Rx---T4CCP0I2C5SCLU1RxUSB0ID95PB0

-----CAN1Tx---T4CCP1I2C5SDAU1TxUSB0VBUS96PB1

EPI0S27USB0STP-------T5CCP0I2C0SCL--91PB2

EPI0S28USB0CLK-------T5CCP1I2C0SDA--92PB3

SSI1Fss---------I2C5SCLU0CTSAIN10121PB4

SSI1Clk---------I2C5SDAU0RTSAIN11120PB5

-----------
TCK

SWCLK

-100PC0

-----------
TMS

SWDIO

-99PC1

-----------TDI-98PC2

-----------TDO SWO-97PC3

EPI0S7----------U7RxC1-25PC4

EPI0S6----RTCCLK-----U7TxC1+24PC5

EPI0S5----------U5RxC0+23PC6

EPI0S4----------U5TxC0-22PC7

SSI2XDAT1------C0o-T0CCP0I2C7SCL-AIN151PD0

SSI2XDAT0------C1o-T0CCP1I2C7SDA-AIN142PD1

SSI2Fss------C2o-T1CCP0I2C8SCL-AIN133PD2

SSI2Clk--------T1CCP1I2C8SDA-AIN124PD3

SSI1XDAT2--------T3CCP0-U2RxAIN7125PD4

SSI1XDAT3--------T3CCP1-U2TxAIN6126PD5

SSI2XDAT3------USB0EPEN-T4CCP0-U2RTSAIN5127PD6

SSI2XDAT2---NMI--USB0PFLT-T4CCP1-U2CTSAIN4128PD7

-----------U1RTSAIN315PE0

-----------U1DSRAIN214PE1

-----------U1DCDAIN113PE2

-----------U1DTRAIN012PE3

SSI1XDAT0----------U1RIAIN9123PE4

SSI1XDAT1-----------AIN8124PE5

TRD2SSI3XDAT1----M0PWM0EN0LED0-----42PF0

TRD1SSI3XDAT0----M0PWM1EN0LED2-----43PF1
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Table 10-2. GPIO Pins and Alternate Functions (128TQFP) (continued)

Digital Function (GPIOPCTL PMCx Bit Field Encoding)bAnalog
or

Special
Functiona

PinIO 1514131187654321

TRD0SSI3Fss----M0PWM2------44PF2

TRCLKSSI3Clk----M0PWM3------45PF3

TRD3SSI3XDAT2----M0FAULT0EN0LED1-----46PF4

EPI0S11-----M0PWM4EN0PPS--I2C1SCL--49PG0

EPI0S10-----M0PWM5---I2C1SDA--50PG1

EPI0S0----------U0RTS-29PH0

EPI0S1----------U0CTS-30PH1

EPI0S2----------U0DCD-31PH2

EPI0S3----------U0DSR-32PH3

-------EN0PPS---U3Rx-116PJ0

-----------U3Tx-117PJ1

EPI0S0----------U4RxAIN1618PK0

EPI0S1----------U4TxAIN1719PK1

EPI0S2----------U4RTSAIN1820PK2

EPI0S3----------U4CTSAIN1921PK3

EPI0S32-----M0PWM6EN0LED0--I2C3SCL--63PK4

EPI0S31-----M0PWM7EN0LED2--I2C3SDA--62PK5

EPI0S25-----M0FAULT1EN0LED1--I2C4SCL--61PK6

EPI0S24-----M0FAULT2RTCCLK--I2C4SDAU0RI-60PK7

EPI0S16USB0D0----M0FAULT3---I2C2SDA--81PL0

EPI0S17USB0D1----PhA0---I2C2SCL--82PL1

EPI0S18USB0D2----PhB0C0o-----83PL2

EPI0S19USB0D3----IDX0C1o-----84PL3

EPI0S26USB0D4-------T0CCP0---85PL4

EPI0S33USB0D5-------T0CCP1---86PL5

---------T1CCP0--USB0DP94PL6

---------T1CCP1--USB0DM93PL7

EPI0S15--------T2CCP0---78PM0

EPI0S14--------T2CCP1---77PM1

EPI0S13--------T3CCP0---76PM2

EPI0S12--------T3CCP1---75PM3

---------T4CCP0-U0CTSTMPR374PM4

---------T4CCP1-U0DCDTMPR273PM5

---------T5CCP0-U0DSRTMPR172PM6
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Table 10-2. GPIO Pins and Alternate Functions (128TQFP) (continued)

Digital Function (GPIOPCTL PMCx Bit Field Encoding)bAnalog
or

Special
Functiona

PinIO 1514131187654321

---------T5CCP1-U0RITMPR071PM7

-----------U1RTS-107PN0

-----------U1CTS-108PN1

EPI0S29---------U2RTSU1DCD-109PN2

EPI0S30---------U2CTSU1DSR-110PN3

EPI0S34--------I2C2SDAU3RTSU1DTR-111PN4

EPI0S35--------I2C2SCLU3CTSU1RI-112PN5

SSI3XDAT2----------U6RxC2+118PP0

SSI3XDAT3----------U6TxC2-119PP1

EPI0S29USB0NXT---------U0DTR-103PP2

EPI0S30USB0DIR---RTCCLK----U0DCDU1CTS-104PP3

-USB0D7--------U0DSRU3RTS-105PP4

-USB0D6--------I2C2SCLU3CTS-106PP5

EPI0S20SSI3Clk-----------5PQ0

EPI0S21SSI3Fss-----------6PQ1

EPI0S22SSI3XDAT0-----------11PQ2

EPI0S23SSI3XDAT1-----------27PQ3

-----DIVSCLK-----U1Rx-102PQ4

a. The TMPRn signals are digital signals enabled and configured by the Hibernation module. All other signals listed in this column are analog
signals.

b. The digital signals that are shaded gray are the power-on default values for the corresponding GPIO pin. Encodings 9, 10, and 12 are
not used on this device.

10.2 Pad Capabilities
There are two main types of pads provided on the device:

■ Fast GPIO pads: These pads provide variable, programmable drive strength and optimized
voltage output levels.

■ Slow GPIO pads: These pads provide 2-mA drive strength and are designed to be sensitive to
voltage inputs. The following GPIOs port pins are designed with Slow GPIO Pads:
– PJ1

Please refer to“Recommended GPIO Operating Characteristics” on page 1818 for details on the GPIO
operating conditions for these two different pad types.

Note: Port pins PL6 and PL7 operate as Fast GPIO pads, but have 4-mA drive capability only.
GPIO register controls for drive strength, slew rate and open drain have no effect on these
pins. The registers which have no effect are as follows: GPIODR2R, GPIODR4R,
GPIODR8R, GPIODR12R, GPIOSLR, and GPIOODR.
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Note: Port pins PM[7:4] operate as Fast GPIO pads but support only 2-, 4-, 6-, and 8-mA drive
capability. 10- and 12-mA drive are not supported. All standard GPIO register controls,
except for the GPIODR12R register, apply to these port pins.

10.3 Functional Description
Each GPIO port is a separate hardware instantiation of the same physical block (see Figure
10-1 on page 745 and Figure 10-2 on page 746). The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller contains 15
ports and thus 15 of these physical GPIO blocks. Note that not all pins are implemented on every
block. Some GPIO pins can function as I/O signals for the on-chip peripheral modules. For information
on which GPIO pins are used for alternate hardware functions, refer to Table 26-5 on page 1806.

Figure 10-1. Digital I/O Pads
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Figure 10-2. Analog/Digital I/O Pads
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10.3.1 Data Control
The data control registers allow software to configure the operational modes of the GPIOs. The data
direction register configures the GPIO as an input or an output while the data register either captures
incoming data or drives it out to the pads.

Caution – It is possible to create a software sequence that prevents the debugger from connecting to
the TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller. If the program code loaded into flash immediately changes
the JTAG pins to their GPIO functionality, the debugger may not have enough time to connect and
halt the controller before the JTAG pin functionality switches. As a result, the debugger may be locked
out of the part. This issue can be avoided with a software routine that restores JTAG functionality
based on an external or software trigger. In the case that the software routine is not implemented and
the device is locked out of the part, this issue can be solved by using the TM4C1294KCPDT Flash
Programmer "Unlock" feature. Please refer to LMFLASHPROGRAMMER on the TI web for more
information.
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10.3.1.1 Data Direction Operation
The GPIO Direction (GPIODIR) register (see page 758) is used to configure each individual pin as
an input or output. When the data direction bit is cleared, the GPIO is configured as an input, and
the corresponding data register bit captures and stores the value on the GPIO port. When the data
direction bit is set, the GPIO is configured as an output, and the corresponding data register bit is
driven out on the GPIO port.

10.3.1.2 Data Register Operation
To aid in the efficiency of software, the GPIO ports allow for the modification of individual bits in the
GPIO Data (GPIODATA) register (see page 757) by using bits [9:2] of the address bus as a mask.
In this manner, software drivers can modify individual GPIO pins in a single instruction without
affecting the state of the other pins. This method is more efficient than the conventional method of
performing a read-modify-write operation to set or clear an individual GPIO pin. To implement this
feature, the GPIODATA register covers 256 locations in the memory map.

During a write, if the address bit associated with that data bit is set, the value of the GPIODATA
register is altered. If the address bit is cleared, the data bit is left unchanged.

For example, writing a value of 0xEB to the address GPIODATA + 0x098 has the results shown in
Figure 10-3, where u indicates that data is unchanged by the write. This example demonstrates
how GPIODATA bits 5, 2, and 1 are written.

Figure 10-3. GPIODATA Write Example

0 10 0 1 10 0 0

u 1u u 0 1u u

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

1 11 0 0 11 1

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
GPIODATA

0xEB

0x098
ADDR[9:2]

0

During a read, if the address bit associated with the data bit is set, the value is read. If the address
bit associated with the data bit is cleared, the data bit is read as a zero, regardless of its actual
value. For example, reading address GPIODATA + 0x0C4 yields as shown in Figure 10-4. This
example shows how to read GPIODATA bits 5, 4, and 0.

Figure 10-4. GPIODATA Read Example

0 10 1 0 00 1 0 0

0 10 1 0 00 0

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

0 11 1 1 11 0

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
Returned Value

GPIODATA

0x0C4
ADDR[9:2]
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10.3.2 Interrupt Control
The interrupt capabilities of each GPIO port are controlled by a set of seven registers. These registers
are used to select the source of the interrupt, its polarity, and the edge properties. When one or
more GPIO inputs cause an interrupt, a single interrupt output is sent to the interrupt controller for
the entire GPIO port. For edge-triggered interrupts, software must clear the interrupt to enable any
further interrupts. For a level-sensitive interrupt, the external source must hold the level constant
for the interrupt to be recognized by the controller.

Three registers define the edge or sense that causes interrupts:

■ GPIO Interrupt Sense (GPIOIS) register (see page 759)

■ GPIO Interrupt Both Edges (GPIOIBE) register (see page 760)

■ GPIO Interrupt Event (GPIOIEV) register (see page 761)

Interrupts are enabled/disabled via the GPIO Interrupt Mask (GPIOIM) register (see page 762).

When an interrupt condition occurs, the state of the interrupt signal can be viewed in two locations:
theGPIORaw Interrupt Status (GPIORIS) andGPIOMasked Interrupt Status (GPIOMIS) registers
(see page 763 and page 765). As the name implies, the GPIOMIS register only shows interrupt
conditions that are allowed to be passed to the interrupt controller. The GPIORIS register indicates
that a GPIO pin meets the conditions for an interrupt, but has not necessarily been sent to the
interrupt controller.

For a GPIO level-detect interrupt, the interrupt signal generating the interrupt must be held until
serviced. Once the input signal deasserts from the interrupt generating logical sense, the
corresponding RIS bit in the GPIORIS register clears. For a GPIO edge-detect interrupt, the RIS
bit in the GPIORIS register is cleared by writing a ‘1’ to the corresponding bit in the GPIO Interrupt
Clear (GPIOICR) register (see page 767). The correspondingGPIOMIS bit reflects the masked value
of the RIS bit.

When programming the interrupt control registers (GPIOIS, GPIOIBE, or GPIOIEV), the interrupts
should be masked (GPIOIM cleared). Writing any value to an interrupt control register can generate
a spurious interrupt if the corresponding bits are enabled.

10.3.2.1 Interrupts Per Pin
Each pin of GPIO Port P and Port Q can trigger an interrupt. Each pin has a dedicated interrupt
vector and can be handled by a separate interrupt handler. The PP0 and PQ0 interrupts serve as a
master interrupt and provide a legacy aggregated interrupt version. For interrupt assignments, see
Table 2-9 on page 116.

Note: The OR'ed summary interrupt occurs on bit 0 of theGPIORIS register. For summary interrupt
mode, software should set the GPIOIM register to 0xFF and mask the port pin interrupts 1
through 7 in the Interrupt Clear Enable (DISn) register (see “NVIC Register
Descriptions” on page 153). When servicing this interrupt, write a 1 to the corresponding bit
in the UNPENDn register to clear the pending interrupt in the NVIC and clear the GPIORIS
register pin interrupt bits by setting the IC field of the GPIOICR register to 0xFF.

10.3.2.2 ADC Trigger Source
Any GPIO pin can be configured to be an external trigger for the ADC using the GPIO ADC Control
(GPIOADCCTL) register. If any GPIO is configured as a non-masked interrupt pin (the appropriate
bit of GPIOIM is set), and an interrupt for that port is generated, a trigger signal is sent to the ADC.
If the ADC Event Multiplexer Select (ADCEMUX) register is configured to use the external trigger,
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an ADC conversion is initiated. See page 1089. Note that whether the GPIO is configured to trigger
on edge events or level events, a single-clock ADC trigger pulse is created in either event. Thus,
when a level event is selected, the ADC sample sequence will run only one time and multiple sample
sequences will not be executed if the level remains the same. It is recommended that edge events
be used as ADC trigger source.

Note that if the Port B GPIOADCCTL register is cleared, PB4 can still be used as an external trigger
for the ADC. This is a legacy mode which allows code written for previous devices to operate on
this microcontroller.

10.3.2.3 μDMA Trigger Source
Any GPIO pin can be configured to be an external trigger for the μDMA using theGPIODMAControl
(GPIODMACTL) register. If any GPIO is configured as a non-masked interrupt pin (the appropriate
bit of GPIOIM is set), a dma_req signal is sent to the µDMA. If the μDMA is configured to start a
transfer based on the GPIO signal, a transfer is initiated. When transfer is complete, the dma_done
signal is sent from the µDMA to the GPIO and is reported as a DMA (done) interrupt in the GPIORIS
register.

10.3.2.4 HIB Wake Source
GPIO pins K[7:4] on Port K can be configured as an external wake source for the hibernation (HIB)
module. The pins can be configured in the following way:

1. Write 0x0000.0040 to the HIBCTL register at offset 0x010 to enable 32.768-kHz Hibernation
oscillator.

2. Write any data to be retained during power cut to the HIBDATA register at offsets 0x030-0x06F.

3. Configure the GPIOWAKEPEN and GPIOWAKELVL registers at offsets 0x540 and 0x544 in
the GPIO module. Enable the I/O wake pad configuration by writing 0x0000.0001 to the HIBIO
register at offset 0x010.

4. When the IOWRC bit in the HIBIO register is read as 1, write 0x0000.0000 to the HIBO register
to lock the current pad configuration so that any other writes to the GPIOWAKEPEN and
GPIOWAKELVL register will be ignored.

5. The hibernation sequence may be initiated by writing 0x0000.0052 to the HIBCTL register.

The GPIOWAKESTAT register at offset 0x548 can be read to determine which port caused a wake
pin assertion.

10.3.3 Mode Control
The GPIO pins can be controlled by either software or hardware. Software control is the default for
most signals and corresponds to the GPIO mode, where the GPIODATA register is used to read
or write the corresponding pins. When hardware control is enabled via theGPIO Alternate Function
Select (GPIOAFSEL) register (see page 768), the pin state is controlled by its alternate function
(that is, the peripheral).

Further pin muxing options are provided through theGPIO Port Control (GPIOPCTL) register which
selects one of several peripheral functions for each GPIO. For information on the configuration
options, refer to Table 26-5 on page 1806.

Note: If any pin is to be used as an ADC input, the appropriate bit in the GPIOAMSEL register
must be set to disable the analog isolation circuit.
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10.3.4 Commit Control
The GPIO commit control registers provide a layer of protection against accidental programming of
critical hardware peripherals. Protection is provided for the GPIO pins that can be used as the four
JTAG/SWD pins and the NMI pin (see “Signal Tables” on page 1770 for pin numbers). Writes to
protected bits of theGPIO Alternate Function Select (GPIOAFSEL) register (see page 768),GPIO
Pull Up Select (GPIOPUR) register (see page 774), GPIO Pull-Down Select (GPIOPDR) register
(see page 776), andGPIO Digital Enable (GPIODEN) register (see page 779) are not committed to
storage unless the GPIO Lock (GPIOLOCK) register (see page 781) has been unlocked and the
appropriate bits of the GPIO Commit (GPIOCR) register (see page 782) have been set.

10.3.5 Pad Control
The pad control registers allow software to configure the GPIO pads based on the application
requirements. The pad control registers include the GPIODR2R, GPIODR4R,
GPIODR8R,GPIODR12R, GPIOODR, GPIOPUR, GPIOPDR, GPIOSLR, and GPIODEN registers.
These registers control drive strength, open-drain configuration, pull-up and pull-down resistors,
slew-rate control and digital input enable for each GPIO. If 3.3V is applied to a GPIO configured as
an open-drain output, the output voltage will depend on the strength of your pull-up resistor. The
GPIO pad is not electrically configured to output 3.3 V.

Note: Port pins PL6 and PL7 operate as Fast GPIO pads, but have 4-mA drive capability only.
GPIO register controls for drive strength, slew rate and open drain have no effect on these
pins. The registers which have no effect are as follows: GPIODR2R, GPIODR4R,
GPIODR8R, GPIODR12R, GPIOSLR, and GPIOODR.

Note: Port pins PM[7:4] operate as Fast GPIO pads but support only 2-, 4-, 6-, and 8-mA drive
capability. 10- and 12-mA drive are not supported. All standard GPIO register controls,
except for the GPIODR12R register, apply to these port pins.

10.3.5.1 Extended Drive Enable
The GPIO Peripheral Configuration (GPIOPC) register controls the extended drive modes of the
GPIO. When the EDE bit in GPIO Peripheral Properties (GPIOPP) register is set and the EDMn bit
field for a GPIO pin is non-zero in the GPIOPC register, the GPIODRnR registers do not drive their
default value, but instead output an incremental drive strength, which has an additive effect. This
allows for more drive strength possibilities. When the EDE bit is set and the EDMn bit field is non-zero,
the 2 mA driver is always enabled. Any bits enabled in the GPIODR4R register for a pin with a
non-zero EDMn value, add an additional 2 mA. Any bits set in the GPIODR8R add an extra 4 mA of
drive. The GPIODR12R register is only valid when the EDMn value is 0x3. For this encoding, setting
a bit in the GPIODR12R register adds 4 mA of drive to the already existing 8 mA, for a 12 mA drive
strength. To attain a 10-mA drive strength, the pin's GPIODR12R and GPIODR8R register should
be enabled; this would result in the addition of two, 4-mA current drivers to the already enabled
2-mA driver. The table below shows the drive capability options. If EDMn is 0x00, then theGPIODR2R,
GPIODR4R, and GPIODR8R function as stated in their default register description.

Note: A GPIOPC register write must precede the configuration of the GPIODRnR registers in
order for extended drive mode to take effect.
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Table 10-3. GPIO Drive Strength Options

Drive (mA)GPIODR2R (2mA)GPIODR4R
(+2mA)

GPIODR8R
(+4mA)

GPIODR12R
(+4mA)

EDMn
(GPIOPC)

EDE
(GPIOPP)

2100

N/A0x0X 4010

8001

2N/A00

N/A0x11
4N/A10

6N/A01

8N/A11

2N/A000

0x31

4N/A100

6N/A010

8N/A110

10N/A011

12N/A111

N/AN/AN/A01

N/AN/AN/AN/AN/A0x21

10.3.6 Identification
The identification registers configured at reset allow software to detect and identify the module as
a GPIO block. The identification registers include the GPIOPeriphID0-GPIOPeriphID7 registers as
well as the GPIOPCellID0-GPIOPCellID3 registers.

10.4 Initialization and Configuration
To configure the GPIO pins of a particular port, follow these steps:

1. Enable the clock to the port by setting the appropriate bits in the RCGCGPIO register (see
page 382). In addition, the SCGCGPIO and DCGCGPIO registers can be programmed in the
same manner to enable clocking in Sleep and Deep-Sleep modes.

2. Set the direction of the GPIO port pins by programming the GPIODIR register. A write of a 1
indicates output and a write of a 0 indicates input.

3. Configure theGPIOAFSEL register to program each bit as a GPIO or alternate pin. If an alternate
pin is chosen for a bit, then the PMCx field must be programmed in the GPIOPCTL register for
the specific peripheral required. There are also two registers,GPIOADCCTL andGPIODMACTL,
which can be used to program a GPIO pin as a ADC or μDMA trigger, respectively.

4. Set the EDMn field in the GPIOPC register as shown in Table 10-3 on page 751.

5. Set or clear the GPIODR4R register bits as shown in Table 10-3 on page 751.

6. Set or clear the GPIODR8R register bits as shown in Table 10-3 on page 751.

7. Set or clear the GPIODR12R register bits as shown in Table 10-3 on page 751.
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8. Program each pad in the port to have either pull-up, pull-down, or open drain functionality through
the GPIOPUR, GPIOPDR, GPIOODR register. Slew rate may also be programmed, if needed,
through the GPIOSLR register.

9. To enable GPIO pins as digital I/Os, set the appropriate DEN bit in the GPIODEN register. To
enable GPIO pins to their analog function (if available), set the GPIOAMSEL bit in the
GPIOAMSEL register.

10. Program the GPIOIS, GPIOIBE, GPIOEV, and GPIOIM registers to configure the type, event,
and mask of the interrupts for each port.

Note: To prevent false interrupts, the following steps should be taken when re-configuring
GPIO edge and interrupt sense registers:

a. Mask the corresponding port by clearing the IME field in the GPIOIM register.

b. Configure the IS field in the GPIOIS register and the IBE field in the GPIOIBE
register.

c. Clear the GPIORIS register.

d. Unmask the port by setting the IME field in the GPIOIM register.

11. Optionally, software can lock the configurations of the NMI and JTAG/SWD pins on the GPIO
port pins, by setting the LOCK bits in the GPIOLOCK register.

When the internal POR signal is asserted and until otherwise configured, all GPIO pins are configured
to be undriven (tristate): GPIOAFSEL=0, GPIODEN=0, GPIOPDR=0, and GPIOPUR=0Table
10-4 on page 752 shows all possible configurations of the GPIO pads and the control register settings
required to achieve them. Table 10-5 on page 753 shows how a rising edge interrupt is configured
for pin 2 of a GPIO port.

Table 10-4. GPIO Pad Configuration Examples

GPIO Register Bit Valuea

Configuration
SLRDR12RDR8RDR4RDR2RPDRPURDENODRDIRAFSEL

XXXXX??1000Digital Input
(GPIO)

???????1010Digital Output
(GPIO)

?????XX1110Open Drain Output
(GPIO)

?????XX11X1Open Drain
Input/Output
(I2CSDA)

?????XX10X1Digital Input/Output
(I2CSCL)

XXXXX??10X1Digital Input (Timer
CCP)

XXXXX??10X1Digital Input (QEI)

???????10X1Digital Output
(PWM)

???????10X1Digital Output
(Timer PWM)
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Table 10-4. GPIO Pad Configuration Examples (continued)

GPIO Register Bit Valuea

Configuration
SLRDR12RDR8RDR4RDR2RPDRPURDENODRDIRAFSEL

???????10X1Digital Input/Output
(SSI)

???????10X1Digital Input/Output
(UART)

XXXXX000000Analog Input
(Comparator)

???????10X1Digital Output
(Comparator)

a. X=Ignored (don’t care bit)

?=Can be either 0 or 1, depending on the configuration

Table 10-5. GPIO Interrupt Configuration Example

Pin 2 Bit Valuea
Desired Interrupt
Event TriggerRegister

01234567

XX0XXXXX0=edge
1=level

GPIOIS

XX0XXXXX0=single edge
1=both edges

GPIOIBE

XX1XXXXX0=Low level, or falling
edge

1=High level, or rising
edge

GPIOIEV

001000000=masked
1=not masked

GPIOIM

a. X=Ignored (don’t care bit)

10.5 Register Map
Table 10-7 on page 755 lists the GPIO registers.

Important: The GPIO registers in this chapter are duplicated in each GPIO block; however,
depending on the block, all eight bits may not be connected to a GPIO pad. In those
cases, writing to unconnected bits has no effect, and reading unconnected bits returns
no meaningful data. See “Signal Description” on page 741 for the GPIOs included on
this device.

The offset listed is a hexadecimal increment to the register's address, relative to that GPIO port's
base address:

■ GPIO Port A (AHB): 0x4005.8000
■ GPIO Port B (AHB): 0x4005.9000
■ GPIO Port C (AHB): 0x4005.A000
■ GPIO Port D (AHB): 0x4005.B000
■ GPIO Port E (AHB): 0x4005.C000
■ GPIO Port F (AHB): 0x4005.D000
■ GPIO Port G (AHB): 0x4005.E000
■ GPIO Port H (AHB): 0x4005.F000
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■ GPIO Port J (AHB): 0x4006.0000
■ GPIO Port K (AHB): 0x4006.1000
■ GPIO Port L (AHB): 0x4006.2000
■ GPIO Port M (AHB): 0x4006.3000
■ GPIO Port N (AHB): 0x4006.4000
■ GPIO Port P (AHB): 0x4006.5000
■ GPIO Port Q (AHB): 0x4006.6000

Note that each GPIO module clock must be enabled before the registers can be programmed (see
page 382). There must be a delay of 3 system clocks after the GPIO module clock is enabled before
any GPIO module registers are accessed.

Important: The table below shows special consideration GPIO pins. Most GPIO pins are configured
as GPIOs and tri-stated by default (GPIOAFSEL=0, GPIODEN=0, GPIOPDR=0,
GPIOPUR=0, and GPIOPCTL=0). Special consideration pins may be programed to a
non-GPIO function or may have special commit controls out of reset. In addition, a
Power-On-Reset (POR) returns these GPIO to their original special consideration state.

Table 10-6. GPIO Pins With Special Considerations

GPIOCRGPIOPCTLGPIOPURGPIOPDRGPIODENGPIOAFSELDefault Reset
State

GPIO Pins

00x11011JTAG/SWDPC[3:0]

00x00000GPIOaPD[7]

00x00000GPIOaPE[7]

a. This pin is configured as a GPIO by default but is locked and can only be reprogrammed by unlocking the
pin in the GPIOLOCK register and uncommitting it by setting the GPIOCR register.

The GPIO commit control registers provide a layer of protection against accidental
programming of critical hardware signals including the GPIO pins that can function as
JTAG/SWD signals and the NMI signal. The commit control process must be followed
for these pins, even if they are programmed as alternate functions other than JTAG/SWD
or NMI; see “Commit Control” on page 750.

Note: If the device fails initialization during reset, the hardware toggles the TDO output
as an indication of failure. Thus, during board layout, designers should not
designate the TDO pin as a GPIO in sensitive applications where the possibility
of toggling could affect the design.

The default register type for the GPIOCR register is RO for all GPIO pins with the exception of the
NMI pin and the four JTAG/SWD pins (see “Signal Tables” on page 1770 for pin numbers). These six
pins are the only GPIOs that are protected by the GPIOCR register. Because of this, the register
type for the corresponding GPIO Ports is RW.

The default reset value for theGPIOCR register is 0x0000.00FF for all GPIO pins, with the exception
of the NMI and JTAG/SWD pins (see “Signal Tables” on page 1770 for pin numbers). To ensure that
the JTAG and NMI pins are not accidentally programmed as GPIO pins, these pins default to
non-committable. Because of this, the default reset value ofGPIOCR changes for the corresponding
ports.
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Table 10-7. GPIO Register Map

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

757GPIO Data0x0000.0000RWGPIODATA0x000

758GPIO Direction0x0000.0000RWGPIODIR0x400

759GPIO Interrupt Sense0x0000.0000RWGPIOIS0x404

760GPIO Interrupt Both Edges0x0000.0000RWGPIOIBE0x408

761GPIO Interrupt Event0x0000.0000RWGPIOIEV0x40C

762GPIO Interrupt Mask0x0000.0000RWGPIOIM0x410

763GPIO Raw Interrupt Status0x0000.0000ROGPIORIS0x414

765GPIO Masked Interrupt Status0x0000.0000ROGPIOMIS0x418

767GPIO Interrupt Clear0x0000.0000W1CGPIOICR0x41C

768GPIO Alternate Function Select-RWGPIOAFSEL0x420

770GPIO 2-mA Drive Select0x0000.00FFRWGPIODR2R0x500

771GPIO 4-mA Drive Select0x0000.0000RWGPIODR4R0x504

772GPIO 8-mA Drive Select0x0000.0000RWGPIODR8R0x508

773GPIO Open Drain Select0x0000.0000RWGPIOODR0x50C

774GPIO Pull-Up Select-RWGPIOPUR0x510

776GPIO Pull-Down Select0x0000.0000RWGPIOPDR0x514

778GPIO Slew Rate Control Select0x0000.0000RWGPIOSLR0x518

779GPIO Digital Enable-RWGPIODEN0x51C

781GPIO Lock0x0000.0001RWGPIOLOCK0x520

782GPIO Commit--GPIOCR0x524

784GPIO Analog Mode Select0x0000.0000RWGPIOAMSEL0x528

785GPIO Port Control-RWGPIOPCTL0x52C

787GPIO ADC Control0x0000.0000RWGPIOADCCTL0x530

788GPIO DMA Control0x0000.0000RWGPIODMACTL0x534

789GPIO Select Interrupt0x0000.0000RWGPIOSI0x538

790GPIO 12-mA Drive Select0x0000.0000RWGPIODR12R0x53C

791GPIO Wake Pin Enable0x0000.0000RWGPIOWAKEPEN0x540

793GPIO Wake Level0x0000.0000RWGPIOWAKELVL0x544

795GPIO Wake Status0x0000.0000ROGPIOWAKESTAT0x548

797GPIO Peripheral Property0x0000.0001ROGPIOPP0xFC0

798GPIO Peripheral Configuration0x0000.0000RWGPIOPC0xFC4

801GPIO Peripheral Identification 40x0000.0000ROGPIOPeriphID40xFD0
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Table 10-7. GPIO Register Map (continued)

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

802GPIO Peripheral Identification 50x0000.0000ROGPIOPeriphID50xFD4

803GPIO Peripheral Identification 60x0000.0000ROGPIOPeriphID60xFD8

804GPIO Peripheral Identification 70x0000.0000ROGPIOPeriphID70xFDC

805GPIO Peripheral Identification 00x0000.0061ROGPIOPeriphID00xFE0

806GPIO Peripheral Identification 10x0000.0000ROGPIOPeriphID10xFE4

807GPIO Peripheral Identification 20x0000.0018ROGPIOPeriphID20xFE8

808GPIO Peripheral Identification 30x0000.0001ROGPIOPeriphID30xFEC

809GPIO PrimeCell Identification 00x0000.000DROGPIOPCellID00xFF0

810GPIO PrimeCell Identification 10x0000.00F0ROGPIOPCellID10xFF4

811GPIO PrimeCell Identification 20x0000.0005ROGPIOPCellID20xFF8

812GPIO PrimeCell Identification 30x0000.00B1ROGPIOPCellID30xFFC

10.6 Register Descriptions
The remainder of this section lists and describes the GPIO registers, in numerical order by address
offset.
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Register 1: GPIO Data (GPIODATA), offset 0x000
The GPIODATA register is the data register. In software control mode, values written in the
GPIODATA register are transferred onto the GPIO port pins if the respective pins have been
configured as outputs through the GPIO Direction (GPIODIR) register (see page 758).

In order to write to GPIODATA, the corresponding bits in the mask, resulting from the address bus
bits [9:2], must be set. Otherwise, the bit values remain unchanged by the write.

Similarly, the values read from this register are determined for each bit by the mask bit derived from
the address used to access the data register, bits [9:2]. Bits that are set in the address mask cause
the corresponding bits in GPIODATA to be read, and bits that are clear in the address mask cause
the corresponding bits in GPIODATA to be read as 0, regardless of their value.

A read from GPIODATA returns the last bit value written if the respective pins are configured as
outputs, or it returns the value on the corresponding input pin when these are configured as inputs.
All bits are cleared by a reset.

GPIO Data (GPIODATA)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0x000
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DATAreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

GPIO Data
This register is virtually mapped to 256 locations in the address space.
To facilitate the reading and writing of data to these registers by
independent drivers, the data read from and written to the registers are
masked by the eight address lines [9:2]. Reads from this register return
its current state. Writes to this register only affect bits that are not masked
by ADDR[9:2] and are configured as outputs. See “Data Register
Operation” on page 747 for examples of reads and writes.

0x00RWDATA7:0
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Register 2: GPIO Direction (GPIODIR), offset 0x400
The GPIODIR register is the data direction register. Setting a bit in the GPIODIR register configures
the corresponding pin to be an output, while clearing a bit configures the corresponding pin to be
an input. All bits are cleared by a reset, meaning all GPIO pins are inputs by default.

GPIO Direction (GPIODIR)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0x400
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DIRreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

GPIO Data Direction

DescriptionValue

Corresponding pin is an input.0

Corresponding pins is an output.1

0x00RWDIR7:0
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Register 3: GPIO Interrupt Sense (GPIOIS), offset 0x404
The GPIOIS register is the interrupt sense register. Setting a bit in the GPIOIS register configures
the corresponding pin to detect levels, while clearing a bit configures the corresponding pin to detect
edges. All bits are cleared by a reset.

Note: To prevent false interrupts, the following steps should be taken when re-configuring GPIO
edge and interrupt sense registers:

1. Mask the corresponding port by clearing the IME field in the GPIOIM register.

2. Configure the IS field in the GPIOIS register and the IBE field in the GPIOIBE register.

3. Clear the GPIORIS register.

4. Unmask the port by setting the IME field in the GPIOIM register.

GPIO Interrupt Sense (GPIOIS)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0x404
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

ISreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

GPIO Interrupt Sense

DescriptionValue

The edge on the corresponding pin is detected (edge-sensitive).0

The level on the corresponding pin is detected (level-sensitive).1

0x00RWIS7:0
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Register 4: GPIO Interrupt Both Edges (GPIOIBE), offset 0x408
The GPIOIBE register allows both edges to cause interrupts. When the corresponding bit in the
GPIO Interrupt Sense (GPIOIS) register (see page 759) is set to detect edges, setting a bit in the
GPIOIBE register configures the corresponding pin to detect both rising and falling edges, regardless
of the corresponding bit in the GPIO Interrupt Event (GPIOIEV) register (see page 761). Clearing
a bit configures the pin to be controlled by the GPIOIEV register. All bits are cleared by a reset.

Note: To prevent false interrupts, the following steps should be taken when re-configuring GPIO
edge and interrupt sense registers:

1. Mask the corresponding port by clearing the IME field in the GPIOIM register.

2. Configure the IS field in the GPIOIS register and the IBE field in the GPIOIBE register.

3. Clear the GPIORIS register.

4. Unmask the port by setting the IME field in the GPIOIM register.

GPIO Interrupt Both Edges (GPIOIBE)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0x408
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

IBEreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

GPIO Interrupt Both Edges

DescriptionValue

Interrupt generation is controlled by the GPIO Interrupt Event
(GPIOIEV) register (see page 761).

0

Both edges on the corresponding pin trigger an interrupt.1

0x00RWIBE7:0
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Register 5: GPIO Interrupt Event (GPIOIEV), offset 0x40C
The GPIOIEV register is the interrupt event register. Setting a bit in theGPIOIEV register configures
the corresponding pin to detect rising edges or high levels, depending on the corresponding bit
value in the GPIO Interrupt Sense (GPIOIS) register (see page 759). Clearing a bit configures the
pin to detect falling edges or low levels, depending on the corresponding bit value in the GPIOIS
register. All bits are cleared by a reset.

GPIO Interrupt Event (GPIOIEV)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0x40C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

IEVreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

GPIO Interrupt Event

DescriptionValue

A falling edge or a Low level on the corresponding pin triggers
an interrupt.

0

A rising edge or a High level on the corresponding pin triggers
an interrupt.

1

0x00RWIEV7:0
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Register 6: GPIO Interrupt Mask (GPIOIM), offset 0x410
The GPIOIM register is the interrupt mask register. Setting a bit in the GPIOIM register allows
interrupts that are generated by the corresponding pin to be sent to the interrupt controller on the
combined interrupt signal. Clearing a bit prevents an interrupt on the corresponding pin from being
sent to the interrupt controller. All bits are cleared by a reset.

GPIO Interrupt Mask (GPIOIM)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0x410
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

IMEDMAIMEreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:9

GPIO uDMA Done Interrupt Mask Enable

DescriptionValue

The µDMA done interrupt is masked and does not cause an
interrupt.

0

The µDMA done interrupt is not masked and can generate an
interrupt to the interrupt controller.

1

0RWDMAIME8

GPIO Interrupt Mask Enable

DescriptionValue

The interrupt from the corresponding pin is masked.0

The interrupt from the corresponding pin is sent to the interrupt
controller.

1

0x00RWIME7:0
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Register 7: GPIO Raw Interrupt Status (GPIORIS), offset 0x414
TheGPIORIS register is the raw interrupt status register. A bit in this register is set when an interrupt
condition occurs on the corresponding GPIO pin or if a µDMA done interrupt occurs. If the
corresponding bit in the GPIO Interrupt Mask (GPIOIM) register (see page 762) is set, the interrupt
is sent to the interrupt controller. Bits read as zero indicate that corresponding input pins have not
initiated an interrupt. For a GPIO level-detect interrupt, the interrupt signal generating the interrupt
must be held until serviced. Once the input signal deasserts from the interrupt generating logical
sense, the corresponding RIS bit in the GPIORIS register clears. For a GPIO edge-detect interrupt,
the RIS bit in the GPIORIS register is cleared by writing a ‘1’ to the corresponding bit in the GPIO
Interrupt Clear (GPIOICR) register. The corresponding GPIOMIS bit reflects the masked value of
the RIS bit.

GPIO Raw Interrupt Status (GPIORIS)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0x414
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RISDMARISreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:9

GPIO µDMA Done Interrupt Raw Status

DescriptionValue

A µDMA done interrupt has not occurred.0

A µDMA done interrupt has occurred and an interrupt has been
triggered and is pending.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the DMAIC bit in theGPIOICR register.

0RODMARIS8
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPIO Interrupt Raw Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt condition has not occurred on the corresponding
pin.

0

An interrupt condition has occurred on the corresponding pin.1

For edge-detect interrupts, this bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the
corresponding bit in the GPIOICR register.
For a GPIO level-detect interrupt, the bit is cleared when the level is
deasserted.

0x00RORIS7:0
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Register 8: GPIO Masked Interrupt Status (GPIOMIS), offset 0x418
The GPIOMIS register is the masked interrupt status register. If a bit is set in this register, the
corresponding interrupt has triggered an interrupt to the interrupt controller. If a bit is clear, either
no interrupt has been generated, or the interrupt is masked.

Note that if the Port B GPIOADCCTL register is cleared, PB4 can still be used as an external trigger
for the ADC. This is a legacy mode which allows code written for previous devices to operate on
this microcontroller.

GPIOMIS is the state of the interrupt after masking.

GPIO Masked Interrupt Status (GPIOMIS)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0x418
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

MISDMAMISreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:9

GPIO µDMA Done Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

The µDMA done interrupt is masked or has not occurred.0

An unmasked µDMA done interrupt has occurred.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the DMAIC bit in theGPIOICR register.

0RODMAMIS8
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPIO Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt condition on the corresponding pin is masked or
has not occurred.

0

An interrupt condition on the corresponding pin has triggered
an interrupt to the interrupt controller.

1

For edge-detect interrupts, this bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the
corresponding bit in the GPIOICR register.
For a GPIO level-detect interrupt, the bit is cleared when the level is
deasserted.

0x00ROMIS7:0
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Register 9: GPIO Interrupt Clear (GPIOICR), offset 0x41C
The GPIOICR register is the interrupt clear register. Writing a 1 to the DMAIC bit in this register
clears the corresponding interrupt bit in the GPIORIS and GPIOMIS registers. For edge-detect
interrupts, writing a 1 to the IC bit in the GPIOICR register clears the corresponding bit in the
GPIORIS and GPIOMIS registers. If the interrupt is a level-detect, the IC bit in this register has no
effect. In addition, writing a 0 to any of the bits in the GPIOICR register has no effect.

GPIO Interrupt Clear (GPIOICR)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0x41C
Type W1C, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

ICDMAICreserved

W1CW1CW1CW1CW1CW1CW1CW1CW1CROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:9

GPIO µDMA Interrupt Clear

DescriptionValue

The µDMA done interrupt is unaffected.0

The µDMA done interrupt is cleared.1

0W1CDMAIC8

GPIO Interrupt Clear

DescriptionValue

The corresponding interrupt is unaffected.0

The corresponding interrupt is cleared.1

0x00W1CIC7:0
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Register 10: GPIO Alternate Function Select (GPIOAFSEL), offset 0x420
Note: Tamper pins enabled in the Hibernate Tamper IO Control and Status (HIBTPIO) register

override the AFSEL configuration.

The GPIOAFSEL register is the mode control select register. If a bit is clear, the pin is used as a
GPIO and is controlled by the GPIO registers. Setting a bit in this register configures the
corresponding GPIO line to be controlled by an associated peripheral. Several possible peripheral
functions are multiplexed on each GPIO. The GPIO Port Control (GPIOPCTL) register is used to
select one of the possible functions. Table 26-5 on page 1806 details which functions are muxed on
each GPIO pin. The reset value for this register is 0x0000.0000 for GPIO ports that are not listed
in the table below.

Important: The table below shows special consideration GPIO pins. Most GPIO pins are configured
as GPIOs and tri-stated by default (GPIOAFSEL=0, GPIODEN=0, GPIOPDR=0,
GPIOPUR=0, and GPIOPCTL=0). Special consideration pins may be programed to a
non-GPIO function or may have special commit controls out of reset. In addition, a
Power-On-Reset (POR) returns these GPIO to their original special consideration state.

Table 10-8. GPIO Pins With Special Considerations

GPIOCRGPIOPCTLGPIOPURGPIOPDRGPIODENGPIOAFSELDefault Reset
State

GPIO Pins

00x11011JTAG/SWDPC[3:0]

00x00000GPIOaPD[7]

00x00000GPIOaPE[7]

a. This pin is configured as a GPIO by default but is locked and can only be reprogrammed by unlocking the
pin in the GPIOLOCK register and uncommitting it by setting the GPIOCR register.

The GPIO commit control registers provide a layer of protection against accidental
programming of critical hardware signals including the GPIO pins that can function as
JTAG/SWD signals and the NMI signal. The commit control process must be followed
for these pins, even if they are programmed as alternate functions other than JTAG/SWD
or NMI; see “Commit Control” on page 750.

Note: If the device fails initialization during reset, the hardware toggles the TDO output
as an indication of failure. Thus, during board layout, designers should not
designate the TDO pin as a GPIO in sensitive applications where the possibility
of toggling could affect the design.

Caution – It is possible to create a software sequence that prevents the debugger from connecting to
the TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller. If the program code loaded into flash immediately changes
the JTAG pins to their GPIO functionality, the debugger may not have enough time to connect and
halt the controller before the JTAG pin functionality switches. As a result, the debugger may be locked
out of the part. This issue can be avoided with a software routine that restores JTAG functionality
based on an external or software trigger. In the case that the software routine is not implemented and
the device is locked out of the part, this issue can be solved by using the TM4C1294KCPDT Flash
Programmer "Unlock" feature. Please refer to LMFLASHPROGRAMMER on the TI web for more
information.

The GPIO commit control registers provide a layer of protection against accidental programming of
critical hardware peripherals. Protection is provided for the GPIO pins that can be used as the four
JTAG/SWD pins and the NMI pin (see “Signal Tables” on page 1770 for pin numbers). Writes to
protected bits of theGPIO Alternate Function Select (GPIOAFSEL) register (see page 768),GPIO
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Pull Up Select (GPIOPUR) register (see page 774), GPIO Pull-Down Select (GPIOPDR) register
(see page 776), andGPIO Digital Enable (GPIODEN) register (see page 779) are not committed to
storage unless the GPIO Lock (GPIOLOCK) register (see page 781) has been unlocked and the
appropriate bits of the GPIO Commit (GPIOCR) register (see page 782) have been set.

When using the I2C module, in addition to setting the GPIOAFSEL register bits for the I2C clock
and data pins, the data pins should be set to open drain using the GPIO Open Drain Select
(GPIOODR) register (see examples in “Initialization and Configuration” on page 751).

GPIO Alternate Function Select (GPIOAFSEL)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0x420
Type RW, reset -

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

AFSELreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
--------00000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

GPIO Alternate Function Select

DescriptionValue

The associated pin functions as a GPIO and is controlled by
the GPIO registers.

0

The associated pin functions as a peripheral signal and is
controlled by the alternate hardware function.
The reset value for this register is 0x0000.0000 for GPIO ports
that are not listed in Table 10-1 on page 741.

1

-RWAFSEL7:0
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Register 11: GPIO 2-mA Drive Select (GPIODR2R), offset 0x500
The GPIODR2R register is the 2-mA drive control register. Each GPIO signal in the port can be
individually configured without affecting the other pads. When setting the DRV2 bit for a GPIO signal,
the corresponding DRV4 bit in the GPIODR4R register and DRV8 bit in the GPIODR8R register are
automatically cleared by hardware. By default, all GPIO pins have 2-mA drive.

Note: This register has no effect on port pins PL6 and PL7.

GPIO 2-mA Drive Select (GPIODR2R)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0x500
Type RW, reset 0x0000.00FF

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DRV2reserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
1111111100000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

Output Pad 2-mA Drive Enable

DescriptionValue

The drive for the corresponding GPIO pin is controlled by the
GPIODR4R or GPIODR8R register.

0

The corresponding GPIO pin has 2-mA drive.1

Setting a bit in either the GPIODR4 register or the GPIODR8 register
clears the corresponding 2-mA enable bit. The change is effective on
the next clock cycle.

0xFFRWDRV27:0
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Register 12: GPIO 4-mA Drive Select (GPIODR4R), offset 0x504
The GPIODR4R register is the 4-mA drive control register. Each GPIO signal in the port can be
individually configured without affecting the other pads. When setting the DRV4 bit for a GPIO signal,
the corresponding DRV2 bit in the GPIODR2R register and DRV8 bit in the GPIODR8R register are
automatically cleared by hardware.

Note: This register has no effect on port pins PL6 and PL7.

GPIO 4-mA Drive Select (GPIODR4R)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0x504
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DRV4reserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

Output Pad 4-mA Drive Enable

DescriptionValue

The drive for the corresponding GPIO pin is controlled by the
GPIODR2R or GPIODR8R register.

0

The corresponding GPIO pin has 4-mA drive.1

Setting a bit in either the GPIODR2 register or the GPIODR8 register
clears the corresponding 4-mA enable bit. The change is effective on
the next clock cycle.

0x00RWDRV47:0
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Register 13: GPIO 8-mA Drive Select (GPIODR8R), offset 0x508
The GPIODR8R register is the 8-mA drive control register. Each GPIO signal in the port can be
individually configured without affecting the other pads. When setting the DRV8 bit for a GPIO signal,
the corresponding DRV2 bit in the GPIODR2R register and DRV4 bit in the GPIODR4R register are
automatically cleared by hardware. The 8-mA setting is also used for high-current operation.

Note: There is no configuration difference between 8-mA and high-current operation. The additional
current capacity results from a shift in the VOH/VOL levels. See “Recommended Operating
Conditions” on page 1818 for further information.

Note: This register has no effect on port pins PL6 and PL7.

GPIO 8-mA Drive Select (GPIODR8R)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0x508
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DRV8reserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

Output Pad 8-mA Drive Enable

DescriptionValue

The drive for the corresponding GPIO pin is controlled by the
GPIODR2R or GPIODR4R register.

0

The corresponding GPIO pin has 8-mA drive.1

Setting a bit in either the GPIODR2 register or the GPIODR4 register
clears the corresponding 8-mA enable bit. The change is effective on
the next clock cycle.

0x00RWDRV87:0
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Register 14: GPIO Open Drain Select (GPIOODR), offset 0x50C
The GPIOODR register is the open drain control register. Setting a bit in this register enables the
open-drain configuration of the corresponding GPIO pad. When open-drain mode is enabled, the
corresponding bit should also be set in theGPIODigital Enable (GPIODEN) register (see page 779).
Corresponding bits in the drive strength and slew rate control registers (GPIODR2R, GPIODR4R,
GPIODR8R, and GPIOSLR) can be set to achieve the desired fall times. The GPIO acts as an input
if the corresponding bit in the GPIODIR register is cleared. If open drain is selected while the GPIO
is configured as an input, the GPIO will remain an input and the open-drain selection has no effect
until the GPIO is changed to an output.

When using the I2C module, in addition to configuring the data pin to open drain, theGPIO Alternate
Function Select (GPIOAFSEL) register bits for the I2C clock and data pins should be set (see
examples in “Initialization and Configuration” on page 751).

Note: This register has no effect on port pins PL6 and PL7.

GPIO Open Drain Select (GPIOODR)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0x50C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

ODEreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

Output Pad Open Drain Enable

DescriptionValue

The corresponding pin is not configured as open drain.0

The corresponding pin is configured as open drain.1

0x00RWODE7:0
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Register 15: GPIO Pull-Up Select (GPIOPUR), offset 0x510
The GPIOPUR register is the pull-up control register. When a bit is set, a weak pull-up resistor on
the corresponding GPIO signal is enabled. Setting a bit in GPIOPUR automatically clears the
corresponding bit in theGPIO Pull-Down Select (GPIOPDR) register (see page 776). Write access
to this register is protected with theGPIOCR register. Bits in GPIOCR that are cleared prevent writes
to the equivalent bit in this register.

Important: The table below shows special consideration GPIO pins. Most GPIO pins are configured
as GPIOs and tri-stated by default (GPIOAFSEL=0, GPIODEN=0, GPIOPDR=0,
GPIOPUR=0, and GPIOPCTL=0). Special consideration pins may be programed to a
non-GPIO function or may have special commit controls out of reset. In addition, a
Power-On-Reset (POR) returns these GPIO to their original special consideration state.

Table 10-9. GPIO Pins With Special Considerations

GPIOCRGPIOPCTLGPIOPURGPIOPDRGPIODENGPIOAFSELDefault Reset
State

GPIO Pins

00x11011JTAG/SWDPC[3:0]

00x00000GPIOaPD[7]

00x00000GPIOaPE[7]

a. This pin is configured as a GPIO by default but is locked and can only be reprogrammed by unlocking the
pin in the GPIOLOCK register and uncommitting it by setting the GPIOCR register.

The GPIO commit control registers provide a layer of protection against accidental
programming of critical hardware signals including the GPIO pins that can function as
JTAG/SWD signals and the NMI signal. The commit control process must be followed
for these pins, even if they are programmed as alternate functions other than JTAG/SWD
or NMI; see “Commit Control” on page 750.

Note: If the device fails initialization during reset, the hardware toggles the TDO output
as an indication of failure. Thus, during board layout, designers should not
designate the TDO pin as a GPIO in sensitive applications where the possibility
of toggling could affect the design.

Note: The GPIO commit control registers provide a layer of protection against accidental
programming of critical hardware peripherals. Protection is provided for the GPIO pins that
can be used as the four JTAG/SWD pins and the NMI pin (see “Signal Tables” on page 1770
for pin numbers). Writes to protected bits of the GPIO Alternate Function Select
(GPIOAFSEL) register (see page 768), GPIO Pull Up Select (GPIOPUR) register (see
page 774),GPIO Pull-Down Select (GPIOPDR) register (see page 776), andGPIO Digital
Enable (GPIODEN) register (see page 779) are not committed to storage unless the GPIO
Lock (GPIOLOCK) register (see page 781) has been unlocked and the appropriate bits of
the GPIO Commit (GPIOCR) register (see page 782) have been set.
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GPIO Pull-Up Select (GPIOPUR)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0x510
Type RW, reset -

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PUEreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
--------00000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

Pad Weak Pull-Up Enable

DescriptionValue

The corresponding pin's weak pull-up resistor is disabled.0

The corresponding pin's weak pull-up resistor is enabled.1

Setting a bit in the GPIOPDR register clears the corresponding bit in
the GPIOPUR register. The change is effective on the next clock cycle.
The reset value for this register is 0x0000.0000 for GPIO ports that are
not listed in Table 10-1 on page 741.

-RWPUE7:0
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Register 16: GPIO Pull-Down Select (GPIOPDR), offset 0x514
The GPIOPDR register is the pull-down control register. When a bit is set, a weak pull-down resistor
on the corresponding GPIO signal is enabled. Setting a bit in GPIOPDR automatically clears the
corresponding bit in the GPIO Pull-Up Select (GPIOPUR) register (see page 774).

Important: The table below shows special consideration GPIO pins. Most GPIO pins are configured
as GPIOs and tri-stated by default (GPIOAFSEL=0, GPIODEN=0, GPIOPDR=0,
GPIOPUR=0, and GPIOPCTL=0). Special consideration pins may be programed to a
non-GPIO function or may have special commit controls out of reset. In addition, a
Power-On-Reset (POR) returns these GPIO to their original special consideration state.

Table 10-10. GPIO Pins With Special Considerations

GPIOCRGPIOPCTLGPIOPURGPIOPDRGPIODENGPIOAFSELDefault Reset
State

GPIO Pins

00x11011JTAG/SWDPC[3:0]

00x00000GPIOaPD[7]

00x00000GPIOaPE[7]

a. This pin is configured as a GPIO by default but is locked and can only be reprogrammed by unlocking the
pin in the GPIOLOCK register and uncommitting it by setting the GPIOCR register.

The GPIO commit control registers provide a layer of protection against accidental
programming of critical hardware signals including the GPIO pins that can function as
JTAG/SWD signals and the NMI signal. The commit control process must be followed
for these pins, even if they are programmed as alternate functions other than JTAG/SWD
or NMI; see “Commit Control” on page 750.

Note: If the device fails initialization during reset, the hardware toggles the TDO output
as an indication of failure. Thus, during board layout, designers should not
designate the TDO pin as a GPIO in sensitive applications where the possibility
of toggling could affect the design.

Note: The GPIO commit control registers provide a layer of protection against accidental
programming of critical hardware peripherals. Protection is provided for the GPIO pins that
can be used as the four JTAG/SWD pins and the NMI pin (see “Signal Tables” on page 1770
for pin numbers). Writes to protected bits of the GPIO Alternate Function Select
(GPIOAFSEL) register (see page 768), GPIO Pull Up Select (GPIOPUR) register (see
page 774),GPIO Pull-Down Select (GPIOPDR) register (see page 776), andGPIO Digital
Enable (GPIODEN) register (see page 779) are not committed to storage unless the GPIO
Lock (GPIOLOCK) register (see page 781) has been unlocked and the appropriate bits of
the GPIO Commit (GPIOCR) register (see page 782) have been set.
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GPIO Pull-Down Select (GPIOPDR)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0x514
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PDEreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

Pad Weak Pull-Down Enable

DescriptionValue

The corresponding pin's weak pull-down resistor is disabled.0

The corresponding pin's weak pull-down resistor is enabled.1

Setting a bit in the GPIOPUR register clears the corresponding bit in
the GPIOPDR register. The change is effective on the next clock cycle.

0x00RWPDE7:0
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Register 17: GPIO Slew Rate Control Select (GPIOSLR), offset 0x518
The GPIOSLR register is the slew rate control register. Slew rate control is only available when
using the 8-mA, 10-mA or 12-mA drive strength option. The selection of drive strength is done
through the GPIO Drive Select (GPIODRnR registers and the GPIO Peripheral Configuration
(GPIOPC) register.

Note: This register has no effect on port pins PL6 and PL7.

GPIO Slew Rate Control Select (GPIOSLR)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0x518
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

SRLreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

Slew Rate Limit Enable (8-mA, 10-mA and 12-mA drive only)

DescriptionValue

Slew rate control is disabled for the corresponding pin.0

Slew rate control is enabled for the corresponding pin.1

0x00RWSRL7:0
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Register 18: GPIO Digital Enable (GPIODEN), offset 0x51C
Note: Pins configured as digital inputs are Schmitt-triggered.

The GPIODEN register is the digital enable register. By default, all GPIO signals except those listed
below are configured out of reset to be undriven (tristate). Their digital function is disabled; they do
not drive a logic value on the pin and they do not allow the pin voltage into the GPIO receiver. To
use the pin as a digital input or output (either GPIO or alternate function), the corresponding GPIODEN
bit must be set.

Important: The table below shows special consideration GPIO pins. Most GPIO pins are configured
as GPIOs and tri-stated by default (GPIOAFSEL=0, GPIODEN=0, GPIOPDR=0,
GPIOPUR=0, and GPIOPCTL=0). Special consideration pins may be programed to a
non-GPIO function or may have special commit controls out of reset. In addition, a
Power-On-Reset (POR) returns these GPIO to their original special consideration state.

Table 10-11. GPIO Pins With Special Considerations

GPIOCRGPIOPCTLGPIOPURGPIOPDRGPIODENGPIOAFSELDefault Reset
State

GPIO Pins

00x11011JTAG/SWDPC[3:0]

00x00000GPIOaPD[7]

00x00000GPIOaPE[7]

a. This pin is configured as a GPIO by default but is locked and can only be reprogrammed by unlocking the
pin in the GPIOLOCK register and uncommitting it by setting the GPIOCR register.

The GPIO commit control registers provide a layer of protection against accidental
programming of critical hardware signals including the GPIO pins that can function as
JTAG/SWD signals and the NMI signal. The commit control process must be followed
for these pins, even if they are programmed as alternate functions other than JTAG/SWD
or NMI; see “Commit Control” on page 750.

Note: If the device fails initialization during reset, the hardware toggles the TDO output
as an indication of failure. Thus, during board layout, designers should not
designate the TDO pin as a GPIO in sensitive applications where the possibility
of toggling could affect the design.

Note: The GPIO commit control registers provide a layer of protection against accidental
programming of critical hardware peripherals. Protection is provided for the GPIO pins that
can be used as the four JTAG/SWD pins and the NMI pin (see “Signal Tables” on page 1770
for pin numbers). Writes to protected bits of the GPIO Alternate Function Select
(GPIOAFSEL) register (see page 768), GPIO Pull Up Select (GPIOPUR) register (see
page 774),GPIO Pull-Down Select (GPIOPDR) register (see page 776), andGPIO Digital
Enable (GPIODEN) register (see page 779) are not committed to storage unless the GPIO
Lock (GPIOLOCK) register (see page 781) has been unlocked and the appropriate bits of
the GPIO Commit (GPIOCR) register (see page 782) have been set.
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GPIO Digital Enable (GPIODEN)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0x51C
Type RW, reset -

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DENreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
--------00000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

Digital Enable

DescriptionValue

The digital functions for the corresponding pin are disabled.0

The digital functions for the corresponding pin are enabled.
The reset value for this register is 0x0000.0000 for GPIO ports
that are not listed in Table 10-1 on page 741.

1

-RWDEN7:0
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Register 19: GPIO Lock (GPIOLOCK), offset 0x520
The GPIOLOCK register enables write access to the GPIOCR register (see page 782). Writing
0x4C4F.434B to the GPIOLOCK register unlocks the GPIOCR register. Writing any other value to
the GPIOLOCK register re-enables the locked state. Reading the GPIOLOCK register returns the
lock status rather than the 32-bit value that was previously written. Therefore, when write accesses
are disabled, or locked, reading theGPIOLOCK register returns 0x0000.0001. When write accesses
are enabled, or unlocked, reading the GPIOLOCK register returns 0x0000.0000.

GPIO Lock (GPIOLOCK)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0x520
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0001

16171819202122232425262728293031

LOCK

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

LOCK

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
1000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPIO Lock
A write of the value 0x4C4F.434B unlocks theGPIOCommit (GPIOCR)
register for write access.A write of any other value or a write to the
GPIOCR register reapplies the lock, preventing any register updates.
A read of this register returns the following values:

DescriptionValue

The GPIOCR register is locked and may not be modified.0x1

The GPIOCR register is unlocked and may be modified.0x0

0x0000.0001RWLOCK31:0
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Register 20: GPIO Commit (GPIOCR), offset 0x524
The GPIOCR register is the commit register. The value of the GPIOCR register determines which
bits of the GPIOAFSEL, GPIOPUR, GPIOPDR, and GPIODEN registers are committed when a
write to these registers is performed. If a bit in theGPIOCR register is cleared, the data being written
to the corresponding bit in the GPIOAFSEL, GPIOPUR, GPIOPDR, or GPIODEN registers cannot
be committed and retains its previous value. If a bit in the GPIOCR register is set, the data being
written to the corresponding bit of the GPIOAFSEL, GPIOPUR, GPIOPDR, or GPIODEN registers
is committed to the register and reflects the new value.

The contents of the GPIOCR register can only be modified if the status in the GPIOLOCK register
is unlocked. Writes to the GPIOCR register are ignored if the status in the GPIOLOCK register is
locked.

Important: This register is designed to prevent accidental programming of the registers that control
connectivity to the NMI and JTAG/SWD debug hardware. By initializing the bits of the
GPIOCR register to 0 for the NMI and JTAG/SWD pins (see “Signal Tables” on page 1770
for pin numbers), the NMI and JTAG/SWD debug port can only be converted to GPIOs
through a deliberate set of writes to the GPIOLOCK, GPIOCR, and the corresponding
registers.

Because this protection is currently only implemented on the NMI and JTAG/SWD pins
(see “Signal Tables” on page 1770 for pin numbers), all of the other bits in the GPIOCR
registers cannot be written with 0x0. These bits are hardwired to 0x1, ensuring that it
is always possible to commit new values to the GPIOAFSEL, GPIOPUR, GPIOPDR,
or GPIODEN register bits of these other pins.

GPIO Commit (GPIOCR)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0x524
Type -, reset -

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CRreserved

--------ROROROROROROROROType
--------00000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPIO Commit

DescriptionValue

The corresponding GPIOAFSEL, GPIOPUR, GPIOPDR, or
GPIODEN bits cannot be written.

0

The corresponding GPIOAFSEL, GPIOPUR, GPIOPDR, or
GPIODEN bits can be written.

1

Note: The default register type for the GPIOCR register is RO for
all GPIO pins with the exception of the NMI pin and the four
JTAG/SWD pins (see “Signal Tables” on page 1770 for pin
numbers). These six pins are the only GPIOs that are
protected by the GPIOCR register. Because of this, the
register type for the corresponding GPIO Ports is RW.

The default reset value for the GPIOCR register is
0x0000.00FF for all GPIO pins, with the exception of the NMI
and JTAG/SWD pins (see “Signal Tables” on page 1770 for pin
numbers). To ensure that the JTAG and NMI pins are not
accidentally programmed as GPIO pins, these pins default to
non-committable. Because of this, the default reset value of
GPIOCR changes for the corresponding ports.

--CR7:0
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Register 21: GPIO Analog Mode Select (GPIOAMSEL), offset 0x528

Important: This register is only valid for ports and pins that can be used as ADC AINx inputs.

If any pin is to be used as an ADC input, the appropriate bit in GPIOAMSEL must be
set to disable the analog isolation circuit.

The GPIOAMSEL register controls isolation circuits to the analog side of a unified I/O pad. Because
the GPIOs may be driven by a 3.3-V source and affect analog operation, analog circuitry requires
isolation from the pins when they are not used in their analog function.

Each bit of this register controls the isolation circuitry for the corresponding GPIO signal. For
information on which GPIO pins can be used for ADC functions, refer to Table 26-5 on page 1806.

GPIO Analog Mode Select (GPIOAMSEL)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0x528
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

GPIOAMSELreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

GPIO Analog Mode Select

DescriptionValue

The analog function of the pin is disabled, the isolation is
enabled, and the pin is capable of digital functions as specified
by the other GPIO configuration registers.

0

The analog function of the pin is enabled, the isolation is
disabled, and the pin is capable of analog functions.

1

Note: This register and bits are only valid for GPIO signals that
share analog function through a unified I/O pad.

The reset state of this register is 0 for all signals.

0x00RWGPIOAMSEL7:0
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Register 22: GPIO Port Control (GPIOPCTL), offset 0x52C
TheGPIOPCTL register is used in conjunction with theGPIOAFSEL register and selects the specific
peripheral signal for each GPIO pin when using the alternate function mode. Most bits in the
GPIOAFSEL register are cleared on reset, therefore most GPIO pins are configured as GPIOs by
default. When a bit is set in the GPIOAFSEL register, the corresponding GPIO signal is controlled
by an associated peripheral. TheGPIOPCTL register selects one out of a set of peripheral functions
for each GPIO, providing additional flexibility in signal definition. For information on the defined
encodings for the bit fields in this register, refer to Table 26-5 on page 1806. The reset value for this
register is 0x0000.0000 for GPIO ports that are not listed in the table below.

Note: If a particular input signal to a peripheral is assigned to two different GPIO port pins, the
signal is assigned to the port with the lowest letter and the assignment to the higher letter
port is ignored. If a particular output signal from a peripheral is assigned to two different
GPIO port pins, the signal will output to both pins. Assigning an output signal from a
peripheral to two different GPIO pins is not recommended.

Important: The table below shows special consideration GPIO pins. Most GPIO pins are configured
as GPIOs and tri-stated by default (GPIOAFSEL=0, GPIODEN=0, GPIOPDR=0,
GPIOPUR=0, and GPIOPCTL=0). Special consideration pins may be programed to a
non-GPIO function or may have special commit controls out of reset. In addition, a
Power-On-Reset (POR) returns these GPIO to their original special consideration state.

Table 10-12. GPIO Pins With Special Considerations

GPIOCRGPIOPCTLGPIOPURGPIOPDRGPIODENGPIOAFSELDefault Reset
State

GPIO Pins

00x11011JTAG/SWDPC[3:0]

00x00000GPIOaPD[7]

00x00000GPIOaPE[7]

a. This pin is configured as a GPIO by default but is locked and can only be reprogrammed by unlocking the
pin in the GPIOLOCK register and uncommitting it by setting the GPIOCR register.

The GPIO commit control registers provide a layer of protection against accidental
programming of critical hardware signals including the GPIO pins that can function as
JTAG/SWD signals and the NMI signal. The commit control process must be followed
for these pins, even if they are programmed as alternate functions other than JTAG/SWD
or NMI; see “Commit Control” on page 750.

Note: If the device fails initialization during reset, the hardware toggles the TDO output
as an indication of failure. Thus, during board layout, designers should not
designate the TDO pin as a GPIO in sensitive applications where the possibility
of toggling could affect the design.
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GPIO Port Control (GPIOPCTL)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0x52C
Type RW, reset -

16171819202122232425262728293031

PMC4PMC5PMC6PMC7

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
----------------Reset

0123456789101112131415

PMC0PMC1PMC2PMC3

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
----------------Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Port Mux Control 7
This field controls the configuration for GPIO pin 7.

-RWPMC731:28

Port Mux Control 6
This field controls the configuration for GPIO pin 6.

-RWPMC627:24

Port Mux Control 5
This field controls the configuration for GPIO pin 5.

-RWPMC523:20

Port Mux Control 4
This field controls the configuration for GPIO pin 4.

-RWPMC419:16

Port Mux Control 3
This field controls the configuration for GPIO pin 3.

-RWPMC315:12

Port Mux Control 2
This field controls the configuration for GPIO pin 2.

-RWPMC211:8

Port Mux Control 1
This field controls the configuration for GPIO pin 1.

-RWPMC17:4

Port Mux Control 0
This field controls the configuration for GPIO pin 0.

-RWPMC03:0
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Register 23: GPIO ADC Control (GPIOADCCTL), offset 0x530
This register is used to configure a GPIO pin as a source for the ADC trigger.

Note that if the Port B GPIOADCCTL register is cleared, PB4 can still be used as an external trigger
for the ADC. This is a legacy mode which allows code written for previous devices to operate on
this microcontroller.

GPIO ADC Control (GPIOADCCTL)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0x530
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

ADCENreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

ADC Trigger Enable

DescriptionValue

The corresponding pin is not used to trigger the ADC.0

The corresponding pin is used to trigger the ADC.1

0x00RWADCEN7:0
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Register 24: GPIO DMA Control (GPIODMACTL), offset 0x534
This register is used to configure a GPIO pin as a source for the μDMA trigger.

GPIO DMA Control (GPIODMACTL)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0x534
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DMAENreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

μDMA Trigger Enable

DescriptionValue

The corresponding pin is not used to trigger the μDMA.0

The corresponding pin is used to trigger the μDMA.1

0x00RWDMAEN7:0
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Register 25: GPIO Select Interrupt (GPIOSI), offset 0x538
This register is used to enable individual interrupts for each pin.

Note: This register is only available on Port P and Port Q.

GPIO Select Interrupt (GPIOSI)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0x538
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

SUMreserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:1

Summary Interrupt

DescriptionValue

All port pin interrupts are OR'ed together to produce a summary
interrupt.

0

Note: The OR'ed summary interrupt occurs on bit 0 of the
GPIORIS register. For summary interrupt mode,
software should set the GPIOIM register to 0xFF and
mask the port pin interrupts 1 through 7 in the
Interrupt Clear Enable (DISn) register (see “NVIC
Register Descriptions” on page 153). When servicing
this interrupt, write a 1 to the corresponding bit in the
UNPENDn register to clear the pending interrupt in
the NVIC and clear theGPIORIS register pin interrupt
bits by setting the IC field of the GPIOICR register to
0xFF.

Each pin has its own interrupt vector.1

0RWSUM0
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Register 26: GPIO 12-mA Drive Select (GPIODR12R), offset 0x53C
The GPIODR12R register is the 12-mA drive control register. Each GPIO signal in the port can be
individually configured without affecting the other pads.

Note: This register has no effect on port pins PL6 and PL7 or PM[7:4].

GPIO 12-mA Drive Select (GPIODR12R)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0x53C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DRV12reserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

Output Pad 12-mA Drive Enable

DescriptionValue

The drive for the corresponding GPIO pin is controlled by the
GPIODR2R, GPIODR4R, and/or the GPIODR8R register.

0

The corresponding GPIO pin has 12-mA drive. This encoding
is only valid if the GPIOPP EDE bit is set and the appropriate
GPIOPC EDM bit field is programmed to 0x3.

1

Note: Please refer to Table 10-3 on page 751 for information on how
to configure the drive strength.

Changes in the GPIODR2R, the GPIODR4R register and/or the
GPIODR8R registers to configure 12 mA are effective on the next clock
cycle.

0x00RWDRV127:0
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Register 27: GPIO Wake Pin Enable (GPIOWAKEPEN), offset 0x540
This register is used to configure K[7:4] as a wake enable source for the hibernation module. The
wake level must be programmed in the GPIOWAKELVL register at offset 0x544. In order for this
register configuration to become implemented, the WUUNLK bit needs to be set in the HIBIO register
at offset 0x02C in the hibernation module.

Note: This register is only available on Port K.

GPIO Wake Pin Enable (GPIOWAKEPEN)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0x540
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

reservedWAKEP4WAKEP5WAKEP6WAKEP7reserved

RORORORORWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:8

K[7] Wake Enable

DescriptionValue

Wake-on level is not enabled.0

Wake-on level is enabled.1

0RWWAKEP77

K[6] Wake Enable

DescriptionValue

Wake-on level is not enabled.0

Wake-on level is enabled.1

0RWWAKEP66
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

K[5] Wake Enable

DescriptionValue

Wake-on level is not enabled.0

Wake-on level is enabled.1

0RWWAKEP55

K[4] Wake Enable

DescriptionValue

Wake-on level is not enabled.0

Wake-on level is enabled.1

0RWWAKEP44

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved3:0
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Register 28: GPIO Wake Level (GPIOWAKELVL), offset 0x544
This register is used to configure the wake level for K[7:4] in the hibernation module. The wake
source must be enabled in the GPIOWAKEPEN register at offset 0x540. In order for this register
configuration to become implemented, the WUUNLK bit needs to be set in the HIBIO register at offset
0x02C in the hibernation module.

Note: This register is only available on Port K.

GPIO Wake Level (GPIOWAKELVL)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0x544
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

reservedWAKELVL4WAKELVL5WAKELVL6WAKELVL7reserved

RORORORORWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:8

K[7] Wake Level

DescriptionValue

Wake level low0

Wake level high1

0RWWAKELVL77

K[6] Wake Level

DescriptionValue

Wake level low0

Wake level high1

0RWWAKELVL66
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

K[5] Wake Level

DescriptionValue

Wake level low0

Wake level high1

0RWWAKELVL55

K[4] Wake Level

DescriptionValue

Wake level low0

Wake level high1

0RWWAKELVL44

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved3:0
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Register 29: GPIO Wake Status (GPIOWAKESTAT), offset 0x548
This register indicates the GPIO wake event status. If a register bit has been set for K[7:4] , a wake
event signal has been sent to the Hibernate module.

Note: This register is only available on Port K.

GPIO Wake Status (GPIOWAKESTAT)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0x548
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

reservedSTAT4STAT5STAT6STAT7reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:8

K[7] Wake Status
This is for future use.

DescriptionValue

Pin is not wake up source0

Pin wake event asserted to hibernate module1

0ROSTAT77

K[6] Wake Status
This is for future use.

DescriptionValue

Pin is not wake up source0

Pin wake event asserted to hibernate module1

0ROSTAT66
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

K[5] Wake Status
This is for future use.

DescriptionValue

Pin is not wake up source0

Pin wake event asserted to hibernate module1

0ROSTAT55

K[4] Wake Status

DescriptionValue

Pin is not wake up source0

Pin wake event asserted to hibernate module1

0ROSTAT44

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved3:0
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Register 30: GPIO Peripheral Property (GPIOPP), offset 0xFC0
The GPIOPP register provides information regarding the GPIO properties.

GPIO Peripheral Property (GPIOPP)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0xFC0
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0001

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

EDEreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved31:1

Extended Drive Enable
This bit specifies whether the extended drive capabilities are provided.
Extended drive is configured by the EDM bits in the GPIOPC register.

DescriptionValue

No Extended Drive Capability provided.0

Extended Drive Capability provided.1

0x1ROEDE0
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Register 31: GPIO Peripheral Configuration (GPIOPC), offset 0xFC4
ThisGPIOPC register controls the extended drive modes of the GPIO and must be configured before
the GPIODRnR registers in order for extended drive mode to take effect. When the EDE bit in
GPIOPP register is set and the EDMn bit field is non-zero, the GPIODRnR registers do not drive
their default value, but instead output an incremental drive strength, which has an additive effect.
This allows for more drive strength possibilities. When the EDE bit is set and the EDMn bit field is
non-zero, the 2 mA driver is always enabled. Any bits enabled in the GPIODR4R register will add
an additional 2 mA; any bits set in the GPIODR8R add an extra 4 mA of drive. The GPIODR12R
register is only valid when the EDMn value is 0x3. For this encoding, setting a bit in the GPIODR12R
register adds 4 mA of drive to the already existing 8 mA, for a 12 mA drive strength. Table
10-3 on page 751 shows the drive capability options. If EDMn is 0x00, then the GPIODR2R,
GPIODR4R, and GPIODR8R function as stated in their default register description.

Table 10-13. GPIO Drive Strength Options

Drive (mA)GPIODR2R (2mA)GPIODR4R
(+2mA)

GPIODR8R
(+4mA)

GPIODR12R
(+4mA)

EDMn
(GPIOPC)

EDE
(GPIOPP)

2100

N/A0x0X 4010

8001

2N/A00

N/A0x11
4N/A10

6N/A01

8N/A11

2N/A000

0x31

4N/A100

6N/A010

8N/A110

10N/A011

12N/A111

N/AN/AN/A01

N/AN/AN/AN/AN/A0x21
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GPIO Peripheral Configuration (GPIOPC)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0xFC4
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

EDM0EDM1EDM2EDM3EDM4EDM5EDM6EDM7

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:16

Extended Drive Mode Bit 7
Same encoding as EDM0, but applies to bit 7 of GPIO port.

0RWEDM715:14

Extended Drive Mode Bit 6
Same encoding as EDM0, but applies to bit 6 of GPIO port.

0RWEDM613:12

Extended Drive Mode Bit 5
Same encoding as EDM0, but applies to bit 5 of GPIO port.

0RWEDM511:10

Extended Drive Mode Bit 4
Same encoding as EDM0, but applies to bit 4 of GPIO port.

0RWEDM49:8

Extended Drive Mode Bit 3
Same encoding as EDM0, but applies to bit 3 of GPIO port.

0RWEDM37:6

Extended Drive Mode Bit 2
Same encoding as EDM0, but applies to bit 2 of GPIO port.

0RWEDM25:4

Extended Drive Mode Bit 1
Same encoding as EDM0, but applies to bit 1 of GPIO port.

0RWEDM13:2
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Extended Drive Mode Bit 0
This field controls extended drive modes of bit 0 of the GPIO port.
Note that depending on the encoding used the GPIO drive strength
control registers may change their decoding. Moreover, the write one,
clear other register behavior may be disabled.

DescriptionValue

Drive values of 2, 4 and 8 mA are maintained. GPIO n Drive
Select (GPIODRnR) registers function as normal.

0x0

An additional 6 mA option is provided.
Write one, clear other behavior of GPIODDRnR registers is
disabled.
A 2 mA driver is always enabled; setting the corresponding
GPIODR4R register bit adds 2 mA and setting the corresponding
GPIODR8R register bit adds an additional 4 mA.

0x1

reserved0x2

Additional drive strength options of 6, 10, and 12 mA are
provided.
The write one, clear other behavior of GPIODDRnR registers
is disabled.
A 2 mA driver is always enabled; setting the corresponding
GPIODR4R register bit adds 2 mA and setting the corresponding
GPIODR8R of GPIODR12R register bit adds an additional 4
mA.

0x3

0RWEDM01:0
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Register 32: GPIO Peripheral Identification 4 (GPIOPeriphID4), offset 0xFD0
The GPIOPeriphID4, GPIOPeriphID5, GPIOPeriphID6, and GPIOPeriphID7 registers can
conceptually be treated as one 32-bit register; each register contains eight bits of the 32-bit register,
used by software to identify the peripheral.

GPIO Peripheral Identification 4 (GPIOPeriphID4)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0xFD0
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PID4reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

GPIO Peripheral ID Register [7:0]0x00ROPID47:0
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Register 33: GPIO Peripheral Identification 5 (GPIOPeriphID5), offset 0xFD4
The GPIOPeriphID4, GPIOPeriphID5, GPIOPeriphID6, and GPIOPeriphID7 registers can
conceptually be treated as one 32-bit register; each register contains eight bits of the 32-bit register,
used by software to identify the peripheral.

GPIO Peripheral Identification 5 (GPIOPeriphID5)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0xFD4
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PID5reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

GPIO Peripheral ID Register [15:8]0x00ROPID57:0
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Register 34: GPIO Peripheral Identification 6 (GPIOPeriphID6), offset 0xFD8
The GPIOPeriphID4, GPIOPeriphID5, GPIOPeriphID6, and GPIOPeriphID7 registers can
conceptually be treated as one 32-bit register; each register contains eight bits of the 32-bit register,
used by software to identify the peripheral.

GPIO Peripheral Identification 6 (GPIOPeriphID6)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0xFD8
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PID6reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

GPIO Peripheral ID Register [23:16]0x00ROPID67:0
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Register 35: GPIO Peripheral Identification 7 (GPIOPeriphID7), offset 0xFDC
The GPIOPeriphID4, GPIOPeriphID5, GPIOPeriphID6, and GPIOPeriphID7 registers can
conceptually be treated as one 32-bit register; each register contains eight bits of the 32-bit register,
used by software to identify the peripheral.

GPIO Peripheral Identification 7 (GPIOPeriphID7)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0xFDC
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PID7reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

GPIO Peripheral ID Register [31:24]0x00ROPID77:0
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Register 36: GPIO Peripheral Identification 0 (GPIOPeriphID0), offset 0xFE0
The GPIOPeriphID0, GPIOPeriphID1, GPIOPeriphID2, and GPIOPeriphID3 registers can
conceptually be treated as one 32-bit register; each register contains eight bits of the 32-bit register,
used by software to identify the peripheral.

GPIO Peripheral Identification 0 (GPIOPeriphID0)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0xFE0
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0061

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PID0reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000011000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

GPIO Peripheral ID Register [7:0]
Can be used by software to identify the presence of this peripheral.

0x61ROPID07:0
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Register 37: GPIO Peripheral Identification 1 (GPIOPeriphID1), offset 0xFE4
The GPIOPeriphID0, GPIOPeriphID1, GPIOPeriphID2, and GPIOPeriphID3 registers can
conceptually be treated as one 32-bit register; each register contains eight bits of the 32-bit register,
used by software to identify the peripheral.

GPIO Peripheral Identification 1 (GPIOPeriphID1)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0xFE4
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PID1reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

GPIO Peripheral ID Register [15:8]
Can be used by software to identify the presence of this peripheral.

0x00ROPID17:0
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Register 38: GPIO Peripheral Identification 2 (GPIOPeriphID2), offset 0xFE8
The GPIOPeriphID0, GPIOPeriphID1, GPIOPeriphID2, and GPIOPeriphID3 registers can
conceptually be treated as one 32-bit register; each register contains eight bits of the 32-bit register,
used by software to identify the peripheral.

GPIO Peripheral Identification 2 (GPIOPeriphID2)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0xFE8
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0018

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PID2reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0001100000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

GPIO Peripheral ID Register [23:16]
Can be used by software to identify the presence of this peripheral.

0x18ROPID27:0
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Register 39: GPIO Peripheral Identification 3 (GPIOPeriphID3), offset 0xFEC
The GPIOPeriphID0, GPIOPeriphID1, GPIOPeriphID2, and GPIOPeriphID3 registers can
conceptually be treated as one 32-bit register; each register contains eight bits of the 32-bit register,
used by software to identify the peripheral.

GPIO Peripheral Identification 3 (GPIOPeriphID3)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0xFEC
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0001

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PID3reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

GPIO Peripheral ID Register [31:24]
Can be used by software to identify the presence of this peripheral.

0x01ROPID37:0
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Register 40: GPIO PrimeCell Identification 0 (GPIOPCellID0), offset 0xFF0
TheGPIOPCellID0,GPIOPCellID1,GPIOPCellID2, andGPIOPCellID3 registers are four 8-bit wide
registers, that can conceptually be treated as one 32-bit register. The register is used as a standard
cross-peripheral identification system.

GPIO PrimeCell Identification 0 (GPIOPCellID0)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0xFF0
Type RO, reset 0x0000.000D

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CID0reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1011000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

GPIO PrimeCell ID Register [7:0]
Provides software a standard cross-peripheral identification system.

0x0DROCID07:0
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Register 41: GPIO PrimeCell Identification 1 (GPIOPCellID1), offset 0xFF4
TheGPIOPCellID0,GPIOPCellID1,GPIOPCellID2, andGPIOPCellID3 registers are four 8-bit wide
registers, that can conceptually be treated as one 32-bit register. The register is used as a standard
cross-peripheral identification system.

GPIO PrimeCell Identification 1 (GPIOPCellID1)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0xFF4
Type RO, reset 0x0000.00F0

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CID1reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000111100000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

GPIO PrimeCell ID Register [15:8]
Provides software a standard cross-peripheral identification system.

0xF0ROCID17:0
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Register 42: GPIO PrimeCell Identification 2 (GPIOPCellID2), offset 0xFF8
TheGPIOPCellID0,GPIOPCellID1,GPIOPCellID2, andGPIOPCellID3 registers are four 8-bit wide
registers, that can conceptually be treated as one 32-bit register. The register is used as a standard
cross-peripheral identification system.

GPIO PrimeCell Identification 2 (GPIOPCellID2)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0xFF8
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0005

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CID2reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1010000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

GPIO PrimeCell ID Register [23:16]
Provides software a standard cross-peripheral identification system.

0x05ROCID27:0
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Register 43: GPIO PrimeCell Identification 3 (GPIOPCellID3), offset 0xFFC
TheGPIOPCellID0,GPIOPCellID1,GPIOPCellID2, andGPIOPCellID3 registers are four 8-bit wide
registers, that can conceptually be treated as one 32-bit register. The register is used as a standard
cross-peripheral identification system.

GPIO PrimeCell Identification 3 (GPIOPCellID3)
GPIO Port A (AHB) base: 0x4005.8000
GPIO Port B (AHB) base: 0x4005.9000
GPIO Port C (AHB) base: 0x4005.A000
GPIO Port D (AHB) base: 0x4005.B000
GPIO Port E (AHB) base: 0x4005.C000
GPIO Port F (AHB) base: 0x4005.D000
GPIO Port G (AHB) base: 0x4005.E000
GPIO Port H (AHB) base: 0x4005.F000
GPIO Port J (AHB) base: 0x4006.0000
GPIO Port K (AHB) base: 0x4006.1000
GPIO Port L (AHB) base: 0x4006.2000
GPIO Port M (AHB) base: 0x4006.3000
GPIO Port N (AHB) base: 0x4006.4000
GPIO Port P (AHB) base: 0x4006.5000
GPIO Port Q (AHB) base: 0x4006.6000
Offset 0xFFC
Type RO, reset 0x0000.00B1

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CID3reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000110100000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

GPIO PrimeCell ID Register [31:24]
Provides software a standard cross-peripheral identification system.

0xB1ROCID37:0
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11 External Peripheral Interface (EPI)
The External Peripheral Interface is a high-speed parallel bus for external peripherals or memory.
It has several modes of operation to interface gluelessly to many types of external devices. The
External Peripheral Interface is similar to a standard microprocessor address/data bus, except that
it must typically be connected to just one type of external device. Enhanced capabilities include
µDMA support, clocking control and support for external FIFO buffers.

The EPI has the following features:

■ 8/16/32-bit dedicated parallel bus for external peripherals and memory

■ Memory interface supports contiguous memory access independent of data bus width, thus
enabling code execution directly from SDRAM, SRAM and Flash memory

■ Blocking and non-blocking reads

■ Separates processor from timing details through use of an internal write FIFO

■ Efficient transfers using Micro Direct Memory Access Controller (µDMA)

– Separate channels for read and write

– Read channel request asserted by programmable levels on the internal Non-Blocking Read
FIFO (NBRFIFO)

– Write channel request asserted by empty on the internal Write FIFO (WFIFO)

The EPI supports three primary functional modes: Synchronous Dynamic Random Access Memory
(SDRAM) mode, Traditional Host-Bus mode, and General-Purpose mode. The EPI module also
provides custom GPIOs; however, unlike regular GPIOs, the EPI module uses a FIFO in the same
way as a communication mechanism and is speed-controlled using clocking.

■ Synchronous Dynamic Random Access Memory (SDRAM) mode

– Supports x16 (single data rate) SDRAM at up to 60 MHz

– Supports low-cost SDRAMs up to 64 MB (512 megabits)

– Includes automatic refresh and access to all banks/rows

– Includes a Sleep/Standby mode to keep contents active with minimal power draw

– Multiplexed address/data interface for reduced pin count

■ Host-Bus mode

– Traditional x8 and x16 MCU bus interface capabilities

– Similar device compatibility options as PIC, ATmega, 8051, and others

– Access to SRAM, NOR Flash memory, and other devices, with up to 1 MB of addressing in
non-multiplexed mode and 256 MB in multiplexed mode (512 MB in Host-Bus 16 mode with
no byte selects)
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– Support for up to 512 Mb PSRAM in quad chip select mode, with dedicated configuration
register read and write enable.

– Support of both muxed and de-muxed address and data

– Access to a range of devices supporting the non-address FIFO x8 and x16 interface variant,
with support for external FIFO (XFIFO) EMPTY and FULL signals

– Speed controlled, with read and write data wait-state counters

– Support for read/write burst mode to Host Bus

– Multiple chip select modes including single, dual, and quad chip selects, with and without
ALE

– External iRDY signal provided for stall capability of reads and writes

– Manual chip-enable (or use extra address pins)

■ General-Purpose mode

– Wide parallel interfaces for fast communications with CPLDs and FPGAs

– Data widths up to 32 bits

– Data rates up to 150 MB/second

– Optional "address" sizes from 4 bits to 20 bits

– Optional clock output, read/write strobes, framing (with counter-based size), and clock-enable
input

■ General parallel GPIO

– 1 to 32 bits, FIFOed with speed control

– Useful for custom peripherals or for digital data acquisition and actuator controls

11.1 EPI Block Diagram
Figure 11-1 on page 815 provides a block diagram of a TM4C1294KCPDT EPI module.
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Figure 11-1. EPI Block Diagram
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11.2 Signal Description
The following table lists the external signals of the EPI controller and describes the function of each.
The EPI controller signals are alternate functions for GPIO signals and default to be GPIO signals
at reset. The column in the table below titled "Pin Mux/Pin Assignment" lists the GPIO pin placement
for the EPI signals. The AFSEL bit in the GPIO Alternate Function Select (GPIOAFSEL) register
(page 768) should be set to choose the EPI controller function. The number in parentheses is the
encoding that must be programmed into the PMCn field in the GPIO Port Control (GPIOPCTL)
register (page 785) to assign the EPI signals to the specified GPIO port pins. For more information
on configuring GPIOs, see “General-Purpose Input/Outputs (GPIOs)” on page 740.

Table 11-1. External Peripheral Interface Signals (128TQFP)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin Mux / Pin
Assignment

Pin NumberPin Name

EPI module 0 signal 0.TTLI/OPK0 (15)
PH0 (15)

18
29

EPI0S0

EPI module 0 signal 1.TTLI/OPK1 (15)
PH1 (15)

19
30

EPI0S1

EPI module 0 signal 2.TTLI/OPK2 (15)
PH2 (15)

20
31

EPI0S2

EPI module 0 signal 3.TTLI/OPK3 (15)
PH3 (15)

21
32

EPI0S3

EPI module 0 signal 4.TTLI/OPC7 (15)22EPI0S4

EPI module 0 signal 5.TTLI/OPC6 (15)23EPI0S5

EPI module 0 signal 6.TTLI/OPC5 (15)24EPI0S6

EPI module 0 signal 7.TTLI/OPC4 (15)25EPI0S7
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Table 11-1. External Peripheral Interface Signals (128TQFP) (continued)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin Mux / Pin
Assignment

Pin NumberPin Name

EPI module 0 signal 8.TTLI/OPA6 (15)40EPI0S8

EPI module 0 signal 9.TTLI/OPA7 (15)41EPI0S9

EPI module 0 signal 10.TTLI/OPG1 (15)50EPI0S10

EPI module 0 signal 11.TTLI/OPG0 (15)49EPI0S11

EPI module 0 signal 12.TTLI/OPM3 (15)75EPI0S12

EPI module 0 signal 13.TTLI/OPM2 (15)76EPI0S13

EPI module 0 signal 14.TTLI/OPM1 (15)77EPI0S14

EPI module 0 signal 15.TTLI/OPM0 (15)78EPI0S15

EPI module 0 signal 16.TTLI/OPL0 (15)81EPI0S16

EPI module 0 signal 17.TTLI/OPL1 (15)82EPI0S17

EPI module 0 signal 18.TTLI/OPL2 (15)83EPI0S18

EPI module 0 signal 19.TTLI/OPL3 (15)84EPI0S19

EPI module 0 signal 20.TTLI/OPQ0 (15)5EPI0S20

EPI module 0 signal 21.TTLI/OPQ1 (15)6EPI0S21

EPI module 0 signal 22.TTLI/OPQ2 (15)11EPI0S22

EPI module 0 signal 23.TTLI/OPQ3 (15)27EPI0S23

EPI module 0 signal 24.TTLI/OPK7 (15)60EPI0S24

EPI module 0 signal 25.TTLI/OPK6 (15)61EPI0S25

EPI module 0 signal 26.TTLI/OPL4 (15)85EPI0S26

EPI module 0 signal 27.TTLI/OPB2 (15)91EPI0S27

EPI module 0 signal 28.TTLI/OPB3 (15)92EPI0S28

EPI module 0 signal 29.TTLI/OPP2 (15)
PN2 (15)

103
109

EPI0S29

EPI module 0 signal 30.TTLI/OPP3 (15)
PN3 (15)

104
110

EPI0S30

EPI module 0 signal 31.TTLI/OPK5 (15)62EPI0S31

EPI module 0 signal 32.TTLI/OPK4 (15)63EPI0S32

EPI module 0 signal 33.TTLI/OPL5 (15)86EPI0S33

EPI module 0 signal 34.TTLI/OPN4 (15)111EPI0S34

EPI module 0 signal 35.TTLI/OPN5 (15)112EPI0S35

11.3 Functional Description
The EPI controller provides a glueless, programmable interface to a variety of common external
peripherals such as SDRAM x 16, Host Bus x8 and x16 devices, RAM, NOR Flash memory, CPLDs
and FPGAs. In addition, the EPI controller provides custom GPIO that can use a FIFO with speed
control by using either the internal write FIFO (WFIFO) or the non-blocking read FIFO (NBRFIFO).
The WFIFO can hold 4 words of data that are written to the external interface at the rate controlled
by the EPI Main Baud Rate (EPIBAUD) registers. The NBRFIFO can hold 8 words of data and
samples at the rate controlled by the EPIBAUD register. The EPI controller provides predictable
operation and thus has an advantage over regular GPIO which has more variable timing due to
on-chip bus arbitration and delays across bus bridges. Blocking reads stall the CPU until the
transaction completes. Non-blocking reads are performed in the background and allow the processor
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to continue operation. In addition, write data can also be stored in the WFIFO to allow multiple writes
with no stalls.

Note: Both the WTAV bit field in the EPIWFIFOCNT register and the WBUSY bit in the EPISTAT
register must be polled to determine if there is a current write transaction from the WFIFO.
If both of these bits are clear, then a new bus access may begin.

Main read and write operations can be performed in subsets of the range 0x6000.0000 to
0xDFFF.FFFF. A read from an address mapped location uses the offset and size to control the
address and size of the external operation. When performing a multi-value load, the read is done
as a burst (when available) to maximize performance. A write to an address mapped location uses
the offset and size to control the address and size of the external operation. When performing a
multi-value store, the write is done as a burst (when available) to maximize performance.

11.3.1 Master Access to EPI
The following lists the Bus Masters which have access to the EPI:

■ CPU
■ µDMA

11.3.2 Non-Blocking Reads
The EPI Controller supports a special kind of read called a non-blocking read, also referred to as a
posted read. Where a normal read stalls the processor or μDMA until the data is returned, a
non-blocking read is performed in the background.

A non-blocking read is configured by writing the start address into a EPIRADDRn register, the size
per transaction into a EPIRSIZEn register, and then the count of operations into a EPIRPSTDn
register. After each read is completed, the result is written into the NBRFIFO and the EPIRADDRn
register is incremented by the size (1, 2, or 4). The three most significant bits of EPIRADDRn register
are only relevant in the Host Bus multi-chip select mode when they are used to enable the different
chip selects.

If the NBRFIFO is filled, then the reads pause until space is made available. The NBRFIFO can be
configured to interrupt the processor or trigger the μDMA based on fullness using the EPIFIFOLVL
register. By using the trigger/interrupt method, the μDMA (or processor) can keep space available
in the NBRFIFO and allow the reads to continue unimpeded.

When performing non-blocking reads, the SDRAM controller issues two additional read transactions
after the burst request is terminated. The data for these additional transfers is discarded. This
situation is transparent to the user other than the additional EPI bus activity and can safely be
ignored.

Two non-blocking read register sets are available to allow sequencing and ping-pong use. When
one completes, the other then activates. So, for example, if 20 words are to be read from 0x100
and 10 words from 0x200, the EPIRPSTD0 register can be set up with the read from 0x100 (with a
count of 20), and the EPIRPSTD1 register can be set up with the read from 0x200 (with a count of
10). When EPIRPSTD0 finishes (count goes to 0), the EPIRPSTD1 register then starts its operation.
The NBRFIFO has then passed 30 values. When used with the μDMA, it may transfer 30 values
(simple sequence), or the primary/alternate model may be used to handle the first 20 in one way
and the second 10 in another. It is also possible to reload the EPIRPSTD0 register when it is finished
(and the EPIRPSTD1 register is active); thereby, keeping the interface constantly busy.

To cancel a non-blocking read, the EPIRPSTDn register is cleared. Care must be taken, however
if the register set was active to drain away any values read into the NBRFIFO and ensure that any
read in progress is allowed to complete.
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To ensure that the cancel is complete, the following algorithm is used (using the EPIRPSTD0 register
for example):

EPIRPSTD0 = 0;

while ((EPISTAT & 0x11) == 0x10)

; // we are active and busy

// if here, then other one is active or interface no longer busy

cnt = (EPIRADDR0 – original_address) / EPIRSIZE0; // count of values read

cnt -= values_read_so_far;

// cnt is now number left in FIFO

while (cnt--)

value = EPIREADFIFO; // drain

The above algorithm can be optimized in code; however, the important point is to wait for the cancel
to complete because the external interface could have been in the process of reading a value when
the cancel came in, and it must be allowed to complete.

11.3.3 DMA Operation
The µDMA can be used to achieve maximum transfer rates on the EPI through the NBRFIFO and
the WFIFO. The µDMA has one channel for write and one for read. For writes, the EPI DMA Transmit
Count (EPIDMATXCNT) register is programmed with the total number of transfers by the µDMA.
An equivalent value is programmed into the DMA Channel Control Word (DMACHCTL) register
of the uDMA at offset 0x008. A µDMA request is asserted by the EPI WRFIFO when the TXCNT
value of the EPIDMATXCNT register is greater than zero and the WTAV bit field of the EPIWFIFOCNT
register is less than the programmed threshold trigger, WRFIFO, of the EPIFIFOLVL register. The
write channel continues to write data until the TXCNT value in the EPIDMATXCNT register is zero.

Note: When the WRFIFO bit in the EPIFIFOLVL register is set to 0x4 and the application bursts
four words to an empty FIFO, the WRFIFO trigger may or may not deassert depending on
if all four words were written to the WRFIFO or if the first word was passed immediately to
the function requiring it. Thus, the application may not see the WRRIS bit in the EPIRIS
register clear on a burst of four words.

The non-blocking read channel copies values from the NBRFIFO when the NBRFIFO is at the level
specified by the EPIFIFOLVL register. For non-blocking reads, the start address, the size per
transaction, and the count of elements must be programmed in the µDMA. Note that both non-blocking
read register sets can be used, and they fill the NBRFIFO such that one runs to completion, then
the next one starts (they do not interleave). Using the NBRFIFO provides the best possible transfer
rate.

For blocking reads, the µDMA software channel (or another unused channel) is used for
memory-to-memory transfers (or memory to peripheral, where some other peripheral is used). In
this situation, the µDMA stalls until the read is complete and is not able to service another channel
until the read is done. As a result, the arbitration size should normally be programmed to one access
at a time. The µDMA controller can also transfer from and to the NBRFIFO and the WFIFO using
the µDMA software channel in memory mode, however, the µDMA is stalled once the NBRFIFO is
empty or the WFIFO is full. Note that when the µDMA controller is stalled, the core continues
operation. See “Micro Direct Memory Access (μDMA)” on page 676 for more information on configuring
the µDMA.
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The size of the FIFOs must be taken into consideration when configuring the µDMA to transfer data
to and from the EPI. The arbitration size should be 4 or less when writing to EPI address space and
8 or less when reading from EPI address space.

11.4 Initialization and Configuration
To enable and initialize the EPI controller, the following steps are necessary:

1. Enable the EPI module using the RCGCEPI register. See page 386.

2. Enable the clock to the appropriate GPIO module via the RCGCGPIO register. See page 382.
To find out which GPIO port to enable, refer to “Signal Description” on page 815.

3. Set the GPIO AFSEL bits for the appropriate pins. See page 768. To determine which GPIOs to
configure, see Table 26-4 on page 1795.

4. Configure the GPIO current level and/or slew rate as specified for the mode selected. See
page 770 and page 778.

5. Configure the PMCn fields in theGPIOPCTL register to assign the EPI signals to the appropriate
pins. See page 785 and Table 26-5 on page 1806.

6. Select the mode for the EPI block to SDRAM, HB8, HB16, or general parallel use, using the
MODE field in the EPI Configuration (EPICFG) register. Set the mode-specific details (if needed)
using the appropriate mode configurationEPI Host Bus Configuration (EPIHBnCFGn) registers
for the desired chip-select configuration. Set the EPI Main Baud Rate (EPIBAUD) and EPI
Main Baud Rate 2 (EPIBAUD2) register if the baud rate must be slower than the system clock
rate.

7. Configure the address mapping using the EPI Address Map (EPIADDRMAP) register. The
selected start address and range is dependent on the type of external device and maximum
address (as appropriate). For example, for a 512-megabit SDRAM, program the ERADR field to
0x1 for address 0x6000.0000 or 0x2 for address 0x8000.0000; and program the ERSZ field to
0x3 for 256 MB. If using General-Purpose mode and no address at all, program the EPADR field
to 0x1 for address 0xA000.0000 or 0x2 for address 0xC000.0000; and program the EPSZ field
to 0x0 for 256 bytes.

8. To read or write directly, use the mapped address area (configured with the EPIADDRMAP
register). Up to 4 or 5 writes can be performed at once without blocking. Each read is blocked
until the value is retrieved.

9. To perform a non-blocking read, see “Non-Blocking Reads” on page 817.

Note: The application should not attempt to access externally until eight system clock cycles after
the EPI has been fully configured.

Note: Once a MODE field has been programmed in the EPICFG register, the application should
reset all configuration registers before re-programming to a new MODE value.

The following sub-sections describe the initialization and configuration for each of the modes of
operation. Care must be taken to initialize everything properly to ensure correct operation. Control
of the GPIO states is also important, as changes may cause the external device to interpret pin
states as actions or commands (see “Register Descriptions” on page 756). Normally, a pull-up or
pull-down is needed on the board to at least control the chip-select or chip-enable as the
TM4C1294KCPDT GPIOs come out of reset in tri-state.
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11.4.1 EPI Interface Options
There are a variety of memories and peripherals that can interface to the EPI module. Table
11-2 on page 820 shows the various configurations with their maximum performance.

Table 11-2. EPI Interface Options

Maximum FrequencyInterface

60 MHzSingle SDRAM

60 MHzSingle SRAM

55 MHzSingle PSRAM without iRDY signal use

52 MHzSingle PSRAM with iRDY signal use

60 MHzFPGAs, CPLDs, etc using General Purpose Mode

40 MHzMemory configurations with 2 chip selects

20 MHzMemory configurations with 4 chip selects

11.4.2 SDRAM Mode
When activating the SDRAM mode, it is important to consider a few points:

1. Generally, it takes over 100 μs from when the mode is activated to when the first operation is
allowed. The SDRAM controller begins the SDRAM initialization sequence as soon as the mode
is selected and enabled via the EPICFG register. It is important that the GPIOs are properly
configured before the SDRAM mode is enabled, as the EPI controller is relying on the GPIO
block's ability to drive the pins immediately. As part of the initialization sequence, the LOAD
MODE REGISTER command is automatically sent to the SDRAM with a value of 0x27, which
sets a CAS latency of 2 and a full page burst length.

2. The INITSEQ bit in the EPI Status (EPISTAT) register can be checked to determine when the
initialization sequence is complete.

3. When using a frequency range and/or refresh value other than the default value, it is important
to configure the FREQ and RFSH fields in the EPI SDRAM Configuration (EPISDRAMCFG)
register shortly after activating the mode. After the 100-μs startup time, the EPI block must be
configured properly to keep the SDRAM contents stable.

4. The SLEEP bit in the EPISDRAMCFG register may be configured to put the SDRAM into a
low-power self-refreshing state. It is important to note that the SDRAM mode must not be
disabled once enabled, or else the SDRAM is no longer clocked and the contents are lost.

5. Before entering SLEEP mode, make sure all non-blocking reads and normal reads and writes
have completed. If the system is running at 30 to 50 MHz, wait 2 EPI clocks after clearing the
SLEEP bit before executing non-blocking reads, or normal reads and writes. If the system is
configured to greater than 50 MHz, wait 5 EPI clocks before read and write transactions. For
all other configurations, wait 1 EPI clock.

The SIZE field of the EPISDRAMCFG register must be configured correctly based on the amount
of SDRAM in the system.

The FREQ field must be configured according to the value that represents the range being used.
Based on the range selected, the number of external clocks used between certain operations (for
example, PRECHARGE or ACTIVATE) is determined. If a higher frequency is given than is used,
then the only downside is that the peripheral is slower (uses more cycles for these delays). If a lower
frequency is given, incorrect operation occurs.
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See “External Peripheral Interface (EPI)” on page 1851 for timing details for the SDRAM mode.

11.4.2.1 External Signal Connections
Table 11-3 on page 821 defines how EPI module signals should be connected to SDRAMs. The
table applies when using a x16 SDRAM up to 512 megabits. Note that the EPI signals must use
8-mA drive when interfacing to SDRAM, see page 772. Any unused EPI controller signals can be
used as GPIOs or another alternate function.

Table 11-3. EPI SDRAM x16 Signal Connections

SDRAM SignalaEPI Signal

D0A0EPI0S0

D1A1EPI0S1

D2A2EPI0S2

D3A3EPI0S3

D4A4EPI0S4

D5A5EPI0S5

D6A6EPI0S6

D7A7EPI0S7

D8A8EPI0S8

D9A9EPI0S9

D10A10EPI0S10

D11A11EPI0S11

D12A12bEPI0S12

D13BA0EPI0S13

D14BA1EPI0S14

D15EPI0S15

DQMLEPI0S16

DQMHEPI0S17

CASnEPI0S18

RASnEPI0S19

not usedEPI0S20-EPI0S27

WEnEPI0S28

CSnEPI0S29

CKEEPI0S30

CLKEPI0S31

a. If two signals are listed, connect the EPI signal to both pins.
b. Only for 256/512 megabit SDRAMs.

11.4.2.2 Refresh Configuration
The refresh count is based on the external clock speed and the number of rows per bank as well
as the refresh period. The RFSH field represents how many external clock cycles remain before an
AUTO-REFRESH is required. The normal formula is:

RFSH = (tRefresh_us / number_rows) / ext_clock_period

A refresh period is normally 64 ms, or 64000 μs. The number of rows is normally 4096 or 8192. The
ext_clock_period is a value expressed in μsec and is derived by dividing 1000 by the clock speed
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expressed in MHz. So, 50 MHz is 1000/50=20 ns, or 0.02 μs. A typical SDRAM is 4096 rows per
bank if the system clock is running at 50 MHz with an EPIBAUD register value of 0:

RFSH = (64000/4096) / 0.02 = 15.625 μs / 0.02 μs = 781.25

The default value in the RFSH field is 750 decimal or 0x2EE to allow for a margin of safety and
providing 15 μs per refresh. It is important to note that this number should always be smaller or
equal to what is required by the above equation. For example, if running the external clock at 25
MHz (40 ns per clock period), 390 is the highest number that may be used. Note that the external
clock may be 25 MHz when the system clock is 25 MHz or when the system clock is 50 MHz and
configuring the COUNT0 field in the EPIBAUD register to 1 (divide by 2).

If a number larger than allowed is used, the SDRAM is not refreshed often enough, and data is lost.

11.4.2.3 Bus Interface Speed
The EPI Controller SDRAM interface can operate up to 60 MHz. The COUNT0 field in the EPIBAUD
register configures the speed of the EPI clock. For system clock (SysClk) speeds up to 60 MHz, the
COUNT0 field can be 0x0000, and the SDRAM interface can run at the same speed as SysClk.
However, if SysClk is running at higher speeds, the bus interface can run only as fast as half speed,
and the COUNT0 field must be configured to at least 0x0001.

11.4.2.4 Non-Blocking Read Cycle
Figure 11-2 on page 822 shows a non-blocking read cycle of n halfwords; n can be any number
greater than or equal to 1. The cycle begins with the Activate command and the row address on the
EPI0S[15:0] signals. With the programmed CAS latency of 2, the Read command with the column
address on the EPI0S[15:0] signals follows after 2 clock cycles. Following one more NOP cycle,
data is read in on the EPI0S[15:0] signals on every rising clock edge. The Burst Terminate
command is issued during the cycle when the next-to-last halfword is read in. The DQMH and DQML
signals are deasserted after the last halfword of data is received; the CSn signal deasserts on the
following clock cycle, signaling the end of the read cycle. At least one clock period of inactivity
separates any two SDRAM cycles.

Figure 11-2. SDRAM Non-Blocking Read Cycle

Row Column Data 0 Data 1 ... Data n

CLK
(EPI0S31)

CKE
(EPI0S30)

CSn
(EPI0S29)

WEn
(EPI0S28)

RASn
(EPI0S19)

CASn
(EPI0S18)

DQMH, DQML
(EPI0S [17:16])

AD [15:0]
(EPI0S [15:0])

Activate NOP Read NOP
Burst
Term

AD [15:0] driven in

AD [15:0] driven out AD [15:0] driven out
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11.4.2.5 Normal Read Cycle
Figure 11-3 on page 823 shows a normal read cycle of n halfwords; n can be 1 or 2. The cycle begins
with the Activate command and the row address on the EPI0S[15:0] signals. With the programmed
CAS latency of 2, the Read command with the column address on the EPI0S[15:0] signals follows
after 2 clock cycles. Following one more NOP cycle, data is read in on the EPI0S[15:0] signals
on every rising clock edge. The DQMH, DQML, and CSn signals are deasserted after the last
halfword of data is received, signaling the end of the cycle. At least one clock period of inactivity
separates any two SDRAM cycles.

Figure 11-3. SDRAM Normal Read Cycle

Row Column Data 0 Data 1

CLK
(EPI0S31)

CKE
(EPI0S30)

CSn
(EPI0S29)

WEn
(EPI0S28)

RASn
(EPI0S19)

CASn
(EPI0S18)

DQMH, DQML
(EPI0S [17:16])

AD [15:0]
(EPI0S [15:0])

Activate NOP Read NOP

AD [15:0] driven in

AD [15:0] driven out AD [15:0] driven out

11.4.2.6 Write Cycle
Figure 11-4 on page 824 shows a write cycle of n halfwords; n can be any number greater than or
equal to 1. The cycle begins with the Activate command and the row address on the EPI0S[15:0]
signals. With the programmed CAS latency of 2, the Write command with the column address on
the EPI0S[15:0] signals follows after 2 clock cycles. When writing to SDRAMs, the Write command
is presented with the first halfword of data. Because the address lines and the data lines are
multiplexed, the column address is modified to be (programmed address -1). During the Write
command, the DQMH and DQML signals are high, so no data is written to the SDRAM. On the next
clock, the DQMH and DQML signals are asserted, and the data associated with the programmed
address is written. The Burst Terminate command occurs during the clock cycle following the write
of the last halfword of data. The WEn, DQMH, DQML, and CSn signals are deasserted after the
last halfword of data is received, signaling the end of the access. At least one clock period of inactivity
separates any two SDRAM cycles.
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Figure 11-4. SDRAM Write Cycle

Row Column-1 Data 0 Data 1 ... Data n

CLK
(EPI0S31)

CKE
(EPI0S30)

CSn
(EPI0S29)

WEn
(EPI0S28)

RASn
(EPI0S19)

CASn
(EPI0S18)

DQMH, DQML
(EPI0S [17:16])

AD [15:0]
(EPI0S [15:0])

Activate NOP Write Burst
Term

AD [15:0] driven out

AD [15:0] driven out

11.4.3 Host Bus Mode
Host Bus supports the traditional 8-bit and 16-bit interfaces popularized by the 8051 devices and
SRAM devices, as well as PSRAM and NOR Flash memory. This interface is asynchronous and
uses strobe pins to control activity. Addressable memory can be doubled using Host Bus-16 mode
as it performs half-word accesses. The EPI0S0 is the LSB of the address and is equivalent to the
internal Cortex-M4 A1 address. EPI0S0 should be connected to A0 of 16-bit memories.

11.4.3.1 Control Pins
The main three strobes are Address Latch Enable (ALE), Write (WRn), and Read (RDn, sometimes
called OEn). Note that the timings are designed for older logic and so are hold-time versus setup-time
specific. The polarity of the read and write strobes can be active High or active Low by clearing or
setting the RDHIGH and WRHIGH bits in the EPI Host-Bus n Configuration (EPIHBnCFGn) register.

The ALE can be changed to an active-low chip select signal, CSn, through the EPIHBnCFGn
register. The ALE is best used for Host-Bus muxed mode in which EPI address and data pins are
shared. All Host-Bus accesses have an address phase followed by a data phase. The ALE indicates
to an external latch to capture the address then hold it until the data phase. The polarity of the ALE
can be active High or Low by clearing or setting the ALEHIGH bit in the EPI Host-Bus n
Configuration (EPIHBnCFGn) register. CSn is best used for Host-Bus unmuxed mode in which
EPI address and data pins are separate. The CSn indicates when the address and data phases of
a read or write access are occurring. Both the ALE and the CSn modes can be enhanced to access
four external devices using settings in the EPIHBnCFGn register. PSRAM accesses must use both
ALE and CSn . Wait states can be added to the data phase of the access using the WRWS and RDWS
bits in the EPIHBnCFGn register. Additionally, within these wait state options, the WRWSM and RDWSM
bit of the EPIHBnTIMEn register can be set to reduce the given wait states by 1 EPI clock cycle for
finer granularity.

For FIFO mode, the ALE is not used, and two input holds are optionally supported to gate input and
output to what the XFIFO can handle. FIFO mode is only applicable in EPI asynchronous mode.

Host-Bus 8 and Host-Bus 16 modes are very configurable. The user has the ability to connect 1,2,
or 4 external devices to the EPI signals, as well as control whether byte select signals are provided
in HB16 mode. These capabilities depend on the configuration of the MODE field in the EPIHBnCFG
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register, the CSCFG field and the CSCFGEXT bit in the EPIHBnCFGn register, and the BSEL bit in
the EPIHB16CFG register. The CSCFGEXT bit extends the chip select configuration possibilities by
providing the most significant bit of the CSCFG field. Refer to Table 11-4 on page 825 for the possible
ALE and chip select options that can be programmed by the combination of the CSCFGEXT and
CSCFG bits. Note that CSCFGEXT is the most significant bit.

Table 11-4. CSCFGEXT + CSCFG Encodings

DescriptionValue

ALE Configuration
EPI0S30 is used as an address latch (ALE). The ALE signal is generally used when the address and data
are muxed (MODE field in the EPIHB8CFG register is 0x0). The ALE signal is used by an external latch to
hold the address through the bus cycle.

0x0

CSn Configuration
EPI0S30 is used as a Chip Select (CSn). When using this mode, the address and data are generally not
muxed (MODE field in the EPIHB8CFG register is 0x1). However, if address and data muxing is needed,
the WR signal (EPI0S29) and the RD signal (EPI0S28) can be used to latch the address when CSn is low.

0x1

Dual CSn Configuration
EPI0S30 is used as CS0n and EPI0S27 is used as CS1n. Whether CS0n or CS1n is asserted is determined
by the most significant address bit for a respective external address map. This configuration can be used
for a RAM bank split between 2 devices as well as when using both an external RAM and an external
peripheral.

0x2

ALE with Dual CSn Configuration
EPI0S30 is used as address latch (ALE), EPI0S27 is used as CS1n, and EPI0S26 is used as CS0n.
Whether CS0n or CS1n is asserted is determined by the most significant address bit for a respective external
address map.

0x3

ALE with Single CSn Configuration
EPI0S30 is used as address latch (ALE) and EPI0S27 is used as CSn.

0x4

Quad CSn Configuration
EPI0S30 is used as CS0n and EPI0S27 is used as CS1n. EPI0S34 is used as CS2n and EPI0S33 is used
as CS3n.

0x5

ALE with Quad CSn Configuration
EPI0S30 is ALE, EPI0S26 is CS0n and EPI0S27 is used as CS1n. EPI0S34 is used as CS2n and EPI0S33
is used as CS3n.

0x6

Reserved0x7

If one of the Dual-Chip-Select modes is selected (CSCFGEXT is 0x0 and CSCFG is 0x2 or 0x3 in the
EPIHBnCFGn register), both chip selects can share the peripheral, code, or the memory space, or
one chip select can use the peripheral space and the other can use the memory or code space. In
the EPIADDRMAP register, if the EPADR field is not 0x0, the ECADR field is 0x0, and the ERADR
field is 0x0, then the address specified by EPADR is used for both chip selects, with CS0n being
asserted when the MSB of the address range is 0 and CS1n being asserted when the MSB of the
address range is 1. If the ERADR field is not 0x0, the ECADR field is 0x0, and the EPADR field is 0x0,
then the address specified by ERADR is used for both chip selects, with the MSB performing the
same delineation. If both the EPADR and the ERADR are not 0x0, and the ECADR field is 0x0 and the
EPI is configured for dual-chip selects, then CS0n is asserted for either address range defined by
EPADR and CS1n is asserted for either address range defined by ERADR. The two chip selects can
also be shared between the code space and memory or peripheral space. If the ECADR field is 0x1,
ERADR field is 0x0, and the EPADR field is not 0x0, then CS0n is asserted for the address range
defined by ECADR and CS1n is asserted for either address range defined by EPADR. If the ECADR
field is 0x1, EPADR field is 0x0, and the ERADR field is not 0x0, then CS0n is asserted for the address
range defined by ECADR and CS1n is asserted for either address range defined by ERADR.
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In quad chip select mode (CSCFGEXT is 0x1 and CSCFG is 0x1 or 0x2 in the EPIHBnCFG2 register),
both the peripheral and the memory space must be enabled. In the EPIADDRMAP register, the
EPADR field is 0x3, the ERADR field is 0x3, and the ECADR field is 0x0. With this configuration, CS0n
asserts for the address range beginning at 0x6000.0000, CS1n asserts for 0x8000.0000, CS2n for
0xA000.0000, and CS3n for 0xC000.0000. Table 11-5 on page 826 gives a detailed explanation of
chip select address range mappings based on combinations of enabled peripheral and memory
space.

Note: Only one memory area can be mapped to a single chip select. Enabling multiple memory
areas for one chip select may produce unexpected results.

Table 11-5. Dual- and Quad- Chip Select Address Mappings

CS3CS2CS1CS0aECADREPADRERADRChip Select
Mode

N/AN/AEPADR defined address
range (0xA000.000 or
0xC000.0000)

EPADR defined
address range
(0xA000.000 or
0xC000.0000)

0x00x1 or
0x2

0x0Dual-chip
select

N/AN/AERADR defined address
range (0x6000.000 or
0x8000.000)

ERADR defined
address range
(0x6000.000 or
0x8000.000)

0x00x00x1 or
0x2

Dual-chip
select

N/AN/AERADR defined address
range (0x6000.000 or
0x8000.000)

EPADR defined
address range
(0xA000.000 or
0xC000.0000)

0x00x1 or
0x2

0x1 or
0x2

Dual-chip
select

N/AN/AEPADR defined address
range (0xA000.0000 or
0xC000.0000)

ECADR defined
address range
(0x1000.000)

0x10x1 or
0x2

0x0Dual-chip
select

N/AN/AERADR defined address
range (0x6000.000 or
0x8000.000)

ECADR defined
address range
(0x1000.000)

0x10x00x1 or
0x2

Dual-chip
select

0xC000.00000xA000.00000x8000.00000x6000.00000x00x30x3Quad-chip
select

a. When CS0 & CS1 share address space, CS0 asserts when the MSB of the address is 0 and CS1, when the MSB of the
address is '1.'

The MODE field of the EPIHBnCFGn registers configure the interface for the chip selects, which
support ADMUX or ADNOMUX. See Table 11-6 on page 827 for details on which configuration
register controls each chip select. If the CSBAUD bit is clear, all chip selects are configured by the
MODE bit field of the EPIHBnCFG register.

If the CSBAUD bit in the EPIHBnCFG2 register is set in Dual-chip select mode, the 2 chip selects
can use different clock frequencies, wait states and strobe polarity. If the CSBAUD bit is clear, both
chip selects use the clock frequency, wait states, and strobe polarity defined for CS0n. Additionally,
if the CSBAUD bit is set, the two chip selects can use different interface modes. If any interface modes
are programmed to ADMUX, then dual chip select mode must include the ALE capability. In quad
chip select mode, if the CSBAUD bit in the EPIHBnCFG2 register is set, the 4 chip selects can use
different clock frequencies, wait states and strobe polarity. If the CSBAUD bit is clear, all chip selects
use the clock frequency, wait states, and strobe polarity defined for CS0n. If the CSBAUD bit is set,
the four chip selects can use different interface modes.
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Table 11-6. Chip Select Configuration Register Assignment

Corresponding Chip SelectConfiguration Registera

CS0nEPIHBnCFG

CS1nEPIHBnCFG2

CS2nEPIHBnCFG3

CS3nEPIHBnCFG4

a. If the CSBAUD bit in the EPIHBnCFG2 register is clear and multiple chip selects are enabled, then all chip selects are
configured by the MODE bit field in the EPIHBnCFG register.

Note that multiple chip select modes do not allow the intermixing of Host-Bus 8 and Host-Bus16
modes.

When BSEL=1 in the EPIHB16CFG register, byte select signals are provided, so byte-sized data
can be read and written at any address, however these signals reduce the available address width
by 2 pins. The byte select signals are active Low. BSEL0n corresponds to the LSB of the halfword,
and BSEL1n corresponds to the MSB of the halfword.

When BSEL=0, byte reads and writes at odd addresses only act on the even byte, and byte writes
at even addresses write invalid values into the odd byte. As a result, accesses should be made as
half-words (16-bits) or words (32-bits). In C/C++, programmers should use only short int and long
int for accesses. Also, because data accesses in HB16 mode with no byte selects are on 2-byte
boundaries, the available address space is doubled. For example, 28 bits of address accesses 512
MB in this mode. Table 11-7 on page 827 shows the capabilities of the HB8 and HB16 modes as
well as the available address bits with the possible combinations of these bits.

Although the EPI0S31 signal can be configured for the EPI clock signal in Host-Bus mode, it is not
required and should be configured as a GPIO to reduce EMI in the system.

Table 11-7. Capabilities of Host Bus 8 and Host Bus 16 Modes

Addressable
Memory

Available
Address

Byte AccessBSELMax # of
External
Devices

CSCFGCSCFGEXTMODEHost Bus
Type

256 MB28 bitsAlwaysN/A10x0, 0x100x0HB8

128 MB27 bitsAlwaysN/A20x200x0HB8

64 MB26 bitsAlwaysN/A20x300x0HB8

128 MB27 bitsAlwaysN/A10x010x0HB8

128 MB27 bitsAlwaysN/A40x110x0HB8

64 MB26 bitsAlwaysN/A40x210x0HB8

1 MB20 bitsAlwaysN/A10x0, 0x100x1HB8

512 kB19 bitsAlwaysN/A20x200x1HB8

256 kB18 bitsAlwaysN/A20x300x1HB8

512 kB19 bitsAlwaysN/A10x010x1HB8

512 MB19 bitsAlwaysN/A40x110x1HB8

256 kB18 bitsAlwaysN/A40x210x1HB8

1 MB20 bitsAlwaysN/A10x100x2HB8

-noneAlwaysN/A10x100x3HB8

-noneAlwaysN/A20x300x3HB8

-noneAlwaysN/A10x010x3HB8

-noneAlwaysN/A40x110x3HB8
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Table 11-7. Capabilities of Host Bus 8 and Host Bus 16 Modes (continued)

Addressable
Memory

Available
Address

Byte AccessBSELMax # of
External
Devices

CSCFGCSCFGEXTMODEHost Bus
Type

-noneAlwaysN/A40x210x3HB8

512 MB28 bitsaNo010x0, 0x100x0HB16

128 MB26 bitsbYes110x0, 0x100x0HB16

256 MB27 bitsaNo020x200x0HB16

64 MB25 bitsbYes120x200x0HB16

128 MB26 bitsaNo020x300x0HB16

32 MB24 bitsbYes120x300x0HB16

256 MB27 bitsaNo010x010x0HB16

128 MB25 bitsbYes110x010x0HB16

256 MB27 bitsaNo040x110x0HB16

64 MB25 bitsbYes140x110x0HB16

128 MB26 bitsaNo040x210x0HB16

32 MB24 bitsbYes140x210x0HB16

8 kB12 bitsaNo010x0, 0x100x1HB16

2 kB10 bitsbYes110x0, 0x100x1HB16

4 kB11 bitsaNo020x200x1HB16

1 kB9 bitsbYes120x200x1HB16

2 kB10 bitsaNo020x300x1HB16

512 B8 bitsbYes120x300x1HB16

4 kB11 bitsaNo010x010x1HB16

1 kB9 bitsbYes110x010x1HB16

4 kB11 bitsaNo040x110x1HB16

1 kB9 bitsbYes140x110x1HB16

2 kB10 bitsaNo040x210x1HB16

512 B8 bitsbYes140x210x1HB16

-noneNo010x100x3HB16

-noneYes110x100x3HB16

-noneNo020x300x3HB16

-noneYes120x300x3HB16

-noneNo010x010x3HB16

-noneYes110x010x3HB16

-noneNo040x110x3HB16

-noneYes140x110x3HB16

-noneNo040x210x3HB16

-noneYes140x210x3HB16

a. If byte selects are not used, data accesses are on 2-byte boundaries. As a result, the available address space is doubled.
b. Two EPI signals are used for byte selects, reducing the available address space by two bits.

Table 11-8 on page 829 shows how the EPI[31:0] signals function while in Host-Bus 8 mode.
Notice that the signal configuration changes based on the address/data mode selected by the MODE
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field in the EPIHB8CFGn register and on the chip select configuration selected by the CSCFG and
CSCFGEXT field in the EPIHB8CFG2 register.

Although the EPI0S31 signal can be configured for the EPI clock signal in Host-Bus mode, it is not
required and should be configured as a GPIO to reduce EMI in the system. Any unused EPI controller
signals can be used as GPIOs or another alternate function.

Table 11-8. EPI Host-Bus 8 Signal Connections

HB8 Signal (MODE
=XFIFO)

HB8 Signal (MODE
=ADNOMUX (Cont.

Read))

HB8 Signal (MODE
=ADMUX)

CSCFGEPI Signal

D0D0AD0XaEPI0S0

D1D1AD1XEPI0S1

D2D2AD2XEPI0S2

D3D3AD3XEPI0S3

D4D4AD4XEPI0S4

D5D5AD5XEPI0S5

D6D6AD6XEPI0S6

D7D7AD7XEPI0S7

-A0A8XEPI0S8

-A1A9XEPI0S9

-A2A10XEPI0S10

-A3A11XEPI0S11

-A4A12XEPI0S12

-A5A13XEPI0S13

-A6A14XEPI0S14

-A7A15XEPI0S15

-A8A16XEPI0S16

-A9A17XEPI0S17

-A10A18XEPI0S18

-A11A19XEPI0S19

-A12A20XEPI0S20

-A13A21XEPI0S21

-A14A22XEPI0S22

-A15A23XEPI0S23

-A16A24XEPI0S24

-

A17A25b

0x0

EPI0S25

0x1

CS1n0x2

-0x3

-0x4

-0x5

-0x6
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Table 11-8. EPI Host-Bus 8 Signal Connections (continued)

HB8 Signal (MODE
=XFIFO)

HB8 Signal (MODE
=ADNOMUX (Cont.

Read))

HB8 Signal (MODE
=ADMUX)

CSCFGEPI Signal

FEMPTY

A18A26

0x0

EPI0S26

0x1

0x2

CS0nCS0n0x3

A18A26
0x4

0x5

CS0nCS0n0x6

FFULL

A19A27
0x0

EPI0S27

0x1

CS1nCS1n
0x2

0x3

CS0nCS0n0x4

CS1nCS1n
0x5

0x6

RDnRDn/OEnRDn/OEnXEPI0S28

WRnWRnWRnXEPI0S29

-ALEALE0x0

EPI0S30

CSnCSnCSn0x1

CS0nCS0nCS0n0x2

-
ALEALE

0x3

-0x4

-CS0nCS0n0x5

-ALEALE0x6

ClockcClockcClockcXEPI0S31

iRDYiRDYiRDYXEPI0S32

XXX0x0

EPI0S33

XXX0x1

XXX0x2

XXX0x3

XXX0x4

X
CS3nCS3n

0x5

X0x6

XXX0x0

EPI0S34

XXX0x1

XXX0x2

XXX0x3

XXX0x4

X
CS2nCS2n

0x5

X0x6
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Table 11-8. EPI Host-Bus 8 Signal Connections (continued)

HB8 Signal (MODE
=XFIFO)

HB8 Signal (MODE
=ADNOMUX (Cont.

Read))

HB8 Signal (MODE
=ADMUX)

CSCFGEPI Signal

XXX0x0

EPI0S35

XXX0x1

XXX0x2

XXX0x3

XXX0x4

X
CRECRE

0x5

X0x6

a. "X" indicates the state of this field is a don't care.
b. When an entry straddles several row, the signal configuration is the same for all rows.
c. The clock signal is not required for this mode.

Table 11-9 on page 831 shows how the EPI[31:0] signals function while in Host-Bus 16 mode.
Notice that the signal configuration changes based on the address/data mode selected by the MODE
field in the EPIHB16CFGn register, on the chip select configuration selected by the CSCFG and
CSCFGEXT field in the same register, and on whether byte selects are used as configured by the
BSEL bit in the EPIHB16CFG register.

Although the EPI0S31 signal can be configured for the EPI clock signal in Host-Bus mode, it is not
required and should be configured as a GPIO to reduce EMI in the system. Any unused EPI controller
signals can be used as GPIOs or another alternate function.

Table 11-9. EPI Host-Bus 16 Signal Connections

HB16 Signal
(MODE
=XFIFO)

HB16 Signal (MODE
=ADNOMUX (Cont.

Read))

HB16 Signal (MODE
=ADMUX)

BSELCSCFGEPI Signal

D0D0AD0bXXaEPI0S0

D1D1AD1XXEPI0S1

D2D2AD2XXEPI0S2

D3D3AD3XXEPI0S3

D4D4AD4XXEPI0S4

D5D5AD5XXEPI0S5

D6D6AD6XXEPI0S6

D7D7AD7XXEPI0S7

D8D8AD8XXEPI0S8

D9D9AD9XXEPI0S9

D10D10AD10XXEPI0S10

D11D11AD11XXEPI0S11

D12D12AD12XXEPI0S12

D13D13AD13XXEPI0S13

D14D14AD14XXEPI0S14

D15D15AD15XXEPI0S15

-A0bA16XXEPI0S16

-A1A17XXEPI0S17
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Table 11-9. EPI Host-Bus 16 Signal Connections (continued)

HB16 Signal
(MODE
=XFIFO)

HB16 Signal (MODE
=ADNOMUX (Cont.

Read))

HB16 Signal (MODE
=ADMUX)

BSELCSCFGEPI Signal

-A2A18XXEPI0S18

-A3A19XXEPI0S19

-A4A20XXEPI0S20

-A5A21XXEPI0S21

-A6A22XXEPI0S22

-A7A23
0

XcEPI0S23
1

-
A8A24

0
0x0

EPI0S24

1

0
0x1

1

0
0x2

1

0
0x3

BSEL0nBSEL0n1

-

A8A24

0
0x4

1

-
0

0x5
1

-
0

0x6
BSEL0nBSEL0n1

-A9A25X
0x0

EPI0S25

0x1

CS1n
A9A250

0x2
BSEL0nBSEL0n1

--
A9A250

0x3
BSEL1nBSEL1n1

-
A9A250

0x4
BSEL0nBSEL0n1

-
A9A250

0x5
BSEL0nBSEL0n1

-
A9A250

0x6
BSEL1nBSEL1n1
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Table 11-9. EPI Host-Bus 16 Signal Connections (continued)

HB16 Signal
(MODE
=XFIFO)

HB16 Signal (MODE
=ADNOMUX (Cont.

Read))

HB16 Signal (MODE
=ADMUX)

BSELCSCFGEPI Signal

FEMPTY

A10A260
0x0

EPI0S26

BSEL0nBSEL0n1

A10A260
0x1

BSEL0nBSEL0n1

A10A260
0x2

BSEL1nBSEL1n1

CS0nCS0nX0x3

-
A10A260

0x4
BSEL1nBSEL1n1

-
A10A260

0x5
BSEL1nBSEL1n1

-CS0nCS0n
0

0x6
1

FFULL

A11A270
0x0

EPI0S27

BSEL1nBSEL1n1

A11A270
0x1

BSEL1nBSEL1n1

CS1nCS1nX0x2

CS1nCS1nX0x3

-CS0nCS0nX0x4

-CS1nCS1nX0x5

-CS1nCS1nX0x6

RDnRDn/OEnRDn/OEnXXEPI0S28

WRnWRnWRnXXEPI0S29

-ALEALEX0x0

EPI0S30

CSnCSnCSnX0x1

CS0nCS0nCS0nX0x2

-ALEALEX0x3

-ALEALEX0x4

-CS0nCS0nX0x5

-ALEALEX0x6

ClockdClockdClockdXXEPI0S31

iRDYiRDYiRDYXXEPI0S32

XCS3nCS3nXXEPI0S33

XCS2nCS2nXXEPI0S34

XCRECREXXEPI0S35

a. "X" indicates the state of this field is a don't care.
b. In this mode, half-word accesses are used. A0 is the LSB of the address and is equivalent to the internal Cortex-M3 A1

address. This pin should be connected to A0 of 16-bit memories.
c. When an entry straddles several row, the signal configuration is the same for all rows.
d. The clock signal is not required for this mode.
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The RDYEN in the EPIHBnCFG enables the monitoring of the external iRDY pin to stall accesses.
On the rising edge of EPI clock, if iRDY is low, access is stalled. The IRDYDLY can program the
number of EPI clock cycles in advance to the stall (1,2 or 3) as shown in Figure 11-5 on page 834.
This is a conceptual timing diagram of how the iRDY signal works with different IRDYDLY
configurations. When enabled, the iRDY stalls the EPI's internal states, while IRDYDLY controls the
delay pipeline when this stall takes affect. The iRDY signal can be connected to multiple devices
with a pull up resistor as shown in Figure 11-6 on page 834. Note that when multiple PSRAMs are
connected to iRDY, the EPIHPnCFG registers must be programmed to the same iRDY signal polarity
through the IRDYINV bit. When connected to a PSRAM, iRDY is used to control the address to
data latency.

Figure 11-5. iRDY Access Stalls, IRDYDLY==01, 10, 11

CLOCK
(EPI0S31)

IRDY
(EPI0S32)

State Data A Data B Data C Data D Data E

IRDYDLY=11

IRDYDLY=01

IRDYDLY=10

Data F

Data A Data B Data C Data D Data E

Data A Data B Data C Data D Data E

Data A Data B Data C Data D Data E

Figure 11-6. iRDY Signal Connection

WAIT WAIT
Other
Device

Other
Device

IRDY

Cellular RAM

WAIT

Processor

11.4.3.2 PSRAM Support
The EPI Host Bus supports both a synchronous and asynchronous interface to PSRAM memory
when configured in 16-bit bus multiplexed mode. The EPIHBPSRAM register holds the values for
the PSRAM's bus configuration registers (CR). The contents of the EPIHBPSRAM register can be
sent to different memories depending on which WRCRE or RDCRE bit is set in the various
EPIHB16CFGn registers. For example, if the WRCRE bit is enabled in EPIHB16CFG, then the CRE
signal asserts and the contents are sent to the memory enabled by CS0. Enabling the WRCRE or
RDCRE bit in EPIHB16CFG2 register activates CS1n during a PSRAM configuration register write
or read. The WRCRE and RDCRE bit in EBIHB16CFG3 corresponds to CS2n and EPIHB16CFG4, to
CS3n. The WRCRE bit clears when the transfer is done. There must not be any system access or
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non-blocking read activity during the CRE read or write-enable transfer. During a write to the PSRAM's
CR, the configuration data is written out on data pins [20:0] of the EPI bus. For a PSRAM configuration
read access, the RDCRE bit in the EPIHB16CFG register is set to signal that the next access is a
read of the PSRAM configuration register (CR). The address for the CR is written to bits CR[19:18]
of the EPIHBPSRAM register. The read data is returned at CR bits [15:0] of the EPIHBPSRAM
register.

Note: CRE read and write operations may only occur in asynchronous mode. During
synchronous mode the CRE bit should be disabled. Setting the CRE bit during
synchronous PSRAM accesses can lead to unpredictable behavior.

■

■ When the chip select is programmed to access the PSRAM, the MODE bit of the
EPIHBnCFGn register must be programmed to enable address and data muxed
(ADMUX). Page mode accesses are not supported by the EPI.

■ BURST is optimized for word-length bursting for SDRAM and PSRAM accesses.

The subsequent list identifies the steps for initializing the PSRAM interface:

1. Follow the EPI initialization steps in “Initialization and Configuration” on page 819.

2. Enable Host Bus 16 Mode by setting the MODE bits in the EPICFG register to 0x13. Choose
between an integer or formula clock divide for the baud rate by configuring the INTDIV bit in
the EPICFG register.

3. Configure the EPIBAUD register to the desired baud rate.

4. Since the EPI module only supports asynchronous programming of the configuration registers,
clock gate the EPI clock by programming both the CLKGATE and CLKGATEI bits in the
EPIHB16CFG register to 0.

5. Prepare for writing the PSRAM's Bus Configuration Register by setting the ALEHIGH = 1 and
MODE=0x0 in the EPIHB16CFG register.

6. Program the EPIHBPSRAM register to be loaded into the CR register of the PSRAM by
configuring bits [21:0].

■ CR[20:19] =0x0, reserved

■ CR[19:18] = 0x2 to enable configuring of the CR register

■ CR[15]= 0x1 to enable asynchronous access

■ CR [14] = 0 if the iRDY signal is used for memory transfers; if the design will not use the
iRDY signal CR[14] should be cleared.

■ CR[13:11] must be programmed to have a matching read and write wait state configuration
as is programmed in the EPIHB16CFG and EPIHB16TIME register.

■ CR[10] configures the polarity of the WAIT signal and should match the configuration of the
IRDYINV bit in the EPIHB16CFG register.

■ CR[8]=0x1 to configure the appropriate wait configuration of the data

■ CR[2:0]=0x7 since the EPI interface in PSRAM mode is a continuous burst access.
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7. Set the WRCRE bit in the EPIHB16CFGn register to initiate a write from the EPIHBPSRAM
register to PSRAM's CR register.

Note: If the PSRAM's CR register must be reprogrammed after initialization, the application should
allow the previous transfer to complete before beginning configuration to ensure proper
PSRAM functionality.

Table 11-10. PSRAM Fixed Latency Wait State Configuration

RWSM/WRWSMRDWS[1:0]/WRWS[1:0]Latency in ClocksLatency Counter

00x03BCR Code 2

10x14BCR Code 3

00x15BCR Code 4

10x26BCR Code 5

00x27BCR Code 6

00x39BCR Code 8

In variable initial latency mode, the memory's WAIT (iRDY) pin guides the EPI module when to read
and write. The WAIT (iRDY) pin stalls the access for the duration of the latency and adds cycles if
there is a refresh collision. To get the best performance, set CR[13:11] = 0x2, the WRWS field of
the EPIHB16CFG register to 0x0, and the WRWSM and RDWSM bit of the EPI16TIMEn register to 0.
For the WAIT pin to be recognized correctly set the IRDYDLY bit in the EPI16TIMEn register to 1
and the CR[8] =1 in the EPIHBPSRAM register.

Note: Wait state latency works differently in PSRAM Burst mode than in other modes. In PSRAM
Burst mode the RDWS and WRWS bit fields define the latency for only the first access of the
write or read cycle. Every access after that is a single access.

Figure 11-7 on page 837 and Figure 11-8 on page 837 depict a PSRAM burst read and write.
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Figure 11-7. PSRAM Burst Read
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Figure 11-8. PSRAM Burst Write
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Note that if a read or write transfer attempts to begin during a refresh event, the transfer is held off
by the assertion of the iRDY pin by the memory to the EPI module. Figure 11-9 on page 838 and
Figure 11-10 on page 839 depict the delay in data transfer during a refresh collision.

Figure 11-9. Read Delay During Refresh Event
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Figure 11-10. Write Delay During Refresh Event
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11.4.3.3 Host Bus 16-bit Muxed Interface
Figure 11-11 on page 840 shows how to connect the EPI signals to a 16-bit SRAM and a 16-bit Flash
memory with muxed address and memory using byte selects and dual chip selects with ALE. This
schematic is just an example of how to connect the signals; timing and loading have not been
analyzed. In addition, not all bypass capacitors are shown.
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Figure 11-11. Example Schematic for Muxed Host-Bus 16 Mode
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11.4.3.4 Speed of Transactions
The COUNT0 field in the EPIBAUD register must be configured to set the main transaction rate
based on what the slave device can support (including wiring considerations). The main control
transitions are normally ½ the baud rate (COUNT0 = 1) because the EPI block forces data versus
control to change on alternating clocks. When using dual chip selects, each chip select can access
the bus using differing baud rates by setting the CSBAUD bit in the EPIHBnCFG2 register. In this
case, the COUNT0 field controls the CS0n transactions, and the COUNT1 field controls the CS1n
transactions. When using quad chip select mode, the COUNT0 bit field of the EPIBAUD2 register
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controls the baud rate of CS2n and the COUNT1 bit field is programmed to control the baud rate of
CS3n.

Additionally, the Host-Bus mode provides read and write wait states for the data portion to support
different classes of device. These wait states stretch the data period (hold the rising edge of data
strobe) and may be used in all four sub-modes. The wait states are set using the WRWS and RDWS
bits in the EPI Host-Bus n Configuration (EPIHBnCFGn) register. The WRWS and RDWS bits are
enhanced with more precision by WRWSM and RDWSM bits in the EPIHBnTIMEn registers. Note none
of the wait state configuration bits can be set concurrently with the BURST bit in the same
EPIHBnCFGn register. See Table 11-11 on page 841 for programming information.

Table 11-11. Data Phase Wait State Programming

Data Phase Wait StatesRDWSM or WRWSM Encoding in
EPIHBnTIMEn Registers

RDWS or WRWS Encoding in
EPIHBnCFGn Register

1 EPI clocks10x0

2 EPI clocks00x0

3 EPI clocks10x1

4 EPI clocks00x1

5 EPI clocks10x2

6 EPI clocks00x2

7 EPI clocks10x3

8 EPI clocks00x3

The CAPWIDTH bit in EPIHBnTIMEn registers controls the delay between Host-Bus transfers. When
the CSBAUD bit is set and multi-chip selects have been configured in the EPIHBnCFG2 registers,
delay takes an additional clock cycle to adjust the clock rate of different chip selects.

Word read and write transactions can be enhanced through the enabling of the BURST bit in the
EPIHB16CFGn registers.

11.4.3.5 Sub-Modes of Host Bus 8/16
The EPI controller supports four variants of the Host-Bus model using 8 or 16 bits of data in all four
cases. The four sub-modes are selected using the MODE bits in the EPIHBnCFG register, and are:

1. Address and data are muxed. This scheme is used by many 8051 devices, some Microchip PIC
parts, and some ATmega parts. When used for standard SRAMs, a latch must be used between
the microcontroller and the SRAM. This sub-mode is provided for compatibility with existing
devices that support data transfers without a latch (that is, CPLDs). In general, the de-muxed
sub-mode should normally be used. The ALE configuration should be used in this mode, as all
Host-Bus accesses have an address phase followed by a data phase. The ALE indicates to an
external latch to capture the address then hold until the data phase. The ALE configuration is
controlled by configuring the CSCFG and CSCFGEXT field to be 0x0 in theEPIHBnCFG2 register.
The ALE can be enhanced to access two or four external devices with four separate CSn signals.
By configuring the CSCFG field to be 0x3 and the CSCFGEXT bit to be 0 in the EPIHBnCFG2
register, EPI0S30 functions as ALE, EPI0S27 functions as CS1n, and EPI0S26 functions as
CS0n. When the CSCFG field is set to 0x0 and the CSCFGEXT bit is set to 1 in the EPIHBnCFG2
register, EPI0S30 functions as ALE, EPIOS33 functions as CS3n, EPIOS34 functions as CS2n,
EPI0S27 functions as CS1n, and EPI0S26 functions as CS0n. The CSn is best used for
Host-Bus unmuxed mode, in which EPI address and data pins are separate. The CSn indicates
when the address and data phases of a read or write access are occurring.
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2. Address and data are separate with 8 or 16 bits of data and up to 20 bits of address (1 MB).
This scheme is used by more modern 8051 devices, as well as some PIC and ATmega parts.
This mode is generally used with SRAMs in continuous read modes, many EEPROMs, and
many NOR Flash memory devices. Note that there is no hardware command write support for
Flash memory devices; this mode should only be used for Flash memory devices programmed
at manufacturing time. If a Flash memory device must be written and does not support a direct
programming model, the command mechanism must be performed in software. The CSn
configuration should be used in this mode. The CSn signal indicates when the address and
data phases of a read or write access is occurring. The CSn configuration is controlled by
configuring the CSCFG field to be 0x1 and the CSCFGEXT bit to be 0 in the EPIHBnCFG2 register.

3. Continuous read mode where address and data are separate. This read sub-mode is used by
some SRAMs and can read more quickly by only changing the address (and not using RDn/OEn
strobing). In this sub-mode, reads are performed by keeping the read mode selected (output
enable is asserted) and then changing the address pins. The data pins are changed by the
SRAM after the address pins change. For example, to read data from address 0x100 and then
0x101, the EPI controller asserts the output-enable signal and then configures the address pins
to 0x100; the EPI controller then captures what is on the data pins and increments A0 to 1 (so
the address is now 0x101); the EPI controller then captures what is on the data pins. Note that
this mode consumes higher power because the SRAM must continuously drive the data pins.
This mode is not practical in HB16 mode for normal SRAMs because there are generally not
enough address bits available. Writes are not permitted in this mode.

4. FIFO mode uses 8 or 16 bits of data, removes ALE and address pins and optionally adds external
XFIFO FULL/EMPTY flag inputs. This scheme is used by many devices, such as radios,
communication devices (including USB2 devices), and some FPGA configurations (FIFO through
block RAM). This sub-mode provides the data side of the normal Host-Bus interface, but is
paced by the FIFO control signals. It is important to consider that the XFIFO FULL/EMPTY
control signals may stall the interface and could have an impact on blocking read latency from
the processor or μDMA. Note that the EPI FIFO can only be used in asynchronous mode.

For the three modes above (1, 2, 4) that the Host-Bus 16 mode supports, byte select signals can
be optionally implemented by setting the BSEL bit in the EPIHB16CFG register.

Note: Byte accesses should not be attempted if the BSEL bit has not been enabled in Host-Bus
16 Mode.

See “External Peripheral Interface (EPI)” on page 1851 for timing details for the Host-Bus mode.

11.4.3.6 Bus Operation
Bus operation is the same in Host-Bus 8 and Host-Bus 16 modes and is asynchronous. Timing
diagrams show both ALE and CSn operation. The optional HB16 byte select signals have the same
timing as the address signals. If wait states are required in the bus access, they can be inserted
during the data phase of the access using the WRWS and RDWS bits in the EPIHBnCFG2 register.
Each wait state adds 2 EPI clock cycles to the duration of the WRn or RDn strobe. During idle cycles,
the address and muxed address data signals maintain the state of the last cycle.

Figure 11-12 on page 843 shows a basic Host-Bus read cycle. Figure 11-13 on page 843 shows a
basic Host-Bus write cycle. Both of these figures show address and data signals in the
non-multiplexed mode (MODE field ix 0x1 in the EPIHBnCFG register).
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Figure 11-12. Host-Bus Read Cycle, MODE = 0x1, WRHIGH = 0, RDHIGH = 0
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a BSEL0n and BSEL1n are available in Host-Bus 16 mode only.

Figure 11-13. Host-Bus Write Cycle, MODE = 0x1, WRHIGH = 0, RDHIGH = 0
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a BSEL0n and BSEL1n are available in Host-Bus 16 mode only.

Figure 11-14 on page 844 shows a write cycle with the address and data signals multiplexed (MODE
field is 0x0 in the EPIHBnCFG register). A read cycle would look similar, with the RDn strobe being
asserted along with CSn and data being latched on the rising edge of RDn.
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Figure 11-14. Host-Bus Write Cycle with Multiplexed Address and Data, MODE = 0x0, WRHIGH = 0,
RDHIGH = 0
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a BSEL0n and BSEL1n are available in Host-Bus 16 mode only.

When using ALE with dual CSn configuration (CSCFGEXT bit is 0 and the CSCFG field is 0x3 in the
EPIHBnCFG2 register) or quad chip select (CSCFGEXT bit is 1 and CSCSFG is 0x2), the appropriate
CSn signal is asserted at the same time as ALE, as shown in Figure 11-15 on page 844.

Figure 11-15. Host-Bus Write Cycle with Multiplexed Address and Data and ALE with Dual or Quad CSn

Data

ALE
(EPI0S30)

CS0n/CS1n/CS2n/CS3n
(EPI0S26/EPI0S27/
EPIOS34/EPIOS33)

WRn
(EPI0S29)

RDn/OEn
(EPI0S28)

Address
(high order, non muxed)

Muxed
Address/Data Address

BSEL0n/
BSEL1na

a BSEL0n and BSEL1n are available in Host-Bus 16 mode only.

Figure 11-16 on page 844 shows continuous read mode accesses. In this mode, reads are performed
by keeping the read mode selected (output enable is asserted) and then changing the address pins.
The data pins are changed by the SRAM after the address pins change.

Figure 11-16. Continuous Read Mode Accesses

Addr2

OEn

Address

Data

Addr1 Addr3

Data2Data1 Data3
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FIFO mode accesses are the same as normal read and write accesses, except that the ALE signal
and address pins are not present. Two input signals can be used to indicate when the XFIFO is full
or empty to gate transactions and avoid overruns and underruns. The FFULL and FEMPTY signals
are synchronized and must be recognized as asserted by the microcontroller for 2 system clocks
before they affect transaction status. The MAXWAIT field in the EPIHBnCFG register defines the
maximum number of EPI clocks to wait while the FEMPTY or FFULL signal is holding off a transaction.
Figure 11-17 on page 845 shows how the FEMPTY signal should respond to a write and read from
the XFIFO. Figure 11-18 on page 845 shows how the FEMPTY and FFULL signals should respond
to 2 writes and 1 read from an external FIFO that contains two entries.

Figure 11-17. Write Followed by Read to External FIFO
FFULL

(EPI0S27)

FEMPTY
(EPI0S26)

CSn
(EPI0S30)

WRn
(EPI0S29)

RDn
(EPI0S28)

Data Data Data

Figure 11-18. Two-Entry FIFO
FFULL

(EPI0S27)

FEMPTY
(EPI0S26)

CSn
(EPI0S30)

WRn
(EPI0S29)

RDn
(EPI0S28)

Data Data Data Data

11.4.4 General-Purpose Mode
The General-Purpose Mode Configuration (EPIGPCFG) register is used to configure the control,
data, and address pins, if used. Any unused EPI controller signals can be used as GPIOs or another
alternate function. The general-purpose configuration can be used for custom interfaces with FPGAs,
CPLDs, and digital data acquisition and actuator control.

General-Purpose mode is designed for three general types of use:

■ Extremely high-speed clocked interfaces to FPGAs and CPLDs. Three sizes of data and optional
address are supported. Framing and clock-enable functions permit more optimized interfaces.

■ General parallel GPIO. From 1 to 32 pins may be written or read, with the speed precisely
controlled by the EPIBAUD register baud rate (when used with the WFIFO and/or the NBRFIFO)
or by the rate of accesses from software or μDMA. Examples of this type of use include:
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– Reading 20 sensors at fixed time periods by configuring 20 pins to be inputs, configuring the
COUNT0 field in the EPIBAUD register to some divider, and then using non-blocking reads.

– Implementing a very wide ganged PWM/PCM with fixed frequency for driving actuators, LEDs,
etc.

■ General custom interfaces of any speed.

The configuration allows for choice of an output clock (free-running or gated), a framing signal (with
frame size), a ready input (to stretch transactions), an address (of varying sizes), and data (of varying
sizes). Additionally, provisions are made for separating data and address phases.

The interface has the following optional features:

■ Use of the EPI clock output is controlled by the CLKPIN bit in the EPIGPCFG register. Unclocked
uses include general-purpose I/O and asynchronous interfaces (optionally using RD and WR
strobes). Clocked interfaces allow for higher speeds and are much easier to connect to FPGAs
and CPLDs (which usually include input clocks).

■ EPI clock, if used, may be free running or gated depending on the CLKGATE bit in the EPIGPCFG
register. A free-running EPI clock requires another method for determining when data is live,
such as the frame pin or RD/WR strobes. A gated clock approach uses a setup-time model in
which the EPI clock controls when transactions are starting and stopping. The gated clock is
held high until a new transaction is started and goes high at the end of the cycle where
RD/WR/FRAME and address (and data if write) are emitted.

■ Use of the RD and WR outputs is controlled by the RW bit in the EPIGPCFG register. For interfaces
where the direction is known (in advance, related to frame size, or other means), these strobes
are not needed. For most other interfaces, RD and WR are used so the external peripheral knows
what transaction is taking place, and if any transaction is taking place.

■ Separation of address/request and data phases may be used on writes using the WR2CYC bit in
the EPIGPCFG register. This configuration allows the external peripheral extra time to act.
Address and data phases must be separated on reads. When configured to use an address as
specified by the ASIZE field in the EPIGPCFG register, the address is emitted on the with the
RD strobe (first cycle) and data is expected to be returned on the next cycle (when RD is not
asserted). If no address is used, then RD is asserted on the first cycle and data is captured on
the second cycle (when RD is not asserted), allowing more setup time for data.

Note: When WR2CYC = 0, write data is valid when the WR strobe is asserted (High). When
WR2CYC = 1, write data is valid when the WR strobe is Low after being asserted (High).

For writes, the output may be in one or two cycles. In the two-cycle case, the address (if any) is
emitted on the first cycle with the WR strobe and the data is emitted on the second cycle (with
WR not asserted). Although split address and write data phases are not normally needed for
logic reasons, it may be useful to make read and write timings match. If 2-cycle reads or writes
are used, the RW bit is automatically set.

■ Address may be emitted (controlled by the ASIZE field in the EPIGPCFG register). The address
may be up to 4 bits (16 possible values), up to 12 bits (4096 possible values), or up to 20 bits
(1 M possible values). Size of address limits size of data, for example, 4 bits of address support
up to 24 bits data. 4-bit address uses EPI0S[27:24]; 12-bit address uses EPI0S[27:16];
20-bit address uses EPI0S[27:8]. The address signals may be used by the external peripheral
as an address, code (command), or for other unrelated uses (such as a chip enable). If the
chosen address/data combination does not use all of the EPI signals, the unused pins can be
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used as GPIOs or for other functions. For example, when using a 4-bit address with an 8-bit
data, the pins assigned to EPIS0[23:8] can be assigned to other functions.

■ Data may be 8 bits, 16 bits, 24 bits, or 32 bits (controlled by the DSIZE field in the EPIGPCFG
register). By default, the EPI controller uses data bits [7:0] when the DSIZE field in the EPIGPCFG
register is 0x0; data bits [15:0] when the DSIZE field is 0x1; data bits [23:0] when the DSIZE
field is 0x2; and data bits [31:0] when the DSIZE field is 0x3.32-bit data cannot be used with
address or EPI clock or any other signal. 24-bit data can only be used with 4-bit address or no
address.

■ When using the EPI controller as a GPIO interface, writes are FIFOed (up to 4 can be held at
any time), and up to 32 pins are changed using the EPIBAUD clock rate specified by COUNT0.
As a result, output pin control can be very precisely controlled as a function of time. By contrast,
when writing to normal GPIOs, writes can only occur 8-bits at a time and take up to two clock
cycles to complete. In addition, the write itself may be further delayed by the bus due to μDMA
or draining of a previous write. With both GPIO and the EPI controller, reads may be performed
directly, in which case the current pin states are read back. With the EPI controller, the
non-blocking interface may also be used to perform reads based on a fixed time rule via the
EPIBAUD clock rate.

Table 11-12 on page 847 shows how the EPI0S[31:0] signals function while in General-Purpose
mode. Notice that the address connections vary depending on the data-width restrictions of the
external peripheral.

Table 11-12. EPI General-Purpose Signal Connections

General- Purpose
Signal (D32)

General- Purpose
Signal (D24, A4)

General- Purpose
Signal (D16, A12)

General-Purpose
Signal (D8, A20)

EPI Signal

D0D0D0D0EPI0S0

D1D1D1D1EPI0S1

D2D2D2D2EPI0S2

D3D3D3D3EPI0S3

D4D4D4D4EPI0S4

D5D5D5D5EPI0S5

D6D6D6D6EPI0S6

D7D7D7D7EPI0S7

D8D8D8A0EPI0S8

D9D9D9A1EPI0S9

D10D10D10A2EPI0S10

D11D11D11A3EPI0S11

D12D12D12A4EPI0S12

D13D13D13A5EPI0S13

D14D14D14A6EPI0S14

D15D15D15A7EPI0S15

D16D16A0aA8EPI0S16

D17D17A1A9EPI0S17

D18D18A2A10EPI0S18

D19D19A3A11EPI0S19

D20D20A4A12EPI0S20
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Table 11-12. EPI General-Purpose Signal Connections (continued)

General- Purpose
Signal (D32)

General- Purpose
Signal (D24, A4)

General- Purpose
Signal (D16, A12)

General-Purpose
Signal (D8, A20)

EPI Signal

D21D21A5A13EPI0S21

D22D22A6A14EPI0S22

D23D23A7A15EPI0S23

D24A0bA8A16EPI0S24

D25A1A9A17EPI0S25

D26A2A10A18EPI0S26

D27A3A11A19EPI0S27

D28WRWRWREPI0S28

D29RDRDRDEPI0S29

D30FrameFrameFrameEPI0S30

D31ClockClockClockEPI0S31

a. In this mode, half-word accesses are used. AO is the LSB of the address and is equivalent to the system A1 address.
b. In this mode, word accesses are used. AO is the LSB of the address and is equivalent to the system A2 address.

11.4.4.1 Bus Operation
A basic access is 1 EPI clock for write cycles and 2 EPI clocks for read cycles. An additional EPI
clock can be inserted into a write cycle by setting the WR2CYC bit in the EPIGPCFG register.

Figure 11-19. Single-Cycle Single Write Access, FRM50=0, FRMCNT=0, WR2CYC=0

Data

Clock
(EPI0S31)

Frame
(EPI0S30)

RD
(EPI0S29)

WR
(EPI0S28)

Address

Data
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Figure 11-20. Two-Cycle Read, Write Accesses, FRM50=0, FRMCNT=0, WR2CYC=1

Read

Data Data

CLOCK
(EPI0S31)
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(EPI0S30)
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Address

Data
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Figure 11-21. Read Accesses, FRM50=0, FRMCNT=0
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Data
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FRAME Signal Operation

The operation of the FRAME signal is controlled by the FRMCNT and FRM50 bits. When FRM50 is
clear, the FRAME signal is high whenever the WR or RD strobe is high. When FRMCNT is clear, the
FRAME signal is simply the logical OR of the WR and RD strobes so the FRAME signal is high during
every read or write access, see Figure 11-22 on page 850.
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Figure 11-22. FRAME Signal Operation, FRM50=0 and FRMCNT=0
Clock

(EPI0S31)

Frame
(EPI0S30)

RD
(EPI0S29)

WR
(EPI0S28)

If the FRMCNT field is 0x1, then the FRAME signal pulses high during every other read or write
access, see Figure 11-23 on page 850.

Figure 11-23. FRAME Signal Operation, FRM50=0 and FRMCNT=1
Clock

(EPI0S31)

Frame
(EPI0S30)

RD
(EPI0S29)

WR
(EPI0S28)

If the FRMCNT field is 0x2 and FRM50 is clear, then the FRAME signal pulses high during every third
access, and so on for every value of FRMCNT, see Figure 11-24 on page 850.

Figure 11-24. FRAME Signal Operation, FRM50=0 and FRMCNT=2
Clock

(EPI0S31)

Frame
(EPI0S30)

RD
(EPI0S29)

WR
(EPI0S28)

When FRM50 is set, the FRAME signal transitions on the rising edge of either the WR or RD strobes.
When FRMCNT=0, the FRAME signal transitions on the rising edge of WR or RD for every access,
see Figure 11-25 on page 850.

Figure 11-25. FRAME Signal Operation, FRM50=1 and FRMCNT=0

Clock (EPI0S31)

Frame
(EPI0S30)

RD (EPI0S29)

WR (EPI0S28)

When FRMCNT=1, the FRAME signal transitions on the rising edge of the WR or RD strobes for
every other access, see Figure 11-26 on page 851.
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Figure 11-26. FRAME Signal Operation, FRM50=1 and FRMCNT=1
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When FRMCNT=2, the FRAME signal transitions the rising edge of the WR or RD strobes for every
third access, and so on for every value of FRMCNT, see Figure 11-27 on page 851.

Figure 11-27. FRAME Signal Operation, FRM50=1 and FRMCNT=2
CLOCK

(EPI0S31)

FRAME
(EPI0S30)
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EPI Clock Operation

If the CLKGATE bit in the EPIGPCFG register is clear, the EPI clock always toggles when
General-purpose mode is enabled. If CLKGATE is set, the clock is output only when a transaction
is occurring, otherwise the clock is held high. If the WR2CYC bit is clear, the EPI clock begins toggling
1 cycle before the WR strobe goes High. If the WR2CYC bit is set, the EPI clock begins toggling when
the WR strobe goes High. The clock stops toggling after the first rising edge after the WR strobe is
deasserted. The RD strobe operates in the same manner as the WR strobe when the WR2CYC bit
is set. See Figure 11-28 on page 851 and Figure 11-29 on page 852.

Figure 11-28. EPI Clock Operation, CLKGATE=1, WR2CYC=0
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Data
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Figure 11-29. EPI Clock Operation, CLKGATE=1, WR2CYC=1
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11.5 Register Map
Table 11-13 on page 852 lists the EPI registers. The offset listed is a hexadecimal increment to the
register's address, relative to the base address of 0x400D.0000. Note that the EPI controller clock
must be enabled before the registers can be programmed (see page 386). There must be a delay
of 3 system clocks after the EPI module clock is enabled before any EPI module registers are
accessed.

Note: A write immediately followed by a read of the same register, may not return correct data. A
delay (instruction or NOP) must be inserted between the write and the read for correct
operation. Read-write does not have this issue, so use of read-write for clear of error interrupt
cause is not affected.

Note: For all versions of EPI, only WORD read and write accesses to registers are supported.

Table 11-13. External Peripheral Interface (EPI) Register Map

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

855EPI Configuration0x0000.0000RWEPICFG0x000

857EPI Main Baud Rate0x0000.0000RWEPIBAUD0x004

859EPI Main Baud Rate0x0000.0000RWEPIBAUD20x008

861EPI SDRAM Configuration0x82EE.0000RWEPISDRAMCFG0x010

863EPI Host-Bus 8 Configuration0x0008.FF00RWEPIHB8CFG0x010

868EPI Host-Bus 16 Configuration0x0008.FF00RWEPIHB16CFG0x010

874EPI General-Purpose Configuration0x0000.0000RWEPIGPCFG0x010

877EPI Host-Bus 8 Configuration 20x0008.0000RWEPIHB8CFG20x014

883EPI Host-Bus 16 Configuration 20x0008.0000RWEPIHB16CFG20x014

890EPI Address Map0x0000.0000RWEPIADDRMAP0x01C

893EPI Read Size 00x0000.0003RWEPIRSIZE00x020

894EPI Read Address 00x0000.0000RWEPIRADDR00x024

895EPI Non-Blocking Read Data 00x0000.0000RWEPIRPSTD00x028

893EPI Read Size 10x0000.0003RWEPIRSIZE10x030
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Table 11-13. External Peripheral Interface (EPI) Register Map (continued)

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

894EPI Read Address 10x0000.0000RWEPIRADDR10x034

895EPI Non-Blocking Read Data 10x0000.0000RWEPIRPSTD10x038

897EPI Status0x0000.0000ROEPISTAT0x060

899EPI Read FIFO Count-ROEPIRFIFOCNT0x06C

900EPI Read FIFO-ROEPIREADFIFO00x070

900EPI Read FIFO Alias 1-ROEPIREADFIFO10x074

900EPI Read FIFO Alias 2-ROEPIREADFIFO20x078

900EPI Read FIFO Alias 3-ROEPIREADFIFO30x07C

900EPI Read FIFO Alias 4-ROEPIREADFIFO40x080

900EPI Read FIFO Alias 5-ROEPIREADFIFO50x084

900EPI Read FIFO Alias 6-ROEPIREADFIFO60x088

900EPI Read FIFO Alias 7-ROEPIREADFIFO70x08C

901EPI FIFO Level Selects0x0000.0033RWEPIFIFOLVL0x200

903EPI Write FIFO Count0x0000.0004ROEPIWFIFOCNT0x204

904EPI DMA Transmit Count0x0000.0000RWEPIDMATXCNT0x208

905EPI Interrupt Mask0x0000.0000RWEPIIM0x210

907EPI Raw Interrupt Status0x0000.0004ROEPIRIS0x214

909EPI Masked Interrupt Status0x0000.0000ROEPIMIS0x218

911EPI Error and Interrupt Status and Clear0x0000.0000RW1CEPIEISC0x21C

913EPI Host-Bus 8 Configuration 30x0008.0000RWEPIHB8CFG30x308

916EPI Host-Bus 16 Configuration 30x0008.0000RWEPIHB16CFG30x308

920EPI Host-Bus 8 Configuration 40x0008.0000RWEPIHB8CFG40x30C

923EPI Host-Bus 16 Configuration 40x0008.0000RWEPIHB16CFG40x30C

927EPI Host-Bus 8 Timing Extension0x0002.2000RWEPIHB8TIME0x310

929EPI Host-Bus 16 Timing Extension0x0002.2000RWEPIHB16TIME0x310

931EPI Host-Bus 8 Timing Extension0x0002.2000RWEPIHB8TIME20x314

933EPI Host-Bus 16 Timing Extension0x0002.2000RWEPIHB16TIME20x314

935EPI Host-Bus 8 Timing Extension0x0002.2000RWEPIHB8TIME30x318

937EPI Host-Bus 16 Timing Extension0x0002.2000RWEPIHB16TIME30x318

939EPI Host-Bus 8 Timing Extension0x0002.2000RWEPIHB8TIME40x31C

941EPI Host-Bus 16 Timing Extension0x0002.2000RWEPIHB16TIME40x31C

943EPI Host-Bus PSRAM0x0000.0000RWEPIHBPSRAM0x360
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11.6 Register Descriptions
This section lists and describes the EPI registers, in numerical order by address offset.
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Register 1: EPI Configuration (EPICFG), offset 0x000

Important: The MODE field determines which configuration register is accessed for offsets 0x010
and 0x014. Any write to the EPICFG register resets the register contents at offsets
0x010 and 0x014.

The configuration register is used to enable the block, select a mode, and select the basic pin use
(based on the mode). Note that attempting to program an undefined MODE field clears the BLKEN
bit and disables the EPI controller.

EPI Configuration (EPICFG)
Base 0x400D.0000
Offset 0x000
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

MODEBLKENreservedINTDIVreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRORORORWROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:9

Integer Clock Divider Enable

DescriptionValue

EPIBAUD register values create formula clock divide.0

EPIBAUD register values create integer clock divide.1

0RWINTDIV8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved7:5

Block Enable

DescriptionValue

The EPI controller is disabled.0

The EPI controller is enabled.1

0RWBLKEN4
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Mode Select

DescriptionValue

General Purpose
General-Purpose mode. Control, address, and data pins are
configured using the EPIGPCFG and EPIGPCFG2 registers.

0x0

SDRAM
Supports SDR SDRAM. Control, address, and data pins are
configured using the EPISDRAMCFG register.

0x1

8-Bit Host-Bus (HB8)
Host-bus 8-bit interface (also known as the MCU interface).
Control, address, and data pins are configured using the
EPIHB8CFG and EPIHB8CFG2 registers.

0x2

16-Bit Host-Bus (HB16)
Host-bus 16-bit interface (standard SRAM). Control, address,
and data pins are configured using the EPIHB16CFG and
EPIHB16CFG2 registers.

0x3

Reserved0x3-0xF

0x0RWMODE3:0
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Register 2: EPI Main Baud Rate (EPIBAUD), offset 0x004
The system clock is used internally to the EPI Controller. The baud rate counter can be used to
divide the system clock down to control the speed on the external interface. If the mode selected
emits an external EPI clock, this register defines the EPI clock emitted. If the mode selected does
not use an EPI clock, this register controls the speed of changes on the external interface. Care
must be taken to program this register properly so that the speed of the external bus corresponds
to the speed of the external peripheral and puts acceptable current load on the pins. COUNT0 is the
bit field used in all modes except in HB8 and HB16 modes with dual chip selects and quad chip
selects when different baud rates are selected, see page 877 and page 883. If different baud rates
are used, COUNT0 is associated with the address range specified by CS0n and COUNT1 is associated
with the address range specified by CS1. The EPIBAUD2 register configures the baud rates for
CS2n and CS3n.

The COUNTn field is not a straight divider or count. The EPI Clock on EPI0S31 is related to the
COUNTn field and the system clock as follows:

If COUNTn = 0,

kFreqSystemCloceqEPIClockFr =

otherwise:

21
2

×⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ +⎥⎦

⎥
⎢⎣
⎢

=
COUNTn

kFreqSystemCloc
eqEPIClockFr

where the symbol around COUNTn/2 is the floor operator, meaning the largest integer less than or
equal to COUNTn/2.

So, for example, a COUNTn of 0x0001 results in a clock rate of ½(system clock); a COUNTn of 0x0002
or 0x0003 results in a clock rate of ¼(system clock).

The baud rate counter can also be configured as an integer divide by enabling INTDIV in the
EPICFG register. When enabled, COUNTn of 0x0000 or 0x0001 results in a clock rate equal to
system clock. COUNTn of 0x0002 results in a clock rate of 1/2 (system clock). COUNTn of 0x0003
results in a clock rate of 1/3 (system clock).

EPI Main Baud Rate (EPIBAUD)
Base 0x400D.0000
Offset 0x004
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

COUNT1

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

COUNT0

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Baud Rate Counter 1
This bit field is only valid with multiple chip selects which are enabled
when the CSCFG field is 0x2 or 0x3 or the CSCFGEXT field is set to 1,
with CSCFG field as 0x1 or 0x2 and the CSBAUD bit is set in the
EPIHBnCFG2 register.
This bit field contains a counter used to divide the system clock by the
count.
A count of 0 means the system clock is used as is.

0x0000RWCOUNT131:16

Baud Rate Counter 0
This bit field contains a counter used to divide the system clock by the
count.
A count of 0 means the system clock is used as is.

0x0000RWCOUNT015:0
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Register 3: EPI Main Baud Rate (EPIBAUD2), offset 0x008
The system clock is used internally to the EPI Controller. The baud rate counter can be used to
divide the system clock down to control the speed on the external interface. If the mode selected
emits an external EPI clock, this register defines the EPI clock emitted. If the mode selected does
not use an EPI clock, this register controls the speed of changes on the external interface. Care
must be taken to program this register properly so that the speed of the external bus corresponds
to the speed of the external peripheral and puts acceptable current load on the pins. COUNT0 and
COUNT1 are used in quad chip select mode when different baud rates are selected, page 877 or
page 883. If different baud rates are used, COUNT0 is associated with the address range specified
by CS2n and COUNT1 is associated with the address range specified by CS3n.

The COUNTn field is not a straight divider or count. The EPI Clock on EPI0S31 is related to the
COUNTn field and the system clock as follows:

If COUNTn = 0,

kFreqSystemCloceqEPIClockFr =

otherwise:

21
2

×⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ +⎥⎦

⎥
⎢⎣
⎢

=
COUNTn

kFreqSystemCloc
eqEPIClockFr

where the symbol around COUNTn/2 is the floor operator, meaning the largest integer less than or
equal to COUNTn/2.

So, for example, a COUNTn of 0x0001 results in a clock rate of ½(system clock); a COUNTn of 0x0002
or 0x0003 results in a clock rate of ¼(system clock).

EPI Main Baud Rate (EPIBAUD2)
Base 0x400D.0000
Offset 0x008
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

COUNT1

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

COUNT0

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

CS3n Baud Rate Counter 1
This bit field contains a counter used to divide the system clock by the
count.
A count of 0 means the system clock is unchanged.
This bit field is only valid when quad chip selects are enabled by setting
the CSCFGEXT bit to 1 and the CSCFG field to 0x1 or 0x2. In addition,
the CSBAUD bit must be set in the EPIHBnCFG2 register.

0x0000RWCOUNT131:16
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

CS2n Baud Rate Counter 0
This bit field contains a counter used to divide the system clock by the
count.
A count of 0 means the system clock is unchanged.
This bit field is only valid when quad chip selects are enabled by setting
the CSCFGEXT to 1 and the CSCFG field to 0x1 or 0x2. In addition, the
CSBAUD bit must be set in the EPIHBnCFG2 register.

0x0000RWCOUNT015:0
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Register 4: EPI SDRAM Configuration (EPISDRAMCFG), offset 0x010

Important: The MODE field in the EPICFG register determines which configuration register is
accessed for offsets 0x010 and 0x014.

To access EPISDRAMCFG, the MODE field must be 0x1.

The SDRAM Configuration register is used to specify several parameters for the SDRAM controller.
Note that this register is reset when the MODE field in the EPICFG register is changed. If another
mode is selected and the SDRAM mode is selected again, the values must be reinitialized.

The SDRAM interface is designed to interface to x16 SDR SDRAMs of 64 MHz or higher, with the
address and data pins overlapped (wire ORed on the board). See Table 11-3 on page 821 for pin
assignments.

EPI SDRAM Configuration (EPISDRAMCFG)
Base 0x400D.0000
Offset 0x010
Type RW, reset 0x82EE.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

RFSHreservedFREQ

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRORORORWRWType
0111011101000001Reset

0123456789101112131415

SIZEreservedSLEEPreserved

RWRWRORORORORORORORWROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

EPI Frequency Range
This field configures the frequency range used for delay references by
internal counters. This EPI frequency is the system frequency with the
divider programmed by the COUNT0 bit in the EPIBAUDn register bit.
This field affects the power up, precharge, and auto refresh delays. This
field does not affect the refresh counting, which is configured separately
using the RFSH field (and is based on system clock rate and number of
rows per bank). The ranges are:

DescriptionValue

0 - 15 MHz0x0

15 - 30 MHz0x1

30 - 50 MHz0x2

50 - 100 MHz0x3

0x2RWFREQ31:30

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved29:27

Refresh Counter
This field contains the refresh counter in EPI clocks. The reset value of
0x2EE provides a refresh period of 64 ms when using a 50 MHz EPI
clock.

0x2EERWRFSH26:16
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved15:10

Sleep Mode

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

The SDRAM is put into low power state, but is self-refreshed.1

0RWSLEEP9

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved8:2

Size of SDRAM
The value of this field affects address pins and behavior.

DescriptionValue

64 megabits (8MB)0x0

128 megabits (16MB)0x1

256 megabits (32MB)0x2

512 megabits (64MB)0x3

0x0RWSIZE1:0
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Register 5: EPI Host-Bus 8 Configuration (EPIHB8CFG), offset 0x010

Important: The MODE field in the EPICFG register determines which configuration register is
accessed for offsets 0x010 and 0x014.

To access EPIHB8CFG, the MODE field must be 0x2.

The Host Bus 8 Configuration register is activated when the HB8 mode is selected. The HB8 mode
supports muxed address/data (overlay of lower 8 address and all 8 data pins), separate address/data,
and address-less FIFO mode. Note that this register is reset when the MODE field in the EPICFG
register is changed. If another mode is selected and the HB8 mode is selected again, the values
must be reinitialized.

This mode is intended to support SRAMs, Flash memory (read), FIFOs, CPLDs/FPGAs, and devices
with an MCU/HostBus slave or 8-bit FIFO interface support.

Refer to Table 11-8 on page 829 for information on signal configuration controlled by this register
and the EPIHB8CFG2 register.

If less address pins are required, the corresponding AFSEL bit (page 768) should not be enabled so
the EPI controller does not drive those pins, and they are available as standard GPIOs.

EPI Host-Bus 8 Mode can be configured to use one to four chip selects with and without the use of
ALE. If an alternative to chip selects are required, a chip enable can be handled in one of three
ways:

1. Manually control via GPIOs.

2. Associate one or more upper address pins to CE. Because CE is normally CEn, lower addresses
are not used. For example, if pins EPI0S27 and EPI0S26 are used for Device 1 and 0
respectively, then address 0x6800.0000 accesses Device 0 (Device 1 has its CEn high), and
0x6400.0000 accesses Device 1 (Device 0 has its CEn high). The pull-up behavior on the
corresponding GPIOs must be properly configured to ensure that the pins are disabled when
the interface is not in use.

3. With certain SRAMs, the ALE can be used as CEn because the address remains stable after
the ALE strobe. The subsequent WRn or RDn signals write or read when ALE is low thus
providing CEn functionality.

EPI Host-Bus 8 Configuration (EPIHB8CFG)
Base 0x400D.0000
Offset 0x010
Type RW, reset 0x0008.FF00

16171819202122232425262728293031

reservedALEHIGHRDHIGHWRHIGHXFEENXFFENreservedIRDYINVRDYENCLKINVCLKGATEICLKGATE

RORORORWRWRWRWRWRORORORWRWRWRWRWType
0001000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

MODEreservedRDWSWRWSMAXWAIT

RWRWRORORWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000011111111Reset
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Clock Gated

DescriptionValue

The EPI clock is free running.0

The EPI clock is held low.1

Note: A software application should only set the CLKGATE bit when
there are no pending transfers or no EPI register access has
been issued.

0RWCLKGATE31

Clock Gated when Idle

DescriptionValue

The EPI clock is free running.0

The EPI clock is output only when there is data to write or read
(current transaction); otherwise the EPI clock is held low.

1

Note that EPI0S32 is an iRDY signal if RDYEN is set. CLKGATEI is
ignored if CLKPIN is 0 or if the COUNT0 field in the EPIBAUD register
is cleared.

0RWCLKGATEI30

Invert Output Clock Enable

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Invert EPI clock to ensure the rising edge is centered for
outbound signal's setup and hold. Inbound signal is captured
on rising edge EPI clock.

1

0RWCLKINV29

Input Ready Enable

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

An external ready can be used to control the continuation of the
current access. If this bit is set and the iRDY signal (EPIS032)
is low, the current access is stalled.

1

0RWRDYEN28

Input Ready Invert

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Invert the polarity of incoming external ready (iRDY signal). If
this bit is set and the iRDY signal (EPIS032) is high the current
access is stalled.

1

0RWIRDYINV27

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved26:24
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

External FIFO FULL Enable

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

An external FIFO full signal can be used to control write cycles.
If this bit is set and the FFULL full signal is high, XFIFO writes
are stalled.

1

0RWXFFEN23

External FIFO EMPTY Enable

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

An external FIFO empty signal can be used to control read
cycles. If this bit is set and the FEMPTY signal is high, XFIFO
reads are stalled.

1

0RWXFEEN22

WRITE Strobe Polarity

DescriptionValue

The WRITE strobe for CS0n is WRn (active Low).0

The WRITE strobe for CS0n is WR (active High).1

0RWWRHIGH21

READ Strobe Polarity

DescriptionValue

The READ strobe for CS0n is RDn (active Low).0

The READ strobe for CS0n is RD (active High).1

0RWRDHIGH20

ALE Strobe Polarity

DescriptionValue

The address latch strobe for CS0n accesses is ALEn (active
Low).

0

The address latch strobe for CS0n accesses is ALE (active
High).

1

1RWALEHIGH19

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved18:16

Maximum Wait
This field defines the maximum number of external clocks to wait while
an external FIFO ready signal is holding off a transaction (FFULL and
FEMPTY).
When the MAXWAIT value is reached the ERRRIS interrupt status bit
is set in the EPIRIS register. When this field is clear, the transaction can
be held off forever without a system interrupt.

Note: When the MODE field is configured to be 0x2 and the BLKEN
bit is set in the EPICFG register, enabling HB8 mode, this
field defaults to 0xFF.

0xFFRWMAXWAIT15:8
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Write Wait States
This field adds wait states to the data phase of CS0n (the address phase
is not affected). The effect is to delay the rising edge of WRn (or the
falling edge of WR). Each wait state adds 2 EPI clock cycles to the
access time. The WRWSM bit in the EPIHB8TIME register can decrease
the number of wait states by 1 EPI clock cycle for greater granularity.
This field is not applicable in BURST mode.

DescriptionValue

Active WRn is 2 EPI clocks.0x0

Active WRn is 4 EPI clocks.0x1

Active WRn is 6 EPI clocks.0x2

Active WRn is 8 EPI clocks.0x3

This field is used in conjunction with the EPIBAUD register.

0x0RWWRWS7:6

Read Wait States
This field adds wait states to the data phase of CS0n (the address phase
is not affected).
The effect is to delay the rising edge of RDn/Oen (or the falling edge of
RD). Each wait state adds 2 EPI clock cycles to the access time. The
RDWSM bit in the EPIHB8TIME register can decrease the number of wait
states by 1 EPI clock cycle for greater granularity. This field is not
applicable in BURST mode.

DescriptionValue

Active RDn is 2 EPI clocks.0x0

Active RDn is 4 EPI clocks.0x1

Active RDn is 6 EPI clocks.0x2

Active RDn is 8 EPI clocks.0x3

This field is used in conjunction with the EPIBAUD register

0x0RWRDWS5:4

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved3:2
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Host Bus Sub-Mode
This field determines which of four Host Bus 8 sub-modes to use.
Sub-mode use is determined by the connected external peripheral. See
Table 11-8 on page 829 for information on how this bit field affects the
operation of the EPI signals. When used with multiple chip select option
and the CSBAUD bit is set to 1 in the EPIHB8CFG2 register, this
configuration is for CS0n. If the multiple chip select option is enabled
and CSBAUD is clear, all chip-selects use the MODE encoding
programmed in this register.

DescriptionValue

ADMUX – AD[7:0]
Data and Address are muxed.

0x0

ADNONMUX – D[7:0]
Data and address are separate.

0x1

Continuous Read - D[7:0]
This mode is the same as ADNONMUX, but uses address switch
for multiple reads instead of OEn strobing.

0x2

XFIFO – D[7:0]
This mode adds XFIFO controls with sense of XFIFO full and
XFIFO empty. This mode uses no address or ALE.
Note that the XFIFO can only be used in asynchronous mode.

0x3

0x0RWMODE1:0
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Register 6: EPI Host-Bus 16 Configuration (EPIHB16CFG), offset 0x010

Important: The MODE field in the EPICFG register determines which configuration register is
accessed for offsets 0x010 and 0x014.

To access EPIHB16CFG, the MODE field must be 0x3.

The Host Bus 16 sub-configuration register is activated when the HB16 mode is selected. The HB16
mode supports muxed address/data (overlay of lower 16 address and all 16 data pins), separated
address/data, and address-less FIFO mode. Note that this register is reset when the MODE field in
the EPICFG register is changed. If another mode is selected and the HB16 mode is selected again,
the values must be reinitialized.

This mode is intended to support SRAMs, Flash memory (read), FIFOs, and CPLDs/FPGAs, and
devices with an MCU/HostBus slave or 16-bit FIFO interface support.

Refer to Table 11-9 on page 831 for information on signal configuration controlled by this register
and the EPIHB16CFG2 register.

If less address pins are required, the corresponding AFSEL bit (page 768) should not be enabled so
the EPI controller does not drive those pins, and they are available as standard GPIOs.

EPI Host-Bus 16 Mode can be configured to use one to four chip selects with and without the use
of ALE. If an alternative to chip selects are required, a chip enable can be handled in one of three
ways:

1. Manually control via GPIOs.

2. Associate one or more upper address pins to CE. Because CE is normally CEn, lower addresses
are not used. For example, if pins EPI0S27 and EPI0S26 are used for Device 1 and 0
respectively, then address 0x6800.0000 accesses Device 0 (Device 1 has its CEn high), and
0x6400.0000 accesses Device 1 (Device 0 has its CEn high). The pull-up behavior on the
corresponding GPIOs must be properly configured to ensure that the pins are disabled when
the interface is not in use.

3. With certain SRAMs, the ALE can be used as CEn because the address remains stable after
the ALE strobe. The subsequent WRn or RDn signals write or read when ALE is low thus
providing CEn functionality.

EPI Host-Bus 16 Configuration (EPIHB16CFG)
Base 0x400D.0000
Offset 0x010
Type RW, reset 0x0008.FF00

16171819202122232425262728293031

BURSTRDCREWRCREALEHIGHRDHIGHWRHIGHXFEENXFFENreservedIRDYINVRDYENCLKINVCLKGATEICLKGATE

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRORORORWRWRWRWRWType
0001000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

MODEBSELreservedRDWSWRWSMAXWAIT

RWRWRWRORWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000011111111Reset
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Clock Gated

DescriptionValue

The EPI clock is free running.0

The EPI clock is held low.1

Note: A software application should only set the CLKGATE bit when
there are no pending transfers or no EPI register access has
been issued.

0RWCLKGATE31

Clock Gated Idle

DescriptionValue

The EPI clock is free running.0

The EPI clock is output only when there is data to write or read
(current transaction); otherwise the EPI clock is held low.

1

Note that EPI0S32 is an iRDY signal if RDYEN is set. CLKGATEI is
ignored if CLKPIN is 0 or if the COUNT0 field in the EPIBAUD register
is cleared.

0RWCLKGATEI30

Invert Output Clock Enable

Note: If operating in asynchronous mode, CLKINV must be 0.

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Invert EPI clock to ensure the rising edge is centered for
outbound signal's setup and hold. Inbound signal is captured
on rising edge EPI clock.

1

0RWCLKINV29

Input Ready Enable

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

An external ready (iRDY) can be used to control the continuation
of the current access. If this bit is set and the iRDY signal
(EPIS032) is low, the current access is stalled.

1

0RWRDYEN28

Input Ready Invert

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Invert polarity of incoming external ready. If this bit is set and
the iRDY signal (EPIS032) is high the current access is stalled.

1

0RWIRDYINV27

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved26:24
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

External FIFO FULL Enable

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

An external FIFO full signal can be used to control write cycles.
If this bit is set and the FFULL signal is high, XFIFO writes are
stalled.

1

0RWXFFEN23

External FIFO EMPTY Enable

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

An external FIFO empty signal can be used to control read
cycles. If this bit is set and the FEMPTY signal is high, XFIFO
reads are stalled.

1

0RWXFEEN22

WRITE Strobe Polarity

DescriptionValue

The WRITE strobe for CS0n is WRn (active Low).0

The WRITE strobe for CS0n is WR (active High).1

0RWWRHIGH21

READ Strobe Polarity

DescriptionValue

The READ strobe for CS0n is RDn (active Low).0

The READ strobe for CS0n is RD (active High).1

0RWRDHIGH20

ALE Strobe Polarity

DescriptionValue

The address latch strobe for CS0n is ALEn (active Low).0

The address latch strobe for CS0n is ALE (active High).1

1RWALEHIGH19

PSRAM Configuration Register Write
Used for PSRAM configuration registers.
With WRCRE set, the next transaction by the EPI will be a write of the CR
bit field in the EPIHBPSRAM register to the configuration register (CR)
of the PSRAM. The WRCRE bit will self clear once the write-enabled CRE
access is complete.

DescriptionValue

No Action.0

Start CRE write transaction for CS0n.1

0RWWRCRE18
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

PSRAM Configuration Register Read
Enables read of PSRAM configuration registers.
With the RDCRE set, the next access is a read of the PSRAM's
Configuration Register (CR). This bit self clears once the read-enabled
CRE access is complete. The address for the CRE access is located
at EPIHBPSRAM[19:18]. The read data is returned on
EPIHBPSRAM[15:0].

DescriptionValue

No Action.0

Start CRE read transaction for CS0n.1

0RWRDCRE17

Burst Mode
Burst mode must be used with an ALE-enabled interface. Burst mode
must be used with ADMUX, which is configured by the MODE field in the
EPIHB16CFG register.

Note: Burst mode is optimized for word-length accesses.

DescriptionValue

Burst mode is disabled.0

Burst mode is enabled for CS0n or single chip access.1

0RWBURST16

Maximum Wait
This field defines the maximum number of external clocks to wait while
an external FIFO ready signal is holding off a transaction (FFULL and
FEMPTY).
When this field is clear, the transaction can be held off forever without
a system interrupt.

Note: When the MODE field is configured to be 0x3 and the BLKEN
bit is set in the EPICFG register, enabling HB16 mode, this
field defaults to 0xFF.

0xFFRWMAXWAIT15:8

Write Wait States
This field adds wait states to the data phase of CS0n (the address phase
is not affected). The effect is to delay the rising edge of WRn (or the
falling edge of WR). Each wait state adds 2 EPI clock cycles to the
access time. The WRWSM bit EPIHB16TIME register can decrease the
number of wait states by 1 EPI clock cycle for greater granularity. This
field is not applicable in BURST mode.

DescriptionValue

Active WRn is 2 EPI clocks.0x0

Active WRn is 4 EPI clocks.0x1

Active WRn is 6 EPI clocks.0x2

Active WRn is 8 EPI clocks.0x3

This field is used in conjunction with the EPIBAUD register.

0x0RWWRWS7:6
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Read Wait States
This field adds wait states to the data phase of CS0n (the address phase
is not affected).
The effect is to delay the rising edge of RDn/Oen (or the falling edge of
RD). Each wait state adds 2 EPI clock cycles to the access time. The
RDWSM bit in the EPIHB16TIME register can decrease the number of
wait states by 1 EPI clock cycle for greater granularity. This field is not
applicable in BURST mode.

DescriptionValue

Active RDn is 2 EPI clocks.0x0

Active RDn is 4 EPI clocks.0x1

Active RDn is 6 EPI clocks.0x2

Active RDn is 8 EPI clocks.0x3

This field is used in conjunction with the EPIBAUD register

0x0RWRDWS5:4

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved3

Byte Select Configuration
This bit enables byte select operation.

DescriptionValue

No Byte Selects
Data is read and written as 16 bits.

0

Enable Byte Selects
Two EPI signals function as byte select signals to allow 8-bit
transfers. See Table 11-9 on page 831 for details on which EPI
signals are used.

1

Note: If BSEL = 0, byte accesses cannot be executed.

0RWBSEL2
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Host Bus Sub-Mode
This field determines which of three Host Bus 16 sub-modes to use.
Sub-mode use is determined by the connected external peripheral. See
Table 11-9 on page 831 for information on how this bit field affects the
operation of the EPI signals. When used with multiple chip select option
and the CSBAUD bit is set to 1 in the EPIHB16CFG2 register, this
configuration is for CS0n. If the multiple chip select option is enabled
and CSBAUD is clear, all chip-selects use the MODE encoding
programmed in this register.

DescriptionValue

ADMUX – AD[15:0]
Data and Address are muxed.

0x0

ADNONMUX – D[15:0]
Data and address are separate. This mode is not practical in
HB16 mode for normal peripherals because there are generally
not enough address bits available.

0x1

Continuous Read - D[15:0]
This mode is the same as ADNONMUX, but uses address switch
for multiple reads instead of OEn strobing. This mode is not
practical in HB16 mode for normal SRAMs because there are
generally not enough address bits available.

0x2

XFIFO – D[15:0]
This mode adds XFIFO controls with sense of XFIFO full and
XFIFO empty. This mode uses no address or ALE.
Note that the XFIFO can only be used in asynchronous mode.

0x3

0x0RWMODE1:0
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Register 7: EPI General-Purpose Configuration (EPIGPCFG), offset 0x010

Important: The MODE field in the EPICFG register determines which configuration register is
accessed for offsets 0x010 and 0x014.

To access EPIGPCFG, the MODE field must be 0x0.

The General-Purpose configuration register is used to configure the control, data, and address pins.
This mode can be used for custom interfaces with FPGAs, CPLDs, and for digital data acquisition
and actuator control. Note that this register is reset when the MODE field in the EPICFG register is
changed. If another mode is selected and the General-purpose mode is selected again, the register
the values must be reinitialized.

This mode is designed for 3 general types of use:

■ Extremely high-speed clocked interfaces to FPGAs and CPLDs, with 3 sizes of data and optional
address. Framing and clock-enable permit more optimized interfaces.

■ General parallel GPIO. From 1 to 32 pins may be written or read, with the speed precisely
controlled by the baud rate in the EPIBAUD register (when used with the NBRFIFO and/or the
WFIFO) or by rate of accesses from software or μDMA.

■ General custom interfaces of any speed.

The configuration allows for choice of an output clock (free running or gated), a framing signal (with
frame size), a ready input (to stretch transactions), read and write strobes, address of varying sizes,
and data of varying sizes. Additionally, provisions are made for splitting address and data phases
on the external interface.

EPI General-Purpose Configuration (EPIGPCFG)
Base 0x400D.0000
Offset 0x010
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reservedWR2CYCreservedFRMCNTFRM50reservedCLKGATECLKPIN

RORORORWRORORWRWRWRWRWRORORORWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DSIZEreservedASIZEreserved

RWRWRORORWRWROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Clock Pin

DescriptionValue

No clock output.0

EPI0S31 functions as the EPI clock output.1

The EPI clock is generated from the COUNT0 field in the EPIBAUD
register (as is the system clock which is divided down from it).

0RWCLKPIN31
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Clock Gated

DescriptionValue

The EPI clock is free running.0

The EPI clock is output only when there is data to write or read
(current transaction); otherwise the EPI clock is held low.

1

CLKGATE is ignored if CLKPIN is 0 or if the COUNT0 field in the EPIBAUD
register is cleared.

0RWCLKGATE30

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved29:27

50/50 Frame

DescriptionValue

The FRAME signal is output as a single pulse, and then held
low for the count.

0

The FRAME signal is output as 50/50 duty cycle using count
(see FRMCNT).

1

0RWFRM5026

Frame Count
This field specifies the size of the frame in EPI clocks. The frame counter
is used to determine the frame size. The count is FRMCNT+1. So, a
FRMCNT of 0 forms a pure transaction valid signal (held high during
transactions, low otherwise).
A FRMCNT of 0 with FRM50 set inverts the FRAME signal on each
transaction. A FRMCNT of 1 means the FRAME signal is inverted every
other transaction; a value of 15 means every sixteenth transaction.
If FRM50 is set, the frame is held high for FRMCNT+1 transactions, then
held low for that many transactions, and so on.
If FRM50 is clear, the frame is pulsed high for one EPI clock and then
low for FRMCNT EPI clocks.

0x0RWFRMCNT25:22

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved21:20

2-Cycle Writes

DescriptionValue

Data is output on the same EPI clock cycle as the address.
EPI clock begins toggling one cycle before the WR strobe goes
High.

0

Writes are two EPI clock cycles long, with address on one EPI
clock cycle (with the WR strobe asserted) and data written on
the following EPI clock cycle (with WR strobe deasserted). The
next address (if any) is in the cycle following.
If the WR2CYC bit is set, the EPI clock begins toggling when the
WR strobe goes High.

1

When this bit is set, then the RW bit is forced to be set.

0RWWR2CYC19
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved18:6

Address Bus Size
This field defines the size of the address bus. The address can be up
to 4-bits wide with a 24-bit data bus, up to 12-bits wide with a 16-bit data
bus, and up to 20-bits wide with an 8-bit data bus. If the full address bus
is not used, use the least significant address bits. Any unused address
bits can be used as GPIOs by clearing the AFSEL bit for the
corresponding GPIOs.
The values are:

DescriptionValue

No address0x0

Up to 4 bits wide.0x1

Up to 12 bits wide. This size cannot be used with 24-bit data.0x2

Up to 20 bits wide. This size cannot be used with data sizes
other than 8.

0x3

0x0RWASIZE5:4

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved3:2

Size of Data Bus
This field defines the size of the data bus (starting at EPI0S0). Subsets
of these numbers can be created by clearing the AFSEL bit for the
corresponding GPIOs. Note that size 32 may not be used with clock,
frame, address, or other control.
The values are:

DescriptionValue

8 Bits Wide (EPI0S0 to EPI0S7)0x0

16 Bits Wide (EPI0S0 to EPI0S15)0x1

24 Bits Wide (EPI0S0 to EPI0S23)0x2

32 Bits Wide (EPI0S0 to EPI0S31)
This size may not be used with an EPI clock. This value is
normally used for acquisition input and actuator control as well
as other general-purpose uses that require 32 bits per direction.

0x3

0x0RWDSIZE1:0
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Register 8: EPI Host-Bus 8 Configuration 2 (EPIHB8CFG2), offset 0x014

Important: The MODE field in the EPICFG register determines which configuration register is
accessed for offsets 0x010 and 0x014.

To access EPIHB8CFG2, the MODE field of the EPICFG register must be 0x2.

This register is used to configure operation while in Host-Bus 8 mode. Note that this register is reset
when the MODE field in the EPICFG register is changed. If another mode is selected and the Host-Bus
8 mode is selected again, the values must be reinitialized.

EPI Host-Bus 8 Configuration 2 (EPIHB8CFG2)
Base 0x400D.0000
Offset 0x014
Type RW, reset 0x0008.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reservedALEHIGHRDHIGHWRHIGHreservedCSCFGCSBAUDCSCFGEXTreserved

RORORORWRWRWRORORWRWRWRWROROROROType
0001000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

MODEreservedRDWSWRWSreserved

RWRWRORORWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:28
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Chip Select Extended Configuration
This field is used in conjunction with CSCFG, to extend the chip select
options, and ALE format. The values 0x0 through 0x3 are from the
CSCFG field. The CSCFGEXT bit extends the values to 0x7.

DescriptionValue

CSCFG bit field is used in chip select configuration.0

The CSCFG bit field is extended with CSCFGEXT representing
the MSB.

1

The possible chip select configurations when the CSCFGEXT bit is
enabled are shown below:

Table 11-14. CSCFGEXT + CSCFG Encodings

DescriptionValue

ALE Configuration
EPI0S30 is used as an address latch (ALE). The ALE signal
is generally used when the address and data are muxed (MODE
field in the EPIHB8CFG register is 0x0). The ALE signal is
used by an external latch to hold the address through the bus
cycle.

0x0

CSn Configuration
EPI0S30 is used as a Chip Select (CSn). When using this
mode, the address and data are generally not muxed (MODE
field in the EPIHB8CFG register is 0x1). However, if address
and data muxing is needed, the WR signal (EPI0S29) and the
RD signal (EPI0S28) can be used to latch the address when
CSn is low.

0x1

Dual CSn Configuration
EPI0S30 is used as CS0n and EPI0S27 is used as CS1n.
Whether CS0n or CS1n is asserted is determined by the most
significant address bit for a respective external address map.
This configuration can be used for a RAM bank split between
2 devices as well as when using both an external RAM and
an external peripheral.

0x2

ALE with Dual CSn Configuration
EPI0S30 is used as address latch (ALE), EPI0S27 is used
as CS1n, and EPI0S26 is used as CS0n. Whether CS0n or
CS1n is asserted is determined by the most significant
address bit for a respective external address map.

0x3

ALE with Single CSn Configuration
EPI0S30 is used as address latch (ALE) and EPI0S27 is
used as CSn.

0x4

Quad CSn Configuration
EPI0S30 is used as CS0n and EPI0S27 is used as CS1n.
EPI0S34 is used as CS2n and EPI0S33 is used as CS3n.

0x5

ALE with Quad CSn Configuration
EPI0S30 is used as ALE, EPI0S26 is CS0n, and EPI0S27
is used as CS1n. EPI0S34 is used as CS2n and EPI0S33 is
used as CS3n.

0x6

Reserved0x7

0RWCSCFGEXT27
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Chip Select Baud Rate and Multiple Sub-Mode Configuration enable
This bit is only valid when the CSCFGEXT + CSCFG field is programmed
to 0x2 or 0x3, 0x5 or 0x6. This bit configures the baud rate settings for
CS0n, CS1n, CS2n, and CS3n.
This bit must also be set to allow different sub-mode configurations on
chip-selects. If this bit is clear, all chip-select sub-modes are based on
the MODE encoding defined in the EPI8HBCFG register.
If the CSBAUD bit is set in the EPIHBnCFG2 register and dual- or
quad-chip selects are enabled, then the individual chip selects can use
different clock frequencies, wait states and strobe polarity.

DescriptionValue

Same Baud Rate and Same Sub-Mode
All CSn use the baud rate for the external bus that is defined
by the COUNT0 field in the EPIBAUD register and the sub-mode
programmed in the MODE field of the EPIHB8CFG register.

0

Different Baud Rates
CS0n uses the baud rate for the external bus that is defined by
the COUNT0 field in the EPIBAUD register. CS1n uses the baud
rate defined by the COUNT1 field in the EPIBAUD register.
CS2n uses the baud rate for the external bus that is defined by
the COUNT0 field in the EPIBAUD2 register. CS3n uses the
baud rate defined by the COUNT1 field in theEPIBAUD2 register.
In addition, the sub-modes for each chip select are individually
programmed in their respective EPIHB8CFGn registers.

1

0RWCSBAUD26
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Chip Select Configuration
This field controls the chip select options, including an ALE format, a
single chip select, two chip selects, and an ALE combined with two chip
selects. These bits are also used in combination with the CSCFGEXT bit
for further configurations, including quad- chip select.

DescriptionValue

ALE Configuration
EPI0S30 is used as an address latch (ALE). The ALE signal is
generally used when the address and data are muxed (HB8MODE
field in the EPIHB8CFG register is 0x0). The ALE signal is used
by an external latch to hold the address through the bus cycle.

0x0

CSn Configuration
EPI0S30 is used as a Chip Select (CSn). When using this mode,
the address and data are generally not muxed (HB8MODE field
in the EPIHB8CFG register is 0x1). However, if address and
data muxing is needed, the WR signal (EPI0S29) and the RD
signal (EPI0S28) can be used to latch the address when CSn
is low.

0x1

Dual CSn Configuration
EPI0S30 is used as CS0n and EPI0S27 is used as CS1n.
Whether CS0n or CS1n is asserted is determined by two
methods. If only external RAM or external PER is enabled in
the address map, the most significant address bit for a
respective external address map controls CS0n or CS1n. If both
external RAM and external PER is enabled, CS0n is mapped
to PER and CS1n is mapped to RAM. This configuration can
be used for a RAM bank split between 2 devices as well as
when using both an external RAM and an external peripheral.

0x2

ALE with Dual CSn Configuration
EPI0S30 is used as address latch (ALE), EPI0S27 is used as
CS1n, and EPI0S26 is used as CS0n. Whether CS0n or CS1n
is asserted is determined by the most significant address bit for
a respective external address map.

0x3

0x0RWCSCFG25:24

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved23:22

CS1n WRITE Strobe Polarity
This field is used if the CSBAUD bit in the EPIHB8CFG2 register is
enabled.

DescriptionValue

The WRITE strobe for CS1n accesses is WRn (active Low).0

The WRITE strobe for CS1n accesses is WR (active High).1

0RWWRHIGH21
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

CS1n READ Strobe Polarity
This field is used if the CSBAUD bit in the EPIHB8CFG2 register is
enabled.

DescriptionValue

The READ strobe for CS1n accesses is RDn (active Low).0

The READ strobe for CS1n accesses is RD (active High).1

0RWRDHIGH20

CS1n ALE Strobe Polarity
This field is used if the CSBAUD bit in the EPIHB8CFG2 register is
enabled.

DescriptionValue

The address latch strobe for CS1n accesses is ALEn (active
Low).

0

The address latch strobe for CS1n accesses is ALE (active
High).

1

1RWALEHIGH19

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved18:8

CS1n Write Wait States
This field adds wait states to the data phase of CS1n accesses (the
address phase is not affected).
The effect is to delay the rising edge of WRn (or the falling edge of WR).
Each wait state encoding adds 2 EPI clock cycles to the access time.
The WRWSM bit in the EPIHB8TIME2 register can decrease the number
of wait states by 1 EPI clock cycle for greater granularity.
This field is used if the CSBAUD bit is enabled in the EPIHB8CFG2
register. This field is used in conjunction with the EPIBAUD register and
is not applicable in BURST mode.

DescriptionValue

Active WRn is 2 EPI clocks.0x0

Active WRn is 4 EPI clocks0x1

Active WRn is 6 EPI clocks0x2

Active WRn is 8 EPI clocks0x3

0x0RWWRWS7:6
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

CS1n Read Wait States
This field adds wait states to the data phase of CS1n accesses (the
address phase is not affected).
The effect is to delay the rising edge of RDn/Oen (or the falling edge of
RD). Each wait state encoding adds 2 EPI clock cycles to the access
time. The RDWSM bit in the EPIHB8TIME2 register can decrease the
number of states by 1 EPI clock cycle for greater granularity.
This field is used if the CSBAUD bit is enabled in the EPIHB8CFG2
register. This field is used in conjunction with the EPIBAUD register and
is not applicable in BURST mode.

DescriptionValue

Active RDn is 2 EPI clocks0x0

Active RDn is 4 EPI clocks0x1

Active RDn is 6 EPI clocks0x2

Active RDn is 8 EPI clocks0x3

0x0RWRDWS5:4

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved3:2

CS1n Host Bus Sub-Mode
This field determines which Host Bus 8 sub-mode to use for CS1n.
Sub-mode use is determined by the externally connected peripheral or
memory. See Table 11-8 on page 829 for information on how this bit field
affects the operation of the EPI signals.

Note: The CSBAUD bit must be set to enable this CS1n MODE field.
If CSBAUD is clear, all chip-selects use the MODE configuration
defined in the EPIHB8CFG register.

DescriptionValue

ADMUX – AD[7:0]
Data and Address are muxed.

0x0

ADNONMUX – D[7:0]
Data and address are separate.

0x1

reserved0x2-0x3

0x0RWMODE1:0
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Register 9: EPI Host-Bus 16 Configuration 2 (EPIHB16CFG2), offset 0x014

Important: The MODE field in the EPICFG register determines which configuration register is
accessed for offsets 0x010 and 0x014.

To access EPIHB16CFG2, the MODE field must be 0x3.

This register is used to configure operation while in Host-Bus 16 mode. Note that this register is
reset when the MODE field in the EPICFG register is changed. If another mode is selected and the
Host-Bus 16 mode is selected again, the values must be reinitialized.

EPI Host-Bus 16 Configuration 2 (EPIHB16CFG2)
Base 0x400D.0000
Offset 0x014
Type RW, reset 0x0008.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

BURSTRDCREWRCREALEHIGHRDHIGHWRHIGHreservedCSCFGCSBAUDCSCFGEXTreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRORORWRWRWRWROROROROType
0001000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

MODEreservedRDWSWRWSreserved

RWRWRORORWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:28
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Chip Select Extended Configuration
This field is used in conjunction with CSCFG, to extend the chip select
options, and ALE format. The values 0x0 through 0x3 are from the
CSCFG field. The CSCFGEXT bit extends the values to 0x7.

DescriptionValue

CSCFG bit field is used in chip select configuration.0

The CSCFG bit field is extended with CSCFGEXT representing
the MSB.

1

The possible chip select configurations when the CSCFGEXT bit is
enabled are shown below:

Table 11-15. CSCFGEXT + CSCFG Encodings

DescriptionValue

ALE Configuration
EPI0S30 is used as an address latch (ALE). The ALE signal
is generally used when the address and data are muxed (MODE
field in the EPIHB16CFG register is 0x0). The ALE signal is
used by an external latch to hold the address through the bus
cycle.

0x0

CSn Configuration
EPI0S30 is used as a Chip Select (CSn). When using this
mode, the address and data are generally not muxed (MODE
field in the EPIHB16CFG register is 0x1). However, if address
and data muxing is needed, the WR signal (EPI0S29) and the
RD signal (EPI0S28) can be used to latch the address when
CSn is low.

0x1

Dual CSn Configuration
EPI0S30 is used as CS0n and EPI0S27 is used as CS1n.
Whether CS0n or CS1n is asserted is determined by the most
significant address bit for a respective external address map.
This configuration can be used for a RAM bank split between
2 devices as well as when using both an external RAM and
an external peripheral.

0x2

ALE with Dual CSn Configuration
EPI0S30 is used as address latch (ALE), EPI0S27 is used
as CS1n, and EPI0S26 is used as CS0n. Whether CS0n or
CS1n is asserted is determined by the most significant
address bit for a respective external address map.

0x3

ALE with Single CSn Configuration
EPI0S30 is used as address latch (ALE) and EPI0S27 is
used as CSn.

0x4

Quad CSn Configuration
EPI0S30 is used as CS0n and EPI0S27 is used as CS1n.
EPI0S34 is used as CS2n and EPI0S33 is used as CS3n.

0x5

ALE with Quad CSn Configuration
EPI0S30 is used as ALE, EPI0S26 is CS0n, and EPI0S27
is used as CS1n. EPI0S34 is used as CS2n and EPI0S33 is
used as CS3n.

0x6

Reserved0x7

0RWCSCFGEXT27
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Chip Select Baud Rate and Multiple Sub-Mode Configuration enable
This bit is only valid when the CSCFGEXT + CSCFG field is programmed
to 0x2 or 0x3, 0x5 or 0x6. This bit configures the baud rate settings for
CS0n, CS1n, CS2n, and CS3n.
This bit must also be set to allow different sub-mode configurations on
chip-selects. If this bit is clear, all chip-select sub-modes are based on
the MODE encoding defined in the EPI8HBCFG register.
If the CSBAUD bit is set in the EPIHBnCFG2 register and dual- or
quad-chip selects are enabled, then the individual chip selects can use
different clock frequencies, wait states and strobe polarity.

DescriptionValue

Same Baud Rate and Same Sub-Mode
All CSn use the baud rate for the external bus that is defined
by the COUNT0 field in the EPIBAUD register and the sub-mode
programmed in the MODE field of the EPIHB16CFG register.

0

Different Baud Rates
CS0n uses the baud rate for the external bus that is defined by
the COUNT0 field in the EPIBAUD register. CS1n uses the baud
rate defined by the COUNT1 field in the EPIBAUD register.
CS2n uses the baud rate for the external bus that is defined by
the COUNT0 field in the EPIBAUD2 register. CS3n uses the
baud rate defined by the COUNT1 field in theEPIBAUD2 register.
In addition, the sub-modes for each chip select are individually
programmed in their respective EPIHB16CFGn registers.

1

0RWCSBAUD26
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Chip Select Configuration
This field controls the chip select options, including an ALE format, a
single chip select, two chip selects, and an ALE combined with two chip
selects. These bits are also used in combination with the CSCFGEXT bit
for further configurations, including quad- chip select.

DescriptionValue

ALE Configuration
EPI0S30 is used as an address latch (ALE). When using this
mode, the address and data should be muxed (HB16MODE field
in the EPIHB16CFG register should be configured to 0x0). If
needed, the address can be latched by external logic.

0x0

CSn Configuration
EPI0S30 is used as a Chip Select (CSn). When using this mode,
the address and data should not be muxed (MODE field in the
EPIHB16CFG register should be configured to 0x1). In this
mode, the WR signal (EPI0S29) and the RD signal (EPI0S28)
are used to latch the address when CSn is low.

0x1

Dual CSn Configuration
EPI0S30 is used as CS0n and EPI0S27 is used as CS1n.
Whether CS0n or CS1n is asserted is determined by the most
significant address bit for a respective external address map.
This configuration can be used for a RAM bank split between
2 devices as well as when using both an external RAM and an
external peripheral.

0x2

ALE with Dual CSn Configuration
EPI0S30 is used as address latch (ALE), EPI0S27 is used as
CS1n, and EPI0S26 is used as CS0n. Whether CS0n or CS1n
is asserted is determined by the most significant address bit for
a respective external address map.

0x3

0x0RWCSCFG25:24

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved23:22

CS1n WRITE Strobe Polarity
This field is used if CSBAUD bit of the EPIHB16CFG2 register is enabled.

DescriptionValue

The WRITE strobe for CS1n accesses is WRn (active Low).0

The WRITE strobe for CS1n accesses is WR (active High).1

0RWWRHIGH21

CS1n READ Strobe Polarity
This field is used if CSBAUD bit of the EPIHB16CFG2 register is enabled.

DescriptionValue

The READ strobe for CS1n accesses is RDn (active Low).0

The READ strobe for CS1n accesses is RD (active High).1

0RWRDHIGH20
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

CS1n ALE Strobe Polarity
This field is used if CSBAUD bit of the EPIHB16CFG2 register is enabled.

DescriptionValue

The address latch strobe for CS1n accesses is ALEn (active
Low).

0

The address latch strobe for CS1n accesses is ALE (active
High).

1

1RWALEHIGH19

CS1n PSRAM Configuration Register Write
Used for the PSRAM configuration registers (CR).
With WRCRE set, the next transaction by the EPI is a write of the CR bit
field in the EPIHBPSRAM register to the configuration register (CR) of
the PSRAM. The WRCRE bit self clears once the write-enabled CRE
access is complete.

DescriptionValue

No Action.0

Start CRE write transaction for CS1n.1

0RWWRCRE18

CS1n PSRAM Configuration Register Read
Used for the PSRAM configuration registers (CR).
With the RDCRE set, the next access is a read of the PSRAM's
Configuration Register (CR). This bit self clears once the CRE access
is complete. The address for the CRE access is located at
EPIHBPSRAM[19:18]. The read data is returned on
EPIHBPSRAM[15:0].

DescriptionValue

No Action.0

Start CRE read transaction for CS1n.1

0RWRDCRE17

CS1n Burst Mode
Burst mode must be used with an ALE which is configured by
programming the CSCFG and CSCFGEXT fields in the EPIHB16CFG2
register. Burst mode must be used in ADMUX, which is set by the MODE
field in EPIHB16CFG2.

Note: Burst mode is optimized for word-length accesses.

DescriptionValue

Burst mode is disabled.0

Burst mode is enabled for CS1n.1

0RWBURST16

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved15:8
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

CS1n Write Wait States
This field adds wait states to the data phase of CS1n accesses (the
address phase is not affected).
The effect is to delay the rising edge of WRn (or the falling edge of WR).
Each wait state encoding adds 2 EPI clock cycles to the access time.
The WRWSM bit in the EPIHB16TIME2 register can decrease the number
of wait states by 1 EPI clock cycle for greater granularity.
This field is used if the CSBAUD bit is enabled in the EPIHB16CFG2
register. This field is used in conjunction with the EPIBAUD register and
is not applicable in BURST mode.

DescriptionValue

Active WRn is 2 EPI clocks0x0

Active WRn is 4 EPI clocks.0x1

Active WRn is 6 EPI clocks0x2

Active WRn is 8 EPI clocks0x3

0x0RWWRWS7:6

CS1n Read Wait States
This field adds wait states to the data phase of CS1n accesses (the
address phase is not affected).
The effect is to delay the rising edge of RDn/Oen (or the falling edge of
RD). Each wait state encoding adds 2 EPI clock cycles to the access
time. The RDWSM bit in the EPIHB16TIME2 register can decrease the
number of states by 1 EPI clock cycle for greater granularity.
This field is used if the CSBAUD bit is enabled in the EPIHB16CFG2
register. This field is used in conjunction with the EPIBAUD register and
is not applicable in BURST mode.

DescriptionValue

Active RDn is 2 EPI clocks0x0

Active RDn is 4 EPI clocks0x1

Active RDn is 6 EPI clocks0x2

Active RDn is 8 EPI clocks0x3

0x0RWRDWS5:4

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved3:2
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CS1n Host Bus Sub-Mode
This field determines which Host Bus 16 sub-mode to use for CS1n.
Sub-mode use is determined by the connected external peripheral. See
Table 11-9 on page 831 for information on how this bit field affects the
operation of the EPI signals. When used with multiple chip select option
this configuration is for CS1n.

Note: The CSBAUD bit must be set to enable this CS1n MODE field.
If CSBAUD is clear, all chip-selects use the MODE configuration
defined in the EPIHB16CFG register.

DescriptionValue

ADMUX – AD[15:0]
Data and Address are muxed.

0x0

ADNONMUX – D[15:0]
Data and address are separate. This mode is not practical in
HB16 mode for normal peripherals because there are
generally not enough address bits available.

0x1

reserved0x2-0x3

0x0RWMODE1:0
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Register 10: EPI Address Map (EPIADDRMAP), offset 0x01C
This register enables address mapping. The EPI controller can directly address memory and
peripherals. In addition, the EPI controller supports address mapping to allow indirect accesses in
the External RAM and External Peripheral areas.

If the external device is a peripheral, including a FIFO or a directly addressable device, the EPSZ
and EPADR bit fields should be configured for the address space. If the external device is SDRAM,
SRAM, or NOR Flash memory, the ERADR and ERSZ bit fields should be configured for the address
space.

If one of the dual chip select modes is selected (CSCFGEXT is 0x0 and CSCFG is 0x2 or 0x3 in the
EPIHBnCFG2 register), both chip selects can share the peripheral or the memory space, or one
chip select can use the peripheral space and the other can use the memory space. In the
EPIADDRMAP register, if the EPADR field is not 0x0, the ECADR field is 0x0, and the ERADR field is
0x0, then the address specified by EPADR is used for both chip selects, with CS0n being asserted
when the MSB of the address range is 0 and CS1n being asserted when the MSB of the address
range is 1. If the ERADR field is not 0x0, the ECADR field is 0x0, and the EPADR field is 0x0, then the
address specified by ERADR is used for both chip selects, with the MSB performing the same
delineation. If both the EPADR and the ERADR are not 0x0 and the ECADR field is 0x0, then CS0n is
asserted for either address range defined by EPADR and CS1n is asserted for either address range
defined by ERADR. The two chip selects can also be shared between the code space and memory
or peripheral space. If the ECADR field is 0x1, ERADR field is 0x0, and the EPADR field is not 0x0,
then CS0n is asserted for the address range defined by ECADR and CS1n is asserted for either
address range defined by EPADR. If the ECADR field is 0x1, EPADR field is 0x0, and the ERADR field
is not 0x0, then CS0n is asserted for the address range defined by ECADR and CS1n is asserted
for either address range defined by ERADR.

If one of the Quad-Chip-Select modes is selected (CSCFGEXT is 0x1 and CSCFG is 0x2 or 0x3 in
the EPIHBnCFG2 register), both the peripheral and the memory space must be enabled. In the
EPIADDRMAP register, the EPADR field is 0x3, the ERADR field is 0x3, and the ECADR field is 0x0.
In this case, CS0n maps to 0x6000.0000; CS1n maps to 0x8000.0000; CS2n maps to 0xA000.0000;
and CS3n maps to 0xC000.0000. The MODE field of the EPIHBnCFGn registers configures the
interface for the individual chip selects, which support ADMUX or ADNOMUX. If the CSBAUD bit is
clear, all chip selects use the mode configured in the MODE bit field of the EPIHBnCFG register.
Table 11-5 on page 826 gives a detailed explanation of chip select address range mappings based
on which combinations of peripheral and memory space are enabled.

EPI Address Map (EPIADDRMAP)
Base 0x400D.0000
Offset 0x01C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

ERADRERSZEPADREPSZECADRECSZreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.0ROreserved31:12

External Code Size
This field selects the size of the external code. If the size of the external
code is larger, a bus fault occurs. If the size of the external peripheral
is smaller, it wraps (upper address bits unused).

Note: When not using byte selects in Host-Bus 16, data is accessed
on 2-byte boundaries. As a result, the available address space
is double the amount shown below.

DescriptionValue

256 bytes; lower address range: 0x00 to 0xFF0x0

64 KB; lower address range: 0x0000 to 0xFFFF0x1

16 MB; lower address range: 0x00.0000 to 0xFF.FFFF0x2

256MB; lower address range: 0x000.0000 to 0x0FFF.FFFF0x3

0x0RWECSZ11:10

External Code Address
This field selects address mapping for the external code area.

DescriptionValue

Not mapped0x0

At 0x1000.00000x1

reserved0x2

reserved0x3

0x0RWECADR9:8

External Peripheral Size
This field selects the size of the external peripheral. If the size of the
external peripheral is larger, a bus fault occurs. If the size of the external
peripheral is smaller, it wraps (upper address bits unused).

Note: When not using byte selects in Host-Bus 16, data is accessed
on 2-byte boundaries. As a result, the available address space
is double the amount shown below.

DescriptionValue

256 bytes; lower address range: 0x00 to 0xFF0x0

64 KB; lower address range: 0x0000 to 0xFFFF0x1

16 MB; lower address range: 0x00.0000 to 0xFF.FFFF0x2

256 MB; lower address range: 0x000.0000 to 0xFFF.FFFF0x3

0x0RWEPSZ7:6
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

External Peripheral Address
This field selects address mapping for the external peripheral area.

DescriptionValue

Not mapped0x0

At 0xA000.00000x1

At 0xC000.00000x2

Only to be used with Host Bus quad chip select. In quad chip
select mode, CS2n maps to 0xA000.0000 and CS3n maps to
0xC000.0000.

0x3

0x0RWEPADR5:4

External RAM Size
This field selects the size of mapped RAM. If the size of the external
memory is larger, a bus fault occurs. If the size of the external memory
is smaller, it wraps (upper address bits unused):

DescriptionValue

256 bytes; lower address range: 0x00 to 0xFF0x0

64 KB; lower address range: 0x0000 to 0xFFFF0x1

16 MB; lower address range: 0x00.0000 to 0xFF.FFFF0x2

256 MB; lower address range: 0x000.0000 to 0xFFF.FFFF0x3

0x0RWERSZ3:2

External RAM Address
Selects address mapping for external RAM area:

DescriptionValue

Not mapped0x0

At 0x6000.00000x1

At 0x8000.00000x2

Only to be used with Host Bus quad chip select. In quad chip
select mode, CS0n maps to 0x6000.0000 and CS1n maps to
0x8000.0000.

0x3

0x0RWERADR1:0
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Register 11: EPI Read Size 0 (EPIRSIZE0), offset 0x020
Register 12: EPI Read Size 1 (EPIRSIZE1), offset 0x030
This register selects the size of transactions when performing non-blocking reads with the
EPIRPSTDn registers. This size affects how the external address is incremented.

The SIZE field must match the external data width as configured in the EPIHBnCFG or EPIGPCFG
register.

SDRAM mode uses a 16-bit data interface. If SIZE is 0x1, data is returned on the least significant
bits (D[7:0]), and the remaining bits D[31:8] are all zeros, therefore the data on bits D[15:8] is lost.
If SIZE is 0x2, data is returned on the least significant bits (D[15:0]), and the remaining bits D[31:16]
are all zeros.

Note that changing this register while a read is active has an unpredictable effect.

EPI Read Size n (EPIRSIZEn)
Base 0x400D.0000
Offset 0x020
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0003

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

SIZEreserved

RWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1100000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:2

Current Size

DescriptionValue

reserved0x0

Byte (8 bits)0x1

Half-word (16 bits)0x2

Word (32 bits)0x3

0x3RWSIZE1:0
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Register 13: EPI Read Address 0 (EPIRADDR0), offset 0x024
Register 14: EPI Read Address 1 (EPIRADDR1), offset 0x034
This register holds the current address value. When performing non-blocking reads via the
EPIRPSTDn registers, this register's value forms the address (when used by the mode). That is,
when an EPIRPSTDn register is written with a non-0 value, this register is used as the first address.
After each read, it is incremented by the size specified by the corresponding EPIRSIZEn register.
Thus at the end of a read, this register contains the next address for the next read. For example, if
the last read was 0x20, and the size is word, then the register contains 0x24. When a non-blocking
read is cancelled, this register contains the next address that would have been read had it not been
cancelled. For example, if reading by bytes and 0x103 had been read but not 0x104, this register
contains 0x104. In this manner, the system can determine the number of values in the NBRFIFO
to drain.

Note that changing this register while a read is active has an unpredictable effect due to race
condition.

EPI Read Address n (EPIRADDRn)
Base 0x400D.0000
Offset 0x024
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

ADDR

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

ADDR

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Current Address
Next address to read.

0x0000.0000RWADDR31:0
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Register 15: EPI Non-Blocking Read Data 0 (EPIRPSTD0), offset 0x028
Register 16: EPI Non-Blocking Read Data 1 (EPIRPSTD1), offset 0x038
This register sets up a non-blocking read via the external interface. A non-blocking read is started
by writing to this register with the count (other than 0). Clearing this register terminates an active
non-blocking read as well as cancelling any that are pending. This register should always be cleared
before writing a value other than 0; failure to do so can cause improper operation. Note that both
NBR channels can be enabled at the same time, but NBR channel 0 has the highest priority and
channel 1 does not start until channel 0 is finished.

The first address is based on the corresponding EPIRADDRn register. The address register is
incremented by the size specified by the EPIRSIZEn register after each read. If the size is less than
a word, only the least significant bits of data are filled into the NBRFIFO; the most significant bits
are cleared.

Note that all three registers may be written using one STM instruction, such as with a structure copy
in C/C++.

The data may be read from the EPIREADFIFO register after the read cycle is completed. The
interrupt mechanism is normally used to trigger the FIFO reads via ISR or μDMA.

If the countdown has not reached 0 and the NBRFIFO is full, the external interface waits until a
NBRFIFO entry becomes available to continue.

Note: if a blocking read or write is performed through the address mapped area (at 0x6000.0000
through 0xDFFF.FFFF), any current non-blocking read is paused (at the next safe boundary), and
the blocking request is inserted. After completion of any blocking reads or writes, the non-blocking
reads continue from where they were paused.

The other way to read data is via the address mapped locations (see the EPIADDRMAP register),
but this method is blocking (core or μDMA waits until result is returned).

To cancel a non-blocking read, clear this register. To make sure that all values read are drained
from the NBRFIFO, the EPISTAT register must be consulted to be certain that bits NBRBUSY and
ACTIVE are cleared. One of these registers should not be cleared until either the other EPIRPSTDn
register becomes active or the external interface is not busy. At that point, the corresponding
EPIRADDRn register indicates how many values were read.

EPI Non-Blocking Read Data n (EPIRPSTDn)
Base 0x400D.0000
Offset 0x028
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

POSTCNTreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.0ROreserved31:13
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Post Count
A write of a non-zero value starts a read operation for that count. Note
that it is the software's responsibility to handle address wrap-around.
Reading this register provides the current count.
A write of 0 cancels a non-blocking read (whether active now or pending).
Prior to writing a non-zero value, this register must first be cleared.

0x000RWPOSTCNT12:0
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Register 17: EPI Status (EPISTAT), offset 0x060
This register indicates which non-blocking read register is currently active; it also indicates whether
the external interface is busy performing a write or non-blocking read (it cannot be performing a
blocking read, as the bus would be blocked and as a result, this register could not be accessed).

This register is useful to determining which non-blocking read register is active when both are loaded
with values and when implementing sequencing or sharing.

This register is also useful when canceling non-blocking reads, as it shows how many values were
read by the canceled side.

EPI Status (EPISTAT)
Base 0x400D.0000
Offset 0x060
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

ACTIVEreservedNBRBUSYWBUSYINITSEQXFEMPTYXFFULLreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:9

External FIFO Full
This bit provides information on the XFIFO when in the FIFO sub-mode
of the Host Bus n mode with the XFFEN bit set in the EPIHBnCFG
register. The EPI0S26 signal reflects the status of this bit.

DescriptionValue

The external device is not gating the clock.0

The XFIFO is signaling as full (the FIFO full signal is high).
Attempts to write in this case are stalled until the XFIFO full
signal goes low or the counter times out as specified by the
MAXWAIT field.

1

0ROXFFULL8

External FIFO Empty
This bit provides information on the XFIFO when in the FIFO sub-mode
of the Host Bus n mode with the XFEEN bit set in the EPIHBnCFG
register. The EPI0S27 signal reflects the status of this bit.

DescriptionValue

The external device is not gating the clock.0

The XFIFO is signaling as empty (the FIFO empty signal is
high).
Attempts to read in this case are stalled until the XFIFO empty
signal goes low or the counter times out as specified by the
MAXWAIT field.

1

0ROXFEMPTY7
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Initialization Sequence

DescriptionValue

The SDRAM interface is not in the wakeup period.0

The SDRAM interface is running through the wakeup period
(greater than 100 μs).
If an attempt is made to read or write the SDRAM during this
period, the access is held off until the wakeup period is
complete.

1

0ROINITSEQ6

Write Busy

DescriptionValue

The external interface is not performing a write.0

The external interface is performing a write.1

0ROWBUSY5

Non-Blocking Read Busy

DescriptionValue

The external interface is not performing a non-blocking read.0

The external interface is performing a non-blocking read, or if
the non-blocking read is paused due to a write.

1

0RONBRBUSY4

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved3:1

Register Active

DescriptionValue

If NBRBUSY is set, the EPIRPSTD0 register is active.
If the NBRBUSY bit is clear, then neither EPIRPSTDx register is
active.

0

The EPIRPSTD1 register is active.1

0ROACTIVE0
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Register 18: EPI Read FIFO Count (EPIRFIFOCNT), offset 0x06C
This register returns the number of values in the NBRFIFO (the data in the NBRFIFO can be read
via the EPIREADFIFO register). A race is possible, but that only means that more values may come
in after this register has been read.

EPI Read FIFO Count (EPIRFIFOCNT)
Base 0x400D.0000
Offset 0x06C
Type RO, reset -

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

COUNTreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
----000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:4

FIFO Count
Number of filled entries in the NBRFIFO.

-ROCOUNT3:0
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Register 19: EPI Read FIFO (EPIREADFIFO0), offset 0x070
Register 20: EPI Read FIFO Alias 1 (EPIREADFIFO1), offset 0x074
Register 21: EPI Read FIFO Alias 2 (EPIREADFIFO2), offset 0x078
Register 22: EPI Read FIFO Alias 3 (EPIREADFIFO3), offset 0x07C
Register 23: EPI Read FIFO Alias 4 (EPIREADFIFO4), offset 0x080
Register 24: EPI Read FIFO Alias 5 (EPIREADFIFO5), offset 0x084
Register 25: EPI Read FIFO Alias 6 (EPIREADFIFO6), offset 0x088
Register 26: EPI Read FIFO Alias 7 (EPIREADFIFO7), offset 0x08C

Important: This register is read-sensitive. See the register description for details.

This register returns the contents of the NBRFIFO or 0 if the NBRFIFO is empty. Each read returns
the data that is at the top of the NBRFIFO, and then empties that value from the NBRFIFO. The
alias registers can be used with the LDMIA instruction for more efficient operation (for up to 8
registers). SeeCortex™-M3/M4 Instruction Set Technical User's Manual (literature number SPMU159)
for more information on the LDMIA instruction.

EPI Read FIFn (EPIREADFIFOn)
Base 0x400D.0000
Offset 0x070
Type RO, reset -

16171819202122232425262728293031

DATA

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
----------------Reset

0123456789101112131415

DATA

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
----------------Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Reads Data
This field contains the data that is at the top of the NBRFIFO. After being
read, the NBRFIFO entry is removed.

-RODATA31:0
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Register 27: EPI FIFO Level Selects (EPIFIFOLVL), offset 0x200
This register allows selection of the FIFO levels which trigger an interrupt to the interrupt controller
or, more efficiently, a DMA request to the μDMA. The NBRFIFO select triggers on fullness such
that it triggers on match or above (more full) in order for the processor or the μDMA to extract the
read data. The WFIFO triggers on emptiness such that it triggers on match or below (less entries)
in order for the processor or the μDMA to insert more write data.

It should be noted that the FIFO triggers are not identical to other such FIFOs in TM4C1294KCPDT
peripherals. In particular, empty and full triggers are provided to avoid wait states when using blocking
operations.

The settings in this register are only meaningful if the μDMA is active or the interrupt is enabled.

Additionally, this register allows protection against writes stalling and notification of performing
blocking reads which stall for extra time due to preceding writes. The two functions behave in a
non-orthogonal way because read and write are not orthogonal.

The write error bit configures the system such that an attempted write to an already full WFIFO
abandons the write and signals an error interrupt to prevent accidental latencies due to stalling
writes.

The read error bit configures the system such that after a read has been stalled due to any preceding
writes in the WFIFO, the error interrupt is generated. Note that the excess stall is not prevented,
but an interrupt is generated after the fact to notify that it has happened.

EPI FIFO Level Selects (EPIFIFOLVL)
Base 0x400D.0000
Offset 0x200
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0033

16171819202122232425262728293031

RSERRWFERRreserved

RWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RDFIFOreservedWRFIFOreserved

RWRWRWRORWRWRWROROROROROROROROROType
1100110000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:18

Write Full Error

DescriptionValue

The Write Full error interrupt is disabled. Writes are stalled when
the WFIFO is full until a space becomes available but an error
is not generated. Note that the Cortex-M3 write buffer may hide
that stall if no other memory transactions are attempted during
that time.

0

This bit enables the Write Full error interrupt (WTFULL in the
EPIEISC register) to be generated when a write is attempted
and the WFIFO is full. The write stalls until a WFIFO entry
becomes available.

1

0RWWFERR17
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Read Stall Error

DescriptionValue

The Read Stalled error interrupt is disabled. Reads behave as
normal and are stalled until any preceding writes have completed
and the read has returned a result.

0

This bit enables the Read Stalled error interrupt (RSTALL in the
EPIEISC register) to be generated when a read is attempted
and the WFIFO is not empty. The read is still stalled during the
time the WFIFO drains, but this error notifies the application
that this excess delay has occurred.

1

Note that the configuration of this bit has no effect on non-blocking reads.

0RWRSERR16

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved15:7

Write FIFO

DescriptionValue

Interrupt is triggered while WRFIFO is empty. It will be
deasserted when not empty. This encoding is optimized for
burst of 4 writes.

0x0

reserved0x1

Interrupt is triggered until there are only two slots available.
Thus, trigger is deasserted when there are two WRFIFO
entries present. This configuration is optimized for bursts of
2.

0x2

Interrupt is triggered until there is one WRFIFO entry
available. This configuration expects only single writes.

0x3

Trigger interrupt when WRFIFO is not full, meaning trigger
will continue to assert until there are four entries in the
WRFIFO.

0x4

reserved0x5-0x7

0x3RWWRFIFO6:4

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved3

Read FIFO
This field configures the trigger point for the NBRFIFO.

DescriptionValue

reserved0x0

Trigger when there are 1 or more entries in the NBRFIFO.0x1

Trigger when there are 2 or more entries in the NBRFIFO.0x2

Trigger when there are 4 or more entries in the NBRFIFO.0x3

Trigger when there are 6 or more entries in the NBRFIFO.0x4

Trigger when there are 7 or more entries in the NBRFIFO.0x5

Trigger when there are 8 entries in the NBRFIFO.0x6

reserved0x7

0x3RWRDFIFO2:0
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Register 28: EPI Write FIFO Count (EPIWFIFOCNT), offset 0x204
This register contains the number of slots currently available in the WFIFO. This register may be
used for polled writes to avoid stalling and for blocking reads to avoid excess stalling (due to
undrained writes). An example use for writes may be:

for (idx = 0; idx < cnt; idx++) {
while (EPIWFIFOCNT == 0) ;
*ext_ram = *mydata++;
}

The above code ensures that writes to the address mapped location do not occur unless the WFIFO
has room. Although polling makes the code wait (spinning in the loop), it does not prevent interrupts
being serviced due to bus stalling.

EPI Write FIFO Count (EPIWFIFOCNT)
Base 0x400D.0000
Offset 0x204
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0004

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

WTAVreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0010000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:3

Available Write Transactions
The number of write transactions available in the WFIFO.
When clear, a write is stalled waiting for a slot to become free (from a
preceding write completing).

0x4ROWTAV2:0
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Register 29: EPI DMA Transmit Count (EPIDMATXCNT), offset 0x208
This register is used to program the total number of transfers (byte, halfword or word) by the µDMA
to WRFIFO. As each transfer is processed by the EPI, the TXCNT bit field value is decreased by 1.
When TXCNT = 0, the EPI's uDMA request signal is deasserted.

EPI DMA Transmit Count (EPIDMATXCNT)
Base 0x400D.0000
Offset 0x208
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TXCNT

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:16

DMA Count
This field is used to program the total number of transfers (byte, halfword
or word) from the µDMA to the EPI WRFIFO.

0x0000RWTXCNT15:0
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Register 30: EPI Interrupt Mask (EPIIM), offset 0x210
This register is the interrupt mask set or clear register. For each interrupt source (read, write, and
error), a mask value of 1 allows the interrupt source to trigger an interrupt to the interrupt controller;
a mask value of 0 prevents the interrupt source from triggering an interrupt.

EPI Interrupt Mask (EPIIM)
Base 0x400D.0000
Offset 0x210
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

ERRIMRDIMWRIMDMARDIMDMAWRIMreserved

RWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x000ROreserved31:5

Write uDMA Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

DMAWRRIS in the EPIRIS register is masked and does not cause
an interrupt.

0

DMAWRRIS in the EPIRIS register is not masked and can trigger
an interrupt to the interrupt controller.

1

0RWDMAWRIM4

Read uDMA Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

DMARDRIS in the EPIRIS register is masked and does not cause
an interrupt.

0

DMARDRIS in the EPIRIS register is not masked and can trigger
an interrupt to the interrupt controller.

1

0RWDMARDIM3

Write FIFO Empty Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

WRRIS in the EPIRIS register is masked and does not cause
an interrupt.

0

WRRIS in the EPIRIS register is not masked and can trigger an
interrupt to the interrupt controller.

1

0RWWRIM2
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Read FIFO Full Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

RDRIS in the EPIRIS register is masked and does not cause
an interrupt.

0

RDRIS in the EPIRIS register is not masked and can trigger an
interrupt to the interrupt controller.

1

0RWRDIM1

Error Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

ERRIS in the EPIRIS register is masked and does not cause
an interrupt.

0

ERRIS in the EPIRIS register is not masked and can trigger an
interrupt to the interrupt controller.

1

0RWERRIM0
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Register 31: EPI Raw Interrupt Status (EPIRIS), offset 0x214
This register is the raw interrupt status register. On a read, it gives the current state of each interrupt
source. A write has no effect.

Note that raw status for read and write is set or cleared based on FIFO fullness as controlled by
EPIFIFOLVL.

Raw status for error is held until the error is cleared by writing to the EPIEISC register.

EPI Raw Interrupt Status (EPIRIS)
Base 0x400D.0000
Offset 0x214
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0004

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

ERRRISRDRISWRRISDMARDRISDMAWRRISreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0010000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x000ROreserved31:5

Write uDMA Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

The write uDMA has not completed.0

The write uDMA has completed.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the DMAWRIC bit in the EPIEISC
register.

0RODMAWRRIS4

Read uDMA Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

The read uDMA has not completed.0

The read uDMA has completed.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the DMARDIC bit in the EPIEISC
register.

0RODMARDRIS3
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Write Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

The number of available entries in the WFIFO is above the range
specified by the WRFIFO field in the EPIFIFOLVL register.

0

The number of available entries in the WFIFO is within the
trigger range specified by the WRFIFO field in the EPIFIFOLVL
register.

1

This bit is cleared when the level in the WFIFO is above the trigger point
programmed by the WRFIFO field.

1ROWRRIS2

Read Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

The number of valid entries in the NBRFIFO is below the trigger
range specified by the RDFIFO field in the EPIFIFOLVL register.

0

The number of valid entries in the NBRFIFO is in the trigger
range specified by the RDFIFO field in the EPIFIFOLVL register.

1

This bit is cleared when the level in the NBRFIFO is below the trigger
point programmed by the RDFIFO field.

0RORDRIS1

Error Raw Interrupt Status
The error interrupt occurs in the following situations:

■ WFIFO Full. For a full WFIFO to generate an error interrupt, the
WFERR bit in the EPIFIFOLVL register must be set.

■ Read Stalled. For a stalled read to generate an error interrupt, the
RSERR bit in the EPIFIFOLVL register must be set.

■ Timeout. If the MAXWAIT field in the EPIHBnCFG register is
configured to a value other than 0, a timeout error occurs when
XFIFO not-ready signals hold a transaction for more than the count
in the MAXWAIT field.

DescriptionValue

An error has not occurred.0

A WFIFO Full, a Read Stalled, or a Timeout error has occurred.1

To determine which error occurred, read the status of the EPI Error
Interrupt Status and Clear (EPIEISC) register. This bit is cleared by
writing a 1 to the bit in the EPIEISC register that caused the interrupt.

0ROERRRIS0
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Register 32: EPI Masked Interrupt Status (EPIMIS), offset 0x218
This register is the masked interrupt status register. On read, it gives the current state of each
interrupt source (read, write, and error) after being masked via the EPIIM register. A write has no
effect.

The values returned are the ANDing of the EPIIM and EPIRIS registers. If a bit is set in this register,
the interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller.

EPI Masked Interrupt Status (EPIMIS)
Base 0x400D.0000
Offset 0x218
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

ERRMISRDMISWRMISDMARDMISDMAWRMISreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x000ROreserved31:5

Write uDMA Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

The write uDMA has not completed or the interrupt is masked.0

The write uDMA has completed and the DMAWRIM bit in the
EPIIM register is set, triggering an interrupt to the interrupt
controller.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the DMAWRIC bit in the EPIEISC
register.

0RODMAWRMIS4

Read uDMA Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

The read uDMA has not completed or the interrupt is masked.0

The read uDMA has completed and the DMAWRIM bit in the
EPIIM register is set, triggering an interrupt to the interrupt
controller.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the DMARDIC bit in the EPIEISC
register.

0RODMARDMIS3
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Write Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

The number of available entries in the WFIFO is above the range
specified by the trigger level or the interrupt is masked.

0

The number of available entries in the WFIFO is within the range
specified by the trigger level (the WRFIFO field in the
EPIFIFOLVL register) and the WRIM bit in the EPIIM register is
set, triggering an interrupt to the interrupt controller.

1

0ROWRMIS2

Read Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

The number of valid entries in the NBRFIFO is below the range
specified by the trigger level or the interrupt is masked.

0

The number of valid entries in the NBRFIFO is within the range
specified by the trigger level (the RDFIFO field in the
EPIFIFOLVL register) and the RDIM bit in the EPIIM register is
set, triggering an interrupt to the interrupt controller.

1

0RORDMIS1

Error Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An error has not occurred or the interrupt is masked.0

A WFIFO Full, a Read Stalled, or a Timeout error has occurred
and the ERIM bit in the EPIIM register is set, triggering an
interrupt to the interrupt controller.

1

0ROERRMIS0
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Register 33: EPI Error and Interrupt Status and Clear (EPIEISC), offset 0x21C
This register is used to clear a pending error interrupt. Clearing any defined bit in the EPIEISC has
no effect; setting a bit clears the error source and the raw error returns to 0. When any of bits[2:0]
of this register are read as set, it indicates that the ERRRIS bit in the EPIRIS register is set and an
EPI controller error is sent to the interrupt controller if the ERIM bit in the EPIIM register is set. If
any of bits [2:0] are written as 1, the register bit being written to, as well as the ERRIS bit in the
EPIRIS register and the ERIM bit in the EPIIM register are cleared.If the DMAWRIC or DMARDIC bit
in this register is set, then the corresponding bit in the EPIRIS and EPIMIS register is cleared. Note
that writing to this register and reading back immediately (pipelined by the processor) returns the
old register contents. One cycle is needed between write and read.

EPI Error and Interrupt Status and Clear (EPIEISC)
Base 0x400D.0000
Offset 0x21C
Type RW1C, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TOUTRSTALLWTFULLDMARDICDMAWRICreserved

RW1CRW1CRW1CW1CW1CROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x000ROreserved31:5

Write uDMA Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the DMAWRRIS bit in the EPIRIS register
and the DMAWRMIS bit in the EPIMIS register.

0W1CDMAWRIC4

Read uDMA Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the DMARDRIS bit in the EPIRIS register
and the DMARDMIS bit in the EPIMIS register.

0W1CDMARDIC3

Write FIFO Full Error

DescriptionValue

The WFERR bit is not enabled or no writes are stalled.0

The WFERR bit is enabled and a write is stalled due to the WFIFO
being full.

1

Writing a 1 to this bit clears it, as well as the ERRRIS and ERIM bits.

0RW1CWTFULL2

Read Stalled Error

DescriptionValue

The RSERR bit is not enabled or no pending reads are stalled.0

The RSERR bit is enabled and a pending read is stalled due to
writes in the WFIFO.

1

Writing a 1 to this bit clears it, as well as the ERRRIS and ERIM bits.

0RW1CRSTALL1
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Timeout Error
This bit is the timeout error source. The timeout error occurs when the
XFIFO not-ready signals hold a transaction for more than the count in
the MAXWAIT field (when not 0).

DescriptionValue

No timeout error has occurred.0

A timeout error has occurred.1

Writing a 1 to this bit clears it, as well as the ERRRIS and ERIM bits.

0RW1CTOUT0
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Register 34: EPI Host-Bus 8 Configuration 3 (EPIHB8CFG3), offset 0x308

Important: The MODE field in theEPICFG register configures whether EPI Host Bus mode is enabled.

For EPIHB8CFG3 to be valid, the MODE field must be 0x2.

EPI Host-Bus 8 Configuration 3 (EPIHB8CFG3)
Base 0x400D.0000
Offset 0x308
Type RW, reset 0x0008.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reservedALEHIGHRDHIGHWRHIGHreserved

RORORORWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROType
0001000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

MODEreservedRDWSWRWSreserved

RWRWRORORWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x000ROreserved31:22

CS2n WRITE Strobe Polarity
This field is used if the CSBAUD bit is enabled in EPIHB8CFG2.

DescriptionValue

The WRITE strobe for CS2n accesses is WRn (active Low).0

The WRITE strobe for CS2n accesses is WR (active High).1

0RWWRHIGH21

CS2n READ Strobe Polarity
This field is used if the CSBAUD bit is enabled in EPIHB8CFG2.

DescriptionValue

The READ strobe for CS2n accesses is RDn (active Low).0

The READ strobe for CS2n accesses is RD (active High).1

0RWRDHIGH20

CS2n ALE Strobe Polarity
This field is used if the CSBAUD bit is enabled in EPIHB8CFG2.

DescriptionValue

The address latch strobe for CS2n accesses is ADVn (active
Low).

0

The address latch strobe for CS2n accesses is ALE (active
High).

1

1RWALEHIGH19

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved18:8
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

CS2n Write Wait States
This field adds wait states to the data phase of CS2n accesses (the
address phase is not affected).
The effect is to delay the rising edge of WRn (or the falling edge of WR).
Each wait state adds 2 EPI clock cycles to the access time. The WRWSM
bit in the EPIHB8TIME3 register can decrease the number of wait states
by 1 EPI clock cycle for greater granularity. This field is used if the
CSBAUD bit is enabled in the EPIHB8CFG2 register. This field is not
applicable in BURST mode.

DescriptionValue

Active WRn is 2 EPI clocks0x0

Active WRn is 4 EPI clocks0x1

Active WRn is 6 EPI clocks0x2

Active WRn is 8 EPI clocks0x3

This field is used in conjunction with the EPIBAUD2 register.

0x0RWWRWS7:6

CS2n Read Wait States
This field adds wait states to the data phase of CS2n accesses (the
address phase is not affected).
The effect is to delay the rising edge of RDn/Oen (or the falling edge of
RD). Each wait state adds 2 EPI clock cycles to the access time. The
RDWSM bit in the EPIHB8TIME3 register can decrease the number of
wait states by 1 EPI clock cycle for greater granularity. This field is used
if the CSBAUD bit is enabled in the EPIHB8CFG2 register.
This field is not applicable in BURST mode.

DescriptionValue

Active RDn is 2 EPI clocks0x0

Active RDn is 4 EPI clocks0x1

Active RDn is 6 EPI clocks0x2

Active RDn is 8 EPI clocks0x3

This field is used in conjunction with the EPIBAUD2 register.

0x0RWRDWS5:4

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved3:2
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

CS2n Host Bus Sub-Mode
This field determines which Host Bus 8 sub-mode to use for CS2n in
multiple chip-select mode.
Sub-mode use is determined by the connected external peripheral. See
Table 11-8 on page 829 for information on how this bit field affects the
operation of the EPI signals.

Note: The CSBAUD bit must be set to enable this CS2n MODE field.
If CSBAUD is clear, all chip-selects use the MODE configuration
defined in the EPIHB8CFG register.

DescriptionValue

ADMUX – AD[7:0]
Data and Address are muxed.

0x0

ADNONMUX – D[7:0]
Data and address are separate.

0x1

reserved0x2-0x3

0x0RWMODE1:0
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Register 35: EPI Host-Bus 16 Configuration 3 (EPIHB16CFG3), offset 0x308

Important: The MODE field in the EPICFG register determines which configuration is enabled.

For EPIHB16CFG3 to be valid, the MODE field must be 0x3.

EPI Host-Bus 16 Configuration 3 (EPIHB16CFG3)
Base 0x400D.0000
Offset 0x308
Type RW, reset 0x0008.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

BURSTRDCREWRCREALEHIGHRDHIGHWRHIGHreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROType
0001000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

MODEreservedRDWSWRWSreserved

RWRWRORORWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x000ROreserved31:22

CS2n WRITE Strobe Polarity
This field is used if the CSBAUD bit is enabled in EPIHB16CFG2.

DescriptionValue

The WRITE strobe for CS2n accesses is WRn (active Low).0

The WRITE strobe for CS2n accesses is WR (active High).1

0RWWRHIGH21

CS2n READ Strobe Polarity
This field is used if the CSBAUD bit is enabled in EPIHB16CFG2.

DescriptionValue

The READ strobe for CS2n accesses is RDn (active Low).0

The READ strobe for CS2n accesses is RD (active High).1

0RWRDHIGH20

CS2n ALE Strobe Polarity
This field is used if the CSBAUD bit is enabled in EPIHB16CFG2.

DescriptionValue

The address latch strobe for CS2n accesses is ADVn (active
Low).

0

The address latch strobe for CS2n accesses is ALE (active
High).

1

1RWALEHIGH19
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

CS2n PSRAM Configuration Register Write
Used for PSRAM configuration registers.
With WRCRE set, the next transaction by the EPI is a write of the CR bit
field in the EPIHBPSRAM register to the configuration register (CR) of
the PSRAM. The WRCRE bit self clears once the write-enabled CRE
access is complete.

DescriptionValue

No Action.0

Start CRE write transaction for CS2n.1

0RWWRCRE18

CS2n PSRAM Configuration Register Read
Used for PSRAM configuration registers.
With the RDCRE set, the next access is a read of the PSRAM's
Configuration Register (CR). This bit self clears once the CRE access
is complete. The address for the CRE access is located at
EPIHBPSRAM[19:18]. The read data is returned on
EPIHBPSRAM[15:0].

DescriptionValue

No Action.0

Start CRE read transaction for CS2n.1

0RWRDCRE17

CS2n Burst Mode
Burst mode must be used with an ALE, which is configured by
programming the CSCFG and CSCFGEXT fields in the EPIHB16CFG2
register. Burst mode must be used in ADMUX, which is set by the MODE
field in EPIHB16CFG3.

Note: Burst mode is optimized for word-length accesses.

DescriptionValue

Burst mode is disabled.0

Burst mode is enabled for CS2n.1

0RWBURST16

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved15:8
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

CS2n Write Wait States
This field adds wait states to the data phase of CS2n accesses (the
address phase is not affected).
The effect is to delay the rising edge of WRn (or the falling edge of WR).
Each wait state adds 2 EPI clock cycles to the access time. The WRWSM
bit in the EPIHB16TIME3 register can decrease the number of wait
states by 1 EPI clock cycle for greater granularity. This field is used if
the EPIHB16CFG2 register. This field is not applicable in BURST mode.

DescriptionValue

Active WRn is 2 EPI clocks0x0

Active WRn is 4 EPI clocks0x1

Active WRn is 6 EPI clocks0x2

Active WRn is 8 EPI clocks0x3

This field is used in conjunction with the EPIBAUD2 register.

0x0RWWRWS7:6

CS2n Read Wait States
This field adds wait states to the data phase of CS2n accesses (the
address phase is not affected).
The effect is to delay the rising edge of RDn/Oen (or the falling edge of
RD). Each wait state adds 2 EPI clock cycles to the access time. The
RDWSM bit in the EPIHB16TIME3 register can decrease the number of
wait states by 1 EPI clock cycle for greater granularity. This field is used
if the CSBAUD bit is enabled in the EPIHB16CFG2 register.
This field is not applicable in BURST mode.

DescriptionValue

Active RDn is 2 EPI clocks0x0

Active RDn is 4 EPI clocks0x1

Active RDn is 6 EPI clocks0x2

Active RDn is 8 EPI clocks0x3

This field is used in conjunction with the EPIBAUD2 register.

0x0RWRDWS5:4

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved3:2
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

CS2n Host Bus Sub-Mode
This field determines which Host Bus 16 sub-mode to use for CS2n in
multiple chip select mode.
Sub-mode use is determined by the connected external peripheral. See
Table 11-9 on page 831 for information on how this bit field affects the
operation of the EPI signals.

Note: The CSBAUD bit must be set to enable this CS2n MODE field.
If CSBAUD is clear, all chip-selects use the MODE configuration
defined in the EPIHB16CFG register.

DescriptionValue

ADMUX – AD[15:0]
Data and Address are muxed.

0x0

ADNONMUX – D[15:0]
Data and address are separate. This mode is not practical in
HB16 mode for normal peripherals because there are
generally not enough address bits available.

0x1

reserved0x2-0x3

0x0RWMODE1:0
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Register 36: EPI Host-Bus 8 Configuration 4 (EPIHB8CFG4), offset 0x30C

Important: The MODE field in the EPICFG register determines which configuration is enabled.

For EPIHB8CFG4 to be valid, the MODE field must be 0x2.

EPI Host-Bus 8 Configuration 4 (EPIHB8CFG4)
Base 0x400D.0000
Offset 0x30C
Type RW, reset 0x0008.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reservedALEHIGHRDHIGHWRHIGHreserved

RORORORWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROType
0001000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

MODEreservedRDWSWRWSreserved

RWRWRORORWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved31:22

CS3n WRITE Strobe Polarity
This field is used if the CSBAUD bit is enabled in EPIHB8CFG2.

DescriptionValue

The WRITE strobe for CS3n accesses is WRn (active Low).0

The WRITE strobe for CS3n accesses is WR (active High).1

0RWWRHIGH21

CS2n READ Strobe Polarity
This field is used if the CSBAUD bit is enabled in EPIHB8CFG2.

DescriptionValue

The READ strobe for CS3n accesses is RDn (active Low).0

The READ strobe for CS3n accesses is RD (active High).1

0RWRDHIGH20

CS3n ALE Strobe Polarity
This field is used if the CSBAUD bit is enabled in EPIHB8CFG2

DescriptionValue

The address latch strobe for CS3n accesses is ADVn (active
Low).

0

The address latch strobe for CS3n accesses is ALE (active
High).

1

1RWALEHIGH19

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved18:8
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

CS3n Write Wait States
This field adds wait states to the data phase of CS3n accesses (the
address phase is not affected). The effect is to delay the rising edge of
WRn (or the falling edge of WR). Each wait state adds 2 EPI clock cycles
to the access time. The WRWSM bit in the EPIHB8TIME4 register can
decrease the number of wait states by 1 EPI clock cycle for greater
granularity. This field is used if the CSBAUD bit is enabled in the
EPIHB8CFG2 register. This field is not applicable in BURST mode.

DescriptionValue

Active WRn is 2 EPI clocks0x0

Active WRn is 4 EPI clocks0x1

Active WRn is 6 EPI clocks0x2

Active WRn is 8 EPI clocks0x3

This field is used in conjunction with the EPIBAUD2 register.

0x0RWWRWS7:6

CS3n Read Wait States
This field adds wait states to the data phase of CS3n accesses (the
address phase is not affected).
The effect is to delay the rising edge of RDn/Oen (or the falling edge of
RD). Each wait state adds 2 EPI clock cycles to the access time. The
RDWSM bit in the EPIHB8TIME4 register can decrease the number of
wait states by 1 EPI clock cycle for greater granularity. This field is used
when the CSBAUD bit is set in the EPIHB8CFG2 register.
This field is not applicable in BURST mode.

DescriptionValue

Active RDn is 2 EPI clocks0x0

Active RDn is 4 EPI clocks0x1

Active RDn is 6 EPI clocks0x2

Active RDn is 8 EPI clocks0x3

This field is used in conjunction with the EPIBAUD2 register.

0x0RWRDWS5:4

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved3:2
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

CS3n Host Bus Sub-Mode
This field determines which Host Bus 8 sub-mode to use for CS3n in
multiple chip select mode. Sub-mode use is determined by the connected
external peripheral. See Table 11-8 on page 829 for information on how
this bit field affects the operation of the EPI signals.

Note: The CSBAUD bit must be set to enable this CS3n MODE field.
If CSBAUD is clear, all chip-selects use the MODE configuration
defined in the EPIHB8CFG register.

DescriptionValue

ADMUX – AD[7:0]
Data and Address are muxed.

0x0

ADNONMUX – D[7:0]
Data and address are separate.

0x1

reserved0x2-0x3

0x0RWMODE1:0
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Register 37: EPI Host-Bus 16 Configuration 4 (EPIHB16CFG4), offset 0x30C

Important: The MODE field in the EPICFG register determines which configuration is enabled.

For EPIHB16CFG4 to be valid, the MODE field must be 0x3.

EPI Host-Bus 16 Configuration 4 (EPIHB16CFG4)
Base 0x400D.0000
Offset 0x30C
Type RW, reset 0x0008.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

BURSTRDCREWRCREALEHIGHRDHIGHWRHIGHreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROType
0001000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

MODEreservedRDWSWRWSreserved

RWRWRORORWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved31:22

CS3n WRITE Strobe Polarity
This field is used if the CSBAUD bit is enabled in EPIHB16CFG2.

DescriptionValue

The WRITE strobe for CS3n accesses is WRn (active Low).0

The WRITE strobe for CS3n accesses is WR (active High).1

0RWWRHIGH21

CS3n READ Strobe Polarity
This field is used if the CSBAUD bit is enabled in EPIHB16CFG2.

DescriptionValue

The READ strobe for CS3n accesses is RDn (active Low).0

The READ strobe for CS3n accesses is RD (active High).1

0RWRDHIGH20

CS3n ALE Strobe Polarity
This field is used if the CSBAUD bit is enabled in EPIHB16CFG2.

DescriptionValue

The address latch strobe for CS3n accesses is ADVn (active
Low).

0

The address latch strobe for CS3n accesses is ALE (active
High).

1

1RWALEHIGH19
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

CS3n PSRAM Configuration Register Write
Used for PSRAM configuration registers.
With WRCRE set, the next transaction by the EPI will be a write of the CR
bit field in the EPIHBPSRAM register to the configuration register (CR)
of the PSRAM. The WRCRE bit will self clear once the write-enabled CRE
access is complete.

DescriptionValue

No Action.0

Start CRE write transaction for CS3n.1

0RWWRCRE18

CS3n PSRAM Configuration Register Read
Used for PSRAM configuration registers.
With the RDCRE set, the next access is a read of the PSRAM's
Configuration Register (CR). This bit self clears once the CRE access
is complete. The address for the CRE access is located at
EPIHBPSRAM[19:18]. The read data is returned on
EPIHBPSRAM[15:0].

DescriptionValue

No Action.0

Start CRE read transaction for CS3n.1

0RWRDCRE17

CS3n Burst Mode
Burst mode must be used with an ALE, which is configured by
programming the CSCFG and CSCFGEXT fields in the EPIHB16CFG2
register. Burst mode must be used in ADMUX, which is set by the MODE
field in EPIHB16CFG4.

Note: Burst mode is optimized for word-length accesses.

DescriptionValue

Burst mode is disabled.0

Burst mode is enabled for CS3n.1

0RWBURST16

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved15:8
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

CS3n Write Wait States
This field adds wait states to the data phase of CS2n accesses (the
address phase is not affected).
The effect is to delay the rising edge of WRn (or the falling edge of WR).
Each wait state adds 2 EPI clock cycles to the access time. The WRWSM
bit in the EPIHB16TIME4 register can decrease the number of wait
states by 1 EPI clock cycle for greater granularity. This field is used if
the CSBAUD bit is set in the EPIHB16CFG2 register. This field is not
applicable in BURST mode.

DescriptionValue

Active WRn is 2 EPI clocks0x0

Active WRn is 4 EPI clocks0x1

Active WRn is 6 EPI clocks0x2

Active WRn is 8 EPI clocks0x3

This field is used in conjunction with the EPIBAUD2 register.

0x0RWWRWS7:6

CS3n Read Wait States
This field adds wait states to the data phase of CS3n accesses (the
address phase is not affected).
The effect is to delay the rising edge of RDn/Oen (or the falling edge of
RD). Each wait state adds 2 EPI clock cycles to the access time. The
RDWSM bit in the EPIHB16TIME4 register can decrease the number of
wait states by 1 EPI clock cycle for greater granularity. This field is used
when the CSBAUD bit is set in the EPIHB16CFG2 register.
This field is not applicable in BURST mode.

DescriptionValue

Active RDn is 2 EPI clocks0x0

Active RDn is 4 EPI clocks0x1

Active RDn is 6 EPI clocks0x2

Active RDn is 8 EPI clocks0x3

This field is used in conjunction with the EPIBAUD2 register.

0x0RWRDWS5:4

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved3:2
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

CS3n Host Bus Sub-Mode
This field determines which Host Bus 16 sub-mode to use for CS3n in
multiple chip select mode.
Sub-mode use is determined by the connected external peripheral. See
Table 11-9 on page 831 for information on how this bit field affects the
operation of the EPI signals.

Note: The CSBAUD bit must be set to enable this CS3n MODE field.
If CSBAUD is clear, all chip-selects use the MODE configuration
defined in the EPIHB16CFG register.

DescriptionValue

ADMUX – AD[15:0]
Data and Address are muxed.

0x0

ADNONMUX – D[15:0]
Data and address are separate. This mode is not practical in
HB16 mode for normal peripherals because there are
generally not enough address bits available.

0x1

reserved0x2-0x3

0x0RWMODE1:0
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Register 38: EPI Host-Bus 8 Timing Extension (EPIHB8TIME), offset 0x310

Important: The MODE field in the EPICFG register determines which configuration is enabled.

For EPIHB8TIME to be valid, the MODE field must be 0x2.

EPI Host-Bus 8 Timing Extension (EPIHB8TIME)
Base 0x400D.0000
Offset 0x310
Type RW, reset 0x0002.2000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reservedIRDYDLYreserved

RORORORORORORORORWRWROROROROROROType
0100000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RDWSMreservedWRWSMreservedCAPWIDTHreserved

RWRORORORWRORORORORORORORWRWROROType
0000000000000100Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved31:26

CS0n Input Ready Delay

DescriptionValue

reserved0

Stall begins one EPI clocks past iRDY low being sampled on
the rising edge of EPIO clock.

1

Stall begins two EPI clocks past iRDY low being sampled on
the rising edge of EPIO clock.

2

Stall begins three EPI clocks past iRDY low being sampled on
the rising edge of EPIO clock.

3

0x0RWIRDYDLY25:24

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x008ROreserved23:14

CS0n Inter-transfer Capture Width
Controls the delay between Host-Bus transfers.

DescriptionValue

Reserved0x0

1 EPI clock.0x1

2 EPI clock.0x2

Reserved0x3

0x2RWCAPWIDTH13:12

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved11:5
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Write Wait State Minus One
This bit is used with the WRWS field in EPIHB8CFG. This field is not
applicable in BURST mode.

DescriptionValue

No change in the number of wait state clock cycles programmed
in the in WRWS field in EPIHB8CFG register.

0

Wait state value is now:
WRWS - 1
WRWS field is programmed in EPIHB8CFG.

1

0RWWRWSM4

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved3:1

Read Wait State Minus One
Use with RDWS field in the EPIHB8CFG register. This field is not
applicable in BURST mode.

DescriptionValue

No change in the number of wait state clock cycles programmed
in the RDWS field of EPIHB8CFG.

0

Wait state value is now:
RDWS - 1
RDWS field is programmed in EPIHB8CFG.

1

0RWRDWSM0
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Register 39: EPI Host-Bus 16 Timing Extension (EPIHB16TIME), offset 0x310

Important: The MODE field in the EPICFG register determines which configuration is enabled.

For EPIHB16TIME to be valid, the MODE field must be 0x3.

EPI Host-Bus 16 Timing Extension (EPIHB16TIME)
Base 0x400D.0000
Offset 0x310
Type RW, reset 0x0002.2000

16171819202122232425262728293031

PSRAMSZreservedIRDYDLYreserved

RWRWRWRORORORORORWRWROROROROROROType
0100000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RDWSMreservedWRWSMreservedCAPWIDTHreserved

RWRORORORWRORORORORORORORWRWROROType
0000000000000100Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved31:26

CS0n Input Ready Delay

DescriptionValue

reserved0

Stall begins one EPI clocks past iRDY low being sampled on
the rising edge of EPIO clock.

1

Stall begins two EPI clocks past iRDY low being sampled on
the rising edge of EPIO clock.

2

Stall begins three EPI clocks past iRDY low being sampled on
the rising edge of EPIO clock.

3

0x0RWIRDYDLY25:24

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x000ROreserved23:19

PSRAM Row Size
Defines the row size for the PSRAM controlled by CS0n

DescriptionValue

No row size limitation0x0

128 B0x1

256 B0x2

512 B0x3

1024 B0x4

2048 B0x5

4096 B0x6

8192 B0x7

0x2RWPSRAMSZ18:16
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved15:14

CS0n Inter-transfer Capture Width
Controls the delay between Host-Bus transfers.

DescriptionValue

Reserved0x0

1 EPI clock.0x1

2 EPI clock.0x2

Reserved0x3

0x2RWCAPWIDTH13:12

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved11:5

Write Wait State Minus One
This bit is used with the WRWS field in EPIHB16CFG. This field is not
applicable in BURST mode.

DescriptionValue

No change in the number of wait state clock cycles programmed
in the in WRWS field in EPIHB16CFG register.

0

Wait state value is now:
WRWS - 1
WRWS field is programmed in EPIHB16CFG.

1

0RWWRWSM4

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved3:1

Read Wait State Minus One
Use with RDWS field in the EPIHB16CFG register. This field is not
applicable in BURST mode.

DescriptionValue

No change in the number of wait state clock cycles programmed
in the RDWS field of EPIHB16CFG.

0

Wait state value is now:
RDWS - 1
RDWS field is programmed in EPIHB16CFG.

1

0RWRDWSM0
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Register 40: EPI Host-Bus 8 Timing Extension (EPIHB8TIME2), offset 0x314

Important: The MODE field in the EPICFG register determines which configuration is enabled.

For EPIHB8TIME2 to be valid, the MODE field must be 0x2.

EPI Host-Bus 8 Timing Extension (EPIHB8TIME2)
Base 0x400D.0000
Offset 0x314
Type RW, reset 0x0002.2000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reservedIRDYDLYreserved

RORORORORORORORORWRWROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RDWSMreservedWRWSMreservedCAPWIDTHreserved

RWRORORORWRORORORORORORORWRWROROType
0000000000000101Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved31:26

CS1n Input Ready Delay

DescriptionValue

reserved0

Stall begins one EPI clocks past iRDY low being sampled on
the rising edge of EPIO clock.

1

Stall begins two EPI clocks past iRDY low being sampled on
the rising edge of EPIO clock.

2

Stall begins three EPI clocks past iRDY low being sampled on
the rising edge of EPIO clock.

3

0x0RWIRDYDLY25:24

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x002ROreserved23:14

CS1n Inter-transfer Capture Width
Controls the delay between Host-Bus transfers.

DescriptionValue

Reserved0x0

1 EPI clock.0x1

2 EPI clock.0x2

Reserved0x3

0x2RWCAPWIDTH13:12

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved11:5
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

CS1n Write Wait State Minus One
This bit is used with the WRWS field in EPIHB8CFG2. This field is not
applicable in BURST mode.

DescriptionValue

No change in the number of wait state clock cycles programmed
in the in WRWS field in EPIHB8CFG2 register.

0

Wait state value is now:
WRWS - 1
WRWS field is programmed in EPIHB8CFG2.

1

0RWWRWSM4

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved3:1

CS1n Read Wait State Minus One
This field is used with RDWS field in EPIHB8CFG2. This bit is not
applicable in BURST mode.

DescriptionValue

No change in the number of wait state clock cycles programmed
in the RDWS field of EPIHB8CFG2.

0

Wait state value is now:
RDWS - 1
RDWS field is programmed in EPIHB8CFG2.

1

0RWRDWSM0
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Register 41: EPI Host-Bus 16 Timing Extension (EPIHB16TIME2), offset 0x314

Important: The MODE field in the EPICFG register determines which configuration is enabled.

For EPIHB16TIME2 to be valid, the MODE field must be 0x3.

EPI Host-Bus 16 Timing Extension (EPIHB16TIME2)
Base 0x400D.0000
Offset 0x314
Type RW, reset 0x0002.2000

16171819202122232425262728293031

PSRAMSZreservedIRDYDLYreserved

RWRWRWRORORORORORWRWROROROROROROType
0100000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RDWSMreservedWRWSMreservedCAPWIDTHreserved

RWRORORORWRORORORORORORORWRWROROType
0000000000000100Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved31:26

CS1n Input Ready Delay

DescriptionValue

reserved0

Stall begins one EPI clocks past iRDY low being sampled on
the rising edge of EPIO clock.

1

Stall begins two EPI clocks past iRDY low being sampled on
the rising edge of EPIO clock.

2

Stall begins three EPI clocks past iRDY low being sampled on
the rising edge of EPIO clock.

3

0x0RWIRDYDLY25:24

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x000ROreserved23:19

PSRAM Row Size
Defines the row size for the PSRAM controlled by CS1n

DescriptionValue

No row size limitation0x0

128 B0x1

256 B0x2

512 B0x3

1024 B0x4

2048 B0x5

4096 B0x6

8192 B0x7

0x2RWPSRAMSZ18:16
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved15:14

CS1n Inter-transfer Capture Width
Controls the delay between Host-Bus transfers.

DescriptionValue

Reserved0x0

1 EPI clock.0x1

2 EPI clock.0x2

Reserved0x3

0x2RWCAPWIDTH13:12

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved11:5

CS1n Write Wait State Minus One
This bit is used with the WRWS field in EPIHB16CFG2. This field is not
applicable in BURST mode..

DescriptionValue

No change in the number of wait state clock cycles programmed
in the in WRWS field in EPIHB16CFG2 register.

0

Wait state value is now:
WRWS - 1
WRWS field is programmed in EPIHB16CFG2.

1

0RWWRWSM4

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved3:1

CS1n Read Wait State Minus One
This field is used with RDWS field in EPIHB16CFG2. This bit is not
applicable in BURST mode.

DescriptionValue

No change in the number of wait state clock cycles programmed
in the RDWS field of EPIHB16CFG2.

0

Wait state value is now:
RDWS - 1
RDWS field is programmed in EPIHB16CFG2.

1

0RWRDWSM0
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Register 42: EPI Host-Bus 8 Timing Extension (EPIHB8TIME3), offset 0x318

Important: The MODE field in the EPICFG register determines which configuration is enabled.

For EPIHB8TIME3 to be valid, the MODE field must be 0x2.

EPI Host-Bus 8 Timing Extension (EPIHB8TIME3)
Base 0x400D.0000
Offset 0x318
Type RW, reset 0x0002.2000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reservedIRDYDLYreserved

RORORORORORORORORWRWROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RDWSMreservedWRWSMreservedCAPWIDTHreserved

RWRORORORWRORORORORORORORWRWROROType
0000000000000101Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved31:26

CS2n Input Ready Delay

DescriptionValue

reserved0

Stall begins one EPI clocks past iRDY low being sampled on
the rising edge of EPIO clock.

1

Stall begins two EPI clocks past iRDY low being sampled on
the rising edge of EPIO clock.

2

Stall begins three EPI clocks past iRDY low being sampled on
the rising edge of EPIO clock.

3

0x0RWIRDYDLY25:24

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x002ROreserved23:14

CS2n Inter-transfer Capture Width
Controls the delay between Host-Bus transfers.

DescriptionValue

Reserved0x0

1 EPI clock.0x1

2 EPI clock.0x2

Reserved0x3

0x2RWCAPWIDTH13:12

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved11:5
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

CS2n Write Wait State Minus One
This bit is used with the WRWS field in EPIHB8CFG3. This field is not
applicable in BURST mode.

DescriptionValue

No change in the number of wait state clock cycles programmed
in the in WRWS field in EPIHB8CFG3 register.

0

Wait state value is now:
WRWS - 1
WRWS field is programmed in EPIHB8CFG3.

1

0RWWRWSM4

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved3:1

CS2n Read Wait State Minus One
This field is used with RDWS field in EPIHB8CFG3. This bit is not
applicable in BURST mode.

DescriptionValue

No change in the number of wait state clock cycles programmed
in the RDWS field of EPIHB8CFG3.

0

Wait state value is now:
RDWS - 1
RDWS field is programmed in EPIHB8CFG3.

1

0RWRDWSM0
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Register 43: EPI Host-Bus 16 Timing Extension (EPIHB16TIME3), offset 0x318

Important: The MODE field in the EPICFG register determines which configuration is enabled.

For EPIHB16TIME3 to be valid, the MODE field must be 0x3.

EPI Host-Bus 16 Timing Extension (EPIHB16TIME3)
Base 0x400D.0000
Offset 0x318
Type RW, reset 0x0002.2000

16171819202122232425262728293031

PSRAMSZreservedIRDYDLYreserved

RWRWRWRORORORORORWRWROROROROROROType
0100000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RDWSMreservedWRWSMreservedCAPWIDTHreserved

RWRORORORWRORORORORORORORWRWROROType
0000000000000100Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved31:26

CS2n Input Ready Delay

DescriptionValue

reserved0

Stall begins one EPI clocks past iRDY low being sampled on
the rising edge of EPIO clock.

1

Stall begins two EPI clocks past iRDY low being sampled on
the rising edge of EPIO clock.

2

Stall begins three EPI clocks past iRDY low being sampled on
the rising edge of EPIO clock.

3

0x0RWIRDYDLY25:24

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x000ROreserved23:19

PSRAM Row Size
Defines the row size for the PSRAM controlled by CS2n

DescriptionValue

No row size limitation0x0

128 B0x1

256 B0x2

512 B0x3

1024 B0x4

2048 B0x5

4096 B0x6

8192 B0x7

0x2RWPSRAMSZ18:16
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved15:14

CS2n Inter-transfer Capture Width
Controls the delay between Host-Bus transfers.

DescriptionValue

Reserved0x0

1 EPI clock.0x1

2 EPI clock.0x2

Reserved0x3

0x2RWCAPWIDTH13:12

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved11:5

CS2n Write Wait State Minus One
This bit is used with the WRWS field in EPIHB16CFG3. This field is not
applicable in BURST mode.

DescriptionValue

No change in the number of wait state clock cycles programmed
in the in WRWS field in EPIHB16CFG3 register.

0

Wait state value is now:
WRWS - 1
WRWS field is programmed in EPIHB16CFG3.

1

0RWWRWSM4

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved3:1

CS2n Read Wait State Minus One
This field is used with RDWS field in EPIHB16CFG3. This bit is not
applicable in BURST mode.

DescriptionValue

No change in the number of wait state clock cycles programmed
in the RDWS field of EPIHB16CFG3.

0

Wait state value is now:
RDWS - 1
RDWS field is programmed in EPIHB16CFG3.

1

0RWRDWSM0
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Register 44: EPI Host-Bus 8 Timing Extension (EPIHB8TIME4), offset 0x31C

Important: The MODE field in the EPICFG register determines which configuration is enabled.

For EPIHB8TIME4 to be valid, the MODE field must be 0x2.

EPI Host-Bus 8 Timing Extension (EPIHB8TIME4)
Base 0x400D.0000
Offset 0x31C
Type RW, reset 0x0002.2000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reservedIRDYDLYreserved

RORORORORORORORORWRWROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RDWSMreservedWRWSMreservedCAPWIDTHreserved

RWRORORORWRORORORORORORORWRWROROType
0000000000000101Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved31:26

CS3n Input Ready Delay

DescriptionValue

reserved0

Stall begins one EPI clocks past iRDY low being sampled on
the rising edge of EPIO clock.

1

Stall begins two EPI clocks past iRDY low being sampled on
the rising edge of EPIO clock.

2

Stall begins three EPI clocks past iRDY low being sampled on
the rising edge of EPIO clock.

3

0x0RWIRDYDLY25:24

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.
Bits [18:16] have the same RTL implementation as the HB16TIMEn
register, even though this is not used in HB8 mode. Thus, the reset
value of 0x2 is carried over from the PSRAMSZ bits of HB16TIMEn.

0x002ROreserved23:14

CS3n Inter-transfer Capture Width
Controls the delay between Host-Bus transfers.

DescriptionValue

Reserved0x0

1 EPI clock.0x1

2 EPI clock.0x2

Reserved0x3

0x2RWCAPWIDTH13:12
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved11:5

CS3n Write Wait State Minus One
This bit is used with the WRWS field in EPIHB8CFG4. This field is not
applicable in BURST mode.

DescriptionValue

No change in the number of wait state clock cycles programmed
in the in WRWS field in EPIHB8CFG4 register.

0

Wait state value is now:
WRWS - 1
WRWS field is programmed in EPIHB8CFG4.

1

0RWWRWSM4

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved3:1

CS3n Read Wait State Minus One
This field is used with RDWS field in EPIHB8CFG4. This bit is not
applicable in BURST mode.

DescriptionValue

No change in the number of wait state clock cycles programmed
in the RDWS field of EPIHB8CFG4.

0

Wait state value is now:
RDWS - 1
RDWS field is programmed in EPIHB8CFG4.

1

0RWRDWSM0
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Register 45: EPI Host-Bus 16 Timing Extension (EPIHB16TIME4), offset 0x31C

Important: The MODE field in the EPICFG register determines which configuration is enabled.

For EPIHB16TIME4 to be valid, the MODE field must be 0x3.

EPI Host-Bus 16 Timing Extension (EPIHB16TIME4)
Base 0x400D.0000
Offset 0x31C
Type RW, reset 0x0002.2000

16171819202122232425262728293031

PSRAMSZreservedIRDYDLYreserved

RWRWRWRORORORORORWRWROROROROROROType
0100000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RDWSMreservedWRWSMreservedCAPWIDTHreserved

RWRORORORWRORORORORORORORWRWROROType
0000000000000100Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved31:26

CS3n Input Ready Delay

DescriptionValue

reserved0

Stall begins one EPI clocks past iRDY low being sampled on
the rising edge of EPIO clock.

1

Stall begins two EPI clocks past iRDY low being sampled on
the rising edge of EPIO clock.

2

Stall begins three EPI clocks past iRDY low being sampled on
the rising edge of EPIO clock.

3

0x0RWIRDYDLY25:24

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x000ROreserved23:19

PSRAM Row Size
Defines the row size for the PSRAM controlled by CS3n

DescriptionValue

No row size limitation0x0

128 B0x1

256 B0x2

512 B0x3

1024 B0x4

2048 B0x5

4096 B0x6

8192 B0x7

0x2RWPSRAMSZ18:16
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved15:14

CS3n Inter-transfer Capture Width
Controls the delay between Host-Bus transfers.

DescriptionValue

Reserved0x0

1 EPI clock.0x1

2 EPI clock.0x2

Reserved0x3

0x2RWCAPWIDTH13:12

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved11:5

CS3n Write Wait State Minus One
This bit is used with the WRWS field in EPIHB16CFG4. This field is not
applicable in BURST mode.

DescriptionValue

No change in the number of wait state clock cycles programmed
in the in WRWS field in EPIHB16CFG4 register.

0

Wait state value is now:
WRWS - 1
WRWS field is programmed in EPIHB16CFG4.

1

0RWWRWSM4

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved3:1

CS3n Read Wait State Minus One
This field is used with RDWS field in EPIHB16CFG4. This bit is not
applicable in BURST mode.

DescriptionValue

No change in the number of wait state clock cycles programmed
in the RDWS field of EPIHB16CFG4.

0

Wait state value is now:
RDWS - 1
RDWS field is programmed in EPIHB16CFG4.

1

0RWRDWSM0
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Register 46: EPI Host-Bus PSRAM (EPIHBPSRAM), offset 0x360
This register holds the PSRAM configuration register value. When the WRCRE bit in theEPIHB16CFGn
register is set, all 21 bits of the EPIHBPSRAM register's CR value are written to the PSRAM's
configuration register. When the RDCRE bit is set in the EPIHB16CFGn register, a read of the
PSRAM's configuration register takes place and the value is written to bits[15:0] of theEPIHBPSRAM.
Bits[20:16] will not contain any valid data.

EPI Host-Bus PSRAM (EPIHBPSRAM)
Base 0x400D.0000
Offset 0x360
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

CRreserved

RWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CR

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x000ROreserved31:21

PSRAM Config Register
During a configuration write, all 21 bits of the CR bit field are written to
the PSRAM. During configuration reads, CR bits[15:0] of this register
contain the configuration read of the PSRAM. CR[20:16] will not
contain valid data.

0x000000RWCR20:0
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12 Cyclical Redundancy Check (CRC)
The Cyclical Redundancy Check (CRC) computation module can be used for message transfer and
safety system checks The following features are supported:

■ Support four major CRC forms:

– CRC16-CCITT as used by CCITT/ITU X.25

– CRC16-IBM as used by USB and ANSI

– CRC32-IEEE as used by IEEE802.3 and MPEG2

– CRC32C as used by G.Hn

■ Allows word and byte feed

■ Supports auto-initialization and manual initialization

■ Supports MSb and LSb

■ Supports CCITT post-processing

■ Can be fed by µDMA, Flash memory and code

12.1 Functional Description
The following sections describe the features of CRC.

12.1.1 CRC Support
The purpose of the CRC engine is to accelerate CRC and TCP checksum operation. The result of
the CRC operation is a 32- and 16-bit signature which can be used to check the sanity of data. The
required mode of operation is selected through the TYPE bit in theCRCControl (CRCCTRL) register,
offset 0x400. A µDMA software channel can be used to burst data into the CRC module. CRCs are
computed combinatorially in one clock.

The CRC module contains all of the control registers to which the input context interfaces. Because
CRC calculations are a single cycle, as soon as data is written toCRCData Input (CRCDIN) register,
the result of CRC/CSUM is updated in the CRC SEED/Context (CRCSEED) register, offset 0x410.
The input data is computed by the selected CRC polynomial or CSUM.

12.1.1.1 CRC Checksum engine
Software can offload the CRC and checksum task to the CRC checksum engine accelerator. The
accelerator has registers that need to be programmed to initiate processing. These registers should
be fed with data in order to calculate CRC/CSUM. Software should configure the µDMA channel
for data movement through the DMA Channel Map Select n (DMACHMAPn) register in the μDMA
module. Further µDMA configuration guidelines are available in the “Micro Direct Memory Access
(μDMA)” on page 676.

The starting seed for the CRC and checksum operation is programmed in the CRC SEED/Context
(CRCSEED) register at offset 0x410. Depending on the encoding of the INIT field in theCRCCTRL
register, the value of the SEED field can initialized to any one of the following:

■ A unique context value written to the CRCSEED register (INIT=0x0)
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■ All 0s (INIT=0x2)

■ All 1s (INIT=0x3)

Once the operation is done, software should read the result from the CRC Post Processing Result
(CRCRSLTPP) register, offset 0x418, and a software channel μDMA interrupt should be used to
identify completion.

12.1.1.2 Data Size
The CRC module supports data being fed 32-bit words and 8 bits at a time and can dynamically
switch back and forth. The data size is configured by programming the SIZE bit in the CRCCTRL
register, offset 0x400.

Because CRC is a division on a long stream of bits, the application must take into consideration the
bit order. When processing message data that is read out by words, bit order is not an issue. For
example, if the data value in the message is 0x12345678, the most significant eight byte is 0x12
(00010010 in binary). If the data is processed as bytes, 0x12, 0x34, 0x56, and 0x78 are copied into
memory in that order and the word is stored as 0x78563412, where 0x12 is written as byte 0, 0x34
is written as byte 1, and so on.

12.1.1.3 Endian Configuration
The following endian configuration is provided by the ENDIAN field in the CRCCTRL register:

■ Swap byte in half-word

■ Swap half word

Input data width is four bytes, hence the configuration only affects the four-byte word. The ENDIAN
bit field supports the following configurations, assuming the input word is {B3, B2, B1, B0}

Table 12-1. Endian Configuration

ConfigurationDefinitionENDIANEncoding

{B3, B2, B1, B0}Configuration unchanged.0x0

{B2, B3, B0, B1}Bytes are swapped in half-words but half-words are not
swapped

0x1

{B1, B0, B3, B2}Half-words are swapped but bytes are not swapped in
half-word.

0x2

{B0, B1, B2, B3}Bytes are swapped in half-words and half-words are swapped.0x3

Bit reversal is supported by the BR bit in the CRCCTRL register. The bit reversal operation works
in tandem with endian control. For example, the above table with the BR option set would look like
this:

Table 12-2. Endian Configuration with Bit Reversal

Configuration with Bit Reversal (BR =
1)

Initial Endian ConfigurationENDIANEncoding

B3[24:31],B2[16:23],B1[8:15],B0[0:7]Configuration unchanged.
{B3[31:24], B2[23:16] , B1[15:8], B0[7:0]}

0x0

B2[16:23],B3[24:31],B0[0:7],B1[8:15]Bytes are swapped in half-words but half-words are not
swapped
{B2[23:16], B3[31:24], B0[7:0], B1[15:8]}

0x1
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Table 12-2. Endian Configuration with Bit Reversal (continued)

Configuration with Bit Reversal (BR =
1)

Initial Endian ConfigurationENDIANEncoding

B1[8:15],B0[0:7],B3[24:31],B2[16:23]Half-words are swapped but bytes are not swapped in
half-word.
{B1[15:8], B0[7:0], B3[31:24], B2[23:16]}

0x2

B0[0:7],B1[8:15],B2[16:23],B3[24:31]Bytes are swapped in half-words and half-words are swapped
{B0[7:0], B1[15:8], B2[23:16], B3[31:24]}

0x3

12.2 Initialization and Configuration
The following describes the initialization and configuration procedures of the CRC module.

12.2.1 CRC Initialization and Configuration
The CRC engine works in push through mode, which means it works on streaming data. This section
describes the steps for initializing the CRC module:

1. Enable the CRC by setting the R0 bit in the CRC Module (RCGCCM) register, System Control
offset 0x674.

2. Configure the desired CRC data size, bit order, endian configuration and CRC type by
programming the CRC Control (CRCCTRL) register, offset 0x400.

3. If the CRC value has not been initialized to all 0s or all 1s using the INIT field in the CRCCTRL
register, program the initial value in theCRCSEED/Context (CRCSEED) register, offset 0x410.

4. Repeatedly write the DATAIN field in the CRC Data Input (CRCDIN) register, offset 0x414. If
the SIZE bit in the CRCCTRL register is set to select byte, the CRC engine operates in byte
mode and only the least significant byte is used for CRC calculation.

5. When CRC is finished, read the CRCSEED register for the final result. If using post-processing,
the raw CRC result is stored in the CRCSEED register and the final, post-processed result can
be read from the CRC Post-Processing Result (CRCRSLTPP) register, offset 0x418.
Post-processing options are selectable through the OBR and OLNV bits of theCRCCTRL register.

Alternatively a software µDMA channel can be configured to copy data from the source into the
CRCDIN register. When configuring the µDMA, the destination should be configured to not increment.
For more information on how to configure the µDMA, refer to “Micro Direct Memory Access
(μDMA)” on page 676.

12.2.1.1 Data Endian Convention for the CRC Engine
If the input stream is expressed as a byte stream, Din, where Din = {D0, D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6,
D7, D8, D9, D11, D12, D13, D14, D15, D16.....}, then data should be fed to the CRC engine as
follows:

■ If operating in Byte mode, the CRCDIN register should be written in the following order:

1. {00, 00, 00, D0}

2. {00, 00, 00, D1}

3. {00, 00, 00, D2}
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4. {00, 00, 00, D3}

5. {00, 00, 00, D4}

6. {00, 00, 00, D5}

7. {00, 00, 00, D6}

8. ......

9. .....

■ If operating in word mode, the CRCDIN register should be written in the following order:

1. {D3, D2, D1, D0}

2. {D7, D6, D5, D4}

3. {D11, D10, D9, D8}

4. ......

5. ......

12.3 Register Map
Table 12-3 on page 947 lists the CRC Module registers. The offset listed is a hexadecimal increment
to the register's address, relative to the base address 0x4403.0000.

Table 12-3. CCM Register Map

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

948CRC Control0x0000.0000RWCRCCTRL0x400

950CRC SEED/Context0x0000.0000RWCRCSEED0x410

951CRC Data Input0x0000.0000RWCRCDIN0x414

952CRC Post Processing Result0x0000.0000ROCRCRSLTPP0x418

12.4 CRC Module Register Descriptions
This section lists and describes the CRC registers, in numerical order by address offset.

Note: The CRC module can only be accessed through privileged mode. If the µDMA is used for
CRC transfers, then the µDMA's DMA Channel Control (DMACHCTL) register also needs
to be programmed to allow for privileged accesses.
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Register 1: CRC Control (CRCCTRL), offset 0x400
The CRC Control (CRCCTRL) register is used to configure control of the CRC.

CRC Control (CRCCTRL)
Base 0x4403.0000
Offset 0x400
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TYPEENDIANreservedBROBRRESINVreservedSIZEINITreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRORWRWRWRORORWRWRWROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:15

CRC Initialization
Determines initialization value of CRC. This field is self-clearing. With
the first write to theCRCData Input (CRCDIN) register, this value clears
to zero and remains zero for the rest of the operation unless written
again.

DescriptionValue

Use the CRCSEED register context as the starting value0x0

reserved0x1

Initialize to all '0s'0x2

Initialize to all '1s'0x3

0x0RWINIT14:13

Input Data Size

DescriptionValue

32-bit (word)0

8-bit (byte)1

0RWSIZE12

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved11:10

Result Inverse Enable

DescriptionValue

No effect0

Invert the result bits before storing in theCRCRSLTPP register.1

0RWRESINV9
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Output Reverse Enable
Refer to Table 12-2 on page 945 for more information regarding bit
reversal.

DescriptionValue

No change to result.0

Bit reverse the output result byte before storing toCRCRSLTPP
register. The reversal is applied to all bytes in a word.

1

0RWOBR8

Bit reverse enable
Refer to Table 12-2 on page 945 for more information regarding bit
reversal.

DescriptionValue

No change to result.0

Bit reverse the input byte for all bytes in a word.1

0RWBR7

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved6

Endian Control
This field is used to program the endian configuration. The encodings
below are with respect to an input word = (B3, B2, B1, B0)
Refer to Table 12-1 on page 945 for more information regarding endian
configuration and control.

DescriptionValue

Configuration unchanged. (B3, B2, B1, B0)0x0

Bytes are swapped in half-words but half-words are not swapped
(B2, B3, B0, B1)

0x1

Half-words are swapped but bytes are not swapped in half-word.
(B1, B0, B3, B2)

0x2

Bytes are swapped in half-words and half-words are swapped.
(B0, B1, B2, B3)

0x3

0RWENDIAN5:4

Operation Type
The TYPE value in the CRCCTRL register should be exclusive.

DescriptionValue

Polynomial 0x80050x0

Polynomial 0x10210x1

Polynomial 0x4C11DB70x2

Polynomial 0x1EDC6F410x3

reserved0x4-0x7

TCP checksum0x8

reserved0x9-0xF

0RWTYPE3:0
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Register 2: CRC SEED/Context (CRCSEED), offset 0x410
The CRC SEED/Context (CRCSEED) register is initially written with one of the following three
values depending on the encoding of the INIT field in the CRCCTRL register:

■ The context value written to the CRCSEED register. This encoding is for SEED values from a
previous CRC calculation or a specific protocol. (INIT=0x0)

■ 0x0000.0000 (INIT=0x2)

■ 0x1111.1111 (INIT=0x3)

CRC SEED/Context (CRCSEED)
Base 0x4403.0000
Offset 0x410
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

SEED

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

SEED

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

SEED/Context Value
This register contains the starting seed of the CRC and checksum
operation. This register also holds the latest result of CRC or checksum
operation.

0x0000.0000RWSEED31:0
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Register 3: CRC Data Input (CRCDIN), offset 0x414
The application or µDMA writes the CRC Data Input (CRCDIN) register with the next byte or word
to compute.

CRC Data Input (CRCDIN)
Base 0x4403.0000
Offset 0x414
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

DATAIN

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DATAIN

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Data Input
This register contains the input data value for the CRC or checksum
operation.

0x0000.0000RWDATAIN31:0
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Register 4: CRC Post Processing Result (CRCRSLTPP), offset 0x418
This register contains the post-processed CRC result as configured by the CRCCTRL register.

CRC Post Processing Result (CRCRSLTPP)
Base 0x4403.0000
Offset 0x418
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

RSLTPP

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RSLTPP

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Post Processing Result
This register contains the post-processed CRC result.

0x0000.0000RORSLTPP31:0
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13 General-Purpose Timers
Programmable timers can be used to count or time external events that drive the Timer input pins.
The TM4C1294KCPDT General-Purpose Timer Module (GPTM) contains 16/32-bit GPTM blocks.
Each 16/32-bit GPTM block provides two 16-bit timers/counters (referred to as Timer A and Timer
B) that can be configured to operate independently as timers or event counters, or concatenated to
operate as one 32-bit timer or one 32-bit Real-Time Clock (RTC). Timers can also be used to trigger
μDMA transfers.

In addition, timers can be used to trigger analog-to-digital conversions (ADC). The ADC trigger
signals from all of the general-purpose timers are ORed together before reaching the ADC module,
so only one timer should be used to trigger ADC events.

The GPT Module is one timing resource available on the Tiva™ C Series microcontrollers. Other
timer resources include the System Timer (SysTick) (see 135) and the PWM timer in the PWM module
(see “PWM Timer” on page 1670).

The General-Purpose Timer Module (GPTM) contains eight 16/32-bit GPTM blocks with the following
functional options:

■ Operating modes:

– 16- or 32-bit programmable one-shot timer

– 16- or 32-bit programmable periodic timer

– 16-bit general-purpose timer with an 8-bit prescaler

– 32-bit Real-Time Clock (RTC) when using an external 32.768-KHz clock as the input

– 16-bit input-edge count- or time-capture modes with an 8-bit prescaler

– 16-bit PWM mode with an 8-bit prescaler and software-programmable output inversion of the
PWM signal

– The System Clock or a global Alternate Clock (ALTCLK) resource can be used as timer clock
source. The global ALTCLK can be:

• PIOSC

• Hibernation Module Real-time clock output (RTCOSC)

• Low-frequency internal oscillator (LFIOSC)

■ Count up or down

■ Twelve 16/32-bit Capture Compare PWM pins (CCP)

■ Daisy chaining of timer modules to allow a single timer to initiate multiple timing events

■ Timer synchronization allows selected timers to start counting on the same clock cycle

■ ADC event trigger

■ User-enabled stalling when the microcontroller asserts CPU Halt flag during debug (excluding
RTC mode)
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■ Ability to determine the elapsed time between the assertion of the timer interrupt and entry into
the interrupt service routine

■ Efficient transfers using Micro Direct Memory Access Controller (µDMA)

– Dedicated channel for each timer

– Burst request generated on timer interrupt

13.1 Block Diagram
In the block diagram, the specific Capture Compare PWM (CCP) pins available depend on the
TM4C1294KCPDT device. See Table 13-1 on page 954 for the available CCP pins and their timer
assignments.

Figure 13-1. GPTM Module Block Diagram
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GPTMTBV
GPTMTBR

TB Comparator

GPTMRTCPD

RTC Control

Timer A
Interrupt

Timer B
Interrupt

32 kHz or
Even CCP Pin

Odd CCP Pin

Timer A
Free-Running
Output Value

Timer B
Free-Running
Output Value

0xFFFF.FFFF (Up Counter Modes, 32-/64-bit)
0x0000.0000 (Down Counter Modes, 32-/64-bit)
0xFFFF (Up Counter Modes, 16-/32-bit)
0x0000 (Down Counter Modes, 16-32-bit)

0xFFFF.FFFF (Up Counter Modes, 32-/64-bit)
0x0000.0000 (Down Counter Modes, 32-/64-bit)
0xFFFF (Up Counter Modes, 16-/32-bit)
0x0000 (Down Counter Modes, 16-32-bit)

Table 13-1. Available CCP Pins

Odd CCP PinEven CCP PinUp/Down CounterTimer

-T0CCP0Timer A
16/32-Bit Timer 0

T0CCP1-Timer B

-T1CCP0Timer A
16/32-Bit Timer 1

T1CCP1-Timer B

-T2CCP0Timer A
16/32-Bit Timer 2

T2CCP1-Timer B
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Table 13-1. Available CCP Pins (continued)

Odd CCP PinEven CCP PinUp/Down CounterTimer

-T3CCP0Timer A
16/32-Bit Timer 3

T3CCP1-Timer B

-T4CCP0Timer A
16/32-Bit Timer 4

T4CCP1-Timer B

-T5CCP0Timer A
16/32-Bit Timer 5

T5CCP1-Timer B

-T6CCP0Timer A
16/32-Bit Timer 6

T6CCP1-Timer B

-T7CCP0Timer A
16/32-Bit Timer 7

T7CCP1-Timer B

13.2 Signal Description
The following table lists the external signals of the GP Timer module and describes the function of
each. The GP Timer signals are alternate functions for some GPIO signals and default to be GPIO
signals at reset. The column in the table below titled "Pin Mux/Pin Assignment" lists the possible
GPIO pin placements for these GP Timer signals. The AFSEL bit in the GPIO Alternate Function
Select (GPIOAFSEL) register (page 768) should be set to choose the GP Timer function. The number
in parentheses is the encoding that must be programmed into the PMCn field in the GPIO Port
Control (GPIOPCTL) register (page 785) to assign the GP Timer signal to the specified GPIO port
pin. For more information on configuring GPIOs, see “General-Purpose Input/Outputs
(GPIOs)” on page 740.

Table 13-2. General-Purpose Timers Signals (128TQFP)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin Mux / Pin
Assignment

Pin NumberPin Name

16/32-Bit Timer 0 Capture/Compare/PWM 0.TTLI/OPD0 (3)
PA0 (3)
PL4 (3)

1
33
85

T0CCP0

16/32-Bit Timer 0 Capture/Compare/PWM 1.TTLI/OPD1 (3)
PA1 (3)
PL5 (3)

2
34
86

T0CCP1

16/32-Bit Timer 1 Capture/Compare/PWM 0.TTLI/OPD2 (3)
PA2 (3)
PL6 (3)

3
35
94

T1CCP0

16/32-Bit Timer 1 Capture/Compare/PWM 1.TTLI/OPD3 (3)
PA3 (3)
PL7 (3)

4
36
93

T1CCP1

16/32-Bit Timer 2 Capture/Compare/PWM 0.TTLI/OPA4 (3)
PM0 (3)

37
78

T2CCP0

16/32-Bit Timer 2 Capture/Compare/PWM 1.TTLI/OPA5 (3)
PM1 (3)

38
77

T2CCP1

16/32-Bit Timer 3 Capture/Compare/PWM 0.TTLI/OPA6 (3)
PM2 (3)
PD4 (3)

40
76

125

T3CCP0

16/32-Bit Timer 3 Capture/Compare/PWM 1.TTLI/OPA7 (3)
PM3 (3)
PD5 (3)

41
75

126

T3CCP1
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Table 13-2. General-Purpose Timers Signals (128TQFP) (continued)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin Mux / Pin
Assignment

Pin NumberPin Name

16/32-Bit Timer 4 Capture/Compare/PWM 0.TTLI/OPM4 (3)
PB0 (3)
PD6 (3)

74
95

127

T4CCP0

16/32-Bit Timer 4 Capture/Compare/PWM 1.TTLI/OPM5 (3)
PB1 (3)
PD7 (3)

73
96

128

T4CCP1

16/32-Bit Timer 5 Capture/Compare/PWM 0.TTLI/OPM6 (3)
PB2 (3)

72
91

T5CCP0

16/32-Bit Timer 5 Capture/Compare/PWM 1.TTLI/OPM7 (3)
PB3 (3)

71
92

T5CCP1

13.3 Functional Description
The main components of each GPTM block are two free-running up/down counters (referred to as
Timer A and Timer B), two prescaler registers, two match registers, two prescaler match registers,
two shadow registers, and two load/initialization registers and their associated control functions.
The exact functionality of each GPTM is controlled by software and configured through the register
interface. Timer A and Timer B can be used individually, in which case they have a 16-bit counting
range for the 16/32-bit GPTM blocks. In addition, Timer A and Timer B can be concatenated to
provide a 32-bit counting range for the 16/32-bit GPTM blocks. Note that the prescaler can only be
used when the timers are used individually.

The available modes for each GPTM block are shown in Table 13-3 on page 956. Note that when
counting down in one-shot or periodic modes, the prescaler acts as a true prescaler and contains
the least-significant bits of the count. When counting up in one-shot or periodic modes, the prescaler
acts as a timer extension and holds the most-significant bits of the count. In input edge count, input
edge time and PWM mode, the prescaler always acts as a timer extension, regardless of the count
direction.

Table 13-3. General-Purpose Timer Capabilities

Prescaler SizeaCounter SizeCount DirectionTimer UseMode

8-bit16-bitUp or DownIndividual
One-shot

-32-bitUp or DownConcatenated

8-bit16-bitUp or DownIndividual
Periodic

-32-bitUp or DownConcatenated

-32-bitUpConcatenatedRTC

8-bit16-bitUp or DownIndividualEdge Count

8-bit16-bitUp or DownIndividualEdge Time

8-bit16-bitDownIndividualPWM

a. The prescaler is only available when the timers are used individually

Software configures the GPTM using theGPTMConfiguration (GPTMCFG) register (see page 974),
the GPTM Timer A Mode (GPTMTAMR) register (see page 975), and the GPTM Timer B Mode
(GPTMTBMR) register (see page 980). When in one of the concatenated modes, Timer A and Timer
B can only operate in one mode. However, when configured in an individual mode, Timer A and
Timer B can be independently configured in any combination of the individual modes.
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13.3.1 GPTM Reset Conditions
After reset has been applied to the GPTM module, the module is in an inactive state, and all control
registers are cleared and in their default states. Counters Timer A and Timer B are initialized to all
1s, along with their corresponding registers:

■ Load Registers:

– GPTM Timer A Interval Load (GPTMTAILR) register (see page 1002)

– GPTM Timer B Interval Load (GPTMTBILR) register (see page 1003)

■ Shadow Registers:

– GPTM Timer A Value (GPTMTAV) register (see page 1012)

– GPTM Timer B Value (GPTMTBV) register (see page 1013)

The following prescale counters are initialized to all 0s:

■ GPTM Timer A Prescale (GPTMTAPR) register (see page 1006)

■ GPTM Timer B Prescale (GPTMTBPR) register (see page 1007)

■ GPTM Timer A Prescale Snapshot (GPTMTAPS) register (see page 1015)

■ GPTM Timer B Prescale Snapshot (GPTMTBPS) register (see page 1016)

13.3.2 Timer Clock Source
The general purpose timer has the capability of being clocked by either the system clock or an
alternate clock source. By setting the ALTCLK bit in the GPTM Clock Configuration (GPTMCC)
register, offset 0xFC8, software can selects an alternate clock source as programmed in theAlternate
Clock Configuration (ALTCLKCFG) register, offset 0x138 in the System Control Module. The
alternate clock source options available are PIOSC, RTCOSC and LFIOSC. Refer to “System
Control” on page 220 for additional information.

Note: When the ALTCLK bit is set in the GPTMCC register to enable using the alternate clock
source, the synchronization imposes restrictions on the starting count value (down-count),
terminal value (up-count) and the match value. This restriction applies to all modes of
operation. Each event must be spaced by 4 Timer (ALTCLK) clock periods + 2 system clock
periods. If some events do not meet this requirement, then it is possible that the timer block
may need to be reset for correct functionality to be restored.

Example: ALTCLK= TPIOSC = 62.5ns (16Mhz Trimmed)

Thclk = 1us (1Mhz)

4*62.5ns + 2*1us = 2.25us 2.25us/62.5ns = 36 or 0x23

The minimum values for the periodic or one-shot with a match interrupt enabled are:
GPTMTAMATCHR = 0x23 GPTMTAILR = 0x46

13.3.3 Timer Modes
This section describes the operation of the various timer modes. When using Timer A and Timer B
in concatenated mode, only the Timer A control and status bits must be used; there is no need to
use Timer B control and status bits. The GPTM is placed into individual/split mode by writing a value
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of 0x4 to the GPTM Configuration (GPTMCFG) register (see page 974). In the following sections,
the variable "n" is used in bit field and register names to imply either a Timer A function or a Timer
B function. Throughout this section, the timeout event in down-count mode is 0x0 and in up-count
mode is the value in theGPTM Timer n Interval Load (GPTMTnILR) and the optionalGPTM Timer
n Prescale (GPTMTnPR) registers, with the exception of RTC mode.

13.3.3.1 One-Shot/Periodic Timer Mode
The selection of one-shot or periodic mode is determined by the value written to the TnMR field of
the GPTM Timer n Mode (GPTMTnMR) register (see page 975). The timer is configured to count
up or down using the TnCDIR bit in the GPTMTnMR register.

When software sets the TnEN bit in the GPTM Control (GPTMCTL) register (see page 984), the
timer begins counting up from 0x0 or down from its preloaded value. Alternatively, if the TnWOT bit
is set in the GPTMTnMR register, once the TnEN bit is set, the timer waits for a trigger to begin
counting (see “Wait-for-Trigger Mode” on page 966). Table 13-4 on page 958 shows the values that
are loaded into the timer registers when the timer is enabled.

Table 13-4. Counter Values When the Timer is Enabled in Periodic or One-Shot Modes

Count Up ModeCount Down ModeRegister

0x0GPTMTnILRGPTMTnR

0x0GPTMTnILR in concatenated mode; GPTMTnPR in
combination with GPTMTnILR in individual mode

GPTMTnV

0x0 in individual mode; not available
in concatenated mode

GPTMTnPR in individual mode; not available in
concatenated mode

GPTMTnPS

When the timer is counting down and it reaches the timeout event (0x0), the timer reloads its start
value from the GPTMTnILR and the GPTMTnPR registers on the next cycle. When the timer is
counting up and it reaches the timeout event (the value in the GPTMTnILR and the optional
GPTMTnPR registers), the timer reloads with 0x0. If configured to be a one-shot timer, the timer
stops counting and clears the TnEN bit in the GPTMCTL register. If configured as a periodic timer,
the timer starts counting again on the next cycle.

In periodic, snap-shot mode (TnMR field is 0x2 and the TnSNAPS bit is set in the GPTMTnMR
register), the value of the timer at the time-out event is loaded into the GPTMTnR register and the
value of the prescaler is loaded into the GPTMTnPS register. The free-running counter value is
shown in the GPTMTnV register. In this manner, software can determine the time elapsed from the
interrupt assertion to the ISR entry by examining the snapshot values and the current value of the
free-running timer. Snapshot mode is not available when the timer is configured in one-shot mode.

In addition to reloading the count value, the GPTM can generate interrupts, CCP outputs and triggers
when it reaches the time-out event. The GPTM sets the TnTORIS bit in the GPTM Raw Interrupt
Status (GPTMRIS) register (see page 994), and holds it until it is cleared by writing the GPTM
Interrupt Clear (GPTMICR) register (see page 1000). If the time-out interrupt is enabled in theGPTM
Interrupt Mask (GPTMIMR) register (see page 991), the GPTM also sets the TnTOMIS bit in the
GPTMMasked Interrupt Status (GPTMMIS) register (see page 997). The time-out interrupt can be
disabled entirely by setting the TnCINTD bit in the GPTM Timer n Mode (GPTMTnMR) register. In
this case, the TnTORIS bit does not even set in the GPTMRIS register.

By setting the TnMIE bit in the GPTMTnMR register, an interrupt condition can also be generated
when the Timer value equals the value loaded into the GPTM Timer n Match (GPTMTnMATCHR)
and GPTM Timer n Prescale Match (GPTMTnPMR) registers. This interrupt has the same status,
masking, and clearing functions as the time-out interrupt, but uses the match interrupt bits instead
(for example, the raw interrupt status is monitored via TnMRIS bit in theGPTMRaw Interrupt Status
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(GPTMRIS) register). Note that the interrupt status bits are not updated by the hardware unless the
TnMIE bit in the GPTMTnMR register is set, which is different than the behavior for the time-out
interrupt. The ADC trigger is enabled by setting the TnOTE bit in GPTMCTL and the event that
activates the ADC is configured in the GPTM ADC Event (GPTMADCEV) register. The μDMA
trigger is enabled by configuring and enabling the appropriate μDMA channel as well as the type
of trigger enable in the GPTM DMA Event (GPTMDMAEV) register. See “Channel
Configuration” on page 681.

The TCACT field of the GPTM Timer n Mode (GPTMTnMR) register can be configured to clear, set
or toggle an output on a time-out event.

If software updates theGPTMTnILR or theGPTMTnPR register while the counter is counting down,
the counter loads the new value on the next clock cycle and continues counting from the new value
if the TnILD bit in the GPTMTnMR register is clear. If the TnILD bit is set, the counter loads the
new value after the next timeout. If software updates the GPTMTnILR or the GPTMTnPR register
while the counter is counting up, the timeout event is changed on the next cycle to the new value.
If software updates the GPTM Timer n Value (GPTMTnV) register while the counter is counting up
or down, the counter loads the new value on the next clock cycle and continues counting from the
new value. If software updates theGPTMTnMATCHR or theGPTMTnPMR registers, the new values
are reflected on the next clock cycle if the TnMRSU bit in the GPTMTnMR register is clear. If the
TnMRSU bit is set, the new value will not take effect until the next timeout.

If the TnSTALL bit in the GPTMCTL register is set and the RTCEN bit is not set in the GPTMCTL
register, the timer freezes counting while the processor is halted by the debugger. The timer resumes
counting when the processor resumes execution. If the RTCEN bit is set, it prevents the TnSTALL
bit from freezing the count when the processor is halted by the debugger.

The following table shows a variety of configurations for a 16-bit free-running timer while using the
prescaler. All values assume a 120-MHz clock with Tc=8.33 ns (clock period). The prescaler can
only be used when a 16/32-bit timer is configured in 16-bit mode.

Table 13-5. 16-Bit Timer With Prescaler Configurations

UnitsMax Time# of Timer Clocks (Tc)aPrescale (8-bit value)

ms0.548258100000000

ms1.096517200000001

ms1.644775300000010

------------------

ms139.257625411111101

ms139.805925511111110

ms140.354125611111111

a. Tc is the clock period.

Timer Compare Action Mode

The timer compare mode is an extension to the GPTM's existing one-shot and periodic modes. This
mode can be used when an application requires a pin change state at some time in the future,
regardless of the processor state. The compare mode does not operate when the PWM mode is
active and is mutually exclusive to the PWM mode. The compare mode is enabled when the TAMR
field is set to 0x1 or 0x2 (one-shot or periodic), the TnAMS bit is 0 (capture or compare mode) and
the TCACT field is nonzero in the GPTM Timer n Mode (GPTMTnMR) register. Depending on the
TCACT encoding, the timer can perform a set, clear or toggle on the corresponding CCPn pin when
a timer match occurs. In 16-bit mode, the corresponding CCP pin can have an action applied, but
when operating in 32-bit mode, the action can only be applied to the even CCP pin.
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The TCACT field can be changed while the GPTM is enabled to generate different combinations of
actions. For example, during a periodic event, encodings TCACT = 0x6 or 0x7 can be used to force
the initial state of the CCPn pin before the first interrupt and following that, TCACT=0x2 and TCACT=0x3
can be used (alternately) to change the sense of the pin for the subsequent toggle, while possible
changing load value for the next period.

The time-out interrupts used for one-shot and periodic modes are used in the compare action modes.
Thus, the TnTORIS bits in the GPTMRIS register are triggered if the appropriate mask bits are set
in the GPTMIM register.

13.3.3.2 Real-Time Clock Timer Mode
In Real-Time Clock (RTC) mode, the concatenated versions of the Timer A and Timer B registers
are configured as an up-counter. When RTC mode is selected for the first time after reset, the
counter is loaded with a value of 0x1. All subsequent load values must be written to the GPTM
Timer n Interval Load (GPTMTnILR) registers (see page 1002). If theGPTMTnILR register is loaded
with a new value, the counter begins counting at that value and rolls over at the fixed value of
0xFFFFFFFF. Table 13-6 on page 960 shows the values that are loaded into the timer registers when
the timer is enabled.

Table 13-6. Counter Values When the Timer is Enabled in RTC Mode

Count Up ModeCount Down ModeRegister

0x1Not availableGPTMTnR

0x1Not availableGPTMTnV

Not availableNot availableGPTMTnPS

The input clock on a CCP0 input is required to be 32.768 KHz in RTC mode. The clock signal is
then divided down to a 1-Hz rate and is passed along to the input of the counter.

When software writes the TAEN bit in the GPTMCTL register, the counter starts counting up from
its preloaded value of 0x1. When the current count value matches the preloaded value in the
GPTMTnMATCHR registers, the GPTM asserts the RTCRIS bit inGPTMRIS and continues counting
until either a hardware reset, or it is disabled by software (clearing the TAEN bit). When the timer
value reaches the terminal count, the timer rolls over and continues counting up from 0x0. If the
RTC interrupt is enabled in GPTMIMR, the GPTM also sets the RTCMIS bit in GPTMMIS and
generates a controller interrupt. The status flags are cleared by writing the RTCCINT bit inGPTMICR.

In this mode, the GPTMTnR and GPTMTnV registers always have the same value.

In addition to generating interrupts, the RTC can generate a μDMA trigger. The μDMA trigger is
enabled by configuring and enabling the appropriate μDMA channel as well as the type of trigger
enable in theGPTMDMAEvent (GPTMDMAEV) register. See “Channel Configuration” on page 681.

13.3.3.3 Input Edge-Count Mode
Note: For rising-edge detection, the input signal must be High for at least two clock periods

following the rising edge. Similarly, for falling-edge detection, the input signal must be Low
for at least two clock periods following the falling edge. Based on this criteria, the maximum
input frequency for edge detection is 1/4 of the frequency.

In Edge-Count mode, the timer is configured as a 24-bit up- or down-counter including the optional
prescaler with the upper count value stored in the GPTM Timer n Prescale (GPTMTnPR) register
and the lower bits in the GPTMTnR register. In this mode, the timer is capable of capturing three
types of events: rising edge, falling edge, or both. To place the timer in Edge-Count mode, the
TnCMR bit of the GPTMTnMR register must be cleared. The type of edge that the timer counts is
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determined by the TnEVENT fields of the GPTMCTL register. During initialization in down-count
mode, the GPTMTnMATCHR and GPTMTnPMR registers are configured so that the difference
between the value in the GPTMTnILR and GPTMTnPR registers and the GPTMTnMATCHR and
GPTMTnPMR registers equals the number of edge events that must be counted. In up-count mode,
the timer counts from 0x0 to the value in the GPTMTnMATCHR and GPTMTnPMR registers. Note
that when executing an up-count, that the value of GPTMTnPR and GPTMTnILR must be greater
than the value of GPTMTnPMR and GPTMTnMATCHR. Table 13-7 on page 961 shows the values
that are loaded into the timer registers when the timer is enabled.

Table 13-7. Counter Values When the Timer is Enabled in Input Edge-Count Mode

Count Up ModeCount Down ModeRegister

0x0GPTMTnPR in combination with GPTMTnILRGPTMTnR

0x0GPTMTnPR in combination with GPTMTnILRGPTMTnV

When software writes the TnEN bit in the GPTM Control (GPTMCTL) register, the timer is enabled
for event capture. Each input event on the CCP pin decrements or increments the counter by 1 until
the event count matchesGPTMTnMATCHR andGPTMTnPMR. When the counts match, the GPTM
asserts the CnMRIS bit in the GPTM Raw Interrupt Status (GPTMRIS) register, and holds it until
it is cleared by writing the GPTM Interrupt Clear (GPTMICR) register. If the capture mode match
interrupt is enabled in the GPTM Interrupt Mask (GPTMIMR) register, the GPTM also sets the
CnMMIS bit in the GPTM Masked Interrupt Status (GPTMMIS) register. In up-count mode, the
current count of the input events is held in both the GPTMTnR and GPTMTnV registers. In
down-count mode, the current count of the input events can be obtained by subtracting theGPTMTnR
or GPTMTnV from the value made up of the GPTMTnPR and GPTMTnILR register combination.

In addition to generating interrupts, an ADC and/or a μDMA trigger can be generated. The ADC
trigger is enabled by setting the TnOTE bit in GPTMCTL and the event that activates the ADC is
configured in the GPTM ADC Event (GPTMADCEV) register. The μDMA trigger is enabled by
configuring and enabling the appropriate μDMA channel as well as the type of trigger enable in the
GPTM DMA Event (GPTMDMAEV) register. See “Channel Configuration” on page 681.

After the match value is reached in down-count mode, the counter is then reloaded using the value
in GPTMTnILR and GPTMTnPR registers, and stopped because the GPTM automatically clears
the TnEN bit in the GPTMCTL register. Once the event count has been reached, all further events
are ignored until TnEN is re-enabled by software. In up-count mode, the timer is reloaded with 0x0
and continues counting.

Figure 13-2 on page 962 shows how Input Edge-Count mode works. In this case, the timer start
value is set to GPTMTnILR =0x000A and the match value is set to GPTMTnMATCHR =0x0006 so
that four edge events are counted. The counter is configured to detect both edges of the input signal.

Note that the last two edges are not counted because the timer automatically clears the TnEN bit
after the current count matches the value in the GPTMTnMATCHR register.
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Figure 13-2. Input Edge-Count Mode Example, Counting Down
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13.3.3.4 Input Edge-Time Mode
Note: For rising-edge detection, the input signal must be High for at least two system clock periods

following the rising edge. Similarly, for falling edge detection, the input signal must be Low
for at least two system clock periods following the falling edge. Based on this criteria, the
maximum input frequency for edge detection is 1/4 of the system frequency.

In Edge-Time mode, the timer is configured as a 24-bit up- or down-counter including the optional
prescaler with the upper timer value stored in the GPTMTnPR register and the lower bits in the
GPTMTnILR register. In this mode, the timer is initialized to the value loaded in the GPTMTnILR
and GPTMTnPR registers when counting down and 0x0 when counting up. The timer is capable of
capturing three types of events: rising edge, falling edge, or both. The timer is placed into Edge-Time
mode by setting the TnCMR bit in the GPTMTnMR register, and the type of event that the timer
captures is determined by the TnEVENT fields of the GPTMCTL register. Table 13-8 on page 962
shows the values that are loaded into the timer registers when the timer is enabled.

Table 13-8. Counter Values When the Timer is Enabled in Input Event-Count Mode

Count Up ModeCount Down ModeRegister

0x0GPTMTnILRTnR

0x0GPTMTnILRTnV

When software writes the TnEN bit in the GPTMCTL register, the timer is enabled for event capture.
When the selected input event is detected, the current timer counter value is captured in the
GPTMTnR and GPTMTnPS register and is available to be read by the microcontroller. The GPTM
then asserts the CnERIS bit in the GPTM Raw Interrupt Status (GPTMRIS) register, and holds it
until it is cleared by writing the GPTM Interrupt Clear (GPTMICR) register. If the capture mode
event interrupt is enabled in the GPTM Interrupt Mask (GPTMIMR) register, the GPTM also sets
the CnEMIS bit in the GPTM Masked Interrupt Status (GPTMMIS) register. In this mode, the
GPTMTnR andGPTMTnPS registers hold the time at which the selected input event occurred while
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the GPTMTnV register holds the free-running timer value. These registers can be read to determine
the time that elapsed between the interrupt assertion and the entry into the ISR.

In addition to generating interrupts, an ADC and/or a μDMA trigger can be generated. The ADC
trigger is enabled by setting the TnOTE bit in GPTMCTL and the event that activates the ADC is
configured in the GPTM ADC Event (GPTMADCEV) register. The μDMA trigger is enabled by
configuring the appropriate μDMA channel as well as the type of trigger selected in the GPTM DMA
Event (GPTMDMAEV) register. See “Channel Configuration” on page 681.

After an event has been captured, the timer does not stop counting. It continues to count until the
TnEN bit is cleared. When the timer reaches the timeout value, it is reloaded with 0x0 in up-count
mode and the value from the GPTMTnILR and GPTMTnPR registers in down-count mode.

Figure 13-3 on page 963 shows how input edge timing mode works. In the diagram, it is assumed
that the start value of the timer is the default value of 0xFFFF, and the timer is configured to capture
rising edge events.

Each time a rising edge event is detected, the current count value is loaded into the GPTMTnR and
GPTMTnPS registers, and is held there until another rising edge is detected (at which point the new
count value is loaded into the GPTMTnR and GPTMTnPS registers).

Figure 13-3. 16-Bit Input Edge-Time Mode Example

GPTMTnR=Y

Input Signal

Time

Count
GPTMTnR=X GPTMTnR=Z

Z

X

Y

0xFFFF

Note: When operating in Edge-time mode, the counter uses a modulo 224 count if prescaler is
enabled or 216, if not. If there is a possibility the edge could take longer than the count, then
another timer configured in periodic-timer mode can be implemented to ensure detection
of the missed edge. The periodic timer should be configured in such a way that:

■ The periodic timer cycles at the same rate as the edge-time timer

■ The periodic timer interrupt has a higher interrupt priority than the edge-time timeout
interrupt.

■ If the periodic timer interrupt service routine is entered, software must check if an
edge-time interrupt is pending and if it is, the value of the counter must be subtracted
by 1 before being used to calculate the snapshot time of the event.
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13.3.3.5 PWM Mode
The GPTM supports a simple PWM generation mode. In PWM mode, the timer is configured as a
24-bit down-counter with a start value (and thus period) defined by theGPTMTnILR andGPTMTnPR
registers. In this mode, the PWM frequency and period are synchronous events and therefore
guaranteed to be glitch free. PWM mode is enabled with the GPTMTnMR register by setting the
TnAMS bit to 0x1, the TnCMR bit to 0x0, and the TnMR field to 0x2. Table 13-9 on page 964 shows
the values that are loaded into the timer registers when the timer is enabled.

Table 13-9. Counter Values When the Timer is Enabled in PWM Mode

Count Up ModeCount Down ModeRegister

Not availableGPTMTnILRGPTMTnR

Not availableGPTMTnILRGPTMTnV

When software writes the TnEN bit in the GPTMCTL register, the counter begins counting down
until it reaches the 0x0 state. Alternatively, if the TnWOT bit is set in the GPTMTnMR register, once
the TnEN bit is set, the timer waits for a trigger to begin counting (see “Wait-for-Trigger
Mode” on page 966). On the next counter cycle in periodic mode, the counter reloads its start value
from the GPTMTnILR and GPTMTnPR registers and continues counting until disabled by software
clearing the TnEN bit in the GPTMCTL register. The timer is capable of generating interrupts based
on three types of events: rising edge, falling edge, or both. The event is configured by the TnEVENT
field of the GPTMCTL register, and the interrupt is enabled by setting the TnPWMIE bit in the
GPTMTnMR register. When the event occurs, the CnERIS bit is set in the GPTM Raw Interrupt
Status (GPTMRIS) register, and holds it until it is cleared by writing the GPTM Interrupt Clear
(GPTMICR) register . If the capture mode event interrupt is enabled in the GPTM Interrupt Mask
(GPTMIMR) register , the GPTM also sets the CnEMIS bit in the GPTM Masked Interrupt Status
(GPTMMIS) register. Note that the interrupt status bits are not updated unless the TnPWMIE bit is
set.

In addition, when the TnPWMIE bit is set and a capture event occurs, the Timer automatically
generates triggers to the ADC and DMA if the trigger capability is enabled by setting the TnOTE bit
in the GPTMCTL register and the CnEDMAEN bit in the GPTMDMAEV register, respectively.

In this mode, the GPTMTnR and GPTMTnV registers always have the same value.

The output PWM signal asserts when the counter is at the value of theGPTMTnILR andGPTMTnPR
registers (its start state), and is deasserted when the counter value equals the value in the
GPTMTnMATCHR and GPTMTnPMR registers. Software has the capability of inverting the output
PWM signal by setting the TnPWML bit in the GPTMCTL register.

Note: If PWM output inversion is enabled, edge detection interrupt behavior is reversed. Thus, if
a positive-edge interrupt trigger has been set and the PWM inversion generates a positive
edge, no event-trigger interrupt asserts. Instead, the interrupt is generated on the negative
edge of the PWM signal.

Figure 13-4 on page 965 shows how to generate an output PWM with a 1-ms period and a 66% duty
cycle assuming a 50-MHz input clock and TnPWML =0 (duty cycle would be 33% for the TnPWML
=1 configuration). For this example, the start value is GPTMTnILR=0xC350 and the match value is
GPTMTnMATCHR=0x411A.
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Figure 13-4. 16-Bit PWM Mode Example

Output
Signal

Time

Count GPTMTnR=GPTMnMR GPTMTnR=GPTMnMR

0xC350

0x411A

TnPWML = 0

TnPWML = 1

TnEN set

When synchronizing the timers using theGPTMSYNC register, the timer must be properly configured
to avoid glitches on the CCP outputs. Both the TnPLO and the TnMRSU bits must be set in the
GPTMTnMR register. Figure 13-5 on page 965 shows how the CCP output operates when the TnPLO
and TnMRSU bits are set and the GPTMTnMATCHR value is greater than the GPTMTnILR value.

Figure 13-5. CCP Output, GPTMTnMATCHR > GPTMTnILR

CCP
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GPTMnMATCHRGPTMnILR

CCP set if GPTMnMATCHR ≠ GPTMnILR

Figure 13-6 on page 966 shows how the CCP output operates when the PLO and MRSU bits are set
and the GPTMTnMATCHR value is the same as the GPTMTnILR value. In this situation, if the PLO
bit is 0, the CCP signal goes high when the GPTMTnILR value is loaded and the match would be
essentially ignored.
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Figure 13-6. CCP Output, GPTMTnMATCHR = GPTMTnILR
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Figure 13-7 on page 966 shows how the CCP output operates when the PLO and MRSU bits are set
and the GPTMTnILR is greater than the GPTMTnMATCHR value.

Figure 13-7. CCP Output, GPTMTnILR > GPTMTnMATCHR

GPTMnMATCHR = GPTMnILR-1

GPTMnMATCHR = GPTMnILR-2

GPTMnILR

GPTMnMATCHR == 0

CCP

CCP

CCP

Pulse width is 1 clock when GPTMnMATCHR = GPTMnILR - 1

Pulse width is 2 clocks when GPTMnMATCHR = GPTMnILR - 2

Pulse width is GPTMnILR clocks when GPTMnMATCHR= 0

13.3.4 Wait-for-Trigger Mode
The Wait-for-Trigger mode allows daisy chaining of the timer modules such that once configured,
a single timer can initiate multiple timing events using the Timer triggers. Wait-for-Trigger mode is
enabled by setting the TnWOT bit in the GPTMTnMR register. When the TnWOT bit is set, Timer N+1
does not begin counting until the timer in the previous position in the daisy chain (Timer N) reaches
its time-out event. The daisy chain is configured such that GPTM1 always follows GPTM0, GPTM2
follows GPTM1, and so on. If Timer A is configured as a 32-bit (16/32-bit mode) timer (controlled
by the GPTMCFG field in the GPTMCFG register), it triggers Timer A in the next module. If Timer A
is configured as a 16-bit (16/32-bit mode) timer, it triggers Timer B in the same module, and Timer
B triggers Timer A in the next module. Figure 13-8 on page 967 shows how the GPTMCFG bit affects
the daisy chain. This function is valid for one-shot, periodic, and PWM modes.

Note: If the application requires cyclical daisy-chaining, the TAWOT bit in the GPTMTAMR register
of Timer 0 can be set. In this case, Timer 0 waits for a trigger from the last timer module in
the chain.
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Figure 13-8. Timer Daisy Chain

GP Timer N
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Timer B ADC Trigger
Timer A ADC Trigger

Timer B ADC Trigger
Timer A ADC Trigger

GPTMTnMR.TnWOT

13.3.5 Synchronizing GP Timer Blocks
The GPTM Synchronizer Control (GPTMSYNC) register in the GPTM0 block can be used to
synchronize selected timers to begin counting at the same time. Setting a bit in the GPTMSYNC
register causes the associated timer to perform the actions of a timeout event. An interrupt is not
generated when the timers are synchronized. If a timer is being used in concatenated mode, only
the bit for Timer A must be set in the GPTMSYNC register.

Note: All timers must use the same clock source for this feature to work correctly.

Table 13-10 on page 967 shows the actions for the timeout event performed when the timers are
synchronized in the various timer modes.

Table 13-10. Timeout Actions for GPTM Modes

Time Out ActionCount DirMode

N/A─32-bit One-Shot
(concatenated timers)

Count value = ILRDown32-bit Periodic
(concatenated timers) Count value = 0Up

Count value = 0Up32-bit RTC
(concatenated timers)

N/A─16- bit One Shot
(individual/split timers)

Count value = ILRDown16-bit Periodic
(individual/split timers) Count value = 0Up

Count value = ILRDown16-bit Edge-Count
(individual/split timers) Count value = 0Up

Count value = ILRDown16- bit Edge-Time
(individual/split timers) Count value = 0Up

Count value = ILRDown16-bit PWM
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13.3.6 DMA Operation
The timers each have a dedicated μDMA channel and can provide a request signal to the μDMA
controller. Pulse requests are generated by a timer via its own dma_req signal. A dma_done signal
is provided from the µDMA to each timer to indicate transfer completion and trigger a µDMA done
interrupt (DMAnRIS) in theGPTMRaw Interrupt Status Register (GPTMRIS) register. The request
is a burst type and occurs whenever a timer raw interrupt condition occurs. The arbitration size of
the μDMA transfer should be set to the amount of data that should be transferred whenever a timer
event occurs.

For example, to transfer 256 items, 8 items at a time every 10 ms, configure a timer to generate a
periodic timeout at 10 ms. Configure the μDMA transfer for a total of 256 items, with a burst size of
8 items. Each time the timer times out, the μDMA controller transfers 8 items, until all 256 items
have been transferred. Refer to “Micro Direct Memory Access (μDMA)” on page 676 for more details
about programming the μDMA controller.

A GPTM DMA Event (GPTMDMAEV) register is provided to enable the types of events that can
cause a dma_req signal assertion by the timer module. Application software can enable a dma_req
trigger for a match, capture or time-out event for each timer using the GPTMDMAEV register. For
an individual timer, all active timer trigger events that have been enabled through theGPTMDMAEV
register are ORed together to create a single dma_req pulse that is sent to the µDMA. When the
µDMA transfer has completed, a dma_done signal is sent to the timer resulting in a DMAnRIS bit
set in the GPTMRIS register.

13.3.7 ADC Operation
The timer has the capability to trigger the ADC when the TnOTE bit is set in the GPTMCTL register
at offset 0x00C. The GPTM ADC Event (GPTMADCEV) register is additionally provided so that the
type of ADC trigger can be defined. For example, by setting the CBMADCEN bit in the GPTMADCEV
register, a trigger pulse will be sent to the ADC whenever a Capture Match event occurs in GPTM
B. Similar to the µDMA operation, all active trigger events that have also been enabled in the
GPTMADCEV register are ORed together to create an ADC trigger pulse.

13.3.8 Accessing Concatenated 16/32-Bit GPTM Register Values
The GPTM is placed into concatenated mode by writing a 0x0 or a 0x1 to the GPTMCFG bit field in
the GPTM Configuration (GPTMCFG) register. In both configurations, certain 16/32-bit GPTM
registers are concatenated to form pseudo 32-bit registers. These registers include:

■ GPTM Timer A Interval Load (GPTMTAILR) register [15:0], see page 1002

■ GPTM Timer B Interval Load (GPTMTBILR) register [15:0], see page 1003

■ GPTM Timer A (GPTMTAR) register [15:0], see page 1010

■ GPTM Timer B (GPTMTBR) register [15:0], see page 1011

■ GPTM Timer A Value (GPTMTAV) register [15:0], see page 1012

■ GPTM Timer B Value (GPTMTBV) register [15:0], see page 1013

■ GPTM Timer A Match (GPTMTAMATCHR) register [15:0], see page 1004

■ GPTM Timer B Match (GPTMTBMATCHR) register [15:0], see page 1005
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In the 32-bit modes, the GPTM translates a 32-bit write access to GPTMTAILR into a write access
to both GPTMTAILR and GPTMTBILR. The resulting word ordering for such a write operation is:

GPTMTBILR[15:0]:GPTMTAILR[15:0]

Likewise, a 32-bit read access to GPTMTAR returns the value:

GPTMTBR[15:0]:GPTMTAR[15:0]

A 32-bit read access to GPTMTAV returns the value:

GPTMTBV[15:0]:GPTMTAV[15:0]

13.4 Initialization and Configuration
To use a GPTM, the appropriate TIMERn bit must be set in the RCGCTIMER register (see page 380
). If using any CCP pins, the clock to the appropriate GPIO module must be enabled via the
RCGCGPIO register (see page 382). To find out which GPIO port to enable, refer to Table
26-4 on page 1795. Configure the PMCn fields in the GPIOPCTL register to assign the CCP signals
to the appropriate pins (see page 785 and Table 26-5 on page 1806).

This section shows module initialization and configuration examples for each of the supported timer
modes.

13.4.1 One-Shot/Periodic Timer Mode
The GPTM is configured for One-Shot and Periodic modes by the following sequence:

1. Ensure the timer is disabled (the TnEN bit in the GPTMCTL register is cleared) before making
any changes.

2. Write the GPTM Configuration Register (GPTMCFG) with a value of 0x0000.0000.

3. Configure the TnMR field in the GPTM Timer n Mode Register (GPTMTnMR):

a. Write a value of 0x1 for One-Shot mode.

b. Write a value of 0x2 for Periodic mode.

4. Optionally configure the TnSNAPS, TnWOT, TnMTE, and TnCDIR bits in theGPTMTnMR register
to select whether to capture the value of the free-running timer at time-out, use an external
trigger to start counting, configure an additional trigger or interrupt, and count up or down. In
addition, if using CCP pins, the TCACT field can be programmed to configure the compare action.

5. Load the start value into the GPTM Timer n Interval Load Register (GPTMTnILR).

6. If interrupts are required, set the appropriate bits in the GPTM Interrupt Mask Register
(GPTMIMR).

7. Set the TnEN bit in the GPTMCTL register to enable the timer and start counting.

8. Poll the GPTMRIS register or wait for the interrupt to be generated (if enabled). In both cases,
the status flags are cleared by writing a 1 to the appropriate bit of the GPTM Interrupt Clear
Register (GPTMICR).
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If the TnMIE bit in the GPTMTnMR register is set, the RTCRIS bit in the GPTMRIS register is set,
and the timer continues counting. In One-Shot mode, the timer stops counting after the time-out
event. To re-enable the timer, repeat the sequence. A timer configured in Periodic mode reloads
the timer and continues counting after the time-out event.

13.4.2 Real-Time Clock (RTC) Mode
To use the RTC mode, the timer must have a 32.768-KHz input signal on an even CCP input. To
enable the RTC feature, follow these steps:

1. Ensure the timer is disabled (the TAEN bit is cleared) before making any changes.

2. If the timer has been operating in a different mode prior to this, clear any residual set bits in the
GPTM Timer n Mode (GPTMTnMR) register before reconfiguring.

3. Write the GPTM Configuration Register (GPTMCFG) with a value of 0x0000.0001.

4. Write the match value to the GPTM Timer n Match Register (GPTMTnMATCHR).

5. Set/clear the RTCEN and TnSTALL bit in the GPTM Control Register (GPTMCTL) as needed.

6. If interrupts are required, set the RTCIM bit in the GPTM Interrupt Mask Register (GPTMIMR).

7. Set the TAEN bit in the GPTMCTL register to enable the timer and start counting.

When the timer count equals the value in the GPTMTnMATCHR register, the GPTM asserts the
RTCRIS bit in the GPTMRIS register and continues counting until Timer A is disabled or a hardware
reset. The interrupt is cleared by writing the RTCCINT bit in the GPTMICR register. Note that if the
GPTMTnILR register is loaded with a new value, the timer begins counting at this new value and
continues until it reaches 0xFFFF.FFFF, at which point it rolls over.

13.4.3 Input Edge-Count Mode
A timer is configured to Input Edge-Count mode by the following sequence:

1. Ensure the timer is disabled (the TnEN bit is cleared) before making any changes.

2. Write the GPTM Configuration (GPTMCFG) register with a value of 0x0000.0004.

3. In the GPTM Timer Mode (GPTMTnMR) register, write the TnCMR field to 0x0 and the TnMR
field to 0x3.

4. Configure the type of event(s) that the timer captures by writing the TnEVENT field of the GPTM
Control (GPTMCTL) register.

5. Program registers according to count direction:

■ In down-count mode, the GPTMTnMATCHR and GPTMTnPMR registers are configured so
that the difference between the value in the GPTMTnILR and GPTMTnPR registers and the
GPTMTnMATCHR andGPTMTnPMR registers equals the number of edge events that must
be counted.

■ In up-count mode, the timer counts from 0x0 to the value in the GPTMTnMATCHR and
GPTMTnPMR registers. Note that when executing an up-count, the value of theGPTMTnPR
and GPTMTnILR must be greater than the value of GPTMTnPMR and GPTMTnMATCHR.
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6. If interrupts are required, set the CnMIM bit in the GPTM Interrupt Mask (GPTMIMR) register.

7. Set the TnEN bit in theGPTMCTL register to enable the timer and begin waiting for edge events.

8. Poll the CnMRIS bit in theGPTMRIS register or wait for the interrupt to be generated (if enabled).
In both cases, the status flags are cleared by writing a 1 to the CnMCINT bit of the GPTM
Interrupt Clear (GPTMICR) register.

When counting down in Input Edge-Count Mode, the timer stops after the programmed number of
edge events has been detected. To re-enable the timer, ensure that the TnEN bit is cleared and
repeat steps 4 through 8.

13.4.4 Input Edge Time Mode
A timer is configured to Input Edge Time mode by the following sequence:

1. Ensure the timer is disabled (the TnEN bit is cleared) before making any changes.

2. Write the GPTM Configuration (GPTMCFG) register with a value of 0x0000.0004.

3. In the GPTM Timer Mode (GPTMTnMR) register, write the TnCMR field to 0x1 and the TnMR
field to 0x3 and select a count direction by programming the TnCDIR bit.

4. Configure the type of event that the timer captures by writing the TnEVENT field of the GPTM
Control (GPTMCTL) register.

5. If a prescaler is to be used, write the prescale value to the GPTM Timer n Prescale Register
(GPTMTnPR).

6. Load the timer start value into the GPTM Timer n Interval Load (GPTMTnILR) register.

7. If interrupts are required, set the CnEIM bit in the GPTM Interrupt Mask (GPTMIMR) register.

8. Set the TnEN bit in theGPTMControl (GPTMCTL) register to enable the timer and start counting.

9. Poll the CnERIS bit in theGPTMRIS register or wait for the interrupt to be generated (if enabled).
In both cases, the status flags are cleared by writing a 1 to the CnECINT bit of the GPTM
Interrupt Clear (GPTMICR) register. The time at which the event happened can be obtained
by reading the GPTM Timer n (GPTMTnR) register.

In Input Edge Timing mode, the timer continues running after an edge event has been detected,
but the timer interval can be changed at any time by writing the GPTMTnILR register and clearing
the TnILD bit in the GPTMTnMR register. The change takes effect at the next cycle after the write.

13.4.5 PWM Mode
A timer is configured to PWM mode using the following sequence:

1. Ensure the timer is disabled (the TnEN bit is cleared) before making any changes.

2. Write the GPTM Configuration (GPTMCFG) register with a value of 0x0000.0004.

3. In the GPTM Timer Mode (GPTMTnMR) register, set the TnAMS bit to 0x1, the TnCMR bit to
0x0, and the TnMR field to 0x2.
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4. Configure the output state of the PWM signal (whether or not it is inverted) in the TnPWML field
of the GPTM Control (GPTMCTL) register.

5. If a prescaler is to be used, write the prescale value to the GPTM Timer n Prescale Register
(GPTMTnPR).

6. If PWM interrupts are used, configure the interrupt condition in the TnEVENT field in the
GPTMCTL register and enable the interrupts by setting the TnPWMIE bit in the GPTMTnMR
register. Note that edge detect interrupt behavior is reversed when the PWM output is inverted
(see page 984).

7. Load the timer start value into the GPTM Timer n Interval Load (GPTMTnILR) register.

8. Load the GPTM Timer n Match (GPTMTnMATCHR) register with the match value.

9. Set the TnEN bit in the GPTM Control (GPTMCTL) register to enable the timer and begin
generation of the output PWM signal.

In PWM Time mode, the timer continues running after the PWM signal has been generated. The
PWM period can be adjusted at any time by writing the GPTMTnILR register, and the change takes
effect at the next cycle after the write.

13.5 Register Map
Table 13-11 on page 972 lists the GPTM registers. The offset listed is a hexadecimal increment to
the register's address, relative to that timer's base address:

■ 16/32-bit Timer 0: 0x4003.0000
■ 16/32-bit Timer 1: 0x4003.1000
■ 16/32-bit Timer 2: 0x4003.2000
■ 16/32-bit Timer 3: 0x4003.3000
■ 16/32-bit Timer 4: 0x4003.4000
■ 16/32-bit Timer 5: 0x4003.5000
■ 16/32-bit Timer 6: 0x400E.0000
■ 16/32-bit Timer 7: 0x400E.1000

Note that the GP Timer module clock must be enabled before the registers can be programmed
(see page 380). There must be a delay of 3 system clocks after the Timer module clock is enabled
before any Timer module registers are accessed.

Table 13-11. Timers Register Map

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

974GPTM Configuration0x0000.0000RWGPTMCFG0x000

975GPTM Timer A Mode0x0000.0000RWGPTMTAMR0x004

980GPTM Timer B Mode0x0000.0000RWGPTMTBMR0x008

984GPTM Control0x0000.0000RWGPTMCTL0x00C

988GPTM Synchronize0x0000.0000RWGPTMSYNC0x010

991GPTM Interrupt Mask0x0000.0000RWGPTMIMR0x018
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Table 13-11. Timers Register Map (continued)

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

994GPTM Raw Interrupt Status0x0000.0000ROGPTMRIS0x01C

997GPTM Masked Interrupt Status0x0000.0000ROGPTMMIS0x020

1000GPTM Interrupt Clear0x0000.0000W1CGPTMICR0x024

1002GPTM Timer A Interval Load0xFFFF.FFFFRWGPTMTAILR0x028

1003GPTM Timer B Interval Load0x0000.FFFFRWGPTMTBILR0x02C

1004GPTM Timer A Match0xFFFF.FFFFRWGPTMTAMATCHR0x030

1005GPTM Timer B Match0x0000.FFFFRWGPTMTBMATCHR0x034

1006GPTM Timer A Prescale0x0000.0000RWGPTMTAPR0x038

1007GPTM Timer B Prescale0x0000.0000RWGPTMTBPR0x03C

1008GPTM TimerA Prescale Match0x0000.0000RWGPTMTAPMR0x040

1009GPTM TimerB Prescale Match0x0000.0000RWGPTMTBPMR0x044

1010GPTM Timer A0xFFFF.FFFFROGPTMTAR0x048

1011GPTM Timer B0x0000.FFFFROGPTMTBR0x04C

1012GPTM Timer A Value0xFFFF.FFFFRWGPTMTAV0x050

1013GPTM Timer B Value0x0000.FFFFRWGPTMTBV0x054

1014GPTM RTC Predivide0x0000.7FFFROGPTMRTCPD0x058

1015GPTM Timer A Prescale Snapshot0x0000.0000ROGPTMTAPS0x05C

1016GPTM Timer B Prescale Snapshot0x0000.0000ROGPTMTBPS0x060

1017GPTM DMA Event0x0000.0000RWGPTMDMAEV0x06C

1020GPTM ADC Event0x0000.0000RWGPTMADCEV0x070

1023GPTM Peripheral Properties0x0000.0070ROGPTMPP0xFC0

1025GPTM Clock Configuration0x0000.0000RWGPTMCC0xFC8

13.6 Register Descriptions
The remainder of this section lists and describes the GPTM registers, in numerical order by address
offset.
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Register 1: GPTM Configuration (GPTMCFG), offset 0x000
This register configures the global operation of the GPTM module. The value written to this register
determines whether the GPTM is in 32- or 16-bit mode.

Important: Bits in this register should only be changed when the TAEN and TBEN bits in the
GPTMCTL register are cleared.

GPTM Configuration (GPTMCFG)
16/32-bit Timer 0 base: 0x4003.0000
16/32-bit Timer 1 base: 0x4003.1000
16/32-bit Timer 2 base: 0x4003.2000
16/32-bit Timer 3 base: 0x4003.3000
16/32-bit Timer 4 base: 0x4003.4000
16/32-bit Timer 5 base: 0x4003.5000
16/32-bit Timer 6 base: 0x400E.0000
16/32-bit Timer 7 base: 0x400E.1000
Offset 0x000
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

GPTMCFGreserved

RWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:3

GPTM Configuration
The GPTMCFG values are defined as follows:

DescriptionValue

For a 16/32-bit timer, this value selects the 32-bit timer
configuration.

0x0

For a 16/32-bit timer, this value selects the 32-bit real-time
clock (RTC) counter configuration.

0x1

Reserved0x2-0x3

For a 16/32-bit timer, this value selects the 16-bit timer
configuration.
The function is controlled by bits 1:0 of GPTMTAMR and
GPTMTBMR.

0x4

Reserved0x5-0x7

0x0RWGPTMCFG2:0
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Register 2: GPTM Timer A Mode (GPTMTAMR), offset 0x004
This register configures the GPTM based on the configuration selected in the GPTMCFG register.
When in PWM mode, set the TAAMS bit, clear the TACMR bit, and configure the TAMR field to 0x1 or
0x2.

This register controls the modes for Timer A when it is used individually. When Timer A and Timer
B are concatenated, this register controls the modes for both Timer A and Timer B, and the contents
of GPTMTBMR are ignored.

Important: Except for the TCACT bit field, all other bits in this register should only be changed when
the TAEN bit in the GPTMCTL register is cleared.

GPTM Timer A Mode (GPTMTAMR)
16/32-bit Timer 0 base: 0x4003.0000
16/32-bit Timer 1 base: 0x4003.1000
16/32-bit Timer 2 base: 0x4003.2000
16/32-bit Timer 3 base: 0x4003.3000
16/32-bit Timer 4 base: 0x4003.4000
16/32-bit Timer 5 base: 0x4003.5000
16/32-bit Timer 6 base: 0x400E.0000
16/32-bit Timer 7 base: 0x400E.1000
Offset 0x004
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TAMRTACMRTAAMSTACDIRTAMIETAWOTTASNAPSTAILDTAPWMIETAMRSUTAPLOTACINTDTCACT

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:16

Timer Compare Action Select

DescriptionValue

Disable compare operations.0x0

Toggle State on Time-Out0x1

Clear CCP on Time-Out0x2

Set CCP on Time-Out0x3

Set CCP immediately and toggle on Time-Out0x4

Clear CCP immediately and toggle on Time-Out0x5

Set CCP immediately and clear on Time-Out0x6

Clear CCP immediately and set on Time-Out0x7

0x0RWTCACT15:13
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

One-shot/Periodic Interrupt Disable

DescriptionValue

Time-out interrupt functions as normal.0

Time-out interrupt are disabled.1

Note: Setting the TACINTD bit in the GPTMTAMR register
does not have an effect on the µDMA or ADC interrupt
time-out event trigger assertions. If the TATODMAEN
bit is set in the GPTMDMAEV register or the
TATOADCEN bit is set in the GPTMADCEV register,
a µDMA or ADC time-out trigger is sent to the µDMA
or ADC, respectively, even if the TACINTD bit is set.

0RWTACINTD12

GPTM Timer A PWM Legacy Operation

DescriptionValue

Legacy operation with CCP pin driven Low when the
GPTMTAILR is reloaded after the timer reaches 0.

0

CCP is driven High when the GPTMTAILR is reloaded after the
timer reaches 0.

1

This bit is only valid in PWM mode.

0RWTAPLO11

GPTM Timer A Match Register Update

DescriptionValue

Update the GPTMTAMATCHR register and the GPTMTAPR
register, if used, on the next cycle.

0

Update the GPTMTAMATCHR register and the GPTMTAPR
register, if used, on the next timeout.

1

If the timer is disabled (TAEN is clear) when this bit is set,
GPTMTAMATCHR and GPTMTAPR are updated when the timer is
enabled. If the timer is stalled (TASTALL is set),GPTMTAMATCHR and
GPTMTAPR are updated according to the configuration of this bit.

0RWTAMRSU10

GPTM Timer A PWM Interrupt Enable
This bit enables interrupts in PWM mode on rising, falling, or both edges
of the CCP output, as defined by the TAEVENT field in the GPTMCTL
register.
In addition, when this bit is set and a capture event occurs, Timer A
automatically generates triggers to the ADC and DMA if the trigger
capability is enabled by setting the TAOTE bit in the GPTMCTL register
and the CAEDMAEN bit in the GPTMDMAEV register, respectively.

DescriptionValue

Capture event interrupt is disabled.0

Capture event interrupt is enabled.1

This bit is only valid in PWM mode.

0RWTAPWMIE9
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPTM Timer A Interval Load Write

DescriptionValue

Update the GPTMTAR and GPTMTAV registers with the value
in the GPTMTAILR register on the next cycle. Also update the
GPTMTAPS register with the value in the GPTMTAPR register
on the next cycle.

0

Update the GPTMTAR and GPTMTAV registers with the value
in the GPTMTAILR register on the next timeout. Also update
the GPTMTAPS register with the value in the GPTMTAPR
register on the next timeout.

1

Note the state of this bit has no effect when counting up.
The bit descriptions above apply if the timer is enabled and running. If
the timer is disabled (TAEN is clear) when this bit is set, GPTMTAR
GPTMTAV and GPTMTAPs, are updated when the timer is enabled. If
the timer is stalled (TASTALL is set), GPTMTAR and GPTMTAPS are
updated according to the configuration of this bit.

0RWTAILD8

GPTM Timer A Snap-Shot Mode

DescriptionValue

Snap-shot mode is disabled.0

If Timer A is configured in the periodic mode, the actual
free-running, capture or snapshot value of Timer A is loaded at
the time-out event/capture or snapshot event into the GPTM
Timer A (GPTMTAR) register. If the timer prescaler is used,
the prescaler snapshot is loaded into the GPTM Timer A
(GPTMTAPR).

1

0RWTASNAPS7

GPTM Timer A Wait-on-Trigger

Note: If the application requires cyclical daisy-chaining, the TAWOT
bit in the GPTMTAMR register of Timer 0 can be set. In this
case, Timer 0 waits for a trigger from the last timer module in
the chain.

DescriptionValue

Timer A begins counting as soon as it is enabled.0

If Timer A is enabled (TAEN is set in the GPTMCTL register),
Timer A does not begin counting until it receives a trigger from
the timer in the previous position in the daisy chain, see Figure
13-8 on page 967. This function is valid for one-shot, periodic,
and PWM modes.

1

0RWTAWOT6
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPTM Timer A Match Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

The match interrupt is disabled for match events.0

Note: Clearing the TAMIE bit in the GPTMTAMR register
prevents assertion of µDMA or ADC requests
generated on a match event. Even if the TATODMAEN
bit is set in the GPTMDMAEV register or the
TATOADCEN bit is set in the GPTMADCEV register,
a µDMA or ADC match trigger is not sent to the µDMA
or ADC, respectively, when the TAMIE bit is clear.

An interrupt is generated when the match value in the
GPTMTAMATCHR register is reached in the one-shot and
periodic modes.

1

0RWTAMIE5

GPTM Timer A Count Direction

DescriptionValue

The timer counts down.0

The timer counts up. When counting up, the timer starts from a
value of 0x0.

1

When in PWM or RTC mode, the status of this bit is ignored. PWM mode
always counts down and RTC mode always counts up.

0RWTACDIR4

GPTM Timer A Alternate Mode Select
The TAAMS values are defined as follows:

DescriptionValue

Capture or compare mode is enabled.0

PWM mode is enabled.1

Note: To enable PWM mode, you must also clear the TACMR
bit and configure the TAMR field to 0x1 or 0x2.

0RWTAAMS3

GPTM Timer A Capture Mode
The TACMR values are defined as follows:

DescriptionValue

Edge-Count mode0

Edge-Time mode1

0RWTACMR2
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPTM Timer A Mode
The TAMR values are defined as follows:

DescriptionValue

Reserved0x0

One-Shot Timer mode0x1

Periodic Timer mode0x2

Capture mode0x3

The Timer mode is based on the timer configuration defined by bits 2:0
in the GPTMCFG register.

0x0RWTAMR1:0
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Register 3: GPTM Timer B Mode (GPTMTBMR), offset 0x008
This register configures the GPTM based on the configuration selected in the GPTMCFG register.
When in PWM mode, set the TBAMS bit, clear the TBCMR bit, and configure the TBMR field to 0x1 or
0x2.

This register controls the modes for Timer B when it is used individually. When Timer A and Timer
B are concatenated, this register is ignored and GPTMTAMR controls the modes for both Timer A
and Timer B.

Important: Except for the TCACT bit field, all other bits in this register should only be changed when
the TBEN bit in the GPTMCTL register is cleared.

GPTM Timer B Mode (GPTMTBMR)
16/32-bit Timer 0 base: 0x4003.0000
16/32-bit Timer 1 base: 0x4003.1000
16/32-bit Timer 2 base: 0x4003.2000
16/32-bit Timer 3 base: 0x4003.3000
16/32-bit Timer 4 base: 0x4003.4000
16/32-bit Timer 5 base: 0x4003.5000
16/32-bit Timer 6 base: 0x400E.0000
16/32-bit Timer 7 base: 0x400E.1000
Offset 0x008
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TBMRTBCMRTBAMSTBCDIRTBMIETBWOTTBSNAPSTBILDTBPWMIETBMRSUTBPLOTBCINTDTCACT

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:16

Timer Compare Action Select

DescriptionValue

Disable compare operations0x0

Toggle State on Time-Out0x1

Clear CCP on Time-Out0x2

Set CCP on Time-Out0x3

Set CCP immediately and toggle on Time-Out0x4

Clear CCP immediately and toggle on Time-Out0x5

Set CCP immediately and clear on Time-Out0x6

Clear CCP immediately and set on Time-Out0x7

0x0RWTCACT15:13
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

One-Shot/Periodic Interrupt Disable

DescriptionValue

Time-out interrupt functions normally0

Time-out interrupt functionality is disabled1

Note: Setting the TBCINTD bit in the GPTMTBMR register
does not have an effect on the µDMA or ADC interrupt
time-out event trigger assertions. If the TBTODMAEN
bit is set in the GPTMDMAEV register or the
TBTOADCEN bit is set in the GPTMADCEV register,
a µDMA or ADC time-out trigger is sent to the µDMA
or ADC, respectively, even if the TBCINTD bit is set.

0RWTBCINTD12

GPTM Timer B PWM Legacy Operation

DescriptionValue

Legacy operation with CCP pin driven Low when the
GPTMTAILR is reloaded after the timer reaches 0.

0

CCP is driven High when the GPTMTAILR is reloaded after the
timer reaches 0.

1

This bit is only valid in PWM mode.

0RWTBPLO11

GPTM Timer B Match Register Update

DescriptionValue

Update the GPTMTBMATCHR register and the GPTMTBPR
register, if used, on the next cycle.

0

Update the GPTMTBMATCHR register and the GPTMTBPR
register, if used, on the next timeout.

1

If the timer is disabled (TBEN is clear) when this bit is set,
GPTMTBMATCHR and GPTMTBPR are updated when the timer is
enabled. If the timer is stalled (TBSTALL is set),GPTMTBMATCHR and
GPTMTBPR are updated according to the configuration of this bit.

0RWTBMRSU10

GPTM Timer B PWM Interrupt Enable
This bit enables interrupts in PWM mode on rising, falling, or both edges
of the CCP output as defined by the TBEVENT field in the GPTMCTL
register.
In addition, when this bit is set and a capture event occurs, Timer B
automatically generates triggers to the ADC and DMA if the trigger
capability is enabled by setting the TBOTE bit in the GPTMCTL register
and the CBEDMAEN bit in the GPTMDMAEV register, respectively.

DescriptionValue

Capture event interrupt is disabled.0

Capture event is enabled.1

This bit is only valid in PWM mode.

0RWTBPWMIE9
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPTM Timer B Interval Load Write

DescriptionValue

Update the GPTMTBR and GPTMTBV registers with the value
in the GPTMTBILR register on the next cycle. Also update the
GPTMTBPS register with the value in the GPTMTBPR register
on the next cycle.

0

Update the GPTMTBR and GPTMTBV registers with the value
in the GPTMTBILR register on the next timeout. Also update
the GPTMTBPS register with the value in the GPTMTBPR
register on the next timeout.

1

Note the state of this bit has no effect when counting up.
The bit descriptions above apply if the timer is enabled and running. If
the timer is disabled (TBEN is clear) when this bit is set, GPTMTBR,
GPTMTBV and are updated when the timer is enabled. If the timer is
stalled (TBSTALL is set), GPTMTBR and GPTMTBPS are updated
according to the configuration of this bit.

0RWTBILD8

GPTM Timer B Snap-Shot Mode

DescriptionValue

Snap-shot mode is disabled.0

If Timer B is configured in the periodic mode, the actual
free-running value of Timer B is loaded at the time-out event
into the GPTM Timer B (GPTMTBR) register. If the timer
prescaler is used, the prescaler snapshot is loaded into the
GPTM Timer B (GPTMTBPR).

1

0RWTBSNAPS7

GPTM Timer B Wait-on-Trigger

DescriptionValue

Timer B begins counting as soon as it is enabled.0

If Timer B is enabled (TBEN is set in the GPTMCTL register),
Timer B does not begin counting until it receives a trigger from
the timer in the previous position in the daisy chain, see . This
function is valid for one-shot, periodic, and PWM modes.

1

0RWTBWOT6

GPTM Timer B Match Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

The match interrupt is disabled for match events. Additionally,
triggers to the DMA and ADC on match events are prevented.

0

An interrupt is generated when the match value in the
GPTMTBMATCHR register is reached in the one-shot and
periodic modes.

1

Note: Clearing the TBMIE bit in the GPTMTBMR register
prevents assertion of µDMA or ADC requests
generated on a match event. Even if the TBTODMAEN
bit is set in the GPTMDMAEV register or the
TBTOADCEN bit is set in the GPTMADCEV register,
a µDMA or ADC match trigger is not sent to the µDMA
or ADC, respectively, when the TBMIE bit is clear.

0RWTBMIE5
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPTM Timer B Count Direction

DescriptionValue

The timer counts down.0

The timer counts up. When counting up, the timer starts from a
value of 0x0.

1

When in PWM or RTC mode, the status of this bit is ignored. PWM mode
always counts down and RTC mode always counts up.

0RWTBCDIR4

GPTM Timer B Alternate Mode Select
The TBAMS values are defined as follows:

DescriptionValue

Capture or compare mode is enabled.0

PWM mode is enabled.1

Note: To enable PWM mode, you must also clear the TBCMR
bit and configure the TBMR field to 0x1 or 0x2.

0RWTBAMS3

GPTM Timer B Capture Mode
The TBCMR values are defined as follows:

DescriptionValue

Edge-Count mode0

Edge-Time mode1

0RWTBCMR2

GPTM Timer B Mode
The TBMR values are defined as follows:

DescriptionValue

Reserved0x0

One-Shot Timer mode0x1

Periodic Timer mode0x2

Capture mode0x3

The timer mode is based on the timer configuration defined by bits 2:0
in the GPTMCFG register.

0x0RWTBMR1:0
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Register 4: GPTM Control (GPTMCTL), offset 0x00C
This register is used alongside the GPTMCFG and GMTMTnMR registers to fine-tune the timer
configuration, and to enable other features such as timer stall and the output trigger. The output
trigger can be used to initiate transfers on the ADC module.

Important: Bits in this register should only be changed when the TnEN bit for the respective timer
is cleared.

GPTM Control (GPTMCTL)
16/32-bit Timer 0 base: 0x4003.0000
16/32-bit Timer 1 base: 0x4003.1000
16/32-bit Timer 2 base: 0x4003.2000
16/32-bit Timer 3 base: 0x4003.3000
16/32-bit Timer 4 base: 0x4003.4000
16/32-bit Timer 5 base: 0x4003.5000
16/32-bit Timer 6 base: 0x400E.0000
16/32-bit Timer 7 base: 0x400E.1000
Offset 0x00C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TAENTASTALLTAEVENTRTCENTAOTETAPWMLreservedTBENTBSTALLTBEVENTreservedTBOTETBPWMLreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRORWRWRWRWRORWRWROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:15

GPTM Timer B PWM Output Level
The TBPWML values are defined as follows:

DescriptionValue

Output is unaffected.0

Output is inverted.1

0RWTBPWML14

GPTM Timer B Output Trigger Enable
The TBOTE values are defined as follows:

DescriptionValue

The output Timer B ADC trigger is disabled.0

The output Timer B ADC trigger is enabled.1

In addition, the ADC must be enabled and the timer selected as a trigger
source with the EMn bit in the ADCEMUX register (see page 1089).

0RWTBOTE13

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved12
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GPTM Timer B Event Mode
The TBEVENT values are defined as follows:

DescriptionValue

Positive edge0x0

Negative edge0x1

Reserved0x2

Both edges0x3

Note: If PWM output inversion is enabled, edge detection interrupt
behavior is reversed. Thus, if a positive-edge interrupt trigger
has been set and the PWM inversion generates a postive
edge, no event-trigger interrupt asserts. Instead, the interrupt
is generated on the negative edge of the PWM signal.

0x0RWTBEVENT11:10

GPTM Timer B Stall Enable
The TBSTALL values are defined as follows:

DescriptionValue

Timer B continues counting while the processor is halted by the
debugger.

0

Timer B freezes counting while the processor is halted by the
debugger.

1

If the processor is executing normally, the TBSTALL bit is ignored.

0RWTBSTALL9

GPTM Timer B Enable
The TBEN values are defined as follows:

DescriptionValue

Timer B is disabled.0

Timer B is enabled and begins counting or the capture logic is
enabled based on the GPTMCFG register.

1

0RWTBEN8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved7

GPTM Timer A PWM Output Level
The TAPWML values are defined as follows:

DescriptionValue

Output is unaffected.0

Output is inverted.1

0RWTAPWML6
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPTM Timer A Output Trigger Enable
The TAOTE values are defined as follows:

DescriptionValue

The output Timer A ADC trigger is disabled.0

The output Timer A ADC trigger is enabled.1

In addition, the ADC must be enabled and the timer selected as a trigger
source with the EMn bit in the ADCEMUX register (see page 1089).

0RWTAOTE5

GPTM RTC Stall Enable
The RTCEN values are defined as follows:

DescriptionValue

RTC counting freezes while the processor is halted by the
debugger.

0

RTC counting continues while the processor is halted by the
debugger.

1

If the RTCEN bit is set, it prevents the timer from stalling in all operating
modes, even if TnSTALL is set.

0RWRTCEN4

GPTM Timer A Event Mode
The TAEVENT values are defined as follows:

DescriptionValue

Positive edge0x0

Negative edge0x1

Reserved0x2

Both edges0x3

Note: If PWM output inversion is enabled, edge detection interrupt
behavior is reversed. Thus, if a positive-edge interrupt trigger
has been set and the PWM inversion generates a postive
edge, no event-trigger interrupt asserts. Instead, the interrupt
is generated on the negative edge of the PWM signal.

0x0RWTAEVENT3:2

GPTM Timer A Stall Enable
The TASTALL values are defined as follows:

DescriptionValue

Timer A continues counting while the processor is halted by the
debugger.

0

Timer A freezes counting while the processor is halted by the
debugger.

1

If the processor is executing normally, the TASTALL bit is ignored.

0RWTASTALL1
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GPTM Timer A Enable
The TAEN values are defined as follows:

DescriptionValue

Timer A is disabled.0

Timer A is enabled and begins counting or the capture logic is
enabled based on the GPTMCFG register.

1

0RWTAEN0
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Register 5: GPTM Synchronize (GPTMSYNC), offset 0x010
Note: This register is only implemented on GPTM Module 0 only.

This register allows software to synchronize a number of timers.

GPTM Synchronize (GPTMSYNC)
16/32-bit Timer 0 base: 0x4003.0000
16/32-bit Timer 1 base: 0x4003.1000
16/32-bit Timer 2 base: 0x4003.2000
16/32-bit Timer 3 base: 0x4003.3000
16/32-bit Timer 4 base: 0x4003.4000
16/32-bit Timer 5 base: 0x4003.5000
16/32-bit Timer 6 base: 0x400E.0000
16/32-bit Timer 7 base: 0x400E.1000
Offset 0x010
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

SYNCT0SYNCT1SYNCT2SYNCT3SYNCT4SYNCT5SYNCT6SYNCT7

WOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved31:16

Synchronize GPTM Timer 7

DescriptionValue

GPT7 is not affected.0x0

A timeout event for Timer A of GPTM7 is triggered.0x1

A timeout event for Timer B of GPTM7 is triggered.0x2

A timeout event for both Timer A and Timer B of GPTM7 is
triggered.

0x3

0x0WOSYNCT715:14

Synchronize GPTM Timer 6

DescriptionValue

GPTM6 is not affected.0x0

A timeout event for Timer A of GPTM6 is triggered.0x1

A timeout event for Timer B of GPTM6 is triggered.0x2

A timeout event for both Timer A and Timer B of GPTM6 is
triggered.

0x3

0x0WOSYNCT613:12
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Synchronize GPTM Timer 5

DescriptionValue

GPTM5 is not affected.0x0

A timeout event for Timer A of GPTM5 is triggered.0x1

A timeout event for Timer B of GPTM5 is triggered.0x2

A timeout event for both Timer A and Timer B of GPTM5 is
triggered.

0x3

0x0WOSYNCT511:10

Synchronize GPTM Timer 4

DescriptionValue

GPTM4 is not affected.0x0

A timeout event for Timer A of GPTM4 is triggered.0x1

A timeout event for Timer B of GPTM4 is triggered.0x2

A timeout event for both Timer A and Timer B of GPTM4 is
triggered.

0x3

0x0WOSYNCT49:8

Synchronize GPTM Timer 3

DescriptionValue

GPTM3 is not affected.0x0

A timeout event for Timer A of GPTM3 is triggered.0x1

A timeout event for Timer B of GPTM3 is triggered.0x2

A timeout event for both Timer A and Timer B of GPTM3 is
triggered.

0x3

0x0WOSYNCT37:6

Synchronize GPTM Timer 2

DescriptionValue

GPTM2 is not affected.0x0

A timeout event for Timer A of GPTM2 is triggered.0x1

A timeout event for Timer B of GPTM2 is triggered.0x2

A timeout event for both Timer A and Timer B of GPTM2 is
triggered.

0x3

0x0WOSYNCT25:4

Synchronize GPTM Timer 1

DescriptionValue

GPTM1 is not affected.0x0

A timeout event for Timer A of GPTM1 is triggered.0x1

A timeout event for Timer B of GPTM1 is triggered.0x2

A timeout event for both Timer A and Timer B of GPTM1 is
triggered.

0x3

0x0WOSYNCT13:2
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Synchronize GPTM Timer 0

DescriptionValue

GPTM0 is not affected.0x0

A timeout event for Timer A of GPTM0 is triggered.0x1

A timeout event for Timer B of GPTM0 is triggered.0x2

A timeout event for both Timer A and Timer B of GPTM0 is
triggered.

0x3

0x0WOSYNCT01:0
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Register 6: GPTM Interrupt Mask (GPTMIMR), offset 0x018
This register allows software to enable/disable GPTM controller-level interrupts. Setting a bit enables
the corresponding interrupt, while clearing a bit disables it.

GPTM Interrupt Mask (GPTMIMR)
16/32-bit Timer 0 base: 0x4003.0000
16/32-bit Timer 1 base: 0x4003.1000
16/32-bit Timer 2 base: 0x4003.2000
16/32-bit Timer 3 base: 0x4003.3000
16/32-bit Timer 4 base: 0x4003.4000
16/32-bit Timer 5 base: 0x4003.5000
16/32-bit Timer 6 base: 0x400E.0000
16/32-bit Timer 7 base: 0x400E.1000
Offset 0x018
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TATOIMCAMIMCAEIMRTCIMTAMIMDMAAIMreservedTBTOIMCBMIMCBEIMTBMIMreservedDMABIMreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRORORWRWRWRWRORWROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:14

GPTM Timer B DMA Done Interrupt Mask
The DMABIM values are defined as follows:

DescriptionValue

Interrupt is disabled.0

Interrupt is enabled.1

0RWDMABIM13

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved12

GPTM Timer B Match Interrupt Mask
The TBMIM values are defined as follows:

DescriptionValue

Interrupt is disabled.0

Interrupt is enabled.1

0RWTBMIM11

GPTM Timer B Capture Mode Event Interrupt Mask
The CBEIM values are defined as follows:

DescriptionValue

Interrupt is disabled.0

Interrupt is enabled.1

0RWCBEIM10
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GPTM Timer B Capture Mode Match Interrupt Mask
The CBMIM values are defined as follows:

DescriptionValue

Interrupt is disabled.0

Interrupt is enabled.1

0RWCBMIM9

GPTM Timer B Time-Out Interrupt Mask
The TBTOIM values are defined as follows:

DescriptionValue

Interrupt is disabled.0

Interrupt is enabled.1

0RWTBTOIM8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved7:6

GPTM Timer A DMA Done Interrupt Mask
The DMAAIM values are defined as follows:

DescriptionValue

Interrupt is disabled.0

Interrupt is enabled.1

0RWDMAAIM5

GPTM Timer A Match Interrupt Mask
The TAMIM values are defined as follows:

DescriptionValue

Interrupt is disabled.0

Interrupt is enabled.1

0RWTAMIM4

GPTM RTC Interrupt Mask
The RTCIM values are defined as follows:

DescriptionValue

Interrupt is disabled.0

Interrupt is enabled.1

0RWRTCIM3

GPTM Timer A Capture Mode Event Interrupt Mask
The CAEIM values are defined as follows:

DescriptionValue

Interrupt is disabled.0

Interrupt is enabled.1

0RWCAEIM2
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GPTM Timer A Capture Mode Match Interrupt Mask
The CAMIM values are defined as follows:

DescriptionValue

Interrupt is disabled.0

Interrupt is enabled.1

0RWCAMIM1

GPTM Timer A Time-Out Interrupt Mask
The TATOIM values are defined as follows:

DescriptionValue

Interrupt is disabled.0

Interrupt is enabled.1

0RWTATOIM0
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Register 7: GPTM Raw Interrupt Status (GPTMRIS), offset 0x01C
This register shows the state of the GPTM's internal interrupt signal. These bits are set whether or
not the interrupt is masked in the GPTMIMR register. Each bit can be cleared by writing a 1 to its
corresponding bit in GPTMICR.

Note: The state of the GPTMRIS register is not affected by disabling and then re-enabling the
timer using the TnEN bits in the GPTM Control (GPTMCTL) register. If an application
requires that all or certain status bits should not carry over after re-enabling the timer, then
the appropriate bits in theGPTMRIS register should be cleared using theGPTMICR register
prior to re-enabling the timer. If this is not done, any status bits set in the GPTMRIS register
and unmasked in theGPTMIMR register generate an interrupt once the timer is re-enabled.

GPTM Raw Interrupt Status (GPTMRIS)
16/32-bit Timer 0 base: 0x4003.0000
16/32-bit Timer 1 base: 0x4003.1000
16/32-bit Timer 2 base: 0x4003.2000
16/32-bit Timer 3 base: 0x4003.3000
16/32-bit Timer 4 base: 0x4003.4000
16/32-bit Timer 5 base: 0x4003.5000
16/32-bit Timer 6 base: 0x400E.0000
16/32-bit Timer 7 base: 0x400E.1000
Offset 0x01C
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TATORISCAMRISCAERISRTCRISTAMRISDMAARISreservedTBTORISCBMRISCBERISTBMRISreservedDMABRISreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:14

GPTM Timer B DMA Done Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

The Timer B DMA transfer has not completed.0

The Timer B DMA transfer has completed.1

0RODMABRIS13

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved12
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPTM Timer B Match Raw Interrupt

DescriptionValue

The match value has not been reached.0

The TBMIE bit is set in theGPTMTBMR register, and the match
values in theGPTMTBMATCHR and (optionally)GPTMTBPMR
registers have been reached when configured in one-shot or
periodic mode.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the TBMCINT bit in the GPTMICR
register.

0ROTBMRIS11

GPTM Timer B Capture Mode Event Raw Interrupt

DescriptionValue

The capture mode event for Timer B has not occurred.0

A capture mode event has occurred for Timer B. This interrupt
asserts when the subtimer is configured in Input Edge-Time
mode.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the CBECINT bit in the GPTMICR
register.

0ROCBERIS10

GPTM Timer B Capture Mode Match Raw Interrupt

DescriptionValue

The capture mode match for Timer B has not occurred.0

The capture mode match has occurred for Timer B. This interrupt
asserts when the values in the GPTMTBR and GPTMTBPR
match the values in the GPTMTBMATCHR and GPTMTBPMR
when configured in Input Edge-Time mode.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the CBMCINT bit in the GPTMICR
register.

0ROCBMRIS9

GPTM Timer B Time-Out Raw Interrupt

DescriptionValue

Timer B has not timed out.0

Timer B has timed out. This interrupt is asserted when a
one-shot or periodic mode timer reaches it's count limit (0 or
the value loaded into GPTMTBILR, depending on the count
direction).

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the TBTOCINT bit in the GPTMICR
register.

0ROTBTORIS8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved7:6

GPTM Timer A DMA Done Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

The Timer A DMA transfer has not completed.0

The Timer A DMA transfer has completed.1

0RODMAARIS5
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPTM Timer A Match Raw Interrupt

DescriptionValue

The match value has not been reached.0

The TAMIE bit is set in the GPTMTAMR register, and the match
value in the GPTMTAMATCHR and (optionally) GPTMTAPMR
registers have been reached when configured in one-shot or
periodic mode.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the TAMCINT bit in the GPTMICR
register.

0ROTAMRIS4

GPTM RTC Raw Interrupt

DescriptionValue

The RTC event has not occurred.0

The RTC event has occurred.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the RTCCINT bit in the GPTMICR
register.

0RORTCRIS3

GPTM Timer A Capture Mode Event Raw Interrupt

DescriptionValue

The capture mode event for Timer A has not occurred.0

A capture mode event has occurred for Timer A. This interrupt
asserts when the subtimer is configured in Input Edge-Time
mode.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the CAECINT bit in the GPTMICR
register.

0ROCAERIS2

GPTM Timer A Capture Mode Match Raw Interrupt

DescriptionValue

The capture mode match for Timer A has not occurred.0

A capture mode match has occurred for Timer A. This interrupt
asserts when the values in the GPTMTAR and GPTMTAPR
match the values in the GPTMTAMATCHR and GPTMTAPMR
when configured in Input Edge-Time mode.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the CAMCINT bit in the GPTMICR
register.

0ROCAMRIS1

GPTM Timer A Time-Out Raw Interrupt

DescriptionValue

Timer A has not timed out.0

Timer A has timed out. This interrupt is asserted when a
one-shot or periodic mode timer reaches it's count limit (0 or
the value loaded into GPTMTAILR, depending on the count
direction).

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the TATOCINT bit in the GPTMICR
register.

0ROTATORIS0
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Register 8: GPTM Masked Interrupt Status (GPTMMIS), offset 0x020
This register show the state of the GPTM's controller-level interrupt. If an interrupt is unmasked in
GPTMIMR, and there is an event that causes the interrupt to be asserted, the corresponding bit is
set in this register. All bits are cleared by writing a 1 to the corresponding bit in GPTMICR.

GPTM Masked Interrupt Status (GPTMMIS)
16/32-bit Timer 0 base: 0x4003.0000
16/32-bit Timer 1 base: 0x4003.1000
16/32-bit Timer 2 base: 0x4003.2000
16/32-bit Timer 3 base: 0x4003.3000
16/32-bit Timer 4 base: 0x4003.4000
16/32-bit Timer 5 base: 0x4003.5000
16/32-bit Timer 6 base: 0x400E.0000
16/32-bit Timer 7 base: 0x400E.1000
Offset 0x020
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TATOMISCAMMISCAEMISRTCMISTAMMISDMAAMISreservedTBTOMISCBMMISCBEMISTBMMISreservedDMABMISreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:14

GPTM Timer B DMA Done Masked Interrupt

DescriptionValue

A Timer B DMA done interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked Timer B DMA done interrupt
has occurred.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the DMABINT bit in the GPTMICR
register.

0RODMABMIS13

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved12

GPTM Timer B Match Masked Interrupt

DescriptionValue

A Timer B Mode Match interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked Timer B Mode Match interrupt
has occurred.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the TBMCINT bit in the GPTMICR
register.

0ROTBMMIS11
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPTM Timer B Capture Mode Event Masked Interrupt

DescriptionValue

A Capture B event interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked Capture B event interrupt
has occurred.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the CBECINT bit in the GPTMICR
register.

0ROCBEMIS10

GPTM Timer B Capture Mode Match Masked Interrupt

DescriptionValue

A Capture B Mode Match interrupt has not occurred or is
masked.

0

An unmasked Capture B Match interrupt
has occurred.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the CBMCINT bit in the GPTMICR
register.

0ROCBMMIS9

GPTM Timer B Time-Out Masked Interrupt

DescriptionValue

A Timer B Time-Out interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked Timer B Time-Out interrupt
has occurred.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the TBTOCINT bit in the GPTMICR
register.

0ROTBTOMIS8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved7:6

GPTM Timer A DMA Done Masked Interrupt

DescriptionValue

A Timer A DMA done interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked Timer A DMA done interrupt
has occurred.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the DMAAINT bit in the GPTMICR
register.

0RODMAAMIS5

GPTM Timer A Match Masked Interrupt

DescriptionValue

A Timer A Mode Match interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked Timer A Mode Match interrupt
has occurred.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the TAMCINT bit in the GPTMICR
register.

0ROTAMMIS4
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPTM RTC Masked Interrupt

DescriptionValue

An RTC event interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked RTC event interrupt
has occurred.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the RTCCINT bit in the GPTMICR
register.

0RORTCMIS3

GPTM Timer A Capture Mode Event Masked Interrupt

DescriptionValue

A Capture A event interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked Capture A event interrupt
has occurred.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the CAECINT bit in the GPTMICR
register.

0ROCAEMIS2

GPTM Timer A Capture Mode Match Masked Interrupt

DescriptionValue

A Capture A Mode Match interrupt has not occurred or is
masked.

0

An unmasked Capture A Match interrupt
has occurred.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the CAMCINT bit in the GPTMICR
register.

0ROCAMMIS1

GPTM Timer A Time-Out Masked Interrupt

DescriptionValue

A Timer A Time-Out interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked Timer A Time-Out interrupt
has occurred.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the TATOCINT bit in the GPTMICR
register.

0ROTATOMIS0
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Register 9: GPTM Interrupt Clear (GPTMICR), offset 0x024
This register is used to clear the status bits in the GPTMRIS and GPTMMIS registers. Writing a 1
to a bit clears the corresponding bit in the GPTMRIS and GPTMMIS registers.

GPTM Interrupt Clear (GPTMICR)
16/32-bit Timer 0 base: 0x4003.0000
16/32-bit Timer 1 base: 0x4003.1000
16/32-bit Timer 2 base: 0x4003.2000
16/32-bit Timer 3 base: 0x4003.3000
16/32-bit Timer 4 base: 0x4003.4000
16/32-bit Timer 5 base: 0x4003.5000
16/32-bit Timer 6 base: 0x400E.0000
16/32-bit Timer 7 base: 0x400E.1000
Offset 0x024
Type W1C, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TATOCINTCAMCINTCAECINTRTCCINTTAMCINTDMAAINTreservedTBTOCINTCBMCINTCBECINTTBMCINTreservedDMABINTreserved

W1CW1CW1CW1CW1CW1CROROW1CW1CW1CW1CROW1CROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:14

GPTM Timer B DMA Done Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the DMABRIS bit in the GPTMRIS register
and the DMABMIS bit in the GPTMMIS register.

0W1CDMABINT13

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved12

GPTM Timer B Match Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the TBMRIS bit in the GPTMRIS register
and the TBMMIS bit in the GPTMMIS register.

0W1CTBMCINT11

GPTM Timer B Capture Mode Event Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the CBERIS bit in the GPTMRIS register
and the CBEMIS bit in the GPTMMIS register.

0W1CCBECINT10

GPTM Timer B Capture Mode Match Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the CBMRIS bit in the GPTMRIS register
and the CBMMIS bit in the GPTMMIS register.

0W1CCBMCINT9

GPTM Timer B Time-Out Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the TBTORIS bit in the GPTMRIS register
and the TBTOMIS bit in the GPTMMIS register.

0W1CTBTOCINT8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved7:6
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPTM Timer A DMA Done Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the DMAARIS bit in the GPTMRIS register
and the DMAAMIS bit in the GPTMMIS register.

0W1CDMAAINT5

GPTM Timer A Match Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the TAMRIS bit in the GPTMRIS register
and the TAMMIS bit in the GPTMMIS register.

0W1CTAMCINT4

GPTM RTC Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the RTCRIS bit in the GPTMRIS register
and the RTCMIS bit in the GPTMMIS register.

0W1CRTCCINT3

GPTM Timer A Capture Mode Event Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the CAERIS bit in the GPTMRIS register
and the CAEMIS bit in the GPTMMIS register.

0W1CCAECINT2

GPTM Timer A Capture Mode Match Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the CAMRIS bit in the GPTMRIS register
and the CAMMIS bit in the GPTMMIS register.

0W1CCAMCINT1

GPTM Timer A Time-Out Raw Interrupt
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the TATORIS bit in the GPTMRIS register
and the TATOMIS bit in the GPTMMIS register.

0W1CTATOCINT0
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Register 10: GPTM Timer A Interval Load (GPTMTAILR), offset 0x028
When the timer is counting down, this register is used to load the starting count value into the timer.
When the timer is counting up, this register sets the upper bound for the timeout event.

When a GPTM is configured to one of the 32-bit modes, GPTMTAILR appears as a 32-bit register
(the upper 16-bits correspond to the contents of the GPTM Timer B Interval Load (GPTMTBILR)
register). In a 16-bit mode, the upper 16 bits of this register read as 0s and have no effect on the
state of GPTMTBILR.

GPTM Timer A Interval Load (GPTMTAILR)
16/32-bit Timer 0 base: 0x4003.0000
16/32-bit Timer 1 base: 0x4003.1000
16/32-bit Timer 2 base: 0x4003.2000
16/32-bit Timer 3 base: 0x4003.3000
16/32-bit Timer 4 base: 0x4003.4000
16/32-bit Timer 5 base: 0x4003.5000
16/32-bit Timer 6 base: 0x400E.0000
16/32-bit Timer 7 base: 0x400E.1000
Offset 0x028
Type RW, reset 0xFFFF.FFFF

16171819202122232425262728293031

TAILR

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
1111111111111111Reset

0123456789101112131415

TAILR

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
1111111111111111Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPTM Timer A Interval Load Register
Writing this field loads the counter for Timer A. A read returns the current
value of GPTMTAILR.

0xFFFF.FFFFRWTAILR31:0
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Register 11: GPTM Timer B Interval Load (GPTMTBILR), offset 0x02C
When the timer is counting down, this register is used to load the starting count value into the timer.
When the timer is counting up, this register sets the upper bound for the timeout event.

When a GPTM is configured to one of the 32-bit modes, the contents of bits 15:0 in this register are
loaded into the upper 16 bits of the GPTMTAILR register. Reads from this register return the current
value of Timer B and writes are ignored. In a 16-bit mode, bits 15:0 are used for the load value. Bits
31:16 are reserved in both cases.

GPTM Timer B Interval Load (GPTMTBILR)
16/32-bit Timer 0 base: 0x4003.0000
16/32-bit Timer 1 base: 0x4003.1000
16/32-bit Timer 2 base: 0x4003.2000
16/32-bit Timer 3 base: 0x4003.3000
16/32-bit Timer 4 base: 0x4003.4000
16/32-bit Timer 5 base: 0x4003.5000
16/32-bit Timer 6 base: 0x400E.0000
16/32-bit Timer 7 base: 0x400E.1000
Offset 0x02C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.FFFF

16171819202122232425262728293031

TBILR

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TBILR

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
1111111111111111Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPTM Timer B Interval Load Register
Writing this field loads the counter for Timer B. A read returns the current
value of GPTMTBILR.
When a 16/32-bit GPTM is in 32-bit mode, writes are ignored, and reads
return the current value of GPTMTBILR.

0x0000.FFFFRWTBILR31:0
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Register 12: GPTM Timer A Match (GPTMTAMATCHR), offset 0x030
This register is loaded with a match value. Interrupts can be generated when the timer value is equal
to the value in this register in one-shot or periodic mode.

In Edge-Count mode, this register along with GPTMTAILR, determines how many edge events are
counted. The total number of edge events counted is equal to the value in GPTMTAILR minus this
value. Note that in edge-count mode, when executing an up-count, the value of GPTMTnPR and
GPTMTnILR must be greater than the value of GPTMTnPMR and GPTMTnMATCHR.

In PWM mode, this value along with GPTMTAILR, determines the duty cycle of the output PWM
signal.

When a 16/32-bit GPTM is configured to one of the 32-bit modes, GPTMTAMATCHR appears as
a 32-bit register (the upper 16-bits correspond to the contents of the GPTM Timer B Match
(GPTMTBMATCHR) register). In a 16-bit mode, the upper 16 bits of this register read as 0s and
have no effect on the state of GPTMTBMATCHR.

GPTM Timer A Match (GPTMTAMATCHR)
16/32-bit Timer 0 base: 0x4003.0000
16/32-bit Timer 1 base: 0x4003.1000
16/32-bit Timer 2 base: 0x4003.2000
16/32-bit Timer 3 base: 0x4003.3000
16/32-bit Timer 4 base: 0x4003.4000
16/32-bit Timer 5 base: 0x4003.5000
16/32-bit Timer 6 base: 0x400E.0000
16/32-bit Timer 7 base: 0x400E.1000
Offset 0x030
Type RW, reset 0xFFFF.FFFF

16171819202122232425262728293031

TAMR

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
1111111111111111Reset

0123456789101112131415

TAMR

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
1111111111111111Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPTM Timer A Match Register
This value is compared to the GPTMTAR register to determine match
events.

0xFFFF.FFFFRWTAMR31:0
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Register 13: GPTM Timer B Match (GPTMTBMATCHR), offset 0x034
This register is loaded with a match value. Interrupts can be generated when the timer value is equal
to the value in this register in one-shot or periodic mode.

In Edge-Count mode, this register along with GPTMTBILR determines how many edge events are
counted. The total number of edge events counted is equal to the value in GPTMTBILR minus this
value. Note that in edge-count mode, when executing an up-count, the value of GPTMTnPR and
GPTMTnILR must be greater than the value of GPTMTnPMR and GPTMTnMATCHR.

In PWM mode, this value along with GPTMTBILR, determines the duty cycle of the output PWM
signal.

When a GPTM is configured to one of the 32-bit modes, the contents of bits 15:0 in this register are
loaded into the upper 16 bits of the GPTMTAMATCHR register. Reads from this register return the
current match value of Timer B and writes are ignored. In a 16-bit mode, bits 15:0 are used for the
match value. Bits 31:16 are reserved in both cases.

GPTM Timer B Match (GPTMTBMATCHR)
16/32-bit Timer 0 base: 0x4003.0000
16/32-bit Timer 1 base: 0x4003.1000
16/32-bit Timer 2 base: 0x4003.2000
16/32-bit Timer 3 base: 0x4003.3000
16/32-bit Timer 4 base: 0x4003.4000
16/32-bit Timer 5 base: 0x4003.5000
16/32-bit Timer 6 base: 0x400E.0000
16/32-bit Timer 7 base: 0x400E.1000
Offset 0x034
Type RW, reset 0x0000.FFFF

16171819202122232425262728293031

TBMR

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TBMR

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
1111111111111111Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPTM Timer B Match Register
This value is compared to the GPTMTBR register to determine match
events.

0x0000.FFFFRWTBMR31:0
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Register 14: GPTM Timer A Prescale (GPTMTAPR), offset 0x038
This register allows software to extend the range of the timers when they are used individually.
When in one-shot or periodic down count modes, this register acts as a true prescaler for the timer
counter. When acting as a true prescaler, the prescaler counts down to 0 before the value in the
GPTMTAR andGPTMTAV registers are incremented. In all other individual/split modes, this register
is a linear extension of the upper range of the timer counter, holding bits 23:16 in the 16-bit modes
of the 16/32-bit GPTM.

GPTM Timer A Prescale (GPTMTAPR)
16/32-bit Timer 0 base: 0x4003.0000
16/32-bit Timer 1 base: 0x4003.1000
16/32-bit Timer 2 base: 0x4003.2000
16/32-bit Timer 3 base: 0x4003.3000
16/32-bit Timer 4 base: 0x4003.4000
16/32-bit Timer 5 base: 0x4003.5000
16/32-bit Timer 6 base: 0x400E.0000
16/32-bit Timer 7 base: 0x400E.1000
Offset 0x038
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TAPSRreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:8

GPTM Timer A Prescale
The register loads this value on a write. A read returns the current value
of the register.
For the 16/32-bit GPTM, this field contains the entire 8-bit prescaler.
Refer to Table 13-5 on page 959 for more details and an example.

0x00RWTAPSR7:0
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Register 15: GPTM Timer B Prescale (GPTMTBPR), offset 0x03C
This register allows software to extend the range of the timers when they are used individually.
When in one-shot or periodic down count modes, this register acts as a true prescaler for the timer
counter. When acting as a true prescaler, the prescaler counts down to 0 before the value in the
GPTMTBR andGPTMTBV registers are incremented. In all other individual/split modes, this register
is a linear extension of the upper range of the timer counter, holding bits 23:16 in the 16-bit modes
of the 16/32-bit GPTM.

GPTM Timer B Prescale (GPTMTBPR)
16/32-bit Timer 0 base: 0x4003.0000
16/32-bit Timer 1 base: 0x4003.1000
16/32-bit Timer 2 base: 0x4003.2000
16/32-bit Timer 3 base: 0x4003.3000
16/32-bit Timer 4 base: 0x4003.4000
16/32-bit Timer 5 base: 0x4003.5000
16/32-bit Timer 6 base: 0x400E.0000
16/32-bit Timer 7 base: 0x400E.1000
Offset 0x03C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TBPSRreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:8

GPTM Timer B Prescale
The register loads this value on a write. A read returns the current value
of this register.
For the 16/32-bit GPTM, this field contains the entire 8-bit prescaler.
Refer to Table 13-5 on page 959 for more details and an example.

0x00RWTBPSR7:0
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Register 16: GPTM TimerA Prescale Match (GPTMTAPMR), offset 0x040
This register allows software to extend the range of the GPTMTAMATCHR when the timers are
used individually. This register holds bits 23:16 in the 16-bit modes of the 16/32-bit GPTM.

GPTM TimerA Prescale Match (GPTMTAPMR)
16/32-bit Timer 0 base: 0x4003.0000
16/32-bit Timer 1 base: 0x4003.1000
16/32-bit Timer 2 base: 0x4003.2000
16/32-bit Timer 3 base: 0x4003.3000
16/32-bit Timer 4 base: 0x4003.4000
16/32-bit Timer 5 base: 0x4003.5000
16/32-bit Timer 6 base: 0x400E.0000
16/32-bit Timer 7 base: 0x400E.1000
Offset 0x040
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TAPSMRreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:8

GPTM TimerA Prescale Match
This value is used alongside GPTMTAMATCHR to detect timer match
events while using a prescaler.
For the 16/32-bit GPTM, this field contains the entire 8-bit prescaler
match value.

0x00RWTAPSMR7:0
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Register 17: GPTM TimerB Prescale Match (GPTMTBPMR), offset 0x044
This register allows software to extend the range of the GPTMTBMATCHR when the timers are
used individually. This register holds bits 23:16 in the 16-bit modes of the 16/32-bit GPTM.

GPTM TimerB Prescale Match (GPTMTBPMR)
16/32-bit Timer 0 base: 0x4003.0000
16/32-bit Timer 1 base: 0x4003.1000
16/32-bit Timer 2 base: 0x4003.2000
16/32-bit Timer 3 base: 0x4003.3000
16/32-bit Timer 4 base: 0x4003.4000
16/32-bit Timer 5 base: 0x4003.5000
16/32-bit Timer 6 base: 0x400E.0000
16/32-bit Timer 7 base: 0x400E.1000
Offset 0x044
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TBPSMRreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:8

GPTM TimerB Prescale Match
This value is used alongside GPTMTBMATCHR to detect timer match
events while using a prescaler.

0x00RWTBPSMR7:0
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Register 18: GPTM Timer A (GPTMTAR), offset 0x048
This register shows the current value of the Timer A counter in all cases except for Input Edge Count
and Time modes. In the Input Edge Count mode, this register contains the number of edges that
have occurred. In the Input Edge Time mode, this register contains the time at which the last edge
event took place.

Note: When an alternate clock source is enabled, a read of this register returns the current count
-1.

When a GPTM is configured to one of the 32-bit modes, GPTMTAR appears as a 32-bit register
(the upper 16-bits correspond to the contents of the GPTM Timer B (GPTMTBR) register). In
the16-bit Input Edge Count, Input Edge Time, and PWM modes, bits 15:0 contain the value of the
counter and bits 23:16 contain the value of the prescaler, which is the upper 8 bits of the count. Bits
31:24 always read as 0. To read the value of the prescaler in 16-bit One-Shot and Periodic modes,
read bits [23:16] in the GPTMTAV register. To read the value of the prescalar in periodic snapshot
mode, read the Timer A Prescale Snapshot (GPTMTAPS) register.

GPTM Timer A (GPTMTAR)
16/32-bit Timer 0 base: 0x4003.0000
16/32-bit Timer 1 base: 0x4003.1000
16/32-bit Timer 2 base: 0x4003.2000
16/32-bit Timer 3 base: 0x4003.3000
16/32-bit Timer 4 base: 0x4003.4000
16/32-bit Timer 5 base: 0x4003.5000
16/32-bit Timer 6 base: 0x400E.0000
16/32-bit Timer 7 base: 0x400E.1000
Offset 0x048
Type RO, reset 0xFFFF.FFFF

16171819202122232425262728293031

TAR

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1111111111111111Reset

0123456789101112131415

TAR

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1111111111111111Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPTM Timer A Register
A read returns the current value of the GPTM Timer A Count Register,
in all cases except for Input Edge Count and Time modes. In the Input
Edge Count mode, this register contains the number of edges that have
occurred. In the Input Edge Time mode, this register contains the time
at which the last edge event took place.

0xFFFF.FFFFROTAR31:0
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Register 19: GPTM Timer B (GPTMTBR), offset 0x04C
This register shows the current value of the Timer B counter in all cases except for Input Edge Count
and Time modes. In the Input Edge Count mode, this register contains the number of edges that
have occurred. In the Input Edge Time mode, this register contains the time at which the last edge
event took place.

Note: When an alternate clock source is enabled, a read of this register returns the current count
-1.

When a GPTM is configured to one of the 32-bit modes, the contents of bits 15:0 in this register are
loaded into the upper 16 bits of the GPTMTAR register. Reads from this register return the current
value of Timer B. In a 16-bit mode, bits 15:0 contain the value of the counter and bits 23:16 contain
the value of the prescaler in Input Edge Count, Input Edge Time, and PWM modes, which is the
upper 8 bits of the count. Bits 31:24 always read as 0. To read the value of the prescaler in 16-bit
One-Shot and Periodic modes, read bits [23:16] in the GPTMTBV register. To read the value of the
prescalar in periodic snapshot mode, read the Timer B Prescale Snapshot (GPTMTBPS) register.

GPTM Timer B (GPTMTBR)
16/32-bit Timer 0 base: 0x4003.0000
16/32-bit Timer 1 base: 0x4003.1000
16/32-bit Timer 2 base: 0x4003.2000
16/32-bit Timer 3 base: 0x4003.3000
16/32-bit Timer 4 base: 0x4003.4000
16/32-bit Timer 5 base: 0x4003.5000
16/32-bit Timer 6 base: 0x400E.0000
16/32-bit Timer 7 base: 0x400E.1000
Offset 0x04C
Type RO, reset 0x0000.FFFF

16171819202122232425262728293031

TBR

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TBR

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1111111111111111Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPTM Timer B Register
A read returns the current value of the GPTM Timer B Count Register,
in all cases except for Input Edge Count and Time modes. In the Input
Edge Count mode, this register contains the number of edges that have
occurred. In the Input Edge Time mode, this register contains the time
at which the last edge event took place.

0x0000.FFFFROTBR31:0
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Register 20: GPTM Timer A Value (GPTMTAV), offset 0x050
When read, this register shows the current, free-running value of Timer A in all modes. Software
can use this value to determine the time elapsed between an interrupt and the ISR entry when using
the snapshot feature with the periodic operating mode. When written, the value written into this
register is loaded into the GPTMTAR register on the next clock cycle.

Note: When an alternate clock source is enabled, a read of this register returns the current count
-1.

When a 16/32-bit GPTM is configured to one of the 32-bit modes, GPTMTAV appears as a 32-bit
register (the upper 16-bits correspond to the contents of the GPTM Timer B Value (GPTMTBV)
register). In a 16-bit mode, bits 15:0 contain the value of the counter and bits 23:16 contain the
current, free-running value of the prescaler, which is the upper 8 bits of the count in Input Edge
Count, Input Edge Time, PWM and one-shot or periodic up count modes. In one-shot or periodic
down count modes, the prescaler stored in 23:16 is a true prescaler, meaning bits 23:16 count down
before decrementing the value in bits 15:0. The prescaler in bits 31:24 always reads as 0.

GPTM Timer A Value (GPTMTAV)
16/32-bit Timer 0 base: 0x4003.0000
16/32-bit Timer 1 base: 0x4003.1000
16/32-bit Timer 2 base: 0x4003.2000
16/32-bit Timer 3 base: 0x4003.3000
16/32-bit Timer 4 base: 0x4003.4000
16/32-bit Timer 5 base: 0x4003.5000
16/32-bit Timer 6 base: 0x400E.0000
16/32-bit Timer 7 base: 0x400E.1000
Offset 0x050
Type RW, reset 0xFFFF.FFFF

16171819202122232425262728293031

TAV

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
1111111111111111Reset

0123456789101112131415

TAV

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
1111111111111111Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPTM Timer A Value
A read returns the current, free-running value of Timer A in all modes.
When written, the value written into this register is loaded into the
GPTMTAR register on the next clock cycle.

Note: In 16-bit mode, only the lower 16-bits of the GPTMTAV
register can be written with a new value. Writes to the
prescaler bits have no effect.

0xFFFF.FFFFRWTAV31:0
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Register 21: GPTM Timer B Value (GPTMTBV), offset 0x054
When read, this register shows the current, free-running value of Timer B in all modes. Software
can use this value to determine the time elapsed between an interrupt and the ISR entry. When
written, the value written into this register is loaded into the GPTMTBR register on the next clock
cycle.

Note: When an alternate clock source is enabled, a read of this register returns the current count
-1.

When a 16/32-bit GPTM is configured to one of the 32-bit modes, the contents of bits 15:0 in this
register are loaded into the upper 16 bits of the GPTMTAV register. Reads from this register return
the current free-running value of Timer B. In a 16-bit mode, bits 15:0 contain the value of the counter
and bits 23:16 contain the current, free-running value of the prescaler, which is the upper 8 bits of
the count in Input Edge Count, Input Edge Time, PWM and one-shot or periodic up count modes.
In one-shot or periodic down count modes, the prescaler stored in 23:16 is a true prescaler, meaning
bits 23:16 count down before decrementing the value in bits 15:0. The prescaler in bits 31:24 always
reads as 0.

GPTM Timer B Value (GPTMTBV)
16/32-bit Timer 0 base: 0x4003.0000
16/32-bit Timer 1 base: 0x4003.1000
16/32-bit Timer 2 base: 0x4003.2000
16/32-bit Timer 3 base: 0x4003.3000
16/32-bit Timer 4 base: 0x4003.4000
16/32-bit Timer 5 base: 0x4003.5000
16/32-bit Timer 6 base: 0x400E.0000
16/32-bit Timer 7 base: 0x400E.1000
Offset 0x054
Type RW, reset 0x0000.FFFF

16171819202122232425262728293031

TBV

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TBV

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
1111111111111111Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPTM Timer B Value
A read returns the current, free-running value of Timer A in all modes.
When written, the value written into this register is loaded into the
GPTMTAR register on the next clock cycle.

Note: In 16-bit mode, only the lower 16-bits of the GPTMTBV
register can be written with a new value. Writes to the
prescaler bits have no effect.

0x0000.FFFFRWTBV31:0
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Register 22: GPTM RTC Predivide (GPTMRTCPD), offset 0x058
This register provides the current RTC predivider value when the timer is operating in RTC mode.
Software must perform an atomic access with consecutive reads of the GPTMTAR, GPTMTBR,
and GPTMRTCPD registers.

Note: When an alternate clock source is enabled, a read of this register returns the current count
-1.

GPTM RTC Predivide (GPTMRTCPD)
16/32-bit Timer 0 base: 0x4003.0000
16/32-bit Timer 1 base: 0x4003.1000
16/32-bit Timer 2 base: 0x4003.2000
16/32-bit Timer 3 base: 0x4003.3000
16/32-bit Timer 4 base: 0x4003.4000
16/32-bit Timer 5 base: 0x4003.5000
16/32-bit Timer 6 base: 0x400E.0000
16/32-bit Timer 7 base: 0x400E.1000
Offset 0x058
Type RO, reset 0x0000.7FFF

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RTCPD

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1111111111111110Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:16

RTC Predivide Counter Value
The current RTC predivider value when the timer is operating in RTC
mode. This field has no meaning in other timer modes.

0x0000.7FFFRORTCPD15:0
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Register 23: GPTM Timer A Prescale Snapshot (GPTMTAPS), offset 0x05C
For 16-/32-bit wide GPTM, this register shows the current value of the Timer A prescaler for periodic
snapshot mode.

GPTM Timer A Prescale Snapshot (GPTMTAPS)
16/32-bit Timer 0 base: 0x4003.0000
16/32-bit Timer 1 base: 0x4003.1000
16/32-bit Timer 2 base: 0x4003.2000
16/32-bit Timer 3 base: 0x4003.3000
16/32-bit Timer 4 base: 0x4003.4000
16/32-bit Timer 5 base: 0x4003.5000
16/32-bit Timer 6 base: 0x400E.0000
16/32-bit Timer 7 base: 0x400E.1000
Offset 0x05C
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PSS

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:16

GPTM Timer A Prescaler Snapshot
A read returns the current value of the GPTM Timer A Prescaler.

0x0000ROPSS15:0
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Register 24: GPTM Timer B Prescale Snapshot (GPTMTBPS), offset 0x060
For 16-/32-bit wide GPTM, this register shows the current value of the Timer B prescaler for periodic
snapshot mode.

GPTM Timer B Prescale Snapshot (GPTMTBPS)
16/32-bit Timer 0 base: 0x4003.0000
16/32-bit Timer 1 base: 0x4003.1000
16/32-bit Timer 2 base: 0x4003.2000
16/32-bit Timer 3 base: 0x4003.3000
16/32-bit Timer 4 base: 0x4003.4000
16/32-bit Timer 5 base: 0x4003.5000
16/32-bit Timer 6 base: 0x400E.0000
16/32-bit Timer 7 base: 0x400E.1000
Offset 0x060
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PSS

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:16

GPTM Timer A Prescaler Value
A read returns the current value of the GPTM Timer A Prescaler.

0x0000ROPSS15:0
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Register 25: GPTM DMA Event (GPTMDMAEV), offset 0x06C
This register allows software to enable/disable GPTM DMA trigger events. Setting a bit enables the
corresponding DMA trigger, while clearing a bit disables it.

GPTM DMA Event (GPTMDMAEV)
16/32-bit Timer 0 base: 0x4003.0000
16/32-bit Timer 1 base: 0x4003.1000
16/32-bit Timer 2 base: 0x4003.2000
16/32-bit Timer 3 base: 0x4003.3000
16/32-bit Timer 4 base: 0x4003.4000
16/32-bit Timer 5 base: 0x4003.5000
16/32-bit Timer 6 base: 0x400E.0000
16/32-bit Timer 7 base: 0x400E.1000
Offset 0x06C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TATODMAENCAMDMAENCAEDMAENRTCDMAENTAMDMAENreservedTBTODMAENCBMDMAENCBEDMAENTBMDMAENreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRORORORWRWRWRWROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:12

GPTM B Mode Match Event DMA Trigger Enable
When this bit is enabled, a Timer B dma_req signal is sent to the µDMA
when a mode match has occurred.

DescriptionValue

Timer B Mode Match DMA trigger is disabled.0

Timer B DMA Mode Match trigger is enabled.1

0RWTBMDMAEN11

GPTM B Capture Event DMA Trigger Enable
When this bit is enabled, a Timer B dma_req signal is sent to the µDMA
when a capture event has occurred.

DescriptionValue

Timer B Capture Event DMA trigger is disabled.0

Timer B Capture Event DMA trigger is enabled.1

0RWCBEDMAEN10

GPTM B Capture Match Event DMA Trigger Enable
When this bit is enabled, a Timer B dma_req signal is sent to the µDMA
when a capture match event has occurred.

DescriptionValue

Timer B Capture Match DMA trigger is disabled.0

Timer B Capture Match DMA trigger is enabled.1

0RWCBMDMAEN9
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPTM B Time-Out Event DMA Trigger Enable
When this bit is enabled, a Timer B dma_req signal is sent to the µDMA
on a time-out event.

DescriptionValue

Timer B Time-Out DMA trigger is disabled.0

Timer B Time-Out DMA trigger is enabled.1

0RWTBTODMAEN8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved7:5

GPTM A Mode Match Event DMA Trigger Enable
When this bit is enabled, a Timer A dma_req signal is sent to the µDMA
when a mode match has occurred.

DescriptionValue

Timer A Mode Match DMA trigger is disabled.0

Timer A DMA Mode Match trigger is enabled.1

0RWTAMDMAEN4

GPTM A RTC Match Event DMA Trigger Enable
When this bit is enabled, a Timer A dma_req signal is sent to the µDMA
when a RTC match has occurred.

DescriptionValue

Timer A RTC Match DMA trigger is disabled.0

Timer A RTC Match DMA trigger is enabled.1

0RWRTCDMAEN3

GPTM A Capture Event DMA Trigger Enable
When this bit is enabled, a Timer A dma_req signal is sent to the µDMA
when a capture event has occurred.

DescriptionValue

Timer A Capture Event DMA trigger is disabled.0

Timer A Capture Event DMA trigger is enabled.1

0RWCAEDMAEN2

GPTM A Capture Match Event DMA Trigger Enable
When this bit is enabled, a Timer A dma_req signal is sent to the µDMA
when a capture match event has occurred.

DescriptionValue

Timer A Capture Match DMA trigger is disabled.0

Timer A Capture Match DMA trigger is enabled.1

0RWCAMDMAEN1
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPTM A Time-Out Event DMA Trigger Enable
When this bit is enabled, a Timer A dma_req signal is sent to the µDMA
on a time-out event.

DescriptionValue

Timer A Time-Out DMA trigger is disabled.0

Timer A Time-Out DMA trigger is enabled.1

0RWTATODMAEN0
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Register 26: GPTM ADC Event (GPTMADCEV), offset 0x070
This register allows software to enable/disable GPTM ADC trigger events. Setting a bit enables the
corresponding ADC trigger, while clearing a bit disables it.

GPTM ADC Event (GPTMADCEV)
16/32-bit Timer 0 base: 0x4003.0000
16/32-bit Timer 1 base: 0x4003.1000
16/32-bit Timer 2 base: 0x4003.2000
16/32-bit Timer 3 base: 0x4003.3000
16/32-bit Timer 4 base: 0x4003.4000
16/32-bit Timer 5 base: 0x4003.5000
16/32-bit Timer 6 base: 0x400E.0000
16/32-bit Timer 7 base: 0x400E.1000
Offset 0x070
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TATOADCENCAMADCENCAEADCENRTCADCENTAMADCENreservedTBTOADCENCBMADCENCBEADCENTBMADCENreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRORORORWRWRWRWROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:12

GPTM B Mode Match Event ADC Trigger Enable
When this bit is enabled, a a trigger pulse is sent to the ADC when a
mode match has occurred.

DescriptionValue

Timer B Mode Match ADC trigger is disabled.0

Timer B Mode Match ADC trigger is enabled.1

0RWTBMADCEN11

GPTM B Capture Event ADC Trigger Enable
When this bit is enabled, a trigger pulse is sent to the ADC when a
capture event has occurred.

DescriptionValue

Timer B Capture Event ADC trigger is disabled.0

Timer B Capture Event ADC trigger is enabled.1

0RWCBEADCEN10

GPTM B Capture Match Event ADC Trigger Enable
When this bit is enabled, a trigger signal is sent to the ADC when a
capture match event has occurred.

DescriptionValue

Timer B Capture Match ADC trigger is disabled.0

Timer B Capture Match ADC trigger is enabled.1

0RWCBMADCEN9
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPTM B Time-Out Event ADC Trigger Enable
When this bit is enabled, a trigger signal is sent to the ADC on a time-out
event.

DescriptionValue

Timer B Time-Out ADC trigger is disabled.0

Timer B Time-Out ADC trigger is enabled.1

0RWTBTOADCEN8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved7:5

GPTM A Mode Match Event ADC Trigger Enable
When this bit is enabled, a a trigger pulse is sent to the ADC when a
mode match has occurred.

DescriptionValue

Timer A Mode Match ADC trigger is disabled.0

Timer A Mode Match ADC trigger is enabled.1

0RWTAMADCEN4

GPTM RTC Match Event ADC Trigger Enable
When this bit is enabled, a trigger signal is sent to the ADC when a RTC
match has occurred.

DescriptionValue

Timer A RTC Match ADC trigger is disabled.0

Timer A RTC Match ADC trigger is enabled.1

0RWRTCADCEN3

GPTM A Capture Event ADC Trigger Enable
When this bit is enabled, a trigger pulse is sent to the ADC when a
capture event has occurred.

DescriptionValue

Timer A Capture Event ADC trigger is disabled.0

Timer A Capture Event ADC trigger is enabled.1

0RWCAEADCEN2

GPTM A Capture Match Event ADC Trigger Enable
When this bit is enabled, a trigger signal is sent to the ADC when a
capture match event has occurred.

DescriptionValue

Timer A Capture Match ADC trigger is disabled.0

Timer A Capture Match ADC trigger is enabled.1

0RWCAMADCEN1
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

GPTM A Time-Out Event ADC Trigger Enable
When this bit is enabled, a trigger signal is sent to the ADC on a time-out
event.

DescriptionValue

Timer A Time-Out Event ADC trigger is disabled.0

Timer A Time-Out Event ADC trigger is enabled.1

0RWTATOADCEN0
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Register 27: GPTM Peripheral Properties (GPTMPP), offset 0xFC0
The GPTMPP register provides information regarding the properties of the General-Purpose Timer
module.

GPTM Peripheral Properties (GPTMPP)
16/32-bit Timer 0 base: 0x4003.0000
16/32-bit Timer 1 base: 0x4003.1000
16/32-bit Timer 2 base: 0x4003.2000
16/32-bit Timer 3 base: 0x4003.3000
16/32-bit Timer 4 base: 0x4003.4000
16/32-bit Timer 5 base: 0x4003.5000
16/32-bit Timer 6 base: 0x400E.0000
16/32-bit Timer 7 base: 0x400E.1000
Offset 0xFC0
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0070

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

SIZECHAINSYNCCNTALTCLKreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000111000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:7

Alternate Clock Source

DescriptionValue

The alternate clock source (ALTCLK) is not available to the
Timer module.

0

The alternate clock source (ALTCLK) is available to the Timer
module.

1

0x1ROALTCLK6

Synchronize Start

DescriptionValue

Timer is not capable of synchronizing the counter value with
other GPTimers.

0

Timer is capable of synchronizing the counter value with other
Timers.

1

0x1ROSYNCCNT5

Chain with Other Timers

DescriptionValue

Timer is not capable of chaining with the previously numbered
Timer.

0

Timer is capable of chaining with the previously numbered
Timer.

1

Note that although this bit is set for Timer 0A, this timer cannot chain
because there is not a previously numbered Timer.

0x1ROCHAIN4
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Count Size

DescriptionValue

Timer A and Timer B counters are 16 bits each with an 8-bit
prescale counter.

0

Timer A and Timer B counters are 32 bits each with a 16-bit
prescale counter.

1

0x0ROSIZE3:0
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Register 28: GPTM Clock Configuration (GPTMCC), offset 0xFC8
The GPTMCC register controls the clock source for the General-Purpose Timer module.

Note: When the ALTCLK bit is set in the GPTMCC register to enable using the alternate clock
source, the synchronization imposes restrictions on the starting count value (down-count),
terminal value (up-count) and the match value. This restriction applies to all modes of
operation. Each event must be spaced by 4 Timer (ALTCLK) clock periods + 2 system clock
periods. If some events do not meet this requirement, then it is possible that the timer block
may need to be reset for correct functionality to be restored.

Example: ALTCLK= TPIOSC = 62.5ns (16Mhz Trimmed)

Thclk = 1us (1Mhz)

4*62.5ns + 2*1us = 2.25us 2.25us/62.5ns = 36 or 0x23

The minimum values for the periodic or one-shot with a match interrupt enabled are:
GPTMTAMATCHR = 0x23 GPTMTAILR = 0x46

GPTM Clock Configuration (GPTMCC)
16/32-bit Timer 0 base: 0x4003.0000
16/32-bit Timer 1 base: 0x4003.1000
16/32-bit Timer 2 base: 0x4003.2000
16/32-bit Timer 3 base: 0x4003.3000
16/32-bit Timer 4 base: 0x4003.4000
16/32-bit Timer 5 base: 0x4003.5000
16/32-bit Timer 6 base: 0x400E.0000
16/32-bit Timer 7 base: 0x400E.1000
Offset 0xFC8
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

ALTCLKreserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.0000ROreserved31:1

Alternate Clock Source

DescriptionValue

System clock (based on clock source and divisor factor
programmed in RSCLKCFG register in the System Control
Module)

0

Alternate clock source as defined by ALTCLKCFG register in
System Control Module.

1

0x0RWALTCLK0
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14 Watchdog Timers
A watchdog timer can generate a non-maskable interrupt (NMI), a regular interrupt or a reset when
a time-out value is reached. The watchdog timer is used to regain control when a system has failed
due to a software error or due to the failure of an external device to respond in the expected way.
The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller has two Watchdog Timer Modules, one module is clocked
by the system clock (Watchdog Timer 0) and the other (Watchdog Timer 1) is clocked by the clock
source programmed in the ALTCLK field of the Alternate Clock Configuration (ALTCLKCFG)
register, System Control offset 0x138. The two modules are identical except that WDT1 is in a
different clock domain, and therefore requires synchronizers. As a result, WDT1 has a bit defined
in the Watchdog Timer Control (WDTCTL) register to indicate when a write to a WDT1 register is
complete. Software can use this bit to ensure that the previous access has completed before starting
the next access.

The TM4C1294KCPDT controller has two Watchdog Timer modules with the following features:

■ 32-bit down counter with a programmable load register

■ Separate watchdog clock with an enable

■ Programmable interrupt generation logic with interrupt masking and optional NMI function

■ Lock register protection from runaway software

■ Reset generation logic with an enable/disable

■ User-enabled stalling when the microcontroller asserts the CPU Halt flag during debug

The Watchdog Timer can be configured to generate an interrupt to the controller on its first time-out,
and to generate a reset signal on its second time-out. Once the Watchdog Timer has been configured,
the lock register can be written to prevent the timer configuration from being inadvertently altered.
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14.1 Block Diagram

Figure 14-1. WDT Module Block Diagram

Control / Clock /
Interrupt
Generation

WDTCTL

WDTICR

WDTRIS

WDTMIS

WDTLOCK

WDTTEST

WDTLOAD

WDTVALUE

Comparator

32-Bit Down
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0x0000.0000

Interrupt/NMI

System Clock/
PIOSC

Identification Registers

WDTPCellID0 WDTPeriphID0 WDTPeriphID4

WDTPCellID1 WDTPeriphID1 WDTPeriphID5

WDTPCellID2 WDTPeriphID2 WDTPeriphID6

WDTPCellID3 WDTPeriphID3 WDTPeriphID7

14.2 Functional Description
The Watchdog Timer module generates the first time-out signal when the 32-bit counter reaches
the zero state after being enabled; enabling the counter also enables the watchdog timer interrupt.
The watchdog interrupt can be programmed to be a non-maskable interrupt (NMI) using the INTTYPE
bit in the WDTCTL register. After the first time-out event, the 32-bit counter is re-loaded with the
value of the Watchdog Timer Load (WDTLOAD) register, and the timer resumes counting down
from that value. Once the Watchdog Timer has been configured, the Watchdog Timer Lock
(WDTLOCK) register is written, which prevents the timer configuration from being inadvertently
altered by software.

If the timer counts down to its zero state again before the first time-out interrupt is cleared, and the
reset signal has been enabled by setting the RESEN bit in the WDTCTL register, the Watchdog timer
asserts its reset signal to the system. If the interrupt is cleared before the 32-bit counter reaches its
second time-out, the 32-bit counter is loaded with the value in theWDTLOAD register, and counting
resumes from that value.

If WDTLOAD is written with a new value while the Watchdog Timer counter is counting, then the
counter is loaded with the new value and continues counting.
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Writing to WDTLOAD does not clear an active interrupt. An interrupt must be specifically cleared
by writing to the Watchdog Interrupt Clear (WDTICR) register.

The Watchdog module interrupt and reset generation can be enabled or disabled as required. When
the interrupt is re-enabled, the 32-bit counter is preloaded with the load register value and not its
last state.

The watchdog timer is disabled by default out of reset. To achieve maximum watchdog protection
of the device, the watchdog timer can be enabled at the start of the reset vector.

14.2.1 Register Access Timing
Because the Watchdog Timer 1 module has an independent clocking domain, its registers must be
written with a timing gap between accesses. Software must guarantee that this delay is inserted
between back-to-back writes to WDT1 registers or between a write followed by a read to the registers.
The timing for back-to-back reads from the WDT1 module has no restrictions. The WRC bit in the
Watchdog Control (WDTCTL) register for WDT1 indicates that the required timing gap has elapsed.
This bit is cleared on a write operation and set once the write completes, indicating to software that
another write or read may be started safely. Software should poll WDTCTL for WRC=1 prior to
accessing another register. Note that WDT0 does not have this restriction as it runs off the system
clock.

14.3 Initialization and Configuration
To use the WDT, its peripheral clock must be enabled by setting the Rn bit in the Watchdog Timer
Run Mode Clock Gating Control (RCGCWD) register, see page 379.

The Watchdog Timer is configured using the following sequence:

1. Load the WDTLOAD register with the desired timer load value.

2. If WDT1, wait for the WRC bit in the WDTCTL register to be set.

3. Set the INTEN bit (if interrupts are required) or the RESEN bit (if a reset is required after two
timeouts) in the WDTCTL register. The Watchdog Timer starts when either of them is enabled.

If software requires that all of the watchdog registers are locked, the Watchdog Timer module can
be fully locked by writing any value to the WDTLOCK register. To unlock the Watchdog Timer, write
a value of 0x1ACC.E551.

To service the watchdog, periodically reload the count value into the WDTLOAD register to restart
the count. The interrupt can be enabled using the INTEN bit in the WDTCTL register to allow the
processor to attempt corrective action if the watchdog is not serviced often enough. The RESEN bit
in WDTCTL can be set so that the system resets if the failure is not recoverable using the ISR.

Note: The application should be sure not to modify the ALTCLK encoding in the ALTCLKCFG
register while the WDT1 is enabled and running.

14.4 Register Map
Table 14-1 on page 1029 lists the Watchdog registers. The offset listed is a hexadecimal increment
to the register's address, relative to the Watchdog Timer base address:

■ WDT0: 0x4000.0000
■ WDT1: 0x4000.1000
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Note that the Watchdog Timer module clock must be enabled before the registers can be programmed
(see page 379).

Table 14-1. Watchdog Timers Register Map

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

1030Watchdog Load0xFFFF.FFFFRWWDTLOAD0x000

1031Watchdog Value0xFFFF.FFFFROWDTVALUE0x004

1032Watchdog Control

0x0000.0000
(WDT0)

0x8000.0000
(WDT1)

RWWDTCTL0x008

1034Watchdog Interrupt Clear-WOWDTICR0x00C

1035Watchdog Raw Interrupt Status0x0000.0000ROWDTRIS0x010

1036Watchdog Masked Interrupt Status0x0000.0000ROWDTMIS0x014

1037Watchdog Test0x0000.0000RWWDTTEST0x418

1038Watchdog Lock0x0000.0000RWWDTLOCK0xC00

1039Watchdog Peripheral Identification 40x0000.0000ROWDTPeriphID40xFD0

1040Watchdog Peripheral Identification 50x0000.0000ROWDTPeriphID50xFD4

1041Watchdog Peripheral Identification 60x0000.0000ROWDTPeriphID60xFD8

1042Watchdog Peripheral Identification 70x0000.0000ROWDTPeriphID70xFDC

1043Watchdog Peripheral Identification 00x0000.0005ROWDTPeriphID00xFE0

1044Watchdog Peripheral Identification 10x0000.0018ROWDTPeriphID10xFE4

1045Watchdog Peripheral Identification 20x0000.0018ROWDTPeriphID20xFE8

1046Watchdog Peripheral Identification 30x0000.0001ROWDTPeriphID30xFEC

1047Watchdog PrimeCell Identification 00x0000.000DROWDTPCellID00xFF0

1048Watchdog PrimeCell Identification 10x0000.00F0ROWDTPCellID10xFF4

1049Watchdog PrimeCell Identification 20x0000.0006ROWDTPCellID20xFF8

1050Watchdog PrimeCell Identification 30x0000.00B1ROWDTPCellID30xFFC

14.5 Register Descriptions
The remainder of this section lists and describes the WDT registers, in numerical order by address
offset.
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Register 1: Watchdog Load (WDTLOAD), offset 0x000
This register is the 32-bit interval value used by the 32-bit counter. When this register is written, the
value is immediately loaded and the counter restarts counting down from the new value. If the
WDTLOAD register is loaded with 0x0000.0000, an interrupt is immediately generated.

Watchdog Load (WDTLOAD)
WDT0 base: 0x4000.0000
WDT1 base: 0x4000.1000
Offset 0x000
Type RW, reset 0xFFFF.FFFF

16171819202122232425262728293031

WDTLOAD

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
1111111111111111Reset

0123456789101112131415

WDTLOAD

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
1111111111111111Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Watchdog Load Value0xFFFF.FFFFRWWDTLOAD31:0
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Register 2: Watchdog Value (WDTVALUE), offset 0x004
This register contains the current count value of the timer.

Watchdog Value (WDTVALUE)
WDT0 base: 0x4000.0000
WDT1 base: 0x4000.1000
Offset 0x004
Type RO, reset 0xFFFF.FFFF

16171819202122232425262728293031

WDTVALUE

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1111111111111111Reset

0123456789101112131415

WDTVALUE

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1111111111111111Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Watchdog Value
Current value of the 32-bit down counter.

0xFFFF.FFFFROWDTVALUE31:0
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Register 3: Watchdog Control (WDTCTL), offset 0x008
This register is the watchdog control register. The watchdog timer can be configured to generate a
reset signal (on second time-out) or an interrupt on time-out.

When the watchdog interrupt has been enabled by setting the INTEN bit, all subsequent writes to
the INTEN bit are ignored. The only mechanisms that can re-enable writes to this bit are a hardware
reset or a software reset initiated by setting the appropriate bit in the Watchdog Timer Software
Reset (SRWD) register.

Important: Because the Watchdog Timer 1 module has an independent clocking domain, its
registers must be written with a timing gap between accesses. Software must guarantee
that this delay is inserted between back-to-back writes to WDT1 registers or between
a write followed by a read to the registers. The timing for back-to-back reads from the
WDT1 module has no restrictions. The WRC bit in the Watchdog Control (WDTCTL)
register for WDT1 indicates that the required timing gap has elapsed. This bit is cleared
on a write operation and set once the write completes, indicating to software that another
write or read may be started safely. Software should poll WDTCTL for WRC=1 prior to
accessing another register. Note that WDT0 does not have this restriction as it runs off
the system clock and therefore does not have a WRC bit.

Watchdog Control (WDTCTL)
WDT0 base: 0x4000.0000
WDT1 base: 0x4000.1000
Offset 0x008
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000 (WDT0) and 0x8000.0000 (WDT1)

16171819202122232425262728293031

reservedWRC

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000001Reset

0123456789101112131415

INTENRESENINTTYPEreserved

RWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Write Complete
The WRC values are defined as follows:

DescriptionValue

A write access to one of the WDT1 registers is in progress.0

A write access is not in progress, and WDT1 registers can be
read or written.

1

Note: This bit is reserved for WDT0 and has a reset value of 0.

1ROWRC31

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x000.000ROreserved30:3
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Watchdog Interrupt Type
The INTTYPE values are defined as follows:

DescriptionValue

Watchdog interrupt is a standard interrupt.0

Watchdog interrupt is a non-maskable interrupt.1

0RWINTTYPE2

Watchdog Reset Enable
The RESEN values are defined as follows:

DescriptionValue

Disabled.0

Enable the Watchdog module reset output.
Setting this bit enables the Watchdog Timer.

1

0RWRESEN1

Watchdog Interrupt Enable
The INTEN values are defined as follows:

DescriptionValue

Interrupt event disabled. Once this bit is set, it can only be
cleared by a hardware reset or a software reset initiated by
setting the appropriate bit in the Watchdog Timer Software
Reset (SRWD) register.

0

Interrupt event enabled. Once enabled, all writes are ignored.
Setting this bit enables the Watchdog Timer.

1

0RWINTEN0
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Register 4: Watchdog Interrupt Clear (WDTICR), offset 0x00C
This register is the interrupt clear register. A write of any value to this register clears the Watchdog
interrupt and reloads the 32-bit counter from the WDTLOAD register. Write to this register when a
watchdog time-out interrupt has occurred to properly service the Watchdog. Value for a read or
reset is indeterminate.

Note: Locking the watchdog registers by using theWDTLOCK register does not affect theWDTICR
register and allows interrupts to always be serviced. Thus, a write at any time of theWDTICR
register clears the WDTMIS register and reloads the 32-bit counter from the WDTLOAD
register. The WDTICR register should only be written when interrupts have triggered and
need to be serviced.

Watchdog Interrupt Clear (WDTICR)
WDT0 base: 0x4000.0000
WDT1 base: 0x4000.1000
Offset 0x00C
Type WO, reset -

16171819202122232425262728293031

WDTINTCLR

WOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOType
----------------Reset

0123456789101112131415

WDTINTCLR

WOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOType
----------------Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Watchdog Interrupt Clear
A write of any value to this register clears the Watchdog interrupt and
reloads the 32-bit counter from the WDTLOAD register. Write to this
register when a watchdog time-out interrupt has occurred to properly
service the Watchdog. Value for a read or reset is indeterminate.

-WOWDTINTCLR31:0
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Register 5: Watchdog Raw Interrupt Status (WDTRIS), offset 0x010
This register is the raw interrupt status register. Watchdog interrupt events can be monitored via
this register if the controller interrupt is masked.

Watchdog Raw Interrupt Status (WDTRIS)
WDT0 base: 0x4000.0000
WDT1 base: 0x4000.1000
Offset 0x010
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

WDTRISreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:1

Watchdog Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

The watchdog has not timed out.0

A watchdog time-out event has occurred.1

0ROWDTRIS0
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Register 6: Watchdog Masked Interrupt Status (WDTMIS), offset 0x014
This register is the masked interrupt status register. The value of this register is the logical AND of
the raw interrupt bit and the Watchdog interrupt enable bit.

Watchdog Masked Interrupt Status (WDTMIS)
WDT0 base: 0x4000.0000
WDT1 base: 0x4000.1000
Offset 0x014
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

WDTMISreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:1

Watchdog Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

The watchdog has not timed out or the watchdog timer interrupt
is masked.

0

A watchdog time-out event has been signalled to the interrupt
controller.

1

0ROWDTMIS0
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Register 7: Watchdog Test (WDTTEST), offset 0x418
This register provides user-enabled stalling when the microcontroller asserts the CPU halt flag
during debug.

Watchdog Test (WDTTEST)
WDT0 base: 0x4000.0000
WDT1 base: 0x4000.1000
Offset 0x418
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

reservedSTALLreserved

RORORORORORORORORWROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:9

Watchdog Stall Enable

DescriptionValue

The watchdog timer continues counting if the microcontroller is
stopped with a debugger.

0

If the microcontroller is stopped with a debugger, the watchdog
timer stops counting. Once the microcontroller is restarted, the
watchdog timer resumes counting.

1

0RWSTALL8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved7:0
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Register 8: Watchdog Lock (WDTLOCK), offset 0xC00
Writing 0x1ACC.E551 to the WDTLOCK register enables write access to all other registers. Writing
any other value to the WDTLOCK register re-enables the locked state for register writes to all the
other registers, except for theWatchdog Test (WDTTEST) register. Reading theWDTLOCK register
returns the lock status rather than the 32-bit value written. Therefore, when write accesses are
disabled, reading theWDTLOCK register returns 0x0000.0001 (when locked; otherwise, the returned
value is 0x0000.0000 (unlocked)).

Watchdog Lock (WDTLOCK)
WDT0 base: 0x4000.0000
WDT1 base: 0x4000.1000
Offset 0xC00
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

WDTLOCK

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

WDTLOCK

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Watchdog Lock
A write of the value 0x1ACC.E551 unlocks the watchdog registers for
write access. A write of any other value reapplies the lock, preventing
any register updates, except for the WDTTEST register. Avoid writes
to the WDTTEST register when the watchdog registers are locked.
A read of this register returns the following values:

DescriptionValue

Locked0x0000.0001

Unlocked0x0000.0000

0x0000.0000RWWDTLOCK31:0
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Register 9:Watchdog Peripheral Identification 4 (WDTPeriphID4), offset 0xFD0
The WDTPeriphIDn registers are hard-coded and the fields within the register determine the reset
value.

Watchdog Peripheral Identification 4 (WDTPeriphID4)
WDT0 base: 0x4000.0000
WDT1 base: 0x4000.1000
Offset 0xFD0
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PID4reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

WDT Peripheral ID Register [7:0]0x00ROPID47:0
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Register 10: Watchdog Peripheral Identification 5 (WDTPeriphID5), offset
0xFD4
The WDTPeriphIDn registers are hard-coded and the fields within the register determine the reset
value.

Watchdog Peripheral Identification 5 (WDTPeriphID5)
WDT0 base: 0x4000.0000
WDT1 base: 0x4000.1000
Offset 0xFD4
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PID5reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

WDT Peripheral ID Register [15:8]0x00ROPID57:0
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Register 11: Watchdog Peripheral Identification 6 (WDTPeriphID6), offset
0xFD8
The WDTPeriphIDn registers are hard-coded and the fields within the register determine the reset
value.

Watchdog Peripheral Identification 6 (WDTPeriphID6)
WDT0 base: 0x4000.0000
WDT1 base: 0x4000.1000
Offset 0xFD8
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PID6reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

WDT Peripheral ID Register [23:16]0x00ROPID67:0
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Register 12: Watchdog Peripheral Identification 7 (WDTPeriphID7), offset
0xFDC
The WDTPeriphIDn registers are hard-coded and the fields within the register determine the reset
value.

Watchdog Peripheral Identification 7 (WDTPeriphID7)
WDT0 base: 0x4000.0000
WDT1 base: 0x4000.1000
Offset 0xFDC
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PID7reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

WDT Peripheral ID Register [31:24]0x00ROPID77:0
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Register 13: Watchdog Peripheral Identification 0 (WDTPeriphID0), offset
0xFE0
The WDTPeriphIDn registers are hard-coded and the fields within the register determine the reset
value.

Watchdog Peripheral Identification 0 (WDTPeriphID0)
WDT0 base: 0x4000.0000
WDT1 base: 0x4000.1000
Offset 0xFE0
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0005

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PID0reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1010000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

Watchdog Peripheral ID Register [7:0]0x05ROPID07:0
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Register 14: Watchdog Peripheral Identification 1 (WDTPeriphID1), offset
0xFE4
The WDTPeriphIDn registers are hard-coded and the fields within the register determine the reset
value.

Watchdog Peripheral Identification 1 (WDTPeriphID1)
WDT0 base: 0x4000.0000
WDT1 base: 0x4000.1000
Offset 0xFE4
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0018

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PID1reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0001100000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

Watchdog Peripheral ID Register [15:8]0x18ROPID17:0
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Register 15: Watchdog Peripheral Identification 2 (WDTPeriphID2), offset
0xFE8
The WDTPeriphIDn registers are hard-coded and the fields within the register determine the reset
value.

Watchdog Peripheral Identification 2 (WDTPeriphID2)
WDT0 base: 0x4000.0000
WDT1 base: 0x4000.1000
Offset 0xFE8
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0018

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PID2reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0001100000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

Watchdog Peripheral ID Register [23:16]0x18ROPID27:0
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Register 16: Watchdog Peripheral Identification 3 (WDTPeriphID3), offset
0xFEC
The WDTPeriphIDn registers are hard-coded and the fields within the register determine the reset
value.

Watchdog Peripheral Identification 3 (WDTPeriphID3)
WDT0 base: 0x4000.0000
WDT1 base: 0x4000.1000
Offset 0xFEC
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0001

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PID3reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

Watchdog Peripheral ID Register [31:24]0x01ROPID37:0
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Register 17: Watchdog PrimeCell Identification 0 (WDTPCellID0), offset 0xFF0
The WDTPCellIDn registers are hard-coded and the fields within the register determine the reset
value.

Watchdog PrimeCell Identification 0 (WDTPCellID0)
WDT0 base: 0x4000.0000
WDT1 base: 0x4000.1000
Offset 0xFF0
Type RO, reset 0x0000.000D

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CID0reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1011000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

Watchdog PrimeCell ID Register [7:0]0x0DROCID07:0
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Register 18: Watchdog PrimeCell Identification 1 (WDTPCellID1), offset 0xFF4
The WDTPCellIDn registers are hard-coded and the fields within the register determine the reset
value.

Watchdog PrimeCell Identification 1 (WDTPCellID1)
WDT0 base: 0x4000.0000
WDT1 base: 0x4000.1000
Offset 0xFF4
Type RO, reset 0x0000.00F0

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CID1reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000111100000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

Watchdog PrimeCell ID Register [15:8]0xF0ROCID17:0
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Register 19: Watchdog PrimeCell Identification 2 (WDTPCellID2), offset 0xFF8
The WDTPCellIDn registers are hard-coded and the fields within the register determine the reset
value.

Watchdog PrimeCell Identification 2 (WDTPCellID2)
WDT0 base: 0x4000.0000
WDT1 base: 0x4000.1000
Offset 0xFF8
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0006

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CID2reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0110000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

Watchdog PrimeCell ID Register [23:16]0x06ROCID27:0
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Register 20:Watchdog PrimeCell Identification 3 (WDTPCellID3 ), offset 0xFFC
The WDTPCellIDn registers are hard-coded and the fields within the register determine the reset
value.

Watchdog PrimeCell Identification 3 (WDTPCellID3)
WDT0 base: 0x4000.0000
WDT1 base: 0x4000.1000
Offset 0xFFC
Type RO, reset 0x0000.00B1

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CID3reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000110100000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

Watchdog PrimeCell ID Register [31:24]0xB1ROCID37:0
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15 Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC)
An analog-to-digital converter (ADC) is a peripheral that converts a continuous analog voltage to a
discrete digital number. Two identical converter modules are included, which share 20 input channels.

The TM4C1294KCPDT ADC module features 12-bit conversion resolution and supports 20 input
channels, plus an internal temperature sensor. Each ADC module contains four programmable
sequencers allowing the sampling of multiple analog input sources without controller intervention.
Each sample sequencer provides flexible programming with fully configurable input source, trigger
events, interrupt generation, and sequencer priority. In addition, the conversion value can optionally
be diverted to a digital comparator module. Each ADC module provides eight digital comparators.
Each digital comparator evaluates the ADC conversion value against its two user-defined values to
determine the operational range of the signal. The trigger source for ADC0 and ADC1 may be
independent or the two ADC modules may operate from the same trigger source and operate on
the same or different inputs. A phase shifter can delay the start of sampling by a specified phase
angle. When using both ADC modules, it is possible to configure the converters to start the
conversions coincidentally or within a relative phase from each other, see “Sample Phase
Control” on page 1058.

The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller provides two ADC modules with each having the following
features:

■ 20 shared analog input channels

■ 12-bit precision ADC

■ Single-ended and differential-input configurations

■ On-chip internal temperature sensor

■ Maximum sample rate of two million samples/second

■ Optional, programmable phase delay

■ Sample and hold window programmability

■ Four programmable sample conversion sequencers from one to eight entries long, with
corresponding conversion result FIFOs

■ Flexible trigger control

– Controller (software)

– Timers

– Analog Comparators

– PWM

– GPIO

■ Hardware averaging of up to 64 samples

■ Eight digital comparators
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■ Converter uses signals VREFA+ and GNDA as the voltage reference

■ Power and ground for the analog circuitry is separate from the digital power and ground

■ Efficient transfers using Micro Direct Memory Access Controller (µDMA)

– Dedicated channel for each sample sequencer

– ADC module uses burst requests for DMA

■ Global Alternate Clock (ALTCLK) resource or System Clock (SYSCLK) can be used to generate
ADC clock

15.1 Block Diagram
The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller contains two identical Analog-to-Digital Converter modules.
These two modules, ADC0 and ADC1, share the same 20 analog input channels. Each ADC module
operates independently and can therefore execute different sample sequences, sample any of the
analog input channels at any time, and generate different interrupts and triggers. Figure
15-1 on page 1052 shows how the two modules are connected to analog inputs and the system bus.

Figure 15-1. Implementation of Two ADC Blocks

Input
Channels

Triggers

Interrupts/
Triggers

ADC 0

ADC 1

Interrupts/
Triggers

Figure 15-2 on page 1053 provides details on the internal configuration of the ADC controls and data
registers.
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Figure 15-2. ADC Module Block Diagram
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15.2 Signal Description
The following table lists the external signals of the ADC module and describes the function of each.
The AINx signals are analog functions for some GPIO signals. The column in the table below titled
"Pin Mux/Pin Assignment" lists the GPIO pin placement for the ADC signals. These signals are
configured by clearing the corresponding DEN bit in the GPIO Digital Enable (GPIODEN) register
and setting the corresponding AMSEL bit in the GPIO Analog Mode Select (GPIOAMSEL) register.
For more information on configuring GPIOs, see “General-Purpose Input/Outputs
(GPIOs)” on page 740. The VREFA+ signal (with the word "fixed" in the Pin Mux/Pin Assignment
column) has a fixed pin assignment and function.

Table 15-1. ADC Signals (128TQFP)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin Mux / Pin
Assignment

Pin NumberPin Name

Analog-to-digital converter input 0.AnalogIPE312AIN0

Analog-to-digital converter input 1.AnalogIPE213AIN1

Analog-to-digital converter input 2.AnalogIPE114AIN2

Analog-to-digital converter input 3.AnalogIPE015AIN3

Analog-to-digital converter input 4.AnalogIPD7128AIN4

Analog-to-digital converter input 5.AnalogIPD6127AIN5

Analog-to-digital converter input 6.AnalogIPD5126AIN6

Analog-to-digital converter input 7.AnalogIPD4125AIN7
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Table 15-1. ADC Signals (128TQFP) (continued)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin Mux / Pin
Assignment

Pin NumberPin Name

Analog-to-digital converter input 8.AnalogIPE5124AIN8

Analog-to-digital converter input 9.AnalogIPE4123AIN9

Analog-to-digital converter input 10.AnalogIPB4121AIN10

Analog-to-digital converter input 11.AnalogIPB5120AIN11

Analog-to-digital converter input 12.AnalogIPD34AIN12

Analog-to-digital converter input 13.AnalogIPD23AIN13

Analog-to-digital converter input 14.AnalogIPD12AIN14

Analog-to-digital converter input 15.AnalogIPD01AIN15

Analog-to-digital converter input 16.AnalogIPK018AIN16

Analog-to-digital converter input 17.AnalogIPK119AIN17

Analog-to-digital converter input 18.AnalogIPK220AIN18

Analog-to-digital converter input 19.AnalogIPK321AIN19

A reference voltage used to specify the voltage at
which the ADC converts to a maximum value. This
pin is used in conjunction with GNDA. The voltage
that is applied to VREFA+ is the voltage with which
an AINn signal is converted to 4095. The VREFA+
voltage is limited to the range specified in Table
27-44 on page 1859.

Analog-fixed9VREFA+

15.3 Functional Description
The TM4C1294KCPDT ADC collects sample data by using a programmable sequence-based
approach instead of the traditional single or double-sampling approaches found on many ADC
modules. Each sample sequence is a fully programmed series of consecutive (back-to-back) samples,
allowing the ADC to collect data from multiple input sources without having to be re-configured or
serviced by the processor. The programming of each sample in the sample sequence includes
parameters such as the input source and mode (differential versus single-ended input), interrupt
generation on sample completion, and the indicator for the last sample in the sequence. In addition,
the μDMA can be used to more efficiently move data from the sample sequencers without CPU
intervention.

15.3.1 Sample Sequencers
The sampling control and data capture is handled by the sample sequencers. All of the sequencers
are identical in implementation except for the number of samples that can be captured and the depth
of the FIFO. Table 15-2 on page 1054 shows the maximum number of samples that each sequencer
can capture and its corresponding FIFO depth. Each sample that is captured is stored in the FIFO.
In this implementation, each FIFO entry is a 32-bit word, with the lower 12 bits containing the
conversion result.

Table 15-2. Samples and FIFO Depth of Sequencers

Depth of FIFONumber of SamplesSequencer

11SS3

44SS2

44SS1

88SS0
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For a given sample sequence, each sample is defined by bit fields in the ADC Sample Sequence
Input Multiplexer Select (ADCSSMUXn), ADC Sample Sequence Extended Input Multiplexer
Select (ADCSSEMUXn) and ADC Sample Sequence Control (ADCSSCTLn) registers, where
"n" corresponds to the sequence number. The ADCSSMUXn and ADCSSEMUXn fields select the
input pin, while theADCSSCTLn fields contain the sample control bits corresponding to parameters
such as temperature sensor selection, interrupt enable, end of sequence, and differential input
mode. Sample sequencers are enabled by setting the respective ASENn bit in the ADC Active
Sample Sequencer (ADCACTSS) register and should be configured before being enabled. Sampling
is then initiated by setting the SSn bit in theADC Processor Sample Sequence Initiate (ADCPSSI)
register. In addition, sample sequences may be initiated on multiple ADC modules simultaneously
using the GSYNC and SYNCWAIT bits in the ADCPSSI register during the configuration of each ADC
module. For more information on using these bits, refer to page 1101.

When configuring a sample sequence, multiple uses of the same input pin within the same sequence
are allowed. In the ADCSSCTLn register, the IEn bits can be set for any combination of samples,
allowing interrupts to be generated after every sample in the sequence if necessary. Also, the END
bit can be set at any point within a sample sequence. For example, if Sequencer 0 is used, the END
bit can be set in the nibble associated with the fifth sample, allowing Sequencer 0 to complete
execution of the sample sequence after the fifth sample.

After a sample sequence completes execution, the result data can be retrieved from the ADC
Sample Sequence Result FIFO (ADCSSFIFOn) registers. The FIFOs are simple circular buffers
that read a single address to "pop" result data. For software debug purposes, the positions of the
FIFO head and tail pointers are visible in theADCSample Sequence FIFOStatus (ADCSSFSTATn)
registers along with FULL and EMPTY status flags. If a write is attempted when the FIFO is full, the
write does not occur and an overflow condition is indicated. Overflow and underflow conditions are
monitored using the ADCOSTAT and ADCUSTAT registers.

15.3.2 Module Control
Outside of the sample sequencers, the remainder of the control logic is responsible for tasks such
as:

■ Interrupt generation

■ DMA operation

■ Sequence prioritization

■ Trigger configuration

■ Comparator configuration

■ External voltage reference

■ Sample phase control

■ Module clocking

15.3.2.1 Interrupts
The register configurations of the sample sequencers and digital comparators dictate which events
generate raw interrupts, but do not have control over whether the interrupt is actually sent to the
interrupt controller. The ADC module's interrupt signals are controlled by the state of the MASK bits
in the ADC Interrupt Mask (ADCIM) register. Interrupt status can be viewed at two locations: the
ADC Raw Interrupt Status (ADCRIS) register, which shows the raw status of the various interrupt
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signals; and the ADC Interrupt Status and Clear (ADCISC) register, which shows active interrupts
that are enabled by the ADCIM register. Sequencer interrupts are cleared by writing a 1 to the
corresponding IN bit in ADCISC. Digital comparator interrupts are cleared by writing a 1 to the ADC
Digital Comparator Interrupt Status and Clear (ADCDCISC) register.

15.3.2.2 DMA Operation
DMA may be used to increase efficiency by allowing each sample sequencer to operate independently
and transfer data without processor intervention or reconfiguration.

The ADC asserts single and burst µDMA request signals (dma_sreq and dma_req) to the µDMA
controller based on the FIFO level. The dma_req signal is generated when the FIFO in question is
half-full (that is, at 4 samples for SS0, 2 samples for SS1 and SS2, and at 1 sample for SS3). If, for
example, theADCSSCTL0 register has six samples to transfer, a burst of four values occurs followed
by two single transfers (dma_sreq). The dma_done signals (one per sample sequencer) are sent
to the ADC to allow for a triggering of DMAINRn interrupt bits in the ADCRIS register. The µDMA is
enabled for a specific sample sequencer by setting the appropriate ADENn bit in the ADCACTSS
register at offset 0x000.

To use the µDMA with the ADC module, the application must enable the ADC channel throughDMA
Channel Map Select n (DMACHMAPn) register in the µDMA.

Refer to the “Micro Direct Memory Access (μDMA)” on page 676 for more details about programming
the μDMA controller.

15.3.2.3 Prioritization
When sampling events (triggers) happen concurrently, they are prioritized for processing by the
values in the ADC Sample Sequencer Priority (ADCSSPRI) register. Valid priority values are in
the range of 0-3, with 0 being the highest priority and 3 being the lowest. Multiple active sample
sequencer units with the same priority do not provide consistent results, so software must ensure
that all active sample sequencer units have a unique priority value.

15.3.2.4 Sampling Events
Sample triggering for each sample sequencer is defined in the ADC Event Multiplexer Select
(ADCEMUX) register. Trigger sources include processor (default), analog comparators, an external
signal on a GPIO specified by the GPIO ADC Control (GPIOADCCTL) register, a GP Timer, a
PWM generator, and continuous sampling. The processor triggers sampling by setting the SSx bits
in the ADC Processor Sample Sequence Initiate (ADCPSSI) register.

Care must be taken when using the continuous sampling trigger. If a sequencer's priority is too high,
it is possible to starve other lower priority sequencers. Generally, a sample sequencer using
continuous sampling should be set to the lowest priority. Continuous sampling can be used with a
digital comparator to cause an interrupt when a particular voltage is seen on an input.

15.3.2.5 Sample and Hold Window Control
The ADC module provides the capability of programming the sample and hold window of each step
in a sequence through the ADC Sample Sequence n Sample and Hold Time (ADCSSTSHn)
register. Each TSHn field can be written with a different sample and hold width, which is represented
in ADC clocks. The table below gives the allowed encodings:

Table 15-3. Sample and Hold Width in ADC Clocks

NSHTSHn Encoding

40x0
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Table 15-3. Sample and Hold Width in ADC Clocks (continued)

NSHTSHn Encoding

reserved0x1

80x2

reserved0x3

160x4

reserved0x5

320x6

reserved0x7

640x8

reserved0x9

1280xA

reserved0xB

2560xC

reserved0xD-0xF

The ADC conversion frequency is a function of the Sample and Hold number, given by the following
equation:

FCONV = 1/((NSH + 12)*TADC)

where:

■ NSH is the sample and hold width in ADC clocks

■ TADC is the ADC conversion clock period, which is the inverse of the ADC clock frequency FADC

Now, the maximum allowable external source resistance (RS) also changes with the value of NSH,
as the total settling time of the input circuitry must be fast enough to settle to within the ADC resolution
in a single sampling interval. The input circuitry includes the external source resistance as well as
the input resistance and capacitance of the ADC (RADC and CADC).

The values for RS and FCONV for varying NSH values, with FADC=16MHz and FADC=32MHz are given
in tables 18-4-a and 18-4-b. The system designer must take into consideration both of these factors
for optimal ADC operation.

Table 15-4. RS and FCONV Values with Varying NSH Values and FADC = 16 MHz

25612864321684NSH (Cycles)

601142113645718001000FCONV (Ksps)

18950093500455002150095003500500RS Max (Ω)

Table 15-5. RS and FCONV Values with Varying NSH Values and FADC = 32 MHz

25612864321684NSH (Cycles)

119229421727114316002000FCONV (Ksps)

93500455002150095003500500250RS Max (Ω)
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15.3.2.6 Sample Phase Control
The trigger source for ADC0 and ADC1 may be independent or the two ADC modules may operate
from the same trigger source and operate on the same or different inputs. If the converters are
running at the same sample rate, they may be configured to start the conversions coincidentally or
one ADC may be programmed to lag up to 15 clock cycles relative to the other ADC. The sample
time can be delayed from the standard sampling time by programming the PHASE field in the ADC
Sample Phase Control (ADCSPC) register. Figure 15-3 on page 1058 shows an example of various
phase relationships.

Figure 15-3. ADC Sample Phases
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This feature can be used to double the sampling rate of an input. Both ADC Module 0 and ADC
Module 1 can be programmed to sample the same input. ADC module 0 can sample at the standard
position (the PHASE field in theADCSPC register is 0x0). ADC Module 1 can be configured to sample
with a phase lag (PHASE is nonzero). For a sample rate of two million samples/second at 16MHz,
the TSHn field of all of the sequencer samples of both ADCs must be programmed to 0x0 and the
PHASE field of one of the ADC modules must be set to 0x8. The two modules can be be synchronized
using the GSYNC and SYNCWAIT bits in theADCProcessor Sample Sequence Initiate (ADCPSSI)
register. Software can then combine the results from the two modules to create a sample rate of
two million samples/second at 16MHz as shown in Figure 15-4 on page 1058.

Figure 15-4. Doubling the ADC Sample Rate
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

ADC Sample Clock

GSYNC

ADC 0 PHASE 0x0 (0.0°)

ADC 1 PHASE 0x8 (180.0°)

18

Using the ADCSPC register, ADC0 and ADC1 may provide a number of interesting applications:

■ Coincident continuous sampling of different signals. The sample sequence steps run coincidently
in both converters. In this situation, the TSHn of matching sample steps of both ADC module
sequencers must be the same and the PHASE field must be 0x0 in both ADC module ADCSPC
registers. The TSHn field is found in the ADC Sample Sequence n Sample and Hold Time
(ADCSSTSHn) register.

– ADC Module 0, ADCSPC = 0x0, sampling AIN0
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– ADC Module 1, ADCSPC = 0x0, sampling AIN1

Note: If two ADCs are configured to sample the same signal, a skew (phase lag) must be
added to one of the ADC modules to prevent coincident sampling. Phase lag can be
added by programming the PHASE field in the ADCSPC register.

■ Skewed sampling of the same signal. The skew is determined by both the TSHn field in the
ADCSSTSHn registers and the PHASE field in the ADCSPC register. For the fastest skewed
sample rate, all TSHn fields must be programmed to 0x0. If TSHn=0x0 for all sequencers and
the PHASE field of one ADC is 0x8, the configuration doubles the conversion bandwidth of a
single input when software combines the results as shown in Figure 15-5 on page 1059.

– ADC Module 0, ADCSPC = 0x0, sampling AIN0

– ADC Module 1, ADCSPC = 0x8, sampling AIN0

Note that it is not required that the TSHn fields be the same in a skewed sample. If an application
has varying analog input resistance, then TSHn and PHASE may vary according to operational
requirements.

Figure 15-5. Skewed Sampling
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15.3.2.7 Module Clocking
The ADC digital block is clocked by the system clock and the ADC analog block is clocked from a
separate conversion clock (ADC Clock). The ADC clock frequency can be up to 32 MHz to generate
a conversion rate of 2 Msps. A 16 MHz ADC clock provides a 1 Msps sampling rate. There are three
sources of the ADC clock:

■ Divided PLL VCO. The PLL VCO frequency can be configured to generate up to a 32-MHz clock
for a conversion rate of 2 Msps. The CS field in the ADCCC register must be programmed to
0x0 to select the PLL VCO and the CLKDIV field is used to set the appropriate clock divisor for
the desired frequency.
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■ 16 MHz PIOSC. Using the PIOSC provides a conversion rate near 1 Msps. To use the PIOSC
to clock the ADC, first power up the PLL and then enable the PIOSC in the CS bit field in the
ADCCC register, then disable the PLL.

■ MOSC. The MOSC clock source must be 16 MHz for a 1 Msps conversion rate and 32 MHz for
a 2 Msps conversion rate.

The system clock must be at the same frequency or higher than the ADC clock. All ADC modules
share the same clock source to facilitate the synchronization of data samples between conversion
units, the selection and programming of which is provided by ADC0's ADCCC register. The ADC
modules do not run at different conversion rates.

15.3.2.8 Busy Status
The BUSY bit of the ADCACTSS register is used to indicate when the ADC is busy with a current
conversion. When there are no triggers pending which may start a new conversion in the immediate
cycle or next few cycles, the BUSY bit reads as 0. Software must read the status of the BUSY bit as
clear before disabling the ADC clock by writing to the Analog-to-Digital Converter Run Mode
Clock Gating Control (RCGCADC) register.

15.3.3 Hardware Sample Averaging Circuit
Higher precision results can be generated using the hardware averaging circuit, however, the
improved results are at the cost of throughput. Up to 64 samples can be accumulated and averaged
to form a single data entry in the sequencer FIFO. Throughput is decreased proportionally to the
number of samples in the averaging calculation. For example, if the averaging circuit is configured
to average 16 samples, the throughput is decreased by a factor of 16.

By default the averaging circuit is off, and all data from the converter passes through to the sequencer
FIFO. The averaging hardware is controlled by the ADC Sample Averaging Control (ADCSAC)
register (see page 1103). A single averaging circuit has been implemented, thus all input channels
receive the same amount of averaging whether they are single-ended or differential.

Figure 15-6 shows an example in which the ADCSAC register is set to 0x2 for 4x hardware
oversampling and the IE1 bit is set for the sample sequence, resulting in an interrupt after the
second averaged value is stored in the FIFO.
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Figure 15-6. Sample Averaging Example
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15.3.4 Analog-to-Digital Converter
The Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) module uses a Successive Approximation Register (SAR)
architecture to deliver a 12-bit, low-power, high-precision conversion value. The successive
approximation uses a switched capacitor array to perform the dual functions of sampling and holding
the signal as well as providing the 12-bit DAC operation.

Figure 15-7 shows the ADC input equivalency diagram; for parameter values, see “Analog-to-Digital
Converter (ADC)” on page 1859.
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Figure 15-7. ADC Input Equivalency
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The ADC operates from both the 3.3-V analog and 1.2-V digital power supplies. The ADC clock can
be configured to reduce power consumption when ADC conversions are not required (see “System
Control” on page 239). The analog inputs are connected to the ADC through specially balanced input
paths to minimize the distortion and cross-talk on the inputs. Detailed information on the ADC power
supplies and analog inputs can be found in “Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC)” on page 1859.

15.3.4.1 Voltage Reference
The ADC uses internal signals VREFP and VREFN as references to produce a conversion value
from the selected analog input. VREFP can be connected to either VREFA+ or VDDA and VREFN
is connected to GNDA as configured by the VREF bit in the ADC Control (ADCCTL) register, as
shown in Figure 15-8.

Figure 15-8. ADC Voltage Reference
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The range of this conversion value is from 0x000 to 0xFFF. In single-ended-input mode, the 0x000
value corresponds to the voltage level on VREFN; the 0xFFF value corresponds to the voltage level
on VREFP. This configuration results in a resolution that can be calculated using the following
equation:

mV per ADC code = (VREFP - VREFN) / 4096

While the analog input pads can handle voltages beyond this range, the analog input voltages must
remain within the limits prescribed by Table 27-44 on page 1859 to produce accurate results. The
VREFA+ specification defines the useful range for the external voltage reference on VREFA+ and
GNDA, see Table 27-44 on page 1859. Care must be taken to supply a reference voltage of acceptable
quality.Figure 15-9 on page 1063 shows the ADC conversion function of the analog inputs.

Figure 15-9. ADC Conversion Result
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15.3.5 Differential Sampling
In addition to traditional single-ended sampling, the ADC module supports differential sampling of
two analog input channels. To enable differential sampling, software must set the Dn bit in the
ADCSSCTL0n register in a step's configuration nibble.

When a sequence step is configured for differential sampling, the input pair to sample must be
configured in theADCSSMUXn register. Differential pair 0 samples analog inputs 0 and 1; differential
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pair 1 samples analog inputs 2 and 3; and so on (see Table 15-6 on page 1064). The ADC does not
support other differential pairings such as analog input 0 with analog input 3.

Table 15-6. Differential Sampling Pairs

Analog InputsDifferential Pair

0 and 10

2 and 31

4 and 52

6 and 73

8 and 94

10 and 115

12 and 136

14 and 157

16 and 178

18 and 199

The voltage sampled in differential mode is the difference between the odd and even channels:

■ Input Positive Voltage: VIN+ = VIN_EVEN (even channel)

■ Input Negative Voltage: VIN- = VIN_ODD (odd channel)

The input differential voltage is defined as: VIND = VIN+ - VIN-, therefore:

■ If VIND = 0, then the conversion result = 0x800

■ If VIND > 0, then the conversion result > 0x800 (range is 0x800–0xFFF)

■ If VIND < 0, then the conversion result < 0x800 (range is 0–0x800)

When using differential sampling, the following definitions are relevant:

■ Input Common Mode Voltage: VINCM = (VIN+ + VIN-) / 2

■ Reference Positive Voltage: VREFP

■ Reference Negative Voltage: VREFN

■ Reference Differential Voltage: VREFD = VREFP - VREFN

■ Reference Common Mode Voltage: VREFCM = (VREFP + VREFN) / 2

The following conditions provide optimal results in differential mode:

■ Both VIN_EVEN and VIN_ODD must be in the range of (VREFP to VREFN) for a valid conversion
result

■ The maximum possible differential input swing, or the maximum differential range, is: -VREFDto
+VREFD, so the maximum peak-to-peak input differential signal is (+VREFD - -VREFD) = 2 *
VREFD= 2 * (VREFP - VREFN)
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■ In order to take advantage of the maximum possible differential input swing, VINCM should be
very close to VREFCM, see Table 27-44 on page 1859.

If VINCM is not equal to VREFCM, the differential input signal may clip at either maximum or minimum
voltage, because either single ended input can never be larger than VREFP or smaller than VREFN,
and it is not possible to achieve full swing. Thus any difference in common mode between the input
voltage and the reference voltage limits the differential dynamic range of the ADC.

Because the maximum peak-to-peak differential signal voltage is 2 * (VREFP - VREFN), the ADC
codes are interpreted as:

mV per ADC code = (2 *(VREFP - VREFN)) / 4096

Figure 15-10 shows how the differential voltage, ∆V, is represented in ADC codes.

Figure 15-10. Differential Voltage Representation
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15.3.6 Internal Temperature Sensor
The temperature sensor serves two primary purposes: 1) to notify the system that internal temperature
is too high or low for reliable operation and 2) to provide temperature measurements for calibration
of the Hibernate module RTC trim value.

The temperature sensor does not have a separate enable, because it also contains the bandgap
reference and must always be enabled. The reference is supplied to other analog modules; not just
the ADC. In addition, the temperature sensor has a second power-down input in the 3.3 V domain
which provides control by the Hibernation module.

The internal temperature sensor converts a temperature measurement into a voltage. This voltage
value, VTSENS, is given by the following equation (where TEMP is the temperature in °C):

VTSENS = 2.7 - ((TEMP + 55) / 75)

This relation is shown in Figure 15-11 on page 1066.
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Figure 15-11. Internal Temperature Sensor Characteristic
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The temperature sensor reading can be sampled in a sample sequence by setting the TSn bit in
the ADCSSCTLn register. The sample and hold width should be configured for at least 16 ADC
clocks using the ADCSSTSHn register. The temperature reading from the temperature sensor can
also be given as a function of the ADC value. The following formula calculates temperature (TEMP
in ℃) based on the ADC reading (ADCCODE, given as an unsigned decimal number from 0 to 4095)
and the maximum ADC voltage range (VREFP - VREFN):

TEMP = 147.5 - ((75 * (VREFP - VREFN) × ADCCODE) / 4096)

15.3.7 Digital Comparator Unit
An ADC is commonly used to sample an external signal and to monitor its value to ensure that it
remains in a given range. To automate this monitoring procedure and reduce the amount of processor
overhead that is required, each module provides eight digital comparators.

Conversions from the ADC that are sent to the digital comparators are compared against the user
programmable limits in the ADC Digital Comparator Range (ADCDCCMPn) registers. The ADC
can be configured to generate an interrupt depending on whether the ADC is operating within the
low, mid or high-band region configured in the ADCDCCMPn bit fields. The digital comparators four
operational modes (Once, Always, Hysteresis Once, Hysteresis Always) can be additionally applied
to the interrupt configuration.

15.3.7.1 Output Functions
ADC conversions can either be stored in the ADC Sample Sequence FIFOs or compared using the
digital comparator resources as defined by the SnDCOP bits in the ADC Sample Sequence n
Operation (ADCSSOPn) register. These selected ADC conversions are used by their respective
digital comparator to monitor the external signal. Each comparator has two possible output functions:
processor interrupts and triggers.

Each function has its own state machine to track the monitored signal. Even though the interrupt
and trigger functions can be enabled individually or both at the same time, the same conversion
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data is used by each function to determine if the right conditions have been met to assert the
associated output.

Interrupts

The digital comparator interrupt function is enabled by setting the CIE bit in the ADC Digital
Comparator Control (ADCDCCTLn) register. This bit enables the interrupt function state machine
to start monitoring the incoming ADC conversions. When the appropriate set of conditions is met,
and the DCONSSx bit is set in the ADCIM register, an interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller.

Note: For a 1 to 2 Msps rate, as the system clock frequency approaches the ADC clock frequency,
it is recommended that the application use the µDMA to store conversion data from the
FIFO to memory before processing rather than an interrupt-driven single data read. Using
the µDMA to store multiple samples before interrupting the processor amortizes interrupt
overhead across multiple transfers and prevents loss of sample data.

Note: Only a single DCONSSn bit should be set at any given time. Setting more than one of these
bits results in the INRDC bit from the ADCRIS register being masked, and no interrupt is
generated on any of the sample sequencer interrupt lines. It is recommended that when
interrupts are used, they are enabled on alternating samples or at the end of the sample
sequence.

Triggers

The digital comparator trigger function is enabled by setting the CTE bit in theADCDCCTLn register.
This bit enables the trigger function state machine to start monitoring the incoming ADC conversions.
When the appropriate set of conditions is met, the corresponding digital comparator trigger to the
PWM module is asserted.

15.3.7.2 Operational Modes
Four operational modes are provided to support a broad range of applications and multiple possible
signaling requirements: Always, Once, Hysteresis Always, and Hysteresis Once. The operational
mode is selected using the CIM or CTM field in the ADCDCCTLn register.

Always Mode

In the Always operational mode, the associated interrupt or trigger is asserted whenever the ADC
conversion value meets its comparison criteria. The result is a string of assertions on the interrupt
or trigger while the conversions are within the appropriate range.

Once Mode

In the Once operational mode, the associated interrupt or trigger is asserted whenever the ADC
conversion value meets its comparison criteria, and the previous ADC conversion value did not.
The result is a single assertion of the interrupt or trigger when the conversions are within the
appropriate range.

Hysteresis-Always Mode

The Hysteresis-Always operational mode can only be used in conjunction with the low-band or
high-band regions because the mid-band region must be crossed and the opposite region entered
to clear the hysteresis condition. In the Hysteresis-Always mode, the associated interrupt or trigger
is asserted in the following cases: 1) the ADC conversion value meets its comparison criteria or 2)
a previous ADC conversion value has met the comparison criteria, and the hysteresis condition has
not been cleared by entering the opposite region. The result is a string of assertions on the interrupt
or trigger that continue until the opposite region is entered.
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Hysteresis-Once Mode

The Hysteresis-Once operational mode can only be used in conjunction with the low-band or
high-band regions because the mid-band region must be crossed and the opposite region entered
to clear the hysteresis condition. In the Hysteresis-Once mode, the associated interrupt or trigger
is asserted only when the ADC conversion value meets its comparison criteria, the hysteresis
condition is clear, and the previous ADC conversion did not meet the comparison criteria. The result
is a single assertion on the interrupt or trigger.

15.3.7.3 Function Ranges
The two comparison values, COMP0 and COMP1, in the ADC Digital Comparator Range
(ADCDCCMPn) register effectively break the conversion area into three distinct regions. These
regions are referred to as the low-band (less than COMP0), mid-band (greater than COMP0 but less
than or equal to COMP1), and high-band (greater than or equal to COMP1) regions. COMP0 and COMP1
may be programmed to the same value, effectively creating two regions, but COMP1 must always
be greater than or equal to the value of COMP0. A COMP1 value that is less than COMP0 generates
unpredictable results.

Low-Band Operation

To operate in the low-band region, the CIC field or the CTC field in the ADCDCCTLn register must
be programmed to 0x0. This setting causes interrupts or triggers to be generated in the low-band
region as defined by the programmed operational mode. An example of the state of the
interrupt/trigger signal in the low-band region for each of the operational modes is shown in Figure
15-12 on page 1068. Note that a "0" in a column following the operational mode name (Always, Once,
Hysteresis Always, and Hysteresis Once) indicates that the interrupt or trigger signal is deasserted
and a "1" indicates that the signal is asserted.

Figure 15-12. Low-Band Operation (CIC=0x0 and/or CTC=0x0)
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Mid-Band Operation

To operate in the mid-band region, the CIC field or the CTC field in the ADCDCCTLn register must
be programmed to 0x1. This setting causes interrupts or triggers to be generated in the mid-band
region according the operation mode. Only the Always and Once operational modes are available
in the mid-band region. An example of the state of the interrupt/trigger signal in the mid-band region
for each of the allowed operational modes is shown in Figure 15-13 on page 1069. Note that a "0" in
a column following the operational mode name (Always or Once) indicates that the interrupt or
trigger signal is deasserted and a "1" indicates that the signal is asserted.

Figure 15-13. Mid-Band Operation (CIC=0x1 and/or CTC=0x1)
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High-Band Operation

To operate in the high-band region, the CIC field or the CTC field in the ADCDCCTLn register must
be programmed to 0x3. This setting causes interrupts or triggers to be generated in the high-band
region according the operation mode. An example of the state of the interrupt/trigger signal in the
high-band region for each of the allowed operational modes is shown in Figure 15-14 on page 1070.
Note that a "0" in a column following the operational mode name (Always, Once, Hysteresis Always,
and Hysteresis Once) indicates that the interrupt or trigger signal is deasserted and a "1" indicates
that the signal is asserted.
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Figure 15-14. High-Band Operation (CIC=0x3 and/or CTC=0x3)
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15.4 Initialization and Configuration

15.4.1 Module Initialization
Initialization of the ADC module is a simple process with very few steps: enabling the clock to the
ADC, disabling the analog isolation circuit associated with all inputs that are to be used, and
reconfiguring the sample sequencer priorities (if needed).

The initialization sequence for the ADC is as follows:

1. Enable the ADC clock using the RCGCADC register (see page 396).

2. Enable the clock to the appropriate GPIO modules via the RCGCGPIO register (see page 382).
To find out which GPIO ports to enable, refer to “Signal Description” on page 1053.

3. Set the GPIO AFSEL bits for the ADC input pins (see page 768). To determine which GPIOs to
configure, see Table 26-4 on page 1795.

4. Configure the AINx signals to be analog inputs by clearing the corresponding DEN bit in the
GPIO Digital Enable (GPIODEN) register (see page 779).

5. Disable the analog isolation circuit for all ADC input pins that are to be used by writing a 1 to
the appropriate bits of the GPIOAMSEL register (see page 784) in the associated GPIO block.

6. If required by the application, reconfigure the sample sequencer priorities in the ADCSSPRI
register. The default configuration has Sample Sequencer 0 with the highest priority and Sample
Sequencer 3 as the lowest priority.
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15.4.2 Sample Sequencer Configuration
Configuration of the sample sequencers is slightly more complex than the module initialization
because each sample sequencer is completely programmable.

The configuration for each sample sequencer should be as follows:

1. Ensure that the sample sequencer is disabled by clearing the corresponding ASENn bit in the
ADCACTSS register. Programming of the sample sequencers is allowed without having them
enabled. Disabling the sequencer during programming prevents erroneous execution if a trigger
event were to occur during the configuration process.

2. Configure the trigger event for the sample sequencer in the ADCEMUX register.

3. When using a PWM generator as the trigger source, use the ADC Trigger Source Select
(ADCTSSEL) register to specify in which PWM module the generator is located. The default
register reset selects PWM module 0 for all generators.

4. For each sample in the sample sequence, configure the corresponding input source in the
ADCSSMUXn and ADCSSEMUXn registers.

5. For each sample in the sample sequence, configure the sample control bits in the corresponding
nibble in the ADCSSCTLn register. When programming the last nibble, ensure that the END bit
is set. Failure to set the END bit causes unpredictable behavior.

6. If interrupts are to be used, set the corresponding MASK bit in the ADCIM register.

7. Enable the sample sequencer logic by setting the corresponding ASENn bit in the ADCACTSS
register.

15.5 Register Map
Table 15-7 on page 1071 lists the ADC registers. The offset listed is a hexadecimal increment to the
register's address, relative to that ADC module's base address of:

■ ADC0: 0x4003.8000
■ ADC1: 0x4003.9000

Note that the ADC module clock must be enabled before the registers can be programmed (see
page 396). There must be a delay of 3 system clocks after the ADC module clock is enabled before
any ADC module registers are accessed.

Table 15-7. ADC Register Map

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

1075ADC Active Sample Sequencer0x0000.0000RWADCACTSS0x000

1077ADC Raw Interrupt Status0x0000.0000ROADCRIS0x004

1080ADC Interrupt Mask0x0000.0000RWADCIM0x008

1083ADC Interrupt Status and Clear0x0000.0000RW1CADCISC0x00C

1087ADC Overflow Status0x0000.0000RW1CADCOSTAT0x010

1089ADC Event Multiplexer Select0x0000.0000RWADCEMUX0x014
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Table 15-7. ADC Register Map (continued)

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

1094ADC Underflow Status0x0000.0000RW1CADCUSTAT0x018

1095ADC Trigger Source Select0x0000.0000RWADCTSSEL0x01C

1097ADC Sample Sequencer Priority0x0000.3210RWADCSSPRI0x020

1099ADC Sample Phase Control0x0000.0000RWADCSPC0x024

1101ADC Processor Sample Sequence Initiate-RWADCPSSI0x028

1103ADC Sample Averaging Control0x0000.0000RWADCSAC0x030

1104ADC Digital Comparator Interrupt Status and Clear0x0000.0000RW1CADCDCISC0x034

1106ADC Control0x0000.0000RWADCCTL0x038

1107ADC Sample Sequence Input Multiplexer Select 00x0000.0000RWADCSSMUX00x040

1109ADC Sample Sequence Control 00x0000.0000RWADCSSCTL00x044

1116ADC Sample Sequence Result FIFO 0-ROADCSSFIFO00x048

1117ADC Sample Sequence FIFO 0 Status0x0000.0100ROADCSSFSTAT00x04C

1119ADC Sample Sequence 0 Operation0x0000.0000RWADCSSOP00x050

1121ADC Sample Sequence 0 Digital Comparator Select0x0000.0000RWADCSSDC00x054

1123ADC Sample Sequence Extended Input Multiplexer Select
00x0000.0000RWADCSSEMUX00x058

1125ADC Sample Sequence 0 Sample and Hold Time0x0000.0000RWADCSSTSH00x05C

1127ADC Sample Sequence Input Multiplexer Select 10x0000.0000RWADCSSMUX10x060

1128ADC Sample Sequence Control 10x0000.0000RWADCSSCTL10x064

1116ADC Sample Sequence Result FIFO 1-ROADCSSFIFO10x068

1117ADC Sample Sequence FIFO 1 Status0x0000.0100ROADCSSFSTAT10x06C

1132ADC Sample Sequence 1 Operation0x0000.0000RWADCSSOP10x070

1133ADC Sample Sequence 1 Digital Comparator Select0x0000.0000RWADCSSDC10x074

1135ADC Sample Sequence Extended Input Multiplexer Select
10x0000.0000RWADCSSEMUX10x078

1137ADC Sample Sequence 1 Sample and Hold Time0x0000.0000RWADCSSTSH10x07C

1127ADC Sample Sequence Input Multiplexer Select 20x0000.0000RWADCSSMUX20x080

1128ADC Sample Sequence Control 20x0000.0000RWADCSSCTL20x084

1116ADC Sample Sequence Result FIFO 2-ROADCSSFIFO20x088

1117ADC Sample Sequence FIFO 2 Status0x0000.0100ROADCSSFSTAT20x08C

1132ADC Sample Sequence 2 Operation0x0000.0000RWADCSSOP20x090

1133ADC Sample Sequence 2 Digital Comparator Select0x0000.0000RWADCSSDC20x094
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Table 15-7. ADC Register Map (continued)

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

1135ADC Sample Sequence Extended Input Multiplexer Select
20x0000.0000RWADCSSEMUX20x098

1137ADC Sample Sequence 2 Sample and Hold Time0x0000.0000RWADCSSTSH20x09C

1139ADC Sample Sequence Input Multiplexer Select 30x0000.0000RWADCSSMUX30x0A0

1140ADC Sample Sequence Control 30x0000.0000RWADCSSCTL30x0A4

1116ADC Sample Sequence Result FIFO 3-ROADCSSFIFO30x0A8

1117ADC Sample Sequence FIFO 3 Status0x0000.0100ROADCSSFSTAT30x0AC

1142ADC Sample Sequence 3 Operation0x0000.0000RWADCSSOP30x0B0

1143ADC Sample Sequence 3 Digital Comparator Select0x0000.0000RWADCSSDC30x0B4

1144ADC Sample Sequence Extended Input Multiplexer Select
30x0000.0000RWADCSSEMUX30x0B8

1145ADC Sample Sequence 3 Sample and Hold Time0x0000.0000RWADCSSTSH30x0BC

1146ADC Digital Comparator Reset Initial Conditions0x0000.0000WOADCDCRIC0xD00

1151ADC Digital Comparator Control 00x0000.0000RWADCDCCTL00xE00

1151ADC Digital Comparator Control 10x0000.0000RWADCDCCTL10xE04

1151ADC Digital Comparator Control 20x0000.0000RWADCDCCTL20xE08

1151ADC Digital Comparator Control 30x0000.0000RWADCDCCTL30xE0C

1151ADC Digital Comparator Control 40x0000.0000RWADCDCCTL40xE10

1151ADC Digital Comparator Control 50x0000.0000RWADCDCCTL50xE14

1151ADC Digital Comparator Control 60x0000.0000RWADCDCCTL60xE18

1151ADC Digital Comparator Control 70x0000.0000RWADCDCCTL70xE1C

1154ADC Digital Comparator Range 00x0000.0000RWADCDCCMP00xE40

1154ADC Digital Comparator Range 10x0000.0000RWADCDCCMP10xE44

1154ADC Digital Comparator Range 20x0000.0000RWADCDCCMP20xE48

1154ADC Digital Comparator Range 30x0000.0000RWADCDCCMP30xE4C

1154ADC Digital Comparator Range 40x0000.0000RWADCDCCMP40xE50

1154ADC Digital Comparator Range 50x0000.0000RWADCDCCMP50xE54

1154ADC Digital Comparator Range 60x0000.0000RWADCDCCMP60xE58

1154ADC Digital Comparator Range 70x0000.0000RWADCDCCMP70xE5C

1155ADC Peripheral Properties0x01B0.2147ROADCPP0xFC0

1157ADC Peripheral Configuration0x0000.0007RWADCPC0xFC4

1158ADC Clock Configuration0x0000.0001RWADCCC0xFC8
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15.6 Register Descriptions
The remainder of this section lists and describes the ADC registers, in numerical order by address
offset.
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Register 1: ADC Active Sample Sequencer (ADCACTSS), offset 0x000
This register controls the activation of the sample sequencers. Each sample sequencer can be
enabled or disabled independently.

ADC Active Sample Sequencer (ADCACTSS)
ADC0 base: 0x4003.8000
ADC1 base: 0x4003.9000
Offset 0x000
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

BUSYreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

ASEN0ASEN1ASEN2ASEN3reservedADEN0ADEN1ADEN2ADEN3reserved

RWRWRWRWRORORORORWRWRWRWROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:17

ADC Busy

DescriptionValue

ADC is idle0

ADC is busy1

Note: In order to use the BUSY bit, the ADC Event Multiplexer
Select (ADCEMUX) register must be programmed such that
no trigger is selected (bit field encoding is 0xE). The NEVER
encoding in the ADCEMUX register allows the ADC to safely
be put in Deep-Sleep mode.

0ROBUSY16

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved15:12

ADC SS3 DMA Enable

DescriptionValue

DMA for Sample Sequencer 3 is disabled.0

DMA for Sample Sequencer 3 is enabled.1

0RWADEN311

ADC SS2 DMA Enable

DescriptionValue

DMA for Sample Sequencer 2 is disabled.0

DMA for Sample Sequencer 2 is enabled.1

0RWADEN210
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

ADC SS1 DMA Enable

DescriptionValue

DMA for Sample Sequencer 1 is disabled.0

DMA for Sample Sequencer 1 is enabled.1

0RWADEN19

ADC SS1 DMA Enable

DescriptionValue

DMA for Sample Sequencer 1 is disabled.0

DMA for Sample Sequencer 1 is enabled.1

0RWADEN08

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved7:4

ADC SS3 Enable

DescriptionValue

Sample Sequencer 3 is disabled.0

Sample Sequencer 3 is enabled.1

0RWASEN33

ADC SS2 Enable

DescriptionValue

Sample Sequencer 2 is disabled.0

Sample Sequencer 2 is enabled.1

0RWASEN22

ADC SS1 Enable

DescriptionValue

Sample Sequencer 1 is disabled.0

Sample Sequencer 1 is enabled.1

0RWASEN11

ADC SS0 Enable

DescriptionValue

Sample Sequencer 0 is disabled.0

Sample Sequencer 0 is enabled.1

0RWASEN00
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Register 2: ADC Raw Interrupt Status (ADCRIS), offset 0x004
This register shows the status of the raw interrupt signal of each sample sequencer. These bits may
be polled by software to look for interrupt conditions without sending the interrupts to the interrupt
controller.

ADC Raw Interrupt Status (ADCRIS)
ADC0 base: 0x4003.8000
ADC1 base: 0x4003.9000
Offset 0x004
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

INRDCreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

INR0INR1INR2INR3reservedDMAINR0DMAINR1DMAINR2DMAINR3reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x000ROreserved31:17

Digital Comparator Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

All bits in the ADCDCISC register are clear.0

At least one bit in the ADCDCISC register is set, meaning that
a digital comparator interrupt has occurred.

1

0ROINRDC16

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved15:12

SS3 DMA Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

The DMA interrupt has not occurred.0

The sample sequence 3 DMA interrupt is asserted.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the DMAINR3 bit in the ADCISC
register.

0RODMAINR311

SS2 DMA Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

The DMA interrupt has not occurred.0

The sample sequence 2 DMA interrupt is asserted.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the DMAINR2 bit in the ADCISC
register.

0RODMAINR210
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

SS1 DMA Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

The DMA interrupt has not occurred.0

The sample sequence 1 DMA interrupt is asserted.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the DMAINR1 bit in the ADCISC
register.

0RODMAINR19

SS0 DMA Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

The DMA interrupt has not occurred.0

The sample sequence 0 DMA interrupt is asserted.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the DMAINR0 bit in the ADCISC
register.

0RODMAINR08

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved7:4

SS3 Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred.0

A sample has completed conversion and the respective
ADCSSCTL3 IEn bit is set, enabling a raw interrupt.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the IN3 bit in the ADCISC register.

0ROINR33

SS2 Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred.0

A sample has completed conversion and the respective
ADCSSCTL2 IEn bit is set, enabling a raw interrupt.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the IN2 bit in the ADCISC register.

0ROINR22

SS1 Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred.0

A sample has completed conversion and the respective
ADCSSCTL1 IEn bit is set, enabling a raw interrupt.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the IN1 bit in the ADCISC register.

0ROINR11
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

SS0 Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred.0

A sample has completed conversion and the respective
ADCSSCTL0 IEn bit is set, enabling a raw interrupt.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the IN0 bit in the ADCISC register.

0ROINR00
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Register 3: ADC Interrupt Mask (ADCIM), offset 0x008
This register controls whether the sample sequencer and digital comparator raw interrupt signals
are sent to the interrupt controller. Each raw interrupt signal can be masked independently.

Note: For a 1 to 2 Msps rate, as the system clock frequency approaches the ADC clock frequency,
it is recommended that the application use the µDMA to store conversion data from the
FIFO to memory before processing rather than an interrupt-driven single data read. Using
the µDMA to store multiple samples before interrupting the processor amortizes interrupt
overhead across multiple transfers and prevents loss of sample data.

Note: Only a single DCONSSn bit should be set at any given time. Setting more than one of these
bits results in the INRDC bit from the ADCRIS register being masked, and no interrupt is
generated on any of the sample sequencer interrupt lines. It is recommended that when
interrupts are used, they are enabled on alternating samples or at the end of the sample
sequence.

ADC Interrupt Mask (ADCIM)
ADC0 base: 0x4003.8000
ADC1 base: 0x4003.9000
Offset 0x008
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

DCONSS0DCONSS1DCONSS2DCONSS3reserved

RWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

MASK0MASK1MASK2MASK3reservedDMAMASK0DMAMASK1DMAMASK2DMAMASK3reserved

RWRWRWRWRORORORORWRWRWRWROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x000ROreserved31:20

Digital Comparator Interrupt on SS3

DescriptionValue

The status of the digital comparators does not affect the SS3
interrupt status.

0

The raw interrupt signal from the digital comparators (INRDC
bit in the ADCRIS register) is sent to the interrupt controller on
the SS3 interrupt line.

1

0RWDCONSS319

Digital Comparator Interrupt on SS2

DescriptionValue

The status of the digital comparators does not affect the SS2
interrupt status.

0

The raw interrupt signal from the digital comparators (INRDC
bit in the ADCRIS register) is sent to the interrupt controller on
the SS2 interrupt line.

1

0RWDCONSS218
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Digital Comparator Interrupt on SS1

DescriptionValue

The status of the digital comparators does not affect the SS1
interrupt status.

0

The raw interrupt signal from the digital comparators (INRDC
bit in the ADCRIS register) is sent to the interrupt controller on
the SS1 interrupt line.

1

0RWDCONSS117

Digital Comparator Interrupt on SS0

DescriptionValue

The status of the digital comparators does not affect the SS0
interrupt status.

0

The raw interrupt signal from the digital comparators (INRDC
bit in the ADCRIS register) is sent to the interrupt controller on
the SS0 interrupt line.

1

0RWDCONSS016

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved15:12

SS3 DMA Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The status of Sample Sequencer 3 DMA does not affect the
SS3 interrupt status.

0

The raw interrupt signal from Sample Sequencer 3 DMA
(ADCRIS register DMAINR3 bit) is sent to the interrupt controller.

1

0RWDMAMASK311

SS2 DMA Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The status of Sample Sequencer 2 DMA does not affect the
SS2 interrupt status.

0

The raw interrupt signal from Sample Sequencer 2 DMA
(ADCRIS register DMAINR2 bit) is sent to the interrupt controller.

1

0RWDMAMASK210

SS1 DMA Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The status of Sample Sequencer 1 DMA does not affect the
SS1 interrupt status.

0

The raw interrupt signal from Sample Sequencer 1 DMA
(ADCRIS register DMAINR1 bit) is sent to the interrupt controller.

1

0RWDMAMASK19
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

SS0 DMA Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The status of Sample Sequencer 0 DMA does not affect the
SS0 interrupt status.

0

The raw interrupt signal from Sample Sequencer 0 DMA
(ADCRIS register DMAINR0 bit) is sent to the interrupt controller.

1

0RWDMAMASK08

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved7:4

SS3 Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The status of Sample Sequencer 3 does not affect the SS3
interrupt status.

0

The raw interrupt signal from Sample Sequencer 3 (ADCRIS
register INR3 bit) is sent to the interrupt controller.

1

0RWMASK33

SS2 Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The status of Sample Sequencer 2 does not affect the SS2
interrupt status.

0

The raw interrupt signal from Sample Sequencer 2 (ADCRIS
register INR2 bit) is sent to the interrupt controller.

1

0RWMASK22

SS1 Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The status of Sample Sequencer 1 does not affect the SS1
interrupt status.

0

The raw interrupt signal from Sample Sequencer 1 (ADCRIS
register INR1 bit) is sent to the interrupt controller.

1

0RWMASK11

SS0 Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The status of Sample Sequencer 0 does not affect the SS0
interrupt status.

0

The raw interrupt signal from Sample Sequencer 0 (ADCRIS
register INR0 bit) is sent to the interrupt controller.

1

0RWMASK00
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Register 4: ADC Interrupt Status and Clear (ADCISC), offset 0x00C
This register provides the mechanism for clearing sample sequencer interrupt conditions and shows
the status of interrupts generated by the sample sequencers and the digital comparators which have
been sent to the interrupt controller. When read, each bit field is the logical AND of the respective
INR and MASK bits. Sample sequencer interrupts are cleared by writing a 1 to the corresponding
bit position. Digital comparator interrupts are cleared by writing a 1 to the appropriate bits in the
ADCDCISC register. If software is polling the ADCRIS instead of generating interrupts, the sample
sequence INRn bits are still cleared via the ADCISC register, even if the INn bit is not set.

ADC Interrupt Status and Clear (ADCISC)
ADC0 base: 0x4003.8000
ADC1 base: 0x4003.9000
Offset 0x00C
Type RW1C, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

DCINSS0DCINSS1DCINSS2DCINSS3reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

IN0IN1IN2IN3reservedDMAIN0DMAIN1DMAIN2DMAIN3reserved

RW1CRW1CRW1CRW1CRORORORORW1CRW1CRW1CRW1CROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x000ROreserved31:20

Digital Comparator Interrupt Status on SS3

DescriptionValue

No interrupt has occurred or the interrupt is masked.0

Both the INRDC bit in the ADCRIS register and the DCONSS3
bit in the ADCIM register are set, providing a level-based
interrupt to the interrupt controller.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to it. Clearing this bit also clears the
INRDC bit in the ADCRIS register.

0RODCINSS319

Digital Comparator Interrupt Status on SS2

DescriptionValue

No interrupt has occurred or the interrupt is masked.0

Both the INRDC bit in the ADCRIS register and the DCONSS2
bit in the ADCIM register are set, providing a level-based
interrupt to the interrupt controller.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to it. Clearing this bit also clears the
INRDC bit in the ADCRIS register.

0RODCINSS218
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Digital Comparator Interrupt Status on SS1

DescriptionValue

No interrupt has occurred or the interrupt is masked.0

Both the INRDC bit in the ADCRIS register and the DCONSS1
bit in the ADCIM register are set, providing a level-based
interrupt to the interrupt controller.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to it. Clearing this bit also clears the
INRDC bit in the ADCRIS register.

0RODCINSS117

Digital Comparator Interrupt Status on SS0

DescriptionValue

No interrupt has occurred or the interrupt is masked.0

Both the INRDC bit in the ADCRIS register and the DCONSS0
bit in the ADCIM register are set, providing a level-based
interrupt to the interrupt controller.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to it. Clearing this bit also clears the
INRDC bit in the ADCRIS register.

0RODCINSS016

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved15:12

SS3 DMA Interrupt Status and Clear

DescriptionValue

No interrupt has occurred or the interrupt is masked.0

Both the DMAINR3 bit in theADCRIS register and the DMAMASK3
bit in the ADCIM register are set, providing a level-based
interrupt to the interrupt controller.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1. Clearing this bit also clears the
DMAINR3 bit in the ADCRIS register.

0RW1CDMAIN311

SS2 DMA Interrupt Status and Clear

DescriptionValue

No interrupt has occurred or the interrupt is masked.0

Both the DMAINR2 bit in theADCRIS register and the DMAMASK2
bit in the ADCIM register are set, providing a level-based
interrupt to the interrupt controller.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1. Clearing this bit also clears the
DMAINR2 bit in the ADCRIS register.

0RW1CDMAIN210
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

SS1 DMA Interrupt Status and Clear

DescriptionValue

No interrupt has occurred or the interrupt is masked.0

Both the DMAINR1 bit in theADCRIS register and the DMAMASK1
bit in the ADCIM register are set, providing a level-based
interrupt to the interrupt controller.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1. Clearing this bit also clears the
DMAINR1 bit in the ADCRIS register.

0RW1CDMAIN19

SS0 DMA Interrupt Status and Clear

DescriptionValue

No interrupt has occurred or the interrupt is masked.0

Both the DMAINR0 bit in theADCRIS register and the DMAMASK0
bit in the ADCIM register are set, providing a level-based
interrupt to the interrupt controller.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1. Clearing this bit also clears the
DMAINR0 bit in the ADCRIS register.

0RW1CDMAIN08

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved7:4

SS3 Interrupt Status and Clear

DescriptionValue

No interrupt has occurred or the interrupt is masked.0

Both the INR3 bit in the ADCRIS register and the MASK3 bit in
the ADCIM register are set, providing a level-based interrupt to
the interrupt controller.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1. Clearing this bit also clears the INR3
bit in the ADCRIS register.

0RW1CIN33

SS2 Interrupt Status and Clear

DescriptionValue

No interrupt has occurred or the interrupt is masked.0

Both the INR2 bit in the ADCRIS register and the MASK2 bit in
the ADCIM register are set, providing a level-based interrupt to
the interrupt controller.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1. Clearing this bit also clears the INR2
bit in the ADCRIS register.

0RW1CIN22
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

SS1 Interrupt Status and Clear

DescriptionValue

No interrupt has occurred or the interrupt is masked.0

Both the INR1 bit in the ADCRIS register and the MASK1 bit in
the ADCIM register are set, providing a level-based interrupt to
the interrupt controller.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1. Clearing this bit also clears the INR1
bit in the ADCRIS register.

0RW1CIN11

SS0 Interrupt Status and Clear

DescriptionValue

No interrupt has occurred or the interrupt is masked.0

Both the INR0 bit in the ADCRIS register and the MASK0 bit in
the ADCIM register are set, providing a level-based interrupt to
the interrupt controller.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1. Clearing this bit also clears the INR0
bit in the ADCRIS register.

0RW1CIN00
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Register 5: ADC Overflow Status (ADCOSTAT), offset 0x010
This register indicates overflow conditions in the sample sequencer FIFOs. Once the overflow
condition has been handled by software, the condition can be cleared by writing a 1 to the
corresponding bit position.

ADC Overflow Status (ADCOSTAT)
ADC0 base: 0x4003.8000
ADC1 base: 0x4003.9000
Offset 0x010
Type RW1C, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

OV0OV1OV2OV3reserved

RW1CRW1CRW1CRW1CROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:4

SS3 FIFO Overflow

DescriptionValue

The FIFO has not overflowed.0

The FIFO for Sample Sequencer 3 has hit an overflow condition,
meaning that the FIFO is full and a write was requested. When
an overflow is detected, the most recent write is dropped.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1.

0RW1COV33

SS2 FIFO Overflow

DescriptionValue

The FIFO has not overflowed.0

The FIFO for Sample Sequencer 2 has hit an overflow condition,
meaning that the FIFO is full and a write was requested. When
an overflow is detected, the most recent write is dropped.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1.

0RW1COV22

SS1 FIFO Overflow

DescriptionValue

The FIFO has not overflowed.0

The FIFO for Sample Sequencer 1 has hit an overflow condition,
meaning that the FIFO is full and a write was requested. When
an overflow is detected, the most recent write is dropped.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1.

0RW1COV11
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

SS0 FIFO Overflow

DescriptionValue

The FIFO has not overflowed.0

The FIFO for Sample Sequencer 0 has hit an overflow condition,
meaning that the FIFO is full and a write was requested. When
an overflow is detected, the most recent write is dropped.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1.

0RW1COV00
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Register 6: ADC Event Multiplexer Select (ADCEMUX), offset 0x014
The ADCEMUX selects the event (trigger) that initiates sampling for each sample sequencer. Each
sample sequencer can be configured with a unique trigger source.

ADC Event Multiplexer Select (ADCEMUX)
ADC0 base: 0x4003.8000
ADC1 base: 0x4003.9000
Offset 0x014
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

EM0EM1EM2EM3

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:16
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

SS3 Trigger Select
This field selects the trigger source for Sample Sequencer 3.
The valid configurations for this field are:

EventValue

Processor (default)
The trigger is initiated by setting the SSn bit in the ADCPSSI
register.

0x0

Analog Comparator 0
This trigger is configured by theAnalogComparator Control
0 (ACCTL0) register (page 1663).

0x1

Analog Comparator 1
This trigger is configured by theAnalogComparator Control
1 (ACCTL1) register (page 1663).

0x2

Analog Comparator 2
This trigger is configured by theAnalogComparator Control
2 (ACCTL2) register (page 1663).

0x3

External (GPIO Pins)
This trigger is connected to the GPIO interrupt for the
corresponding GPIO (see “ADC Trigger Source” on page 748).

0x4

Timer
In addition, the trigger must be enabled with the TnOTE bit
in the GPTMCTL register (page 984).

0x5

PWM generator 0
The PWM generator 0 trigger can be configured with the
PWM0 Interrupt and Trigger Enable (PWM0INTEN) register
(page 1711).

0x6

PWM generator 1
The PWM generator 1 trigger can be configured with the
PWM1INTEN register (page 1711).

0x7

PWM generator 2
The PWM generator 2 trigger can be configured with the
PWM2INTEN register (page 1711).

0x8

PWM generator 3
The PWM generator 3 trigger can be configured with the
PWM3INTEN register (page 1711).

0x9

reserved0xA-0xD

Never Trigger (No triggers are allowed to the ADC digital
interface)

0xE

Always (continuously sample)0xF

0x0RWEM315:12
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

SS2 Trigger Select
This field selects the trigger source for Sample Sequencer 2.
The valid configurations for this field are:

EventValue

Processor (default)
The trigger is initiated by setting the SSn bit in the ADCPSSI
register.

0x0

Analog Comparator 0
This trigger is configured by theAnalogComparator Control
0 (ACCTL0) register (page 1663).

0x1

Analog Comparator 1
This trigger is configured by theAnalogComparator Control
1 (ACCTL1) register (page 1663).

0x2

Analog Comparator 2
This trigger is configured by theAnalogComparator Control
2 (ACCTL2) register (page 1663).

0x3

External (GPIO Pins)
This trigger is connected to the GPIO interrupt for the
corresponding GPIO (see “ADC Trigger Source” on page 748).

0x4

Timer
In addition, the trigger must be enabled with the TnOTE bit
in the GPTMCTL register (page 984).

0x5

PWM generator 0
The PWM generator 0 trigger can be configured with the
PWM0 Interrupt and Trigger Enable (PWM0INTEN) register
(page 1711).

0x6

PWM generator 1
The PWM generator 1 trigger can be configured with the
PWM1INTEN register (page 1711).

0x7

PWM generator 2
The PWM generator 2 trigger can be configured with the
PWM2INTEN register (page 1711).

0x8

PWM generator 3
The PWM generator 3 trigger can be configured with the
PWM3INTEN register (page 1711).

0x9

reserved0xA-0xD

Never Trigger (No triggers are allowed to the ADC digital
interface)

0xE

Always (continuously sample)0xF

0x0RWEM211:8
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

SS1 Trigger Select
This field selects the trigger source for Sample Sequencer 1.
The valid configurations for this field are:

EventValue

Processor (default)
The trigger is initiated by setting the SSn bit in the ADCPSSI
register.

0x0

Analog Comparator 0
This trigger is configured by theAnalogComparator Control
0 (ACCTL0) register (page 1663).

0x1

Analog Comparator 1
This trigger is configured by theAnalogComparator Control
1 (ACCTL1) register (page 1663).

0x2

Analog Comparator 2
This trigger is configured by theAnalogComparator Control
2 (ACCTL2) register (page 1663).

0x3

External (GPIO Pins)
This trigger is connected to the GPIO interrupt for the
corresponding GPIO (see “ADC Trigger Source” on page 748).

0x4

Timer
In addition, the trigger must be enabled with the TnOTE bit
in the GPTMCTL register (page 984).

0x5

PWM generator 0
The PWM generator 0 trigger can be configured with the
PWM0 Interrupt and Trigger Enable (PWM0INTEN) register
(page 1711).

0x6

PWM generator 1
The PWM generator 1 trigger can be configured with the
PWM1INTEN register (page 1711).

0x7

PWM generator 2
The PWM generator 2 trigger can be configured with the
PWM2INTEN register (page 1711).

0x8

PWM generator 3
The PWM generator 3 trigger can be configured with the
PWM3INTEN register (page 1711).

0x9

reserved0xA-0xD

Never Trigger (No triggers are allowed to the ADC digital
interface)

0xE

Always (continuously sample)0xF

0x0RWEM17:4
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

SS0 Trigger Select
This field selects the trigger source for Sample Sequencer 0
The valid configurations for this field are:

EventValue

Processor (default)
The trigger is initiated by setting the SSn bit in the ADCPSSI
register.

0x0

Analog Comparator 0
This trigger is configured by theAnalogComparator Control
0 (ACCTL0) register (page 1663).

0x1

Analog Comparator 1
This trigger is configured by theAnalogComparator Control
1 (ACCTL1) register (page 1663).

0x2

Analog Comparator 2
This trigger is configured by theAnalogComparator Control
2 (ACCTL2) register (page 1663).

0x3

External (GPIO Pins)
This trigger is connected to the GPIO interrupt for the
corresponding GPIO (see “ADC Trigger Source” on page 748).

0x4

Timer
In addition, the trigger must be enabled with the TnOTE bit
in the GPTMCTL register (page 984).

0x5

PWM generator 0
The PWM generator 0 trigger can be configured with the
PWM0 Interrupt and Trigger Enable (PWM0INTEN) register
(page 1711).

0x6

PWM generator 1
The PWM generator 1 trigger can be configured with the
PWM1INTEN register (page 1711).

0x7

PWM generator 2
The PWM generator 2 trigger can be configured with the
PWM2INTEN register (page 1711).

0x8

PWM generator 3
The PWM generator 3 trigger can be configured with the
PWM3INTEN register (page 1711).

0x9

reserved0xA-0xD

Never Trigger (No triggers are allowed to the ADC digital
interface)

0xE

Always (continuously sample)0xF

0x0RWEM03:0
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Register 7: ADC Underflow Status (ADCUSTAT), offset 0x018
This register indicates underflow conditions in the sample sequencer FIFOs. The corresponding
underflow condition is cleared by writing a 1 to the relevant bit position.

ADC Underflow Status (ADCUSTAT)
ADC0 base: 0x4003.8000
ADC1 base: 0x4003.9000
Offset 0x018
Type RW1C, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

UV0UV1UV2UV3reserved

RW1CRW1CRW1CRW1CROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:4

SS3 FIFO Underflow
The valid configurations for this field are shown below. This bit is cleared
by writing a 1.

DescriptionValue

The FIFO has not underflowed.0

The FIFO for the Sample Sequencer has hit an underflow
condition, meaning that the FIFO is empty and a read was
requested. The problematic read does not move the FIFO
pointers, and 0s are returned.

1

0RW1CUV33

SS2 FIFO Underflow
The valid configurations are the same as those for the UV3 field. This
bit is cleared by writing a 1.

0RW1CUV22

SS1 FIFO Underflow
The valid configurations are the same as those for the UV3 field. This
bit is cleared by writing a 1.

0RW1CUV11

SS0 FIFO Underflow
The valid configurations are the same as those for the UV3 field. This
bit is cleared by writing a 1.

0RW1CUV00
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Register 8: ADC Trigger Source Select (ADCTSSEL), offset 0x01C
If a PWM Generator n is selected as a trigger source through the EMn bit field in the ADC Event
Multiplexer Select (ADCEMUX) register, the ADCTSSEL register is programmed to identify in
which PWM module instance the generator creating the trigger is located. The register resets to
0x0000.0000, which selects PWM module 0 for all generators. Note that field PS3 selects the PWM
module that maps to Generator 3; PS2 selects the PWM module that maps to Generator 2, and so
on.

ADC Trigger Source Select (ADCTSSEL)
ADC0 base: 0x4003.8000
ADC1 base: 0x4003.9000
Offset 0x01C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reservedPS2reservedPS3reserved

RORORORORWRWRORORORORORORWRWROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

reservedPS0reservedPS1reserved

RORORORORWRWRORORORORORORWRWROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved31:30

Generator 3 PWM Module Trigger Select
This field selects in which PWM module the generator 3 trigger is located.

DescriptionValue

Use Generator 3 (and its trigger) in PWM module 00x0

reserved0x1-0x3

0x0RWPS329:28

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved27:22

Generator 2 PWM Module Trigger Select
This field selects in which PWM module the Generator 2 trigger is
located.

DescriptionValue

Use Generator 2 (and its trigger) in PWM module 00x0

reserved0x1-0x3

0x0RWPS221:20

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved19:14
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Generator 1 PWM Module Trigger Select
This field selects in which PWM module the Generator 1 trigger is
located.

DescriptionValue

Use Generator 1 (and its trigger) in PWM module 00x0

reserved0x1-0x3

0x0RWPS113:12

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved11:6

Generator 0 PWM Module Trigger Select
This field selects in which PWM module the Generator 0 trigger is
located.

DescriptionValue

Use Generator 0 (and its trigger) in PWM module 00x0

reserved0x1-0x3

0x0RWPS05:4

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved3:0
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Register 9: ADC Sample Sequencer Priority (ADCSSPRI), offset 0x020
This register sets the priority for each of the sample sequencers. Out of reset, Sequencer 0 has the
highest priority, and Sequencer 3 has the lowest priority. When reconfiguring sequence priorities,
each sequence must have a unique priority for the ADC to operate properly.

ADC Sample Sequencer Priority (ADCSSPRI)
ADC0 base: 0x4003.8000
ADC1 base: 0x4003.9000
Offset 0x020
Type RW, reset 0x0000.3210

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

SS0reservedSS1reservedSS2reservedSS3reserved

RWRWRORORWRWRORORWRWRORORWRWROROType
0000100001001100Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.0ROreserved31:14

SS3 Priority
This field contains a binary-encoded value that specifies the priority
encoding of Sample Sequencer 3. A priority encoding of 0x0 is highest
and 0x3 is lowest. The priorities assigned to the sequencers must be
uniquely mapped. The ADC may not operate properly if two or more
fields are equal.

0x3RWSS313:12

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved11:10

SS2 Priority
This field contains a binary-encoded value that specifies the priority
encoding of Sample Sequencer 2. A priority encoding of 0x0 is highest
and 0x3 is lowest. The priorities assigned to the sequencers must be
uniquely mapped. The ADC may not operate properly if two or more
fields are equal.

0x2RWSS29:8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved7:6

SS1 Priority
This field contains a binary-encoded value that specifies the priority
encoding of Sample Sequencer 1. A priority encoding of 0x0 is highest
and 0x3 is lowest. The priorities assigned to the sequencers must be
uniquely mapped. The ADC may not operate properly if two or more
fields are equal.

0x1RWSS15:4

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved3:2
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

SS0 Priority
This field contains a binary-encoded value that specifies the priority
encoding of Sample Sequencer 0. A priority encoding of 0x0 is highest
and 0x3 is lowest. The priorities assigned to the sequencers must be
uniquely mapped. The ADC may not operate properly if two or more
fields are equal.

0x0RWSS01:0
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Register 10: ADC Sample Phase Control (ADCSPC), offset 0x024
The ADC Sample Phase Control (ADCSPC) register is used to insert a delay in ADC module
sampling. This feature can be used with the SYNCWAIT and GSYNC bit in the ADCPSSI register to
provide concurrent sampling of two different signals by two different ADC modules or skewed
sampling of two ADC modules to increase the effective sampling rate. For concurrent sampling, the
PHASE field of each ADC module must be the same and the sample and hold times (TSHn) for the
matching sample steps of each ADC must be the same. For example, both ADC0 and ADC1 would
program PHASE = 0x0 in the ADCSPC register and might both have the following configuration for
their ADCSSTSH0 register:

■ TSH7=0x4

■ TSH6=0x2

■ TSH5=0x2

■ TSH4=0x8

■ TSH3=0x6

■ TSH2=0x2

■ TSH1=0x4

■ TSH0=0x2

For skewed sampling with a consistent phase lag, the TSHn field in the ADCSSTSHn register must
be the same for all sample steps of an ADC and for both ADC Modules. The desired lag can be
calculated by adding the sample and hold time (TSHn) to the twelve clock conversion time to
determine the total number of clocks in a sample period. For example to create a 180.0° phase lag,
the PHASE of the lagging ADC is calculated as:

PHASE = (TSHn+ 12)/2, where TSHn is in ADC_Clocks

For situations where a predictable phase lag is not required, sample and hold times (TSHn) of ADC
modules can vary.

Note: Care should be taken when the PHASE field is non-zero, as the resulting delay in sampling
the AINx input may result in undesirable system consequences. The time from ADC trigger
to sample is increased and could make the response time longer than anticipated. The
added latency could have ramifications in the system design. Designers should carefully
consider the impact of this delay.
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ADC Sample Phase Control (ADCSPC)
ADC0 base: 0x4003.8000
ADC1 base: 0x4003.9000
Offset 0x024
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PHASEreserved

RWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:4

Phase Lag
This field selects the sample phase lag from the standard sample time.

DescriptionValue

The ADC samples are concurrent.0x0

The ADC sample lags by 1 ADC clock0x1

The ADC sample lags by 2 ADC clocks0x2

The ADC sample lags by 3 ADC clocks0x3

The ADC sample lags by 4 clocks0x4

The ADC sample lags by 5 clocks0x5

The ADC sample lags by 6 clocks0x6

The ADC sample lags by 7 clocks0x7

The ADC sample lags by 8 clocks0x8

The ADC sample lags by 9 clocks0x9

The ADC sample lags by 10 clocks0xA

The ADC sample lags by 11 clocks0xB

The ADC sample lags by 12 clocks0xC

The ADC sample lags by 13 clocks0xD

The ADC sample lags by 14 clocks0xE

The ADC sample lags by 15 clocks0xF

0x0RWPHASE3:0
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Register 11: ADCProcessor Sample Sequence Initiate (ADCPSSI), offset 0x028
This register provides a mechanism for application software to initiate sampling in the sample
sequencers. Sample sequences can be initiated individually or in any combination. When multiple
sequences are triggered simultaneously, the priority encodings in ADCSSPRI dictate execution
order.

This register also provides a means to configure and then initiate concurrent sampling on all ADC
modules. To do this, the first ADC module should be configured. The ADCPSSI register for that
module should then be written. The appropriate SS bits should be set along with the SYNCWAIT bit.
Additional ADC modules should then be configured following the same procedure. Once the final
ADC module is configured, its ADCPSSI register should be written with the appropriate SS bits set
along with the GSYNC bit. All of the ADC modules then begin concurrent sampling according to their
configuration.

ADC Processor Sample Sequence Initiate (ADCPSSI)
ADC0 base: 0x4003.8000
ADC1 base: 0x4003.9000
Offset 0x028
Type RW, reset -

16171819202122232425262728293031

reservedSYNCWAITreservedGSYNC

RORORORORORORORORORORORWRORORORWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

SS0SS1SS2SS3reserved

WOWOWOWOROROROROROROROROROROROROType
----000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Global Synchronize

DescriptionValue

This bit is cleared once sampling has been initiated.0

This bit initiates sampling in multiple ADC modules at the same
time. Any ADC module that has been initialized by setting an
SSn bit and the SYNCWAIT bit starts sampling once this bit is
written.

1

0RWGSYNC31

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved30:28

Synchronize Wait

DescriptionValue

Sampling begins when a sample sequence has been initiated.0

This bit allows the sample sequences to be initiated, but delays
sampling until the GSYNC bit is set.

1

0RWSYNCWAIT27

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.0ROreserved26:4
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

SS3 Initiate

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Begin sampling on Sample Sequencer 3, if the sequencer is
enabled in the ADCACTSS register.

1

Only a write by software is valid; a read of this register returns no
meaningful data.

-WOSS33

SS2 Initiate

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Begin sampling on Sample Sequencer 2, if the sequencer is
enabled in the ADCACTSS register.

1

Only a write by software is valid; a read of this register returns no
meaningful data.

-WOSS22

SS1 Initiate

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Begin sampling on Sample Sequencer 1, if the sequencer is
enabled in the ADCACTSS register.

1

Only a write by software is valid; a read of this register returns no
meaningful data.

-WOSS11

SS0 Initiate

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Begin sampling on Sample Sequencer 0, if the sequencer is
enabled in the ADCACTSS register.

1

Only a write by software is valid; a read of this register returns no
meaningful data.

-WOSS00
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Register 12: ADC Sample Averaging Control (ADCSAC), offset 0x030
This register controls the amount of hardware averaging applied to conversion results. The final
conversion result stored in the FIFO is averaged from 2 AVG consecutive ADC samples at the specified
ADC speed. If AVG is 0, the sample is passed directly through without any averaging. If AVG=6,
then 64 consecutive ADC samples are averaged to generate one result in the sequencer FIFO. An
AVG=7 provides unpredictable results.

ADC Sample Averaging Control (ADCSAC)
ADC0 base: 0x4003.8000
ADC1 base: 0x4003.9000
Offset 0x030
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

AVGreserved

RWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:3

Hardware Averaging Control
Specifies the amount of hardware averaging that will be applied to ADC
samples. The AVG field can be any value between 0 and 6. Entering a
value of 7 creates unpredictable results.

DescriptionValue

No hardware oversampling0x0

2x hardware oversampling0x1

4x hardware oversampling0x2

8x hardware oversampling0x3

16x hardware oversampling0x4

32x hardware oversampling0x5

64x hardware oversampling0x6

reserved0x7

0x0RWAVG2:0
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Register 13: ADC Digital Comparator Interrupt Status and Clear (ADCDCISC),
offset 0x034
This register provides status and acknowledgement of digital comparator interrupts. One bit is
provided for each comparator.

ADC Digital Comparator Interrupt Status and Clear (ADCDCISC)
ADC0 base: 0x4003.8000
ADC1 base: 0x4003.9000
Offset 0x034
Type RW1C, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DCINT0DCINT1DCINT2DCINT3DCINT4DCINT5DCINT6DCINT7reserved

RW1CRW1CRW1CRW1CRW1CRW1CRW1CRW1CROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

Digital Comparator 7 Interrupt Status and Clear

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

Digital Comparator 7 has generated an interrupt.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1.

0RW1CDCINT77

Digital Comparator 6 Interrupt Status and Clear

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

Digital Comparator 6 has generated an interrupt.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1.

0RW1CDCINT66

Digital Comparator 5 Interrupt Status and Clear

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

Digital Comparator 5 has generated an interrupt.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1.

0RW1CDCINT55
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Digital Comparator 4 Interrupt Status and Clear

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

Digital Comparator 4 has generated an interrupt.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1.

0RW1CDCINT44

Digital Comparator 3 Interrupt Status and Clear

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

Digital Comparator 3 has generated an interrupt.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1.

0RW1CDCINT33

Digital Comparator 2 Interrupt Status and Clear

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

Digital Comparator 2 has generated an interrupt.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1.

0RW1CDCINT22

Digital Comparator 1 Interrupt Status and Clear

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

Digital Comparator 1 has generated an interrupt.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1.

0RW1CDCINT11

Digital Comparator 0 Interrupt Status and Clear

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

Digital Comparator 0 has generated an interrupt.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1.

0RW1CDCINT00
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Register 14: ADC Control (ADCCTL), offset 0x038
This register configures the voltage reference. The voltage references for the conversion can be
VREFA+ and GNDA or VDDA and GNDA. Note that values set in this register apply to all ADC modules,
it is not possible to set one module to use internal references and another to use external references.

ADC Control (ADCCTL)
ADC0 base: 0x4003.8000
ADC1 base: 0x4003.9000
Offset 0x038
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

VREFreserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:1

Voltage Reference Select

DescriptionValue

VDDA and GNDA are the voltage references for all ADC modules.0x0

The external VREFA+ and GNDA are the voltage references for
all ADC modules.

0x1

0x0RWVREF0
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Register 15: ADC Sample Sequence Input Multiplexer Select 0 (ADCSSMUX0),
offset 0x040
This register, along with theADCSSEMUX0 register, defines the analog input configuration for each
sample in a sequence executed with Sample Sequencer 0. If the corresponding EMUXn bit in the
ADCSSEMUX0 register is set, the MUXn field in this register selects from AIN[19:16]. When the
corresponding EMUXn bit is clear, the MUXn field selects from AIN[15:0]. This register is 32 bits
wide and contains information for eight possible samples.

Note: Channels AIN[31:20] do not exist on this microcontroller. Configuring MUXn to be 0xC-0xF
when the corresponding EMUXn bit is set results in undefined behavior.

ADC Sample Sequence Input Multiplexer Select 0 (ADCSSMUX0)
ADC0 base: 0x4003.8000
ADC1 base: 0x4003.9000
Offset 0x040
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

MUX4MUX5MUX6MUX7

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

MUX0MUX1MUX2MUX3

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

8th Sample Input Select
The MUX7 field is used during the eighth sample of a sequence executed
with the sample sequencer. It specifies which of the analog inputs is
sampled for the analog-to-digital conversion. The value set here indicates
the corresponding pin, for example, a value of 0x1 when EMUX7 is clear
indicates the input is AIN1. A value of 0x1 when EMUX7 is set indicates
the input is AIN17.
If differential sampling is enabled (the D7 bit in theADCSSCTL0 register
is set), this field must be set to the pair number "i", where the paired
inputs are "2i and 2i+1".

0x0RWMUX731:28

7th Sample Input Select
The MUX6 field is used during the seventh sample of a sequence
executed with the sample sequencer. It specifies which of the analog
inputs is sampled for the analog-to-digital conversion.

0x0RWMUX627:24

6th Sample Input Select
The MUX5 field is used during the sixth sample of a sequence executed
with the sample sequencer. It specifies which of the analog inputs is
sampled for the analog-to-digital conversion.

0x0RWMUX523:20

5th Sample Input Select
The MUX4 field is used during the fifth sample of a sequence executed
with the sample sequencer. It specifies which of the analog inputs is
sampled for the analog-to-digital conversion.

0x0RWMUX419:16
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

4th Sample Input Select
The MUX3 field is used during the fourth sample of a sequence executed
with the sample sequencer. It specifies which of the analog inputs is
sampled for the analog-to-digital conversion.

0x0RWMUX315:12

3rd Sample Input Select
The MUX2 field is used during the third sample of a sequence executed
with the sample sequencer. It specifies which of the analog inputs is
sampled for the analog-to-digital conversion.

0x0RWMUX211:8

2nd Sample Input Select
The MUX1 field is used during the second sample of a sequence
executed with the sample sequencer. It specifies which of the analog
inputs is sampled for the analog-to-digital conversion.

0x0RWMUX17:4

1st Sample Input Select
The MUX0 field is used during the first sample of a sequence executed
with the sample sequencer. It specifies which of the analog inputs is
sampled for the analog-to-digital conversion.

0x0RWMUX03:0
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Register 16: ADC Sample Sequence Control 0 (ADCSSCTL0), offset 0x044
This register contains the configuration information for each sample for a sequence executed with
a sample sequencer. When configuring a sample sequence, the END bit must be set for the final
sample, whether it be after the first sample, eighth sample, or any sample in between. This register
is 32 bits wide and contains information for eight possible samples.

ADC Sample Sequence Control 0 (ADCSSCTL0)
ADC0 base: 0x4003.8000
ADC1 base: 0x4003.9000
Offset 0x044
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

D4END4IE4TS4D5END5IE5TS5D6END6IE6TS6D7END7IE7TS7

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

D0END0IE0TS0D1END1IE1TS1D2END2IE2TS2D3END3IE3TS3

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

8th Sample Temp Sensor Select

DescriptionValue

The input pin specified by the ADCSSMUXn register is read
during the eighth sample of the sample sequence.

0

The temperature sensor is read during the eighth sample of the
sample sequence.

1

0RWTS731

8th Sample Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

The raw interrupt is not asserted to the interrupt controller.0

The raw interrupt signal (INR0 bit) is asserted at the end of the
eighth sample's conversion. If the MASK0 bit in the ADCIM
register is set, the interrupt is promoted to the interrupt controller.

1

It is legal to have multiple samples within a sequence generate interrupts.

0RWIE730

8th Sample is End of Sequence

DescriptionValue

Another sample in the sequence is the final sample.0

The eighth sample is the last sample of the sequence.1

It is possible to end the sequence on any sample position. Software
must set an ENDn bit somewhere within the sequence. Samples defined
after the sample containing a set ENDn bit are not requested for
conversion even though the fields may be non-zero.

0RWEND729
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

8th Sample Differential Input Select

DescriptionValue

The analog inputs are not differentially sampled.0

The analog input is differentially sampled. The corresponding
ADCSSMUXn nibble must be set to the pair number "i", where
the paired inputs are "2i and 2i+1".

1

Because the temperature sensor does not have a differential option,
this bit must not be set when the TS7 bit is set.

0RWD728

7th Sample Temp Sensor Select

DescriptionValue

The input pin specified by the ADCSSMUXn register is read
during the seventh sample of the sample sequence.

0

The temperature sensor is read during the seventh sample of
the sample sequence.

1

0RWTS627

7th Sample Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

The raw interrupt is not asserted to the interrupt controller.0

The raw interrupt signal (INR0 bit) is asserted at the end of the
seventh sample's conversion. If the MASK0 bit in the ADCIM
register is set, the interrupt is promoted to the interrupt controller.

1

It is legal to have multiple samples within a sequence generate interrupts.

0RWIE626

7th Sample is End of Sequence

DescriptionValue

Another sample in the sequence is the final sample.0

The seventh sample is the last sample of the sequence.1

It is possible to end the sequence on any sample position. Software
must set an ENDn bit somewhere within the sequence. Samples defined
after the sample containing a set ENDn bit are not requested for
conversion even though the fields may be non-zero.

0RWEND625

7th Sample Differential Input Select

DescriptionValue

The analog inputs are not differentially sampled.0

The analog input is differentially sampled. The corresponding
ADCSSMUXn nibble must be set to the pair number "i", where
the paired inputs are "2i and 2i+1".

1

Because the temperature sensor does not have a differential option,
this bit must not be set when the TS6 bit is set.

0RWD624
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

6th Sample Temp Sensor Select

DescriptionValue

The input pin specified by the ADCSSMUXn register is read
during the sixth sample of the sample sequence.

0

The temperature sensor is read during the sixth sample of the
sample sequence.

1

0RWTS523

6th Sample Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

The raw interrupt is not asserted to the interrupt controller.0

The raw interrupt signal (INR0 bit) is asserted at the end of the
sixth sample's conversion. If the MASK0 bit in theADCIM register
is set, the interrupt is promoted to the interrupt controller.

1

It is legal to have multiple samples within a sequence generate interrupts.

0RWIE522

6th Sample is End of Sequence

DescriptionValue

Another sample in the sequence is the final sample.0

The sixth sample is the last sample of the sequence.1

It is possible to end the sequence on any sample position. Software
must set an ENDn bit somewhere within the sequence. Samples defined
after the sample containing a set ENDn bit are not requested for
conversion even though the fields may be non-zero.

0RWEND521

6th Sample Differential Input Select

DescriptionValue

The analog inputs are not differentially sampled.0

The analog input is differentially sampled. The corresponding
ADCSSMUXn nibble must be set to the pair number "i", where
the paired inputs are "2i and 2i+1".

1

Because the temperature sensor does not have a differential option,
this bit must not be set when the TS5 bit is set.

0RWD520

5th Sample Temp Sensor Select

DescriptionValue

The input pin specified by the ADCSSMUXn register is read
during the fifth sample of the sample sequence.

0

The temperature sensor is read during the fifth sample of the
sample sequence.

1

0RWTS419
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

5th Sample Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

The raw interrupt is not asserted to the interrupt controller.0

The raw interrupt signal (INR0 bit) is asserted at the end of the
fifth sample's conversion. If the MASK0 bit in the ADCIM register
is set, the interrupt is promoted to the interrupt controller.

1

It is legal to have multiple samples within a sequence generate interrupts.

0RWIE418

5th Sample is End of Sequence

DescriptionValue

Another sample in the sequence is the final sample.0

The fifth sample is the last sample of the sequence.1

It is possible to end the sequence on any sample position. Software
must set an ENDn bit somewhere within the sequence. Samples defined
after the sample containing a set ENDn bit are not requested for
conversion even though the fields may be non-zero.

0RWEND417

5th Sample Differential Input Select

DescriptionValue

The analog inputs are not differentially sampled.0

The analog input is differentially sampled. The corresponding
ADCSSMUXn nibble must be set to the pair number "i", where
the paired inputs are "2i and 2i+1".

1

Because the temperature sensor does not have a differential option,
this bit must not be set when the TS4 bit is set.

0RWD416

4th Sample Temp Sensor Select

DescriptionValue

The input pin specified by the ADCSSMUXn register is read
during the fourth sample of the sample sequence.

0

The temperature sensor is read during the fourth sample of the
sample sequence.

1

0RWTS315

4th Sample Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

The raw interrupt is not asserted to the interrupt controller.0

The raw interrupt signal (INR0 bit) is asserted at the end of the
fourth sample's conversion. If the MASK0 bit in the ADCIM
register is set, the interrupt is promoted to the interrupt controller.

1

It is legal to have multiple samples within a sequence generate interrupts.

0RWIE314
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

4th Sample is End of Sequence

DescriptionValue

Another sample in the sequence is the final sample.0

The fourth sample is the last sample of the sequence.1

It is possible to end the sequence on any sample position. Software
must set an ENDn bit somewhere within the sequence. Samples defined
after the sample containing a set ENDn bit are not requested for
conversion even though the fields may be non-zero.

0RWEND313

4th Sample Differential Input Select

DescriptionValue

The analog inputs are not differentially sampled.0

The analog input is differentially sampled. The corresponding
ADCSSMUXn nibble must be set to the pair number "i", where
the paired inputs are "2i and 2i+1".

1

Because the temperature sensor does not have a differential option,
this bit must not be set when the TS3 bit is set.

0RWD312

3rd Sample Temp Sensor Select

DescriptionValue

The input pin specified by the ADCSSMUXn register is read
during the third sample of the sample sequence.

0

The temperature sensor is read during the third sample of the
sample sequence.

1

0RWTS211

3rd Sample Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

The raw interrupt is not asserted to the interrupt controller.0

The raw interrupt signal (INR0 bit) is asserted at the end of the
third sample's conversion. If the MASK0 bit in theADCIM register
is set, the interrupt is promoted to the interrupt controller.

1

It is legal to have multiple samples within a sequence generate interrupts.

0RWIE210

3rd Sample is End of Sequence

DescriptionValue

Another sample in the sequence is the final sample.0

The third sample is the last sample of the sequence.1

It is possible to end the sequence on any sample position. Software
must set an ENDn bit somewhere within the sequence. Samples defined
after the sample containing a set ENDn bit are not requested for
conversion even though the fields may be non-zero.

0RWEND29
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

3rd Sample Differential Input Select

DescriptionValue

The analog inputs are not differentially sampled.0

The analog input is differentially sampled. The corresponding
ADCSSMUXn nibble must be set to the pair number "i", where
the paired inputs are "2i and 2i+1".

1

Because the temperature sensor does not have a differential option,
this bit must not be set when the TS2 bit is set.

0RWD28

2nd Sample Temp Sensor Select

DescriptionValue

The input pin specified by the ADCSSMUXn register is read
during the second sample of the sample sequence.

0

The temperature sensor is read during the second sample of
the sample sequence.

1

0RWTS17

2nd Sample Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

The raw interrupt is not asserted to the interrupt controller.0

The raw interrupt signal (INR0 bit) is asserted at the end of the
second sample's conversion. If the MASK0 bit in the ADCIM
register is set, the interrupt is promoted to the interrupt controller.

1

It is legal to have multiple samples within a sequence generate interrupts.

0RWIE16

2nd Sample is End of Sequence

DescriptionValue

Another sample in the sequence is the final sample.0

The second sample is the last sample of the sequence.1

It is possible to end the sequence on any sample position. Software
must set an ENDn bit somewhere within the sequence. Samples defined
after the sample containing a set ENDn bit are not requested for
conversion even though the fields may be non-zero.

0RWEND15

2nd Sample Differential Input Select

DescriptionValue

The analog inputs are not differentially sampled.0

The analog input is differentially sampled. The corresponding
ADCSSMUXn nibble must be set to the pair number "i", where
the paired inputs are "2i and 2i+1".

1

Because the temperature sensor does not have a differential option,
this bit must not be set when the TS1 bit is set.

0RWD14
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

1st Sample Temp Sensor Select

DescriptionValue

The input pin specified by the ADCSSMUXn register is read
during the first sample of the sample sequence.

0

The temperature sensor is read during the first sample of the
sample sequence.

1

0RWTS03

1st Sample Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

The raw interrupt is not asserted to the interrupt controller.0

The raw interrupt signal (INR0 bit) is asserted at the end of the
first sample's conversion. If the MASK0 bit in the ADCIM register
is set, the interrupt is promoted to the interrupt controller.

1

It is legal to have multiple samples within a sequence generate interrupts.

0RWIE02

1st Sample is End of Sequence

DescriptionValue

Another sample in the sequence is the final sample.0

The first sample is the last sample of the sequence.1

It is possible to end the sequence on any sample position. Software
must set an ENDn bit somewhere within the sequence. Samples defined
after the sample containing a set ENDn bit are not requested for
conversion even though the fields may be non-zero.

0RWEND01

1st Sample Differential Input Select

DescriptionValue

The analog inputs are not differentially sampled.0

The analog input is differentially sampled. The corresponding
ADCSSMUXn nibble must be set to the pair number "i", where
the paired inputs are "2i and 2i+1".

1

Because the temperature sensor does not have a differential option,
this bit must not be set when the TS0 bit is set.

0RWD00
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Register 17: ADCSample SequenceResult FIFO 0 (ADCSSFIFO0), offset 0x048
Register 18: ADCSample SequenceResult FIFO 1 (ADCSSFIFO1), offset 0x068
Register 19: ADCSample SequenceResult FIFO 2 (ADCSSFIFO2), offset 0x088
Register 20: ADC Sample Sequence Result FIFO 3 (ADCSSFIFO3), offset
0x0A8

Important: This register is read-sensitive. See the register description for details.

This register contains the conversion results for samples collected with the sample sequencer (the
ADCSSFIFO0 register is used for Sample Sequencer 0, ADCSSFIFO1 for Sequencer 1,
ADCSSFIFO2 for Sequencer 2, and ADCSSFIFO3 for Sequencer 3). Reads of this register return
conversion result data in the order sample 0, sample 1, and so on, until the FIFO is empty. If the
FIFO is not properly handled by software, overflow and underflow conditions are registered in the
ADCOSTAT and ADCUSTAT registers.

ADC Sample Sequence Result FIFO n (ADCSSFIFOn)
ADC0 base: 0x4003.8000
ADC1 base: 0x4003.9000
Offset 0x048
Type RO, reset -

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DATAreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
------------0000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.0ROreserved31:12

Conversion Result Data-RODATA11:0
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Register 21: ADC Sample Sequence FIFO 0 Status (ADCSSFSTAT0), offset
0x04C
Register 22: ADC Sample Sequence FIFO 1 Status (ADCSSFSTAT1), offset
0x06C
Register 23: ADC Sample Sequence FIFO 2 Status (ADCSSFSTAT2), offset
0x08C
Register 24: ADC Sample Sequence FIFO 3 Status (ADCSSFSTAT3), offset
0x0AC
This register provides a window into the sample sequencer, providing full/empty status information
as well as the positions of the head and tail pointers. The reset value of 0x100 indicates an empty
FIFO with the head and tail pointers both pointing to index 0. The ADCSSFSTAT0 register provides
status on FIFO0, which has 8 entries; ADCSSFSTAT1 on FIFO1, which has 4 entries;
ADCSSFSTAT2 on FIFO2, which has 4 entries; and ADCSSFSTAT3 on FIFO3 which has a single
entry.

ADC Sample Sequence FIFO n Status (ADCSSFSTATn)
ADC0 base: 0x4003.8000
ADC1 base: 0x4003.9000
Offset 0x04C
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0100

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TPTRHPTREMPTYreservedFULLreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000010000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.0ROreserved31:13

FIFO Full

DescriptionValue

The FIFO is not currently full.0

The FIFO is currently full.1

0ROFULL12

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved11:9

FIFO Empty

DescriptionValue

The FIFO is not currently empty.0

The FIFO is currently empty.1

1ROEMPTY8
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

FIFO Head Pointer
This field contains the current "head" pointer index for the FIFO, that is,
the next entry to be written.
Valid values are 0x0-0x7 for FIFO0; 0x0-0x3 for FIFO1 and FIFO2; and
0x0 for FIFO3.

0x0ROHPTR7:4

FIFO Tail Pointer
This field contains the current "tail" pointer index for the FIFO, that is,
the next entry to be read.
Valid values are 0x0-0x7 for FIFO0; 0x0-0x3 for FIFO1 and FIFO2; and
0x0 for FIFO3.

0x0ROTPTR3:0
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Register 25: ADC Sample Sequence 0 Operation (ADCSSOP0), offset 0x050
This register determines whether the sample from the given conversion on Sample Sequence 0 is
saved in the Sample Sequence FIFO0 or sent to the digital comparator unit.

ADC Sample Sequence 0 Operation (ADCSSOP0)
ADC0 base: 0x4003.8000
ADC1 base: 0x4003.9000
Offset 0x050
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

S4DCOPreservedS5DCOPreservedS6DCOPreservedS7DCOPreserved

RWRORORORWRORORORWRORORORWROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

S0DCOPreservedS1DCOPreservedS2DCOPreservedS3DCOPreserved

RWRORORORWRORORORWRORORORWROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved31:29

Sample 7 Digital Comparator Operation

DescriptionValue

The eighth sample is saved in Sample Sequence FIFO0.0

The eighth sample is sent to the digital comparator unit specified
by the S7DCSEL bit in the ADCSSDC0 register, and the value
is not written to the FIFO.

1

0RWS7DCOP28

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved27:25

Sample 6 Digital Comparator Operation
Same definition as S7DCOP but used during the seventh sample.

0RWS6DCOP24

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved23:21

Sample 5 Digital Comparator Operation
Same definition as S7DCOP but used during the sixth sample.

0RWS5DCOP20

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved19:17

Sample 4 Digital Comparator Operation
Same definition as S7DCOP but used during the fifth sample.

0RWS4DCOP16

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved15:13
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Sample 3 Digital Comparator Operation
Same definition as S7DCOP but used during the fourth sample.

0RWS3DCOP12

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved11:9

Sample 2 Digital Comparator Operation
Same definition as S7DCOP but used during the third sample.

0RWS2DCOP8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved7:5

Sample 1 Digital Comparator Operation
Same definition as S7DCOP but used during the second sample.

0RWS1DCOP4

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved3:1

Sample 0 Digital Comparator Operation
Same definition as S7DCOP but used during the first sample.

0RWS0DCOP0
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Register 26: ADCSample Sequence 0 Digital Comparator Select (ADCSSDC0),
offset 0x054
This register determines which digital comparator receives the sample from the given conversion
on Sample Sequence 0, if the corresponding SnDCOP bit in the ADCSSOP0 register is set.

ADC Sample Sequence 0 Digital Comparator Select (ADCSSDC0)
ADC0 base: 0x4003.8000
ADC1 base: 0x4003.9000
Offset 0x054
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

S4DCSELS5DCSELS6DCSELS7DCSEL

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

S0DCSELS1DCSELS2DCSELS3DCSEL

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Sample 7 Digital Comparator Select
When the S7DCOP bit in the ADCSSOP0 register is set, this field
indicates which digital comparator unit (and its associated set of control
registers) receives the eighth sample from Sample Sequencer 0.

Note: Values not listed are reserved.

DescriptionValue

Digital Comparator Unit 0 (ADCDCCMP0 and ADCDCCTL0)0x0

Digital Comparator Unit 1 (ADCDCCMP1 and ADCDCCTL1)0x1

Digital Comparator Unit 2 (ADCDCCMP2 and ADCDCCTL2)0x2

Digital Comparator Unit 3 (ADCDCCMP3 and ADCDCCTL3)0x3

Digital Comparator Unit 4 (ADCDCCMP4 and ADCDCCTL4)0x4

Digital Comparator Unit 5 (ADCDCCMP5 and ADCDCCTL5)0x5

Digital Comparator Unit 6 (ADCDCCMP6 and ADCDCCTL6)0x6

Digital Comparator Unit 7 (ADCDCCMP7 and ADCDCCTL7)0x7

0x0RWS7DCSEL31:28

Sample 6 Digital Comparator Select
This field has the same encodings as S7DCSEL but is used during the
seventh sample.

0x0RWS6DCSEL27:24

Sample 5 Digital Comparator Select
This field has the same encodings as S7DCSEL but is used during the
sixth sample.

0x0RWS5DCSEL23:20

Sample 4 Digital Comparator Select
This field has the same encodings as S7DCSEL but is used during the
fifth sample.

0x0RWS4DCSEL19:16

Sample 3 Digital Comparator Select
This field has the same encodings as S7DCSEL but is used during the
fourth sample.

0x0RWS3DCSEL15:12
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Sample 2 Digital Comparator Select
This field has the same encodings as S7DCSEL but is used during the
third sample.

0x0RWS2DCSEL11:8

Sample 1 Digital Comparator Select
This field has the same encodings as S7DCSEL but is used during the
second sample.

0x0RWS1DCSEL7:4

Sample 0 Digital Comparator Select
This field has the same encodings as S7DCSEL but is used during the
first sample.

0x0RWS0DCSEL3:0
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Register 27: ADC Sample Sequence Extended Input Multiplexer Select 0
(ADCSSEMUX0), offset 0x058
This register, along with the ADCSSMUX0 register, defines the analog input configuration for each
sample in a sequence executed with Sample Sequencer 0. If a bit in this register is set, the
corresponding MUXn field in the ADCSSMUX0 register selects from AIN[19:16]. When a bit in
this register is clear, the corresponding MUXn field selects from AIN[15:0]. This register is 32 bits
wide and contains information for eight possible samples.

Note that this register is not used when the differential channel designation is used (the Dn bit is set
in the ADCSSCTL0 register) because the ADCSSMUX0 register can select all the available pairs.

ADC Sample Sequence Extended Input Multiplexer Select 0 (ADCSSEMUX0)
ADC0 base: 0x4003.8000
ADC1 base: 0x4003.9000
Offset 0x058
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

EMUX4reservedEMUX5reservedEMUX6reservedEMUX7reserved

RWRORORORWRORORORWRORORORWROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

EMUX0reservedEMUX1reservedEMUX2reservedEMUX3reserved

RWRORORORWRORORORWRORORORWROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved31:29

8th Sample Input Select (Upper Bit)
The EMUX7 field is used during the eighth sample of a sequence
executed with the sample sequencer.

DescriptionValue

The eighth sample input is selected from AIN[15:0] using the
ADCSSMUX0 register. For example, if the MUX7 field is 0x0,
AIN0 is selected.

0

The eighth sample input is selected from AIN[19:16] using
theADCSSMUX0 register. For example, if the MUX7 field is 0x0,
AIN16 is selected.

1

0x0RWEMUX728

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved27:25

7th Sample Input Select (Upper Bit)
The EMUX6 field is used during the seventh sample of a sequence
executed with the sample sequencer. This bit has the same description
as EMUX7.

0x0RWEMUX624

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved23:21
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

6th Sample Input Select (Upper Bit)
The EMUX5 field is used during the sixth sample of a sequence executed
with the sample sequencer. This bit has the same description as EMUX7.

0x0RWEMUX520

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved19:17

5th Sample Input Select (Upper Bit)
The EMUX4 field is used during the fifth sample of a sequence executed
with the sample sequencer. This bit has the same description as EMUX7.

0x0RWEMUX416

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved15:13

4th Sample Input Select (Upper Bit)
The EMUX3 field is used during the fourth sample of a sequence executed
with the sample sequencer. This bit has the same description as EMUX7.

0x0RWEMUX312

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved11:9

3rd Sample Input Select (Upper Bit)
The EMUX2 field is used during the third sample of a sequence executed
with the sample sequencer. This bit has the same description as EMUX7.

0x0RWEMUX28

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved7:5

2th Sample Input Select (Upper Bit)
The EMUX1 field is used during the second sample of a sequence
executed with the sample sequencer. This bit has the same description
as EMUX7.

0x0RWEMUX14

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved3:1

1st Sample Input Select (Upper Bit)
The EMUX0 field is used during the first sample of a sequence executed
with the sample sequencer. This bit has the same description as EMUX7.

0x0RWEMUX00
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Register 28: ADC Sample Sequence 0 Sample and Hold Time (ADCSSTSH0),
offset 0x05C
This register controls the sample period size for each sample of sequencer 0. Each sample and
hold period select specifies the time allocated to the sample and hold circuit as shown by the
encodings in Table 15-3 on page 1056.

Note: If sampling the internal temperature sensor, the sample and hold width should be at least
16 ADC clocks (TSHn = 0x4).

Table 15-8. Sample and Hold Width in ADC Clocks

NSHTSHn Encoding

40x0

reserved0x1

80x2

reserved0x3

160x4

reserved0x5

320x6

reserved0x7

640x8

reserved0x9

1280xA

reserved0xB

2560xC

reserved0xD-0xF

ADC Sample Sequence 0 Sample and Hold Time (ADCSSTSH0)
ADC0 base: 0x4003.8000
ADC1 base: 0x4003.9000
Offset 0x05C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

TSH4TSH5TSH6TSH7

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TSH0TSH1TSH2TSH3

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

8th Sample and Hold Period Select
The TSH7 field is used during the eighth sample of a sequence executed
with the sample sequencer.

0x0RWTSH731:28

7th Sample and Hold Period Select
The TSH6 field is used during the seventh sample of a sequence
executed with the sample sequencer.

0x0RWTSH627:24
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

6th Sample and Hold Period Select
The TSH5 field is used during the sixth sample of a sequence executed
with the sample sequencer.

0x0RWTSH523:20

5th Sample and Hold Period Select
The TSH4 field is used during the fifth sample of a sequence executed
with the sample sequencer.

0x0RWTSH419:16

4th Sample and Hold Period Select
The TSH3 field is used during the fourth sample of a sequence executed
with the sample sequencer.

0x0RWTSH315:12

3rd Sample and Hold Period Select
The TSH2 field is used during the third sample of a sequence executed
with the sample sequencer.

0x0RWTSH211:8

2nd Sample and Hold Period Select
The TSH1 field is used during the second sample of a sequence
executed with the sample sequencer.

0x0RWTSH17:4

1st Sample and Hold Period Select
The TSH0 field is used during the first sample of a sequence executed
with the sample sequencer.

0x0RWTSH03:0
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Register 29: ADC Sample Sequence Input Multiplexer Select 1 (ADCSSMUX1),
offset 0x060
Register 30: ADC Sample Sequence Input Multiplexer Select 2 (ADCSSMUX2),
offset 0x080
This register, along with the ADCSSEMUX1 or ADCSSEMUX2 register, defines the analog input
configuration for each sample in a sequence executed with Sample Sequencer 1 or 2. If the
corresponding EMUXn bit in the ADCSSEMUX1 or ADCSSEMUX2 register is set, the MUXn field in
this register selects from AIN[19:16]. When the corresponding EMUXn bit is clear, the MUXn field
selects from AIN[15:0]. These registers are 16 bits wide and contain information for four possible
samples. See theADCSSMUX0 register on page 1107 for detailed bit descriptions. TheADCSSMUX1
register affects Sample Sequencer 1 and the ADCSSMUX2 register affects Sample Sequencer 2.

Note: Channels AIN[31:20] do not exist on this microcontroller. Configuring MUXn to be 0xC-0xF
when the corresponding EMUXn bit is set results in undefined behavior.

ADC Sample Sequence Input Multiplexer Select n (ADCSSMUXn)
ADC0 base: 0x4003.8000
ADC1 base: 0x4003.9000
Offset 0x060
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

MUX0MUX1MUX2MUX3

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:16

4th Sample Input Select0x0RWMUX315:12

3rd Sample Input Select0x0RWMUX211:8

2nd Sample Input Select0x0RWMUX17:4

1st Sample Input Select0x0RWMUX03:0
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Register 31: ADC Sample Sequence Control 1 (ADCSSCTL1), offset 0x064
Register 32: ADC Sample Sequence Control 2 (ADCSSCTL2), offset 0x084
These registers contain the configuration information for each sample for a sequence executed with
Sample Sequencer 1 or 2. When configuring a sample sequence, the END bit must be set for the
final sample, whether it be after the first sample, fourth sample, or any sample in between. These
registers are 16-bits wide and contain information for four possible samples. See the ADCSSCTL0
register on page 1109 for detailed bit descriptions. The ADCSSCTL1 register configures Sample
Sequencer 1 and the ADCSSCTL2 register configures Sample Sequencer 2.

ADC Sample Sequence Control n (ADCSSCTLn)
ADC0 base: 0x4003.8000
ADC1 base: 0x4003.9000
Offset 0x064
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

D0END0IE0TS0D1END1IE1TS1D2END2IE2TS2D3END3IE3TS3

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:16

4th Sample Temp Sensor Select

DescriptionValue

The input pin specified by the ADCSSMUXn register is read
during the fourth sample of the sample sequence.

0

The temperature sensor is read during the fourth sample of the
sample sequence.

1

0RWTS315

4th Sample Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

The raw interrupt is not asserted to the interrupt controller.0

The raw interrupt signal (INR0 bit) is asserted at the end of the
fourth sample's conversion. If the MASK0 bit in the ADCIM
register is set, the interrupt is promoted to the interrupt controller.

1

It is legal to have multiple samples within a sequence generate interrupts.

0RWIE314
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

4th Sample is End of Sequence

DescriptionValue

Another sample in the sequence is the final sample.0

The fourth sample is the last sample of the sequence.1

It is possible to end the sequence on any sample position. Software
must set an ENDn bit somewhere within the sequence. Samples defined
after the sample containing a set ENDn bit are not requested for
conversion even though the fields may be non-zero.

0RWEND313

4th Sample Differential Input Select

DescriptionValue

The analog inputs are not differentially sampled.0

The analog input is differentially sampled. The corresponding
ADCSSMUXn nibble must be set to the pair number "i", where
the paired inputs are "2i and 2i+1".

1

Because the temperature sensor does not have a differential option,
this bit must not be set when the TS3 bit is set.

0RWD312

3rd Sample Temp Sensor Select

DescriptionValue

The input pin specified by the ADCSSMUXn register is read
during the third sample of the sample sequence.

0

The temperature sensor is read during the third sample of the
sample sequence.

1

0RWTS211

3rd Sample Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

The raw interrupt is not asserted to the interrupt controller.0

The raw interrupt signal (INR0 bit) is asserted at the end of the
third sample's conversion. If the MASK0 bit in theADCIM register
is set, the interrupt is promoted to the interrupt controller.

1

It is legal to have multiple samples within a sequence generate interrupts.

0RWIE210

3rd Sample is End of Sequence

DescriptionValue

Another sample in the sequence is the final sample.0

The third sample is the last sample of the sequence.1

It is possible to end the sequence on any sample position. Software
must set an ENDn bit somewhere within the sequence. Samples defined
after the sample containing a set ENDn bit are not requested for
conversion even though the fields may be non-zero.

0RWEND29
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

3rd Sample Differential Input Select

DescriptionValue

The analog inputs are not differentially sampled.0

The analog input is differentially sampled. The corresponding
ADCSSMUXn nibble must be set to the pair number "i", where
the paired inputs are "2i and 2i+1".

1

Because the temperature sensor does not have a differential option,
this bit must not be set when the TS2 bit is set.

0RWD28

2nd Sample Temp Sensor Select

DescriptionValue

The input pin specified by the ADCSSMUXn register is read
during the second sample of the sample sequence.

0

The temperature sensor is read during the second sample of
the sample sequence.

1

0RWTS17

2nd Sample Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

The raw interrupt is not asserted to the interrupt controller.0

The raw interrupt signal (INR0 bit) is asserted at the end of the
second sample's conversion. If the MASK0 bit in the ADCIM
register is set, the interrupt is promoted to the interrupt controller.

1

It is legal to have multiple samples within a sequence generate interrupts.

0RWIE16

2nd Sample is End of Sequence

DescriptionValue

Another sample in the sequence is the final sample.0

The second sample is the last sample of the sequence.1

It is possible to end the sequence on any sample position. Software
must set an ENDn bit somewhere within the sequence. Samples defined
after the sample containing a set ENDn bit are not requested for
conversion even though the fields may be non-zero.

0RWEND15

2nd Sample Differential Input Select

DescriptionValue

The analog inputs are not differentially sampled.0

The analog input is differentially sampled. The corresponding
ADCSSMUXn nibble must be set to the pair number "i", where
the paired inputs are "2i and 2i+1".

1

Because the temperature sensor does not have a differential option,
this bit must not be set when the TS1 bit is set.

0RWD14
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

1st Sample Temp Sensor Select

DescriptionValue

The input pin specified by the ADCSSMUXn register is read
during the first sample of the sample sequence.

0

The temperature sensor is read during the first sample of the
sample sequence.

1

0RWTS03

1st Sample Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

The raw interrupt is not asserted to the interrupt controller.0

The raw interrupt signal (INR0 bit) is asserted at the end of the
first sample's conversion. If the MASK0 bit in the ADCIM register
is set, the interrupt is promoted to the interrupt controller.

1

It is legal to have multiple samples within a sequence generate interrupts.

0RWIE02

1st Sample is End of Sequence

DescriptionValue

Another sample in the sequence is the final sample.0

The first sample is the last sample of the sequence.1

It is possible to end the sequence on any sample position. Software
must set an ENDn bit somewhere within the sequence. Samples defined
after the sample containing a set ENDn bit are not requested for
conversion even though the fields may be non-zero.

0RWEND01

1st Sample Differential Input Select

DescriptionValue

The analog inputs are not differentially sampled.0

The analog input is differentially sampled. The corresponding
ADCSSMUXn nibble must be set to the pair number "i", where
the paired inputs are "2i and 2i+1".

1

Because the temperature sensor does not have a differential option,
this bit must not be set when the TS0 bit is set.

0RWD00
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Register 33: ADC Sample Sequence 1 Operation (ADCSSOP1), offset 0x070
Register 34: ADC Sample Sequence 2 Operation (ADCSSOP2), offset 0x090
This register determines whether the sample from the given conversion on Sample Sequence n is
saved in the Sample Sequence n FIFO or sent to the digital comparator unit. The ADCSSOP1
register controls Sample Sequencer 1 and the ADCSSOP2 register controls Sample Sequencer 2.

ADC Sample Sequence n Operation (ADCSSOPn)
ADC0 base: 0x4003.8000
ADC1 base: 0x4003.9000
Offset 0x070
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

S0DCOPreservedS1DCOPreservedS2DCOPreservedS3DCOPreserved

RWRORORORWRORORORWRORORORWROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.0ROreserved31:13

Sample 3 Digital Comparator Operation

DescriptionValue

The fourth sample is saved in Sample Sequence FIFOn.0

The fourth sample is sent to the digital comparator unit specified
by the S3DCSEL bit in the ADCSSDC0n register, and the value
is not written to the FIFO.

1

0RWS3DCOP12

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved11:9

Sample 2 Digital Comparator Operation
Same definition as S3DCOP but used during the third sample.

0RWS2DCOP8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved7:5

Sample 1 Digital Comparator Operation
Same definition as S3DCOP but used during the second sample.

0RWS1DCOP4

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved3:1

Sample 0 Digital Comparator Operation
Same definition as S3DCOP but used during the first sample.

0RWS0DCOP0
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Register 35: ADCSample Sequence 1 Digital Comparator Select (ADCSSDC1),
offset 0x074
Register 36: ADCSample Sequence 2 Digital Comparator Select (ADCSSDC2),
offset 0x094
These registers determine which digital comparator receives the sample from the given conversion
on Sample Sequence n if the corresponding SnDCOP bit in the ADCSSOPn register is set. The
ADCSSDC1 register controls the selection for Sample Sequencer 1 and the ADCSSDC2 register
controls the selection for Sample Sequencer 2.

ADC Sample Sequence n Digital Comparator Select (ADCSSDCn)
ADC0 base: 0x4003.8000
ADC1 base: 0x4003.9000
Offset 0x074
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

S0DCSELS1DCSELS2DCSELS3DCSEL

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:16

Sample 3 Digital Comparator Select
When the S3DCOP bit in the ADCSSOPn register is set, this field
indicates which digital comparator unit (and its associated set of control
registers) receives the eighth sample from Sample Sequencer n.

Note: Values not listed are reserved.

DescriptionValue

Digital Comparator Unit 0 (ADCDCCMP0 and ADCCCTL0)0x0

Digital Comparator Unit 1 (ADCDCCMP1 and ADCCCTL1)0x1

Digital Comparator Unit 2 (ADCDCCMP2 and ADCCCTL2)0x2

Digital Comparator Unit 3 (ADCDCCMP3 and ADCCCTL3)0x3

Digital Comparator Unit 4 (ADCDCCMP4 and ADCCCTL4)0x4

Digital Comparator Unit 5 (ADCDCCMP5 and ADCCCTL5)0x5

Digital Comparator Unit 6 (ADCDCCMP6 and ADCCCTL6)0x6

Digital Comparator Unit 7 (ADCDCCMP7 and ADCCCTL7)0x7

0x0RWS3DCSEL15:12

Sample 2 Digital Comparator Select
This field has the same encodings as S3DCSEL but is used during the
third sample.

0x0RWS2DCSEL11:8
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Sample 1 Digital Comparator Select
This field has the same encodings as S3DCSEL but is used during the
second sample.

0x0RWS1DCSEL7:4

Sample 0 Digital Comparator Select
This field has the same encodings as S3DCSEL but is used during the
first sample.

0x0RWS0DCSEL3:0
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Register 37: ADC Sample Sequence Extended Input Multiplexer Select 1
(ADCSSEMUX1), offset 0x078
Register 38: ADC Sample Sequence Extended Input Multiplexer Select 2
(ADCSSEMUX2), offset 0x098
This register, along with the ADCSSMUX1 or ADCSSMUX2 register, defines the analog input
configuration for each sample in a sequence executed with either Sample Sequencer 1 or 2. If a bit
in this register is set, the corresponding MUXn field in the ADCSSMUX1 or ADCSSMUX2 register
selects from AIN[19:16]. When a bit in this register is clear, the corresponding MUXn field selects
from AIN[15:0]. This register is 16 bits wide and contains information for four possible samples.
TheADCSSEMUX1 register controls Sample Sequencer 1 and theADCSSEMUX2 register controls
Sample Sequencer 2.

Note that this register is not used when the differential channel designation is used (the Dn bit is set
in the ADCSSCTL1 or ADCSSCTL2 register) because the ADCSSMUX1 or ADCSSMUX2 register
can select all the available pairs.

ADC Sample Sequence Extended Input Multiplexer Select n (ADCSSEMUXn)
ADC0 base: 0x4003.8000
ADC1 base: 0x4003.9000
Offset 0x078
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

EMUX0reservedEMUX1reservedEMUX2reservedEMUX3reserved

RWRORORORWRORORORWRORORORWROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:13

4th Sample Input Select (Upper Bit)
The EMUX3 field is used during the fourth sample of a sequence executed
with the sample sequencer.

DescriptionValue

The fourth sample input is selected from AIN[15:0] using the
ADCSSMUX1 or ADCSSMUX2 register. For example, if the
MUX3 field is 0x0, AIN0 is selected.

0

The fourth sample input is selected from AIN[19:16] using
theADCSSMUX1 orADCSSMUX2 register. For example, if the
MUX3 field is 0x0, AIN16 is selected.

1

0x0RWEMUX312

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved11:9
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

3rd Sample Input Select (Upper Bit)
The EMUX2 field is used during the third sample of a sequence executed
with the sample sequencer. This bit has the same description as EMUX3.

0x0RWEMUX28

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved7:5

2th Sample Input Select (Upper Bit)
The EMUX1 field is used during the second sample of a sequence
executed with the sample sequencer. This bit has the same description
as EMUX3.

0x0RWEMUX14

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved3:1

1st Sample Input Select (Upper Bit)
The EMUX0 field is used during the first sample of a sequence executed
with the sample sequencer. This bit has the same description as EMUX3.

0x0RWEMUX00
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Register 39: ADC Sample Sequence 1 Sample and Hold Time (ADCSSTSH1),
offset 0x07C
Register 40: ADC Sample Sequence 2 Sample and Hold Time (ADCSSTSH2),
offset 0x09C
These registers control the sample period size for each sample step of sequencer 1 and sequencer
2. Each sample and hold period select specifies the time allocated to the sample and hold circuit
as shown by the encodings in Table 15-3 on page 1056.

Note: If sampling the internal temperature sensor, the sample and hold width should be at least
16 ADC clocks (TSHn = 0x4).

Table 15-9. Sample and Hold Width in ADC Clocks

NSHTSHn Encoding

40x0

reserved0x1

80x2

reserved0x3

160x4

reserved0x5

320x6

reserved0x7

640x8

reserved0x9

1280xA

reserved0xB

2560xC

reserved0xD-0xF

ADC Sample Sequence n Sample and Hold Time (ADCSSTSHn)
ADC0 base: 0x4003.8000
ADC1 base: 0x4003.9000
Offset 0x07C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TSH0TSH1TSH2TSH3

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:16
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

4th Sample and Hold Period Select
The TSH3 field is used during the fourth sample of a sequence executed
with the sample sequencer.

0x0RWTSH315:12

3rd Sample and Hold Period Select
The TSH2 field is used during the third sample of a sequence executed
with the sample sequencer.

0x0RWTSH211:8

2nd Sample and Hold Period Select
The TSH1 field is used during the second sample of a sequence
executed with the sample sequencer.

0x0RWTSH17:4

1st Sample and Hold Period Select
The TSH0 field is used during the first sample of a sequence executed
with the sample sequencer.

0x0RWTSH03:0
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Register 41: ADC Sample Sequence Input Multiplexer Select 3 (ADCSSMUX3),
offset 0x0A0
This register, along with the ADCSSEMUX3 register, defines the analog input configuration for the
sample in a sequence executed with Sample Sequencer 3. If the EMUX0 bit in the ADCSSEMUX3
register is set, the MUX0 field in this register selects from AIN[19:16]. When the EMUX0 bit is clear,
the MUX0 field selects from AIN[15:0]. This register is four bits wide and contains information for
one possible sample. See the ADCSSMUX0 register on page 1107 for detailed bit descriptions.

ADC Sample Sequence Input Multiplexer Select 3 (ADCSSMUX3)
ADC0 base: 0x4003.8000
ADC1 base: 0x4003.9000
Offset 0x0A0
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

MUX0reserved

RWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:4

1st Sample Input Select0RWMUX03:0
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Register 42: ADC Sample Sequence Control 3 (ADCSSCTL3), offset 0x0A4
This register contains the configuration information for a sample executed with Sample Sequencer
3. This register is 4 bits wide and contains information for one possible sample. See theADCSSCTL0
register on page 1109 for detailed bit descriptions.

Note: When configuring a sample sequence in this register, the END0 bit must be set.

ADC Sample Sequence Control 3 (ADCSSCTL3)
ADC0 base: 0x4003.8000
ADC1 base: 0x4003.9000
Offset 0x0A4
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

D0END0IE0TS0reserved

RWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:4

1st Sample Temp Sensor Select

DescriptionValue

The input pin specified by the ADCSSMUXn register is read
during the first sample of the sample sequence.

0

The temperature sensor is read during the first sample of the
sample sequence.

1

0RWTS03

Sample Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

The raw interrupt is not asserted to the interrupt controller.0

The raw interrupt signal (INR0 bit) is asserted at the end of this
sample's conversion. If the MASK0 bit in the ADCIM register is
set, the interrupt is promoted to the interrupt controller.

1

It is legal to have multiple samples within a sequence generate interrupts.

0RWIE02

End of Sequence
This bit must be set before initiating a single sample sequence.

DescriptionValue

Sampling and conversion continues.0

This is the end of sequence.1

0RWEND01
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Sample Differential Input Select

DescriptionValue

The analog inputs are not differentially sampled.0

The analog input is differentially sampled. The corresponding
ADCSSMUXn nibble must be set to the pair number "i", where
the paired inputs are "2i and 2i+1".

1

Because the temperature sensor does not have a differential option,
this bit must not be set when the TS0 bit is set.

0RWD00
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Register 43: ADC Sample Sequence 3 Operation (ADCSSOP3), offset 0x0B0
This register determines whether the sample from the given conversion on Sample Sequence 3 is
saved in the Sample Sequence 3 FIFO or sent to the digital comparator unit.

ADC Sample Sequence 3 Operation (ADCSSOP3)
ADC0 base: 0x4003.8000
ADC1 base: 0x4003.9000
Offset 0x0B0
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

S0DCOPreserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:1

Sample 0 Digital Comparator Operation

DescriptionValue

The sample is saved in Sample Sequence FIFO3.0

The sample is sent to the digital comparator unit specified by
the S0DCSEL bit in the ADCSSDC03 register, and the value is
not written to the FIFO.

1

0RWS0DCOP0
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Register 44: ADCSample Sequence 3 Digital Comparator Select (ADCSSDC3),
offset 0x0B4
This register determines which digital comparator receives the sample from the given conversion
on Sample Sequence 3 if the corresponding SnDCOP bit in the ADCSSOP3 register is set.

ADC Sample Sequence 3 Digital Comparator Select (ADCSSDC3)
ADC0 base: 0x4003.8000
ADC1 base: 0x4003.9000
Offset 0x0B4
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

S0DCSELreserved

RWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:4

Sample 0 Digital Comparator Select
When the S0DCOP bit in the ADCSSOP3 register is set, this field
indicates which digital comparator unit (and its associated set of control
registers) receives the sample from Sample Sequencer 3.

Note: Values not listed are reserved.

DescriptionValue

Digital Comparator Unit 0 (ADCDCCMP0 and ADCCCTL0)0x0

Digital Comparator Unit 1 (ADCDCCMP1 and ADCCCTL1)0x1

Digital Comparator Unit 2 (ADCDCCMP2 and ADCCCTL2)0x2

Digital Comparator Unit 3 (ADCDCCMP3 and ADCCCTL3)0x3

Digital Comparator Unit 4 (ADCDCCMP4 and ADCCCTL4)0x4

Digital Comparator Unit 5 (ADCDCCMP5 and ADCCCTL5)0x5

Digital Comparator Unit 6 (ADCDCCMP6 and ADCCCTL6)0x6

Digital Comparator Unit 7 (ADCDCCMP7 and ADCCCTL7)0x7

0x0RWS0DCSEL3:0
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Register 45: ADC Sample Sequence Extended Input Multiplexer Select 3
(ADCSSEMUX3), offset 0x0B8
This register, along with the ADCSSMUX3 register, defines the analog input configuration for the
sample in a sequence executed with Sample Sequencer 3. If EMUX0 is set, the MUX0 field in the
ADCSSMUX3 register selects from AIN[19:16]. When EMUX0 is clear, the MUX0 field selects from
AIN[15:0]. This register is 1 bit wide and contains information for one possible sample.

Note that this register is not used when the differential channel designation is used (the Dn bit is set
in the ADCSSCTL3 register) because the ADCSSMUX3 register can select all the available pairs.

ADC Sample Sequence Extended Input Multiplexer Select 3 (ADCSSEMUX3)
ADC0 base: 0x4003.8000
ADC1 base: 0x4003.9000
Offset 0x0B8
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

EMUX0reserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:1

1st Sample Input Select (Upper Bit)
The EMUX0 field is used during the only sample of a sequence executed
with the sample sequencer.

DescriptionValue

The sample input is selected from AIN[15:0] using the
ADCSSMUX3 register. For example, if the MUX0 field is 0x0,
AIN0 is selected.

0

The sample input is selected from AIN[19:16] using the
ADCSSMUX3 register. For example, if the MUX0 field is 0x0,
AIN16 is selected.

1

0x0RWEMUX00
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Register 46: ADC Sample Sequence 3 Sample and Hold Time (ADCSSTSH3),
offset 0x0BC
This register controls the sample period size for the sample in sequencer 3. The sample and hold
period select specifies the time allocated to the sample and hold circuit as shown by the encodings
in Table 15-3 on page 1056

Note: If sampling the internal temperature sensor, the sample and hold width should be at least
16 ADC clocks (TSHn = 0x4).

Table 15-10. Sample and Hold Width in ADC Clocks

NSHTSHn Encoding

40x0

reserved0x1

80x2

reserved0x3

160x4

reserved0x5

320x6

reserved0x7

640x8

reserved0x9

1280xA

reserved0xB

2560xC

reserved0xD-0xF

ADC Sample Sequence 3 Sample and Hold Time (ADCSSTSH3)
ADC0 base: 0x4003.8000
ADC1 base: 0x4003.9000
Offset 0x0BC
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TSH0reserved

RWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved31:4

1st Sample and Hold Period Select
The TSH0 field is used during the first sample of a sequence executed
with the sample sequencer.

0x0RWTSH03:0
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Register 47: ADC Digital Comparator Reset Initial Conditions (ADCDCRIC),
offset 0xD00
This register provides the ability to reset any of the digital comparator interrupt or trigger functions
back to their initial conditions. Resetting these functions ensures that the data that is being used by
the interrupt and trigger functions in the digital comparator unit is not stale.

ADC Digital Comparator Reset Initial Conditions (ADCDCRIC)
ADC0 base: 0x4003.8000
ADC1 base: 0x4003.9000
Offset 0xD00
Type WO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

DCTRIG0DCTRIG1DCTRIG2DCTRIG3DCTRIG4DCTRIG5DCTRIG6DCTRIG7reserved

WOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DCINT0DCINT1DCINT2DCINT3DCINT4DCINT5DCINT6DCINT7reserved

WOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved31:24

Digital Comparator Trigger 7

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Resets the Digital Comparator 7 trigger unit to its initial
conditions.

1

When the trigger has been cleared, this bit is automatically cleared.
Because the digital comparators use the current and previous ADC
conversion values to determine when to assert the trigger, it is important
to reset the digital comparator to initial conditions when starting a new
sequence so that stale data is not used. After setting this bit, software
should wait until the bit clears before continuing.

0WODCTRIG723

Digital Comparator Trigger 6

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Resets the Digital Comparator 6 trigger unit to its initial
conditions.

1

When the trigger has been cleared, this bit is automatically cleared.
Because the digital comparators use the current and previous ADC
conversion values to determine when to assert the trigger, it is important
to reset the digital comparator to initial conditions when starting a new
sequence so that stale data is not used.

0WODCTRIG622
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Digital Comparator Trigger 5

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Resets the Digital Comparator 5 trigger unit to its initial
conditions.

1

When the trigger has been cleared, this bit is automatically cleared.
Because the digital comparators use the current and previous ADC
conversion values to determine when to assert the trigger, it is important
to reset the digital comparator to initial conditions when starting a new
sequence so that stale data is not used.

0WODCTRIG521

Digital Comparator Trigger 4

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Resets the Digital Comparator 4 trigger unit to its initial
conditions.

1

When the trigger has been cleared, this bit is automatically cleared.
Because the digital comparators use the current and previous ADC
conversion values to determine when to assert the trigger, it is important
to reset the digital comparator to initial conditions when starting a new
sequence so that stale data is not used.

0WODCTRIG420

Digital Comparator Trigger 3

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Resets the Digital Comparator 3 trigger unit to its initial
conditions.

1

When the trigger has been cleared, this bit is automatically cleared.
Because the digital comparators use the current and previous ADC
conversion values to determine when to assert the trigger, it is important
to reset the digital comparator to initial conditions when starting a new
sequence so that stale data is not used.

0WODCTRIG319

Digital Comparator Trigger 2

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Resets the Digital Comparator 2 trigger unit to its initial
conditions.

1

When the trigger has been cleared, this bit is automatically cleared.
Because the digital comparators use the current and previous ADC
conversion values to determine when to assert the trigger, it is important
to reset the digital comparator to initial conditions when starting a new
sequence so that stale data is not used.

0WODCTRIG218
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Digital Comparator Trigger 1

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Resets the Digital Comparator 1 trigger unit to its initial
conditions.

1

When the trigger has been cleared, this bit is automatically cleared.
Because the digital comparators use the current and previous ADC
conversion values to determine when to assert the trigger, it is important
to reset the digital comparator to initial conditions when starting a new
sequence so that stale data is not used.

0WODCTRIG117

Digital Comparator Trigger 0

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Resets the Digital Comparator 0 trigger unit to its initial
conditions.

1

When the trigger has been cleared, this bit is automatically cleared.
Because the digital comparators use the current and previous ADC
conversion values to determine when to assert the trigger, it is important
to reset the digital comparator to initial conditions when starting a new
sequence so that stale data is not used.

0WODCTRIG016

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved15:8

Digital Comparator Interrupt 7

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Resets the Digital Comparator 7 interrupt unit to its initial
conditions.

1

When the interrupt has been cleared, this bit is automatically cleared.
Because the digital comparators use the current and previous ADC
conversion values to determine when to assert the interrupt, it is
important to reset the digital comparator to initial conditions when starting
a new sequence so that stale data is not used.

0WODCINT77

Digital Comparator Interrupt 6

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Resets the Digital Comparator 6 interrupt unit to its initial
conditions.

1

When the interrupt has been cleared, this bit is automatically cleared.
Because the digital comparators use the current and previous ADC
conversion values to determine when to assert the interrupt, it is
important to reset the digital comparator to initial conditions when starting
a new sequence so that stale data is not used.

0WODCINT66
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Digital Comparator Interrupt 5

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Resets the Digital Comparator 5 interrupt unit to its initial
conditions.

1

When the interrupt has been cleared, this bit is automatically cleared.
Because the digital comparators use the current and previous ADC
conversion values to determine when to assert the interrupt, it is
important to reset the digital comparator to initial conditions when starting
a new sequence so that stale data is not used.

0WODCINT55

Digital Comparator Interrupt 4

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Resets the Digital Comparator 4 interrupt unit to its initial
conditions.

1

When the interrupt has been cleared, this bit is automatically cleared.
Because the digital comparators use the current and previous ADC
conversion values to determine when to assert the interrupt, it is
important to reset the digital comparator to initial conditions when starting
a new sequence so that stale data is not used.

0WODCINT44

Digital Comparator Interrupt 3

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Resets the Digital Comparator 3 interrupt unit to its initial
conditions.

1

When the interrupt has been cleared, this bit is automatically cleared.
Because the digital comparators use the current and previous ADC
conversion values to determine when to assert the interrupt, it is
important to reset the digital comparator to initial conditions when starting
a new sequence so that stale data is not used.

0WODCINT33

Digital Comparator Interrupt 2

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Resets the Digital Comparator 2 interrupt unit to its initial
conditions.

1

When the interrupt has been cleared, this bit is automatically cleared.
Because the digital comparators use the current and previous ADC
conversion values to determine when to assert the interrupt, it is
important to reset the digital comparator to initial conditions when starting
a new sequence so that stale data is not used.

0WODCINT22
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Digital Comparator Interrupt 1

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Resets the Digital Comparator 1 interrupt unit to its initial
conditions.

1

When the interrupt has been cleared, this bit is automatically cleared.
Because the digital comparators use the current and previous ADC
conversion values to determine when to assert the interrupt, it is
important to reset the digital comparator to initial conditions when starting
a new sequence so that stale data is not used.

0WODCINT11

Digital Comparator Interrupt 0

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Resets the Digital Comparator 0 interrupt unit to its initial
conditions.

1

When the interrupt has been cleared, this bit is automatically cleared.
Because the digital comparators use the current and previous ADC
conversion values to determine when to assert the interrupt, it is
important to reset the digital comparator to initial conditions when starting
a new sequence so that stale data is not used.

0WODCINT00
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Register 48: ADC Digital Comparator Control 0 (ADCDCCTL0), offset 0xE00
Register 49: ADC Digital Comparator Control 1 (ADCDCCTL1), offset 0xE04
Register 50: ADC Digital Comparator Control 2 (ADCDCCTL2), offset 0xE08
Register 51: ADC Digital Comparator Control 3 (ADCDCCTL3), offset 0xE0C
Register 52: ADC Digital Comparator Control 4 (ADCDCCTL4), offset 0xE10
Register 53: ADC Digital Comparator Control 5 (ADCDCCTL5), offset 0xE14
Register 54: ADC Digital Comparator Control 6 (ADCDCCTL6), offset 0xE18
Register 55: ADC Digital Comparator Control 7 (ADCDCCTL7), offset 0xE1C
This register provides the comparison encodings that generate an interrupt and/or PWM trigger.
See “Interrupt/ADC-Trigger Selector” on page 1673 for more information on using the ADC digital
comparators to trigger a PWM generator.

ADC Digital Comparator Control n (ADCDCCTLn)
ADC0 base: 0x4003.8000
ADC1 base: 0x4003.9000
Offset 0xE00
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CIMCICCIEreservedCTMCTCCTEreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRORORORWRWRWRWRWROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.0ROreserved31:13

Comparison Trigger Enable

DescriptionValue

Disables the trigger function state machine. ADC conversion
data is ignored by the trigger function.

0

Enables the trigger function state machine. The ADC conversion
data is used to determine if a trigger should be generated
according to the programming of the CTC and CTM fields.

1

0RWCTE12
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Comparison Trigger Condition
This field specifies the operational region in which a trigger is generated
when the ADC conversion data is compared against the values of COMP0
and COMP1. The COMP0 and COMP1 fields are defined in the
ADCDCCMPx registers.

DescriptionValue

Low Band
ADC Data < COMP0 ≤ COMP1

0x0

Mid Band
COMP0 < ADC Data ≤ COMP1

0x1

reserved0x2

High Band
COMP0 ≤ COMP1 ≤ ADC Data

0x3

0x0RWCTC11:10

Comparison Trigger Mode
This field specifies the mode by which the trigger comparison is made.

DescriptionValue

Always
This mode generates a trigger every time the ADC conversion
data falls within the selected operational region.

0x0

Once
This mode generates a trigger the first time that the ADC
conversion data enters the selected operational region.

0x1

Hysteresis Always
This mode generates a trigger when the ADC conversion data
falls within the selected operational region and continues to
generate the trigger until the hysteresis condition is cleared by
entering the opposite operational region.
Note that the hysteresis modes are only defined for CTC
encodings of 0x0 and 0x3.

0x2

Hysteresis Once
This mode generates a trigger the first time that the ADC
conversion data falls within the selected operational region. No
additional triggers are generated until the hysteresis condition
is cleared by entering the opposite operational region.
Note that the hysteresis modes are only defined for CTC
encodings of 0x0 and 0x3.

0x3

0x0RWCTM9:8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved7:5
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Comparison Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

Disables the comparison interrupt. ADC conversion data has
no effect on interrupt generation.

0

Enables the comparison interrupt. The ADC conversion data is
used to determine if an interrupt should be generated according
to the programming of the CIC and CIM fields.

1

0RWCIE4

Comparison Interrupt Condition
This field specifies the operational region in which an interrupt is
generated when the ADC conversion data is compared against the
values of COMP0 and COMP1. The COMP0 and COMP1 fields are defined
in the ADCDCCMPx registers.

DescriptionValue

Low Band
ADC Data < COMP0 ≤ COMP1

0x0

Mid Band
COMP0 ≤ ADC Data < COMP1

0x1

reserved0x2

High Band
COMP0 < COMP1 ≤ ADC Data

0x3

0x0RWCIC3:2

Comparison Interrupt Mode
This field specifies the mode by which the interrupt comparison is made.

DescriptionValue

Always
This mode generates an interrupt every time the ADC conversion
data falls within the selected operational region.

0x0

Once
This mode generates an interrupt the first time that the ADC
conversion data enters the selected operational region.

0x1

Hysteresis Always
This mode generates an interrupt when the ADC conversion
data falls within the selected operational region and continues
to generate the interrupt until the hysteresis condition is cleared
by entering the opposite operational region.
Note that the hysteresis modes are only defined for CTC
encodings of 0x0 and 0x3.

0x2

Hysteresis Once
This mode generates an interrupt the first time that the ADC
conversion data falls within the selected operational region. No
additional interrupts are generated until the hysteresis condition
is cleared by entering the opposite operational region.
Note that the hysteresis modes are only defined for CTC
encodings of 0x0 and 0x3.

0x3

0x0RWCIM1:0
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Register 56: ADC Digital Comparator Range 0 (ADCDCCMP0), offset 0xE40
Register 57: ADC Digital Comparator Range 1 (ADCDCCMP1), offset 0xE44
Register 58: ADC Digital Comparator Range 2 (ADCDCCMP2), offset 0xE48
Register 59: ADC Digital Comparator Range 3 (ADCDCCMP3), offset 0xE4C
Register 60: ADC Digital Comparator Range 4 (ADCDCCMP4), offset 0xE50
Register 61: ADC Digital Comparator Range 5 (ADCDCCMP5), offset 0xE54
Register 62: ADC Digital Comparator Range 6 (ADCDCCMP6), offset 0xE58
Register 63: ADC Digital Comparator Range 7 (ADCDCCMP7), offset 0xE5C
This register defines the comparison values that are used to determine if the ADC conversion data
falls in the appropriate operating region.

Note: The value in the COMP1 field must be greater than or equal to the value in the COMP0 field
or unexpected results can occur.

ADC Digital Comparator Range n (ADCDCCMPn)
ADC0 base: 0x4003.8000
ADC1 base: 0x4003.9000
Offset 0xE40
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

COMP1reserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

COMP0reserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved31:28

Compare 1
The value in this field is compared against the ADC conversion data.
The result of the comparison is used to determine if the data lies within
the high-band region.
Note that the value of COMP1 must be greater than or equal to the value
of COMP0.

0x000RWCOMP127:16

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved15:12

Compare 0
The value in this field is compared against the ADC conversion data.
The result of the comparison is used to determine if the data lies within
the low-band region.

0x000RWCOMP011:0
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Register 64: ADC Peripheral Properties (ADCPP), offset 0xFC0
The ADCPP register provides information regarding the properties of the ADC module.

ADC Peripheral Properties (ADCPP)
ADC0 base: 0x4003.8000
ADC1 base: 0x4003.9000
Offset 0xFC0
Type RO, reset 0x01B0.2147

16171819202122232425262728293031

TYPERSLTSAPSHTreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000110110000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

MCRCHDC

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1110001010000100Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved31:25

Application-Programmable Sample-and-Hold Time
This bit indicates the ADC has the capability of allowing the application
to adjust the sample and hold window period.

0x1ROAPSHT24

Temperature Sensor

DescriptionValue

The ADC module does not have a temperature sensor.0

The ADC module has a temperature sensor.1

This field provides the similar information as the legacy DC1 register
TEMPSNS bit.

0x1ROTS23

Resolution
This field specifies the maximum number of binary bits used to represent
the converted sample. The field is encoded as a binary value, in the
range of 0 to 32 bits.

0xCRORSL22:18

ADC Architecture

DescriptionValue

SAR0x0

Reserved0x1 - 0x3

0x0ROTYPE17:16

Digital Comparator Count
This field specifies the number of ADC digital comparators available to
the converter. The field is encoded as a binary value, in the range of 0
to 63.
This field provides similar information to the legacy DC9 register
ADCnDCn bits.

0x8RODC15:10
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

ADC Channel Count
This field specifies the number of ADC input channels available to the
converter. This field is encoded as a binary value, in the range of 0 to
63.
This field provides similar information to the legacyDC3 andDC8 register
ADCnAINn bits.

0x14ROCH9:4

Maximum Conversion Rate
This field specifies the maximum value that may be programmed into
the ADCPC register's CR field.

DescriptionValue

Reserved0x0-0x6

Full conversion rate (FCONV) as defined by TADC and NSH.0x7

Reserved0x8 - 0xF

0x7ROMCR3:0
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Register 65: ADC Peripheral Configuration (ADCPC), offset 0xFC4
The ADCPC register provides information regarding the configuration of the peripheral.

ADC Peripheral Configuration (ADCPC)
ADC0 base: 0x4003.8000
ADC1 base: 0x4003.9000
Offset 0xFC4
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0007

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

MCRreserved

RWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1110000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.0000ROreserved31:4

Conversion Rate
This field specifies the relative sample rate of the ADC and is used in
run, sleep, and deep-sleep modes. It allows the application to reduce
the rate at which conversions are generated relative to the maximum
conversion rate.

DescriptionValue

Reserved0x0

Eighth conversion rate. After a conversion completes, the
logic pauses for 112 TADC periods before starting the next
conversion.

0x1

Reserved0x2

Quarter conversion rate. After a conversion completes, the
logic pauses for 48 TADC periods before starting the next
conversion.

0x3

Reserved0x4

Half conversion rate. After a conversion completes, the logic
pauses for 16 TADC periods before starting the next
conversion.

0x5

Reserved0x6

Full conversion rate (FCONV) as defined by TADC and NSH.0x7

Reserved0x8 - 0xF

0x7RWMCR3:0
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Register 66: ADC Clock Configuration (ADCCC), offset 0xFC8
The ADCCC register controls the clock source for the ADC module.

ADC Clock Configuration (ADCCC)
ADC0 base: 0x4003.8000
ADC1 base: 0x4003.9000
Offset 0xFC8
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0001

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CSCLKDIVreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROType
1000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:10

PLL VCO Clock Divisor

DescriptionValue

/10x0

/20x1

/30x2

/(N + 1)0xN

0x0RWCLKDIV9:4

ADC Clock Source

DescriptionValue

PLL VCO divided by CLKDIV.0x0

Alternate clock source as defined by ALTCLKCFG register
in System Control Module.

0x1

MOSC0x2

Reserved0x2 - 0xF

0x1RWCS3:0
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16 Universal Asynchronous Receivers/Transmitters
(UARTs)
The TM4C1294KCPDT controller includes eight Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter
(UART) with the following features:

■ Programmable baud-rate generator allowing speeds up to 7.5 Mbps for regular speed (divide
by 16) and 15 Mbps for high speed (divide by 8)

■ Separate 16x8 transmit (TX) and receive (RX) FIFOs to reduce CPU interrupt service loading

■ Programmable FIFO length, including 1-byte deep operation providing conventional
double-buffered interface

■ FIFO trigger levels of 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, and 7/8

■ Standard asynchronous communication bits for start, stop, and parity

■ Line-break generation and detection

■ Fully programmable serial interface characteristics

– 5, 6, 7, or 8 data bits

– Even, odd, stick, or no-parity bit generation/detection

– 1 or 2 stop bit generation

■ IrDA serial-IR (SIR) encoder/decoder providing

– Programmable use of IrDA Serial Infrared (SIR) or UART input/output

– Support of IrDA SIR encoder/decoder functions for data rates up to 115.2 Kbps half-duplex

– Support of normal 3/16 and low-power (1.41-2.23 μs) bit durations

– Programmable internal clock generator enabling division of reference clock by 1 to 256 for
low-power mode bit duration

■ Support for communication with ISO 7816 smart cards

■ Modem functionality available on the following UARTs:

– UART0 (modem flow control and modem status)

– UART1 (modem flow control and modem status)

– UART2 (modem flow control)

– UART3 (modem flow control)

– UART4 (modem flow control)

■ EIA-485 9-bit support
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■ Standard FIFO-level and End-of-Transmission interrupts

■ Efficient transfers using Micro Direct Memory Access Controller (µDMA)

– Separate channels for transmit and receive

– Receive single request asserted when data is in the FIFO; burst request asserted at
programmed FIFO level

– Transmit single request asserted when there is space in the FIFO; burst request asserted at
programmed FIFO level

■ Global Alternate Clock (ALTCLK) resource or System Clock (SYSCLK) can be used to generate
baud clock

16.1 Block Diagram

Figure 16-1. UART Module Block Diagram
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Interrupt

Clock Control

UARTCTL

PIOSC

Baud Clock

UARTRSR/ECR

UARTFR

UARTLCRH

UARTCTL

UARTILPR

UART9BITADDR

UART9BITAMASK

UARTPP

UARTPCellID0

UARTPCellID1

UARTPCellID2

UARTPCellID3

UARTPeriphID0

UARTPeriphID1

UARTPeriphID2

UARTPeriphID3

UARTPeriphID4

UARTPeriphID5

UARTPeriphID6

UARTPeriphID7

UARTCC

16.2 Signal Description
The following table lists the external signals of the UART module and describes the function of each.
The UART signals are alternate functions for some GPIO signals and default to be GPIO signals at
reset. The column in the table below titled "Pin Mux/Pin Assignment" lists the possible GPIO pin
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placements for these UART signals. The AFSEL bit in the GPIO Alternate Function Select
(GPIOAFSEL) register (page 768) should be set to choose the UART function. The number in
parentheses is the encoding that must be programmed into the PMCn field in theGPIO Port Control
(GPIOPCTL) register (page 785) to assign the UART signal to the specified GPIO port pin. For more
information on configuring GPIOs, see “General-Purpose Input/Outputs (GPIOs)” on page 740.

Table 16-1. UART Signals (128TQFP)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin Mux / Pin
Assignment

Pin NumberPin Name

UART module 0 Clear To Send modem flow control
input signal.

TTLIPH1 (1)
PM4 (1)
PB4 (1)

30
74

121

U0CTS

UART module 0 Data Carrier Detect modem status
input signal.

TTLIPH2 (1)
PM5 (1)
PP3 (2)

31
73

104

U0DCD

UART module 0 Data Set Ready modem output
control line.

TTLIPH3 (1)
PM6 (1)
PP4 (2)

32
72

105

U0DSR

UART module 0 Data Terminal Ready modem
status input signal.

TTLOPP2 (1)103U0DTR

UART module 0 Ring Indicator modem status input
signal.

TTLIPK7 (1)
PM7 (1)

60
71

U0RI

UART module 0 Request to Send modem flow
control output signal.

TTLOPH0 (1)
PB5 (1)

29
120

U0RTS

UART module 0 receive.TTLIPA0 (1)33U0Rx

UART module 0 transmit.TTLOPA1 (1)34U0Tx

UART module 1 Clear To Send modem flow control
input signal.

TTLIPP3 (1)
PN1 (1)

104
108

U1CTS

UART module 1 Data Carrier Detect modem status
input signal.

TTLIPE2 (1)
PN2 (1)

13
109

U1DCD

UART module 1 Data Set Ready modem output
control line.

TTLIPE1 (1)
PN3 (1)

14
110

U1DSR

UART module 1 Data Terminal Ready modem
status input signal.

TTLOPE3 (1)
PN4 (1)

12
111

U1DTR

UART module 1 Ring Indicator modem status input
signal.

TTLIPN5 (1)
PE4 (1)

112
123

U1RI

UART module 1 Request to Send modem flow
control output line.

TTLOPE0 (1)
PN0 (1)

15
107

U1RTS

UART module 1 receive.TTLIPB0 (1)
PQ4 (1)

95
102

U1Rx

UART module 1 transmit.TTLOPB1 (1)96U1Tx

UART module 2 Clear To Send modem flow control
input signal.

TTLIPN3 (2)
PD7 (1)

110
128

U2CTS

UART module 2 Request to Send modem flow
control output line.

TTLOPN2 (2)
PD6 (1)

109
127

U2RTS

UART module 2 receive.TTLIPA6 (1)
PD4 (1)

40
125

U2Rx

UART module 2 transmit.TTLOPA7 (1)
PD5 (1)

41
126

U2Tx

UART module 3 Clear To Send modem flow control
input signal.

TTLIPP5 (1)
PN5 (2)

106
112

U3CTS
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Table 16-1. UART Signals (128TQFP) (continued)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin Mux / Pin
Assignment

Pin NumberPin Name

UART module 3 Request to Send modem flow
control output line.

TTLOPP4 (1)
PN4 (2)

105
111

U3RTS

UART module 3 receive.TTLIPA4 (1)
PJ0 (1)

37
116

U3Rx

UART module 3 transmit.TTLOPA5 (1)
PJ1 (1)

38
117

U3Tx

UART module 4 Clear To Send modem flow control
input signal.

TTLIPK3 (1)21U4CTS

UART module 4 Request to Send modem flow
control output line.

TTLOPK2 (1)20U4RTS

UART module 4 receive.TTLIPK0 (1)
PA2 (1)

18
35

U4Rx

UART module 4 transmit.TTLOPK1 (1)
PA3 (1)

19
36

U4Tx

UART module 5 receive.TTLIPC6 (1)23U5Rx

UART module 5 transmit.TTLOPC7 (1)22U5Tx

UART module 6 receive.TTLIPP0 (1)118U6Rx

UART module 6 transmit.TTLOPP1 (1)119U6Tx

UART module 7 receive.TTLIPC4 (1)25U7Rx

UART module 7 transmit.TTLOPC5 (1)24U7Tx

16.3 Functional Description
Each TM4C1294KCPDT UART performs the functions of parallel-to-serial and serial-to-parallel
conversions. It is similar in functionality to a 16C550 UART, but is not register compatible.

The UART is configured for transmit and/or receive via the TXE and RXE bits of the UART Control
(UARTCTL) register (see page 1186). Transmit and receive are both enabled out of reset. Before any
control registers are programmed, the UART must be disabled by clearing the UARTEN bit in
UARTCTL. If the UART is disabled during a TX or RX operation, the current transaction is completed
prior to the UART stopping.

The UART module also includes a serial IR (SIR) encoder/decoder block that can be connected to
an infrared transceiver to implement an IrDA SIR physical layer. The SIR function is programmed
using the UARTCTL register.

16.3.1 Transmit/Receive Logic
The transmit logic performs parallel-to-serial conversion on the data read from the transmit FIFO.
The control logic outputs the serial bit stream beginning with a start bit and followed by the data bits
(LSB first), parity bit, and the stop bits according to the programmed configuration in the control
registers. See Figure 16-2 on page 1163 for details.

The receive logic performs serial-to-parallel conversion on the received bit stream after a valid start
pulse has been detected. Overrun, parity, frame error checking, and line-break detection are also
performed, and their status accompanies the data that is written to the receive FIFO.
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Figure 16-2. UART Character Frame

1
0 5-8 data bits

LSB MSB

Parity bit
if enabled

1-2
stop bits

UnTX

n

Start

16.3.2 Baud-Rate Generation
The baud-rate divisor is a 22-bit number consisting of a 16-bit integer and a 6-bit fractional part.
The number formed by these two values is used by the baud-rate generator to determine the bit
period. Having a fractional baud-rate divisor allows the UART to generate all the standard baud
rates.

The 16-bit integer is loaded through the UART Integer Baud-Rate Divisor (UARTIBRD) register
(see page 1182) and the 6-bit fractional part is loaded with theUART Fractional Baud-Rate Divisor
(UARTFBRD) register (see page 1183). The baud-rate divisor (BRD) has the following relationship
to the system clock (where BRDI is the integer part of the BRD and BRDF is the fractional part,
separated by a decimal place.)

BRD = BRDI + BRDF = UARTSysClk / (ClkDiv * Baud Rate)

where UARTSysClk is the system clock connected to the UART, and ClkDiv is either 16 (if HSE
in UARTCTL is clear) or 8 (if HSE is set). By default, this will be the main system clock described
in “Clock Control” on page 230. Alternatively, the UART may be clocked from the internal precision
oscillator (PIOSC), independent of the system clock selection. This will allow the UART clock to be
programmed independently of the system clock PLL settings. See the UARTCC register for more
details.

The 6-bit fractional number (that is to be loaded into the DIVFRAC bit field in theUARTFBRD register)
can be calculated by taking the fractional part of the baud-rate divisor, multiplying it by 64, and
adding 0.5 to account for rounding errors:

UARTFBRD[DIVFRAC] = integer(BRDF * 64 + 0.5)

The UART generates an internal baud-rate reference clock at 8x or 16x the baud-rate (referred to
as Baud8 and Baud16, depending on the setting of the HSE bit (bit 5) in UARTCTL). This reference
clock is divided by 8 or 16 to generate the transmit clock, and is used for error detection during
receive operations. Note that the state of the HSE bit has no effect on clock generation in ISO 7816
smart card mode (when the SMART bit in the UARTCTL register is set).

Along with theUARTLineControl, HighByte (UARTLCRH) register (see page 1184), theUARTIBRD
and UARTFBRD registers form an internal 30-bit register. This internal register is only updated
when a write operation to UARTLCRH is performed, so any changes to the baud-rate divisor must
be followed by a write to the UARTLCRH register for the changes to take effect.

To update the baud-rate registers, there are four possible sequences:

■ UARTIBRD write, UARTFBRD write, and UARTLCRH write

■ UARTFBRD write, UARTIBRD write, and UARTLCRH write

■ UARTIBRD write and UARTLCRH write

■ UARTFBRD write and UARTLCRH write
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16.3.3 Data Transmission
Data received or transmitted is stored in two 16-byte FIFOs, though the receive FIFO has an extra
four bits per character for status information. For transmission, data is written into the transmit FIFO.
If the UART is enabled, it causes a data frame to start transmitting with the parameters indicated
in the UARTLCRH register. Data continues to be transmitted until there is no data left in the transmit
FIFO. The BUSY bit in the UART Flag (UARTFR) register (see page 1178) is asserted as soon as
data is written to the transmit FIFO (that is, if the FIFO is non-empty) and remains asserted while
data is being transmitted. The BUSY bit is negated only when the transmit FIFO is empty, and the
last character has been transmitted from the shift register, including the stop bits. The UART can
indicate that it is busy even though the UART may no longer be enabled.

When the receiver is idle (the UnRx signal is continuously 1), and the data input goes Low (a start
bit has been received), the receive counter begins running and data is sampled on the eighth cycle
of Baud16 or fourth cycle of Baud8 depending on the setting of the HSE bit (bit 5) in UARTCTL
(described in “Transmit/Receive Logic” on page 1162).

The start bit is valid and recognized if the UnRx signal is still low on the eighth cycle of Baud16 (HSE
clear) or the fourth cycle of Baud 8 (HSE set), otherwise it is ignored. After a valid start bit is detected,
successive data bits are sampled on every 16th cycle of Baud16 or 8th cycle of Baud8 (that is, one
bit period later) according to the programmed length of the data characters and value of the HSE
bit in UARTCTL. The parity bit is then checked if parity mode is enabled. Data length and parity are
defined in the UARTLCRH register.

Lastly, a valid stop bit is confirmed if the UnRx signal is High, otherwise a framing error has occurred.
When a full word is received, the data is stored in the receive FIFO along with any error bits
associated with that word.

16.3.4 Serial IR (SIR)
The UART peripheral includes an IrDA serial-IR (SIR) encoder/decoder block. The IrDA SIR block
provides functionality that converts between an asynchronous UART data stream and a half-duplex
serial SIR interface. No analog processing is performed on-chip. The role of the SIR block is to
provide a digital encoded output and decoded input to the UART. When enabled, the SIR block
uses the UnTx and UnRx pins for the SIR protocol. These signals should be connected to an infrared
transceiver to implement an IrDA SIR physical layer link. The SIR block can receive and transmit,
but it is only half-duplex so it cannot do both at the same time. Transmission must be stopped before
data can be received. The IrDA SIR physical layer specifies a minimum 10-ms delay between
transmission and reception. The SIR block has two modes of operation:

■ In normal IrDA mode, a zero logic level is transmitted as a high pulse of 3/16th duration of the
selected baud rate bit period on the output pin, while logic one levels are transmitted as a static
LOW signal. These levels control the driver of an infrared transmitter, sending a pulse of light
for each zero. On the reception side, the incoming light pulses energize the photo transistor base
of the receiver, pulling its output LOW and driving the UART input pin LOW.

■ In low-power IrDA mode, the width of the transmitted infrared pulse is set to three times the
period of the internally generated IrLPBaud16 signal (1.63 µs, assuming a nominal 1.8432 MHz
frequency) by changing the appropriate bit in the UARTCTL register (see page 1186).

Whether the device is in normal or low-power IrDA mode, a start bit is deemed valid if the decoder
is still Low, one period of IrLPBaud16 after the Low was first detected. This enables a normal-mode
UART to receive data from a low-power mode UART that can transmit pulses as small as 1.41 µs.
Thus, for both low-power and normal mode operation, the ILPDVSR field in the UARTILPR register
must be programmed such that 1.42 MHz < FIrLPBaud16 < 2.12 MHz, resulting in a low-power pulse
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duration of 1.41–2.11 μs (three times the period of IrLPBaud16). The minimum frequency of
IrLPBaud16 ensures that pulses less than one period of IrLPBaud16 are rejected, but pulses
greater than 1.4 μs are accepted as valid pulses.

Figure 16-3 on page 1165 shows the UART transmit and receive signals, with and without IrDA
modulation.

Figure 16-3. IrDA Data Modulation
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Data bits
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UnTx with IrDA

UnRx with IrDA

UnRx

Stop
bit

In both normal and low-power IrDA modes:

■ During transmission, the UART data bit is used as the base for encoding

■ During reception, the decoded bits are transferred to the UART receive logic

The IrDA SIR physical layer specifies a half-duplex communication link, with a minimum 10-ms
delay between transmission and reception. This delay must be generated by software because it
is not automatically supported by the UART. The delay is required because the infrared receiver
electronics might become biased or even saturated from the optical power coupled from the adjacent
transmitter LED. This delay is known as latency or receiver setup time.

16.3.5 ISO 7816 Support
The UART offers basic support to allow communication with an ISO 7816 smartcard. When bit 3
(SMART) of the UARTCTL register is set, the UnTx signal is used as a bit clock, and the UnRx signal
is used as the half-duplex communication line connected to the smartcard. A GPIO signal can be
used to generate the reset signal to the smartcard. The remaining smartcard signals should be
provided by the system design. The maximum clock rate in this mode is system clock / 16.

When using ISO 7816 mode, the UARTLCRH register must be set to transmit 8-bit words (WLEN
bits 6:5 configured to 0x3) with EVEN parity (PEN set and EPS set). In this mode, the UART
automatically uses 2 stop bits, and the STP2 bit of the UARTLCRH register is ignored.

If a parity error is detected during transmission, UnRx is pulled Low during the second stop bit. In
this case, the UART aborts the transmission, flushes the transmit FIFO and discards any data it
contains, and raises a parity error interrupt, allowing software to detect the problem and initiate
retransmission of the affected data. Note that the UART does not support automatic retransmission
in this case.
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16.3.6 Modem Handshake Support
This section describes how to configure and use the modem flow control and status signals for a
UART when connected as a DTE (data terminal equipment) or as a DCE (data communications
equipment). In general, a modem is a DCE and a computing device that connects to a modem is
the DTE.

16.3.6.1 Signaling
The status signals provided by a UART differ based on whether the UART is used as a DTE or
DCE. When used as a DTE, the modem flow control and status signals are defined as:

■ UnCTS is Clear To Send

■ UnDSR is Data Set Ready

■ UnDCD is Data Carrier Detect

■ UnRI is Ring Indicator

■ UnRTS is Request To Send

■ UnDTR is Data Terminal Ready

When used as a DCE, the modem flow control and status signals are defined as:

■ UnCTS is Request To Send

■ UnDSR is Data Terminal Ready

■ UnRTS is Clear To Send

■ UnDTR is Data Set Ready

Note that the support for DCE functions Data Carrier Detect and Ring Indicator are not provided. If
these signals are required, their function can be emulated by using a general-purpose I/O signal
and providing software support.

16.3.6.2 Flow Control
Flow control can be accomplished by either hardware or software. The following sections describe
the different methods.

Hardware Flow Control (RTS/CTS)

Hardware flow control between two devices is accomplished by connecting the UnRTS output to the
Clear-To-Send input on the receiving device, and connecting the Request-To-Send output on the
receiving device to the UnCTS input.

The UnCTS input controls the transmitter. The transmitter may only transmit data when the UnCTS
input is asserted. The UnRTS output signal indicates the state of the receive FIFO. UnCTS remains
asserted until the preprogrammed watermark level is reached, indicating that the Receive FIFO has
no space to store additional characters.

The UARTCTL register bits 15 (CTSEN) and 14 (RTSEN) specify the flow control mode as shown in
Table 16-2 on page 1167.
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Table 16-2. Flow Control Mode

DescriptionRTSENCTSEN

RTS and CTS flow control enabled11

Only CTS flow control enabled01

Only RTS flow control enabled10

Both RTS and CTS flow control disabled00

Note that when RTSEN is 1, software cannot modify the UnRTS output value through the UARTCTL
register Request to Send (RTS) bit, and the status of the RTS bit should be ignored.

Software Flow Control (Modem Status Interrupts)

Software flow control between two devices is accomplished by using interrupts to indicate the status
of the UART. Interrupts may be generated for the UnDSR, UnDCD, UnCTS, and UnRI signals using
bits 3:0 of the UARTIM register, respectively. The raw and masked interrupt status may be checked
using the UARTRIS and UARTMIS register. These interrupts may be cleared using the UARTICR
register.

16.3.7 9-Bit UART Mode
The UART provides a 9-bit mode that is enabled with the 9BITEN bit in the UART9BITADDR
register. This feature is useful in a multi-drop configuration of the UART where a single master
connected to multiple slaves can communicate with a particular slave through its address or set of
addresses along with a qualifier for an address byte. All the slaves check for the address qualifier
in the place of the parity bit and, if set, then compare the byte received with the preprogrammed
address. If the address matches, then it receives or sends further data. If the address does not
match, it drops the address byte and any subsequent data bytes. If the UART is in 9-bit mode, then
the receiver operates with no parity mode. The address can be predefined to match with the received
byte and it can be configured with the UART9BITADDR register. The matching can be extended
to a set of addresses using the address mask in the UART9BITAMASK register. By default, the
UART9BITAMASK is 0xFF, meaning that only the specified address is matched.

When not finding a match, the rest of the data bytes with the 9th bit cleared are dropped. If a match
is found, then an interrupt is generated to the NVIC for further action. The subsequent data bytes
with the cleared 9th bit are stored in the FIFO. Software can mask this interrupt in case μDMA and/or
FIFO operations are enabled for this instance and processor intervention is not required. All the
send transactions with 9-bit mode are data bytes and the 9th bit is cleared. Software can override
the 9th bit to be set (to indicate address) by overriding the parity settings to sticky parity with odd
parity enabled for a particular byte. To match the transmission time with correct parity settings, the
address byte can be transmitted as a single then a burst transfer. The Transmit FIFO does not hold
the address/data bit, hence software should take care of enabling the address bit appropriately.

16.3.8 FIFO Operation
The UART has two 16x8 FIFOs; one for transmit and one for receive. Both FIFOs are accessed via
theUARTData (UARTDR) register (see page 1173). Read operations of theUARTDR register return
a 12-bit value consisting of 8 data bits and 4 error flags while write operations place 8-bit data in
the transmit FIFO.

Out of reset, both FIFOs are disabled and act as 1-byte-deep holding registers. The FIFOs are
enabled by setting the FEN bit in UARTLCRH (page 1184).

FIFO status can be monitored via theUART Flag (UARTFR) register (see page 1178) and theUART
Receive Status (UARTRSR) register. Hardware monitors empty, full and overrun conditions. The
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UARTFR register contains empty and full flags (TXFE, TXFF, RXFE, and RXFF bits), and the
UARTRSR register shows overrun status via the OE bit. If the FIFOs are disabled, the empty and
full flags are set according to the status of the 1-byte-deep holding registers.

The trigger points at which the FIFOs generate interrupts is controlled via the UART Interrupt FIFO
Level Select (UARTIFLS) register (see page 1190). Both FIFOs can be individually configured to
trigger interrupts at different levels. Available configurations include ⅛, ¼, ½, ¾, and ⅞. For example,
if the ¼ option is selected for the receive FIFO, the UART generates a receive interrupt after 4 data
bytes are received. Out of reset, both FIFOs are configured to trigger an interrupt at the ½ mark.

16.3.9 Interrupts
The UART can generate interrupts when the following conditions are observed:

■ Overrun Error

■ Break Error

■ Parity Error

■ Framing Error

■ Receive Timeout

■ Transmit (when condition defined in the TXIFLSEL bit in the UARTIFLS register is met, or if the
EOT bit in UARTCTL is set, when the last bit of all transmitted data leaves the serializer)

■ Receive (when condition defined in the RXIFLSEL bit in the UARTIFLS register is met)

All of the interrupt events are ORed together before being sent to the interrupt controller, so the
UART can only generate a single interrupt request to the controller at any given time. Software can
service multiple interrupt events in a single interrupt service routine by reading the UART Masked
Interrupt Status (UARTMIS) register (see page 1200).

The interrupt events that can trigger a controller-level interrupt are defined in the UART Interrupt
Mask (UARTIM) register (see page 1192) by setting the corresponding IM bits. If interrupts are not
used, the raw interrupt status is visible via the UART Raw Interrupt Status (UARTRIS) register
(see page 1196).

Note: For receive timeout, the RTIM bit in the UARTIM register must be set to see the RTMIS and
RTRIS status in the UARTMIS and UARTRIS registers.

Interrupts are always cleared (for both the UARTMIS and UARTRIS registers) by writing a 1 to the
corresponding bit in the UART Interrupt Clear (UARTICR) register (see page 1204).

The receive timeout interrupt is asserted when the receive FIFO is not empty, and no further data
is received over a 32-bit period when the HSE bit is clear or over a 64-bit period when the HSE bit
is set. The receive timeout interrupt is cleared either when the FIFO becomes empty through reading
all the data (or by reading the holding register), or when a 1 is written to the corresponding bit in the
UARTICR register.

The receive interrupt changes state when one of the following events occurs:

■ If the FIFOs are enabled and the receive FIFO reaches the programmed trigger level, the RXRIS
bit is set. The receive interrupt is cleared by reading data from the receive FIFO until it becomes
less than the trigger level, or by clearing the interrupt by writing a 1 to the RXIC bit.
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■ If the FIFOs are disabled (have a depth of one location) and data is received thereby filling the
location, the RXRIS bit is set. The receive interrupt is cleared by performing a single read of the
receive FIFO, or by clearing the interrupt by writing a 1 to the RXIC bit.

The transmit interrupt changes state when one of the following events occurs:

■ If the FIFOs are enabled and the transmit FIFO progresses through the programmed trigger
level, the TXRIS bit is set. The transmit interrupt is based on a transition through level, therefore
the FIFO must be written past the programmed trigger level otherwise no further transmit interrupts
will be generated. The transmit interrupt is cleared by writing data to the transmit FIFO until it
becomes greater than the trigger level, or by clearing the interrupt by writing a 1 to the TXIC bit.

■ If the FIFOs are disabled (have a depth of one location) and there is no data present in the
transmitters single location, the TXRIS bit is set. It is cleared by performing a single write to the
transmit FIFO, or by clearing the interrupt by writing a 1 to the TXIC bit.

16.3.10 Loopback Operation
The UART can be placed into an internal loopback mode for diagnostic or debug work by setting
the LBE bit in the UARTCTL register (see page 1186). In loopback mode, data transmitted on the
UnTx output is received on the UnRx input. Note that the LBE bit should be set before the UART is
enabled.

16.3.11 DMA Operation
The UART provides an interface to the μDMA controller with separate channels for transmit and
receive. The DMA operation of the UART is enabled through the UART DMA Control
(UARTDMACTL) register. When DMA operation is enabled, the UART asserts a DMA request on
the receive or transmit channel when the associated FIFO can transfer data. For the receive channel,
a single transfer request is asserted whenever any data is in the receive FIFO. A burst transfer
request is asserted whenever the amount of data in the receive FIFO is at or above the FIFO trigger
level configured in the UARTIFLS register. For the transmit channel, a single transfer request is
asserted whenever there is at least one empty location in the transmit FIFO. The burst request is
asserted whenever the transmit FIFO contains fewer characters than the FIFO trigger level. The
single and burst DMA transfer requests are handled automatically by the μDMA controller depending
on how the DMA channel is configured.

To enable DMA operation for the receive channel, set the RXDMAE bit of the DMA Control
(UARTDMACTL) register. To enable DMA operation for the transmit channel, set the TXDMAE bit
of the UARTDMACTL register. The UART can also be configured to stop using DMA for the receive
channel if a receive error occurs. If the DMAERR bit of the UARTDMACR register is set and a receive
error occurs, the DMA receive requests are automatically disabled. This error condition can be
cleared by clearing the appropriate UART error interrupt.

When the µDMA is finished transferring data to the TX FIFO or from the RX FIFO, a dma_done
signal is sent to the UART to indicate completion. The dma_done status is indicated through the
DMATXRIS and DMARXIS bits of the UARTRIS register. An interrupt can be generated from these
status bits by setting the DMATXIM and/or DMARXIM bits in the UARTIM register.

Note: The DMATXRIS bit can be used to indicate the µDMA's completion of data transfer to the
TX FIFO. To indicate transfer completion from the UART's serializer, the end-of-transmission
bit (EOT bit) should be enabled in the UARTCTL register. An interrupt can be generated on
an end-of-transmission completion by setting the EOTIM bit of the UARTIM register.

See “Micro Direct Memory Access (μDMA)” on page 676 for more details about programming the
μDMA controller.
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16.4 Initialization and Configuration
To enable and initialize the UART, the following steps are necessary:

1. Enable the UART module using the RCGCUART register (see page 388).

2. Enable the clock to the appropriate GPIO module via the RCGCGPIO register (see page 382).
To find out which GPIO port to enable, refer to Table 26-5 on page 1806.

3. Set the GPIO AFSEL bits for the appropriate pins (see page 768). To determine which GPIOs to
configure, see Table 26-4 on page 1795.

4. Configure the GPIO current level and/or slew rate as specified for the mode selected (see
page 770 and page 778).

5. Configure the PMCn fields in theGPIOPCTL register to assign the UART signals to the appropriate
pins (see page 785 and Table 26-5 on page 1806).

To use the UART, the peripheral clock must be enabled by setting the appropriate bit in the
RCGCUART register (page 388). In addition, the clock to the appropriate GPIO module must be
enabled via the RCGCGPIO register (page 382) in the System Control module. To find out which
GPIO port to enable, refer to Table 26-5 on page 1806.

This section discusses the steps that are required to use a UART module. For this example, the
UART clock is assumed to be 20 MHz, and the desired UART configuration is:

■ 115200 baud rate

■ Data length of 8 bits

■ One stop bit

■ No parity

■ FIFOs disabled

■ No interrupts

The first thing to consider when programming the UART is the baud-rate divisor (BRD), because
the UARTIBRD and UARTFBRD registers must be written before the UARTLCRH register. Using
the equation described in “Baud-Rate Generation” on page 1163, the BRD can be calculated:

BRD = 20,000,000 / (16 * 115,200) = 10.8507

which means that the DIVINT field of the UARTIBRD register (see page 1182) should be set to 10
decimal or 0xA. The value to be loaded into the UARTFBRD register (see page 1183) is calculated
by the equation:

UARTFBRD[DIVFRAC] = integer(0.8507 * 64 + 0.5) = 54

With the BRD values in hand, the UART configuration is written to the module in the following order:

1. Disable the UART by clearing the UARTEN bit in the UARTCTL register.

2. Write the integer portion of the BRD to the UARTIBRD register.

3. Write the fractional portion of the BRD to the UARTFBRD register.
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4. Write the desired serial parameters to the UARTLCRH register (in this case, a value of
0x0000.0060).

5. Configure the UART clock source by writing to the UARTCC register.

6. Optionally, configure the µDMA channel (see “Micro Direct Memory Access (μDMA)” on page 676)
and enable the DMA option(s) in the UARTDMACTL register.

7. Enable the UART by setting the UARTEN bit in the UARTCTL register.

16.5 Register Map
Table 16-3 on page 1171 lists the UART registers. The offset listed is a hexadecimal increment to the
register's address, relative to that UART's base address:

■ UART0: 0x4000.C000
■ UART1: 0x4000.D000
■ UART2: 0x4000.E000
■ UART3: 0x4000.F000
■ UART4: 0x4001.0000
■ UART5: 0x4001.1000
■ UART6: 0x4001.2000
■ UART7: 0x4001.3000

The UART module clock must be enabled before the registers can be programmed (see page 388).
There must be a delay of 3 system clocks after the UART module clock is enabled before any UART
module registers are accessed.

The UART must be disabled (see the UARTEN bit in theUARTCTL register on page 1186) before any
of the control registers are reprogrammed. When the UART is disabled during a TX or RX operation,
the current transaction is completed prior to the UART stopping.

Note: Registers that contain bits for modem control or status only apply to the following UARTs:

■ UART0 (modem flow control and modem status)

■ UART1 (modem flow control and modem status)

■ UART2 (modem flow control)

■ UART3 (modem flow control)

■ UART4 (modem flow control)

Table 16-3. UART Register Map

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

1173UART Data0x0000.0000RWUARTDR0x000

1175UART Receive Status/Error Clear0x0000.0000RWUARTRSR/UARTECR0x004

1178UART Flag0x0000.0090ROUARTFR0x018

1181UART IrDA Low-Power Register0x0000.0000RWUARTILPR0x020
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Table 16-3. UART Register Map (continued)

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

1182UART Integer Baud-Rate Divisor0x0000.0000RWUARTIBRD0x024

1183UART Fractional Baud-Rate Divisor0x0000.0000RWUARTFBRD0x028

1184UART Line Control0x0000.0000RWUARTLCRH0x02C

1186UART Control0x0000.0300RWUARTCTL0x030

1190UART Interrupt FIFO Level Select0x0000.0012RWUARTIFLS0x034

1192UART Interrupt Mask0x0000.0000RWUARTIM0x038

1196UART Raw Interrupt Status0x0000.0000ROUARTRIS0x03C

1200UART Masked Interrupt Status0x0000.0000ROUARTMIS0x040

1204UART Interrupt Clear0x0000.0000W1CUARTICR0x044

1206UART DMA Control0x0000.0000RWUARTDMACTL0x048

1207UART 9-Bit Self Address0x0000.0000RWUART9BITADDR0x0A4

1208UART 9-Bit Self Address Mask0x0000.00FFRWUART9BITAMASK0x0A8

1209UART Peripheral Properties0x0000.000FROUARTPP0xFC0

1211UART Clock Configuration0x0000.0000RWUARTCC0xFC8

1212UART Peripheral Identification 40x0000.0060ROUARTPeriphID40xFD0

1213UART Peripheral Identification 50x0000.0000ROUARTPeriphID50xFD4

1214UART Peripheral Identification 60x0000.0000ROUARTPeriphID60xFD8

1215UART Peripheral Identification 70x0000.0000ROUARTPeriphID70xFDC

1216UART Peripheral Identification 00x0000.0011ROUARTPeriphID00xFE0

1217UART Peripheral Identification 10x0000.0000ROUARTPeriphID10xFE4

1218UART Peripheral Identification 20x0000.0018ROUARTPeriphID20xFE8

1219UART Peripheral Identification 30x0000.0001ROUARTPeriphID30xFEC

1220UART PrimeCell Identification 00x0000.000DROUARTPCellID00xFF0

1221UART PrimeCell Identification 10x0000.00F0ROUARTPCellID10xFF4

1222UART PrimeCell Identification 20x0000.0005ROUARTPCellID20xFF8

1223UART PrimeCell Identification 30x0000.00B1ROUARTPCellID30xFFC

16.6 Register Descriptions
The remainder of this section lists and describes the UART registers, in numerical order by address
offset.
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Register 1: UART Data (UARTDR), offset 0x000

Important: This register is read-sensitive. See the register description for details.

This register is the data register (the interface to the FIFOs).

For transmitted data, if the FIFO is enabled, data written to this location is pushed onto the transmit
FIFO. If the FIFO is disabled, data is stored in the transmitter holding register (the bottom word of
the transmit FIFO). A write to this register initiates a transmission from the UART.

For received data, if the FIFO is enabled, the data byte and the 4-bit status (break, frame, parity,
and overrun) is pushed onto the 12-bit wide receive FIFO. If the FIFO is disabled, the data byte and
status are stored in the receiving holding register (the bottom word of the receive FIFO). The received
data can be retrieved by reading this register.

UART Data (UARTDR)
UART0 base: 0x4000.C000
UART1 base: 0x4000.D000
UART2 base: 0x4000.E000
UART3 base: 0x4000.F000
UART4 base: 0x4001.0000
UART5 base: 0x4001.1000
UART6 base: 0x4001.2000
UART7 base: 0x4001.3000
Offset 0x000
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DATAFEPEBEOEreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.0ROreserved31:12

UART Overrun Error

DescriptionValue

No data has been lost due to a FIFO overrun.0

New data was received when the FIFO was full, resulting in
data loss.

1

0ROOE11
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

UART Break Error

DescriptionValue

No break condition has occurred0

A break condition has been detected, indicating that the receive
data input was held Low for longer than a full-word transmission
time (defined as start, data, parity, and stop bits).

1

In FIFO mode, this error is associated with the character at the top of
the FIFO. When a break occurs, only one 0 character is loaded into the
FIFO. The next character is only enabled after the received data input
goes to a 1 (marking state), and the next valid start bit is received.

0ROBE10

UART Parity Error

DescriptionValue

No parity error has occurred0

The parity of the received data character does not match the
parity defined by bits 2 and 7 of the UARTLCRH register.

1

In FIFO mode, this error is associated with the character at the top of
the FIFO.

0ROPE9

UART Framing Error

DescriptionValue

No framing error has occurred0

The received character does not have a valid stop bit (a valid
stop bit is 1).

1

0ROFE8

Data Transmitted or Received
Data that is to be transmitted via the UART is written to this field.
When read, this field contains the data that was received by the UART.

0x00RWDATA7:0
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Register 2: UART Receive Status/Error Clear (UARTRSR/UARTECR), offset
0x004
The UARTRSR/UARTECR register is the receive status register/error clear register.

In addition to the UARTDR register, receive status can also be read from the UARTRSR register.
If the status is read from this register, then the status information corresponds to the entry read from
UARTDR prior to reading UARTRSR. The status information for overrun is set immediately when
an overrun condition occurs.

The UARTRSR register cannot be written.

A write of any value to the UARTECR register clears the framing, parity, break, and overrun errors.
All the bits are cleared on reset.

Read-Only Status Register

UART Receive Status/Error Clear (UARTRSR/UARTECR)
UART0 base: 0x4000.C000
UART1 base: 0x4000.D000
UART2 base: 0x4000.E000
UART3 base: 0x4000.F000
UART4 base: 0x4001.0000
UART5 base: 0x4001.1000
UART6 base: 0x4001.2000
UART7 base: 0x4001.3000
Offset 0x004
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

FEPEBEOEreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:4

UART Overrun Error

DescriptionValue

No data has been lost due to a FIFO overrun.0

New data was received when the FIFO was full, resulting in
data loss.

1

This bit is cleared by a write to UARTECR.
The FIFO contents remain valid because no further data is written when
the FIFO is full, only the contents of the shift register are overwritten.
The CPU must read the data in order to empty the FIFO.

0ROOE3
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

UART Break Error

DescriptionValue

No break condition has occurred0

A break condition has been detected, indicating that the receive
data input was held Low for longer than a full-word transmission
time (defined as start, data, parity, and stop bits).

1

This bit is cleared to 0 by a write to UARTECR.
In FIFO mode, this error is associated with the character at the top of
the FIFO. When a break occurs, only one 0 character is loaded into the
FIFO. The next character is only enabled after the receive data input
goes to a 1 (marking state) and the next valid start bit is received.

0ROBE2

UART Parity Error

DescriptionValue

No parity error has occurred0

The parity of the received data character does not match the
parity defined by bits 2 and 7 of the UARTLCRH register.

1

This bit is cleared to 0 by a write to UARTECR.

0ROPE1

UART Framing Error

DescriptionValue

No framing error has occurred0

The received character does not have a valid stop bit (a valid
stop bit is 1).

1

This bit is cleared to 0 by a write to UARTECR.
In FIFO mode, this error is associated with the character at the top of
the FIFO.

0ROFE0

Write-Only Error Clear Register

UART Receive Status/Error Clear (UARTRSR/UARTECR)
UART0 base: 0x4000.C000
UART1 base: 0x4000.D000
UART2 base: 0x4000.E000
UART3 base: 0x4000.F000
UART4 base: 0x4001.0000
UART5 base: 0x4001.1000
UART6 base: 0x4001.2000
UART7 base: 0x4001.3000
Offset 0x004
Type WO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

WOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DATAreserved

WOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOType
0000000000000000Reset
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00WOreserved31:8

Error Clear
A write to this register of any data clears the framing, parity, break, and
overrun flags.

0x00WODATA7:0
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Register 3: UART Flag (UARTFR), offset 0x018
The UARTFR register is the flag register. After reset, the TXFF, RXFF, and BUSY bits are 0, and
TXFE and RXFE bits are 1.

Note: Registers that contain bits for modem control or status only apply to the following UARTs:

■ UART0 (modem flow control and modem status)

■ UART1 (modem flow control and modem status)

■ UART2 (modem flow control)

■ UART3 (modem flow control)

■ UART4 (modem flow control)

UART Flag (UARTFR)
UART0 base: 0x4000.C000
UART1 base: 0x4000.D000
UART2 base: 0x4000.E000
UART3 base: 0x4000.F000
UART4 base: 0x4001.0000
UART5 base: 0x4001.1000
UART6 base: 0x4001.2000
UART7 base: 0x4001.3000
Offset 0x018
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0090

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CTSDSRDCDBUSYRXFETXFFRXFFTXFERIreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000100100000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:9

Ring Indicator

DescriptionValue

The UnRI signal is not asserted.0

The UnRI signal is asserted.1

0RORI8
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

UART Transmit FIFO Empty
The meaning of this bit depends on the state of the FEN bit in the
UARTLCRH register.

DescriptionValue

The transmitter has data to transmit.0

If the FIFO is disabled (FEN is 0), the transmit holding register
is empty.
If the FIFO is enabled (FEN is 1), the transmit FIFO is empty.

1

1ROTXFE7

UART Receive FIFO Full
The meaning of this bit depends on the state of the FEN bit in the
UARTLCRH register.

DescriptionValue

The receiver can receive data.0

If the FIFO is disabled (FEN is 0), the receive holding register
is full.
If the FIFO is enabled (FEN is 1), the receive FIFO is full.

1

0RORXFF6

UART Transmit FIFO Full
The meaning of this bit depends on the state of the FEN bit in the
UARTLCRH register.

DescriptionValue

The transmitter is not full.0

If the FIFO is disabled (FEN is 0), the transmit holding register
is full.
If the FIFO is enabled (FEN is 1), the transmit FIFO is full.

1

0ROTXFF5

UART Receive FIFO Empty
The meaning of this bit depends on the state of the FEN bit in the
UARTLCRH register.

DescriptionValue

The receiver is not empty.0

If the FIFO is disabled (FEN is 0), the receive holding register
is empty.
If the FIFO is enabled (FEN is 1), the receive FIFO is empty.

1

1RORXFE4
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

UART Busy

DescriptionValue

The UART is not busy.0

The UART is busy transmitting data. This bit remains set until
the complete byte, including all stop bits, has been sent from
the shift register.

1

This bit is set as soon as the transmit FIFO becomes non-empty
(regardless of whether UART is enabled).

0ROBUSY3

Data Carrier Detect

DescriptionValue

The UnDCD signal is not asserted.0

The UnDCD signal is asserted.1

0RODCD2

Data Set Ready

DescriptionValue

The UnDSR signal is not asserted.0

The UnDSR signal is asserted.1

0RODSR1

Clear To Send

DescriptionValue

The U1CTS signal is not asserted.0

The UnCTS signal is asserted.1

0ROCTS0
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Register 4: UART IrDA Low-Power Register (UARTILPR), offset 0x020
TheUARTILPR register stores the 8-bit low-power counter divisor value used to derive the low-power
SIR pulse width clock by dividing down the system clock (SysClk). All the bits are cleared when
reset.

The internal IrLPBaud16 clock is generated by dividing down SysClk according to the low-power
divisor value written to UARTILPR. The duration of SIR pulses generated when low-power mode
is enabled is three times the period of the IrLPBaud16 clock. The low-power divisor value is
calculated as follows:

ILPDVSR = SysClk / FIrLPBaud16

where FIrLPBaud16 is nominally 1.8432 MHz.

Because the IrLPBaud16 clock is used to sample transmitted data irrespective of mode, the
ILPDVSR field must be programmed in both low power and normal mode,such that 1.42 MHz <
FIrLPBaud16 < 2.12 MHz, resulting in a low-power pulse duration of 1.41–2.11 μs (three times the
period of IrLPBaud16). The minimum frequency of IrLPBaud16 ensures that pulses less than
one period of IrLPBaud16 are rejected, but pulses greater than 1.4 μs are accepted as valid pulses.

Note: Zero is an illegal value. Programming a zero value results in no IrLPBaud16 pulses being
generated.

UART IrDA Low-Power Register (UARTILPR)
UART0 base: 0x4000.C000
UART1 base: 0x4000.D000
UART2 base: 0x4000.E000
UART3 base: 0x4000.F000
UART4 base: 0x4001.0000
UART5 base: 0x4001.1000
UART6 base: 0x4001.2000
UART7 base: 0x4001.3000
Offset 0x020
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

ILPDVSRreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

IrDA Low-Power Divisor
This field contains the 8-bit low-power divisor value.

0x00RWILPDVSR7:0
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Register 5: UART Integer Baud-Rate Divisor (UARTIBRD), offset 0x024
The UARTIBRD register is the integer part of the baud-rate divisor value. All the bits are cleared
on reset. The minimum possible divide ratio is 1 (whenUARTIBRD=0), in which case theUARTFBRD
register is ignored. When changing the UARTIBRD register, the new value does not take effect until
transmission/reception of the current character is complete. Any changes to the baud-rate divisor
must be followed by a write to the UARTLCRH register. See “Baud-Rate Generation” on page 1163
for configuration details.

UART Integer Baud-Rate Divisor (UARTIBRD)
UART0 base: 0x4000.C000
UART1 base: 0x4000.D000
UART2 base: 0x4000.E000
UART3 base: 0x4000.F000
UART4 base: 0x4001.0000
UART5 base: 0x4001.1000
UART6 base: 0x4001.2000
UART7 base: 0x4001.3000
Offset 0x024
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DIVINT

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:16

Integer Baud-Rate Divisor0x0000RWDIVINT15:0
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Register 6: UART Fractional Baud-Rate Divisor (UARTFBRD), offset 0x028
The UARTFBRD register is the fractional part of the baud-rate divisor value. All the bits are cleared
on reset. When changing the UARTFBRD register, the new value does not take effect until
transmission/reception of the current character is complete. Any changes to the baud-rate divisor
must be followed by a write to the UARTLCRH register. See “Baud-Rate Generation” on page 1163
for configuration details.

UART Fractional Baud-Rate Divisor (UARTFBRD)
UART0 base: 0x4000.C000
UART1 base: 0x4000.D000
UART2 base: 0x4000.E000
UART3 base: 0x4000.F000
UART4 base: 0x4001.0000
UART5 base: 0x4001.1000
UART6 base: 0x4001.2000
UART7 base: 0x4001.3000
Offset 0x028
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DIVFRACreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:6

Fractional Baud-Rate Divisor0x0RWDIVFRAC5:0
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Register 7: UART Line Control (UARTLCRH), offset 0x02C
The UARTLCRH register is the line control register. Serial parameters such as data length, parity,
and stop bit selection are implemented in this register.

When updating the baud-rate divisor (UARTIBRD and/or UARTIFRD), the UARTLCRH register
must also be written. The write strobe for the baud-rate divisor registers is tied to the UARTLCRH
register.

UART Line Control (UARTLCRH)
UART0 base: 0x4000.C000
UART1 base: 0x4000.D000
UART2 base: 0x4000.E000
UART3 base: 0x4000.F000
UART4 base: 0x4001.0000
UART5 base: 0x4001.1000
UART6 base: 0x4001.2000
UART7 base: 0x4001.3000
Offset 0x02C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

BRKPENEPSSTP2FENWLENSPSreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

UART Stick Parity Select
When bits 1, 2, and 7 ofUARTLCRH are set, the parity bit is transmitted
and checked as a 0. When bits 1 and 7 are set and 2 is cleared, the
parity bit is transmitted and checked as a 1.
When this bit is cleared, stick parity is disabled.

0RWSPS7

UART Word Length
The bits indicate the number of data bits transmitted or received in a
frame as follows:

DescriptionValue

5 bits (default)0x0

6 bits0x1

7 bits0x2

8 bits0x3

0x0RWWLEN6:5
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

UART Enable FIFOs

DescriptionValue

The FIFOs are disabled (Character mode). The FIFOs become
1-byte-deep holding registers.

0

The transmit and receive FIFO buffers are enabled (FIFO mode).1

0RWFEN4

UART Two Stop Bits Select

DescriptionValue

One stop bit is transmitted at the end of a frame.0

Two stop bits are transmitted at the end of a frame. The receive
logic does not check for two stop bits being received.
When in 7816 smartcard mode (the SMART bit is set in the
UARTCTL register), the number of stop bits is forced to 2.

1

0RWSTP23

UART Even Parity Select

DescriptionValue

Odd parity is performed, which checks for an odd number of 1s.0

Even parity generation and checking is performed during
transmission and reception, which checks for an even number
of 1s in data and parity bits.

1

This bit has no effect when parity is disabled by the PEN bit.

0RWEPS2

UART Parity Enable

DescriptionValue

Parity is disabled and no parity bit is added to the data frame.0

Parity checking and generation is enabled.1

0RWPEN1

UART Send Break

DescriptionValue

Normal use.0

A Low level is continually output on the UnTx signal, after
completing transmission of the current character. For the proper
execution of the break command, software must set this bit for
at least two frames (character periods).

1

0RWBRK0
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Register 8: UART Control (UARTCTL), offset 0x030
TheUARTCTL register is the control register. All the bits are cleared on reset except for the Transmit
Enable (TXE) and Receive Enable (RXE) bits, which are set.

To enable the UART module, the UARTEN bit must be set. If software requires a configuration change
in the module, the UARTEN bit must be cleared before the configuration changes are written. If the
UART is disabled during a transmit or receive operation, the current transaction is completed prior
to the UART stopping.

Note: Registers that contain bits for modem control or status only apply to the following UARTs:

■ UART0 (modem flow control and modem status)

■ UART1 (modem flow control and modem status)

■ UART2 (modem flow control)

■ UART3 (modem flow control)

■ UART4 (modem flow control)

Note: TheUARTCTL register should not be changed while the UART is enabled or else the results
are unpredictable. The following sequence is recommended for making changes to the
UARTCTL register.

1. Disable the UART.

2. Wait for the end of transmission or reception of the current character.

3. Flush the transmit FIFO by clearing bit 4 (FEN) in the line control register (UARTLCRH).

4. Reprogram the control register.

5. Enable the UART.

UART Control (UARTCTL)
UART0 base: 0x4000.C000
UART1 base: 0x4000.D000
UART2 base: 0x4000.E000
UART3 base: 0x4000.F000
UART4 base: 0x4001.0000
UART5 base: 0x4001.1000
UART6 base: 0x4001.2000
UART7 base: 0x4001.3000
Offset 0x030
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0300

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

UARTENSIRENSIRLPSMARTEOTHSEreservedLBETXERXEDTRRTSreservedRTSENCTSEN

RWRWRWRWRWRWRORWRWRWRWRWRORORWRWType
0000000011000000Reset
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:16

Enable Clear To Send

DescriptionValue

CTS hardware flow control is disabled.0

CTS hardware flow control is enabled. Data is only transmitted
when the UnCTS signal is asserted.

1

0RWCTSEN15

Enable Request to Send

DescriptionValue

RTS hardware flow control is disabled.0

RTS hardware flow control is enabled. Data is only requested
(by asserting UnRTS) when the receive FIFO has available
entries.

1

0RWRTSEN14

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved13:12

Request to Send
When RTSEN is clear, the status of this bit is reflected on the U1RTS
signal. If RTSEN is set, this bit is ignored on a write and should be ignored
on read.

0RWRTS11

Data Terminal Ready
This bit sets the state of the UnDTR output.

0RWDTR10

UART Receive Enable

DescriptionValue

The receive section of the UART is disabled.0

The receive section of the UART is enabled.1

If the UART is disabled in the middle of a receive, it completes the current
character before stopping.

Note: To enable reception, the UARTEN bit must also be set.

1RWRXE9

UART Transmit Enable

DescriptionValue

The transmit section of the UART is disabled.0

The transmit section of the UART is enabled.1

If the UART is disabled in the middle of a transmission, it completes the
current character before stopping.

Note: To enable transmission, the UARTEN bit must also be set.

1RWTXE8
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

UART Loop Back Enable

DescriptionValue

Normal operation.0

The UnTx path is fed through the UnRx path.1

0RWLBE7

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved6

High-Speed Enable

DescriptionValue

The UART is clocked using the system clock divided by 16.0

The UART is clocked using the system clock divided by 8.1

Note: System clock used is also dependent on the baud-rate divisor
configuration (see page 1182) and page 1183).

The state of this bit has no effect on clock generation in ISO
7816 smart card mode (the SMART bit is set).

0RWHSE5

End of Transmission
This bit determines the behavior of the TXRIS bit in the UARTRIS
register.

DescriptionValue

The TXRIS bit is set when the transmit FIFO condition specified
in UARTIFLS is met.

0

The TXRIS bit is set only after all transmitted data, including
stop bits, have cleared the serializer.

1

0RWEOT4

ISO 7816 Smart Card Support

DescriptionValue

Normal operation.0

The UART operates in Smart Card mode.1

The application must ensure that it sets 8-bit word length (WLEN set to
0x3) and even parity (PEN set to 1, EPS set to 1, SPS set to 0) in
UARTLCRH when using ISO 7816 mode.
In this mode, the value of the STP2 bit in UARTLCRH is ignored and
the number of stop bits is forced to 2. Note that the UART does not
support automatic retransmission on parity errors. If a parity error is
detected on transmission, all further transmit operations are aborted
and software must handle retransmission of the affected byte or
message.

0RWSMART3
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

UART SIR Low-Power Mode
This bit selects the IrDA encoding mode.

DescriptionValue

Low-level bits are transmitted as an active High pulse with a
width of 3/16th of the bit period.

0

The UART operates in SIR Low-Power mode. Low-level bits
are transmitted with a pulse width which is 3 times the period
of the IrLPBaud16 input signal, regardless of the selected bit
rate.

1

Setting this bit uses less power, but might reduce transmission distances.
See page 1181 for more information.

0RWSIRLP2

UART SIR Enable

DescriptionValue

Normal operation.0

The IrDA SIR block is enabled, and the UART will transmit and
receive data using SIR protocol.

1

0RWSIREN1

UART Enable

DescriptionValue

The UART is disabled.0

The UART is enabled.1

If the UART is disabled in the middle of transmission or reception, it
completes the current character before stopping.

0RWUARTEN0
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Register 9: UART Interrupt FIFO Level Select (UARTIFLS), offset 0x034
The UARTIFLS register is the interrupt FIFO level select register. You can use this register to define
the FIFO level at which the TXRIS and RXRIS bits in the UARTRIS register are triggered.

The interrupts are generated based on a transition through a level rather than being based on the
level. That is, the interrupts are generated when the fill level progresses through the trigger level.
For example, if the receive trigger level is set to the half-way mark, the interrupt is triggered as the
module is receiving the 9th character.

Out of reset, the TXIFLSEL and RXIFLSEL bits are configured so that the FIFOs trigger an interrupt
at the half-way mark.

UART Interrupt FIFO Level Select (UARTIFLS)
UART0 base: 0x4000.C000
UART1 base: 0x4000.D000
UART2 base: 0x4000.E000
UART3 base: 0x4000.F000
UART4 base: 0x4001.0000
UART5 base: 0x4001.1000
UART6 base: 0x4001.2000
UART7 base: 0x4001.3000
Offset 0x034
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0012

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TXIFLSELRXIFLSELreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROType
0100100000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:6

UART Receive Interrupt FIFO Level Select
The trigger points for the receive interrupt are as follows:

DescriptionValue

RX FIFO ≥ ⅛ full0x0

RX FIFO ≥ ¼ full0x1

RX FIFO ≥ ½ full (default)0x2

RX FIFO ≥ ¾ full0x3

RX FIFO ≥ ⅞ full0x4

Reserved0x5-0x7

0x2RWRXIFLSEL5:3
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

UART Transmit Interrupt FIFO Level Select
The trigger points for the transmit interrupt are as follows:

DescriptionValue

TX FIFO ≤ ⅞ empty0x0

TX FIFO ≤ ¾ empty0x1

TX FIFO ≤ ½ empty (default)0x2

TX FIFO ≤ ¼ empty0x3

TX FIFO ≤ ⅛ empty0x4

Reserved0x5-0x7

Note: If the EOT bit inUARTCTL is set (see page 1186), the transmit
interrupt is generated once the FIFO is completely empty and
all data including stop bits have left the transmit serializer. In
this case, the setting of TXIFLSEL is ignored.

0x2RWTXIFLSEL2:0
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Register 10: UART Interrupt Mask (UARTIM), offset 0x038
The UARTIM register is the interrupt mask set/clear register.

On a read, this register gives the current value of the mask on the relevant interrupt. Setting a bit
allows the corresponding raw interrupt signal to be routed to the interrupt controller. Clearing a bit
prevents the raw interrupt signal from being sent to the interrupt controller.

Note: Registers that contain bits for modem control or status only apply to the following UARTs:

■ UART0 (modem flow control and modem status)

■ UART1 (modem flow control and modem status)

■ UART2 (modem flow control)

■ UART3 (modem flow control)

■ UART4 (modem flow control)

UART Interrupt Mask (UARTIM)
UART0 base: 0x4000.C000
UART1 base: 0x4000.D000
UART2 base: 0x4000.E000
UART3 base: 0x4000.F000
UART4 base: 0x4001.0000
UART5 base: 0x4001.1000
UART6 base: 0x4001.2000
UART7 base: 0x4001.3000
Offset 0x038
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

DMARXIMDMATXIMreserved

RWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RIIMCTSIMDCDIMDSRIMRXIMTXIMRTIMFEIMPEIMBEIMOEIMEOTIM9BITIMreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:18

Transmit DMA Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The DMATXRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the
interrupt controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the
DMATXRIS bit in the UARTRIS register is set.

1

0RWDMATXIM17
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Receive DMA Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The DMARXRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the
interrupt controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the
DMARXRIS bit in the UARTRIS register is set.

1

0RWDMARXIM16

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved15:13

9-Bit Mode Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The 9BITRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the
interrupt controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the 9BITRIS
bit in the UARTRIS register is set.

1

0RW9BITIM12

End of Transmission Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The EOTRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the interrupt
controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the EOTRIS
bit in the UARTRIS register is set.

1

0RWEOTIM11

UART Overrun Error Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The OERIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the interrupt
controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the OERIS
bit in the UARTRIS register is set.

1

0RWOEIM10

UART Break Error Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The BERIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the interrupt
controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the BERIS
bit in the UARTRIS register is set.

1

0RWBEIM9
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

UART Parity Error Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The PERIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the interrupt
controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the PERIS
bit in the UARTRIS register is set.

1

0RWPEIM8

UART Framing Error Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The FERIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the interrupt
controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the FERIS
bit in the UARTRIS register is set.

1

0RWFEIM7

UART Receive Time-Out Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The RTRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the interrupt
controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the RTRIS
bit in the UARTRIS register is set.

1

0RWRTIM6

UART Transmit Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The TXRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the interrupt
controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the TXRIS
bit in the UARTRIS register is set.

1

0RWTXIM5

UART Receive Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The RXRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the interrupt
controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the RXRIS
bit in the UARTRIS register is set.

1

0RWRXIM4

UART Data Set Ready Modem Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The DSRRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the interrupt
controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the DSRRIS
bit in the UARTRIS register is set.

1

0RWDSRIM3
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

UART Data Carrier Detect Modem Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The DCDRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the interrupt
controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the DCDRIS
bit in the UARTRIS register is set.

1

0RWDCDIM2

UART Clear to Send Modem Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The CTSRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the interrupt
controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the CTSRIS
bit in the UARTRIS register is set.

1

0RWCTSIM1

UART Ring Indicator Modem Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The RIRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the interrupt
controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the RIRIS
bit in the UARTRIS register is set.

1

0RWRIIM0
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Register 11: UART Raw Interrupt Status (UARTRIS), offset 0x03C
The UARTRIS register is the raw interrupt status register. On a read, this register gives the current
raw status value of the corresponding interrupt. A write has no effect.

UART Raw Interrupt Status (UARTRIS)
UART0 base: 0x4000.C000
UART1 base: 0x4000.D000
UART2 base: 0x4000.E000
UART3 base: 0x4000.F000
UART4 base: 0x4001.0000
UART5 base: 0x4001.1000
UART6 base: 0x4001.2000
UART7 base: 0x4001.3000
Offset 0x03C
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

DMARXRISDMATXRISreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RIRISCTSRISDCDRISDSRRISRXRISTXRISRTRISFERISPERISBERISOERISEOTRIS9BITRISreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:18

Transmit DMA Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt0

The transmit DMA has completed.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the DMATXIC bit in the UARTICR
register.

0RODMATXRIS17

Receive DMA Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt0

The receive DMA has completed.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the DMARXIC bit in the UARTICR
register.

0RODMARXRIS16

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved15:13
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

9-Bit Mode Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt0

A receive address match has occurred.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the 9BITIC bit in the UARTICR
register.

0RO9BITRIS12

End of Transmission Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt0

The last bit of all transmitted data and flags has left the serializer.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the EOTIC bit in the UARTICR
register.

0ROEOTRIS11

UART Overrun Error Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt0

An overrun error has occurred.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the OEIC bit in the UARTICR register.

0ROOERIS10

UART Break Error Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt0

A break error has occurred.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the BEIC bit in the UARTICR register.

0ROBERIS9

UART Parity Error Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt0

A parity error has occurred.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the PEIC bit in the UARTICR register.

0ROPERIS8

UART Framing Error Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt0

A framing error has occurred.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the FEIC bit in the UARTICR register.

0ROFERIS7
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

UART Receive Time-Out Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt0

A receive time out has occurred.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the RTIC bit in the UARTICR register.
For receive timeout, the RTIM bit in the UARTIM register must be set
to see the RTRIS status.

0RORTRIS6

UART Transmit Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt0

If the EOT bit in the UARTCTL register is clear, the transmit
FIFO level has passed through the condition defined in the
UARTIFLS register.
If the EOT bit is set, the last bit of all transmitted data and flags
has left the serializer.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the TXIC bit in the UARTICR register
or by writing data to the transmit FIFO until it becomes greater than the
trigger level, if the FIFO is enabled, or by writing a single byte if the FIFO
is disabled.

0ROTXRIS5

UART Receive Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt0

The receive FIFO level has passed through the condition defined
in the UARTIFLS register.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the RXIC bit in the UARTICR register
or by reading data from the receive FIFO until it becomes less than the
trigger level, if the FIFO is enabled, or by reading a single byte if the
FIFO is disabled.

0RORXRIS4

UART Data Set Ready Modem Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt0

Data Set Ready used for software flow control.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the DSRIC bit in the UARTICR
register.

0RODSRRIS3

UART Data Carrier Detect Modem Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt0

Data Carrier Detect used for software flow control.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the DCDIC bit in the UARTICR
register.

0RODCDRIS2
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

UART Clear to Send Modem Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt0

Clear to Send used for software flow control.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the CTSIC bit in the UARTICR
register.

0ROCTSRIS1

UART Ring Indicator Modem Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt0

Ring Indicator used for software flow control.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the RIIC bit in the UARTICR register.

0RORIRIS0
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Register 12: UART Masked Interrupt Status (UARTMIS), offset 0x040
The UARTMIS register is the masked interrupt status register. On a read, this register gives the
current masked status value of the corresponding interrupt. A write has no effect.

UART Masked Interrupt Status (UARTMIS)
UART0 base: 0x4000.C000
UART1 base: 0x4000.D000
UART2 base: 0x4000.E000
UART3 base: 0x4000.F000
UART4 base: 0x4001.0000
UART5 base: 0x4001.1000
UART6 base: 0x4001.2000
UART7 base: 0x4001.3000
Offset 0x040
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

DMARXMISDMATXMISreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RIMISCTSMISDCDMISDSRMISRXMISTXMISRTMISFEMISPEMISBEMISOEMISEOTMIS9BITMISreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:18

Transmit DMA Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked interrupt was signaled due to the completion of
the transmit DMA.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the DMATXIC bit in the UARTICR
register.

0RODMATXMIS17

Receive DMA Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked interrupt was signaled due to the completion of
the receive DMA.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the DMARXIC bit in the UARTICR
register.

0RODMARXMIS16

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved15:13
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

9-Bit Mode Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked interrupt was signaled due to a receive address
match.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the 9BITIC bit in the UARTICR
register.

0RO9BITMIS12

End of Transmission Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked interrupt was signaled due to the transmission of
the last data bit.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the EOTIC bit in the UARTICR
register.

0ROEOTMIS11

UART Overrun Error Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked interrupt was signaled due to an overrun error.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the OEIC bit in the UARTICR register.

0ROOEMIS10

UART Break Error Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked interrupt was signaled due to a break error.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the BEIC bit in the UARTICR register.

0ROBEMIS9

UART Parity Error Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked interrupt was signaled due to a parity error.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the PEIC bit in the UARTICR register.

0ROPEMIS8

UART Framing Error Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked interrupt was signaled due to a framing error.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the FEIC bit in the UARTICR register.

0ROFEMIS7
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

UART Receive Time-Out Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked interrupt was signaled due to a receive time out.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the RTIC bit in the UARTICR register.
For receive timeout, the RTIM bit in the UARTIM register must be set
to see the RTMIS status.

0RORTMIS6

UART Transmit Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked interrupt was signaled due to passing through
the specified transmit FIFO level (if the EOT bit is clear) or due
to the transmission of the last data bit (if the EOT bit is set).

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the TXIC bit in the UARTICR register
or by writing data to the transmit FIFO until it becomes greater than the
trigger level, if the FIFO is enabled, or by writing a single byte if the FIFO
is disabled.

0ROTXMIS5

UART Receive Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked interrupt was signaled due to passing through
the specified receive FIFO level.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the RXIC bit in the UARTICR register
or by reading data from the receive FIFO until it becomes less than the
trigger level, if the FIFO is enabled, or by reading a single byte if the
FIFO is disabled.

0RORXMIS4

UART Data Set Ready Modem Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked interrupt was signaled due to Data Set Ready.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the DSRIC bit in the UARTICR
register.

0RODSRMIS3

UART Data Carrier Detect Modem Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked interrupt was signaled due to Data Carrier Detect.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the DCDIC bit in the UARTICR
register.

0RODCDMIS2
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

UART Clear to Send Modem Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked interrupt was signaled due to Clear to Send.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the CTSIC bit in the UARTICR
register.

0ROCTSMIS1

UART Ring Indicator Modem Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked interrupt was signaled due to Ring Indicator.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the RIIC bit in the UARTICR register.

0RORIMIS0
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Register 13: UART Interrupt Clear (UARTICR), offset 0x044
The UARTICR register is the interrupt clear register. On a write of 1, the corresponding interrupt
(both raw interrupt and masked interrupt, if enabled) is cleared. A write of 0 has no effect.

Note that bits [3:0] are only implemented on UART1. These bits are reserved on UART0 and UART2.

UART Interrupt Clear (UARTICR)
UART0 base: 0x4000.C000
UART1 base: 0x4000.D000
UART2 base: 0x4000.E000
UART3 base: 0x4000.F000
UART4 base: 0x4001.0000
UART5 base: 0x4001.1000
UART6 base: 0x4001.2000
UART7 base: 0x4001.3000
Offset 0x044
Type W1C, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

DMARXICDMATXICreserved

W1CW1CROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RIMICCTSMICDCDMICDSRMICRXICTXICRTICFEICPEICBEICOEICEOTIC9BITICreserved

W1CW1CW1CW1CW1CW1CW1CW1CW1CW1CW1CW1CRWROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:18

Transmit DMA Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the DMATXRIS bit in the UARTRIS register
and the DMATXMIS bit in the UARTMIS register.

0W1CDMATXIC17

Receive DMA Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the DMARXRIS bit in the UARTRIS register
and the DMARXMIS bit in the UARTMIS register.

0W1CDMARXIC16

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved15:13

9-Bit Mode Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the 9BITRIS bit in the UARTRIS register
and the 9BITMIS bit in the UARTMIS register.

0RW9BITIC12

End of Transmission Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the EOTRIS bit in the UARTRIS register
and the EOTMIS bit in the UARTMIS register.

0W1CEOTIC11

Overrun Error Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the OERIS bit in the UARTRIS register and
the OEMIS bit in the UARTMIS register.

0W1COEIC10
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Break Error Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the BERIS bit in the UARTRIS register and
the BEMIS bit in the UARTMIS register.

0W1CBEIC9

Parity Error Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the PERIS bit in the UARTRIS register and
the PEMIS bit in the UARTMIS register.

0W1CPEIC8

Framing Error Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the FERIS bit in the UARTRIS register and
the FEMIS bit in the UARTMIS register.

0W1CFEIC7

Receive Time-Out Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the RTRIS bit in the UARTRIS register and
the RTMIS bit in the UARTMIS register.

0W1CRTIC6

Transmit Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the TXRIS bit in the UARTRIS register and
the TXMIS bit in the UARTMIS register.

0W1CTXIC5

Receive Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the RXRIS bit in the UARTRIS register and
the RXMIS bit in the UARTMIS register.

0W1CRXIC4

UART Data Set Ready Modem Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the DSRRIS bit in the UARTRIS register
and the DSRMIS bit in the UARTMIS register.

0W1CDSRMIC3

UART Data Carrier Detect Modem Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the DCDRIS bit in the UARTRIS register
and the DCDMIS bit in the UARTMIS register.

0W1CDCDMIC2

UART Clear to Send Modem Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the CTSRIS bit in the UARTRIS register
and the CTSMIS bit in the UARTMIS register.

0W1CCTSMIC1

UART Ring Indicator Modem Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the RIRIS bit in the UARTRIS register and
the RIMIS bit in the UARTMIS register.

0W1CRIMIC0
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Register 14: UART DMA Control (UARTDMACTL), offset 0x048
The UARTDMACTL register is the DMA control register.

UART DMA Control (UARTDMACTL)
UART0 base: 0x4000.C000
UART1 base: 0x4000.D000
UART2 base: 0x4000.E000
UART3 base: 0x4000.F000
UART4 base: 0x4001.0000
UART5 base: 0x4001.1000
UART6 base: 0x4001.2000
UART7 base: 0x4001.3000
Offset 0x048
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RXDMAETXDMAEDMAERRreserved

RWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00000.000ROreserved31:3

DMA on Error

DescriptionValue

µDMA receive requests are unaffected when a receive error
occurs.

0

µDMA receive requests are automatically disabled when a
receive error occurs.

1

0RWDMAERR2

Transmit DMA Enable

DescriptionValue

µDMA for the transmit FIFO is disabled.0

µDMA for the transmit FIFO is enabled.1

0RWTXDMAE1

Receive DMA Enable

DescriptionValue

µDMA for the receive FIFO is disabled.0

µDMA for the receive FIFO is enabled.1

0RWRXDMAE0
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Register 15: UART 9-Bit Self Address (UART9BITADDR), offset 0x0A4
The UART9BITADDR register is used to write the specific address that should be matched with the
receiving byte when the 9-bit Address Mask (UART9BITAMASK) is set to 0xFF. This register is
used in conjunction with UART9BITAMASK to form a match for address-byte received.

UART 9-Bit Self Address (UART9BITADDR)
UART0 base: 0x4000.C000
UART1 base: 0x4000.D000
UART2 base: 0x4000.E000
UART3 base: 0x4000.F000
UART4 base: 0x4001.0000
UART5 base: 0x4001.1000
UART6 base: 0x4001.2000
UART7 base: 0x4001.3000
Offset 0x0A4
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

ADDRreserved9BITEN

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRORORORORORORORWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:16

Enable 9-Bit Mode

DescriptionValue

9-bit mode is disabled.0

9-bit mode is enabled.1

0RW9BITEN15

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved14:8

Self Address for 9-Bit Mode
This field contains the address that should be matched when
UART9BITAMASK is 0xFF.

0x00RWADDR7:0
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Register 16: UART 9-Bit Self Address Mask (UART9BITAMASK), offset 0x0A8
The UART9BITAMASK register is used to enable the address mask for 9-bit mode. The address
bits are masked to create a set of addresses to be matched with the received address byte.

UART 9-Bit Self Address Mask (UART9BITAMASK)
UART0 base: 0x4000.C000
UART1 base: 0x4000.D000
UART2 base: 0x4000.E000
UART3 base: 0x4000.F000
UART4 base: 0x4001.0000
UART5 base: 0x4001.1000
UART6 base: 0x4001.2000
UART7 base: 0x4001.3000
Offset 0x0A8
Type RW, reset 0x0000.00FF

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

MASKreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
1111111100000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved31:8

Self Address Mask for 9-Bit Mode
This field contains the address mask that creates a set of addresses
that should be matched.

0xFFRWMASK7:0
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Register 17: UART Peripheral Properties (UARTPP), offset 0xFC0
The UARTPP register provides information regarding the properties of the UART module.

UART Peripheral Properties (UARTPP)
UART0 base: 0x4000.C000
UART1 base: 0x4000.D000
UART2 base: 0x4000.E000
UART3 base: 0x4000.F000
UART4 base: 0x4001.0000
UART5 base: 0x4001.1000
UART6 base: 0x4001.2000
UART7 base: 0x4001.3000
Offset 0xFC0
Type RO, reset 0x0000.000F

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

SCNBMSMSEreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1111000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved31:4

Modem Support Extended

DescriptionValue

The UART module does not provide extended support for
modem control.

0

The UART module provides extended support for modem control
including UARTnDTR, UARTnDSR, UARTnDCD, and UARTnRI.

1

0x1ROMSE3

Modem Support

DescriptionValue

The UART module does not provide support for modem control.0

The UART module provides support for modem control including
UARTnRTS and UARTnCTS.

1

0x1ROMS2

9-Bit Support

DescriptionValue

The UART module does not provide support for the transmission
of 9-bit data for RS-485 support.

0

The UART module provides support for the transmission of 9-bit
data for RS-485 support.

1

0x1RONB1
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Smart Card Support

DescriptionValue

The UART module does not provide smart card support.0

The UART module provides smart card support.1

0x1ROSC0
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Register 18: UART Clock Configuration (UARTCC), offset 0xFC8
The UARTCC register controls the baud clock source for the UART module. For more information,
see the section called “Peripheral Clock Sources” on page 234.

Note: If the PIOSC is used for the UART baud clock, the system clock frequency must be at least
9 MHz in Run mode.

UART Clock Configuration (UARTCC)
UART0 base: 0x4000.C000
UART1 base: 0x4000.D000
UART2 base: 0x4000.E000
UART3 base: 0x4000.F000
UART4 base: 0x4001.0000
UART5 base: 0x4001.1000
UART6 base: 0x4001.2000
UART7 base: 0x4001.3000
Offset 0xFC8
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CSreserved

RWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:4

UART Baud Clock Source
The following table specifies the source that generates for the UART
baud clock:

DescriptionValue

System clock (based on clock source and divisor factor
programmed in RSCLKCFG register in the System Control
Module)

0x0

reserved0x1-0x4

Alternate clock source as defined by ALTCLKCFG register
in System Control Module.

0x5

Reserved0x5-0xF

0RWCS3:0
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Register 19: UART Peripheral Identification 4 (UARTPeriphID4), offset 0xFD0
The UARTPeriphIDn registers are hard-coded and the fields within the registers determine the
reset values.

UART Peripheral Identification 4 (UARTPeriphID4)
UART0 base: 0x4000.C000
UART1 base: 0x4000.D000
UART2 base: 0x4000.E000
UART3 base: 0x4000.F000
UART4 base: 0x4001.0000
UART5 base: 0x4001.1000
UART6 base: 0x4001.2000
UART7 base: 0x4001.3000
Offset 0xFD0
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0060

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PID4reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000011000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

UART Peripheral ID Register [7:0]
Can be used by software to identify the presence of this peripheral.

0x60ROPID47:0
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Register 20: UART Peripheral Identification 5 (UARTPeriphID5), offset 0xFD4
The UARTPeriphIDn registers are hard-coded and the fields within the registers determine the
reset values.

UART Peripheral Identification 5 (UARTPeriphID5)
UART0 base: 0x4000.C000
UART1 base: 0x4000.D000
UART2 base: 0x4000.E000
UART3 base: 0x4000.F000
UART4 base: 0x4001.0000
UART5 base: 0x4001.1000
UART6 base: 0x4001.2000
UART7 base: 0x4001.3000
Offset 0xFD4
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PID5reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

UART Peripheral ID Register [15:8]
Can be used by software to identify the presence of this peripheral.

0x00ROPID57:0
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Register 21: UART Peripheral Identification 6 (UARTPeriphID6), offset 0xFD8
The UARTPeriphIDn registers are hard-coded and the fields within the registers determine the
reset values.

UART Peripheral Identification 6 (UARTPeriphID6)
UART0 base: 0x4000.C000
UART1 base: 0x4000.D000
UART2 base: 0x4000.E000
UART3 base: 0x4000.F000
UART4 base: 0x4001.0000
UART5 base: 0x4001.1000
UART6 base: 0x4001.2000
UART7 base: 0x4001.3000
Offset 0xFD8
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PID6reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

UART Peripheral ID Register [23:16]
Can be used by software to identify the presence of this peripheral.

0x00ROPID67:0
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Register 22: UART Peripheral Identification 7 (UARTPeriphID7), offset 0xFDC
The UARTPeriphIDn registers are hard-coded and the fields within the registers determine the
reset values.

UART Peripheral Identification 7 (UARTPeriphID7)
UART0 base: 0x4000.C000
UART1 base: 0x4000.D000
UART2 base: 0x4000.E000
UART3 base: 0x4000.F000
UART4 base: 0x4001.0000
UART5 base: 0x4001.1000
UART6 base: 0x4001.2000
UART7 base: 0x4001.3000
Offset 0xFDC
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PID7reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

UART Peripheral ID Register [31:24]
Can be used by software to identify the presence of this peripheral.

0x00ROPID77:0
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Register 23: UART Peripheral Identification 0 (UARTPeriphID0), offset 0xFE0
The UARTPeriphIDn registers are hard-coded and the fields within the registers determine the
reset values.

UART Peripheral Identification 0 (UARTPeriphID0)
UART0 base: 0x4000.C000
UART1 base: 0x4000.D000
UART2 base: 0x4000.E000
UART3 base: 0x4000.F000
UART4 base: 0x4001.0000
UART5 base: 0x4001.1000
UART6 base: 0x4001.2000
UART7 base: 0x4001.3000
Offset 0xFE0
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0011

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PID0reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000100000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

UART Peripheral ID Register [7:0]
Can be used by software to identify the presence of this peripheral.

0x11ROPID07:0
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Register 24: UART Peripheral Identification 1 (UARTPeriphID1), offset 0xFE4
The UARTPeriphIDn registers are hard-coded and the fields within the registers determine the
reset values.

UART Peripheral Identification 1 (UARTPeriphID1)
UART0 base: 0x4000.C000
UART1 base: 0x4000.D000
UART2 base: 0x4000.E000
UART3 base: 0x4000.F000
UART4 base: 0x4001.0000
UART5 base: 0x4001.1000
UART6 base: 0x4001.2000
UART7 base: 0x4001.3000
Offset 0xFE4
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PID1reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

UART Peripheral ID Register [15:8]
Can be used by software to identify the presence of this peripheral.

0x00ROPID17:0
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Register 25: UART Peripheral Identification 2 (UARTPeriphID2), offset 0xFE8
The UARTPeriphIDn registers are hard-coded and the fields within the registers determine the
reset values.

UART Peripheral Identification 2 (UARTPeriphID2)
UART0 base: 0x4000.C000
UART1 base: 0x4000.D000
UART2 base: 0x4000.E000
UART3 base: 0x4000.F000
UART4 base: 0x4001.0000
UART5 base: 0x4001.1000
UART6 base: 0x4001.2000
UART7 base: 0x4001.3000
Offset 0xFE8
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0018

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PID2reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0001100000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

UART Peripheral ID Register [23:16]
Can be used by software to identify the presence of this peripheral.

0x18ROPID27:0
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Register 26: UART Peripheral Identification 3 (UARTPeriphID3), offset 0xFEC
The UARTPeriphIDn registers are hard-coded and the fields within the registers determine the
reset values.

UART Peripheral Identification 3 (UARTPeriphID3)
UART0 base: 0x4000.C000
UART1 base: 0x4000.D000
UART2 base: 0x4000.E000
UART3 base: 0x4000.F000
UART4 base: 0x4001.0000
UART5 base: 0x4001.1000
UART6 base: 0x4001.2000
UART7 base: 0x4001.3000
Offset 0xFEC
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0001

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PID3reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

UART Peripheral ID Register [31:24]
Can be used by software to identify the presence of this peripheral.

0x01ROPID37:0
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Register 27: UART PrimeCell Identification 0 (UARTPCellID0), offset 0xFF0
The UARTPCellIDn registers are hard-coded and the fields within the registers determine the reset
values.

UART PrimeCell Identification 0 (UARTPCellID0)
UART0 base: 0x4000.C000
UART1 base: 0x4000.D000
UART2 base: 0x4000.E000
UART3 base: 0x4000.F000
UART4 base: 0x4001.0000
UART5 base: 0x4001.1000
UART6 base: 0x4001.2000
UART7 base: 0x4001.3000
Offset 0xFF0
Type RO, reset 0x0000.000D

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CID0reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1011000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

UART PrimeCell ID Register [7:0]
Provides software a standard cross-peripheral identification system.

0x0DROCID07:0
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Register 28: UART PrimeCell Identification 1 (UARTPCellID1), offset 0xFF4
The UARTPCellIDn registers are hard-coded and the fields within the registers determine the reset
values.

UART PrimeCell Identification 1 (UARTPCellID1)
UART0 base: 0x4000.C000
UART1 base: 0x4000.D000
UART2 base: 0x4000.E000
UART3 base: 0x4000.F000
UART4 base: 0x4001.0000
UART5 base: 0x4001.1000
UART6 base: 0x4001.2000
UART7 base: 0x4001.3000
Offset 0xFF4
Type RO, reset 0x0000.00F0

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CID1reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000111100000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

UART PrimeCell ID Register [15:8]
Provides software a standard cross-peripheral identification system.

0xF0ROCID17:0
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Register 29: UART PrimeCell Identification 2 (UARTPCellID2), offset 0xFF8
The UARTPCellIDn registers are hard-coded and the fields within the registers determine the reset
values.

UART PrimeCell Identification 2 (UARTPCellID2)
UART0 base: 0x4000.C000
UART1 base: 0x4000.D000
UART2 base: 0x4000.E000
UART3 base: 0x4000.F000
UART4 base: 0x4001.0000
UART5 base: 0x4001.1000
UART6 base: 0x4001.2000
UART7 base: 0x4001.3000
Offset 0xFF8
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0005

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CID2reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1010000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

UART PrimeCell ID Register [23:16]
Provides software a standard cross-peripheral identification system.

0x05ROCID27:0
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Register 30: UART PrimeCell Identification 3 (UARTPCellID3), offset 0xFFC
The UARTPCellIDn registers are hard-coded and the fields within the registers determine the reset
values.

UART PrimeCell Identification 3 (UARTPCellID3)
UART0 base: 0x4000.C000
UART1 base: 0x4000.D000
UART2 base: 0x4000.E000
UART3 base: 0x4000.F000
UART4 base: 0x4001.0000
UART5 base: 0x4001.1000
UART6 base: 0x4001.2000
UART7 base: 0x4001.3000
Offset 0xFFC
Type RO, reset 0x0000.00B1

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CID3reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000110100000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

UART PrimeCell ID Register [31:24]
Provides software a standard cross-peripheral identification system.

0xB1ROCID37:0
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17 Quad Synchronous Serial Interface (QSSI)
The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller includes four Quad-Synchronous Serial Interface (QSSI)
modules. All four of the modules support Advanced and Bi-SSI interfaces as well as a Quad-SSI
enhancement to provide faster throughput of data. The QSSI module acts as a master or slave
interface for synchronous serial communication with peripheral devices that have either Freescale
SPI, or Texas Instruments synchronous serial interfaces. The QSSI performs serial-to-parallel
conversion on data received from a peripheral device. The transmit and receive paths are buffered
with internal, independent FIFO memories allowing up to eight 16-bit values in Legacy mode and
8-bit values in Advanced, Bi-, and Quad-modes. The CPU can accesses data in these FIFOs as
well as the QSSI's control and status information. A µDMA interface is also provided to allow the
transmit and receive FIFOs to be programmed as source/destination addresses in the µDMA module.

The TM4C1294KCPDT QSSI modules have the following features:

■ Four QSSI channels with Advanced, Bi- and Quad-SSI functionality

■ Programmable interface operation for Freescale SPI or Texas Instruments synchronous serial
interfaces in Legacy Mode. Support for Freescale interface in Bi- and Quad-SSI mode.

■ Master or slave operation

■ Programmable clock bit rate and prescaler

■ Separate transmit and receive FIFOs, each 16 bits wide and 8 locations deep

■ Programmable data frame size from 4 to 16 bits

■ Internal loopback test mode for diagnostic/debug testing

■ Standard FIFO-based interrupts and End-of-Transmission interrupt

■ Efficient transfers using Micro Direct Memory Access Controller (µDMA)

– Separate channels for transmit and receive

– Receive single request asserted when data is in the FIFO; burst request asserted when FIFO
contains 4 entries

– Transmit single request asserted when there is space in the FIFO; burst request asserted
when four or more entries are available to be written in the FIFO

– Maskable µDMA interrupts for receive and transmit complete

■ Global Alternate Clock (ALTCLK) resource or System Clock (SYSCLK) can be used to generate
baud clock.

17.1 Block Diagram
The following figure below shows a block diagram of an QSSI module with Advanced, Bi- and
Quad-SSI.
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Figure 17-1. QSSI Module with Advanced, Bi-SSI and Quad-SSI Support
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Logic
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DMA Control

SSIDMACTL

DMA Request

Interrupt

System Clock

SSISR
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SSIIM

SSIICR

Clock Control

SSICC

SSI Baud Clock

SSInXDAT2

SSInXDAT3

SSInXDAT0/TX

SSInXDAT1/RX

ALTCLK

17.2 Signal Description
The following table lists the external signals of the QSSI module and describes the function of each.
The QSSI signals are alternate functions for some GPIO signals and default to be GPIO signals at
reset. The "Pin Mux/Pin Assignment" column in the following table lists the possible GPIO pin
placements for the QSSI signals. The AFSEL bit in the GPIO Alternate Function Select
(GPIOAFSEL) register (page 768) should be set to choose the QSSI function. The number in
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parentheses is the encoding that must be programmed into the PMCn field in theGPIO Port Control
(GPIOPCTL) register (page 785) to assign the QSSI signal to the specified GPIO port pin. For more
information on configuring GPIOs, see “General-Purpose Input/Outputs (GPIOs)” on page 740. Note
that for the QSSI module, when operating in Legacy Mode, SSInXDAT0 functions as SSInTX and
SSInXDAT1 functions as SSInRX.

Table 17-1. SSI Signals (128TQFP)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin Mux / Pin
Assignment

Pin NumberPin Name

SSI module 0 clockTTLI/OPA2 (15)35SSI0Clk

SSI module 0 frame signalTTLI/OPA3 (15)36SSI0Fss

SSI Module 0 Bi-directional Data Pin 0 (SSI0TX in
Legacy SSI Mode).

TTLI/OPA4 (15)37SSI0XDAT0

SSI Module 0 Bi-directional Data Pin 1 (SSI0RX in
Legacy SSI Mode).

TTLI/OPA5 (15)38SSI0XDAT1

SSI Module 0 Bi-directional Data Pin 2.TTLI/OPA6 (13)40SSI0XDAT2

SSI Module 0 Bi-directional Data Pin 3.TTLI/OPA7 (13)41SSI0XDAT3

SSI module 1 clock.TTLI/OPB5 (15)120SSI1Clk

SSI module 1 frame signal.TTLI/OPB4 (15)121SSI1Fss

SSI Module 1 Bi-directional Data Pin 0 (SSI1TX in
Legacy SSI Mode).

TTLI/OPE4 (15)123SSI1XDAT0

SSI Module 1 Bi-directional Data Pin 1 (SSI1RX in
Legacy SSI Mode).

TTLI/OPE5 (15)124SSI1XDAT1

SSI Module 1 Bi-directional Data Pin 2.TTLI/OPD4 (15)125SSI1XDAT2

SSI Module 1 Bi-directional Data Pin 3.TTLI/OPD5 (15)126SSI1XDAT3

SSI module 2 clock.TTLI/OPD3 (15)4SSI2Clk

SSI module 2 frame signal.TTLI/OPD2 (15)3SSI2Fss

SSI Module 2 Bi-directional Data Pin 0 (SSI2TX in
Legacy SSI Mode).

TTLI/OPD1 (15)2SSI2XDAT0

SSI Module 2 Bi-directional Data Pin 1 (SSI2RX in
Legacy SSI Mode).

TTLI/OPD0 (15)1SSI2XDAT1

SSI Module 2 Bi-directional Data Pin 2.TTLI/OPD7 (15)128SSI2XDAT2

SSI Module 2 Bi-directional Data Pin 3.TTLI/OPD6 (15)127SSI2XDAT3

SSI module 3 clock.TTLI/OPQ0 (14)
PF3 (14)

5
45

SSI3Clk

SSI module 3 frame signal.TTLI/OPQ1 (14)
PF2 (14)

6
44

SSI3Fss

SSI Module 3 Bi-directional Data Pin 0 (SSI3TX in
Legacy SSI Mode).

TTLI/OPQ2 (14)
PF1 (14)

11
43

SSI3XDAT0

SSI Module 3 Bi-directional Data Pin 1 (SSI3RX in
Legacy SSI Mode).

TTLI/OPQ3 (14)
PF0 (14)

27
42

SSI3XDAT1

SSI Module 3 Bi-directional Data Pin 2.TTLI/OPF4 (14)
PP0 (15)

46
118

SSI3XDAT2

SSI Module 3 Bi-directional Data Pin 3.TTLI/OPP1 (15)119SSI3XDAT3

17.3 Functional Description
The QSSI performs serial-to-parallel conversion on data received from a peripheral device. The
CPU accesses data, control, and status information. The transmit and receive paths are buffered
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with internal FIFO memories allowing up to eight 16-bit values to be stored independently in both
transmit and receive modes. The QSSI also supports the µDMA interface. The transmit and receive
FIFOs can be programmed as destination/source addresses in the µDMA module. µDMA operation
is enabled by setting the appropriate bit(s) in the SSIDMACTL register (see page 1258).

17.3.1 Bit Rate Generation
The QSSI includes a programmable bit rate clock divider and prescaler to generate the serial output
clock. Bit rates are supported to 2 MHz and higher, although maximum bit rate is determined by
peripheral devices.

The serial bit rate is derived by dividing down the input clock (SysClk). The clock is first divided by
an even prescale value CPSDVSR from 2 to 254, which is programmed in the SSI Clock Prescale
(SSICPSR) register (see page 1250). The clock is further divided by a value from 1 to 256, which is
1 + SCR, where SCR is the value programmed in theSSI Control 0 (SSICR0) register (see page 1243).

The frequency of the output clock SSInClk is defined by:

SSInClk = SysClk / (CPSDVSR * (1 + SCR))

Note: SYSCLK or ALTCLK is used as the source for the SSInClk depending on how the CS field
in the SSI Clock Configuration (SSICC) register is configured. For master legacy mode,
the SYSCLK or ALTCLK must be at least two times faster than the SSInClk, with the
restriction that SSInClk cannot be faster than 60 MHz. For slave mode, SYSCLK or ALTCLK
must be at least 12 times faster than the SSInClk. In slave legacy mode, the maximum
frequency of SSInClk is 10 MHz.

See “Synchronous Serial Interface (SSI)” on page 1865 to view legacy SSI and QSSI timing parameters.

17.3.2 FIFO Operation

17.3.2.1 Transmit FIFO
The common transmit FIFO is a 16-bit wide, 8-locations deep, first-in, first-out memory buffer. The
CPU writes data to the FIFO by writing the SSI Data (SSIDR) register (see page 1247), and data is
stored in the FIFO until it is read out by the transmission logic.

When configured as a master or a slave, parallel data is written into the transmit FIFO prior to a
legacy SSI serial conversion and transmission to the attached slave or master, respectively, through
the SSInDAT0/SSInTX pin.

In slave mode, the legacy SSI transmits data each time the master initiates a transaction. If the
transmit FIFO is empty and the master initiates, the slave transmits the 8th most recent value in the
transmit FIFO. If less than 8 values have been written to the transmit FIFO since the SSI module
clock was enabled using the Rn bit in the RCGCSSI register or if the QSSI is reset using the SRSSI
register, then 0 is transmitted. Care should be taken to ensure that valid data is in the FIFO as
needed. The QSSI can be configured to generate an interrupt or a µDMA request when the FIFO
is empty.

Note: When operating in Legacy Mode, the QuadSSI's SSInXDAT0 signal functions as SSInTX.

17.3.2.2 Receive FIFO
The common receive FIFO is a 16-bit wide, 8-locations deep, first-in, first-out memory buffer.
Received data using the legacy serial interface is stored in the buffer until read out by the CPU,
which accesses the read FIFO by reading the SSIDR register. If the receive FIFO is full when the
master or slave receives new data, the data is held off until the receive FIFO has space.
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The SSI only provides an SSIClk while transmitting data. When receiving data in master mode, a
dummy write to the SSIDR register must be performed before any read so that the SSIClk can be
properly received by the slave and allow data to be sent to the receive FIFO of the master.

When configured as a master or slave, serial data received through the SSInDAT1/SSInRX pin is
registered prior to parallel loading into the attached slave or master receive FIFO, respectively.

Note: When operating in Legacy Mode, the QSSI's SSInXDAT1 signal functions as SSInRX.

17.3.3 Advanced, Bi- and Quad- SSI Function
Bi-SSI uses two data pins, SSInXDAT0 and SSInXDAT1, that can be configured to receive or
transmit data. In Quad-SSI mode, SSInXDAT0, SSInXDAT1, SSInXDAT2 and SSInXDAT3 allow
four bits of data to be received or transmitted at once. Note that in bi- and quad-SSI data transfers
are only half-duplex.

By programming the MODE bits in the SSICR1 register, Advanced, Bi- or Quad- SSI can be enabled.
A direction bit, DIR, is provided to program the direction of operation during a Bi- or Quad SSI-
transaction. Since Bi- and Quad-SSI cannot be full duplex, the DIR bit defines whether or not the
RX FIFO is disabled. In Advanced operation, if the QSSI module TX (write) mode is enabled, the
RX FIFO is automatically prevented from receiving any data. When Advanced SSI is in RX (read)
mode, it operates as a full-duplex interface.

In Bi- and Quad-SSI mode, because only 8-bit data is allowed, the DSS bit field must be programmed
to 0x7 in the SSICR0 register before transferring data to the Rx and TX FIFOs. For a data transmit,
the 8-bit data packet is placed in a TX FIFO entry bits [7:0] and the mode of operation is inserted
in the three most significant bits of the TX FIFO entry. The mode of operation bits [15:13] in the TX
FIFO are used by the QSSI module for configuring the data on the proper pins. The following modes
that may be placed on bits [15:13] of the FIFO entry are:

■ Bi-SSI mode (0x1)

■ Quad-SSI mode (0x2)

■ Advanced SSI mode (0x3)

When data is first written to the TX FIFO, a SSInFss is asserted low indicating the start of a frame.
At the end of transmission, bit 12 of the last data entry in the TX FIFO signifies whether a a frame
is ending. When the EOM bit is 1 it indicates a End of Message (EOM or STOP frame) and SSInFss
is subsequently forced high. The EOM bit is cleared in the SSICR1 register on the same clock that
the write to TXFIFO is completed. An EOM bit value of 0 indicates no change in transmission. If TX
FIFO is emptied and SSInFSS is still asserted low, it remains low but SSInCLK is not pulsed.
Likewise, if SSInFss is high when the TX FIFO is empty, it remains high.

During a Bi-SSI transmit frame, data is shifted out by two bits and placed on the corresponding two
SSInDATn pins. For a Quad-SSI transmit frame data is shifted out by four bits and placed on the
corresponding four SSInDATn pins.

In Bi-, Quad- and Advanced SSI, the lower byte of the Rx FIFO contains received data. The upper
byte contains no valid information.

Note: While the master is in Bi- or Quad-SSI mode, if the DSS bit in the SSICR0 register is not
set to 0x7, the QSSI module reverts to Legacy mode and behavior is not guaranteed.

The SSICRI1 register bits DIR and MODE are used to program what operation is needed for the next
data bytes that are being loaded into the FIFO. Table 17-2 on page 1229 shows available modes of
operation:
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Table 17-2. QSSI Transaction Encodings

OperationMODEDIR

SSI Legacy operation supporting 4 to 16 data bits0x0X

Transmit (TX) Bi-SSI with 8-bits of packet data0x10

Transmit (TX) Quad-SSI with 8-bits of packet data0x20

Transmit (TX) Advanced SSI mode with 8-bits of packet data and write RX FIFO
disabled

0x30

Receive (RX) Bi-SSI with 8-bits of packet data0x11

Receive (RX) Quad-SSI with 8-bits of packet data0x21

Full duplex Advance SSI with 8-bits of packet data0x31

Note: SPO = 0 and SPH =0 is the only frame structure allowed for Advanced, Bi- and Quad-mode.

Different transactions can follow one another in the FIFOs. The following transaction combinations
are allowed:

■ Legacy SSI mode (if configured for this mode, switching to any other alternate mode is not
recommended)

■ Advanced SSI mode followed by Bi-SSI mode

■ Advanced SSI mode followed by Quad-SSI mode

■ Advanced SSI mode followed by Bi-SSI mode followed by Advanced SSI mode

■ Advanced SSI mode followed by Quad-SSI mode followed by Advanced SSI mode

Note that switching between Quad-SSI and Bi-SSI is not encouraged in a single transaction.

17.3.4 SSInFSS Function
For enhanced modes of operation, the SSInFss signal can be programmed to assert low at the
start of each byte transfer for one clock or the entire frame. This is configured by programming the
FSSHLDFRM bit in the SSICR1 register. The EOM bit is also provided to signify end of frame
transmission. This bit is embedded in the TXFIFO entry for use at the interface to deassert SSInFss
at the appropriate time. The FSSHLDFRM bit can also be used when operating in 8-bit Legacy SSI
mode.

The functionality of the FSSHLDFRM bit for both Legacy SSI mode and the enhanced modes are as
follows:

Table 17-3. SSInFss Functionality

DescriptionFSSHLDFRMMode

For Freescale format, with SPH = 0, the SSInFss signal is asserted low between
continuous transfers. For SPH = 1, the SSInFss signal is deasserted (high) between
continuous transfers.
For TI format, the SSInFss signal is deasserted (high) after every data transfer.

0

Legacy Mode

For Freescale format with any SPH value, the SSInFss signal is forced high between
continuous transfers; it is asserted low when there is available data in the Tx FIFO;
otherwise it is forced high to be ready for a new frame

1
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Table 17-3. SSInFss Functionality (continued)

DescriptionFSSHLDFRMMode

SSInFss is asserted low after every byte of data0
Advanced/Bi-/Quad-
SSI Mode New data written to the TX FIFO notifies SSInFss to assert low until the Tx FIFO is

empty.
1

17.3.5 High Speed Clock Operation
In master mode, QSSI module can enable a high speed clock by setting the HSCLKEN bit in the SSI
Control 1 (SSICR1) register. In this mode of operation, SSInCLK from the QSSI master operation
is reflected back as a loopback clock, HSPEEDCLK, to the QSSI module. This allows faster timing
since the logic can can be used to adjust clock to external data relationships. HSPEEDCLK captures
RX data in a separate register . This allows the time between the clock as seen by a remote device
and the internal clock to match more closely.

Receive data is captured in a separate register sampled on loop-back clock (HSPEEDCLK) and the
RX FIFO write control registered on HSPEEDCLK. If the HSCKEN = 1, the corresponding shift register
and FIFO write enable will be selected for use. This supports faster QSSI master speed.

Note: For proper functionality of high speed mode, the HSCLKEN bit in the SSICR1 register should
be set before any SSI data transfer or after applying a reset to the QSSI module. In addition,
the SSE bit must be set to 0x1 before the HSCLKEN bit is set.

17.3.6 Interrupts
The QSSI can generate interrupts when the following conditions are observed:

■ Transmit FIFO service (when the transmit FIFO is half full or less)

■ Receive FIFO service (when the receive FIFO is half full or more)

■ Receive FIFO time-out

■ Receive FIFO overrun

■ End of transmission

■ Receive DMA transfer complete

■ Transmit DMA transfer complete

All of the interrupt events are ORed together before being sent to the interrupt controller, so the
QSSI generates a single interrupt request to the controller regardless of the number of active
interrupts. Each of the seven individual maskable interrupts can be masked by clearing the appropriate
bit in the SSI Interrupt Mask (SSIIM) register (see page 1251). Setting the appropriate mask bit
enables the interrupt.

The individual outputs, along with a combined interrupt output, allow use of either a global interrupt
service routine or modular device drivers to handle interrupts. The transmit and receive dynamic
dataflow interrupts have been separated from the status interrupts so that data can be read or written
in response to the FIFO trigger levels. The status of the individual interrupt sources can be read
from the SSI Raw Interrupt Status (SSIRIS) and SSI Masked Interrupt Status (SSIMIS) registers
(see page 1253 and page 1255, respectively).

The RX FIFO has an associated time-out counter which starts to down count at the same time the
RX FIFO is flagged as not empty by the RNE bit in the SSISR register. The counter is reset any time
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a new or next byte is written to the RX FIFO, thus the counter will continue to count down to zero
unless there is new activity. The time-out period is 32 periods based on the period of SSInClk.
When the counter reaches zero, a time-out interrupt bit, RTRIS, is set in the SSIRIS register. The
time-out interrupt can be cleared by writing a 1 to the RTIC bit of the SSI Interrupt Clear (SSIIC)
register or by emptying the RX FIFO. If the interrupt is cleared and there is residual data left in the
RX FIFO or new data entries have been written, the timer count down initiates and the interrupt will
be reasserted after 32 periods have been counted.

The End-of-Transmission (EOT) interrupt indicates that the data has been transmitted completely
and is only valid for Master mode devices/operations. This interrupt can be used to indicate when
it is safe to turn off the QSSI module clock or enter sleep mode. In addition, because transmitted
data and received data complete at exactly the same time, the interrupt can also indicate that read
data is ready immediately, without waiting for the receive FIFO time-out period to complete.

Note: In Freescale SPI mode only, a condition can be created where an EOT interrupt is generated
for every byte transferred even if the FIFO is full. If the the µDMA has been configured to
transfer data from this QSSI to a Master QSSI on the device using external loopback, an
EOT interrupt is generated by the QSSI slave for every byte even if the FIFO is full.

17.3.7 Frame Formats
Each data frame is between 4 and 16 bits long in Legacy mode and 8-bits in Advanced/Bi-/Quad-
SSI mode and is transmitted starting with the MSB. There are two basic frame types that can be
selected by programming the FRF bit in the SSICR0 register:

■ Texas Instruments synchronous serial

■ Freescale SPI

Note: Advanced, Bi- and Quad-SSI modules only supports Freescale mode when SPH=0; SPO=0
and DDS=0x8 in the SSI Control 0 (SSICR0) register.

For both formats, the serial clock (SSInClk) is held inactive while the QSSI is idle, and SSInClk
transitions at the programmed frequency only during active transmission or reception of data. The
idle state of SSInClk is utilized to provide a receive timeout indication that occurs when the receive
FIFO still contains data after a timeout period.

For Freescale SPI frame format, the serial frame (SSInFss) pin is active Low, and is asserted
(pulled down) during the entire transmission of the frame.

For Texas Instruments synchronous serial frame format, the SSInFss pin is pulsed for one serial
clock period starting at its rising edge, prior to the transmission of each frame. For this frame format,
both the QSSI and the off-chip slave device drive their output data on the rising edge of SSInClk
and latch data from the other device on the falling edge.

The following table gives a synopsis of the features supported in each frame format when operating
in Legacy Mode:

Table 17-4. Legacy Mode TI, Freescale SPI Frame Format Features

Freescale SPI ModeTI ModeFeature

AvailableNot AvailableFrame Hold

AvailableNot AvailableHigh Speed (Master RX Only)

Available and can be used in combination with
Frame Hold and High Speed Mode

Not AvailableSPO/SPH Configuration
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Table 17-4. Legacy Mode TI, Freescale SPI Frame Format Features (continued)

Freescale SPI ModeTI ModeFeature

Master 1:2
Slave 1:12

Master 1:2
Slave 1:12

Frequency (system clock : SSInCLK)

For Advanced, Bi- and Quad-SSI modes using the Freescale SPI Format or the Bi- and Quad-SSI
modes using the TI format, the following features are supported:

■ Frame Hold

■ High Speed (Master RX Only)

■ SPO/SPH Configuration with SPO=0 and SPH=0 only allowed

■ Frequency (system clock : SSInCLK):
– Master 1:2
– Slave 1:12

17.3.7.1 Texas Instruments Synchronous Serial Frame Format
Figure 17-2 on page 1232 shows the Texas Instruments synchronous serial frame format for a single
transmitted frame.

Figure 17-2. TI Synchronous Serial Frame Format (Single Transfer)

SSInClk

SSInFss

SSInTx/SSInRx MSB LSB

4 to 16 bits

In this mode, SSInClk and SSInFss are forced Low, and the transmit data line SSInDAT0/SSInTX
is tristated whenever the QSSI is idle. Once the bottom entry of the transmit FIFO contains data,
SSInFss is pulsed High for one SSInClk period. The value to be transmitted is also transferred
from the transmit FIFO to the serial shift register of the transmit logic. On the next rising edge of
SSInClk, the MSB of the 4 to 16-bit data frame is shifted out on the SSInDAT0/SSInTX pin.
Likewise, the MSB of the received data is shifted onto the SSInDAT1/SSInRX pin by the off-chip
serial slave device.

Both the QSSI and the off-chip serial slave device then clock each data bit into their serial shifter
on each falling edge of SSInClk. The received data is transferred from the serial shifter to the
receive FIFO on the first rising edge of SSInClk after the LSB has been latched.

Figure 17-3 on page 1233 shows the Texas Instruments synchronous serial frame format when
back-to-back frames are transmitted.
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Figure 17-3. TI Synchronous Serial Frame Format (Continuous Transfer)

MSB LSB

SSInClk

SSInFss

SSInTx/SSInRx

4 to 16 bits

17.3.7.2 Freescale SPI Frame Format
The Freescale SPI interface is a four-wire interface where the SSInFss signal behaves as a slave
select. If operating in Legacy Mode and using the Freescale SPI Frame Format, the inactive state
and phase of the SSInClk signal are programmable through the SPO and SPH bits in the SSICR0
control register. If operating in Advanced/Bi-/Quad-SSI mode, the SP0 and SPH bits must be
programmed to 0.

SPO Clock Polarity Bit

When the SPO clock polarity control bit is clear, it produces a steady state Low value on the SSInClk
pin. If the SPO bit is set, a steady state High value is placed on the SSInClk pin when data is not
being transferred.

SPH Phase Control Bit

The SPH phase control bit selects the clock edge that captures data and allows it to change state.
The state of this bit has the most impact on the first bit transmitted by either allowing or not allowing
a clock transition before the first data capture edge. When the SPH phase control bit is clear, data
is captured on the first clock edge transition. If the SPH bit is set, data is captured on the second
clock edge transition.

17.3.7.3 Freescale SPI Frame Format with SPO=0 and SPH=0
Single and continuous transmission signal sequences for Freescale SPI format with SPO=0 and
SPH=0 are shown in Figure 17-4 on page 1234 and Figure 17-5 on page 1234.

Note: This is the only Freescale SPI frame format configuration that can be used when operating
in Advanced/Bi-/Quad-SSI mode.
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Figure 17-4. Freescale SPI Format (Single Transfer) with SPO=0 and SPH=0

SSInClk

SSInFss

SSInRx Q

SSInTx MSB

MSB

LSB

LSB
4 to 16 bits

Note: Q is undefined.

Figure 17-5. Freescale SPI Format (Continuous Transfer) with SPO=0 and SPH=0

SSInClk

SSInFss

SSInRx LSB

SSInTx MSB LSB

LSB MSB

MSB

MSB

LSB

4 to16 bits

In this configuration, during idle periods:

■ SSInClk is forced Low

■ SSInFss is forced High

■ The transmit data line SSInDAT0/SSInTX is tristated

■ When the QSSI is configured as a master, it enables the SSInClk pad

■ When the QSSI is configured as a slave, it disables the SSInClk pad

If the QSSI is enabled and valid data is in the transmit FIFO, the start of transmission is signified
by the SSInFss master signal being driven Low, causing slave data to be enabled onto the
SSInDAT1/SSInRX input line of the master. The master SSInDAT0/SSInTX output pad is enabled.

One half SSInClk period later, valid master data is transferred to the SSInDAT0/SSInTX pin.
Once both the master and slave data have been set, the SSInClk master clock pin goes High after
one additional half SSInClk period.

The data is now captured on the rising and propagated on the falling edges of the SSInClk signal.
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In the case of a single word transmission, after all bits of the data word have been transferred, the
SSInFss line is returned to its idle High state one SSInClk period after the last bit has been
captured.

However, in the case of continuous back-to-back transmissions, the SSInFss signal must be pulsed
High between each data word transfer because the slave select pin freezes the data in its serial
peripheral register and does not allow it to be altered if the SPH bit is clear. Therefore, the master
device must raise the SSInFss pin of the slave device between each data transfer to enable the
serial peripheral data write. On completion of the continuous transfer, the SSInFss pin is returned
to its idle state one SSInClk period after the last bit has been captured.

17.3.7.4 Freescale SPI Frame Format with SPO=0 and SPH=1
The transfer signal sequence for Freescale SPI format with SPO=0 and SPH=1 is shown in Figure
17-6 on page 1235, which covers both single and continuous transfers.

Note: This Freescale SPI frame format configuration is only available when operating in Legacy
SSI mode of operation.

Figure 17-6. Freescale SPI Frame Format with SPO=0 and SPH=1

SSInClk

SSInFss

SSInRx

SSInTx

Q

MSB

QMSB

LSB

LSB
4 to 16 bits

Q

Note: Q is undefined.

In this configuration, during idle periods:

■ SSInClk is forced Low

■ SSInFss is forced High

■ The transmit data line SSInDAT0/SSInTX is tristated

■ When the QSSI is configured as a master, it enables the SSInClk pad

■ When the QSSI is configured as a slave, it disables the SSInClk pad

If the QSSI is enabled and valid data is in the transmit FIFO, the start of transmission is signified
by the SSInFssmaster signal being driven Low. The master SSInDAT0/SSInTX output is enabled.
After an additional one-half SSInClk period, both master and slave valid data are enabled onto
their respective transmission lines. At the same time, the SSInClk is enabled with a rising edge
transition.

Data is then captured on the falling edges and propagated on the rising edges of the SSInClk
signal.
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In the case of a single word transfer, after all bits have been transferred, the SSInFss line is returned
to its idle High state one SSInClk period after the last bit has been captured.

For continuous back-to-back transfers, the SSInFss pin is held Low between successive data
words, and termination is the same as that of the single word transfer.

17.3.7.5 Freescale SPI Frame Format with SPO=1 and SPH=0
Single and continuous transmission signal sequences for Freescale SPI format with SPO=1 and
SPH=0 are shown in Figure 17-7 on page 1236 and Figure 17-8 on page 1236.

Note: This Freescale SPI frame format configuration is only available when operating in Legacy
SSI mode of operation.

Figure 17-7. Freescale SPI Frame Format (Single Transfer) with SPO=1 and SPH=0

SSInClk

SSInFss

SSInRx

SSInTx

QMSB

MSB LSB

LSB

4 to 16 bits

Note: Q is undefined.

Figure 17-8. Freescale SPI Frame Format (Continuous Transfer) with SPO=1 and SPH=0

SSInClk

SSInFss

SSInTx/SSInRx MSB LSBLSB MSB

4 to 16 bits

In this configuration, during idle periods:

■ SSInClk is forced High

■ SSInFss is forced High

■ The transmit data line SSInDAT0/SSInTX is tristated

■ When the QSSI is configured as a master, it enables the SSInClk pad

■ When the QSSI is configured as a slave, it disables the SSInClk pad
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If the QSSI is enabled and valid data is in the transmit FIFO, the start of transmission is signified
by the SSInFss master signal being driven Low, causing slave data to be immediately transferred
onto the SSInDAT1/SSInRX line of the master. The master SSInDAT0/SSInTX output pad is
enabled.

One-half period later, valid master data is transferred to the SSInDAT0/SSInTX line. Once both
the master and slave data have been set, the SSInClk master clock pin becomes Low after one
additional half SSInClk period, meaning that data is captured on the falling edges and propagated
on the rising edges of the SSInClk signal.

In the case of a single word transmission, after all bits of the data word are transferred, the SSInFss
line is returned to its idle High state one SSInClk period after the last bit has been captured.

However, in the case of continuous back-to-back transmissions, the SSInFss signal must be pulsed
High between each data word transfer because the slave select pin freezes the data in its serial
peripheral register and does not allow it to be altered if the SPH bit is clear. Therefore, the master
device must raise the SSInFss pin of the slave device between each data transfer to enable the
serial peripheral data write. On completion of the continuous transfer, the SSInFss pin is returned
to its idle state one SSInClk period after the last bit has been captured.

17.3.7.6 Freescale SPI Frame Format with SPO=1 and SPH=1
The transfer signal sequence for Freescale SPI format with SPO=1 and SPH=1 is shown in Figure
17-9 on page 1237, which covers both single and continuous transfers.

Note: This Freescale SPI frame format configuration is only available when operating in Legacy
SSI mode of operation.

Figure 17-9. Freescale SPI Frame Format with SPO=1 and SPH=1

SSInClk

SSInFss

SSInRx

SSInTx

Q

MSB

MSB

LSB

LSB
4 to 16 bits

Q

Note: Q is undefined.

In this configuration, during idle periods:

■ SSInClk is forced High

■ SSInFss is forced High

■ The transmit data line SSInDAT0/SSInTX is tristated

■ When the QSSI is configured as a master, it enables the SSInClk pad

■ When the QSSI is configured as a slave, it disables the SSInClk pad
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If the QSSI is enabled and valid data is in the transmit FIFO, the start of transmission is signified
by the SSInFss master signal being driven Low. The master SSInDAT0/SSInTX output pad is
enabled. After an additional one-half SSInClk period, both master and slave data are enabled onto
their respective transmission lines. At the same time, SSInClk is enabled with a falling edge
transition. Data is then captured on the rising edges and propagated on the falling edges of the
SSInClk signal.

After all bits have been transferred, in the case of a single word transmission, the SSInFss line is
returned to its idle high state one SSInClk period after the last bit has been captured.

For continuous back-to-back transmissions, the SSInFss pin remains in its active Low state until
the final bit of the last word has been captured and then returns to its idle state as described above.

For continuous back-to-back transfers, the SSInFss pin is held Low between successive data words
and termination is the same as that of the single word transfer.

17.3.8 DMA Operation
The QSSI peripheral provides an interface to the μDMA controller with separate channels for transmit
and receive. The µDMA operation of the QSSI is enabled through the SSI DMA Control
(SSIDMACTL) register. When µDMA operation is enabled, the QSSI asserts a µDMA request on
the receive or transmit channel when the associated FIFO can transfer data.

For the receive channel, a single transfer request is asserted whenever any data is in the receive
FIFO. A burst transfer request is asserted whenever the amount of data in the receive FIFO is 4 or
more items. For the transmit channel, a single transfer request is asserted whenever at least one
empty location is in the transmit FIFO. The burst request is asserted whenever the transmit FIFO
has 4 or more empty slots. The single and burst µDMA transfer requests are handled automatically
by the μDMA controller depending how the µDMA channel is configured.

To enable µDMA operation for the receive channel, the RXDMAE bit of the DMA Control
(SSIDMACTL) register should be set after configuring the µDMA. To enable µDMA operation for
the transmit channel, the TXDMAE bit of SSIDMACTL should be set after configuring the µDMA.

If the µDMA is enabled and has completed a data transfer from the Tx FIFO, the DMATXRIS bit is
set in the SSIRIS register and cannot be cleared by setting the DMATXIC bit in the SSI Interrupt
Clear (SSIICR) register. In the DMA Completion Interrupt Service Routine, software must disable
the µDMA transmit enable to the SSI by clearing the TXDMAE bit in the QSSI DMA Control
(SSIDMACTL) register and then setting the DMATXIC bit in the SSIICR register. This clears the
DMA completion interrupt. When the µDMA is needed to transmit more data, the TXDMAE bit must
be set (enabled) again.

If a data transfer by the µDMA from the Rx FIFO completes, the DMARXRIS bit is set. The EOT bit
in the SSIRIS register is also provided to indicate when the Tx FIFO is empty and the last bit has
been transmitted out of the serializer

Note: Wait states are inserted at every byte transfer when using Bi- or Quad-SSI modes as a
master with the μDMA at SSICLK frequencies greater than 1/6 of the system clock. These
wait states are because of arbitration stall cycles from the μDMA accesses to SRAM and
increased output throughput from the SSI.

See “Micro Direct Memory Access (μDMA)” on page 676 for more details about programming the
μDMA controller.

17.4 Initialization and Configuration
To enable and initialize the QSSI, the following steps are necessary:
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1. Enable the QSSI module using the RCGCSSI register (see page 390).

2. Enable the clock to the appropriate GPIO module via the RCGCGPIO register (see page 382).
To find out which GPIO port to enable, refer to Table 26-5 on page 1806.

3. Set the GPIO AFSEL bits for the appropriate pins (see page 768). To determine which GPIOs to
configure, see Table 26-4 on page 1795.

4. Configure the PMCn fields in theGPIOPCTL register to assign the QSSI signals to the appropriate
pins. See page 785 and Table 26-5 on page 1806.

5. Program theGPIODEN register to enable the pin's digital function. In addition, the drive strength,
drain select and pull-up/pull-down functions must be configured. Refer to “General-Purpose
Input/Outputs (GPIOs)” on page 740 for more information.

Note: Pull-ups can be used to avoid unnecessary toggles on the QSSI pins, which can take
the slave to a wrong state. In addition, if the SSIClk signal is programmed to steady
state High through the SPO bit in the SSICR0 register, then software must also configure
the GPIO port pin corresponding to the SSInClk signal as a pull-up in theGPIO Pull-Up
Select (GPIOPUR) register.

For each of the frame formats, the QSSI is configured using the following steps:

1. If initializing out of reset, ensure that the SSE bit in the SSICR1 register is clear before making
any configuration changes. Otherwise, configuration changes for Advanced SSI can be made
while the SSE bit is set.

2. Select whether the QSSI is a master or slave:

a. For master operations, set the SSICR1 register to 0x0000.0000.

b. For slave mode (output enabled), set the SSICR1 register to 0x0000.0004.

c. For slave mode (output disabled), set the SSICR1 register to 0x0000.000C.

3. Configure the QSSI clock source by writing to the SSICC register.

4. Configure the clock prescale divisor by writing the SSICPSR register.

5. Write the SSICR0 register with the following configuration:

■ Serial clock rate (SCR)

■ Desired clock phase/polarity, if using Freescale SPI mode (SPH and SPO)

■ The protocol mode: Freescale SPI or TI SSF

■ The data size (DSS)

6. Optionally, configure the SSI module for μDMA use with the following steps:

a. Configure a μDMA for SSI use. See “Micro Direct Memory Access (μDMA)” on page 676 for
more information.

b. Enable the SSI Module's TX FIFO or RX FIFO by setting the TXDMAE or RXDMAE bit in the
SSIDMACTL register.
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c. Optionally, enable the µDMA completion interrupt by setting the DMATXIM or DMARXIM bit
in the SSIIM register.

Note: For a TX DMA completion interrupt, software must disable the µDMA transmit enable
to the SSI by clearing the TXDMAE bit in the QSSI DMA Control (SSIDMACTL) register
and then setting the DMATXIC bit in the SSIICR register. This clears the DMA completion
interrupt. When the µDMA is needed to transmit more data, the TXDMAE bit must be
set (enabled) again.

7. If this is the first initialization out of reset, enable the QSSI by setting the SSE bit in the SSICR1
register.

As an example, assume the QSSI must be configured to operate with the following parameters:

■ Master operation

■ Freescale SPI mode (SPO=1, SPH=1)

■ 1 Mbps bit rate

■ 8 data bits

Assuming the system clock is 20 MHz, the bit rate calculation would be:

SSInClk = SysClk / (CPSDVSR * (1 + SCR)) 
1x106  = 20x106 / (CPSDVSR * (1 + SCR))

In this case, if CPSDVSR=0x2, SCR must be 0x9.

The configuration sequence would be as follows:

1. Ensure that the SSE bit in the SSICR1 register is clear.

2. Write the SSICR1 register with a value of 0x0000.0000.

3. Write the SSICPSR register with a value of 0x0000.0002.

4. Write the SSICR0 register with a value of 0x0000.09C7.

5. The QSSI is then enabled by setting the SSE bit in the SSICR1 register.

17.4.1 Enhanced Mode Configuration
If the QSSI module supports the Advanced/Bi-/Quad features, then these modes can be enabled
after initializing the QSSI module. Below is an example of configuring the QSSI to transmit two data
bytes in Advanced SSI mode followed by 2 bytes in Bi-SSI mode:

1. Set the MODE bit to 0x3, and the FSSHLDFM bit to 1 in the SSICR1 register. To operate in the
master mode, program the MS bit to 0. Program the remaining bits in the SSICR0 and SSICR1
register to relevant values.

2. Write one data byte to the TX FIFO; set the EOM bit to 1 and write the second data byte to the
Tx FIFO.
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3. Set the MODE bit to 0x1 and the FSSHLDFM bit to 1 in the SSICR1 register. To operate in the
master mode, program the MS bit to 0. Program the remaining bits in the SSICR0 and SSICR1
register to relevant values.

4. Fill the Tx FIFO with one data byte.

5. Set the EOM bit in the SSICR1 register.

6. Fill the Tx FIFO with one data byte.

17.5 Register Map
Table 17-5 on page 1241 lists the QSSI registers. The offset listed is a hexadecimal increment to the
register’s address, relative to that QSSI module’s base address:

■ QSSI0: 0x4000.8000
■ QSSI1: 0x4000.9000
■ QSSI2: 0x4000.A000
■ QSSI3: 0x4000.B000

Note that the QSSI module clock must be enabled before the registers can be programmed (see
page 390). The Rn bit of the PRSSI register must be read as 0x1 before any QSSI module registers
are accessed.

Table 17-5. SSI Register Map

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

1243QSSI Control 00x0000.0000RWSSICR00x000

1245QSSI Control 10x0000.0000RWSSICR10x004

1247QSSI Data0x0000.0000RWSSIDR0x008

1248QSSI Status0x0000.0003ROSSISR0x00C

1250QSSI Clock Prescale0x0000.0000RWSSICPSR0x010

1251QSSI Interrupt Mask0x0000.0000RWSSIIM0x014

1253QSSI Raw Interrupt Status0x0000.0008ROSSIRIS0x018

1255QSSI Masked Interrupt Status0x0000.0000ROSSIMIS0x01C

1257QSSI Interrupt Clear0x0000.0000W1CSSIICR0x020

1258QSSI DMA Control0x0000.0000RWSSIDMACTL0x024

1259QSSI Peripheral Properties0x0000.000DROSSIPP0xFC0

1260QSSI Clock Configuration0x0000.0000RWSSICC0xFC8

1261QSSI Peripheral Identification 40x0000.0000ROSSIPeriphID40xFD0

1262QSSI Peripheral Identification 50x0000.0000ROSSIPeriphID50xFD4

1263QSSI Peripheral Identification 60x0000.0000ROSSIPeriphID60xFD8

1264QSSI Peripheral Identification 70x0000.0000ROSSIPeriphID70xFDC

1265QSSI Peripheral Identification 00x0000.0022ROSSIPeriphID00xFE0
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Table 17-5. SSI Register Map (continued)

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

1266QSSI Peripheral Identification 10x0000.0000ROSSIPeriphID10xFE4

1267QSSI Peripheral Identification 20x0000.0018ROSSIPeriphID20xFE8

1268QSSI Peripheral Identification 30x0000.0001ROSSIPeriphID30xFEC

1269QSSI PrimeCell Identification 00x0000.000DROSSIPCellID00xFF0

1270QSSI PrimeCell Identification 10x0000.00F0ROSSIPCellID10xFF4

1271QSSI PrimeCell Identification 20x0000.0005ROSSIPCellID20xFF8

1272QSSI PrimeCell Identification 30x0000.00B1ROSSIPCellID30xFFC

17.6 Register Descriptions
The remainder of this section lists and describes the QSSI registers, in numerical order by address
offset.
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Register 1: QSSI Control 0 (SSICR0), offset 0x000
The SSICR0 register contains bit fields that control various functions within the QSSI module.
Functionality such as protocol mode, clock rate, and data size are configured in this register.

QSSI Control 0 (SSICR0)
QSSI0 base: 0x4000.8000
QSSI1 base: 0x4000.9000
QSSI2 base: 0x4000.A000
QSSI3 base: 0x4000.B000
Offset 0x000
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DSSFRFSPOSPHSCR

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:16

QSSI Serial Clock Rate
This bit field is used to generate the transmit and receive bit rate of the
QSSI. The bit rate is:
BR=SysClk/(CPSDVSR * (1 + SCR))

where CPSDVSR is an even value from 2-254 programmed in the
SSICPSR register, and SCR is a value from 0-255.

0x00RWSCR15:8

QSSI Serial Clock Phase
This bit is only applicable to the Freescale SPI Format.
The SPH control bit selects the clock edge that captures data and allows
it to change state. This bit has the most impact on the first bit transmitted
by either allowing or not allowing a clock transition before the first data
capture edge.

DescriptionValue

Data is captured on the first clock edge transition.0

Data is captured on the second clock edge transition.1

0RWSPH7

QSSI Serial Clock Polarity

DescriptionValue

A steady state Low value is placed on the SSInClk pin.0

A steady state High value is placed on the SSInClk pin when
data is not being transferred.

1

Note: If this bit is set, then software must also configure the
GPIO port pin corresponding to the SSInClk signal
as a pull-up in the GPIO Pull-Up Select (GPIOPUR)
register.

0RWSPO6
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

QSSI Frame Format Select

Note: When operating in Advanced/Bi-/Quad-SSI mode these bits
must be programmed to 0x0 (Freescale SPI Frame Format).

Frame FormatValue

Freescale SPI Frame Format0x0

Texas Instruments Synchronous Serial Frame Format0x1

Reserved0x2-0x3

0x0RWFRF5:4

QSSI Data Size Select

Note: When operating in Advanced, Bi- or Quad-SSI, data size can
only be 8-bit. All other fields will be ignored.

Data SizeValue

Reserved0x0-0x2

4-bit data0x3

5-bit data0x4

6-bit data0x5

7-bit data0x6

8-bit data0x7

9-bit data0x8

10-bit data0x9

11-bit data0xA

12-bit data0xB

13-bit data0xC

14-bit data0xD

15-bit data0xE

16-bit data0xF

0x0RWDSS3:0
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Register 2: QSSI Control 1 (SSICR1), offset 0x004
The SSICR1 register contains bit fields that control various functions within the QSSI module. Master
and slave mode functionality is controlled by this register.

QSSI Control 1 (SSICR1)
QSSI0 base: 0x4000.8000
QSSI1 base: 0x4000.9000
QSSI2 base: 0x4000.A000
QSSI3 base: 0x4000.B000
Offset 0x004
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

LBMSSEMSreservedMODEDIRHSCLKENFSSHLDFRMEOMreserved

RWRWRWRORORORWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.0ROreserved31:12

Stop Frame (End of Message)
This bit is applicable when MODE is set to Advanced, Bi- or Quad- SSI.
This bit is inserted into bit 12 of the TXFIFO data entry by the QSSI
module.

DescriptionValue

No change is transmission status.0

End of message (Stop Frame).1

0RWEOM11

FSS Hold Frame

DescriptionValue

Pulse SSInFss at every byte (the DSS bit in the SSICR0 register
must be set to 0x7 (data size 8 bits) in this configuration)

0

Hold SSInFss for the whole frame1

0RWFSSHLDFRM10

High Speed Clock Enable
High speed clock enable is available only when operating as a master.

DescriptionValue

Use Input Clock0

Use High Speed Clock1

Note: For proper functionality of high speed mode, the HSCLKEN
bit in the SSICR1 register should be set before any SSI data
transfer or after applying a reset to the QSSI module. In
addition, the SSE bit must be set to 0x1 before the HSCLKEN
bit is set.

0RWHSCLKEN9
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

QSSI Direction of Operation

DescriptionValue

TX (Transmit Mode) write direction0

RX (Receive Mode) read direction1

0RWDIR8

QSSI Mode

DescriptionValue

Legacy SSI mode0x0

Bi-SSI mode0x1

Quad-SSI Mode0x2

Advanced SSI Mode with 8-bit packet size0x3

0x0RWMODE7:6

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved5:3

QSSI Master/Slave Select
This bit selects Master or Slave mode and can be modified only when
the QSSI is disabled (SSE=0).

DescriptionValue

The QSSI is configured as a master.0

The QSSI is configured as a slave.1

0RWMS2

QSSI Synchronous Serial Port Enable

DescriptionValue

QSSI operation is disabled.0

QSSI operation is enabled.1

Note: The HSCLKEN bit in the SSICR1 register should be
set only after applying reset to the QSSI module and
enabling the QSSI by setting the SSE bit, and before
any SSI data transfer. All other bits in the SSICR1
register and all bits in SSICR0 register can only be
programmed when the SSE is clear.

0RWSSE1

QSSI Loopback Mode

DescriptionValue

Normal serial port operation enabled.0

Output of the transmit serial shift register is connected internally
to the input of the receive serial shift register.

1

0RWLBM0
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Register 3: QSSI Data (SSIDR), offset 0x008

Important: This register is read-sensitive. See the register description for details.

The SSIDR register is 16-bits wide. When the SSIDR register is read, the entry in the receive FIFO
that is pointed to by the current FIFO read pointer is accessed. When a data value is removed by
the QSSI receive logic from the incoming data frame, it is placed into the entry in the receive FIFO
pointed to by the current FIFO write pointer.

When the SSIDR register is written to, the entry in the transmit FIFO that is pointed to by the write
pointer is written to. Data values are removed from the transmit FIFO one value at a time by the
transmit logic. Each data value is loaded into the transmit serial shifter, then serially shifted out onto
the SSInDAT0/SSInTX pin at the programmed bit rate.

When a data size of less than 16 bits is selected, the user must right-justify data written to the
transmit FIFO. The transmit logic ignores the unused bits. Received data less than 16 bits is
automatically right-justified in the receive buffer.

QSSI Data (SSIDR)
QSSI0 base: 0x4000.8000
QSSI1 base: 0x4000.9000
QSSI2 base: 0x4000.A000
QSSI3 base: 0x4000.B000
Offset 0x008
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DATA

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:16

QSSI Receive/Transmit Data
A read operation reads the receive FIFO. A write operation writes the
transmit FIFO.
Software must right-justify data when the QSSI is programmed for a
data size that is less than 16 bits. Unused bits at the top are ignored by
the transmit logic. The receive logic automatically right-justifies the data.

0x0000RWDATA15:0
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Register 4: QSSI Status (SSISR), offset 0x00C
The SSISR register contains bits that indicate the FIFO fill status and the QSSI busy status.

QSSI Status (SSISR)
QSSI0 base: 0x4000.8000
QSSI1 base: 0x4000.9000
QSSI2 base: 0x4000.A000
QSSI3 base: 0x4000.B000
Offset 0x00C
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0003

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TFETNFRNERFFBSYreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1100000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:5

QSSI Busy Bit

DescriptionValue

The QSSI is idle.0

The QSSI is currently transmitting and/or receiving a frame, or
the transmit FIFO is not empty.

1

0ROBSY4

QSSI Receive FIFO Full

DescriptionValue

The receive FIFO is not full.0

The receive FIFO is full.1

0RORFF3

QSSI Receive FIFO Not Empty

DescriptionValue

The receive FIFO is empty.0

The receive FIFO is not empty.1

0RORNE2

QSSI Transmit FIFO Not Full

DescriptionValue

The transmit FIFO is full.0

The transmit FIFO is not full.1

1ROTNF1
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

QSSI Transmit FIFO Empty

DescriptionValue

The transmit FIFO is not empty.0

The transmit FIFO is empty.1

1ROTFE0
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Register 5: QSSI Clock Prescale (SSICPSR), offset 0x010
The SSICPSR register specifies the division factor which is used to derive the SSInClk from the
system clock. The clock is further divided by a value from 1 to 256, which is 1 + SCR. SCR is
programmed in the SSICR0 register. The frequency of the SSInClk is defined by:

SSInClk = SysClk / (CPSDVSR * (1 + SCR))

The value programmed into this register must be an even number between 2 and 254. The
least-significant bit of the programmed number is hard-coded to zero. If an odd number is written
to this register, data read back from this register has the least-significant bit as zero.

QSSI Clock Prescale (SSICPSR)
QSSI0 base: 0x4000.8000
QSSI1 base: 0x4000.9000
QSSI2 base: 0x4000.A000
QSSI3 base: 0x4000.B000
Offset 0x010
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CPSDVSRreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved31:8

QSSI Clock Prescale Divisor
This value must be an even number from 2 to 254, depending on the
frequency of SSInClk. The LSB always returns 0 on reads.

0x00RWCPSDVSR7:0
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Register 6: QSSI Interrupt Mask (SSIIM), offset 0x014
The SSIIM register is the interrupt mask set or clear register. It is a read/write register and all bits
are cleared on reset.

On a read, this register gives the current value of the mask on the corresponding interrupt. Setting
a bit clears the mask, enabling the interrupt to be sent to the interrupt controller. Clearing a bit sets
the corresponding mask, preventing the interrupt from being signaled to the controller.

QSSI Interrupt Mask (SSIIM)
QSSI0 base: 0x4000.8000
QSSI1 base: 0x4000.9000
QSSI2 base: 0x4000.A000
QSSI3 base: 0x4000.B000
Offset 0x014
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RORIMRTIMRXIMTXIMDMARXIMDMATXIMEOTIMreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:7

End of Transmit Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The end of transmit interrupt is masked.0

The end of transmit interrupt is not masked.1

0RWEOTIM6

QSSI Transmit DMA Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The transmit DMA interrupt is masked.0

The transmit DMA interrupt is not masked.1

0RWDMATXIM5

QSSI Receive DMA Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The receive DMA interrupt is masked.0

The receive DMA interrupt is not masked.1

0RWDMARXIM4

QSSI Transmit FIFO Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The transmit FIFO interrupt is masked.0

The transmit FIFO interrupt is not masked.1

0RWTXIM3
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

QSSI Receive FIFO Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The receive FIFO interrupt is masked.0

The receive FIFO interrupt is not masked.1

0RWRXIM2

QSSI Receive Time-Out Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The receive FIFO time-out interrupt is masked.0

The receive FIFO time-out interrupt is not masked.1

0RWRTIM1

QSSI Receive Overrun Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The receive FIFO overrun interrupt is masked.0

The receive FIFO overrun interrupt is not masked.1

0RWRORIM0
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Register 7: QSSI Raw Interrupt Status (SSIRIS), offset 0x018
The SSIRIS register is the raw interrupt status register. On a read, this register gives the current
raw status value of the corresponding interrupt prior to masking. A write has no effect.

QSSI Raw Interrupt Status (SSIRIS)
QSSI0 base: 0x4000.8000
QSSI1 base: 0x4000.9000
QSSI2 base: 0x4000.A000
QSSI3 base: 0x4000.B000
Offset 0x018
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0008

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RORRISRTRISRXRISTXRISDMARXRISDMATXRISEOTRISreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0001000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:7

End of Transmit Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

The transmit FIFO is empty, and the last bit has been transmitted
out of the serializer.

1

This bit is cleared when a 1 is written to the EOTIC bit in the SSI
Interrupt Clear (SSIICR) register.

0ROEOTRIS6

QSSI Transmit DMA Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

The transmit DMA has completed.1

This bit is cleared when a 1 is written to the DMATXIC bit in the SSI
Interrupt Clear (SSIICR) register.

0RODMATXRIS5

QSSI Receive DMA Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

The receive DMA has completed.1

This bit is cleared when a 1 is written to the DMARXIC bit in the SSI
Interrupt Clear (SSIICR) register.

0RODMARXRIS4
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

QSSI Transmit FIFO Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

The transmit FIFO is half empty or less.1

This bit is cleared when the transmit FIFO is more than half full.

1ROTXRIS3

QSSI Receive FIFO Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

The receive FIFO is half full or more.1

This bit is cleared when the receive FIFO is less than half full.

0RORXRIS2

QSSI Receive Time-Out Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

The receive time-out has occurred.1

This bit is cleared when a 1 is written to the RTIC bit in the SSI Interrupt
Clear (SSIICR) register.

0RORTRIS1

QSSI Receive Overrun Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

The receive FIFO has overflowed1

This bit is cleared when a 1 is written to the RORIC bit in the SSI
Interrupt Clear (SSIICR) register.

0RORORRIS0
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Register 8: QSSI Masked Interrupt Status (SSIMIS), offset 0x01C
The SSIMIS register is the masked interrupt status register. On a read, this register gives the current
masked status value of the corresponding interrupt. A write has no effect.

QSSI Masked Interrupt Status (SSIMIS)
QSSI0 base: 0x4000.8000
QSSI1 base: 0x4000.9000
QSSI2 base: 0x4000.A000
QSSI3 base: 0x4000.B000
Offset 0x01C
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RORMISRTMISRXMISTXMISDMARXMISDMATXMISEOTMISreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:7

End of Transmit Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked interrupt was signaled due to the transmission of
the last data bit.

1

This bit is cleared when a 1 is written to the EOTIC bit in the SSI
Interrupt Clear (SSIICR) register.

0ROEOTMIS6

QSSI Transmit DMA Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked interrupt was signaled due to the completion of
the transmit DMA.

1

This bit is cleared when a 1 is written to the DMATXIC bit in the SSI
Interrupt Clear (SSIICR) register.

0RODMATXMIS5

QSSI Receive DMA Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked interrupt was signaled due to the completion of
the receive DMA.

1

This bit is cleared when a 1 is written to the DMARXIC bit in the SSI
Interrupt Clear (SSIICR) register.

0RODMARXMIS4
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

QSSI Transmit FIFO Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked interrupt was signaled due to the transmit FIFO
being half empty or less.

1

This bit is cleared when the transmit FIFO is more than half empty .

0ROTXMIS3

QSSI Receive FIFO Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked interrupt was signaled due to the receive FIFO
being half full or more.

1

This bit is cleared when the receive FIFO is less than half full.

0RORXMIS2

QSSI Receive Time-Out Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked interrupt was signaled due to the receive time
out.

1

This bit is cleared when a 1 is written to the RTIC bit in the SSI Interrupt
Clear (SSIICR) register.

0RORTMIS1

QSSI Receive Overrun Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked interrupt was signaled due to the receive FIFO
overflowing.

1

This bit is cleared when a 1 is written to the RORIC bit in the SSI
Interrupt Clear (SSIICR) register.

0RORORMIS0
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Register 9: QSSI Interrupt Clear (SSIICR), offset 0x020
The SSIICR register is the interrupt clear register. On a write of 1, the corresponding interrupt is
cleared. A write of 0 has no effect.

QSSI Interrupt Clear (SSIICR)
QSSI0 base: 0x4000.8000
QSSI1 base: 0x4000.9000
QSSI2 base: 0x4000.A000
QSSI3 base: 0x4000.B000
Offset 0x020
Type W1C, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RORICRTICreservedDMARXICDMATXICEOTICreserved

W1CW1CROROW1CW1CW1CROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:7

End of Transmit Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the EOTRIS bit in the SSIRIS register and
the EOTMIS bit in the SSIMIS register.

0W1CEOTIC6

QSSI Transmit DMA Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the DMATXRIS bit in the SSIRIS register
and the DMATXMIS bit in the SSIMIS register.

0W1CDMATXIC5

QSSI Receive DMA Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the DMARXRIS bit in the SSIRIS register
and the DMARXMIS bit in the SSIMIS register.

0W1CDMARXIC4

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved3:2

QSSI Receive Time-Out Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the RTRIS bit in the SSIRIS register and
the RTMIS bit in the SSIMIS register.

0W1CRTIC1

QSSI Receive Overrun Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the RORRIS bit in the SSIRIS register and
the RORMIS bit in the SSIMIS register.

0W1CRORIC0
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Register 10: QSSI DMA Control (SSIDMACTL), offset 0x024
The SSIDMACTL register is the µDMA control register.

QSSI DMA Control (SSIDMACTL)
QSSI0 base: 0x4000.8000
QSSI1 base: 0x4000.9000
QSSI2 base: 0x4000.A000
QSSI3 base: 0x4000.B000
Offset 0x024
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RXDMAETXDMAEreserved

RWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:2

Transmit DMA Enable

DescriptionValue

µDMA for the transmit FIFO is disabled.0

µDMA for the transmit FIFO is enabled.1

0RWTXDMAE1

Receive DMA Enable

DescriptionValue

µDMA for the receive FIFO is disabled.0

µDMA for the receive FIFO is enabled.1

0RWRXDMAE0
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Register 11: QSSI Peripheral Properties (SSIPP), offset 0xFC0
The SSIPP register provides information regarding the properties of the QSSI module.

QSSI Peripheral Properties (SSIPP)
QSSI0 base: 0x4000.8000
QSSI1 base: 0x4000.9000
QSSI2 base: 0x4000.A000
QSSI3 base: 0x4000.B000
Offset 0xFC0
Type RO, reset 0x0000.000D

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

HSCLKMODEFSSHLDFRMreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1011000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.0000ROreserved31:4

SSInFss Hold Frame Capability

DescriptionValue

SSInFss Hold Frame capability disabled.0

SSinFss Hold Frame capability enabled.1

0x1ROFSSHLDFRM3

Mode of Operation
Indicates what QSSI functionality is supported.

DescriptionValue

Legacy SSI mode0x0

Legacy mode, Advanced SSI mode and Bi-SSI mode enabled.0x1

Legacy mode, Advanced mode, Bi-SSI and Quad-SSI mode
enabled.

0x2

reserved0x3

0x2ROMODE2:1

High Speed Capability

DescriptionValue

High Speed clock capability disabled.0

High speed clock capability enabled.1

0x1ROHSCLK0
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Register 12: QSSI Clock Configuration (SSICC), offset 0xFC8
The SSICC register controls the baud clock source for the QSSI module.

Note: If ALTCLK is used for the QSSI baud clock, the system clock frequency must be at least
twice that of the ALTCLK programmed value in Run mode.

QSSI Clock Configuration (SSICC)
QSSI0 base: 0x4000.8000
QSSI1 base: 0x4000.9000
QSSI2 base: 0x4000.A000
QSSI3 base: 0x4000.B000
Offset 0xFC8
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CSreserved

RWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:4

QSSI Baud Clock Source
The following table specifies the source that generates for the QSSI
baud clock:

DescriptionValue

System clock (based on clock source and divisor factor
programmed in RSCLKCFG register in the System Control
Module)

0x0

reserved0x1-0x4

Alternate clock source as defined by ALTCLKCFG register
in System Control Module.

0x5

Reserved0x6 - 0xF

0RWCS3:0
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Register 13: QSSI Peripheral Identification 4 (SSIPeriphID4), offset 0xFD0
The SSIPeriphIDn registers are hard-coded and the fields within the register determine the reset
value.

QSSI Peripheral Identification 4 (SSIPeriphID4)
QSSI0 base: 0x4000.8000
QSSI1 base: 0x4000.9000
QSSI2 base: 0x4000.A000
QSSI3 base: 0x4000.B000
Offset 0xFD0
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PID4reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

QSSI Peripheral ID Register [7:0]
Can be used by software to identify the presence of this peripheral.

0x00ROPID47:0
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Register 14: QSSI Peripheral Identification 5 (SSIPeriphID5), offset 0xFD4
The SSIPeriphIDn registers are hard-coded and the fields within the register determine the reset
value.

QSSI Peripheral Identification 5 (SSIPeriphID5)
QSSI0 base: 0x4000.8000
QSSI1 base: 0x4000.9000
QSSI2 base: 0x4000.A000
QSSI3 base: 0x4000.B000
Offset 0xFD4
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PID5reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

QSSI Peripheral ID Register [15:8]
Can be used by software to identify the presence of this peripheral.

0x00ROPID57:0
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Register 15: QSSI Peripheral Identification 6 (SSIPeriphID6), offset 0xFD8
The SSIPeriphIDn registers are hard-coded and the fields within the register determine the reset
value.

QSSI Peripheral Identification 6 (SSIPeriphID6)
QSSI0 base: 0x4000.8000
QSSI1 base: 0x4000.9000
QSSI2 base: 0x4000.A000
QSSI3 base: 0x4000.B000
Offset 0xFD8
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PID6reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

QSSI Peripheral ID Register [23:16]
Can be used by software to identify the presence of this peripheral.

0x00ROPID67:0
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Register 16: QSSI Peripheral Identification 7 (SSIPeriphID7), offset 0xFDC
The SSIPeriphIDn registers are hard-coded and the fields within the register determine the reset
value.

QSSI Peripheral Identification 7 (SSIPeriphID7)
QSSI0 base: 0x4000.8000
QSSI1 base: 0x4000.9000
QSSI2 base: 0x4000.A000
QSSI3 base: 0x4000.B000
Offset 0xFDC
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PID7reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

QSSI Peripheral ID Register [31:24]
Can be used by software to identify the presence of this peripheral.

0x00ROPID77:0
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Register 17: QSSI Peripheral Identification 0 (SSIPeriphID0), offset 0xFE0
The SSIPeriphIDn registers are hard-coded and the fields within the register determine the reset
value.

QSSI Peripheral Identification 0 (SSIPeriphID0)
QSSI0 base: 0x4000.8000
QSSI1 base: 0x4000.9000
QSSI2 base: 0x4000.A000
QSSI3 base: 0x4000.B000
Offset 0xFE0
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0022

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PID0reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0100010000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

QSSI Peripheral ID Register [7:0]
Can be used by software to identify the presence of this peripheral.

0x22ROPID07:0
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Register 18: QSSI Peripheral Identification 1 (SSIPeriphID1), offset 0xFE4
The SSIPeriphIDn registers are hard-coded and the fields within the register determine the reset
value.

QSSI Peripheral Identification 1 (SSIPeriphID1)
QSSI0 base: 0x4000.8000
QSSI1 base: 0x4000.9000
QSSI2 base: 0x4000.A000
QSSI3 base: 0x4000.B000
Offset 0xFE4
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PID1reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

QSSI Peripheral ID Register [15:8]
Can be used by software to identify the presence of this peripheral.

0x00ROPID17:0
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Register 19: QSSI Peripheral Identification 2 (SSIPeriphID2), offset 0xFE8
The SSIPeriphIDn registers are hard-coded and the fields within the register determine the reset
value.

QSSI Peripheral Identification 2 (SSIPeriphID2)
QSSI0 base: 0x4000.8000
QSSI1 base: 0x4000.9000
QSSI2 base: 0x4000.A000
QSSI3 base: 0x4000.B000
Offset 0xFE8
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0018

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PID2reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0001100000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

QSSI Peripheral ID Register [23:16]
Can be used by software to identify the presence of this peripheral.

0x18ROPID27:0
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Register 20: QSSI Peripheral Identification 3 (SSIPeriphID3), offset 0xFEC
The SSIPeriphIDn registers are hard-coded and the fields within the register determine the reset
value.

QSSI Peripheral Identification 3 (SSIPeriphID3)
QSSI0 base: 0x4000.8000
QSSI1 base: 0x4000.9000
QSSI2 base: 0x4000.A000
QSSI3 base: 0x4000.B000
Offset 0xFEC
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0001

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PID3reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

QSSI Peripheral ID Register [31:24]
Can be used by software to identify the presence of this peripheral.

0x01ROPID37:0
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Register 21: QSSI PrimeCell Identification 0 (SSIPCellID0), offset 0xFF0
The SSIPCellIDn registers are hard-coded, and the fields within the register determine the reset
value.

QSSI PrimeCell Identification 0 (SSIPCellID0)
QSSI0 base: 0x4000.8000
QSSI1 base: 0x4000.9000
QSSI2 base: 0x4000.A000
QSSI3 base: 0x4000.B000
Offset 0xFF0
Type RO, reset 0x0000.000D

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CID0reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1011000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

QSSI PrimeCell ID Register [7:0]
Provides software a standard cross-peripheral identification system.

0x0DROCID07:0
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Register 22: QSSI PrimeCell Identification 1 (SSIPCellID1), offset 0xFF4
The SSIPCellIDn registers are hard-coded, and the fields within the register determine the reset
value.

QSSI PrimeCell Identification 1 (SSIPCellID1)
QSSI0 base: 0x4000.8000
QSSI1 base: 0x4000.9000
QSSI2 base: 0x4000.A000
QSSI3 base: 0x4000.B000
Offset 0xFF4
Type RO, reset 0x0000.00F0

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CID1reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000111100000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

QSSI PrimeCell ID Register [15:8]
Provides software a standard cross-peripheral identification system.

0xF0ROCID17:0
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Register 23: QSSI PrimeCell Identification 2 (SSIPCellID2), offset 0xFF8
The SSIPCellIDn registers are hard-coded, and the fields within the register determine the reset
value.

QSSI PrimeCell Identification 2 (SSIPCellID2)
QSSI0 base: 0x4000.8000
QSSI1 base: 0x4000.9000
QSSI2 base: 0x4000.A000
QSSI3 base: 0x4000.B000
Offset 0xFF8
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0005

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CID2reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1010000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

QSSI PrimeCell ID Register [23:16]
Provides software a standard cross-peripheral identification system.

0x05ROCID27:0
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Register 24: QSSI PrimeCell Identification 3 (SSIPCellID3), offset 0xFFC
The SSIPCellIDn registers are hard-coded, and the fields within the register determine the reset
value.

QSSI PrimeCell Identification 3 (SSIPCellID3)
QSSI0 base: 0x4000.8000
QSSI1 base: 0x4000.9000
QSSI2 base: 0x4000.A000
QSSI3 base: 0x4000.B000
Offset 0xFFC
Type RO, reset 0x0000.00B1

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CID3reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000110100000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

QSSI PrimeCell ID Register [31:24]
Provides software a standard cross-peripheral identification system.

0xB1ROCID37:0
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18 Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C) Interface
The Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C) bus provides bi-directional data transfer through a two-wire design
(a serial data line SDA and a serial clock line SCL), and interfaces to external I2C devices such as
serial memory (RAMs and ROMs), networking devices, LCDs, tone generators, and so on. The I2C
bus may also be used for system testing and diagnostic purposes in product development and
manufacturing. The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller includes providing the ability to communicate
(both transmit and receive) with other I2C devices on the bus.

The TM4C1294KCPDT controller includes I2C modules with the following features:

■ Devices on the I2C bus can be designated as either a master or a slave

– Supports both transmitting and receiving data as either a master or a slave

– Supports simultaneous master and slave operation

■ Four I2C modes

– Master transmit

– Master receive

– Slave transmit

– Slave receive

■ Two 8-entry FIFOs for receive and transmit data

– FIFOs can be independently assigned to master or slave

■ Four transmission speeds:

– Standard (100 Kbps)

– Fast-mode (400 Kbps)

– Fast-mode plus (1 Mbps)

– High-speed mode (3.33 Mbps)

■ Glitch suppression

■ SMBus support through software

– Clock low timeout interrupt

– Dual slave address capability

– Quick command capability

■ Master and slave interrupt generation

– Master generates interrupts when a transmit or receive operation completes (or aborts due
to an error)
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– Slave generates interrupts when data has been transferred or requested by a master or when
a START or STOP condition is detected

■ Master with arbitration and clock synchronization, multimaster support, and 7-bit addressing
mode

■ Efficient transfers using Micro Direct Memory Access Controller (µDMA)

– Separate channels for transmit and receive

– Ability to execute single data transfers or burst data transfers using the RX and TX FIFOs in
the I2C

18.1 Block Diagram

Figure 18-1. I2C Block Diagram
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18.2 Signal Description
The following table lists the external signals of the I2C interface and describes the function of each.
The I2C interface signals are alternate functions for some GPIO signals and default to be GPIO
signals at reset. The column in the table below titled "Pin Mux/Pin Assignment" lists the possible
GPIO pin placements for the I2C signals. The AFSEL bit in the GPIO Alternate Function Select
(GPIOAFSEL) register (page 768) should be set to choose the I2C function. The number in
parentheses is the encoding that must be programmed into the PMCn field in theGPIO Port Control
(GPIOPCTL) register (page 785) to assign the I2C signal to the specified GPIO port pin. Note that
the I2CSDA pin should be set to open drain using theGPIOOpen Drain Select (GPIOODR) register.
For more information on configuring GPIOs, see “General-Purpose Input/Outputs
(GPIOs)” on page 740.

Table 18-1. I2C Signals (128TQFP)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin Mux / Pin
Assignment

Pin NumberPin Name

I2C module 0 clock. Note that this signal has an
active pull-up. The corresponding port pin should
not be configured as open drain.

ODI/OPB2 (2)91I2C0SCL

I2C module 0 data.ODI/OPB3 (2)92I2C0SDA

I2C module 1 clock. Note that this signal has an
active pull-up. The corresponding port pin should
not be configured as open drain.

ODI/OPG0 (2)49I2C1SCL

I2C module 1 data.ODI/OPG1 (2)50I2C1SDA

I2C module 2 clock. Note that this signal has an
active pull-up. The corresponding port pin should
not be configured as open drain.

ODI/OPL1 (2)
PP5 (2)
PN5 (3)

82
106
112

I2C2SCL

I2C module 2 data.ODI/OPL0 (2)
PN4 (3)

81
111

I2C2SDA

I2C module 3 clock. Note that this signal has an
active pull-up. The corresponding port pin should
not be configured as open drain.

ODI/OPK4 (2)63I2C3SCL

I2C module 3 data.ODI/OPK5 (2)62I2C3SDA

I2C module 4 clock. Note that this signal has an
active pull-up. The corresponding port pin should
not be configured as open drain.

ODI/OPK6 (2)61I2C4SCL

I2C module 4 data.ODI/OPK7 (2)60I2C4SDA

I2C module 5 clock. Note that this signal has an
active pull-up. The corresponding port pin should
not be configured as open drain.

ODI/OPB0 (2)
PB4 (2)

95
121

I2C5SCL

I2C module 5 data.ODI/OPB1 (2)
PB5 (2)

96
120

I2C5SDA

I2C module 6 clock. Note that this signal has an
active pull-up. The corresponding port pin should
not be configured as open drain.

ODI/OPA6 (2)40I2C6SCL

I2C module 6 data.ODI/OPA7 (2)41I2C6SDA

I2C module 7 clock. Note that this signal has an
active pull-up. The corresponding port pin should
not be configured as open drain.

ODI/OPD0 (2)
PA4 (2)

1
37

I2C7SCL

I2C module 7 data.ODI/OPD1 (2)
PA5 (2)

2
38

I2C7SDA
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Table 18-1. I2C Signals (128TQFP) (continued)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin Mux / Pin
Assignment

Pin NumberPin Name

I2C module 8 clock. Note that this signal has an
active pull-up. The corresponding port pin should
not be configured as open drain.

ODI/OPD2 (2)
PA2 (2)

3
35

I2C8SCL

I2C module 8 data.ODI/OPD3 (2)
PA3 (2)

4
36

I2C8SDA

I2C module 9 clock. Note that this signal has an
active pull-up. The corresponding port pin should
not be configured as open drain.

ODI/OPA0 (2)33I2C9SCL

I2C module 9 data.ODI/OPA1 (2)34I2C9SDA

18.3 Functional Description
Each I2C module is comprised of both master and slave functions and is identified by a unique
address. A master-initiated communication generates the clock signal, SCL. For proper operation,
the SDA pin must be configured as an open-drain signal. Due to the internal circuitry that supports
high-speed operation, the SCL pin must not be configured as an open-drain signal, although the
internal circuitry causes it to act as if it were an open drain signal. Both SDA and SCL signals must
be connected to a positive supply voltage using a pull-up resistor. A typical I2C bus configuration is
shown in Figure 18-2. Refer to the I2C-bus specification and user manual to determine the size of
the pull-ups needed for proper operation.

See “Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C) Interface” on page 1868 for I2C timing diagrams.

Figure 18-2. I2C Bus Configuration
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18.3.1 I2C Bus Functional Overview
The I2C bus uses only two signals: SDA and SCL, named I2CSDA and I2CSCL on TM4C1294KCPDT
microcontrollers. SDA is the bi-directional serial data line and SCL is the bi-directional serial clock
line. The bus is considered idle when both lines are High.

Every transaction on the I2C bus is nine bits long, consisting of eight data bits and a single
acknowledge bit. The number of bytes per transfer (defined as the time between a valid START
and STOP condition, described in “START and STOP Conditions” on page 1277) is unrestricted, but
each data byte has to be followed by an acknowledge bit, and data must be transferred MSB first.
When a receiver cannot receive another complete byte, it can hold the clock line SCL Low and force
the transmitter into a wait state. The data transfer continues when the receiver releases the clock
SCL.
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18.3.1.1 START and STOP Conditions
The protocol of the I2C bus defines two states to begin and end a transaction: START and STOP.
A High-to-Low transition on the SDA line while the SCL is High is defined as a START condition,
and a Low-to-High transition on the SDA line while SCL is High is defined as a STOP condition.
The bus is considered busy after a START condition and free after a STOP condition. See Figure
18-3.

Figure 18-3. START and STOP Conditions

START
condition

SDA

SCL
STOP

condition

SDA

SCL

The STOP bit determines if the cycle stops at the end of the data cycle or continues on to a repeated
START condition. To generate a single transmit cycle, the I2C Master Slave Address (I2CMSA)
register is written with the desired address, the R/S bit is cleared, and the Control register is written
with ACK=X (0 or 1), STOP=1, START=1, and RUN=1 to perform the operation and stop. When the
operation is completed (or aborted due an error), the interrupt pin becomes active and the data may
be read from the I2C Master Data (I2CMDR) register. When the I2C module operates in Master
receiver mode, the ACK bit is normally set causing the I2C bus controller to transmit an acknowledge
automatically after each byte. This bit must be cleared when the I2C bus controller requires no further
data to be transmitted from the slave transmitter.

When operating in slave mode, the STARTRIS and STOPRIS bits in the I2C Slave Raw Interrupt
Status (I2CSRIS) register indicate detection of start and stop conditions on the bus and the I2C
Slave Masked Interrupt Status (I2CSMIS) register can be configured to allow STARTRIS and
STOPRIS to be promoted to controller interrupts (when interrupts are enabled).

18.3.1.2 Data Format with 7-Bit Address
Data transfers follow the format shown in Figure 18-4. After the START condition, a slave address
is transmitted. This address is 7-bits long followed by an eighth bit, which is a data direction bit (R/S
bit in the I2CMSA register). If the R/S bit is clear, it indicates a transmit operation (send), and if it
is set, it indicates a request for data (receive). A data transfer is always terminated by a STOP
condition generated by the master, however, a master can initiate communications with another
device on the bus by generating a repeated START condition and addressing another slave without
first generating a STOP condition. Various combinations of receive/transmit formats are then possible
within a single transfer.

Figure 18-4. Complete Data Transfer with a 7-Bit Address

DataSlave address

ACKLSBMSBACKR/SLSBMSBSDA

SCL 1 2 7 8 9 1 2 7 8 9

StopStart

The first seven bits of the first byte make up the slave address (see Figure 18-5). The eighth bit
determines the direction of the message. A zero in the R/S position of the first byte means that the
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master transmits (sends) data to the selected slave, and a one in this position means that the master
receives data from the slave.

Figure 18-5. R/S Bit in First Byte

R/S
LSB

Slave address
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18.3.1.3 Data Validity
The data on the SDA line must be stable during the high period of the clock, and the data line can
only change when SCL is Low (see Figure 18-6).

Figure 18-6. Data Validity During Bit Transfer on the I2C Bus
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18.3.1.4 Acknowledge
All bus transactions have a required acknowledge clock cycle that is generated by the master. During
the acknowledge cycle, the transmitter (which can be the master or slave) releases the SDA line.
To acknowledge the transaction, the receiver must pull down SDA during the acknowledge clock
cycle. The data transmitted out by the receiver during the acknowledge cycle must comply with the
data validity requirements described in “Data Validity” on page 1278.

When a slave receiver does not acknowledge the slave address, SDA must be left High by the slave
so that the master can generate a STOP condition and abort the current transfer. If the master
device is acting as a receiver during a transfer, it is responsible for acknowledging each transfer
made by the slave. Because the master controls the number of bytes in the transfer, it signals the
end of data to the slave transmitter by not generating an acknowledge on the last data byte. The
slave transmitter must then release SDA to allow the master to generate the STOP or a repeated
START condition.

If the slave is required to provide a manual ACK or NACK, the I2C Slave ACK Control
(I2CSACKCTL) register allows the slave to NACK for invalid data or command or ACK for valid
data or command. When this operation is enabled, the MCU slave module I2C clock is pulled low
after the last data bit until this register is written with the indicated response.

18.3.1.5 Repeated Start
The I2C master module has the capability of executing a repeated START (transmit or receive) after
an initial transfer has occurred.

A repeated start sequence for a Master transmit is as follows:

1. When the device is in the idle state, the Master writes the slave address to the I2CMSA register
and configures the R/S bit for the desired transfer type.
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2. Data is written to the I2CMDR register.

3. When the BUSY bit in the I2CMCS register is 0 , the Master writes 0x3 to the I2CMCS register
to initiate a transfer.

4. The Master does not generate a STOP condition but instead writes another slave address to
the I2CMSA register and then writes 0x3 to initiate the repeated START.

A repeated start sequence for a Master receive is similar:

1. When the device is in idle, the Master writes the slave address to the I2CMSA register and
configures the R/S bit for the desired transfer type.

2. The master reads data from the I2CMDR register.

3. When the BUSY bit in the I2CMCS register is 0 , the Master writes 0x3 to the I2CMCS register
to initiate a transfer.

4. The Master does not generate a STOP condition but instead writes another slave address to
the I2CMSA register and then writes 0x3 to initiate the repeated START.

For more information on repeated START, refer to Figure 18-12 on page 1292 and Figure
18-13 on page 1293.

18.3.1.6 Clock Low Timeout (CLTO)
The I2C slave can extend the transaction by pulling the clock low periodically to create a slow bit
transfer rate. The I2C module has a 12-bit programmable counter that is used to track how long the
clock has been held low. The upper 8 bits of the count value are software programmable through
the I2C Master Clock Low Timeout Count (I2CMCLKOCNT) register. The lower four bits are not
user visible and are 0x0. The CNTL value programmed in the I2CMCLKOCNT register has to be
greater than 0x01. The application can program the eight most significant bits of the counter to
reflect the acceptable cumulative low period in transaction. The count is loaded at the START
condition and counts down on each falling edge of the internal bus clock of the Master. Note that
the internal bus clock generated for this counter keeps running at the programmed I2C speed even
if SCL is held low on the bus. Upon reaching terminal count, the master state machine forces ABORT
on the bus by issuing a STOP condition at the instance of SCL and SDA release.

As an example, if an I2C module was operating at 100 kHz speed, programming the I2CMCLKOCNT
register to 0xDA would translate to the value 0xDA0 since the lower four bits are set to 0x0. This
would translate to a decimal value of 3488 clocks or a cumulative clock low period of 34.88 ms at
100 kHz.

The CLKRIS bit in the I2C Master Raw Interrupt Status (I2CMRIS) register is set when the clock
timeout period is reached, allowing the master to start corrective action to resolve the remote slave
state. In addition, the CLKTO bit in the I2C Master Control/Status (I2CMCS) register is set; this bit
is cleared when a STOP condition is sent or during the I2C master reset. The status of the raw SDA
and SCL signals are readable by software through the SDA and SCL bits in the I2C Master Bus
Monitor (I2CMBMON) register to help determine the state of the remote slave.

In the event of a CLTO condition, application software must choose how it intends to attempt bus
recovery. Most applications may attempt to manually toggle the I2C pins to force the slave to let go
of the clock signal (a common solution is to attempt to force a STOP on the bus). If a CLTO is
detected before the end of a burst transfer, and the bus is successfully recovered by the master,
the master hardware attempts to finish the pending burst operation. Depending on the state of the
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slave after bus recovery, the actual behavior on the bus varies. If the slave resumes in a state where
it can acknowledge the master (essentially, where it was before the bus hang), it continues where
it left off. However, if the slave resumes in a reset state (or if a forced STOP by the master causes
the slave to enter the idle state), it may ignore the master's attempt to complete the burst operation
and NAK the first data byte that the master sends or requests.

Since the behavior of slaves cannot always be predicted, it is suggested that the application software
always write the STOP bit in the I2C Master Configuration (I2CMCR) register during the CLTO
interrupt service routine. This limits the amount of data the master attempts to send or receive upon
bus recovery to a single byte, and after the single byte is on the wire, the master issues a STOP.
An alternative solution is to have the application software reset the I2C peripheral before attempting
to manually recover the bus. This solution allows the I2C master hardware to be returned to a known
good (and idle) state before attempting to recover a stuck bus and prevents any unwanted data
from appearing on the wire.

Note: The Master Clock Low Timeout counter counts for the entire time SCL is held Low
continuously. If SCL is deasserted at any point, the Master Clock Low Timeout Counter is
reloaded with the value in the I2CMCLKOCNT register and begins counting down from this
value.

18.3.1.7 Dual Address
The I2C interface supports dual address capability for the slave. The additional programmable
address is provided and can be matched if enabled. In legacy mode with dual address disabled,
the I2C slave provides an ACK on the bus if the address matches the OAR field in the I2CSOAR
register. In dual address mode, the I2C slave provides an ACK on the bus if either the OAR field in
the I2CSOAR register or the OAR2 field in the I2CSOAR2 register is matched. The enable for dual
address is programmable through the OAR2EN bit in the I2CSOAR2 register and there is no disable
on the legacy address.

The OAR2SEL bit in the I2CSCSR register indicates if the address that was ACKed is the alternate
address or not. When this bit is clear, it indicates either legacy operation or no address match.

18.3.1.8 Arbitration
A master may start a transfer only if the bus is idle. It's possible for two or more masters to generate
a START condition within minimum hold time of the START condition. In these situations, an
arbitration scheme takes place on the SDA line, while SCL is High. During arbitration, the first of
the competing master devices to place a 1 (High) on SDA, while another master transmits a 0 (Low),
switches off its data output stage and retires until the bus is idle again.

Arbitration can take place over several bits. Its first stage is a comparison of address bits, and if
both masters are trying to address the same device, arbitration continues on to the comparison of
data bits.

If arbitration is lost when the I2C master is initiating a BURST with the TX FIFO enabled, the
application should execute the following steps to correctly handle the arbitration loss:

1. Flush and disable the TX FIFO

2. Clear and mask the TXFE interrupt by clearing the TXFEIM bit in the I2CMIMR register.

Once the bus is IDLE, the TXFIFO can be filled and enabled, the TXFE bit can be unmasked and
a new BURST transaction can be initiated.
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18.3.1.9 Glitch Suppression in Multi-Master Configuration
When a multi-master configuration is being used, the PULSEL bit in the I2CMTPR register can be
programmed to provide glitch suppression on the SCL and SDA lines and assure proper signal
values. The glitch suppression value is in terms of buffered system clocks. Note that all signals will
be delayed internally when glitch suppression is nonzero. For example, if PULSEL is set to 0x7, 31
clocks should be added onto the calculation for the expected transaction time.

18.3.1.10 SMBus Operation
The SMBus interface is based on the I2C protocol; however, some differences exist between the
two. These differences must be handled through software in order to make sure the SMBus protocol,
including timing specifications, is met. Note that the SMBus 2.0 specification limits the maximum
frequency of the interface to 100 KHz, as a result, I2C Standard speed operation is used for SMBus.

The SMBus/ I2C slave can extend the transaction if it is not ready by pulling the clock low. The
SMbus specification allows the maximum timeout for such elongated transaction to be between 25
to 35 ms. The I2C specification does not have this requirement. The I2C module supports a
programmable count to support clock-low timeout for the master to error out and take appropriate
action as required. This feature is explained in “Clock Low Timeout (CLTO)” on page 1279. Note that
if transactions are extended, a timeout period should be programmed in the I2CMCLKOCNT register,
and the CLKRIS bit in the I2CMRIS register should not be masked.

Unlike the I2C slave, the SMBus slave must respond with an ACK response to its address regardless
of whether it is ready or not. As a result, the I2C slave sends an ACK response to its address and
a NACK response on the data byte if it is not ready. The ARBLST bit in the I2CMCS register is set
if there were any issues with the transfer. In addition, the slave can send a NACK at any time to
force the master to stop sending additional bytes.

The I2C Interface supports µDMA for efficient data handling. The µDMA operation needs FIFOs to
be enabled for appropriate transfer type to perform I2C Master for burst transfers and all types of
Slave transfers. The I2C interface is supported by two channels, one for Rx (I2C to Memory) and
one for Tx (Memory to I2C) transfers.. See“FIFO and µDMA Operation” on page 1285 for more
information.

Quick Command

Quick Command is a simple, compact SMBus protocol that sends an address and 1-bit of data in
the R/S bit of the I2C header byte to communicate a command to the slave, typically a "turn off" or
"turn on". The I2C master peripheral has the ability to send a Quick Command by writing the target
address and R/S value into the I2CMSA register followed by a write to I2CMCS with a value of
0x27. SMBus requires the slave to be able to accept and process commands and the master to
generate the Quick Command transactions. The master also has the capability to stop the transaction
after acknowledgement from a slave.

The I2C slave peripheral requires special handling when a Quick Command is sent. In the case
where a master sends a Quick Command with the R/S (data) bit cleared, the QCMDST bit in I2CSCSR
is set, and the QCMDRW bit shows the data value (which in this case is 0) when the STOPRIS bit is
set in I2CSRIS and the STOP interrupt is asserted. In this scenario, a DATARIS interrupt bit is not
set. When the master sends a Quick Command with the R/S (data) bit set, the DATARIS bit is set
to notify the slave to write a data byte to I2CSDR in which bit 7 is set. A “dummy write” of 0xFF to
the I2CSDR register is recommended. After the write to I2CSDR, the STOP interrupt is asserted
and the QCMDST and QCMDRW bits are set in the I2CSCSR register to indicate that a quick command
read occurred and the last transaction was a Quick Command. Therefore, when the slave must
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receive a Quick Command, it should be expecting such a command because it must write the
I2CSDR with a specific value when R/S is set.

18.3.2 Available Speed Modes
The I2C bus can run in Standard mode (100 kbps), Fast mode (400 kbps), Fast mode plus (1 Mbps)
or High-Speed mode (3.4 Mbps, provided correct system clock frequency is set and there is
appropriate pull strength on SCL and SDA lines). The selected mode should match the speed of
the other I2C devices on the bus.

18.3.2.1 Standard, Fast, and Fast Plus Modes
Standard, Fast, and Fast Plus modes are selected using a value in the I2C Master Timer Period
(I2CMTPR) register that results in an SCL frequency of 100 kbps for Standard mode, 400 kbps for
Fast mode, or 1 Mbps for Fast mode plus.

The I2C clock rate is determined by the parameters CLK_PRD, TIMER_PRD, SCL_LP, and SCL_HP
where:

CLK_PRD is the system clock period

SCL_LP is the low phase of SCL (fixed at 6)

SCL_HP is the high phase of SCL (fixed at 4)

TIMER_PRD is the programmed value in the I2CMTPR register (see page 1311). This value is
determined by replacing the known variables in the equation below and solving for TIMER_PRD.

The I2C clock period is calculated as follows:

SCL_PERIOD = 2 × (1 + TIMER_PRD) × (SCL_LP + SCL_HP) × CLK_PRD

For example:

CLK_PRD = 50 ns

TIMER_PRD = 2

SCL_LP=6

SCL_HP=4

yields a SCL frequency of:

1/SCL_PERIOD = 333 Khz

Table 18-2 gives examples of the timer periods that should be used to generate Standard, Fast
mode, and Fast mode plus SCL frequencies based on various system clock frequencies.

Table 18-2. Examples of I2C Master Timer Period Versus Speed Mode

Fast Mode
Plus

Timer
Period

Fast ModeTimer PeriodStandard ModeTimer PeriodSystem Clock

----100 Kbps0x014 MHz

----100 Kbps0x026 MHz

--312 Kbps0x0189 Kbps0x0612.5 MHz

--278 Kbps0x0293 Kbps0x0816.7 MHz

--333 Kbps0x02100 Kbps0x0920 MHz

--312 Kbps0x0396.2 Kbps0x0C25 MHz

--330 Kbps0x0497.1 Kbps0x1033 MHz
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Table 18-2. Examples of I2C Master Timer Period Versus Speed Mode (continued)

Fast Mode
Plus

Timer
Period

Fast ModeTimer PeriodStandard ModeTimer PeriodSystem Clock

1000 Kbps0x01400 Kbps0x04100 Kbps0x1340 MHz

833 Kbps0x02357 Kbps0x06100 Kbps0x1850 MHz

1000 Kbps0x03400 Kbps0x09100 Kbps0x2780 MHz

1000 Kbps0x04385 Kbps0x0C100 Kbps0x31100 MHz

1000 Kbps0x5400 Kbps0xE100 Kbps0x3B120 MHz

18.3.2.2 High-Speed Mode
The TM4C1294KCPDT I2C peripheral has support for High-speed operation as both a master and
slave. High-Speed mode is configured by setting the HS bit in the I2C Master Control/Status
(I2CMCS) register. High-Speed mode transmits data at a high bit rate with a 66.6%/33.3% duty
cycle, but communication and arbitration are done at Standard, Fast mode, or Fast-mode plus
speed, depending on which is selected by the user. When the HS bit in the I2CMCS register is set,
current mode pull-ups are enabled.

The clock period can be selected using the equation below, but in this case, SCL_LP=2 and
SCL_HP=1.

SCL_PERIOD = 2 × (1 + TIMER_PRD) × (SCL_LP + SCL_HP) × CLK_PRD

So for example:

CLK_PRD = 25 ns
TIMER_PRD = 1
SCL_LP=2
SCL_HP=1

yields a SCL frequency of:

1/T = 3.33 Mhz 

Table 18-3 on page 1283 gives examples of timer period and system clock in High-Speed mode. Note
that the HS bit in the I2CMTPR register needs to be set for the TPR value to be used in High-Speed
mode.

Table 18-3. Examples of I2C Master Timer Period in High-Speed Mode

Transmission ModeTimer PeriodSystem Clock

3.33 Mbps0x0140 MHz

2.77 Mbps0x0250 MHz

3.33 Mbps0x0380 MHz

When operating as a master, the protocol is shown in Figure 18-7. The master is responsible for
sending a master code byte in either Standard (100 Kbps) or Fast-mode (400 Kbps) before it begins
transferring in High-speed mode. The master code byte must contain data in the form of 0000.1XXX
and is used to tell the slave devices to prepare for a High-speed transfer. The master code byte
should never be acknowledged by a slave since it is only used to indicate that the upcoming data
is going to be transferred at a higher data rate. To send the master code byte for a standard
high-speed transfer, software should place the value of the master code byte into the I2CMSA
register and write the I2CMCS register with a value of 0x13. If a high-speed burst transfer is required,
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then to send the master code byte, software should place the value of the master code byte into
the I2CMSA register and write the I2CMCS register with 0x50. Either configuration places the I2C
master peripheral in High-speed mode, and all subsequent transfers (until STOP) are carried out
at High-speed data rate using the normal I2CMCS command bits, without setting the HS bit in the
I2CMCS register. Again, setting the HS bit in the I2CMCS register is only necessary during the
master code byte.

When operating as a High-speed slave, there is no additional software required.

Figure 18-7. High-Speed Data Format

SDA

SCL

Device-Specific NAK Address

R/W

Data

Standard (100 KHz) or Fast Mode (400 KHz) High Speed
(3.3 Mbps)

Note: High-Speed mode is 3.4 Mbps, provided correct system clock frequency is set and there is
appropriate pull strength on SCL and SDA lines.

18.3.3 Interrupts
The I2C can generate interrupts when the following conditions are observed in the Master Module:

■ Master transaction completed (RIS bit)

■ Master arbitration lost (ARBLOSTRIS bit)

■ Master Address/Data NACK (NACKRIS bit)

■ Master bus timeout (CLKRIS bit)

■ Next byte request (RIS bit)

■ Stop condition on bus detected (STOPRIS bit)

■ Start condition on bus detected (STARTRIS bit)

■ RX DMA interrupt pending (DMARXRIS bit)

■ TX DMA interrupt pending (DMATXRIS bit)

■ Trigger value for FIFO has been reached and a TX FIFO request interrupt is pending (TXRIS
bit)

■ Trigger value for FIFO has been reached and a RX FIFO request interrupt is pending (RXRIS
bit)

■ Transmit FIFO is empty (TXFERIS bit)

■ Receive FIFO is full (RXFFRIS bit)

Interrupts are generated when the following conditions are observed in the Slave Module:
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■ Slave transaction received (DATARIS bit)

■ Slave transaction requested (DATARIS bit)

■ Slave next byte transfer request (DATARIS bit)

■ Stop condition on bus detected (STOPRIS bit)

■ Start condition on bus detected (STARTRIS bit)

■ RX DMA interrupt pending (DMARXRIS bit)

■ TX DMA interrupt pending (DMATXRIS bit)

■ Programmable trigger value for FIFO has been reached and a TX FIFO request interrupt is
pending (TXRIS bit)

■ Programmable trigger value for FIFO has been reached and a RX FIFO request interrupt is
pending (RXRIS bit)

■ Transmit FIFO is empty (TXFERIS bit)

■ Receive FIFO is full (RXFFRIS bit)

The I2C master and I2C slave modules have separate interrupt registers. Interrupts can be masked
by clearing the appropriate bit in the I2CMIMR or I2CSIMR register. Note that the RIS bit in the
Master Raw Interrupt Status (I2CMRIS) register and the DATARIS bit in the Slave Raw Interrupt
Status (I2CSRIS) register have multiple interrupt causes including a next byte transfer request
interrupt. This interrupt is generated when both master and slave are requesting a receive or transmit
transaction.

18.3.4 Loopback Operation
The I2C modules can be placed into an internal loopback mode for diagnostic or debug work by
setting the LPBK bit in the I2C Master Configuration (I2CMCR) register. In loopback mode, the
SDA and SCL signals from the master and are tied to the SDA and SCL signals of the slave module
to allow internal testing of the device without having to go through I/O.

18.3.5 FIFO and µDMA Operation
Both the master and the slave module have the capability to access two 8-byte FIFOs that can be
used in conjunction with the µDMA for fast transfer of data. The transmit (TX) FIFO and receive
(RX) FIFO can be independently assigned to either the I2C master or I2C slave. Thus, the following
FIFO assignments are allowed:

■ The transmit and receive FIFOs can be assigned to the master

■ The transmit and receive FIFOs can be assigned to the slave

■ The transmit FIFO can be assigned to the master, while the receive FIFO is assigned to the
slave and vice versa.

In most cases, both FIFOs will be assigned to either the master or the slave. The FIFO assignment
is configured by programming the TXASGNMT and RXASGNMT bit in the I2C FIFO Control
(I2CFIFOCTL) register.
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Each FIFO has a programmable threshold point which indicates when the FIFO service interrupt
should be generated. Additionally, a FIFO receive full and transmit empty interrupt can be enabled
in the Interrupt Mask (I2CxIMR) registers of both the master and slave. Note that if we clear the
TXFERIS interrupt (by setting the TXFEIC bit) when the TX FIFO is empty, the TXFERIS interrupt
does not reassert even though the TX FIFO remains empty in this situation.

When a FIFO is not assigned to a master or a slave module, the FIFO interrupt and status signals
to the module are forced to a state that indicates the FIFO is empty. For example, if the TX FIFO is
assigned to the master module, the status signals to the slave transmit interface indicates that the
FIFO is empty.

Note: The FIFOs must be empty when reassigning the FIFOs for proper functionality

18.3.5.1 Master Module Burst Mode
A BURST command is provided for the master module which allows a sequence of data transfers
using the µDMA (or software, if desired) to handle the data in the FIFO. The BURST command is
enabled by setting the BURST bit in the Master Control/Status (I2CMCS) register. The number of
bytes transferred by a BURST request is programmed in the I2CMaster Burst Length (I2CMBLEN)
register and a copy of this value is automatically written to the I2CMaster Burst Count (I2CMBCNT)
register to be used as a down-counter during the BURST transfer. The bytes written to the I2C FIFO
Data (I2CFIFODATA) register are transferred to the RX FIFO or TX FIFO depending on whether a
transmit or receive is being executed. If data is NACKed during a BURST and the STOP bit is set
in the I2CMCS register, the transfer terminates. If the STOP bit is not set, the software application
must issue a repeated STOP or START when a NACK interrupt is asserted. In the case of a NACK,
the I2CMBCNT register can be used to determine the amount of data that was transferred prior to
the BURST termination. If the Address is NACKed during a transfer, then a STOP is issued.

Master Module µDMA Functionality

When the Master Control/Status (I2CMCS) register is set to enable BURST and the master I2C
µDMA channel is enabled in the DMA Channel Map Select n (DMACHMAPn) registers in the
µDMA, the master control module will assert either the internal single µDMA request signal
(dma_sreq) or multiple µDMA request signal (dma_req) to the µDMA. Note that there are separate
dma_req and dma_sreq signals for transmit and receive. A single µDMA request (dma_sreq) will
be asserted by the Master module when the Rx FIFO has at least one data byte present in the FIFO
and/or when the Tx FIFO has at least one space available to fill. The dma_req (or Burst) signal will
be asserted when Rx FIFO fill level is higher than trigger level and/or the Tx FIFO burst length
remaining is less than 4 bytes and the FIFO fill level is less than trigger level. If a single transfer or
BURST operation has completed, the µDMA sends a dma_done signal to the master module
represented by the DMATX/DMARX interrupts in the I2CMIMR/I2CMRIS/I2CMMIS/I2CMICR registers.

If the µDMA I2C channel is disabled and software is used to handle the BURST command, software
can read the FIFOStatus (I2CFIFOSTAT)Register and theMaster Burst Count (I2CMBC) register
to determine whether the FIFO needs servicing during the BURST transaction. A trigger value can
be programmed in the I2CFIFOCTL register to allow for interrupts at various fill levels of the FIFOs.

The NACK and ARBLOST bits in the interrupt status registers can be enabled to indicate no
acknowledgement of data transfer or an arbitration loss on the bus.

When the Master module is transmitting FIFO data, software can fill the Tx FIFO in advance of
setting the BURST bit in the I2CMCS register. If the FIFO is empty when the µDMA is enabled for
BURST mode, the dma_req and dma_sreq both assert (assuming the I2CMBLEN register is
programmed to at least 4 bytes and the Tx FIFO fill level is less than the trigger set). If the I2CMBLEN
register value is less than 4 and the Tx FIFO is not full but more than trigger level, only dma_sreq
will assert. Single requests will be generated as required to keep the FIFO full until the number of
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bytes specified in the I2CMBLEN register has been transferred to the FIFO (and the I2CMBCOUNT
register reaches 0x0). At this point, no further requests are generated until the next BURST command
is issued. If the µDMA is disabled, FIFOs will be serviced based on the interrupts active in the Master
interrupt status registers, the FIFO trigger values shown in the I2CFIFOSTATUS register and
completion of a BURST transfer.

When the Master module is receiving FIFO data, the Rx FIFO is initially empty and no requests are
asserted. If data is read from the slave and placed into the Rx FIFO, the dma_sreq signal to the
µDMA is asserted to indicate there is data to be transferred. If the Rx FIFO contains at least 4 bytes,
the dma_req signal is also asserted. The µDMA will continue to transfer data out of the Rx FIFO
until it has reached the amount of bytes programmed in the I2CMBLEN register.

Note: The TXFEIM interrupt mask bit in the I2CMIMR register should be clear (masking the TXFE
interrupt) when the master is performing an RX Burst from the RXFIFO and should be
unmasked before starting a TX FIFO transfers.

18.3.5.2 Slave Module
The slave module also has the capability to use the µDMA in Rx and Tx FIFO data transfers. If the
Tx FIFO is assigned to the slave module and the TXFIFO bit is set in the I2CSCSR register, the
slave module will generate a single µDMA request, dma_sreq, if the master module requests the
next byte transfer. If the FIFO fill level is less than the trigger level, a µDMA multiple transfer request,
dma_req, will be asserted to continue data transfers from the µDMA.

If the Rx FIFO is assigned to the slave module and the RXFIFO bit is set in the I2CSCSR register,
then the slave module will generate a signal µDMA request, dma_sreq, if there is any data to be
transferred. The dma_req signal will be asserted when the Rx FIFO has more data than the trigger
level programmed by the RXTRIG bit in the I2CFIFOCTL register.

Note: Best practice recommends that an application should not switch between the I2CSDR
register and TX FIFO or vice versa for successive transactions.

18.3.6 Command Sequence Flow Charts
This section details the steps required to perform the various I2C transfer types in both master and
slave mode. Refer to Table 18-5 on page 1306 for further sequence information.

18.3.6.1 I2C Master Command Sequences
The figures that follow show the command sequences available for the I2C master.
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Figure 18-8. Master Single TRANSMIT

Idle

Write Slave
Address to
I2CMSA

Write data to
I2CMDR

Read I2CMCS

Sequence
may be

omitted in a
Single Master

system

BUSBSY bit=0?NO

Write ---0-111
to I2CMCS

YES

Read I2CMCS

BUSY bit=0?

ERROR bit=0?

YES

Error Service

Idle

YES

NO

NO
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Figure 18-9. Master Single RECEIVE

Idle

Write Slave
Address to
I2CMSA

Read I2CMCS

Sequence may be
omitted in a Single

Master system

BUSBSY bit=0?NO

Write ---00111
to I2CMCS

YES

Read I2CMCS

BUSY bit=0?

ERROR bit=0?

YES

Error Service

Idle

NO

NO

Read data from
I2CMDR

YES
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Figure 18-10. Master TRANSMIT of Multiple Data Bytes

Idle

Write Slave
Address to
I2CMSA

Write data to
I2CMDR

Read I2CMCS

BUSBSY bit=0?

YES

Write ---0-011
to I2CMCS

NO

Read I2CMCS

BUSY bit=0?

YES

ERROR bit=0?

YES

ARBLST bit=1?Write data to
I2CMDR

Write ---0-100
to I2CMCSIndex=n?

NO

Error Service

Idle

YES

Write ---0-001
to I2CMCS

Write ---0-101
to I2CMCS

YES

Read I2CMCS

BUSY bit=0?

ERROR bit=0?

YES

NO

Idle

YES

Error Service NO

NO

NO

NO

Sequence
may be

omitted in a
Single Master

system
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Figure 18-11. Master RECEIVE of Multiple Data Bytes

Idle

Write Slave
Address to
I2CMSA

Read I2CMCS

BUSBSY bit=0?NO

Write ---01011
to I2CMCS

YES

Read I2CMCS

BUSY bit=0? NO

ERROR bit=0?

YES

ARBLST bit=1?

Write ---0-100
to I2CMCS

NO

Error Service

YES

Idle

Read data from
I2CMDR

Index=m-1?

Write ---00101
to I2CMCS

YES

Idle

Read data from
I2CMDRError Service

ERROR bit=0?

YES

Write ---01001
to I2CMCS

Read I2CMCS

BUSY bit=0? NO

YES

Sequence
may be

omitted in a
Single Master

system

NO

NO

NO
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Figure 18-12. Master RECEIVE with Repeated START after Master TRANSMIT

Idle

Master operates in
Master Transmit mode

STOP condition is not
generated

Write Slave
Address to
I2CMSA

Write ---01011
to I2CMCS

Master operates in
Master Receive mode

Idle

Repeated START
condition is generated

with changing data
direction
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Figure 18-13. Master TRANSMIT with Repeated START after Master RECEIVE

Idle

Master operates in
Master Receive mode

STOP condition is not
generated

Write Slave
Address to
I2CMSA

Write ---0-011
to I2CMCS

Master operates in
Master Transmit mode

Idle

Repeated START
condition is generated

with changing data
direction
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Figure 18-14. Standard High Speed Mode Master Transmit

IDLE

write slave address
to I2CMSA register

write „---10011”
to I2CMCS register

read I2CMCS register

Busy=’0'

Error=’0'

IDLE

write Slave Address
to I2MSA register

write Data
to I2CMDR register

yes

yes

no

no

Normal sequence starts here. The
sequence below covers SINGLE send

write „---0-111”
to I2CMCS register

read I2CMCS register

Busy=’0'

Error=’0'

IDLE

yes

yes

no

Error service

IDLE

no

Master code and
arbitration is always

done in FAST or
STANDARD mode
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18.3.6.2 I2C Slave Command Sequences
Figure 18-15 on page 1295 presents the command sequence available for the I2C slave.

Figure 18-15. Slave Command Sequence

Idle

Write OWN Slave
Address to
I2CSOAR

Write -------1
to I2CSCSR

Read I2CSCSR

RREQ bit=1?

Read data from
I2CSDR

YES

TREQ bit=1? NO

Write data to
I2CSDR

YES

NO

FBR is
also valid

18.4 Initialization and Configuration

18.4.1 Configure the I2C Module to Transmit a Single Byte as a Master
The following example shows how to configure the I2C module to transmit a single byte as a master.
This assumes the system clock is 20 MHz.

1. Enable the I2C clock using theRCGCI2C register in the System Control module (see page 391).

2. Enable the clock to the appropriate GPIO module via the RCGCGPIO register in the System
Control module (see page 382). To find out which GPIO port to enable, refer to Table
26-5 on page 1806.

3. In the GPIO module, enable the appropriate pins for their alternate function using the
GPIOAFSEL register (see page 768). To determine which GPIOs to configure, see Table
26-4 on page 1795.
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4. Enable the I2CSDA pin for open-drain operation. See page 773.

5. Configure the PMCn fields in the GPIOPCTL register to assign the I2C signals to the appropriate
pins. See page 785 and Table 26-5 on page 1806.

6. Initialize the I2C Master by writing the I2CMCR register with a value of 0x0000.0010.

7. Set the desired SCL clock speed of 100 Kbps by writing the I2CMTPR register with the correct
value. The value written to the I2CMTPR register represents the number of system clock periods
in one SCL clock period. The TPR value is determined by the following equation:

TPR = (System Clock/(2*(SCL_LP + SCL_HP)*SCL_CLK))-1;
TPR = (20MHz/(2*(6+4)*100000))-1;
TPR = 9

Write the I2CMTPR register with the value of 0x0000.0009.

8. Specify the slave address of the master and that the next operation is a Transmit by writing the
I2CMSA register with a value of 0x0000.0076. This sets the slave address to 0x3B.

9. Place data (byte) to be transmitted in the data register by writing the I2CMDR register with the
desired data.

10. Initiate a single byte transmit of the data from Master to Slave by writing the I2CMCS register
with a value of 0x0000.0007 (STOP, START, RUN).

11. Wait until the transmission completes by polling the I2CMCS register's BUSBSY bit until it has
been cleared.

12. Check the ERROR bit in the I2CMCS register to confirm the transmit was acknowledged.

18.4.2 Configure the I2C Master to High Speed Mode
To configure the I2C master to High Speed mode:

1. Enable the I2C clock using theRCGCI2C register in the System Control module (see page 391).

2. Enable the clock to the appropriate GPIO module via the RCGCGPIO register in the System
Control module (see page 382). To find out which GPIO port to enable, refer to Table
26-5 on page 1806.

3. In the GPIO module, enable the appropriate pins for their alternate function using the
GPIOAFSEL register (see page 768). To determine which GPIOs to configure, see Table
26-4 on page 1795.

4. Enable the I2CSDA pin for open-drain operation. See page 773.

5. Configure the PMCn fields in the GPIOPCTL register to assign the I2C signals to the appropriate
pins. See page 785 and Table 26-5 on page 1806.

6. Initialize the I2C Master by writing the I2CMCR register with a value of 0x0000.0010.

7. Set the desired SCL clock speed of 3.33 Mbps by writing the I2CMTPR register with the correct
value. The value written to the I2CMTPR register represents the number of system clock periods
in one SCL clock period. The TPR value is determined by the following equation:
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TPR = (System Clock/(2*(SCL_LP + SCL_HP)*SCL_CLK))-1;
TPR = (80 MHz/(2*(2+1)*3330000))-1;
TPR = 3

Write the I2CMTPR register with the value of 0x0000.0003.

8. To send the master code byte, software should place the value of the master code byte into the
I2CMSA register and write the I2CMCS register with the following value depending on the
required operation:

■ For Standard High-Speed mode, the I2CMCS register should be written with 0x13.

■ For Burst High-Speed mode, the I2CMCS register should be written with 0x50.

9. This places the I2C master peripheral in High-speed mode, and all subsequent transfers (until
STOP) are carried out at High-speed data rate using the normal I2CMCS command bits, without
setting the HS bit in the I2CMCS register.

10. The transaction is ended by setting the STOP bit in the I2CMCS register.

11. Wait until the transmission completes by polling the I2CMCS register's BUSBSY bit until it has
been cleared.

12. Check the ERROR bit in the I2CMCS register to confirm the transmit was acknowledged.

18.5 Register Map
Table 18-4 on page 1298 lists the I2C registers. All addresses given are relative to the I2C base address:

■ I2C 0: 0x4002.0000
■ I2C 1: 0x4002.1000
■ I2C 2: 0x4002.2000
■ I2C 3: 0x4002.3000
■ I2C 4: 0x400C.0000
■ I2C 5: 0x400C.1000
■ I2C 6: 0x400C.2000
■ I2C 7: 0x400C.3000
■ I2C 8: 0x400B.8000
■ I2C 9: 0x400B.9000

Note that the I2C module clock must be enabled before the registers can be programmed (see
page 391). There must be a delay of 3 system clocks after the I2C module clock is enabled before
any I2C module registers are accessed.

The hw_i2c.h file in the TivaWare™ Driver Library uses a base address of 0x800 for the I2C slave
registers. Be aware when using registers with offsets between 0x800 and 0x818 that TivaWare™
for C Series uses an offset between 0x000 and 0x018 with the slave base address.
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Table 18-4. Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C) Interface Register Map

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

I2C Master

1300I2C Master Slave Address0x0000.0000RWI2CMSA0x000

1301I2C Master Control/Status0x0000.0020RWI2CMCS0x004

1310I2C Master Data0x0000.0000RWI2CMDR0x008

1311I2C Master Timer Period0x0000.0001RWI2CMTPR0x00C

1313I2C Master Interrupt Mask0x0000.0000RWI2CMIMR0x010

1316I2C Master Raw Interrupt Status0x0000.0000ROI2CMRIS0x014

1319I2C Master Masked Interrupt Status0x0000.0000ROI2CMMIS0x018

1322I2C Master Interrupt Clear0x0000.0000WOI2CMICR0x01C

1324I2C Master Configuration0x0000.0000RWI2CMCR0x020

1325I2C Master Clock Low Timeout Count0x0000.0000RWI2CMCLKOCNT0x024

1326I2C Master Bus Monitor0x0000.0003ROI2CMBMON0x02C

1327I2C Master Burst Length0x0000.0000RWI2CMBLEN0x030

1328I2C Master Burst Count0x0000.0000ROI2CMBCNT0x034

I2C Slave

1329I2C Slave Own Address0x0000.0000RWI2CSOAR0x800

1330I2C Slave Control/Status0x0000.0000ROI2CSCSR0x804

1333I2C Slave Data0x0000.0000RWI2CSDR0x808

1334I2C Slave Interrupt Mask0x0000.0000RWI2CSIMR0x80C

1336I2C Slave Raw Interrupt Status0x0000.0000ROI2CSRIS0x810

1339I2C Slave Masked Interrupt Status0x0000.0000ROI2CSMIS0x814

1342I2C Slave Interrupt Clear0x0000.0000WOI2CSICR0x818

1344I2C Slave Own Address 20x0000.0000RWI2CSOAR20x81C

1345I2C Slave ACK Control0x0000.0000RWI2CSACKCTL0x820

I2C Status and Control

1346I2C FIFO Data0x0000.0000RWI2CFIFODATA0xF00

1348I2C FIFO Control0x0004.0004RWI2CFIFOCTL0xF04

1350I2C FIFO Status0x0001.0005ROI2CFIFOSTATUS0xF08

1352I2C Peripheral Properties0x0000.0001ROI2CPP0xFC0

1353I2C Peripheral Configuration0x0000.0001ROI2CPC0xFC4
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18.6 Register Descriptions (I2C Master)
The remainder of this section lists and describes the I2C master registers, in numerical order by
address offset.
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Register 1: I2C Master Slave Address (I2CMSA), offset 0x000
This register consists of eight bits: seven address bits (A6-A0), and a Receive/Send bit, which
determines if the next operation is a Receive (High), or Transmit (Low).

I2C Master Slave Address (I2CMSA)
I2C 0 base: 0x4002.0000
I2C 1 base: 0x4002.1000
I2C 2 base: 0x4002.2000
I2C 3 base: 0x4002.3000
I2C 4 base: 0x400C.0000
I2C 5 base: 0x400C.1000
I2C 6 base: 0x400C.2000
I2C 7 base: 0x400C.3000
I2C 8 base: 0x400B.8000
I2C 9 base: 0x400B.9000
Offset 0x000
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

R/SSAreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

I2C Slave Address

This field specifies bits A6 through A0 of the slave address.

0x00RWSA7:1

Receive/Send
The R/S bit specifies if the next master operation is a Receive (High)
or Transmit (Low).

DescriptionValue

Transmit0

Receive1

0RWR/S0
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Register 2: I2C Master Control/Status (I2CMCS), offset 0x004
This register accesses status bits when read and control bits when written. When read, the status
register indicates the state of the I2C bus controller. When written, the control register configures
the I2C controller operation.

The START bit generates the START or REPEATED START condition. The STOP bit determines if
the cycle stops at the end of the data cycle or continues to the next transfer cycle, which could be
a repeated START. To generate a single transmit cycle, the I2C Master Slave Address (I2CMSA)
register is written with the desired address, the R/S bit is cleared, and this register is written with
ACK=X (0 or 1), STOP=1, START=1, and RUN=1 to perform the operation and stop. When the operation
is completed (or aborted due an error), an interrupt becomes active and the data may be read from
the I2CMDR register. When the I2C module operates in Master receiver mode, the ACK bit is normally
set, causing the I2C bus controller to transmit an acknowledge automatically after each byte. This
bit must be cleared when the I2C bus controller requires no further data to be transmitted from the
slave transmitter.

Read-Only Status Register

I2C Master Control/Status (I2CMCS)
I2C 0 base: 0x4002.0000
I2C 1 base: 0x4002.1000
I2C 2 base: 0x4002.2000
I2C 3 base: 0x4002.3000
I2C 4 base: 0x400C.0000
I2C 5 base: 0x400C.1000
I2C 6 base: 0x400C.2000
I2C 7 base: 0x400C.3000
I2C 8 base: 0x400B.8000
I2C 9 base: 0x400B.9000
Offset 0x004
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0020

16171819202122232425262728293031

reservedACTDMATXACTDMARX

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

BUSYERRORADRACKDATACKARBLSTIDLEBUSBSYCLKTOreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000010000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

DMA RX Active Status

DescriptionValue

DMA RX is not active0

DMA RX is active.1

0ROACTDMARX31

DMA TX Active Status

DescriptionValue

DMA TX is not active0

DMA TX is active.1

0ROACTDMATX30
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved29:8

Clock Timeout Error

DescriptionValue

No clock timeout error.0

The clock timeout error has occurred.1

This bit is cleared when the master sends a STOP condition or if the
I2C master is reset.

0ROCLKTO7

Bus Busy

DescriptionValue

The I2C bus is idle.0

The I2C bus is busy.1

The bit changes based on the START and STOP conditions.

0ROBUSBSY6

I2C Idle

DescriptionValue

The I2C controller is not idle.0

The I2C controller is idle.1

1ROIDLE5

Arbitration Lost

DescriptionValue

The I2C controller won arbitration.0

The I2C controller lost arbitration.1

0ROARBLST4

Acknowledge Data

DescriptionValue

The transmitted data was acknowledged0

The transmitted data was not acknowledged.1

0RODATACK3

Acknowledge Address

DescriptionValue

The transmitted address was acknowledged0

The transmitted address was not acknowledged.1

0ROADRACK2
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Error

DescriptionValue

No error was detected on the last operation.0

An error occurred on the last operation.1

The error can be from the slave address not being acknowledged or the
transmit data not being acknowledged.

0ROERROR1

I2C Busy

DescriptionValue

The controller is idle.0

The controller is busy.1

When the BUSY bit is set, the other status bits are not valid.

0ROBUSY0

Write-Only Control Register

I2C Master Control/Status (I2CMCS)
I2C 0 base: 0x4002.0000
I2C 1 base: 0x4002.1000
I2C 2 base: 0x4002.2000
I2C 3 base: 0x4002.3000
I2C 4 base: 0x400C.0000
I2C 5 base: 0x400C.1000
I2C 6 base: 0x400C.2000
I2C 7 base: 0x400C.3000
I2C 8 base: 0x400B.8000
I2C 9 base: 0x400B.9000
Offset 0x004
Type WO, reset 0x0000.0020

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RUNSTARTSTOPACKHSQCMDBURSTreserved

WOWOWOWOWOWOWOROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:7

Burst Enable

DescriptionValue

Burst operation is disabled.0

The master is enabled to burst using the receive and transmit
FIFOs. See field decoding in Table 18-5 on page 1306.

1

Note that the BURST and RUN bits are mutually exclusive.

0WOBURST6
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Quick Command

DescriptionValue

Bus transaction is not a quick command.0

The bus transaction is a quick command. To execute a quick
command, the START, STOP and RUN bits also need to be set.
After the quick command is issued, the master generates a
STOP.

1

0WOQCMD5

High-Speed Enable

DescriptionValue

The master operates in Standard, Fast mode, or Fast mode
plus as selected by using a value in the I2CMTPR register that
results in an SCL frequency of 100 kbps for Standard mode,
400 kbps for Fast mode, or 1 Mpbs for Fast mode plus.

0

The master operates in High-Speed mode with transmission
speeds up to 3.33 Mbps.

1

0WOHS4

Data Acknowledge Enable

DescriptionValue

The received data byte is not acknowledged automatically by
the master.

0

The received data byte is acknowledged automatically by the
master. See field decoding in Table 18-5 on page 1306.

1

0WOACK3

Generate STOP

DescriptionValue

The controller does not generate the STOP condition.0

The controller generates the STOP condition. See field decoding
in Table 18-5 on page 1306.

1

0WOSTOP2

Generate START

DescriptionValue

The controller does not generate the START condition.0

The controller generates the START or repeated START
condition. See field decoding in Table 18-5 on page 1306.

1

0WOSTART1
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

I2C Master Enable

DescriptionValue

In standard and high speed mode, this encoding means the
master is unable to transmit or receive data.
In Burst mode, this bit is not used and must be set to 0.

0

The master is able to transmit or receive data.
Note that this bit cannot be set in Burst mode. See field decoding
in Table 18-5 on page 1306.

1

Note that the BURST and RUN bits are mutually exclusive.

0WORUN0

The Table 18-5 on page 1306 can be read from left to right to determine the next state after
programming bits in the I2CMSA and I2CMCS registers.
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Table 18-5. Write Field Decoding for I2CMCS[6:0]

Next State Description
I2CMCS[6:0]I2CMSA[0]Current

State RUNSTARTSTOPACKHSQCCMDBURSTR/S

START condition followed by TRANSMIT
(master goes to the Master Transmit state).

110Xa0000

Idle

START condition followed by a TRANSMIT
and STOP condition (master remains in Idle
state).

111X0000

START condition followed by N FIFO-serviced
TRANSMITs (master goes to the Master
Transmit state).

010X0010

START condition followed by N FIFO-serviced
TRANSMITs and STOP condition (master
remains in Idle state).

011X0010

START condition followed by RECEIVE
operation with negative ACK (master goes to
the Master Receive state).

11000001

Quick Command (Send). After Quick
Command is executed, the master returns to
Idle state.

11100100

Quick Command (Receive). After Quick
Command is executed, the master returns to
Idle state.

11100101

START condition followed by RECEIVE and
STOP condition (master remains in Idle state).

11100001

START condition followed by RECEIVE
(master goes to the Master Receive state).

11010001

START condition followed by N FIFO-serviced
RECEIVE operations with a negative ACK on
the last RECEIVE operation (master goes to
the Master Receive state).

01000011

START condition followed by N FIFO-serviced
RECEIVE operations with a negative ACK on
the last RECEIVE and STOP condition (master
remains in Idle state).

01100011

START condition followed by N FIFO-serviced
RECEIVE operations (master goes to the
Master Receive state).

01010011

START/RUN condition where master byte is
sent with no ACK; followed by High Speed
transmit Operation. All subsequent transfers
are carried out using normal transmit
commands.

11001000

RUN/BURST condition where master byte is
sent with no ACK; followed by High Speed
Burst transmit Operation.

00001010

Illegal11110001

Illegal01110001

NOPAll other combinations not listed are non-operations.
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Table 18-5. Write Field Decoding for I2CMCS[6:0] (continued)

Next State Description
I2CMCS[6:0]I2CMSA[0]Current

State RUNSTARTSTOPACKHSQCCMDBURSTR/S

TRANSMIT operation (master remains in
Master Transmit state).

100X000X

Master
Transmit

STOP condition (master goes to Idle state).001X000X

TRANSMIT followed by STOP condition
(master goes to Idle state).

101X000X

N FIFO-serviced TRANSMIT operations
(master remains in Master Transmit state).

000X001X

N FIFO-serviced TRANSMIT operations
followed by STOP condition (master goes to
Idle state).

001X001X

Repeated START condition followed by a
TRANSMIT (master remains in Master
Transmit state).

110X0000

Repeated START condition followed by
TRANSMIT and STOP condition (master goes
to Idle state).

111X0000

Repeated START condition followed by N
FIFO-serviced TRANSMIT operations (master
remains in Master Transmit state).

010X0010

Repeated START condition followed by N
FIFO-serviced TRANSMIT operations and
STOP condition (master goes to Idle state).

011X0010

Repeated START condition followed by a
RECEIVE operation with a negative ACK
(master goes to Master Receive state).

11000001

Repeated START condition followed by a
RECEIVE and STOP condition (master goes
to Idle state).

11100001

Repeated START condition followed by
RECEIVE (master goes to Master Receive
state).

11010001

Repeated START condition followed by N
FIFO-serviced RECEIVE operations with a
negative ACK on the last RECEIVE operation
(master goes to Master Receive state).

01000011

Repeated START condition followed by N
FIFO-serviced RECEIVE operations and
STOP condition (master goes to Idle state).

01100011

Repeated START condition followed by N
FIFO-serviced RECEIVE operations (master
goes to Master Receive state).

01010011

Illegal.11110001

Illegal.01110011

NOP.All other combinations not listed are non-operations.
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Table 18-5. Write Field Decoding for I2CMCS[6:0] (continued)

Next State Description
I2CMCS[6:0]I2CMSA[0]Current

State RUNSTARTSTOPACKHSQCCMDBURSTR/S

RECEIVE operation with negative ACK
(master remains in Master Receive state).

1000000X

Master
Receive

STOP condition (master goes to Idle state).b001X000X

RECEIVE followed by STOP condition (master
goes to Idle state).

1010000X

RECEIVE operation (master remains in Master
Receive state).

1001000X

N FIFO-serviced RECEIVE operations with
negative ACK on the last RECEIVE (master
remains in Master Receive state).

0000001X

N FIFO-serviced RECEIVE operations
followed by STOP condition (master goes to
Idle state).

0010001X

N FIFO-serviced RECEIVE operations (master
remains in Master Receive state).

0001001X

Illegal.1011000X

Illegal.0011001X

Repeated START condition followed by
RECEIVE operation with a negative ACK
(master remains in Master Receive state).

11000001

Repeated START condition followed by
RECEIVE and STOP condition (master goes
to Idle state).

11100001

Repeated START condition followed by
RECEIVE (master remains in Master Receive
state).

11010001

Repeated START condition followed by N
FIFO-serviced RECEIVE operations with a
negative ACK on the last RECEIVE (master
remains in Master Receive state).

01000011

Repeated START condition followed by N
FIFO-serviced RECEIVE operations and
STOP condition (master goes to Idle state).

01100011

Repeated START condition followed by N
FIFO-serviced RECEIVE operations (master
remains in Master Receive state).

01010011

Repeated START condition followed by
TRANSMIT (master goes to Master Transmit
state).

110X0000

Repeated START condition followed by
TRANSMIT and STOP condition (master goes
to Idle state).

111X0000

Repeated START condition followed by N
FIFO-serviced TRANSMIT operations (master
goes to Master Transmit state).

010X0010

Repeated START condition followed by N
FIFO-serviced TRANSMIT operations and
STOP condition (master goes to Idle state).

011X0010

NOP.All other combinations not listed are non-operations.

a. An X in a table cell indicates the bit can be 0 or 1.
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b. In Master Receive mode, a STOP condition should be generated only after a Data Negative Acknowledge executed by
the master or an Address Negative Acknowledge executed by the slave.
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Register 3: I2C Master Data (I2CMDR), offset 0x008

Important: This register is read-sensitive. See the register description for details.

This register contains the data to be transmitted when in the Master Transmit state and the data
received when in the Master Receive state. If the BURST bit is enabled in the I2CMCS register, then
the I2CFIFODATA register is used for the current data transmit or receive value and this register
is ignored.

I2C Master Data (I2CMDR)
I2C 0 base: 0x4002.0000
I2C 1 base: 0x4002.1000
I2C 2 base: 0x4002.2000
I2C 3 base: 0x4002.3000
I2C 4 base: 0x400C.0000
I2C 5 base: 0x400C.1000
I2C 6 base: 0x400C.2000
I2C 7 base: 0x400C.3000
I2C 8 base: 0x400B.8000
I2C 9 base: 0x400B.9000
Offset 0x008
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DATAreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

This byte contains the data transferred during a transaction.0x00RWDATA7:0
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Register 4: I2C Master Timer Period (I2CMTPR), offset 0x00C
This register is programmed to set the timer period for the SCL clock and assign the SCL clock to
either standard or high-speed mode.

I2C Master Timer Period (I2CMTPR)
I2C 0 base: 0x4002.0000
I2C 1 base: 0x4002.1000
I2C 2 base: 0x4002.2000
I2C 3 base: 0x4002.3000
I2C 4 base: 0x400C.0000
I2C 5 base: 0x400C.1000
I2C 6 base: 0x400C.2000
I2C 7 base: 0x400C.3000
I2C 8 base: 0x400B.8000
I2C 9 base: 0x400B.9000
Offset 0x00C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0001

16171819202122232425262728293031

PULSELreserved

RWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TPRHSreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWWOROROROROROROROROType
1000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:19

Glitch Suppression Pulse Width
This field controls the pulse width select for glitch suppression on the
SCL and SDA lines. The following values are the glitch suppression
values in terms of system clocks.

DescriptionValue

Bypass0x0

1 clock0x1

2 clocks0x2

3 clocks0x3

4 clocks0x4

8 clocks0x5

16 clocks0x6

31 clocks0x7

0x0RWPULSEL18:16

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved15:8
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

High-Speed Enable

DescriptionValue

The SCL Clock Period set by TPR applies to Standard mode
(100 Kbps), Fast-mode (400 Kbps), or Fast-mode plus (1 Mbps).

0

The SCL Clock Period set by TPR applies to High-speed mode
(3.33 Mbps).

1

0x0WOHS7

Timer Period
This field is used in the equation to configure SCL_PERIOD:
SCL_PERIOD = 2×(1 + TPR)×(SCL_LP + SCL_HP)×CLK_PRD

where:
SCL_PRD is the SCL line period (I2C clock).

TPR is the Timer Period register value (range of 1 to 127).
SCL_LP is the SCL Low period (fixed at 6).
SCL_HP is the SCL High period (fixed at 4).
CLK_PRD is the system clock period in ns.

0x1RWTPR6:0
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Register 5: I2C Master Interrupt Mask (I2CMIMR), offset 0x010
This register controls whether a raw interrupt is promoted to a controller interrupt.

I2C Master Interrupt Mask (I2CMIMR)
I2C 0 base: 0x4002.0000
I2C 1 base: 0x4002.1000
I2C 2 base: 0x4002.2000
I2C 3 base: 0x4002.3000
I2C 4 base: 0x400C.0000
I2C 5 base: 0x400C.1000
I2C 6 base: 0x400C.2000
I2C 7 base: 0x400C.3000
I2C 8 base: 0x400B.8000
I2C 9 base: 0x400B.9000
Offset 0x010
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

IMCLKIMDMARXIMDMATXIMNACKIMSTARTIMSTOPIMARBLOSTIMTXIMRXIMTXFEIMRXFFIMreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:12

Receive FIFO Full Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The RXFFRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the
interrupt controller.

0

The Receive FIFO Full interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller
when the RXFFRIS bit in the I2CMRIS register is set.

1

0RWRXFFIM11

Transmit FIFO Empty Interrupt Mask

Note: The TXFEIM interrupt mask bit in the I2CMIMR register should
be clear (masking the TXFE interrupt) when the master is
performing an RX Burst from the RXFIFO and should be
unmasked before starting a TX FIFO transfers.

DescriptionValue

The TXFERIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the
interrupt controller.

0

The Transmit FIFO Empty interrupt is sent to the interrupt
controller when the TXFERIS bit in the I2CMRIS register is set.

1

0RWTXFEIM10
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Receive FIFO Request Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The RXRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the interrupt
controller.

0

The RX FIFO Request interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller
when the RXRIS bit in the I2CMRIS register is set.

1

0RWRXIM9

Transmit FIFO Request Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The TXRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the interrupt
controller.

0

The TX FIFO Request interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller
when the TXRIS bit in the I2CMRIS register is set.

1

0RWTXIM8

Arbitration Lost Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The ARBLOSTRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the
interrupt controller.

0

The Arbitration Lost interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller
when the ARBLOSTRIS bit in the I2CMRIS register is set.

1

0RWARBLOSTIM7

STOP Detection Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The STOPRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the
interrupt controller.

0

The STOP detection interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller
when the STOPRIS bit in the I2CMRIS register is set.

1

0RWSTOPIM6

START Detection Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The STARTRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the
interrupt controller.

0

The START detection interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller
when the STARTRIS bit in the I2CMRIS register is set.

1

0RWSTARTIM5

Address/Data NACK Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The NACKRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the
interrupt controller.

0

The address/data NACK interrupt is sent to the interrupt
controller when the NACKRIS bit in the I2CMRIS register is set.

1

0RWNACKIM4
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Transmit DMA Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The DMATXRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the
interrupt controller.

0

The transmit DMA complete interrupt is sent to the interrupt
controller when the DMATXRIS bit in the I2CMRIS register is
set.

1

0RWDMATXIM3

Receive DMA Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The DMARXRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the
interrupt controller.

0

The receive DMA complete interrupt is sent to the interrupt
controller when the DMARXRIS bit in the I2CMRIS register is
set.

1

0RWDMARXIM2

Clock Timeout Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The CLKRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the interrupt
controller.

0

The clock timeout interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller
when the CLKRIS bit in the I2CMRIS register is set.

1

0RWCLKIM1

Master Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The RIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the interrupt
controller.

0

The master interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the
RIS bit in the I2CMRIS register is set.

1

0RWIM0
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Register 6: I2C Master Raw Interrupt Status (I2CMRIS), offset 0x014
This register specifies whether an interrupt is pending.

I2C Master Raw Interrupt Status (I2CMRIS)
I2C 0 base: 0x4002.0000
I2C 1 base: 0x4002.1000
I2C 2 base: 0x4002.2000
I2C 3 base: 0x4002.3000
I2C 4 base: 0x400C.0000
I2C 5 base: 0x400C.1000
I2C 6 base: 0x400C.2000
I2C 7 base: 0x400C.3000
I2C 8 base: 0x400B.8000
I2C 9 base: 0x400B.9000
Offset 0x014
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RISCLKRISDMARXRISDMATXRISNACKRISSTARTRISSTOPRISARBLOSTRISTXRISRXRISTXFERISRXFFRISreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:12

Receive FIFO Full Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt0

The Receive FIFO Full interrupt is pending.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the RXFFIC bit in the I2CMICR
register.

0RORXFFRIS11

Transmit FIFO Empty Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt0

The Transmit FIFO Empty interrupt is pending.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the TXFEIC bit in the I2CMICR
register.
Note that if we clear the TXFERIS interrupt (by setting the TXFEIC bit)
when the TX FIFO is empty, the TXFERIS interrupt does not reassert
even though the TX FIFO remains empty in this situation.

0ROTXFERIS10
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Receive FIFO Request Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt0

The trigger level for the RX FIFO has been reached or there is
data in the FIFO and the burst count is zero. Thus, a RX FIFO
request interrupt is pending.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the RXIC bit in the I2CMICR register.

0RORXRIS9

Transmit Request Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt0

The trigger level for the TX FIFO has been reached and more
data is needed to complete the burst. Thus, a TX FIFO request
interrupt is pending.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the TXIC bit in the I2CMICR register.

0ROTXRIS8

Arbitration Lost Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt0

The Arbitration Lost interrupt is pending.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the ARBLOSTIC bit in the I2CMICR
register.

0ROARBLOSTRIS7

STOP Detection Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt0

The STOP Detection interrupt is pending.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the STOPIC bit in the I2CMICR
register.

0ROSTOPRIS6

START Detection Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt0

The START Detection interrupt is pending.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the STARTIC bit in the I2CMICR
register.

0ROSTARTRIS5

Address/Data NACK Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt0

The address/data NACK interrupt is pending.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the NACKIC bit in the I2CMICR
register.

0RONACKRIS4
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Transmit DMA Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

The transmit DMA complete interrupt is pending.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the DMATXIC bit in the I2CMICR
register.

0RODMATXRIS3

Receive DMA Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

The receive DMA complete interrupt is pending.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the DMARXIC bit in the I2CMICR
register.

0RODMARXRIS2

Clock Timeout Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

The clock timeout interrupt is pending.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the CLKIC bit in the I2CMICR register.

0ROCLKRIS1

Master Raw Interrupt Status
This interrupt includes:

■ Master transaction completed

■ Next byte transfer request

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

A master interrupt is pending.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the IC bit in the I2CMICR register.

0RORIS0
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Register 7: I2C Master Masked Interrupt Status (I2CMMIS), offset 0x018
This register specifies whether an interrupt was signaled.

I2C Master Masked Interrupt Status (I2CMMIS)
I2C 0 base: 0x4002.0000
I2C 1 base: 0x4002.1000
I2C 2 base: 0x4002.2000
I2C 3 base: 0x4002.3000
I2C 4 base: 0x400C.0000
I2C 5 base: 0x400C.1000
I2C 6 base: 0x400C.2000
I2C 7 base: 0x400C.3000
I2C 8 base: 0x400B.8000
I2C 9 base: 0x400B.9000
Offset 0x018
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

MISCLKMISDMARXMISDMATXMISNACKMISSTARTMISSTOPMISARBLOSTMISTXMISRXMISTXFEMISRXFFMISreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:12

Receive FIFO Full Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

An unmasked Receive FIFO Full interrupt was signaled and is
pending.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the RXFFIC bit in the I2CMICR
register.

0RORXFFMIS11

Transmit FIFO Empty Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

An unmasked Transmit FIFO Empty interrupt was signaled and
is pending.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the TXFEIC bit in the I2CMICR
register.

0ROTXFEMIS10
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Receive FIFO Request Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

An unmasked Receive FIFO Request interrupt was signaled
and is pending.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the RXIC bit in the I2CMICR register.

0RORXMIS9

Transmit Request Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

An unmasked Transmit FIFO Request interrupt was signaled
and is pending.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the TXIC bit in the I2CMICR register.

0ROTXMIS8

Arbitration Lost Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

An unmasked Arbitration Lost interrupt was signaled and is
pending.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the ARBLOSTIC bit in the I2CMICR
register.

0ROARBLOSTMIS7

STOP Detection Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

An unmasked STOP Detection interrupt was signaled and is
pending.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the STOPIC bit in the I2CMICR
register.

0ROSTOPMIS6

START Detection Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

An unmasked START Detection interrupt was signaled and is
pending.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the STARTIC bit in the I2CMICR
register.

0ROSTARTMIS5
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Address/Data NACK Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

An unmasked Address/Data NACK interrupt was signaled and
is pending.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the NACKIC bit in the I2CMICR
register.

0RONACKMIS4

Transmit DMA Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

An unmasked transmit DMA complete interrupt was signaled
and is pending.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the DMATXIC bit in the I2CMICR
register.

0RODMATXMIS3

Receive DMA Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

An unmasked receive DMA complete interrupt was signaled
and is pending.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the DMARXIC bit in the I2CMICR
register.

0RODMARXMIS2

Clock Timeout Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

An unmasked clock timeout interrupt was signaled and is
pending.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the CLKIC bit in the I2CMICR register.

0ROCLKMIS1

Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked master interrupt was signaled and is pending.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the IC bit in the I2CMICR register.

0ROMIS0
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Register 8: I2C Master Interrupt Clear (I2CMICR), offset 0x01C
This register clears the raw and masked interrupts.

I2C Master Interrupt Clear (I2CMICR)
I2C 0 base: 0x4002.0000
I2C 1 base: 0x4002.1000
I2C 2 base: 0x4002.2000
I2C 3 base: 0x4002.3000
I2C 4 base: 0x400C.0000
I2C 5 base: 0x400C.1000
I2C 6 base: 0x400C.2000
I2C 7 base: 0x400C.3000
I2C 8 base: 0x400B.8000
I2C 9 base: 0x400B.9000
Offset 0x01C
Type WO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

ICCLKICDMARXICDMATXICNACKICSTARTICSTOPICARBLOSTICTXICRXICTXFEICRXFFICreserved

WOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:12

Receive FIFO Full Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the RXFFIS bit in the I2CMRIS register and
the RXFFMIS bit in the I2CMMIS register.
A read of this register returns no meaningful data.

0WORXFFIC11

Transmit FIFO Empty Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the TXFERIS bit in the I2CMRIS register
and the TXFEMIS bit in the I2CMMIS register.
A read of this register returns no meaningful data.

0WOTXFEIC10

Receive FIFO Request Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the RXRIS bit in the I2CMRIS register and
the RXMIS bit in the I2CMMIS register.
A read of this register returns no meaningful data.

0WORXIC9

Transmit FIFO Request Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the TXRIS bit in the I2CMRIS register and
the TXMIS bit in the I2CMMIS register.
A read of this register returns no meaningful data.

0WOTXIC8

Arbitration Lost Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the ARBLOSTRIS bit in the I2CMRIS register
and the ARBLOSTMIS bit in the I2CMMIS register.
A read of this register returns no meaningful data.

0WOARBLOSTIC7
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

STOP Detection Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the STOPRIS bit in the I2CMRIS register
and the STOPMIS bit in the I2CMMIS register.
A read of this register returns no meaningful data.

0WOSTOPIC6

START Detection Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the STARTRIS bit in the I2CMRIS register
and the STARTMIS bit in the I2CMMIS register.
A read of this register returns no meaningful data.

0WOSTARTIC5

Address/Data NACK Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the NACKRIS bit in the I2CMRIS register
and the NACKMIS bit in the I2CMMIS register.
A read of this register returns no meaningful data.

0WONACKIC4

Transmit DMA Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the DMATXRIS bit in the I2CMRIS register
and the DMATXMIS bit in the I2CMMIS register.
A read of this register returns no meaningful data.

0WODMATXIC3

Receive DMA Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the DMARXRIS bit in the I2CMRIS register
and the DMARXMIS bit in the I2CMMIS register.
A read of this register returns no meaningful data.

0WODMARXIC2

Clock Timeout Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the CLKRIS bit in the I2CMRIS register and
the CLKMIS bit in the I2CMMIS register.
A read of this register returns no meaningful data.

0WOCLKIC1

Master Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the RIS bit in the I2CMRIS register and the
MIS bit in the I2CMMIS register.
A read of this register returns no meaningful data.

0WOIC0
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Register 9: I2C Master Configuration (I2CMCR), offset 0x020
This register configures the mode (Master or Slave), and sets the interface for test mode loopback.

I2C Master Configuration (I2CMCR)
I2C 0 base: 0x4002.0000
I2C 1 base: 0x4002.1000
I2C 2 base: 0x4002.2000
I2C 3 base: 0x4002.3000
I2C 4 base: 0x400C.0000
I2C 5 base: 0x400C.1000
I2C 6 base: 0x400C.2000
I2C 7 base: 0x400C.3000
I2C 8 base: 0x400B.8000
I2C 9 base: 0x400B.9000
Offset 0x020
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

LPBKreservedMFESFEreserved

RWRORORORWRWROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:6

I2C Slave Function Enable

DescriptionValue

Slave mode is disabled.0

Slave mode is enabled.1

0RWSFE5

I2C Master Function Enable

DescriptionValue

Master mode is disabled.0

Master mode is enabled.1

0RWMFE4

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved3:1

I2C Loopback

DescriptionValue

Normal operation.0

The controller in a test mode loopback configuration.1

0RWLPBK0
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Register 10: I2C Master Clock Low Timeout Count (I2CMCLKOCNT), offset
0x024
This register contains the upper 8 bits of a 12-bit counter that can be used to keep the timeout limit
for clock stretching by a remote slave. The lower four bits of the counter are not user visible and
are always 0x0.

Note: The Master Clock Low Timeout counter counts for the entire time SCL is held Low
continuously. If SCL is deasserted at any point, the Master Clock Low Timeout Counter is
reloaded with the value in the I2CMCLKOCNT register and begins counting down from this
value.

I2C Master Clock Low Timeout Count (I2CMCLKOCNT)
I2C 0 base: 0x4002.0000
I2C 1 base: 0x4002.1000
I2C 2 base: 0x4002.2000
I2C 3 base: 0x4002.3000
I2C 4 base: 0x400C.0000
I2C 5 base: 0x400C.1000
I2C 6 base: 0x400C.2000
I2C 7 base: 0x400C.3000
I2C 8 base: 0x400B.8000
I2C 9 base: 0x400B.9000
Offset 0x024
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CNTLreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

I2C Master Count

This field contains the upper 8 bits of a 12-bit counter for the clock low
timeout count.

Note: The value of CNTL must be greater than 0x1.

0RWCNTL7:0
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Register 11: I2C Master Bus Monitor (I2CMBMON), offset 0x02C
This register is used to determine the SCL and SDA signal status.

I2C Master Bus Monitor (I2CMBMON)
I2C 0 base: 0x4002.0000
I2C 1 base: 0x4002.1000
I2C 2 base: 0x4002.2000
I2C 3 base: 0x4002.3000
I2C 4 base: 0x400C.0000
I2C 5 base: 0x400C.1000
I2C 6 base: 0x400C.2000
I2C 7 base: 0x400C.3000
I2C 8 base: 0x400B.8000
I2C 9 base: 0x400B.9000
Offset 0x02C
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0003

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

SCLSDAreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1100000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:2

I2C SDA Status

DescriptionValue

The I2CSDA signal is low.0

The I2CSDA signal is high.1

1ROSDA1

I2C SCL Status

DescriptionValue

The I2CSCL signal is low.0

The I2CSCL signal is high.1

1ROSCL0
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Register 12: I2C Master Burst Length (I2CMBLEN), offset 0x030
This register contains the programmed length of bytes that are transferred during a Burst request.

I2C Master Burst Length (I2CMBLEN)
I2C 0 base: 0x4002.0000
I2C 1 base: 0x4002.1000
I2C 2 base: 0x4002.2000
I2C 3 base: 0x4002.3000
I2C 4 base: 0x400C.0000
I2C 5 base: 0x400C.1000
I2C 6 base: 0x400C.2000
I2C 7 base: 0x400C.3000
I2C 8 base: 0x400B.8000
I2C 9 base: 0x400B.9000
Offset 0x030
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CNTLreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

I2C Burst Length

This field contains the programmed length of bytes of the Burst
Transaction. If BURST is enabled this register must be set to a non-zero
value otherwise an error will occur.

0RWCNTL7:0
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Register 13: I2C Master Burst Count (I2CMBCNT), offset 0x034
When BURST is active, the value in the I2CMBLEN register is copied into this register and
decremented during the BURST transaction. This register can be used to determine the number of
transfers that occurred when a BURST terminates early (as a result of a data NACK). When a
BURST completes successfully, this register will contain 0.

I2C Master Burst Count (I2CMBCNT)
I2C 0 base: 0x4002.0000
I2C 1 base: 0x4002.1000
I2C 2 base: 0x4002.2000
I2C 3 base: 0x4002.3000
I2C 4 base: 0x400C.0000
I2C 5 base: 0x400C.1000
I2C 6 base: 0x400C.2000
I2C 7 base: 0x400C.3000
I2C 8 base: 0x400B.8000
I2C 9 base: 0x400B.9000
Offset 0x034
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CNTLreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

I2C Master Burst Count

This field contains the current count-down value of the BURST
transaction.

0ROCNTL7:0

18.7 Register Descriptions (I2C Slave)
The remainder of this section lists and describes the I2C slave registers, in numerical order by
address offset.
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Register 14: I2C Slave Own Address (I2CSOAR), offset 0x800
This register consists of seven address bits that identify the TM4C1294KCPDT I2C device on the
I2C bus.

I2C Slave Own Address (I2CSOAR)
I2C 0 base: 0x4002.0000
I2C 1 base: 0x4002.1000
I2C 2 base: 0x4002.2000
I2C 3 base: 0x4002.3000
I2C 4 base: 0x400C.0000
I2C 5 base: 0x400C.1000
I2C 6 base: 0x400C.2000
I2C 7 base: 0x400C.3000
I2C 8 base: 0x400B.8000
I2C 9 base: 0x400B.9000
Offset 0x800
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

OARreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:7

I2C Slave Own Address

This field specifies bits A6 through A0 of the slave address.

0x00RWOAR6:0
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Register 15: I2C Slave Control/Status (I2CSCSR), offset 0x804
This register functions as a control register when written, and a status register when read.

Read-Only Status Register

I2C Slave Control/Status (I2CSCSR)
I2C 0 base: 0x4002.0000
I2C 1 base: 0x4002.1000
I2C 2 base: 0x4002.2000
I2C 3 base: 0x4002.3000
I2C 4 base: 0x400C.0000
I2C 5 base: 0x400C.1000
I2C 6 base: 0x400C.2000
I2C 7 base: 0x400C.3000
I2C 8 base: 0x400B.8000
I2C 9 base: 0x400B.9000
Offset 0x804
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reservedACTDMATXACTDMARX

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RREQTREQFBROAR2SELQCMDSTQCMDRWreserved

RORORORORCRCROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

DMA RX Active Status

DescriptionValue

DMA RX is not active0

DMA RX is active.1

0ROACTDMARX31

DMA TX Active Status

DescriptionValue

DMA TX is not active0

DMA TX is active.1

0ROACTDMATX30

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved29:6

Quick Command Read / Write

DescriptionValue

Quick command was a write0

Quick command was a read1

This bit only has meaning when the QCMDST bit is set.

0RCQCMDRW5
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Quick Command Status

DescriptionValue

The last transaction was a normal transaction or a transaction
has not occurred.

0

The last transaction was a Quick Command transaction.1

0RCQCMDST4

OAR2 Address Matched

DescriptionValue

Either the address is not matched or the match is in legacy
mode.

0

OAR2 address matched and ACKed by the slave.1

This bit gets reevaluated after every address comparison.

0ROOAR2SEL3

First Byte Received

DescriptionValue

The first byte has not been received.0

The first byte following the slave's own address has been
received.

1

This bit is only valid when the RREQ bit is set and is automatically cleared
when data has been read from the I2CSDR register.

Note: This bit is not used for slave transmit operations.

0ROFBR2

Transmit Request

DescriptionValue

No outstanding transmit request.0

The I2C controller has been addressed as a slave transmitter
and is using clock stretching to delay the master until data has
been written to the I2CSDR register.

1

0ROTREQ1

Receive Request

DescriptionValue

No outstanding receive data.0

The I2C controller has outstanding receive data from the I2C
master and is using clock stretching to delay the master until
the data has been read from the I2CSDR register.

1

0RORREQ0
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Write-Only Control Register

I2C Slave Control/Status (I2CSCSR)
I2C 0 base: 0x4002.0000
I2C 1 base: 0x4002.1000
I2C 2 base: 0x4002.2000
I2C 3 base: 0x4002.3000
I2C 4 base: 0x400C.0000
I2C 5 base: 0x400C.1000
I2C 6 base: 0x400C.2000
I2C 7 base: 0x400C.3000
I2C 8 base: 0x400B.8000
I2C 9 base: 0x400B.9000
Offset 0x804
Type WO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DATXFIFORXFIFOreserved

WOWOWOROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:3

RX FIFO Enable

DescriptionValue

Disables RX FIFO0

Enables RX FIFO1

0WORXFIFO2

TX FIFO Enable

DescriptionValue

Disables TX FIFO0

Enables TX FIFO1

0WOTXFIFO1

Device Active

DescriptionValue

Disables the I2C slave operation.0

Enables the I2C slave operation.1

Once this bit has been set, it should not be set again unless it has been
cleared by writing a 0 or by a reset, otherwise transfer failures may
occur.

0WODA0
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Register 16: I2C Slave Data (I2CSDR), offset 0x808

Important: This register is read-sensitive. See the register description for details.

This register contains the data to be transmitted when in the Slave Transmit state, and the data
received when in the Slave Receive state. If the RXFIFO bit or TXFIFO bit are enabled in the
I2CSCSR register, then this register is ignored and the data value being transferred from the FIFO
is contained in the I2CFIFODATA register.

Note: Best practice recommends that an application should not switch between the I2CSDR
register and TX FIFO or vice versa for successive transactions.

I2C Slave Data (I2CSDR)
I2C 0 base: 0x4002.0000
I2C 1 base: 0x4002.1000
I2C 2 base: 0x4002.2000
I2C 3 base: 0x4002.3000
I2C 4 base: 0x400C.0000
I2C 5 base: 0x400C.1000
I2C 6 base: 0x400C.2000
I2C 7 base: 0x400C.3000
I2C 8 base: 0x400B.8000
I2C 9 base: 0x400B.9000
Offset 0x808
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DATAreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

Data for Transfer
This field contains the data for transfer during a slave receive or transmit
operation.

0x00RWDATA7:0
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Register 17: I2C Slave Interrupt Mask (I2CSIMR), offset 0x80C
This register controls whether a raw interrupt is promoted to a controller interrupt.

I2C Slave Interrupt Mask (I2CSIMR)
I2C 0 base: 0x4002.0000
I2C 1 base: 0x4002.1000
I2C 2 base: 0x4002.2000
I2C 3 base: 0x4002.3000
I2C 4 base: 0x400C.0000
I2C 5 base: 0x400C.1000
I2C 6 base: 0x400C.2000
I2C 7 base: 0x400C.3000
I2C 8 base: 0x400B.8000
I2C 9 base: 0x400B.9000
Offset 0x80C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DATAIMSTARTIMSTOPIMDMARXIMDMATXIMTXIMRXIMTXFEIMRXFFIMreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:9

Receive FIFO Full Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The RXFFRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the
interrupt controller.

0

The Receive FIFO Full interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller
when the RXFFRIS bit in the I2CSRIS register is set.

1

0RWRXFFIM8

Transmit FIFO Empty Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The TXFERIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the
interrupt controller.

0

The Transmit FIFO Empty interrupt is sent to the interrupt
controller when the TXFERIS bit in the I2CSRIS register is set.

1

0RWTXFEIM7

Receive FIFO Request Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The RXRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the interrupt
controller.

0

The RX FIFO Request interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller
when the RXRIS bit in the I2CSRIS register is set.

1

0RWRXIM6
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Transmit FIFO Request Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The TXRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the interrupt
controller.

0

The TX FIFO Request interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller
when the TXRIS bit in the I2CSRIS register is set.

1

0RWTXIM5

Transmit DMA Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The DMATXRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the
interrupt controller.

0

The transmit DMA complete interrupt is sent to the interrupt
controller when the DMATXRIS bit in the I2CSRIS register is set.

1

0RWDMATXIM4

Receive DMA Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The DMARXRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the
interrupt controller.

0

The receive DMA complete interrupt is sent to the interrupt
controller when the DMARXRIS bit in the I2CSRIS register is set.

1

0RWDMARXIM3

Stop Condition Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The STOPRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the
interrupt controller.

0

The STOP condition interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller
when the STOPRIS bit in the I2CSRIS register is set.

1

0RWSTOPIM2

Start Condition Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The STARTRIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the
interrupt controller.

0

The START condition interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller
when the STARTRIS bit in the I2CSRIS register is set.

1

0RWSTARTIM1

Data Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The DATARIS interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the
interrupt controller.

0

Data interrupt sent to interrupt controller when DATARIS bit in
the I2CSRIS register is set.

1

0RWDATAIM0
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Register 18: I2C Slave Raw Interrupt Status (I2CSRIS), offset 0x810
This register specifies whether an interrupt is pending.

I2C Slave Raw Interrupt Status (I2CSRIS)
I2C 0 base: 0x4002.0000
I2C 1 base: 0x4002.1000
I2C 2 base: 0x4002.2000
I2C 3 base: 0x4002.3000
I2C 4 base: 0x400C.0000
I2C 5 base: 0x400C.1000
I2C 6 base: 0x400C.2000
I2C 7 base: 0x400C.3000
I2C 8 base: 0x400B.8000
I2C 9 base: 0x400B.9000
Offset 0x810
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DATARISSTARTRISSTOPRISDMARXRISDMATXRISTXRISRXRISTXFERISRXFFRISreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:9

Receive FIFO Full Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt0

The Receive FIFO Full interrupt is pending.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the RXFFIC bit in the I2CSICR
register.

0RORXFFRIS8

Transmit FIFO Empty Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt0

The Transmit FIFO Empty interrupt is pending.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the TXFEIC bit in the I2CSICR
register.
Note that if the TXFERIS interrupt is cleared (by setting the TXFEIC bit)
when the TX FIFO is empty, the TXFERIS interrupt does not reassert
even though the TX FIFO remains empty in this situation.

0ROTXFERIS7
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Receive FIFO Request Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt0

The trigger value for the FIFO has been reached and a RX FIFO
Request interrupt is pending.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the RXIC bit in the I2CSICR register.

0RORXRIS6

Transmit Request Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt0

The trigger value for the FIFO has been reached and a TX FIFO
Request interrupt is pending.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the TXIC bit in the I2CSICR register.

0ROTXRIS5

Transmit DMA Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

A transmit DMA complete interrupt is pending.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the DMATXIC bit in the I2CSICR
register.

0RODMATXRIS4

Receive DMA Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

A receive DMA complete interrupt is pending.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the DMARXIC bit in the I2CSICR
register.

0RODMARXRIS3

Stop Condition Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

A STOP condition interrupt is pending.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the STOPIC bit in the I2CSICR
register.

0ROSTOPRIS2

Start Condition Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

A START condition interrupt is pending.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the STARTIC bit in the I2CSICR
register.

0ROSTARTRIS1
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Data Raw Interrupt Status
This interrupt encompasses the following:

■ Slave transaction received

■ Slave transaction requested

■ Next byte transfer request

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

Slave Interrupt is pending.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the DATAIC bit in the I2CSICR
register.

0RODATARIS0
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Register 19: I2C Slave Masked Interrupt Status (I2CSMIS), offset 0x814
This register specifies whether an interrupt was signaled.

I2C Slave Masked Interrupt Status (I2CSMIS)
I2C 0 base: 0x4002.0000
I2C 1 base: 0x4002.1000
I2C 2 base: 0x4002.2000
I2C 3 base: 0x4002.3000
I2C 4 base: 0x400C.0000
I2C 5 base: 0x400C.1000
I2C 6 base: 0x400C.2000
I2C 7 base: 0x400C.3000
I2C 8 base: 0x400B.8000
I2C 9 base: 0x400B.9000
Offset 0x814
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DATAMISSTARTMISSTOPMISDMARXMISDMATXMISTXMISRXMISTXFEMISRXFFMISreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:9

Receive FIFO Full Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

An unmasked Receive FIFO Full interrupt was signaled and is
pending.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the RXFFIC bit in the I2CSICR
register.

0RORXFFMIS8

Transmit FIFO Empty Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

An unmasked Transmit FIFO Empty interrupt was signaled and
is pending.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the TXFEIC bit in the I2CSICR
register.

0ROTXFEMIS7
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Receive FIFO Request Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

An unmasked Receive FIFO Request interrupt was signaled
and is pending.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the RXIC bit in the I2CSICR register.

0RORXMIS6

Transmit FIFO Request Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

An unmasked Transmit FIFO Request interrupt was signaled
and is pending.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the TXIC bit in the I2CSICR register.

0ROTXMIS5

Transmit DMA Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked transmit DMA complete interrupt was signaled is
pending.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the DMATXIC bit in the I2CSICR
register.

0RODMATXMIS4

Receive DMA Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked receive DMA complete interrupt was signaled is
pending.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the DMARXIC bit in the I2CSICR
register.

0RODMARXMIS3

Stop Condition Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked STOP condition interrupt was signaled is pending.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the STOPIC bit in the I2CSICR
register.

0ROSTOPMIS2
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Start Condition Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked START condition interrupt was signaled is
pending.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the STARTIC bit in the I2CSICR
register.

0ROSTARTMIS1

Data Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred or is masked.0

An unmasked slave data interrupt was signaled is pending.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the DATAIC bit in the I2CSICR
register.

0RODATAMIS0
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Register 20: I2C Slave Interrupt Clear (I2CSICR), offset 0x818
This register clears the raw interrupt. A read of this register returns no meaningful data.

I2C Slave Interrupt Clear (I2CSICR)
I2C 0 base: 0x4002.0000
I2C 1 base: 0x4002.1000
I2C 2 base: 0x4002.2000
I2C 3 base: 0x4002.3000
I2C 4 base: 0x400C.0000
I2C 5 base: 0x400C.1000
I2C 6 base: 0x400C.2000
I2C 7 base: 0x400C.3000
I2C 8 base: 0x400B.8000
I2C 9 base: 0x400B.9000
Offset 0x818
Type WO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DATAICSTARTICSTOPICDMARXICDMATXICTXICRXICTXFEICRXFFICreserved

WOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:9

Receive FIFO Full Interrupt Mask
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the RXFFIS bit in the I2CSRIS register and
the RXFFMIS bit in the I2CSMIS register.
A read of this register returns no meaningful data.

0WORXFFIC8

Transmit FIFO Empty Interrupt Mask
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the TXFERIS bit in the I2CSRIS register
and the TXFEMIS bit in the I2CSMIS register.
A read of this register returns no meaningful data.

0WOTXFEIC7

Receive Request Interrupt Mask
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the RXRIS bit in the I2CSRIS register and
the RXMIS bit in the I2CSMIS register.
A read of this register returns no meaningful data.

0WORXIC6

Transmit Request Interrupt Mask
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the TXRIS bit in the I2CSRIS register and
the TXMIS bit in the I2CSMIS register.
A read of this register returns no meaningful data.

0WOTXIC5

Transmit DMA Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the DMATXRIS bit in the I2CSRIS register
and the DMATXMIS bit in the I2CSMIS register.
A read of this register returns no meaningful data.

0WODMATXIC4
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Receive DMA Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the DMARXRIS bit in the I2CSRIS register
and the DMARXMIS bit in the I2CSMIS register.
A read of this register returns no meaningful data.

0WODMARXIC3

Stop Condition Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the STOPRIS bit in the I2CSRIS register
and the STOPMIS bit in the I2CSMIS register.
A read of this register returns no meaningful data.

0WOSTOPIC2

Start Condition Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the STARTRIS bit in the I2CSRIS register
and the STARTMIS bit in the I2CSMIS register.
A read of this register returns no meaningful data.

0WOSTARTIC1

Data Interrupt Clear
Writing a 1 to this bit clears the DATARIS bit in the I2CSRIS register
and the DATMIS bit in the I2CSMIS register.
A read of this register returns no meaningful data.

0WODATAIC0
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Register 21: I2C Slave Own Address 2 (I2CSOAR2), offset 0x81C
This register consists of seven address bits that identify the alternate address for the I2C device on
the I2C bus.

I2C Slave Own Address 2 (I2CSOAR2)
I2C 0 base: 0x4002.0000
I2C 1 base: 0x4002.1000
I2C 2 base: 0x4002.2000
I2C 3 base: 0x4002.3000
I2C 4 base: 0x400C.0000
I2C 5 base: 0x400C.1000
I2C 6 base: 0x400C.2000
I2C 7 base: 0x400C.3000
I2C 8 base: 0x400B.8000
I2C 9 base: 0x400B.9000
Offset 0x81C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

OAR2OAR2ENreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

I2C Slave Own Address 2 Enable

DescriptionValue

The alternate address is disabled.0

Enables the use of the alternate address in the OAR2 field.1

0RWOAR2EN7

I2C Slave Own Address 2

This field specifies the alternate OAR2 address.

0x00RWOAR26:0
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Register 22: I2C Slave ACK Control (I2CSACKCTL), offset 0x820
This register enables the I2C slave to NACK for invalid data or command or ACK for valid data or
command. The I2C clock is pulled low after the last data bit until this register is written.

I2C Slave ACK Control (I2CSACKCTL)
I2C 0 base: 0x4002.0000
I2C 1 base: 0x4002.1000
I2C 2 base: 0x4002.2000
I2C 3 base: 0x4002.3000
I2C 4 base: 0x400C.0000
I2C 5 base: 0x400C.1000
I2C 6 base: 0x400C.2000
I2C 7 base: 0x400C.3000
I2C 8 base: 0x400B.8000
I2C 9 base: 0x400B.9000
Offset 0x820
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

ACKOENACKOVALreserved

RWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:2

I2C Slave ACK Override Value

DescriptionValue

An ACK is sent indicating valid data or command.0

A NACK is sent indicating invalid data or command.1

0RWACKOVAL1

I2C Slave ACK Override Enable

DescriptionValue

A response in not provided.0

An ACK or NACK is sent according to the value written to the
ACKOVAL bit.

1

0RWACKOEN0

18.8 Register Descriptions (I2C Status and Control)
The remainder of this section lists and describes the I2C status and control registers, in numerical
order by address offset.
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Register 23: I2C FIFO Data (I2CFIFODATA), offset 0xF00
The I2C FIFO Data (I2CFIFODATA) register contains the current value of the top of the RX or TX
FIFO stack being used in the a transfer.

Read-Only Status Register

I2C FIFO Data (I2CFIFODATA)
I2C 0 base: 0x4002.0000
I2C 1 base: 0x4002.1000
I2C 2 base: 0x4002.2000
I2C 3 base: 0x4002.3000
I2C 4 base: 0x400C.0000
I2C 5 base: 0x400C.1000
I2C 6 base: 0x400C.2000
I2C 7 base: 0x400C.3000
I2C 8 base: 0x400B.8000
I2C 9 base: 0x400B.9000
Offset 0xF00
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DATAreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

I2C RX FIFO Read Data Byte

This field contains the current byte being read in the RX FIFO stack.

0RODATA7:0
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Write-Only Control Register

I2C FIFO Data (I2CFIFODATA)
I2C 0 base: 0x4002.0000
I2C 1 base: 0x4002.1000
I2C 2 base: 0x4002.2000
I2C 3 base: 0x4002.3000
I2C 4 base: 0x400C.0000
I2C 5 base: 0x400C.1000
I2C 6 base: 0x400C.2000
I2C 7 base: 0x400C.3000
I2C 8 base: 0x400B.8000
I2C 9 base: 0x400B.9000
Offset 0xF00
Type WO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DATAreserved

WOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

I2C TX FIFO Write Data Byte

This field contains the current byte written to the TX FIFO.
For back to back transmit operations, the application should not switch
between writing to the I2CSDR register and the I2CFIFODATA.

0WODATA7:0
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Register 24: I2C FIFO Control (I2CFIFOCTL), offset 0xF04
The FIFO Control Register can be programmed to control various aspects of the FIFO transaction,
such as RX and TX FIFO assignment, byte count value for FIFO triggers and flushing of the FIFOs.

I2C FIFO Control (I2CFIFOCTL)
I2C 0 base: 0x4002.0000
I2C 1 base: 0x4002.1000
I2C 2 base: 0x4002.2000
I2C 3 base: 0x4002.3000
I2C 4 base: 0x400C.0000
I2C 5 base: 0x400C.1000
I2C 6 base: 0x400C.2000
I2C 7 base: 0x400C.3000
I2C 8 base: 0x400B.8000
I2C 9 base: 0x400B.9000
Offset 0xF04
Type RW, reset 0x0004.0004

16171819202122232425262728293031

RXTRIGreservedDMARXENARXFLUSHRXASGNMT

RWRWRWRORORORORORORORORORORWRWRWType
0010000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TXTRIGreservedDMATXENATXFLUSHTXASGNMT

RWRWRWRORORORORORORORORORORWRWRWType
0010000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

RX Control Assignment

DescriptionValue

RX FIFO is assigned to Master0

RX FIFO is assigned to Slave1

0RWRXASGNMT31

RX FIFO Flush
Setting this bit will Flush the RX FIFO. This bit will self-clear when the
flush has completed.

0RWRXFLUSH30

DMA RX Channel Enable

DescriptionValue

DMA RX channel disabled0

DMA RX channel enabled1

0RWDMARXENA29

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved28:19
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

RX FIFO Trigger
Indicates at what fill level the RX FIFO will generate a trigger.

Note: Programming RXTRIG to 0x0 has no effect since no data is
present to transfer out of RX FIFO.

DescriptionValue

Trigger when RX FIFO contains no bytes0x0

Trigger when Rx FIFO contains 1 or more bytes0x1

Trigger when Rx FIFO contains 2 or more bytes0x2

Trigger when Rx FIFO contains 3 or more bytes0x3

Trigger when Rx FIFO contains 4 or more bytes0x4

Trigger when Rx FIFO contains 5 or more bytes0x5

Trigger when Rx FIFO contains 6 or more bytes0x6

Trigger when Rx FIFO contains 7 or more bytes.0x7

0x4RWRXTRIG18:16

TX Control Assignment

DescriptionValue

TX FIFO is assigned to Master0

TX FIFO is assigned to Slave1

0RWTXASGNMT15

TX FIFO Flush
Setting this bit will Flush the TX FIFO. This bit will self-clear when the
flush has completed.

0RWTXFLUSH14

DMA TX Channel Enable

DescriptionValue

DMA TX channel disabled0

DMA TX channel enabled1

0RWDMATXENA13

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x000ROreserved12:3

TX FIFO Trigger
Indicates at what fill level in the TX FIFO a trigger will be generated.

DescriptionValue

Trigger when the TX FIFO is empty.0x0

Trigger when TX FIFO contains ≤ 1 byte0x1

Trigger when TX FIFO contains ≤ 2 bytes0x2

Trigger when TX FIFO ≤ 3 bytes0x3

Trigger when FIFO ≤ 4 bytes0x4

Trigger when FIFO ≤ 5 bytes0x5

Trigger when FIFO ≤ 6 bytes0x6

Trigger when FIFO ≤ 7 bytes0x7

0x4RWTXTRIG2:0
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Register 25: I2C FIFO Status (I2CFIFOSTATUS), offset 0xF08
This register contains the real-time status of the RX and TX FIFOs.

I2C FIFO Status (I2CFIFOSTATUS)
I2C 0 base: 0x4002.0000
I2C 1 base: 0x4002.1000
I2C 2 base: 0x4002.2000
I2C 3 base: 0x4002.3000
I2C 4 base: 0x400C.0000
I2C 5 base: 0x400C.1000
I2C 6 base: 0x400C.2000
I2C 7 base: 0x400C.3000
I2C 8 base: 0x400B.8000
I2C 9 base: 0x400B.9000
Offset 0xF08
Type RO, reset 0x0001.0005

16171819202122232425262728293031

RXFERXFFRXABVTRIGreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TXFETXFFTXBLWTRIGreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1010000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x000ROreserved31:19

RX FIFO Above Trigger Level

DescriptionValue

The number of bytes in RX FIFO is below the trigger level
programmed by the RXTRIG bit in the I2CFIFOCTL register

0

The number of bytes in the RX FIFO is above the trigger level
programmed by the RXTRIG bit in the I2CFIFOCTL register

1

0RORXABVTRIG18

RX FIFO Full

DescriptionValue

The RX FIFO is not full.0

The RX FIFO is full.1

0RORXFF17

RX FIFO Empty

DescriptionValue

The RX FIFO is not empty.0

The RX FIFO is empty.1

1RORXFE16

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x000ROreserved15:3
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

TX FIFO Below Trigger Level

DescriptionValue

The number of bytes in TX FIFO is above the trigger level
programmed by the TXTRIG bit in the I2CFIFOCTL register

0

The number of bytes in the TX FIFO is below the trigger level
programmed by the TXTRIG bit in the I2CFIFOCTL register

1

1ROTXBLWTRIG2

TX FIFO Full

DescriptionValue

The TX FIFO is not full.0

The TX FIFO is full.1

0ROTXFF1

TX FIFO Empty

DescriptionValue

The TX FIFO is not empty.0

The TX FIFO is empty.1

1ROTXFE0
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Register 26: I2C Peripheral Properties (I2CPP), offset 0xFC0
The I2CPP register provides information regarding the properties of the I2C module.

I2C Peripheral Properties (I2CPP)
I2C 0 base: 0x4002.0000
I2C 1 base: 0x4002.1000
I2C 2 base: 0x4002.2000
I2C 3 base: 0x4002.3000
I2C 4 base: 0x400C.0000
I2C 5 base: 0x400C.1000
I2C 6 base: 0x400C.2000
I2C 7 base: 0x400C.3000
I2C 8 base: 0x400B.8000
I2C 9 base: 0x400B.9000
Offset 0xFC0
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0001

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

HSreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved31:1

High-Speed Capable

DescriptionValue

The interface is capable of Standard, Fast, or Fast mode plus
operation.

0

The interface is capable of High-Speed operation.1

0x1ROHS0
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Register 27: I2C Peripheral Configuration (I2CPC), offset 0xFC4
The I2CPC register allows software to enable features present in the I2C module.

I2C Peripheral Configuration (I2CPC)
I2C 0 base: 0x4002.0000
I2C 1 base: 0x4002.1000
I2C 2 base: 0x4002.2000
I2C 3 base: 0x4002.3000
I2C 4 base: 0x400C.0000
I2C 5 base: 0x400C.1000
I2C 6 base: 0x400C.2000
I2C 7 base: 0x400C.3000
I2C 8 base: 0x400B.8000
I2C 9 base: 0x400B.9000
Offset 0xFC4
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0001

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

HSreserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

High-Speed Capable

DescriptionValue

The interface is set to Standard, Fast or Fast mode plus
operation.

0

The interface is set to High-Speed operation. Note that this
encoding may only be used if the HS bit in the I2CPP register
is set. Otherwise, this encoding is not available.

1

1RWHS0
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19 Controller Area Network (CAN) Module
Controller Area Network (CAN) is a multicast, shared serial bus standard for connecting electronic
control units (ECUs). CAN was specifically designed to be robust in electromagnetically-noisy
environments and can utilize a differential balanced line like RS-485 or a more robust twisted-pair
wire. Originally created for automotive purposes, it is also used in many embedded control
applications (such as industrial and medical). Bit rates up to 1 Mbps are possible at network lengths
less than 40 meters. Decreased bit rates allow longer network distances (for example, 125 Kbps at
500 meters).

The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller includes two CAN units with the following features:

■ CAN protocol version 2.0 part A/B

■ Bit rates up to 1 Mbps

■ 32 message objects with individual identifier masks

■ Maskable interrupt

■ Disable Automatic Retransmission mode for Time-Triggered CAN (TTCAN) applications

■ Programmable loopback mode for self-test operation

■ Programmable FIFO mode enables storage of multiple message objects

■ Gluelessly attaches to an external CAN transceiver through the CANnTX and CANnRX signals
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19.1 Block Diagram

Figure 19-1. CAN Controller Block Diagram
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19.2 Signal Description
The following table lists the external signals of the CAN controller and describes the function of
each. The CAN controller signals are alternate functions for some GPIO signals and default to be
GPIO signals at reset. The column in the table below titled "Pin Mux/Pin Assignment" lists the
possible GPIO pin placements for the CAN signals. The AFSEL bit in the GPIO Alternate Function
Select (GPIOAFSEL) register (page 768) should be set to choose the CAN controller function. The
number in parentheses is the encoding that must be programmed into the PMCn field in the GPIO
Port Control (GPIOPCTL) register (page 785) to assign the CAN signal to the specified GPIO port
pin. For more information on configuring GPIOs, see “General-Purpose Input/Outputs
(GPIOs)” on page 740.

Table 19-1. Controller Area Network Signals (128TQFP)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin Mux / Pin
Assignment

Pin NumberPin Name

CAN module 0 receive.TTLIPA0 (7)33CAN0Rx
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Table 19-1. Controller Area Network Signals (128TQFP) (continued)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin Mux / Pin
Assignment

Pin NumberPin Name

CAN module 0 transmit.TTLOPA1 (7)34CAN0Tx

CAN module 1 receive.TTLIPB0 (7)95CAN1Rx

CAN module 1 transmit.TTLOPB1 (7)96CAN1Tx

19.3 Functional Description
The TM4C1294KCPDT CAN controller conforms to the CAN protocol version 2.0 (parts A and B).
Message transfers that include data, remote, error, and overload frames with an 11-bit identifier
(standard) or a 29-bit identifier (extended) are supported. Transfer rates can be programmed up to
1 Mbps.

The CAN module consists of three major parts:

■ CAN protocol controller and message handler

■ Message memory

■ CAN register interface

A data frame contains data for transmission, whereas a remote frame contains no data and is used
to request the transmission of a specific message object. The CAN data/remote frame is constructed
as shown in Figure 19-2.

Figure 19-2. CAN Data/Remote Frame
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The protocol controller transfers and receives the serial data from the CAN bus and passes the data
on to the message handler. The message handler then loads this information into the appropriate
message object based on the current filtering and identifiers in the message object memory. The
message handler is also responsible for generating interrupts based on events on the CAN bus.
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The message object memory is a set of 32 identical memory blocks that hold the current configuration,
status, and actual data for each message object. These memory blocks are accessed via either of
the CAN message object register interfaces.

The message memory is not directly accessible in the TM4C1294KCPDT memory map, so the
TM4C1294KCPDT CAN controller provides an interface to communicate with the message memory
via two CAN interface register sets for communicating with the message objects. These two interfaces
must be used to read or write to each message object. The two message object interfaces allow
parallel access to the CAN controller message objects when multiple objects may have new
information that must be processed. In general, one interface is used for transmit data and one for
receive data.

19.3.1 Initialization
To use the CAN controller, the peripheral clock must be enabled using the RCGC0 register (see
page 395). In addition, the clock to the appropriate GPIO module must be enabled via the RCGC2
register (see page 395). To find out which GPIO port to enable, refer to Table 26-4 on page 1795. Set
the GPIO AFSEL bits for the appropriate pins (see page 768). Configure the PMCn fields in the
GPIOPCTL register to assign the CAN signals to the appropriate pins. See page 785 and Table
26-5 on page 1806.

Software initialization is started by setting the INIT bit in the CAN Control (CANCTL) register (with
software or by a hardware reset) or by going bus-off, which occurs when the transmitter's error
counter exceeds a count of 255. While INIT is set, all message transfers to and from the CAN bus
are stopped and the CANnTX signal is held High. Entering the initialization state does not change
the configuration of the CAN controller, the message objects, or the error counters. However, some
configuration registers are only accessible while in the initialization state.

To initialize the CAN controller, set the CAN Bit Timing (CANBIT) register and configure each
message object. If a message object is not needed, label it as not valid by clearing the MSGVAL bit
in the CAN IFn Arbitration 2 (CANIFnARB2) register. Otherwise, the whole message object must
be initialized, as the fields of the message object may not have valid information, causing unexpected
results. Both the INIT and CCE bits in the CANCTL register must be set in order to access the
CANBIT register and the CAN Baud Rate Prescaler Extension (CANBRPE) register to configure
the bit timing. To leave the initialization state, the INIT bit must be cleared. Afterwards, the internal
Bit Stream Processor (BSP) synchronizes itself to the data transfer on the CAN bus by waiting for
the occurrence of a sequence of 11 consecutive recessive bits (indicating a bus idle condition)
before it takes part in bus activities and starts message transfers. Message object initialization does
not require the CAN to be in the initialization state and can be done on the fly. However, message
objects should all be configured to particular identifiers or set to not valid before message transfer
starts. To change the configuration of a message object during normal operation, clear the MSGVAL
bit in the CANIFnARB2 register to indicate that the message object is not valid during the change.
When the configuration is completed, set the MSGVAL bit again to indicate that the message object
is once again valid.

19.3.2 Operation
Two sets of CAN Interface Registers (CANIF1x and CANIF2x) are used to access the message
objects in the Message RAM. The CAN controller coordinates transfers to and from the Message
RAM to and from the registers. The two sets are independent and identical and can be used to
queue transactions. Generally, one interface is used to transmit data and one is used to receive
data.

Once the CAN module is initialized and the INIT bit in the CANCTL register is cleared, the CAN
module synchronizes itself to the CAN bus and starts the message transfer. As each message is
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received, it goes through the message handler's filtering process, and if it passes through the filter,
is stored in the message object specified by the MNUM bit in the CAN IFn Command Request
(CANIFnCRQ) register. The whole message (including all arbitration bits, data-length code, and
eight data bytes) is stored in the message object. If the Identifier Mask (the MSK bits in the CAN IFn
Mask 1 andCAN IFnMask 2 (CANIFnMSKn) registers) is used, the arbitration bits that are masked
to "don't care" may be overwritten in the message object.

The CPU may read or write each message at any time via the CAN Interface Registers. The message
handler guarantees data consistency in case of concurrent accesses.

The transmission of message objects is under the control of the software that is managing the CAN
hardware. Message objects can be used for one-time data transfers or can be permanent message
objects used to respond in a more periodic manner. Permanent message objects have all arbitration
and control set up, and only the data bytes are updated. At the start of transmission, the appropriate
TXRQST bit in the CAN Transmission Request n (CANTXRQn) register and the NEWDAT bit in the
CAN New Data n (CANNWDAn) register are set. If several transmit messages are assigned to the
same message object (when the number of message objects is not sufficient), the whole message
object has to be configured before the transmission of this message is requested.

The transmission of any number of message objects may be requested at the same time; they are
transmitted according to their internal priority, which is based on the message identifier (MNUM) for
the message object, with 1 being the highest priority and 32 being the lowest priority. Messages
may be updated or set to not valid any time, even when their requested transmission is still pending.
The old data is discarded when a message is updated before its pending transmission has started.
Depending on the configuration of the message object, the transmission of a message may be
requested autonomously by the reception of a remote frame with a matching identifier.

Transmission can be automatically started by the reception of a matching remote frame. To enable
this mode, set the RMTEN bit in theCAN IFnMessage Control (CANIFnMCTL) register. A matching
received remote frame causes the TXRQST bit to be set, and the message object automatically
transfers its data or generates an interrupt indicating a remote frame was requested. A remote frame
can be strictly a single message identifier, or it can be a range of values specified in the message
object. The CAN mask registers, CANIFnMSKn, configure which groups of frames are identified
as remote frame requests. The UMASK bit in the CANIFnMCTL register enables the MSK bits in the
CANIFnMSKn register to filter which frames are identified as a remote frame request. The MXTD
bit in the CANIFnMSK2 register should be set if a remote frame request is expected to be triggered
by 29-bit extended identifiers.

19.3.3 Transmitting Message Objects
If the internal transmit shift register of the CAN module is ready for loading, and if a data transfer is
not occurring between the CAN Interface Registers and message RAM, the valid message object
with the highest priority that has a pending transmission request is loaded into the transmit shift
register by the message handler and the transmission is started. The message object's NEWDAT bit
in the CANNWDAn register is cleared. After a successful transmission, and if no new data was
written to the message object since the start of the transmission, the TXRQST bit in the CANTXRQn
register is cleared. If the CAN controller is configured to interrupt on a successful transmission of a
message object, (the TXIE bit in the CAN IFn Message Control (CANIFnMCTL) register is set),
the INTPND bit in the CANIFnMCTL register is set after a successful transmission. If the CAN
module has lost the arbitration or if an error occurred during the transmission, the message is
re-transmitted as soon as the CAN bus is free again. If, meanwhile, the transmission of a message
with higher priority has been requested, the messages are transmitted in the order of their priority.
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19.3.4 Configuring a Transmit Message Object
The following steps illustrate how to configure a transmit message object.

1. In the CAN IFn Command Mask (CANIFnCMASK) register:

■ Set the WRNRD bit to specify a write to the CANIFnCMASK register; specify whether to
transfer the IDMASK, DIR, and MXTD of the message object into the CAN IFn registers using
the MASK bit

■ Specify whether to transfer the ID, DIR, XTD, and MSGVAL of the message object into the
interface registers using the ARB bit

■ Specify whether to transfer the control bits into the interface registers using the CONTROL
bit

■ Specify whether to clear the INTPND bit in the CANIFnMCTL register using the CLRINTPND
bit

■ Specify whether to clear the NEWDAT bit in the CANNWDAn register using the NEWDAT bit

■ Specify which bits to transfer using the DATAA and DATAB bits

2. In the CANIFnMSK1 register, use the MSK[15:0] bits to specify which of the bits in the 29-bit
or 11-bit message identifier are used for acceptance filtering. Note that MSK[15:0] in this
register are used for bits [15:0] of the 29-bit message identifier and are not used for an 11-bit
identifier. A value of 0x00 enables all messages to pass through the acceptance filtering. Also
note that in order for these bits to be used for acceptance filtering, they must be enabled by
setting the UMASK bit in the CANIFnMCTL register.

3. In the CANIFnMSK2 register, use the MSK[12:0] bits to specify which of the bits in the 29-bit
or 11-bit message identifier are used for acceptance filtering. Note that MSK[12:0] are used
for bits [28:16] of the 29-bit message identifier; whereas MSK[12:2] are used for bits [10:0] of
the 11-bit message identifier. Use the MXTD and MDIR bits to specify whether to use XTD and
DIR for acceptance filtering. A value of 0x00 enables all messages to pass through the
acceptance filtering. Also note that in order for these bits to be used for acceptance filtering,
they must be enabled by setting the UMASK bit in the CANIFnMCTL register.

4. For a 29-bit identifier, configure ID[15:0] in the CANIFnARB1 register for bits [15:0] of the
message identifier and ID[12:0] in the CANIFnARB2 register for bits [28:16] of the message
identifier. Set the XTD bit to indicate an extended identifier; set the DIR bit to indicate transmit;
and set the MSGVAL bit to indicate that the message object is valid.

5. For an 11-bit identifier, disregard the CANIFnARB1 register and configure ID[12:2] in the
CANIFnARB2 register for bits [10:0] of the message identifier. Clear the XTD bit to indicate a
standard identifier; set the DIR bit to indicate transmit; and set the MSGVAL bit to indicate that
the message object is valid.

6. In the CANIFnMCTL register:

■ Optionally set the UMASK bit to enable the mask (MSK, MXTD, and MDIR specified in the
CANIFnMSK1 and CANIFnMSK2 registers) for acceptance filtering

■ Optionally set the TXIE bit to enable the INTPND bit to be set after a successful transmission
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■ Optionally set the RMTEN bit to enable the TXRQST bit to be set on the reception of a matching
remote frame allowing automatic transmission

■ Set the EOB bit for a single message object

■ Configure the DLC[3:0] field to specify the size of the data frame. Take care during this
configuration not to set the NEWDAT, MSGLST, INTPND or TXRQST bits.

7. Load the data to be transmitted into theCAN IFnData (CANIFnDA1, CANIFnDA2, CANIFnDB1,
CANIFnDB2) registers. Byte 0 of the CAN data frame is stored in DATA[7:0] in theCANIFnDA1
register.

8. Program the number of the message object to be transmitted in the MNUM field in the CAN IFn
Command Request (CANIFnCRQ) register.

9. When everything is properly configured, set the TXRQST bit in the CANIFnMCTL register. Once
this bit is set, the message object is available to be transmitted, depending on priority and bus
availability. Note that setting the RMTEN bit in theCANIFnMCTL register can also start message
transmission if a matching remote frame has been received.

19.3.5 Updating a Transmit Message Object
The CPU may update the data bytes of a Transmit Message Object any time via the CAN Interface
Registers and neither the MSGVAL bit in the CANIFnARB2 register nor the TXRQST bits in the
CANIFnMCTL register have to be cleared before the update.

Even if only some of the data bytes are to be updated, all four bytes of the corresponding
CANIFnDAn/CANIFnDBn register have to be valid before the content of that register is transferred
to the message object. Either the CPU must write all four bytes into the CANIFnDAn/CANIFnDBn
register or the message object is transferred to the CANIFnDAn/CANIFnDBn register before the
CPU writes the new data bytes.

In order to only update the data in a message object, the WRNRD, DATAA and DATAB bits in the
CANIFnMSKn register are set, followed by writing the updated data intoCANIFnDA1,CANIFnDA2,
CANIFnDB1, and CANIFnDB2 registers, and then the number of the message object is written to
the MNUM field in the CAN IFn Command Request (CANIFnCRQ) register. To begin transmission
of the new data as soon as possible, set the TXRQST bit in the CANIFnMSKn register.

To prevent the clearing of the TXRQST bit in the CANIFnMCTL register at the end of a transmission
that may already be in progress while the data is updated, the NEWDAT and TXRQST bits have to be
set at the same time in theCANIFnMCTL register. When these bits are set at the same time, NEWDAT
is cleared as soon as the new transmission has started.

19.3.6 Accepting Received Message Objects
When the arbitration and control field (the ID and XTD bits in the CANIFnARB2 and the RMTEN and
DLC[3:0] bits of the CANIFnMCTL register) of an incoming message is completely shifted into
the CAN controller, the message handling capability of the controller starts scanning the message
RAM for a matching valid message object. To scan the message RAM for a matching message
object, the controller uses the acceptance filtering programmed through the mask bits in the
CANIFnMSKn register and enabled using the UMASK bit in the CANIFnMCTL register. Each valid
message object, starting with object 1, is compared with the incoming message to locate a matching
message object in the message RAM. If a match occurs, the scanning is stopped and the message
handler proceeds depending on whether it is a data frame or remote frame that was received.
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19.3.7 Receiving a Data Frame
The message handler stores the message from the CAN controller receive shift register into the
matching message object in the message RAM. The data bytes, all arbitration bits, and the DLC bits
are all stored into the corresponding message object. In this manner, the data bytes are connected
with the identifier even if arbitration masks are used. The NEWDAT bit of the CANIFnMCTL register
is set to indicate that new data has been received. The CPU should clear this bit when it reads the
message object to indicate to the controller that the message has been received, and the buffer is
free to receive more messages. If the CAN controller receives a message and the NEWDAT bit is
already set, the MSGLST bit in the CANIFnMCTL register is set to indicate that the previous data
was lost. If the system requires an interrupt on successful reception of a frame, the RXIE bit of the
CANIFnMCTL register should be set. In this case, the INTPND bit of the same register is set, causing
the CANINT register to point to the message object that just received a message. The TXRQST bit
of this message object should be cleared to prevent the transmission of a remote frame.

19.3.8 Receiving a Remote Frame
A remote frame contains no data, but instead specifies which object should be transmitted. When
a remote frame is received, three different configurations of the matching message object have to
be considered:

Table 19-2. Message Object Configurations

DescriptionConfiguration in CANIFnMCTL

At the reception of a matching remote frame, the TXRQST bit of this
message object is set. The rest of the message object remains
unchanged, and the controller automatically transfers the data in
the message object as soon as possible.

■ DIR = 1 (direction = transmit); programmed in the
CANIFnARB2 register

■ RMTEN = 1 (set the TXRQST bit of the
CANIFnMCTL register at reception of the frame
to enable transmission)

■ UMASK = 1 or 0

At the reception of a matching remote frame, the TXRQST bit of this
message object remains unchanged, and the remote frame is
ignored. This remote frame is disabled, the data is not transferred
and nothing indicates that the remote frame ever happened.

■ DIR = 1 (direction = transmit); programmed in the
CANIFnARB2 register

■ RMTEN = 0 (do not change the TXRQST bit of the
CANIFnMCTL register at reception of the frame)

■ UMASK = 0 (ignore mask in the CANIFnMSKn
register)

At the reception of a matching remote frame, the TXRQST bit of this
message object is cleared. The arbitration and control field (ID +
XTD + RMTEN + DLC) from the shift register is stored into the message
object in the message RAM, and the NEWDAT bit of this message
object is set. The data field of the message object remains
unchanged; the remote frame is treated similar to a received data
frame. This mode is useful for a remote data request from another
CAN device for which the TM4C1294KCPDT controller does not
have readily available data. The software must fill the data and
answer the frame manually.

■ DIR = 1 (direction = transmit); programmed in the
CANIFnARB2 register

■ RMTEN = 0 (do not change the TXRQST bit of the
CANIFnMCTL register at reception of the frame)

■ UMASK = 1 (use mask (MSK, MXTD, and MDIR in
theCANIFnMSKn register) for acceptance filtering)

19.3.9 Receive/Transmit Priority
The receive/transmit priority for the message objects is controlled by the message number. Message
object 1 has the highest priority, while message object 32 has the lowest priority. If more than one
transmission request is pending, the message objects are transmitted in order based on the message
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object with the lowest message number. This prioritization is separate from that of the message
identifier which is enforced by the CAN bus. As a result, if message object 1 and message object
2 both have valid messages to be transmitted, message object 1 is always transmitted first regardless
of the message identifier in the message object itself.

19.3.10 Configuring a Receive Message Object
The following steps illustrate how to configure a receive message object.

1. Program the CAN IFn Command Mask (CANIFnCMASK) register as described in the
“Configuring a Transmit Message Object” on page 1359 section, except that the WRNRD bit is set
to specify a write to the message RAM.

2. Program the CANIFnMSK1and CANIFnMSK2 registers as described in the “Configuring a
Transmit Message Object” on page 1359 section to configure which bits are used for acceptance
filtering. Note that in order for these bits to be used for acceptance filtering, they must be enabled
by setting the UMASK bit in the CANIFnMCTL register.

3. In the CANIFnMSK2 register, use the MSK[12:0] bits to specify which of the bits in the 29-bit
or 11-bit message identifier are used for acceptance filtering. Note that MSK[12:0] are used
for bits [28:16] of the 29-bit message identifier; whereas MSK[12:2] are used for bits [10:0] of
the 11-bit message identifier. Use the MXTD and MDIR bits to specify whether to use XTD and
DIR for acceptance filtering. A value of 0x00 enables all messages to pass through the
acceptance filtering. Also note that in order for these bits to be used for acceptance filtering,
they must be enabled by setting the UMASK bit in the CANIFnMCTL register.

4. Program the CANIFnARB1 and CANIFnARB2 registers as described in the “Configuring a
Transmit Message Object” on page 1359 section to program XTD and ID bits for the message
identifier to be received; set the MSGVAL bit to indicate a valid message; and clear the DIR bit
to specify receive.

5. In the CANIFnMCTL register:

■ Optionally set the UMASK bit to enable the mask (MSK, MXTD, and MDIR specified in the
CANIFnMSK1 and CANIFnMSK2 registers) for acceptance filtering

■ Optionally set the RXIE bit to enable the INTPND bit to be set after a successful reception

■ Clear the RMTEN bit to leave the TXRQST bit unchanged

■ Set the EOB bit for a single message object

■ Configure the DLC[3:0] field to specify the size of the data frame

Take care during this configuration not to set the NEWDAT, MSGLST, INTPND or TXRQST bits.

6. Program the number of the message object to be received in the MNUM field in the CAN IFn
Command Request (CANIFnCRQ) register. Reception of the message object begins as soon
as a matching frame is available on the CAN bus.

When the message handler stores a data frame in the message object, it stores the received Data
Length Code and eight data bytes in theCANIFnDA1,CANIFnDA2,CANIFnDB1, andCANIFnDB2
register. Byte 0 of the CAN data frame is stored in DATA[7:0] in the CANIFnDA1 register. If the
Data Length Code is less than 8, the remaining bytes of the message object are overwritten by
unspecified values.
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The CAN mask registers can be used to allow groups of data frames to be received by a message
object. The CAN mask registers, CANIFnMSKn, configure which groups of frames are received by
a message object. The UMASK bit in the CANIFnMCTL register enables the MSK bits in the
CANIFnMSKn register to filter which frames are received. The MXTD bit in theCANIFnMSK2 register
should be set if only 29-bit extended identifiers are expected by this message object.

19.3.11 Handling of Received Message Objects
The CPU may read a received message any time via the CAN Interface registers because the data
consistency is guaranteed by the message handler state machine.

Typically, the CPU first writes 0x007F to the CANIFnCMSK register and then writes the number of
the message object to the CANIFnCRQ register. That combination transfers the whole received
message from the message RAM into the Message Buffer registers (CANIFnMSKn,CANIFnARBn,
and CANIFnMCTL). Additionally, the NEWDAT and INTPND bits are cleared in the message RAM,
acknowledging that the message has been read and clearing the pending interrupt generated by
this message object.

If the message object uses masks for acceptance filtering, the CANIFnARBn registers show the
full, unmasked ID for the received message.

The NEWDAT bit in the CANIFnMCTL register shows whether a new message has been received
since the last time this message object was read. The MSGLST bit in the CANIFnMCTL register
shows whether more than one message has been received since the last time this message object
was read. MSGLST is not automatically cleared, and should be cleared by software after reading its
status.

Using a remote frame, the CPU may request new data from another CAN node on the CAN bus.
Setting the TXRQST bit of a receive object causes the transmission of a remote frame with the receive
object's identifier. This remote frame triggers the other CAN node to start the transmission of the
matching data frame. If the matching data frame is received before the remote frame could be
transmitted, the TXRQST bit is automatically reset. This prevents the possible loss of data when the
other device on the CAN bus has already transmitted the data slightly earlier than expected.

19.3.11.1 Configuration of a FIFO Buffer
With the exception of the EOB bit in theCANIFnMCTL register, the configuration of receive message
objects belonging to a FIFO buffer is the same as the configuration of a single receive message
object (see “Configuring a Receive Message Object” on page 1362). To concatenate two or more
message objects into a FIFO buffer, the identifiers and masks (if used) of these message objects
have to be programmed to matching values. Due to the implicit priority of the message objects, the
message object with the lowest message object number is the first message object in a FIFO buffer.
The EOB bit of all message objects of a FIFO buffer except the last one must be cleared. The EOB
bit of the last message object of a FIFO buffer is set, indicating it is the last entry in the buffer.

19.3.11.2 Reception of Messages with FIFO Buffers
Received messages with identifiers matching to a FIFO buffer are stored starting with the message
object with the lowest message number. When a message is stored into a message object of a
FIFO buffer, the NEWDAT of the CANIFnMCTL register bit of this message object is set. By setting
NEWDAT while EOB is clear, the message object is locked and cannot be written to by the message
handler until the CPU has cleared the NEWDAT bit. Messages are stored into a FIFO buffer until the
last message object of this FIFO buffer is reached. Until all of the preceding message objects have
been released by clearing the NEWDAT bit, all further messages for this FIFO buffer are written into
the last message object of the FIFO buffer and therefore overwrite previous messages.
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19.3.11.3 Reading from a FIFO Buffer
When the CPU transfers the contents of a message object from a FIFO buffer by writing its number
to the CANIFnCRQ register, the TXRQST and CLRINTPND bits in the CANIFnCMSK register should
be set such that the NEWDAT and INTPEND bits in the CANIFnMCTL register are cleared after the
read. The values of these bits in theCANIFnMCTL register always reflect the status of the message
object before the bits are cleared. To assure the correct function of a FIFO buffer, the CPU should
read out the message objects starting with the message object with the lowest message number.
When reading from the FIFO buffer, the user should be aware that a new received message is
placed in the message object with the lowest message number for which the NEWDAT bit of the
CANIFnMCTL register is clear. As a result, the order of the received messages in the FIFO is not
guaranteed. Figure 19-3 on page 1365 shows how a set of message objects which are concatenated
to a FIFO Buffer can be handled by the CPU.
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Figure 19-3. Message Objects in a FIFO Buffer
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19.3.12 Handling of Interrupts
If several interrupts are pending, theCAN Interrupt (CANINT) register points to the pending interrupt
with the highest priority, disregarding their chronological order. The status interrupt has the highest
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priority. Among the message interrupts, the message object's interrupt with the lowest message
number has the highest priority. A message interrupt is cleared by clearing the message object's
INTPND bit in the CANIFnMCTL register or by reading the CAN Status (CANSTS) register. The
status Interrupt is cleared by reading the CANSTS register.

The interrupt identifier INTID in the CANINT register indicates the cause of the interrupt. When no
interrupt is pending, the register reads as 0x0000. If the value of the INTID field is different from 0,
then an interrupt is pending. If the IE bit is set in the CANCTL register, the interrupt line to the
interrupt controller is active. The interrupt line remains active until the INTID field is 0, meaning
that all interrupt sources have been cleared (the cause of the interrupt is reset), or until IE is cleared,
which disables interrupts from the CAN controller.

The INTID field of the CANINT register points to the pending message interrupt with the highest
interrupt priority. The SIE bit in the CANCTL register controls whether a change of the RXOK, TXOK,
and LEC bits in the CANSTS register can cause an interrupt. The EIE bit in the CANCTLregister
controls whether a change of the BOFF and EWARN bits in the CANSTS register can cause an
interrupt. The IE bit in the CANCTL register controls whether any interrupt from the CAN controller
actually generates an interrupt to the interrupt controller. The CANINT register is updated even
when the IE bit in the CANCTL register is clear, but the interrupt is not indicated to the CPU.

A value of 0x8000 in the CANINT register indicates that an interrupt is pending because the CAN
module has updated, but not necessarily changed, the CANSTS register, indicating that either an
error or status interrupt has been generated. A write access to the CANSTS register can clear the
RXOK, TXOK, and LEC bits in that same register; however, the only way to clear the source of a
status interrupt is to read the CANSTS register.

The source of an interrupt can be determined in two ways during interrupt handling. The first is to
read the INTID bit in the CANINT register to determine the highest priority interrupt that is pending,
and the second is to read the CAN Message Interrupt Pending (CANMSGnINT) register to see
all of the message objects that have pending interrupts.

An interrupt service routine reading the message that is the source of the interrupt may read the
message and clear the message object's INTPND bit at the same time by setting the CLRINTPND
bit in the CANIFnCMSK register. Once the INTPND bit has been cleared, the CANINT register
contains the message number for the next message object with a pending interrupt.

19.3.13 Test Mode
A Test Mode is provided which allows various diagnostics to be performed. Test Mode is entered
by setting the TEST bit in the CANCTL register. Once in Test Mode, the TX[1:0], LBACK, SILENT
and BASIC bits in the CAN Test (CANTST) register can be used to put the CAN controller into the
various diagnostic modes. The RX bit in the CANTST register allows monitoring of the CANnRX
signal. All CANTST register functions are disabled when the TEST bit is cleared.

19.3.13.1 Silent Mode
Silent Mode can be used to analyze the traffic on a CAN bus without affecting it by the transmission
of dominant bits (Acknowledge Bits, Error Frames). The CAN Controller is put in Silent Mode setting
the SILENT bit in the CANTST register. In Silent Mode, the CAN controller is able to receive valid
data frames and valid remote frames, but it sends only recessive bits on the CAN bus and cannot
start a transmission. If the CAN Controller is required to send a dominant bit (ACK bit, overload flag,
or active error flag), the bit is rerouted internally so that the CAN Controller monitors this dominant
bit, although the CAN bus remains in recessive state.
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19.3.13.2 Loopback Mode
Loopback mode is useful for self-test functions. In Loopback Mode, the CAN Controller internally
routes the CANnTX signal on to the CANnRX signal and treats its own transmitted messages as
received messages and stores them (if they pass acceptance filtering) into the message buffer. The
CAN Controller is put in Loopback Mode by setting the LBACK bit in the CANTST register. To be
independent from external stimulation, the CAN Controller ignores acknowledge errors (a recessive
bit sampled in the acknowledge slot of a data/remote frame) in Loopback Mode. The actual value
of the CANnRX signal is disregarded by the CAN Controller. The transmitted messages can be
monitored on the CANnTX signal.

19.3.13.3 Loopback Combined with Silent Mode
Loopback Mode and Silent Mode can be combined to allow the CAN Controller to be tested without
affecting a running CAN system connected to the CANnTX and CANnRX signals. In this mode, the
CANnRX signal is disconnected from the CAN Controller and the CANnTX signal is held recessive.
This mode is enabled by setting both the LBACK and SILENT bits in the CANTST register.

19.3.13.4 Basic Mode
Basic Mode allows the CAN Controller to be operated without the Message RAM. In Basic Mode,
The CANIF1 registers are used as the transmit buffer. The transmission of the contents of the IF1
registers is requested by setting the BUSY bit of the CANIF1CRQ register. The CANIF1 registers
are locked while the BUSY bit is set. The BUSY bit indicates that a transmission is pending. As soon
the CAN bus is idle, the CANIF1 registers are loaded into the shift register of the CAN Controller
and transmission is started. When the transmission has completed, the BUSY bit is cleared and the
locked CANIF1 registers are released. A pending transmission can be aborted at any time by clearing
the BUSY bit in the CANIF1CRQ register while the CANIF1 registers are locked. If the CPU has
cleared the BUSY bit, a possible retransmission in case of lost arbitration or an error is disabled.

The CANIF2 Registers are used as a receive buffer. After the reception of a message, the contents
of the shift register are stored in the CANIF2 registers, without any acceptance filtering. Additionally,
the actual contents of the shift register can be monitored during the message transfer. Each time a
read message object is initiated by setting the BUSY bit of the CANIF2CRQ register, the contents
of the shift register are stored into the CANIF2 registers.

In Basic Mode, all message-object-related control and status bits and of the control bits of the
CANIFnCMSK registers are not evaluated. The message number of the CANIFnCRQ registers is
also not evaluated. In the CANIF2MCTL register, the NEWDAT and MSGLST bits retain their function,
the DLC[3:0] field shows the received DLC, the other control bits are cleared.

Basic Mode is enabled by setting the BASIC bit in the CANTST register.

19.3.13.5 Transmit Control
Software can directly override control of the CANnTX signal in four different ways.

■ CANnTX is controlled by the CAN Controller

■ The sample point is driven on the CANnTX signal to monitor the bit timing

■ CANnTX drives a low value

■ CANnTX drives a high value
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The last two functions, combined with the readable CAN receive pin CANnRX, can be used to check
the physical layer of the CAN bus.

The Transmit Control function is enabled by programming the TX[1:0] field in theCANTST register.
The three test functions for the CANnTX signal interfere with all CAN protocol functions. TX[1:0]
must be cleared when CAN message transfer or Loopback Mode, Silent Mode, or Basic Mode are
selected.

19.3.14 Bit Timing Configuration Error Considerations
Even if minor errors in the configuration of the CAN bit timing do not result in immediate failure, the
performance of a CAN network can be reduced significantly. In many cases, the CAN bit
synchronization amends a faulty configuration of the CAN bit timing to such a degree that only
occasionally an error frame is generated. In the case of arbitration, however, when two or more
CAN nodes simultaneously try to transmit a frame, a misplaced sample point may cause one of the
transmitters to become error passive. The analysis of such sporadic errors requires a detailed
knowledge of the CAN bit synchronization inside a CAN node and of the CAN nodes' interaction on
the CAN bus.

19.3.15 Bit Time and Bit Rate
The CAN system supports bit rates in the range of lower than 1 Kbps up to 1000 Kbps. Each member
of the CAN network has its own clock generator. The timing parameter of the bit time can be
configured individually for each CAN node, creating a common bit rate even though the CAN nodes'
oscillator periods may be different.

Because of small variations in frequency caused by changes in temperature or voltage and by
deteriorating components, these oscillators are not absolutely stable. As long as the variations
remain inside a specific oscillator's tolerance range, the CAN nodes are able to compensate for the
different bit rates by periodically resynchronizing to the bit stream.

According to the CAN specification, the bit time is divided into four segments (see Figure
19-4 on page 1369): the Synchronization Segment, the Propagation Time Segment, the Phase Buffer
Segment 1, and the Phase Buffer Segment 2. Each segment consists of a specific, programmable
number of time quanta (see Table 19-3 on page 1369). The length of the time quantum (tq), which is
the basic time unit of the bit time, is defined by the CAN controller's input clock (fsys) and the Baud
Rate Prescaler (BRP):

tq = BRP / fsys

The fsys input clock is the system clock frequency as configured by the RSCLKCFG register (see
page 275).

The Synchronization Segment Sync is that part of the bit time where edges of the CAN bus level
are expected to occur; the distance between an edge that occurs outside of Sync and the Sync is
called the phase error of that edge.

The Propagation Time Segment Prop is intended to compensate for the physical delay times within
the CAN network.

The Phase Buffer Segments Phase1 and Phase2 surround the Sample Point.

The (Re-)Synchronization Jump Width (SJW) defines how far a resynchronization may move the
Sample Point inside the limits defined by the Phase Buffer Segments to compensate for edge phase
errors.

A given bit rate may be met by different bit-time configurations, but for the proper function of the
CAN network, the physical delay times and the oscillator's tolerance range have to be considered.
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Figure 19-4. CAN Bit Time
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Table 19-3. CAN Protocol Rangesa

RemarkRangeParameter

Defines the length of the time quantum tq. The CANBRPE register can
be used to extend the range to 1024.

[1 .. 64]BRP

Fixed length, synchronization of bus input to system clock1 tqSync

Compensates for the physical delay times[1 .. 8] tqProp

May be lengthened temporarily by synchronization[1 .. 8] tqPhase1

May be shortened temporarily by synchronization[1 .. 8] tqPhase2

May not be longer than either Phase Buffer Segment[1 .. 4] tqSJW

a. This table describes the minimum programmable ranges required by the CAN protocol.

The bit timing configuration is programmed in two register bytes in the CANBIT register. In the
CANBIT register, the four components TSEG2, TSEG1, SJW, and BRP have to be programmed to a
numerical value that is one less than its functional value; so instead of values in the range of [1..n],
values in the range of [0..n-1] are programmed. That way, for example, SJW (functional range of
[1..4]) is represented by only two bits in the SJW bit field. Table 19-4 shows the relationship between
the CANBIT register values and the parameters.

Table 19-4. CANBIT Register Values

SettingCANBIT Register Field

Phase2 - 1TSEG2

Prop + Phase1 - 1TSEG1

SJW - 1SJW

BRPBRP

Therefore, the length of the bit time is (programmed values):

[TSEG1 + TSEG2 + 3] × tq

or (functional values):

[Sync + Prop + Phase1 + Phase2] × tq

The data in the CANBIT register is the configuration input of the CAN protocol controller. The baud
rate prescaler (configured by the BRP field) defines the length of the time quantum, the basic time
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unit of the bit time; the bit timing logic (configured by TSEG1, TSEG2, and SJW) defines the number
of time quanta in the bit time.

The processing of the bit time, the calculation of the position of the sample point, and occasional
synchronizations are controlled by the CAN controller and are evaluated once per time quantum.

The CAN controller translates messages to and from frames. In addition, the controller generates
and discards the enclosing fixed format bits, inserts and extracts stuff bits, calculates and checks
the CRC code, performs the error management, and decides which type of synchronization is to be
used. The bit value is received or transmitted at the sample point. The information processing time
(IPT) is the time after the sample point needed to calculate the next bit to be transmitted on the CAN
bus. The IPT includes any of the following: retrieving the next data bit, handling a CRC bit, determining
if bit stuffing is required, generating an error flag or simply going idle.

The IPT is application-specific but may not be longer than 2 tq; the CAN's IPT is 0 tq. Its length is
the lower limit of the programmed length of Phase2. In case of synchronization, Phase2 may be
shortened to a value less than IPT, which does not affect bus timing.

19.3.16 Calculating the Bit Timing Parameters
Usually, the calculation of the bit timing configuration starts with a required bit rate or bit time. The
resulting bit time (1/bit rate) must be an integer multiple of the system clock period.

The bit time may consist of 4 to 25 time quanta. Several combinations may lead to the required bit
time, allowing iterations of the following steps.

The first part of the bit time to be defined is Prop. Its length depends on the delay times measured
in the system. A maximum bus length as well as a maximum node delay has to be defined for
expandable CAN bus systems. The resulting time for Prop is converted into time quanta (rounded
up to the nearest integer multiple of tq).

Sync is 1 tq long (fixed), which leaves (bit time - Prop - 1) tq for the two Phase Buffer Segments. If
the number of remaining tq is even, the Phase Buffer Segments have the same length, that is,
Phase2 = Phase1, else Phase2 = Phase1 + 1.

The minimum nominal length of Phase2 has to be regarded as well. Phase2 may not be shorter
than the CAN controller's Information Processing Time, which is, depending on the actual
implementation, in the range of [0..2] tq.

The length of the synchronization jump width is set to the least of 4, Phase1 or Phase2.

The oscillator tolerance range necessary for the resulting configuration is calculated by the formula
given below:

( ) ( ) fnomdffoscfnomdf ×+≤≤×− 11

( )
( )2_132

min2_,1_
SegPhasetbit

segPhasesegPhase
df

−××
≤

fnomdfdf ××= 2max

where:

■ df = Maximum tolerance of oscillator frequency

■ fosc = Actual oscillator frequency

■ fnom = Nominal oscillator frequency

Maximum frequency tolerance must take into account the following formulas:
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( )
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segPhasesegPhase
df

−××
≤

fnomdfdf ××= 2max

where:

■ Phase1 and Phase2 are from Table 19-3 on page 1369

■ tbit = Bit Time

■ dfmax = Maximum difference between two oscillators

If more than one configuration is possible, that configuration allowing the highest oscillator tolerance
range should be chosen.

CAN nodes with different system clocks require different configurations to come to the same bit
rate. The calculation of the propagation time in the CAN network, based on the nodes with the
longest delay times, is done once for the whole network.

The CAN system's oscillator tolerance range is limited by the node with the lowest tolerance range.

The calculation may show that bus length or bit rate have to be decreased or that the oscillator
frequencies' stability has to be increased in order to find a protocol-compliant configuration of the
CAN bit timing.

19.3.16.1 Example for Bit Timing at High Baud Rate
In this example, the frequency of CAN clock is 25 MHz, and the bit rate is 1 Mbps.

bit time = 1 µs = n * tq = 5 * tq
tq = 200 ns
tq = (Baud rate Prescaler)/CAN Clock
Baud rate Prescaler = tq * CAN Clock
Baud rate Prescaler = 200E-9 * 25E6 = 5

tSync = 1 * tq = 200 ns               \\fixed at 1 time quanta

delay of bus driver 50 ns
delay of receiver circuit 30 ns
delay of bus line (40m) 220 ns
tProp 400 ns = 2 * tq                 \\400 is next integer multiple of tq

bit time = tSync + tTSeg1 + tTSeg2 = 5 * tq
bit time = tSync + tProp + tPhase 1 + tPhase2
tPhase 1 + tPhase2 = bit time - tSync - tProp 
tPhase 1 + tPhase2 = (5 * tq) - (1 * tq) - (2 * tq) 
tPhase 1 + tPhase2 = 2 * tq
tPhase1 = 1 * tq
tPhase2 = 1 * tq                      \\tPhase2 = tPhase1
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tTSeg1 = tProp + tPhase1 
tTSeg1 = (2 * tq) + (1 * tq) 
tTSeg1 = 3 * tq

tTSeg2 = tPhase2 
tTSeg2 = (Information Processing Time + 1) * tq
tTSeg2 = 1 * tq                        \\Assumes IPT=0

tSJW = 1 * tq                         \\Least of 4, Phase1 and Phase2 

In the above example, the bit field values for the CANBIT register are:

= TSeg2 -1
= 1-1
= 0

TSEG2

= TSeg1 -1
= 3-1
= 2

TSEG1

= SJW -1
= 1-1
= 0

SJW

= Baud rate prescaler - 1
= 5-1
=4

BRP

The final value programmed into the CANBIT register = 0x0204.

19.3.16.2 Example for Bit Timing at Low Baud Rate
In this example, the frequency of the CAN clock is 50 MHz, and the bit rate is 100 Kbps.

bit time = 10 µs = n * tq = 10 * tq
tq = 1 µs
tq = (Baud rate Prescaler)/CAN Clock
Baud rate Prescaler = tq * CAN Clock
Baud rate Prescaler = 1E-6 * 50E6 = 50

tSync = 1 * tq = 1 µs                \\fixed at 1 time quanta

delay of bus driver 200 ns
delay of receiver circuit 80 ns
delay of bus line (40m) 220 ns
tProp 1 µs = 1 * tq                  \\1 µs is next integer multiple of tq

bit time = tSync + tTSeg1 + tTSeg2 = 10 * tq
bit time = tSync + tProp + tPhase 1 + tPhase2
tPhase 1 + tPhase2 = bit time - tSync - tProp 
tPhase 1 + tPhase2 = (10 * tq) - (1 * tq)  - (1 * tq) 
tPhase 1 + tPhase2 = 8 * tq
tPhase1 = 4 * tq
tPhase2 = 4 * tq                     \\tPhase1 = tPhase2
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tTSeg1 = tProp + tPhase1 
tTSeg1 = (1 * tq) + (4 * tq) 
tTSeg1 = 5 * tq
tTSeg2 = tPhase2 
tTSeg2 = (Information Processing Time + 4) × tq
tTSeg2 = 4 * tq                      \\Assumes IPT=0

tSJW = 4 * tq                        \\Least of 4, Phase1, and Phase2

= TSeg2 -1
= 4-1
= 3

TSEG2

= TSeg1 -1
= 5-1
= 4

TSEG1

= SJW -1
= 4-1
= 3

SJW

= Baud rate prescaler - 1
= 50-1
=49

BRP

The final value programmed into the CANBIT register = 0x34F1.

19.4 Register Map
Table 19-5 on page 1373 lists the registers. All addresses given are relative to the CAN base address
of:

■ CAN0: 0x4004.0000
■ CAN1: 0x4004.1000

Note that the CAN controller clock must be enabled before the registers can be programmed (see
page 395). There must be a delay of 3 system clocks after the CAN module clock is enabled before
any CAN module registers are accessed.

Table 19-5. CAN Register Map

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

1376CAN Control0x0000.0001RWCANCTL0x000

1378CAN Status0x0000.0000RWCANSTS0x004

1381CAN Error Counter0x0000.0000ROCANERR0x008

1382CAN Bit Timing0x0000.2301RWCANBIT0x00C

1383CAN Interrupt0x0000.0000ROCANINT0x010

1384CAN Test0x0000.0000RWCANTST0x014

1386CAN Baud Rate Prescaler Extension0x0000.0000RWCANBRPE0x018

1387CAN IF1 Command Request0x0000.0001RWCANIF1CRQ0x020
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Table 19-5. CAN Register Map (continued)

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

1388CAN IF1 Command Mask0x0000.0000RWCANIF1CMSK0x024

1391CAN IF1 Mask 10x0000.FFFFRWCANIF1MSK10x028

1392CAN IF1 Mask 20x0000.FFFFRWCANIF1MSK20x02C

1394CAN IF1 Arbitration 10x0000.0000RWCANIF1ARB10x030

1395CAN IF1 Arbitration 20x0000.0000RWCANIF1ARB20x034

1397CAN IF1 Message Control0x0000.0000RWCANIF1MCTL0x038

1400CAN IF1 Data A10x0000.0000RWCANIF1DA10x03C

1400CAN IF1 Data A20x0000.0000RWCANIF1DA20x040

1400CAN IF1 Data B10x0000.0000RWCANIF1DB10x044

1400CAN IF1 Data B20x0000.0000RWCANIF1DB20x048

1387CAN IF2 Command Request0x0000.0001RWCANIF2CRQ0x080

1388CAN IF2 Command Mask0x0000.0000RWCANIF2CMSK0x084

1391CAN IF2 Mask 10x0000.FFFFRWCANIF2MSK10x088

1392CAN IF2 Mask 20x0000.FFFFRWCANIF2MSK20x08C

1394CAN IF2 Arbitration 10x0000.0000RWCANIF2ARB10x090

1395CAN IF2 Arbitration 20x0000.0000RWCANIF2ARB20x094

1397CAN IF2 Message Control0x0000.0000RWCANIF2MCTL0x098

1400CAN IF2 Data A10x0000.0000RWCANIF2DA10x09C

1400CAN IF2 Data A20x0000.0000RWCANIF2DA20x0A0

1400CAN IF2 Data B10x0000.0000RWCANIF2DB10x0A4

1400CAN IF2 Data B20x0000.0000RWCANIF2DB20x0A8

1401CAN Transmission Request 10x0000.0000ROCANTXRQ10x100

1401CAN Transmission Request 20x0000.0000ROCANTXRQ20x104

1402CAN New Data 10x0000.0000ROCANNWDA10x120

1402CAN New Data 20x0000.0000ROCANNWDA20x124

1403CAN Message 1 Interrupt Pending0x0000.0000ROCANMSG1INT0x140

1403CAN Message 2 Interrupt Pending0x0000.0000ROCANMSG2INT0x144

1404CAN Message 1 Valid0x0000.0000ROCANMSG1VAL0x160

1404CAN Message 2 Valid0x0000.0000ROCANMSG2VAL0x164

19.5 CAN Register Descriptions
The remainder of this section lists and describes the CAN registers, in numerical order by address
offset. There are two sets of Interface Registers that are used to access the Message Objects in
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the Message RAM: CANIF1x and CANIF2x. The function of the two sets are identical and are used
to queue transactions.
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Register 1: CAN Control (CANCTL), offset 0x000
This control register initializes the module and enables test mode and interrupts.

The bus-off recovery sequence (see CAN Specification Rev. 2.0) cannot be shortened by setting
or clearing INIT. If the device goes bus-off, it sets INIT, stopping all bus activities. Once INIT
has been cleared by the CPU, the device then waits for 129 occurrences of Bus Idle (129 * 11
consecutive High bits) before resuming normal operations. At the end of the bus-off recovery
sequence, the Error Management Counters are reset.

During the waiting time after INIT is cleared, each time a sequence of 11 High bits has been
monitored, a BITERROR0 code is written to the CANSTS register (the LEC field = 0x5), enabling
the CPU to readily check whether the CAN bus is stuck Low or continuously disturbed, and to monitor
the proceeding of the bus-off recovery sequence.

CAN Control (CANCTL)
CAN0 base: 0x4004.0000
CAN1 base: 0x4004.1000
Offset 0x000
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0001

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

INITIESIEEIEreservedDARCCETESTreserved

RWRWRWRWRORWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
1000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

Test Mode Enable

DescriptionValue

The CAN controller is operating normally.0

The CAN controller is in test mode.1

0RWTEST7

Configuration Change Enable

DescriptionValue

Write accesses to the CANBIT register are not allowed.0

Write accesses to theCANBIT register are allowed if the
INIT bit is 1.

1

0RWCCE6

Disable Automatic-Retransmission

DescriptionValue

Auto-retransmission of disturbed messages is enabled.0

Auto-retransmission is disabled.1

0RWDAR5
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved4

Error Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

No error status interrupt is generated.0

A change in the BOFF or EWARN bits in the CANSTS
register generates an interrupt.

1

0RWEIE3

Status Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

No status interrupt is generated.0

An interrupt is generated when a message has successfully
been transmitted or received, or a CAN bus error has been
detected. A change in the TXOK, RXOK or LEC bits in the
CANSTS register generates an interrupt.

1

0RWSIE2

CAN Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

Interrupts disabled.0

Interrupts enabled.1

0RWIE1

Initialization

DescriptionValue

Normal operation.0

Initialization started.1

1RWINIT0
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Register 2: CAN Status (CANSTS), offset 0x004

Important: This register is read-sensitive. See the register description for details.

The status register contains information for interrupt servicing such as Bus-Off, error count threshold,
and error types.

The LEC field holds the code that indicates the type of the last error to occur on the CAN bus. This
field is cleared when a message has been transferred (reception or transmission) without error. The
unused error code 0x7 may be written by the CPU to manually set this field to an invalid error so
that it can be checked for a change later.

An error interrupt is generated by the BOFF and EWARN bits, and a status interrupt is generated by
the RXOK, TXOK, and LEC bits, if the corresponding enable bits in the CAN Control (CANCTL)
register are set. A change of the EPASS bit or a write to the RXOK, TXOK, or LEC bits does not
generate an interrupt.

Reading the CAN Status (CANSTS) register clears the CAN Interrupt (CANINT) register, if it is
pending.

CAN Status (CANSTS)
CAN0 base: 0x4004.0000
CAN1 base: 0x4004.1000
Offset 0x004
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

LECTXOKRXOKEPASSEWARNBOFFreserved

RWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

Bus-Off Status

DescriptionValue

The CAN controller is not in bus-off state.0

The CAN controller is in bus-off state.1

0ROBOFF7

Warning Status

DescriptionValue

Both error counters are below the error warning limit of
96.

0

At least one of the error counters has reached the error
warning limit of 96.

1

0ROEWARN6
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Error Passive

DescriptionValue

The CAN module is in the Error Active state, that is, the
receive or transmit error count is less than or equal to 127.

0

The CAN module is in the Error Passive state, that is, the
receive or transmit error count is greater than 127.

1

0ROEPASS5

Received a Message Successfully

DescriptionValue

Since this bit was last cleared, no message has been
successfully received.

0

Since this bit was last cleared, a message has been
successfully received, independent of the result of the
acceptance filtering.

1

This bit must be cleared by writing a 0 to it.

0RWRXOK4

Transmitted a Message Successfully

DescriptionValue

Since this bit was last cleared, no message has been
successfully transmitted.

0

Since this bit was last cleared, a message has been
successfully transmitted error-free and acknowledged by
at least one other node.

1

This bit must be cleared by writing a 0 to it.

0RWTXOK3
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Last Error Code
This is the type of the last error to occur on the CAN bus.

DescriptionValue

No Error0x0

Stuff Error
More than 5 equal bits in a sequence have occurred in a part
of a received message where this is not allowed.

0x1

Format Error
A fixed format part of the received frame has the wrong
format.

0x2

ACK Error
The message transmitted was not acknowledged by another
node.

0x3

Bit 1 Error
When a message is transmitted, the CAN controller monitors
the data lines to detect any conflicts. When the arbitration
field is transmitted, data conflicts are a part of the arbitration
protocol. When other frame fields are transmitted, data
conflicts are considered errors.
A Bit 1 Error indicates that the device wanted to send a High
level (logical 1) but the monitored bus value was Low (logical
0).

0x4

Bit 0 Error
A Bit 0 Error indicates that the device wanted to send a Low
level (logical 0), but the monitored bus value was High (logical
1).
During bus-off recovery, this status is set each time a
sequence of 11 High bits has been monitored. By checking
for this status, software can monitor the proceeding of the
bus-off recovery sequence without any disturbances to the
bus.

0x5

CRC Error
The CRC checksum was incorrect in the received message,
indicating that the calculated value received did not match
the calculated CRC of the data.

0x6

No Event
When the LEC bit shows this value, no CAN bus event was
detected since this value was written to the LEC field.

0x7

0x0RWLEC2:0
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Register 3: CAN Error Counter (CANERR), offset 0x008
This register contains the error counter values, which can be used to analyze the cause of an error.

CAN Error Counter (CANERR)
CAN0 base: 0x4004.0000
CAN1 base: 0x4004.1000
Offset 0x008
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TECRECRP

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:16

Received Error Passive

DescriptionValue

The Receive Error counter is below the Error Passive
level (127 or less).

0

The Receive Error counter has reached the Error Passive
level (128 or greater).

1

0RORP15

Receive Error Counter
This field contains the state of the receiver error counter (0 to 127).

0x00ROREC14:8

Transmit Error Counter
This field contains the state of the transmit error counter (0 to 255).

0x00ROTEC7:0
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Register 4: CAN Bit Timing (CANBIT), offset 0x00C
This register is used to program the bit width and bit quantum. Values are programmed to the system
clock frequency. This register is write-enabled by setting the CCE and INIT bits in the CANCTL
register. See “Bit Time and Bit Rate” on page 1368 for more information.

CAN Bit Timing (CANBIT)
CAN0 base: 0x4004.0000
CAN1 base: 0x4004.1000
Offset 0x00C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.2301

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

BRPSJWTSEG1TSEG2reserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROType
1000000011000100Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:15

Time Segment after Sample Point
0x00-0x07: The actual interpretation by the hardware of this value is
such that one more than the value programmed here is used.
So, for example, the reset value of 0x2 means that 3 (2+1) bit time
quanta are defined for Phase2 (see Figure 19-4 on page 1369). The bit
time quanta is defined by the BRP field.

0x2RWTSEG214:12

Time Segment Before Sample Point
0x00-0x0F: The actual interpretation by the hardware of this value is
such that one more than the value programmed here is used.
So, for example, the reset value of 0x3 means that 4 (3+1) bit time
quanta are defined for Phase1 (see Figure 19-4 on page 1369). The bit
time quanta is defined by the BRP field.

0x3RWTSEG111:8

(Re)Synchronization Jump Width
0x00-0x03: The actual interpretation by the hardware of this value is
such that one more than the value programmed here is used.
During the start of frame (SOF), if the CAN controller detects a phase
error (misalignment), it can adjust the length of TSEG2 or TSEG1 by the
value in SJW. So the reset value of 0 adjusts the length by 1 bit time
quanta.

0x0RWSJW7:6

Baud Rate Prescaler
The value by which the oscillator frequency is divided for generating the
bit time quanta. The bit time is built up from a multiple of this quantum.
0x00-0x03F: The actual interpretation by the hardware of this value is
such that one more than the value programmed here is used.
BRP defines the number of CAN clock periods that make up 1 bit time
quanta, so the reset value is 2 bit time quanta (1+1).
The CANBRPE register can be used to further divide the bit time.

0x1RWBRP5:0
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Register 5: CAN Interrupt (CANINT), offset 0x010
This register indicates the source of the interrupt.

If several interrupts are pending, theCAN Interrupt (CANINT) register points to the pending interrupt
with the highest priority, disregarding the order in which the interrupts occurred. An interrupt remains
pending until the CPU has cleared it. If the INTID field is not 0x0000 (the default) and the IE bit in
the CANCTL register is set, the interrupt is active. The interrupt line remains active until the INTID
field is cleared by reading theCANSTS register, or until the IE bit in theCANCTL register is cleared.

Note: Reading the CAN Status (CANSTS) register clears the CAN Interrupt (CANINT) register,
if it is pending.

CAN Interrupt (CANINT)
CAN0 base: 0x4004.0000
CAN1 base: 0x4004.1000
Offset 0x010
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

INTID

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:16

Interrupt Identifier
The number in this field indicates the source of the interrupt.

DescriptionValue

No interrupt pending0x0000

Number of the message object that
caused the interrupt

0x0001-0x0020

Reserved0x0021-0x7FFF

Status Interrupt0x8000

Reserved0x8001-0xFFFF

0x0000ROINTID15:0
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Register 6: CAN Test (CANTST), offset 0x014
This register is used for self-test and external pin access. It is write-enabled by setting the TEST bit
in the CANCTL register. Different test functions may be combined, however, CAN transfers are
affected if the TX bits in this register are not zero.

CAN Test (CANTST)
CAN0 base: 0x4004.0000
CAN1 base: 0x4004.1000
Offset 0x014
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

reservedBASICSILENTLBACKTXRXreserved

RORORWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

Receive Observation

DescriptionValue

The CANnRx pin is low.0

The CANnRx pin is high.1

0RORX7

Transmit Control
Overrides control of the CANnTx pin.

DescriptionValue

CAN Module Control
CANnTx is controlled by the CAN module; default
operation

0x0

Sample Point
The sample point is driven on the CANnTx signal. This
mode is useful to monitor bit timing.

0x1

Driven Low
CANnTx drives a low value. This mode is useful for
checking the physical layer of the CAN bus.

0x2

Driven High
CANnTx drives a high value. This mode is useful for
checking the physical layer of the CAN bus.

0x3

0x0RWTX6:5
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Loopback Mode

DescriptionValue

Loopback mode is disabled.0

Loopback mode is enabled. In loopback mode, the data
from the transmitter is routed into the receiver. Any data
on the receive input is ignored.

1

0RWLBACK4

Silent Mode

DescriptionValue

Silent mode is disabled.0

Silent mode is enabled. In silent mode, the CAN controller
does not transmit data but instead monitors the bus. This
mode is also known as Bus Monitor mode.

1

0RWSILENT3

Basic Mode

DescriptionValue

Basic mode is disabled.0

Basic mode is enabled. In basic mode, software should
use the CANIF1 registers as the transmit buffer and use
the CANIF2 registers as the receive buffer.

1

0RWBASIC2

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved1:0
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Register 7: CAN Baud Rate Prescaler Extension (CANBRPE), offset 0x018
This register is used to further divide the bit time set with the BRP bit in the CANBIT register. It is
write-enabled by setting the CCE bit in the CANCTL register.

CAN Baud Rate Prescaler Extension (CANBRPE)
CAN0 base: 0x4004.0000
CAN1 base: 0x4004.1000
Offset 0x018
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

BRPEreserved

RWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:4

Baud Rate Prescaler Extension
0x00-0x0F: Extend the BRP bit in the CANBIT register to values up to
1023. The actual interpretation by the hardware is one more than the
value programmed by BRPE (MSBs) and BRP (LSBs).

0x0RWBRPE3:0
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Register 8: CAN IF1 Command Request (CANIF1CRQ), offset 0x020
Register 9: CAN IF2 Command Request (CANIF2CRQ), offset 0x080
A message transfer is started as soon as there is a write of the message object number to the MNUM
field when the TXRQST bit in the CANIF1MCTL register is set. With this write operation, the BUSY
bit is automatically set to indicate that a transfer between the CAN Interface Registers and the
internal message RAM is in progress. After a wait time of 3 to 6 CAN_CLK periods, the transfer
between the interface register and the message RAM completes, which then clears the BUSY bit.

CAN IFn Command Request (CANIFnCRQ)
CAN0 base: 0x4004.0000
CAN1 base: 0x4004.1000
Offset 0x020
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0001

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

MNUMreservedBUSY

RWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROType
1000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:16

Busy Flag

DescriptionValue

This bit is cleared when read/write action has finished.0

This bit is set when a write occurs to the message
number in this register.

1

0ROBUSY15

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved14:6

Message Number
Selects one of the 32 message objects in the message RAM for data
transfer. The message objects are numbered from 1 to 32.

DescriptionValue

Reserved
0 is not a valid message number; it is interpreted
as 0x20, or object 32.

0x00

Message Number
Indicates specified message object 1 to 32.

0x01-0x20

Reserved
Not a valid message number; values are shifted and
it is interpreted as 0x01-0x1F.

0x21-0x3F

0x01RWMNUM5:0
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Register 10: CAN IF1 Command Mask (CANIF1CMSK), offset 0x024
Register 11: CAN IF2 Command Mask (CANIF2CMSK), offset 0x084
Reading the Command Mask registers provides status for various functions. Writing to the Command
Mask registers specifies the transfer direction and selects which buffer registers are the source or
target of the data transfer.

Note that when a read from the message object buffer occurs when the WRNRD bit is clear and the
CLRINTPND and/or NEWDAT bits are set, the interrupt pending and/or new data flags in the message
object buffer are cleared.

CAN IFn Command Mask (CANIFnCMSK)
CAN0 base: 0x4004.0000
CAN1 base: 0x4004.1000
Offset 0x024
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DATABDATAA

N
E

W
D

AT
/T

X
R

Q
S

T

CLRINTPNDCONTROLARBMASKWRNRDreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

Write, Not Read

DescriptionValue

Transfer the data in the CAN message object specified by
the MNUM field in the CANIFnCRQ register into the CANIFn
registers.

0

Transfer the data in the CANIFn registers to the CAN
message object specified by the MNUM field in the CAN
Command Request (CANIFnCRQ).

1

Note: Interrupt pending and new data conditions in the message
buffer can be cleared by reading from the buffer (WRNRD = 0)
when the CLRINTPND and/or NEWDAT bits are set.

0RWWRNRD7

Access Mask Bits

DescriptionValue

Mask bits unchanged.0

Transfer IDMASK + DIR + MXTD of the message object
into the Interface registers.

1

0RWMASK6
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Access Arbitration Bits

DescriptionValue

Arbitration bits unchanged.0

Transfer ID + DIR + XTD + MSGVAL of the message
object into the Interface registers.

1

0RWARB5

Access Control Bits

DescriptionValue

Control bits unchanged.0

Transfer control bits from the CANIFnMCTL register
into the Interface registers.

1

0RWCONTROL4

Clear Interrupt Pending Bit
The function of this bit depends on the configuration of the WRNRD bit.

DescriptionValue

If WRNRD is clear, the interrupt pending status is transferred
from the message buffer into the CANIFnMCTL register.
If WRNRD is set, the INTPND bit in the message object remains
unchanged.

0

If WRNRD is clear, the interrupt pending status is cleared in the
message buffer. Note the value of this bit that is transferred
to the CANIFnMCTL register always reflects the status of the
bits before clearing.
If WRNRD is set, the INTPND bit is cleared in the message
object.

1

0RWCLRINTPND3

NEWDAT / TXRQST Bit
The function of this bit depends on the configuration of the WRNRD bit.

DescriptionValue

If WRNRD is clear, the value of the new data status is transferred
from the message buffer into the CANIFnMCTL register.
If WRNRD is set, a transmission is not requested.

0

If WRNRD is clear, the new data status is cleared in the message
buffer. Note the value of this bit that is transferred to the
CANIFnMCTL register always reflects the status of the bits
before clearing.
If WRNRD is set, a transmission is requested. Note that when
this bit is set, the TXRQST bit in the CANIFnMCTL register is
ignored.

1

0RWNEWDAT / TXRQST2
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Access Data Byte 0 to 3
The function of this bit depends on the configuration of the WRNRD bit.

DescriptionValue

Data bytes 0-3 are unchanged.0

If WRNRD is clear, transfer data bytes 0-3 in CANIFnDA1
and CANIFnDA2 to the message object.
If WRNRD is set, transfer data bytes 0-3 in message object
to CANIFnDA1 and CANIFnDA2.

1

0RWDATAA1

Access Data Byte 4 to 7
The function of this bit depends on the configuration of the WRNRD bit
as follows:

DescriptionValue

Data bytes 4-7 are unchanged.0

If WRNRD is clear, transfer data bytes 4-7 in CANIFnDA1
and CANIFnDA2 to the message object.
If WRNRD is set, transfer data bytes 4-7 in message object
to CANIFnDA1 and CANIFnDA2.

1

0RWDATAB0
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Register 12: CAN IF1 Mask 1 (CANIF1MSK1), offset 0x028
Register 13: CAN IF2 Mask 1 (CANIF2MSK1), offset 0x088
The mask information provided in this register accompanies the data (CANIFnDAn), arbitration
information (CANIFnARBn), and control information (CANIFnMCTL) to the message object in the
message RAM. The mask is used with the ID bit in the CANIFnARBn register for acceptance
filtering. Additional mask information is contained in the CANIFnMSK2 register.

CAN IFn Mask 1 (CANIFnMSK1)
CAN0 base: 0x4004.0000
CAN1 base: 0x4004.1000
Offset 0x028
Type RW, reset 0x0000.FFFF

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

MSK

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
1111111111111111Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:16

Identifier Mask
When using a 29-bit identifier, these bits are used for bits [15:0] of the
ID. The MSK field in the CANIFnMSK2 register are used for bits [28:16]
of the ID. When using an 11-bit identifier, these bits are ignored.

DescriptionValue

The corresponding identifier field (ID) in the message
object cannot inhibit the match in acceptance filtering.

0

The corresponding identifier field (ID) is used for
acceptance filtering.

1

0xFFFFRWMSK15:0
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Register 14: CAN IF1 Mask 2 (CANIF1MSK2), offset 0x02C
Register 15: CAN IF2 Mask 2 (CANIF2MSK2), offset 0x08C
This register holds extended mask information that accompanies the CANIFnMSK1 register.

CAN IFn Mask 2 (CANIFnMSK2)
CAN0 base: 0x4004.0000
CAN1 base: 0x4004.1000
Offset 0x02C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.FFFF

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

MSKreservedMDIRMXTD

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRORWRWType
1111111100000111Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:16

Mask Extended Identifier

DescriptionValue

The extended identifier bit (XTD in the CANIFnARB2
register) has no effect on the acceptance filtering.

0

The extended identifier bit XTD is used for acceptance
filtering.

1

1RWMXTD15

Mask Message Direction

DescriptionValue

The message direction bit (DIR in the CANIFnARB2
register) has no effect for acceptance filtering.

0

The message direction bit DIR is used for acceptance
filtering.

1

1RWMDIR14

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

1ROreserved13
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Identifier Mask
When using a 29-bit identifier, these bits are used for bits [28:16] of the
ID. The MSK field in the CANIFnMSK1 register are used for bits [15:0]
of the ID. When using an 11-bit identifier, MSK[12:2] are used for bits
[10:0] of the ID.

DescriptionValue

The corresponding identifier field (ID) in the message
object cannot inhibit the match in acceptance filtering.

0

The corresponding identifier field (ID) is used for
acceptance filtering.

1

0xFFRWMSK12:0
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Register 16: CAN IF1 Arbitration 1 (CANIF1ARB1), offset 0x030
Register 17: CAN IF2 Arbitration 1 (CANIF2ARB1), offset 0x090
These registers hold the identifiers for acceptance filtering.

CAN IFn Arbitration 1 (CANIFnARB1)
CAN0 base: 0x4004.0000
CAN1 base: 0x4004.1000
Offset 0x030
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

ID

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:16

Message Identifier
This bit field is used with the ID field in the CANIFnARB2 register to
create the message identifier.
When using a 29-bit identifier, bits 15:0 of the CANIFnARB1 register
are [15:0] of the ID, while bits 12:0 of the CANIFnARB2 register are
[28:16] of the ID.
When using an 11-bit identifier, these bits are not used.

0x0000RWID15:0
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Register 18: CAN IF1 Arbitration 2 (CANIF1ARB2), offset 0x034
Register 19: CAN IF2 Arbitration 2 (CANIF2ARB2), offset 0x094
These registers hold information for acceptance filtering.

CAN IFn Arbitration 2 (CANIFnARB2)
CAN0 base: 0x4004.0000
CAN1 base: 0x4004.1000
Offset 0x034
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

IDDIRXTDMSGVAL

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:16

Message Valid

DescriptionValue

The message object is ignored by the message handler.0

The message object is configured and ready to be
considered by the message handler within the CAN
controller.

1

All unused message objects should have this bit cleared during
initialization and before clearing the INIT bit in the CANCTL register.
The MSGVAL bit must also be cleared before any of the following bits
are modified or if the message object is no longer required: the ID fields
in theCANIFnARBn registers, the XTD and DIR bits in theCANIFnARB2
register, or the DLC field in the CANIFnMCTL register.

0RWMSGVAL15

Extended Identifier

DescriptionValue

An 11-bit Standard Identifier is used for this message
object.

0

A 29-bit Extended Identifier is used for this message
object.

1

0RWXTD14
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Message Direction

DescriptionValue

Receive. When the TXRQST bit in the CANIFnMCTL register
is set, a remote frame with the identifier of this message object
is received. On reception of a data frame with matching
identifier, that message is stored in this message object.

0

Transmit. When the TXRQST bit in the CANIFnMCTL register
is set, the respective message object is transmitted as a data
frame. On reception of a remote frame with matching identifier,
the TXRQST bit of this message object is set (if RMTEN=1).

1

0RWDIR13

Message Identifier
This bit field is used with the ID field in the CANIFnARB2 register to
create the message identifier.
When using a 29-bit identifier, ID[15:0] of the CANIFnARB1 register
are [15:0] of the ID, while these bits, ID[12:0], are [28:16] of the ID.
When using an 11-bit identifier, ID[12:2] are used for bits [10:0] of
the ID. The ID field in the CANIFnARB1 register is ignored.

0x000RWID12:0
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Register 20: CAN IF1 Message Control (CANIF1MCTL), offset 0x038
Register 21: CAN IF2 Message Control (CANIF2MCTL), offset 0x098
This register holds the control information associated with the message object to be sent to the
Message RAM.

CAN IFn Message Control (CANIFnMCTL)
CAN0 base: 0x4004.0000
CAN1 base: 0x4004.1000
Offset 0x038
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DLCreservedEOBTXRQSTRMTENRXIETXIEUMASKINTPNDMSGLSTNEWDAT

RWRWRWRWRORORORWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:16

New Data

DescriptionValue

No new data has been written into the data portion of this
message object by the message handler since the last time
this flag was cleared by the CPU.

0

The message handler or the CPU has written new data into
the data portion of this message object.

1

0RWNEWDAT15

Message Lost

DescriptionValue

No message was lost since the last time this bit was
cleared by the CPU.

0

The message handler stored a new message into this
object when NEWDATwas set; the CPU has lost a message.

1

This bit is only valid for message objects when the DIR bit in the
CANIFnARB2 register is clear (receive).

0RWMSGLST14

Interrupt Pending

DescriptionValue

This message object is not the source of an interrupt.0

This message object is the source of an interrupt. The
interrupt identifier in the CANINT register points to this
message object if there is not another interrupt source with
a higher priority.

1

0RWINTPND13
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Use Acceptance Mask

DescriptionValue

Mask is ignored.0

Use mask (MSK, MXTD, and MDIR bits in the
CANIFnMSKn registers) for acceptance filtering.

1

0RWUMASK12

Transmit Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

The INTPND bit in theCANIFnMCTL register is unchanged
after a successful transmission of a frame.

0

The INTPND bit in the CANIFnMCTL register is set after
a successful transmission of a frame.

1

0RWTXIE11

Receive Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

The INTPND bit in theCANIFnMCTL register is unchanged
after a successful reception of a frame.

0

The INTPND bit in the CANIFnMCTL register is set after
a successful reception of a frame.

1

0RWRXIE10

Remote Enable

DescriptionValue

At the reception of a remote frame, the TXRQST bit in the
CANIFnMCTL register is left unchanged.

0

At the reception of a remote frame, the TXRQST bit in the
CANIFnMCTL register is set.

1

0RWRMTEN9

Transmit Request

DescriptionValue

This message object is not waiting for transmission.0

The transmission of this message object is requested
and is not yet done.

1

Note: If the WRNRD and TXRQST bits in the CANIFnCMSK register
are set, this bit is ignored.

0RWTXRQST8
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

End of Buffer

DescriptionValue

Message object belongs to a FIFO Buffer and is not the
last message object of that FIFO Buffer.

0

Single message object or last message object of a FIFO
Buffer.

1

This bit is used to concatenate two or more message objects (up to 32)
to build a FIFO buffer. For a single message object (thus not belonging
to a FIFO buffer), this bit must be set.

0RWEOB7

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved6:4

Data Length Code

DescriptionValue

Specifies the number of bytes in the data frame.0x0-0x8

Defaults to a data frame with 8 bytes.0x9-0xF

The DLC field in the CANIFnMCTL register of a message object must
be defined the same as in all the corresponding objects with the same
identifier at other nodes. When the message handler stores a data frame,
it writes DLC to the value given by the received message.

0x0RWDLC3:0
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Register 22: CAN IF1 Data A1 (CANIF1DA1), offset 0x03C
Register 23: CAN IF1 Data A2 (CANIF1DA2), offset 0x040
Register 24: CAN IF1 Data B1 (CANIF1DB1), offset 0x044
Register 25: CAN IF1 Data B2 (CANIF1DB2), offset 0x048
Register 26: CAN IF2 Data A1 (CANIF2DA1), offset 0x09C
Register 27: CAN IF2 Data A2 (CANIF2DA2), offset 0x0A0
Register 28: CAN IF2 Data B1 (CANIF2DB1), offset 0x0A4
Register 29: CAN IF2 Data B2 (CANIF2DB2), offset 0x0A8
These registers contain the data to be sent or that has been received. In a CAN data frame, data
byte 0 is the first byte to be transmitted or received and data byte 7 is the last byte to be transmitted
or received. In CAN's serial bit stream, the MSB of each byte is transmitted first.

CAN IFn Data nn (CANIFnDnn)
CAN0 base: 0x4004.0000
CAN1 base: 0x4004.1000
Offset 0x03C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DATA

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:16

Data
The CANIFnDA1 registers contain data bytes 1 and 0; CANIFnDA2
data bytes 3 and 2; CANIFnDB1 data bytes 5 and 4; and CANIFnDB2
data bytes 7 and 6.

0x0000RWDATA15:0
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Register 30: CAN Transmission Request 1 (CANTXRQ1), offset 0x100
Register 31: CAN Transmission Request 2 (CANTXRQ2), offset 0x104
The CANTXRQ1 and CANTXRQ2 registers hold the TXRQST bits of the 32 message objects. By
reading out these bits, the CPU can check which message object has a transmission request pending.
The TXRQST bit of a specific message object can be changed by three sources: (1) the CPU via the
CANIFnMCTL register, (2) the message handler state machine after the reception of a remote
frame, or (3) the message handler state machine after a successful transmission.

The CANTXRQ1 register contains the TXRQST bits of the first 16 message objects in the message
RAM; the CANTXRQ2 register contains the TXRQST bits of the second 16 message objects.

CAN Transmission Request n (CANTXRQn)
CAN0 base: 0x4004.0000
CAN1 base: 0x4004.1000
Offset 0x100
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TXRQST

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:16

Transmission Request Bits

DescriptionValue

The corresponding message object is not waiting for
transmission.

0

The transmission of the corresponding message object
is requested and is not yet done.

1

0x0000ROTXRQST15:0
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Register 32: CAN New Data 1 (CANNWDA1), offset 0x120
Register 33: CAN New Data 2 (CANNWDA2), offset 0x124
The CANNWDA1 and CANNWDA2 registers hold the NEWDAT bits of the 32 message objects. By
reading these bits, the CPU can check which message object has its data portion updated. The
NEWDAT bit of a specific message object can be changed by three sources: (1) the CPU via the
CANIFnMCTL register, (2) the message handler state machine after the reception of a data frame,
or (3) the message handler state machine after a successful transmission.

The CANNWDA1 register contains the NEWDAT bits of the first 16 message objects in the message
RAM; the CANNWDA2 register contains the NEWDAT bits of the second 16 message objects.

CAN New Data n (CANNWDAn)
CAN0 base: 0x4004.0000
CAN1 base: 0x4004.1000
Offset 0x120
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

NEWDAT

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:16

New Data Bits

DescriptionValue

No new data has been written into the data portion of the
corresponding message object by the message handler since
the last time this flag was cleared by the CPU.

0

The message handler or the CPU has written new data into
the data portion of the corresponding message object.

1

0x0000RONEWDAT15:0
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Register 34: CAN Message 1 Interrupt Pending (CANMSG1INT), offset 0x140
Register 35: CAN Message 2 Interrupt Pending (CANMSG2INT), offset 0x144
The CANMSG1INT and CANMSG2INT registers hold the INTPND bits of the 32 message objects.
By reading these bits, the CPU can check which message object has an interrupt pending. The
INTPND bit of a specific message object can be changed through two sources: (1) the CPU via the
CANIFnMCTL register, or (2) the message handler state machine after the reception or transmission
of a frame.

This field is also encoded in the CANINT register.

TheCANMSG1INT register contains the INTPND bits of the first 16 message objects in the message
RAM; the CANMSG2INT register contains the INTPND bits of the second 16 message objects.

CAN Message n Interrupt Pending (CANMSGnINT)
CAN0 base: 0x4004.0000
CAN1 base: 0x4004.1000
Offset 0x140
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

INTPND

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:16

Interrupt Pending Bits

DescriptionValue

The corresponding message object is not the source of
an interrupt.

0

The corresponding message object is the source of an
interrupt.

1

0x0000ROINTPND15:0
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Register 36: CAN Message 1 Valid (CANMSG1VAL), offset 0x160
Register 37: CAN Message 2 Valid (CANMSG2VAL), offset 0x164
The CANMSG1VAL and CANMSG2VAL registers hold the MSGVAL bits of the 32 message objects.
By reading these bits, the CPU can check which message object is valid. The message valid bit of
a specific message object can be changed with the CANIFnARB2 register.

TheCANMSG1VAL register contains the MSGVAL bits of the first 16 message objects in the message
RAM; the CANMSG2VAL register contains the MSGVAL bits of the second 16 message objects in
the message RAM.

CAN Message n Valid (CANMSGnVAL)
CAN0 base: 0x4004.0000
CAN1 base: 0x4004.1000
Offset 0x160
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

MSGVAL

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:16

Message Valid Bits

DescriptionValue

The corresponding message object is not configured and
is ignored by the message handler.

0

The corresponding message object is configured and
should be considered by the message handler.

1

0x0000ROMSGVAL15:0
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20 Ethernet Controller
The Ethernet Controller has the following features:

■ Conforms to the IEEE 802.3 specification

– 10BASE-T/100BASE-TX IEEE-802.3 compliant

– Supports 10/100 Mbps data transmission rates

– Supports full-duplex and half-duplex (CSMA/CD) operation

– Supports flow control and back pressure

– Full-featured and enhanced auto-negotiation

– Supports IEEE 802.1Q VLAN tag detection

■ Conforms to IEEE 1588-2002 Timestamp Precision Time Protocol (PTP) protocol and the IEEE
1588-2008 Advanced Timestamp specification

– Transmit and Receive frame time stamping

– Precision Time Protocol

– Flexible pulse per second output

– Supports coarse and fine correction methods

■ Multiple addressing modes

– Four MAC address filters

– Programmable 64-bit Hash Filter for multicast address filtering

– Promiscuous mode support

■ Processor offloading

– Programmable insertion (TX) or deletion (RX) of preamble and start-of-frame data

– Programmable generation (TX) or deletion (RX) of CRC and pad data

– IP header and hardware checksum checking (IPv4, IPv6, TCP/UDP/ICMP)

■ Highly configurable

– LED activity selection

– Supports network statistics with RMON/MIB counters

– Supports Magic Packet and wakeup frames

■ Efficient transfers using integrated Direct Memory Access (DMA)

– Dual-buffer (ring) or linked-list (chained) descriptors
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– Round-robin or fixed priority arbitration between TX/RX

– Descriptors support up to 8 kB transfer blocks size

– Programmable interrupts for flexible system implementation

■ Physical media manipulation

– MDI/MDI-X cross-over support

– Register-programmable transmit amplitude

– Automatic polarity correction and 10BASE-T signal reception

20.1 Block Diagram
Figure 20-1 on page 1406 shows the block diagram of the Ethernet MAC with an integrated PHY
interface:

Figure 20-1. Ethernet MAC with Integrated PHY Interface
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20.2 Signal Description
The following table lists the external signals of the Ethernet Controller and describes the function
of each. Some of the Ethernet signals have dedicated functions while the others listed in the table
are alternate functions for GPIO signals at reset. The column in the table below titled "Pin Mux/Pin
Assignment" lists the possible GPIO pin placements for these Ethernet module signals. The AFSEL
bit in theGPIOAlternate Function Select (GPIOAFSEL) register (page 768) should be set to assign
the Ethernet signals. The number in parentheses is the encoding that must be programmed into the
PMCn field in the GPIO Port Control (GPIOPCTL) register (page 785) to assign the Ethernet signal
to the specified GPIO port pin. For more information on configuring GPIOs, see “General-Purpose
Input/Outputs (GPIOs)” on page 740. The remaining signals (with the word "fixed" in the Pin Mux/Pin
Assignment column) have a fixed pin assignment and function.
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Table 20-1. Ethernet Signals (128TQFP)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin Mux / Pin
Assignment

Pin NumberPin Name

Ethernet 0 LED 0.TTLOPF0 (5)
PK4 (5)

42
63

EN0LED0

Ethernet 0 LED 1.TTLOPF4 (5)
PK6 (5)

46
61

EN0LED1

Ethernet 0 LED 2.TTLOPF1 (5)
PK5 (5)

43
62

EN0LED2

Ethernet 0 Pulse-Per-Second (PPS) Output.TTLOPG0 (5)
PJ0 (5)

49
116

EN0PPS

Ethernet PHY negative receive differential input.TTLI/Ofixed53EN0RXIN

Ethernet PHY positive receive differential input.TTLI/Ofixed54EN0RXIP

Ethernet PHY negative transmit differential output.TTLI/Ofixed56EN0TXON

Ethernet PHY positive transmit differential output.TTLI/Ofixed57EN0TXOP

4.87-kΩ resistor (1% precision) for Ethernet PHY.AnalogOfixed59RBIAS

20.3 Functional Description
The Ethernet Controller is made up of the following sub-modules:

■ Clock Control

■ DMA Controller

■ Transmit/Receive Controller (TX/RX Controller)

■ Media Access Controller (MAC)

■ AHB Bus Interface

■ PHY Interface

The following sections describe the features and functions of each sub-module.

20.3.1 Ethernet Clock Control

20.3.1.1 PHY Interface
The Ethernet Controller Module and Integrated PHY receive two clock inputs:

■ A gated system clock acts as the clock source to the Control and Status registers (CSR) of the
Ethernet MAC. The SYSCLK frequency for Run, Sleep and Deep Sleep mode is programmed
in the System Control module. Refer to “System Control” on page 220 for more information on
programming SYSCLK and enabling the Ethernet MAC.

■ The PHY receives the main oscillator (MOSC) which must be 25 MHz ± 50 ppm for proper
operation. The MOSC source can be a single-ended source or a crystal. Figure 20-2 on page 1408
shows the clock inputs to the Ethernet Controller Module.
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Figure 20-2. Ethernet MAC and PHY Clock Structure
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20.3.2 DMA Controller
The Ethernet Controller's integrated DMA is used to optimize data transfer between the MAC and
system SRAM memory. The DMA has independent transmit and receive engines.

The DMA transmit engine transfers data from system memory to the Ethernet TX/RX Controller,
while the receive engine transfers data from the RX FIFO to the system memory. The controller
uses descriptors to efficiently move data from source to destination with minimal CPU intervention.
The DMA is designed for packet-oriented data transfers such as frames in Ethernet. Fixed burst
lengths of 1, 4, 8, or 16 words are supported along with re-initiation of bursts when retry or burst
termination responses occur. For a burst retry, if the remaining address count is greater than 1 and
the RIB bit in the Ethernet MAC DMA Bus Mode (EMACDMABUSMOD) register is clear, then the
transfer resends data in one continuous burst. When one transfer is left, it is done as a single burst
and the transaction is terminated immediately afterward. If the RIB bit in the EMACDMABUSMOD
register is set, the DMA sends the remaining data in fixed burst sizes of 1, 4, 8, or 16 words.

The application may also choose between solely fixed bursts or mixed bursts by the DMA. If the MB
bit is set and the FB bit is clear in the EMACDMABUSMOD register, then the DMA uses fixed bursts
for burst sizes less than 16 and a full, non-divided burst for lengths greater than 16. Fixed burst
lengths allow for more DMA bus arbitration with other masters. Maximum burst transfer lengths can
be programmed for both the receive and transmit channels of the DMA through the PBL, RPBL and
8xPBL bit fields in the EMACDMABUSMOD register.

The DMA Controller requests a read transfer only when it can accept the received burst data
completely. Data read from the bus is always pushed into the DMA without any delay or busy cycles.
The DMA requests write transfers only when it has sufficient data to transfer the burst completely.
When operating in fixed burst length mode, the DMA interface continues to burst with dummy data
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until the specified length is completed. The Ethernet controller can be programmed to interrupt the
CPU in situations such as Frame Transmit and Receive transfer completion, and other normal/error
conditions.

The integrated Ethernet DMA communicates through two data structures:

■ Control and Status registers

■ Descriptor lists and data buffers.

The DMA writes data frames received by the MAC to the receive buffer in system memory and
transfers data frames for transmission from system memory to the MAC. Descriptors that reside in
the system memory act as pointers to these buffers.

There are two descriptor lists: one for reception and one for transmission. The base address of each
list is written into the Ethernet MACReceive Descriptor List Address (EMACRXDLADDR) register
at offset 0xC0C and the Ethernet Mac Transmit Descriptor List Address (EMACTXDLADDR)
register at offset 0xC10, respectively.

The descriptor structure can contain up to 8 words (32 bytes). These are described in more detail
in “Enhanced and Alternate Descriptors” on page 1411. A descriptor list is forward linked (either
implicitly or explicitly). The last descriptor may point back to the first entry to create a ring structure.
Explicit chaining of descriptors is accomplished by enabling second address chaining in both the
Receive and Transmit descriptors (RDES0[14] and TDES0[20]). The descriptor lists reside in the
SRAM memory address space. Each descriptor can point to a maximum of two buffers. This enables
two buffers to be used at different physical addresses rather than contiguous buffers in memory.

The data buffer also resides in the physical memory space and consists of an entire frame or part
of a frame, but cannot exceed a single frame. Buffers contain only data and buffer status is maintained
in the descriptor. Data chaining refers to frames that span multiple data buffers. However, a single
descriptor cannot span multiple frames. The DMA skips to the next frame buffer when the
end-of-frame is detected. Data chaining can be enabled or disabled through the descriptors.

Note: The EMAC DMA Controller only has access to internal system SRAM memory.

20.3.2.1 Burst Access
The DMA attempts to execute fixed length Burst transfers if the FB bit is set in the
EMACDMABUSMOD register. The maximum burst length is indicated and limited by the PBL field
in the EMACDMABUSMOD register. The Receive and Transmit descriptors are always accessed
in the maximum possible (limited by PBL) burst-size for the bytes to be read.

The TX DMA initiates a transfer only when there is sufficient space in the FIFO to accommodate
the configured burst or remaining bytes of the end of a frame. When the DMA is configured for
fixed-length burst, it transfers data using the best combination of fixed burst sizes of 4, 8, or 16 and
single transactions. Otherwise when the FB bit is clear in the EMACDMABUSMOD register, the
DMA transfers data as a continuous undefined burst and single transactions.

The RX DMA initiates a data transfer only when sufficient data to accommodate the configured burst
is available in RX FIFO or when the end-of-frame (when it is less than the configured burst length)
is detected in the RX FIFO. The DMA indicates the start address and the number of transfers required
to the system. When the FB bit is set in the EMACDMABUSMOD register, then it transfers data
using the best combination of fixed burst sizes of 4, 8, or 16 and single transactions. If the end-of
frame is reached before the fixed-burst ends, then dummy transfers are performed in order to
complete the fixed-burst. Otherwise, if the FB bit is clear, the DMA transfers data using INCR
(undefined length) and SINGLE transactions. When the DMA is configured for address-aligned
transfers, both DMA engines ensure that the first burst transfer on the system bus is less than or
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equal to the size of the configured PBL in the EMACDMABUSMOD register. Thus, all subsequent
transfers start at an address that is aligned to the configured PBL. The DMA can only align the
address for burst transfers up to size 16 because only bursts of 16 are supported.

20.3.2.2 Data Buffer Alignment
The transmit and receive data buffers do not have any restrictions on the start address alignment.
For example, in systems with 32-bit memory, the start address for the buffers can be aligned to any
of the four bytes. However, the DMA always initiates write transfers, with address aligned to the bus
width and dummy data (old data) in the byte lanes that are not valid. This typically happens during
the transfer of the beginning or end of an Ethernet frame. The software driver should discard the
dummy bytes based on the start address of the buffer and size of the frame.

For example, if the transmit buffer address is 0x0000.0FF2, and 15 bytes need to be transferred,
then the DMA reads five full words from address 0x0000.0FF0, but when transferring data to the
TX FIFO, the extra bytes (the first two bytes) are dropped or ignored. Similarly, the last 3 bytes of
the last transfer are also ignored. The DMA always ensures that it transfers a full 32-bit data to the
TX FIFO, unless it is the end of frame.

If the receive buffer address is 0x0000.0FF2 and 15 bytes of a received frame need to be transferred,
then the DMA writes five full words from address 0x0000.0FF0. However, the first two bytes of first
transfer and the last three bytes of the fifth transfer have dummy data. The DMA considers the offset
address only if it is the first Receive buffer of the frame. The DMA ignores the offset address and
performs full word writes for the middle and the last Receive buffer of the frame.

20.3.2.3 Buffer Size Calculations
The DMA does not update the size fields in the Transmit and Receive descriptors. The DMA updates
only the status fields (RDES and TDES) of the descriptors. The driver has to perform the size
calculations. The TX DMA transfers the exact number of bytes (indicated by buffer size fields of
TDES1) to the MAC. If a descriptor is marked as first (FS bit of TDES0 is set), then the DMA marks
the first transfer from the buffer as the start-of-frame (SOF). If a descriptor is marked as last (LS bit
of TDES0), then the DMA marks the last transfer from that data buffer as the end-of frame (EOF).

The RX DMA transfers data to a buffer until the buffer is full or the end-of frame is received from
the RX/TX Controller. If a descriptor is not marked as last (LS bit of RDES0), then the descriptor's
corresponding buffer(s) are full and the amount of valid data in a buffer is accurately indicated by
its buffer size field minus the data buffer pointer offset when the FS bit of that descriptor is set. The
offset is zero when the data buffer pointer is aligned to the data bus width. If a descriptor is marked
as last, then the buffer may not be full (as indicated by the buffer size in RDES1). To compute the
amount of valid data in this final buffer, the driver must read the frame length (FL bits of RDES0)
and subtract the sum of the buffer sizes of the preceding buffers in this frame. The Receive DMA
always transfers the start of next frame with a new descriptor.

Note: Even when the start address of a receive buffer is not aligned to the data width of 32-bit
system bus, the system should allocate a receive buffer of a size aligned to the system bus
width. For example, if the system allocates a 1,024-byte (1 KB) receive buffer starting from
address 0x1000, the software can program the buffer start address in the Receive descriptor
to have a 0x1002 offset. The Receive DMA writes the frame to this buffer with dummy data
in the first two locations (0x1000 and 0x1001). The actual frame is written from location
0x1002. Thus, the actual useful space in this buffer is 1,022 bytes, even though the buffer
size is programmed as 1,024 bytes, because of the start address offset.
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20.3.2.4 DMA Arbiter
The arbiter inside the DMA module performs the arbitration between the Transmit and Receive
channel accesses. The DMA can be configured to arbitrate in a round-robin or fixed-priority
configuration. When the DA bit of the EMACDMABUSMOD register is clear, the DMA arbiter allocates
the data bus in the ratio set by the PR bit field of the EMACDMABUSMOD register when both the
TX and RX DMA request access at the same time. When the DA bit is set, the RX DMA always has
priority over the TX DMA for data access by default. However if the TXPR bit of the
EMACDMABUSMOD register is also set, then the TX DMA always gets priority over the RX DMA.

20.3.2.5 Enhanced and Alternate Descriptors
Enhanced Descriptors can contain up to eight words (32 bytes) and buffers of up to 8 KB (useful
for Jumbo frames). Enhanced Descriptors support IEEE 1588-2008 Advanced Timestamp and IPC
Full Checksum (Type 2) Offload. These enhanced features are enabled with the TSEN bit of the
EMACTIMSTCTRL register and the IPC bit of the EMACCFG register, respectively.

When using Enhanced Descriptors, set the descriptor size to eight words with the Alternate Descriptor
Size (ATDS) bit in the Ethernet MAC DMA Bus Mode (EMACDMABUSMOD) register. If these
enhanced features are not enabled, the extended descriptors (DES4 to DES7) are not required.
Therefore, the software can use Alternate Descriptors with a default size of 16 bytes (4 words). For
alternate descriptors, the software should clear the Alternate Descriptor Size (ATDS) bit in the
Ethernet MAC DMA Bus Mode (EMACDMABUSMOD) register.

See the section called “Enhanced Transmit Descriptor” on page 1411 and the section called “Enhanced
Receive Descriptor” on page 1416 for more details on the descriptor structure.

Enhanced Transmit Descriptor

The MAC requires at least one descriptor for a transmit frame. In addition to two buffers, two
byte-count buffers, and two address pointers, the transmit descriptor has control fields which can
be used to control the MAC operation on per-transmit frame basis. Figure 20-3 on page 1412 shows
the enhanced transmit descriptor. Software must program the control bits TDES0[31:18] during
descriptor initialization. When the DMA updates the descriptor, it writes back all the control bits to
their initialized value, clears the OWN bit and updates the status bits.

With advanced timestamp support, the snapshot of the timestamp to be taken can be enabled for
a given frame by setting Bit 25 (TTSE) of TDES0. When the descriptor is closed (that is, when the
OWN bit is cleared), the timestamp is written into TDES6 and TDES7.

Note: When the Advanced Timestamp feature is enabled, software should set the ATDS bit of the
Ethernet MAC DMA Bus Mode (EMACDMABUSMOD) register, offset 0xC00, so that the
DMA operates with extended descriptor size. When this control bit is reset to the default
(0), the TDES4-TDES7 descriptor space is not valid and only Alternate Descriptors are
available, with a default size of 16 bytes (4 words).
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Figure 20-3. Enhanced Transmit Descriptor Structure
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The following tables define the Enhanced Transmit Descriptors. Transmit Descriptor 0 (TDES0)
contains the transmitted frame status and the descriptor ownership information. TDES1 contains
the buffer sizes and other bits which control the descriptor chain or ring and the frame being
transferred. TDES2 contains the address pointer to the first buffer of the descriptor. TDES3 contains
the address pointer either to the second buffer of the descriptor or the next descriptor. TDES6 and
TDES7 contain the timestamp.

Table 20-2. Enhanced Transmit Descriptor 0 (TDES0)

DescriptionBit

OWN: Own Bit
When set, this bit indicates that the descriptor is owned by the DMA. When this bit is reset, it indicates that the
descriptor is owned by the Host. The DMA clears this bit either when it completes the frame transmission or when
the buffers allocated in the descriptor are empty. The ownership bit of the First Descriptor of the frame should
be set after all subsequent descriptors belonging to the same frame have been set. This avoids a possible race
condition between fetching a descriptor and the driver setting an ownership bit.

31

IC: Interrupt on Completion
When set this bit sets the Transmit Interrupt (TI) bit in the EMACDMARIS register when the frame contained in
this descriptor has been transmitted.

30
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Table 20-2. Enhanced Transmit Descriptor 0 (TDES0) (continued)

DescriptionBit

LS: Last Segment
When set, this bit indicates that the buffer contains the last segment of the frame. When this bit is set, the TBS1
or TBS2 field in TDES1 should have a non-zero value.

29

FS: First Segment
When set, this bit indicates that the buffer contains the first segment of a frame.

28

DC: Disable CRC
When set, the MAC does not append a Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) to the end of the transmitted frame.
This is valid only when the first segment (TDES0[28]) is set.

27

DP: Disable Padding
When set, the MAC does not automatically add padding to a frame shorter than 64 bytes. When this bit is reset,
the DMA automatically adds padding and CRC to a frame shorter than 64 bytes, and the CRC field is added
despite the state of the DC (TDES0[27]) bit. This is valid only when the first segment (TDES0[28]) is set.

26

TTSE: Transmit Timestamp Enable
When set, this bit enables IEEE1588 hardware timestamping for the transmit frame referenced by the descriptor.
This bit is only valid when the First Segment Control bit (TDES0[28] is set.

25

CRCR: CRC Replacement Control
When set, the MAC replaces the last four bytes of the transmitted packet with recalculated CRC bytes. The CPU
should ensure that the CRC bytes are present in the frame being transferred from the Transmit Buffer. CRC
replacement is done only when Bit 27 (DC) is set to 1.

24

CIC: Checksum Insertion Control
These bits control the insertion of checksums in Ethernet frames that encapsulate TCP, UDP, or ICMP over IPv4
or IPv6. This field is valid when the First Segment control bit (TDES0[28]) is set.

■ 0x0 = Do nothing. Checksum Engine bypassed.

■ 0x1 = Insert IPv4 header checksum. Use this value to insert IPv4 header checksum when the frame
encapsulates an IPv4 datagram.

■ 0x2 = Insert TCP/UDP/ICMP checksum. The checksum is calculated over the TCP, UDP, or ICMP segment
only and the TCP, UDP, or ICMP pseudo-header checksum is assumed to be present in the corresponding
input frame's Checksum field. An IPv4 header checksum is also inserted if the encapsulated datagram
conforms to IPv4.

■ 0x3 = Insert a TCP/UDP/ICMP checksum that is fully calculated in this engine. The TCP, UDP, or ICMP
pseudo-header is included in the checksum calculation, and the input frame's corresponding Checksum field
has an all-zero value. An IPv4 Header checksum is also inserted if the encapsulated datagram conforms to
IPv4.

The Checksum engine detects whether the TCP, UDP, or ICMP segment is encapsulated in IPv4 or IPv6 and
processes its data accordingly.

23:22

TER: Transmit End of Ring
When set, this bit indicates that the descriptor list reached its final descriptor. The DMA returns to the base
address of the list, creating a descriptor ring.

21

TCH: Second Address Chained
When set, this bit indicates that the second address in the descriptor is the Next Descriptor address rather than
the second buffer address. When TDES0[20] is set, TBS2 (TDES1[28:16]) is a "don’t care" value. TDES0[21]
takes precedence over TDES0[20].

20
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Table 20-2. Enhanced Transmit Descriptor 0 (TDES0) (continued)

DescriptionBit

VLIC: VLAN Insertion Control
When set, these bits request the MAC to perform VLAN tagging or untagging before transmitting the frames. If
the frame is modified for VLAN tags, the MAC automatically recalculates and replaces the CRC bytes.
The values of this field are as follows:

■ 0x0= Do not add a VLAN tag

■ 0x1= Remove the VLAN tag from the frames before transmission.

■ 0x2= Insert a VLAN tag with the tag value programmed in the Ethernet MAC VLAN Tag Inclusion or
Replacement (EMACVLNINCREP) register, offset 0x584.

■ 0x3= Replace the VLAN tag in frame with the tag value programmed in the EMACVLNINCREP register. This
field is valid when the First Segment control bit (TDES0[28]) is set.

19:18

TTSS:TX Timestamp
This status bit indicates that a timestamp has been captured for the corresponding transmit frame. When this bit
is set, TDES6 and TDES7 have timestamp values that were captured for the transmit frame. This field is valid
only when the Last Segment control bit (TDES0[29]) in a descriptor is set.

17

IHE: IP Header Error
When set, this bit indicates that the Checksum Offload engine detected an IP header error. This bit is valid only
when TX Checksum Offload is enabled. Otherwise, it is reserved. If the Checksum Offload Engine detects an IP
header error, it still inserts an IPv4 header checksum if the Ethernet Type field indicates an IPv4 payload.

16

ES: Error Summary
Indicates the logical OR of the following bits:

■ TDES0[16]: IP Header Error

■ TDES0[14]: Jabber Timeout

■ TDES0[13]: Frame Flush

■ TDES0[12]: Payload Checksum Error

■ TDES0[11]: Loss of Carrier

■ TDES0[10]: No Carrier

■ TDES0[9]: Late Collision

■ TDES0[8]: Excessive Collision

■ TDES0[2]: Excessive Deferral

■ TDES0[1]: Underflow error

15

JT: Jabber Timeout
When set, this bit indicates that the MAC transmitter has experienced a jabber timeout. This bit can only be set
when the Jabber Disabled (JD) bit of the EMACCFG register is clear.

14

FF: Frame Flushed
When set, this bit indicates that the DMA flushed the frame because of a software flush command given by the
CPU.

13

IPE: IP Payload Error
When set, this bit indicates that MAC transmitter detected an error in the TCP, UDP, or ICMP IP datagram
payload. The transmitter checks the payload length received in the IPv4 or IPv6 header against the actual number
of TCP, UDP, or ICMP packet bytes received from the application and issues an error status in case of a mismatch.

12
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Table 20-2. Enhanced Transmit Descriptor 0 (TDES0) (continued)

DescriptionBit

LC: Loss of Carrier
When set, this bit indicates that Loss of Carrier occurred during frame transmission. This is valid only for the
frames transmitted without collision and when the MAC operates in half-duplex mode.

11

NC: No Carrier
When set, this bit indicates that the carrier sense signal form the PHY was not asserted during transmission.

10

LC: Late Collision
When set, this bit indicates that frame transmission was aborted due to a collision occurring after the collision
window (64 byte times including Preamble in MII Mode). Not valid if Underflow Error (bit 1) is set.

9

Excessive Collision
When set, this bit indicates that the transmission was aborted after 16 successive collisions while attempting to
transmit the current frame. If the Disable Retry (DR) bit in EMACCFG register is set, this bit is set after the first
collision and the transmission of the frame is aborted.

8

VF: VLAN Frame
When set, this bit indicates that the transmitted frame was a VLAN-type frame.

7

CC: Collision Count
This 4-bit counter value indicates the number of collisions occurring before the frame was transmitted. The count
is not valid when the Excessive Collision bit (TDES0[8]) is set.

6:3

ED: Excessive Deferral
When set, this bit indicates that the transmission has ended because of excessive deferral of over 24,288 bit
times (155,680 bits times when Jumbo Frame is enabled). This bit is dependent on the Deferral Check (DC) bit
being enabled in the EMACCFG register.

2

UF: Underflow Error
When set, this bit indicates that the MAC aborted the frame because the data arrived late from system memory.
Underflow Error indicates that the DMA encountered an empty Transmit Buffer while transmitting the frame. The
transmission process enters the suspended state and sets both Transmit Underflow (UNF) and Transmit Interrupt
(TI) bit in the EMACDMARIS register.

1

DB: Deferred Bit
This bit indicates the deferral mechanism is active and that the transmit state machine sends a JAM pattern to
defer reception when it senses a carrier before a normal transmission is scheduled. This bit is only valid in
half-duplex mode.

0

Table 20-3. Enhanced Transmit Descriptor 1 (TDES1)

DescriptionBit

SAIC: SA Insertion Control
These bits request the MAC to add or replace the Source Address field in the Ethernet frame with the value
given in the MAC Address 0 register. If the Source Address field is modified in a frame, the MAC automatically
recalculates and replaces the CRC bytes.
The Bit 31 specifies the MAC Address Register (1 or 0) value that is used for Source Address insertion or
replacement. The following list describes the values of Bits[30:29]:

■ 0x0= Do not include the source address.

■ 0x1= Insert the source address. For reliable transmission, the application must provide frames without
source addresses.

■ 0x2= Replace the source address. For reliable transmission, the application must provide frames with
source addresses.

■ 0x3= Reserved

These bits are valid when the First Segment control bit (TDES0[28]) is set.

31:29
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Table 20-3. Enhanced Transmit Descriptor 1 (TDES1) (continued)

DescriptionBit

TBS2: Transmit Buffer 2 Size
This field indicates the second data buffer size in bytes. This field is not valid if TDES0[20] is set.

28:16

Reserved15:13

TBS1: Transmit Buffer 1 Size
These bits indicate the first data buffer byte size, in bytes. If this field is 0, the DMA ignores this buffer and
uses Buffer 2 or the next descriptor, depending on the value of TCH (TDES0[20]).

12:0

Table 20-4. Enhanced Transmit Descriptor 2 (TDES2)

DescriptionBit

Buffer 1 Address Pointer
These bits indicate the physical address of Buffer 1. There is no limitation on the buffer address
alignment. Note that the buffers are stored in SRAM.

31:0

Table 20-5. Enhanced Transmit Descriptor 3 (TDES3)

DescriptionBit

Buffer 2 Address Pointer (Next Descriptor Address)
Indicates the physical address of Buffer 2 when a descriptor ring structure is used. If the Second Address
Chained (TDES0[20]) bit is set, this address contains the pointer to the physical memory where the Next
Descriptor is present. The buffer address pointer must be aligned to the bus width only when TDES0[20] is
set.
Note that the buffers are stored in SRAM.

31:0

Table 20-6. Enhanced Transmit Descriptor 6 (TDES6)

DescriptionBit

TTSL: Transmit Frame Timestamp Low
This field is updated by DMA with the least significant 32 bits of the timestamp captured for the corresponding
transmit frame. This field has the timestamp only if the Last Segment bit (LS), TDES0[29], in the descriptor
is set and Timestamp status (TTSS) bit, TDES0[17], is set.

31:0

Table 20-7. Enhanced Transmit Descriptor 7 (TDES7)

DescriptionBit

TTSH: Transmit Frame Timestamp High
This field is updated by DMA with the most significant 32 bits of the timestamp captured for the corresponding
receive frame. This field has the timestamp only if the Last Segment bit (LS), TDES0[29], in the descriptor
is set and Timestamp status (TTSS) bit , TDES0[17], is set.

31:0

Enhanced Receive Descriptor

The DMA requires at least two descriptors when receiving a frame. The DMA always attempts to
acquire an extra descriptor in anticipation of an incoming frame. Before the DMA closes a descriptor,
it attempts to acquire the next descriptor even if no frames are received. In a single descriptor
(receive) system, the subsystem generates a descriptor error if the receive buffer is unable to
accommodate the incoming frame and the next descriptor is not owned by the DMA. Figure
20-4 on page 1417 shows the enhanced receive descriptor. This descriptor is used when Advanced
Timestamp or the Checksum Offload Engine is enabled.

Note: When the Advanced Timestamp or Checksum Offload Engine features are enabled, software
should set the ATDS bit of the Ethernet MAC DMA Bus Mode (EMACDMABUSMOD)
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register, offset 0xC00, so that the DMA operates with extended descriptor size. When this
control bit is reset to the default (0), the TDES4-TDES7 descriptor space is not valid and
only Alternate Descriptors are available, with a default size of 16 bytes (4 words).

Figure 20-4. Enhanced Receive Descriptor Structure
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The following tables define the Enhanced Receive Descriptors. RDES0 contains the received frame
status, the frame length, and the descriptor ownership information. RDES1 contains the buffer sizes
and other bits that control the descriptor chain or ring. RDES2 and RDES3 contains the address
pointers to the first and second data buffers in the descriptor. The availability of the extended status
is indicated by Bit 0 of RDES0. RDES6 and RDES7 are available only when the Advanced Timestamp
or IP Checksum Full Offload feature is enabled.

Table 20-8. Enhanced Receive Descriptor 0 (RDES0)

DescriptionBit

OWN: Own Bit
When set, this bit indicates that the descriptor is owned by the DMA. When this bit is reset, it indicates that the
descriptor is owned by the Host. The DMA clears this bit either when it completes the frame reception or when
the buffers that are associated with this descriptor are full.

31

AFM: Destination Address Filter Fail
When set, this bit indicates a frame failed in the DA filter in the MAC.

30
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Table 20-8. Enhanced Receive Descriptor 0 (RDES0) (continued)

DescriptionBit

FL: Frame Length
These bits indicate the byte length of the received frame that was transferred to the system memory. This field
is valid when the Last Descriptor (RDES0[8]) is set and either the Descriptor Error (RDES0[14]) or the Overflow
Error bit (RDES0[11]) is clear.
When the Last Descriptor bit is not set, this field indicates the accumulated number of bytes that have been
transferred for the current frame. The inclusion of CRC length in the frame length depends on the settings of
CRC configuration bits, ACS and CST in the EMACCFG register.

29:16

ES: Error Summary
Indicates the logical OR of the following bits:

■ RDES0[14]: Descriptor Error

■ RDES0[11]: Overflow Error

■ RDES0[7]: IPC Checksum (Type 2) or Giant Frame

■ RDES0[6]: Late Collision

■ RDES0[4]: Watchdog Timeout

■ RDES0[3]: Receive Error

■ RDES0[1]: CRC Error

■ RDES[4:3]: IP Header or Payload Error

This field is valid only when the Last Descriptor (RDES0[8]) is set.

15

DE: Descriptor Error
When set, this bit indicates a frame truncation caused by a frame that does not fit within the current descriptor
buffers, and that the DMA does not own the Next Descriptor. The frame is truncated. This field is valid only when
the Last Descriptor (RDES0[8]) is set.

14

SAF: Source Address Filter Fail
When set, this bit indicates that the SA field of frame failed the SA Filter in the MAC.

13

LE: Length Error
When set, this bit indicates that the actual length of the frame received and the Length/Type field do not match.
This bit is valid only when the Frame Type (RDES0[5]) bit is reset. Length error status is not valid when CRC
error is present.

12

OE: Overflow Error
When set, this bit indicates that the received frame is damaged because of buffer overflow in RX FIFO.

Note: This bit is set only when the DMA transfers a partial frame to the application. This happens only when
the RX FIFO is operating in the threshold mode. In the store-and-forward mode, all partial frames are
dropped completely in RX FIFO.

11

VLAN: VLAN Tag
When set, this bit indicates that the frame pointed to by this descriptor is a VLAN frame tagged by the MAC. The
VLAN tagging depends on checking VLAN fields of the received frame configured in the Ethernet MAC VLAN
Tag (EMACVLANTG) register, offset 0x01C

10

FS: First Descriptor
When set, this bit indicates that this descriptor contains the first buffer of the frame. If the size of the first buffer
is 0, the second buffer contains the beginning of the frame. If the size of the second buffer is also 0, the next
Descriptor contains the beginning of the frame.

9

LS: Last Descriptor
When set, this bit indicates that the buffers pointed to by this descriptor are the last buffers of the frame.

8
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Table 20-8. Enhanced Receive Descriptor 0 (RDES0) (continued)

DescriptionBit

Timestamp Available or Giant Frame
When Advanced Timestamp feature is enabled, this bit indicates that a snapshot of the Timestamp is written in
descriptor words 6 (RDES6) and 7 (RDES7). This is valid only when the Last Descriptor bit (RDES0[8]) is set.
Otherwise, this bit, when set, indicates the Giant Frame Status. Giant frames are larger than 1,518-byte (or
1,522-byte for VLAN or 2,000-byte when Bit 27 of MAC Configuration register is set) normal frames and larger
than 9,018-byte (9,022-byte for VLAN) frame when Jumbo Frame processing is enabled.

7

LC: Late Collision
When set, this bit indicates that a late collision has occurred while receiving the frame in half-duplex mode.

6

FT: Frame Type
When set, this bit indicates that the Receive Frame is an Ethernet-type frame (the LT field is greater than or equal
to 1,536). When this bit is reset, it indicates that the received frame is an IEEE 802.3 frame. This bit is not valid
for Runt frames less than 14 bytes. In addition when the IPC bit is set in the EMACCFG register, this bit conveys
different information. See Table 20-9 on page 1419.

5

RWT: Receive Watchdog Timeout
When set, this bit indicates that the Receive Watchdog Timer has expired while receiving the current frame and
the current frame is truncated after the Watchdog Timeout.

4

RE: Receive Error
When set, this bit indicates that an error occurred during frame reception.

3

DE: Dribble Bit Error
When set, this bit indicates that the received frame has a non-integer multiple of bytes (odd nibbles).

2

CE: CRC Error
When set, this bit indicates that a Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) Error occurred on the received frame. This
field is valid only when the Last Descriptor bit (RDES0[8]) is set.

1

Extended Status Available/RX MAC Address
When set, this bit indicates that the extended status is available in descriptor word 4 (RDES4). This is valid only
when the Last Descriptor bit (RDES0[8]) is set. This bit is invalid when Bit 30 is set.

0

Table 20-9 on page 1419 shows the frame information conveyed in bits 7, 5, and 0 of RDES0 when
the Checksum Offload Engine is enabled and disabled through the IPC bit in the EMACCFG register.

Table 20-9. RDES0 Checksum Offload bits

Frame StatusIPC bit value
in EMACCFG

register

Bit 0: Payload
Checksum

Error

Bit 7: IPC
Checksum

Error

Bit 5:
Frame
Type

IEEE 802.3 Type frame (Length field value is less than 1,536).
This status definition is valid even when the Checksum Offload
engine is disabled.

X000

IPv4/IPv6 Type frame in which no checksum error is detected.0001

The frame is an IEEE 802.3 Type frame (Length field value is
greater than or equal to 1,536).

1001

IPv4/IPv6 Type frame with a payload checksum error detected1101

IPv4/IPv6 Type frame with both IP header and payload
checksum errors detected

1111

IPv4/IPv6 Type frame with no IP header checksum error and
the payload check bypassed, due to an unsupported payload

1100

A Type frame that is neither IPv4 or IPv6 (the Checksum Offload
engine bypasses checksum completely.)

1110

ReservedX010
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Table 20-10. Enhanced Receive Descriptor 1 (RDES1)

DescriptionBit

Disable Interrupt on Completion
When set, this bit prevents the setting of the Receive Interrupt (RI) bit in the EMACDMARIS register and
prevents the receive interrupt from being asserted.

31

Reserved30:29

RBS2: Receive Buffer 2 Size
These bits indicate the second data buffer size. The buffer size must be a multiple of 4, even if the value of
RDES3 (buffer 2 address pointer) is not aligned to the bus width. When the buffer size is not a multiple of
4, the resulting behavior is undefined. This field is not valid if RCH bit (RDES1[14]) is set.

28:16

RER: Receive End of Ring
When set, this bit indicates that the descriptor list reached its final descriptor. The DMA returns to the base
address of the list, creating a Descriptor Ring.

15

RCH: Second Address Chained
When set, this bit indicates that the second address in the descriptor is the Next Descriptor address rather
than the second buffer address. When this bit is set, RBS2 (RDES1[28:16]) is a "don’t care" value. RDES1[15]
takes precedence over RDES1[14].

14

Reserved13

RBS1: Receive Buffer 1 Size
These bits indicate the first data buffer size in bytes. The buffer size must be a multiple of 4 even if the value
of RDES2 (buffer 1 address pointer) is not aligned to the bus width. When the buffer size is not a multiple
of 4, the resulting behavior is undefined. If this field is 0, the DMA ignores this buffer and uses Buffer 2 or
the next descriptor depending on the value of RCH (Bit 14).

12:0

Table 20-11. Enhanced Receive Descriptor 2 (RDES2)

DescriptionBit

Buffer 1 Address Pointer
These bits indicate the physical address of Buffer 1. The DMA uses the configured value for its address
generation when the RDES2 value is used to store the start of frame. The DMA performs a write operation
with the RDES2[1:0] bits as 0 during the transfer of the start of frame but the frame data is shifted as per the
actual Buffer address pointer. The DMA ignores RDES2[1:0] if the address pointer is to a buffer where the
middle or last part of the frame is stored.
Note that buffers should be word-aligned.

31:0

Table 20-12. Enhanced Receive Descriptor 3 (RDES3)

DescriptionBit

Buffer 2 Address Pointer (Next Descriptor Address)
These bits indicate the physical address of Buffer 2 when a descriptor ring structure is used. If the Second
Address Chained (RDES1[14]) bit is set, this address contains the pointer to the physical memory where the
Next Descriptor is present. If RDES1[14] is set, the buffer (Next Descriptor) address pointer must be bus
word-aligned (RDES3[1:0] = 0) However, when RDES1[14] is reset, there are no limitations on the RDES3 value,
except for the following condition: The DMA uses the configured value for its buffer address generation when
the RDES3 value is used to store the start of frame. The DMA ignores RDES3 [1:0] if the address pointer is to
a buffer where the middle or last part of the frame is stored.

31:0

Table 20-13. Enhanced Received Descriptor 4 (RDES4)

DescriptionBit

Reserved31:15
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Table 20-13. Enhanced Received Descriptor 4 (RDES4) (continued)

DescriptionBit

Timestamp Dropped
When set, this bit indicates that the timestamp was captured for this frame but got dropped in the RX FIFO
because of overflow.

14

PTP Version
When set, this bit indicates that the received PTP message uses the IEEE 1588 version 2 format. When reset,
it uses the version 1 format.

13

PTP Frame Type
When set, this bit indicates that the PTP message is sent directly over Ethernet. When this bit is clear and the
message type is non-zero, it indicates that the PTP message is sent over UDP-IPv4 or UDP-IPv6. The information
about IPv4 or IPv6 can be obtained from Bits 6 and 7.

12

MessageType
These bits are encoded to give the type of the message received:

■ 0x0= No PTP message received

■ 0x1= SYNC (all clock types)

■ 0x2= Follow_Up (all clock types)

■ 0x3= Delay_Req (all clock types)

■ 0x4= Delay_Resp (all clock types)

■ 0x5= Pdelay_Req (in peer-to-peer transparent clock)

■ 0x6= Pdelay_Resp (in peer-to-peer transparent clock)

■ 0x7= Pdelay_Resp_Follow_Up (in peer-to-peer transparent clock)

■ 0x8= Announce

■ 0x9= Management

■ 0xA= Signaling

■ 0xB to 0xE= Reserved

■ 0xF= PTP packet with Reserved message type

11:8

IPv6 Packet Received
When set, this bit indicates that the received packet is an IPv6 packet. This bit is updated only when the IPC
bit of the EMACCFG register is set.

7

IPv4 Packet Received
When set, this bit indicates that the received packet is an IPv4 packet. This bit is updated only when the IPC
bit of the EMACCFG register is set.

6

IP Checksum Bypassed
When set, this bit indicates that the checksum offload engine is bypassed.

5

IP Payload Error
When set, this bit indicates that the 16-bit IP payload checksum (that is, the TCP, UDP, or ICMP checksum)
that the core calculated does not match the corresponding checksum field in the received segment. It is also
set when the TCP, UDP, or ICMP segment length does not match the payload length value in the IP Header
field. This bit is valid when either Bit 7 or Bit 6 is set.

4

IP Header Error
When set, this bit indicates that either the 16-bit IPv4 header checksum calculated by the core does not match
the received checksum bytes, or the IP datagram version is not consistent with the Ethernet Type value. This
bit is valid when either Bit 7 or Bit 6 is set.

3
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Table 20-13. Enhanced Received Descriptor 4 (RDES4) (continued)

DescriptionBit

IP Payload Type
These bits indicate the type of payload encapsulated in the IP datagram processed by the Receive Checksum
Offload Engine (COE). The COE sets this field to 0x0 if it does not process the IP datagram's payload due to
an IP header error or fragmented IP packet.

■ 0x0= Unknown or did not process IP payload

■ 0x1= UDP

■ 0x2= TCP

■ 0x3= ICMP

■ 0x4 to 0x7= Reserved

This bit is valid when either Bit 7 or Bit 6 is set.

2:0

Table 20-14. Enhanced Receive Descriptor 6 (RDES6)

DescriptionBit

RTSL: Receive Frame Timestamp Low
This field is updated by the DMA with the least significant 32 bits of the timestamp captured for the
corresponding receive frame. This field is updated by the DMA only for the last descriptor of the receive
frame which is indicated by Last Descriptor status bit (RDES0[8]).

31:0

Table 20-15. Enhanced Receive Descriptor 7 (RDES7)

DescriptionBit

RTSH: Receive Frame Timestamp High
This field is updated by DMA with the most significant 32 bits of the timestamp captured for the corresponding
receive frame. This field is updated by DMA only for the last descriptor of the receive frame which is indicated
by Last Descriptor status bit (RDES0[8]).

31:0

20.3.2.6 DMA Transmission Operation
The following sections describe the modes of the transmit operation.

TX DMA Default Operation

The TX DMA engine in default mode, operates as follows:

1. The CPU configures the transmit descriptor (TDES0-TDES3) and sets the OWN bit (TDES0[31])
after setting up the corresponding data buffers with the Ethernet frame.

2. When the ST bit of the Ethernet MAC DMA Operation Mode (EMACDMAOPMODE) register,
offset 0xC18, is set, the DMA enters the RUN state.

3. While in RUN state, the DMA polls the Transmit Descriptor list for frames requiring transmission.
After polling starts, it continues in either sequential descriptor ring order or chained order. If the
DMA detects a descriptor flagged as owned by the CPU (TDES0[31]=0), or if an error condition
occurs, transmission is suspended and both the Transmit Buffer Unavailable (TU) bit and the
Normal Interrupt Summary (NIS) bit are set in the Ethernet MAC DMA Interrupt Status
(EMACDMARIS) register, offset 0xC14. The transmit engine the proceeds to Step 9.
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4. If the acquired descriptor is flagged as owned by the DMA (TDES0[31]=1), the DMA decodes
the transmit data buffer address from the acquired descriptor.

5. If the acquired descriptor is flagged as owned by DMA (TDES0[31] = 1), the DMA decodes the
Transmit Data Buffer address from the acquired descriptor.

6. The DMA fetches the transmit data from system memory and transfers the data to the TX/RX
Controller for transmission.

7. If the Ethernet frame is stored over data buffers in multiple descriptors, the DMA closes the
intermediate descriptor and fetches the next descriptor. Steps 3, 4, and 5 are repeated until the
end of the Ethernet frame data is transferred to the TX/RX Controller.

8. When frame transmission is complete, if IEEE 1588 timestamping was enabled for the frame
(as indicated in the transmit status) the timestamp value is written to the transmit descriptor
(TDES6 and TDES7) that contains the end-of-frame buffer. The status information is then written
to transmit descriptor TDES0. Because the OWN bit is cleared during this step, the CPU now
owns this descriptor. If timestamping was not enabled for this frame, the DMA does not alter
the contents of TDES6 and TDES7.

9. The Transmit Interrupt (TI) bit is set in the EMACDMARIS register after transmission completion
of a frame that has Interrupt on Completion set in its last descriptor. The Interrupt on Completion
bit resides in TDES0[30]. The DMA engine then returns to Step 3.

10. In the suspend state, the DMA tries to reacquire the descriptor (and thereby return to Step 3)
when it receives a transmit poll demand in the Ethernet MAC Transmit Poll Demand
(EMACTXPOLLD) register, offset 0xC04, and the Underflow Interrupt Status (UNF) bit is cleared
in the EMACDMARIS register. If the CPU stopped the DMA by clearing the ST bit of the
EMACDMAOPMODE register, the DMA enters the STOP state.

Figure 20-5 on page 1424 shows the flow for the TX DMA default operation.
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Figure 20-5. TX DMA Default Operation Using Descriptors
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TX DMA OSF Mode Operation

While in the RUN state, the transmit process can simultaneously acquire two frames without closing
the Status descriptor of the first if the OSF bit of the EMACDMAOPMODE register is set. As the
transmit process finishes transferring the first frame, it immediately polls the transmit descriptor list
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for the second frame. If the second frame is valid, the transmit process transfers this frame before
writing the first frame's status information.

In Operate on Second Frame (OSF) mode, the RUN state TX DMA operates in the following
sequence:

1. The DMA operates as described in Steps 1 to 6 (see page 1422).

2. Without closing the previous frame's last descriptor, the DMA fetches the next descriptor.

3. If the DMA owns the acquired descriptor, the DMA decodes the transmit buffer address in this
descriptor. If the DMA does not own the descriptor, the DMA goes into SUSPEND mode and
skips to 7.

4. The DMA fetches the Transmit frame from system memory and transfers the frame until the
end-of-frame data is reached. It closes the intermediate descriptors if this frame is split across
multiple descriptors.

5. The DMA waits for the previous frame's transmission status and timestamp. When the status
is available, the DMA writes the timestamp to TDES6 and TDES7, if such timestamp was
captured (as indicated by a status bit). The DMA then writes the status, with a cleared OWN
bit, to the corresponding TDES0, thus closing the descriptor. If timestamping was not enabled
for the previous frame, the DMA does not alter the contents of TDES6 and TDES7.

6. If enabled, the Transmit interrupt (TI) bit is set in the EMACDMARIS register, the DMA fetches
the next descriptor and then proceeds to 3 (when Status is normal). If the previous transmission
status shows an underflow error, the DMA goes into SUSPEND mode

7. In SUSPEND mode, if a pending status and timestamp are received, the DMA writes the
timestamp (if enabled for the current frame) to TDES6 and TDES7, then writes the status to the
corresponding TDES0. It then sets relevant interrupts and returns to SUSPEND mode.

8. The DMA can exit SUSPEND mode and enter the RUN state only after receiving the Transmit
Poll demand in the EMACTXPOLLD register.

Note: The DMA fetches the next descriptor in advance before closing the current descriptor.
Therefore, the descriptor chain should have more than two different descriptors for correct
and proper operation.

Figure 20-6 on page 1426 shows the flow for the TX DMA Operate-On-Second-Frame (OSF) operation.
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Figure 20-6. TX DMA OSF Mode Operation Using Descriptors
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Transmit Frame Processing

The TX DMA expects that the data buffers contain complete Ethernet frames, excluding preamble,
pad bytes, and Frame Check Sequence (FCS) fields. The Destination Address (DA), Source Address
(SA), and Type/Length fields must contain valid data. If the Transmit Descriptor indicates that the
MAC must disable CRC or PAD insertion, the buffer must have complete Ethernet frames (excluding
preamble), including the CRC bytes. Frames can be data-chained and can span several buffers.
Frames must be delimited by the First Segment Descriptor and the Last Segment Descriptor,
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respectively. The First Descriptor bit is located at TDES0[28] and the Last Descriptor is located at
TDES0[29].

As transmission starts, the First Descriptor must have TDES0[28] set. When this occurs, frame data
transfers from the host memory buffer to the TX FIFO. Concurrently, if the current frame has the
Last Segment Descriptor (TDES0[29]) clear, the transmit process attempts to acquire the next
descriptor. The transmit process expects this descriptor to have TDES0[28] clear. If TDES0[29] is
clear, it indicates an intermediary buffer. If TDES0[29] is set, it indicates the last buffer of the frame.
After the last buffer of the frame has been transmitted, the DMA writes back the final status information
to the Transmit Descriptor word of the descriptor that has the last segment bit set in Transmit
Descriptor. At this time, if Interrupt on Completion (IC) bit is set, the TI bit in the EMACDMARIS
register is set, the next descriptor is fetched and the process repeats.

The actual frame transmission begins after the TX FIFO has reached either the transmit threshold
as configured by the TTC bit field of the EMACDMAOPMODE register, or a full frame is contained
in the TX FIFO. To wait until there is a full frame in the TX FIFO the TSF bit in the
EMACDMAOPMODE register must be set. Descriptors are released (OWN bit in the TDES0[31]
cleared) when the DMA finishes transferring the frame.

Note: To ensure proper transmission of a frame and the next frame, the transmit descriptor that
has the Last Descriptor bit (TDES0[29]) set, must specify a non-zero buffer size.

Transmit Polling Suspended

Transmit polling can be suspended by either of the following conditions:

■ The DMA detects a descriptor owned by the CPU (TDES0[31]=0). To resume, the driver must
give descriptor ownership to the DMA and then issue a Poll Demand command.

■ A frame transmission is aborted when a transmit error because of underflow is detected. The
appropriate Transmit Descriptor 0 (TDES0) bit is set.

If the DMA goes into SUSPEND state because of the first condition, then both the Normal Interrupt
Summary (NIS) bit and the Transmit Buffer Unavailable (TU) bit are set in the EMACDMARIS
register. If the second condition occurs, the Abnormal Interrupt Summary (AIS) bit and the Transmit
Underflow (UNF) bit of the EMACDMARIS register are set and the information is written to Transmit
Descriptor 0, causing the suspension.

In both cases, the position in the Transmit list is retained . The retained position is that of the
descriptor following the last descriptor closed by the DMA. The driver must explicitly issue a Transmit
Poll Demand command after rectifying the suspension case.

20.3.2.7 DMA Receive Operation
The following section describes the receive operation process.

Default Receive Operation

The RX DMA engine's reception sequence is as follows:

1. The host sets up receive descriptors (RDES0-RDES3) and sets the OWN bit (RDES0[31]).

2. When the SR bit of the EMACDMAOPMODE register is set, the DMA enters the RUN state.
While in the RUN state, the DMA polls the Receive Descriptor list, attempting to acquire free
descriptors. If the fetched descriptor is not free (is owned by the CPU), the DMA enters the
Suspend state and jumps to Step 9.
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3. The DMA decodes the receive data buffer address from the acquired descriptors.

4. Incoming frames are processed and placed in the acquired descriptor's data buffers.

5. When the buffer is full or the frame transfer is complete, the RX DMA engine fetches the next
descriptor.

6. If the current frame transfer is complete, the DMA proceeds to Step 7. If the DMA does not own
the next fetched descriptor and the frame transfer is not complete (EOF is not yet transferred),
the DMA sets the Descriptor Error (DE) bit in RDES0 (unless flushing is disabled through the
DFF bit in the EMACDMAOPMODE register). The DMA closes the current descriptor (clears
the OWN bit) and marks it as intermediate by clearing the Last Segment (LS) bit in the RDES0
value. If flushing is not disabled, then the DMA would mark it as the last descriptor. In either
case, the DMA proceeds to Step 8. If the DMA does own the next descriptor but the current
frame transfer is not complete, the DMA closes the current descriptor as intermediate and reverts
to Step 4.

7. If IEEE 1588 timestamping is enabled, the DMA writes the timestamp to the current descriptor's
RDES6 and RDES7. It then takes the receive frame's status and writes the status word to the
current descriptor's RDES0, with the OWN bit cleared and the Last Segment (LS) bit set. If the
host stopped the RX DMA by clearing the SR bit of the EMACDMAOPMODE register, DMA
goes to the STOP state, otherwise the RX DMA proceeds to Step 8.

8. The RX DMA engine checks the last descriptor's OWN bit. If the CPU owns the descriptor (OWN
bit is 0), the RU bit of the EMACDMARIS register is set and the DMA RX engine enters the
SUSPEND state. If the DMA owns the descriptor, the engine returns to Step 4 and awaits the
next frame.

9. Before the RX DMA engine enters the SUSPEND state, partial frames are flushed from the RX
FIFO. Flushing can be controlled through the DFF bit of the EMACDMAOPMODE register.

10. The RX DMA enters the STOP state if the CPU has cleared the SR bit of the
EMACDMAOPMODE register. Otherwise, it exits the SUSPEND state when a Receive Poll
Demand is given or the start of the next frame is available from the RX FIFO. The DMA engine
proceeds to Step 2 and re-fetches the next descriptor.

The DMA does not acknowledge accepting status from the TX/RX Controller until it has completed
the timestamp write-back and is ready to perform status write-back to the descriptor.

If software has enabled timestamping through the Ethernet MAC Timestamp Control
(EMACTIMSTCTRL) register, offset 0x700, when a valid timestamp is not available for the frame
(for example, because the receive FIFO was full before the timestamp could be written to it), the
DMA writes all-ones to RDES6 and RDES7. Otherwise if timestamping is not enabled, RDES6 and
RDES7 remain unchanged.

Figure 20-7 on page 1429 shows the flow of a RX DMA Operation.
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Figure 20-7. RX DMA Operation Flow
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Receive Descriptor Acquisition

The Receive Engine always attempts to acquire an extra descriptor in anticipation of an incoming
frame. Descriptor acquisition is attempted if any of the following conditions is satisfied:
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■ The SR bit of the EMACDMAOPMODE register has been set immediately after being placed in
the RUN state.

■ The data buffer or current descriptor is full before the frame ends for the current transfer.

■ The controller has completed frame reception, but the current receive descriptor is not yet closed.

■ The receive process has been suspended because of a host-owned buffer (RDES0[31]=0) and
a new frame is received.

■ A receive poll demand has been issued.

Receive Frame Processing

The MAC transfers the received frames to the system memory only when the frame passes the
address filter and the frame size is greater than or equal to configurable threshold bytes set for the
RX FIFO, or when the complete frame is written to the RX FIFO in store-and-forward mode.

If the frame fails the address filtering, it is dropped in the MAC block unless the Receive All (RA) bit
is set in the Ethernet MAC Frame Filter (EMACFRAMEFLTR), offset 0x004. If the RA bit is set,
then the MAC passes all received frames. Frames that are shorter than 64 bytes, because of collision
or premature termination, can be removed from the RX FIFO if the DFF bit is clear in the
EMACDMAOPMODE register.

After 64 bytes have been received, the TX/RX Controller requests the DMA block to begin transferring
the frame data to the receive buffer pointed by the current descriptor. The DMA sets the First
Descriptor (RDES0[9]) bit to delimit the frame after the DMA Interface becomes ready to receive a
data transfer (if DMA is not fetching transmit data from the system memory). The descriptors are
released when the OWN (RDES0[31]) bit is reset to 0, either as the data buffer fills up or as the last
segment of the frame is transferred to the receive buffer. If the frame is contained in a single
descriptor, both Last Descriptor (RDES0[8]) and First Descriptor (RDES0[9]) are set.

The DMA fetches the next descriptor, sets the Last Descriptor (RDES0[8]) bit, and releases the
RDES0 status bits in the previous frame descriptor. Then the DMA sets the RI bit of the
EMACDMARIS register. The same process repeats unless the DMA encounters a descriptor flagged
as being owned by the host. If this occurs, the receive process sets the RU bit of the EMACDMARIS
and enters the SUSPEND state. The position in the receive list is retained.

Receive Process Suspend

If a new receive frame arrives while the receive process is in SUSPEND state, the DMA refetches
the current descriptor in the system memory. If the descriptor is now owned by the DMA, the receive
process re-enters the RUN state and starts frame reception. If the descriptor is still owned by the
CPU, by default, the DMA discards the current frame at the top of the RX FIFO and increments the
missed frame counter. If more than one frame is stored in the RX FIFO, the process repeats. The
discarding or flushing of the frame at the top of the RX FIFO can be prevented by disabling flushing
through the DFF bit of the EMACDMAOPMODE register. In such conditions, the receive process
sets the Receive Buffer Unavailable (RU) status and returns to the SUSPEND state.

20.3.2.8 DMA Interrupts
Interrupts can be generated as a result of various transfer events. The current status of interrupts
can be read from the EMACDMARIS register and are enabled to trigger an interrupt through the
programming of the Ethernet MAC DMA Interrupt Mask (EMACDMAIM) register. There are two
groups of transfer event interrupts: Normal and Abnormal. The following lists the two groups:
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■ Normal Interrupts:

– Transmit Interrupt (TI, bit 0): Indicates that frame transmission is complete.

– Transmit Buffer Unavailable (TU, bit 2): Indicates the CPU owns the next descriptor in the
transmit list and the DMA cannot acquire it.

– Receive Interrupt (RI, bit 6): Indicates the frame reception is complete.

– Early Receive Interrupt (ERI, bit 14): Indicates the DMA has filled the first half of the data
buffer of the packet

■ Abnormal Interrupts:

– Transmit Process Stopped (TPS, bit 1): Indicates transmission is stopped.,

– Transmit Jabber Timeout (TJT, bit 3): Indicates the Transmit Jabber Timer expired.

– Receive FIFO Overflow (OVF, bit 4): Indicates the receive buffer had an overflow during frame
reception.

– Transmit Underflow (UNF, bit 5): Indicates the transmit buffer had an underflow during frame
transmission.

– Receive Buffer Unavailable (RU, bit): Indicates the CPU owns the next descriptor in the receive
list and the DMA cannot acquire it.

– Receive Process Stopped (RPS, bit 8): Indicates the receive process entered the STOP state.

– Receive Watchdog Timeout (RWT, bit 9): Indicates a frame length greater than 2 KB is received
(10,240 when Jumbo Frame is enabled)

– Early Transmit Interrupt (ETI, bit 10): Indicates a frame to be transmitted is fully transferred
to the TX FIFO.

– Fatal Bus Error (FBI, bit 13): Indicates a bus error occurred.

Any of the interrupts in the Normal Interrupt group that are enabled in the EMACDMAIM register
are ORed together to create the Normal Interrupt Summary (NIS) bit in the EMACDMARIS register.
Any of the interrupts in the Abnormal Interrupt group that are enabled in the EMACDMAIM register
are ORed together to create the Abnormal Interrupt Summary (AIS) bit in the EMACDMARIS
register. Interrupts are cleared by writing a 1 to the corresponding bit position in the EMACDMARIS
register. When all enabled interrupts within a group are cleared, the corresponding summary bit is
cleared.

Interrupts are not queued and if the interrupt event occurs again before the driver has responded
to it, no additional interrupts are generated. An interrupt is only generated once for simultaneous,
multiple events. The driver must read the EMACDMARIS register for the cause of the interrupt.

The Ethernet MACReceive InterruptWatchdog Timer (EMACRXINTWDT) register, offset 0xC24
can be used to control the Receive Interrupt (RI) assertion. If the RDES1[31] bit (Receive Interrupt)
bit has not been set in the receive descriptor and the EMACRXINTWDT register is programmed
with a non-zero value, it gets activated as soon as the RX DMA completes a transfer of a received
frame to system memory without asserting the receive interrupt. When this counter runs out as per
the programmed value, the RI bit is set in the EMACDMARIS register and the interrupt is asserted
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if the corresponding RI bit is enabled in the EMACDMAIM register. This counter gets disabled
before it runs out if a frame is transferred to memory and the RI bit is set because it is enabled for
that descriptor.

20.3.2.9 DMA Bus Error
If an internal bus error occurs during a DMA transfer, the fatal bus error (FBI) interrupt is set in the
EMACDMARIS register and the Access Error status (AE) bit field in the EMACDMARIS register
indicates the type of error that caused the bus error. The DMA controller can resume operation only
after soft resetting the Ethernet MAC and the re-initializing the DMA.

20.3.3 TX/RX Controller
The TX/RX Controller consists of a FIFO memory which buffers and regulates the frames between
the system memory and the MAC. It also controls the data transferred between clock domains. Both
the transmit and receive data paths are 32-bits wide. The TX FIFO and RX FIFO are each 2 KB in
depth.

At reset, the TX/RX Controller is configured and ready to manage data flow to and from the DMA
to the MAC. Note that the DMA and MAC must be initialized by the application out of reset.

20.3.3.1 Transmit (TX) Control Path
The DMA controller is used for all Ethernet transmissions. The Ethernet frames are read from
memory and transferred to the TX FIFO by the DMA. When the MAC is available, the frame is
transferred from the FIFO. When the end-of-frame (EOF) is transferred, the MAC notifies the DMA
the status of the transmission.

The TX FIFO has a depth of 2 KB. The FIFO fill level has the capability of triggering the DMA to
initiate a burst transfer. The DMA also transfers start-of-frame (SOF), end-of-frame (EOF), CRC
and pad-insertion information to the TX/RX Controller so that this information can be passed to the
MAC when it is ready for transmission from the TX FIFO.

Data can be transmitted to the MAC in threshold mode or store-and-forward mode. If the TTC field
is configured in the Ethernet MAC DMA Operation Mode (EMACDMAOPMODE) register at offset
0xC18 and the TSF bit in the same register is 0x0, then the TX Controller is operating in threshold
mode. In this mode, the data is transferred to the MAC when the number of bytes in the FIFO crossed
the value configured in the TTC bit field or when the end-of-frame is written before the threshold is
crossed. In store-and forward mode, the TTC bit field is configured and the TSF bit is set. Data is
transferred to the MAC only when one or more of the following conditions are true:

■ A complete frame is stored in the FIFO

■ The TX FIFO becomes almost full

■ The TX FIFO does not have space to accommodate the requested burst length

With these conditions, the TX Controller continues store-and-forward mode even if the Ethernet
frame length is bigger than the TX FIFO size.

The TX FIFO can be flushed of all contents by setting the FTF bit in the EMACDMAOPMODE
register. This bit is self-clearing and initializes the FIFO pointers to the default state. If the FTF bit
is set during a frame transfer from the TX Controller to the MAC, then the TX Controller stops further
transfer. Early termination of the transfer causes a underflow event and this status is communicated
to the DMA.
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Transmit Operation

During a transmit, single-packet or double-packets can reside in the buffer. The following describes
the details of each:

■ Single-packet transmit: During single packet transmission, the DMA controller fetches data from
the CPU memory and forwards it to the TX FIFO and continues to receive data until the
end-of-frame is transferred. The data is transmitted from the TX FIFO to the MAC by the TX/RX
Controller when the threshold level is crossed or a full packet of data is received into the TX
FIFO. When the TX/RX Controller receives acknowledgment from the MAC that it has received
the EOF, it notifies the DMA so another transmit can begin.

■ Two-packet transmit: Because the DMA must update the descriptor status before releasing it to
the CPU, there can be at most two frames inside a transmit FIFO. The second frame is fetched
by the DMA and put into the TX FIFO only if the OSF bit is set in the EMACDMAOPMODE register
at offset 0xC18. If this bit is not set, the next frame is fetched from memory only after the MAC
has completely processed the frame and the DMA has released the descriptors.

If the OSF bit is set, the DMA starts fetching the second frame immediately after completing the
transfer of the first frame to the FIFO. It does not wait for the status to be updated. The TX/RX
Controller receives the second frame into the FIFO while transmitting the first frame. As soon
as the first frame has been transferred and the status is received from the MAC, the TX/RX
Controller sends the acknowledgement to the DMA. If the DMA has already completed sending
the second packet to the TX/RX Controller, it must wait for the status of the first packet before
proceeding to the next frame.

Collision and Retransmission

If a collision occurs at the MAC application interface while the TX/RX Controller is transferring data
to the MAC, the transmission is aborted and the MAC indicates a retry attempt by giving a collision
status before the EOF is transferred to the TX/RX Controller from the DMA. This enables the TX/RX
Controller to retry transmission of the frame data from the FIFO.

After more than 96 bytes are transferred to the MAC, the FIFO controller clears space in the FIFO
and makes it available to the DMA to transfer more data. Retransmission is not possible after this
threshold is crossed or when the MAC indicates a late collision event.

When a frame transmission is aborted because of underflow and a collision event follows, which
initiates a retry, then the retry has higher priority than the abort.

TX FIFO Flush Operation

The TX FIFO can be flushed by setting the FTF bit in the EMACDMAOPMODE register. The flush
operation is immediate and the TX/RX Controller clears the TX FIFO and the corresponding pointers
to the initial state even if it is in the middle of transferring a frame to the MAC. The data which is
already accepted by the MAC transmitter is not flushed. This data is scheduled for transmission
and results in an underflow event because the TX FIFO did not complete the transfer or the rest of
the frame. As in all underflow conditions, a runt frame is transmitted and observed on the line. The
status of such a frame is marked with both underflow and frame flush events in the Transmit
Descriptor 0 (TDES0) word.

The TX/RX Controller also stops accepting any data from the DMA during the flush operation. It
generates and transfers Transmit Status Words to the application for the frames that are flushed
inside the FIFO, including partial frames. Frames that are completely flushed in the TX/RX Controller
are identified by setting the Flush Status (FF) bit in the Transmit Descriptor 0 (TDES0) word. The
TX/RX Controller completes the flush operation when the DMA accepts all of the status words for
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the frames that were flushed and then clears the TX FIFO Flush control (FTF) bit in the
EMACDMAOPMODE register. At this point, the TX/RX Controller starts accepting new frames from
the DMA.

Transmit Status Word

At the end of the transfer of the Ethernet frame to the MAC and after the MAC completes the
transmission of the frame, the TX/RX delivers a transmit status word (TDES0) to the application. If
IEEE timestamping is enabled, the TX/RX Controller returns the specific frame's 64-bit timestamp,
along with the transmit status word. The fields for the Transmit Descriptors are described in
“Enhanced and Alternate Descriptors” on page 1411.

20.3.3.2 Receive (RX) Control Path
TX/RX Controller receives frames from the MAC and pushes them into the RX FIFO. When the fill
level of the RX FIFO crosses the programmed RX Threshold, the DMA is notified.

Receive Operation

During a receive operation the TX/RX Controller is a slave to the MAC. The steps of the receive
operation are as follows:

1. The MAC receives a frame. This data, along with SOF, EOF and byte enable information is sent
to the TX/RX Controller. The TX/RX Controller accepts the data and pushes it into the RX FIFO.
After the EOF is transferred, the MAC drives the status word, which is also pushed in to the RX
FIFO.

2. When timestamp is enabled by setting the TSEN bit in the Ethernet MAC Timestamp Control
(EMACTIMSTCTRL) register, at offset 0x700, and the 64-bit timestamp is present with the
receive status, it is appended to the frame and received by the MAC and pushed into the TX
FIFO before the corresponding receive status word is written. Thus, two additional locations
per frame are taken for storing timestamp in the RX FIFO.

3. Data can be sent to the TX/RX Controller in cut-through mode or store-and-forward mode. When
the RTC bit field of the EMACDMAOPMODE register is set to 0x0 and cut-through mode is
enabled (RSF=0), the TX/RX Controller indicates availability to transfer to the DMA when 64
bytes are in the RX FIFO or a full packet of data has been received into the RX FIFO. When
the DMA initiates transfers to system memory, the TX/RX Controller continues to transfer data
from the RX FIFO until a complete packet has been transferred. When EOF has occurred, the
TX/RX Controller sends the status word to the DMA.

Note: The timestamp transfer takes two clock cycles and the lower 32-bits of the timestamp
are sent first when timestamping is enabled.

When the RSF bit is set in the EMACDMAOPMODE register, RX FIFO store-and-forward mode
is enabled and a frame is read by the DMA only after it is completely written into the RX FIFO.
In this mode, only valid frames are read and forwarded to the application. In cut-through mode,
some error frames are not dropped because the error status is received at the end of the frame
and by that time the start of that frame has already been read out of the RX FIFO.

The TX/RX Controller is capable of storing any number of frames in the RX FIFO as long as it is
not full.
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Error Handling

If the RX FIFO is full before it receives the EOF data from the MAC, an overflow is declared, the
entire frame (including the status word) is dropped and the Ethernet MAC Missed Frame and
Buffer Overflow Counter (EMACMFBOC) register is incremented. These error actions occur even
if the FEF bit is set in the EMACDMAPOPMODE register. If the start address of such a frame has
already been transferred to the TX/RX Controller, the rest of the frame is dropped and a dummy
EOF is written to the FIFO along with its status word. The descriptor status indicates a partial frame
because of overflow. In such frames, the Frame Length (FL) field in the receive descriptor is invalid.
If the RX FIFO is configured to operate in the store-and-forward mode and if the length of the received
frame is more than the FIFO size, overflow occurs and all such frames are dropped. During error
handling, the DMA flushes the error frame currently being read.

The Receive control logic can filter error and undersized frames if enabled through configuring the
FEF or FUF bit of the EMACDMAOPMODE register. Filtering must be set before the start address
of the frame has been transferred to the TX/RX controller for it to take effect.

Receive Word Status

At the end of an Ethernet frame transfer to the system memory, the TX/RX Controller sends a receive
status word, RDES0, to the application. Until the end of the frame transfer, the TX/RX Controller
stores the status and frame length in an asynchronous status FIFO whose depth is determined by
the size of the RX FIFO (2K) and the minimum size of the frame. If the frame size if 64, then the
asynchronous FIFO depth is 2048/64 = 32 bytes in length. Note that when the status of a partial
frame (because of overflow) is sent to the application, the Frame Length field of RDES0 is not valid
and is set to zero.

Note: When the timestamp feature is enabled, the receive status field is greater than 32-bits. An
extended status bit-field [63:32] provides information about the received Ethernet payload
when it is carrying PTP packets or TCP/UDP/ICMP over IP packets. Since the data bus is
32 bits, the status is transferred over two clock cycles.

20.3.3.3 MAC Flow Control
Flow control mechanisms can be enabled for both the TX and RX FIFO datapath, depending on the
configurations in the Ethernet MAC Flow Control (EMACFLOWCTL) register at offset 0x018 and
the DUPM bit configuration in the Ethernet MACConfiguration (EMACCFG) register at offset 0x000.

Table 20-16. TX MAC Flow Control

DescriptionDUPM bit in
EMACCFG

TFE bit in
EMACFLOWCTL

The MAC transmitter does not perform the flow control or backpressure
operation.

X0

The MAC transmitter performs backpressure when the FCBBPA bit in the
Ethernet MAC Flow Control (EMACFLOWCTL) register is set.

01

The MAC transmitter sends a pause frame when the FCBBPA bit in the Ethernet
MAC Flow Control (EMACFLOWCTL) register is set.

11

Table 20-17. RX MAC Flow Control

DescriptionDUPM bit in
EMACCFG

TFE bit in
EMACFLOWCTL

The MAC receiver does not detect the received Pause frames.X0

The MAC receiver does not detect the received Pause frames but recognizes
such frames as Control frames.

01
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Table 20-17. RX MAC Flow Control (continued)

DescriptionDUPM bit in
EMACCFG

TFE bit in
EMACFLOWCTL

The MAC receiver detects or processes the Pause frames and responds to
such frames by stopping the MAC transmitter.

11

20.3.4 MAC Operation
The MAC module enables the CPU to transmit and receive data over Ethernet in compliance with
the IEEE 802.3-2008 standard. The MAC supports the interface to the PHY and is comprised of a
receive and transmit module whose features are described in the following sections.

20.3.4.1 MAC Transmit Module
MAC transmission is initiated when the TX/RX Controller transmits data with the start of frame (SOF)
signal asserted. When the SOF signal is detected, the MAC accepts the data and begins transmitting
to the PHY. The time required to transmit the frame data after the application initiates transmission
varies, depending on delay factors like inter-frame gap (IFG) delay, time to transmit preamble or
start of frame data (SFD), and any back-off delays for half-duplex mode. Until then, the MAC does
not accept data received from the TX/RX Controller.

After the end-of-frame (EOF) is transferred to the MAC, the MAC completes the normal transmission
and gives the status of transmission to the TX/RX Controller. If a normal collision (in half-duplex
mode) occurs during transmission, the MAC conveys the transmit status to the TX/RX Controller.
It then accepts and drops all further data until the next SOF is received. The TX/RX Controller should
retransmit the same frame from SOF on observing a retry request (in the transmit status word) from
the MAC. The MAC issues an underflow status if the TX/RX Controller is not able to provide the
data continuously during the transmission. During the normal transfer of a frame from the TX/RX
Controller, if the MAC receives an SOF without getting an EOF for the previous frame, it ignores
the SOF and considers the new frame as a continuation of the previous frame.

If the number of bytes received from memory is less than 60 bytes, zeros are automatically appended
to the transmitting frame to make the data length exactly 46 bytes to meet the minimum data field
requirement of IEEE802.3.

The transmit engine controls the operation of Ethernet frame transmission. Some of the functions
of the transmit module include:

■ Output of (32-bit) Transmit Status (TDES0) to the application at the end of normal transmission
or collision

■ Generating preamble and Start of Frame Data (SFD)

■ Generating jam pattern in half-duplex mode

■ Supporting Jabber time-out

■ Supporting flow control

■ Generating timestamp information for transmission

■ Scheduling frame transmission to satisfy inter-frame gap (IFG) and back-off delays

■ Generating CRC and FCS field for Ethernet Frame

■ Generating pause frames as necessary in full duplex mode
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When a new frame transmission is requested, the MAC transmit module sends out a preamble and
SFD, followed by the data in the TX FIFO. The preamble is defined as 7 bytes of 0xAA and the SFD
is defined as 1 byte of 0xAB pattern.

The collision window is defined as 1 slot time (512-bit times). If a collision occurs any time from the
beginning of the frame to the end of the CRC field, the MAC transmit module sends a 32-bit jam
pattern of 0x5555.5555 to inform all other stations that a collision has occurred. If the collision is
seen during the preamble transmission phase, the MAC transmit module completes the transmission
of the preamble and SFD, and then sends the jam pattern. If the collision occurs after the collision
window and before the end of the FCS field, the MAC transmit module sends a 32-bit jam pattern
and sets the late collision bit in the transmit frame status. The jam pattern generation is applicable
only to half-duplex mode.

A jabber timer is enabled by default at reset in the MAC module. If the JD bit in the EMACCFG
register at offset 0x000 is clear and the MAC module has transferred more than 2K bytes, the jabber
timer causes the MAC module to stop transmission of Ethernet frames. The timeout is changed to
10 KB when the Jumbo Frame Enable (JFEN) bit is enabled in the EMACCFG register.

The MAC transmit module uses a deferral mechanism for flow control (back pressure) in half-duplex
mode. When the application requests to stop receiving frames, the transmit module sends a jam
pattern of 32 bytes whenever it senses the reception of a frame, provided the transmit flow control
is enabled. This results in a collision and the remote station backs off. If the application requests a
frame to be transmitted, the frame is scheduled and transmitted even when backpressure is activated.
If the backpressure is activated for a long time (more than 16 consecutive collision events occur)
then the remote stations abort their transmissions because of excessive collisions.

If IEEE 1588 timestamping is enabled for the transmit frame, the MAC transmit module takes a
snapshot of the system time when the start-of-frame data is output on the bus.

20.3.4.2 MAC Transmit Module CRC Generator
The Transmit CRC Generator is used to generate the 32-bit CRC for the FCS field of the Ethernet
frame. The encoding is defined by the following generating polynomial:

G(x) = x32 + x26 + x23 + x22 + x16 + x12 + x11 + x10 + x8 + x7 + x5 + x4 + x2 + x1.

The calculated CRC is valid on the next clock after the data is received.

20.3.4.3 MAC Receive Module
A receive operation is initiated when the MAC detects start-of-frame data (SFD). The MAC strips
the preamble and SFD before proceeding to process the frame. The header fields are checked for
the filtering and the FCS field is used to verify the CRC for the frame. The received frame is stored
in a buffer until the address filtering is performed. The frame is dropped in the MAC if it fails the
address filter.

Some of the functions of the MAC receive module are as follows:

■ Stripping the preamble, SFD and carrier extension of the Ethernet frame

■ Providing IEEE 1588 timestamping whenever an SFD is detected

■ Converting receive nibble data into bytes in MII mode

■ Decoding Length/Type field of the Ethernet frame

■ Auto-CRC/pad stripping if enabled in the EMACCFG register
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■ Frame data and status buffering for received frames

■ Data path conversion of 8-bit data to 32-bit data

■ Frame filtering

■ Attaching calculated IP checksum input to frame

■ Detecting receiving pause frames and pausing the frame transmission for the delay specified
withing the received pause frame

■ Receive IP Checksum Verification

■ Performing destination and source address checking functions on all received frames and
reporting the address filtering status to the receive frame controller module.

20.3.4.4 MAC Receive Module CRC Generator
The receive CRC Generator is used to generate the 32-bit CRC for the FCS field of the Ethernet
frame. The encoding is defined by the following generating polynomial:

G(x) = x32 + x26 + x23 + x22 + x16 + x12 + x11 + x10 + x8 + x7 + x5 + x4 + x2 + x + 1

The calculated CRC is valid on the next clock after the data is received.

20.3.4.5 MAC Receive Frame Controller
If the RA bit is set in the Ethernet MAC Frame Filter (EMACFRAMEFLTR) register, offset 0x004,
the MAC Receive Frame Controller initiates the data transfer to the RX FIFO as soon as four bytes
of Ethernet data are received. At the end of the data transfer, the received frame status that includes
the frame filter bits (SA or DA filter fail) and status are also sent. These bits indicate to the application
whether the received frame has passed the filter controls. This module does not drop any frame on
its own in this mode.

If the RA bit is clear, the MAC Receive Frame Controller performs frame filtering based on the
destination/source address (the application still needs to perform another level of filtering if it decides
not to receive any bad frames like runt, CRC error frames, etc.) After receiving the destination or
source address bytes, the MAC Receive Frame Controller checks the filter-fail sign for an address
match. On detecting a filter-fail, the frame is dropped and not transferred to the application.

Note: When the PMT module is configured for power-down mode, all received frames are dropped
and not forwarded to the application.

20.3.5 IEEE 1588 and Advanced Timestamp Function
The MAC module supports the IEEE 1588-2002 Timestamp Precision Time Protocol (PTP) and the
IEEE 1588-2008 Advanced Timestamp features. PTP enables precise synchronization of clocks in
measurement and control systems implemented with technologies such as network communication,
local computing, and distributed objects. The PTP applies to systems communicating by a local
area network supporting multicast messaging. This protocol enables heterogeneous systems that
include clocks of varying inherent precision, resolution, and stability to synchronize. The protocol
supports system-wide synchronization accuracy in the sub-microsecond range with minimal network
and local clock computing resources.

The PTP is transported over UDP/IP. The system or network is classified into master and slave
nodes for distributing the timing and clock information. Figure 20-8 on page 1439 shows the process
that PTP uses for synchronizing a slave node to a master node by exchanging PTP messages.
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Figure 20-8. Networked Time Synchronization
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As shown in Figure 20-8 on page 1439, the PTP uses the following process:

1. The master broadcasts the PTP Sync messages to all its nodes. The Sync message contains
the master's reference time information. The time at which this message leaves the master's
system is t1. This time is captured at the MII interface.

2. The slave receives the Sync message and also captures the exact time, t2, using its timing
reference.

3. The master sends a Follow_Up message to the slave, which contains t1 information for later
use.

4. The slave sends a Delay_Req message to the master, noting the exact time, t3, at which this
frame leaves the MAC.

5. The master receives the message, capturing the exact time, t4, at which it enters its system.

6. The master sends the t4 information to the slave in the Delay_Resp message.

7. The slave uses the four values of t1, t2, t3, and t4 to synchronize its local timing reference to
the master's timing reference.

Most of the PTP implementation is done in the software above the UDP layer. However, the hardware
support is required to capture the exact time when specific PTP packets enter or leave the Ethernet
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MAC. This timing information is captured and returned to the software for the proper implementation
of PTP with high accuracy.

20.3.5.1 System Time Module
The System Time module maintains a 64-bit time and is updated using the MOSC clock source as
the PTP clock reference. This time is the source for taking snapshots (timestamps) of the Ethernet
frames being transmitted or received. Two methods of updating the system time counter are
implemented. The counter can be initialized or corrected using the coarse correction method. In
this method, the initial value or the offset value is written to the MAC System Time - Seconds
Update (EMACTIMSECU) register along with the MAC System Time - Nanoseconds Update
(EMACTIMNANOU) register. For initialization the system time counter is written with the value in
these registers, while for system time correction, the offset value is added to or subtracted from the
system time.

In the fine correction method, the slave clock's frequency drift with respect to the master clock is
corrected over a period of time instead of in one clock, as in coarse correction. This helps maintain
linear time and does not introduce drastic changes (or a large jitter) in the reference time between
PTP Sync message intervals. In this method, an accumulator sums up the contents of the
EMACTIMADD register, as shown in Figure 20-9 on page 1441. The arithmetic carry that the
accumulator generates is used as a pulse to increment the system time counter. The accumulator
and the addend are 32-bit registers. Here, the accumulator acts as a high precision frequency
multiplier or divider.
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Figure 20-9. System Time Update Using Fine Correction Method
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Note: The MOSC clock that feeds the PTP reference clock to the System Time Module must be
25 MHz because it is also clocks the integrated PHY module.

Initially, the Ethernet's slave clock (from the MOSC) is adjusted with a compensation value (as
described in the previous paragraph) which is written to the Timestamp Addend Register (TSAR)
field in the EMACTIMADD register. This value is calculated as: FreqCompensationValue0= TSAR
= 232/ FreqDivisionRatio.

The System Time Module requires a 20-MHz PTP reference clock frequency to achieve 50-ns
accuracy in the fine correction method. An addend must be written to the Ethernet MAC Time
Stamp Addend (EMACTIMADD) register, offset 0x718 to achieve timing synchronization. If the
MOSC clock source is 25 MHz, the frequency division ratio (FreqDivisionRatio) of the two is calculated
as 25 MHz / 20 MHz = 1.25. Hence, the default addend value to be set in the register is 232 / 1.25
or 0xCCCC.CCD0. If the reference clock drifts lower, to 24 MHz for example, the ratio is 24 / 20, or
1.2 and the value to set in the addend register is 232 / 1.20, or 0xDFF1.65D2. The software must
calculate the drift in frequency based on the Sync messages and update the EMACTIMADD register,
at offset 0x718, accordingly.

If the master to slave delay is initially assumed to be the same for consecutive Sync messages,
then the following steps can be used to calculate a new TSAR value. The following algorithm
calculates the precise mater to slave delay value to allow for re-synchronization with the master
using the new value:
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1. At time MasterSyncTimen the master sends the slave clock a Sync message. The slave receives
this message when its local clock is SlaveClockTimen and computes MasterClockTimen as:

MasterClockTimen = MasterSyncTimen + MasterToSlaveDelayn

2. The master clock count, MasterClockCountn, for the current Sync cycle is given by:

MasterClockCountn = MasterClockTimen - MasterClockTimen-1

This assumes that the MasterToSlaveDelay is the same for Sync cycles n and n-1.

3. The slave clock count for current Sync cycle, SlaveClockCountn is given by:

SlaveClockCountn = SlaveClockTimen – SlaveClockTimen – 1

4. The difference between the master and slave clock counts for the current Sync cycle,
ClockDiffCountn, is given by:

ClockDiffCountn = MasterClockCountn – SlaveClockCountn

5. The frequency-scaling factor for the slave clock, FreqScaleFactorn is given by:

FreqScaleFactorn = (MasterClockCountn + ClockDiffCountn) / SlaveClockCountn

6. The frequency compensation value, FreqCompensationValue, to be written in the TSAR field
of the EMACTIMADD register is:

FreqCompensationValuen = FreqScaleFactorn * FreqCompensationValuen – 1

In theory, this algorithm achieves lock in one Sync cycle; however, it may take several cycles,
because of changing network propagation delays and operating conditions. This algorithm is
self-correcting: if for any reason the slave clock is initially set to a value from the master that is
incorrect, the algorithm corrects it at the cost of more Sync cycles.

20.3.5.2 Transmit Timestamping
The MAC captures a timestamp when the Start Frame Delimiter (SFD) of a frame is sent. The
transmit frames are marked to indicate whether a timestamp should be captured for that frame and
written to the extended transmit descriptors that support timestamping. The MAC returns the
timestamp automatically to the corresponding transmit descriptor, thus connecting the timestamp
with the specific PTP frame. The 64-bit timestamp information is written to the TDES6 and TDES7
fields.

20.3.5.3 Receive Timestamping
The MAC captures the timestamp of all received frames. The MAC does not process the received
frames to identify the PTP frames in default timestamping mode (when Advanced Timestamp is
disabled). The MAC gives the timestamp and the corresponding status to the TX/RX Controller
along with the EOF data. The TX/RX Controller validates and indicates the availability of the
timestamp so that the DMA can return the timestamp to the corresponding receive descriptor. The
64-bit timestamp information is written to the RDES6 and RDES7 fields. The timestamp is written
only to the receive descriptor for which the Last Descriptor status field has been set to 1 (the EOF
marker). When the timestamp is not available (for example, because of an RX FIFO overflow), an
all '1s' pattern is written to the descriptors (RDES6 and RDES7), indicating that the timestamp is
not correct. If timestamping is disabled, the DMA does not alter RDES6 or RDES7. RDES0[7]
indicates whether the timestamp is updated in RDES6 and RDES7.
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20.3.5.4 Timestamp Error Margin
According to the IEEE 1588 specifications, a timestamp must be captured at the SFD of the
transmitted and received frames at the MAC interface. Because the reference timing source, MOSC,
is taken as different from MAC reference clocks, a small error margin is introduced, because of the
transfer of information across asynchronous clock domains. In the transmit path, the captured and
reported timestamp has a maximum error margin of 2 PTP (MOSC) clocks. It means that the captured
timestamp has the reference timing source (MOSC) value that is given within 2 clocks after the SFD
has been transmitted to the PHY. Similarly, in the receive path, the error margin is 3 MAC reference
clocks, plus up to 2 PTP clocks. The error margin of the three MAC reference clocks can be ignored
by assuming that this constant delay is present in the system (or link) before the SFD data reaches
the interface of MAC.

Note: The reference clock to the integrated PHY must be 25 MHz.

Note: When IEEE 1588 timestamping is enabled with internal timestamp, use a PTP clock
frequency that is greater than 5 MHz. This is because the SSINC field in the
EMACSUBSECINC register limits the PTP frequency that can be used to ~4 MHz.

20.3.5.5 IEEE 1588-2008 Advanced Timestamps
In addition to the basic timestamp features mentioned in IEEE 1588-2002 Timestamps, the Ethernet
Controller supports the following advanced timestamp features defined in the IEEE 1588-2008
standard:

■ Supports the IEEE 1588-2008 (version 2) timestamp format.

■ Provides an option to take snapshot of all frames or only PTP type frames.

■ Provides an option to take snapshot of only event messages.

■ Provides an option to take the snapshot based on the clock type: ordinary, boundary, end-to-end,
and peer-to-peer.

■ Provides an option to select the node to be a master or slave clock.

■ Identifies the PTP message type, version, and PTP payload in frames sent directly over Ethernet
and sends the status.

■ Provides an option to measure sub-second time in digital or binary format.

Peer-to-Peer Transparent Clock Message Support

The IEEE 1588-2008 version supports Peer-to-Peer PTP (Pdelay) message in addition to SYNC,
Delay Request, Follow-up, and Delay Response messages. Figure 20-10 on page 1444 shows the
method to calculate the propagation delay in clocks supporting peer-to-peer path correction.
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Figure 20-10. PropagationDelayCalculation in Clocks SupportingPeer-to-Peer PathCorrection
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As shown in Figure 20-10 on page 1444, the propagation delay is calculated in the following way:

1. Port-1 issues a Pdelay_Req message and generates a timestamp, t1, for the Pdelay_Req
message.

2. Port-2 receives the Pdelay_Req message and generates a timestamp, t2, for this message.

3. Port-2 returns a Pdelay_Resp message and generates a timestamp, t3, for this message.

To minimize errors because of any frequency offset between the two ports, Port-2 returns the
Pdelay_Resp message as quickly as possible after the receipt of the Pdelay_Req message.
The Port-2 returns any one of the following:

■ The difference between the timestamps t2 and t3 in the Pdelay_Resp message.

■ The difference between the timestamps t2 and t3 in the Pdelay_Resp_Follow_Up message.

■ The timestamps t2 and t3 in the Pdelay_Resp and Pdelay_Resp_Follow_Up messages
respectively.

4. Port-1 generates a timestamp, t4, on receiving the Pdelay_Resp message.

5. Port-1 uses all four timestamps to compute the mean link delay.

Advanced Timestamp Supported Clock Types

The Advance Timestamp Module supports an ordinary clock as defined by the IEEE 1588-2008
standard. The characteristics of this clock is as follows:
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■ Sending and receiving of PTP messages. The timestamp snapshot can be controlled through
the Ethernet MAC Timestamp Control (EMACTIMSTCTRL) register, offset 0x700. Timestamp
snapshots can be for Sync messages.

■ Maintaining the data sets such as timestamp values.

For an ordinary clock, snapshots can be taken of either version 1 or version 2 PTP types but not
both. Selecting between the two is controlled by the PTPVER2 bit of the EMACTIMSTCTRL
register.

PTP Processing and Control

There are fields in an Ethernet Payload that the Ethernet Controller can use to detect the PTP packet
type and control the snapshot to be taken. These fields are different depending on whether the PTP
frames are:

■ PTP frames over IPv4

■ PTP frames over IPv6

■ PTP frames over Ethernet

The PTPIPV4, PTPIPV6 or PTPETH bits can be set depending on which PTP processing is required.

Reference Timing Source

The MAC supports the following reference timing source features defined in the IEEE 1588-2008
standard:

■ 80-bit timestamp

■ Fixed Pulse-Per-Second PPS0 Output

■ Flexible Pulse-Per-Second PPS0 Output

80-Bit Timestamp

The MAC supports an 80-bit timestamp with a lengthened seconds integer portion which is 48-bits
wide. The Ethernet MAC System Time - Seconds (EMACTIMSEC) register at offset 0x708 and
the Ethernet MAC System Time-Higher Word Seconds (EMACHWORDSEC) register at offset
0x724 comprise the seconds count. The 32-bit Ethernet MAC System Time - Nanoseconds
(EMACTIMNANO) register contains the fractional portion of the timestamp units of nanoseconds.
The nanoseconds register supports the following two modes:

■ Digital rollover mode: In digital rollover mode, the maximum value in the nanoseconds field is
0x3B9A_C9FF, that is, (10e9-1) nanoseconds.

■ Binary rollover mode: In binary rollover mode, the nanoseconds field rolls over and increments
the seconds field after value 0x7FFF_FFFF. Accuracy is ~0.466 ns per bit.

Digital or binary rollover mode can be selected by programming the DGTLBIN bit of the
EMACTIMSTCTRL register. Note that the timestamp maintained in the MAC is still 64-bits wide,
but that the overflow to the upper 16-bits seconds register happens once in 130 years.
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Fixed Pulse-Per-Second Output

The Ethernet MAC module supports a pulse-per-second output feature such that the signal, EN0PPS,
can indicate one second intervals. The frequency of the EN0PPS output can be changed by setting
the PPSCTRL bit field of the Ethernet MAC PPS Control (EMACPPSCTRL) register, offset 0x72C.

Flexible Pulse-Per-Second Output

The Ethernet MAC also provides the ability to control the following features of the EN0PPS output:

■ Start or stop time

■ The start point of a single pulse and the start and stop points of the pulse train in terms of a 64-bit
system time. The EMACTIMESEC and EMACTIMNANO registers are used to program the start
and stop time.

■ The stop time can be programmed in advance of starting.

■ The signal width. The rising edge and the corresponding falling edge of the EN0PPS output can
be programmed in terms of number of units of sub-second increment value programmed in the
Ethernet MAC Sub-Second Increment (EMACSUBSECINC) register, offset 0x704.

■ The signal interval. The time between the rising edges of EN0PPS signal, in terms of number of
units of sub-second increment value can be programmed in the Ethernet MAC PPS0 Interval
(EMACPPS0INTVL) register, offset 0x760 . You can program the interval between pulses from
1 to 232-1 units of sub-second increment value.

■ Cancellation of the programmed EN0PPS start or stop request.

■ Error indication if the start or stop time being programmed has already passed.

The start time can be programmed in the EMACTARGSEC and EMACTARGNANO registers. The
TRGTBUSY bit in the EMACTARGNANO register indicates when the value is synchronized to the
PTP clock domain. When this bit is clear, a new start time can be programmed, even before the
earlier start time has elapsed. The start or stop time should be programmed with advanced system
time to ensure proper EN0PPS signal output. If the application programs a start or stop time that
has already elapsed, then the MAC sets an error status bit indicating the programming error. If
enabled, the MAC also sets the Target Time Reached interrupt event. The application can cancel
the start or stop request only if the corresponding start or stop time has not elapsed. If the time has
elapsed, the cancel command has no effect.

For a flexible EN0PPS output, the EMACPPS0INTVL and EMACPPS0WIDTH registers can be
configured. The PPS0WIDTH and PPS0INT fields are programmed in terms of granularity of system
time, that is, number of the units of sub-second increment value. For example, to have a EN0PPS
pulse width of 80 ns and interval of 120ns, with the PTP reference clock of 25MHz, you should
program the width and interval to values 1 and 2, respectively. Note that the PPS0WIDTH and
PPS0INT value must be programmed as one less than the required interval. Before giving the
command to trigger a pulse or pulse train on the EN0PPS output, the interval and width of the PPS
signal output should be programmed or updated.

Advanced Timestamp Transmit Path Functions

The only aspect of the transmit path that changes with advanced timestamp is the descriptor, which
extends to 32-bytes long.
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When you enable the advanced timestamp feature, the structure of the descriptor changes. The
advanced timestamp feature is supported only through the enhanced descriptors format. The
descriptor is 32-bytes long (eight words) and the snapshot of the timestamp is written in descriptor
TDES6 and TDES7.

Advanced Timestamp Receive Path Functions

When the advanced timestamp feature is enabled, the MAC processes the received frames to
identify valid PTP frames. The snapshot of the time sent to the application can be configured to:

■ Enable snapshot for all frames

■ Enable snapshot for IEEE 1588 version 2 or version 1 timestamp

■ Enable snapshot for PTP frames transmitted directly over Ethernet or UDP-IP-Ethernet

■ Enable timestamp snapshot for the received frame for IPv4 or IPv6

■ Enable timestamp snapshot only for EVENT messages (SYNC, DELAY_REQ, PDELAY_REQ,
or PDELAY_RESP)

■ Enable the node to be a master or slave and select the snapshot type. This controls the type of
messages for which snapshots are taken

The MAC provides the timestamp, along with EOF to the TX/RX Controller. The DMA returns the
timestamp inside the corresponding receive descriptor.

20.3.6 Frame Filtering
The following types of filtering are available for receive frames:

■ Source Address (SA) or Destination Address (DA) filtering

■ VLAN Filtering

The frame filtering supports a sequence where the packet is not forwarded to VLAN filtering if it
does not pass the SA or DA filtering first.

20.3.6.1 VLAN Filtering
The Ethernet MAC provides VLAN Tag Perfect Filtering and VLAN Tag Hash Filtering. In VLAN tag
perfect filtering, the MAC compares the VLAN tag of the received frame and provides the VLAN
frame status to the application. Based on the programmed mode of the ETV bit in the EMACVLANTG
register, the MAC compares the lower 12 bits or all 16 bits of the received VLAN tag to determine
the perfect match. If VLAN tag perfect filtering is enabled, the MAC forwards the VLAN-tagged
frames along with VLAN tag match status and drops the VLAN frames that do not match. Inverse
matching for VLAN frames can also be enabled by setting the VTIM bit of the Ethernet MAC VLAN
Tag (EMACVLANTG) register, offset 0x01C. In addition, matching of S-VLAN tagged frames along
with the default C-VLAN tagged frames can be enabled by setting the ESVL bit of the EMACVLANTG
register. The VLAN frame status bit (Bit 10 of RDES0) indicates the VLAN tag match status for the
matched frames.

Note: The Source or Destination Address filter has precedence over the VLAN tag filters. A frame
which fails the Source or Destination Address filter is dropped irrespective of the VLAN tag
filter results.
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The MAC provides VLAN tag hash filtering with a 16-bit Hash table. The MAC performs the VLAN
hash matching based on the VTHM bit of the EMACVLANTG register. If the VTHM bit is set, the most
significant four bits of VLAN tag's CRC-32 are used to index the content of the Ethernet MAC VLAN
Hash Table (EMACVLANHASH) register, offset 0x588. A value of 1 in the EMACVLANHASH
register, corresponding to the index, indicates that the VLAN tag of the frame matched and the
packet should be forwarded. A value of 0 indicates that VLAN-tagged frame should be dropped.
The MAC also supports the inverse matching of the VLAN frames. In the inverse matching mode,
when the VLAN tag of a frame matches the perfect or hash filter, the packet should be dropped. If
the VLAN perfect and VLAN hash match are enabled, a frame is considered as matched if either
the VLAN hash or the VLAN perfect filter matches. When inverse match is set, a packet is forwarded
only when both perfect and hash filters indicate mismatch. Table 20-18 on page 1448 shows the
different possibilities for VLAN matching and the final VLAN match status. When the RA bit of the
EMACFRAMEFLTR register is set, all frames are received and the VLAN match status is indicated
in Bit 10 of Receive Descriptor word 0 (RDES0). When the RA bit is not set and the VTFE bit in the
EMACFRAMEFLTR register is set, the frame is dropped if the final VLAN match status is fail. In
Table 20-18 on page 1448, value X means that this column can have any value. When the VL field is
programmed to 0x0 in EMACVLANTG register, all VLAN-tagged frames are considered as perfect
matched but the status of the VLAN hash match depends on the VLAN hash enable (VTHM) bit and
VLAN inverse filter (VTIM) bit.

Table 20-18. VLAN Match Status

Final VLAN Match
Status

VLAN Inverse
Filter Bit (VTIM)

VLAN Hash Filter
Match Status (VTHM)

VLAN HASH Enable
bit (HPF bit in

EMACFRAMEFLTR)

VLAN Perfect Filter
Match Status (VPF)

VLAN ID
(VL field)

PassXX0Pass

VL = 0
Pass0X1Pass

Pass1Fail1Pass

Fail1Pass1Pass

Pass0XXPass

VL !=0

Fail0X0Fail

Fail0Fail1Fail

Pass0Pass1Fail

Pass1X0Fail

Fail1XXPass

Fail1Pass1Fail

Pass1Fail1Fail

20.3.7 Source Address, VLAN, and CRC Insertion, Replacement or Deletion
The MAC supports the following functions for transmit frames:

■ Source Address Insertion or replacement

■ VLAN Insertion, Replacement or Deletion

■ CRC Replacement

20.3.7.1 Source Address Insertion or Replacement
Software can use the SA insertion or replacement feature to instruct the MAC to do the following
for transmit frames:
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■ Insert the content of the MAC Address Registers in the SA field.

■ Replace the content of the SA field with the content of the MAC Address Registers.

The software can enable the SA insertion or replacement for all transmitted frames or selective
frames:

■ To enable SA insertion or replacement feature for all frames, program the SADDR field of the
Ethernet MAC Configuration (EMACCFG) register.

■ To enable SA insertion or replacement for selective frames, program the SA Insertion Control
field (TDES1 Bits [31:29]) in the first transmit descriptor of the frame. When Bit 31 of TDES1 is
set, the SA Insertion Control field indicates insertion or replacement by MAC Address1 registers.
When Bit 31 of TDES1 is reset, it indicates insertion or replacement by MAC Address 0 registers.

When SA insertion is enabled, the application should ensure that the frames that are sent to the
MAC do not have the SA field. The MAC does not check the presence of SA field in the transmit
frame and just inserts the content of MAC Address Registers in the SA field. Similarly, when SA
replacement is enabled, the application should ensure that the frames that are sent to the MAC
have the SA field. The MAC just replaces the six bytes, following the Destination Address field in
the transmit frame, with the content of the MAC Address Registers.

20.3.7.2 VLAN Insertion, Replacement or Deletion
The software can use the VLAN insertion, replacement, or deletion feature to instruct the MAC to
do the following for transmit frames:

■ Insert or replace the VLAN Type field (C-VLAN or S-VLAN indicated by the CSVL bit of the
Ethernet MACVLAN Tag Inclusion or Replacement (EMACVLNINCREP), MAC offset 0x584)
and the VLAN Tag field in the transmit frame with the VLT field of the EMACVLNINCREP register.

■ Delete the VLAN Type and VLAN Tag fields in the transmit frame.

The software can enable the VLAN insertion, replacement, or deletion feature for all transmitted
frames or selective frames. To enable this function for all transmit frames, configure the VLT field
in the EMACVLNINCREP register.

When VLAN replacement or deletion is enabled, the MAC checks the presence of the VLAN Type
field (0x8100 or 0x88a8), after the Destination address (DA) and SA fields, in the transmit frame.
The replace or delete operation does not occur if the VLAN Type field is not detected in the two
bytes following the DA and SA fields. However, when VLAN insertion is enabled, the MAC does not
check the presence of VLAN Type field in the transmit frame and just inserts the VLAN Type and
VLAN Tag fields.

20.3.7.3 CRC Replacement
The software can use the CRC replacement feature to instruct the MAC to replace the FCS field in
the transmit frame with the CRC computed by the MAC. This feature works on a per-frame basis.
The CRC replacement control field in the Transmit Descriptor Word 0 (TDES0) can be programmed
to enable this for a frame. This feature is valid only when the Disable CRC control (Bit 27 of TDES0)
is enabled. If SA or VLAN insertion control is enabled, the MAC appends or replaces the FCS field
with the computed CRC when Disable CRC Control is enabled or disabled, respectively.
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Table 20-19. CRC Replacement Based on Bit 27 and Bit 24 of TDES0

DescriptionBit 24 (CRCR)Bit 27 (DC)

Append CRC
When DC= 0, the MAC appends the computed CRC irrespective of the
CRCR setting.

X0

Replace CRC11

No operation (user has appended CRC)01

20.3.8 Checksum Offload Engine
Communication protocols such as TCP and UDP implement checksum fields, which help determine
the integrity of data transmitted over a network. Because the most widespread use of Ethernet is
to encapsulate TCP and UDP over IP datagrams, the MAC Checksum Offload Engine (COE) supports
checksum calculation and insertion in the transmit path, and error detection in the receive path.

20.3.8.1 Transmit Checksum Offload Engine
The checksum for TCP, UDP, or ICMP is calculated over a complete frame, and then inserted into
its corresponding header field. Because of this requirement this function is enabled only when the
TX FIFO is configured for the store-and-forward mode (the TSF bit is set in the EMACDMAOPMODE
register).

Note: The TX FIFO must be deep enough to store a complete frame before the frame is transferred
to the MAC when the checksum offload is being used. If space is not available to accept
the programmed burst length of data, the TX/RX Controller starts reading to avoid deadlock.
When reading starts, the checksum offload fails and the consequently all succeeding frames
may be corrupted because of improper recovery. Therefore, checksum insertion must only
be enabled in frames that are less than [2048-((PBL+3)*4)] bytes in size, where PBL is the
Programmable Burst Length field in the EMACDMABUSMOD register.

20.3.8.2 IP Header Checksum Engine
In IPv4 datagrams, the integrity of the header fields is indicated by the 16-bit Header Checksum
field (the eleventh and twelfth bytes of the IPv4 datagram). The checksum offload engine detects
an IPv4 datagram when the Ethernet frame's Type field has the value 0x0800 and the IP datagram's
Version field has the value 0x4. The input frame's checksum field is ignored during calculation and
replaced with the calculated value. IPv6 headers do not have a checksum field. Therefore, the
checksum offload does not modify the IPv6 header fields.

The result of this IP header checksum calculation is indicated by the IP Header Error status bit in
the Transmit status (Bit 16 in TDES0). This status bit is set whenever the values of the Ethernet
Type field and the IP header's Version field are not consistent, or when the Ethernet frame does
not have enough data, as indicated by the IP header Length field. In other words, this bit is set when
an IP header error is asserted under the following circumstances:

■ For IPv4 datagrams:

– The received Ethernet type is 0x0800, but the IP header's Version field is not equal to 0x4.

– The IPv4 Header Length field indicates a value less than 0x5 (20 bytes).

– The total frame length is less than the value given in the IPv4 Header Length field.

■ For IPv6 datagrams:
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– The Ethernet type is 0x86dd but the IP header Version field is not equal to 0x6.

– The frame ends before the IPv6 header (40 bytes) or extension header (as given in the
corresponding Header Length field in an extension header) is completely received.

If the checksum offload engine detects an IP header error, it still inserts an IPv4 header checksum
if the Ethernet Type field indicates an IPv4 payload.

20.3.8.3 Receive Checksum Offload Engine
Both IPv4 and IPv6 frames in the received Ethernet frames are detected and processed for data
integrity. The receive checksum feature can be enabled by setting the IPC bit of the Ethernet MAC
Configuration (EMACCFG) register. The EMAC receiver identifies IPv4 or IPv6 frames by checking
for value 0x0800 or 0x86DD, respectively, in the received Ethernet frames' Type field. This
identification also applies to single VLAN-tagged frames. The offline receive checksum engine
calculates IPv4 header checksums and checks that they match the received IPv4 header checksums.
The IP Header Error bit is set for any mismatch between the indicated payload type (Ethernet Type
field) and the IP header version, or when the received frame does not have enough bytes, as
indicated by the Length field of the IPv4 header or when fewer than 20 bytes are available in an
IPv4 or IPv6 header. This engine also identifies a TCP, UDP, or ICMP payload in the received IP
datagrams (IPv4 or IPv6) and calculates the checksum of such payloads properly, as defined in the
TCP, UDP, or ICMP specifications. This engine includes the TCP, UDP, or ICMPv6 pseudo-header
bytes for checksum calculation and checks whether the received checksum field matches the
calculated value. The result of this operation is given as a Payload Checksum Error bit in the receive
status word. This status bit is also set if the length of the TCP, UDP, or ICMP payload does not
match the expected payload length given in the IP header.

20.3.9 MAC Management Counters
The MAC Management Counters (MMC) module maintains a set of registers for gathering statistics
on the received and transmitted frames. The register set includes a control register for controlling
the behavior of the registers, two 32-bit registers containing interrupts generated (one for receive
and one for transmit), and two 32-bit registers containing masks for the Interrupt register (one for
receive and one for transmit).The MMC counters are free running and start counting when a
corresponding frame is received or transmitted. The MMC counter registers provided are as follows:

■ Ethernet MAC Transmit Frame Count for Good and Bad Frames (EMACTXCNTGB)

■ Ethernet MAC Transmit Frame Count for Frames Transmitted after Single Collision
(EMACTXCNTSCOL)

■ Ethernet MAC Transmit Frame Count for Frames Transmitted after Multiple Collisions
(EMACTXCNTMCOL)

■ Ethernet MAC Transmit Octet Count Good (EMACTXOCTCNTG)

■ Ethernet MAC Receive Frame Count for Good and Bad Frames (EMACRXCNTGB)

■ Ethernet MAC Receive Frame Count for CRC Error Frames (EMACRXCNTCRCERR)

■ Ethernet MACReceive FrameCount for Alignment Error Frames (EMACRXCNTALGNERR)

■ Ethernet MAC Receive Frame Count for Good Unicast Frames (EMACRXCNTGUNI)
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20.3.10 Power Management Module
The power management (PMT) module supports the reception of network remote wake-up frames
and AMD Magic Packet™ frames. The PMT module does not perform the clock gate function, but
generates interrupts for remote wake-up frames and magic packets that the MAC receives.

When the application enables the power-down mode in the PMT module by setting the PWRDWN bit
in the Ethernet MAC PMT Control and Status Register (EMACPMTCTLSTAT) register, MAC
offset 0x02C, the MAC drops all received frames and does not forward any frame to the TX/RX
Controller RxFIFO or the application. The MAC comes out of the power-down mode only when a
magic packet or a remote wake-up frame is received and the corresponding detection is enabled.

20.3.10.1 Remote Wake-Up
The Remote Wake-Up register bank is made up of eight 32-bit registers. It is loaded by writing the
Ethernet MACRemoteWake-Up Frame Filter (EMACRWUFF) register eight times. To load values
in the EMACRWUFF register, the entire register must be written. The first write is assigned to register
0 of the bank, then register 1 and so on. The Ethernet MAC Remote Wake-Up Frame Filter
(EMACRWUFF) register is read the same way. The current pointer value of the bank is updated in
the Remote Wake-Up FIFO Pointer (RWKPTR) field of the Ethernet MAC PMT Control and Status
(EMACPMTCTLSTAT) register.

Figure 20-11. Wake-Up Frame Filter Register Bank
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Filter n Byte Mask

The Filter n Byte Mask registers of the Remote Wake-Up register define the bytes of the frame that
are examined by filter n (0, 1, 2, and 3) in order to determine whether or not a frame is a remote
wake-up frame. The most significant bit (bit 31) of each mask must be zero. Bits [30:0] are the Byte
Mask. If bit, j, of the Byte Mask is set, then the CRC block processes the Filter n Offset + j of the
incoming frame; otherwise Filter n Offset + j is ignored.

Filter n Command

The 4-bit Filter n Command field controls the Filter n operation in the following way:
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■ Filter n Command Bit 3 specifies the address type of the pattern. When the bit is set, the pattern
applies to only multicast frames; when the bit is reset, the pattern applies only to unicast frame.

■ Filter n Command Bit 2 and Bit 1 are reserved.

■ Filter n Command Bit 0 is the enable for Filter n. If bit 0 is not set, filter n is disabled.

Filter n Offset

The Filter n Offset register defines the offset (within the frame) from which the filter n examines the
frames. This 8-bit pattern offset is the offset for the filter n first byte to be examined. The minimum
allowed offset is 12, which refers to the 13th byte of the frame. The offset value 0 refers to the first
byte of the frame.

Filter n CRC-16

The Filter n CRC-16 register contains the CRC_16 value calculated from the pattern and the byte
mask programmed to the wake-up filter register block.

20.3.10.2 Remote Wake-Up Frame Detection
When the MAC is in sleep mode and the remote wake-up frame enable bit, WUPFREN, is set in the
Ethernet MAC PMT Control and Status (EMACPMTCTLSTAT) register, the normal operation is
resumed after a remote wake-up frame is received. The application writes all eight wake-up filter
registers, by performing eight sequential writes to the Ethernet MAC Remote Wake-Up Frame
Filter (EMACRWUFF) register. The Power Management (PMT) block supports four programmable
filters that allow support of different receive frame patterns. If the incoming frame passes the address
filtering of Filter Command, and if Filter CRC-16 matches the CRC of the incoming pattern, then the
MAC identifies the frame as wake-up frame. The Filter Offset determines the offset from which the
frame is to be examined. The Filter Byte Mask determines which bytes of the frame must be
examined. The 31st bit of Byte Mask must be set to zero. The remote wake-up CRC block determines
the CRC value that is compared with Filter CRC-16. The remote wake-up frame is checked only for
length error, FCS error, dribble bit error, MII error, and collision. In addition, the remote wake-up
frame is checked to ensure that it is not a runt frame. Even if the remote wakeup frame is more than
512 bytes long, if the frame has a valid CRC value, it is considered valid. The remote wake-up frame
detection is updated in theEthernet MACPMTControl and Status (EMACPMTCTLSTAT) register
for every remote wake-up frame received. If the PMT interrupt is enabled in the Ethernet MAC
Interrupt Mask (EMACIM) register, a PMT interrupt is asserted and theEMACPMTCTLSTAT register
can be read to determine reception of a remote wake-up frame.

20.3.10.3 Magic Packet Detection
The magic packet frame is based on a method that uses Advanced Micro Device's magic packet
technology to power up the sleeping device on the network. The MAC receives a specific packet of
information, called a magic packet, addressed to the node on the network. The MAC checks only
those magic packets that are addressed to the MAC or a broadcast address to determine whether
these packets meet the wake-up requirements. The magic packets that pass the address filtering
(unicast or broadcast) are checked to determine whether they meet the remote wake-up frame data
format of 6 bytes of all ones followed by a MAC Address appearing 16 times. The application enables
the magic packet wake-up by setting the magic packet enable bit, MGKPKTEN, of the Ethernet MAC
PMTControl and Status (EMACPMTCTLSTAT) register. The power management block constantly
monitors each frame addressed to the node for a specific magic packet pattern. Each frame received
is checked for a 0xFFFF.FFFF.FFFF pattern following the destination and source address field. The
power management block then checks the frame for 16 repetitions of the MAC address without any
breaks or interruptions. In case of a break in the 16 repetitions of the address, the PMT block again
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scans the 0xFFFF.FFFF.FFFF pattern in the incoming frame. The 16 repetitions can be anywhere
in the frame, but must be preceded by the synchronization stream (0xFFFF.FFFF.FFFF). The device
can also accept a multicast frame, as long as the 16 duplications of the MAC address are detected.
If the MAC address of a node is 0x0011.2233.4455, then the MAC scans for the following data
sequence:

Destination Address Source Address ……………….. FF FF FF FF FF FF

00 11 22 33 44 55 00 11 22 33 44 55 00 11 22 33 44 55 00 11 22 33 44 55

00 11 22 33 44 55 00 11 22 33 44 55 00 11 22 33 44 55 00 11 22 33 44 55

00 11 22 33 44 55 00 11 22 33 44 55 00 11 22 33 44 55 00 11 22 33 44 55

00 11 22 33 44 55 00 11 22 33 44 55 00 11 22 33 44 55 00 11 22 33 44 55 …CRC

The magic packet detection is updated in the EMACPMTCTLSTAT register for the received magic
packet. If the PMT interrupt is enabled in the Ethernet MAC Interrupt Mask (EMACIM) register, a
PMT interrupt is asserted and the EMACPMTCTLSTAT register can be read to determine whether
a magic packet frame has been received.

20.3.10.4 Power Management Interrupts
The PMT interrupt signal can be asserted when a valid remote wake-up frame or magic packet is
received. The PMT interrupt signal restores the application clock and TX clock to the MAC. When
the Ethernet MAC PMT Control and Status (EMACPMTCTLSTAT) register is read, the PMT
interrupt is cleared in the EMACRIS register at least after four clock cycles of RX clock. When
software resets the PWRDWN bit in the Ethernet MAC PMT Control and Status
(EMACPMTCTLSTAT) register, the MAC comes out of the power-down mode, but this event does
not generate at PMT interrupt.

20.3.10.5 Power-Down/Wake-Up Sequence
The recommended power-down and wake-up sequence is as follows:

1. Disable the Transmit DMA (if applicable) and wait for any previous frame transmissions to
complete. These transmissions can be detected when TI is set in the Ethernet MAC DMA
Interrupt Status (EMACDMARIS) register.

2. Disable the MAC transmit and receive state machine by clearing the TE and RE bits in the
Ethernet MAC Configuration (EMACCFG) register.

3. Wait until the RX DMA empties all the frames from the Rx FIFO to system memory by polling
the RXF field of the Ethernet MAC Status (EMACSTATUS) register.

4. Enable a power management mode by setting the magic packet, global unicast or remote
wake-up enable bit in the EMACPMTCTLSTAT register.

5. Enable the MAC receive state machine in the EMACCFG register and enter the Power-Down
mode by setting the PWRDWN bit in the EMACPMTCTLSTAT register.

6. On receiving a valid remote wake-up frame, the PMT interrupt is set in the EMACRIS register
and the Ethernet MAC exits the Power-Down mode.

7. Read the EMACPMTCTLSTAT register to clear the PMT interrupt, then enable the other modules
in the system and resume normal operation.
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20.3.11 Serial Management Interface
The Ethernet MAC has the ability to program the integrated PHY through internal serial MDIO and
MDC signals. The MDC signal is a 2.5 MHz clock that is sourced from system clock and then divided
down to the required frequency by programming the CR field in the Ethernet MAC MII Address
(EMACMIIADDR) register. To access the integrated PHY, the PLA field in the EMACMIIADDR
register must be 0x0.

20.3.12 Interrupt Configuration
Interrupts can be generated from the MAC as a result of various events in the MAC and sub-modules.
MAC interrupts are enabled or disabled in the Ethernet MAC Interrupt Mask (EMACIM) register,
MAC offset 0x03C. Each interrupt event can be masked by setting the corresponding mask bit in
the EMACIM register.

The interrupt register bits in the Ethernet MAC Raw Interrupt Status (EMACRIS) register only
indicate the sub-module from which the event is reported. The application must read the
corresponding status registers to clear the interrupt.

20.4 Ethernet PHY
The integrated PHY supports 10Base-T and 100Base-TX signaling. It integrates all the physical-layer
functions needed to transmit and receive data on standard twisted-pair cables. The PHY directly
interfaces to the integrated Media Access Controller (MAC).

The Ethernet PHY uses mixed-signal processing to perform equalization, data recovery, and error
correction to achieve robust operation over CAT5 twisted-pair wiring. It not only meets the
requirements of IEEE 802.3, but maintains high margins in terms of alien cross-talk. The following
highlights the features of the PHY module:

■ Cable Diagnostics

■ Programmable Fast Link Down Modes

■ Auto-MDIX for 10/100Mbs

■ Energy Detection Mode

■ Serial Management Interface

■ IEEE 802.3u Auto-Negotiation and Parallel Detection

■ IEEE 802.3u ENDEC, 10Base-T Transceivers and Filters

■ IEEE 802.3u PCS, 100Base-TX Transceivers

■ Integrated ANSI X3.263 Compliant TP-PMD Physical Sublayer with Adaptive Equalization and
Baseline Wander Compensation

■ Three programmable LEDs that support detection of Link OK, 10/100Mbs activity, TX/RX transfers,
collisions and full duplex mode

20.4.1 Integrated PHY Block Diagram
The following figure shows the internal PHY integration. Note that the reference clock input comes
from an external 25 MHz ± 50 ppm crystal or oscillator connected to the MOSC signals.
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Figure 20-12. Integrated PHY Diagram
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20.4.2 Functional Description
The following sections describe the functional characteristics of the integrated PHY.

20.4.2.1 Auto-Negotiation
The Ethernet PHY can auto-negotiate to operate in 10Base-T or 100Base-TX. When the Ethernet
PHY is enabled or on the deassertion of software reset, theEthernet MACPeripheral Configuration
Register (EMACPC) register, offset 0xFC4, is configured such that auto-negotiation is enabled and
the auto negotiation mode (ANMODE) bit field is programmed to 10Base-T,Half/Full-Duplex
100Base-TX, Half/Full-Duplex. With auto-negotiation enabled, the PHY negotiates with the link
partner to determine the speed and duplex mode with which to operate. If the link partner is unable
to auto-negotiate, the PHY goes into parallel-detect mode to determine the speed of the link partner.
Under parallel-detect mode, the duplex mode is fixed at half-duplex. The PHY supports four different
Ethernet protocols (10Mbs Half-Duplex, 10Mbs Full-Duplex, 100Mbs Half-Duplex, and 100Mbs
Full-Duplex). Auto-Negotiation selects the highest performance protocol based on the advertised
ability of the Link Partner. If a different auto-negotiation configuration is required other than the reset
initialization values, the application can customize the configuration of the ANEN bit and ANMODE bit
field as described in “Custom Configuration” on page 1464. The values of ANEN and ANMODE determine
whether the PHY is forced into a specific mode, or if Auto-negotiation advertises a specific ability
(or abilities) as listed in Table 20-20 on page 1456 and Table 20-21 on page 1457:

Table 20-20. Forced Mode Configurations

Forced ModeANMODEANEN value

10Base-T, Half-Duplex0x00

10Base-T, Full-Duplex0x10

100Base-TX, Half-Duplex0x20

100Base-TX, Full-Duplex0x30
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Table 20-21. Advertised Mode Configurations

Advertised ModeANMODEANEN value

10Base-T, Half/Full-Duplex0x01

100Base-TX, Half/Full-Duplex0x11

10Base-T, Half Duplex 100Base-TX, Half Duplex0x21

10Base-T, Half/Full-Duplex 100Base-TX, Half/Full-Duplex0x31

20.4.2.2 Auto-MDIX
The PHY automatically determines whether or not it needs to cross over between pairs so that an
external crossover cable is not required. If the PHY communicates with a device that implements
MDI/MDIX crossover, a random algorithm as described in IEEE 802.3 determines which device
performs the crossover. Auto-MDIX is enabled by default at reset. If a different auto-MDIX
configuration is required other than the reset initialization, the application can customize the
configuration as described in “Custom Configuration” on page 1464. Neither Auto- Negotiation nor
Auto-MDIX is required to be enabled in forcing crossover of the MDI pairs. Auto-MDIX can be used
in the forced 100Base-TX mode. Because in modern networks all the nodes are 100Base-TX, having
the Auto-MDIX working in the forced 100Base-TX mode resolves the link faster without the need
for the long Auto-Negotiation period.

20.4.2.3 Isolate Mode
The PHY can be put into Isolate mode by writing ISOLATE bit of the Ethernet PHY Basic Mode
Control - MR0 (EPHYBMCR) register, address 0x000. When in the Isolate mode, the PHY does
not respond to packet data present at the internal interface to the Ethernet MAC. When in isolate
mode, the PHY continues to respond to all management transactions and the PMD output pair does
not transmit packet data, but continues to source 100Base-TX scrambled idles or 10Base-T normal
link pulses. The PHY can auto-negotiate or parallel detect on the receive signal at the PMD input
pair. A valid link can be established for the receiver even when the PHY is in Isolate mode.

20.4.2.4 LED Interface
The PHY supports three configurable Light Emitting Diode (LED) pins to indicate link status of a
port. The Ethernet PHY LED Configuration - MR37 (EPHYLEDCFG) register, address 0x025 can
be used to assign different functions to each LED. Each LED can be configured to be active during
one of these events:

■ Link OK (0x0)

■ RX/TX Activity (0x1)

■ TX Activity (0x2)

■ RX Activity (0x3)

■ Collision (0x4)

■ 100-BASE TX speed (0x5)

■ 10-Base TX speed (0x6)

■ Full Duplex (0x7)

■ Link OK/Blink on TX/RX Activity (0x8)
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At reset, LED0 is initialized to display Link OK and LED1 and LED 2 are initialized to the RX/TX
activity encoding. The blink rate of the LEDs can be set by programming the BLINKRATE bit field
of the Ethernet PHY LED Control - MR24 (EPHYLEDCR) register, address 0x018

20.4.2.5 PHY Address
The integrated PHY's address is 0x00. To access the integrated PHY registers through the internal
MAC's MDIO interface, the PLA bit field of the Ethernet MACMII Address (EMACMIIADDR) register
must be 0x00 and the MII field should be programmed to the desired address value.

20.4.2.6 Serial Management Interface
The Ethernet MAC module has the capability of programming the integrated PHY registers and
extended registers through an internal Serial Management Interface (SMI). The SMI is compatible
with IEEE802.3-2002 clause 22.

The SMI includes an MDC management clock input and management MDIO data pin to the Ethernet
PHY. The internal MDC clock is sourced by the system clock and then divided down to the required
2.5 MHz maximum clock frequency by setting the CR bit in the Ethernet MAC MII Address
(EMACMIIADDR) register. The MDC is not expected to be continuous, and can be turned off by
the external management entity when the bus is idle. The MDIO is sourced by the integrated MAC
and by the PHY. The data on the MDIO pin is latched on the rising edge of the MDC clock. The
PHY's physical address is 0x00.

20.4.2.7 Extended Address Space Access
The PHY SMI function supports read/write accesses to the extended register set using Ethernet
PHY Register Control - MR13 (EPHYREGCTL) register and the Ethernet PHY Address or Data
- MR14 (EPHYADDAR) registers. Accessing the standard register set, MDIO registers 0 to 31, can
be performed using the normal direct MDIO access or the indirect method, except for the
EPHYREGCTL (0x00D) and the EPHYADDAR (0x00E) which can be accessed only using the
normal MDIO transaction. The SMI function ignores indirect accesses to these registers.

The EPHYREGCTL register is the MDIO Manageable MMD access control. In general, register
EPHYREGCTL[4:0] is the device address DEVAD that directs any accesses of EPHYADDAR register
to the appropriate MMD. Specifically, the PHY uses the vendor specific DEVAD[4:0] = 0xF for
accesses. All accesses through registers EPHYREGCTL and EPHYADDAR registers should use
this DEVAD. Transactions with other DEVAD are ignored. The EPHYREGCTL[15:14] register holds
the access function:

■ EPHYREGCTL[15:14] = 0x0: A write toEPHYADDARmodifies the extended register set address
register. This address register must be initialized in order to access any of the registers within
the extended register set.

■ EPHYREGCTL[15:14] = 0x1: A read/write to EPHYADDAR operates on the register within the
extended register set selected (pointed to) by the value in the address register. The address
register contents (pointer) remain unchanged.

■ EPHYREGCTL[15:14] = 0x2: A read/write to EPHYADDAR operates on the register within the
extended register set selected (pointed to) by the value in the address register. After that access
is complete, for both reads and writes, the value in the address register is incremented.

■ EPHYREGCTL[15:14] = 0x3: A read/write to EPHYADDAR operates on the register within the
extended register set selected (pointed to) by the value in the address register. After that access
is complete, for write accesses only, the value in the address register is incremented. For read
accesses, the value of the address register remains unchanged.
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The following sections describe how to perform operations on the extended register set using the
EPHYREGCTL and EPHYADDAR registers.

Write to PHY Registers

The following describes the steps to write to a PHY register.

1. Check the MIIB bit in the EMACMIIADDR register to identify if the MII interface is busy. When
the MIIB bit is 0, the MII interface is available to write to the PHY registers.

2. Write the data to be written to the PHY register in the EMACMIIDATA register.

3. Initiate write by programming the EMACMIIADDR register fields as follows:

■ PLA: Physical Layer Address of the PHY. The integrated PHY's address is 0x0.

■ MII: Address of the PHY register to be written.

■ CR: Clock Reference for the MDIO interface.

■ MIIW: Write Initiation. This bit is set to 1 to indicate that a write operation is to be executed.

■ MIIB: MII Busy. This bit is set to 1 to indicate that the MII is now busy with a write operation.
The EMAC clears this bit when the write has been transmitted.

Write to Extended PHY Registers

The following describes the steps to write to an extended PHY register.

1. Check the MIIB bit in the EMACMIIADDR register to identify if the MII interface is busy. When
the MIIB bit is 0, the MII interface is available to write to the PHY registers.

2. The EMACMIIDATA register should be written with the value to be passed into the
EPHYREGCTL register. TheEPHYREGCTL register is used for extended PHY register accesses.
The DEVAD field of the EPHYREGCTL register identifies the device address, which is 0x1F, for
the integrated PHY. The FUNC field of the EPHYREGCTL register should be set to 0x0 to indicate
a write to an extended register address.

3. Initiate write by programming the EMACMIIADDR register fields as follows:

■ PLA: Physical Layer Address of the PHY. The integrated PHY's address is 0x0.

■ MII: Address of the PHY register to be written. In this case, it should be the address of the
EPHYREGCTL register, 0xD.

■ CR: Clock Reference for the MDIO interface.

■ MIIW: Write Initiation. This bit is set to 1 to indicate that a write operation is to be executed.

■ MIIB: MII Busy. This bit is set to 1 to indicate that the MII is now busy with a write operation.
The EMAC clears this bit when the write has been transmitted.

4. Check the MIIB bit in the EMACMIIADDR register to identify if the MII interface is busy. When
the MIIB bit is 0, the MII interface is available to write to the PHY registers.
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5. The EMACMIIDATA register should be written with the address of the extended register to be
accessed. This value is written to the EPHYADDAR register.

6. Initiate write by writing the EMACMIIADDR register fields:

■ PLA: Physical Layer Address of the PHY. The integrated PHY's address is 0x0.

■ MII: Address of the PHY register to be written. In this case, it should be the address of the
EPHYADDAR register, 0xE.

■ CR: Clock Reference for the MDIO interface.

■ MIIW: Write Initiation. This bit is set to 1 to indicate that a write operation is to be executed.

■ MIIB: MII Busy. This bit is set to 1 to indicate that the MII is now busy with a write operation.
The EMAC clears this bit when the write has been transmitted.

7. Check the MIIB bit in the EMACMIIADDR register to identify if the MII interface is busy. When
the MIIB bit is 0, the MII interface is available to write to the PHY registers.

8. The EMACMIIDATA register should be written with the value to be passed into the
EPHYREGCTL register. The DEVAD field of the EPHYREGCTL register identifies the device
address, which is 0x1F, for the integrated PHY. The FUNC field of the EPHYREGCTL register
should be set to 0x1 to indicate a write to an extended register address with no increment.

9. Initiate write by writing the EMACMIIADDR register fields:

■ PLA: Physical Layer Address of the PHY. The integrated PHY's address is 0x0.

■ MII: Address of the PHY register to be written. In this case, it should be the address of the
EPHYADDAR register, 0xD.

■ CR: Clock Reference for the MDIO interface.

■ MIIW: Write Initiation. This bit is set to 1 to indicate that a write operation is to be executed.

■ MIIB: MII Busy. This bit is set to 1 to indicate that the MII is now busy with a write operation.
The EMAC clears this bit when the write has been transmitted.

10. Check the MIIB bit in the EMACMIIADDR register to identify if the MII interface is busy. When
the MIIB bit is 0, the MII interface is available to write to the PHY registers.

11. The EMACMIIDATA register should be programmed with the data to be written to the
EPHYADDAR register which is transferred to the previously selected extended PHY register.

12. Initiate write by writing the EMACMIIADDR register fields:

■ PLA: Physical Layer Address of the PHY. The integrated PHY's address is 0x0.

■ MII: Address of the PHY register to be written. In this case, it should be the address of the
EPHYADDAR register, 0xD.

■ CR: Clock Reference for the MDIO interface.

■ MIIW: Write Initiation. This bit is set to 1 to indicate that a write operation is to be executed.
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■ MIIB: MII Busy. This bit is set to 1 to indicate that the MII is now busy with a write operation.
The EMAC clears this bit when the write has been transmitted.

Read from PHY Registers

The following describes the steps to read from an extended PHY register.

1. Check the MIIB bit in the EMACMIIADDR register to identify if the MII interface is busy. When
the MIIB bit is 0, the MII interface is available to read to the PHY registers.

2. Initiate the read by writing the EMACMIIADDR register fields:

■ PLA: Physical Layer Address of the PHY. The integrated PHY's address is 0x0.

■ MII: Register address of PHY register to be written.

■ CR: Clock Reference for the MDIO interface.

■ MIIW: Write/Read Initiation. This bit is programmed to a 0 to indicate that a read operation
is to be executed.

■ MIIB: MII Busy. This bit is set to 1 to indicate that the MII is now busy with a read operation.
The EMAC clears this bit when the write has been transmitted.

3. Wait for the MII interface to complete the read by polling the MIIB bit.

4. When the MIIB is clear, read the contents of the EMACMIIDATA register.

Read from Extended PHY Registers

The following describes the steps to read from an extended PHY register.

1. Check the MIIB bit in the EMACMIIADDR register to identify if the MII interface is busy. When
the MIIB bit is 0, the MII interface is available to read to the PHY registers.

2. Initiate the read by writing the EMACMIIADDR register fields:

■ PLA: Physical Layer Address of the PHY. The integrated PHY's address is 0x0.

■ MII: Register address of PHY register to be written.

■ CR: Clock Reference for the MDIO interface.

■ MIIW: Write/Read Initiation. This bit is programmed to a 0 to indicate that a read operation
is to be executed.

■ MIIB: MII Busy. This bit is set to 1 to indicate that the MII is now busy with a read operation.
The EMAC clears this bit when the write has been transmitted.

3. Wait for the write to complete by polling the MIIB bit.

4. When the MIIB is clear, read the contents of the EMACMIIDATA register.

20.4.3 Interface Configuration
Figure 20-13 on page 1462 shows the proper method for interfacing the Ethernet Controller to a
10/100BASE-T Ethernet jack.
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Figure 20-13. Interface to Ethernet Jack
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NOTE: The 0.1mF capacitors on pins 2 and 7 of the HX1188FNL
should be located near the physical pins of the transformer.

The Ethernet PHY is designed to work with transformers that meet the IEEE 802.3 standard. To
utilize the Auto-MDIX (AMDIX) capability of the Ethernet PHY, a symmetrical transformer is
recommended. The Pulse HX1188 transformer has been tested and is known to successfully interface
to the Ethernet PHY.

Note: If the PHY is not to be used, then the EN0RXIN/EN0TX0N EN0RXIP/EN0TX0P pair should
be left unconnected and the RBIAS pin should be unconnected as well.

Note: When entering hibernation in VDD3ON mode, the supply rails to the Ethernet resistors R1,
R2, R3, R4 found in Figure 20-13 on page 1462 must be switched off.

20.5 Initialization and Configuration
The MAC module and registers are enabled and powered at reset. When reset has completed, the
application should enable the clock to the Ethernet MAC by setting the R0 bit in the Ethernet
Controller Run Mode Clock Gating Control (RCGCEMAC) register at System Control Module
offset 0x69C. When the PREMAC register, at System Control offset 0xA9C reads as 0x0000.0001,
the EMAC registers are ready to be accessed.

The Initialization for the DMA for the Ethernet MAC is as follows:

1. Write to the Ethernet MAC DMA Bus Mode (EMACDMABUSMOD) register to set Host bus
parameters.

2. Write to the Ethernet MAC DMA Interrupt Mask Register (EMACDMAIM) register to mask
unnecessary interrupt causes.

3. Create the transmit and receive descriptor lists and then write to the Ethernet MAC Receive
Descriptor List Address (EMACRXDLADDR) register and the Ethernet MAC Transmit
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Descriptor List Address (EMACTXDLADDR) register providing the DMA with the starting
address of each list.

4. Write to the Ethernet MAC Frame Filter (EMACFRAMEFLTR) register, the Ethernet MAC
Hash Table High (EMACHASHTBLH) and the Ethernet MAC Hash Table Low
(EMACHASHTBLL) for desired filtering options.

5. Write to the Ethernet MAC Configuration Register (EMACCFG) to configure the operating
mode and enable the transmit operation.

6. Program Bit 15 (PS) and Bit 11 (DM) of the EMACCFG register based on the line status received
or read from the PHY status register after auto-negotiation.

7. Write to the Ethernet MAC DMA Operation Mode (EMACDMAOPMODE) register to set Bits
13 and 1 to start transmission and reception.

8. Write to the EMACCFG register to enable the receive operation.

The Transmit and Receive engines enter the Running state and attempt to acquire descriptors
from the respective descriptor lists. The Receive and Transmit engines then begin processing
Receive and Transmit operations. The Transmit and Receive processes are independent of
each other and can be started or stopped separately.

20.5.1 Ethernet PHY Initialization
After reset, when the EMAC is powered and enabled, the EMACPC register default reset value may
be sampled and used to configure the PHY. The results of this configuration can also be read in the
following EPHY registers:

■ EPHYBMCR register (MR0)

■ EPHYCFG1 register (MR9)

■ EPHYCFG2 register (MR10)

■ EPHYCFG3 register (MR11)

■ EPHYCTL register (MR25)

The mappings of the EMACPC register bits to the PHY register and bits are as follows:

Table 20-22. EMACPC to PHY Register Mapping

Corresponding PHY Bit (Bit No.)Corresponding PHY RegisterEMACPC Register Bit

N/AN/APHYEXT

N/AN/ADIGRESTART

ODDNDETDIS (1)EPHYCFG2NIBDETDIS

RXERRIDLE (2)EPHYCFG2RXERIDLE

ISOMILL (3)EPHYCFG2ISOMILL

LLR (7)EPHYCFG1LRR

TDRAR (8)EPHYCFG1TDRRUN

FLDWNM (4:0)EPHYCFG3FASTLDMODE

POLSWAP (7)EPHYCFG3POLSWAP

MDIMDIXS (6)EPHYCFG3MDISWAP
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Table 20-22. EMACPC to PHY Register Mapping (continued)

Corresponding PHY Bit (Bit No.)Corresponding PHY RegisterEMACPC Register Bit

RAMDIX (5)EPHYCFG1RBSTMDIX

FAMDIX (6)EPHYCFG1FASTMDIX

AUTOMDI (15)EPHYCTLMDIXEN

FRXDVDET (1)EPHYCFG1FASTRXDV

FLUPPD (6)EPHYCFG2FASTLUPD

EXTFD (5)EPHYCFG2EXTFD

FASTANEN (4)EPHYCFG1FASTANEN

FANSEL (3:2)EPHYCFG1FASTANSEL

ANENEPHYBMCRANEN

N/AN/AANMODE

N/AN/APHYHOLD

The MAC module and registers are enabled and powered at reset. When reset has completed and
the clock to the Ethernet MAC is enabled by setting the R0 bit in the Ethernet Controller RunMode
ClockGatingControl (RCGCEMAC) register at System Control Module offset 0x69C, the application
has the option to enable the PHY with its default interface configuration (as defined by the Ethernet
MAC Peripheral Configuration Register (EMACPC) register) or with a custom configuration.

20.5.1.1 Default Configuration
To enable the Ethernet PHY with its default configuration, the steps are as follows:

1. To hold the Ethernet PHY from transmitting energy on the line during configuration, set the
PHYHOLD bit to 1 in the EMACPC register.

2. Enable the clock to the PHY module by writing 0x0000.0001 to the Ethernet PHY Run Mode
Clock Gating Control (RCGCEPHY) register at offset 0x630. When the R0 bit reads as 1 in
the PREPHY register at System Control offset 0xA30, continue initialization.

3. Enable power to the Ethernet PHY by setting the P0 bit in the PCEPHY register at System
Control offset 0x930. When the R0 bit reads as 1 in the PREPHY register at System Control
offset 0xA30, the PHY registers are ready for programming.

20.5.1.2 Custom Configuration
If a custom configuration of the Ethernet PHY is required, the application can program the
configuration registers after reset. The steps for custom configuration are as follows:

1. To hold the PHY from transmitting energy on the line during configuration, set the PHYHOLD bit
to 1 in the EMACPC register.

2. Enable the clock to the PHY module by writing 0x0000.0001 to the Ethernet PHY Run Mode
Clock Gating Control (RCGCEPHY) register at offset 0x630. When the R0 bit reads as 1 in
the PREPHY register at System Control offset 0xA30, continue initialization.

3. Enable power to the Ethernet PHY by setting the P0 bit in the PCEPHY register at System
Control offset 0x930. When the R0 bit reads as 1 in the PREPHY register at System Control
offset 0xA30, the PHY registers are ready for programming.
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4. Once the Ethernet PHY Peripheral Ready (PREPHY) register reads 0x0000.0001, software
can write the EMACPC register with the required value.

5. After software configuration is complete, the application must set the DONE bit in the Ethernet
PHY Configuration 1 (EPHYCFG1) register at offset 0x009.

Note: If a software reset is asserted to the PHY afterwards through the SREPHY register, the
custom configuration is lost and the steps described above must be repeated.

20.6 Register Map
Table 20-23 on page 1465 lists the Ethernet Controller MAC and PHY registers. For the MAC registers,
the offset listed is a hexadecimal increment to the MAC base address of 0x400E.C000. PHY registers
are accessed through the EMACMIIADDR register thus the base address is n/a (not applicable)
and noted as such above the register descriptions.

The IEEE 802.3 standard specifies a register set for controlling and gathering status from the PHY
layer. The registers are collectively known as the MII Management registers. Table 20-23 on page 1465
also lists these MII Management registers for interfacing to the internal PHY. All addresses given
are absolute and are written directly to the MII field of the Ethernet MAC MII Address
(EMACMIIADDR) register, offset 0x010. The PLA value of the EMACMIIADDR register for the
internal PHY is 0x00.

Table 20-23. Ethernet Register Map

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

Ethernet MAC (Ethernet Offset)

1469Ethernet MAC Configuration0x0000.8000RWEMACCFG0x000

1476Ethernet MAC Frame Filter0x0000.0000RWEMACFRAMEFLTR0x004

1480Ethernet MAC Hash Table High0x0000.0000RWEMACHASHTBLH0x008

1481Ethernet MAC Hash Table Low0x0000.0000RWEMACHASHTBLL0x00C

1482Ethernet MAC MII Address0x0000.0000RWEMACMIIADDR0x010

1484Ethernet MAC MII Data Register0x0000.0000RWEMACMIIDATA0x014

1485Ethernet MAC Flow Control0x0000.0000RWEMACFLOWCTL0x018

1487Ethernet MAC VLAN Tag0x0000.0000RWEMACVLANTG0x01C

1489Ethernet MAC Status0x0000.0000ROEMACSTATUS0x024

1492Ethernet MAC Remote Wake-Up Frame Filter0x0000.0000RWEMACRWUFF0x028

1493Ethernet MAC PMT Control and Status Register0x0000.0000RWEMACPMTCTLSTAT0x02C

1495Ethernet MAC Raw Interrupt Status0x0000.0000ROEMACRIS0x038

1497Ethernet MAC Interrupt Mask0x0000.0000RWEMACIM0x03C

1498Ethernet MAC Address 0 High0x8000.FFFFRWEMACADDR0H0x040

1499Ethernet MAC Address 0 Low Register0xFFFF.FFFFRWEMACADDR0L0x044

1500Ethernet MAC Address 1 High0x0000.FFFFRWEMACADDR1H0x048
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Table 20-23. Ethernet Register Map (continued)

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

1502Ethernet MAC Address 1 Low0xFFFF.FFFFRWEMACADDR1L0x04C

1503Ethernet MAC Address 2 High0x0000.FFFFRWEMACADDR2H0x050

1505Ethernet MAC Address 2 Low0xFFFF.FFFFRWEMACADDR2L0x054

1506Ethernet MAC Address 3 High0x0000.FFFFRWEMACADDR3H0x058

1508Ethernet MAC Address 3 Low0xFFFF.FFFFRWEMACADDR3L0x05C

1509Ethernet MAC Watchdog Timeout0x0000.0000RWEMACWDOGTO0x0DC

1510Ethernet MAC MMC Control0x0000.0000RWEMACMMCCTRL0x100

1513Ethernet MAC MMC Receive Raw Interrupt Status0x0000.0000ROEMACMMCRXRIS0x104

1515Ethernet MAC MMC Transmit Raw Interrupt Status0x0000.0000REMACMMCTXRIS0x108

1517Ethernet MAC MMC Receive Interrupt Mask0x0000.0000RWEMACMMCRXIM0x10C

1519Ethernet MAC MMC Transmit Interrupt Mask0x0000.0000RWEMACMMCTXIM0x110

1521Ethernet MAC Transmit Frame Count for Good and Bad
Frames0x0000.0000ROEMACTXCNTGB0x118

1522Ethernet MAC Transmit Frame Count for Frames
Transmitted after Single Collision0x0000.0000ROEMACTXCNTSCOL0x14C

1523Ethernet MAC Transmit Frame Count for Frames
Transmitted after Multiple Collisions0x0000.0000ROEMACTXCNTMCOL0x150

1524Ethernet MAC Transmit Octet Count Good0x0000.0000ROEMACTXOCTCNTG0x164

1525Ethernet MAC Receive Frame Count for Good and Bad
Frames0x0000.0000ROEMACRXCNTGB0x180

1526Ethernet MAC Receive Frame Count for CRC Error
Frames0x0000.0000ROEMACRXCNTCRCERR0x194

1527Ethernet MAC Receive Frame Count for Alignment Error
Frames0x0000.0000ROEMACRXCNTALGNERR0x198

1528Ethernet MAC Receive Frame Count for Good Unicast
Frames0x0000.0000ROEMACRXCNTGUNI0x1C4

1529Ethernet MAC VLAN Tag Inclusion or Replacement0x0000.0000RWEMACVLNINCREP0x584

1531Ethernet MAC VLAN Hash Table0x0000.0000RWEMACVLANHASH0x588

1532Ethernet MAC Timestamp Control0x0000.2000RWEMACTIMSTCTRL0x700

1536Ethernet MAC Sub-Second Increment0x0000.0000RWEMACSUBSECINC0x704

1537Ethernet MAC System Time - Seconds0x0000.0000ROEMACTIMSEC0x708

1538Ethernet MAC System Time - Nanoseconds0x0000.0000ROEMACTIMNANO0x70C

1539Ethernet MAC System Time - Seconds Update0x0000.0000RWEMACTIMSECU0x710

1540Ethernet MAC System Time - Nanoseconds Update0x0000.0000RWEMACTIMNANOU0x714

1541Ethernet MAC Timestamp Addend0x0000.0000RWEMACTIMADD0x718
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Table 20-23. Ethernet Register Map (continued)

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

1542Ethernet MAC Target Time Seconds0x0000.0000RWEMACTARGSEC0x71C

1543Ethernet MAC Target Time Nanoseconds0x0000.0000RWEMACTARGNANO0x720

1544Ethernet MAC System Time-Higher Word Seconds0x0000.0000RWEMACHWORDSEC0x724

1545Ethernet MAC Timestamp Status0x0000.0000ROEMACTIMSTAT0x728

1546Ethernet MAC PPS Control0x0000.0000RWEMACPPSCTRL0x72C

1549Ethernet MAC PPS0 Interval0x0000.0000RWEMACPPS0INTVL0x760

1550Ethernet MAC PPS0 Width0x0000.0000RWEMACPPS0WIDTH0x764

1551Ethernet MAC DMA Bus Mode0x0002.0101RWEMACDMABUSMOD0xC00

1555Ethernet MAC Transmit Poll Demand0x0000.0000WOEMACTXPOLLD0xC04

1556Ethernet MAC Receive Poll Demand0x0000.0000WOEMACRXPOLLD0xC08

1557Ethernet MAC Receive Descriptor List Address0x0000.0000RWEMACRXDLADDR0xC0C

1558Ethernet MAC Transmit Descriptor List Address0x0000.0000RWEMACTXDLADDR0xC10

1559Ethernet MAC DMA Interrupt Status0x0000.0000RWEMACDMARIS0xC14

1565Ethernet MAC DMA Operation Mode0x0000.0000RWEMACDMAOPMODE0xC18

1570Ethernet MAC DMA Interrupt Mask Register0x0000.0000RWEMACDMAIM0xC1C

1573Ethernet MAC Missed Frame and Buffer Overflow
Counter0x0000.0000ROEMACMFBOC0xC20

1574Ethernet MAC Receive Interrupt Watchdog Timer0x0000.0000RWEMACRXINTWDT0xC24

1575Ethernet MAC Current Host Transmit Descriptor0x0000.0000REMACHOSTXDESC0xC48

1576Ethernet MAC Current Host Receive Descriptor0x0000.0000ROEMACHOSRXDESC0xC4C

1577Ethernet MAC Current Host Transmit Buffer Address0x0000.0000REMACHOSTXBA0xC50

1578Ethernet MAC Current Host Receive Buffer Address0x0000.0000REMACHOSRXBA0xC54

1579Ethernet MAC Peripheral Property Register0x0000.0103ROEMACPP0xFC0

1580Ethernet MAC Peripheral Configuration Register0x0080.040ERWEMACPC0xFC4

1584Ethernet MAC Clock Configuration Register0x0000.0000ROEMACCC0xFC8

1585Ethernet PHY Raw Interrupt Status0x0000.0000ROEPHYRIS0xFD0

1586Ethernet PHY Interrupt Mask0x0000.0000RWEPHYIM0xFD4

1587Ethernet PHY Masked Interrupt Status and Clear0x0000.0000RW1CEPHYMISC0xFD8

MII Management (Accessed through the EMACMIIADDR Register)

1588Ethernet PHY Basic Mode Control - MR00x3100RWEPHYBMCR-

1590Ethernet PHY Basic Mode Status - MR10x7849ROEPHYBMSR-

1593Ethernet PHY Identifier Register 1 - MR20x2000REPHYID1-
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Table 20-23. Ethernet Register Map (continued)

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

1594Ethernet PHY Identifier Register 2 - MR30xA221REPHYID2-

1595Ethernet PHY Auto-Negotiation Advertisement - MR40x01E1RWEPHYANA-

1597Ethernet PHY Auto-Negotiation Link Partner Ability - MR50x0000ROEPHYANLPA-

1599Ethernet PHY Auto-Negotiation Expansion - MR60x0004ROEPHYANER-

1600Ethernet PHY Auto-Negotiation Next Page TX - MR70x2001RWEPHYANNPTR-

1602Ethernet PHY Auto-Negotiation Link Partner Ability Next
Page - MR80x0000ROEPHYANLNPTR-

1604Ethernet PHY Configuration 1 - MR90x0000RWEPHYCFG1-

1607Ethernet PHY Configuration 2 - MR100x0004RWEPHYCFG2-

1609Ethernet PHY Configuration 3 - MR110x0000RWEPHYCFG3-

1611Ethernet PHY Register Control - MR130x0000WOEPHYREGCTL-

1613Ethernet PHY Address or Data - MR140x0000WOEPHYADDAR-

1614Ethernet PHY Status - MR160x0002ROEPHYSTS-

1617Ethernet PHY Specific Control- MR170x0103RWEPHYSCR-

1620Ethernet PHY MII Interrupt Status 1 - MR180x0000RWEPHYMISR1-

1623Ethernet PHY MII Interrupt Status 2 - MR190x0000RWEPHYMISR2-

1626Ethernet PHY False Carrier Sense Counter - MR200x0000ROEPHYFCSCR-

1627Ethernet PHY Receive Error Count - MR210x0000.0000ROEPHYRXERCNT-

1628Ethernet PHY BIST Control - MR220x0100RWEPHYBISTCR-

1631Ethernet PHY LED Control - MR240x0400RWEPHYLEDCR-

1632Ethernet PHY Control - MR250x8000RWEPHYCTL-

1634Ethernet PHY 10Base-T Status/Control - MR260x0000RWEPHY10BTSC-

1636Ethernet PHY BIST Control and Status 1 - MR270x007DRWEPHYBICSR1-

1637Ethernet PHY BIST Control and Status 2 - MR280x05EERWEPHYBICSR2-

1638Ethernet PHY Cable Diagnostic Control - MR300x0102ROEPHYCDCR-

1639Ethernet PHY Reset Control - MR310x0000RWEPHYRCR-

1640Ethernet PHY LED Configuration - MR370x0000.0510RWEPHYLEDCFG-

20.7 Ethernet MAC Register Descriptions
This section lists and describes the MAC registers, in numerical order by address offset. Also see
“Ethernet PHY Register Descriptions” on page 1587.
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Register 1: Ethernet MAC Configuration (EMACCFG), offset 0x000
The EMACCFG register establishes receive and transmit operating modes. Note that the TWOKPEN
bit is only applicable when the JFEN bit is 0.

Ethernet MAC Configuration (EMACCFG)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x000
Type RW, reset 0x0000.8000

16171819202122232425262728293031

DISCRSIFGJFENreservedJDWDDISreservedCSTreservedTWOKPENSADDRreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRORWRWRORWRORWRWRWRWROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PRELENRETEDCBLACSreservedDRIPCDUPMLOOPBMDROFESPS

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRORWRWRWRWRWRWROType
0000000000000001Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved31

Source Address Insertion or Replacement Control
Bit 30 specifies whether MAC address 0 or 1 registers are used during
insertion or replacement for all transmitted frames. Thus for encodings
0x2-0x3, where the most significant bit is 0, the Ethernet MACAddress
0 registers are used.
For encodings 0x6-0x7, the Ethernet MAC Address 1 registers are
used.
Bits [29:28] indicate insertion or replacement. If the value is 0x2 insertion
is indicated and if the value is 0x3 replacement is indicated.

DescriptionValue

reserved0x0-0x1

The Ethernet MAC inserts the content of the Ethernet MAC
Address 0 (EMACADDR0x) registers in the SA field of all
transmitted frames.

0x2

The Ethernet MAC replaces the content of the Ethernet MAC
Address 0 (EMACADDR0x) registers in the SA field of all
transmitted frames.

0x3

reserved0x4-0x5

The MAC inserts the content of the Ethernet MAC Address
1 (EMACADDR1x) registers in the source address (SA) field
for all transmitted frames.

0x6

The MAC replaces the content of theEthernet MACAddress
1(EMACADDR1x) registers in the source address (SA) field
for all transmitted frames.

0x7

Note: Changes in this field take effect only on the start of a frame.
If a write of this field occurs while a frame is being transmitted,
only the subsequent frame can use the updated value, and
the current frame does not.

0x0RWSADDR30:28
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

IEEE 802.3as Support for 2K Packets
When set, the MAC considers all frames, up to 2,000 bytes in length,
as normal packets. This bit is only valid when the JFEN bit is set to 0.
When JFEN is set, configuring TWOKPEN has no effect on Giant Frame
status.

DescriptionValue

If the JFEN bit is clear, the MAC considers all received frames
larger than 1,518 bytes (1,522 byes tagged) as Giant Frames.

0

Frames up to 2 KB are considered normal packets.
If the JFEN bit is clear, the MAC considers all received frames
larger that 2K bytes as Giant frames.

1

0x0RWTWOKPEN27

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved26

CRC Stripping for Type Frames
When set, the last four bytes (Frame Check Sequence FCS) of all frames
of Ether type ((Length/Type field greater than or equal to 0x0600) are
removed before forwarding the frame to the application.

DescriptionValue

No bytes are removed.0

The last four bytes are removed before forwarding.1

0x0RWCST25

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved24

Watchdog Disable
When this bit is set, the MAC disables the internal watchdog counter on
the receiver. The MAC can receive frames of up to 16,384 bytes.
When this bit is cleared, the MAC does not allow more than 2,048 bytes
(10,240 if JFEN is set to 1) of the frame being received. The MAC cuts
off any bytes received after 2,048 bytes.

DescriptionValue

Watchdog counter enabled.0

Watchdog counter disabled.1

0x0RWWDDIS23

Jabber Disable
When this bit is set, the MAC disables the jabber counter on the
transmitter. The MAC can transfer frames of up to 16,384 bytes.
When this bit is clear, the MAC stops transmission if the application
sends out more than 2,048 bytes of data (10,240 if JFEN is set to 1).

DescriptionValue

Jabber counter enabled.0

Jabber counter disabled.1

0x0RWJD22
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved21

Jumbo Frame Enable
When this bit is set, the MAC allows jumbo frames of 9,018 bytes (9,022
bytes for VLAN tagged frames) without reporting a giant frame error in
the receive frame status.

DescriptionValue

Jumbo frames create giant frame error.0

Jumbo frames allowed without error.1

0x0RWJFEN20

Inter-Frame Gap (IFG)
These bits control the minimum IFG between frames during transmission.

DescriptionValue

96 bit times0x0

88 bit times0x1

80 bit times0x2

72 bit times0x3

64 bit times0x4

56 bit times0x5

48 bit times0x6

40 bit times0x7

In half-duplex mode, the minimum IFG can be configured only for 64 bit
times (IFG = 0x4). Lower values are not considered.

0x0RWIFG19:17

Disable Carrier Sense During Transmission
When this bit is set, the MAC transmit module ignores carrier sense in
half-duplex mode. Thus, errors are not generated when there is a loss
of carrier or no carrier during transmission. When this bit is clear, the
MAC transmitter generates errors because of carrier sense and can
even abort the transmissions.

DescriptionValue

Generate errors for carrier sense errors.0

Ignore carrier sense errors.1

0x0RWDISCRS16

Port Select
This bit indicates that a 10/100 Mbps interface is supported on this
device. This is a read-only bit.

1ROPS15

Speed
This bit indicates the speed of the interface.

DescriptionValue

10 Mbps0

100 Mbps1

0RWFES14
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Disable Receive Own
When this bit is set, the MAC disables the reception of frames while
transmitting in half-duplex mode.
When this bit is clear, the MAC receives all packets that are given by
the PHY while transmitting.

DescriptionValue

All packets are received by MAC.0

Disable reception of frames.1

Note: This bit is not applicable if the MAC is operating in full-duplex
mode.

0RWDRO13

Loopback Mode
When this bit is set, the MAC operates in the loopback mode at the MII.
The MII Receive clock input, EN0RXCK, is required for the loopback to
work properly, because the Transmit clock is not looped-back internally.

DescriptionValue

MAC does not operate in loopback mode.0

MAC operates in loopback mode.1

0RWLOOPBM12

Duplex Mode
When this bit is set, the MAC operates in the full-duplex mode where it
can transmit and receive simultaneously.

DescriptionValue

MAC does not operate in full-duplex mode.0

MAC operates in full-duplex mode.1

0RWDUPM11

Checksum Offload

DescriptionValue

The checksum offload function in the receiver is disabled and
the corresponding PCE and IP HCE status bits in the frame
status are always cleared.

0

Checksum Offload Enable
Setting this bit enables the IPv4 header checksum checking
and IPv4 or IPv6 TCP, UDP, or ICMP payload checksum
checking.

1

0x0RWIPC10
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Disable Retry
When this bit is set, the MAC attempts only one transmission. When a
collision occurs on the MII interface, the MAC ignores the current frame
transmission and reports a frame abort with excessive collision error in
the transmit frame status.
When this bit is cleared, the MAC attempts retries based on the settings
of the BL field (Bits [6:5]).

Note: This bit is only applicable in half-duplex mode.

DescriptionValue

MAC retries transmissions based on BL bit field.0

Only one transmission is attempted by the MAC.1

0x0RWDR9

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved8

Automatic Pad or CRC Stripping
When this bit is set, the MAC strips the Pad or Frame Check Sequence
(FCS) field on the incoming frames only if the value of the length field
is less than 1,536 bytes. All received frames with length field greater
than or equal to 1,536 bytes are passed to the application without
stripping the Pad or FCS field.
When this bit is cleared, the MAC passes all incoming frames, without
modifying them, to the Host.

DescriptionValue

All frames are passed to host unmodified.0

MAC strips FCS field if value of length field is less than 1,536
bytes.

1

0x0RWACS7

Back-Off Limit
The Back-Off limit determines the random integer number (r) of slot time
delays (512 bit times for 10/100 Mbps) for which the MAC waits before
rescheduling a transmission attempt during retries after a collision. The
random integer r takes the value in the range 0 <= r < 2k

The value of k is programmed in the encodings below and is dependent
on the retransmission attempt number, n. This bit is applicable only in
the half-duplex mode.

DescriptionValue

k= min (n,10), where k is the lowest value when evaluating n or
10.

0x0

k= min (n,8), where k is the lowest value when evaluating n or
8.

0x1

k= min (n,4), where k is the lowest value when evaluating n or
4.

0x2

k= min (n,1), where k is the lowest value when evaluating n or
1.

0x3

0x0RWBL6:5
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Deferral Check
When this bit is set, the deferral check function is enabled in the MAC.
When the transmit state machine is deferred for more than 24,288 bit
times, the MAC issues a Frame Abort status, and sets the excessive
deferral error bit (EXDEFF) in the MAC MMC Transmit Interrupt
(EMACMMCTXRIS) Register.
If the Jumbo frame mode (JFEN) is enabled, the threshold for deferral
is 155,680 bits times. Deferral begins when the transmitter is ready to
transmit, but is prevented because of an active carrier sense signal
(CRS) on the MII.
The defer time is not cumulative. For example, if the transmitter defers
for 10,000 bit times because the CRS signal is active and then the CRS
signal becomes inactive, the transmitter transmits and collision happens.
Because of collision, the transmitter needs to back off and then defer
again after back off completion. In such a scenario, the deferral timer
is reset to 0 and it is restarted.
When this bit is clear, the deferral check function is disabled and the
EMAC defers until the CRS signal goes inactive.

Note: This bit is only applicable in half-duplex mode.

DescriptionValue

Deferral check function is disabled.0

Deferral check function is enabled.1

0x0RWDC4

Transmitter Enable
When this bit is set, the transmit state machine of the MAC is enabled
for transmission on the MII.
When this bit is clear, the MAC transmit state machine is disabled after
the completion of the transmission of the current frame, and does not
transmit any further frames.

DescriptionValue

MAC transmit state machine is disabled.0

MAC transmit state machine is enabled.1

0x0RWTE3

Receiver Enable
When this bit is set, the receiver state machine of the MAC is enabled
for receiving frames from the MII.
When this bit is clear, the MAC receive state machine is disabled after
completion of the reception of the current frame, and does not receive
any further frames from the MII.

DescriptionValue

MAC receive state machine is disabled.0

MAC receive state machine is enabled.1

0x0RWRE2
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Preamble Length for Transmit Frames
These bits control the number of preamble bytes that are added to the
beginning of every Transmit frame. The preamble reduction occurs only
when the MAC is operating in the full-duplex mode.

DescriptionValue

7 bytes of preamble0x0

5 bytes of preamble0x1

3 bytes of preamble0x2

reserved0x3

0x0RWPRELEN1:0
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Register 2: Ethernet MAC Frame Filter (EMACFRAMEFLTR), offset 0x004
The MAC Frame Filter register contains the filter controls for receiving frames. Some of the controls
from this register go to the address check block of the MAC, which performs the first level of address
filtering. The second level of filtering is performed on the incoming frame, based on other controls
such as Pass Bad Frames and Pass Control Frames.

Ethernet MAC Frame Filter (EMACFRAMEFLTR)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x004
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

VTFEreservedRA

RWRORORORORORORORORORORORORORORWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PRHUCHMCDAIFPMDBFPCFSAIFSAFHPFreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Receive All
When this bit is set, the MAC Receiver module passes all received
frames, irrespective of whether they pass the address filter or not, to
the application. The result of the SA or DA filtering is updated (pass or
fail) in the corresponding bits in the Receive Status Word.
When this bit is clear, the Receiver module passes only those frames
to the application that pass the SA or DA address filter.

DescriptionValue

MAC RX module only passes frames that pass the SA or DA
address filter.

0

MAC RX module passes all received frames.1

0x0RWRA31

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved30:17

VLAN Tag Filter Enable

DescriptionValue

MAC forwards all frames regardless of match status of VLAN
Tag.

0

MAC drops VLAN tagged frames that do not match VLAN tag
comparison.

1

0x0RWVTFE16

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved15:11
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Hash or Perfect Filter
When this bit is set, it configures the address filter to pass a frame if it
matches either the perfect filtering or the hash filtering as set by the HMC
or HUC bits in this register.
When this bit is clear and the HUC or HMC bit is set, the frame is passed
only if it matches the Hash filter.

DescriptionValue

Address filter passes a frame if it matches perfect filtering or
hash filtering.

0

Address filter passes a frame only if it matches in the hash filter.1

0RWHPF10

Source Address Filter Enable
When this bit is set, the MAC compares the SA field of the received
frames with the values programmed in the enabled SA registers. If the
comparison matches, then the SA match bit of Receive Status Word is
set. When SA Match bit is set and the SA filter fails, the MAC drops the
frame.
When this bit is clear, the MAC forwards the received frame to the
application with the updated SA Match bit of the Receive Status Word
depending on the SA address comparison.

DescriptionValue

Source address filter disabled.0

Source address filter enabled.1

0RWSAF9

Source Address (SA) Inverse Filtering
When this bit is set, the Address Check block operates in inverse filtering
mode for the SA address comparison. The frames whose SA matches
the SA registers are marked as failing the SA address filter.
When this bit is reset, frames whose SA does not match the SA registers
are marked as failing the SA Address filter.

DescriptionValue

Frames whose SA does not match the SA registers are marked
as failing.

0

Frames whose SA matches the SA registers are marked as
failing.

1

0RWSAIF8
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Pass Control Frames
These bits control the forwarding of all control frames (including unicast
and multicast PAUSE frames).

DescriptionValue

The MAC filters all control frames from reaching application.0x00

MAC forwards all control frames except PAUSE control frames
to application even if they fail the address filter.

0x1

MAC forwards all control frames to application even if they fail
the address Filter.

0x2

MAC forwards control frames that pass the address Filter.0x3

Note that the following conditions should be true for the PAUSE control
frames processing:

■ Condition 1: The MAC is in full-duplex mode and flow control is
enabled by setting the RFE bit of MAC Flow Control Register
(EMACFLOWCTL).

■ Condition 2: The destination address (DA) of the received frame
matches the special multicast address or the MAC Address 0
(EMACADDR0x)Register when the UP bit of the (EMACFLOWCTL)
is set.

■ Condition 3: The Type field of the received frame is 0x8808 and the
OPCODE field is 0x0001.

This PCF field should be set to 0x1 only when Condition 1 is true; that
is, the MAC is programmed to operate in the full-duplex mode and the
RFE bit is enabled. Otherwise, the PAUSE frame filtering may be
inconsistent. When Condition 1 is false, the PAUSE frames are
considered as generic control frames. Therefore, to pass all control
frames (including PAUSE control frames) when the full-duplex mode
and flow control is not enabled, you should set the PCF field to 0x2 or
0x3 (as required by the application).

0x0RWPCF7:6

Disable Broadcast Frames
When this bit is set, the address filtering module (AFM) filters all incoming
broadcast frames. In addition, it overrides all other filter settings.

DescriptionValue

Address filtering module passes all received broadcast frames.0

Address filtering module filters all incoming broadcast frames.1

0RWDBF5

Pass All Multicast
When set, this bit indicates that all received frames with a multicast
destination address (DA) (first bit in the destination address field is 1)
are passed.

DescriptionValue

Filtering of multicast frame depends on HMC bit in this register.0

All received frames with multicast DA are passed.1

0RWPM4
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Destination Address (DA) Inverse Filtering
When this bit is set, the Address Check block operates in inverse filtering
mode for the DA address comparison for both unicast and multicast
frames.

DescriptionValue

Normal filtering of frames is performed.0

Inverse filtering mode is enabled for DA.1

0RWDAIF3

Hash Multicast

DescriptionValue

MAC performs a perfect destination address (DA) filtering for
multicast frames.
It compares the DA field with the values programmed in DA
registers.

0

MAC performs destination address filtering of received multicast
frames according to the hash table.

1

0RWHMC2

Hash Unicast

DescriptionValue

MAC performs a perfect destination address filtering for unicast
frames.
It compares the DA field with the values programmed in DA
registers.

0

MAC performs destination address filtering of unicast frames
according to the hash table.

1

0RWHUC1

Promiscuous Mode
When this bit is set, the Address Filter module passes all incoming
frames regardless of its destination or source address. The SA or DA
Filter Fails status bits of the Receive Status Word are always cleared
when PR is set.

DescriptionValue

Incoming frames are filtered.0

All incoming frames are passed.1

0x0RWPR0
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Register 3: Ethernet MAC Hash Table High (EMACHASHTBLH), offset 0x008
The 64-bit Hash table is used for group address filtering. For hash filtering, the contents of the
Destination Address (DA) in the incoming frame is passed through the CRC logic, and the upper 6
bits of the CRC register are used to index the contents of the Hash table. The most significant bit
determines the register to be used (Ethernet MAC Hash Table High (EMACHASHTBLH) or
Ethernet MAC Hash Table Low (MACHASHTBLL)), and the other five bits determine which bit
within the register. A hash value of 5b'00000 selects bit 0 of the selected register, and a value of
5b'11111 selects bit 31 of the selected register.

The hash value of the destination address is calculated in the following way:

1. Calculate the 32-bit CRC for the DA (See IEEE 802.3, Section 3.2.8 for the steps to calculate
CRC32).

2. Perform bit-wise reversal for the value obtained in Step 1.

3. Take the upper 6 bits from the value obtained in Step 2.

For example, if the DA of the incoming frame is received as 0x1F52419CB6AF, then the internally
calculated 6-bit Hash value is 0x2C and Bit 12 of EMACHASHTBLH register is checked for filtering.
If the DA of the incoming frame is received as 0xA00A98000045, then the calculated 6-bit Hash
value is 0x07 and Bit 7 of Hash Table Low register is checked for filtering.

If the corresponding bit value of the register is 0x1, the frame is accepted. Otherwise, it is rejected.
If the PM (Pass All Multicast) bit is set in the Ethernet MAC Frame Filter (EMACFRAMEFLTR)
register, then all multicast frames are accepted regardless of the multicast hash values.

Ethernet MAC Hash Table High (EMACHASHTBLH)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x008
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

HTH

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

HTH

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Hash Table High
This field contains the upper 32 bits of the hash table.

0x0RWHTH31:0
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Register 4: Ethernet MAC Hash Table Low (EMACHASHTBLL), offset 0x00C
The MAC Hash Table Low (EMACHASHTBLL) register contains the lower 32 bits of the hash
table.

Ethernet MAC Hash Table Low (EMACHASHTBLL)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x00C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

HTL

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

HTL

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Hash Table Low
This field contains the lower 32 bits of the hash table.

0x0RWHTL31:0
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Register 5: Ethernet MAC MII Address (EMACMIIADDR), offset 0x010
The Ethernet MAC MII address (EMACMIIADDR) register controls the management cycles to the
PHY through the management interface.

Ethernet MAC MII Address (EMACMIIADDR)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x010
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

MIIBMIIWCRMIIPLA

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved31:16

Physical Layer Address
This field gives the PHY address of the MII module. Values 1- 31 (0x1
to 0x1F) are available for external PHY addresses.

Note: The integrated PHY's address is 0x00. To access the
integrated PHY registers, the PLA bits[15:11] must be zeros.

0x0RWPLA15:11

MII Register
These bits select the desired MII registers in the selected PHY device.

0x0RWMII10:6

Clock Reference Frequency Selection
The clock that is sent to the MAC Clock and Status (CSR) registers is
the gated System Clock (SYSCLK). The SYSCLK is divided down
through the CR field to produce an MDC clock that is approximately
between the frequency range 1.0 MHz - 2.5 MHz. The application must
program the appropriate CR field based on the System Clock input.

DescriptionValue

The frequency of the System Clock is 60 to 100 MHz providing
a MDIO clock of SYSCLK/42.

0x0

The frequency of the System Clock is 100 to 150 MHz
providing a MDIO clock of SYSCLK/62.

0x1

The frequency of the System Clock is 20-35 MHz providing
a MDIO clock of System Clock/16.

0x2

The frequency of the System Clock is 35 to 60 MHz providing
a MDIO clock of System Clock/26.

0x3

reserved0x4-0xF

0x0RWCR5:2
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

MII Write

DescriptionValue

Read operation is active and read data is placed in the MII Data
register (EMACMIIDATA).

0

PHY is notified that this is a write operation using the MII Data
Register (EMACMIIDATA).

1

0x0RWMIIW1

MII Busy
Indicates whether the MII is busy with a read or write access.
This bit should read logic 0 before writing to the EMACMIIADDR register
or the EMACMIIDATA register. During a PHY register access, the
software sets this bit to indicate that a read or write access is in progress.
The EMACMIIDATA register is invalid until this bit is cleared by the
MAC. Therefore, EMACMIIDATA should be kept valid until the MAC
clears this bit during a PHY Write operation. Similarly for a read
operation, the contents of EMACMIIDATA are not valid until this bit is
cleared.

DescriptionValue

EMACMIIADDR and EMACMIIDATA are available for reads
and writes.

0

Read or write access is in progress.1

The subsequent read or write operations should happen only after the
previous operation is complete.

0x0RWMIIB0
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Register 6: Ethernet MAC MII Data Register (EMACMIIDATA), offset 0x014
The Ethernet MAC MII Data (EMACMIIDATA) register holds data that is written to and read from
the PHY register located at the address specified by the PLA and MII bit fields of the Ethernet
MAC MII Address (EMACMIIADDR) register.

Ethernet MAC MII Data Register (EMACMIIDATA)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x014
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DATA

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved31:16

MII Data
This field contains the 16-bit data value read from the PHY after a
management read operation or the 16-bit data value to be written to the
PHY before a management write operation.

0x0RWDATA15:0
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Register 7: Ethernet MAC Flow Control (EMACFLOWCTL), offset 0x018
The Ethernet MAC FlowControl (EMACFLOWCTL) register controls the generation and reception
of the control (pause command) frames by the MAC's Flow control module. A write to a register with
the FCBBPA (bit 0) set to 1 triggers the Flow Control block to generate a pause control frame. The
fields of the control frame are selected as specified in the 802.3x specification, and the pause time
(PT) value from this register is used in the pause time field of the control frame. The FCBBPA bit is
cleared by the hardware once the control frame is transferred onto the cable. The Host must make
sure that the busy bit is clear before writing to the register.

Ethernet MAC Flow Control (EMACFLOWCTL)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x018
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

PT

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

FCBBPATFERFEUPreservedDZQPreserved

RWRWRWRWRORORORWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Pause Time
This field holds the value to be used in the pause time field in the transmit
control frame.
For example, if these bits are set to 0x0100 then 256 slot times are used
in the Pause Time field in the transmit control frame.

0x0RWPT31:16

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved15:8

Disable Zero-Quanta Pause
When this bit is set, it disables the automatic generation of the
Zero-Quanta Pause Control frames on the deassertion of the flow-control
signal from the FIFO layer. When this bit is reset, normal operation with
automatic Zero-Quanta Pause Control frame generation is enabled.

DescriptionValue

Automatic Zero-Quanta Pause Control generation is enabled.0

Automatic Zero-Quanta Pause Control generation is disabled.1

0RWDZQP7

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved6:4
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Unicast Pause Frame Detect

DescriptionValue

MAC detects only a Pause frame with the unique multicast
address specified in the 802.3x standard.

0

The MAC detects the pause frames with the station's unicast
address specified in the EMACADDR0H and EMACADDR0L
register, in addition to detecting pause frames with the unique
multicast address.

1

0x0RWUP3

Receive Flow Control Enable

DescriptionValue

The decode function of the pause frame is disabled.0

The MAC decodes the received pause frame and disables its
transmitter for a specified (pause) time.

1

0x0RWRFE2

Transmit Flow Control Enable

DescriptionValue

In full duplex mode, the flow control operation in the MAC is
disabled, and the MAC does not transmit any pause frames.
In half duplex mode, the back-pressure feature is disabled.

0

In the full-duplex mode, the MAC enables the flow control
operation to transmit pause frames.
In half-duplex mode, the MAC enables the back-pressure
operation.

1

0x0RWTFE1

Flow Control Busy or Back-pressure Activate
In the full-duplex mode, this bit should be read as 0x0 before writing to
the Flow Control register. To initiate a Pause control frame, the
Application must set this bit to 0x1. During a transfer of the Control
Frame, this bit continues to be set to signify that a frame transmission
is in progress. After the completion of Pause control frame transmission,
the MAC resets this bit to 0x0. The EMACFLOWCTL register should
not be written to until this bit is cleared.

DescriptionValue

No effect0

In the full-duplex mode, a pause control frame is enabled. In
half-duplex mode, a back-pressure function is enabled if the
TFE bit is set.

1

0RWFCBBPA0
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Register 8: Ethernet MAC VLAN Tag (EMACVLANTG), offset 0x01C
The Ethernet MAC VLAN Tag (MACVLANTG) register contains the IEEE 802.1Q VLAN Tag to
identify the VLAN frames. The MAC compares the 13th and 14th bytes of the receiving frame
(Length/Type) with the value 0x8100, and the following two bytes are compared with the VLAN tag.
If a match occurs, the MAC sets the received VLAN bit in the receive frame status. The legal length
of the frame is increased from 1,518 bytes to 1,522 bytes.

Ethernet MAC VLAN Tag (EMACVLANTG)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x01C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

ETVVTIMESVLVTHMreserved

RWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

VL

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:20

VLAN Tag Hash Table Match Enable

DescriptionValue

The VLAN Hash Match operation is not performed.0

The most significant four bits of the VLAN tag's CRC are used
to index the content of the MAC VLAN Hash Table
(EMACVLANHASH) register. A value of 1 in the
EMACVLANHASH register, corresponding to the index,
indicates that the frame matched the VLAN hash table.
When Bit 16 (ETV) is set, the CRC of the 12-bit VLAN Identifier
(VID) is used for comparison whereas when ETV is reset, the
CRC of the 16-bit VLAN tag is used for comparison.

1

0RWVTHM19

Enable S-VLAN

DescriptionValue

The MAC transmitter does not recognize S-VLAN frames as
valid VLAN tagged frames.

0

The MAC transmitter and receiver considers the S-VLAN (Type
= 0x88A8) frames as valid VLAN tagged frames.

1

0RWESVL18
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

VLAN Tag Inverse Match Enable

DescriptionValue

VLAN perfect matching is enabled. The frames with matched
VLAN tag are marked as matched.

0

VLAN tag inverse matching is enabled. The frames that do not
have matching VLAN tag are marked as matched.

1

0RWVTIM17

Enable 12-Bit VLAN Tag Comparison

DescriptionValue

All 16 bits of the 15th and 16th bytes of the received VLAN frame
are used for comparison and VLAN hash filtering.

0

A 12-bit VLAN identifier is used for comparing and filtering
instead of the complete 16-bit VLAN tag.
Bits [11:0] of VLAN tag are compared with the corresponding
field in the received VLAN-tagged frame. Similarly, when
enabled, only 12 bits of the VLAN tag in the received frame are
used for hash-based VLAN filtering.

1

0RWETV16

VLAN Tag Identifier for Receive Frames
This field contains the 802.1Q VLAN tag to identify the VLAN frames
and is compared to the 15th and 16th bytes of the frames being received
for VLAN frames. The following list describes the bits of this field:

■ Bits [15:13]: User Priority

■ Bit 12: Canonical Format Indicator (CFI) or Drop Eligible Indicator
(DEI)

■ Bits[11:0]: VLAN tag's VLAN Identifier (VID) field

When the ETV bit is set, only the VID field (Bits[11:0]) is used for
comparison. If VL[11:0] is all zeros when the ETV is set, the MAC does
not check the fifteenth and 16th bytes for VLAN tag comparison, and
declares all frames with a Type field value of 0x8100 or 0x88A8 as VLAN
frames.

0x0000RWVL15:0
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Register 9: Ethernet MAC Status (EMACSTATUS), offset 0x024
The Ethernet MAC Status (EMACSTATUS) register gives the status of all main modules of the
transmit and receive data-paths and the FIFOs. An all-zero status indicates that the MAC is in idle
state (and FIFOs are empty) and no activity is going on in the data-paths.

Ethernet MAC Status (EMACSTATUS)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x024
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

TPETFCTXPAUSEDTRCTWCreservedTXFETXFFreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RPERFCFCreservedRWCRRCreservedRXFreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved31:26

TX/RX Controller TX FIFO Full Status

DescriptionValue

The TX/RX Controller TX FIFO is not full.0

The TX/RX Controller TX FIFO is full. Therefore, the TX/RX
Controller cannot accept any more frames for transmission.

1

0ROTXFF25

TX/RX Controller TX FIFO Not Empty Status

DescriptionValue

TX/RX Controller TX FIFO is empty.0

TX/RX Controller TX FIFO is not empty and some data is left
for transmission.

1

0ROTXFE24

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved23

TX/RX Controller TX FIFO Write Controller Active Status

DescriptionValue

TX/RX Controller's TX FIFO write controller is inactive.0

TX/RX Controller's TX FIFO write controller is active and
transferring data to the TX FIFO.

1

0ROTWC22
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

TX/RX Controller's TX FIFO Read Controller Status
This field indicates the state of the TX FIFO read controller:

DescriptionValue

IDLE state0x0

READ state (transferring data to MAC transmitter)0x1

Waiting for TX Status from MAC transmitter0x2

Writing the received TX Status or flushing the TX FIFO0x3

0x0ROTRC21:20

MAC Transmitter PAUSE

DescriptionValue

MAC transmitter is not in PAUSE mode.0

Indicates that the MAC transmitter is in the PAUSE condition
(in the full-duplex only mode) and hence does not schedule any
frame for transmission.

1

0ROTXPAUSED19

MAC Transmit Frame Controller Status
This field indicates the state of the MAC Transmit Frame Controller
module:

DescriptionValue

IDLE state0x0

Waiting for status of previous frame or IFG or backoff period to
be over

0x1

Generating and transmitting a PAUSE control frame (in the
full-duplex mode)

0x2

Transferring input frame for transmission0x3

0x0ROTFC18:17

MAC MII Transmit Protocol Engine Status

DescriptionValue

MAC MII transmit protocol engine is not actively transmitting
data.

0

MAC MII transmit protocol engine is actively transmitting data
and is not in the IDLE state.

1

0ROTPE16

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved15:10
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

TX/RX Controller RX FIFO Fill-level Status
This field gives the status of the fill-level of the RX FIFO. The FIFO
threshold is programmed by the TCC field in the Ethernet MAC DMA
Operation Mode (EMACDMAOPMODE) register.:

DescriptionValue

RX FIFO Empty0x0

RX FIFO fill level is below the flow-control deactivate threshold0x1

RX FIFO fill level is above the flow-control activate threshold0x2

RX FIFO Full0x3

0x0RORXF9:8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved7

TX/RX Controller Read Controller State
This field gives the state of the RX FIFO read Controller:

DescriptionValue

IDLE state0x0

Reading frame data0x1

Reading frame status (or timestamp)0x2

Flushing the frame data and status0x3

0x0RORRC6:5

TX/RX Controller RX FIFO Write Controller Active Status

DescriptionValue

The MTL RX FIFO Write Controller is inactive.0

MTL RX FIFO Write Controller is active and is transferring a
received frame to the FIFO.

1

0RORWC4

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved3

MAC Receive Frame Controller FIFO Status
When high, this field indicates the active state of the small FIFO Read
and Write controllers of the MAC Receive Frame Controller Module.

0x0RORFCFC2:1

MAC MII Receive Protocol Engine Status

DescriptionValue

MAC MII receive protocol engine is not actively receiving data.0

Indicates that the MAC MII receive protocol engine is actively
receiving data and not in IDLE state.

1

0x0RORPE0
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Register 10: Ethernet MAC Remote Wake-Up Frame Filter (EMACRWUFF),
offset 0x028
This is the address through which the application writes or reads the remote wake-up frame filter
registers. Note that to load values in the Ethernet MAC Wake-up Frame Filter (EMACRWUFF)
register, the entire register must be written. The Ethernet MAC Remote Wake-Up Frame Filter
(EMACRWUFF) register is a pointer to eight wake-up frame filter registers. The Ethernet MAC
RemoteWake-Up Frame Filter (EMACRWUFF) register is loaded by sequentially loading the eight
register values. Eight sequential writes to this address programs all of the remote wake-up frame
filter registers. Similarly, eight sequential reads from the EMACRWUFF register reads all wake-up
frame registers.

Ethernet MAC Remote Wake-Up Frame Filter (EMACRWUFF)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x028
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

WAKEUPFIL

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

WAKEUPFIL

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Remote Wake-Up Frame Filter0x0RWWAKEUPFIL31:0
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Register 11: Ethernet MAC PMT Control and Status Register
(EMACPMTCTLSTAT), offset 0x02C
The Ethernet MAC PMT Control and Status (EMACPMTCTLSTAT) programs and monitors
wake-up events.

Ethernet MAC PMT Control and Status Register (EMACPMTCTLSTAT)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x02C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reservedRWKPTRreservedWUPFRRST

RORORORORORORORORWRWRWRORORORORWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PWRDWNMGKPKTENWUPFRENreservedMGKPRXWUPRXreservedGLBLUCASTreserved

RWRWRWRORORORORORORWROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Wake-Up Frame Filter Register Pointer Reset

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Resets the MAC Remote Wake-Up Frame Filter
(EMACRWUFF) register pointer to 0x0. It is automatically
cleared after one clock cycle.

1

0RWWUPFRRST31

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved30:27

Remote Wake-Up FIFO Pointer
This gives the current value (0 to 7) of the MAC Remote Wake-Up
Frame Filter (EMACRWUFF) register pointer. The contents of the
EMACRWUFF Register are transferred to the receive clock domain
when a write occurs to that register when this pointer value equals 7.

0RWRWKPTR26:24

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved23:10

Global Unicast

DescriptionValue

No Effect.0

Enables any unicast packet filtered by the MAC Destination
Address Filter (DAF) module's address recognition to be a
wake-up frame.

1

0RWGLBLUCAST9

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved8:7
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Wake-Up Frame Received

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

The power management event is generated because of the
reception of a wake-up frame.
This bit is cleared whenever the register is read.

1

0x0ROWUPRX6

Magic Packet Received

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

The power management event is generated because of the
reception of a magic packet.
This bit is cleared whenever the register is read.

1

0ROMGKPRX5

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved4:3

Wake-Up Frame Enable

DescriptionValue

Wake-up frame does not affect power management control.0

Generation of a power management event in response to the
reception of a wake-up frame is enabled.

1

0RWWUPFREN2

Magic Packet Enable

DescriptionValue

Magic packet reception does not affect power management
control.

0

Generation of a power management event bin response to the
reception of a magic packet is enabled.

1

0RWMGKPKTEN1

Power Down
When set, the MAC receiver drops all received frames until it receives
the expected magic packet or wake-up frame. Upon reception, PWRDWN
is self-cleared and the power-down mode is disabled. Software can also
clear this bit before the expected magic packet or wake-up frame is
received. The frames, received by the MAC after this bit is cleared, are
forwarded to the application.

DescriptionValue

Frames are forwarded to application.0

MAC receiver drops all received frames until it receives the
expected magic packet or wake-up frame.

1

0RWPWRDWN0
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Register 12: Ethernet MAC Raw Interrupt Status (EMACRIS), offset 0x038
The Ethernet MAC Raw Interrupt Status (EMACRIS) register identifies the events in the MAC
that can generate interrupt.

Ethernet MAC Raw Interrupt Status (EMACRIS)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x038
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

reservedPMTMMCMMCRXMMCTXreservedTSreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.0ROreserved31:10

Timestamp Interrupt Status
This bit is cleared by reading the TSSOVF bit in the MAC timestamp
Status Register (EMACTIMSTAT) register.
In this mode, this bit is cleared after the completion of the read of this
bit. In all other modes, this bit is reserved.

DescriptionValue

No timestamp interrupt is present.0

When the advanced timestamp feature is enabled, this bit
indicates one of two conditions is true:

1

■ The system time value equals or exceeds the value
specified in the EMAC Target Time Seconds Register
(EMACTARGSEC) and MAC Target Time Nanoseconds
(EMACTARGNANO) registers.

■ There is an overflow in the EMAC Target Time Seconds
(EMACTARGSEC) register.

When default timestamping is enabled, this bit indicates that
the system time value is equal to or exceeds the value specified
in the EMAC Target Time registers. In this mode, this bit is
cleared after the completion of the read of this bit.

0x0ROTS9

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved8:7
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

MMC Transmit Interrupt Status
This bit is cleared when all of the bits in the MAC MMC Transmit
Interrupt (EMACMMCTXRIS) register are clear.

DescriptionValue

No interrupts exist in the MAC MMC Transmit Interrupt
(EMACMMCTXRIS) register.

0

Indicates an interrupt has been generated in the MAC MMC
Transmit Interrupt (EMACMMCTXRIS) register.

1

0ROMMCTX6

MMC Receive Interrupt Status
This bit is cleared when all of the bits in the Ethernet MAC MMC
Receive Interrupt (EMACMMCRXRIS) register are clear.

DescriptionValue

No interrupts exist in the MAC MMC Receive Interrupt
(EMACMMCTXRIS) register.

0

Indicates an interrupt has been generated in the MAC MMC
Receive Interrupt (EMACMMCRXRIS) register.

1

0ROMMCRX5

MMC Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

Indicates the MMC-related Interrupt bits [6:5] in this register are
clear.

0

Indicates that one or more of the MMC-related interrupt bits
[6:5] in this register are set.

1

0x0ROMMC4

PMT Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

This bit is cleared when both Bits[6:5] are cleared because of
a read operation to theMACPMTControl and Status Register
(EMACPMTCTRLSTAT) register.

0

Indicates a Magic packet or Wake-on-LAN frame is received in
the power-down mode (see Bits 5 and 6 in the
MACPMTCTRLSTAT register).

1

0x0ROPMT3

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved2:0
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Register 13: Ethernet MAC Interrupt Mask (EMACIM), offset 0x03C
The Ethernet MAC Interrupt Mask (EMACIM) Register bits enables the application to mask the
interrupt signal caused by the corresponding event in the Ethernet MAC Raw Interrupt Status
(EMACRIS) Register.

Ethernet MAC Interrupt Mask (EMACIM)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x03C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

reservedPMTreservedTSIreserved

RORORORWRORORORORORWROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.0ROreserved31:10

Timestamp Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The TSI interrupt status bit in the MAC Raw Interrupt Status
(EMACRIS) register is not masked and can cause an interrupt.

0

The assertion of the TIS interrupt status bit in the MAC Raw
Interrupt Status (EMACRIS) register is masked and does not
cause an interrupt.

1

0x0RWTSI9

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved8:4

PMT Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

The PMT interrupt status bit in the MAC Raw Interrupt Status
(EMACRIS) register is not masked and can cause an interrupt.

0

The assertion of the PMT interrupt status bit in the MAC Raw
Interrupt Status (EMACRIS) register is masked and does not
cause an interrupt.

1

0x0RWPMT3

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved2:0
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Register 14: Ethernet MAC Address 0 High (EMACADDR0H), offset 0x040
The Ethernet MAC Address 0 High (EMACADDR0H) register holds the upper 16 bits of the first
6-byte MAC address of the station. The first (Destination Address) DA byte that is received on the
MII interface corresponds to the least significant byte (Bits [7:0]) of theMACAddress 0 LowRegister
(EMACADDR0L) register. For example, if 0x112233445566 is received (0x11 in lane 0 of the first
column) on the MII as the destination address, then the EMACAddress 0 (EMACADDR0x) register
[47:0] is compared with 0x665544332211.

Ethernet MAC Address 0 High (EMACADDR0H)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x040
Type RW, reset 0x8000.FFFF

16171819202122232425262728293031

reservedAE

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000001Reset

0123456789101112131415

ADDRHI

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
1111111111111111Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Address Enable
This register is always valid, so this bit is set always set to 1.

1ROAE31

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved30:16

MAC Address0 [47:32]
This field contains the upper 16 bits (47:32) of the first 6-byte MAC
address. The MAC uses this field for filtering the received frames and
inserting the MAC address in the Transmit Flow Control (PAUSE)
Frames.

0xFFFFRWADDRHI15:0
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Register 15: Ethernet MAC Address 0 Low Register (EMACADDR0L), offset
0x044
The MAC Address 0 Low Register (EMACADDR0L) register holds the lower 32 bits of the first
6-byte MAC address of the station.

Ethernet MAC Address 0 Low Register (EMACADDR0L)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x044
Type RW, reset 0xFFFF.FFFF

16171819202122232425262728293031

ADDRLO

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
1111111111111111Reset

0123456789101112131415

ADDRLO

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
1111111111111111Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

MAC Address0 [31:0]
This field contains the lower 32 bits of the first 6-byte MAC address.
This is used by the MAC for filtering the received frames and inserting
the MAC address in the Transmit Flow Control (PAUSE) Frames.

0xFFFFFFFFRWADDRLO31:0
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Register 16: Ethernet MAC Address 1 High (EMACADDR1H), offset 0x048
The MAC Address 1 High (EMACADDR1H) register holds the upper 16 bits of the second 6-byte
MAC address of the station.

Ethernet MAC Address 1 High (EMACADDR1H)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x048
Type RW, reset 0x0000.FFFF

16171819202122232425262728293031

reservedMBCSAAE

RORORORORORORORORWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

ADDRHI

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
1111111111111111Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Address Enable

DescriptionValue

The address filter module ignores the second address for
filtering.

0

The address filter module uses the second address for perfect
filtering.

1

0RWAE31

Source Address

DescriptionValue

When this bit is reset, MAC Address1[47:0] is used to compare
with the DA fields of the received frame.

0

When this bit is set, MAC Address1[47:0] is used to compare
with the SA fields of the received frame.

1

0RWSA30

Mask Byte Control
Mask control bits are provided for comparison of each of the MAC
Address bytes. When set high, the MAC does not compare the
corresponding byte of received DA or SA with the contents of MAC
Address1 registers. Each bit controls the masking of the bytes as follows:

■ Bit 29: ADDRHI [15:8] of EMACADDR1H Register

■ Bit 28: ADDRHI [7:0] of EMACADDR1H

■ Bit 27: ADDRLO [31:24] of EMACADDR1L register

■ Bit 26: ADDRLO [23:16] of EMACADDR1L register

■ Bit 25: ADDRLO [15:8] of EMACADDR1L register

■ Bit 24: ADDRLO [7:0] of EMACADDR1L register

A group of addresses (known as group address filtering) can be filtered
by masking one or more bytes of the address.

0x00RWMBC29:24
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved23:16

MAC Address1 [47:32]
This field contains the upper 16 bits (47:32) of the second 6-byte MAC
address.

0xFFFFRWADDRHI15:0
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Register 17: Ethernet MAC Address 1 Low (EMACADDR1L), offset 0x04C
The MAC Address 1 Low (EMACADDR1L) register holds the lower 32 bits of the second 6-byte
MAC address of the station.

Ethernet MAC Address 1 Low (EMACADDR1L)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x04C
Type RW, reset 0xFFFF.FFFF

16171819202122232425262728293031

ADDRLO

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
1111111111111111Reset

0123456789101112131415

ADDRLO

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
1111111111111111Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

MAC Address1 [31:0]
This field contains the lower 32 bits of the second 6-byte MAC address.
The content of this field is undefined until loaded by the application after
the initialization process.

0xFFFFFFFFRWADDRLO31:0
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Register 18: Ethernet MAC Address 2 High (EMACADDR2H), offset 0x050
The MAC Address 2 High (EMACADDR2H) register holds the upper 16 bits of the third 6-byte
MAC address of the station.

Ethernet MAC Address 2 High (EMACADDR2H)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x050
Type RW, reset 0x0000.FFFF

16171819202122232425262728293031

reservedMBCSAAE

RORORORORORORORORWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

ADDRHI

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
1111111111111111Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Address Enable

DescriptionValue

The address filter module ignores the third address for filtering.0

The address filter module uses the third address for perfect
filtering.

1

0x0RWAE31

Source Address

DescriptionValue

When this bit is reset, the MAC Address2[47:0] is used to
compare with the DA fields of the received frame.

0

When this bit is set, the MAC Address2[47:0] is used to compare
with the SA fields of the received frame.

1

0x0RWSA30

Mask Byte Control
Mask control bits are provided for comparison of each of the MAC
Address bytes. When set high, the MAC does not compare the
corresponding byte of received DA or SA with the contents of MAC
Address1 registers. Each bit controls the masking of the bytes as follows:

■ Bit 29: ADDRHI [15:8] of EMACADDR2H register

■ Bit 28: ADDRHI [7:0] of EMACADDR2H register

■ Bit 27: ADDRLO [31:24] of EMACADDR2L register

■ Bit 26: ADDRLO [23:16] of EMACADDR2L register

■ Bit 25: ADDRLO [15:8] of EMACADDR2L register

■ Bit 24: ADDRLO [7:0] of EMACADDR2L register

A group of addresses (known as group address filtering) can be filtered
by masking one or more bytes of the address.

0x0RWMBC29:24
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved23:16

MAC Address2 [47:32]
This field contains the upper 16 bits [47:32] of the third 6-byte MAC
address.

0xFFFFRWADDRHI15:0
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Register 19: Ethernet MAC Address 2 Low (EMACADDR2L), offset 0x054
The MAC Address2 Low register holds the lower 32 bits of the third 6-byte MAC address of the
station.

Ethernet MAC Address 2 Low (EMACADDR2L)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x054
Type RW, reset 0xFFFF.FFFF

16171819202122232425262728293031

ADDRLO

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
1111111111111111Reset

0123456789101112131415

ADDRLO

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
1111111111111111Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

MAC Address2 [31:0]
This field contains the lower 32 bits of the third 6-byte MAC address.
The content of this field is undefined until loaded by the Application after
the initialization process.

0xFFFFFFFFRWADDRLO31:0
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Register 20: Ethernet MAC Address 3 High (EMACADDR3H), offset 0x058
The Ethernet MAC Address 3 High (EMACADDR3H) register holds the upper 16 bits of the fourth
6-byte MAC address of the station.

Ethernet MAC Address 3 High (EMACADDR3H)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x058
Type RW, reset 0x0000.FFFF

16171819202122232425262728293031

reservedMBCSAAE

RORORORORORORORORWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

ADDRHI

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
1111111111111111Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Address Enable

DescriptionValue

The address filter module ignores the third address for filtering.0

The address filter module uses the third address for perfect
filtering.

1

0x0RWAE31

Source Address

DescriptionValue

When this bit is reset, the MAC Address3[47:0] is used to
compare with the DA fields of the received frame.

0

When this bit is set, the MAC Address3[47:0] is used to compare
with the SA fields of the received frame.

1

0x0RWSA30

Mask Byte Control
Mask control bits are provided for comparison of each of the MAC
Address bytes. When set high, the MAC does not compare the
corresponding byte of received DA or SA with the contents of MAC
Address1 registers. Each bit controls the masking of the bytes as follows:

■ Bit 29: ADDRHI [15:8] of EMACADDR3H register

■ Bit 28: ADDRHI [7:0] of EMACADDR3H register

■ Bit 27: ADDRLO [31:24] of EMACADDR3L register

■ Bit 26: ADDRLO [23:16] of EMACADDR3L register

■ Bit 25: ADDRLO [15:8] of EMACADDR3L register

■ Bit 24: ADDRLO [7:0] of EMACADDR3L register

A group of addresses (known as group address filtering) can be filtered
by masking one or more bytes of the address.

0x0RWMBC29:24
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved23:16

MAC Address3 [47:32]
This field contains the upper 16 bits [47:32] of the fourth 6-byte MAC
address.

0xFFFFRWADDRHI15:0
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Register 21: Ethernet MAC Address 3 Low (EMACADDR3L), offset 0x05C
The Ethernet MAC Address 3 Low (EMACADDR3L) register holds the lower 32 bits of the fourth
6-byte MAC address of the station.

Ethernet MAC Address 3 Low (EMACADDR3L)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x05C
Type RW, reset 0xFFFF.FFFF

16171819202122232425262728293031

ADDRLO

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
1111111111111111Reset

0123456789101112131415

ADDRLO

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
1111111111111111Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

MAC Address3 [31:0]
This field contains the lower 32 bits of the fourth 6-byte MAC address.
The content of this field is undefined until loaded by the application after
the initialization process.

0xFFFFFFFFRWADDRLO31:0
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Register 22: Ethernet MACWatchdog Timeout (EMACWDOGTO), offset 0x0DC
This register controls the watchdog counter for received frames.

Ethernet MAC Watchdog Timeout (EMACWDOGTO)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x0DC
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

PWEreserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

WTOreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:17

Programmable Watchdog Enable

DescriptionValue

The watchdog timeout for a received frame is controlled by
setting the WD and JE bits in the EMACCFG register.

0

When the WD bit of the EMACCFG register is clear, the WTO
field is used as a watchdog timeout for a received frame.

1

0RWPWE16

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved15:14

Watchdog Timeout
When the PWE bit in the EMACWDOGTO register is set and the WD bit
of the EMACCFG register is clear, this field is used as a watchdog
timeout value for a received frame. If the length of a received frame
exceeds the value of this field, such frame is terminated and declared
an error frame.

Note: When the PWE bit is set the value in this field should be more
than 1,522 (0x05F2). Otherwise, valid, tagged IEEE 802.3-
frames are declared as error frames and are dropped.

0RWWTO13:0
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Register 23: Ethernet MAC MMC Control (EMACMMCCTRL), offset 0x100
The MMC Control register establishes the operating mode of the management counters.

Note: The CNTRST bit has higher priority than the CNTPRST. Therefore, when the software tries
to set both bits in the same write cycle, all counters are cleared and the CNTPRST is not
set.

Ethernet MAC MMC Control (EMACMMCCTRL)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x100
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CNTRSTCNTSTPRORSTONRDCNTFREEZCNTPRSTCNTPRSTLVLreservedUCDBCreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRORORWROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved31:9

Update MMC Counters for Dropped Broadcast Frames

DescriptionValue

MMC Counters are not updated for dropped broadcast frames.0

MAC updates all related MMC counters for broadcast frames
dropped due to setting of DBF bit (Disable Broadcast Frames)
of the MAC Frame Filter(EMACFRAMEFLTR) register.

1

0RWUCDBC8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved7:6
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Full/Half Preset Level Value

DescriptionValue

If CNTPRST is set, all MMC counters get preset to almost-half
value. All octet counters get preset to 0x7FFF.F800 (half
value - 2 KB) and all frame-counters get preset to
0x7FFF.FFF0 (half value - 16).

0

If CNTPRST is set, all MMC counters get preset to almost-full
value. All octet counters get preset to 0xFFFF.F800 (full
value - 2 KB) and all frame-counters gets preset to
0xFFFF_FFF0 (full value - 16).

1

This bit, along with CNTPRST, is useful for debugging and testing the
assertion of interrupts because of MMC counter becoming half-full or
full.
For 16-bit counters, the almost-half preset values are 0x7800 and
0x7FF0 for the respective octet and frame counters. Similarly, the
almost-full preset values for the 16-bit counters are 0xF800 and 0xFFF0.

0RWCNTPRSTLVL5

Counters Preset

DescriptionValue

Normal operation.0

All counters are initialized or preset to almost full or almost half
according to the CNTPRSTLVL bit. The CNTPRST bit is cleared
automatically after 1 clock cycle.

1

This bit, along with CNTPRSTLVL, is useful for debugging and testing
the assertion of interrupts because of MMC counter becoming half-full
or full.

0RWCNTPRST4

MMC Counter Freeze
When this bit is set, it freezes all MMC counters to their current value.
Until this bit is reset, no MMC counter is updated because of any
transmitted or received frame. If any MMC counter is read with the
RSTONRD bit set, then that counter is also cleared in this mode.

DescriptionValue

MMC counters are updated when a frame is transmitted or
received.

0

When this bit is set, it freezes all MMC counters to their current
value. Until this bit is reset to 0, no MMC counter is updated
because of any transmitted or received frame.

1

0RWCNTFREEZ3

Reset on Read

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

MMC counters are reset to zero after a read (self-clearing after
reset). The counters are cleared when the least significant byte
lane (bits[7:0]) is read.

1

0x0RWRSTONRD2
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Counters Stop Rollover

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

After reaching maximum value, the MMC counters do not roll
over to zero.

1

0RWCNTSTPRO1

Counters Reset

DescriptionValue

No effect0

All MMC counters are reset. This bit is cleared automatically
after one clock cycle.

1

0x0RWCNTRST0
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Register 24: Ethernet MAC MMC Receive Raw Interrupt Status
(EMACMMCRXRIS), offset 0x104
The MAC MMC Receive Interrupt (EMACMMCRXRIS) register maintains the interrupts that are
generated when the following happens:

■ Receive statistic counters reach half of their maximum values (0x8000.0000 for 32-bit counter
and 0x8000 for 16-bit counter).

■ Receive statistic counters cross their maximum values (0xFFFF.FFFF for 32-bit counter and
0xFFFF for 16-bit counter).

When the Counter Stop Rollover (CNTSTPRO bit) in the MAC MMC Control (EMACMMCCTRL)
register is set, interrupts are set but the counter remains at all-ones. The EMACMMCRXRIS register
is a 32-bit wide register. An interrupt bit is cleared when the respective MMC counter that caused
the interrupt is read. The least significant byte lane (bits[7:0]) of the respective counter must be read
in order to clear the interrupt bit.

Ethernet MAC MMC Receive Raw Interrupt Status (EMACMMCRXRIS)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x104
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reservedUCGFreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

GBFreservedCRCERRALGNERRreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved31:18

MMC Receive Unicast Good Frame Counter Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

The receive Ethernet MAC Receive Frame Count for Good
Unicast Frames (EMACRXCNTGUNI) register has not reached
half of the maximum value or the maximum value.

0

The receive Ethernet MAC Receive Frame Count for Good
Unicast Frames (EMACRXCNTGUNI) register has reached
half of the maximum value or the maximum value.

1

0x0ROUCGF17

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved16:7
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

MMC Receive Alignment Error Frame Counter Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

TheEthernetMACReceive FrameCount for Alignment Error
Frames (EMACRXCNTALGNERR) register has not reached
half of the maximum value or the maximum value.

0

TheEthernetMACReceive FrameCount for Alignment Error
Frames (EMACRXCNTALGNERR) register has reached half
of the maximum value or the maximum value.

1

0x0ROALGNERR6

MMC Receive CRC Error Frame Counter Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

The Ethernet MAC Receive Frame Count for CRC Error
Frames (EMACRXCNTCRCERR) register has not reached half
of the maximum value or the maximum value.

0

The Ethernet MAC Receive Frame Count for CRC Error
Frames (EMACRXCNTCRCERR) register has reached half of
the maximum value or the maximum value.

1

0x0ROCRCERR5

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved4:1

MMC Receive Good Bad Frame Counter Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

The Ethernet MAC Receive Frame Count for Good and Bad
Frames (EMACRXCNTGB) register has not reached half of the
maximum value or the maximum value.

0

The Ethernet MAC Receive Frame Count for Good and Bad
Frames (EMACRXCNTGB) register has reached half of the
maximum value or the maximum value.

1

0x0ROGBF0
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Register 25: Ethernet MAC MMC Transmit Raw Interrupt Status
(EMACMMCTXRIS), offset 0x108
TheMACMMC Transmit Interrupt (EMACMMCTXRIS) register maintains the interrupts generated
when transmit statistic counters reach half of their maximum values (0x8000_0000 for 32-bit counter
and 0x8000 for 16-bit counter), and the maximum values (0xFFFF_FFFF for 32-bit counter and
0xFFFF for 16-bit counter). When the CNTSTPRO bit is set in the MAC MMC Control
(EMACMMCCTRL) register, interrupts are set but the counter remains at all-ones. The
EMACMMCTXRIS register is a 32-bit wide register. An interrupt bit is cleared when the respective
MMC counter that caused the interrupt is read. The least significant byte lane (Bits[7:0]) of the
respective counter must be read in order to clear the interrupt bit.

Ethernet MAC MMC Transmit Raw Interrupt Status (EMACMMCTXRIS)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x108
Type R, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reservedOCTCNTreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

reservedGBFreservedSCOLLGFMCOLLGF

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved31:21

Octet Counter Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

The Ethernet MAC Transmit Octet Count Good
(EMACTXOCTCNTG) register has not reached half of the
maximum value or the maximum value.

0

The Ethernet MAC Transmit Octet Count Good
(EMACTXOCTCNTG) register has reached half of the maximum
value or the maximum value.

1

0x0ROOCTCNT20

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved19:16
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

MMC Transmit Multiple Collision Good Frame Counter Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

The Ethernet MAC Transmit Frame Count for Frames
Transmitted after Multiple Collisions (EMACTXCNTMCOL)
register has not reached half of the maximum value or the
maximum value.

0

The Ethernet MAC Transmit Frame Count for Frames
Transmitted after Multiple Collisions (EMACTXCNTMCOL)
register has reached half of the maximum value or the maximum
value.

1

0x0ROMCOLLGF15

MMC Transmit Single Collision Good Frame Counter Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

The Ethernet MAC Transmit Frame Count for Frames
Transmitted after Single Collision (EMACTXCNTSCOL)
register has not reached half of the maximum value or the
maximum value.

0

The Ethernet MAC Transmit Frame Count for Frames
Transmitted after Single Collision (EMACTXCNTSCOL)
register has reached half of the maximum value or the maximum
value.

1

0x0ROSCOLLGF14

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved13:2

MMC Transmit Good Bad Frame Counter Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

TheEthernetMACTransmit FrameCount for Good andBad
Frames (EMACTXCNTGB) register has not reached half of the
maximum value or the maximum value.

0

TheEthernetMACTransmit FrameCount for Good andBad
Frames (EMACTXCNTGB) register has reached half of the
maximum value or the maximum value.

1

0x0ROGBF1

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved0
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Register 26: Ethernet MAC MMC Receive Interrupt Mask (EMACMMCRXIM),
offset 0x10C
The MAC MMC Receive Interrupt Mask (EMACMMCRXIM) register maintains the masks for the
interrupts generated when the receive statistic counters reach half of their maximum value, or
maximum value. This register is 32-bits wide.

Ethernet MAC MMC Receive Interrupt Mask (EMACMMCRXIM)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x10C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reservedUCGFreserved

RORWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

GBFreservedCRCERRALGNERRreserved

RWRORORORORWRWROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved31:18

MMC Receive Unicast Good Frame Counter Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the UCGF bit
in the EMACMMCRXRIS register is set.

0

The UCGF interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the interrupt
controller.

1

0x0RWUCGF17

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved16:7

MMC Receive Alignment Error Frame Counter Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the ALGNERR
bit in the EMACMMCRXRIS register is set.

0

The ALGNERR interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the
interrupt controller.

1

0x0RWALGNERR6

MMC Receive CRC Error Frame Counter Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the CRCERR
bit in the EMACMMCRXRIS register is set.

0

The CRCERR interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the interrupt
controller.

1

0x0RWCRCERR5
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved4:1

MMC Receive Good Bad Frame Counter Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the GBF bit
in the EMACMMCRXRIS register is set.

0

The GBF interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the interrupt
controller.

1

0x0RWGBF0
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Register 27: Ethernet MAC MMC Transmit Interrupt Mask (EMACMMCTXIM),
offset 0x110
The MAC MMC Transmit Interrupt Mask (EMACMMCTXIM) register maintains the masks for the
interrupts generated when the transmit statistic counters reach half of their maximum value or
maximum value. This register is 32-bits wide.

Ethernet MAC MMC Transmit Interrupt Mask (EMACMMCTXIM)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x110
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reservedOCTCNTreserved

RORORORORWROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

reservedGBFreservedSCOLLGFMCOLLGF

RORWRORORORORORORORORORORORORWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved31:21

MMC Transmit Good Octet Counter Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the OCTCNT
bit in the EMACMMCTXRIS register is set.

0

The OCTCNT interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the interrupt
controller.

1

0x0RWOCTCNT20

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved19:16

MMC Transmit Multiple Collision Good Frame Counter Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the MCOLLGF
bit in the EMACMMCTXRIS register is set.

0

The MCOLLGF interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the
interrupt controller.

1

0x0RWMCOLLGF15

MMC Transmit Single Collision Good Frame Counter Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the SCOLLGF
bit in the EMACMMCTXRIS register is set.

0

The SCOLLGF interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the
interrupt controller.

1

0x0RWSCOLLGF14
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved13:2

MMC Transmit Good Bad Frame Counter Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the GBF bit
in the EMACMMCTXRIS register is set.

0

The GBF interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the interrupt
controller.

1

0x0RWGBF1

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved0
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Register 28: Ethernet MAC Transmit Frame Count for Good and Bad Frames
(EMACTXCNTGB), offset 0x118
TheMACTransmit FrameCount for Good andBad Frames (EMACTXCNTGB) register maintains
the number of good and bad frames transmitted, exclusive of retried frames.

Note: This counter is reset to all zeros by setting the CNTRST bit in the Ethernet MAC MMC
Control (EMACMMCCTRL), offset 0x100.

Ethernet MAC Transmit Frame Count for Good and Bad Frames (EMACTXCNTGB)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x118
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

TXFRMGB

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TXFRMGB

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

This field indicates the number of good and bad frames transmitted,
exclusive of retried frames

0x0ROTXFRMGB31:0
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Register 29: Ethernet MAC Transmit Frame Count for Frames Transmitted
after Single Collision (EMACTXCNTSCOL), offset 0x14C
This register maintains the number of successfully transmitted frames after a single collision in the
half-duplex mode.

Note: This counter is reset to all zeros by setting the CNTRST bit in the Ethernet MAC MMC
Control (EMACMMCCTRL), offset 0x100.

Ethernet MAC Transmit Frame Count for Frames Transmitted after Single Collision (EMACTXCNTSCOL)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x14C
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

TXSNGLCOLG

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TXSNGLCOLG

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

This field indicates the number of successfully transmitted frames after
a single collision in the half-duplex mode.

0x0ROTXSNGLCOLG31:0
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Register 30: Ethernet MAC Transmit Frame Count for Frames Transmitted
after Multiple Collisions (EMACTXCNTMCOL), offset 0x150
This register maintains the number of successfully transmitted frames after multiple collisions in the
half-duplex mode.

Note: This counter is reset to all zeros by setting the CNTRST bit in the Ethernet MAC MMC
Control (EMACMMCCTRL), offset 0x100.

Ethernet MAC Transmit Frame Count for Frames Transmitted after Multiple Collisions (EMACTXCNTMCOL)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x150
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

TXMULTCOLG

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TXMULTCOLG

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

This field indicates the number of successfully transmitted frames after
multiple collisions in the half-duplex mode.

0x0ROTXMULTCOLG31:0
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Register 31: Ethernet MAC Transmit Octet Count Good (EMACTXOCTCNTG),
offset 0x164
This register maintains the number of bytes transmitted, exclusive of preamble, only in good frames.

Note: This counter is reset to all zeros by setting the CNTRST bit in the Ethernet MAC MMC
Control (EMACMMCCTRL), offset 0x100.

Ethernet MAC Transmit Octet Count Good (EMACTXOCTCNTG)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x164
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

TXOCTG

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TXOCTG

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

This field indicates the number of bytes transmitted, exclusive of
preamble, in good frames.

0x0ROTXOCTG31:0
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Register 32: Ethernet MAC Receive Frame Count for Good and Bad Frames
(EMACRXCNTGB), offset 0x180
This register maintains the number of received good and bad frames.

Note: This counter is reset to all zeros by setting the CNTRST bit in the Ethernet MAC MMC
Control (EMACMMCCTRL), offset 0x100.

Ethernet MAC Receive Frame Count for Good and Bad Frames (EMACRXCNTGB)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x180
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

RXFRMGB

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RXFRMGB

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

This field indicates the number of received good and bad frames.0x0RORXFRMGB31:0
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Register 33: Ethernet MAC Receive Frame Count for CRC Error Frames
(EMACRXCNTCRCERR), offset 0x194
This register maintains the number of frames received with CRC error.

Note: This counter is reset to all zeros by setting the CNTRST bit in the Ethernet MAC MMC
Control (EMACMMCCTRL), offset 0x100.

Ethernet MAC Receive Frame Count for CRC Error Frames (EMACRXCNTCRCERR)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x194
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

RXCRCERR

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RXCRCERR

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

This field indicates the number of frames received with CRC error.0x0RORXCRCERR31:0
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Register 34: Ethernet MAC Receive Frame Count for Alignment Error Frames
(EMACRXCNTALGNERR), offset 0x198
This register maintains the number of frames received with alignment (dribble) error.

Note: This counter is reset to all zeros by setting the CNTRST bit in the Ethernet MAC MMC
Control (EMACMMCCTRL), offset 0x100.

Ethernet MAC Receive Frame Count for Alignment Error Frames (EMACRXCNTALGNERR)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x198
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

RXALGNERR

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RXALGNERR

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

This field indicates the number of frames received with alignment
(dribble) error.

0x0RORXALGNERR31:0
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Register 35: Ethernet MAC Receive Frame Count for Good Unicast Frames
(EMACRXCNTGUNI), offset 0x1C4
This register maintains the number of received good unicast frames.

Note: This counter is reset to all zeros by setting the CNTRST bit in the Ethernet MAC MMC
Control (EMACMMCCTRL), offset 0x100.

Ethernet MAC Receive Frame Count for Good Unicast Frames (EMACRXCNTGUNI)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x1C4
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

RXUCASTG

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RXUCASTG

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

This field indicates the number of received good unicast frames.0x0RORXUCASTG31:0
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Register 36: Ethernet MAC VLAN Tag Inclusion or Replacement
(EMACVLNINCREP), offset 0x584
The MAC VLAN Tag Inclusion or Replacement (EMACVLNINCREP) register contains the VLAN
tag for insertion or replacement in the transmit frames.

Ethernet MAC VLAN Tag Inclusion or Replacement (EMACVLNINCREP)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x584
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

VLCVLPCSVLreserved

RWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

VLT

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved31:20

C-VLAN or S-VLAN

DescriptionValue

C-VLAN type (0x8100) is inserted or replaced in the transmitted
frames.

0

S-VLAN type (0x88A8) is inserted or replaced in the 13th and
14th bytes of transmitted frames.

1

0x0RWCSVL19

VLAN Priority Control

DescriptionValue

The control input from the transmit descriptor is used, and the
VLC bit field (bits [17:16]) is ignored.

0

The VLC bit field is used for VLAN deletion, insertion, or
replacement.

1

0x0RWVLP18
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

VLAN Tag Control in Transmit Frames

DescriptionValue

No VLAN tag deletion, insertion, or replacement0x0

VLAN tag deletion
The MAC removes the VLAN type (bytes 13 and 14) and VLAN
tag (bytes 15 and 16) of all transmitted frames with VLAN tags.

0x1

VLAN tag insertion
The MAC inserts VLT in bytes 15 and 16 of the frame after
inserting the Type value (0x8100/0x88a8) in bytes 13 and 14.
This operation is performed on all transmitted frames,
irrespective of whether they already have a VLAN tag.

0x2

VLAN tag replacement
The MAC replaces VLT in bytes 15 and 16 of all VLAN-type
transmitted frames (Bytes 13 and 14 are 0x8100/0x88a8).

0x3

Note: Changes to this field take effect only on the start of a frame.
If you write this register field when a frame is being
transmitted, only the subsequent frame can use the updated
value, that is, the current frame does not use the updated
value.

0x0RWVLC17:16

VLAN Tag for Transmit Frames
This field contains the value of the VLAN tag to be inserted or replaced.
The value must only be changed when the transmit lines are inactive
or during the initialization phase. Bits[15:13] are the User Priority, Bit
12 is the CFI/DEI, and Bits[11:0] are the VLAN tag's VID field.

0x0RWVLT15:0
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Register 37: Ethernet MACVLANHash Table (EMACVLANHASH), offset 0x588
The 16-bit hash table is used for group address filtering based on VLAN tag when the VTHM bit of
the EMACVLANTG register is set. For hash filtering, the content of the 16-bit VLAN tag or 12-bit
VLAN ID (enabled by ETV in the EMACVLANTG register) in the incoming frame is passed through
the CRC logic and the upper four bits of the calculated CRC are used to index the contents of the
EMACVLANHASH register. For example, a hash value of 0x8 selects bit 8 of the VLAN Hash table.
The hash value of the destination address is calculated in the following way:

1. Calculate the 32-bit CRC for the VLAN tag or ID (See IEEE 802.3, Section 3.2.8 for the steps to
calculate CRC32).

2. Perform bitwise reversal for the value obtained in Step 1.

3. Take the upper four bits from the value obtained in Step 2.

If the corresponding bit value of the register is 0x1, the frame is accepted. Otherwise, it is rejected.

Ethernet MAC VLAN Hash Table (EMACVLANHASH)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x588
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

VLHT

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved31:16

VLAN Hash Table
This field contains the 16-bit VLAN Hash Table.

0x0RWVLHT15:0
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Register 38: Ethernet MAC Timestamp Control (EMACTIMSTCTRL), offset
0x700
This register controls the operation of the system time generator and the processing of Precision
Time Protocol (PTP) packets for time-stamping in the receiver.

Ethernet MAC Timestamp Control (EMACTIMSTCTRL)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x700
Type RW, reset 0x0000.2000

16171819202122232425262728293031

SELPTPPTPFLTRreserved

RWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TSENTSFCUPDTTSINITTSUPDTINTTRIGADDREGUPreservedALLFDGTLBINPTPVER2PTPETHPTPIPV6PTPIPV4TSEVNTTSMAST

RWRWRWRWRWRWRORORWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000100Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved31:19

Enable MAC address for PTP Frame Filtering

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

The Destination Address (DA) MAC address, that matches any
MAC Address register is used to filter PTP frames when PTP
is directly sent over Ethernet.

1

0x0RWPTPFLTR18

Select PTP packets for Taking Snapshots
These bits along with Bits 15 and 14 decide the set of PTP packet types
for which a snapshot needs to be taken.

0x0RWSELPTP17:16

Enable Snapshot for Messages Relevant to Master

DescriptionValue

The snapshot is taken for the messages relevant to the slave
node.

0

The snapshot is taken only for the messages relevant to the
master node.

1

0x0RWTSMAST15

Enable Timestamp Snapshot for Event Messages

DescriptionValue

The snapshot is taken for all messages except Announce,
Management, and Signaling.

0

The timestamp snapshot is taken only for event messages
(SYNC, Delay_Req, Pdelay_Req, or Pdelay_Resp).

1

0x0RWTSEVNT14
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Enable Processing of PTP Frames Sent over IPv4-UDP

DescriptionValue

The MAC ignores PTP transported over UDP-IPv4 packets.
This bit is set by default.

0

The MAC receiver processes PTP packets encapsulated in UDP
over IPv4 packets.

1

0x1RWPTPIPV413

Enable Processing of PTP Frames Sent Over IPv6-UDP

DescriptionValue

The MAC ignores PTP transported over UDP-IPv6 packets.0

The MAC receiver processes PTP packets encapsulated in UDP
over IPv6 packets.

1

0x0RWPTPIPV612

Enable Processing of PTP Over Ethernet Frames

DescriptionValue

The MAC ignores PTP over Ethernet packets.0

The MAC receiver processes PTP packets encapsulated directly
in Ethernet frames.

1

0x0RWPTPETH11

Enable PTP Packet Processing For Version 2 Format

DescriptionValue

PTP packets are processed using the IEEE 1588 version 1
format.

0

PTP packets are processed using the IEEE 1588 version 2
format.

1

0x0RWPTPVER210

Timestamp Digital or Binary Rollover Control

DescriptionValue

The TTSLO field of theEMACTARGNANO register, offset 0x720,
rolls over after 0x7FFF_FFFF and increments the
EMACTARGSEC register. The sub-second increment has to
be programmed correctly depending on the MOSC frequency
and the value of this bit.

0

The EMACTARGNANO register rolls over after 0x3B9A.C9FF
value (that is, 1 nanosecond accuracy) and increments the
EMACTARGSEC register.

1

0x0RWDGTLBIN9

Enable Timestamp For All Frames

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Timestamp snapshots are enabled for all frames received by
the MAC.

1

0x0RWALLF8
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved7:6

Addend Register Update

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

When set, the content of the Timestamp Addend register is
updated in the PTP block for fine correction. This is cleared
when the update is completed. This register bit should be zero
before setting it.

1

0x0RWADDREGUP5

Timestamp Interrupt Trigger Enable

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

The timestamp interrupt is generated when the System Time
becomes greater than the value written in the Ethernet MAC
Target Time Seconds/Nanoseconds
(EMACTARGSEC/EMACTARGNANO) registers. This bit is
reset after the generation of the Timestamp Trigger Interrupt.

1

0x0RWINTTRIG4

Timestamp Update
This bit should be read zero before updating it. This bit is reset when
the update is completed in hardware. The Timestamp Higher Word
register is not updated.

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

When set, the system time is updated (added or subtracted)
with the value specified in EMACTIMSECU (System Time -
Seconds Update Register) and EMACTIMNANOU (System
Time - Nanoseconds Update Register).

1

0x0RWTSUPDT3

Timestamp Initialize
This bit should read zero before updating it.

DescriptionValue

This bit is reset when the initialization is complete.0x0

The system time is initialized (overwritten) with the value
specified in the Ethernet MAC System Time-Seconds Update
(EMACTIMSECU) and the Ethernet MAC System
Time-Nanoseconds Update (EMACTIMNANOU) registers.

0x1

0x0RWTSINIT2
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Timestamp Fine or Coarse Update

DescriptionValue

Indicates the system timestamp update should be done using
the coarse method.

0x0

Indicates that the system times update should be done using
the fine update method.

0x1

0x0RWTSFCUPDT1

Timestamp Enable
TheEMACTIMSEC and theEMACTIMNANO registers must be initialized
after enabling this mode. On the receive side, the MAC processes 1588
frames only if this bit is set.

DescriptionValue

The timestamp is not added for the transmit and receive frames
and the timestamp generator module is also suspended.

0x0

The timestamp is added for the transmit and receive frames0x1

0x0RWTSEN0
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Register 39: Ethernet MACSub-Second Increment (EMACSUBSECINC), offset
0x704
In the Coarse Update mode (enabled by the TSCFUPDT bit in the MAC Timestamp Control
(EMACTIMSTCTRL) register), the value in the EMACSUBSECINC register is added to the system
time every clock cycle of slave clock reference, MOSC. In the Fine Update mode, the value in this
register is added to the system time whenever the Accumulator gets an overflow.

Ethernet MAC Sub-Second Increment (EMACSUBSECINC)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x704
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

SSINCreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved31:8

Sub-second Increment Value
The value programmed in this field is accumulated every clock cycle
(MOSC) with the contents of the sub-second register. For example,
when MOSC is 25 MHz (period is 40 ns), SSINC should be programmed
with the value 40 (0x28) when the Ethernet MAC System Time -
Nanoseconds (EMACTIMNANO) register has an accuracy of 1 ns
(DGTLBIN bit is set in EMACTIMSTCTRL). When DGTLBIN bit is clear,
the EMACTIMNANO register has a resolution of ~0.465ns. In this case,
a value of 86 (0x56), that is derived by 40ns/0.465, should be
programmed in the SSINC field.

0x0RWSSINC7:0
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Register 40: Ethernet MAC System Time - Seconds (EMACTIMSEC), offset
0x708
The MAC System Time - Seconds (EMACTIMSEC) register, along with the MAC System Time -
Nanoseconds (EMACTIMNANO) register, indicates the current value of the system time maintained
by the MAC. Though it is updated on a continuous basis, there is some delay from the actual time
because of clock domain transfer latencies.

Ethernet MAC System Time - Seconds (EMACTIMSEC)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x708
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

TSS

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TSS

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Timestamp Second
The value in this field indicates the current value in seconds of the
system time maintained by the MAC.

0x0ROTSS31:0
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Register 41: Ethernet MAC System Time - Nanoseconds (EMACTIMNANO),
offset 0x70C
The value in this field has the sub-second representation of time, with an accuracy of 0.46 ns. When
DGTLBIN in the EMACTIMSTCTRL register is set, each bit represents 1 ns and the maximum value
is 0x3B9A.C9FF, after which it rolls-over to zero.

Ethernet MAC System Time - Nanoseconds (EMACTIMNANO)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x70C
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

TSSSreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TSSS

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved31

Timestamp Sub-Seconds
The value in this field has the sub-second representation of time, with
an accuracy of 0.46 ns. When DGTLBIN in the EMACTIMSTCTRL
register is set, each bit represents 1 ns and the maximum value is
0x3B9A.C9FF, after which it rolls-over to zero.

0x0ROTSSS30:0
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Register 42: Ethernet MAC System Time - Seconds Update (EMACTIMSECU),
offset 0x710
TheMACSystem Time - Seconds Update (EMACTIMSECU) register, along with theMACSystem
Time - Nanoseconds Update (EMACTIMNANOU) register, initializes or updates the system time
maintained by the MAC. Both of these register must be written before setting the TSINIT or TSUPDT
bits in the EMACTIMSTCTRL register.

Ethernet MAC System Time - Seconds Update (EMACTIMSECU)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x710
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

TSS

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TSS

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Timestamp Second
The value in this field indicates the time in seconds to be initialized or
added to the system time.

0x0RWTSS31:0
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Register 43: Ethernet MAC System Time - Nanoseconds Update
(EMACTIMNANOU), offset 0x714
This register along with theEMACTIMSECU register initializes or updates the system time maintained
by the MAC. Both of these register must be written before setting the TSINIT or TSUPDT bits in the
EMACTIMSTCTRL register.

Ethernet MAC System Time - Nanoseconds Update (EMACTIMNANOU)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x714
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

TSSSADDSUB

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TSSS

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Add or subtract time

DescriptionValue

The time value is added with the contents of the update register.0x0

The time value is subtracted with the contents of the update
register.

0x1

0x0RWADDSUB31

Timestamp Sub-Second
The value in this field has the sub-second representation of time, with
an accuracy of 0.46 ns. When DGTLBIN in the EMACTIMSTCTRL
register is set, each bit represents 1 ns and the programmed value
should not exceed 0x3B9A.C9FF.

0x0RWTSSS30:0
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Register 44: Ethernet MAC Timestamp Addend (EMACTIMADD), offset 0x718
This register value is used only when the system time is configured for Fine Update mode (TSCFUPDT
bit is set in the EMACTIMSTCTRL register). This register content is added to a 32-bit accumulator
every slave clock cycle (MOSC source) and the system time is updated whenever the accumulator
overflows.

Ethernet MAC Timestamp Addend (EMACTIMADD)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x718
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

TSAR

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TSAR

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Timestamp Addend Register
This field indicates the 32-bit time value to be added to the Accumulator
register to achieve time synchronization.

0x0RWTSAR31:0
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Register 45: Ethernet MAC Target Time Seconds (EMACTARGSEC), offset
0x71C
The MAC Target Time Seconds (EMACTARGSEC) register, along with the MAC Target Time
Nanoseconds (EMACTARGNANO) register, is used to schedule an interrupt event.

Ethernet MAC Target Time Seconds (EMACTARGSEC)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x71C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

TSTR

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TSTR

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Target Time Seconds Register
This register stores the time in seconds. When the timestamp value
matches or exceeds both the MAC Target Time Seconds
(EMACTARGSEC) and MAC Target Time Nanoseconds
(EMACTARGNANO) registers, then based on the TRGMODS0 bit field
in the MAC PPS Control (EMACPPSCTRL), the MAC starts or stops
the PPS signal output and generates an interrupt (if enabled).

0x0RWTSTR31:0
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Register 46: Ethernet MAC Target Time Nanoseconds (EMACTARGNANO),
offset 0x720
The MAC Target Time Seconds (EMACTARGSEC) register, along with the MAC Target Time
Nanoseconds (EMACTARGNANO) register, is used to schedule an interrupt event.

Ethernet MAC Target Time Nanoseconds (EMACTARGNANO)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x720
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

TTSLOTRGTBUSY

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TTSLO

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Target Time Register Busy
This bit is set and cleared by the MAC.

DescriptionValue

The Ethernet MAC Target Time Seconds/Nanoseconds
(EMACTARGSEC/EMACTARGNANO) registers are not busy.

0

The Ethernet MAC Target Time Seconds/Nanoseconds
(EMACTARGSEC/EMACTARGNANO) registers are busy. This
bit is set when the PPSCTRL field in theEMACPPSCTRL register
is programmed to 0x2 or 0x3 and the MAC is instructed to
synchronize theEMACTARGSEC/EMACTARGNANO registers
to the PTP clock domain.

1

Note: The EMACTARGSEC and EMACTARGNANO
registers must not be updated when this bit is read
as 1.

0x0RWTRGTBUSY31

Target Timestamp Low Register
This register stores the time in (signed) nanoseconds. When the value
of the timestamp matches both EMACTARGx registers, the MAC starts
or stops the PPS signal output and generates an interrupt (if enabled)
based on the TRGMODS0 field in the MAC PPS Control
(EMACPPSCTRL) register.
This value should not exceed 0x3B9A.C9FF when DGTLBIN is set in
the EMACTIMSTCTRL register. The actual start or stop time of the PPS
signal output may have an error margin up to one unit of sub-second
increment value.

0x0RWTTSLO30:0
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Register 47: Ethernet MAC System Time-Higher Word Seconds
(EMACHWORDSEC), offset 0x724
This register is used to support the most significant 16-bits of the timestamp seconds value.

Ethernet MAC System Time-Higher Word Seconds (EMACHWORDSEC)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x724
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TSHWR

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved31:16

Target Timestamp Higher Word Register
This field contains the most significant 16-bits of the timestamp seconds
value. The register is directly written to initialize the value. This register
is incremented when there is an overflow from the 32-bits of the System
Time - Seconds register.

0x0RWTSHWR15:0
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Register 48: Ethernet MAC Timestamp Status (EMACTIMSTAT), offset 0x728

Ethernet MAC Timestamp Status (EMACTIMSTAT)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x728
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TSSOVFTSTARGTreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved31:2

Timestamp Target Time Reached

DescriptionValue

Target Time has not been reached.0x0

Indicates that the value of system time is greater or equal to the
value specified in EMACTARGSEC (Target Time Seconds
Register) and EMACTARGNANO (Target Time Nanoseconds
Register).

0x1

0x0ROTSTARGT1

Timestamp Seconds Overflow

DescriptionValue

No timestamp overflow has occurred.0x0

Indicates the seconds value of the timestamp has overflowed
beyond 0xFFFF.FFFF.

0x1

0x0ROTSSOVF0
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Register 49: Ethernet MAC PPS Control (EMACPPSCTRL), offset 0x72C
This register is used to control the EN0PPS signal output.

Note: The PTP reference clock referred to below is MOSC clock in course update mode and in
fine correction mode, is the clock tick at which the system time gets updated.

Ethernet MAC PPS Control (EMACPPSCTRL)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x72C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PPSCTRLPPSEN0TRGMODS0reserved

RWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved31:7

Target Time Register Mode for PPS0 Output
This field indicates the Target Time registers (EMACTARGSEC and
EMACTARGNANO) mode for the EN0PPS output signal:

DescriptionValue

Indicates that the Target Time registers are programmed only
for generating the interrupt event.

0x0

Reserved0x1

Indicates that the Target Time registers are programmed for
generating the interrupt event and starting or stopping the
generation of the EN0PPS output signal.

0x2

Indicates that the Target Time registers are programmed only
for starting or stopping the generation of the EN0PPS output
signal. No interrupt is asserted.

0x3

0x0ROTRGMODS06:5

Flexible PPS Output Mode Enable

DescriptionValue

Bits[3:0] function as PPS output frequency control (PPSCTRL).0x0

Bits[3:0] function as PPS Command (PPSCMD).0x1

0x0ROPPSEN04
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

EN0PPS Output Frequency Control (PPSCTRL) or Command Control
(PPSCMD)
This bit field has two different functions depending on how the PPSEN0
bit is set. See the values in Table 20-24 on page 1547.
If the PPSEN0 bit is set to 0x0, this field functions as a PPS0 output
frequency control (PPSCTRL), which controls the frequency of the output
signal, EN0PPS. The default value of this field is 0x0 and the PPS output
is one pulse every second.
If the PPSEN0 bit is 0x1, this field functions as a flexible output command
control for the EN0PPS signal. Programming the PPSCTRL bit field with
a non-zero value instructs the MAC to initiate an event. When the
command is transferred or synchronized to the PTP clock domain, these
bits are cleared automatically. Software should ensure that these bits
are programmed only when they are "all-zeros."
Note that in the binary rollover mode, the EN0PPS signal has a duty
cycle of 50 percent with these frequencies.
In the digital rollover mode, the EN0PPS signal frequency is an average
number. The actual clock is of different frequency that gets synchronized
every second. For example:
When PPSCTRL =0x1, EN0PPS (1 Hz) has a low period of 537 ms and
a high period of 463 ms.
When PPSCTRL = 0x2, EN0PPS (2 Hz) is a sequence of:

■ One clock of 50 percent duty cycle and 537 ms period

■ Second clock of 463 ms period (268 ms low and 195 ms high)

When PPSCTRL = 0x3, EN0PPS (4 Hz) is a sequence of:

■ Three clocks of 50 percent duty cycle and 268 ms period

■ Fourth clock of 195 ms period (134 ms low and 61 ms high)

This signaling behavior is because of the non-linear toggling of bits in
the digital rollover mode in the Ethernet MAC System Time -
Nanoseconds (EMACTIMNANO) register.

0x0RWPPSCTRL3:0

Table 20-24. PPSCTRL Bit Field Values

DescriptionValue

When the PPSEN0 bit = 0x0, the EN0PPS signal is 1 pulse of the PTP reference clock. every
second.

0x0

When the PPSEN0 bit = 0x1, this encoding indicates no command.

When the PPSEN0 bit = 0x0, the binary rollover is 2 Hz, and the digital rollover is 1 Hz.0x1
When the PPSEN0 bit = 0x1, START single pulse. This command generates a single pulse rising
at the start point defined in the Ethernet MAC Target Time Second/Nanoseconds (EMACTARGX)
registers (MAC offsets 0x71C and 0x720) and a duration defined in the Ethernet MAC PPS0Width
(EMACPPS0WIDTH) register (offset 0x764).

When the PPSEN0 bit = 0x0, the binary rollover is 4 Hz, and the digital rollover is 2 Hz.0x2
When the PPSEN0 bit = 0x1, START pulse train. This command generates the train of pulses rising
at the start point defined in the Ethernet MAC Target Time Second/Nanoseconds (EMACTARGX)
registers (MAC offsets 0x71C and 0x720) and repeated at an interval defined in the Ethernet MAC
PPS0 Width (EMACPPS0WIDTH) register (offset 0x764). By default, the EN0PPS pulse train is
free-running unless stopped by STOP pulse train at a time or STOP pulse train immediately
command.

When thePPSEN0 bit = 0x0, the binary rollover is 8 Hz, and the digital rollover is 4 Hz,0x3
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Table 20-24. PPSCTRL Bit Field Values (continued)

DescriptionValue

When the PPSEN0 bit = 0x1, cancel START. This command cancels the START single pulse and
START pulse train commands if the system time has not crossed the programmed start time.

When thePPSEN0 bit = 0x0, the binary rollover is 16 Hz, and the digital rollover is 8 Hz.0x4
When the PPSEN0 bit = 0x1, STOP pulse train at time. This command stops the train of puses
initiated by the START pulse train command after the time programmed in the Ethernet MAC
Target Time Second/Nanoseconds (EMACTARGX) registers (MAC offsets 0x71C and 0x720).

When thePPSEN0 bit = 0x0, the binary rollover is 32 Hz, and the digital rollover is 16 Hz.0x5
When the PPSEN0 bit = 0x1, STOP pulse train immediately. This command immediately stops the
train of pulses initiated by the START pulse train command.

When thePPSEN0 bit = 0x0, the binary rollover is 64 Hz, and the digital rollover is 32 Hz.0x6
When the PPSEN0 bit = 0x1, cancel STOP pulse train. This command cancels the STOP pulse
train at the time command if the programmed stop time has not elapsed. The EN0PPS pulse train
becomes free-running on the successful execution of this command.

When thePPSEN0 bit = 0x0, the binary rollover is 128 Hz, and the digital rollover is 64 Hz.0x7
When the PPSEN0 bit = 0x1, this encoding is reserved.

When thePPSEN0 bit = 0x0, the binary rollover is 256 Hz, and the digital rollover is 128 Hz.0x8
When the PPSEN0 bit = 0x1, this encoding is reserved.

When thePPSEN0 bit = 0x0, the binary rollover is 512 Hz, and the digital rollover is 256 Hz.0x9
When the PPSEN0 bit = 0x1, this encoding is reserved.

When the PPSEN0 bit = 0x0, the binary rollover is 1.024 kHz, and the digital rollover is 512 Hz.0xA
When the PPSEN0 bit = 0x1, this encoding is reserved.

When thePPSEN0 bit = 0x0, the binary rollover is 2.048 kHz, and the digital rollover is 1.024 kHz.0xB
When the PPSEN0 bit = 0x1, this encoding is reserved.

When thePPSEN0 bit = 0x0, the binary rollover is 4.096 kHz, and the digital rollover is 2.048 kHz.0xC
When the PPSEN0 bit = 0x1, this encoding is reserved.

When thePPSEN0 bit = 0x0, the binary rollover is 8.192 kHz, and the digital rollover is 4.096 kHz.0xD
When the PPSEN0 bit = 0x1, this encoding is reserved.

When thePPSEN0 bit = 0x0, the binary rollover is 16.384 kHz, and the digital rollover is 8.092 kHz.0xE
When the PPSEN0 bit = 0x1, this encoding is reserved.

When thePPSEN0 bit = 0x0, the binary rollover is 32.768 KHz, and the digital rollover is 16.384
KHz.

0xF

When the PPSEN0 bit = 0x1, this encoding is reserved.
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Register 50: Ethernet MAC PPS0 Interval (EMACPPS0INTVL), offset 0x760
The MAC PPS0 Interval (EMACPPS0INTVL) register contains the number of units of sub-second
increment value between the rising edges of EN0PPS signal output.

Note: The PTP reference clock referred to below is MOSC clock in course update mode and in
fine correction mode, is the clock tick at which the system time gets updated.

Ethernet MAC PPS0 Interval (EMACPPS0INTVL)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x760
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

PPS0INT

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PPS0INT

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

PPS0 Output Signal Interval
These bits store the interval between the rising edges of the EN0PPS
signal output in terms of units of sub-second increment value.
It must be programmed one value less than the required interval. For
example, if the PTP reference clock is 25 MHz (period of 40 ns), and
desired interval between rising edges of EN0PPS signal output is 120
ns (that is, three units of sub-second increment value), then you should
program value 2 (3 -1) in this register.

0x0RWPPS0INT31:0
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Register 51: Ethernet MAC PPS0 Width (EMACPPS0WIDTH), offset 0x764
The MAC PPS0 Width (EMACPPS0WIDTH) register contains the number of units of sub-second
increment value between the rising and corresponding falling edges of the EN0PPS output signal.

Note: The PTP reference clock referred to below is MOSC clock in course update mode and in
fine correction mode, is the clock tick at which the system time gets updated.

Ethernet MAC PPS0 Width (EMACPPS0WIDTH)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0x764
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

PPS0WIDTH

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PPS0WIDTH

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

EN0PPS Output Signal Width
These bits store the width between the rising edges and corresponding
falling edge of the of the EN0PPS signal output in terms of units of
sub-second increment value.
It must be programmed one value less than the required interval. For
example, if the PTP reference clock is 25 MHz (period of 40 ns), and
the desired interval between rising edges of EN0PPS signal output is 80
ns (that is, two units of sub-second increment value), then you should
program value 1 (2 -1) in this register.

Note: The value programmed in this register must be less than the
value programmed in the Ethernet MAC PPS0 Interval
(EMACPPS0INTVL) register, offset 0x760.

0x0RWPPS0WIDTH31:0
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Register 52: EthernetMACDMABusMode (EMACDMABUSMOD), offset 0xC00
The Ethernet MAC DMA Bus Mode (EMACDMABUSMODE) register establishes the operation
modes for the DMA.

Ethernet MAC DMA Bus Mode (EMACDMABUSMOD)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0xC00
Type RW, reset 0x0002.0101

16171819202122232425262728293031

FBRPBLUSP8xPBLAALMBTXPRreservedRIB

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRORORORWType
0100000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

SWRDADSLATDSPBLPR

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
1000000010000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Rebuild Burst

DescriptionValue

During a retry, split or loss of bus, the DMA rebuilds the pending
beats of any burst transfer with a continuous, uninterrupted burst
until the last word, which is a single burst.

0x0

During a retry, split or loss of bus, the DMA rebuilds the pending
beats of any burst transfer initiated with a defined fixed burst of
1, 4, 8, or 16.

0x1

0x0RWRIB31

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved30:28

Transmit Priority

DescriptionValue

The RX DMA has higher priority than the TX DMA during
arbitration for the system bus.

0x0

The TX DMA has higher priority than the RX DMA during
arbitration for the system bus.

0x1

0RWTXPR27

Mixed Burst

DescriptionValue

Mixed burst is not enabled.0x0

If the FB bit is 0, the DMA starts all bursts of length more than
16 with a continuous undefined burst.
For bursts less than 16, fixed and single bursts are used.

0x1

0RWMB26
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Address Aligned Beats

DescriptionValue

Address aligned transfers are not enabled.0x0

If the FB bit is set, the internal bus interface generates all bursts
aligned to the start address least significant bits.
If the FB bit is 0, the first burst is not aligned but subsequent
bursts are aligned to the address.

0x1

0RWAAL25

8 x Programmable Burst Length (PBL) Mode

DescriptionValue

8 x PBL mode is inactive.0x0

Bit field RPBL and bit field PBL are multiplied 8 times. Therefore,
the DMA transfers the data in bursts of 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, and
256 words.

0x1

0RW8xPBL24

Use Separate Programmable Burst Length (PBL)

DescriptionValue

The PBL value in bits[13:8] is applicable for both the RX and
TX DMA engines.

0x0

RX DMA is uses the RPBL bit field as its defined programmable
burst length and TX DMA uses the PBL bit field as its defined
programmable burst length.

0x1

0RWUSP23

RX DMA Programmable Burst Length (PBL)
When the USP bit is 1, this field is used to indicate the maximum number
of words to be transferred in one RX DMA transaction. This is the
maximum value that is used in a single block read or write.
The RX DMA always attempts to burst as specified in the RPBL bit each
time it starts a burst transfer on the system bus. The application can
program RPBL with values of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32. Any other value
results in undefined behavior. This field is valid and applicable only when
USP is set high.

0x1RWRPBL22:17

Fixed Burst
This bit defines if burst is used during burs transfer operations.

DescriptionValue

The DMA bursts the entire length during burst transfers except
for the last word, which is a single transfer.

0x0

The DMA uses only single, or fixed bursts incremented by 4, 8,
or 16 during normal bus transfers.

0x1

0RWFB16
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Priority Ratio
These bits control the priority ratio in the weighted round-robin arbitration
between the RX DMA and TX DMA. These bits are valid only when the
DA bit in this register is clear. The priority ratio is RX:TX or TX:RX
depending on whether the TXPR bit in this register is clear or set.

DescriptionValue

The Priority Ratio is 1:1.0x0

The Priority Ratio is 2:1.0x1

The Priority Ratio is 3:1.0x2

The Priority Ratio is 4:1.0x3

0x0RWPR15:14

Programmable Burst Length
These bits indicate the maximum number of beats to be transferred in
one DMA transaction.
This is the maximum value that is used in a single block read or write.
The DMA always attempts to burst as specified in PBL each time it starts
a burst transfer on the bus. PBL can be programmed with permissible
values of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32. Any other value results in undefined
behavior. When USP is set high, this PBL value is applicable only for TX
DMA transactions.
If the number of beats to be transferred is more than 32, then perform
the following steps:

1. Set the 8xPBL mode.

2. Set the PBL value.

For example, if the maximum number of beats to be transferred is 64,
then first set 8xPBL to 1 and then set PBL to 0x8.

0x1RWPBL13:8

Alternate Descriptor Size

DescriptionValue

Descriptor size reverts back to four words0

Alternate descriptors, each eight words in length, are used.1

0x0RWATDS7

Descriptor Skip Length
This bit specifies the number of words to skip between two unchained
descriptors.
The address skipping starts from the end of current descriptor to the
start of next descriptor. When the DSL value is equal to zero, then the
descriptor table is taken as contiguous by the DMA in Ring mode.

0x0RWDSL6:2
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

DMA Arbitration Scheme
This bit specifies the arbitration scheme between the transmit and receive
paths of the DMA channel.

DescriptionValue

Weighted round-robin with RX:TX or TX:RX.
The priority between the paths is according to the priority
specified in the PR bit field and priority weights specified in the
TXPR bit.

0

Fixed priority.
The transmit path has priority over receive path when the TXPR
bit is set. Otherwise, receive path has priority over the transmit
path.

1

0x0RWDA1

DMA Software Reset
The software reset function is driven by this bit.
The reset operation is completed only when all resets in all active clock
domains are deasserted. It is essential that all the PHY input clocks are
present for the software reset completion. The time of the software reset
operation depends on the frequency of the slowest active clock.

DescriptionValue

Reset is completed. A value of 0 should be read before
reprogramming any MAC registers after a reset

0

MAC DMA Controller resets the logic and all internal registers
of the MAC. It is cleared automatically after the reset operation
has completed in all of the MAC clock domains.

1

0x1RWSWR0
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Register 53: Ethernet MAC Transmit Poll Demand (EMACTXPOLLD), offset
0xC04
TheMACTransmit Poll Demand (EMACTXPOLLD) register enables the TX DMA to check whether
or not the DMA owns the current descriptor. The Transmit Poll Demand command is given to wake
up the TX DMA if it is in the suspend mode. The TX DMA can go into the SUSPEND mode because
of an underflow error in a transmitted frame or the unavailability of descriptors owned by it. This
Transmit Poll Demand command can be given at any time and the TX DMA resets this command
when it again starts fetching the current descriptor from host memory.

Ethernet MAC Transmit Poll Demand (EMACTXPOLLD)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0xC04
Type WO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

TPD

WOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TPD

WOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Transmit Poll Demand
When these bits are written with any value, the DMA reads the current
descriptor pointed to by the MAC Current Host Transmit Descriptor
(EMACHOSTXDESC) register. If that descriptor is not available (owned
by the Host), the transmission returns to the SUSPEND state and the
TU bit of the EMACDMARIS is asserted. If the descriptor is available,
the transmission resumes.

0x0WOTPD31:0
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Register 54: Ethernet MAC Receive Poll Demand (EMACRXPOLLD), offset
0xC08
The Ethernet MAC Receive Poll Demand (EMACRXPOLLD) register enables the RX DMA to
check for new descriptors. This command is used to wake up the RX DMA from the SUSPEND
state. The RX DMA can go into the SUSPEND state only because of the unavailability of descriptors
it owns.

Ethernet MAC Receive Poll Demand (EMACRXPOLLD)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0xC08
Type WO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

RPD

WOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RPD

WOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Receive Poll Demand
When these bits are written with any value, the DMA reads the current
descriptor pointed to by MAC Current Host Receive Descriptor
(EMACHOSRXDESC) register. If that descriptor is not available (owned
by the Host), the reception returns to the SUSPEND state and the RU
bit of EMACDMARIS is not asserted. If the descriptor is available, the
RX DMA returns to the active state.

0x0WORPD31:0
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Register 55: Ethernet MAC Receive Descriptor List Address
(EMACRXDLADDR), offset 0xC0C
The Ethernet MAC Receive Descriptor List Address (EMACRXDLADDR) register points to the
start of the Receive Descriptor List. The descriptor lists reside in the host's physical memory space
and must be word-aligned. The DMA internally converts it to a 32-bit aligned address by making
the two lease significant bits zero. Writing to this register is permitted only when the DMA receive
transaction has stopped (SR = 0 n theMACDMAOperationMode (EMACDMAOPMODE) register).
When stopped, this register must be written with a new descriptor list address before the receive
Start command is given. When you set the SR bit to 1, the DMA takes the newly programmed
descriptor base address. If this register is not changed when the SR bit is set to 0, then the DMA
uses the already existing descriptor address.

Ethernet MAC Receive Descriptor List Address (EMACRXDLADDR)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0xC0C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

STRXLIST

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

reservedSTRXLIST

RORORWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Start of Receive List
This field contains the base address of the first descriptor in the Receive
Descriptor list. The LSB bits[1:0] are ignored and internally taken as
zero by the DMA. Therefore, bits[1:0] are read-only (RO).

0x0RWSTRXLIST31:2

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved1:0
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Register 56: Ethernet MAC Transmit Descriptor List Address
(EMACTXDLADDR), offset 0xC10
The MAC Transmit Descriptor List Address (EMACTXDLADDR) register points to the start of
the transmit descriptor list. The descriptor lists reside in the host's physical memory space and must
be word-aligned.

This register can only be written when the DMA transmit has stopped (ST = 0 in the MAC DMA
Operation Mode (EMACDMAOPMODE) register). When the ST bit is set, the DMA takes the uses
the newly programmed descriptor base address.

If this register is not changed when the ST bit is set to 0, then the DMA uses the already existing
descriptor address.

Ethernet MAC Transmit Descriptor List Address (EMACTXDLADDR)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0xC10
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

TXDLADDR

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

reservedTXDLADDR

RORORWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Start of Transmit List Base Address
This field contains the base address of the first descriptor in the transmit
descriptor list. The LSB bits (1:0) for 32-bit bus width are ignored and
are internally taken as all-zero by the DMA. Therefore, these LSB bits
are read-only (RO).

0x0RWTXDLADDR31:2

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved1:0
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Register 57: Ethernet MACDMA Interrupt Status (EMACDMARIS), offset 0xC14
The MAC DMA Interrupt Status (EMACDMARIS) register contains all status bits that the DMA
reports to the host. The software driver reads this register during an interrupt service routine or
polling. Most of the fields in this register cause the host to be interrupted. The bits of this register
are not cleared when read. Writing a 1 to any bit in the lower half-word of this register clears the bit
and writing a 0 has no effect. Status bits [16:0] can be masked by enabling the appropriate mask
in the MAC DMA Interrupt Mask Register (EMACDMAIM) register.

Ethernet MAC DMA Interrupt Status (EMACDMARIS)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0xC14
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

NISRSTSAEreservedMMCPMTTTreserved

RW1CROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TITPSTUTJTOVFUNFRIRURPSRWTETIreservedFBIERIAIS

RW1CRW1CRW1CRW1CRW1CRW1CRW1CRW1CRW1CRW1CRW1CRORORW1CRW1CRW1CType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved31:30

Timestamp Trigger Interrupt Status
Software can read the Ethernet MAC Timestamp Status
(EMACTIMSTAT) register for the exact cause of interrupt and clear its
source to reset this bit to 0. When this bit is 1, the interrupt signal from
the MAC subsystem is high.

DescriptionValue

No Timestamp interrupt has occurred.0

An interrupt event in the Timestamp module has occurred.1

0x0ROTT29

MAC PMT Interrupt Status
Software can read the PMTControl and Status (EMACPMTCTLSTAT)
register for the exact cause of the interrupt and clear its source to reset
this bit to 0. When this bit is 1, the interrupt signal from the MAC
subsystem is high.

DescriptionValue

No PMT interrupt has occurred.0

An interrupt event in the PMT module has occurred.1

0x0ROPMT28
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

MAC MMC Interrupt
This bit reflects an interrupt event in the MMC module. Software must
read the corresponding EMACMMCTXRIS/EMACMMCRXRIS register
to determine the cause of the interrupt and then clear its source to reset
this bit to 0.

DescriptionValue

No MMC interrupt has occurred.0

An interrupt in the MMC module has occurred.1

0x0ROMMC27

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved26

Access Error
This field indicates the type of error that caused a bus error, for example,
error response on the internal bus interface. This field is valid only when
bit[13] (FBI) is set. This field does not generate an interrupt.

DescriptionValue

Error during RX DMA Write Data Transfer0x0

reserved0x1-0x2

Error during TX DMA Read Data Transfer0x3

Error during RX DMA Descriptor Write Access0x4

Error during TX DMA Descriptor Write Access0x5

Error during RX DMA Descriptor Read Access0x6

Error during TX DMA Descriptor Read Access0x7

0x0ROAE25:23

Transmit Process State
This field indicates the Transmit DMA state. This field does not generate
an interrupt.

DescriptionValue

Stopped; Reset or Stop transmit command processed0x0

Running; Fetching transmit transfer descriptor0x1

Running; Waiting for status0x2

Running; Reading data from host memory buffer and queuing
it to transmit buffer (TX FIFO)

0x3

Writing Timestamp0x4

reserved0x5

Suspended; Transmit descriptor unavailable or transmit buffer
underflow

0x6

Running; Closing transmit descriptor0x7

0x0ROTS22:20
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Received Process State
This field indicates the Receive DMA state. This field does not generate
an interrupt.

DescriptionValue

Stopped: Reset or stop receive command issued0x0

Running: Fetching receive transfer descriptor0x1

reserved0x2

Running: Waiting for receive packet0x3

Suspended: Receive descriptor unavailable0x4

Running: Closing receive descriptor0x5

Writing Timestamp0x6

Running: Transferring the receive packet data from receive
buffer to host memory

0x7

0x0RORS19:17

Normal Interrupt Summary
Normal Interrupt Summary bit value is the logical OR of the following
when the corresponding interrupt bits are enabled in EMACDMAIM
register:

■ EMACDMARIS register, bit [0]: Transmit Interrupt

■ EMACDMARIS register, bit[2]: Transmit Buffer Unavailable

■ EMACDMARIS register, bit[6]: Receive Interrupt

■ EMACDMARIS register, bit[14]: Early Receive Interrupt

Only unmasked bits (interrupts for which interrupt enable is set in the
EMACDMAIM register) affect the Normal Interrupt Summary bit.
This is a sticky bit and must be cleared (by writing 1 to this bit) each
time a corresponding bit, which causes NIS to be set, is cleared.

0x0RW1CNIS16
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Abnormal Interrupt Summary
Abnormal Interrupt Summary bit value is the logical OR of the following
when the corresponding interrupt bits are enabled in the EMACDMAIM
register:

■ EMACDMARIS register, bit[1]: Transmit Process Stopped

■ EMACDMARIS register, bit[3]: Transmit Jabber Timeout

■ EMACDMARIS register, bit[4]: Receive FIFO Overflow

■ EMACDMARIS register, bit[5]: Transmit Underflow

■ EMACDMARIS register, bit[7]: Receive Buffer Unavailable

■ EMACDMARIS register, bit[8]: Receive Process Stopped

■ EMACDMARIS register, bit[9]: Receive Watchdog Timeout

■ EMACDMARIS register, bit[10]: Early Transmit Interrupt

■ EMACDMARIS register, bit[13]: Fatal Bus Error

Only unmasked bits affect the Abnormal Interrupt Summary bit.
This bit must be cleared each time a corresponding bit, which causes
AIS to be set, is cleared.

0x0RW1CAIS15

Early Receive Interrupt

DescriptionValue

No early receive event has occurred.0

The DMA has filled the first data buffer of the packet. This bit
is cleared when software writes a 1 to this bit or if bit[6] (RI) of
this register is set.

1

0x0RW1CERI14

Fatal Bus Error Interrupt

DescriptionValue

No bus error has occurred.0

A bus error has occurred, as described in the Error Bit field
(EB[25:23]). When this bit is set, the corresponding DMA engine
disables all of its bus accesses.
This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to it.

1

0x0RW1CFBI13

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved12:11

Early Transmit Interrupt

DescriptionValue

No early transmit has occurred.0

A frame to be transmitted has been fully transferred to the TX/RX
Controller Transmit FIFO.
This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to it.

1

0x0RW1CETI10
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Receive Watchdog Timeout

DescriptionValue

No watchdog timeout event has occurred.0

Indicates a frame with length greater than 2,048 bytes is
received (10, 240 when Jumbo Frame mode is enabled).
This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to it.

1

0x0RW1CRWT9

Receive Process Stopped

DescriptionValue

No receive process stopped event has occurred.0

Indicates the receive process has entered the stopped state.
This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to it.

1

0x0RW1CRPS8

Receive Buffer Unavailable

DescriptionValue

No receive buffer unavailable event has occurred.0

Indicates the host owns the next descriptor in the receive list
and the DMA cannot acquire it. The receive process is
suspended.
This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to it.

1

To resume processing receive descriptors, the host should change the
ownership of the descriptor and issue a Receive Poll Demand command.
If no Receive Poll Demand is issued, the receive process resumes when
the next recognized incoming frame is received. This bit is set only when
the previous receive descriptor is owned by the DMA.

0x0RW1CRU7

Receive Interrupt

DescriptionValue

No frame reception complete event has occurred.0

A frame reception is complete. When reception is complete,
bit[31] of RDES1 (disable interrupt on completion) is reset in
the last descriptor, and the specific frame status information is
updated in the descriptor. The reception remains in the Running
state.
This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to it.

1

0x0RW1CRI6

Transmit Underflow

DescriptionValue

No transmit underflow event has occurred.0

Indicates the Transmit Buffer had an Underflow during frame
transmission. Transmission is suspended and an Underflow
Error TDES0[1] is set.
This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to it.

1

0x0RW1CUNF5
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Receive Overflow

DescriptionValue

No receive overflow event has occurred.0

The receive buffer had an overflow during frame reception. If
the partial frame is transferred to the application, the overflow
status is set in RDES0[11].
This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to it.

1

0x0RW1COVF4

Transmit Jabber Timeout

DescriptionValue

No transmit jabber timeout event has occurred.0

The Transmit Jabber Timer expired, which happens when the
frame size exceeds 2,048 (10,240 bytes when Jumbo frame is
enabled).
When the Jabber Timeout occurs, the transmission process is
aborted and placed in the Stopped state. This causes the
Transmit Jabber Timeout TDES0[14] flag to assert.
This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to it.

1

0x0RW1CTJT3

Transmit Buffer Unavailable

DescriptionValue

No transmit buffer unavailable event has occurred.0

Indicates the host owns the next descriptor in the transmit list
and the DMA cannot acquire it. Transmission is suspended.
The transmit process state bits (TS[22:20]) explain the transmit
process state transitions.
This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to it.

1

To resume processing Transmit descriptors, the host should change
the ownership of the descriptor by setting TDES0[31] and then issue a
Transmit Poll Demand command.

0x0RW1CTU2

Transmit Process Stopped

DescriptionValue

Interrupt is inactive.0

Indicates transmission is stopped.1

0x0RW1CTPS1

Transmit Interrupt
This bit indicates that frame transmission is complete. When transmission
is complete, the Bit 31 (Interrupt on Completion) of TDES1 is reset in
the first descriptor, and the specific frame status information is updated
in the descriptor.

DescriptionValue

Frame transmission completion event has not occurred.0

Frame transmission is complete.
This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to it.

1

0x0RW1CTI0
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Register 58: Ethernet MACDMAOperationMode (EMACDMAOPMODE), offset
0xC18
The MAC DMA Operation Mode (EMACDMAOPMODE) register establishes the Transmit and
Receive operating modes and commands. This register should be the last register to be written as
part of the DMA initialization.

Ethernet MAC DMA Operation Mode (EMACDMAOPMODE)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0xC18
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

TTCreservedFTFTSFreservedDFFRSFDTreserved

RWRORORORWRWRORORWRWRWROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

reservedSROSFRTCDGFFUFFEFreservedSTTTC

RORWRWRWRWRWRWRWRORORORORORWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved31:27

Disable Dropping of TCP/IP Checksum Error Frames

DescriptionValue

All error frames are dropped if the FEF bit is reset.0

The MAC does not drop the frames which only have errors
detected by the Receive Checksum Offload engine. Such frames
do not have any errors (including FCS error) in the Ethernet
frame received by the MAC but have errors only in the
encapsulated payload.

1

0x0RWDT26

Receive Store and Forward

DescriptionValue

The RX FIFO operates in the cut-through mode, subject to the
threshold specified by the RTC bits.

0

The TX/RX Controller reads a frame from the RX FIFO only
after the complete frame has been written to it, ignoring the RTC
bits.

1

0x0RWRSF25

Disable Flushing of Received Frames

DescriptionValue

RX DMA flushes frames based on receive descriptors or buffers.0

The RX DMA does not flush any frames because of the
unavailability of receive descriptors or buffers.

1

0x0RWDFF24
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved23:22

Transmit Store and Forward

DescriptionValue

Transmission starts according to TTC bit field.0

Transmission starts when a full frame resides in the TX/RX
Controller Transmit FIFO. Additionally, the TTC values specified
in TTC bits[16:14] are ignored. This bit should be changed only
when the transmission is stopped.

1

0x0RWTSF21

Flush Transmit FIFO
This bit is cleared internally when the flushing operation is completed.
This register should not be written to until the FTF bit is cleared. The
data which has already been accepted by the MAC transmitter is not
flushed. It is scheduled for transmission and results in underflow and
runt frame transmission.

DescriptionValue

This bit indicated normal operation or that the flushing operation
has completed.

0

The transmit FIFO controller logic is reset to its default values
and thus all data in the TX FIFO is lost or flushed.
This bit is cleared internally when the flushing operation is
complete.

1

Note: The flush operation is complete only when the TX FIFO is
emptied of its contents and all the pending Transmit Status
of the transmitted frames are accepted by the host.

0x0RWFTF20

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved19:17

Transmit Threshold Control
These bits control the threshold level of the TX/RX Controller Transmit
FIFO. Transmission starts when the frame size within the TX/RX
Controller Transmit FIFO is larger than the threshold. In addition, full
frames with a length less than the threshold are also transmitted. These
bits are used only when Bit 21 (TSF) is reset.

DescriptionValue

64 bytes0x0

128 bytes0x1

192 bytes0x2

256 bytes0x3

40 bytes0x4

32 bytes0x5

24 bytes0x6

16 bytes0x7

0x0RWTTC16:14
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Start or Stop Transmission Command
When this bit is set, transmission is placed in the running state. The
DMA attempts to acquire the descriptor from the Transmit Descriptor
List. Descriptor acquisition is attempted from the current position in the
list, which is the Transmit List Base Address set by Transmit Descriptor
List Address (EMACTXDLADDR) register, or from the position retained
when transmission was stopped previously.
If the DMA does not own the current descriptor, transmission enters the
suspended state and bit[2] (Transmit Buffer Unavailable, TU) of theMAC
DMARaw Interrupt Status Register (EMACDMARIS) is set. The Start
Transmission command is effective only when transmission is stopped.
If the command is issued before setting EMACTXDLADDR, then the
DMA behavior is unpredictable.
When this bit is cleared, the transmission process is placed in the
Stopped state after completing the transmission of the current frame.
The Next Descriptor position in the Transmit List is saved, and it
becomes the current position when transmission is restarted. To change
the list address, you need to program EMACTXDLADDR with a new
value when this bit is reset. The new value is considered when this bit
is set again. The stop transmission command is effective only when the
transmission of the current frame is complete or the transmission is in
the Suspended state.

DescriptionValue

Transmission process is placed in the stopped state after
completing the transmission of the current frame. The Next
Descriptor position in the Transmit List is saved, and it becomes
the current position when transmission is restarted.

0

Transmission is placed in the running state, and the DMA checks
the transmit list at the current position for a frame to be
transmitted.

1

0x0RWST13

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved12:8

Forward Error Frames
When this bit is reset, the RX FIFO drops frames with error status (CRC
error, collision error, MII_ER, giant frame, watchdog timeout, or overflow).
However, if the start byte (write) pointer of a frame is already transferred
to the RX controller side (in Threshold mode), then the frame is not
dropped.
When the FEF bit is set, all frames except runt error frames are
forwarded to the DMA. If Bit 25, Receive Store and Forward (RSF), is
set and the RX FIFO overflows when a partial frame is written, then the
frame is dropped irrespective of the FEF bit setting. However, if the RSF
is reset and the RX FIFO overflows when a partial frame is written, then
a partial frame may be forwarded to the DMA.

DescriptionValue

The Receive FIFO drops frames with error status0

All frames except runt error frames are forwarded to the DMA.1

0x0RWFEF7
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Forward Undersized Good Frames

DescriptionValue

The Receive FIFO drops all frames of less than 64 bytes, unless
a frame is already transferred because of the lower value of
Receive Threshold (RTC) bit field (for example, RTC = 0x1).

0

The Receive FIFO forwards undersized frames (frames with no
Error and length less than 64 bytes) including pad-bytes and
CRC.

1

0x0RWFUF6

Drop Giant Frame Enable

DescriptionValue

The MAC does not drop the giant frames in the RX FIFO.0

The MAC drops received frames larger than the computed giant
frame limit in the RX FIFO.

1

0x0RWDGF5

Receive Threshold Control
These two bits control the threshold level of the RX FIFO. Transfer
(request) to DMA starts when the frame size within the RX FIFO is larger
than the threshold. In addition, full frames with length less than the
threshold are transferred automatically.
These bits are valid only when the RSF bit (bit 25) of the
EMACDMAOPMODE is zero, and are ignored when the RSF bit is set
to 1.

DescriptionValue

64 bytes0x0

32 bytes0x1

96 bytes0x2

128 bytes0x3

0x0RWRTC4:3

Operate on Second Frame

DescriptionValue

DMA processes frames normally.0

DMA processes second frame of the Transmit data even before
the status for the first frame is obtained.

1

0x0RWOSF2
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Start or Stop Receive
When this bit is set, the Receive process is placed in the Running state.
The DMA attempts to acquire the descriptor from the Receive list and
processes the incoming frames. The descriptor acquisition is attempted
from the current position in the list, which is the address set by the
Receive Descriptor List Address Register (EMACRXDLADDR) or the
position retained when the Receive process was previously stopped. If
the DMA does not own the descriptor, reception is suspended and Bit
7 (Receive Buffer Unavailable, RU) of the MAC DMA Interrupt Status
Register (EMACDMARIS) is set. The Start Receive command is effective
only when the reception has stopped. If the command is issued before
setting EMACRXDLADDR, the DMA behavior is unpredictable.
When this bit is cleared, the receive DMA operation is stopped after the
transfer of the current frame. The next descriptor position in the Receive
list is saved and becomes the current position after the Receive process
is restarted. The Stop Receive command is effective only when the
Receive process is in either the Running (waiting for receive packet) or
in the Suspended state.

DescriptionValue

The receive DMA operation is stopped after the transfer of the
current frame

0

The Receive process is placed in the Running state.1

0x0RWSR1

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved0
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Register 59: Ethernet MACDMA Interrupt Mask Register (EMACDMAIM), offset
0xC1C
The Interrupt Enable register enables the interrupts reported by the MAC DMA Interrupt Status
Register (EMACDMARIS). Setting a bit to 0x1 enables a corresponding interrupt. After a hardware
or software reset, all interrupts are disabled.

Ethernet MAC DMA Interrupt Mask Register (EMACDMAIM)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0xC1C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

NIEreserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TIETSETUETJEOVEUNERIERUERSERWEETEreservedFBEEREAIE

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRORORWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved31:17

Normal Interrupt Summary Enable

DescriptionValue

Normal interrupt summary is masked.0

Normal interrupt summary is enabled.1

This bit enables/masks the ERI, RI, TU, and TI bits in MAC DMA
Interrupt Status Register (EMACDMARIS)

0x0RWNIE16

Abnormal Interrupt Summary Enable

DescriptionValue

Abnormal interrupt summary is disabled.0

Abnormal interrupt summary is enabled.1

This bit enables/masks the TPS, TJT, OVF, UNF, RU, RPS, RWT, ETI and
FBI bits in MAC DMA Interrupt Status Register (EMACDMARIS)

0x0RWAIE15

Early Receive Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

Early receive interrupt is disabled.0

Early receive interrupt is enabled. Normal Interrupt Summary
Enable (NIE, bit 16) must also be set to 0x1.

1

0x0RWERE14
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Fatal Bus Error Enable

DescriptionValue

Fatal Bus Error Enable Interrupt is disabled.0

Fatal Bus Error Interrupt is enabled. Abnormal Interrupt
Summary Enable (AIE, bit 15) must also be set to 0x1.

1

0x0RWFBE13

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved12:11

Early Transmit Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

Early Transmit Interrupt is disabled.0

Early Transmit Interrupt is enabled. Abnormal Interrupt Summary
Enable (AIE, bit 15) must also be set to 0x1.

1

0x0RWETE10

Receive Watchdog Timeout Enable

DescriptionValue

The Receive Watchdog Timeout Interrupt is disabled.0

The Receive Watchdog Timeout Interrupt is enabled. Abnormal
Interrupt Summary Enable (AIE, bit 15) must also be set to 0x1.

1

0x0RWRWE9

Receive Stopped Enable

DescriptionValue

Receive Stopped Interrupt is disabled.0

Receive Stopped Interrupt is enabled. Abnormal Interrupt
Summary Enable (AIE, bit 15) must also be set to 0x1.

1

0x0RWRSE8

Receive Buffer Unavailable Enable

DescriptionValue

The Receive Buffer Unavailable Interrupt is disabled.0

The Receive Buffer Unavailable Interrupt is enabled. Abnormal
Interrupt Summary Enable (AIE, bit 15) must also be set to 0x1.

1

0x0RWRUE7

Receive Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

The Receive Interrupt is disabled.0

The Receive Interrupt is enabled. Normal Interrupt Summary
Enable (NIE, bit 15) must also be set to 0x1.

1

0x0RWRIE6
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Underflow Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

Transmit Underflow Interrupt is disabled.0

The Transmit Underflow Interrupt is enabled Abnormal Interrupt
Summary Enable (AIE, bit 15) must also be set to 0x1.

1

0x0RWUNE5

Overflow Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

The Overflow Interrupt is disabled.0

The Receive Overflow Interrupt is enabled. Abnormal Interrupt
Summary Enable (AIE, bit 15) must also be set to 0x1.

1

0x0RWOVE4

Transmit Jabber Timeout Enable

DescriptionValue

Transmit Jabber Timeout Interrupt is disabled.0

Transmit Jabber Timeout Interrupt is enabled. Abnormal Interrupt
Summary Enable (AIE, bit 15) must also be set to 0x1.

1

0x0RWTJE3

Transmit Buffer Unvailable Enable

DescriptionValue

Transmit Buffer Unavailable Interrupt is disabled.0

Transmit Buffer Unavailable Interrupt is enabled. Normal
Interrupt Summary Enable (NIE, bit 15) must also be set to 0x1.

1

0x0RWTUE2

Transmit Stopped Enable

DescriptionValue

Transmission Stopped Interrupt is disabled.0

Transmission Stopped Interrupt is enabled. Abnormal Interrupt
Summary Enable (AIE, bit 15) must also be set to 0x1.

1

0x0RWTSE1

Transmit Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

Transmit Interrupt is disabled.0

Transmit Interrupt is enabled. Normal Interrupt Summary Enable
(NIE, bit 15) must also be set to 0x1.

1

0x0RWTIE0
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Register 60: Ethernet MAC Missed Frame and Buffer Overflow Counter
(EMACMFBOC), offset 0xC20
The DMA maintains two counters to track the number of frames missed during reception. This
register reports the current value of the counters. The counter is used for diagnostic purposes. The
MISFRMCNT field indicates missed frames because of the host buffer being unavailable. The
OVFFRMCNT field indicates missed frames because of buffer overflow conditions (MTL and MAC)
and runt frames (good frames of less than 64 bytes) dropped by the MTL.

Ethernet MAC Missed Frame and Buffer Overflow Counter (EMACMFBOC)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0xC20
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

MISCNTOVFOVFFRMCNTOVFCNTOVFreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

MISFRMCNT

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved31:29

Overflow Bit for FIFO Overflow Counter
This bit is set every time the overflow frame counter (bits [27:17])
overflows; that is, the RX FIFO overflows with the overflow frame counter
at maximum value. In such a scenario, the overflow frame counter is
reset to all zeros and this bit indicates the rollover happened.

0ROOVFCNTOVF28

Overflow Frame Counter
This field indicates the number of frames missed by the application. This
counter is incremented each time the TX/RX Controller indicates
overflow.
This counter is cleared when the TX/RX Controller accepts data.

0x0ROOVFFRMCNT27:17

Overflow bit for Missed Frame Counter
This bit is set every time the Missed Frame Counter (bits [15:0])
overflows; which means the DMA discards an incoming frame because
of the Host Receive Buffer being unavailable with the missed frame
counter at maximum value. In such a scenario, the Missed Frame
Counter is reset to all zeros and this bit indicates that the rollover
happened.

0x0ROMISCNTOVF16

Missed Frame Counter
This field indicates the number of frames missed by the controller
because of the Host Receive Buffer being unavailable. This counter is
incremented each time the DMA discards an incoming frame. This
counter is cleared when the DMA accepts frames.

0x0ROMISFRMCNT15:0
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Register 61: Ethernet MAC Receive Interrupt Watchdog Timer
(EMACRXINTWDT), offset 0xC24
This register, when written with non-zero value, enables the watchdog timer for the Receive Interrupt,
RI (Bit 6), of the EMACDMARIS register at EMAC offset 0xC14.

Ethernet MAC Receive Interrupt Watchdog Timer (EMACRXINTWDT)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0xC24
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RIWTreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved31:8

Receive Interrupt Watchdog Timer Count
This field indicates the period in which the receive counter expires. The
value in this field is programmed by 256 to calculate the number of
system clock periods the timer must count.
Watchdog Timer Period = (RIWT * 256) system clocks.
When the watchdog timer runs out, the RI bit is set and the timer is
stopped.
If the RDES[31] bit is clear, the watchdog timer is reset.

0x0RWRIWT7:0
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Register 62: Ethernet MAC Current Host Transmit Descriptor
(EMACHOSTXDESC), offset 0xC48
The MAC Current Host Transmit Descriptor (EMACHOSTXDESC) register points to the start
address of the current Transmit Descriptor read by the DMA.

Ethernet MAC Current Host Transmit Descriptor (EMACHOSTXDESC)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0xC48
Type R, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

CURTXDESC

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CURTXDESC

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Host Transmit Descriptor Address Pointer
This register contains the start address of the current transmit descriptor
read by the DMA.
This register is cleared on reset. The pointer is updated by the DMA
during operation.

0x0ROCURTXDESC31:0
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Register 63: Ethernet MAC Current Host Receive Descriptor
(EMACHOSRXDESC), offset 0xC4C
The MAC Current Host Receive Descriptor (EMACHOSRXDESC) register points to the start
address of the current Receive Descriptor read by the DMA.

Ethernet MAC Current Host Receive Descriptor (EMACHOSRXDESC)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0xC4C
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

CURRXDESC

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CURRXDESC

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Host Receive Descriptor Address Pointer
This register contains the start address of the current receive descriptor
read by the DMA.
This register is cleared on reset. The pointer is updated by the DMA
during operation.

0x0ROCURRXDESC31:0
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Register 64: Ethernet MAC Current Host Transmit Buffer Address
(EMACHOSTXBA), offset 0xC50
TheMACCurrent Host Transmit Buffer Address (EMACHOSTXBA) register points to the current
Transmit Buffer Address being read by the DMA.

Ethernet MAC Current Host Transmit Buffer Address (EMACHOSTXBA)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0xC50
Type R, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

CURTXBUFA

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CURTXBUFA

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Host Transmit Buffer Address Pointer
This register contains the current transmit buffer address being read by
the DMA.
This register is cleared on reset. The pointer is updated by the DMA
during operation.

0x0ROCURTXBUFA31:0
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Register 65: Ethernet MAC Current Host Receive Buffer Address
(EMACHOSRXBA), offset 0xC54
The MAC Current Host Receive Buffer Address (EMACHOSRXBA) register points to the current
receive buffer address being read by the DMA.

Ethernet MAC Current Host Receive Buffer Address (EMACHOSRXBA)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0xC54
Type R, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

CURRXBUFA

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CURRXBUFA

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Host Receive Buffer Address Pointer
This register contains the current receive buffer address being read by
the DMA.
This register is cleared on reset. The pointer is updated by the DMA
during operation.

0x0ROCURRXBUFA31:0
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Register 66: Ethernet MAC Peripheral Property Register (EMACPP), offset
0xFC0
This register defines the Ethernet MAC and PHY type used.

Ethernet MAC Peripheral Property Register (EMACPP)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0xFC0
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0103

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PHYTYPEreservedMACTYPEreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1100000010000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved31:11

Ethernet MAC Type

DescriptionValue

Stellaris® LM3S-class MAC.0x0

Tiva™ TM4C129x-class MAC.0x1

Reserved0x2-0x7

0x1ROMACTYPE10:8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved7:3

Ethernet PHY Type
This field specifies the type of PHY provided.

DescriptionValue

No PHY0x0

Fury class PHY0x1

Tempest/Firestorm class PHY0x2

Snowflake class PHY0x3

Reserved0x4-0x7

0x3ROPHYTYPE2:0
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Register 67: Ethernet MAC Peripheral Configuration Register (EMACPC),
offset 0xFC4
The Ethernet MAC Peripheral Configuration Register (EMACPC) register configures the MAC
and PHY reset and interface parameters.

Ethernet MAC Peripheral Configuration Register (EMACPC)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0xFC4
Type RW, reset 0x0080.040E

16171819202122232425262728293031

FASTLDMODETDRRUNLRRISOMIILLRXERIDLENIBDETDISDIGRESTARTreservedPINTFSPHYEXT

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRORWRORORWRWRWRWType
0000000100000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PHYHOLDANMODEANENFASTANSELFASTANENEXTFDFASTLUPDFASTRXDVMDIXENFASTMDIXRBSTMDIXMDISWAPPOLSWAPFASTLDMODE

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRORWRWRWRWType
0301000000100000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

PHY Select
This bit is used to select whether the internal or an external PHY is used.

DescriptionValue

Internal PHY0

External PHY1

0RWPHYEXT31

Ethernet Interface Select
This field selects the PHY interface used by the MAC.
This input is sampled during reset and an update to this register field
must result in the MAC undergoing a reset event.
This field has the following encoded values:

DescriptionValue

MII (default) Used for internal PHY or external PHY connected
via MII.

0x0

reserved0x1-0x3

RMII: Used for external PHY connected via RMII.0x4

reserved0x5-0x7

0RWPINTFS30:28

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved27:26

PHY Soft Restart
This bit allows the user to restart the PHY. Asserting this bit causes the
PHY logic and internal register to reset to initial conditions. This bit does
not affect the configuration bits provided by the EMACPC register, which
are stored in the PHY following a chip reset. To initiate the soft reset to
the PHY, this bit must be written to a 1 and written again to a 0.

0RWDIGRESTART25
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Odd Nibble TXER Detection Disable
This bit is sampled on the deassertion of the PHY reset signal and is
used as the default for the ODDNDETDIS bit of the Ethernet PHY
Configuration 2 (EPHYCFG2) register, PHY offset 0x00A.

0RONIBDETDIS24

RXER Detection During Idle
This bit is sampled on the deassertion of the PHY reset signal and is
used as the default for the RXERRIDLE bit of the Ethernet PHY
Configuration 2 (EPHYCFG2) register, PHY offset 0x00A.

1RWRXERIDLE23

Isolate MII in Link Loss
This bit is sampled on the deassertion of the PHY reset signal and is
used as the default for the ISOMIILL bit of the Ethernet PHY
Configuration 2 (EPHYCFG2) register, PHY offset 0x00A.

0RWISOMIILL22

Link Loss Recovery
This bit is sampled on the deassertion of the PHY reset signal and is
used as the default for the LLR bit of the Ethernet PHY Configuration
1 (EPHYCFG1) register, PHY offset 0x009.

0RWLRR21

TDR Auto Run
This bit is sampled on the deassertion of the PHY reset signal and is
used as the default for the TDRAR bit of theEthernet PHYConfiguration
1 (EPHYCFG1) register, PHY offset 0x009.

0RWTDRRUN20

Fast Link Down Mode
These bits are sampled on the deassertion of the PHY reset signal and
are used as the default for the FLDWNM bit field of the Ethernet PHY
Configuration 3 (EPHYCFG3) register, PHY offset 0x00B.

0RWFASTLDMODE19:15

Polarity Swap
This bit is sampled on the deassertion of the PHY reset signal and is
used as the default for the POLSWAP bit of the Ethernet PHY
Configuration 3 (EPHYCFG3) register PHY offset 0x00B.

0RWPOLSWAP14

MDI Swap
This bit is sampled on the deassertion of the PHY reset signal and is
used as the default for the MDIMDIXS bit of the Ethernet PHY
Configuration 3 (EPHYCFG3) register, PHY offset 0x00B.

0RWMDISWAP13

Robust Auto MDI-X
This bit is sampled on the deassertion of the PHY reset signal and is
used as the default for the RAMDIX bit of the Ethernet PHY
Configuration 1 (EPHYCFG1) register, PHY offset 0x009.

0RWRBSTMDIX12

Fast Auto MDI-X
This bit is sampled on the deassertion of the PHY reset signal and is
used as the default for the FAMDIX bit of the Ethernet PHY
Configuration 1 (EPHYCFG1) register, PHY offset 0x009.

0ROFASTMDIX11
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

MDIX Enable
This bit is sampled on the deassertion of the PHY reset signal and is
used to determine whether automatic MDI/MDIX crossover is enabled.

DescriptionValue

Disable automatic cross-over.0

Enable automatic cross-over.1

1RWMDIXEN10

Fast RXDV Detection
This bit is sampled on the deassertion of the PHY reset signal and is
used to select whether fast RXDV detection is enabled in the PHY.

DescriptionValue

Disable fast RXDV detection.0

Enable fast RXDV detection.1

0RWFASTRXDV9

FAST Link-Up in Parallel Detect
This bit is sampled on the deassertion of the PHY reset signal and is
used as the default value for the FLUPPD bit of the Ethernet PHY
Configuration 2 (EPHYCFG2) register, PHY offset 0x00A.

0RWFASTLUPD8

Extended Full Duplex Ability
This bit is sampled on the deassertion of the PHY reset signal and is
used as the default value for the EXTFD bit of the Ethernet PHY
Configuration 2 (EPHYCFG2) register, PHY offset 0x00A.

0RWEXTFD7

Fast Auto Negotiation Enable
This bit is sampled on the deassertion of the PHY reset signal and is
used as the default for the FASTANEN bit of the Ethernet PHY
Configuration 1 (EPHYCFG1) register, PHY offset 0x009.

0RWFASTANEN6

Fast Auto Negotiation Select
These bits are sampled on the deassertion of the PHY reset signal and
are used as the defaults for the FANSEL bit field of the Ethernet PHY
Configuration 1 (EPHYCFG1) register, PHY offset 0x009.

0RWFASTANSEL5:4

Auto Negotiation Enable
This bit is sampled on the deassertion of the PHY reset signal and is to
select whether auto-negotiation is enabled.

DescriptionValue

Auto-negotiation disabled.0

Auto-negotiation enabled.1

1RWANEN3
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Auto Negotiation Mode
These bits are sampled on the deassertion of the PHY reset signal and
are used to determine the auto-negotiation mode of the PHY.

DescriptionValue

When ANEN = 0x0, the mode is 10Base-T, Half-Duplex
When ANEN=0x1, the mode is 10Base-T, Half/Full-Duplex

0x0

When ANEN = 0x0, the mode is 10Base-T, Full-Duplex
When ANEN=0x1, the mode is 100Base-TX, Half/Full-Duplex

0x1

When ANEN = 0x0, the mode is 100Base-TX, Half-Duplex
When ANEN=0x1, the mode is 10Base-T,Half-Duplex
100Base-TX, Half-Duplex

0x2

When ANEN = 0x0, the mode is 100Base-TX, Full-Duplex
When ANEN=0x1, the mode is 10Base-T,Half/Full-Duplex
100Base-TX, Half/Full-Duplex

0x3

3RWANMODE2:1

Ethernet PHY Hold
This bit is sampled on the deassertion of the PHY reset signal and is
used to keep the PHY from transmitting energy on the line.

DescriptionValue

PHY transmits energy on the line.0

PHY is held off from transmitting energy on the line.1

0RWPHYHOLD0
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Register 68: Ethernet MAC Clock Configuration Register (EMACCC), offset
0xFC8
The following register is used to configure the clocks of the Ethernet Controller.

Ethernet MAC Clock Configuration Register (EMACCC)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0xFC8
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reservedPOLPTPCENreserved

RORWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:19

PTP Clock Reference Enable
The PTP clock reference is MOSC.
This bit enables the MOSC to drive the PTP clock reference of the
Ethernet MAC.

DescriptionValue

PTP clock reference is disabled.0

PTP clock reference is enabled.1

0RWPTPCEN18

LED Polarity Control
This bit controls the polarity of the LED outputs coming from the Ethernet
PHY.

DescriptionValue

LEDs are active high.0

LEDs are active low.1

0RWPOL17

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved16:0
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Register 69: Ethernet PHY Raw Interrupt Status (EPHYRIS), offset 0xFD0
The Ethernet PHY Raw Interrupt Status (EPHYRIS) register provides the raw interrupt status of
the integrated Ethernet PHY.

Ethernet PHY Raw Interrupt Status (EPHYRIS)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0xFD0
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

INTreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

Ethernet PHY Raw Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt has triggered.0

The Ethernet PHY has signaled an interrupt.1

0ROINT0
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Register 70: Ethernet PHY Interrupt Mask (EPHYIM), offset 0xFD4
The Ethernet PHY Interrupt Mask (EPHYIM) register provides the raw interrupt status of the
integrated Ethernet PHY.

Ethernet PHY Interrupt Mask (EPHYIM)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0xFD4
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

INTreserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

Ethernet PHY Interrupt Mask

DescriptionValue

An Ethernet PHY interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the
interrupt controller.

0

An Ethernet PHY interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when
the INT bit is set in the EPHYRIS register.

1

0RWINT0
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Register 71: Ethernet PHY Masked Interrupt Status and Clear (EPHYMISC),
offset 0xFD8
The Ethernet Masked Interrupt Status and Clear (EPHYMISC) register displays the masked
interrupt status of the integrated Ethernet PHY and can written to clear the EPHYRIS register..

This register is used for clearing the EPHYRIS register bits.

Ethernet PHY Masked Interrupt Status and Clear (EPHYMISC)
Base 0x400E.C000
Offset 0xFD8
Type RW1C, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

INTreserved

RW1CROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:1

Ethernet PHY Status and Clear register
Reading this register provides a result which is the logical AND of the
EPHYRIS and EPHYIM registers. A write of 1 to a bit of this register
clears the corresponding bit in the EPHYRIS register.

Note: The Ethernet MAC interrupt is an OR'd summary of both the
masked EMACRIS register output and this register. When an
Ethernet MAC interrupt is asserted, software mush check
both the EMACRIS and EMACIM registers along with this
register.

0RW1CINT0

20.8 Ethernet PHY Register Descriptions
This section lists and describes the PHY registers, in numerical order by address. Also see “Ethernet
MAC Register Descriptions” on page 1468.
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Register 72: Ethernet PHY Basic Mode Control - MR0 (EPHYBMCR), address
0x000
This register describes the basic mode controls available to the EPHY. The reset state of the ANEN
bit is controlled by the EMACPC register.

Ethernet PHY Basic Mode Control - MR0 (EPHYBMCR)
Base n/a
Address 0x000
Type RW, reset 0x3100

0123456789101112131415

reservedCOLLTSTDUPLEXMRESTARTANISOLATEPWRDWNANENSPEEDMIILOOPBKMIIRESET

RORORORORORORORWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000010001100Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

MII Register reset
Writing a 1 to this bit resets the contents of the MII-related registers,
EPHYBMCR (0x000) EPHYANA (0x004) and EPHYANNPTR (0x007)
registers . When the reset operation is done, this bit is cleared to 0
automatically.

DescriptionValue

Normal operation.0

Initiate MII Reset / Reset in Process.1

0RWMIIRESET15

MII Loopback
When MII loopback mode is activated, the transmitter data presented
on MII TXD is looped back to MII RXD internally.

DescriptionValue

Normal operation.0

MII Loopback enabled.1

0RWMIILOOPBK14

Speed Select
When auto-negotiation is disabled writing to this bit allows the port speed
to be selected.

DescriptionValue

10Mbs0

100Mbs1

1RWSPEED13

Auto-Negotiate Enable

DescriptionValue

Auto-Negotiation Disabled – the SPEED bit and the DUPLEXM
bit determine the port speed and duplex mode.

0

Auto-Negotiation Enabled – the SPEED bit and the DUPLEXM bit
of this register are ignored when this bit is set.

1

1RWANEN12
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Power Down
Setting this bit powers down the PHY. Only minimal register functionality
is enabled during the power down condition.

DescriptionValue

Normal operation0

Power-down modes are enabled: General Power Down Mode,
Active Sleep Mode and Passive Sleep Mode (see Ethernet
PHY Specific Control (EPHYSCR) register, offset 0x011.

1

0RWPWRDWN11

Port Isolate

DescriptionValue

Normal operation.0

Isolates the Port from the MII with the exception of the serial
management.

1

0RWISOLATE10

Restart Auto-Negotiation

DescriptionValue

Normal operation.0

Auto-Negotiation process is re-initiated. If Auto-Negotiation is
disabled (ANEN = 0), this bit is ignored. This bit is self-clearing
and returns a value of 1 until Auto-Negotiation is initiated,
whereupon it self-clears. Operation of the Auto-Negotiation
process is not affected by the management entity clearing this
bit..

1

0RWRESTARTAN9

Duplex Mode
When auto-negotiation is disabled writing to this bit allows the port-duplex
capability to be selected.

DescriptionValue

Half Duplex operation.0

Full Duplex Operation1

1RWDUPLEXM8

Collision Test
When set, this bit causes the EN0COL signal to be asserted in response
to the assertion of EN0TXEN within 512 bit times. The EN0COL signal is
deasserted within four bit times in response to the deassertion of
EN0TXEN.

DescriptionValue

Normal operation0

Collision test enabled.1

0RWCOLLTST7

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved6:0
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Register 73: Ethernet PHY Basic Mode Status - MR1 (EPHYBMSR), address
0x001
This register reflects the basic mode features that are available in the EPHY.

Ethernet PHY Basic Mode Status - MR1 (EPHYBMSR)
Base n/a
Address 0x001
Type RO, reset 0x7849

0123456789101112131415

EXTENJABBERLINKSTATANENRFAULTANCMFPRESUPreserved10BTHD10BTFD100BTXHD100BTXFDreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1001001000011110Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved15

100Base-TX Full Duplex Capable

DescriptionValue

Device does not support 100Base-TX in full duplex mode.0

Device supports 100Base-TX in full duplex mode.1

1RO100BTXFD14

100Base-TX Half Duplex Capable

DescriptionValue

The device does not support 100Base-TX in half duplex mode.0

The device supports 100Base-TX in half duplex mode.1

1RO100BTXHD13

10 Base-T Full Duplex Capable

DescriptionValue

The device does not support 10Base-T in full duplex mode.0

Device able to perform 10Base-T in full duplex mode.1

1RO10BTFD12

10 Base-T Half Duplex Capable

DescriptionValue

Device not able to perform 10Base-T in half duplex mode.0

Device able to perform 10Base-T in half duplex mode.1

1RO10BTHD11

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved10:7
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Preamble Suppression Capable

DescriptionValue

The device does not perform management transactions with
preambles suppressed.

0

The device performs management transactions with preambles
suppressed. For this mode, the 32-bits of preamble are needed
only once after reset, invalid opcode or invalid turnaround.

1

1ROMFPRESUP6

Auto-Negotiation Complete

DescriptionValue

Auto-Negotiation process not complete (either still in process,
disabled, or reset)

0

Auto-Negotiation process complete.1

0ROANC5

Remote Fault

DescriptionValue

No remote fault condition detected.0

Remote Fault condition detected (cleared on read or by reset).
Fault criteria: Far End Fault Indication or notification from Link
Partner of Remote Fault.

1

0RORFAULT4

Auto Negotiation Enabled

DescriptionValue

Device is not able to perform Auto-Negotiation.0

Device is able to perform Auto-Negotiation.1

1ROANEN3

Link Status

DescriptionValue

Link not established.0

Valid link established (for either 10 or 100Mbs operation).1

0ROLINKSTAT2

Jabber Detect
This bit is implemented with a latching function, such that the occurrence
of a jabber condition causes it to set until it is cleared by a read from
this register, by the management interface, or by a reset.

DescriptionValue

No Jabber condition detected.0

Jabber condition detected1

0ROJABBER1
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Extended Capability Enable

DescriptionValue

Basic register set capabilities only.0

Extended register capabilities.1

1ROEXTEN0
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Register 74: Ethernet PHY Identifier Register 1 - MR2 (EPHYID1), address
0x002
The Ethernet PHY Identifier 1 and 2 (EPHYIDn) registers together form a unique identifier. The
identifier consists of a concatenation of the Organizationally Unique Identifier (OUI), the vendor's
model number and the model revision number. A PHY may return a value of zero in each of the 32
bits of the PHY Identifier if desired. The PHY Identifier is intended to support network management.
The Texas Instruments IEEE-assigned OUI is 0x080028. This OUI field is broken into two fields in
the EPHYID1 and EPHYID2 register. The most significant OUI field, OUIMSB in the EPHYID1 register,
is equal to 0x0002 (the two most significant bits of the OUI are ignored). The least significant OUI
field, OUILSB in the EPHYID2 register, is equal to 0x28.

Ethernet PHY Identifier Register 1 - MR2 (EPHYID1)
Base n/a
Address 0x002
Type R, reset 0x2000

0123456789101112131415

OUIMSB

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000100Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

OUI Most Significant Bits
OUI[21:6] = 0x200. The most significant two bits of the OUI are ignored
(the IEEE standard refers to these as bits 1 and 2).

0x2000ROOUIMSB15:0
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Register 75: Ethernet PHY Identifier Register 2 - MR3 (EPHYID2), address
0x003
The Ethernet PHY Identifier 1 and 2 (EPHYIDn) registers together form a unique identifier. The
identifier consists of a concatenation of the Organizationally Unique Identifier (OUI), the vendor's
model number and the model revision number. A PHY may return a value of zero in each of the 32
bits of the PHY Identifier if desired. The PHY Identifier is intended to support network management.
The Texas Instruments IEEE-assigned OUI is 0x080028. This OUI field is broken into two fields in
the EPHYID1 and EPHYID2 register. The most significant OUI field, OUIMSB in the EPHYID1 register,
is equal to 0x0002 (the two most significant bits of the OUI are ignored). The least significant OUI
field, OUILSB in the EPHYID2 register, is equal to 0x28.

Ethernet PHY Identifier Register 2 - MR3 (EPHYID2)
Base n/a
Address 0x003
Type R, reset 0xA221

0123456789101112131415

MDLREVVNDRMDLOUILSB

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1000010001000101Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

OUI Least Significant Bits
Bits 19 to 24 of the OUI (0x080028) are mapped from bits 15 to 10 of
this register respectively.

0x28ROOUILSB15:10

Vendor Model Number
The six bits of vendor model number are mapped from bits 9 to 4 (most
significant bit to bit 9).

0x22ROVNDRMDL9:4

Model Revision Number
Four bits of the vendor model revision number are mapped from bits 3
to 0 (most significant bit to bit 3). This field is incremented for all major
device changes.

0x1ROMDLREV3:0
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Register 76: Ethernet PHYAuto-Negotiation Advertisement - MR4 (EPHYANA),
address 0x004
This register contains the advertised abilities of this device as they are transmitted to its link partner
during Auto-Negotiation.

Ethernet PHY Auto-Negotiation Advertisement - MR4 (EPHYANA)
Base n/a
Address 0x004
Type RW, reset 0x01E1

0123456789101112131415

SELECT10BT10BTFD100BTX100BTXFD100BT4PAUSEASMDUPreservedRFreservedNP

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRORWRWRORWRORWType
1000011110000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Next Page Indication

DescriptionValue

Next Page Transfer not desired.0

Next Page Transfer desired.1

0RWNP15

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved14

Remote Fault

DescriptionValue

No Remote Fault detected.0

Advertises that this device has detected a Remote Fault.1

0RWRF13

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved12

Asymmetric PAUSE support for Full Duplex Links
Encoding and resolution of PAUSE bits is defined in IEEE 802.3 Annex
28B, Tables 28B-2 and 28B-3, respectively. Pause resolution status is
reported in the Pause Status bits [13:12], of the Ethernet PHY Control
(EPHYCTL) register.

DescriptionValue

Asymmetric PAUSE not implemented.0

Asymmetric PAUSE implemented. Advertise that the MAC has
implemented both the optional MAC control sublayer and the
pause function as specified in clause 31 and annex 31B of
IEEE802.3u.

1

0RWASMDUP11
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

PAUSE Support for Full Duplex Links
The PAUSE bit indicates that the device is capable of providing the
symmetric PAUSE functions as defined in Annex 31B.
Encoding and resolution of PAUSE bits is defined in IEEE 802.3 Annex
28B, Tables 28B-2 and 28B-3, respectively. Pause resolution status is
reported in the Ethernet PHY Control (EPHYCTL)register.

DescriptionValue

MAC PAUSE not implemented0

MAC PAUSE implemented. Advertise that the MAC has
implemented both the optional MAC control sub-layer and the
pause function as specified in clause 31 and annex 31B of
802.3u.

1

0RWPAUSE10

100Base-T4 Support

DescriptionValue

100Base-T4 not supported by the internal PHY.0

100Base-T4 is supported by the internal PHY.1

0RO100BT49

100Base-TX Full Duplex Support

DescriptionValue

100Base-TX Full Duplex not supported by the internal PHY.0

100Base-TX Full Duplex is supported by the internal PHY.1

1RW100BTXFD8

100Base-TX Support

DescriptionValue

100Base-TX not supported by the internal PHY.0

100Base-TX is supported by the internal PHY.1

1RW100BTX7

10Base-T Full Duplex Support

DescriptionValue

10Base-T Full Duplex not supported by the internal PHY.0

10Base-T Full Duplex is supported by the internal PHY.1

1RW10BTFD6

10Base-T Support

DescriptionValue

10Base-T not supported by the internal PHY.0

10Base-T is supported by the internal PHY.1

1RW10BT5

Protocol Selection
These bits contain the binary encoded protocol selector supported by
this port. 0x1 indicates that this device supports IEEE 802.3u.

0x1RWSELECT4:0
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Register 77: Ethernet PHY Auto-Negotiation Link Partner Ability - MR5
(EPHYANLPA), address 0x005
This register contains the advertised abilities of the Link Partner as received during Auto-Negotiation.
The content changes after the successful auto-negotiation if next-pages are supported.

Ethernet PHY Auto-Negotiation Link Partner Ability - MR5 (EPHYANLPA)
Base n/a
Address 0x005
Type RO, reset 0x0000

0123456789101112131415

SELECT10BT10BTFD100BTX100BTXFD100BT4PAUSEASMDUPreservedRFACKNP

RORORORORORORORORORORORWROROROROType
1000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Next Page Indication

DescriptionValue

Link Partner does not desire Next Page Transfer.0

Link Partner desires Next Page Transfer.1

0RONP15

Acknowledge

DescriptionValue

Not acknowledged. The Auto-Negotiation state machine will
automatically control the this bit based on the incoming FLP
bursts.

0

Link Partner acknowledges reception of the ability data word.1

0ROACK14

Remote Fault

DescriptionValue

No remote fault indicated by link partner.0

Remote fault indicated by link partner.1

0RORF13

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved12

Asymmetric PAUSE

DescriptionValue

Asymmetric pause is not supported by the Link Partner.0

Asymmetric pause is supported by the Link Partner.1

0RWASMDUP11

PAUSE

DescriptionValue

Pause function is not supported by the Link Partner.0

Pause function is supported by the Link Partner.1

0ROPAUSE10
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

100Base-T4 Support

DescriptionValue

100Base-T4 is not supported by the Link Partner.0

100Base-T4 is supported by the Link Partner.1

0RO100BT49

100Base-TX Full Duplex Support

DescriptionValue

100Base-TX Full Duplex is not supported by the Link Partner.0

100Base-TX Full Duplex is supported by the Link Partner.1

0RO100BTXFD8

100Base-TX Support

DescriptionValue

100Base-TX is not supported by the Link Partner.0

100Base-TX is supported by the Link Partner.1

0RO100BTX7

10Base-T Full Duplex Support

DescriptionValue

10Base-T Full Duplex is not supported by the Link Partner.0

10Base-T Full Duplex is supported by the Link Partner.1

0RO10BTFD6

10Base-T Support

DescriptionValue

10Base-T is not supported by the Link Partner.0

10Base-T is supported by the Link Partner1

0RO10BT5

Protocol Selection
Link Partner's binary encoded protocol selector.

0x1ROSELECT4:0
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Register 78: Ethernet PHY Auto-Negotiation Expansion - MR6 (EPHYANER),
address 0x006
This register contains additional local device and link partner status information.

Ethernet PHY Auto-Negotiation Expansion - MR6 (EPHYANER)
Base n/a
Address 0x006
Type RO, reset 0x0004

0123456789101112131415

LPANABLEPAGERXNPABLELPNPABLEPDFreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0010000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved15:5

Parallel Detection Fault

DescriptionValue

A fault has not been detected.0

A fault has been detected via the Parallel Detection function.1

0ROPDF4

Link Partner Next Page Able

DescriptionValue

Link Partner does not support next page.0

Link Partner does support next page.1

0ROLPNPABLE3

Next Page Able

DescriptionValue

Indicates local device is not able to send additional next pages.0

Indicates local device is able to send additional next pages1

1RONPABLE2

Link Code Word Page Received

DescriptionValue

Link Code Word has not been received.0

Link Code Word has been received. This bit is cleared when
read.

1

0ROPAGERX1

Link Partner Auto-Negotiation Able

DescriptionValue

Indicates that the Link Partner does not support
Auto-Negotiation.

0

Indicates that the Link Partner supports Auto-Negotiation.1

0ROLPANABLE0
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Register 79: Ethernet PHY Auto-Negotiation Next Page TX - MR7
(EPHYANNPTR), address 0x007
This register contains the next page information sent by this device to its link partner during
Auto-Negotiation.

Ethernet PHY Auto-Negotiation Next Page TX - MR7 (EPHYANNPTR)
Base n/a
Address 0x007
Type RW, reset 0x2001

0123456789101112131415

CODETOGTXACK2MPreservedNP

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRORWRWRORWType
1000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Next Page Indication

DescriptionValue

No other next-page transfer desired.0

Another next page desired.1

0RWNP15

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved14

Message Page

DescriptionValue

Unformatted Page.0

Message Page.1

0RWMP13

Acknowledge 2

DescriptionValue

Cannot comply with message.0

Can comply with message.1

0RWACK212

Toggle
Toggle is used by the arbitration function within auto-negotiation to
synchronize with the Link Partner during next page exchange. This bit
always takes the opposite value of the toggle bit in the previously
exchanged Link Code Word.

DescriptionValue

Value of toggle bit in previously transmitted Link Code Word
was 1.

0

Value of toggle bit in previously transmitted Link Code Word
was 0.

1

0ROTOGTX11
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Code
This field represents the code field of the next page transmission. If the
MP bit is set (bit 13 of this register), then the code is interpreted as a
Message Page, as defined in annex 28C of IEEE 802.3u.
Otherwise, the code is interpreted as an Unformatted Page, and the
interpretation is application specific.
The default value of the CODE field represents a Null Page as defined
in Annex 28C of IEEE 802.3u.

0x1RWCODE10:0
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Register 80: Ethernet PHY Auto-Negotiation Link Partner Ability Next Page -
MR8 (EPHYANLNPTR), address 0x008
This register contains the next page information sent by this device to its Link Partner during
Auto-Negotiation.

Ethernet PHY Auto-Negotiation Link Partner Ability Next Page - MR8 (EPHYANLNPTR)
Base n/a
Address 0x008
Type RO, reset 0x0000

0123456789101112131415

CODETOGACK2MPACKNP

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Next Page Indication

DescriptionValue

No other next page transfer desired.0

Another next page desired.1

0RONP15

Acknowledge
The auto-negotiation state machine automatically controls this bit based
on the incoming fast-link pulse (FLP) bursts. Software should not attempt
to write to this bit.

DescriptionValue

Not acknowledged.0

Link Partner acknowledges reception of the ability data word.1

0ROACK14

Message Page

DescriptionValue

Unformatted Page.0

Message Page.1

0ROMP13

Acknowledge 2
Acknowledge2 is used by the next page function to indicate that Local
Device has the ability to comply with the message received.

DescriptionValue

Link Partner cannot comply to next-page message.0

Link Partner has the ability to comply to next-page message.1

0ROACK212
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Toggle
Toggle is used by the Arbitration function within Auto-Negotiation to
synchronize with the Link Partner during Next Page exchange. This bit
always takes the opposite value of the Toggle bit in the previously
exchanged Link Code Word

DescriptionValue

Value of toggle bit in previously transmitted Link Code Word
was 1.

0

Value of toggle bit in previously transmitted Link Code Word
was 0.

1

0ROTOG11

Code
This field represents the code field of the next page transmission. If the
MP bit is set (bit 13 of this RW register), then the code is interpreted as
a Message Page, as defined in annex 28C of IEEE 802.3u. Otherwise,
the code is interpreted as an Unformatted Page, and the interpretation
is application specific.
The default value of the CODE represents a Null Page as defined in
Annex 28C of IEEE 802.3u.

0x0ROCODE10:0
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Register 81: Ethernet PHYConfiguration 1 - MR9 (EPHYCFG1), address 0x009
This register configuration for the Ethernet PHY. These configuration values are programmed by
the system processor after a POR. The DONE bit in the EPHYCFG1 register is set when configuration
is complete. This register is used when the user requires a configuration different from what is
provided in the EMACPC register.

Ethernet PHY Configuration 1 - MR9 (EPHYCFG1)
Base n/a
Address 0x009
Type RW, reset 0x0000

0123456789101112131415

reservedFRXDVDETFANSELFASTANENRAMDIXFAMDIXLLRTDRARreservedDONE

RORWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROWOType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Configuration Done
This bit reads as a zero. The application must write a one to this bit to
terminate the PHYHOLD mode set in the EMACPC register and wake
up the EPHY.

DescriptionValue

Configuration process is not complete.0

Configuration process is complete, and the PHY can continue
and complete its internal reset sequence.

1

0WODONE15

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved14:9

TDR Auto-Run at Link Down

DescriptionValue

Disable automatic execution of TDR.0

Enable execution of TDR procedure after link down event.1

0RWTDRAR8

Link Loss Recovery

DescriptionValue

Normal Link Loss operation
Link status goes down approximately 250 µs from signal loss.

0

Enable Link Loss Recovery mechanism
This mode allows recovery from short interference and continues
to hold the link up for a period of an additional few µs until the
short interference is gone and the signal is OK.

1

0RWLLR7
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Fast Auto MDI/MDIX
If both link partners are configured to work in Force 100Base-TX mode
(auto-negotiation is disabled), this mode enables automatic MDI/MDIX
resolution in a short time.

DescriptionValue

Normal Auto MDI/MDIX mode.0

Enable Fast Auto MDI/MDIX mode.1

0RWFAMDIX6

Robust Auto MDI/MDIX
If link partners are configured to operational modes that are not
supported by normal Auto MDI/MDIX mode (like Auto-Neg versus Force
100Base-TX or Force 100Base-TX versus Force 100Base-TX), this
Robust Auto MDI/MDIX mode allows MDI/MDIX resolution and prevents
deadlock.

DescriptionValue

Normal Auto MDI/MDIX mode.0

Enable Robust Auto MDI/MDIX resolution.1

0RWRAMDIX5

Fast Auto Negotiation Enable
Adjusting these bits reduces the time it takes to auto-negotiate between
two PHYs.

Note: When using this option care must be taken to maintain proper
operation of the system. While shortening these timer intervals
may not cause problems in normal operation, there are certain
situations where this may lead to problems.

DescriptionValue

Disable Fast Auto-Negotiation mode
The PHY auto-negotiates using the normal timer setting

0

Enable Fast Auto-Negotiation mode
The PHY auto-negotiates using the timer setting according to
the FANSEL bits (bits [3:2] of this register)

1

0RWFASTANEN4
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Fast Auto-Negotiation Select Configuration
This bit is preconfigured at reset by the EMACPC register. For custom
configuration see “Custom Configuration” on page 1464.
Adjusting these bits reduces the time it takes to auto-negotiate between
two PHYs. In Fast AN mode, both PHYs should be configured to the
same configuration. These two bits define the duration for each state
of the auto-negotiation process according to the table above. The new
duration time must be enabled by setting bit 4 (FASTANEN) of this
register.

Note: Using this mode in cases where both link partners are not
configured to the same fast auto-negotiation configuration
might produce scenarios with unexpected behavior.

DescriptionValue

Break Link Timer: 80 ms
Link Fail Inhibit Timer: 50 ms
Auto-Negate Wait Timer: 35 ms

0x0

Break Link Timer: 120 ms
Link Fail Inhibit Timer:75 ms
Auto-Negate Wait Timer: 50 ms

0x1

Break Link Timer: 240 ms
Link Fail Inhibit Timer:150 ms
Auto-Negate Wait Timer: 100 ms

0x2

reserved0x3

0RWFANSEL3:2

FAST RXDV Detection
Enabling this feature allows the PHY to pass data to the MII interface
earlier. This bit is set to disabled if using the EMACPC register bits to
program the PHY configuration.

DescriptionValue

Disable fast RXDV detection. The PHY operates in normal mode
where an internally asserted RXDV signal is sent to the MII
interface after detection of /J/K/.

0

An internal RXDV signal is asserted high on receive packet due
to detection of /J/ symbol only. Fast RXDV detection allows the
PHY to pass data to the MII interface earlier.
If a consecutive /K/ does not appear, RXERR is generated.

1

0RWFRXDVDET1

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved0
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Register 82: Ethernet PHY Configuration 2 - MR10 (EPHYCFG2), address
0x00A
Fields in this register are used to configure the Ethernet PHY. These configuration values are
programmed by the system processor after a POR. The DONE bit in the EPHYCFG1 register is set
when configuration is complete. This register is used when the user requires a configuration different
from what is provided in the EMACPC register.

Ethernet PHY Configuration 2 - MR10 (EPHYCFG2)
Base n/a
Address 0x00A
Type RW, reset 0x0004

0123456789101112131415

reservedODDNDETDISRXERRIDLEISOMIILLENLEDLINKEXTFDFLUPPDreserved

RORWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROType
0010000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved15:7

Fast Link-Up in Parallel Detect Mode
In fast-auto MDI-X and in robust-auto MDI-X modes (bits 6 and 5 in
register EPHYCFG1), this bit is automatically set.

DescriptionValue

Normal Parallel Detection link establishment0

Enable Fast Link-Up time During Parallel Detection1

0x0RWFLUPPD6

Extended Full-Duplex Ability
Encodes the type of PHY attached.

DescriptionValue

Disable extended full-duplex ability. Decision to work in
full-duplex or half-duplex mode follows IEEE specification.

0

Force full-duplex while working with link partner in forced
100B-TX. When the PHY is set to Auto-Negotiation or Force
100B-TX and the link partner is operated in Force 100B-TX, the
link is always full duplex

1

0RWEXTFD5

Enhanced LED Functionality

DescriptionValue

LED Link is ON when link is established.0

LED Link is ON only when link is established in 100B-TX Full
Duplex mode.

1

0RWENLEDLINK4
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Isolate MII outputs when Enhanced Link is not Achievable

DescriptionValue

Normal MII outputs operation0

When no link established in 100B-TX and Full Duplex conditions,
MII outputs are tied low.

1

0RWISOMIILL3

Detection of Receive Symbol Error During IDLE State

DescriptionValue

Disable detection of Receive symbol error during IDLE state.0

Enable detection of Receive symbol error during IDLE state.1

1RWRXERRIDLE2

Detection of Transmit Error

DescriptionValue

Enable detection of deassertion of the internal transmit enable
on an odd-nibble boundary. In this case the internal transmit
enable is extended by one additional transmit clock cycle and
behaves as if the internal transmit error was asserted during
that additional cycle.

0

Disable detection of internal transmit error in odd-nibble
boundary.

1

0RWODDNDETDIS1

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved0
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Register 83: Ethernet PHY Configuration 3 - MR11 (EPHYCFG3), address
0x00B
Fields in this register are used to configure the Ethernet PHY. These configuration values are
programmed by the system processor after a POR. The DONE bit in the EPHYCFG1 register is set
when configuration is complete. This register is used when the user requires a configuration different
from what is provided in the EMACPC register.

Ethernet PHY Configuration 3 - MR11 (EPHYCFG3)
Base n/a
Address 0x00B
Type RW, reset 0x0000

0123456789101112131415

FLDWNMreservedMDIMDIXSPOLSWAPreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRORWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved15:8

Polarity Swap

DescriptionValue

MDI pairs normal (Receive on EN0RXIN/EN0RXIP pair,
Transmit on EN0TXON/EN0TXOP pair)

0

Inverted polarity on both pairs.1

To enable the port mirror function, set this bit and bit 6 (MDIMDIXS) to
1.

0RWPOLSWAP7

MDI/MDIX Swap

DescriptionValue

MDI pairs normal (Receive on EN0RXIN/EN0RXIP pair,
Transmit on EN0TXON/EN0TXOP pair)

0

Swap MDI pairs (Receive on EN0TXON/EN0TXOP pair, Transmit
on EN0RXIN/EN0RXIP pair)

1

To enable the port mirroring function, set bit 7 and this bit to 1.

0RWMDIMDIXS6

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved5
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Fast Link Down Modes
The Fast Link Down function is an OR of the following five options. The
application can enable combinations of these conditions.
Bit 4: Drop the link due to descrambler sync loss. If this bit is enabled,
the link is dropped when the receiver loses synchronization of the
transmitter.
Bit 3: Drop the link based on RX Error count of the MII interface. When
a predefined number of 32 RX Error occurrences in a 10μs interval is
reached, the link is dropped.
Bit 2: Drop the link based on MLT3 Errors count (Violation of the MLT3
coding in the DSP output). When a predefined number of 20 MLT3 Error
occurrences in a 10μs interval is reached, the link is dropped.
Bit 1: Drop the link based on Low SNR Threshold. When a predefined
number of 20 Threshold crossing occurrences in a 10μs interval is
reached, the link is dropped.
Bit 0: Drop the link based on Signal/Energy loss indication – When the
Energy detector indicates Energy Loss, the link is dropped. Typical
reaction time is 10μs.

0x0RWFLDWNM4:0
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Register 84: Ethernet PHY Register Control - MR13 (EPHYREGCTL), address
0x00D
EPHYREGCTL (0x00D) andEPHYADDAR (0x00E) registers allow read/write access to the extended
register set using indirect addressing. The modes for the FUNC field are as follows:

■ EPHYREGCTL[15:14] = 0x0: A write toEPHYADDARmodifies the extended register set address
register. This address register must be initialized in order to access any of the registers within
the extended register set.

■ EPHYREGCTL[15:14] = 0x1: A read/write to EPHYADDAR operates on the register within the
extended register set selected (pointed to) by the value in the address register. The address
register contents (pointer) remain unchanged.

■ EPHYREGCTL[15:14] = 0x2: A read/write to EPHYADDAR operates on the register within the
extended register set selected (pointed to) by the value in the address register. After that access
is complete, for both reads and writes, the value in the address register is incremented.

■ EPHYREGCTL[15:14] = 0x3: A read/write to EPHYADDAR operates on the register within the
extended register set selected (pointed to) by the value in the address register. After that access
is complete, for write accesses only, the value in the address register is incremented. For read
accesses, the value of the address register remains unchanged.

This register is the MDIO Manageable Device (MMD) access control. In general, register
EPHYREGCTL [4:0] is the device address, DEVAD, that directs any accesses of EPHYADDAR
(0x00E) register to the appropriate MMD. It also contains selection bits for auto-increment of the
data register. This register contains the device address to be written to access the extended registers.
Write 0x1F into bits [4:0] of this register. It also contains selection bits [15:14] for the address
auto-increment mode of EPHYADDAR.

Ethernet PHY Register Control - MR13 (EPHYREGCTL)
Base n/a
Address 0x00D
Type WO, reset 0x0000

0123456789101112131415

DEVADreservedFUNC

WOWOWOWOWOROROROROROROROROROWOWOType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Function

DescriptionValue

Address0x0

Data, no post increment0x1

Data, post increment on read and write0x2

Data, post increment on write only0x3

0WOFUNC15:14

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved13:5
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Device Address
In general, these bits [4:0] are the device address DEVAD that directs
any accesses ofEPHYADDAR register (0x00E) to the appropriate MMD.
The PHY uses the vendor specific DEVAD [4:0] = 0x1F for accesses.
All accesses through registers EPHYREGCR and EPHYADDAR should
use this DEVAD. Transactions with other DEVAD are ignored.

0x0WODEVAD4:0
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Register 85: Ethernet PHY Address or Data - MR14 (EPHYADDAR), address
0x00E
This register is the address/data MMD register. It is used in conjunction with EPHYREGCTL register
(PHY offset 0x00D) to provide the access by an indirect read/write mechanism to the extended
register set.

Ethernet PHY Address or Data - MR14 (EPHYADDAR)
Base n/a
Address 0x00E
Type WO, reset 0x0000

0123456789101112131415

ADDRDATA

WOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Address or Data
If the EPHYREGCTL register bits [15:14] = 0x0, this register holds the
MDIO Manageable Device (MMD) DEVAD's address register, otherwise
holds the MMD DEVAD's data register. See EPHYREGCTL register for
more information about DEVAD field.

0x0000WOADDRDATA15:0
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Register 86: Ethernet PHY Status - MR16 (EPHYSTS), address 0x010
This register provides quick access to commonly accessed PHY control status and general
information.

Ethernet PHY Status - MR16 (EPHYSTS)
Base n/a
Address 0x010
Type RO, reset 0x0002

0123456789101112131415

LINKSPEEDDUPLEXMIILBANSJDRFMIIREQPAGERXDLSDFCSLPOLSTATRXLERRMDIXMreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0100000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved15

MDI-X Mode
This is a read-only status as reported by the Auto-Negation state
machine:
This bit is affected by the settings of the MDIXEN and FORCEMDIX bits
in the EPHYCTL register. When MDIX is enabled, but not forced, this
bit updates dynamically as the Auto-MDIX algorithm swaps between
MDI and MDI-X configurations.

DescriptionValue

MDI pairs normal (Receive on TPRD pair, Transmit on TPTD
pair)

0

MDI pairs swapped (Receive on TPTD pair, Transmit on TPRD
pair)

1

0ROMDIXM14

Receive Error Latch

DescriptionValue

No receive error event has occurred.0

Receive error event has occurred since last read of
EPHYRXERCNT register (PHY offset 0x015).

1

This bit is cleared on a read of the EPHYRXERCNT register.

0RORXLERR13

Polarity Status

DescriptionValue

Correct Polarity detected.0

Inverted Polarity detected.1

This bit is a duplication of bit 4 (POLSTAT) in the EPHY10BTSC register
(PHY offset 0x01A). This bit is cleared upon a read of the EPHY10BTSC
register, but not on a read of the EPHYSTS register.

0ROPOLSTAT12
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

False Carrier Sense Latch

DescriptionValue

No False Carrier event has occurred.0

False Carrier event has occurred since last read of
EPHYFCSCR register (0x014).

1

This bit is cleared on a read of the EPHYFCSR register.

0ROFCSL11

Signal Detect
This bit displays the active high 100Base-TX unconditional Signal Detect
indication from the PMD (Physical Layer Medium Dependent).
This bit is latched low and held until it is read, based upon the occurrence
of the corresponding event.

0ROSD10

Descrambler Lock
This bit displays the active high 100Base-TX Descrambler Lock indication
from PMD.
This bit is latched low and held until it is read, based upon the occurrence
of the corresponding event.

0RODL9

Link Code Page Received

DescriptionValue

Link Code Word Page has not been received.0

A new Link Code Word Page has been received. This is a
duplicate of Page Received (bit 1) in the EPHYANER register
and it is cleared on read of the EPHYANER register (0x006).

1

This bit is not cleared upon a read of the EPHYSTS register.

0ROPAGERX8

MII Interrupt Pending

DescriptionValue

No interrupt pending0

Indicates that an internal interrupt is pending. Interrupt source
can be determined by reading the EPHYMISR1 Register (PHY
offset 0x012). Reading the EPHYMISR1 clears this Interrupt bit
indication.

1

0ROMIIREQ7

Remote Fault

DescriptionValue

No remote fault condition detected.0

Remote Fault condition detected. Criteria for a fault is when
there is notification from Link Partner of Remote Fault via
Auto-Negotiation. Cleared on read ofEPHYBMSR register (PHY
offset 0x001) or by reset.

1

0RORF6
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Jabber Detect
This bit will not be cleared upon a read of the EPHYSTS register.

DescriptionValue

No Jabber.0

Jabber condition detected. This bit has meaning only in 10 Mb/s
mode. This bit is a duplicate of the Jabber Detect bit in the
EPHYBMSR register (PHY offset 0x001).

1

0ROJD5

Auto-Negotiation Status

DescriptionValue

Auto-Negotiation not complete.0

Auto-Negotiation complete.1

0ROANS4

MII Loopback Status

DescriptionValue

Normal operation.0

Loopback active (enabled).1

0ROMIILB3

Duplex Status

DescriptionValue

Half Duplex Mode0

Full Duplex Mode1

This bit indicates duplex status and is determined from Auto-Negotiation
or Forced Modes. Therefore, it is only valid if Auto-Negotiation is enabled
and complete and there is a valid link or if Auto-Negotiation is disabled
and there is a valid link.

0RODUPLEX2

Speed Status

DescriptionValue

100 Mb/s mode.0

10 Mb/s mode.1

This bit indicates the status of the speed and is determined from
Auto-Negotiation or Forced Modes. It is only valid if Auto-Negotiation is
enabled and complete and there is a valid link or if Auto-Negotiation is
disabled and there is a valid link.

1ROSPEED1

Link Status

DescriptionValue

Link is not established.0

Valid link is established (for either 10 or 100 Mb/s operation).
This bit is a duplicate of the Link Status bit in the EPHYBMSR
register (PHY offset 0x001).

1

This bit is not cleared upon a read of the EPHYSTS register.

0ROLINK0
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Register 87: Ethernet PHY Specific Control- MR17 (EPHYSCR), address 0x011
This register implements the PHY Specific Control register. This register allows access to general
functionality inside the PHY to enable operation in reduced power modes and control the interrupt
mechanism.

Ethernet PHY Specific Control- MR17 (EPHYSCR)
Base n/a
Address 0x011
Type RW, reset 0x0103

0123456789101112131415

reservedINTENTINTreservedCOLFDMreservedLBFIFOreservedSBPYASSPSMODEPSENDISCLK

RORWRWRORWRORORORWRWRORWRWRWRWRWType
0100000000010000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Disable CLK

DescriptionValue

Normal mode of operation0

Disable internal clocks1

Clocks can be disabled only in IEEE power down mode.

0RWDISCLK15

Power Saving Modes Enable

DescriptionValue

Normal mode of operation0

Enable power saving modes1

0RWPSEN14

Power Saving Modes

DescriptionValue

Normal: Normal operation mode. PHY is fully functional0x0

IEEE Power Down
Low Power mode that shuts down all internal circuitry other than
SMI functionality. Power could be dropped further by setting
high DISCLK bit in this register and disabling internal clocks
circuitries.

0x1

Active Sleep
Low Power Active Wake-On-LAN (WOL) mode that shuts down
all internal circuitry other than SMI and energy detect
functionality. In this mode the PHY sends NLP every 1.4
seconds to wake up the link-partner. Automatic power-up is
done when link partner is detected.

0x2

Passive Sleep
Low Power WOL mode that shuts down all internal circuitry
besides SMI and energy detect functionality. Automatic power-up
is done when link partner is detected.

0x3

0RWPSMODE13:12
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Scrambler Bypass

DescriptionValue

Scrambler bypass disabled.0

Scrambler bypass enabled.1

0x1RWSBPYASS11

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved10

Loopback FIFO Depth

DescriptionValue

Four nibble FIFO0x0

Five nibble FIFO0x1

Six nibble FIFO0x2

Eight nibble FIFO0x3

This FIFO is used to adjust RX (recovered) clock rate to TX clock rate.
FIFO depth must be set based on expected maximum packet size and
clock accuracy. Default value sets to 5 nibbles.

0RWLBFIFO9:8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved7:5

Collision in Full-Duplex Mode

DescriptionValue

Disable collision indication in full-duplex mode. Collision
indication is active in half-duplex mode only.

0

Enable collision signaling in full-duplex mode.1

0RWCOLFDM4

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved3

Test Interrupt

DescriptionValue

Do not generate interrupt0

Generate an interrupt1

Forces the PHY to generate an interrupt to facilitate interrupt testing.
Interrupts will continue to be generated as long as this bit remains set.

0RWTINT2
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

Disable event based interrupts0

Enable event based interrupts1

Enables interrupt dependent on the event enables in the EPHYMISR
register (0x012).

1RWINTEN1

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved0
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Register 88: Ethernet PHYMII Interrupt Status 1 - MR18 (EPHYMISR1), address
0x012
This register contains events status and enables for the interrupt function. If an event has occurred
since the last read of this register, the corresponding status bit is set. If the corresponding enable
bit in the register is set, an interrupt is generated if the event occurs. The INTEN bit (Bit 1) in the
EPHYSCR register (0x011) must also be set to allow interrupts. The status indications in this register
are set even if the interrupt is not enabled.

Ethernet PHY MII Interrupt Status 1 - MR18 (EPHYMISR1)
Base n/a
Address 0x012
Type RW, reset 0x0000

0123456789101112131415

RXHFENFCHFENANCENDUPLEXMENSPEEDENLINKSTATENreservedRXHFFCHFANCDUPLEXMSPEEDLINKSTATreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved15:14

Change of Link Status Interrupt
Reading this bit clears the interrupt and thus, the status bit.

DescriptionValue

No change of link status.0

Change of link status interrupt is pending.1

0ROLINKSTAT13

Change of Speed Status Interrupt
Reading this bit clears the interrupt and thus, the status bit.

DescriptionValue

No change of speed status.0

Change of speed status interrupt is pending.1

0ROSPEED12

Change of Duplex Status Interrupt
Reading this bit clears the interrupt and thus, the status bit.

DescriptionValue

No change of duplex status.0

Duplex status change interrupt is pending.1

0RODUPLEXM11

Auto-Negotiation Complete Interrupt
Reading this bit clears the interrupt and thus, the status bit.

DescriptionValue

No Auto-negotiation complete event is pending.0

Auto-negotiation complete interrupt is pending.1

0ROANC10
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

False Carrier Counter Half-Full Interrupt
Reading this bit clears the interrupt and thus, the status bit.

DescriptionValue

False carrier counter half-full event is not pending.0

False carrier counter (Register EPHYFCSCR, address 0x014)
exceeds half-full and an interrupt is pending.

1

0ROFCHF9

Receive Error Counter Half-Full Interrupt
Reading this bit clears the interrupt and thus, the status bit.

DescriptionValue

False carrier counter half-full event is not pending.0

Receive error counter (Register EPHYRXERCNT, address
0x015) exceeds half-full and an interrupt is pending.

1

0RORXHF8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved7:6

Link Status Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

Change of link status interrupt disabled.0

Enable interrupt on change of link status.1

0RWLINKSTATEN5

Speed Change Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

Change of speed status interrupt disabled.0

Enable interrupt on change of speed status1

0RWSPEEDEN4

Duplex Status Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

Change of duplex status interrupt disabled.0

Enable interrupt on change of duplex status1

0RWDUPLEXMEN3

Auto-Negotiation Complete Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

Auto-negotiation complete interrupt disabled.0

Enable interrupt on Auto-negotiation complete event1

0RWANCEN2
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

False Carrier Counter Register half-full Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

False Carrier Counter Register half-full interrupt disabled.0

Enable interrupt on False Carrier Counter Register half-full event1

0RWFCHFEN1

Receive Error Counter Register Half-Full Event Interrupt

DescriptionValue

Receive Error Counter Register half-full interrupt disabled.0

Enable interrupt on Receive Error Counter Register half-full
event

1

0RWRXHFEN0
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Register 89: Ethernet PHYMII Interrupt Status 2 - MR19 (EPHYMISR2), address
0x013
This register contains additional event status and enables for the interrupt function. If an event has
occurred since the last read of this register, the corresponding status bit is set. If the corresponding
enable bit in the register is set, an interrupt is generated if the event occurs. The INTEN bit (bit 1)
in the EPHYSCR register (PHY offset 0x011) must also be set to allow interrupts. The status
indications in this register are set even if the interrupt is not enabled.

Ethernet PHY MII Interrupt Status 2 - MR19 (EPHYMISR2)
Base n/a
Address 0x013
Type RW, reset 0x0000

0123456789101112131415

JABBERENPOLINTENSLEEPENMDICOENLBFIFOENPAGERXENANERRENreservedJABBERPOLINTSLEEPMDICOLBFIFOPAGERXANERRreserved

RORWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved15

Auto-Negotiation Error Interrupt
Reading this bit clears the interrupt.

DescriptionValue

No Auto-negotiation error event pending.0

Auto-negotiation error interrupt is pending.1

0ROANERR14

Page Receive Interrupt
Reading this bit clears the interrupt.

DescriptionValue

Page has not been received.0

Page has been received.1

0ROPAGERX13

Loopback FIFO Overflow/Underflow Event Interrupt
Reading this bit clears the interrupt.

DescriptionValue

No FIFO Overflow/Underflow event pending.0

FIFO Overflow/Underflow event interrupt pending.1

0ROLBFIFO12

MDI/MDIX Crossover Status Changed Interrupt
Reading this bit clears the interrupt.

DescriptionValue

MDI crossover status has not changed.0

MDI crossover status changed interrupt is pending.1

0ROMDICO11
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Sleep Mode Event Interrupt
Reading this bit clears the interrupt.

DescriptionValue

No sleep mode event pending.0

Sleep Mode event interrupt is pending.1

0ROSLEEP10

Polarity Changed Interrupt
Reading this bit clears the interrupt.

DescriptionValue

No Data polarity event pending.0

Data polarity changed interrupt pending.1

0ROPOLINT9

Jabber Detect Event Interrupt
Reading this bit clears the interrupt.

DescriptionValue

No Jabber detect event pending0

Jabber detect event interrupt pending.1

0ROJABBER8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved7

Auto-Negotiation Error Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

Auto-Negotiation error event interrupt disabled.0

Enable interrupt on Auto-Negotiation error event1

0RWANERREN6

Page Receive Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

Page Receive error event interrupt disabled.0

Page receive event interrupt enabled.1

0RWPAGERXEN5

Loopback FIFO Overflow/Underflow Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

Loopback FIFO overflow/underflow event interrupt disabled0

Loopback FIFO overflow/underflow event interrupt enabled.1

0RWLBFIFOEN4
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

MDI/MDIX Crossover Status Changed Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

MDI/MDIX Crossover Change Status interrupt disabled0

MDI/MDIX Crossover Change Status interrupt enabled.1

0RWMDICOEN3

Sleep Mode Event Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

Sleep mode interrupt disabled.0

Sleep Mode event interrupt enabled.1

0RWSLEEPEN2

Polarity Changed Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

Polarity Change interrupt is disabled.0

Polarity change interrupt is enabled.1

0RWPOLINTEN1

Jabber Detect Event Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

Jabber detect interrupt disabled.0

Jabber detect interrupt enabled.1

0ROJABBEREN0
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Register 90: Ethernet PHY False Carrier Sense Counter - MR20 (EPHYFCSCR),
address 0x014
This counter provides information required to implement the False Carriers attribute within the MAU
managed object class of Clause 30 of the IEEE 802.3u specification.

Ethernet PHY False Carrier Sense Counter - MR20 (EPHYFCSCR)
Base n/a
Address 0x014
Type RO, reset 0x0000

0123456789101112131415

FCSCNTreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved15:8

False Carrier Event Counter
This 8-bit counter increments on every false carrier event. This counter
stops when it reaches its maximum count (0xFF). When the counter
exceeds half full (0x7F), an interrupt event is generated. This register
is cleared on read.

0x00ROFCSCNT7:0
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Register 91: Ethernet PHY Receive Error Count - MR21 (EPHYRXERCNT),
address 0x015
This counter provides information required to implement the Symbol Error During Carrier attribute
within the PHY managed object class of Clause 30 of the IEEE 802.3u specification.

Ethernet PHY Receive Error Count - MR21 (EPHYRXERCNT)
Base n/a
Address 0x015
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

0123456789101112131415

RXERRCNT

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Receive Error Count
When a valid carrier is present (while EN0RXDV is active), and there is
at least one occurrence of an invalid data symbol, this 16-bit counter
increments for each receive error detected. TheEPHYRXERCNT counter
does not count in MII loopback mode. The counter stops when it reaches
its maximum count of 0xFFFF. When the counter exceeds half-full
(0x7FFF), an interrupt is generated. This register is cleared on read.

0x0RORXERRCNT15:0
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Register 92: Ethernet PHYBISTControl - MR22 (EPHYBISTCR), address 0x016
This register is used for Build-In Self Test (BIST) configuration. The BIST functionality provides
Pseudo Random Bit Stream (PRBS) mechanism including packet generation generator and checker.
Selection of the exact loopback point in the signal chain is also done in this register.

Ethernet PHY BIST Control - MR22 (EPHYBISTCR)
Base n/a
Address 0x016
Type RW, reset 0x0100

0123456789101112131415

LBMODEreservedTXMIILBreservedPWRMODEPKTGENSTAT

PR
BS

C
H

KS
YN

C

PRBSCHKLKPKTENPRBSPKTPRBSMreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRORORORORORORORWRWRWROType
0000000010000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved15

PRBS Single/Continuous Mode

DescriptionValue

Single mode selected. When BIST Error Counter reaches its
max value, the PRBS checker stops counting.

0

Continuous mode selected. When the PRBS counters reach
maximum count value, the counter starts counting from zero
again.

1

0RWPRBSM14

Generated PRBS Packets

DescriptionValue

When packet generator is enabled, generate a single packet
with constant data. PRBS generation and check is disabled.

0

When packet generator is enabled, generate continuous packets
with PRBS data. When packet generator is disabled, PRBS
checker is still enabled.

1

0RWPRBSPKT13

Packet Generation Enable

DescriptionValue

Disable packet generator0

Enable packet generation with PRBS data1

0RWPKTEN12

PRBS Checker Lock Indication

DescriptionValue

PRBS checker is not locked0

PRBS checker is locked and synchronized on received bit
stream

1

0ROPRBSCHKLK11
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

PRBS Checker Lock Sync Loss Indication

DescriptionValue

PRBS checker has not lost synchronization.0

PRBS checker has lost synchronization on received bit stream.
This is an error indication.

1

0ROPRBSCHKSYNC10

Packet Generator Status Indication

DescriptionValue

Packet Generator is disabled.0

Packet Generator is active and generate packets.1

0ROPKTGENSTAT9

Power Mode Indication

DescriptionValue

Indicates that the PHY is in one of the sleep modes, either active
or passive.

0

Indicates that the PHY is in normal power mode.1

1ROPWRMODE8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved7

Transmit Data in MII Loopback Mode

DescriptionValue

Data is not transmitted to the line in MII loopback0

Enable transmission of the data from the MAC received on the
TX pins to the line in parallel to the MII loopback to RX pins.
This bit may be set only in MII Loopback mode, which is enabled
by setting the MIILOOPBK bit in the EPHYBMCR register, offset
EPHY.0x00.

1

0ROTXMIILB6

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved5
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Loopback Mode Select
The PHY provides several options for Loopback that test and verify
various functional blocks within the PHY.

DescriptionValue

reserved0x00

Near-end loopback: PCS Input Loopback0x01

Near-end loopback: PCS Output Loopback (In 100Base-TX
only)

0x02

reserved0x03

Near-end loopback: Digital Loopback0x04

reserved0x05-0x07

Near-end loopback: Analog Loopback (requires 100Ω
termination)

0x08

reserved0x09-0x0F

Far-end Loopback: Reverse Loopback0x10

0RWLBMODE4:0
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Register 93: Ethernet PHY LED Control - MR24 (EPHYLEDCR), address 0x018
This register provides the ability to control the blink rate on the LED outputs.

Ethernet PHY LED Control - MR24 (EPHYLEDCR)
Base n/a
Address 0x018
Type RW, reset 0x0400

0123456789101112131415

reservedBLINKRATEreserved

RORORORORORORORORORWRWROROROROROType
0000000000100000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved15:11

LED Blinking Rate (ON/OFF duration):

DescriptionValue

20 Hz (50 ms)0x0

10 Hz (100 ms)0x1

5 Hz (200 ms)0x2

2 Hz (500 ms)0x3

0x2RWBLINKRATE10:9

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved8:0
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Register 94: Ethernet PHY Control - MR25 (EPHYCTL), address 0x019
This register provides the ability to control and set general functionality inside the PHY.

Ethernet PHY Control - MR25 (EPHYCTL)
Base n/a
Address 0x019
Type RW, reset 0x8000

0123456789101112131415

reserved

BY
PL

ED
ST

R
C

H

reservedMIILNKSTATPAUSETXPAUSERXFORCEMDIAUTOMDI

RORORORORORORORWRORORORORORORWRWType
0000000000000001Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Auto-MDIX Enable

DescriptionValue

Disable Auto- negotiation, Auto-MDIX capability.0

Enable Auto-negotiation, Auto-MDIX capability.1

1RWAUTOMDI15

Force MDIX

DescriptionValue

Normal operation. (Transmit on TPTD pair, Receive on TPRD
pair)

0

Force MDI pairs to cross. (Receive on TPTD pair, Transmit on
TPRD pair)

1

0RWFORCEMDI14

Pause Receive Negotiated Status

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Indicates that pause receive should be enabled in the MAC.
This bit is set based on bits [11:10] in the EPHYANA register
and in the EPHYANLPAR register settings.
This function is enabled according to IEEE 802.3 Annex 28B
Table 28B-3, Pause Resolution, only if the Auto-Negotiated
Highest Common Denominator is a full-duplex technology.

1

0ROPAUSERX13

Pause Transmit Negotiated Status

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Indicates that pause transmit should be enabled in the MAC.
This bit is set based on bits [11:10] in the EPHYANA register
and in the EPHYANLPAR register settings.
This function is enabled according to IEEE 802.3 Annex 28B
Table 28B-3, Pause Resolution, only if the Auto-Negotiated
Highest Common Denominator is a full-duplex technology.

1

0ROPAUSETX12
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

MII Link Status

DescriptionValue

No active link of 100BT full-duplex has been established using
Auto-Negotiation.

0

100BT Full-duplex Link is active and was established using
Auto-Negotiation.

1

0ROMIILNKSTAT11

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved10:8

Bypass LED Stretching
This bypasses LED stretching and allows the LEDs to reflect normal
operation values.

DescriptionValue

Normal LED operation.0

Bypass LED stretching.1

0RWBYPLEDSTRCH7

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved6:0
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Register 95: Ethernet PHY 10Base-T Status/Control - MR26 (EPHY10BTSC),
address 0x01A
This register provides the ability to control and read status of the PHY's internal 10Base-T
functionality.

Ethernet PHY 10Base-T Status/Control - MR26 (EPHY10BTSC)
Base n/a
Address 0x01A
Type RW, reset 0x0000

0123456789101112131415

JABBERDreservedPOLSTATreservedNLPDISreservedSQUELCHRXTHENreserved

RORORORORORORORWRORWRWRWRWRWROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved15:14

Lower Receiver Threshold Enable

DescriptionValue

Normal 10Base-T operation.0

Enable 10Base-T lower receiver threshold to allow operation
with longer cables

1

0RWRXTHEN13

Squelch Configuration
Used to set the Peak Squelch ON threshold for the 10Base-T receiver.
Every value corresponds to a 50-mV increase. The squelch threshold
range is from 200 mV to 600 mV. The default Squelch threshold is set
to 200 mV.
Values 0xA to 0xF are reserved.

0x0RWSQUELCH12:9

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved8

Normal Link Pulse (NLP) Transmission Control

DescriptionValue

Enable transmission of Normal Link Pulses (NLPs).0

Disable transmission of Normal Link Pulses (NLPs).1

0RWNLPDIS7

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved6:5
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

10 Mb Polarity Status
This bit is a duplication of POLSTAT bit in the EPHYSTS register, offset
0x0010. Both bits are cleared on a read of the Ethernet PHY 10Base-T
Status/Control (EPHY10BTSC), but not upon a read of the EPHYSTS
register.

DescriptionValue

Correct Polarity detected.0

Inverted Polarity detected.1

0ROPOLSTAT4

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved3:1

Jabber Disable
Note that this function is applicable only in 10Base-T.

DescriptionValue

Jabber function enabled.0

Jabber function disabled.1

0ROJABBERD0
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Register 96: Ethernet PHY BIST Control and Status 1 - MR27 (EPHYBICSR1),
address 0x01B
This register provides the total number of error bytes that are received by the PRBS checker and
defines the Inter-Packet Gap (IPG) for the packet generator.

Ethernet PHY BIST Control and Status 1 - MR27 (EPHYBICSR1)
Base n/a
Address 0x01B
Type RW, reset 0x007D

0123456789101112131415

IPGLENGTHERRCNT

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
1011111000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

BIST Error Count
This field holds the number of erroneous bytes that were received by
the PRBS checker. The value in this register is locked when a write is
done to bit 15.
When the PRBSM field in the EPHYBISCR register (0x0016) is set to
zero, the count stops at 0xFF. See the EPHYBISCR register for further
details.

0x00ROERRCNT15:8

BIST IPG Length
Inter Packet Gap (IPG) Length defines the size of the gap (in bytes)
between any 2 successive packets generated by the BIST. Default value
is 0x7D, which is equal to 125 bytes.

0x7DRWIPGLENGTH7:0
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Register 97: Ethernet PHY BIST Control and Status 2 - MR28 (EPHYBICSR2),
address 0x01C
This register allows programming the length of the generated packets in bytes for the BIST
mechanism

Ethernet PHY BIST Control and Status 2 - MR28 (EPHYBICSR2)
Base n/a
Address 0x01C
Type RW, reset 0x05EE

0123456789101112131415

PKTLENGTHreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROType
0111011110100000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved15:11

BIST Packet Length
The value of this register defines the size (in bytes) of every packet that
is generated by the BIST. Default value is 0x5EE, which is equal to 1518
bytes.

0x5EERWPKTLENGTH10:0
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Register 98: Ethernet PHY Cable Diagnostic Control - MR30 (EPHYCDCR),
address 0x01E
This register provides the ability to start cable diagnostics and monitor its status.

Ethernet PHY Cable Diagnostic Control - MR30 (EPHYCDCR)
Base n/a
Address 0x01E
Type RO, reset 0x0102

0123456789101112131415

FAILDONEreservedLINKQUALreservedSTART

RORORORORORORORORORORORORORORORWType
0100000010000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Cable Diagnostic Process Start
Diagnostic Start bit is cleared with raise of Diagnostic Done indication.

DescriptionValue

Cable Diagnostic is disabled0

Start cable diagnostic measurement1

0RWSTART15

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved14:10

Link Quality Indication
The value of these bits are valid only when link is active (when the LINK
bit in the EPHYSTS register is a 0x1).

DescriptionValue

reserved0x0

Good Quality Link Indication0x1

Mid- Quality Link Indication0x2

Poor Quality Link Indication0x3

0x1ROLINKQUAL9:8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved7:2

Cable Diagnostic Process Done

DescriptionValue

Diagnostic has not completed0

Indicates that the cable measurement process completed1

1RODONE1

Cable Diagnostic Process Fail

DescriptionValue

Diagnostic has not failed0

Indicates that the cable measurement process failed1

0ROFAIL0
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Register 99: Ethernet PHY Reset Control - MR31 (EPHYRCR), address 0x01F
This register allows the system to reset or restart the PHY by register access.

Ethernet PHY Reset Control - MR31 (EPHYRCR)
Base n/a
Address 0x01F
Type RW, reset 0x0000

0123456789101112131415

reservedSWRESTARTSWRST

RORORORORORORORORORORORORORORWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software Reset

DescriptionValue

Normal Operation.0

Soft reset. This mode resets the digital portion of the PHY and
all of the registers. This bit self clears after completion.

1

0RWSWRST15

Software Restart

DescriptionValue

Normal Operation.0

Restart PHY. This mode resets the digital portion of the PHY
but no the registers. This bit self clears after completion of the
restart.

1

0RWSWRESTART14

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved13:0
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Register 100: Ethernet PHYLEDConfiguration -MR37 (EPHYLEDCFG), address
0x025
This register configures the LEDs provided in the PHY.

Ethernet PHY LED Configuration - MR37 (EPHYLEDCFG)
Base n/a
Address 0x025
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0510

0123456789101112131415

LED0LED1LED2reserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROType
0000100010100000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved15:12

LED2 Configuration
The following encodings are used to program the specific function
desired for the LED.

DescriptionValue

Link OK0x0

RX/TX Activity0x1

TX Activity0x2

RX Activity0x3

Collision0x4

100-Base TX0x5

10-Base TX0x6

Full Duplex0x7

Link OK/Blink on TX/RX Activity0x8

Reserved0x9-0xF

0x5RWLED211:8

LED1 Configuration
The following encodings are used to program the specific function
desired for the LED.

DescriptionValue

Link OK0x0

RX/TX Activity0x1

TX Activity0x2

RX Activity0x3

Collision0x4

100-Base TX0x5

10-Base TX0x6

Full Duplex0x7

Link OK/Blink on TX/RX Activity0x8

Reserved0x9-0xF

0x1RWLED17:4
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

LED0 Configuration
The following encodings are used to program the specific function
desired for the LED.

DescriptionValue

Link OK0x0

RX/TX Activity0x1

TX Activity0x2

RX Activity0x3

Collision0x4

100-Base TX0x5

10-Base TX0x6

Full Duplex0x7

Link OK/Blink on TX/RX Activity0x8

Reserved0x9-0xF

0x0RWLED03:0
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21 Universal Serial Bus (USB) Controller
Important: The full USB chapter is under NDA. This chapter describes the module features at a

high level. For a copy of the full NDA data sheet, follow the instructions in the
Non-Disclosure Agreement for the Tiva C Series TM4C1294KCPDT Microcontroller
Data Sheet (literature number SPMS422).

The TM4C1294KCPDT USB controller operates as a full-speed or low-speed function controller
during point-to-point communications with USB Host, Device, or OTG functions. If the integrated
ULPI interface is utilized, the USB can operate at high-speed. The controller complies with the USB
2.0 standard, which includes SUSPEND and RESUME signaling. 16 endpoints including two
hard-wired for control transfers (one endpoint for IN and one endpoint for OUT) plus 14 endpoints
defined by firmware along with a dynamic sizable FIFO support multiple packet queueing. USB
DMA access to the FIFO allows minimal interference from system software. Software-controlled
connect and disconnect allows flexibility during USB device start-up. The controller complies with
OTG Standard's Session Request Protocol (SRP) and Host Negotiation Protocol (HNP).

The TM4C1294KCPDT USB module has the following features:

■ Complies with USB-IF (Implementer's Forum) certification standards

■ USB 2.0 high-speed (480 Mbps) operation with the integrated ULPI interface communicating
with an external PHY

■ Link Power Management support which uses link-state awareness to reduce power usage

■ 4 transfer types: Control, Interrupt, Bulk, and Isochronous

■ 16 endpoints

– 1 dedicated control IN endpoint and 1 dedicated control OUT endpoint

– 7 configurable IN endpoints and 7 configurable OUT endpoints

■ 4 KB dedicated endpoint memory: one endpoint may be defined for double-buffered 1023-byte
isochronous packet size

■ VBUS droop detection and interrupt

■ Integrated USB DMA with bus master capability

– Up to eight RX Endpoint channels and up to eight TX Endpoint channels are available.

– Each channel can be separately programmed to operate in different modes

– Incremental burst transfers of 4-, 8-, 16- or unspecified length supported
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21.1 Block Diagram

Figure 21-1. USB Module Block Diagram
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21.2 Signal Description
The following table lists the external signals of the USB controller and describes the function of
each. Some USB controller signals are alternate functions for some GPIO signals and default to be
GPIO signals at reset. The column in the table below titled "Pin Mux/Pin Assignment" lists the
possible GPIO pin placements for these USB signals. The AFSEL bit in theGPIOAlternate Function
Select (GPIOAFSEL) register (page 768) should be set to choose the USB function. The number in
parentheses is the encoding that must be programmed into the PMCn field in theGPIO Port Control
(GPIOPCTL) register (page 785) to assign the USB signal to the specified GPIO port pin. The
USB0VBUS and USB0ID signals are configured by clearing the appropriate DEN bit in the GPIO
Digital Enable (GPIODEN) register. For more information on configuring GPIOs, see
“General-Purpose Input/Outputs (GPIOs)” on page 740. The remaining signals (with the word "fixed"
in the Pin Mux/Pin Assignment column) have a fixed pin assignment and function.

Note: When used in OTG mode, USB0VBUS and USB0ID do not require any configuration as they
are dedicated pins for the USB controller and directly connect to the USB connector's VBUS
and ID signals. If the USB controller is used as either a dedicated Host or Device, the
DEVMOD field in the USB General-Purpose Control and Status (USBGPCS) register can
be used to connect the USB0VBUS and/or USB0ID inputs to fixed levels internally, freeing
the PB0 and PB1 pins for GPIO use. Note that PB1 (USB0VBUS) is a 5-V tolerant signal as
required. For proper self-powered Device operation, the VBUS value must still be monitored
to assure that if the Host removes VBUS, the self-powered Device disables the D+/D- pull-up
resistors. This function can be accomplished by connecting a standard GPIO to VBUS.

The termination resistors for the USB PHY have been added internally, and thus there is
no need for external resistors. For a device, there is a 1.5 KOhm pull-up on the D+ and for
a host there are 15 KOhm pull-downs on both D+ and D-.
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Note: Port pins PL6 and PL7 operate as Fast GPIO pads, but have 4-mA drive capability only.
GPIO register controls for drive strength, slew rate and open drain have no effect on these
pins. The registers which have no effect are as follows: GPIODR2R, GPIODR4R,
GPIODR8R, GPIODR12R, GPIOSLR, and GPIOODR. Refer to “General-Purpose
Input/Outputs (GPIOs)” on page 740 and “Recommended GPIO Operating
Characteristics” on page 1818 for more information.

Table 21-1. USB Signals (128TQFP)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin Mux / Pin
Assignment

Pin NumberPin Name

60-MHz clock to the external PHY.TTLOPB3 (14)92USB0CLK

USB data 0.TTLI/OPL0 (14)81USB0D0

USB data 1.TTLI/OPL1 (14)82USB0D1

USB data 2.TTLI/OPL2 (14)83USB0D2

USB data 3.TTLI/OPL3 (14)84USB0D3

USB data 4.TTLI/OPL4 (14)85USB0D4

USB data 5.TTLI/OPL5 (14)86USB0D5

USB data 6.TTLI/OPP5 (14)106USB0D6

USB data 7.TTLI/OPP4 (14)105USB0D7

Indicates that the external PHY is able to accept
data from the USB controller.

TTLOPP3 (14)104USB0DIR

Bidirectional differential data pin (D- per USB
specification) for USB0.

AnalogI/OPL793USB0DM

Bidirectional differential data pin (D+ per USB
specification) for USB0.

AnalogI/OPL694USB0DP

Optionally used in Host mode to control an external
power source to supply power to the USB bus.

TTLOPA6 (5)
PA7 (11)
PD6 (5)

40
41

127

USB0EPEN

This signal senses the state of the USB ID signal.
The USB PHY enables an integrated pull-up, and
an external element (USB connector) indicates the
initial state of the USB controller (pulled down is
the A side of the cable and pulled up is the B side).

AnalogIPB095USB0ID

Asserted by the external PHY to throttle all data
types.

TTLOPP2 (14)103USB0NXT

Optionally used in Host mode by an external power
source to indicate an error state by that power
source.

TTLIPA7 (5)
PD7 (5)

41
128

USB0PFLT

Asserted by the USB controller to signal the end of
a USB transmit packet or register write operation.

TTLOPB2 (14)91USB0STP

This signal is used during the session request
protocol. This signal allows the USB PHY to both
sense the voltage level of VBUS, and pull up VBUS
momentarily during VBUS pulsing.

AnalogI/OPB196USB0VBUS

21.3 Register Map
Table 21-2 on page 1645 lists the registers. All addresses given are relative to the USB base address
of 0x4005.0000. Note that the USB controller clock must be enabled before the registers can be
programmed (see page 393). There must be a delay of 3 system clocks after the USB module clock
is enabled before any USB module registers are accessed.
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Note: Descriptions for all these registers can be found in the NDA version of the data sheet.

Table 21-2. List of Registers

DescriptionNameOffset

USB Device Functional AddressUSBFADDR0x000

USB PowerUSBPOWER0x001

USB Transmit Interrupt StatusUSBTXIS0x002

USB Receive Interrupt StatusUSBRXIS0x004

USB Transmit Interrupt EnableUSBTXIE0x006

USB Receive Interrupt EnableUSBRXIE0x008

USB General Interrupt StatusUSBIS0x00A

USB Interrupt EnableUSBIE0x00B

USB Frame ValueUSBFRAME0x00C

USB Endpoint IndexUSBEPIDX0x00E

USB Test ModeUSBTEST0x00F

USB FIFO Endpoint 0USBFIFO00x020

USB FIFO Endpoint 1USBFIFO10x024

USB FIFO Endpoint 2USBFIFO20x028

USB FIFO Endpoint 3USBFIFO30x02C

USB FIFO Endpoint 4USBFIFO40x030

USB FIFO Endpoint 5USBFIFO50x034

USB FIFO Endpoint 6USBFIFO60x038

USB FIFO Endpoint 7USBFIFO70x03C

USB Device ControlUSBDEVCTL0x060

USB Common ConfigurationUSBCCONF0x061

USB Transmit Dynamic FIFO SizingUSBTXFIFOSZ0x062

USB Receive Dynamic FIFO SizingUSBRXFIFOSZ0x063

USB Transmit FIFO Start AddressUSBTXFIFOADD0x064

USB Receive FIFO Start AddressUSBRXFIFOADD0x066

USB ULPI VBUS ControlULPIVBUSCTL0x070

USB ULPI Register DataULPIREGDATA0x074

USB ULPI Register AddressULPIREGADDR0x075

USB ULPI Register ControlULPIREGCTL0x076

USB Endpoint InformationUSBEPINFO0x078

USB RAM InformationUSBRAMINFO0x079

USB Connect TimingUSBCONTIM0x07A

USB OTG VBUS Pulse TimingUSBVPLEN0x07B

USB High-Speed Last Transaction to End of Frame TimingUSBHSEOF0x07C

USB Full-Speed Last Transaction to End of Frame TimingUSBFSEOF0x07D

USB Low-Speed Last Transaction to End of Frame TimingUSBLSEOF0x07E

USB Transmit Functional Address Endpoint 0USBTXFUNCADDR00x080

USB Transmit Hub Address Endpoint 0USBTXHUBADDR00x082

USB Transmit Hub Port Endpoint 0USBTXHUBPORT00x083

USB Transmit Functional Address Endpoint 1USBTXFUNCADDR10x088
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Table 21-2. List of Registers (continued)

DescriptionNameOffset

USB Transmit Hub Address Endpoint 1USBTXHUBADDR10x08A

USB Transmit Hub Port Endpoint 1USBTXHUBPORT10x08B

USB Receive Functional Address Endpoint 1USBRXFUNCADDR10x08C

USB Receive Hub Address Endpoint 1USBRXHUBADDR10x08E

USB Receive Hub Port Endpoint 1USBRXHUBPORT10x08F

USB Transmit Functional Address Endpoint 2USBTXFUNCADDR20x090

USB Transmit Hub Address Endpoint 2USBTXHUBADDR20x092

USB Transmit Hub Port Endpoint 2USBTXHUBPORT20x093

USB Receive Functional Address Endpoint 2USBRXFUNCADDR20x094

USB Receive Hub Address Endpoint 2USBRXHUBADDR20x096

USB Receive Hub Port Endpoint 2USBRXHUBPORT20x097

USB Transmit Functional Address Endpoint 3USBTXFUNCADDR30x098

USB Transmit Hub Address Endpoint 3USBTXHUBADDR30x09A

USB Transmit Hub Port Endpoint 3USBTXHUBPORT30x09B

USB Receive Functional Address Endpoint 3USBRXFUNCADDR30x09C

USB Receive Hub Address Endpoint 3USBRXHUBADDR30x09E

USB Receive Hub Port Endpoint 3USBRXHUBPORT30x09F

USB Transmit Functional Address Endpoint 4USBTXFUNCADDR40x0A0

USB Transmit Hub Address Endpoint 4USBTXHUBADDR40x0A2

USB Transmit Hub Port Endpoint 4USBTXHUBPORT40x0A3

USB Receive Functional Address Endpoint 4USBRXFUNCADDR40x0A4

USB Receive Hub Address Endpoint 4USBRXHUBADDR40x0A6

USB Receive Hub Port Endpoint 4USBRXHUBPORT40x0A7

USB Transmit Functional Address Endpoint 5USBTXFUNCADDR50x0A8

USB Transmit Hub Address Endpoint 5USBTXHUBADDR50x0AA

USB Transmit Hub Port Endpoint 5USBTXHUBPORT50x0AB

USB Receive Functional Address Endpoint 5USBRXFUNCADDR50x0AC

USB Receive Hub Address Endpoint 5USBRXHUBADDR50x0AE

USB Receive Hub Port Endpoint 5USBRXHUBPORT50x0AF

USB Transmit Functional Address Endpoint 6USBTXFUNCADDR60x0B0

USB Transmit Hub Address Endpoint 6USBTXHUBADDR60x0B2

USB Transmit Hub Port Endpoint 6USBTXHUBPORT60x0B3

USB Receive Functional Address Endpoint 6USBRXFUNCADDR60x0B4

USB Receive Hub Address Endpoint 6USBRXHUBADDR60x0B6

USB Receive Hub Port Endpoint 6USBRXHUBPORT60x0B7

USB Transmit Functional Address Endpoint 7USBTXFUNCADDR70x0B8

USB Transmit Hub Address Endpoint 7USBTXHUBADDR70x0BA

USB Transmit Hub Port Endpoint 7USBTXHUBPORT70x0BB

USB Receive Functional Address Endpoint 7USBRXFUNCADDR70x0BC

USB Receive Hub Address Endpoint 7USBRXHUBADDR70x0BE

USB Receive Hub Port Endpoint 7USBRXHUBPORT70x0BF

USB Control and Status Endpoint 0 LowUSBCSRL00x102
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Table 21-2. List of Registers (continued)

DescriptionNameOffset

USB Control and Status Endpoint 0 HighUSBCSRH00x103

USB Receive Byte Count Endpoint 0USBCOUNT00x108

USB Type Endpoint 0USBTYPE00x10A

USB NAK LimitUSBNAKLMT0x10B

USB Maximum Transmit Data Endpoint 1USBTXMAXP10x110

USB Transmit Control and Status Endpoint 1 LowUSBTXCSRL10x112

USB Transmit Control and Status Endpoint 1 HighUSBTXCSRH10x113

USB Maximum Receive Data Endpoint 1USBRXMAXP10x114

USB Receive Control and Status Endpoint 1 LowUSBRXCSRL10x116

USB Receive Control and Status Endpoint 1 HighUSBRXCSRH10x117

USB Receive Byte Count Endpoint 1USBRXCOUNT10x118

USB Host Transmit Configure Type Endpoint 1USBTXTYPE10x11A

USB Host Transmit Interval Endpoint 1USBTXINTERVAL10x11B

USB Host Configure Receive Type Endpoint 1USBRXTYPE10x11C

USB Host Receive Polling Interval Endpoint 1USBRXINTERVAL10x11D

USB Maximum Transmit Data Endpoint 2USBTXMAXP20x120

USB Transmit Control and Status Endpoint 2 LowUSBTXCSRL20x122

USB Transmit Control and Status Endpoint 2 HighUSBTXCSRH20x123

USB Maximum Receive Data Endpoint 2USBRXMAXP20x124

USB Receive Control and Status Endpoint 2 LowUSBRXCSRL20x126

USB Receive Control and Status Endpoint 2 HighUSBRXCSRH20x127

USB Receive Byte Count Endpoint 2USBRXCOUNT20x128

USB Host Transmit Configure Type Endpoint 2USBTXTYPE20x12A

USB Host Transmit Interval Endpoint 2USBTXINTERVAL20x12B

USB Host Configure Receive Type Endpoint 2USBRXTYPE20x12C

USB Host Receive Polling Interval Endpoint 2USBRXINTERVAL20x12D

USB Maximum Transmit Data Endpoint 3USBTXMAXP30x130

USB Transmit Control and Status Endpoint 3 LowUSBTXCSRL30x132

USB Transmit Control and Status Endpoint 3 HighUSBTXCSRH30x133

USB Maximum Receive Data Endpoint 3USBRXMAXP30x134

USB Receive Control and Status Endpoint 3 LowUSBRXCSRL30x136

USB Receive Control and Status Endpoint 3 HighUSBRXCSRH30x137

USB Receive Byte Count Endpoint 3USBRXCOUNT30x138

USB Host Transmit Configure Type Endpoint 3USBTXTYPE30x13A

USB Host Transmit Interval Endpoint 3USBTXINTERVAL30x13B

USB Host Configure Receive Type Endpoint 3USBRXTYPE30x13C

USB Host Receive Polling Interval Endpoint 3USBRXINTERVAL30x13D

USB Maximum Transmit Data Endpoint 4USBTXMAXP40x140

USB Transmit Control and Status Endpoint 4 LowUSBTXCSRL40x142

USB Transmit Control and Status Endpoint 4 HighUSBTXCSRH40x143

USB Maximum Receive Data Endpoint 4USBRXMAXP40x144

USB Receive Control and Status Endpoint 4 LowUSBRXCSRL40x146
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Table 21-2. List of Registers (continued)

DescriptionNameOffset

USB Receive Control and Status Endpoint 4 HighUSBRXCSRH40x147

USB Receive Byte Count Endpoint 4USBRXCOUNT40x148

USB Host Transmit Configure Type Endpoint 4USBTXTYPE40x14A

USB Host Transmit Interval Endpoint 4USBTXINTERVAL40x14B

USB Host Configure Receive Type Endpoint 4USBRXTYPE40x14C

USB Host Receive Polling Interval Endpoint 4USBRXINTERVAL40x14D

USB Maximum Transmit Data Endpoint 5USBTXMAXP50x150

USB Transmit Control and Status Endpoint 5 LowUSBTXCSRL50x152

USB Transmit Control and Status Endpoint 5 HighUSBTXCSRH50x153

USB Maximum Receive Data Endpoint 5USBRXMAXP50x154

USB Receive Control and Status Endpoint 5 LowUSBRXCSRL50x156

USB Receive Control and Status Endpoint 5 HighUSBRXCSRH50x157

USB Receive Byte Count Endpoint 5USBRXCOUNT50x158

USB Host Transmit Configure Type Endpoint 5USBTXTYPE50x15A

USB Host Transmit Interval Endpoint 5USBTXINTERVAL50x15B

USB Host Configure Receive Type Endpoint 5USBRXTYPE50x15C

USB Host Receive Polling Interval Endpoint 5USBRXINTERVAL50x15D

USB Maximum Transmit Data Endpoint 6USBTXMAXP60x160

USB Transmit Control and Status Endpoint 6 LowUSBTXCSRL60x162

USB Transmit Control and Status Endpoint 6 HighUSBTXCSRH60x163

USB Maximum Receive Data Endpoint 6USBRXMAXP60x164

USB Receive Control and Status Endpoint 6 LowUSBRXCSRL60x166

USB Receive Control and Status Endpoint 6 HighUSBRXCSRH60x167

USB Receive Byte Count Endpoint 6USBRXCOUNT60x168

USB Host Transmit Configure Type Endpoint 6USBTXTYPE60x16A

USB Host Transmit Interval Endpoint 6USBTXINTERVAL60x16B

USB Host Configure Receive Type Endpoint 6USBRXTYPE60x16C

USB Host Receive Polling Interval Endpoint 6USBRXINTERVAL60x16D

USB Maximum Transmit Data Endpoint 7USBTXMAXP70x170

USB Transmit Control and Status Endpoint 7 LowUSBTXCSRL70x172

USB Transmit Control and Status Endpoint 7 HighUSBTXCSRH70x173

USB Maximum Receive Data Endpoint 7USBRXMAXP70x174

USB Receive Control and Status Endpoint 7 LowUSBRXCSRL70x176

USB Receive Control and Status Endpoint 7 HighUSBRXCSRH70x177

USB Receive Byte Count Endpoint 7USBRXCOUNT70x178

USB Host Transmit Configure Type Endpoint 7USBTXTYPE70x17A

USB Host Transmit Interval Endpoint 7USBTXINTERVAL70x17B

USB Host Configure Receive Type Endpoint 7USBRXTYPE70x17C

USB Host Receive Polling Interval Endpoint 7USBRXINTERVAL70x17D

USB DMA InterruptUSBDMAINTR0x200

USB DMA Control 0USBDMACTL00x204

USB DMA Address 0USBDMAADDR00x208
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Table 21-2. List of Registers (continued)

DescriptionNameOffset

USB DMA Count 0USBDMACOUNT00x20C

USB DMA Control 1USBDMACTL10x214

USB DMA Address 1USBDMAADDR10x218

USB DMA Count 1USBDMACOUNT10x21C

USB DMA Control 2USBDMACTL20x224

USB DMA Address 2USBDMAADDR20x228

USB DMA Count 2USBDMACOUNT20x22C

USB DMA Control 3USBDMACTL30x234

USB DMA Address 3USBDMAADDR30x238

USB DMA Count 3USBDMACOUNT30x23C

USB DMA Control 4USBDMACTL40x244

USB DMA Address 4USBDMAADDR40x248

USB DMA Count 4USBDMACOUNT40x24C

USB DMA Control 5USBDMACTL50x254

USB DMA Address 5USBDMAADDR50x258

USB DMA Count 5USBDMACOUNT50x25C

USB DMA Control 6USBDMACTL60x264

USB DMA Address 6USBDMAADDR60x268

USB DMA Count 6USBDMACOUNT60x26C

USB DMA Control 7USBDMACTL70x274

USB DMA Address 7USBDMAADDR70x278

USB DMA Count 7USBDMACOUNT70x27C

USB Request Packet Count in Block Transfer Endpoint 1USBRQPKTCOUNT10x304

USB Request Packet Count in Block Transfer Endpoint 2USBRQPKTCOUNT20x308

USB Request Packet Count in Block Transfer Endpoint 3USBRQPKTCOUNT30x30C

USB Request Packet Count in Block Transfer Endpoint 4USBRQPKTCOUNT40x310

USB Request Packet Count in Block Transfer Endpoint 5USBRQPKTCOUNT50x314

USB Request Packet Count in Block Transfer Endpoint 6USBRQPKTCOUNT60x318

USB Request Packet Count in Block Transfer Endpoint 7USBRQPKTCOUNT70x31C

USB Receive Double Packet Buffer DisableUSBRXDPKTBUFDIS0x340

USB Transmit Double Packet Buffer DisableUSBTXDPKTBUFDIS0x342

USB Chirp TimeoutUSBCTO0x344

USB High Speed to UTM Operating DelayUSBHHSRTN0x346

USB High Speed Time-out AdderUSBHSBT0x348

USB LPM AttributesUSBLPMATTR0x360

USB LPM ControlUSBLPMCNTRL0x362

USB LPM Interrupt MaskUSBLPMIM0x363

USB LPM Raw Interrupt StatusUSBLPMRIS0x364

USB LPM Function AddressUSBLPMFADDR0x365

USB External Power ControlUSBEPC0x400

USB External Power Control Raw Interrupt StatusUSBEPCRIS0x404

USB External Power Control Interrupt MaskUSBEPCIM0x408
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Table 21-2. List of Registers (continued)

DescriptionNameOffset

USB External Power Control Interrupt Status and ClearUSBEPCISC0x40C

USB Device RESUME Raw Interrupt StatusUSBDRRIS0x410

USB Device RESUME Interrupt MaskUSBDRIM0x414

USB Device RESUME Interrupt Status and ClearUSBDRISC0x418

USB General-Purpose Control and StatusUSBGPCS0x41C

USB VBUS Droop ControlUSBVDC0x430

USB VBUS Droop Control Raw Interrupt StatusUSBVDCRIS0x434

USB VBUS Droop Control Interrupt MaskUSBVDCIM0x438

USB VBUS Droop Control Interrupt Status and ClearUSBVDCISC0x43C

USB Peripheral PropertiesUSBPP0xFC0

USB Peripheral ConfigurationUSBPC0xFC4

USB Clock ConfigurationUSBCC0xFC8
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22 Analog Comparators
An analog comparator is a peripheral that compares two analog voltages and provides a logical
output that signals the comparison result.

Note: Not all comparators have the option to drive an output pin. See “Signal
Description” on page 1652 for more information.

The comparator can provide its output to a device pin, acting as a replacement for an analog
comparator on the board. In addition, the comparator can signal the application via interrupts or
trigger the start of a sample sequence in the ADC. The interrupt generation and ADC triggering logic
is separate and independent. This flexibility means, for example, that an interrupt can be generated
on a rising edge and the ADC triggered on a falling edge.

The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller provides three independent integrated analog comparators
with the following functions:

■ Compare external pin input to external pin input or to internal programmable voltage reference

■ Compare a test voltage against any one of the following voltages:

– An individual external reference voltage

– A shared single external reference voltage

– A shared internal reference voltage
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22.1 Block Diagram

Figure 22-1. Analog Comparator Module Block Diagram
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Note: This block diagram depicts the maximum number of analog comparators and comparator outputs
for the family of microcontrollers; the number for this specific device may vary. See page 1665 for
what is included on this device.

22.2 Signal Description
The following table lists the external signals of the Analog Comparators and describes the function
of each. The Analog Comparator output signals are alternate functions for some GPIO signals and
default to be GPIO signals at reset. The column in the table below titled "Pin Mux/Pin Assignment"
lists the possible GPIO pin placements for the Analog Comparator signals. The AFSEL bit in the
GPIO Alternate Function Select (GPIOAFSEL) register (page 768) should be set to choose the
Analog Comparator function. The number in parentheses is the encoding that must be programmed
into the PMCn field in the GPIO Port Control (GPIOPCTL) register (page 785) to assign the Analog
Comparator signal to the specified GPIO port pin. The positive and negative input signals are
configured by clearing the DEN bit in the GPIO Digital Enable (GPIODEN) register. For more
information on configuring GPIOs, see “General-Purpose Input/Outputs (GPIOs)” on page 740.

Table 22-1. Analog Comparators Signals (128TQFP)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin Mux / Pin
Assignment

Pin NumberPin Name

Analog comparator 0 positive input.AnalogIPC623C0+
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Table 22-1. Analog Comparators Signals (128TQFP) (continued)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin Mux / Pin
Assignment

Pin NumberPin Name

Analog comparator 0 negative input.AnalogIPC722C0-

Analog comparator 0 output.TTLOPD0 (5)
PL2 (5)

1
83

C0o

Analog comparator 1 positive input.AnalogIPC524C1+

Analog comparator 1 negative input.AnalogIPC425C1-

Analog comparator 1 output.TTLOPD1 (5)
PL3 (5)

2
84

C1o

Analog comparator 2 positive input.AnalogIPP0118C2+

Analog comparator 2 negative input.AnalogIPP1119C2-

Analog comparator 2 output.TTLOPD2 (5)3C2o

22.3 Functional Description
The comparator compares the VIN- and VIN+ inputs to produce an output, VOUT.

VIN- < VIN+, VOUT = 1
VIN- > VIN+, VOUT = 0

As shown in Figure 22-2 on page 1653, the input source for VIN- is an external input, Cn-, where n
is the analog comparator number. In addition to an external input, Cn+, input sources for VIN+ can
be the C0+ or an internal reference, VIREF.

Figure 22-2. Structure of Comparator Unit
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A comparator is configured through two status/control registers, Analog Comparator Control
(ACCTL) and Analog Comparator Status (ACSTAT). The internal reference is configured through
one control register, Analog Comparator Reference Voltage Control (ACREFCTL). Interrupt
status and control are configured through three registers, Analog Comparator Masked Interrupt
Status (ACMIS), Analog Comparator Raw Interrupt Status (ACRIS), and Analog Comparator
Interrupt Enable (ACINTEN).

Typically, the comparator output is used internally to generate an interrupt as controlled by the ISEN
bit in the ACCTL register. The output may also be used to drive one of the external pins (Cno), or
generate an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) trigger.
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Important: The ASRCP bits in theACCTL register must be set before using the analog comparators.

22.3.1 Internal Reference Programming
The structure of the internal reference is shown in Figure 22-3 on page 1654. The internal reference
is controlled by a single configuration register (ACREFCTL).

Figure 22-3. Comparator Internal Reference Structure

N*R
N*R

0x00x10xE0xF

Decoder

internal
reference
VIREF

Note: In the figure above, N*R represents a multiple of the R value that produces the results specified
in Table 22-2 on page 1654.

The internal reference can be programmed in one of two modes (low range or high range) depending
on the RNG bit in the ACREFCTL register. When RNG is clear, the internal reference is in high-range
mode, and when RNG is set the internal reference is in low-range mode.

In each range, the internal reference, VIREF, has 16 preprogrammed thresholds or step values. The
threshold to be used to compare the external input voltage against is selected using the VREF field
in the ACREFCTL register.

In the high-range mode, the VIREF threshold voltages start at the ideal high-range starting voltage
of VDDA/4.2 and increase in ideal constant voltage steps of VDDA/29.4.

In the low-range mode, the VIREF threshold voltages start at 0 V and increase in ideal constant
voltage steps of VDDA/22.12. The ideal VIREF step voltages for each mode and their dependence
on the RNG and VREF fields are summarized in Table 22-2.

Table 22-2. Internal Reference Voltage and ACREFCTL Field Values

Output Reference Voltage Based on VREF Field Value
ACREFCTL Register

RNG Bit ValueEN Bit Value

0 V (GND) for any value of VREF. It is recommended that RNG=1 and VREF=0 to
minimize noise on the reference ground.

RNG=XEN=0
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Table 22-2. Internal Reference Voltage and ACREFCTL Field Values (continued)

Output Reference Voltage Based on VREF Field Value
ACREFCTL Register

RNG Bit ValueEN Bit Value

VIREF High Range: 16 voltage threshold values indexed by VREF = 0x0 .. 0xF

Ideal starting voltage (VREF=0): VDDA / 4.2

Ideal step size: VDDA/ 29.4

Ideal VIREF threshold values: VIREF (VREF) = VDDA / 4.2 + VREF * (VDDA/ 29.4), for
VREF = 0x0 .. 0xF
For minimum and maximum VIREF threshold values, see Table 22-3 on page 1655.

RNG=0

EN=1
VIREF Low Range: 16 voltage threshold values indexed by VREF = 0x0 .. 0xF

Ideal starting voltage (VREF=0): 0 V
Ideal step size: VDDA/ 22.12

Ideal VIREF threshold values: VIREF (VREF) = VREF * (VDDA/ 22.12), for VREF = 0x0 ..
0xF
For minimum and maximum VIREF threshold values, see Table 22-4 on page 1656.

RNG=1

Note that the values shown in Table 22-2 are the ideal values of the VIREF thresholds. These values
actually vary between minimum and maximum values for each threshold step, depending on process
and temperature. The minimum and maximum values for each step are given by:

■ VIREF(VREF) [Min] = Ideal VIREF(VREF) – (Ideal Step size – 2 mV) / 2

■ VIREF(VREF) [Max] = Ideal VIREF(VREF) + (Ideal Step size – 2 mV) / 2

Examples of minimum and maximum VIREF values for VDDA = 3.3V for high and low ranges, are
shown inTable 22-3 and Table 22-4. Note that these examples are only valid for VDDA = 3.3V; values
scale up and down with VDDA.

Table 22-3. Analog Comparator Voltage Reference Characteristics, VDDA = 3.3V, EN= 1, and
RNG = 0

UnitVIREF MaxIdeal VIREFVIREF MinVREF Value

V0.8410.7860.7310x0

V0.9530.8980.8430x1

V1.0651.0100.9550x2

V1.1781.1221.0670x3

V1.2901.2351.1800x4

V1.4021.3471.2920x5

V1.5141.4591.4040x6

V1.6271.5711.5160x7

V1.7391.6841.6290x8

V1.8511.7961.7410x9

V1.9631.9081.8530xA

V2.0762.0201.9650xB

V2.1882.1332.0780xC

V2.3002.2452.1900xD

V2.4122.3572.3020xE

V2.5252.4692.4140xF
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Table 22-4. Analog Comparator Voltage Reference Characteristics, VDDA = 3.3V, EN= 1, and
RNG = 1

UnitVIREF MaxIdeal VIREFVIREF MinVREF Value

V0.0740.0000.0000x0

V0.2230.1490.0760x1

V0.3720.2980.2250x2

V0.5210.4480.3740x3

V0.6700.5970.5230x4

V0.8200.7460.6720x5

V0.9690.8950.8220x6

V1.1181.0440.9710x7

V1.2671.1931.1200x8

V1.4161.3431.2690x9

V1.5651.4921.4180xA

V1.7151.6411.5670xB

V1.8641.7901.7170xC

V2.0131.9391.8660xD

V2.1622.0892.0150xE

V2.3112.2382.1640xF

22.4 Initialization and Configuration
The following example shows how to configure an analog comparator to read back its output value
from an internal register.

1. Enable the analog comparator clock by writing a value of 0x0000.0001 to the RCGCACMP
register in the System Control module (see page 397).

2. Enable the clock to the appropriate GPIO modules via the RCGCGPIO register (see page 382).
To find out which GPIO ports to enable, refer to Table 26-5 on page 1806.

3. In the GPIO module, enable the GPIO port/pin associated with the input signals as GPIO inputs.
To determine which GPIO to configure, see Table 26-4 on page 1795.

4. Configure the PMCn fields in the GPIOPCTL register to assign the analog comparator output
signals to the appropriate pins (see page 785 and Table 26-5 on page 1806).

5. Configure the internal voltage reference to 1.65 V by writing the ACREFCTL register with the
value 0x0000.030C.

6. Configure the comparator to use the internal voltage reference and to not invert the output by
writing the ACCTLn register with the value of 0x0000.040C.

7. Delay for 10 µs.

8. Read the comparator output value by reading the ACSTATn register's OVAL value.

Change the level of the comparator negative input signal C- to see the OVAL value change.
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22.5 Register Map
Table 22-5 on page 1657 lists the comparator registers. The offset listed is a hexadecimal increment
to the register's address, relative to the Analog Comparator base address of 0x4003.C000. Note
that the analog comparator clock must be enabled before the registers can be programmed (see
page 397). There must be a delay of 3 system clocks after the analog comparator module clock is
enabled before any analog comparator module registers are accessed.

Table 22-5. Analog Comparators Register Map

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

1658Analog Comparator Masked Interrupt Status0x0000.0000RW1CACMIS0x000

1659Analog Comparator Raw Interrupt Status0x0000.0000ROACRIS0x004

1660Analog Comparator Interrupt Enable0x0000.0000RWACINTEN0x008

1661Analog Comparator Reference Voltage Control0x0000.0000RWACREFCTL0x010

1662Analog Comparator Status 00x0000.0000ROACSTAT00x020

1663Analog Comparator Control 00x0000.0000RWACCTL00x024

1662Analog Comparator Status 10x0000.0000ROACSTAT10x040

1663Analog Comparator Control 10x0000.0000RWACCTL10x044

1662Analog Comparator Status 20x0000.0000ROACSTAT20x060

1663Analog Comparator Control 20x0000.0000RWACCTL20x064

1665Analog Comparator Peripheral Properties0x0007.0007ROACMPPP0xFC0

22.6 Register Descriptions
The remainder of this section lists and describes the Analog Comparator registers, in numerical
order by address offset.
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Register 1: Analog Comparator Masked Interrupt Status (ACMIS), offset 0x000
This register provides a summary of the interrupt status (masked) of the comparators.

Analog Comparator Masked Interrupt Status (ACMIS)
Base 0x4003.C000
Offset 0x000
Type RW1C, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

IN0IN1IN2reserved

RW1CRW1CRW1CROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:3

Comparator 2 Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt has occurred or the interrupt is masked.0

The IN2 bits in the ACRIS register and the ACINTEN registers
are set, providing an interrupt to the interrupt controller.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1. Clearing this bit also clears the IN2 bit
in the ACRIS register.

0RW1CIN22

Comparator 1 Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt has occurred or the interrupt is masked.0

The IN1 bits in the ACRIS register and the ACINTEN registers
are set, providing an interrupt to the interrupt controller.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1. Clearing this bit also clears the IN1 bit
in the ACRIS register.

0RW1CIN11

Comparator 0 Masked Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

No interrupt has occurred or the interrupt is masked.0

The IN0 bits in the ACRIS register and the ACINTEN registers
are set, providing an interrupt to the interrupt controller.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1. Clearing this bit also clears the IN0 bit
in the ACRIS register.

0RW1CIN00
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Register 2: Analog Comparator Raw Interrupt Status (ACRIS), offset 0x004
This register provides a summary of the interrupt status (raw) of the comparators. The bits in this
register must be enabled to generate interrupts using the ACINTEN register.

Analog Comparator Raw Interrupt Status (ACRIS)
Base 0x4003.C000
Offset 0x004
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

IN0IN1IN2reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:3

Comparator 2 Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred.0

Comparator 2 has generated an interrupt for an event as
configured by the ISEN bit in the ACCTL2 register.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the IN2 bit in the ACMIS register.

0ROIN22

Comparator 1 Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred.0

Comparator 1 has generated an interruptfor an event as
configured by the ISEN bit in the ACCTL1 register.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the IN1 bit in the ACMIS register.

0ROIN11

Comparator 0 Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred.0

Comparator 0 has generated an interrupt for an event as
configured by the ISEN bit in the ACCTL0 register.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the IN0 bit in the ACMIS register.

0ROIN00
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Register 3: Analog Comparator Interrupt Enable (ACINTEN), offset 0x008
This register provides the interrupt enable for the comparators.

Analog Comparator Interrupt Enable (ACINTEN)
Base 0x4003.C000
Offset 0x008
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

IN0IN1IN2reserved

RWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved31:3

Comparator 2 Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

A comparator 2 interrupt does not affect the interrupt status.0

The raw interrupt signal comparator 2 is sent to the interrupt
controller.

1

0RWIN22

Comparator 1 Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

A comparator 1 interrupt does not affect the interrupt status.0

The raw interrupt signal comparator 1 is sent to the interrupt
controller.

1

0RWIN11

Comparator 0 Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

A comparator 0 interrupt does not affect the interrupt status.0

The raw interrupt signal comparator 0 is sent to the interrupt
controller.

1

0RWIN00
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Register 4: Analog Comparator Reference Voltage Control (ACREFCTL), offset
0x010
This register specifies whether the resistor ladder is powered on as well as the range and tap.

Analog Comparator Reference Voltage Control (ACREFCTL)
Base 0x4003.C000
Offset 0x010
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

VREFreservedRNGENreserved

RWRWRWRWRORORORORWRWROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.0ROreserved31:10

Resistor Ladder Enable

DescriptionValue

The resistor ladder is unpowered.0

Powers on the resistor ladder. The resistor ladder is connected
to VDDA.

1

This bit is cleared at reset so that the internal reference consumes the
least amount of power if it is not used.

0RWEN9

Resistor Ladder Range

DescriptionValue

The ideal step size for the internal reference is VDDA / 29.4.0

The ideal step size for the internal reference is VDDA / 22.12.1

0RWRNG8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved7:4

Resistor Ladder Voltage Ref
The VREF bit field specifies the resistor ladder tap that is passed through
an analog multiplexer. The voltage corresponding to the tap position is
the internal reference voltage available for comparison. See Table
22-2 on page 1654 for some output reference voltage examples.

0x0RWVREF3:0
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Register 5: Analog Comparator Status 0 (ACSTAT0), offset 0x020
Register 6: Analog Comparator Status 1 (ACSTAT1), offset 0x040
Register 7: Analog Comparator Status 2 (ACSTAT2), offset 0x060
These registers specify the current output value of the comparator.

Analog Comparator Status n (ACSTATn)
Base 0x4003.C000
Offset 0x020
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

reservedOVALreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:2

Comparator Output Value

DescriptionValue

VIN- > VIN+0

VIN- < VIN+1

VIN - is the voltage on the Cn- pin. VIN+ is the voltage on the Cn+ pin,
the C0+ pin, or the internal voltage reference (VIREF) as defined by the
ASRCP bit in the ACCTL register.

0ROOVAL1

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved0
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Register 8: Analog Comparator Control 0 (ACCTL0), offset 0x024
Register 9: Analog Comparator Control 1 (ACCTL1), offset 0x044
Register 10: Analog Comparator Control 2 (ACCTL2), offset 0x064
These registers configure the comparator's input and output.

Analog Comparator Control n (ACCTLn)
Base 0x4003.C000
Offset 0x024
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

reservedCINVISENISLVALTSENTSLVALreservedASRCPTOENreserved

RORWRWRWRWRWRWRWRORWRWRWROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.0ROreserved31:12

Trigger Output Enable

DescriptionValue

ADC events are suppressed and not sent to the ADC.0

ADC events are sent to the ADC.1

0RWTOEN11

Analog Source Positive
The ASRCP field specifies the source of input voltage to the VIN+ terminal
of the comparator. The encodings for this field are as follows:

DescriptionValue

Pin value of Cn+0x0

Pin value of C0+0x1

Internal voltage reference (VIREF)0x2

Reserved0x3

0x0RWASRCP10:9

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved8

Trigger Sense Level Value

DescriptionValue

An ADC event is generated if the comparator output is Low.0

An ADC event is generated if the comparator output is High.1

0RWTSLVAL7
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Trigger Sense
The TSEN field specifies the sense of the comparator output that
generates an ADC event. The sense conditioning is as follows:

DescriptionValue

Level sense, see TSLVAL0x0

Falling edge0x1

Rising edge0x2

Either edge0x3

0x0RWTSEN6:5

Interrupt Sense Level Value

DescriptionValue

An interrupt is generated if the comparator output is Low.0

An interrupt is generated if the comparator output is High.1

0RWISLVAL4

Interrupt Sense
The ISEN field specifies the sense of the comparator output that
generates an interrupt. The sense conditioning is as follows:

DescriptionValue

Level sense, see ISLVAL0x0

Falling edge0x1

Rising edge0x2

Either edge0x3

0x0RWISEN3:2

Comparator Output Invert

DescriptionValue

The output of the comparator is unchanged.0

The output of the comparator is inverted prior to being processed
by hardware.

1

0RWCINV1

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved0
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Register 11: AnalogComparator Peripheral Properties (ACMPPP), offset 0xFC0
The ACMPPP register provides information regarding the properties of the analog comparator
module.

Analog Comparator Peripheral Properties (ACMPPP)
Base 0x4003.C000
Offset 0xFC0
Type RO, reset 0x0007.0007

16171819202122232425262728293031

C0OC1OC2Oreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1110000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

CMP0CMP1CMP2reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
1110000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved31:19

Comparator Output 2 Present

DescriptionValue

Comparator output 2 is not present.0

Comparator output 2 is present.1

0x1ROC2O18

Comparator Output 1 Present

DescriptionValue

Comparator output 1 is not present.0

Comparator output 1 is present.1

0x1ROC1O17

Comparator Output 0 Present

DescriptionValue

Comparator output 0 is not present.0

Comparator output 0 is present.1

0x1ROC0O16

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved15:3

Comparator 2 Present

DescriptionValue

Comparator 2 is not present.0

Comparator 2 is present.1

0x1ROCMP22
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Comparator 1 Present

DescriptionValue

Comparator 1 is not present.0

Comparator 1 is present.1

0x1ROCMP11

Comparator 0 Present

DescriptionValue

Comparator 0 is not present.0

Comparator 0 is present.1

0x1ROCMP00
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23 Pulse Width Modulator (PWM)
Pulse width modulation (PWM) is a powerful technique for digitally encoding analog signal levels.
High-resolution counters are used to generate a square wave, and the duty cycle of the square
wave is modulated to encode an analog signal. Typical applications include switching power supplies
and motor control.

The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller contains one PWM module, with four PWM generator blocks
and a control block, for a total of 8 PWM outputs. The control block determines the polarity of the
PWM signals, and which signals are passed through to the pins.

Each PWM generator block produces two PWM signals that share the same timer and frequency
and can either be programmed with independent actions or as a single pair of complementary signals
with dead-band delays inserted. The output signals, pwmA' and pwmB', of the PWM generation
blocks are managed by the output control block before being passed to the device pins as MnPWM0
and MnPWM1 or MnPWM2 and MnPWM3, and so on.

The TM4C1294KCPDT PWM module provides a great deal of flexibility and can generate simple
PWM signals, such as those required by a simple charge pump as well as paired PWM signals with
dead-band delays, such as those required by a half-H bridge driver. Three generator blocks can
also generate the full six channels of gate controls required by a 3-phase inverter bridge.

Each PWM generator block has the following features:

■ Four fault-condition handling inputs to quickly provide low-latency shutdown and prevent damage
to the motor being controlled

■ One 16-bit counter

– Runs in Down or Up/Down mode

– Output frequency controlled by a 16-bit load value

– Load value updates can be synchronized

– Produces output signals at zero and load value

■ Two PWM comparators

– Comparator value updates can be synchronized

– Produces output signals on match

■ PWM signal generator

– Output PWM signal is constructed based on actions taken as a result of the counter and
PWM comparator output signals

– Produces two independent PWM signals

■ Dead-band generator

– Produces two PWM signals with programmable dead-band delays suitable for driving a half-H
bridge

– Can be bypassed, leaving input PWM signals unmodified
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■ Can initiate an ADC sample sequence

The control block determines the polarity of the PWM signals and which signals are passed through
to the pins. The output of the PWM generation blocks are managed by the output control block
before being passed to the device pins. The PWM control block has the following options:

■ PWM output enable of each PWM signal

■ Optional output inversion of each PWM signal (polarity control)

■ Optional fault handling for each PWM signal

■ Synchronization of timers in the PWM generator blocks

■ Synchronization of timer/comparator updates across the PWM generator blocks

■ Extended PWM synchronization of timer/comparator updates across the PWM generator blocks

■ Interrupt status summary of the PWM generator blocks

■ Extended PWM fault handling, with multiple fault signals, programmable polarities, and filtering

■ PWM generators can be operated independently or synchronized with other generators

23.1 Block Diagram
Figure 23-1 on page 1669 provides the TM4C1294KCPDT PWM module diagram and Figure
23-2 on page 1669 provides a more detailed diagram of a TM4C1294KCPDT PWM generator. The
TM4C1294KCPDT controller contains four generator blocks that generate eight independent PWM
signals or four paired PWM signals with dead-band delays inserted.
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Figure 23-1. PWM Module Diagram
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Figure 23-2. PWM Generator Block Diagram
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23.2 Signal Description
The following table lists the external signals of the PWM module and describes the function of each.
The PWM controller signals are alternate functions for some GPIO signals and default to be GPIO
signals at reset. The column in the table below titled "Pin Mux/Pin Assignment" lists the possible
GPIO pin placements for these PWM signals. The AFSEL bit in theGPIO Alternate Function Select
(GPIOAFSEL) register (page 768) should be set to choose the PWM function. The number in
parentheses is the encoding that must be programmed into the PMCn field in theGPIO Port Control
(GPIOPCTL) register (page 785) to assign the PWM signal to the specified GPIO port pin. For more
information on configuring GPIOs, see “General-Purpose Input/Outputs (GPIOs)” on page 740.

Table 23-1. PWM Signals (128TQFP)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin Mux / Pin
Assignment

Pin NumberPin Name

Motion Control Module 0 PWM Fault 0.TTLIPF4 (6)46M0FAULT0

Motion Control Module 0 PWM Fault 1.TTLIPK6 (6)61M0FAULT1

Motion Control Module 0 PWM Fault 2.TTLIPK7 (6)60M0FAULT2

Motion Control Module 0 PWM Fault 3.TTLIPL0 (6)81M0FAULT3

Motion Control Module 0 PWM 0. This signal is
controlled by Module 0 PWM Generator 0.

TTLOPF0 (6)42M0PWM0

Motion Control Module 0 PWM 1. This signal is
controlled by Module 0 PWM Generator 0.

TTLOPF1 (6)43M0PWM1

Motion Control Module 0 PWM 2. This signal is
controlled by Module 0 PWM Generator 1.

TTLOPF2 (6)44M0PWM2

Motion Control Module 0 PWM 3. This signal is
controlled by Module 0 PWM Generator 1.

TTLOPF3 (6)45M0PWM3

Motion Control Module 0 PWM 4. This signal is
controlled by Module 0 PWM Generator 2.

TTLOPG0 (6)49M0PWM4

Motion Control Module 0 PWM 5. This signal is
controlled by Module 0 PWM Generator 2.

TTLOPG1 (6)50M0PWM5

Motion Control Module 0 PWM 6. This signal is
controlled by Module 0 PWM Generator 3.

TTLOPK4 (6)63M0PWM6

Motion Control Module 0 PWM 7. This signal is
controlled by Module 0 PWM Generator 3.

TTLOPK5 (6)62M0PWM7

23.3 Functional Description

23.3.1 Clock Configuration
The PWM has two clock source options:

■ The System Clock
■ A predivided System Clock

The clock source is selected by programming the USEPWM bit in the PWM Clock Configuration
(PWMCC) register. The PWMDIV bitfield specifies the divisor of the System Clock that is used to
create the PWM Clock.

23.3.2 PWM Timer
The timer in each PWM generator runs in one of two modes: Count-Down mode or Count-Up/Down
mode. In Count-Down mode, the timer counts from the load value to zero, goes back to the load
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value, and continues counting down. In Count-Up/Down mode, the timer counts from zero up to the
load value, back down to zero, back up to the load value, and so on. Generally, Count-Down mode
is used for generating left- or right-aligned PWM signals, while the Count-Up/Down mode is used
for generating center-aligned PWM signals.

The timers output three signals that are used in the PWM generation process: the direction signal
(this is always Low in Count-Down mode, but alternates between Low and High in Count-Up/Down
mode), a single-clock-cycle-width High pulse when the counter is zero, and a single-clock-cycle-width
High pulse when the counter is equal to the load value. Note that in Count-Down mode, the zero
pulse is immediately followed by the load pulse. In the figures in this chapter, these signals are
labelled "dir," "zero," and "load."

23.3.3 PWM Comparators
Each PWM generator has two comparators that monitor the value of the counter; when either
comparator matches the counter, they output a single-clock-cycle-width High pulse, labeled "cmpA"
and "cmpB" in the figures in this chapter. When in Count-Up/Down mode, these comparators match
both when counting up and when counting down, and thus are qualified by the counter direction
signal. These qualified pulses are used in the PWM generation process. If either comparator match
value is greater than the counter load value, then that comparator never outputs a High pulse.

Figure 23-3 on page 1672 shows the behavior of the counter and the relationship of these pulses
when the counter is in Count-Down mode. Figure 23-4 on page 1672 shows the behavior of the counter
and the relationship of these pulses when the counter is in Count-Up/Down mode. In these figures,
the following definitions apply:

■ LOAD is the value in the PWMnLOAD register

■ COMPA is the value in the PWMnCMPA register

■ COMPB is the value in the PWMnCMPB register

■ 0 is the value zero

■ load is the internal signal that has a single-clock-cycle-width High pulse when the counter is
equal to the load value

■ zero is the internal signal that has a single-clock-cycle-width High pulse when the counter is zero

■ cmpA is the internal signal that has a single-clock-cycle-width High pulse when the counter is
equal to COMPA

■ cmpB is the internal signal that has a single-clock-cycle-width High pulse when the counter is
equal to COMPB

■ dir is the internal signal that indicates the count direction
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Figure 23-3. PWM Count-Down Mode
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Figure 23-4. PWM Count-Up/Down Mode
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23.3.4 PWM Signal Generator
Each PWM generator takes the load, zero, cmpA, and cmpB pulses (qualified by the dir signal) and
generates two internal PWM signals, pwmA and pwmB. In Count-Down mode, there are four events
that can affect these signals: zero, load, match A down, and match B down. In Count-Up/Down
mode, there are six events that can affect these signals: zero, load, match A down, match A up,
match B down, and match B up. The match A or match B events are ignored when they coincide
with the zero or load events. If the match A and match B events coincide, the first signal, pwmA, is
generated based only on the match A event, and the second signal, pwmB, is generated based only
on the match B event.

For each event, the effect on each output PWM signal is programmable: it can be left alone (ignoring
the event), it can be toggled, it can be driven Low, or it can be driven High. These actions can be
used to generate a pair of PWM signals of various positions and duty cycles, which do or do not
overlap. Figure 23-5 on page 1673 shows the use of Count-Up/Down mode to generate a pair of
center-aligned, overlapped PWM signals that have different duty cycles. This figure shows the pwmA
and pwmB signals before they have passed through the dead-band generator.
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Figure 23-5. PWM Generation Example In Count-Up/Down Mode
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In this example, the first generator is set to drive High on match A up, drive Low on match A down,
and ignore the other four events. The second generator is set to drive High on match B up, drive
Low on match B down, and ignore the other four events. Changing the value of comparator A
changes the duty cycle of the pwmA signal, and changing the value of comparator B changes the
duty cycle of the pwmB signal.

23.3.5 Dead-Band Generator
The pwmA and pwmB signals produced by each PWM generator are passed to the dead-band
generator. If the dead-band generator is disabled, the PWM signals simply pass through to the
pwmA' and pwmB' signals unmodified. If the dead-band generator is enabled, the pwmB signal is
lost and two PWM signals are generated based on the pwmA signal. The first output PWM signal,
pwmA' is the pwmA signal with the rising edge delayed by a programmable amount. The second
output PWM signal, pwmB', is the inversion of the pwmA signal with a programmable delay added
between the falling edge of the pwmA signal and the rising edge of the pwmB' signal.

The resulting signals are a pair of active High signals where one is always High, except for a
programmable amount of time at transitions where both are Low. These signals are therefore suitable
for driving a half-H bridge, with the dead-band delays preventing shoot-through current from damaging
the power electronics. Figure 23-6 on page 1673 shows the effect of the dead-band generator on the
pwmA signal and the resulting pwmA' and pwmB' signals that are transmitted to the output control
block.

Figure 23-6. PWM Dead-Band Generator

pwmA

pwmA’

pwmB’

Rising Edge
Delay

Falling Edge
Delay

23.3.6 Interrupt/ADC-Trigger Selector
Each PWM generator also takes the same four (or six) counter events and uses them to generate
an interrupt or an ADC trigger. Any of these events or a set of these events can be selected as a
source for an interrupt; when any of the selected events occur, an interrupt is generated. Additionally,
the same event, a different event, the same set of events, or a different set of events can be selected
as a source for an ADC trigger; when any of these selected events occur, an ADC trigger pulse is
generated. The selection of events allows the interrupt or ADC trigger to occur at a specific position
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within the pwmA or pwmB signal. Note that interrupts and ADC triggers are based on the raw events;
delays in the PWM signal edges caused by the dead-band generator are not taken into account.

23.3.7 Synchronization Methods
The PWM module provides four PWM generators, each providing two PWM outputs that may be
used in a wide variety of applications. Generally speaking, the PWM is used in one of two categories
of operation:

■ Unsynchronized. The PWM generator and its two output signals are used alone, independent
of other PWM generators.

■ Synchronized. The PWM generator and its two outputs signals are used in conjunction with
other PWM generators using a common, unified time base. If multiple PWM generators are
configured with the same counter load value, synchronization can be used to guarantee that
they also have the same count value (the PWM generators must be configured before they are
synchronized). With this feature, more than two MnPWMn signals can be produced with a known
relationship between the edges of those signals because the counters always have the same
values. Other states in the module provide mechanisms to maintain the common time base and
mutual synchronization.

The counter in a PWM generator can be reset to zero by writing the PWM Time Base Sync
(PWMSYNC) register and setting the SYNCn bit associated with the generator. Multiple PWM
generators can be synchronized together by setting all necessary SYNCn bits in one access. For
example, setting the SYNC0 and SYNC1 bits in the PWMSYNC register causes the counters in PWM
generators 0 and 1 to reset together.

Additional synchronization can occur between multiple PWM generators by updating register contents
in one of the following three ways:

■ Immediately. The write value has immediate effect, and the hardware reacts immediately.

■ Locally Synchronized. The write value does not affect the logic until the counter reaches the
value zero at the end of the PWM cycle. In this case, the effect of the write is deferred, providing
a guaranteed defined behavior and preventing overly short or overly long output PWM pulses.

■ Globally Synchronized. The write value does not affect the logic until two sequential events
have occurred: (1) the Update mode for the generator function is programmed for global
synchronization in the PWMnCTL register, and (2) the counter reaches zero at the end of the
PWM cycle. In this case, the effect of the write is deferred until the end of the PWM cycle following
the end of all updates. This mode allows multiple items in multiple PWM generators to be updated
simultaneously without odd effects during the update; everything runs from the old values until
a point at which they all run from the new values. The Update mode of the load and comparator
match values can be individually configured in each PWM generator block. It typically makes
sense to use the synchronous update mechanism across PWM generator blocks when the timers
in those blocks are synchronized, although this is not required in order for this mechanism to
function properly.

The following registers provide either local or global synchronization based on the state of various
Update mode bits and fields in the PWMnCTL register (LOADUPD; CMPAUPD; CMPBUPD):

■ Generator Registers: PWMnLOAD, PWMnCMPA, and PWMnCMPB

The following registers default to immediate update, but are provided with the optional functionality
of synchronously updating rather than having all updates take immediate effect:
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■ Module-Level Register:PWMENABLE (based on the state of the ENUPDn bits in the PWMENUPD
register).

■ Generator Register: PWMnGENA, PWMnGENB, PWMnDBCTL, PWMnDBRISE, and
PWMnDBFALL (based on the state of various Update mode bits and fields in the PWMnCTL
register (GENAUPD; GENBUPD; DBCTLUPD; DBRISEUPD; DBFALLUPD)).

All other registers are considered statically provisioned for the execution of an application or are
used dynamically for purposes unrelated to maintaining synchronization and therefore do not need
synchronous update functionality.

23.3.8 Fault Conditions
A fault condition is one in which the controller must be signaled to stop normal PWM function and
then set the MnPWMn signals to a safe state. Two basic situations cause fault conditions:

■ The microcontroller is stalled and cannot perform the necessary computation in the time required
for motion control

■ An external error or event is detected

The PWM generator can use the following inputs to generate a fault condition, including:

■ MnFAULTn pin assertion

■ A stall of the controller generated by the debugger

■ The trigger of an ADC digital comparator

Fault conditions are calculated on a per-PWM generator basis. Each PWM generator configures
the necessary conditions to indicate a fault condition exists. This method allows the development
of applications with dependent and independent control.

Four fault input pins (MnFAULTn) are available. These inputs may be used with circuits that generate
an active High or active Low signal to indicate an error condition. A MnFAULTn pins may be
individually programmed for the appropriate logic sense using the PWMnFLTSEN register.

The PWM generator's mode control, including fault condition handling, is provided in thePWMnCTL
register. This register determines whether the input or a combination of MnFAULTn input signals
and/or digital comparator triggers (as configured by the PWMnFLTSRC0 and PWMnFLTSRC1
registers) is used to generate a fault condition. The PWMnCTL register also selects whether the
fault condition is maintained as long as the external condition lasts or if it is latched until the fault
condition until cleared by software. Finally, this register also enables a counter that may be used to
extend the period of a fault condition for external events to assure that the duration is a minimum
length. The minimum fault period count is specified in the PWMnMINFLTPER register.

Note: When using an ADC digital comparator as a fault source, the LATCH and MINFLTPER bits
in the PWMnCTL register should be set to 1 to ensure trigger assertions are captured.

Status regarding the specific fault cause is provided in the PWMnFLTSTAT0 and PWMnFLTSTAT1
registers. Note that the fault status registers, PWMnFLTSTAT0 and PWMnFLTSTAT1, reflect the
status of all fault sources, regardless of what fault sources are enabled for that particular generator.

PWM generator fault conditions may be promoted to a controller interrupt using the PWMINTEN
register.
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23.3.9 Output Control Block
The output control block takes care of the final conditioning of the pwmA' and pwmB' signals before
they go to the pins as the MnPWMn signals. Via a single register, the PWM Output Enable
(PWNENABLE) register, the set of PWM signals that are actually enabled to the pins can be modified.
This function can be used, for example, to perform commutation of a brushless DC motor with a
single register write (and without modifying the individual PWM generators, which are modified by
the feedback control loop). In addition, the updating of the bits in the PWMENABLE register can
be configured to be immediate or locally or globally synchronized to the next synchronous update
using the PWM Enable Update (PWMENUPD) register.

During fault conditions, the PWM output signals, MnPWMn, usually must be driven to safe values so
that external equipment may be safely controlled. The PWMFAULT register specifies whether during
a fault condition, the generated signal continues to be passed driven or to an encoding specified in
the PWMFAULTVAL register.

A final inversion can be applied to any of the MnPWMn signals, making them active Low instead of
the default active High using the PWM Output Inversion (PWMINVERT). The inversion is applied
even if a value has been enabled in the PWMFAULT register and specified in the PWMFAULTVAL
register. In other words, if a bit is set in the PWMFAULT, PWMFAULTVAL, and PWMINVERT
registers, the output on the MnPWMn signal is 0, not 1 as specified in the PWMFAULTVAL register.

23.4 Initialization and Configuration
The following example shows how to initialize PWM Generator 0 with a 25-kHz frequency, a 25%
duty cycle on the MnPWM0 pin, and a 75% duty cycle on the MnPWM1 pin. This example assumes
the system clock is 20 MHz.

1. Enable the PWM clock by setting its corresponding bit in the RCGCPWM register in the System
Control module (see page 398).

2. Enable the clock to the appropriate GPIO module via the RCGCGPIO register in the System
Control module (see page 382).

3. In the GPIO module, enable the appropriate pins for their alternate function using the
GPIOAFSEL register. To determine which GPIOs to configure, see Table 26-4 on page 1795.

4. Configure the PMCn fields in theGPIOPCTL register to assign the PWM signals to the appropriate
pins (see page 785 and Table 26-5 on page 1806).

5. Configure the PWM Clock Configuration (PWMCC) register to use the PWM divide
(USEPWMDIV) and set the divider (PWMDIV) to divide by 2 (0x0).

6. Configure the PWM generator for countdown mode with immediate updates to the parameters.

■ Write the PWM0CTL register with a value of 0x0000.0000.

■ Write the PWM0GENA register with a value of 0x0000.008C.

■ Write the PWM0GENB register with a value of 0x0000.080C.

7. Set the period. For a 25-KHz frequency, the period = 1/25,000, or 40 microseconds. The PWM
clock source is 10 MHz; the system clock divided by 2. Thus there are 400 clock ticks per period.
Use this value to set the PWM0LOAD register. In Count-Down mode, set the LOAD field in the
PWM0LOAD register to the requested period minus one.
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■ Write the PWM0LOAD register with a value of 0x0000.018F.

8. Set the pulse width of the MnPWM0 pin for a 25% duty cycle.

■ Write the PWM0CMPA register with a value of 0x0000.012B.

9. Set the pulse width of the MnPWM1 pin for a 75% duty cycle.

■ Write the PWM0CMPB register with a value of 0x0000.0063.

10. Start the timers in PWM generator 0.

■ Write the PWM0CTL register with a value of 0x0000.0001.

11. Enable PWM outputs.

■ Write the PWMENABLE register with a value of 0x0000.0003.

23.5 Register Map
Table 23-2 on page 1677 lists the PWM registers. The offset listed is a hexadecimal increment to the
register's address, relative to the PWM module's base address:

■ PWM0: 0x4002.8000

Note that the PWM module clock must be enabled before the registers can be programmed. There
must be a delay of 3 system clocks after the PWM module clock is enabled before any PWM module
registers are accessed.

Table 23-2. PWM Register Map

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

1681PWM Master Control0x0000.0000RWPWMCTL0x000

1683PWM Time Base Sync0x0000.0000RWPWMSYNC0x004

1684PWM Output Enable0x0000.0000RWPWMENABLE0x008

1686PWM Output Inversion0x0000.0000RWPWMINVERT0x00C

1688PWM Output Fault0x0000.0000RWPWMFAULT0x010

1690PWM Interrupt Enable0x0000.0000RWPWMINTEN0x014

1692PWM Raw Interrupt Status0x0000.0000ROPWMRIS0x018

1695PWM Interrupt Status and Clear0x0000.0000RW1CPWMISC0x01C

1698PWM Status0x0000.0000ROPWMSTATUS0x020

1700PWM Fault Condition Value0x0000.0000RWPWMFAULTVAL0x024

1702PWM Enable Update0x0000.0000RWPWMENUPD0x028

1706PWM0 Control0x0000.0000RWPWM0CTL0x040

1711PWM0 Interrupt and Trigger Enable0x0000.0000RWPWM0INTEN0x044

1714PWM0 Raw Interrupt Status0x0000.0000ROPWM0RIS0x048
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Table 23-2. PWM Register Map (continued)

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

1716PWM0 Interrupt Status and Clear0x0000.0000RW1CPWM0ISC0x04C

1718PWM0 Load0x0000.0000RWPWM0LOAD0x050

1719PWM0 Counter0x0000.0000ROPWM0COUNT0x054

1720PWM0 Compare A0x0000.0000RWPWM0CMPA0x058

1721PWM0 Compare B0x0000.0000RWPWM0CMPB0x05C

1722PWM0 Generator A Control0x0000.0000RWPWM0GENA0x060

1725PWM0 Generator B Control0x0000.0000RWPWM0GENB0x064

1728PWM0 Dead-Band Control0x0000.0000RWPWM0DBCTL0x068

1729PWM0 Dead-Band Rising-Edge Delay0x0000.0000RWPWM0DBRISE0x06C

1730PWM0 Dead-Band Falling-Edge-Delay0x0000.0000RWPWM0DBFALL0x070

1731PWM0 Fault Source 00x0000.0000RWPWM0FLTSRC00x074

1733PWM0 Fault Source 10x0000.0000RWPWM0FLTSRC10x078

1736PWM0 Minimum Fault Period0x0000.0000RWPWM0MINFLTPER0x07C

1706PWM1 Control0x0000.0000RWPWM1CTL0x080

1711PWM1 Interrupt and Trigger Enable0x0000.0000RWPWM1INTEN0x084

1714PWM1 Raw Interrupt Status0x0000.0000ROPWM1RIS0x088

1716PWM1 Interrupt Status and Clear0x0000.0000RW1CPWM1ISC0x08C

1718PWM1 Load0x0000.0000RWPWM1LOAD0x090

1719PWM1 Counter0x0000.0000ROPWM1COUNT0x094

1720PWM1 Compare A0x0000.0000RWPWM1CMPA0x098

1721PWM1 Compare B0x0000.0000RWPWM1CMPB0x09C

1722PWM1 Generator A Control0x0000.0000RWPWM1GENA0x0A0

1725PWM1 Generator B Control0x0000.0000RWPWM1GENB0x0A4

1728PWM1 Dead-Band Control0x0000.0000RWPWM1DBCTL0x0A8

1729PWM1 Dead-Band Rising-Edge Delay0x0000.0000RWPWM1DBRISE0x0AC

1730PWM1 Dead-Band Falling-Edge-Delay0x0000.0000RWPWM1DBFALL0x0B0

1731PWM1 Fault Source 00x0000.0000RWPWM1FLTSRC00x0B4

1733PWM1 Fault Source 10x0000.0000RWPWM1FLTSRC10x0B8

1736PWM1 Minimum Fault Period0x0000.0000RWPWM1MINFLTPER0x0BC

1706PWM2 Control0x0000.0000RWPWM2CTL0x0C0

1711PWM2 Interrupt and Trigger Enable0x0000.0000RWPWM2INTEN0x0C4

1714PWM2 Raw Interrupt Status0x0000.0000ROPWM2RIS0x0C8
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Table 23-2. PWM Register Map (continued)

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

1716PWM2 Interrupt Status and Clear0x0000.0000RW1CPWM2ISC0x0CC

1718PWM2 Load0x0000.0000RWPWM2LOAD0x0D0

1719PWM2 Counter0x0000.0000ROPWM2COUNT0x0D4

1720PWM2 Compare A0x0000.0000RWPWM2CMPA0x0D8

1721PWM2 Compare B0x0000.0000RWPWM2CMPB0x0DC

1722PWM2 Generator A Control0x0000.0000RWPWM2GENA0x0E0

1725PWM2 Generator B Control0x0000.0000RWPWM2GENB0x0E4

1728PWM2 Dead-Band Control0x0000.0000RWPWM2DBCTL0x0E8

1729PWM2 Dead-Band Rising-Edge Delay0x0000.0000RWPWM2DBRISE0x0EC

1730PWM2 Dead-Band Falling-Edge-Delay0x0000.0000RWPWM2DBFALL0x0F0

1731PWM2 Fault Source 00x0000.0000RWPWM2FLTSRC00x0F4

1733PWM2 Fault Source 10x0000.0000RWPWM2FLTSRC10x0F8

1736PWM2 Minimum Fault Period0x0000.0000RWPWM2MINFLTPER0x0FC

1706PWM3 Control0x0000.0000RWPWM3CTL0x100

1711PWM3 Interrupt and Trigger Enable0x0000.0000RWPWM3INTEN0x104

1714PWM3 Raw Interrupt Status0x0000.0000ROPWM3RIS0x108

1716PWM3 Interrupt Status and Clear0x0000.0000RW1CPWM3ISC0x10C

1718PWM3 Load0x0000.0000RWPWM3LOAD0x110

1719PWM3 Counter0x0000.0000ROPWM3COUNT0x114

1720PWM3 Compare A0x0000.0000RWPWM3CMPA0x118

1721PWM3 Compare B0x0000.0000RWPWM3CMPB0x11C

1722PWM3 Generator A Control0x0000.0000RWPWM3GENA0x120

1725PWM3 Generator B Control0x0000.0000RWPWM3GENB0x124

1728PWM3 Dead-Band Control0x0000.0000RWPWM3DBCTL0x128

1729PWM3 Dead-Band Rising-Edge Delay0x0000.0000RWPWM3DBRISE0x12C

1730PWM3 Dead-Band Falling-Edge-Delay0x0000.0000RWPWM3DBFALL0x130

1731PWM3 Fault Source 00x0000.0000RWPWM3FLTSRC00x134

1733PWM3 Fault Source 10x0000.0000RWPWM3FLTSRC10x138

1736PWM3 Minimum Fault Period0x0000.0000RWPWM3MINFLTPER0x13C

1737PWM0 Fault Pin Logic Sense0x0000.0000RWPWM0FLTSEN0x800

1738PWM0 Fault Status 00x0000.0000-PWM0FLTSTAT00x804

1740PWM0 Fault Status 10x0000.0000-PWM0FLTSTAT10x808
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Table 23-2. PWM Register Map (continued)

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

1737PWM1 Fault Pin Logic Sense0x0000.0000RWPWM1FLTSEN0x880

1738PWM1 Fault Status 00x0000.0000-PWM1FLTSTAT00x884

1740PWM1 Fault Status 10x0000.0000-PWM1FLTSTAT10x888

1737PWM2 Fault Pin Logic Sense0x0000.0000RWPWM2FLTSEN0x900

1738PWM2 Fault Status 00x0000.0000-PWM2FLTSTAT00x904

1740PWM2 Fault Status 10x0000.0000-PWM2FLTSTAT10x908

1737PWM3 Fault Pin Logic Sense0x0000.0000RWPWM3FLTSEN0x980

1738PWM3 Fault Status 00x0000.0000-PWM3FLTSTAT00x984

1740PWM3 Fault Status 10x0000.0000-PWM3FLTSTAT10x988

1743PWM Peripheral Properties0x0000.0344ROPWMPP0xFC0

1745PWM Clock Configuration0x0000.0005RWPWMCC0xFC8

23.6 Register Descriptions
The remainder of this section lists and describes the PWM registers, in numerical order by address
offset.
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Register 1: PWM Master Control (PWMCTL), offset 0x000
This register provides master control over the PWM generation blocks.

PWM Master Control (PWMCTL)
PWM0 base: 0x4002.8000
Offset 0x000
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000
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RWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:4

Update PWM Generator 3

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Any queued update to a load or comparator register in PWM
generator 3 is applied the next time the corresponding counter
becomes zero.

1

This bit automatically clears when the updates have completed; it cannot
be cleared by software.

0RWGLOBALSYNC33

Update PWM Generator 2

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Any queued update to a load or comparator register in PWM
generator 2 is applied the next time the corresponding counter
becomes zero.

1

This bit automatically clears when the updates have completed; it cannot
be cleared by software.

0RWGLOBALSYNC22
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Update PWM Generator 1

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Any queued update to a load or comparator register in PWM
generator 1 is applied the next time the corresponding counter
becomes zero.

1

This bit automatically clears when the updates have completed; it cannot
be cleared by software.

0RWGLOBALSYNC11

Update PWM Generator 0

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Any queued update to a load or comparator register in PWM
generator 0 is applied the next time the corresponding counter
becomes zero.

1

This bit automatically clears when the updates have completed; it cannot
be cleared by software.

0RWGLOBALSYNC00
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Register 2: PWM Time Base Sync (PWMSYNC), offset 0x004
This register provides a method to perform synchronization of the counters in the PWM generation
blocks. Setting a bit in this register causes the specified counter to reset back to 0; setting multiple
bits resets multiple counters simultaneously. The bits auto-clear after the reset has occurred; reading
them back as zero indicates that the synchronization has completed.

PWM Time Base Sync (PWMSYNC)
PWM0 base: 0x4002.8000
Offset 0x004
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

SYNC0SYNC1SYNC2SYNC3reserved

RWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:4

Reset Generator 3 Counter

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Resets the PWM generator 3 counter.1

0RWSYNC33

Reset Generator 2 Counter

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Resets the PWM generator 2 counter.1

0RWSYNC22

Reset Generator 1 Counter

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Resets the PWM generator 1 counter.1

0RWSYNC11

Reset Generator 0 Counter

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Resets the PWM generator 0 counter.1

0RWSYNC00
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Register 3: PWM Output Enable (PWMENABLE), offset 0x008
This register provides a master control of which generated pwmA' and pwmB' signals are output to
the MnPWMn pins. By disabling a PWM output, the generation process can continue (for example,
when the time bases are synchronized) without driving PWM signals to the pins. When bits in this
register are set, the corresponding pwmA' or pwmB' signal is passed through to the output stage.
When bits are clear, the pwmA' or pwmB' signal is replaced by a zero value which is also passed
to the output stage. The PWMINVERT register controls the output stage, so if the corresponding
bit is set in that register, the value seen on the MnPWMn signal is inverted from what is configured
by the bits in this register. Updates to the bits in this register can be immediate or locally or globally
synchronized to the next synchronous update as controlled by the ENUPDn fields in the PWMENUPD
register.

PWM Output Enable (PWMENABLE)
PWM0 base: 0x4002.8000
Offset 0x008
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PWM0ENPWM1ENPWM2ENPWM3ENPWM4ENPWM5ENPWM6ENPWM7ENreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

MnPWM7 Output Enable

DescriptionValue

The MnPWM7 signal has a zero value.0

The generated pwm3B' signal is passed to the MnPWM7 pin.1

0RWPWM7EN7

MnPWM6 Output Enable

DescriptionValue

The MnPWM6 signal has a zero value.0

The generated pwm3A' signal is passed to the MnPWM6 pin.1

0RWPWM6EN6

MnPWM5 Output Enable

DescriptionValue

The MnPWM5 signal has a zero value.0

The generated pwm2B' signal is passed to the MnPWM5 pin.1

0RWPWM5EN5
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

MnPWM4 Output Enable

DescriptionValue

The MnPWM4 signal has a zero value.0

The generated pwm2A' signal is passed to the MnPWM4 pin.1

0RWPWM4EN4

MnPWM3 Output Enable

DescriptionValue

The MnPWM3 signal has a zero value.0

The generated pwm1B' signal is passed to the MnPWM3 pin.1

0RWPWM3EN3

MnPWM2 Output Enable

DescriptionValue

The MnPWM2 signal has a zero value.0

The generated pwm1A' signal is passed to the MnPWM2 pin.1

0RWPWM2EN2

MnPWM1 Output Enable

DescriptionValue

The MnPWM1 signal has a zero value.0

The generated pwm0B' signal is passed to the MnPWM1 pin.1

0RWPWM1EN1

MnPWM0 Output Enable

DescriptionValue

The MnPWM0 signal has a zero value.0

The generated pwm0A' signal is passed to the MnPWM0 pin.1

0RWPWM0EN0
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Register 4: PWM Output Inversion (PWMINVERT), offset 0x00C
This register provides a master control of the polarity of the MnPWMn signals on the device pins. The
pwmA' and pwmB' signals generated by the PWM generator are active High; but can be made active
Low via this register. Disabled PWM channels are also passed through the output inverter (if so
configured) so that inactive signals can be High. In addition, if the PWMFAULT register enables a
specific value to be placed on the MnPWMn signals during a fault condition, that value is inverted if
the corresponding bit in this register is set.

PWM Output Inversion (PWMINVERT)
PWM0 base: 0x4002.8000
Offset 0x00C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PWM0INVPWM1INVPWM2INVPWM3INVPWM4INVPWM5INVPWM6INVPWM7INVreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

Invert MnPWM7 Signal

DescriptionValue

The MnPWM7 signal is not inverted.0

The MnPWM7 signal is inverted.1

0RWPWM7INV7

Invert MnPWM6 Signal

DescriptionValue

The MnPWM6 signal is not inverted.0

The MnPWM6 signal is inverted.1

0RWPWM6INV6

Invert MnPWM5 Signal

DescriptionValue

The MnPWM5 signal is not inverted.0

The MnPWM5 signal is inverted.1

0RWPWM5INV5

Invert MnPWM4 Signal

DescriptionValue

The MnPWM4 signal is not inverted.0

The MnPWM4 signal is inverted.1

0RWPWM4INV4
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Invert MnPWM3 Signal

DescriptionValue

The MnPWM3 signal is not inverted.0

The MnPWM3 signal is inverted.1

0RWPWM3INV3

Invert MnPWM2 Signal

DescriptionValue

The MnPWM2 signal is not inverted.0

The MnPWM2 signal is inverted.1

0RWPWM2INV2

Invert MnPWM1 Signal

DescriptionValue

The MnPWM1 signal is not inverted.0

The MnPWM1 signal is inverted.1

0RWPWM1INV1

Invert MnPWM0 Signal

DescriptionValue

The MnPWM0 signal is not inverted.0

The MnPWM0 signal is inverted.1

0RWPWM0INV0
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Register 5: PWM Output Fault (PWMFAULT), offset 0x010
This register controls the behavior of the MnPWMn outputs in the presence of fault conditions. Both
the fault inputs (MnFAULTn pins and digital comparator outputs) and debug events are considered
fault conditions. On a fault condition, each pwmA' or pwmB' signal can be passed through unmodified
or driven to the value specified by the corresponding bit in the PWMFAULTVAL register. For outputs
that are configured for pass-through, the debug event handling on the corresponding PWM generator
also determines if the pwmA' or pwmB' signal continues to be generated.

Fault condition control occurs before the output inverter, so PWM signals driven to a specified value
on fault are inverted if the channel is configured for inversion (therefore, the pin is driven to the
logical complement of the specified value on a fault condition).

PWM Output Fault (PWMFAULT)
PWM0 base: 0x4002.8000
Offset 0x010
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

FAULT0FAULT1FAULT2FAULT3FAULT4FAULT5FAULT6FAULT7reserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

MnPWM7 Fault

DescriptionValue

The generated pwm3B' signal is passed to the MnPWM7 pin.0

The MnPWM7 output signal is driven to the value specified by
the PWM7 bit in the PWMFAULTVAL register.

1

0RWFAULT77

MnPWM6 Fault

DescriptionValue

The generated pwm3A' signal is passed to the MnPWM6 pin.0

The MnPWM6 output signal is driven to the value specified by
the PWM6 bit in the PWMFAULTVAL register.

1

0RWFAULT66

MnPWM5 Fault

DescriptionValue

The generated pwm2B' signal is passed to the MnPWM5 pin.0

The MnPWM5 output signal is driven to the value specified by
the PWM5 bit in the PWMFAULTVAL register.

1

0RWFAULT55
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MnPWM4 Fault

DescriptionValue

The generated pwm2A' signal is passed to the MnPWM4 pin.0

The MnPWM4 output signal is driven to the value specified by
the PWM4 bit in the PWMFAULTVAL register.

1

0RWFAULT44

MnPWM3 Fault

DescriptionValue

The generated pwm1B' signal is passed to the MnPWM3 pin.0

The MnPWM3 output signal is driven to the value specified by
the PWM3 bit in the PWMFAULTVAL register.

1

0RWFAULT33

MnPWM2 Fault

DescriptionValue

The generated pwm1A' signal is passed to the MnPWM2 pin.0

The MnPWM2 output signal is driven to the value specified by
the PWM2 bit in the PWMFAULTVAL register.

1

0RWFAULT22

MnPWM1 Fault

DescriptionValue

The generated pwm0B' signal is passed to the MnPWM1 pin.0

The MnPWM1 output signal is driven to the value specified by
the PWM1 bit in the PWMFAULTVAL register.

1

0RWFAULT11

MnPWM0 Fault

DescriptionValue

The generated pwm0A' signal is passed to the MnPWM0 pin.0

The MnPWM0 output signal is driven to the value specified by
the PWM0 bit in the PWMFAULTVAL register.

1

0RWFAULT00
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Register 6: PWM Interrupt Enable (PWMINTEN), offset 0x014
This register controls the global interrupt generation capabilities of the PWM module. The events
that can cause an interrupt are the fault input and the individual interrupts from the PWM generators.

Note: The "n" in the INTFAULTn and INTPWMn bits in this register correspond to the PWM
generators, not to the FAULTn signals.

PWM Interrupt Enable (PWMINTEN)
PWM0 base: 0x4002.8000
Offset 0x014
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

INTFAULT0INTFAULT1INTFAULT2INTFAULT3reserved

RWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

INTPWM0INTPWM1INTPWM2INTPWM3reserved

RWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x000ROreserved31:20

Interrupt Fault 3

DescriptionValue

The fault condition for PWM generator 3 is suppressed and not
sent to the interrupt controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the fault
condition for PWM generator 3 is asserted.

1

0RWINTFAULT319

Interrupt Fault 2

DescriptionValue

The fault condition for PWM generator 2 is suppressed and not
sent to the interrupt controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the fault
condition for PWM generator 2 is asserted.

1

0RWINTFAULT218

Interrupt Fault 1

DescriptionValue

The fault condition for PWM generator 1 is suppressed and not
sent to the interrupt controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the fault
condition for PWM generator 1 is asserted.

1

0RWINTFAULT117
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Interrupt Fault 0

DescriptionValue

The fault condition for PWM generator 0 is suppressed and not
sent to the interrupt controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the fault
condition for PWM generator 0 is asserted.

1

0RWINTFAULT016

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x000ROreserved15:4

PWM3 Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

The PWM generator 3 interrupt is suppressed and not sent to
the interrupt controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the PWM
generator 3 block asserts an interrupt.

1

0RWINTPWM33

PWM2 Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

The PWM generator 2 interrupt is suppressed and not sent to
the interrupt controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the PWM
generator 2 block asserts an interrupt.

1

0RWINTPWM22

PWM1 Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

The PWM generator 1 interrupt is suppressed and not sent to
the interrupt controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the PWM
generator 1 block asserts an interrupt.

1

0RWINTPWM11

PWM0 Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

The PWM generator 0 interrupt is suppressed and not sent to
the interrupt controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the PWM
generator 0 block asserts an interrupt.

1

0RWINTPWM00
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Register 7: PWM Raw Interrupt Status (PWMRIS), offset 0x018
This register provides the current set of interrupt sources that are asserted, regardless of whether
they are enabled to cause an interrupt to be asserted to the interrupt controller. The fault interrupt
is asserted based on the fault condition source that is specified by the PWMnCTL, PWMnFLTSRC0
and PWMnFLTSRC1 registers. The fault interrupt is latched on detection and must be cleared
through the PWM Interrupt Status and Clear (PWMISC) register. The actual value of the MnFAULTn
signals can be observed using the PWMSTATUS register.

The PWM generator interrupts simply reflect the status of the PWM generators and are cleared via
the interrupt status register in the PWM generator blocks. If a bit is set, the event is active; if a bit
is clear the event is not active.

PWM Raw Interrupt Status (PWMRIS)
PWM0 base: 0x4002.8000
Offset 0x018
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

INTFAULT0INTFAULT1INTFAULT2INTFAULT3reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

INTPWM0INTPWM1INTPWM2INTPWM3reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x000ROreserved31:20

Interrupt Fault PWM 3

DescriptionValue

The fault condition for PWM generator 3 has not been asserted.0

The fault condition for PWM generator 3 is asserted.1

Note: If the LATCH bit is set in the PWM3CTL register, the
INTFAULT3 bit in this register can be cleared by writing a 1
to the INTFAULT3 bit in the PWMISC register. If the LATCH
bit is 0 in the PWM3CTL register, writing a 1 to the
INTFAULT3 bit in the PWMISC register has no effect.

0ROINTFAULT319

Interrupt Fault PWM 2

DescriptionValue

The fault condition for PWM generator 2 has not been asserted.0

The fault condition for PWM generator 2 is asserted.1

Note: If the LATCH bit is set in the PWM2CTL register, the
INTFAULT2 bit in this register can be cleared by writing a 1
to the INTFAULT2 bit in the PWMISC register. If the LATCH
bit is 0 in the PWM2CTL register, writing a 1 to the
INTFAULT2 bit in the PWMISC register has no effect.

0ROINTFAULT218
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Interrupt Fault PWM 1

DescriptionValue

The fault condition for PWM generator 1 has not been asserted.0

The fault condition for PWM generator 1 is asserted.1

Note: If the LATCH bit is set in the PWM1CTL register, the
INTFAULT1 bit in this register can be cleared by writing a 1
to the INTFAULT1 bit in the PWMISC register. If the LATCH
bit is 0 in the PWM1CTL register, writing a 1 to the
INTFAULT1 bit in the PWMISC register has no effect.

0ROINTFAULT117

Interrupt Fault PWM 0

DescriptionValue

The fault condition for PWM generator 0 has not been asserted.0

The fault condition for PWM generator 0 is asserted.1

Note: If the LATCH bit is set in the PWM0CTL register, the
INTFAULT0 bit in this register can be cleared by writing a 1
to the INTFAULT0 bit in the PWMISC register. If the LATCH
bit is 0 in the PWM0CTL register, writing a 1 to the
INTFAULT0 bit in the PWMISC register has no effect.

0ROINTFAULT016

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x000ROreserved15:4

PWM3 Interrupt Asserted

DescriptionValue

The PWM generator 3 block interrupt has not been asserted.0

The PWM generator 3 block interrupt is asserted.1

The PWM3RIS register shows the source of this interrupt. This bit is
cleared by writing a 1 to the corresponding bit in the PWM3ISC register.

0ROINTPWM33

PWM2 Interrupt Asserted

DescriptionValue

The PWM generator 2 block interrupt has not been asserted.0

The PWM generator 2 block interrupt is asserted.1

The PWM2RIS register shows the source of this interrupt. This bit is
cleared by writing a 1 to the corresponding bit in the PWM2ISC register.

0ROINTPWM22

PWM1 Interrupt Asserted

DescriptionValue

The PWM generator 1 block interrupt has not been asserted.0

The PWM generator 1 block interrupt is asserted.1

The PWM1RIS register shows the source of this interrupt. This bit is
cleared by writing a 1 to the corresponding bit in the PWM1ISC register.

0ROINTPWM11
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PWM0 Interrupt Asserted

DescriptionValue

The PWM generator 0 block interrupt has not been asserted.0

The PWM generator 0 block interrupt is asserted.1

The PWM0RIS register shows the source of this interrupt. This bit is
cleared by writing a 1 to the corresponding bit in the PWM0ISC register.

0ROINTPWM00
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Register 8: PWM Interrupt Status and Clear (PWMISC), offset 0x01C
This register provides a summary of the interrupt status of the individual PWM generator blocks. If
a fault interrupt is set, the corresponding MnFAULTn input has caused an interrupt. For the fault
interrupt, a write of 1 to that bit position clears the latched interrupt status. If an block interrupt bit
is set, the corresponding generator block is asserting an interrupt. The individual interrupt status
registers, PWMnISC, in each block must be consulted to determine the reason for the interrupt and
used to clear the interrupt.

PWM Interrupt Status and Clear (PWMISC)
PWM0 base: 0x4002.8000
Offset 0x01C
Type RW1C, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

INTFAULT0INTFAULT1INTFAULT2INTFAULT3reserved

RW1CRW1CRW1CRW1CROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

INTPWM0INTPWM1INTPWM2INTPWM3reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x000ROreserved31:20

FAULT3 Interrupt Asserted

DescriptionValue

The fault condition for PWM generator 3 has not been asserted
or is not enabled.

0

An enabled interrupt for the fault condition for PWM generator
3 is asserted or is latched.

1

Writing a 1 to this bit clears it and the INTFAULT3 bit in the PWMRIS
register.

0RW1CINTFAULT319

FAULT2 Interrupt Asserted

DescriptionValue

The fault condition for PWM generator 2 has not been asserted
or is not enabled.

0

An enabled interrupt for the fault condition for PWM generator
2 is asserted or is latched.

1

Writing a 1 to this bit clears it and the INTFAULT2 bit in the PWMRIS
register.

0RW1CINTFAULT218
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FAULT1 Interrupt Asserted

DescriptionValue

The fault condition for PWM generator 1 has not been asserted
or is not enabled.

0

An enabled interrupt for the fault condition for PWM generator
1 is asserted or is latched.

1

Writing a 1 to this bit clears it and the INTFAULT1 bit in the PWMRIS
register.

0RW1CINTFAULT117

FAULT0 Interrupt Asserted

DescriptionValue

The fault condition for PWM generator 0 has not been asserted
or is not enabled.

0

An enabled interrupt for the fault condition for PWM generator
0 is asserted or is latched.

1

Writing a 1 to this bit clears it and the INTFAULT0 bit in the PWMRIS
register.

0RW1CINTFAULT016

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x000ROreserved15:4

PWM3 Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

The PWM generator 3 block interrupt is not asserted or is not
enabled.

0

An enabled interrupt for the PWM generator 3 block is asserted.1

The PWM3RIS register shows the source of this interrupt. This bit is
cleared by writing a 1 to the corresponding bit in the PWM3ISC register.

0ROINTPWM33

PWM2 Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

The PWM generator 2 block interrupt is not asserted or is not
enabled.

0

An enabled interrupt for the PWM generator 2 block is asserted.1

The PWM2RIS register shows the source of this interrupt. This bit is
cleared by writing a 1 to the corresponding bit in the PWM2ISC register.

0ROINTPWM22

PWM1 Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

The PWM generator 1 block interrupt is not asserted or is not
enabled.

0

An enabled interrupt for the PWM generator 1 block is asserted.1

The PWM1RIS register shows the source of this interrupt. This bit is
cleared by writing a 1 to the corresponding bit in the PWM1ISC register.

0ROINTPWM11
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PWM0 Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

The PWM generator 0 block interrupt is not asserted or is not
enabled.

0

An enabled interrupt for the PWM generator 0 block is asserted.1

The PWM0RIS register shows the source of this interrupt. This bit is
cleared by writing a 1 to the corresponding bit in the PWM0ISC register.

0ROINTPWM00
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Register 9: PWM Status (PWMSTATUS), offset 0x020
This register provides the unlatched status of the PWM generator fault condition.

PWM Status (PWMSTATUS)
PWM0 base: 0x4002.8000
Offset 0x020
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

FAULT0FAULT1FAULT2FAULT3reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:4

Generator 3 Fault Status

DescriptionValue

The fault condition for PWM generator 3 is not asserted.0

The fault condition for PWM generator 3 is asserted.
If the FLTSRC bit in the PWM3CTL register is clear, the input
is the source of the fault condition, and is therefore asserted.

1

0ROFAULT33

Generator 2 Fault Status

DescriptionValue

The fault condition for PWM generator 2 is not asserted.0

The fault condition for PWM generator 2 is asserted.
If the FLTSRC bit in the PWM2CTL register is clear, the input
is the source of the fault condition, and is therefore asserted.

1

0ROFAULT22

Generator 1 Fault Status

DescriptionValue

The fault condition for PWM generator 1 is not asserted.0

The fault condition for PWM generator 1 is asserted.
If the FLTSRC bit in the PWM1CTL register is clear, the input
is the source of the fault condition, and is therefore asserted.

1

0ROFAULT11
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Generator 0 Fault Status

DescriptionValue

The fault condition for PWM generator 0 is not asserted.0

The fault condition for PWM generator 0 is asserted.
If the FLTSRC bit in the PWM0CTL register is clear, the input
is the source of the fault condition, and is therefore asserted.

1

0ROFAULT00
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Register 10: PWM Fault Condition Value (PWMFAULTVAL), offset 0x024
This register specifies the output value driven on the MnPWMn signals during a fault condition if
enabled by the corresponding bit in the PWMFAULT register. Note that if the corresponding bit in
the PWMINVERT register is set, the output value is driven to the logical NOT of the bit value in this
register.

PWM Fault Condition Value (PWMFAULTVAL)
PWM0 base: 0x4002.8000
Offset 0x024
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PWM0PWM1PWM2PWM3PWM4PWM5PWM6PWM7reserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

MnPWM7 Fault Value

DescriptionValue

The MnPWM7 output signal is driven Low during fault conditions
if the FAULT7 bit in the PWMFAULT register is set.

0

The MnPWM7 output signal is driven High during fault conditions
if the FAULT7 bit in the PWMFAULT register is set.

1

0RWPWM77

MnPWM6 Fault Value

DescriptionValue

The MnPWM6 output signal is driven Low during fault conditions
if the FAULT6 bit in the PWMFAULT register is set.

0

The MnPWM6 output signal is driven High during fault conditions
if the FAULT6 bit in the PWMFAULT register is set.

1

0RWPWM66

MnPWM5 Fault Value

DescriptionValue

The MnPWM5 output signal is driven Low during fault conditions
if the FAULT5 bit in the PWMFAULT register is set.

0

The MnPWM5 output signal is driven High during fault conditions
if the FAULT5 bit in the PWMFAULT register is set.

1

0RWPWM55
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MnPWM4 Fault Value

DescriptionValue

The MnPWM4 output signal is driven Low during fault conditions
if the FAULT4 bit in the PWMFAULT register is set.

0

The MnPWM4 output signal is driven High during fault conditions
if the FAULT4 bit in the PWMFAULT register is set.

1

0RWPWM44

MnPWM3 Fault Value

DescriptionValue

The MnPWM3 output signal is driven Low during fault conditions
if the FAULT3 bit in the PWMFAULT register is set.

0

The MnPWM3 output signal is driven High during fault conditions
if the FAULT3 bit in the PWMFAULT register is set.

1

0RWPWM33

MnPWM2 Fault Value

DescriptionValue

The MnPWM2 output signal is driven Low during fault conditions
if the FAULT2 bit in the PWMFAULT register is set.

0

The MnPWM2 output signal is driven High during fault conditions
if the FAULT2 bit in the PWMFAULT register is set.

1

0RWPWM22

MnPWM1 Fault Value

DescriptionValue

The MnPWM1 output signal is driven Low during fault conditions
if the FAULT1 bit in the PWMFAULT register is set.

0

The MnPWM1 output signal is driven High during fault conditions
if the FAULT1 bit in the PWMFAULT register is set.

1

0RWPWM11

MnPWM0 Fault Value

DescriptionValue

The MnPWM0 output signal is driven Low during fault conditions
if the FAULT0 bit in the PWMFAULT register is set.

0

The MnPWM0 output signal is driven High during fault conditions
if the FAULT0 bit in the PWMFAULT register is set.

1

0RWPWM00
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Register 11: PWM Enable Update (PWMENUPD), offset 0x028
This register specifies when updates to the PWMnEN bit in the PWMENABLE register are performed.
The PWMnEN bit enables the pwmA' or pwmB' output to be passed to the microcontroller's pin.
Updates can be immediate or locally or globally synchronized to the next synchronous update.

PWM Enable Update (PWMENUPD)
PWM0 base: 0x4002.8000
Offset 0x028
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

ENUPD0ENUPD1ENUPD2ENUPD3ENUPD4ENUPD5ENUPD6ENUPD7

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved31:16

MnPWM7 Enable Update Mode

DescriptionValue

Immediate
Writes to the PWM7EN bit in the PWMENABLE register are used
by the PWM generator immediately.

0x0

Reserved0x1

Locally Synchronized
Writes to the PWM7EN bit in the PWMENABLE register are used
by the PWM generator the next time the counter is 0.

0x2

Globally Synchronized
Writes to the PWM7EN bit in the PWMENABLE register are used
by the PWM generator the next time the counter is 0 after a
synchronous update has been requested through the PWM
Master Control (PWMCTL) register.

0x3

0RWENUPD715:14
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MnPWM6 Enable Update Mode

DescriptionValue

Immediate
Writes to the PWM6EN bit in the PWMENABLE register are used
by the PWM generator immediately.

0x0

Reserved0x1

Locally Synchronized
Writes to the PWM6EN bit in the PWMENABLE register are used
by the PWM generator the next time the counter is 0.

0x2

Globally Synchronized
Writes to the PWM6EN bit in the PWMENABLE register are used
by the PWM generator the next time the counter is 0 after a
synchronous update has been requested through the PWM
Master Control (PWMCTL) register.

0x3

0RWENUPD613:12

MnPWM5 Enable Update Mode

DescriptionValue

Immediate
Writes to the PWM5EN bit in the PWMENABLE register are used
by the PWM generator immediately.

0x0

Reserved0x1

Locally Synchronized
Writes to the PWM5EN bit in the PWMENABLE register are used
by the PWM generator the next time the counter is 0.

0x2

Globally Synchronized
Writes to the PWM5EN bit in the PWMENABLE register are used
by the PWM generator the next time the counter is 0 after a
synchronous update has been requested through the PWM
Master Control (PWMCTL) register.

0x3

0RWENUPD511:10

MnPWM4 Enable Update Mode

DescriptionValue

Immediate
Writes to the PWM4EN bit in the PWMENABLE register are used
by the PWM generator immediately.

0x0

Reserved0x1

Locally Synchronized
Writes to the PWM4EN bit in the PWMENABLE register are used
by the PWM generator the next time the counter is 0.

0x2

Globally Synchronized
Writes to the PWM4EN bit in the PWMENABLE register are used
by the PWM generator the next time the counter is 0 after a
synchronous update has been requested through the PWM
Master Control (PWMCTL) register.

0x3

0RWENUPD49:8
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

MnPWM3 Enable Update Mode

DescriptionValue

Immediate
Writes to the PWM3EN bit in the PWMENABLE register are used
by the PWM generator immediately.

0x0

Reserved0x1

Locally Synchronized
Writes to the PWM3EN bit in the PWMENABLE register are used
by the PWM generator the next time the counter is 0.

0x2

Globally Synchronized
Writes to the PWM3EN bit in the PWMENABLE register are used
by the PWM generator the next time the counter is 0 after a
synchronous update has been requested through the PWM
Master Control (PWMCTL) register.

0x3

0RWENUPD37:6

MnPWM2 Enable Update Mode

DescriptionValue

Immediate
Writes to the PWM2EN bit in the PWMENABLE register are used
by the PWM generator immediately.

0x0

Reserved0x1

Locally Synchronized
Writes to the PWM2EN bit in the PWMENABLE register are used
by the PWM generator the next time the counter is 0.

0x2

Globally Synchronized
Writes to the PWM2EN bit in the PWMENABLE register are used
by the PWM generator the next time the counter is 0 after a
synchronous update has been requested through the PWM
Master Control (PWMCTL) register.

0x3

0RWENUPD25:4

MnPWM1 Enable Update Mode

DescriptionValue

Immediate
Writes to the PWM1EN bit in the PWMENABLE register are used
by the PWM generator immediately.

0x0

Reserved0x1

Locally Synchronized
Writes to the PWM1EN bit in the PWMENABLE register are used
by the PWM generator the next time the counter is 0.

0x2

Globally Synchronized
Writes to the PWM1EN bit in the PWMENABLE register are used
by the PWM generator the next time the counter is 0 after a
synchronous update has been requested through the PWM
Master Control (PWMCTL) register.

0x3

0RWENUPD13:2
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

MnPWM0 Enable Update Mode

DescriptionValue

Immediate
Writes to the PWM0EN bit in the PWMENABLE register are used
by the PWM generator immediately.

0x0

Reserved0x1

Locally Synchronized
Writes to the PWM0EN bit in the PWMENABLE register are used
by the PWM generator the next time the counter is 0.

0x2

Globally Synchronized
Writes to the PWM0EN bit in the PWMENABLE register are used
by the PWM generator the next time the counter is 0 after a
synchronous update has been requested through the PWM
Master Control (PWMCTL) register.

0x3

0RWENUPD01:0
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Register 12: PWM0 Control (PWM0CTL), offset 0x040
Register 13: PWM1 Control (PWM1CTL), offset 0x080
Register 14: PWM2 Control (PWM2CTL), offset 0x0C0
Register 15: PWM3 Control (PWM3CTL), offset 0x100
These registers configure the PWM signal generation blocks (PWM0CTL controls the PWM generator
0 block, and so on). The Register Update mode, Debug mode, Counting mode, and Block Enable
mode are all controlled via these registers. The blocks produce the PWM signals, which can be
either two independent PWM signals (from the same counter), or a paired set of PWM signals with
dead-band delays added.

The PWM0 block produces the MnPWM0 and MnPWM1 outputs, the PWM1 block produces the MnPWM2
and MnPWM3 outputs, the PWM2 block produces the MnPWM4 and MnPWM5 outputs, and the PWM3
block produces the MnPWM6 and MnPWM7 outputs.

PWMn Control (PWMnCTL)
PWM0 base: 0x4002.8000
Offset 0x040
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

FLTSRCMINFLTPERLATCHreserved

RWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

ENABLEMODEDEBUGLOADUPDCMPAUPDCMPBUPDGENAUPDGENBUPDDBCTLUPDDBRISEUPDDBFALLUPD

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x000ROreserved31:19

Latch Fault Input

DescriptionValue

Fault Condition Not Latched
A fault condition is in effect for as long as the generating source
is asserting.

0

Fault Condition Latched
A fault condition is set as the result of the assertion of the
faulting source and is held (latched) while the PWMISC
INTFAULTn bit is set. Clearing the INTFAULTn bit clears the
fault condition.

1

Note: When using an ADC digital comparator as a fault source, the
LATCH and MINFLTPER bits in the PWMnCTL register should
be set to 1 to ensure trigger assertions are captured.

0RWLATCH18
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Minimum Fault Period
This bit specifies that the PWM generator enables a one-shot counter
to provide a minimum fault condition period.
The timer begins counting on the rising edge of the fault condition to
extend the condition for a minimum duration of the count value. The
timer ignores the state of the fault condition while counting.
The minimum fault delay is in effect only when the MINFLTPER bit is
set. If a detected fault is in the process of being extended when the
MINFLTPER bit is cleared, the fault condition extension is aborted.
The delay time is specified by the PWMnMINFLTPER register MFP field
value. The effect of this is to pulse stretch the fault condition input.
The delay value is defined by the PWM clock period. Because the fault
input is not synchronized to the PWM clock, the period of the time is
PWMClock * (MFP value + 1) or PWMClock * (MFP value + 2).
The delay function makes sense only if the fault source is unlatched. A
latched fault source makes the fault condition appear asserted until
cleared by software and negates the utility of the extend feature. It
applies to all fault condition sources as specified in the FLTSRC field.

DescriptionValue

The FAULT input deassertion is unaffected.0

The PWMnMINFLTPER one-shot counter is active and extends
the period of the fault condition to a minimum period.

1

Note: When using an ADC digital comparator as a fault source, the
LATCH and MINFLTPER bits in the PWMnCTL register should
be set to 1 to ensure trigger assertions are captured.

0RWMINFLTPER17

Fault Condition Source

DescriptionValue

The Fault condition is determined by the Fault0 input.0

The Fault condition is determined by the configuration of the
PWMnFLTSRC0 and PWMnFLTSRC1 registers.

1

0RWFLTSRC16

PWMnDBFALL Update Mode

DescriptionValue

Immediate
The PWMnDBFALL register value is immediately updated on
a write.

0x0

Reserved0x1

Locally Synchronized
Updates to the register are reflected to the generator the next
time the counter is 0.

0x2

Globally Synchronized
Updates to the register are delayed until the next time the
counter is 0 after a synchronous update has been requested
through the PWMCTL register.

0x3

0x0RWDBFALLUPD15:14
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

PWMnDBRISE Update Mode

DescriptionValue

Immediate
The PWMnDBRISE register value is immediately updated on
a write.

0x0

Reserved0x1

Locally Synchronized
Updates to the register are reflected to the generator the next
time the counter is 0.

0x2

Globally Synchronized
Updates to the register are delayed until the next time the
counter is 0 after a synchronous update has been requested
through the PWMCTL register.

0x3

0x0RWDBRISEUPD13:12

PWMnDBCTL Update Mode

DescriptionValue

Immediate
The PWMnDBCTL register value is immediately updated on a
write.

0x0

Reserved0x1

Locally Synchronized
Updates to the register are reflected to the generator the next
time the counter is 0.

0x2

Globally Synchronized
Updates to the register are delayed until the next time the
counter is 0 after a synchronous update has been requested
through the PWMCTL register.

0x3

0x0RWDBCTLUPD11:10

PWMnGENB Update Mode

DescriptionValue

Immediate
The PWMnGENB register value is immediately updated on a
write.

0x0

Reserved0x1

Locally Synchronized
Updates to the register are reflected to the generator the next
time the counter is 0.

0x2

Globally Synchronized
Updates to the register are delayed until the next time the
counter is 0 after a synchronous update has been requested
through the PWMCTL register.

0x3

0x0RWGENBUPD9:8
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

PWMnGENA Update Mode

DescriptionValue

Immediate
The PWMnGENA register value is immediately updated
on a write.

0x0

Reserved0x1

Locally Synchronized
Updates to the register are reflected to the generator the
next time the counter is 0.

0x2

Globally Synchronized
Updates to the register are delayed until the next time
the counter is 0 after a synchronous update has been
requested through the PWMCTL register.

0x3

0x0RWGENAUPD7:6

Comparator B Update Mode

DescriptionValue

Locally Synchronized
Updates to the PWMnCMPB register are reflected to the
generator the next time the counter is 0.

0

Globally Synchronized
Updates to the register are delayed until the next time the
counter is 0 after a synchronous update has been requested
through the PWMCTL register.

1

0RWCMPBUPD5

Comparator A Update Mode

DescriptionValue

Locally Synchronized
Updates to the PWMnCMPA register are reflected to the
generator the next time the counter is 0.

0

Globally Synchronized
Updates to the register are delayed until the next time the
counter is 0 after a synchronous update has been requested
through the PWMCTL register.

1

0RWCMPAUPD4

Load Register Update Mode

DescriptionValue

Locally Synchronized
Updates to the PWMnLOAD register are reflected to the
generator the next time the counter is 0.

0

Globally Synchronized
Updates to the register are delayed until the next time the
counter is 0 after a synchronous update has been requested
through the PWMCTL register.

1

0RWLOADUPD3
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Debug Mode

DescriptionValue

The counter stops running when it next reaches 0 and continues
running again when no longer in Debug mode.

0

The counter always runs when in Debug mode.1

0RWDEBUG2

Counter Mode

DescriptionValue

The counter counts down from the load value to 0 and then
wraps back to the load value (Count-Down mode).

0

The counter counts up from 0 to the load value, back down to
0, and then repeats (Count-Up/Down mode).

1

0RWMODE1

PWM Block Enable

Note: Disabling the PWM by clearing the ENABLE bit does not clear
the COUNT field of the PWMnCOUNT register. Before
re-enabling the PWM (ENABLE = 0x1), the COUNT field should
be cleared by resetting the PWM registers through the
SRPWM register in the System Control Module.

DescriptionValue

The entire PWM generation block is disabled and not clocked.0

The PWM generation block is enabled and produces PWM
signals.

1

0RWENABLE0
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Register 16: PWM0 Interrupt and Trigger Enable (PWM0INTEN), offset 0x044
Register 17: PWM1 Interrupt and Trigger Enable (PWM1INTEN), offset 0x084
Register 18: PWM2 Interrupt and Trigger Enable (PWM2INTEN), offset 0x0C4
Register 19: PWM3 Interrupt and Trigger Enable (PWM3INTEN), offset 0x104
These registers control the interrupt and ADC trigger generation capabilities of the PWM generators
(PWM0INTEN controls the PWM generator 0 block, and so on). The events that can cause an
interrupt,or an ADC trigger are:

■ The counter being equal to the load register

■ The counter being equal to zero

■ The counter being equal to the PWMnCMPA register while counting up

■ The counter being equal to the PWMnCMPA register while counting down

■ The counter being equal to the PWMnCMPB register while counting up

■ The counter being equal to the PWMnCMPB register while counting down

Any combination of these events can generate either an interrupt or an ADC trigger, though no
determination can be made as to the actual event that caused an ADC trigger if more than one is
specified. The PWMnRIS register provides information about which events have caused raw
interrupts.

PWMn Interrupt and Trigger Enable (PWMnINTEN)
PWM0 base: 0x4002.8000
Offset 0x044
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

INTCNTZEROINTCNTLOADINTCMPAUINTCMPADINTCMPBUINTCMPBDreservedTRCNTZEROTRCNTLOADTRCMPAUTRCMPADTRCMPBUTRCMPBDreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRORORWRWRWRWRWRWROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:14

Trigger for Counter=PWMnCMPB Down

DescriptionValue

No ADC trigger is output.0

An ADC trigger pulse is output when the counter matches the
value in the PWMnCMPB register value while counting down.

1

0RWTRCMPBD13
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Trigger for Counter=PWMnCMPB Up

DescriptionValue

No ADC trigger is output.0

An ADC trigger pulse is output when the counter matches the
value in the PWMnCMPB register value while counting up.

1

0RWTRCMPBU12

Trigger for Counter=PWMnCMPA Down

DescriptionValue

No ADC trigger is output.0

An ADC trigger pulse is output when the counter matches the
value in the PWMnCMPA register value while counting down.

1

0RWTRCMPAD11

Trigger for Counter=PWMnCMPA Up

DescriptionValue

No ADC trigger is output.0

An ADC trigger pulse is output when the counter matches the
value in the PWMnCMPA register value while counting up.

1

0RWTRCMPAU10

Trigger for Counter=PWMnLOAD

DescriptionValue

No ADC trigger is output.0

An ADC trigger pulse is output when the counter matches the
PWMnLOAD register.

1

0RWTRCNTLOAD9

Trigger for Counter=0

DescriptionValue

No ADC trigger is output.0

An ADC trigger pulse is output when the counter is 0.1

0RWTRCNTZERO8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved7:6

Interrupt for Counter=PWMnCMPB Down

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

A raw interrupt occurs when the counter matches the value in
the PWMnCMPB register value while counting down.

1

0RWINTCMPBD5
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Interrupt for Counter=PWMnCMPB Up

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

A raw interrupt occurs when the counter matches the value in
the PWMnCMPB register value while counting up.

1

0RWINTCMPBU4

Interrupt for Counter=PWMnCMPA Down

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

A raw interrupt occurs when the counter matches the value in
the PWMnCMPA register value while counting down.

1

0RWINTCMPAD3

Interrupt for Counter=PWMnCMPA Up

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

A raw interrupt occurs when the counter matches the value in
the PWMnCMPA register value while counting up.

1

0RWINTCMPAU2

Interrupt for Counter=PWMnLOAD

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

A raw interrupt occurs when the counter matches the value in
the PWMnLOAD register value.

1

0RWINTCNTLOAD1

Interrupt for Counter=0

DescriptionValue

No interrupt.0

A raw interrupt occurs when the counter is zero.1

0RWINTCNTZERO0
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Register 20: PWM0 Raw Interrupt Status (PWM0RIS), offset 0x048
Register 21: PWM1 Raw Interrupt Status (PWM1RIS), offset 0x088
Register 22: PWM2 Raw Interrupt Status (PWM2RIS), offset 0x0C8
Register 23: PWM3 Raw Interrupt Status (PWM3RIS), offset 0x108
These registers provide the current set of interrupt sources that are asserted, regardless of whether
they cause an interrupt to be asserted to the controller (PWM0RIS controls the PWM generator 0
block, and so on). If a bit is set, the event has occurred; if a bit is clear, the event has not occurred.
Bits in this register are cleared by writing a 1 to the corresponding bit in the PWMnISC register.

PWMn Raw Interrupt Status (PWMnRIS)
PWM0 base: 0x4002.8000
Offset 0x048
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

INTCNTZEROINTCNTLOADINTCMPAUINTCMPADINTCMPBUINTCMPBDreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:6

Comparator B Down Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred.0

The counter has matched the value in the PWMnCMPB register
while counting down.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the INTCMPBD bit in the PWMnISC
register.

0ROINTCMPBD5

Comparator B Up Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred.0

The counter has matched the value in the PWMnCMPB register
while counting up.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the INTCMPBU bit in the PWMnISC
register.

0ROINTCMPBU4
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Comparator A Down Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred.0

The counter has matched the value in the PWMnCMPA register
while counting down.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the INTCMPAD bit in the PWMnISC
register.

0ROINTCMPAD3

Comparator A Up Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred.0

The counter has matched the value in the PWMnCMPA register
while counting up.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the INTCMPAU bit in the PWMnISC
register.

0ROINTCMPAU2

Counter=Load Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred.0

The counter has matched the value in the PWMnLOAD register.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the INTCNTLOAD bit in the PWMnISC
register.

0ROINTCNTLOAD1

Counter=0 Interrupt Status

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred.0

The counter has matched zero.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the INTCNTZERO bit in the PWMnISC
register.

0ROINTCNTZERO0
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Register 24: PWM0 Interrupt Status and Clear (PWM0ISC), offset 0x04C
Register 25: PWM1 Interrupt Status and Clear (PWM1ISC), offset 0x08C
Register 26: PWM2 Interrupt Status and Clear (PWM2ISC), offset 0x0CC
Register 27: PWM3 Interrupt Status and Clear (PWM3ISC), offset 0x10C
These registers provide the current set of interrupt sources that are asserted to the interrupt controller
(PWM0ISC controls the PWM generator 0 block, and so on). A bit is set if the event has occurred
and is enabled in the PWMnINTEN register; if a bit is clear, the event has not occurred or is not
enabled. These are RW1C registers; writing a 1 to a bit position clears the corresponding interrupt
reason.

Note: The interrupt status can only be cleared one PWM Clock cycle after the interrupt occurs.
The larger the PWM Clock Divider (PWMDIV) value in PWMCC register, the longer the
system delay is to clear the interrupt.

PWMn Interrupt Status and Clear (PWMnISC)
PWM0 base: 0x4002.8000
Offset 0x04C
Type RW1C, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

INTCNTZEROINTCNTLOADINTCMPAUINTCMPADINTCMPBUINTCMPBDreserved

RW1CRW1CRW1CRW1CRW1CRW1CROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:6

Comparator B Down Interrupt

DescriptionValue

No interrupt has occurred or the interrupt is masked.0

The INTCMPBD bits in thePWMnRIS andPWMnINTEN registers
are set, providing an interrupt to the interrupt controller.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1. Clearing this bit also clears the
INTCMPBD bit in the PWMnRIS register.

0RW1CINTCMPBD5

Comparator B Up Interrupt

DescriptionValue

No interrupt has occurred or the interrupt is masked.0

The INTCMPBU bits in thePWMnRIS andPWMnINTEN registers
are set, providing an interrupt to the interrupt controller.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1. Clearing this bit also clears the
INTCMPBU bit in the PWMnRIS register.

0RW1CINTCMPBU4
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Comparator A Down Interrupt

DescriptionValue

No interrupt has occurred or the interrupt is masked.0

The INTCMPAD bits in thePWMnRIS andPWMnINTEN registers
are set, providing an interrupt to the interrupt controller.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1. Clearing this bit also clears the
INTCMPAD bit in the PWMnRIS register.

0RW1CINTCMPAD3

Comparator A Up Interrupt

DescriptionValue

No interrupt has occurred or the interrupt is masked.0

The INTCMPAU bits in thePWMnRIS andPWMnINTEN registers
are set, providing an interrupt to the interrupt controller.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1. Clearing this bit also clears the
INTCMPAU bit in the PWMnRIS register.

0RW1CINTCMPAU2

Counter=Load Interrupt

DescriptionValue

No interrupt has occurred or the interrupt is masked.0

The INTCNTLOAD bits in the PWMnRIS and PWMnINTEN
registers are set, providing an interrupt to the interrupt controller.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1. Clearing this bit also clears the
INTCNTLOAD bit in the PWMnRIS register.

0RW1CINTCNTLOAD1

Counter=0 Interrupt

DescriptionValue

No interrupt has occurred or the interrupt is masked.0

The INTCNTZERO bits in the PWMnRIS and PWMnINTEN
registers are set, providing an interrupt to the interrupt controller.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1. Clearing this bit also clears the
INTCNTZERO bit in the PWMnRIS register.

0RW1CINTCNTZERO0
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Register 28: PWM0 Load (PWM0LOAD), offset 0x050
Register 29: PWM1 Load (PWM1LOAD), offset 0x090
Register 30: PWM2 Load (PWM2LOAD), offset 0x0D0
Register 31: PWM3 Load (PWM3LOAD), offset 0x110
These registers contain the load value for the PWM counter (PWM0LOAD controls the PWM
generator 0 block, and so on). Based on the counter mode configured by the MODE bit in the
PWMnCTL register, this value is either loaded into the counter after it reaches zero or is the limit
of up-counting after which the counter decrements back to zero. When this value matches the
counter, a pulse is output which can be configured to drive the generation of the pwmA and/or pwmB
signal (via the PWMnGENA/PWMnGENB register) or drive an interruptor ADC trigger (via the
PWMnINTEN register).

If the Load Value Update mode is locally synchronized (based on the LOADUPD field encoding in
the PWMnCTL register), the 16-bit LOAD value is used the next time the counter reaches zero. If
the update mode is globally synchronized, it is used the next time the counter reaches zero after a
synchronous update has been requested through the PWM Master Control (PWMCTL) register
(see page 1681). If this register is re-written before the actual update occurs, the previous value is
never used and is lost.

PWMn Load (PWMnLOAD)
PWM0 base: 0x4002.8000
Offset 0x050
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

LOAD

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:16

Counter Load Value
The counter load value.

0x0000RWLOAD15:0
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Register 32: PWM0 Counter (PWM0COUNT), offset 0x054
Register 33: PWM1 Counter (PWM1COUNT), offset 0x094
Register 34: PWM2 Counter (PWM2COUNT), offset 0x0D4
Register 35: PWM3 Counter (PWM3COUNT), offset 0x114
These registers contain the current value of the PWM counter (PWM0COUNT is the value of the
PWM generator 0 block, and so on). When this value matches zero or the value in the PWMnLOAD,
PWMnCMPA, or PWMnCMPB registers, a pulse is output which can be configured to drive the
generation of a PWM signal or drive an interrupt or ADC trigger.

Note: Disabling the PWM by clearing the ENABLE bit does not clear the COUNT field of the
PWMnCOUNT register. Before re-enabling the PWM (ENABLE = 0x1), the COUNT field
should be cleared by resetting the PWM registers through theSRPWM register in the System
Control Module.

PWMn Counter (PWMnCOUNT)
PWM0 base: 0x4002.8000
Offset 0x054
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

COUNT

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:16

Counter Value
The current value of the counter.

0x0000ROCOUNT15:0
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Register 36: PWM0 Compare A (PWM0CMPA), offset 0x058
Register 37: PWM1 Compare A (PWM1CMPA), offset 0x098
Register 38: PWM2 Compare A (PWM2CMPA), offset 0x0D8
Register 39: PWM3 Compare A (PWM3CMPA), offset 0x118
These registers contain a value to be compared against the counter (PWM0CMPA controls the
PWM generator 0 block, and so on). When this value matches the counter, a pulse is output which
can be configured to drive the generation of the pwmA and pwmB signals (via the PWMnGENA
and PWMnGENB registers) or drive an interrupt or ADC trigger (via the PWMnINTEN register). If
the value of this register is greater than the PWMnLOAD register (see page 1718), then no pulse is
ever output.

If the comparator A update mode is locally synchronized (based on the CMPAUPD bit in the PWMnCTL
register), the 16-bit COMPA value is used the next time the counter reaches zero. If the update mode
is globally synchronized, it is used the next time the counter reaches zero after a synchronous
update has been requested through the PWMMaster Control (PWMCTL) register (see page 1681).
If this register is rewritten before the actual update occurs, the previous value is never used and is
lost.

PWMn Compare A (PWMnCMPA)
PWM0 base: 0x4002.8000
Offset 0x058
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

COMPA

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x00ROreserved31:16

Comparator A Value
The value to be compared against the counter.

0x00RWCOMPA15:0
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Register 40: PWM0 Compare B (PWM0CMPB), offset 0x05C
Register 41: PWM1 Compare B (PWM1CMPB), offset 0x09C
Register 42: PWM2 Compare B (PWM2CMPB), offset 0x0DC
Register 43: PWM3 Compare B (PWM3CMPB), offset 0x11C
These registers contain a value to be compared against the counter (PWM0CMPB controls the
PWM generator 0 block, and so on). When this value matches the counter, a pulse is output which
can be configured to drive the generation of the pwmA and pwmB signals (via the PWMnGENA
and PWMnGENB registers) or drive an interrupt or ADC trigger (via the PWMnINTEN register). If
the value of this register is greater than the PWMnLOAD register, no pulse is ever output.

If the comparator B update mode is locally synchronized (based on the CMPBUPD bit in the PWMnCTL
register), the 16-bit COMPB value is used the next time the counter reaches zero. If the update mode
is globally synchronized, it is used the next time the counter reaches zero after a synchronous
update has been requested through the PWMMaster Control (PWMCTL) register (see page 1681).
If this register is rewritten before the actual update occurs, the previous value is never used and is
lost.

PWMn Compare B (PWMnCMPB)
PWM0 base: 0x4002.8000
Offset 0x05C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

COMPB

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:16

Comparator B Value
The value to be compared against the counter.

0x0000RWCOMPB15:0
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Register 44: PWM0 Generator A Control (PWM0GENA), offset 0x060
Register 45: PWM1 Generator A Control (PWM1GENA), offset 0x0A0
Register 46: PWM2 Generator A Control (PWM2GENA), offset 0x0E0
Register 47: PWM3 Generator A Control (PWM3GENA), offset 0x120
These registers control the generation of the pwmA signal based on the load and zero output pulses
from the counter, as well as the compare A and compare B pulses from the comparators
(PWM0GENA controls the PWM generator 0 block, and so on). When the counter is running in
Count-Down mode, only four of these events occur; when running in Count-Up/Down mode, all six
occur. These events provide great flexibility in the positioning and duty cycle of the resulting PWM
signal.

The PWM0GENA register controls generation of the pwm0A signal; PWM1GENA, the pwm1A
signal; PWM2GENA, the pwm2A signal; and PWM3GENA, the pwm3A signal.

If a zero or load event coincides with a compare A or compare B event, the zero or load action is
taken and the compare A or compare B action is ignored. If a compare A event coincides with a
compare B event, the compare A action is taken and the compare B action is ignored.

If the Generator A update mode is immediate (based on the GENAUPD field encoding in thePWMnCTL
register), the ACTCMPBD, ACTCMPBU, ACTCMPAD, ACTCMPAU, ACTLOAD, and ACTZERO values are
used immediately. If the update mode is locally synchronized, these values are used the next time
the counter reaches zero. If the update mode is globally synchronized, these values are used the
next time the counter reaches zero after a synchronous update has been requested through the
PWM Master Control (PWMCTL) register (see page 1681). If this register is rewritten before the
actual update occurs, the previous value is never used and is lost.

PWMn Generator A Control (PWMnGENA)
PWM0 base: 0x4002.8000
Offset 0x060
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

ACTZEROACTLOADACTCMPAUACTCMPADACTCMPBUACTCMPBDreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.0ROreserved31:12
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Action for Comparator B Down
This field specifies the action to be taken when the counter matches
comparator B while counting down.

DescriptionValue

Do nothing.0x0

Invert pwmA.0x1

Drive pwmA Low.0x2

Drive pwmA High.0x3

0x0RWACTCMPBD11:10

Action for Comparator B Up
This field specifies the action to be taken when the counter matches
comparator B while counting up. This action can only occur when the
MODE bit in the PWMnCTL register is set.

DescriptionValue

Do nothing.0x0

Invert pwmA.0x1

Drive pwmA Low.0x2

Drive pwmA High.0x3

0x0RWACTCMPBU9:8

Action for Comparator A Down
This field specifies the action to be taken when the counter matches
comparator A while counting down.

DescriptionValue

Do nothing.0x0

Invert pwmA.0x1

Drive pwmA Low.0x2

Drive pwmA High.0x3

0x0RWACTCMPAD7:6

Action for Comparator A Up
This field specifies the action to be taken when the counter matches
comparator A while counting up. This action can only occur when the
MODE bit in the PWMnCTL register is set.

DescriptionValue

Do nothing.0x0

Invert pwmA.0x1

Drive pwmA Low.0x2

Drive pwmA High.0x3

0x0RWACTCMPAU5:4
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Action for Counter=LOAD
This field specifies the action to be taken when the counter matches the
value in the PWMnLOAD register.

DescriptionValue

Do nothing.0x0

Invert pwmA.0x1

Drive pwmA Low.0x2

Drive pwmA High.0x3

0x0RWACTLOAD3:2

Action for Counter=0
This field specifies the action to be taken when the counter is zero.

DescriptionValue

Do nothing.0x0

Invert pwmA.0x1

Drive pwmA Low.0x2

Drive pwmA High.0x3

0x0RWACTZERO1:0
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Register 48: PWM0 Generator B Control (PWM0GENB), offset 0x064
Register 49: PWM1 Generator B Control (PWM1GENB), offset 0x0A4
Register 50: PWM2 Generator B Control (PWM2GENB), offset 0x0E4
Register 51: PWM3 Generator B Control (PWM3GENB), offset 0x124
These registers control the generation of the pwmB signal based on the load and zero output pulses
from the counter, as well as the compare A and compare B pulses from the comparators
(PWM0GENB controls the PWM generator 0 block, and so on). When the counter is running in
Count-Down mode, only four of these events occur; when running in Count-Up/Down mode, all six
occur. These events provide great flexibility in the positioning and duty cycle of the resulting PWM
signal.

The PWM0GENB register controls generation of the pwm0B signal; PWM1GENB, the pwm1B
signal; PWM2GENB, the pwm2B signal; and PWM3GENB, the pwm3B signal.

If a zero or load event coincides with a compare A or compare B event, the zero or load action is
taken and the compare A or compare B action is ignored. If a compare A event coincides with a
compare B event, the compare B action is taken and the compare A action is ignored.

If the Generator B update mode is immediate (based on the GENBUPD field encoding in thePWMnCTL
register), the ACTCMPBD, ACTCMPBU, ACTCMPAD, ACTCMPAU, ACTLOAD, and ACTZERO values are
used immediately. If the update mode is locally synchronized, these values are used the next time
the counter reaches zero. If the update mode is globally synchronized, these values are used the
next time the counter reaches zero after a synchronous update has been requested through the
PWM Master Control (PWMCTL) register (see page 1681). If this register is rewritten before the
actual update occurs, the previous value is never used and is lost.

PWMn Generator B Control (PWMnGENB), offset 0x064
PWM0 base: 0x4002.8000
Offset 0x064
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

ACTZEROACTLOADACTCMPAUACTCMPADACTCMPBUACTCMPBDreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.0ROreserved31:12
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Action for Comparator B Down
This field specifies the action to be taken when the counter matches
comparator B while counting down.

DescriptionValue

Do nothing.0x0

Invert pwmB.0x1

Drive pwmB Low.0x2

Drive pwmB High.0x3

0x0RWACTCMPBD11:10

Action for Comparator B Up
This field specifies the action to be taken when the counter matches
comparator B while counting up. This action can only occur when the
MODE bit in the PWMnCTL register is set.

DescriptionValue

Do nothing.0x0

Invert pwmB.0x1

Drive pwmB Low.0x2

Drive pwmB High.0x3

0x0RWACTCMPBU9:8

Action for Comparator A Down
This field specifies the action to be taken when the counter matches
comparator A while counting down.

DescriptionValue

Do nothing.0x0

Invert pwmB.0x1

Drive pwmB Low.0x2

Drive pwmB High.0x3

0x0RWACTCMPAD7:6

Action for Comparator A Up
This field specifies the action to be taken when the counter matches
comparator A while counting up. This action can only occur when the
MODE bit in the PWMnCTL register is set.

DescriptionValue

Do nothing.0x0

Invert pwmB.0x1

Drive pwmB Low.0x2

Drive pwmB High.0x3

0x0RWACTCMPAU5:4
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Action for Counter=LOAD
This field specifies the action to be taken when the counter matches the
load value.

DescriptionValue

Do nothing.0x0

Invert pwmB.0x1

Drive pwmB Low.0x2

Drive pwmB High.0x3

0x0RWACTLOAD3:2

Action for Counter=0
This field specifies the action to be taken when the counter is 0.

DescriptionValue

Do nothing.0x0

Invert pwmB.0x1

Drive pwmB Low.0x2

Drive pwmB High.0x3

0x0RWACTZERO1:0
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Register 52: PWM0 Dead-Band Control (PWM0DBCTL), offset 0x068
Register 53: PWM1 Dead-Band Control (PWM1DBCTL), offset 0x0A8
Register 54: PWM2 Dead-Band Control (PWM2DBCTL), offset 0x0E8
Register 55: PWM3 Dead-Band Control (PWM3DBCTL), offset 0x128
The PWMnDBCTL register controls the dead-band generator, which produces the MnPWMn signals
based on the pwmA and pwmB signals. When disabled, the pwmA signal passes through to the
pwmA' signal and the pwmB signal passes through to the pwmB' signal. When dead-band control
is enabled, the pwmB signal is ignored, the pwmA' signal is generated by delaying the rising edge(s)
of the pwmA signal by the value in thePWMnDBRISE register (see page 1729), and the pwmB' signal
is generated by inverting the pwmA signal and delaying the falling edge(s) of the pwmA signal by
the value in thePWMnDBFALL register (see page 1730). The Output Control block outputs the pwm0A'
signal on the MnPWM0 signal and the pwm0B' signal on the MnPWM1 signal. In a similar manner,
MnPWM2 and MnPWM3 are produced from the pwm1A' and pwm1B' signals, MnPWM4 and MnPWM5
are produced from the pwm2A' and pwm2B' signals, and MnPWM6 and MnPWM7 are produced from
the pwm3A' and pwm3B' signals.

If the Dead-Band Control mode is immediate (based on the DBCTLUPD field encoding in the
PWMnCTL register), the ENABLE bit value is used immediately. If the update mode is locally
synchronized, this value is used the next time the counter reaches zero. If the update mode is
globally synchronized, this value is used the next time the counter reaches zero after a synchronous
update has been requested through the PWMMaster Control (PWMCTL) register (see page 1681).
If this register is rewritten before the actual update occurs, the previous value is never used and is
lost.

PWMn Dead-Band Control (PWMnDBCTL)
PWM0 base: 0x4002.8000
Offset 0x068
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

ENABLEreserved

RWROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:1

Dead-Band Generator Enable

DescriptionValue

The pwmA and pwmB signals pass through to the pwmA' and
pwmB' signals unmodified.

0

The dead-band generator modifies the pwmA signal by inserting
dead bands into the pwmA' and pwmB' signals.

1

0RWENABLE0
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Register 56: PWM0 Dead-Band Rising-Edge Delay (PWM0DBRISE), offset
0x06C
Register 57: PWM1 Dead-Band Rising-Edge Delay (PWM1DBRISE), offset
0x0AC
Register 58: PWM2 Dead-Band Rising-Edge Delay (PWM2DBRISE), offset
0x0EC
Register 59: PWM3 Dead-Band Rising-Edge Delay (PWM3DBRISE), offset
0x12C
The PWMnDBRISE register contains the number of clock cycles to delay the rising edge of the
pwmA signal when generating the pwmA' signal. If the dead-band generator is disabled through the
PWMnDBCTL register, this register is ignored. If the value of this register is larger than the width
of a High pulse on the pwmA signal, the rising-edge delay consumes the entire High time of the
signal, resulting in no High time on the output. Care must be taken to ensure that the pwmA High
time always exceeds the rising-edge delay.

If the Dead-Band Rising-Edge Delay mode is immediate (based on the DBRISEUPD field encoding
in the PWMnCTL register), the 12-bit RISEDELAY value is used immediately. If the update mode
is locally synchronized, this value is used the next time the counter reaches zero. If the update mode
is globally synchronized, this value is used the next time the counter reaches zero after a synchronous
update has been requested through the PWMMaster Control (PWMCTL) register (see page 1681).
If this register is rewritten before the actual update occurs, the previous value is never used and is
lost.

PWMn Dead-Band Rising-Edge Delay (PWMnDBRISE)
PWM0 base: 0x4002.8000
Offset 0x06C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

RISEDELAYreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.0ROreserved31:12

Dead-Band Rise Delay
The number of clock cycles to delay the rising edge of pwmA' after the
rising edge of pwmA.

0x000RWRISEDELAY11:0
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Register 60: PWM0 Dead-Band Falling-Edge-Delay (PWM0DBFALL), offset
0x070
Register 61: PWM1 Dead-Band Falling-Edge-Delay (PWM1DBFALL), offset
0x0B0
Register 62: PWM2 Dead-Band Falling-Edge-Delay (PWM2DBFALL), offset
0x0F0
Register 63: PWM3 Dead-Band Falling-Edge-Delay (PWM3DBFALL), offset
0x130
The PWMnDBFALL register contains the number of clock cycles to delay the rising edge of the
pwmB' signal from the falling edge of the pwmA signal. If the dead-band generator is disabled
through the PWMnDBCTL register, this register is ignored. If the value of this register is larger than
the width of a Low pulse on the pwmA signal, the falling-edge delay consumes the entire Low time
of the signal, resulting in no Low time on the output. Care must be taken to ensure that the pwmA
Low time always exceeds the falling-edge delay.

If the Dead-Band Falling-Edge-Delay mode is immediate (based on the DBFALLUP field encoding
in the PWMnCTL register), the 12-bit FALLDELAY value is used immediately. If the update mode
is locally synchronized, this value is used the next time the counter reaches zero. If the update mode
is globally synchronized, this value is used the next time the counter reaches zero after a synchronous
update has been requested through the PWMMaster Control (PWMCTL) register (see page 1681).
If this register is rewritten before the actual update occurs, the previous value is never used and is
lost.

PWMn Dead-Band Falling-Edge-Delay (PWMnDBFALL)
PWM0 base: 0x4002.8000
Offset 0x070
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

FALLDELAYreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.0ROreserved31:12

Dead-Band Fall Delay
The number of clock cycles to delay the falling edge of pwmB' from the
rising edge of pwmA.

0x000RWFALLDELAY11:0
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Register 64: PWM0 Fault Source 0 (PWM0FLTSRC0), offset 0x074
Register 65: PWM1 Fault Source 0 (PWM1FLTSRC0), offset 0x0B4
Register 66: PWM2 Fault Source 0 (PWM2FLTSRC0), offset 0x0F4
Register 67: PWM3 Fault Source 0 (PWM3FLTSRC0), offset 0x134
This register specifies which fault pin inputs are used to generate a fault condition. Each bit in the
following register indicates whether the corresponding fault pin is included in the fault condition. All
enabled fault pins are ORed together to form the PWMnFLTSRC0 portion of the fault condition.
The PWMnFLTSRC0 fault condition is then ORed with the PWMnFLTSRC1 fault condition to
generate the final fault condition for the PWM generator.

If the FLTSRC bit in the PWMnCTL register (see page 1706) is clear, only the Fault0 signal affects
the fault condition generated. Otherwise, sources defined in PWMnFLTSRC0 and PWMnFLTSRC1
affect the fault condition generated.

PWMn Fault Source 0 (PWMnFLTSRC0)
PWM0 base: 0x4002.8000
Offset 0x074
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

FAULT0FAULT1FAULT2FAULT3reserved

RWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:4

Fault3 Input

DescriptionValue

The Fault3 signal is suppressed and cannot generate a fault
condition.

0

The Fault3 signal value is ORed with all other fault condition
generation inputs (Faultn signals and digital comparators).

1

Note: The FLTSRC bit in the PWMnCTL register must be set for this
bit to affect fault condition generation.

0RWFAULT33
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Fault2 Input

DescriptionValue

The Fault2 signal is suppressed and cannot generate a fault
condition.

0

The Fault2 signal value is ORed with all other fault condition
generation inputs (Faultn signals and digital comparators).

1

Note: The FLTSRC bit in the PWMnCTL register must be set for this
bit to affect fault condition generation.

0RWFAULT22

Fault1 Input

DescriptionValue

The Fault1 signal is suppressed and cannot generate a fault
condition.

0

The Fault1 signal value is ORed with all other fault condition
generation inputs (Faultn signals and digital comparators).

1

Note: The FLTSRC bit in the PWMnCTL register must be set for this
bit to affect fault condition generation.

0RWFAULT11

Fault0 Input

DescriptionValue

The Fault0 signal is suppressed and cannot generate a fault
condition.

0

The Fault0 signal value is ORed with all other fault condition
generation inputs (Faultn signals and digital comparators).

1

Note: The FLTSRC bit in the PWMnCTL register must be set for this
bit to affect fault condition generation.

0RWFAULT00
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Register 68: PWM0 Fault Source 1 (PWM0FLTSRC1), offset 0x078
Register 69: PWM1 Fault Source 1 (PWM1FLTSRC1), offset 0x0B8
Register 70: PWM2 Fault Source 1 (PWM2FLTSRC1), offset 0x0F8
Register 71: PWM3 Fault Source 1 (PWM3FLTSRC1), offset 0x138
This register specifies which digital comparator triggers from the ADC are used to generate a fault
condition. Each bit in the following register indicates whether the corresponding digital comparator
trigger is included in the fault condition. All enabled digital comparator triggers are ORed together
to form the PWMnFLTSRC1 portion of the fault condition. The PWMnFLTSRC1 fault condition is
then ORed with the PWMnFLTSRC0 fault condition to generate the final fault condition for the PWM
generator.

If the FLTSRC bit in thePWMnCTL register (see page 1706) is clear, only the PWM Fault0 pin affects
the fault condition generated. Otherwise, sources defined in PWMnFLTSRC0 and PWMnFLTSRC1
affect the fault condition generated.

PWMn Fault Source 1 (PWMnFLTSRC1)
PWM0 base: 0x4002.8000
Offset 0x078
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DCMP0DCMP1DCMP2DCMP3DCMP4DCMP5DCMP6DCMP7reserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

Digital Comparator 7

DescriptionValue

The trigger from digital comparator 7 is suppressed and cannot
generate a fault condition.

0

The trigger from digital comparator 7 is ORed with all other fault
condition generation inputs (Faultn signals and digital
comparators).

1

Note: The FLTSRC bit in the PWMnCTL register must be set for this
bit to affect fault condition generation.

0RWDCMP77
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Digital Comparator 6

DescriptionValue

The trigger from digital comparator 6 is suppressed and cannot
generate a fault condition.

0

The trigger from digital comparator 6 is ORed with all other fault
condition generation inputs (Faultn signals and digital
comparators).

1

Note: The FLTSRC bit in the PWMnCTL register must be set for this
bit to affect fault condition generation.

0RWDCMP66

Digital Comparator 5

DescriptionValue

The trigger from digital comparator 5 is suppressed and cannot
generate a fault condition.

0

The trigger from digital comparator 5 is ORed with all other fault
condition generation inputs (Faultn signals and digital
comparators).

1

Note: The FLTSRC bit in the PWMnCTL register must be set for this
bit to affect fault condition generation.

0RWDCMP55

Digital Comparator 4

DescriptionValue

The trigger from digital comparator 4 is suppressed and cannot
generate a fault condition.

0

The trigger from digital comparator 4 is ORed with all other fault
condition generation inputs (Faultn signals and digital
comparators).

1

Note: The FLTSRC bit in the PWMnCTL register must be set for this
bit to affect fault condition generation.

0RWDCMP44

Digital Comparator 3

DescriptionValue

The trigger from digital comparator 3 is suppressed and cannot
generate a fault condition.

0

The trigger from digital comparator 3 is ORed with all other fault
condition generation inputs (Faultn signals and digital
comparators).

1

Note: The FLTSRC bit in the PWMnCTL register must be set for this
bit to affect fault condition generation.

0RWDCMP33
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Digital Comparator 2

DescriptionValue

The trigger from digital comparator 2 is suppressed and cannot
generate a fault condition.

0

The trigger from digital comparator 2 is ORed with all other fault
condition generation inputs (Faultn signals and digital
comparators).

1

Note: The FLTSRC bit in the PWMnCTL register must be set for this
bit to affect fault condition generation.

0RWDCMP22

Digital Comparator 1

DescriptionValue

The trigger from digital comparator 1 is suppressed and cannot
generate a fault condition.

0

The trigger from digital comparator 1 is ORed with all other fault
condition generation inputs (Faultn signals and digital
comparators).

1

Note: The FLTSRC bit in the PWMnCTL register must be set for this
bit to affect fault condition generation.

0RWDCMP11

Digital Comparator 0

DescriptionValue

The trigger from digital comparator 0 is suppressed and cannot
generate a fault condition.

0

The trigger from digital comparator 0 is ORed with all other fault
condition generation inputs (Faultn signals and digital
comparators).

1

Note: The FLTSRC bit in the PWMnCTL register must be set for this
bit to affect fault condition generation.

0RWDCMP00
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Register 72: PWM0 Minimum Fault Period (PWM0MINFLTPER), offset 0x07C
Register 73: PWM1 Minimum Fault Period (PWM1MINFLTPER), offset 0x0BC
Register 74: PWM2 Minimum Fault Period (PWM2MINFLTPER), offset 0x0FC
Register 75: PWM3 Minimum Fault Period (PWM3MINFLTPER), offset 0x13C
If the MINFLTPER bit in the PWMnCTL register is set, this register specifies the 16-bit time-extension
value to be used in extending the fault condition. The value is loaded into a 16-bit down counter,
and the counter value is used to extend the fault condition. The fault condition is released in the
clock immediately after the counter value reaches 0. The fault condition is asynchronous to the
PWM clock; and the delay value is the product of the PWM clock period and the (MFP field value
+ 1) or (MFP field value + 2) depending on when the fault condition asserts with respect to the PWM
clock. The counter decrements at the PWM clock rate, without pause or condition.

PWMn Minimum Fault Period (PWMnMINFLTPER)
PWM0 base: 0x4002.8000
Offset 0x07C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

MFP

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000ROreserved31:16

Minimum Fault Period
The number of PWM clocks by which a fault condition is extended when
the delay is enabled by PWMnCTL MINFLTPER.

0x0000RWMFP15:0
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Register 76: PWM0 Fault Pin Logic Sense (PWM0FLTSEN), offset 0x800
Register 77: PWM1 Fault Pin Logic Sense (PWM1FLTSEN), offset 0x880
Register 78: PWM2 Fault Pin Logic Sense (PWM2FLTSEN), offset 0x900
Register 79: PWM3 Fault Pin Logic Sense (PWM3FLTSEN), offset 0x980
This register defines the PWM fault pin logic sense.

PWMn Fault Pin Logic Sense (PWMnFLTSEN)
PWM0 base: 0x4002.8000
Offset 0x800
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

FAULT0FAULT1FAULT2FAULT3reserved

RWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:4

Fault3 Sense

DescriptionValue

An error is indicated if the Fault3 signal is High.0

An error is indicated if the Fault3 signal is Low.1

0RWFAULT33

Fault2 Sense

DescriptionValue

An error is indicated if the Fault2 signal is High.0

An error is indicated if the Fault2 signal is Low.1

0RWFAULT22

Fault1 Sense

DescriptionValue

An error is indicated if the Fault1 signal is High.0

An error is indicated if the Fault1 signal is Low.1

0RWFAULT11

Fault0 Sense

DescriptionValue

An error is indicated if the Fault0 signal is High.0

An error is indicated if the Fault0 signal is Low.1

0RWFAULT00
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Register 80: PWM0 Fault Status 0 (PWM0FLTSTAT0), offset 0x804
Register 81: PWM1 Fault Status 0 (PWM1FLTSTAT0), offset 0x884
Register 82: PWM2 Fault Status 0 (PWM2FLTSTAT0), offset 0x904
Register 83: PWM3 Fault Status 0 (PWM3FLTSTAT0), offset 0x984
Along with the PWMnFLTSTAT1 register, this register provides status regarding the fault condition
inputs.

If the LATCH bit in the PWMnCTL register is clear, the contents of the PWMnFLTSTAT0 register
are read-only (RO) and provide the current state of the MnFAULTn inputs.

If the LATCH bit in the PWMnCTL register is set, the contents of the PWMnFLTSTAT0 register are
read / write 1 to clear (RW1C) and provide a latched version of the MnFAULTn inputs. In this mode,
the register bits are cleared by writing a 1 to a set bit. The MnFAULTn inputs are recorded after their
sense is adjusted in the generator.

The contents of this register can only be written if the fault source extensions are enabled (the
FLTSRC bit in the PWMnCTL register is set).

Note: The fault status registers, PWMnFLTSTAT0 and PWMnFLTSTAT1, reflect the status of all
fault sources, regardless of what fault sources are enabled for that particular generator.

PWMn Fault Status 0 (PWMnFLTSTAT0)
PWM0 base: 0x4002.8000
Offset 0x804
Type -, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

FAULT0FAULT1FAULT2FAULT3reserved

----ROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved31:4

Fault Input 3
If the PWMnCTL register LATCH bit is clear, this bit is RO and represents
the current state of the MnFAULT3 input signal after the logic sense
adjustment.
If the PWMnCTL register LATCH bit is set, this bit is RW1C and
represents a sticky version of the MnFAULT3 input signal after the logic
sense adjustment.

■ If FAULT3 is set, the input transitioned to the active state previously.

■ If FAULT3 is clear, the input has not transitioned to the active state
since the last time it was cleared.

■ The FAULT3 bit is cleared by writing it with the value 1.

0-FAULT33
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Fault Input 2
If the PWMnCTL register LATCH bit is clear, this bit is RO and represents
the current state of the MnFAULT2 input signal after the logic sense
adjustment.
If the PWMnCTL register LATCH bit is set, this bit is RW1C and
represents a sticky version of the MnFAULT2 input signal after the logic
sense adjustment.

■ If FAULT2 is set, the input transitioned to the active state previously.

■ If FAULT2 is clear, the input has not transitioned to the active state
since the last time it was cleared.

■ The FAULT2 bit is cleared by writing it with the value 1.

0-FAULT22

Fault Input 1
If the PWMnCTL register LATCH bit is clear, this bit is RO and represents
the current state of the MnFAULT1 input signal after the logic sense
adjustment.
If the PWMnCTL register LATCH bit is set, this bit is RW1C and
represents a sticky version of the MnFAULT1 input signal after the logic
sense adjustment.

■ If FAULT1 is set, the input transitioned to the active state previously.

■ If FAULT1 is clear, the input has not transitioned to the active state
since the last time it was cleared.

■ The FAULT1 bit is cleared by writing it with the value 1.

0-FAULT11

Fault Input 0
If the PWMnCTL register LATCH bit is clear, this bit is RO and represents
the current state of the input signal after the logic sense adjustment.
If the PWMnCTL register LATCH bit is set, this bit is RW1C and
represents a sticky version of the input signal after the logic sense
adjustment.

■ If FAULT0 is set, the input transitioned to the active state previously.

■ If FAULT0 is clear, the input has not transitioned to the active state
since the last time it was cleared.

■ The FAULT0 bit is cleared by writing it with the value 1.

0-FAULT00
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Register 84: PWM0 Fault Status 1 (PWM0FLTSTAT1), offset 0x808
Register 85: PWM1 Fault Status 1 (PWM1FLTSTAT1), offset 0x888
Register 86: PWM2 Fault Status 1 (PWM2FLTSTAT1), offset 0x908
Register 87: PWM3 Fault Status 1 (PWM3FLTSTAT1), offset 0x988
Along with the PWMnFLTSTAT0 register, this register provides status regarding the fault condition
inputs.

If the LATCH bit in the PWMnCTL register is clear, the contents of the PWMnFLTSTAT1 register
are read-only (RO) and provide the current state of the digital comparator triggers.

If the LATCH bit in the PWMnCTL register is set, the contents of the PWMnFLTSTAT1 register are
read / write 1 to clear (RW1C) and provide a latched version of the digital comparator triggers. In
this mode, the register bits are cleared by writing a 1 to a set bit. The contents of this register can
only be written if the fault source extensions are enabled (the FLTSRC bit in the PWMnCTL register
is set).

Note: The fault status registers, PWMnFLTSTAT0 and PWMnFLTSTAT1, reflect the status of all
fault sources, regardless of what fault sources are enabled for that particular generator.

PWMn Fault Status 1 (PWMnFLTSTAT1)
PWM0 base: 0x4002.8000
Offset 0x808
Type -, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

DCMP0DCMP1DCMP2DCMP3DCMP4DCMP5DCMP6DCMP7reserved

--------ROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.00ROreserved31:8

Digital Comparator 7 Trigger
If the PWMnCTL register LATCH bit is clear, this bit represents the
current state of the Digital Comparator 7 trigger input.
If the PWMnCTL register LATCH bit is set, this bit represents a sticky
version of the trigger.

■ If DCMP7 is set, the trigger transitioned to the active state previously.

■ If DCMP7 is clear, the trigger has not transitioned to the active state
since the last time it was cleared.

■ The DCMP7 bit is cleared by writing it with the value 1.

0-DCMP77
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Digital Comparator 6 Trigger
If the PWMnCTL register LATCH bit is clear, this bit represents the
current state of the Digital Comparator 6 trigger input.
If the PWMnCTL register LATCH bit is set, this bit represents a sticky
version of the trigger.

■ If DCMP6 is set, the trigger transitioned to the active state previously.

■ If DCMP6 is clear, the trigger has not transitioned to the active state
since the last time it was cleared.

■ The DCMP6 bit is cleared by writing it with the value 1.

0-DCMP66

Digital Comparator 5 Trigger
If the PWMnCTL register LATCH bit is clear, this bit represents the
current state of the Digital Comparator 5 trigger input.
If the PWMnCTL register LATCH bit is set, this bit represents a sticky
version of the trigger.

■ If DCMP5 is set, the trigger transitioned to the active state previously.

■ If DCMP5 is clear, the trigger has not transitioned to the active state
since the last time it was cleared.

■ The DCMP5 bit is cleared by writing it with the value 1.

0-DCMP55

Digital Comparator 4 Trigger
If the PWMnCTL register LATCH bit is clear, this bit represents the
current state of the Digital Comparator 4 trigger input.
If the PWMnCTL register LATCH bit is set, this bit represents a sticky
version of the trigger.

■ If DCMP4 is set, the trigger transitioned to the active state previously.

■ If DCMP4 is clear, the trigger has not transitioned to the active state
since the last time it was cleared.

■ The DCMP4 bit is cleared by writing it with the value 1.

0-DCMP44

Digital Comparator 3 Trigger
If the PWMnCTL register LATCH bit is clear, this bit represents the
current state of the Digital Comparator 3 trigger input.
If the PWMnCTL register LATCH bit is set, this bit represents a sticky
version of the trigger.

■ If DCMP3 is set, the trigger transitioned to the active state previously.

■ If DCMP3 is clear, the trigger has not transitioned to the active state
since the last time it was cleared.

■ The DCMP3 bit is cleared by writing it with the value 1.

0-DCMP33
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Digital Comparator 2 Trigger
If the PWMnCTL register LATCH bit is clear, this bit represents the
current state of the Digital Comparator 2 trigger input.
If the PWMnCTL register LATCH bit is set, this bit represents a sticky
version of the trigger.

■ If DCMP2 is set, the trigger transitioned to the active state previously.

■ If DCMP2 is clear, the trigger has not transitioned to the active state
since the last time it was cleared.

■ The DCMP2 bit is cleared by writing it with the value 1.

0-DCMP22

Digital Comparator 1 Trigger
If the PWMnCTL register LATCH bit is clear, this bit represents the
current state of the Digital Comparator 1 trigger input.
If the PWMnCTL register LATCH bit is set, this bit represents a sticky
version of the trigger.

■ If DCMP1 is set, the trigger transitioned to the active state previously.

■ If DCMP1 is clear, the trigger has not transitioned to the active state
since the last time it was cleared.

■ The DCMP1 bit is cleared by writing it with the value 1.

0-DCMP11

Digital Comparator 0 Trigger
If the PWMnCTL register LATCH bit is clear, this bit represents the
current state of the Digital Comparator 0 trigger input.
If the PWMnCTL register LATCH bit is set, this bit represents a sticky
version of the trigger.

■ If DCMP0 is set, the trigger transitioned to the active state previously.

■ If DCMP0 is clear, the trigger has not transitioned to the active state
since the last time it was cleared.

■ The DCMP0 bit is cleared by writing it with the value 1.

0-DCMP00
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Register 88: PWM Peripheral Properties (PWMPP), offset 0xFC0
The PWMPP register provides information regarding the properties of the PWM module.

PWM Peripheral Properties (PWMPP)
PWM0 base: 0x4002.8000
Offset 0xFC0
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0344

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

GCNTFCNTESYNCEFAULTONEreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0010001011000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved31:11

One-Shot Mode

DescriptionValue

One-shot modes are not available.0

One-shot modes are available.1

0x0ROONE10

Extended Fault

DescriptionValue

Extended fault capabilities are not available.0

Extended fault capabilities are available.1

0x1ROEFAULT9

Extended Synchronization

DescriptionValue

Extended synchronization is not available.0

Extended synchronization is available.1

0x1ROESYNC8

Fault Inputs

DescriptionValue

No fault inputs.0x0

1 fault input.0x1

2 fault input.0x2

3 fault input.0x3

4 fault input.0x4

reserved0x5 - 0xF

0x4ROFCNT7:4
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Generators

DescriptionValue

No generators.0x0

1 generator0x1

2 generators0x2

3 generators0x3

4 generators0x4

reserved0x5 - 0xF

The number of PWM outputs is 2 times the number of PWM generators.

0x4ROGCNT3:0
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Register 89: PWM Clock Configuration (PWMCC), offset 0xFC8
The PWMCC register controls the clock source for the PWM module.

PWM Clock Configuration (PWMCC)
PWM0 base: 0x4002.8000
Offset 0xFC8
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0005

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

PWMDIVreservedUSEPWMreserved

RWRWRWRORORORORORWROROROROROROROType
1010000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.0000ROreserved31:9

Use PWM Clock Divisor

DescriptionValue

The system clock is the source of PWM unit clock.0

The PWM clock divider is the source of PWM unit clock.1

0x0RWUSEPWM8

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0ROreserved7:3

PWM Clock Divider
This field specifies the PWM clock frequency as a division of the system
clock.

DescriptionValue

/20x0

/40x1

/80x2

/160x3

/320x4

/640x5

reserved0x6 - 0x7

0x5RWPWMDIV2:0
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24 Quadrature Encoder Interface (QEI)
A quadrature encoder, also known as a 2-channel incremental encoder, converts linear displacement
into a pulse signal. By monitoring both the number of pulses and the relative phase of the two signals,
you can track the position, direction of rotation, and speed. In addition, a third channel, or index
signal, can be used to reset the position counter.

The TM4C1294KCPDT quadrature encoder interface (QEI) module interprets the code produced
by a quadrature encoder wheel to integrate position over time and determine direction of rotation.
In addition, it can capture a running estimate of the velocity of the encoder wheel.

The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller includes one QEI module with the following features:

■ Position integrator that tracks the encoder position

■ Programmable noise filter on the inputs

■ Velocity capture using built-in timer

■ The input frequency of the QEI inputs may be as high as 1/4 of the processor frequency (for
example, 12.5 MHz for a 50-MHz system)

■ Interrupt generation on:

– Index pulse

– Velocity-timer expiration

– Direction change

– Quadrature error detection

24.1 Block Diagram
Figure 24-1 on page 1747 provides an internal block diagram of a TM4C1294KCPDT QEI module.
The PhA and PhB inputs shown in this diagram are the internal signals that enter the Quadrature
Encoder after the external signals, PhAn and PhBn, have passed through inversion and swapping
logic shown in Figure 24-2 on page 1748. The QEI module has the option of inverting and/or swapping
the incoming signals.

Note: Any references in this chapter to PhA and PhB refer to the internal PhA and PhB inputs that
enter the Quadrature Encoder after the external signals, PhAn and PhBn, have passed
through inversion and swapping logic that is enabled through the QEI Control (QEICTL)
register.
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Figure 24-1. QEI Block Diagram
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Figure 24-2 on page 1748 shows the logic that is provided to allow the PhAn and PhBn signals to be
inverted and/or swapped.
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Figure 24-2. QEI Input Signal Logic
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24.2 Signal Description
The following table lists the external signals of the QEI module and describes the function of each.
The QEI signals are alternate functions for some GPIO signals and default to be GPIO signals at
reset. The column in the table below titled "Pin Mux/Pin Assignment" lists the possible GPIO pin
placements for these QEI signals. The AFSEL bit in the GPIO Alternate Function Select
(GPIOAFSEL) register (page 768) should be set to choose the QEI function. The number in
parentheses is the encoding that must be programmed into the PMCn field in theGPIO Port Control
(GPIOPCTL) register (page 785) to assign the QEI signal to the specified GPIO port pin. For more
information on configuring GPIOs, see “General-Purpose Input/Outputs (GPIOs)” on page 740.

Table 24-1. QEI Signals (128TQFP)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin Mux / Pin
Assignment

Pin NumberPin Name

QEI module 0 index.TTLIPL3 (6)84IDX0

QEI module 0 phase A.TTLIPL1 (6)82PhA0

QEI module 0 phase B.TTLIPL2 (6)83PhB0

24.3 Functional Description
The QEI module interprets the two-bit gray code produced by a quadrature encoder wheel to integrate
position over time and determine direction of rotation. In addition, it can capture a running estimate
of the velocity of the encoder wheel.

The position integrator and velocity capture can be independently enabled, though the position
integrator must be enabled before the velocity capture can be enabled. The two phase signals,
PhAn and PhBn, can be swapped before being interpreted by the QEI module to change the meaning
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of forward and backward and to correct for miswiring of the system. Alternatively, the phase signals
can be interpreted as a clock and direction signal as output by some encoders.

The QEI module input signals have a digital noise filter on them that can be enabled to prevent
spurious operation. The noise filter requires that the inputs be stable for a specified number of
consecutive clock cycles before updating the edge detector. The filter is enabled by the FILTEN bit
in the QEI Control (QEICTL) register. The frequency of the input update is programmable using
the FILTCNT bit field in the QEICTL register.

The QEI module supports two modes of signal operation: quadrature phase mode and clock/direction
mode. In quadrature phase mode, the encoder produces two clocks that are 90 degrees out of
phase; the edge relationship is used to determine the direction of rotation. In clock/direction mode,
the encoder produces a clock signal to indicate steps and a direction signal to indicate the direction
of rotation. This mode is determined by the SIGMODE bit of the QEICTL register (see page 1753).

When the QEI module is set to use the quadrature phase mode (SIGMODE bit is clear), the capture
mode for the position integrator can be set to update the position counter on every edge of the PhA
signal or to update on every edge of both PhA and PhB. Updating the position counter on every PhA
and PhB edge provides more positional resolution at the cost of less range in the positional counter.

When edges on PhA lead edges on PhB, the position counter is incremented. When edges on PhB
lead edges on PhA, the position counter is decremented. When a rising and falling edge pair is seen
on one of the phases without any edges on the other, the direction of rotation has changed.

The positional counter is automatically reset on one of two conditions: sensing the index pulse or
reaching the maximum position value. The reset mode is determined by the RESMODE bit of the
QEICTL register.

When RESMODE is set, the positional counter is reset when the index pulse is sensed. This mode
limits the positional counter to the values [0:N-1], where N is the number of phase edges in a full
revolution of the encoder wheel. The QEI Maximum Position (QEIMAXPOS) register must be
programmed with N-1 so that the reverse direction from position 0 can move the position counter
to N-1. In this mode, the position register contains the absolute position of the encoder relative to
the index (or home) position once an index pulse has been seen.

When RESMODE is clear, the positional counter is constrained to the range [0:M], where M is the
programmable maximum value. The index pulse is ignored by the positional counter in this mode.

Velocity capture uses a configurable timer and a count register. The timer counts the number of
phase edges (using the same configuration as for the position integrator) in a given time period.
The edge count from the previous time period is available to the controller via the QEI Velocity
(QEISPEED) register, while the edge count for the current time period is being accumulated in the
QEI Velocity Counter (QEICOUNT) register. As soon as the current time period is complete, the
total number of edges counted in that time period is made available in the QEISPEED register
(overwriting the previous value), the QEICOUNT register is cleared, and counting commences on
a new time period. The number of edges counted in a given time period is directly proportional to
the velocity of the encoder.

Figure 24-3 on page 1750 shows how the TM4C1294KCPDT quadrature encoder converts the phase
input signals into clock pulses, the direction signal, and how the velocity predivider operates (in
Divide by 4 mode).
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Figure 24-3. Quadrature Encoder and Velocity Predivider Operation
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The period of the timer is configurable by specifying the load value for the timer in the QEI Timer
Load (QEILOAD) register. When the timer reaches zero, an interrupt can be triggered, and the
hardware reloads the timer with theQEILOAD value and continues to count down. At lower encoder
speeds, a longer timer period is required to be able to capture enough edges to have a meaningful
result. At higher encoder speeds, both a shorter timer period and/or the velocity predivider can be
used.

The following equation converts the velocity counter value into an rpm value:

rpm = (clock * (2 ^ VELDIV) * SPEED * 60) ÷ (LOAD * ppr * edges)

where:

clock is the controller clock rate

ppr is the number of pulses per revolution of the physical encoder

edges is 2 or 4, based on the capture mode set in the QEICTL register (2 for CAPMODE clear and
4 for CAPMODE set)

For example, consider a motor running at 600 rpm. A 2048 pulse per revolution quadrature encoder
is attached to the motor, producing 8192 phase edges per revolution. With a velocity predivider of
÷1 (VELDIV is clear) and clocking on both PhA and PhB edges, this results in 81,920 pulses per
second (the motor turns 10 times per second). If the timer were clocked at 10,000 Hz, and the load
value was 2,500 (¼ of a second), it would count 20,480 pulses per update. Using the above equation:

rpm = (10000 * 1 * 20480 * 60) ÷ (2500 * 2048 * 4) = 600 rpm

Now, consider that the motor is sped up to 3000 rpm. This results in 409,600 pulses per second,
or 102,400 every ¼ of a second. Again, the above equation gives:

rpm = (10000 * 1 * 102400 * 60) ÷ (2500 * 2048 * 4) = 3000 rpm

Care must be taken when evaluating this equation because intermediate values may exceed the
capacity of a 32-bit integer. In the above examples, the clock is 10,000 and the divider is 2,500;
both could be predivided by 100 (at compile time if they are constants) and therefore be 100 and
25. In fact, if they were compile-time constants, they could also be reduced to a simple multiply by
4, cancelled by the ÷4 for the edge-count factor.

Important: Reducing constant factors at compile time is the best way to control the intermediate
values of this equation and reduce the processing requirement of computing this
equation.

The division can be avoided by selecting a timer load value such that the divisor is a power of 2; a
simple shift can therefore be done in place of the division. For encoders with a power of 2 pulses
per revolution, the load value can be a power of 2. For other encoders, a load value must be selected
such that the product is very close to a power of 2. For example, a 100 pulse-per-revolution encoder
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could use a load value of 82, resulting in 32,800 as the divisor, which is 0.09% above 214. In this
case a shift by 15 would be an adequate approximation of the divide in most cases. If absolute
accuracy were required, the microcontroller's divide instruction could be used.

The QEI module can produce a controller interrupt on several events: phase error, direction change,
reception of the index pulse, and expiration of the velocity timer. Standard masking, raw interrupt
status, interrupt status, and interrupt clear capabilities are provided.

24.4 Initialization and Configuration
The following example shows how to configure the Quadrature Encoder module to read back an
absolute position:

1. Enable the QEI clock using theRCGCQEI register in the System Control module (see page 399).

2. Enable the clock to the appropriate GPIO module via the RCGCGPIO register in the System
Control module (see page 382).

3. In the GPIO module, enable the appropriate pins for their alternate function using the
GPIOAFSEL register. To determine which GPIOs to configure, see Table 26-4 on page 1795.

4. Configure the PMCn fields in theGPIOPCTL register to assign the QEI signals to the appropriate
pins (see page 785 and Table 26-5 on page 1806).

5. Configure the quadrature encoder to capture edges on both signals and maintain an absolute
position by resetting on index pulses. A 1000-line encoder with four edges per line, results in
4000 pulses per revolution; therefore, set the maximum position to 3999 (0xF9F) as the count
is zero-based.

■ Write the QEICTL register with the value of 0x0000.0018.

■ Write the QEIMAXPOS register with the value of 0x0000.0F9F.

6. Enable the quadrature encoder by setting bit 0 of the QEICTL register.

Note: Once the QEI module has been enabled by setting the ENABLE bit in the QEICTL
register, it cannot be disabled. The only way to clear the ENABLE bit is to reset the
module using the Quadrature Encoder Interface Software Reset (SRQEI) register.

7. Delay until the encoder position is required.

8. Read the encoder position by reading the QEI Position (QEIPOS) register value.

Note: If the application requires the quadrature encoder to have a specific initial position, this
value must be programmed in the QEIPOS register after the quadrature encoder has been
enabled by setting the ENABLE bit in the QEICTL register.

24.5 Register Map
Table 24-2 on page 1752 lists the QEI registers. The offset listed is a hexadecimal increment to the
register's address, relative to the module's base address:

■ QEI0: 0x4002.C000
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Note that the QEI module clock must be enabled before the registers can be programmed (see
page 399). There must be a delay of 3 system clocks after the QEI module clock is enabled before
any QEI module registers are accessed.

Table 24-2. QEI Register Map

See
pageDescriptionResetTypeNameOffset

1753QEI Control0x0000.0000RWQEICTL0x000

1756QEI Status0x0000.0000ROQEISTAT0x004

1757QEI Position0x0000.0000RWQEIPOS0x008

1758QEI Maximum Position0x0000.0000RWQEIMAXPOS0x00C

1759QEI Timer Load0x0000.0000RWQEILOAD0x010

1760QEI Timer0x0000.0000ROQEITIME0x014

1761QEI Velocity Counter0x0000.0000ROQEICOUNT0x018

1762QEI Velocity0x0000.0000ROQEISPEED0x01C

1763QEI Interrupt Enable0x0000.0000RWQEIINTEN0x020

1765QEI Raw Interrupt Status0x0000.0000ROQEIRIS0x024

1767QEI Interrupt Status and Clear0x0000.0000RW1CQEIISC0x028

24.6 Register Descriptions
The remainder of this section lists and describes the QEI registers, in numerical order by address
offset.
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Register 1: QEI Control (QEICTL), offset 0x000
This register contains the configuration of the QEI module. Separate enables are provided for the
quadrature encoder and the velocity capture blocks; the quadrature encoder must be enabled in
order to capture the velocity, but the velocity does not need to be captured in applications that do
not need it. The phase signal interpretation, phase swap, Position Update mode, Position Reset
mode, and velocity predivider are all set via this register.

QEI Control (QEICTL)
QEI0 base: 0x4002.C000
Offset 0x000
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

FILTCNTreserved

RWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

ENABLESWAPSIGMODECAPMODERESMODEVELENVELDIVINVAINVBINVISTALLENFILTENreserved

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x000ROreserved31:20

Input Filter Prescale Count
This field controls the frequency of the input update.
When this field is clear, the input is sampled after 2 system clocks. When
this field ix 0x1, the input is sampled after 3 system clocks. Similarly,
when this field is 0xF, the input is sampled after 17 clocks.

0x0RWFILTCNT19:16

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0ROreserved15:14

Enable Input Filter

DescriptionValue

The QEI inputs are not filtered.0

Enables the digital noise filter on the QEI input signals. Inputs
must be stable for 3 consecutive clock edges before the edge
detector is updated.

1

0RWFILTEN13

Stall QEI

DescriptionValue

The QEI module does not stall when the microcontroller is
stopped by a debugger.

0

The QEI module stalls when the microcontroller is stopped by
a debugger.

1

0RWSTALLEN12
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Invert Index Pulse

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Inverts the IDX input.1

0RWINVI11

Invert PhB

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Inverts the PhBn input.1

0RWINVB10

Invert PhA

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Inverts the PhAn input.1

0RWINVA9

Predivide Velocity
This field defines the predivider of the input quadrature pulses before
being applied to the QEICOUNT accumulator.

PredividerValue

÷10x0

÷20x1

÷40x2

÷80x3

÷160x4

÷320x5

÷640x6

÷1280x7

0x0RWVELDIV8:6

Capture Velocity

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Enables capture of the velocity of the quadrature encoder.1

0RWVELEN5

Reset Mode

DescriptionValue

The position counter is reset when it reaches the maximum as
defined by the MAXPOS field in the QEIMAXPOS register.

0

The position counter is reset when the index pulse is captured.1

0RWRESMODE4
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Capture Mode

Note: When SIGMODE=1, the CAPMODE setting is not applicable and
is reserved.

DescriptionValue

Only the PhA edges are counted.0

The PhA and PhB edges are counted, providing twice the
positional resolution but half the range.

1

0RWCAPMODE3

Signal Mode

DescriptionValue

The internal PhA and PhB signals operate as quadrature phase
signals.

0

The internal PhA input operates as the clock (CLK) signal and
the internal PhB input operates as the direction (DIR) signal.

1

0RWSIGMODE2

Swap Signals
Note if the INVA or INVB bit are set, the inversion of the signals occur
prior to the swap.

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Swaps the PhAn and PhBn signals.1

0RWSWAP1

Enable QEI

DescriptionValue

No effect.0

Enables the quadrature encoder module.1

Note: Once the QEI module has been enabled by setting the
ENABLE bit, it cannot be disabled. The only way to clear the
ENABLE bit is to reset the module using the Quadrature
Encoder Interface Software Reset (SRQEI) register.

0RWENABLE0
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Register 2: QEI Status (QEISTAT), offset 0x004
This register provides status about the operation of the QEI module.

QEI Status (QEISTAT)
QEI0 base: 0x4002.C000
Offset 0x004
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

ERRORDIRECTIONreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:2

Direction of Rotation
Indicates the direction the encoder is rotating.

DescriptionValue

The encoder is rotating forward.0

The encoder is rotating in reverse.1

0RODIRECTION1

Error Detected

DescriptionValue

No error.0

An error was detected in the gray code sequence (that is, both
signals changing at the same time).

1

0ROERROR0
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Register 3: QEI Position (QEIPOS), offset 0x008
This register contains the current value of the position integrator. The value is updated by the status
of the QEI phase inputs and can be set to a specific value by writing to it.

QEI Position (QEIPOS)
QEI0 base: 0x4002.C000
Offset 0x008
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

POSITION

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

POSITION

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Current Position Integrator Value
The current value of the position integrator.

0x0000.0000RWPOSITION31:0
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Register 4: QEI Maximum Position (QEIMAXPOS), offset 0x00C
This register contains the maximum value of the position integrator. When moving forward, the
position register resets to zero when it increments past this value. When moving in reverse, the
position register resets to this value when it decrements from zero.

QEI Maximum Position (QEIMAXPOS)
QEI0 base: 0x4002.C000
Offset 0x00C
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

MAXPOS

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

MAXPOS

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Maximum Position Integrator Value
The maximum value of the position integrator.

0x0000.0000RWMAXPOS31:0
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Register 5: QEI Timer Load (QEILOAD), offset 0x010
This register contains the load value for the velocity timer. Because this value is loaded into the
timer on the clock cycle after the timer is zero, this value should be one less than the number of
clocks in the desired period. So, for example, to have 2000 decimal clocks per timer period, this
register should contain 1999 decimal.

QEI Timer Load (QEILOAD)
QEI0 base: 0x4002.C000
Offset 0x010
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

LOAD

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

LOAD

RWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWRWType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Velocity Timer Load Value
The load value for the velocity timer.

0x0000.0000RWLOAD31:0
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Register 6: QEI Timer (QEITIME), offset 0x014
This register contains the current value of the velocity timer. This counter does not increment when
the VELEN bit in the QEICTL register is clear.

QEI Timer (QEITIME)
QEI0 base: 0x4002.C000
Offset 0x014
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

TIME

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

TIME

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Velocity Timer Current Value
The current value of the velocity timer.

0x0000.0000ROTIME31:0
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Register 7: QEI Velocity Counter (QEICOUNT), offset 0x018
This register contains the running count of velocity pulses for the current time period. Because this
count is a running total, the time period to which it applies cannot be known with precision (that is,
a read of this register does not necessarily correspond to the time returned by the QEITIME register
because there is a small window of time between the two reads, during which either value may have
changed). The QEISPEED register should be used to determine the actual encoder velocity; this
register is provided for information purposes only. This counter does not increment when the VELEN
bit in the QEICTL register is clear.

QEI Velocity Counter (QEICOUNT)
QEI0 base: 0x4002.C000
Offset 0x018
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

COUNT

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

COUNT

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Velocity Pulse Count
The running total of encoder pulses during this velocity timer period.

0x0000.0000ROCOUNT31:0
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Register 8: QEI Velocity (QEISPEED), offset 0x01C
This register contains the most recently measured velocity of the quadrature encoder. This value
corresponds to the number of velocity pulses counted in the previous velocity timer period. This
register does not update when the VELEN bit in the QEICTL register is clear.

QEI Velocity (QEISPEED)
QEI0 base: 0x4002.C000
Offset 0x01C
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

SPEED

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

SPEED

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Velocity
The measured speed of the quadrature encoder in pulses per period.

0x0000.0000ROSPEED31:0
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Register 9: QEI Interrupt Enable (QEIINTEN), offset 0x020
This register contains enables for each of the QEI module interrupts. An interrupt is asserted to the
interrupt controller if the corresponding bit in this register is set.

QEI Interrupt Enable (QEIINTEN)
QEI0 base: 0x4002.C000
Offset 0x020
Type RW, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

INTINDEXINTTIMERINTDIRINTERRORreserved

RWRWRWRWROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:4

Phase Error Interrupt Enable

Note: The INTERROR bit is only applicable when the QEI is operating
in quadrature phase mode (SIGMODE=0) and should be
masked when SIGMODE =1.

DescriptionValue

The INTERROR interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the
interrupt controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the
INTERROR bit in the QEIRIS register is set.

1

0RWINTERROR3

Direction Change Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

The INTDIR interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the interrupt
controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the INTDIR
bit in the QEIRIS register is set.

1

0RWINTDIR2

Timer Expires Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

The INTTIMER interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the
interrupt controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the
INTTIMER bit in the QEIRIS register is set.

1

0RWINTTIMER1
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Index Pulse Detected Interrupt Enable

DescriptionValue

The INTINDEX interrupt is suppressed and not sent to the
interrupt controller.

0

An interrupt is sent to the interrupt controller when the
INTINDEX bit in the QEIRIS register is set.

1

0RWINTINDEX0
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Register 10: QEI Raw Interrupt Status (QEIRIS), offset 0x024
This register provides the current set of interrupt sources that are asserted, regardless of whether
they cause an interrupt to be asserted to the controller (configured through the QEIINTEN register).
If a bit is set, the latched event has occurred; if a bit is clear, the event in question has not occurred.

QEI Raw Interrupt Status (QEIRIS)
QEI0 base: 0x4002.C000
Offset 0x024
Type RO, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

INTINDEXINTTIMERINTDIRINTERRORreserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:4

Phase Error Detected

Note: The INTERROR bit is only applicable when the QEI is operating
in quadrature phase mode (SIGMODE=0).

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred.0

A phase error has been detected.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the INTERROR bit in the QEIISC
register.

0ROINTERROR3

Direction Change Detected

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred.0

The rotation direction has changed1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the INTDIR bit in theQEIISC register.

0ROINTDIR2

Velocity Timer Expired

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred.0

The velocity timer has expired.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the INTTIMER bit in the QEIISC
register.

0ROINTTIMER1
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Index Pulse Asserted

DescriptionValue

An interrupt has not occurred.0

The index pulse has occurred.1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1 to the INTINDEX bit in the QEIISC
register.

0ROINTINDEX0
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Register 11: QEI Interrupt Status and Clear (QEIISC), offset 0x028
This register provides the current set of interrupt sources that are asserted to the controller. If a bit
is set, the latched event has occurred and is enabled to generate an interrupt; if a bit is clear the
event in question has not occurred or is not enabled to generate an interrupt. This register is RW1C;
writing a 1 to a bit position clears the bit and the corresponding interrupt reason.

QEI Interrupt Status and Clear (QEIISC)
QEI0 base: 0x4002.C000
Offset 0x028
Type RW1C, reset 0x0000.0000

16171819202122232425262728293031

reserved

ROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

0123456789101112131415

INTINDEXINTTIMERINTDIRINTERRORreserved

RW1CRW1CRW1CRW1CROROROROROROROROROROROROType
0000000000000000Reset

DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Software should not rely on the value of a reserved bit. To provide
compatibility with future products, the value of a reserved bit should be
preserved across a read-modify-write operation.

0x0000.000ROreserved31:4

Phase Error Interrupt

DescriptionValue

No interrupt has occurred or the interrupt is masked.0

The INTERROR bits in the QEIRIS register and the QEIINTEN
registers are set, providing an interrupt to the interrupt controller.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1. Clearing this bit also clears the
INTERROR bit in the QEIRIS register.

0RW1CINTERROR3

Direction Change Interrupt

DescriptionValue

No interrupt has occurred or the interrupt is masked.0

The INTDIR bits in the QEIRIS register and the QEIINTEN
registers are set, providing an interrupt to the interrupt controller.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1. Clearing this bit also clears the INTDIR
bit in the QEIRIS register.

0RW1CINTDIR2

Velocity Timer Expired Interrupt

DescriptionValue

No interrupt has occurred or the interrupt is masked.0

The INTTIMER bits in the QEIRIS register and the QEIINTEN
registers are set, providing an interrupt to the interrupt controller.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1. Clearing this bit also clears the
INTTIMER bit in the QEIRIS register.

0RW1CINTTIMER1
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DescriptionResetTypeNameBit/Field

Index Pulse Interrupt

DescriptionValue

No interrupt has occurred or the interrupt is masked.0

The INTINDEX bits in the QEIRIS register and the QEIINTEN
registers are set, providing an interrupt to the interrupt controller.

1

This bit is cleared by writing a 1. Clearing this bit also clears the
INTINDEX bit in the QEIRIS register.

0RW1CINTINDEX0
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25 Pin Diagram
The TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller pin diagram is shown below.

Each GPIO signal is identified by its GPIO port unless it defaults to an alternate function on reset.
In this case, the GPIO port name is followed by the default alternate function. To see a complete
list of possible functions for each pin, see Table 26-5 on page 1806.

Figure 25-1. 128-Pin TQFP Package Pin Diagram
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26 Signal Tables
The following tables list the signals available for each pin. Signals are configured as GPIOs on reset,
except for those noted below. Use the GPIOAMSEL register (see page 784) to select analog mode.
For a GPIO pin to be used for an alternate digital function, the corresponding bit in the GPIOAFSEL
register (see page 768) must be set. Further pin muxing options are provided through the PMCx bit
field in the GPIOPCTL register (see page 785), which selects one of several available peripheral
functions for that GPIO.

Important: Table 10-1 on page 741 shows special consideration GPIO pins. Most GPIO pins are
configured as GPIOs and tri-stated by default (GPIOAFSEL=0, GPIODEN=0,
GPIOPDR=0, GPIOPUR=0, and GPIOPCTL=0). Special consideration pins may be
programed to a non-GPIO function or may have special commit controls out of reset.
In addition, a Power-On-Reset (POR) returns these GPIO to their original special
consideration state.

Table 26-1. GPIO Pins With Special Considerations

GPIOCRGPIOPCTLGPIOPURGPIOPDRGPIODENGPIOAFSELDefault Reset
State

GPIO Pins

00x11011JTAG/SWDPC[3:0]

00x00000GPIOaPD[7]

00x00000GPIOaPE[7]

a. This pin is configured as a GPIO by default but is locked and can only be reprogrammed by unlocking the
pin in the GPIOLOCK register and uncommitting it by setting the GPIOCR register.

Table 26-2 on page 1771 shows the pin-to-signal-name mapping, including functional characteristics
of the signals. Each possible alternate analog and digital function is listed for each pin.

Table 26-3 on page 1783 lists the signals in alphabetical order by signal name. If it is possible for a
signal to be on multiple pins, each possible pin assignment is listed. The "Pin Mux" column indicates
the GPIO and the encoding needed in the PMCx bit field in the GPIOPCTL register.

Table 26-4 on page 1795 groups the signals by functionality, except for GPIOs. If it is possible for a
signal to be on multiple pins, each possible pin assignment is listed.

Table 26-5 on page 1806 lists the GPIO pins and their analog and digital alternate functions. The AINx
analog signals go through an isolation circuit before reaching their circuitry. These signals are
configured by clearing the corresponding DEN bit in the GPIO Digital Enable (GPIODEN) register
and setting the corresponding AMSEL bit in the GPIO Analog Mode Select (GPIOAMSEL) register.
Other analog signals are 3.3-V tolerant and are connected directly to their circuitry (C0-, C0+, C1-,
C1+, C2-, C2+, USB0VBUS, USB0ID). These signals are configured by clearing the DEN bit in the
GPIODigital Enable (GPIODEN) register. The digital signals are enabled by setting the appropriate
bit in the GPIO Alternate Function Select (GPIOAFSEL) and GPIODEN registers and configuring
the PMCx bit field in the GPIO Port Control (GPIOPCTL) register to the numeric enoding shown in
the table below. Table entries that are shaded gray are the default values for the corresponding
GPIO pin.

Table 26-6 on page 1809 lists the signals based on number of possible pin assignments. This table
can be used to plan how to configure the pins for a particular functionality. Application Note AN01274
Configuring Tiva™ C Series Microcontrollers with Pin Multiplexing provides an overview of the pin
muxing implementation, an explanation of how a system designer defines a pin configuration, and
examples of the pin configuration process.
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Note: All digital inputs are Schmitt triggered.

26.1 Signals by Pin Number

Table 26-2. Signals by Pin Number

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin NamePin Number

GPIO port D bit 0.TTLI/OPD0

1

Analog-to-digital converter input 15.AnalogIAIN15

Analog comparator 0 output.TTLOC0o

I2C module 7 clock. Note that this signal has an active pull-up. The
corresponding port pin should not be configured as open drain.

ODI/OI2C7SCL

SSI Module 2 Bi-directional Data Pin 1 (SSI2RX in Legacy SSI
Mode).

TTLI/OSSI2XDAT1

16/32-Bit Timer 0 Capture/Compare/PWM 0.TTLI/OT0CCP0

GPIO port D bit 1.TTLI/OPD1

2

Analog-to-digital converter input 14.AnalogIAIN14

Analog comparator 1 output.TTLOC1o

I2C module 7 data.ODI/OI2C7SDA

SSI Module 2 Bi-directional Data Pin 0 (SSI2TX in Legacy SSI
Mode).

TTLI/OSSI2XDAT0

16/32-Bit Timer 0 Capture/Compare/PWM 1.TTLI/OT0CCP1

GPIO port D bit 2.TTLI/OPD2

3

Analog-to-digital converter input 13.AnalogIAIN13

Analog comparator 2 output.TTLOC2o

I2C module 8 clock. Note that this signal has an active pull-up. The
corresponding port pin should not be configured as open drain.

ODI/OI2C8SCL

SSI module 2 frame signal.TTLI/OSSI2Fss

16/32-Bit Timer 1 Capture/Compare/PWM 0.TTLI/OT1CCP0

GPIO port D bit 3.TTLI/OPD3

4

Analog-to-digital converter input 12.AnalogIAIN12

I2C module 8 data.ODI/OI2C8SDA

SSI module 2 clock.TTLI/OSSI2Clk

16/32-Bit Timer 1 Capture/Compare/PWM 1.TTLI/OT1CCP1

GPIO port Q bit 0.TTLI/OPQ0

5 EPI module 0 signal 20.TTLI/OEPI0S20

SSI module 3 clock.TTLI/OSSI3Clk

GPIO port Q bit 1.TTLI/OPQ1

6 EPI module 0 signal 21.TTLI/OEPI0S21

SSI module 3 frame signal.TTLI/OSSI3Fss

Positive supply for I/O and some logic.Power-VDD7

The positive supply for the analog circuits (ADC, Analog
Comparators, etc.). These are separated from VDD to minimize
the electrical noise contained on VDD from affecting the analog
functions. VDDA pins must be supplied with a voltage that meets
the specification in , regardless of system implementation.

Power-VDDA

8
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Table 26-2. Signals by Pin Number (continued)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin NamePin Number

A reference voltage used to specify the voltage at which the ADC
converts to a maximum value. This pin is used in conjunction with
GNDA. The voltage that is applied to VREFA+ is the voltage with
which an AINn signal is converted to 4095. The VREFA+ voltage
is limited to the range specified in Table 27-44 on page 1859.

Analog-VREFA+

9

The ground reference for the analog circuits (ADC, Analog
Comparators, etc.). These are separated from GND to minimize
the electrical noise contained on VDD from affecting the analog
functions.

Power-GNDA

10

GPIO port Q bit 2.TTLI/OPQ2

11 EPI module 0 signal 22.TTLI/OEPI0S22

SSI Module 3 Bi-directional Data Pin 0 (SSI3TX in Legacy SSI
Mode).

TTLI/OSSI3XDAT0

GPIO port E bit 3.TTLI/OPE3

12 Analog-to-digital converter input 0.AnalogIAIN0

UART module 1 Data Terminal Ready modem status input signal.TTLOU1DTR

GPIO port E bit 2.TTLI/OPE2

13 Analog-to-digital converter input 1.AnalogIAIN1

UART module 1 Data Carrier Detect modem status input signal.TTLIU1DCD

GPIO port E bit 1.TTLI/OPE1

14 Analog-to-digital converter input 2.AnalogIAIN2

UART module 1 Data Set Ready modem output control line.TTLIU1DSR

GPIO port E bit 0.TTLI/OPE0

15 Analog-to-digital converter input 3.AnalogIAIN3

UART module 1 Request to Send modem flow control output line.TTLOU1RTS

Positive supply for I/O and some logic.Power-VDD16

Ground reference for logic and I/O pins.Power-GND17

GPIO port K bit 0.TTLI/OPK0

18
Analog-to-digital converter input 16.AnalogIAIN16

EPI module 0 signal 0.TTLI/OEPI0S0

UART module 4 receive.TTLIU4Rx

GPIO port K bit 1.TTLI/OPK1

19
Analog-to-digital converter input 17.AnalogIAIN17

EPI module 0 signal 1.TTLI/OEPI0S1

UART module 4 transmit.TTLOU4Tx

GPIO port K bit 2.TTLI/OPK2

20
Analog-to-digital converter input 18.AnalogIAIN18

EPI module 0 signal 2.TTLI/OEPI0S2

UART module 4 Request to Send modem flow control output line.TTLOU4RTS

GPIO port K bit 3.TTLI/OPK3

21
Analog-to-digital converter input 19.AnalogIAIN19

EPI module 0 signal 3.TTLI/OEPI0S3

UART module 4 Clear To Send modem flow control input signal.TTLIU4CTS
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Table 26-2. Signals by Pin Number (continued)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin NamePin Number

GPIO port C bit 7.TTLI/OPC7

22
Analog comparator 0 negative input.AnalogIC0-

EPI module 0 signal 4.TTLI/OEPI0S4

UART module 5 transmit.TTLOU5Tx

GPIO port C bit 6.TTLI/OPC6

23
Analog comparator 0 positive input.AnalogIC0+

EPI module 0 signal 5.TTLI/OEPI0S5

UART module 5 receive.TTLIU5Rx

GPIO port C bit 5.TTLI/OPC5

24

Analog comparator 1 positive input.AnalogIC1+

EPI module 0 signal 6.TTLI/OEPI0S6

Buffered version of the Hibernation module's 32.768-kHz clock.
This signal is not output when the part is in Hibernate mode and
before being configured after power-on reset.

TTLORTCCLK

UART module 7 transmit.TTLOU7Tx

GPIO port C bit 4.TTLI/OPC4

25
Analog comparator 1 negative input.AnalogIC1-

EPI module 0 signal 7.TTLI/OEPI0S7

UART module 7 receive.TTLIU7Rx

Positive supply for I/O and some logic.Power-VDD26

GPIO port Q bit 3.TTLI/OPQ3

27 EPI module 0 signal 23.TTLI/OEPI0S23

SSI Module 3 Bi-directional Data Pin 1 (SSI3RX in Legacy SSI
Mode).

TTLI/OSSI3XDAT1

Positive supply for I/O and some logic.Power-VDD28

GPIO port H bit 0.TTLI/OPH0

29 EPI module 0 signal 0.TTLI/OEPI0S0

UART module 0 Request to Send modem flow control output signal.TTLOU0RTS

GPIO port H bit 1.TTLI/OPH1

30 EPI module 0 signal 1.TTLI/OEPI0S1

UART module 0 Clear To Send modem flow control input signal.TTLIU0CTS

GPIO port H bit 2.TTLI/OPH2

31 EPI module 0 signal 2.TTLI/OEPI0S2

UART module 0 Data Carrier Detect modem status input signal.TTLIU0DCD

GPIO port H bit 3.TTLI/OPH3

32 EPI module 0 signal 3.TTLI/OEPI0S3

UART module 0 Data Set Ready modem output control line.TTLIU0DSR
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Table 26-2. Signals by Pin Number (continued)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin NamePin Number

GPIO port A bit 0.TTLI/OPA0

33

CAN module 0 receive.TTLICAN0Rx

I2C module 9 clock. Note that this signal has an active pull-up. The
corresponding port pin should not be configured as open drain.

ODI/OI2C9SCL

16/32-Bit Timer 0 Capture/Compare/PWM 0.TTLI/OT0CCP0

UART module 0 receive.TTLIU0Rx

GPIO port A bit 1.TTLI/OPA1

34

CAN module 0 transmit.TTLOCAN0Tx

I2C module 9 data.ODI/OI2C9SDA

16/32-Bit Timer 0 Capture/Compare/PWM 1.TTLI/OT0CCP1

UART module 0 transmit.TTLOU0Tx

GPIO port A bit 2.TTLI/OPA2

35

I2C module 8 clock. Note that this signal has an active pull-up. The
corresponding port pin should not be configured as open drain.

ODI/OI2C8SCL

SSI module 0 clockTTLI/OSSI0Clk

16/32-Bit Timer 1 Capture/Compare/PWM 0.TTLI/OT1CCP0

UART module 4 receive.TTLIU4Rx

GPIO port A bit 3.TTLI/OPA3

36

I2C module 8 data.ODI/OI2C8SDA

SSI module 0 frame signalTTLI/OSSI0Fss

16/32-Bit Timer 1 Capture/Compare/PWM 1.TTLI/OT1CCP1

UART module 4 transmit.TTLOU4Tx

GPIO port A bit 4.TTLI/OPA4

37

I2C module 7 clock. Note that this signal has an active pull-up. The
corresponding port pin should not be configured as open drain.

ODI/OI2C7SCL

SSI Module 0 Bi-directional Data Pin 0 (SSI0TX in Legacy SSI
Mode).

TTLI/OSSI0XDAT0

16/32-Bit Timer 2 Capture/Compare/PWM 0.TTLI/OT2CCP0

UART module 3 receive.TTLIU3Rx

GPIO port A bit 5.TTLI/OPA5

38

I2C module 7 data.ODI/OI2C7SDA

SSI Module 0 Bi-directional Data Pin 1 (SSI0RX in Legacy SSI
Mode).

TTLI/OSSI0XDAT1

16/32-Bit Timer 2 Capture/Compare/PWM 1.TTLI/OT2CCP1

UART module 3 transmit.TTLOU3Tx

Positive supply for I/O and some logic.Power-VDD39
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Table 26-2. Signals by Pin Number (continued)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin NamePin Number

GPIO port A bit 6.TTLI/OPA6

40

EPI module 0 signal 8.TTLI/OEPI0S8

I2C module 6 clock. Note that this signal has an active pull-up. The
corresponding port pin should not be configured as open drain.

ODI/OI2C6SCL

SSI Module 0 Bi-directional Data Pin 2.TTLI/OSSI0XDAT2

16/32-Bit Timer 3 Capture/Compare/PWM 0.TTLI/OT3CCP0

UART module 2 receive.TTLIU2Rx

Optionally used in Host mode to control an external power source
to supply power to the USB bus.

TTLOUSB0EPEN

GPIO port A bit 7.TTLI/OPA7

41

EPI module 0 signal 9.TTLI/OEPI0S9

I2C module 6 data.ODI/OI2C6SDA

SSI Module 0 Bi-directional Data Pin 3.TTLI/OSSI0XDAT3

16/32-Bit Timer 3 Capture/Compare/PWM 1.TTLI/OT3CCP1

UART module 2 transmit.TTLOU2Tx

Optionally used in Host mode to control an external power source
to supply power to the USB bus.

TTLOUSB0EPEN

Optionally used in Host mode by an external power source to
indicate an error state by that power source.

TTLIUSB0PFLT

GPIO port F bit 0.TTLI/OPF0

42

Ethernet 0 LED 0.TTLOEN0LED0

Motion Control Module 0 PWM 0. This signal is controlled by
Module 0 PWM Generator 0.

TTLOM0PWM0

SSI Module 3 Bi-directional Data Pin 1 (SSI3RX in Legacy SSI
Mode).

TTLI/OSSI3XDAT1

Trace data 2.TTLOTRD2

GPIO port F bit 1.TTLI/OPF1

43

Ethernet 0 LED 2.TTLOEN0LED2

Motion Control Module 0 PWM 1. This signal is controlled by
Module 0 PWM Generator 0.

TTLOM0PWM1

SSI Module 3 Bi-directional Data Pin 0 (SSI3TX in Legacy SSI
Mode).

TTLI/OSSI3XDAT0

Trace data 1.TTLOTRD1

GPIO port F bit 2.TTLI/OPF2

44
Motion Control Module 0 PWM 2. This signal is controlled by
Module 0 PWM Generator 1.

TTLOM0PWM2

SSI module 3 frame signal.TTLI/OSSI3Fss

Trace data 0.TTLOTRD0

GPIO port F bit 3.TTLI/OPF3

45
Motion Control Module 0 PWM 3. This signal is controlled by
Module 0 PWM Generator 1.

TTLOM0PWM3

SSI module 3 clock.TTLI/OSSI3Clk

Trace clock.TTLOTRCLK
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Table 26-2. Signals by Pin Number (continued)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin NamePin Number

GPIO port F bit 4.TTLI/OPF4

46

Ethernet 0 LED 1.TTLOEN0LED1

Motion Control Module 0 PWM Fault 0.TTLIM0FAULT0

SSI Module 3 Bi-directional Data Pin 2.TTLI/OSSI3XDAT2

Trace data 3.TTLOTRD3

Positive supply for I/O and some logic.Power-VDD47

Ground reference for logic and I/O pins.Power-GND48

GPIO port G bit 0.TTLI/OPG0

49

Ethernet 0 Pulse-Per-Second (PPS) Output.TTLOEN0PPS

EPI module 0 signal 11.TTLI/OEPI0S11

I2C module 1 clock. Note that this signal has an active pull-up. The
corresponding port pin should not be configured as open drain.

ODI/OI2C1SCL

Motion Control Module 0 PWM 4. This signal is controlled by
Module 0 PWM Generator 2.

TTLOM0PWM4

GPIO port G bit 1.TTLI/OPG1

50
EPI module 0 signal 10.TTLI/OEPI0S10

I2C module 1 data.ODI/OI2C1SDA

Motion Control Module 0 PWM 5. This signal is controlled by
Module 0 PWM Generator 2.

TTLOM0PWM5

Positive supply for I/O and some logic.Power-VDD51

Positive supply for I/O and some logic.Power-VDD52

Ethernet PHY negative receive differential input.TTLI/OEN0RXIN53

Ethernet PHY positive receive differential input.TTLI/OEN0RXIP54

Ground reference for logic and I/O pins.Power-GND55

Ethernet PHY negative transmit differential output.TTLI/OEN0TXON56

Ethernet PHY positive transmit differential output.TTLI/OEN0TXOP57

Ground reference for logic and I/O pins.Power-GND58

4.87-kΩ resistor (1% precision) for Ethernet PHY.AnalogORBIAS59

GPIO port K bit 7.TTLI/OPK7

60

EPI module 0 signal 24.TTLI/OEPI0S24

I2C module 4 data.ODI/OI2C4SDA

Motion Control Module 0 PWM Fault 2.TTLIM0FAULT2

Buffered version of the Hibernation module's 32.768-kHz clock.
This signal is not output when the part is in Hibernate mode and
before being configured after power-on reset.

TTLORTCCLK

UART module 0 Ring Indicator modem status input signal.TTLIU0RI

GPIO port K bit 6.TTLI/OPK6

61

Ethernet 0 LED 1.TTLOEN0LED1

EPI module 0 signal 25.TTLI/OEPI0S25

I2C module 4 clock. Note that this signal has an active pull-up. The
corresponding port pin should not be configured as open drain.

ODI/OI2C4SCL

Motion Control Module 0 PWM Fault 1.TTLIM0FAULT1
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Table 26-2. Signals by Pin Number (continued)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin NamePin Number

GPIO port K bit 5.TTLI/OPK5

62

Ethernet 0 LED 2.TTLOEN0LED2

EPI module 0 signal 31.TTLI/OEPI0S31

I2C module 3 data.ODI/OI2C3SDA

Motion Control Module 0 PWM 7. This signal is controlled by
Module 0 PWM Generator 3.

TTLOM0PWM7

GPIO port K bit 4.TTLI/OPK4

63

Ethernet 0 LED 0.TTLOEN0LED0

EPI module 0 signal 32.TTLI/OEPI0S32

I2C module 3 clock. Note that this signal has an active pull-up. The
corresponding port pin should not be configured as open drain.

ODI/OI2C3SCL

Motion Control Module 0 PWM 6. This signal is controlled by
Module 0 PWM Generator 3.

TTLOM0PWM6

An external input that brings the processor out of Hibernate mode
when asserted.

TTLIWAKE64

An output that indicates the processor is in Hibernate mode.TTLOHIB65

Hibernation module oscillator crystal input or an external clock
reference input. Note that this is either a crystal or a 32.768-kHz
oscillator for the Hibernation module RTC.

AnalogIXOSC0
66

Hibernation module oscillator crystal output. Leave unconnected
when using a single-ended clock source.

AnalogOXOSC167

Power source for the Hibernation module. It is normally connected
to the positive terminal of a battery and serves as the battery
backup/Hibernation module power-source supply.

Power-VBAT
68

Positive supply for I/O and some logic.Power-VDD69

System reset input.TTLIRST70

GPIO port M bit 7.TTLI/OPM7

71
16/32-Bit Timer 5 Capture/Compare/PWM 1.TTLI/OT5CCP1

Tamper signal 0.TTLI/OTMPR0

UART module 0 Ring Indicator modem status input signal.TTLIU0RI

GPIO port M bit 6.TTLI/OPM6

72
16/32-Bit Timer 5 Capture/Compare/PWM 0.TTLI/OT5CCP0

Tamper signal 1.TTLI/OTMPR1

UART module 0 Data Set Ready modem output control line.TTLIU0DSR

GPIO port M bit 5.TTLI/OPM5

73
16/32-Bit Timer 4 Capture/Compare/PWM 1.TTLI/OT4CCP1

Tamper signal 2.TTLI/OTMPR2

UART module 0 Data Carrier Detect modem status input signal.TTLIU0DCD

GPIO port M bit 4.TTLI/OPM4

74
16/32-Bit Timer 4 Capture/Compare/PWM 0.TTLI/OT4CCP0

Tamper signal 3.TTLI/OTMPR3

UART module 0 Clear To Send modem flow control input signal.TTLIU0CTS
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Table 26-2. Signals by Pin Number (continued)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin NamePin Number

GPIO port M bit 3.TTLI/OPM3

75 EPI module 0 signal 12.TTLI/OEPI0S12

16/32-Bit Timer 3 Capture/Compare/PWM 1.TTLI/OT3CCP1

GPIO port M bit 2.TTLI/OPM2

76 EPI module 0 signal 13.TTLI/OEPI0S13

16/32-Bit Timer 3 Capture/Compare/PWM 0.TTLI/OT3CCP0

GPIO port M bit 1.TTLI/OPM1

77 EPI module 0 signal 14.TTLI/OEPI0S14

16/32-Bit Timer 2 Capture/Compare/PWM 1.TTLI/OT2CCP1

GPIO port M bit 0.TTLI/OPM0

78 EPI module 0 signal 15.TTLI/OEPI0S15

16/32-Bit Timer 2 Capture/Compare/PWM 0.TTLI/OT2CCP0

Positive supply for I/O and some logic.Power-VDD79

Ground reference for logic and I/O pins.Power-GND80

GPIO port L bit 0.TTLI/OPL0

81

EPI module 0 signal 16.TTLI/OEPI0S16

I2C module 2 data.ODI/OI2C2SDA

Motion Control Module 0 PWM Fault 3.TTLIM0FAULT3

USB data 0.TTLI/OUSB0D0

GPIO port L bit 1.TTLI/OPL1

82

EPI module 0 signal 17.TTLI/OEPI0S17

I2C module 2 clock. Note that this signal has an active pull-up. The
corresponding port pin should not be configured as open drain.

ODI/OI2C2SCL

QEI module 0 phase A.TTLIPhA0

USB data 1.TTLI/OUSB0D1

GPIO port L bit 2.TTLI/OPL2

83

Analog comparator 0 output.TTLOC0o

EPI module 0 signal 18.TTLI/OEPI0S18

QEI module 0 phase B.TTLIPhB0

USB data 2.TTLI/OUSB0D2

GPIO port L bit 3.TTLI/OPL3

84

Analog comparator 1 output.TTLOC1o

EPI module 0 signal 19.TTLI/OEPI0S19

QEI module 0 index.TTLIIDX0

USB data 3.TTLI/OUSB0D3

GPIO port L bit 4.TTLI/OPL4

85
EPI module 0 signal 26.TTLI/OEPI0S26

16/32-Bit Timer 0 Capture/Compare/PWM 0.TTLI/OT0CCP0

USB data 4.TTLI/OUSB0D4
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Table 26-2. Signals by Pin Number (continued)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin NamePin Number

GPIO port L bit 5.TTLI/OPL5

86
EPI module 0 signal 33.TTLI/OEPI0S33

16/32-Bit Timer 0 Capture/Compare/PWM 1.TTLI/OT0CCP1

USB data 5.TTLI/OUSB0D5

Positive supply for most of the logic function, including the
processor core and most peripherals. The voltage on this pin is
1.2 V and is supplied by the on-chip LDO. The VDDC pins should
only be connected to each other and an external capacitor as
specified in Table 27-15 on page 1832 .

Power-VDDC

87

Main oscillator crystal input or an external clock reference input.AnalogIOSC088

Main oscillator crystal output. Leave unconnected when using a
single-ended clock source.

AnalogOOSC189

Positive supply for I/O and some logic.Power-VDD90

GPIO port B bit 2.TTLI/OPB2

91

EPI module 0 signal 27.TTLI/OEPI0S27

I2C module 0 clock. Note that this signal has an active pull-up. The
corresponding port pin should not be configured as open drain.

ODI/OI2C0SCL

16/32-Bit Timer 5 Capture/Compare/PWM 0.TTLI/OT5CCP0

Asserted by the USB controller to signal the end of a USB transmit
packet or register write operation.

TTLOUSB0STP

GPIO port B bit 3.TTLI/OPB3

92

EPI module 0 signal 28.TTLI/OEPI0S28

I2C module 0 data.ODI/OI2C0SDA

16/32-Bit Timer 5 Capture/Compare/PWM 1.TTLI/OT5CCP1

60-MHz clock to the external PHY.TTLOUSB0CLK

GPIO port L bit 7.TTLI/OPL7

93 16/32-Bit Timer 1 Capture/Compare/PWM 1.TTLI/OT1CCP1

Bidirectional differential data pin (D- per USB specification) for
USB0.

AnalogI/OUSB0DM

GPIO port L bit 6.TTLI/OPL6

94 16/32-Bit Timer 1 Capture/Compare/PWM 0.TTLI/OT1CCP0

Bidirectional differential data pin (D+ per USB specification) for
USB0.

AnalogI/OUSB0DP

GPIO port B bit 0.TTLI/OPB0

95

CAN module 1 receive.TTLICAN1Rx

I2C module 5 clock. Note that this signal has an active pull-up. The
corresponding port pin should not be configured as open drain.

ODI/OI2C5SCL

16/32-Bit Timer 4 Capture/Compare/PWM 0.TTLI/OT4CCP0

UART module 1 receive.TTLIU1Rx

This signal senses the state of the USB ID signal. The USB PHY
enables an integrated pull-up, and an external element (USB
connector) indicates the initial state of the USB controller (pulled
down is the A side of the cable and pulled up is the B side).

AnalogIUSB0ID
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Table 26-2. Signals by Pin Number (continued)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin NamePin Number

GPIO port B bit 1.TTLI/OPB1

96

CAN module 1 transmit.TTLOCAN1Tx

I2C module 5 data.ODI/OI2C5SDA

16/32-Bit Timer 4 Capture/Compare/PWM 1.TTLI/OT4CCP1

UART module 1 transmit.TTLOU1Tx

This signal is used during the session request protocol. This signal
allows the USB PHY to both sense the voltage level of VBUS, and
pull up VBUS momentarily during VBUS pulsing.

AnalogI/OUSB0VBUS

GPIO port C bit 3.TTLI/OPC3

97 JTAG TDO and SWO.TTLOSWO

JTAG TDO and SWO.TTLOTDO

GPIO port C bit 2.TTLI/OPC2
98

JTAG TDI.TTLITDI

GPIO port C bit 1.TTLI/OPC1

99 JTAG TMS and SWDIO.TTLI/OSWDIO

JTAG TMS and SWDIO.TTLITMS

GPIO port C bit 0.TTLI/OPC0

100 JTAG/SWD CLK.TTLISWCLK

JTAG/SWD CLK.TTLITCK

Positive supply for I/O and some logic.Power-VDD101

GPIO port Q bit 4.TTLI/OPQ4

102
An optionally divided reference clock output based on a selected
clock source. Note that this signal is not synchronized to the System
Clock.

TTLODIVSCLK

UART module 1 receive.TTLIU1Rx

GPIO port P bit 2.TTLI/OPP2

103
EPI module 0 signal 29.TTLI/OEPI0S29

UART module 0 Data Terminal Ready modem status input signal.TTLOU0DTR

Asserted by the external PHY to throttle all data types.TTLOUSB0NXT

GPIO port P bit 3.TTLI/OPP3

104

EPI module 0 signal 30.TTLI/OEPI0S30

Buffered version of the Hibernation module's 32.768-kHz clock.
This signal is not output when the part is in Hibernate mode and
before being configured after power-on reset.

TTLORTCCLK

UART module 0 Data Carrier Detect modem status input signal.TTLIU0DCD

UART module 1 Clear To Send modem flow control input signal.TTLIU1CTS

Indicates that the external PHY is able to accept data from the USB
controller.

TTLOUSB0DIR

GPIO port P bit 4.TTLI/OPP4

105
UART module 0 Data Set Ready modem output control line.TTLIU0DSR

UART module 3 Request to Send modem flow control output line.TTLOU3RTS

USB data 7.TTLI/OUSB0D7
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Table 26-2. Signals by Pin Number (continued)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin NamePin Number

GPIO port P bit 5.TTLI/OPP5

106
I2C module 2 clock. Note that this signal has an active pull-up. The
corresponding port pin should not be configured as open drain.

ODI/OI2C2SCL

UART module 3 Clear To Send modem flow control input signal.TTLIU3CTS

USB data 6.TTLI/OUSB0D6

GPIO port N bit 0.TTLI/OPN0
107

UART module 1 Request to Send modem flow control output line.TTLOU1RTS

GPIO port N bit 1.TTLI/OPN1
108

UART module 1 Clear To Send modem flow control input signal.TTLIU1CTS

GPIO port N bit 2.TTLI/OPN2

109
EPI module 0 signal 29.TTLI/OEPI0S29

UART module 1 Data Carrier Detect modem status input signal.TTLIU1DCD

UART module 2 Request to Send modem flow control output line.TTLOU2RTS

GPIO port N bit 3.TTLI/OPN3

110
EPI module 0 signal 30.TTLI/OEPI0S30

UART module 1 Data Set Ready modem output control line.TTLIU1DSR

UART module 2 Clear To Send modem flow control input signal.TTLIU2CTS

GPIO port N bit 4.TTLI/OPN4

111

EPI module 0 signal 34.TTLI/OEPI0S34

I2C module 2 data.ODI/OI2C2SDA

UART module 1 Data Terminal Ready modem status input signal.TTLOU1DTR

UART module 3 Request to Send modem flow control output line.TTLOU3RTS

GPIO port N bit 5.TTLI/OPN5

112

EPI module 0 signal 35.TTLI/OEPI0S35

I2C module 2 clock. Note that this signal has an active pull-up. The
corresponding port pin should not be configured as open drain.

ODI/OI2C2SCL

UART module 1 Ring Indicator modem status input signal.TTLIU1RI

UART module 3 Clear To Send modem flow control input signal.TTLIU3CTS

Positive supply for I/O and some logic.Power-VDD113

Ground reference for logic and I/O pins.Power-GND114

Positive supply for most of the logic function, including the
processor core and most peripherals. The voltage on this pin is
1.2 V and is supplied by the on-chip LDO. The VDDC pins should
only be connected to each other and an external capacitor as
specified in Table 27-15 on page 1832 .

Power-VDDC

115

GPIO port J bit 0.TTLI/OPJ0

116 Ethernet 0 Pulse-Per-Second (PPS) Output.TTLOEN0PPS

UART module 3 receive.TTLIU3Rx

GPIO port J bit 1.TTLI/OPJ1
117

UART module 3 transmit.TTLOU3Tx
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Table 26-2. Signals by Pin Number (continued)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin NamePin Number

GPIO port P bit 0.TTLI/OPP0

118
Analog comparator 2 positive input.AnalogIC2+

SSI Module 3 Bi-directional Data Pin 2.TTLI/OSSI3XDAT2

UART module 6 receive.TTLIU6Rx

GPIO port P bit 1.TTLI/OPP1

119
Analog comparator 2 negative input.AnalogIC2-

SSI Module 3 Bi-directional Data Pin 3.TTLI/OSSI3XDAT3

UART module 6 transmit.TTLOU6Tx

GPIO port B bit 5.TTLI/OPB5

120

Analog-to-digital converter input 11.AnalogIAIN11

I2C module 5 data.ODI/OI2C5SDA

SSI module 1 clock.TTLI/OSSI1Clk

UART module 0 Request to Send modem flow control output signal.TTLOU0RTS

GPIO port B bit 4.TTLI/OPB4

121

Analog-to-digital converter input 10.AnalogIAIN10

I2C module 5 clock. Note that this signal has an active pull-up. The
corresponding port pin should not be configured as open drain.

ODI/OI2C5SCL

SSI module 1 frame signal.TTLI/OSSI1Fss

UART module 0 Clear To Send modem flow control input signal.TTLIU0CTS

Positive supply for I/O and some logic.Power-VDD122

GPIO port E bit 4.TTLI/OPE4

123
Analog-to-digital converter input 9.AnalogIAIN9

SSI Module 1 Bi-directional Data Pin 0 (SSI1TX in Legacy SSI
Mode).

TTLI/OSSI1XDAT0

UART module 1 Ring Indicator modem status input signal.TTLIU1RI

GPIO port E bit 5.TTLI/OPE5

124 Analog-to-digital converter input 8.AnalogIAIN8

SSI Module 1 Bi-directional Data Pin 1 (SSI1RX in Legacy SSI
Mode).

TTLI/OSSI1XDAT1

GPIO port D bit 4.TTLI/OPD4

125

Analog-to-digital converter input 7.AnalogIAIN7

SSI Module 1 Bi-directional Data Pin 2.TTLI/OSSI1XDAT2

16/32-Bit Timer 3 Capture/Compare/PWM 0.TTLI/OT3CCP0

UART module 2 receive.TTLIU2Rx

GPIO port D bit 5.TTLI/OPD5

126

Analog-to-digital converter input 6.AnalogIAIN6

SSI Module 1 Bi-directional Data Pin 3.TTLI/OSSI1XDAT3

16/32-Bit Timer 3 Capture/Compare/PWM 1.TTLI/OT3CCP1

UART module 2 transmit.TTLOU2Tx
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Table 26-2. Signals by Pin Number (continued)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin NamePin Number

GPIO port D bit 6.TTLI/OPD6

127

Analog-to-digital converter input 5.AnalogIAIN5

SSI Module 2 Bi-directional Data Pin 3.TTLI/OSSI2XDAT3

16/32-Bit Timer 4 Capture/Compare/PWM 0.TTLI/OT4CCP0

UART module 2 Request to Send modem flow control output line.TTLOU2RTS

Optionally used in Host mode to control an external power source
to supply power to the USB bus.

TTLOUSB0EPEN

GPIO port D bit 7.TTLI/OPD7

128

Analog-to-digital converter input 4.AnalogIAIN4

Non-maskable interrupt.TTLINMI

SSI Module 2 Bi-directional Data Pin 2.TTLI/OSSI2XDAT2

16/32-Bit Timer 4 Capture/Compare/PWM 1.TTLI/OT4CCP1

UART module 2 Clear To Send modem flow control input signal.TTLIU2CTS

Optionally used in Host mode by an external power source to
indicate an error state by that power source.

TTLIUSB0PFLT

26.2 Signals by Signal Name

Table 26-3. Signals by Signal Name

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin Mux / Pin
Assignment

Pin NumberPin Name

Analog-to-digital converter input 0.AnalogIPE312AIN0

Analog-to-digital converter input 1.AnalogIPE213AIN1

Analog-to-digital converter input 2.AnalogIPE114AIN2

Analog-to-digital converter input 3.AnalogIPE015AIN3

Analog-to-digital converter input 4.AnalogIPD7128AIN4

Analog-to-digital converter input 5.AnalogIPD6127AIN5

Analog-to-digital converter input 6.AnalogIPD5126AIN6

Analog-to-digital converter input 7.AnalogIPD4125AIN7

Analog-to-digital converter input 8.AnalogIPE5124AIN8

Analog-to-digital converter input 9.AnalogIPE4123AIN9

Analog-to-digital converter input 10.AnalogIPB4121AIN10

Analog-to-digital converter input 11.AnalogIPB5120AIN11

Analog-to-digital converter input 12.AnalogIPD34AIN12

Analog-to-digital converter input 13.AnalogIPD23AIN13

Analog-to-digital converter input 14.AnalogIPD12AIN14

Analog-to-digital converter input 15.AnalogIPD01AIN15

Analog-to-digital converter input 16.AnalogIPK018AIN16

Analog-to-digital converter input 17.AnalogIPK119AIN17

Analog-to-digital converter input 18.AnalogIPK220AIN18

Analog-to-digital converter input 19.AnalogIPK321AIN19

Analog comparator 0 positive input.AnalogIPC623C0+
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Table 26-3. Signals by Signal Name (continued)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin Mux / Pin
Assignment

Pin NumberPin Name

Analog comparator 0 negative input.AnalogIPC722C0-

Analog comparator 0 output.TTLOPD0 (5)
PL2 (5)

1
83

C0o

Analog comparator 1 positive input.AnalogIPC524C1+

Analog comparator 1 negative input.AnalogIPC425C1-

Analog comparator 1 output.TTLOPD1 (5)
PL3 (5)

2
84

C1o

Analog comparator 2 positive input.AnalogIPP0118C2+

Analog comparator 2 negative input.AnalogIPP1119C2-

Analog comparator 2 output.TTLOPD2 (5)3C2o

CAN module 0 receive.TTLIPA0 (7)33CAN0Rx

CAN module 0 transmit.TTLOPA1 (7)34CAN0Tx

CAN module 1 receive.TTLIPB0 (7)95CAN1Rx

CAN module 1 transmit.TTLOPB1 (7)96CAN1Tx

An optionally divided reference clock output based
on a selected clock source. Note that this signal is
not synchronized to the System Clock.

TTLOPQ4 (7)102DIVSCLK

Ethernet 0 LED 0.TTLOPF0 (5)
PK4 (5)

42
63

EN0LED0

Ethernet 0 LED 1.TTLOPF4 (5)
PK6 (5)

46
61

EN0LED1

Ethernet 0 LED 2.TTLOPF1 (5)
PK5 (5)

43
62

EN0LED2

Ethernet 0 Pulse-Per-Second (PPS) Output.TTLOPG0 (5)
PJ0 (5)

49
116

EN0PPS

Ethernet PHY negative receive differential input.TTLI/Ofixed53EN0RXIN

Ethernet PHY positive receive differential input.TTLI/Ofixed54EN0RXIP

Ethernet PHY negative transmit differential output.TTLI/Ofixed56EN0TXON

Ethernet PHY positive transmit differential output.TTLI/Ofixed57EN0TXOP

EPI module 0 signal 0.TTLI/OPK0 (15)
PH0 (15)

18
29

EPI0S0

EPI module 0 signal 1.TTLI/OPK1 (15)
PH1 (15)

19
30

EPI0S1

EPI module 0 signal 2.TTLI/OPK2 (15)
PH2 (15)

20
31

EPI0S2

EPI module 0 signal 3.TTLI/OPK3 (15)
PH3 (15)

21
32

EPI0S3

EPI module 0 signal 4.TTLI/OPC7 (15)22EPI0S4

EPI module 0 signal 5.TTLI/OPC6 (15)23EPI0S5

EPI module 0 signal 6.TTLI/OPC5 (15)24EPI0S6

EPI module 0 signal 7.TTLI/OPC4 (15)25EPI0S7

EPI module 0 signal 8.TTLI/OPA6 (15)40EPI0S8

EPI module 0 signal 9.TTLI/OPA7 (15)41EPI0S9

EPI module 0 signal 10.TTLI/OPG1 (15)50EPI0S10
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Table 26-3. Signals by Signal Name (continued)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin Mux / Pin
Assignment

Pin NumberPin Name

EPI module 0 signal 11.TTLI/OPG0 (15)49EPI0S11

EPI module 0 signal 12.TTLI/OPM3 (15)75EPI0S12

EPI module 0 signal 13.TTLI/OPM2 (15)76EPI0S13

EPI module 0 signal 14.TTLI/OPM1 (15)77EPI0S14

EPI module 0 signal 15.TTLI/OPM0 (15)78EPI0S15

EPI module 0 signal 16.TTLI/OPL0 (15)81EPI0S16

EPI module 0 signal 17.TTLI/OPL1 (15)82EPI0S17

EPI module 0 signal 18.TTLI/OPL2 (15)83EPI0S18

EPI module 0 signal 19.TTLI/OPL3 (15)84EPI0S19

EPI module 0 signal 20.TTLI/OPQ0 (15)5EPI0S20

EPI module 0 signal 21.TTLI/OPQ1 (15)6EPI0S21

EPI module 0 signal 22.TTLI/OPQ2 (15)11EPI0S22

EPI module 0 signal 23.TTLI/OPQ3 (15)27EPI0S23

EPI module 0 signal 24.TTLI/OPK7 (15)60EPI0S24

EPI module 0 signal 25.TTLI/OPK6 (15)61EPI0S25

EPI module 0 signal 26.TTLI/OPL4 (15)85EPI0S26

EPI module 0 signal 27.TTLI/OPB2 (15)91EPI0S27

EPI module 0 signal 28.TTLI/OPB3 (15)92EPI0S28

EPI module 0 signal 29.TTLI/OPP2 (15)
PN2 (15)

103
109

EPI0S29

EPI module 0 signal 30.TTLI/OPP3 (15)
PN3 (15)

104
110

EPI0S30

EPI module 0 signal 31.TTLI/OPK5 (15)62EPI0S31

EPI module 0 signal 32.TTLI/OPK4 (15)63EPI0S32

EPI module 0 signal 33.TTLI/OPL5 (15)86EPI0S33

EPI module 0 signal 34.TTLI/OPN4 (15)111EPI0S34

EPI module 0 signal 35.TTLI/OPN5 (15)112EPI0S35

Ground reference for logic and I/O pins.Power-fixed17
48
55
58
80
114

GND

The ground reference for the analog circuits (ADC,
Analog Comparators, etc.). These are separated
from GND to minimize the electrical noise contained
on VDD from affecting the analog functions.

Power-fixed10GNDA

An output that indicates the processor is in
Hibernate mode.

TTLOfixed65HIB

I2C module 0 clock. Note that this signal has an
active pull-up. The corresponding port pin should
not be configured as open drain.

ODI/OPB2 (2)91I2C0SCL

I2C module 0 data.ODI/OPB3 (2)92I2C0SDA
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Table 26-3. Signals by Signal Name (continued)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin Mux / Pin
Assignment

Pin NumberPin Name

I2C module 1 clock. Note that this signal has an
active pull-up. The corresponding port pin should
not be configured as open drain.

ODI/OPG0 (2)49I2C1SCL

I2C module 1 data.ODI/OPG1 (2)50I2C1SDA

I2C module 2 clock. Note that this signal has an
active pull-up. The corresponding port pin should
not be configured as open drain.

ODI/OPL1 (2)
PP5 (2)
PN5 (3)

82
106
112

I2C2SCL

I2C module 2 data.ODI/OPL0 (2)
PN4 (3)

81
111

I2C2SDA

I2C module 3 clock. Note that this signal has an
active pull-up. The corresponding port pin should
not be configured as open drain.

ODI/OPK4 (2)63I2C3SCL

I2C module 3 data.ODI/OPK5 (2)62I2C3SDA

I2C module 4 clock. Note that this signal has an
active pull-up. The corresponding port pin should
not be configured as open drain.

ODI/OPK6 (2)61I2C4SCL

I2C module 4 data.ODI/OPK7 (2)60I2C4SDA

I2C module 5 clock. Note that this signal has an
active pull-up. The corresponding port pin should
not be configured as open drain.

ODI/OPB0 (2)
PB4 (2)

95
121

I2C5SCL

I2C module 5 data.ODI/OPB1 (2)
PB5 (2)

96
120

I2C5SDA

I2C module 6 clock. Note that this signal has an
active pull-up. The corresponding port pin should
not be configured as open drain.

ODI/OPA6 (2)40I2C6SCL

I2C module 6 data.ODI/OPA7 (2)41I2C6SDA

I2C module 7 clock. Note that this signal has an
active pull-up. The corresponding port pin should
not be configured as open drain.

ODI/OPD0 (2)
PA4 (2)

1
37

I2C7SCL

I2C module 7 data.ODI/OPD1 (2)
PA5 (2)

2
38

I2C7SDA

I2C module 8 clock. Note that this signal has an
active pull-up. The corresponding port pin should
not be configured as open drain.

ODI/OPD2 (2)
PA2 (2)

3
35

I2C8SCL

I2C module 8 data.ODI/OPD3 (2)
PA3 (2)

4
36

I2C8SDA

I2C module 9 clock. Note that this signal has an
active pull-up. The corresponding port pin should
not be configured as open drain.

ODI/OPA0 (2)33I2C9SCL

I2C module 9 data.ODI/OPA1 (2)34I2C9SDA

QEI module 0 index.TTLIPL3 (6)84IDX0

Motion Control Module 0 PWM Fault 0.TTLIPF4 (6)46M0FAULT0

Motion Control Module 0 PWM Fault 1.TTLIPK6 (6)61M0FAULT1

Motion Control Module 0 PWM Fault 2.TTLIPK7 (6)60M0FAULT2

Motion Control Module 0 PWM Fault 3.TTLIPL0 (6)81M0FAULT3

Motion Control Module 0 PWM 0. This signal is
controlled by Module 0 PWM Generator 0.

TTLOPF0 (6)42M0PWM0
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Table 26-3. Signals by Signal Name (continued)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin Mux / Pin
Assignment

Pin NumberPin Name

Motion Control Module 0 PWM 1. This signal is
controlled by Module 0 PWM Generator 0.

TTLOPF1 (6)43M0PWM1

Motion Control Module 0 PWM 2. This signal is
controlled by Module 0 PWM Generator 1.

TTLOPF2 (6)44M0PWM2

Motion Control Module 0 PWM 3. This signal is
controlled by Module 0 PWM Generator 1.

TTLOPF3 (6)45M0PWM3

Motion Control Module 0 PWM 4. This signal is
controlled by Module 0 PWM Generator 2.

TTLOPG0 (6)49M0PWM4

Motion Control Module 0 PWM 5. This signal is
controlled by Module 0 PWM Generator 2.

TTLOPG1 (6)50M0PWM5

Motion Control Module 0 PWM 6. This signal is
controlled by Module 0 PWM Generator 3.

TTLOPK4 (6)63M0PWM6

Motion Control Module 0 PWM 7. This signal is
controlled by Module 0 PWM Generator 3.

TTLOPK5 (6)62M0PWM7

Non-maskable interrupt.TTLIPD7 (8)128NMI

Main oscillator crystal input or an external clock
reference input.

AnalogIfixed88OSC0

Main oscillator crystal output. Leave unconnected
when using a single-ended clock source.

AnalogOfixed89OSC1

GPIO port A bit 0.TTLI/O-33PA0

GPIO port A bit 1.TTLI/O-34PA1

GPIO port A bit 2.TTLI/O-35PA2

GPIO port A bit 3.TTLI/O-36PA3

GPIO port A bit 4.TTLI/O-37PA4

GPIO port A bit 5.TTLI/O-38PA5

GPIO port A bit 6.TTLI/O-40PA6

GPIO port A bit 7.TTLI/O-41PA7

GPIO port B bit 0.TTLI/O-95PB0

GPIO port B bit 1.TTLI/O-96PB1

GPIO port B bit 2.TTLI/O-91PB2

GPIO port B bit 3.TTLI/O-92PB3

GPIO port B bit 4.TTLI/O-121PB4

GPIO port B bit 5.TTLI/O-120PB5

GPIO port C bit 0.TTLI/O-100PC0

GPIO port C bit 1.TTLI/O-99PC1

GPIO port C bit 2.TTLI/O-98PC2

GPIO port C bit 3.TTLI/O-97PC3

GPIO port C bit 4.TTLI/O-25PC4

GPIO port C bit 5.TTLI/O-24PC5

GPIO port C bit 6.TTLI/O-23PC6

GPIO port C bit 7.TTLI/O-22PC7

GPIO port D bit 0.TTLI/O-1PD0

GPIO port D bit 1.TTLI/O-2PD1
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Table 26-3. Signals by Signal Name (continued)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin Mux / Pin
Assignment

Pin NumberPin Name

GPIO port D bit 2.TTLI/O-3PD2

GPIO port D bit 3.TTLI/O-4PD3

GPIO port D bit 4.TTLI/O-125PD4

GPIO port D bit 5.TTLI/O-126PD5

GPIO port D bit 6.TTLI/O-127PD6

GPIO port D bit 7.TTLI/O-128PD7

GPIO port E bit 0.TTLI/O-15PE0

GPIO port E bit 1.TTLI/O-14PE1

GPIO port E bit 2.TTLI/O-13PE2

GPIO port E bit 3.TTLI/O-12PE3

GPIO port E bit 4.TTLI/O-123PE4

GPIO port E bit 5.TTLI/O-124PE5

GPIO port F bit 0.TTLI/O-42PF0

GPIO port F bit 1.TTLI/O-43PF1

GPIO port F bit 2.TTLI/O-44PF2

GPIO port F bit 3.TTLI/O-45PF3

GPIO port F bit 4.TTLI/O-46PF4

GPIO port G bit 0.TTLI/O-49PG0

GPIO port G bit 1.TTLI/O-50PG1

GPIO port H bit 0.TTLI/O-29PH0

GPIO port H bit 1.TTLI/O-30PH1

GPIO port H bit 2.TTLI/O-31PH2

GPIO port H bit 3.TTLI/O-32PH3

QEI module 0 phase A.TTLIPL1 (6)82PhA0

QEI module 0 phase B.TTLIPL2 (6)83PhB0

GPIO port J bit 0.TTLI/O-116PJ0

GPIO port J bit 1.TTLI/O-117PJ1

GPIO port K bit 0.TTLI/O-18PK0

GPIO port K bit 1.TTLI/O-19PK1

GPIO port K bit 2.TTLI/O-20PK2

GPIO port K bit 3.TTLI/O-21PK3

GPIO port K bit 4.TTLI/O-63PK4

GPIO port K bit 5.TTLI/O-62PK5

GPIO port K bit 6.TTLI/O-61PK6

GPIO port K bit 7.TTLI/O-60PK7

GPIO port L bit 0.TTLI/O-81PL0

GPIO port L bit 1.TTLI/O-82PL1

GPIO port L bit 2.TTLI/O-83PL2

GPIO port L bit 3.TTLI/O-84PL3

GPIO port L bit 4.TTLI/O-85PL4

GPIO port L bit 5.TTLI/O-86PL5
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Table 26-3. Signals by Signal Name (continued)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin Mux / Pin
Assignment

Pin NumberPin Name

GPIO port L bit 6.TTLI/O-94PL6

GPIO port L bit 7.TTLI/O-93PL7

GPIO port M bit 0.TTLI/O-78PM0

GPIO port M bit 1.TTLI/O-77PM1

GPIO port M bit 2.TTLI/O-76PM2

GPIO port M bit 3.TTLI/O-75PM3

GPIO port M bit 4.TTLI/O-74PM4

GPIO port M bit 5.TTLI/O-73PM5

GPIO port M bit 6.TTLI/O-72PM6

GPIO port M bit 7.TTLI/O-71PM7

GPIO port N bit 0.TTLI/O-107PN0

GPIO port N bit 1.TTLI/O-108PN1

GPIO port N bit 2.TTLI/O-109PN2

GPIO port N bit 3.TTLI/O-110PN3

GPIO port N bit 4.TTLI/O-111PN4

GPIO port N bit 5.TTLI/O-112PN5

GPIO port P bit 0.TTLI/O-118PP0

GPIO port P bit 1.TTLI/O-119PP1

GPIO port P bit 2.TTLI/O-103PP2

GPIO port P bit 3.TTLI/O-104PP3

GPIO port P bit 4.TTLI/O-105PP4

GPIO port P bit 5.TTLI/O-106PP5

GPIO port Q bit 0.TTLI/O-5PQ0

GPIO port Q bit 1.TTLI/O-6PQ1

GPIO port Q bit 2.TTLI/O-11PQ2

GPIO port Q bit 3.TTLI/O-27PQ3

GPIO port Q bit 4.TTLI/O-102PQ4

4.87-kΩ resistor (1% precision) for Ethernet PHY.AnalogOfixed59RBIAS

System reset input.TTLIfixed70RST

Buffered version of the Hibernation module's
32.768-kHz clock. This signal is not output when
the part is in Hibernate mode and before being
configured after power-on reset.

TTLOPC5 (7)
PK7 (5)
PP3 (7)

24
60

104

RTCCLK

SSI module 0 clockTTLI/OPA2 (15)35SSI0Clk

SSI module 0 frame signalTTLI/OPA3 (15)36SSI0Fss

SSI Module 0 Bi-directional Data Pin 0 (SSI0TX in
Legacy SSI Mode).

TTLI/OPA4 (15)37SSI0XDAT0

SSI Module 0 Bi-directional Data Pin 1 (SSI0RX in
Legacy SSI Mode).

TTLI/OPA5 (15)38SSI0XDAT1

SSI Module 0 Bi-directional Data Pin 2.TTLI/OPA6 (13)40SSI0XDAT2

SSI Module 0 Bi-directional Data Pin 3.TTLI/OPA7 (13)41SSI0XDAT3

SSI module 1 clock.TTLI/OPB5 (15)120SSI1Clk
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Table 26-3. Signals by Signal Name (continued)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin Mux / Pin
Assignment

Pin NumberPin Name

SSI module 1 frame signal.TTLI/OPB4 (15)121SSI1Fss

SSI Module 1 Bi-directional Data Pin 0 (SSI1TX in
Legacy SSI Mode).

TTLI/OPE4 (15)123SSI1XDAT0

SSI Module 1 Bi-directional Data Pin 1 (SSI1RX in
Legacy SSI Mode).

TTLI/OPE5 (15)124SSI1XDAT1

SSI Module 1 Bi-directional Data Pin 2.TTLI/OPD4 (15)125SSI1XDAT2

SSI Module 1 Bi-directional Data Pin 3.TTLI/OPD5 (15)126SSI1XDAT3

SSI module 2 clock.TTLI/OPD3 (15)4SSI2Clk

SSI module 2 frame signal.TTLI/OPD2 (15)3SSI2Fss

SSI Module 2 Bi-directional Data Pin 0 (SSI2TX in
Legacy SSI Mode).

TTLI/OPD1 (15)2SSI2XDAT0

SSI Module 2 Bi-directional Data Pin 1 (SSI2RX in
Legacy SSI Mode).

TTLI/OPD0 (15)1SSI2XDAT1

SSI Module 2 Bi-directional Data Pin 2.TTLI/OPD7 (15)128SSI2XDAT2

SSI Module 2 Bi-directional Data Pin 3.TTLI/OPD6 (15)127SSI2XDAT3

SSI module 3 clock.TTLI/OPQ0 (14)
PF3 (14)

5
45

SSI3Clk

SSI module 3 frame signal.TTLI/OPQ1 (14)
PF2 (14)

6
44

SSI3Fss

SSI Module 3 Bi-directional Data Pin 0 (SSI3TX in
Legacy SSI Mode).

TTLI/OPQ2 (14)
PF1 (14)

11
43

SSI3XDAT0

SSI Module 3 Bi-directional Data Pin 1 (SSI3RX in
Legacy SSI Mode).

TTLI/OPQ3 (14)
PF0 (14)

27
42

SSI3XDAT1

SSI Module 3 Bi-directional Data Pin 2.TTLI/OPF4 (14)
PP0 (15)

46
118

SSI3XDAT2

SSI Module 3 Bi-directional Data Pin 3.TTLI/OPP1 (15)119SSI3XDAT3

JTAG/SWD CLK.TTLIPC0 (1)100SWCLK

JTAG TMS and SWDIO.TTLI/OPC1 (1)99SWDIO

JTAG TDO and SWO.TTLOPC3 (1)97SWO

16/32-Bit Timer 0 Capture/Compare/PWM 0.TTLI/OPD0 (3)
PA0 (3)
PL4 (3)

1
33
85

T0CCP0

16/32-Bit Timer 0 Capture/Compare/PWM 1.TTLI/OPD1 (3)
PA1 (3)
PL5 (3)

2
34
86

T0CCP1

16/32-Bit Timer 1 Capture/Compare/PWM 0.TTLI/OPD2 (3)
PA2 (3)
PL6 (3)

3
35
94

T1CCP0

16/32-Bit Timer 1 Capture/Compare/PWM 1.TTLI/OPD3 (3)
PA3 (3)
PL7 (3)

4
36
93

T1CCP1

16/32-Bit Timer 2 Capture/Compare/PWM 0.TTLI/OPA4 (3)
PM0 (3)

37
78

T2CCP0

16/32-Bit Timer 2 Capture/Compare/PWM 1.TTLI/OPA5 (3)
PM1 (3)

38
77

T2CCP1
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Table 26-3. Signals by Signal Name (continued)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin Mux / Pin
Assignment

Pin NumberPin Name

16/32-Bit Timer 3 Capture/Compare/PWM 0.TTLI/OPA6 (3)
PM2 (3)
PD4 (3)

40
76

125

T3CCP0

16/32-Bit Timer 3 Capture/Compare/PWM 1.TTLI/OPA7 (3)
PM3 (3)
PD5 (3)

41
75

126

T3CCP1

16/32-Bit Timer 4 Capture/Compare/PWM 0.TTLI/OPM4 (3)
PB0 (3)
PD6 (3)

74
95

127

T4CCP0

16/32-Bit Timer 4 Capture/Compare/PWM 1.TTLI/OPM5 (3)
PB1 (3)
PD7 (3)

73
96

128

T4CCP1

16/32-Bit Timer 5 Capture/Compare/PWM 0.TTLI/OPM6 (3)
PB2 (3)

72
91

T5CCP0

16/32-Bit Timer 5 Capture/Compare/PWM 1.TTLI/OPM7 (3)
PB3 (3)

71
92

T5CCP1

JTAG/SWD CLK.TTLIPC0 (1)100TCK

JTAG TDI.TTLIPC2 (1)98TDI

JTAG TDO and SWO.TTLOPC3 (1)97TDO

Tamper signal 0.TTLI/OPM771TMPR0

Tamper signal 1.TTLI/OPM672TMPR1

Tamper signal 2.TTLI/OPM573TMPR2

Tamper signal 3.TTLI/OPM474TMPR3

JTAG TMS and SWDIO.TTLIPC1 (1)99TMS

Trace clock.TTLOPF3 (15)45TRCLK

Trace data 0.TTLOPF2 (15)44TRD0

Trace data 1.TTLOPF1 (15)43TRD1

Trace data 2.TTLOPF0 (15)42TRD2

Trace data 3.TTLOPF4 (15)46TRD3

UART module 0 Clear To Send modem flow control
input signal.

TTLIPH1 (1)
PM4 (1)
PB4 (1)

30
74

121

U0CTS

UART module 0 Data Carrier Detect modem status
input signal.

TTLIPH2 (1)
PM5 (1)
PP3 (2)

31
73

104

U0DCD

UART module 0 Data Set Ready modem output
control line.

TTLIPH3 (1)
PM6 (1)
PP4 (2)

32
72

105

U0DSR

UART module 0 Data Terminal Ready modem
status input signal.

TTLOPP2 (1)103U0DTR

UART module 0 Ring Indicator modem status input
signal.

TTLIPK7 (1)
PM7 (1)

60
71

U0RI

UART module 0 Request to Send modem flow
control output signal.

TTLOPH0 (1)
PB5 (1)

29
120

U0RTS

UART module 0 receive.TTLIPA0 (1)33U0Rx

UART module 0 transmit.TTLOPA1 (1)34U0Tx
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Table 26-3. Signals by Signal Name (continued)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin Mux / Pin
Assignment

Pin NumberPin Name

UART module 1 Clear To Send modem flow control
input signal.

TTLIPP3 (1)
PN1 (1)

104
108

U1CTS

UART module 1 Data Carrier Detect modem status
input signal.

TTLIPE2 (1)
PN2 (1)

13
109

U1DCD

UART module 1 Data Set Ready modem output
control line.

TTLIPE1 (1)
PN3 (1)

14
110

U1DSR

UART module 1 Data Terminal Ready modem
status input signal.

TTLOPE3 (1)
PN4 (1)

12
111

U1DTR

UART module 1 Ring Indicator modem status input
signal.

TTLIPN5 (1)
PE4 (1)

112
123

U1RI

UART module 1 Request to Send modem flow
control output line.

TTLOPE0 (1)
PN0 (1)

15
107

U1RTS

UART module 1 receive.TTLIPB0 (1)
PQ4 (1)

95
102

U1Rx

UART module 1 transmit.TTLOPB1 (1)96U1Tx

UART module 2 Clear To Send modem flow control
input signal.

TTLIPN3 (2)
PD7 (1)

110
128

U2CTS

UART module 2 Request to Send modem flow
control output line.

TTLOPN2 (2)
PD6 (1)

109
127

U2RTS

UART module 2 receive.TTLIPA6 (1)
PD4 (1)

40
125

U2Rx

UART module 2 transmit.TTLOPA7 (1)
PD5 (1)

41
126

U2Tx

UART module 3 Clear To Send modem flow control
input signal.

TTLIPP5 (1)
PN5 (2)

106
112

U3CTS

UART module 3 Request to Send modem flow
control output line.

TTLOPP4 (1)
PN4 (2)

105
111

U3RTS

UART module 3 receive.TTLIPA4 (1)
PJ0 (1)

37
116

U3Rx

UART module 3 transmit.TTLOPA5 (1)
PJ1 (1)

38
117

U3Tx

UART module 4 Clear To Send modem flow control
input signal.

TTLIPK3 (1)21U4CTS

UART module 4 Request to Send modem flow
control output line.

TTLOPK2 (1)20U4RTS

UART module 4 receive.TTLIPK0 (1)
PA2 (1)

18
35

U4Rx

UART module 4 transmit.TTLOPK1 (1)
PA3 (1)

19
36

U4Tx

UART module 5 receive.TTLIPC6 (1)23U5Rx

UART module 5 transmit.TTLOPC7 (1)22U5Tx

UART module 6 receive.TTLIPP0 (1)118U6Rx

UART module 6 transmit.TTLOPP1 (1)119U6Tx

UART module 7 receive.TTLIPC4 (1)25U7Rx

UART module 7 transmit.TTLOPC5 (1)24U7Tx

60-MHz clock to the external PHY.TTLOPB3 (14)92USB0CLK

USB data 0.TTLI/OPL0 (14)81USB0D0
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Table 26-3. Signals by Signal Name (continued)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin Mux / Pin
Assignment

Pin NumberPin Name

USB data 1.TTLI/OPL1 (14)82USB0D1

USB data 2.TTLI/OPL2 (14)83USB0D2

USB data 3.TTLI/OPL3 (14)84USB0D3

USB data 4.TTLI/OPL4 (14)85USB0D4

USB data 5.TTLI/OPL5 (14)86USB0D5

USB data 6.TTLI/OPP5 (14)106USB0D6

USB data 7.TTLI/OPP4 (14)105USB0D7

Indicates that the external PHY is able to accept
data from the USB controller.

TTLOPP3 (14)104USB0DIR

Bidirectional differential data pin (D- per USB
specification) for USB0.

AnalogI/OPL793USB0DM

Bidirectional differential data pin (D+ per USB
specification) for USB0.

AnalogI/OPL694USB0DP

Optionally used in Host mode to control an external
power source to supply power to the USB bus.

TTLOPA6 (5)
PA7 (11)
PD6 (5)

40
41

127

USB0EPEN

This signal senses the state of the USB ID signal.
The USB PHY enables an integrated pull-up, and
an external element (USB connector) indicates the
initial state of the USB controller (pulled down is
the A side of the cable and pulled up is the B side).

AnalogIPB095USB0ID

Asserted by the external PHY to throttle all data
types.

TTLOPP2 (14)103USB0NXT

Optionally used in Host mode by an external power
source to indicate an error state by that power
source.

TTLIPA7 (5)
PD7 (5)

41
128

USB0PFLT

Asserted by the USB controller to signal the end of
a USB transmit packet or register write operation.

TTLOPB2 (14)91USB0STP

This signal is used during the session request
protocol. This signal allows the USB PHY to both
sense the voltage level of VBUS, and pull up VBUS
momentarily during VBUS pulsing.

AnalogI/OPB196USB0VBUS

Power source for the Hibernation module. It is
normally connected to the positive terminal of a
battery and serves as the battery
backup/Hibernation module power-source supply.

Power-fixed68VBAT

Positive supply for I/O and some logic.Power-fixed7
16
26
28
39
47
51
52
69
79
90

101
113
122

VDD
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Table 26-3. Signals by Signal Name (continued)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin Mux / Pin
Assignment

Pin NumberPin Name

The positive supply for the analog circuits (ADC,
Analog Comparators, etc.). These are separated
from VDD to minimize the electrical noise contained
on VDD from affecting the analog functions. VDDA
pins must be supplied with a voltage that meets the
specification in , regardless of system
implementation.

Power-fixed8VDDA

Positive supply for most of the logic function,
including the processor core and most peripherals.
The voltage on this pin is 1.2 V and is supplied by
the on-chip LDO. The VDDC pins should only be
connected to each other and an external capacitor
as specified in Table 27-15 on page 1832 .

Power-fixed87
115

VDDC

A reference voltage used to specify the voltage at
which the ADC converts to a maximum value. This
pin is used in conjunction with GNDA. The voltage
that is applied to VREFA+ is the voltage with which
an AINn signal is converted to 4095. The VREFA+
voltage is limited to the range specified in Table
27-44 on page 1859.

Analog-fixed9VREFA+

An external input that brings the processor out of
Hibernate mode when asserted.

TTLIfixed64WAKE

Hibernation module oscillator crystal input or an
external clock reference input. Note that this is
either a crystal or a 32.768-kHz oscillator for the
Hibernation module RTC.

AnalogIfixed66XOSC0

Hibernation module oscillator crystal output. Leave
unconnected when using a single-ended clock
source.

AnalogOfixed67XOSC1
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26.3 Signals by Function, Except for GPIO

Table 26-4. Signals by Function, Except for GPIO

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin NumberPin NameFunction

Analog-to-digital converter input 0.AnalogI12AIN0

ADC

Analog-to-digital converter input 1.AnalogI13AIN1

Analog-to-digital converter input 2.AnalogI14AIN2

Analog-to-digital converter input 3.AnalogI15AIN3

Analog-to-digital converter input 4.AnalogI128AIN4

Analog-to-digital converter input 5.AnalogI127AIN5

Analog-to-digital converter input 6.AnalogI126AIN6

Analog-to-digital converter input 7.AnalogI125AIN7

Analog-to-digital converter input 8.AnalogI124AIN8

Analog-to-digital converter input 9.AnalogI123AIN9

Analog-to-digital converter input 10.AnalogI121AIN10

Analog-to-digital converter input 11.AnalogI120AIN11

Analog-to-digital converter input 12.AnalogI4AIN12

Analog-to-digital converter input 13.AnalogI3AIN13

Analog-to-digital converter input 14.AnalogI2AIN14

Analog-to-digital converter input 15.AnalogI1AIN15

Analog-to-digital converter input 16.AnalogI18AIN16

Analog-to-digital converter input 17.AnalogI19AIN17

Analog-to-digital converter input 18.AnalogI20AIN18

Analog-to-digital converter input 19.AnalogI21AIN19

A reference voltage used to specify the voltage at
which the ADC converts to a maximum value. This
pin is used in conjunction with GNDA. The voltage
that is applied to VREFA+ is the voltage with which
an AINn signal is converted to 4095. The VREFA+
voltage is limited to the range specified in Table
27-44 on page 1859.

Analog-9VREFA+

Analog comparator 0 positive input.AnalogI23C0+

Analog Comparators

Analog comparator 0 negative input.AnalogI22C0-

Analog comparator 0 output.TTLO1
83

C0o

Analog comparator 1 positive input.AnalogI24C1+

Analog comparator 1 negative input.AnalogI25C1-

Analog comparator 1 output.TTLO2
84

C1o

Analog comparator 2 positive input.AnalogI118C2+

Analog comparator 2 negative input.AnalogI119C2-

Analog comparator 2 output.TTLO3C2o

CAN module 0 receive.TTLI33CAN0Rx

Controller Area
Network

CAN module 0 transmit.TTLO34CAN0Tx

CAN module 1 receive.TTLI95CAN1Rx

CAN module 1 transmit.TTLO96CAN1Tx
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Table 26-4. Signals by Function, Except for GPIO (continued)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin NumberPin NameFunction

Trace clock.TTLO45TRCLK

Core

Trace data 0.TTLO44TRD0

Trace data 1.TTLO43TRD1

Trace data 2.TTLO42TRD2

Trace data 3.TTLO46TRD3

Ethernet 0 LED 0.TTLO42
63

EN0LED0

Ethernet

Ethernet 0 LED 1.TTLO46
61

EN0LED1

Ethernet 0 LED 2.TTLO43
62

EN0LED2

Ethernet 0 Pulse-Per-Second (PPS) Output.TTLO49
116

EN0PPS

Ethernet PHY negative receive differential input.TTLI/O53EN0RXIN

Ethernet PHY positive receive differential input.TTLI/O54EN0RXIP

Ethernet PHY negative transmit differential output.TTLI/O56EN0TXON

Ethernet PHY positive transmit differential output.TTLI/O57EN0TXOP

4.87-kΩ resistor (1% precision) for Ethernet PHY.AnalogO59RBIAS
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Table 26-4. Signals by Function, Except for GPIO (continued)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin NumberPin NameFunction

EPI module 0 signal 0.TTLI/O18
29

EPI0S0

External Peripheral
Interface

EPI module 0 signal 1.TTLI/O19
30

EPI0S1

EPI module 0 signal 2.TTLI/O20
31

EPI0S2

EPI module 0 signal 3.TTLI/O21
32

EPI0S3

EPI module 0 signal 4.TTLI/O22EPI0S4

EPI module 0 signal 5.TTLI/O23EPI0S5

EPI module 0 signal 6.TTLI/O24EPI0S6

EPI module 0 signal 7.TTLI/O25EPI0S7

EPI module 0 signal 8.TTLI/O40EPI0S8

EPI module 0 signal 9.TTLI/O41EPI0S9

EPI module 0 signal 10.TTLI/O50EPI0S10

EPI module 0 signal 11.TTLI/O49EPI0S11

EPI module 0 signal 12.TTLI/O75EPI0S12

EPI module 0 signal 13.TTLI/O76EPI0S13

EPI module 0 signal 14.TTLI/O77EPI0S14

EPI module 0 signal 15.TTLI/O78EPI0S15

EPI module 0 signal 16.TTLI/O81EPI0S16

EPI module 0 signal 17.TTLI/O82EPI0S17

EPI module 0 signal 18.TTLI/O83EPI0S18

EPI module 0 signal 19.TTLI/O84EPI0S19

EPI module 0 signal 20.TTLI/O5EPI0S20

EPI module 0 signal 21.TTLI/O6EPI0S21

EPI module 0 signal 22.TTLI/O11EPI0S22

EPI module 0 signal 23.TTLI/O27EPI0S23

EPI module 0 signal 24.TTLI/O60EPI0S24

EPI module 0 signal 25.TTLI/O61EPI0S25

EPI module 0 signal 26.TTLI/O85EPI0S26

EPI module 0 signal 27.TTLI/O91EPI0S27

EPI module 0 signal 28.TTLI/O92EPI0S28

EPI module 0 signal 29.TTLI/O103
109

EPI0S29

EPI module 0 signal 30.TTLI/O104
110

EPI0S30

EPI module 0 signal 31.TTLI/O62EPI0S31

EPI module 0 signal 32.TTLI/O63EPI0S32

EPI module 0 signal 33.TTLI/O86EPI0S33

EPI module 0 signal 34.TTLI/O111EPI0S34

EPI module 0 signal 35.TTLI/O112EPI0S35
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Table 26-4. Signals by Function, Except for GPIO (continued)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin NumberPin NameFunction

16/32-Bit Timer 0 Capture/Compare/PWM 0.TTLI/O1
33
85

T0CCP0

General-Purpose
Timers

16/32-Bit Timer 0 Capture/Compare/PWM 1.TTLI/O2
34
86

T0CCP1

16/32-Bit Timer 1 Capture/Compare/PWM 0.TTLI/O3
35
94

T1CCP0

16/32-Bit Timer 1 Capture/Compare/PWM 1.TTLI/O4
36
93

T1CCP1

16/32-Bit Timer 2 Capture/Compare/PWM 0.TTLI/O37
78

T2CCP0

16/32-Bit Timer 2 Capture/Compare/PWM 1.TTLI/O38
77

T2CCP1

16/32-Bit Timer 3 Capture/Compare/PWM 0.TTLI/O40
76

125

T3CCP0

16/32-Bit Timer 3 Capture/Compare/PWM 1.TTLI/O41
75

126

T3CCP1

16/32-Bit Timer 4 Capture/Compare/PWM 0.TTLI/O74
95

127

T4CCP0

16/32-Bit Timer 4 Capture/Compare/PWM 1.TTLI/O73
96

128

T4CCP1

16/32-Bit Timer 5 Capture/Compare/PWM 0.TTLI/O72
91

T5CCP0

16/32-Bit Timer 5 Capture/Compare/PWM 1.TTLI/O71
92

T5CCP1
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Table 26-4. Signals by Function, Except for GPIO (continued)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin NumberPin NameFunction

An output that indicates the processor is in
Hibernate mode.

TTLO65HIB

Hibernate

Buffered version of the Hibernation module's
32.768-kHz clock. This signal is not output when
the part is in Hibernate mode and before being
configured after power-on reset.

TTLO24
60

104

RTCCLK

Tamper signal 0.TTLI/O71TMPR0

Tamper signal 1.TTLI/O72TMPR1

Tamper signal 2.TTLI/O73TMPR2

Tamper signal 3.TTLI/O74TMPR3

Power source for the Hibernation module. It is
normally connected to the positive terminal of a
battery and serves as the battery
backup/Hibernation module power-source supply.

Power-68VBAT

An external input that brings the processor out of
Hibernate mode when asserted.

TTLI64WAKE

Hibernation module oscillator crystal input or an
external clock reference input. Note that this is
either a crystal or a 32.768-kHz oscillator for the
Hibernation module RTC.

AnalogI66XOSC0

Hibernation module oscillator crystal output. Leave
unconnected when using a single-ended clock
source.

AnalogO67XOSC1
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Table 26-4. Signals by Function, Except for GPIO (continued)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin NumberPin NameFunction

I2C module 0 clock. Note that this signal has an
active pull-up. The corresponding port pin should
not be configured as open drain.

ODI/O91I2C0SCL

I2C

I2C module 0 data.ODI/O92I2C0SDA

I2C module 1 clock. Note that this signal has an
active pull-up. The corresponding port pin should
not be configured as open drain.

ODI/O49I2C1SCL

I2C module 1 data.ODI/O50I2C1SDA

I2C module 2 clock. Note that this signal has an
active pull-up. The corresponding port pin should
not be configured as open drain.

ODI/O82
106
112

I2C2SCL

I2C module 2 data.ODI/O81
111

I2C2SDA

I2C module 3 clock. Note that this signal has an
active pull-up. The corresponding port pin should
not be configured as open drain.

ODI/O63I2C3SCL

I2C module 3 data.ODI/O62I2C3SDA

I2C module 4 clock. Note that this signal has an
active pull-up. The corresponding port pin should
not be configured as open drain.

ODI/O61I2C4SCL

I2C module 4 data.ODI/O60I2C4SDA

I2C module 5 clock. Note that this signal has an
active pull-up. The corresponding port pin should
not be configured as open drain.

ODI/O95
121

I2C5SCL

I2C module 5 data.ODI/O96
120

I2C5SDA

I2C module 6 clock. Note that this signal has an
active pull-up. The corresponding port pin should
not be configured as open drain.

ODI/O40I2C6SCL

I2C module 6 data.ODI/O41I2C6SDA

I2C module 7 clock. Note that this signal has an
active pull-up. The corresponding port pin should
not be configured as open drain.

ODI/O1
37

I2C7SCL

I2C module 7 data.ODI/O2
38

I2C7SDA

I2C module 8 clock. Note that this signal has an
active pull-up. The corresponding port pin should
not be configured as open drain.

ODI/O3
35

I2C8SCL

I2C module 8 data.ODI/O4
36

I2C8SDA

I2C module 9 clock. Note that this signal has an
active pull-up. The corresponding port pin should
not be configured as open drain.

ODI/O33I2C9SCL

I2C module 9 data.ODI/O34I2C9SDA
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Table 26-4. Signals by Function, Except for GPIO (continued)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin NumberPin NameFunction

JTAG/SWD CLK.TTLI100SWCLK

JTAG/SWD/SWO

JTAG TMS and SWDIO.TTLI/O99SWDIO

JTAG TDO and SWO.TTLO97SWO

JTAG/SWD CLK.TTLI100TCK

JTAG TDI.TTLI98TDI

JTAG TDO and SWO.TTLO97TDO

JTAG TMS and SWDIO.TTLI99TMS

Motion Control Module 0 PWM Fault 0.TTLI46M0FAULT0

PWM

Motion Control Module 0 PWM Fault 1.TTLI61M0FAULT1

Motion Control Module 0 PWM Fault 2.TTLI60M0FAULT2

Motion Control Module 0 PWM Fault 3.TTLI81M0FAULT3

Motion Control Module 0 PWM 0. This signal is
controlled by Module 0 PWM Generator 0.

TTLO42M0PWM0

Motion Control Module 0 PWM 1. This signal is
controlled by Module 0 PWM Generator 0.

TTLO43M0PWM1

Motion Control Module 0 PWM 2. This signal is
controlled by Module 0 PWM Generator 1.

TTLO44M0PWM2

Motion Control Module 0 PWM 3. This signal is
controlled by Module 0 PWM Generator 1.

TTLO45M0PWM3

Motion Control Module 0 PWM 4. This signal is
controlled by Module 0 PWM Generator 2.

TTLO49M0PWM4

Motion Control Module 0 PWM 5. This signal is
controlled by Module 0 PWM Generator 2.

TTLO50M0PWM5

Motion Control Module 0 PWM 6. This signal is
controlled by Module 0 PWM Generator 3.

TTLO63M0PWM6

Motion Control Module 0 PWM 7. This signal is
controlled by Module 0 PWM Generator 3.

TTLO62M0PWM7
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Table 26-4. Signals by Function, Except for GPIO (continued)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin NumberPin NameFunction

Ground reference for logic and I/O pins.Power-17
48
55
58
80
114

GND

Power

The ground reference for the analog circuits (ADC,
Analog Comparators, etc.). These are separated
from GND to minimize the electrical noise contained
on VDD from affecting the analog functions.

Power-10GNDA

Positive supply for I/O and some logic.Power-7
16
26
28
39
47
51
52
69
79
90

101
113
122

VDD

The positive supply for the analog circuits (ADC,
Analog Comparators, etc.). These are separated
from VDD to minimize the electrical noise contained
on VDD from affecting the analog functions. VDDA
pins must be supplied with a voltage that meets the
specification in , regardless of system
implementation.

Power-8VDDA

Positive supply for most of the logic function,
including the processor core and most peripherals.
The voltage on this pin is 1.2 V and is supplied by
the on-chip LDO. The VDDC pins should only be
connected to each other and an external capacitor
as specified in Table 27-15 on page 1832 .

Power-87
115

VDDC

QEI module 0 index.TTLI84IDX0

QEI QEI module 0 phase A.TTLI82PhA0

QEI module 0 phase B.TTLI83PhB0
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Table 26-4. Signals by Function, Except for GPIO (continued)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin NumberPin NameFunction

SSI module 0 clockTTLI/O35SSI0Clk

SSI

SSI module 0 frame signalTTLI/O36SSI0Fss

SSI Module 0 Bi-directional Data Pin 0 (SSI0TX in
Legacy SSI Mode).

TTLI/O37SSI0XDAT0

SSI Module 0 Bi-directional Data Pin 1 (SSI0RX in
Legacy SSI Mode).

TTLI/O38SSI0XDAT1

SSI Module 0 Bi-directional Data Pin 2.TTLI/O40SSI0XDAT2

SSI Module 0 Bi-directional Data Pin 3.TTLI/O41SSI0XDAT3

SSI module 1 clock.TTLI/O120SSI1Clk

SSI module 1 frame signal.TTLI/O121SSI1Fss

SSI Module 1 Bi-directional Data Pin 0 (SSI1TX in
Legacy SSI Mode).

TTLI/O123SSI1XDAT0

SSI Module 1 Bi-directional Data Pin 1 (SSI1RX in
Legacy SSI Mode).

TTLI/O124SSI1XDAT1

SSI Module 1 Bi-directional Data Pin 2.TTLI/O125SSI1XDAT2

SSI Module 1 Bi-directional Data Pin 3.TTLI/O126SSI1XDAT3

SSI module 2 clock.TTLI/O4SSI2Clk

SSI module 2 frame signal.TTLI/O3SSI2Fss

SSI Module 2 Bi-directional Data Pin 0 (SSI2TX in
Legacy SSI Mode).

TTLI/O2SSI2XDAT0

SSI Module 2 Bi-directional Data Pin 1 (SSI2RX in
Legacy SSI Mode).

TTLI/O1SSI2XDAT1

SSI Module 2 Bi-directional Data Pin 2.TTLI/O128SSI2XDAT2

SSI Module 2 Bi-directional Data Pin 3.TTLI/O127SSI2XDAT3

SSI module 3 clock.TTLI/O5
45

SSI3Clk

SSI module 3 frame signal.TTLI/O6
44

SSI3Fss

SSI Module 3 Bi-directional Data Pin 0 (SSI3TX in
Legacy SSI Mode).

TTLI/O11
43

SSI3XDAT0

SSI Module 3 Bi-directional Data Pin 1 (SSI3RX in
Legacy SSI Mode).

TTLI/O27
42

SSI3XDAT1

SSI Module 3 Bi-directional Data Pin 2.TTLI/O46
118

SSI3XDAT2

SSI Module 3 Bi-directional Data Pin 3.TTLI/O119SSI3XDAT3

An optionally divided reference clock output based
on a selected clock source. Note that this signal is
not synchronized to the System Clock.

TTLO102DIVSCLK

System Control &
Clocks

Non-maskable interrupt.TTLI128NMI

Main oscillator crystal input or an external clock
reference input.

AnalogI88OSC0

Main oscillator crystal output. Leave unconnected
when using a single-ended clock source.

AnalogO89OSC1

System reset input.TTLI70RST
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Table 26-4. Signals by Function, Except for GPIO (continued)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin NumberPin NameFunction

UART module 0 Clear To Send modem flow control
input signal.

TTLI30
74

121

U0CTS

UART

UART module 0 Data Carrier Detect modem status
input signal.

TTLI31
73

104

U0DCD

UART module 0 Data Set Ready modem output
control line.

TTLI32
72

105

U0DSR

UART module 0 Data Terminal Ready modem
status input signal.

TTLO103U0DTR

UART module 0 Ring Indicator modem status input
signal.

TTLI60
71

U0RI

UART module 0 Request to Send modem flow
control output signal.

TTLO29
120

U0RTS

UART module 0 receive.TTLI33U0Rx

UART module 0 transmit.TTLO34U0Tx

UART module 1 Clear To Send modem flow control
input signal.

TTLI104
108

U1CTS

UART module 1 Data Carrier Detect modem status
input signal.

TTLI13
109

U1DCD

UART module 1 Data Set Ready modem output
control line.

TTLI14
110

U1DSR

UART module 1 Data Terminal Ready modem
status input signal.

TTLO12
111

U1DTR

UART module 1 Ring Indicator modem status input
signal.

TTLI112
123

U1RI

UART module 1 Request to Send modem flow
control output line.

TTLO15
107

U1RTS

UART module 1 receive.TTLI95
102

U1Rx

UART module 1 transmit.TTLO96U1Tx

UART module 2 Clear To Send modem flow control
input signal.

TTLI110
128

U2CTS

UART module 2 Request to Send modem flow
control output line.

TTLO109
127

U2RTS

UART module 2 receive.TTLI40
125

U2Rx

UART module 2 transmit.TTLO41
126

U2Tx

UART module 3 Clear To Send modem flow control
input signal.

TTLI106
112

U3CTS

UART module 3 Request to Send modem flow
control output line.

TTLO105
111

U3RTS

UART module 3 receive.TTLI37
116

U3Rx

UART module 3 transmit.TTLO38
117

U3Tx

TTLI21U4CTS
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Table 26-4. Signals by Function, Except for GPIO (continued)

DescriptionBuffer TypePin TypePin NumberPin NameFunction

UART module 4 Clear To Send modem flow control
input signal.

UART module 4 Request to Send modem flow
control output line.

TTLO20U4RTS

UART module 4 receive.TTLI18
35

U4Rx

UART module 4 transmit.TTLO19
36

U4Tx

UART module 5 receive.TTLI23U5Rx

UART module 5 transmit.TTLO22U5Tx

UART module 6 receive.TTLI118U6Rx

UART module 6 transmit.TTLO119U6Tx

UART module 7 receive.TTLI25U7Rx

UART module 7 transmit.TTLO24U7Tx

60-MHz clock to the external PHY.TTLO92USB0CLK

USB

USB data 0.TTLI/O81USB0D0

USB data 1.TTLI/O82USB0D1

USB data 2.TTLI/O83USB0D2

USB data 3.TTLI/O84USB0D3

USB data 4.TTLI/O85USB0D4

USB data 5.TTLI/O86USB0D5

USB data 6.TTLI/O106USB0D6

USB data 7.TTLI/O105USB0D7

Indicates that the external PHY is able to accept
data from the USB controller.

TTLO104USB0DIR

Bidirectional differential data pin (D- per USB
specification) for USB0.

AnalogI/O93USB0DM

Bidirectional differential data pin (D+ per USB
specification) for USB0.

AnalogI/O94USB0DP

Optionally used in Host mode to control an external
power source to supply power to the USB bus.

TTLO40
41

127

USB0EPEN

This signal senses the state of the USB ID signal.
The USB PHY enables an integrated pull-up, and
an external element (USB connector) indicates the
initial state of the USB controller (pulled down is
the A side of the cable and pulled up is the B side).

AnalogI95USB0ID

Asserted by the external PHY to throttle all data
types.

TTLO103USB0NXT

Optionally used in Host mode by an external power
source to indicate an error state by that power
source.

TTLI41
128

USB0PFLT

Asserted by the USB controller to signal the end of
a USB transmit packet or register write operation.

TTLO91USB0STP

This signal is used during the session request
protocol. This signal allows the USB PHY to both
sense the voltage level of VBUS, and pull up VBUS
momentarily during VBUS pulsing.

AnalogI/O96USB0VBUS
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26.4 GPIO Pins and Alternate Functions

Table 26-5. GPIO Pins and Alternate Functions

Digital Function (GPIOPCTL PMCx Bit Field Encoding)bAnalog
or

Special
Functiona

PinIO 1514131187654321

-----CAN0Rx---T0CCP0I2C9SCLU0Rx-33PA0

-----CAN0Tx---T0CCP1I2C9SDAU0Tx-34PA1

SSI0Clk--------T1CCP0I2C8SCLU4Rx-35PA2

SSI0Fss--------T1CCP1I2C8SDAU4Tx-36PA3

SSI0XDAT0--------T2CCP0I2C7SCLU3Rx-37PA4

SSI0XDAT1--------T2CCP1I2C7SDAU3Tx-38PA5

EPI0S8-SSI0XDAT2----USB0EPEN-T3CCP0I2C6SCLU2Rx-40PA6

EPI0S9-SSI0XDAT3USB0EPEN---USB0PFLT-T3CCP1I2C6SDAU2Tx-41PA7

-----CAN1Rx---T4CCP0I2C5SCLU1RxUSB0ID95PB0

-----CAN1Tx---T4CCP1I2C5SDAU1TxUSB0VBUS96PB1

EPI0S27USB0STP-------T5CCP0I2C0SCL--91PB2

EPI0S28USB0CLK-------T5CCP1I2C0SDA--92PB3

SSI1Fss---------I2C5SCLU0CTSAIN10121PB4

SSI1Clk---------I2C5SDAU0RTSAIN11120PB5

-----------
TCK

SWCLK

-100PC0

-----------
TMS

SWDIO

-99PC1

-----------TDI-98PC2

-----------TDO
SWO

-97PC3

EPI0S7----------U7RxC1-25PC4

EPI0S6----RTCCLK-----U7TxC1+24PC5

EPI0S5----------U5RxC0+23PC6

EPI0S4----------U5TxC0-22PC7

SSI2XDAT1------C0o-T0CCP0I2C7SCL-AIN151PD0

SSI2XDAT0------C1o-T0CCP1I2C7SDA-AIN142PD1

SSI2Fss------C2o-T1CCP0I2C8SCL-AIN133PD2

SSI2Clk--------T1CCP1I2C8SDA-AIN124PD3

SSI1XDAT2--------T3CCP0-U2RxAIN7125PD4

SSI1XDAT3--------T3CCP1-U2TxAIN6126PD5

SSI2XDAT3------USB0EPEN-T4CCP0-U2RTSAIN5127PD6

SSI2XDAT2---NMI--USB0PFLT-T4CCP1-U2CTSAIN4128PD7

-----------U1RTSAIN315PE0

-----------U1DSRAIN214PE1

-----------U1DCDAIN113PE2

-----------U1DTRAIN012PE3

SSI1XDAT0----------U1RIAIN9123PE4
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Table 26-5. GPIO Pins and Alternate Functions (continued)

Digital Function (GPIOPCTL PMCx Bit Field Encoding)bAnalog
or

Special
Functiona

PinIO 1514131187654321

SSI1XDAT1-----------AIN8124PE5

TRD2SSI3XDAT1----M0PWM0EN0LED0-----42PF0

TRD1SSI3XDAT0----M0PWM1EN0LED2-----43PF1

TRD0SSI3Fss----M0PWM2------44PF2

TRCLKSSI3Clk----M0PWM3------45PF3

TRD3SSI3XDAT2----M0FAULT0EN0LED1-----46PF4

EPI0S11-----M0PWM4EN0PPS--I2C1SCL--49PG0

EPI0S10-----M0PWM5---I2C1SDA--50PG1

EPI0S0----------U0RTS-29PH0

EPI0S1----------U0CTS-30PH1

EPI0S2----------U0DCD-31PH2

EPI0S3----------U0DSR-32PH3

-------EN0PPS---U3Rx-116PJ0

-----------U3Tx-117PJ1

EPI0S0----------U4RxAIN1618PK0

EPI0S1----------U4TxAIN1719PK1

EPI0S2----------U4RTSAIN1820PK2

EPI0S3----------U4CTSAIN1921PK3

EPI0S32-----M0PWM6EN0LED0--I2C3SCL--63PK4

EPI0S31-----M0PWM7EN0LED2--I2C3SDA--62PK5

EPI0S25-----M0FAULT1EN0LED1--I2C4SCL--61PK6

EPI0S24-----M0FAULT2RTCCLK--I2C4SDAU0RI-60PK7

EPI0S16USB0D0----M0FAULT3---I2C2SDA--81PL0

EPI0S17USB0D1----PhA0---I2C2SCL--82PL1

EPI0S18USB0D2----PhB0C0o-----83PL2

EPI0S19USB0D3----IDX0C1o-----84PL3

EPI0S26USB0D4-------T0CCP0---85PL4

EPI0S33USB0D5-------T0CCP1---86PL5

---------T1CCP0--USB0DP94PL6

---------T1CCP1--USB0DM93PL7

EPI0S15--------T2CCP0---78PM0

EPI0S14--------T2CCP1---77PM1

EPI0S13--------T3CCP0---76PM2

EPI0S12--------T3CCP1---75PM3

---------T4CCP0-U0CTSTMPR374PM4

---------T4CCP1-U0DCDTMPR273PM5

---------T5CCP0-U0DSRTMPR172PM6

---------T5CCP1-U0RITMPR071PM7

-----------U1RTS-107PN0
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Table 26-5. GPIO Pins and Alternate Functions (continued)

Digital Function (GPIOPCTL PMCx Bit Field Encoding)bAnalog
or

Special
Functiona

PinIO 1514131187654321

-----------U1CTS-108PN1

EPI0S29---------U2RTSU1DCD-109PN2

EPI0S30---------U2CTSU1DSR-110PN3

EPI0S34--------I2C2SDAU3RTSU1DTR-111PN4

EPI0S35--------I2C2SCLU3CTSU1RI-112PN5

SSI3XDAT2----------U6RxC2+118PP0

SSI3XDAT3----------U6TxC2-119PP1

EPI0S29USB0NXT---------U0DTR-103PP2

EPI0S30USB0DIR---RTCCLK----U0DCDU1CTS-104PP3

-USB0D7--------U0DSRU3RTS-105PP4

-USB0D6--------I2C2SCLU3CTS-106PP5

EPI0S20SSI3Clk-----------5PQ0

EPI0S21SSI3Fss-----------6PQ1

EPI0S22SSI3XDAT0-----------11PQ2

EPI0S23SSI3XDAT1-----------27PQ3

-----DIVSCLK-----U1Rx-102PQ4

a. The TMPRn signals are digital signals enabled and configured by the Hibernation module. All other signals listed in this column are analog
signals.

b. The digital signals that are shaded gray are the power-on default values for the corresponding GPIO pin. Encodings 9, 10, and 12 are
not used on this device.
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26.5 Possible Pin Assignments for Alternate Functions

Table 26-6. Possible Pin Assignments for Alternate Functions

GPIO FunctionAlternate Function# of Possible Assignments

PE3AIN0

one

PE2AIN1

PB4AIN10

PB5AIN11

PD3AIN12

PD2AIN13

PD1AIN14

PD0AIN15

PK0AIN16

PK1AIN17

PK2AIN18

PK3AIN19

PE1AIN2

PE0AIN3

PD7AIN4

PD6AIN5

PD5AIN6

PD4AIN7

PE5AIN8

PE4AIN9

PC6C0+

PC7C0-

PC5C1+

PC4C1-

PP0C2+

PP1C2-

PD2C2o

PA0CAN0Rx

PA1CAN0Tx

PB0CAN1Rx

PB1CAN1Tx

PQ4DIVSCLK

PG1EPI0S10

PG0EPI0S11

PM3EPI0S12

PM2EPI0S13

PM1EPI0S14

PM0EPI0S15

PL0EPI0S16
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Table 26-6. Possible Pin Assignments for Alternate Functions (continued)

GPIO FunctionAlternate Function# of Possible Assignments

EPI0S17 PL1

PL2EPI0S18

PL3EPI0S19

PQ0EPI0S20

PQ1EPI0S21

PQ2EPI0S22

PQ3EPI0S23

PK7EPI0S24

PK6EPI0S25

PL4EPI0S26

PB2EPI0S27

PB3EPI0S28

PK5EPI0S31

PK4EPI0S32

PL5EPI0S33

PN4EPI0S34

PN5EPI0S35

PC7EPI0S4

PC6EPI0S5

PC5EPI0S6

PC4EPI0S7

PA6EPI0S8

PA7EPI0S9

PB2I2C0SCL

PB3I2C0SDA

PG0I2C1SCL

PG1I2C1SDA

PK4I2C3SCL

PK5I2C3SDA

PK6I2C4SCL

PK7I2C4SDA

PA6I2C6SCL

PA7I2C6SDA

PA0I2C9SCL

PA1I2C9SDA

PL3IDX0

PF4M0FAULT0

PK6M0FAULT1

PK7M0FAULT2

PL0M0FAULT3

PF0M0PWM0
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Table 26-6. Possible Pin Assignments for Alternate Functions (continued)

GPIO FunctionAlternate Function# of Possible Assignments

M0PWM1 PF1

PF2M0PWM2

PF3M0PWM3

PG0M0PWM4

PG1M0PWM5

PK4M0PWM6

PK5M0PWM7

PD7NMI

PL1PhA0

PL2PhB0

PA2SSI0Clk

PA3SSI0Fss

PA4SSI0XDAT0

PA5SSI0XDAT1

PA6SSI0XDAT2

PA7SSI0XDAT3

PB5SSI1Clk

PB4SSI1Fss

PE4SSI1XDAT0

PE5SSI1XDAT1

PD4SSI1XDAT2

PD5SSI1XDAT3

PD3SSI2Clk

PD2SSI2Fss

PD1SSI2XDAT0

PD0SSI2XDAT1

PD7SSI2XDAT2

PD6SSI2XDAT3

PP1SSI3XDAT3

PC0SWCLK

PC1SWDIO

PC3SWO

PC0TCK

PC2TDI

PC3TDO

PM7TMPR0

PM6TMPR1

PM5TMPR2

PM4TMPR3

PC1TMS

PF3TRCLK
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Table 26-6. Possible Pin Assignments for Alternate Functions (continued)

GPIO FunctionAlternate Function# of Possible Assignments

TRD0 PF2

PF1TRD1

PF0TRD2

PF4TRD3

PP2U0DTR

PA0U0Rx

PA1U0Tx

PB1U1Tx

PK3U4CTS

PK2U4RTS

PC6U5Rx

PC7U5Tx

PP0U6Rx

PP1U6Tx

PC4U7Rx

PC5U7Tx

PB3USB0CLK

PL0USB0D0

PL1USB0D1

PL2USB0D2

PL3USB0D3

PL4USB0D4

PL5USB0D5

PP5USB0D6

PP4USB0D7

PP3USB0DIR

PL7USB0DM

PL6USB0DP

PB0USB0ID

PP2USB0NXT

PB2USB0STP

PB1USB0VBUS
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Table 26-6. Possible Pin Assignments for Alternate Functions (continued)

GPIO FunctionAlternate Function# of Possible Assignments

PD0 PL2C0o

two

PD1 PL3C1o

PF0 PK4EN0LED0

PF4 PK6EN0LED1

PF1 PK5EN0LED2

PG0 PJ0EN0PPS

PH0 PK0EPI0S0

PH1 PK1EPI0S1

PH2 PK2EPI0S2

PN2 PP2EPI0S29

PH3 PK3EPI0S3

PN3 PP3EPI0S30

PL0 PN4I2C2SDA

PB0 PB4I2C5SCL

PB1 PB5I2C5SDA

PA4 PD0I2C7SCL

PA5 PD1I2C7SDA

PA2 PD2I2C8SCL

PA3 PD3I2C8SDA

PF3 PQ0SSI3Clk

PF2 PQ1SSI3Fss

PF1 PQ2SSI3XDAT0

PF0 PQ3SSI3XDAT1

PF4 PP0SSI3XDAT2

PA4 PM0T2CCP0

PA5 PM1T2CCP1

PB2 PM6T5CCP0

PB3 PM7T5CCP1

PK7 PM7U0RI

PB5 PH0U0RTS

PN1 PP3U1CTS

PE2 PN2U1DCD

PE1 PN3U1DSR

PE3 PN4U1DTR

PE4 PN5U1RI

PE0 PN0U1RTS

PB0 PQ4U1Rx

PD7 PN3U2CTS

PD6 PN2U2RTS

PA6 PD4U2Rx

PA7 PD5U2Tx
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Table 26-6. Possible Pin Assignments for Alternate Functions (continued)

GPIO FunctionAlternate Function# of Possible Assignments

U3CTS PN5 PP5

PN4 PP4U3RTS

PA4 PJ0U3Rx

PA5 PJ1U3Tx

PA2 PK0U4Rx

PA3 PK1U4Tx

PA7 PD7USB0PFLT

PL1 PN5 PP5I2C2SCL

three

PC5 PK7 PP3RTCCLK

PA0 PD0 PL4T0CCP0

PA1 PD1 PL5T0CCP1

PA2 PD2 PL6T1CCP0

PA3 PD3 PL7T1CCP1

PA6 PD4 PM2T3CCP0

PA7 PD5 PM3T3CCP1

PB0 PD6 PM4T4CCP0

PB1 PD7 PM5T4CCP1

PB4 PH1 PM4U0CTS

PH2 PM5 PP3U0DCD

PH3 PM6 PP4U0DSR

PA6 PA7 PD6USB0EPEN

26.6 Connections for Unused Signals
Table 26-7 on page 1814 shows how to handle signals for functions that are not used in a particular
system implementation for devices that are in a 128-pin TQFP package. Two options are shown in
the table: an acceptable practice and a preferred practice for reduced power consumption and
improved EMC characteristics. If a module is not used in a system, and its inputs are grounded, it
is important that the clock to the module is never enabled by setting the corresponding bit in the
RCGCx register.

Table 26-7. Connections for Unused Signals (128-Pin TQFP)

Preferred PracticeAcceptable PracticePin NumberSignal NameFunction

VDDAVDDA9VREFA+ADC

NCNC53EN0RXIN

Ethernet

NCNC54EN0RXIP

NCNC56EN0TXON

NCNC57EN0TXOP

NCaConnect to ground
through 4.87K resistor

59RBIAS

GNDbNC34PA1(UART0TX)

GPIO GNDcNC37PA4 (SSI0XDAT0)

GNDNC-All unused GPIOs
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Table 26-7. Connections for Unused Signals (128-Pin TQFP) (continued)

Preferred PracticeAcceptable PracticePin NumberSignal NameFunction

NCNC65HIB

Hibernate

VDDNC68VBAT

GNDNC64WAKE

GNDNC66XOSC0

NCNC67XOSC1

NCNCSee NC pin numbers
in Table

26-3 on page 1783

NCNo Connects

GNDNC88OSC0

System
Control

NCNC89OSC1

Pull up as shown in Figure
5-1 on page 224

VDD70RST

Pull-down to GND with 1K
resistord

NC93USB0DM / PL7

USB
Pull-down to GND with 1K

resistord
NC94USB0DP / PL6

a. The internal Ethernet PHY should not be enabled when RBIAS is not connected. The ROM boot loader will enable the
internal Ethernet Phy if no code is present in the flash and a 24-25Mhz crystal is attached to the OSC0/1 pins.

b. PA1 (UART0TX) may be enabled as an output by the ROM boot loader if no code is present in the flash and PA0 (UART0RX)
receives a valid boot signature. Ensure that this condition will not occur if PA1 is to be connected directly to GND.

c. PA4 (SSI0XDAT0) may be enabled as an output by the ROM boot loader if no code is present in the flash and the SSI0x
(PA2, PA3, PA5) receives a valid boot signature. Ensure that this condition will not occur if PA4 is to be connected
directly to GND.

d. The ROM boot loader may configure these pins as USB pins if no code is present in the flash therefore they should not
be directly connected to ground.
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27 Electrical Characteristics
27.1 Maximum Ratings

The maximum ratings are the limits to which the device can be subjected without permanently
damaging the device. Device reliability may be adversely affected by exposure to absolute-maximum
ratings for extended periods.

Note: The device is not guaranteed to operate properly at the maximum ratings.

Table 27-1. Absolute Maximum Ratings

Unit
Value

Parameter NameaParameter
MaxMin

V40VDD supply voltageVDD

V40VDDA supply voltageVDDA

V40VBAT battery supply voltageVBAT

V/µs0.70VBAT battery supply voltage ramp timeVBATRMP

V4-0.3Input voltagebVIN_GPIO

mA64-Maximum current per output pinIGPIOMAX

°C150-65Unpowered storage temperature rangeTS

°C125-Maximum junction temperatureTJMAX

a. Voltages are measured with respect to GND.
b. Applies to static and dynamic signals including overshoot.

Important: This device contains circuitry to protect the I/Os against damage due to high-static
voltages; however, it is advised that normal precautions be taken to avoid application
of any voltage higher than maximum-rated voltages to this high-impedance circuit.
Reliability of operation is enhanced if unused inputs are connected to an appropriate
logic voltage level (see “Connections for Unused Signals” on page 1814).

Table 27-2. ESD Absolute Maximum Ratings

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameter

kV2.0--VESDHBM
b

Component-Level ESD Stress
Voltagea

V500--VESDCDM
c

a. Electrostatic discharge (ESD) is used to measure device sensitivity/immunity to damage caused by electrostatic discharges
in device.

b. All pins are HBM compliant to 2 kV for all combinations as per JESD22-A114F, except for the following stress combinations:

■ The Ethernet EN0RXIN, EN0TX0N, EN0RXIP, and EN0TXOP pins to each other.

■ The GPIO pins PM4, PM5, PM6, and PM7 to other pins.

These exceptions are compliant to 500 V and do not require any special handling beyond typical ESD control procedures
during assembly operations per JEDEC publication JEP155. Note that these pins do meet the 500 V CDM specification.

c. Level listed is the passing level per EIA-JEDEC JESD22-C101E. JEDEC document JEP157 states that 250 V CDM allows
safe manufacturing with a standard ESD control process.
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27.2 Operating Characteristics

Table 27-3. Temperature Characteristics

UnitValueSymbolCharacteristic

°C-40 to 85 (industrial temperature part)
-40 to 105 (extended temperature part)

TAAmbient operating temperature range

°C-40 to 105 (industrial temperature part)
-40 to 125 (extended temperature part)

TJJunction operating temperature range

Table 27-4. 128-pin TQFP Power Dissipationab

UnitMaxMinTJTAParameter NameParameter

mW904-125 °C (industrial
temperature part)

85 °C (industrial
temperature part)

Industrial temperature device
power dissipation

PDI

mW452-125 °C (extended
temperature part)

105 °C (extended
temperature part)

Extended temperature device
power dissipation

PDE

a. If the device exceeds the power dissipation value shown, then modifications such as heat sinks or fans must be used to
conform to the limits shown.

b. A larger power dissipation allowance can be achieved by lowering TA as long as TJMAX shown in Table 27-1 on page 1816
is not exceeded.

Table 27-5. Thermal Characteristicsa

UnitValueSymbolCharacteristic

°C/W44.2ΘJAThermal resistance (junction to ambient)b

°C/W22.4ΘJBThermal resistance (junction to board)b

°C/W6.8ΘJCThermal resistance (junction to case)b

°C/W0.2ΨJTThermal metric (junction to top of
package)

°C/W22.1ΨJBThermal metric (junction to board)

°CTC + (P • ΨJT)c

TPCB + (P • ΨJB)d

TA + (P • ΘJA)e

TB + (P • ΘJB)fg

TJJunction temperature formula

a. For more details about thermal metrics and definitions, see the Semiconductor and IC Package Thermal Metrics Application
Report (literature number SPRA953).

b. Junction to ambient thermal resistance (ΘJA), junction to board thermal resistance (ΘJB), and junction to case thermal
resistance (ΘJC) numbers are determined by a package simulator.

c. TC is the case temperature and P is the device power consumption.
d. TPCB is the temperature of the board acquired by following the steps listed in the EAI/JESD 51-8 standard summarized

in the Semiconductor and IC Package Thermal Metrics Application Report (literature number SPRA953). P is the device
power consumption.

e. Because ΘJA is highly variable and based on factors such as board design, chip/pad size, altitude, and external ambient
temperature, it is recommended that equations containing ΨJT and ΨJB be used for best results.

f. TB is temperature of the board.
g. ΘJB is not a pure reflection of the internal resistance of the package because it includes the resistance of the testing board

and environment. It is recommended that equations containing ΨJT and ΨJB be used for best results.
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27.3 Recommended Operating Conditions
The following sections describe the recommended DC operating conditions and GPIO operating
characteristics for the device.

27.3.1 DC Operating Conditions

Table 27-6. Recommended DC Operating Conditions

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameter

V3.633.32.97VDD supply voltageVDD

V3.633.32.97VDDA supply voltageVDDA
a

V1.321.21.14VDDC supply voltage, Run modeVDDC

V0.95-0.85VDDC supply voltage, Deep-Sleep modeVDDCDS

a. To ensure proper operation, VDDA must be powered up before VDD if sourced from different supplies, or connected to the
same supply as VDD. There is not a restriction on order for powering off.

27.3.2 Recommended GPIO Operating Characteristics
Two types of pads are provided on the device:

■ Fast GPIO pads: These pads provide variable, programmable drive strength and optimized
voltage output levels.

■ Slow GPIO pads: These pads provide 2-mA drive strength and are designed to be sensitive to
voltage inputs. The following GPIOs port pins are designed with Slow GPIO Pads:
– PJ1

All other GPIOs have a fast GPIO pad-type.

Note: Port pins PL6 and PL7 operate as Fast GPIO pads, but have 4-mA drive capability only.
GPIO register controls for drive strength, slew rate and open drain have no effect on these
pins. The registers which have no effect are as follows: GPIODR2R, GPIODR4R,
GPIODR8R, GPIODR12R, GPIOSLR, and GPIOODR.

Note: Port pins PM[7:4] operate as Fast GPIO pads but support only 2-, 4-, 6-, and 8-mA drive
capability. 10- and 12-mA drive are not supported. All standard GPIO register controls,
except for the GPIODR12R register, apply to these port pins.

Table 27-7 on page 1818 detail the GPIO operating conditions for these two different pad types.

Table 27-7. Recommended FAST GPIO Pad Operating Conditions

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameter

V4-0.65 * VDDFast GPIO high-level input voltageVIH

nA300--Fast GPIO high-level input current aI IH

V0.35 * VDD-0Fast GPIO low-level input voltageVIL

nA-200--Fast GPIO low-level input currentaI IL

V--0.49Fast GPIO Input HysteresisVHYS

V--2.4Fast GPIO High-level output voltageVOH

V0.40--Fast GPIO Low-level output voltageVOL
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Table 27-7. Recommended FAST GPIO Pad Operating Conditions (continued)

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameter

Fast GPIO High-level source current, VOH=2.4 Vb

IOH

mA--2.02-mA Drive

mA--4.04-mA Drive

mA--8.08-mA Drive

mA--10.010-mA Drive

mA--12.012-mA Drive

Fast GPIO Low-level sink current, VOL=0.4 Vb

IOL

mA--2.02-mA Drive

mA--4.04-mA Drive

mA--8.08-mA Drive

mA--10.010-mA Drive

mA--12.012-mA Drive

mA--18.012-mA Drive overdriven to 18-mA

a. Output/pull-up/pull-down disabled; only input enabled
b. IO specifications reflect the maximum current where the corresponding output voltage meets the VOH/VOL thresholds. IO

current can exceed these limits (subject to absolute maximum ratings).

Table 27-8. Recommended Slow GPIO Pad Operating Conditions

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameter

V4-0.65 * VDDSlow GPIO high-level input voltageVIH

nA4.1--Slow GPIO high-level input current aI IH

V0.35 * VDD-0Slow GPIO low-level input voltageVIL

nA-1--Slow GPIO low-level input currentaI IL

V--0.49Slow GPIO Input HysteresisVHYS

V--2.4Slow GPIO High-level output voltageVOH

V0.4--Slow GPIO Low-level output voltageVOL

High-level source current, VOH=2.4 Vb

IOH
mA--2.02-mA Drive

Low-level sink current, VOL=0.4 Vb

IOL
mA--2.02-mA Drive

a. Output/pull-up/pull-down disabled; only input enabled.
b. IO specifications reflect the maximum current where the corresponding output voltage meets the VOH/VOL thresholds. IO

current can exceed these limits (subject to absolute maximum ratings).

27.3.2.1 GPIO Current Restrictions

Table 27-9. GPIO Current Restrictionsa

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameter

mA112--Cumulative maximum GPIO current per side, leftbIMAXL

mA97.6--Cumulative maximum GPIO current per side,
bottomb

IMAXB

mA112--Cumulative maximum GPIO current per side, rightbIMAXR
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Table 27-9. GPIO Current Restrictions (continued)

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameter

mA80--Cumulative maximum GPIO current per side, topbIMAXT

a. Based on design simulations, not tested in production.
b. Sum of sink and source current for GPIOs as shown in Table 27-10 on page 1820.

Table 27-10. Maximum GPIO Package Side Assignments

GPIOsSide

PC[4-7], PD[0-3], PQ[0-3], PE[0-3], PK[0-3], PN[4-5], PH[0-3]Left

PA[0-7], PF[0-4],PG[0-1], PK[4-7]Bottom

PM[0-7], PL[0-7], PB[0-3]Right

PC[0-3], PQ[4], PP[0-5], PN[0-5], PJ[0-1], PB[4-5], PE[4-5], PD[4-7]Top

I/O Reliability

For typical continuous drive applications, I/O pins configured between 2 mA and 12 mA and operating
at -40 to 85°C, meet the standard 10-year lifetime reliability. If a continuous current sink of 18 mA
is required, then operation is limited to 0 to 75°C in order to meet the standard 10-year reliability.

At 105°C, I/O configured for continuous drive meet the standard 2.5 year lifetime reliability.

In typical switching applications (40% switch rate) operating at -40 to 85°C, all I/O configurations
except 2 mA meet the standard 10-year lifetime reliability with 50-pF loading. By limiting the capacitive
loading to 20 pF for an I/O configured to 2 mA, the 10-year lifetime reliability can be met at -40 to
85°C.

In typical switching applications (40% switch rate) operating at 105°C, all I/O configurations except
2 mA meet the standard 2.5-year lifetime reliability. By reducing the capacitive loading to 20 pF with
a typical switching rate at 105°C, a 2-mA I/O configuration meets a 2.5 year lifetime reliability.
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27.4 Load Conditions
Table 27-11 on page 1821 contains the load conditions used for timing measurements.

Figure 27-1. Load Conditions

CL

GND

pin

Table 27-11. Load Conditions

Load Value (CL)Signals

30 pF

EPI0S[35:0] SDRAM interface

EPI0S[35:0] General-Purpose interface

EPI0S[35:0] Host-Bus interface

40 pFEPI0S[35:0] PSRAM interface

50 pFAll other digital I/O signals
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27.5 JTAG and Boundary Scan

Table 27-12. JTAG Characteristics

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameterParameter
No.

MHz10-0TCK operational clock frequencyaFTCKJ1

ns--100TCK operational clock periodTTCKJ2

ns-tTCK/2-TCK clock Low timeTTCK_LOWJ3

ns-tTCK/2-TCK clock High timeTTCK_HIGHJ4

ns10-0TCK rise timeTTCK_RJ5

ns10-0TCK fall timeTTCK_FJ6

ns--8TMS setup time to TCK riseTTMS_SUJ7

ns--4TMS hold time from TCK riseTTMS_HLDJ8

ns--18TDI setup time to TCK riseTTDI_SUJ9

ns--4TDI hold time from TCK riseTTDI_HLDJ10

ns3513

-

TCK fall to Data Valid from High-Z, 2-mA drive

TTDO_ZDVJ11

ns269TCK fall to Data Valid from High-Z, 4-mA drive

ns268TCK fall to Data Valid from High-Z, 8-mA drive

ns2910TCK fall to Data Valid from High-Z, 8-mA drive with
slew rate control

ns1311TCK fall to Data Valid from High-Z, 10-mA drive

ns1411TCK fall to Data Valid from High-Z, 12-mA drive

ns2014

-

TCK fall to Data Valid from Data Valid, 2-mA drive

TTDO_DVJ12

ns2610TCK fall to Data Valid from Data Valid, 4-mA drive

ns218TCK fall to Data Valid from Data Valid, 8-mA drive

ns2610TCK fall to Data Valid from Data Valid, 8-mA drive
with slew rate control

ns1412TCK fall to Data Valid from Data Valid, 10-mA drive

ns1512TCK fall to Data Valid from Data Valid, 12-mA drive

ns167

-

TCK fall to High-Z from Data Valid, 2-mA drive

TTDO_DVZJ13

ns167TCK fall to High-Z from Data Valid, 4-mA drive

ns167TCK fall to High-Z from Data Valid, 8-mA drive

ns198TCK fall to High-Z from Data Valid, 8-mA drive with
slew rate control

ns2220TCK fall to High-Z from Data Valid, 10-mA drive

ns2520TCK fall to High-Z from Data Valid, 12-mA drive

a. A ratio of at least 8:1 must be kept between the system clock and TCK.
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Figure 27-2. JTAG Test Clock Input Timing

TCK
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Figure 27-3. JTAG Test Access Port (TAP) Timing
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TMS Input Valid
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J11
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27.6 Power and Brown-Out

Table 27-13. Power and Brown-Out Levels

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameterParameter
No.

µs∞--Analog Supply voltage (VDDA) rise timeTVDDA_RISEP1

µs∞--I/O Supply voltage (VDD) rise timeTVDD_RISEP2

µs150-10Core Supply Voltage (VDDC) rise timeTVDDC_RISE
aP3

V2.722.351.98Power-On Reset Threshold (Rising Edge)

VPORP4 V2.562.201.84Power-On Reset Threshold (Falling Edge)

V0.240.150.06Power-On Reset Hysteresis

V2.972.822.67VDDA Power-OK Threshold (Rising Edge)VDDA_POKP5

V2.892.802.71VDDA Brown-Out Reset ThresholdVDDA_BOR0P6

V2.902.802.65VDD Power-OK Threshold (Rising Edge)
VDD_POKP7

V2.852.762.67VDD Power-OK Threshold (Falling Edge)

V2.952.862.77VDD Brown-Out Reset ThresholdVDD_BOR0P8

V1.100.950.85VDDC Power-OK Threshold (Rising Edge)
VDDC_POKP9

V0.850.800.71VDDC Power-OK Threshold (Falling Edge)

a. The MIN and MAX values are based on an external filter capacitor load within the range of CLDO. Please refer to “On-Chip
Low Drop-Out (LDO) Regulator” on page 1832 for the CLDO value.

27.6.1 VDDA Levels
The VDDA supply has three monitors:

■ Power-On Reset (POR)

■ Power-OK (POK)

■ Brown Out Reset (BOR)

The POR monitor is used to keep the analog circuitry in reset until the VDDA supply has reached
the correct range for the analog circuitry to begin operating. The POK monitor is used to keep the
digital circuitry in reset until the VDDA power supply is at an acceptable operational level. The digital
reset is only released when the Power-On Reset has deasserted and all of the Power-OK monitors
for each of the supplies indicate that power levels are in operational ranges. The BOR monitor is
used to generate a reset to the device or assert an interrupt if the VDDA supply drops below its
operational range.

Note: VDDA BOR and VDD BOR events are a combined BOR to the system logic, such that if either
BOR event occurs, the following bits are affected:

■ BORRIS bit in the Raw Interrupt Status (RIS) register, System Control offset 0x050.
See page 261.

■ BORMIS bit in the Masked Interrupt Status and Clear (MISC) register, System Control
offset 0x058. This bit is set only if the BORIM bit in the Interrupt Mask Control (IMC)
register has been set. See page 263 and page 265.
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■ BOR bit in the Reset Cause (RESC) register, System Control offset 0x05C. This bit is
set only if either of the BOR events have been configured to initiate a reset. See page 267.

In addition, the following bits control both BOR events:

■ BORIM bit in the Interrupt Mask Control (IMC) register, System Control offset 0x054.

■ VDDA_UBOR0 and VDD_UBOR0 bits in thePower-Temperature Cause (PWRTC) register.

Please refer to “System Control” on page 220 for more information on how to configure these
registers.

Figure 27-4 on page 1825 shows the relationship between VDDA, POK, POR and a BOR event.

Figure 27-4. Power and Brown-Out Assertions vs VDDA Levels
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27.6.2 VDD Levels
The VDD supply has two monitors:

■ Power-OK (POK)

■ Brown Out Reset (BOR)

The POK monitor is used to keep the digital circuitry in reset until the VDD power supply is at an
acceptable operational level. The digital reset is only released when the Power-On Reset has
deasserted and all of the Power-OK monitors for each of the supplies indicate that power levels are
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in operational ranges. The BOR monitor is used to generate a reset to the device or assert an
interrupt if the VDD supply drops below its operational range.

Note: VDDA BOR and VDD BOR events are a combined BOR to the system logic, such that if either
BOR event occurs, the following bits are affected:

■ BORRIS bit in the Raw Interrupt Status (RIS) register, System Control offset 0x050.
See page 261.

■ BORMIS bit in the Masked Interrupt Status and Clear (MISC) register, System Control
offset 0x058. This bit is set only if the BORIM bit in the Interrupt Mask Control (IMC)
register has been set. See page 263 and page 265.

■ BOR bit in the Reset Cause (RESC) register, System Control offset 0x05C. This bit is
set only if either of the BOR events have been configured to initiate a reset. See page 267.

In addition, the following bits control both BOR events:

■ BORIM bit in the Interrupt Mask Control (IMC) register, System Control offset 0x054.

■ VDDA_UBOR0 and VDD_UBOR0 bits in thePower-Temperature Cause (PWRTC) register.

Please refer to “System Control” on page 220 for more information on how to configure these
registers.

Figure 27-5 on page 1826 shows the relationship between VDD, POK, POR and a BOR event.

Figure 27-5. Power and Brown-Out Assertions vs VDD Levels
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27.6.3 VDDC Levels
The VDDC supply has one monitor, the Power-OK (POK). The POK monitor is used to keep the
digital circuitry in reset until the VDDC power supply is at an acceptable operational level. The digital
reset is only released when the Power-On Reset has deasserted and all of the Power-OK monitors
for each of the supplies indicate that power levels are in operational ranges. Figure 27-6 on page 1827
shows the relationship between POK and VDDC.
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Figure 27-6. POK Assertion vs VDDC
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27.6.4 Response

27.6.4.1 VDD Glitch Response
Figure 27-7 on page 1827 shows the response of the BOR and the POR circuit to glitches on the VDD
supply.

Figure 27-7. POR-BOR VDD Glitch Response

27.6.4.2 VDD Droop Response
Figure 27-8 on page 1828 shows the response of the BOR and the POR monitors to a drop on the
VDD supply.
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Figure 27-8. POR-BOR VDD Droop Response
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27.7 Reset

Table 27-14. Reset Characteristicsa

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameterParameter
No.

µs126-0.44Digital POR to Internal Reset assertion
delayc

TDPORDLY
bR1

ms1614-Standard Internal Reset time
TIRTOUT

bdR2 ms6400f-24.4Internal Reset time with recovery code repair
(program or erase)e

µs125-0.44BOR0 to Internal Reset assertion delaycTBOR0DLY
bR3

µs-0.25g/100h-Minimum RST pulse widthTRSTMINR4

µs-0.85-RST to Internal Reset assertion delayTIRHWDLYR5

µs-2.44-Internal reset timeout after software-initiated
system reset

TIRSWR
bR6

µs-2.44-Internal reset timeout after Watchdog resetTIRWDR
bR7

µs-2.44-Internal reset timeout after MOSC failure
reset

TIRMFR
bR8

a. Minimum timings are for reset assertion using PIOSC as a clock source. Maximum timings are for reset assertion using
LFIOSC in Deep-Sleep Operation.

b. These values are based on simulation.
c. Timing values are dependent on the VDD power-down ramp rate.
d. This is the delay from the time POR is released until the reset vector is fetched.
e. This parameter applies only in situations where a power-loss or brown-out event occurs during an EEPROM program or

erase operation, and EEPROM needs to be repaired (which is a rare case). For all other sequences, there is no impact
to normal Power-On Reset (POR) timing. This delay is in addition to other POR delays.

f. This value represents the maximum internal reset time when the EEPROM reaches its endurance limit.
g. Standard operation.
h. Deep-Sleep operation with PIOSC powered down.

Figure 27-9. Digital Power-On Reset Timing
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The digital Power-On Reset is only released when the analog Power-On Reset has deasserted and
all of the Power-OK monitors for each of the supplies indicate that power levels are in operational
ranges.
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Figure 27-10. Brown-Out Reset Timing
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Figure 27-11. External Reset Timing (RST)
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Figure 27-12. Software Reset Timing
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Figure 27-13. Watchdog Reset Timing
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Figure 27-14. MOSC Failure Reset Timing
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27.8 On-Chip Low Drop-Out (LDO) Regulator

Table 27-15. LDO Regulator Characteristics

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameter

µF4.0-2.5External filter capacitor size for internal power
supplya

CLDO

mΩ100-0Filter capacitor equivalent series resistanceESR

nH0.5--Filter capacitor equivalent series inductanceESL

V1.271.21.13LDO output voltage, Run modeVLDO

mA250-50Inrush currentIINRUSH

a. The capacitor should be connected as close as possible to pin 115.
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27.9 Clocks
The following sections provide specifications on the various clock sources and mode.

27.9.1 PLL Specifications
The following tables provide specifications for using the PLL.

Note: If the integrated Ethernet PHY is used in this device, then FREF_XTAL and FREF_EXT are
required to be 25 MHz.

Table 27-16. Phase Locked Loop (PLL) Characteristics

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameter

MHz25-5Crystal referenceFREF_XTAL

MHz25-5External clock referenceFREF_EXT

MHz480--PLL VCO frequency at 1.2VaFPLLR

MHz480--PLL VCO frequency at 0.9VbFPLLS

µs512 * (reference clock
period)

--PLL lock time (enabling the PLL) when PLL is
transitioning from power down to power up

TREADY
µs128 * (reference clock

period)
--PLL lock time when the PLL VCO frequency is

changed (PLL is already enabled)

µs128 * (reference clock
period)

--PLL lock time, changing the OSCSRC between
MOSC and PIOSC

a. PLL frequency is manually calculated using the values in the PLLFREQ0 and PLLFREQ1 registers.
b. If the LDO is dropped to 0.9V, the system must be run 1/4 of the maximum frequency at most. The Q value in the PLLFREQ1

register must be set to 0x3 rather than using the PSYSDIV field in the RSCLKCFG register for the divisor.

27.9.1.1 PLL Configuration
The PLL is disabled by default during power-on reset and is enabled later by software if required.
Software specifies the output divisor to set the system clock frequency and enables the PLL to drive
the output. The PLL is controlled using the PLLFREQ0, PLLFREQ1 and PLLSTAT registers.
Changes made to these registers do not become active until after the NEWFREQ bit in theRSCLKCFG
register is enabled.

The clock source for the main PLL is selected by configuring the PLLSRC field in the Run and Sleep
Clock Configuration (RSCLKCFG) register.

The PLL allows for the generation of system clock frequencies in excess of the reference clock
provided. The reference clocks for the PLL are the PIOSC and the MOSC. The PLL is controlled
by two registers, PLLFREQ0 and PLLFREQ1. The PLL VCO frequency (fVCO) is determined through
the following calculation:

fVCO = fIN * MDIV

where

fIN = fXTAL/(Q+1)(N+1) or fPIOSC/(Q+1)(N+1)

MDIV = MINT + (MFRAC / 1024)

The Q and N values are programmed in the PLLFREQ1 register. Note that to reduce jitter, MFRAC
should be programmed to 0x0.
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When the PLL is active, the system clock frequency (SysClk) is calculated using the following
equation:

SysClk = fVCO/ (PSYSDIV + 1)

The PLL system divisor factor (PSYSDIV) determines the value of the system clock. Table
5-6 on page 237 shows how the system divisor encodings affect the system clock frequency when
the fVCO = 480 MHz.

Table 27-17. System Divisor Factors for fvco=480 MHz

fVCO (MHz)= 480 MHz
System Clock (SYSCLK) (MHz)

System Divisors (PSYSDIV +1)a

4120

860

1048

1630

2024

4012

806

a. The use of non-integer divisors introduce additional jitter which may affect interface performance.

If the main oscillator provides the clock reference to the PLL, the translation provided by hardware
and used to program the PLL is available for software in thePLL Frequency n (PLLFREQn) registers
(see page 292). The internal translation provides a translation within ± 1% of the targeted PLL VCO
frequency. Table 5-7 on page 238 shows the actual PLL frequency and error for a given crystal
choice.

Table 5-7 on page 238 provides examples of the programming expected for the PLLFREQ0 and
PLLFREQ1 registers. The first column specifies the input crystal frequency and the last column
displays the PLL frequency given the values of MINT and N, when Q=0.

Table 27-18. Actual PLL Frequencya

PLL Frequency
(MHz)

Reference
Frequency
(MHz)b

NMINT (Hexadecimal
Value)

MINT (Decimal
Value)

Crystal
Frequency
(MHz)

32050x00x40645

32020x20x351606

32080x00x28408

320100x00x203210

32040x20x508012

320160x00x142016

32020x80xA016018

320200x00x101620

32080x20x284024

32050x40x406425

48050x00x60965

48060x00x50806

48080x00x3C608
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Table 27-18. Actual PLL Frequency (continued)

PLL Frequency
(MHz)

Reference
Frequency
(MHz)b

NMINT (Hexadecimal
Value)

MINT (Decimal
Value)

Crystal
Frequency
(MHz)

480100x00x304810

480120x00x284012

480160x00x1E3016

48060x20x508018

480200x00x182420

480240x00x142024

48050x40x609625

a. For all examples listed, Q=0
b. For a given crystal frequency, N should be chosen such that the reference frequency is within 4 to 30 MHz.

27.9.2 PIOSC Specifications

Table 27-19. PIOSC Clock Characteristics

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameter

-±4.5%--Factory calibration, 0 to +105°C:
Internal 16-MHz precision oscillator frequency variance across
voltage and temperature range when factory calibration is used

FPIOSC -±10%--Factory calibration, -40°C to <0°C

-±1%--Recalibration:
Internal 16-MHz precision oscillator frequency variance when
recalibration is used at a specific temperature

µs1--PIOSC startup timeaTSTART

a. PIOSC startup time is part of reset and is included in the internal reset timeout value (TIRTOUT) given in Table
27-14 on page 1829. Note that the TSTART value is based on simulation.

27.9.3 Low-Frequency Internal Oscillator Specifications

Table 27-20. Low-Frequency Oscillator Characteristics

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameter

KHz753310Internal low-frequency oscillator frequencyFLFIOSC

27.9.4 Hibernation Clock Source Specifications

Table 27-21. Hibernation Internal Low Frequency Oscillator Clock Characteristics

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameter

KHz903310Internal Low Frequency Hibernation
oscillator frequency

FHIBLFIOSC

Table 27-22. Hibernation External Oscillator (XOSC) Input Characteristics

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameter

KHz-32.768-Parallel resonance frequencyFHIBXOSC
a

pF24-12External load capacitance on XOSC0, XOSC1 pinsbC1, C2

pF-0.5-Device package stray shunt capacitancebCPKG
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Table 27-22. Hibernation External Oscillator (XOSC) Input Characteristics (continued)

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameter

pF-0.5-PCB stray shunt capacitancebCPCB

pF4--Total shunt capacitancebCSHUNT

kΩ50--Crystal effective series resistance, OSCDRV = 0c

ESR
kΩ75--Crystal effective series resistance, OSCDRV = 1c

µW0.25--Oscillator output drive levelDL

ms1500e600-Oscillator startup time, when using a crystaldTSTART

V--2.64CMOS input high level, when using an external
oscillator with Supply > 3.3 V

VIH
f

V--0.8 *
Supply

CMOS input high level, when using an external
oscillator with 1.8 V ≤ Supply ≤ 3.3 V

V0.2 * Supply--CMOS input low level, when using an external oscillator
with 1.8 V ≤ Supply ≤ 3.63 V

VIL
f

mV1390960360CMOS input buffer hysteresis, when using an external
oscillator with 1.8 V ≤ Supply ≤ 3.63 V

VHYS
f

%70-30External single-Ended (Bypass) reference duty cycleDCHIBOSC_EXT

a. The HIB XOSC pins are non-failsafe and must follow the limits detailed in “Non-Power I/O Pins” on page 1849.
b. See information below table.
c. Crystal ESR specified by crystal manufacturer.
d. Oscillator startup time is specified from the time the oscillator is enabled to when it reaches a stable point of oscillation

such that the internal clock is valid.
e. Only valid for recommended supply conditions. Measured with OSCDRV bit set (high drive strength enabled, 24 pF).
f. Specification is relative to the larger of VDD or VBAT.

The load capacitors added on the board, C1 and C2, should be chosen such that the following
equation is satisfied (see Table 27-22 on page 1835 for typical values).

■ CL = load capacitance specified by crystal manufacturer

■ CL = (C1*C2)/(C1+C2) + CPKG + CPCB

■ CSHUNT = CPKG + CPCB + C0 (total shunt capacitance seen across XOSC0, XOSC1)

■ CPKG, CPCB as measured across the XOSC0, XOSC1 pins excluding the crystal

■ Clear the OSCDRV bit in the Hibernation Control (HIBCTL) register for C1,2 ≤ 18 pF; set the
OSCDRV bit for C1,2 > 18 pF.

■ C0 = Shunt capacitance of crystal specified by the crystal manufacturer

27.9.5 Main Oscillator Specifications

Table 27-23. Main Oscillator Input Characteristicsa

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameter

MHz25-4bParallel resonance frequencyFMOSC

MHz120-0External clock reference (PLL in BYPASS mode)FREF_XTAL_BYPASS

pF24-12External load capacitance on OSC0, OSC1 pinscC1, C2

pF-0.5-Device package stray shunt capacitancecCPKG
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Table 27-23. Main Oscillator Input Characteristics (continued)

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameter

pF-0.5-PCB stray shunt capacitancecCPCB

pF4--Total shunt capacitancecCSHUNT

Ω300--Crystal effective series resistance, 4 MHzde

ESR

Ω200--Crystal effective series resistance, 6 MHzde

Ω130--Crystal effective series resistance, 8 MHzde

Ω120--Crystal effective series resistance, 12 MHzde

Ω100--Crystal effective series resistance, 16 MHzde

Ω50--Crystal effective series resistance, 25 MHzde

mW-OSCPWR-Oscillator output drive levelfDL

ms18--Oscillator startup time, when using a crystalgTSTART

VVDD-0.65 * VDDCMOS input high level, when using an external
oscillator

VIH

V0.35 * VDD-GNDCMOS input low level, when using an external
oscillator

VIL

mV--150CMOS input buffer hysteresis, when using an external
oscillator

VHYS

%55-45External clock reference duty cycleDCOSC_EXT

a. Refer to Table 27-50 on page 1869 and Table 27-51 on page 1869 for additional Ethernet crystal requirements.
b. 5 MHz is the minimum when using the PLL.
c. See information below table.
d. Crystal ESR specified by crystal manufacturer.
e. Crystal vendors can be contacted to confirm these specifications are met for a specific crystal part number if the vendors

generic crystal datasheet show limits outside of these specifications.
f. OSCPWR = (2 * pi * FP * CL * 2.5)2 * ESR / 2. An estimation of the typical power delivered to the crystal is based on the CL,

FP and ESR parameters of the crystal in the circuit as calculated by the OSCPWR equation. Ensure that the value
calculated for OSCPWR does not exceed the crystal's drive-level maximum.

g. Oscillator startup time is specified from the time the oscillator is enabled to when it reaches a stable point of oscillation
such that the internal clock is valid.

The load capacitors added on the board, C1 and C2, should be chosen such that the following
equation is satisfied (see Table 27-23 on page 1836 for typical values and Table 27-24 on page 1838
for detailed crystal parameter information).

■ CL = load capacitance specified by crystal manufacturer

■ CL = (C1*C2)/(C1+C2) + CSHUNT

■ CSHUNT = C0 + CPKG + CPCB (total shunt capacitance seen across OSC0, OSC1 crystal inputs)

■ CPKG, CPCB = the mutual caps as measured across the OSC0,OSC1 pins excluding the crystal.

■ C0 = Shunt capacitance of crystal specified by the crystal manufacturer

Table 27-24 on page 1838 lists part numbers of crystals that have been simulated and confirmed to
operate within the specifications in Table 27-23 on page 1836. Other crystals that have nearly identical
crystal parameters can be expected to work as well.

In the table below, the crystal parameters labeled C0, C1 and L1 are values that are obtained from
the crystal manufacturer. These numbers are usually a result of testing a relevant batch of crystals
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on a network analyzer. The parameters labeled ESR, DL and CL are maximum numbers usually
available in the data sheet for a crystal.

The table also includes three columns of Recommended Component Values. These values apply
to system board components. C1 and C2 are the values in pico Farads of the load capacitors that
should be put on each leg of the crystal pins to ensure oscillation at the correct frequency. Rs is the
value in kΩ of a resistor that is placed in series with the crystal between the OSC1 pin and the crystal
pin. Rs dissipates some of the power so the Max Dl crystal parameter is not exceeded. Only use
the recommended C1, C2, and Rs values with the associated crystal part. The values in the table
were used in the simulation to ensure crystal startup and to determine the worst case drive level
(WC Dl). The value in the WC Dl column should not be greater than the Max Dl Crystal parameter.
The WC Dl value can be used to determine if a crystal with similar parameter values but a lower
Max Dl value is acceptable.

Table 27-24. Crystal Parameters
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M
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(Ω
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L1
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1
(fF

)

C
0
(p
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132012128500300598.102.701.0030/50 ppm48 x 4.5NX8045GBNX8045GB-
4.000M-STD-
CJL-5

NDK

1030141410500150396.004.051.1830/30 ppm410 x 4.52-SMDFQ1045A-4FOX

164012128500250356.502.801.0030/50 ppm58 x 4.5NX8045GBNX8045GB-
5.000M-STD-
CSF-4

NDK

214012128500250173.204.101.3030/50 ppm68 x 4.5NX8045GBNX8045GB-
6.000M-STD-
CSF-4

NDK

2090141410500150112.306.261.3730/30 ppm610 x 4.52-SMDFQ1045A-6FOX

277012128500200139.302.801.0030/50 ppm88 x 4.5NX8045GBNX8045GB-
8.000M-STD-
CSF-6

NDK

21701414105008059.106.691.9530/30 ppm87 x 54-SMDFQ7050B-8FOX

29802424165008085.704.901.8250/30 ppm812.5 x 4.85HC49/USECS-80-16-
28A-TR

ECS

1242.0a1212105005020.58.852.3710/20 ppm127.2 x 5.2ABMMAABMM-
12.0000MHz-
10-D-1-X-T

Abracon

1472.51212820010081.002.200.7020/30 ppm123.2 x 2.5NX3225GANX3225GA-
12.000MHZ-
STD-CRG-2

NDK

36201212850012056.403.120.9330/50 ppm125 x 3.2NX5032GANX5032GA-
12.000MHZ-
LN-CD-1

NDK
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Table 27-24. Crystal Parameters (continued)
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37001414105008042.304.161.1630/30 ppm125 x 3.24-SMDFQ5032B-12FOX

1432.0a121210500509.3011.003.0010/20 ppm167.2 x 5.2ABMMAABMM-
16.0000MHz-
10-D-1-X-T

Abracon

1392.0a1212101000508.112.73.0015/30 ppm1613.3 x 4.85HC-49/UPECX-6595-
16.000M

Ecliptek

1882121282008033.902.901.0020/30 ppm163.2 x 2.5NX3225GANX3225GA-
16.000MHZ-
STD-CRG-2

NDK

437010108500120b25.903.821.0230/50ppm165 x 3.2NX5032GANX5032GA-
16.000MHZ-
LN-CD-1

NDK

2890.5121293006025.843.901.4710/10 ppm164 x 2.5ECX-42ECS-160-9-42-
CKM-TR

ECS

1582.0a121210500503.7011.003.0010/20 ppm257.2 x 5.2ABMMAABMM-
25.0000MHz-
10-D-1-X-T

Abracon

1591.5a1212101000403.212.83.0015/30 ppm2513.3 x 4.85HC-49/UPECX-6593-
25.000M

Ecliptek

181212128200508.704.701.1020/30 ppm253.2 x 2.5NX3225GANX3225GA-
25.000MHZ-
STD-CRG-2

NDK

2161.0a1010
8500707.15.11.330/50 ppm255 x 3.2NX5032GA

NX5032GA-
25.000MHZ-
LD-CD-1

NDK 2690.75c1212

3311161612500508.345.011.5830/30 ppm253.2 x 2.5HC3225/4Q-25.000M-
HC3225/4-
F-30-30-E-12-TR

AURIS

4330.5141410500505.137.921.6930/30 ppm255 x 3.24-SMDFQ5032B-25FOX

1242.0c121210350306.16.72.020/25 ppm255 x 3.2NX5032GA7A2570018TXC

a. RS values as low as 0 Ohms can be used. Using a lower RS value will result in the WC DL to increase towards the Max DL of the crystal.
b. Although this ESR value is outside of the recommended crystal ESR maximum for this frequency, this crystal has been simulated to

confirm proper operation and is valid for use with this device.
c. RS values as low as 500 Ohms can be used. Using a lower RS value will result in the WC DL to increase towards the Max DL of the

crystal.
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27.9.6 System Clock Specification with ADC Operation

Table 27-25. System Clock Characteristics with ADC Operation

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameter

MHz-16-System clock frequency when the ADC module is
operating (when PLL is bypassed).

Fsysadc

27.9.7 System Clock Specification with USB Operation

Table 27-26. System Clock Characteristics with USB Operation

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameter

MHz--30System clock frequency when the USB module is
operating (note that MOSC must be the clock source,
either with or without using the PLL)

Fsysusb
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27.10 Sleep Modes
The following tables can be used to calculate the maximum wake time from Sleep or Deep Sleep
depending on the specific application. Depending on the application configuration, each of the
parameters, except for TFLASH, add sequential latency to the wake time. Flash restoration happens
in parallel to the other wake processes and its wake time is normally absorbed by the other latencies.
As an example, the wake time for a device in Deep Sleep, with the PIOSC and PLL turned off and
the Flash and SRAM in low power mode is calculated as follows:

Wake Time = TPIOSCDS + TPLLDS + TSRAMLPDS

TFLASH does not contribute to this equation since all other parameters are greater in value.

Note that in Sleep mode the wake time due to a clock source is zero because the device uses the
same clock configuration in Run mode; thus, there is no latency involved with respect to the clocks.

Table 27-27. Wake from Sleep Characteristics

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameterParameter
No

µsN/Aa--Time to restore PIOSC as System Clock in Sleep
mode

TPIOSCD1

µsN/Ab--Time to restore MOSC as System Clock in Sleep
mode

TMOSCD2

µsN/Ac--Time to restore PLL as System Clock in Sleep modeTPLLD3

µs39--Time to restore LDO to 1.2 V in Sleep modeTLDOD4

µs5--Time to restore Flash to active state from low power
state in Sleep mode

TFLASHD5

µs15--Time to restore SRAM to active state from low
power state in Sleep mode

TSRAMLPD6

µs15--Time to restore SRAM to active state from standby
state in Sleep mode

TSRAMSTBYD7

a. Because the PIOSC is enabled in both Run and Sleep Mode for this configuration, no restoration time is required.
b. Because the MOSC is enabled in both Run and Sleep Mode for this configuration, no restoration time is required.
c. Because the PLL is enabled in both Run and Sleep Mode for this configuration, no restoration time is required.

Table 27-28. Wake from Deep Sleep Characteristics

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameterParameter
No

Deep Sleep
Clock Cyclesa

14--Time to restore PIOSC as System Clock in
Deep Sleep Mode

TPIOSCDSD8

ms18--Time to restore MOSC as System Clock in
Deep Sleep Mode

TMOSCDSD9

clocks1 cycle of Deep
Sleep Clock + 512

cycles of PLL
reference Clocka

--Time to restore PLL as System Clock in
Deep Sleep Mode

TPLLDSD10

µs39--Time to restore LDO to 1.2 V in Deep Sleep
Mode

TLDODSD11

µs5--Time to restore Flash to active state from
low power state

TFLASHLPDSD12

µs15--Time to restore SRAM to active state from
low power state

TSRAMLPDSD13
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Table 27-28. Wake from Deep Sleep Characteristics (continued)

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameterParameter
No

µs15--Time to restore SRAM to active state from
standby state

TSRAMSTBYDSD14

a. Deep Sleep Clock can vary. See page 281 for the Deep Sleep Clock options.
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27.11 Hibernation Module
The Hibernation module requires special system implementation considerations because it is intended
to power down all other sections of its host device, refer to “Hibernation Module” on page 531.

Table 27-29. Hibernation Module Battery Characteristics

UnitMaxNominalMinParameter NameParameter

V3.6a3.01.8Battery supply voltageVBAT

V/µs0.7-0VBAT battery supply voltage ramp timeVBATRMP
b

V2.01.91.8Low battery detect voltage, VBATSEL=0x0

VLOWBAT
V2.22.12.0Low battery detect voltage, VBATSEL=0x1

V2.42.32.2Low battery detect voltage, VBATSEL=0x2

V2.62.52.4Low battery detect voltage, VBATSEL=0x3

a. To ensure proper functionality, any voltage input higher than VBAT Max, must be connected through a diode.
b. For recommended VBAT RC circuit values, refer to the diagrams located in“Hibernation Clock Source” on page 535.

Table 27-30. Hibernation Module Characteristics

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameterParameter
No

ns--100WAKE assertion timeTWAKEH1

Hibernation
clock period

1--WAKE assert to HIB desassert (wake up
time)

TWAKE_TO_HIBH2

μs-Depends on
characteristics

of power supply

-VDD ramp to 3.0 VTVDD_RAMPH3

μs500--VDD at 3.0 V to internal POR deassert; first
instruction executes

TVDD_CODEH4

%60-40Duty cycle for RTCCLK output signal, when
using a 32.768-kHz crystal

DCRTCCLKH5 %70-30Duty cycle for RTCCLK output signal, when
using a 32.768-kHz external single-ended
(bypass) clock source

Table 27-31. Hibernation Module Tamper I/O Characteristics

UnitMaxNominalMinParameter NameParameter

MΩ5.2
-

4.43.5
-

TMPRn pull-up resistorRTPU

µs--62TMPRn pulse width with short glitch filterTSP

ms--94TMPRn pulse width with long glitch filterTLP

µs95--TMPRn assertion to NMI (short glitch filter)TNMIS

ms94--TMPRn assertion to NMI (long glitch filter)TNMIL

V--VBAT*0.8TMPRn high-level input voltage when operating
from VBAT

VIH
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Figure 27-15. Hibernation Module Timing
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27.12 Flash Memory

Table 27-32. Flash Memory Characteristics

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameter

cycles--100,000Number of program/erase cyclesaPECYC

years--20Data retention with 100% power-on hours at
TJ=85˚C

TRET

years--11Data retention with 10% power-on hours at
TJ=125˚C and 90% power-on hours at TJ=100˚C

TRET_EXTEMP

µs30010030Program time for double-word-aligned (64 bits)
datab

TPROG64

ms158-Page erase time, <1k cycles

TERASE ms4015-Page erase time, 10k cycles

ms50075-Page erase time, 100k cycles

ms2510-Mass erase time, <1k cycles

TME ms7020-Mass erase time, 10k cycles

ms2500300-Mass erase time, 100k cycles

a. A program/erase cycle is defined as switching the bits from 1-> 0 -> 1.
b. If programming fewer than 64 bits of data, the programming time is the same. For example, if only 32 bits of data need

to be programmed, the other 32 bits are masked off.
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27.13 EEPROM

Table 27-33. EEPROM Characteristicsa

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameter

cycles--500,000Number of mass program/erase cycles of a single wordcEPECYC
b

years--20Data retention with 100% power-on hours at TJ=85˚CETRET

years--11Data retention with 10% power-on hours at TJ=125˚C and
90% power-on hours at TJ=100˚C

ETRET_EXTEMP

μs600110-Program time for 32 bits of data with memory space available

ETPROG

ms-30-Program time for 32 bits of data in which a copy to the copy
buffer is required, the copy buffer has space and less than
10% of EEPROM endurance used

ms900--Program time for 32 bits of data in which a copy to the copy
buffer is required, the copy buffer has space and greater
than 90% of EEPROM endurance used

ms-60-Program time for 32 bits of data in which a copy of the copy
buffer is required, the copy buffer requires an erase and less
than 10% of EEPROM endurance used

ms1800--Program time for 32 bits of data a copy to the copy buffer is
required, the copy buffer requires an erase and greater than
90% of EEPROM endurance used

system clocks9+4*(EWS)7+
2*(EWS)

-Read access timedETREAD

ms158-Mass erase time, <1k cycles

ETME ms4015-Mass erase time, 10k cycles

ms50075-Mass erase time, 100k cycles

a. Because the EEPROM operates as a background task and does not prevent the CPU from executing from Flash memory,
the operation will complete within the maximum time specified provided the EEPROM operation is not stalled by a Flash
memory program or erase operation.

b. One word can be written more than 500K times, but these writes impact the endurance of the words in the meta-block
that the word is within. Different words can be written such that any or all words can be written more than 500K times
when write counts per word stay about the same. See the section called “Endurance” on page 619 for more information.

c. A program/erase cycle is defined as switching the bits from 1-> 0 -> 1.
d. The EWS field is programmed in the MEMTIM0 register at Sysctl Offset 0x0C0.
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27.14 Input/Output Pin Characteristics
Note: All GPIO signals are 3.3-V tolerant, except for PB1 (USB0VBUS) which is 5-V tolerant. See

“Signal Description” on page 741 for more information on GPIO configuration.

Two types of pads are provided on the device:

■ Fast GPIO pads: These pads provide variable, programmable drive strength and optimized
voltage output levels.

■ Slow GPIO pads: These pads provide 2-mA drive strength and are designed to be sensitive to
voltage inputs. The following GPIOs port pins are designed with Slow GPIO Pads:
– PJ1

Note: Port pins PL6 and PL7 operate as Fast GPIO pads, but have 4-mA drive capability only.
GPIO register controls for drive strength, slew rate and open drain have no effect on these
pins. The registers which have no effect are as follows: GPIODR2R, GPIODR4R,
GPIODR8R, GPIODR12R, GPIOSLR, and GPIOODR.

Note: Port pins PM[7:4] operate as Fast GPIO pads but support only 2-, 4-, 6-, and 8-mA drive
capability. 10- and 12-mA drive are not supported. All standard GPIO register controls,
except for the GPIODR12R register, apply to these port pins.

Table 27-34. Fast GPIO Module Characteristicsabcd

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameter

pF50--Capacitive loading for measurements given in this
tablee

CLGPIO

kΩ20.216.012.1Fast GPIO internal pull-up resistorfRGPIOPU

kΩ40-25Fast GPIO PL6 and PL7 (4-mA only) pull-up resistorRGPIOPU4MA

kΩ35.520.513.0Fast GPIO internal pull-down resistorfRGPIOPD

kΩ1714.310Fast GPIO PL6 and PL7 (4-mA only) pull-down resistorRGPIOPD4MA

nA400--Fast GPIO input leakage current, 0 V ≤ VIN ≤ VDDGPIO
pinsg

ILKG+ nA400--Fast GPIO input leakage current, 0 V < VIN ≤ VDD, Fast
GPIO pins configured as ADC or analog comparator
inputs

µA60--DC injection current, VIN ≤ 0 VIINJ-

mA-0.5--Max negative injection if not voltage protecteddIMAXINJ-

ns11.737.85

-

Fast GPIO rise time, 2-mA driveh

TGPIOR

ns6.354.15Fast GPIO rise time, 4-mA driveh

ns3.732.33Fast GPIO rise time, 8-mA driveh

ns5.763.77Fast GPIO rise time, 8-mA drive with slew rate controlh

ns3.221.98Fast GPIO rise time, 10-mA driveh

ns2.91.75Fast GPIO rise time, 12-mA driveh
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Table 27-34. Fast GPIO Module Characteristics (continued)

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameter

ns16.510.3

-

Fast GPIO fall time, 2-mA drivei

TGPIOF

ns8.295.15Fast GPIO fall time, 4-mA drivei

ns4.162.58Fast GPIO fall time, 8-mA drivei

ns5.553.54Fast GPIO fall time, 8-mA drive with slew rate controli

ns3.342.07Fast GPIO fall time, 10-mA drivei

ns2.781.73Fast GPIO fall time, 12-mA drivei

a. VDD must be within the range specified in Table 27-6 on page 1818.
b. Leakage and Injection current characteristics specified in this table also apply to XOSC0 and XOSC1 inputs.
c. Note that for the ADC's external reference inputs, care must be taken to avoid a current limiting resistor (refer to IVREF

spec in Table 27-44 on page 1859)
d. I/O pads should be protected if at any point the IO voltage has a possibility of going outside the limits shown in the table.

If the part is unpowered, the IO pad Voltage or Current must be limited (as shown in this table) to avoid powering the
part through the IO pad, causing potential irreversible damage.

e. Refer to individual peripheral sections for specific loading information.
f. This value includes all GPIO except for port pins PL6 and PL7.
g. The leakage current is measured with VIN applied to the corresponding pin(s). The leakage of digital port pins is measured

individually. The port pin is configured as an input and the pull-up/pull-down resistor is disabled.
h. Time measured from 20% to 80% of VDD.
i. Time measured from 80% to 20% of VDD.

Table 27-35. Slow GPIO Module Characteristicsabc

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameter

pF50--Capacitive loading for measurements given in this
tabled

CLGPIO

kΩ31.420.013.8Slow GPIO internal pull-up resistorRGPIOPU

kΩ35.520.513.0Slow GPIO internal pull-down resistorRGPIOPD

nA3.25--Slow GPIO input leakage current, 0 V ≤ VIN ≤ VDD
GPIO pinse

ILKG+ nA3.25--Slow GPIO input leakage current, 0 V < VIN ≤ VDD,
GPIO pins configured as ADC or analog comparator
inputs

µA3.42--DC injection current, VIN ≤ 0 VIINJ-

ns29.819.3-Slow GPIO rise time, 2-mA drivefTGPIOR

ns21.112.8-Slow GPIO fall time, 2-mA drivegTGPIOF

a. VDD must be within the range specified in Table 27-6 on page 1818.
b. VIN must be within the range specified in Table 27-1 on page 1816. Leakage current outside of this maximum voltage is not

guaranteed and can result in permanent damage of the device.
c. To avoid potential damage to the part, either the voltage or current on the non-Power, non-WAKE input/outputs should

be limited externally as shown in this table.
d. Refer to individual peripheral sections for specific loading information.
e. The leakage current is measured with VIN applied to the corresponding pin(s). The leakage of digital port pins is measured

individually. The port pin is configured as an input and the pull-up/pull-down resistor is disabled.
f. Time measured from 20% to 80% of VDD.
g. Time measured from 80% to 20% of VDD.
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27.14.1 Types of I/O Pins and ESD Protection

Caution – All device I/Os pins, except for PB1, are NOT 5V tolerant; voltages in excess of the limits
shown in Table 27-6 on page 1818 can permanently damage the device. PB1 is used for the USB's
USB0VBUS signal, which requires a 5-V input.

27.14.1.1 Hibernate WAKE pin
The Hibernate WAKE pin uses ESD protection, similar to the one shown in Figure 27-16 on page 1849.
This ESD protection prevents a direct path between this pad and any power supply rails in the
device. The WAKE pad input voltage should be kept inside the maximum ratings specified in Table
27-1 on page 1816 to ensure current leakage and current injections are within acceptable range.
Current leakages and current injection for these pins are specified in Table 27-36 on page 1849.

Figure 27-16. ESD Protection

Table 27-36. Pad Voltage/Current Characteristics for Hibernate WAKE Pinab

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameter

nA300--Positive IO leakage for VDD ≤ VIN ≤VBAT + 0.3VILKG+

µA43.3--Negative IO leakage for-0.3V ≤ VIN ≤0VcILKG-

mA2--Max positive injection if not voltage protecteddIINJ+

mA-0.5--Max negative injection if not voltage protecteddIINJ-

a. VIN must be within the range specified in Table 27-1 on page 1816. Leakage current outside of this maximum voltage is not
guaranteed and can result in permanent damage of the device.

b. VDD must be within the range specified in Table 27-6 on page 1818.
c. Leakage outside the minimum range (-0.3V) is unbounded and must be limited to IINJ- using an external resistor.
d. If the I/O pad is not voltage limited, it should be current limited (to IINJ+ and IINJ-) if there is any possibility of the pad voltage

exceeding the VIO limits (including transient behavior during supply ramp up, or at any time when the part is unpowered).

27.14.1.2 Non-Power I/O Pins
Most non-power I/Os (with the exception of the I/O pad for Hibernate WAKE input) have ESD protection
as shown in Figure 27-17 on page 1850.

These I/Os have an ESD clamp to ground and a diode connection to the corresponding power
supply rail. The voltage and current of these I/Os should follow the specifications in Table
27-37 on page 1850 to prevent potential damage to the device. In addition, it is recommended that
the ADC external reference specifications in Table 27-44 on page 1859 be adhered to prevent any
gain error.
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Figure 27-17. ESD Protection for Non-Power Pins (Except WAKE Signal)

Table 27-37. Non-Power I/O Pad Voltage/Current Characteristics abc

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameter

VVDD+0.3VDD-0.3IO pad voltage limits if voltage protectedVIO
d

nA400--Positive IO leakage for VDD ≤ VIN ≤VIO MAXeILKG+

µA60--Negative IO leakage for VIO MIN ≤ VIN ≤ 0VeILKG-

mA2--Max positive injection if not voltage protectedfIINJ+

mA-0.5--Max negative injection if not voltage protectedfIINJ-

a. To avoid potential damage to the part, either the voltage or current on the non-Power, non-WAKE input/outputs should
be limited externally as shown in this table.

b. Note that for the ADC's external reference inputs, care must be taken to avoid a current limiting resistor (refer to IVREF
spec in Table 27-44 on page 1859)

c. I/O pads should be protected if at any point the IO voltage has a possibility of going outside the limits shown in the table.
If the part is unpowered, the IO pad Voltage or Current must be limited (as shown in this table) to avoid powering the
part through the IO pad, causing potential irreversible damage.

d. The Hibernate XOSC pins are non-failsafe and should follow the limits for VIO with respect to both VDD and V
BAT

. Thus VIO
for the HIB XOSC pins should also fall within a MIN of -0.3 and a MAX of VBAT + 0.3.

e. MIN and MAX leakage current for the case when the I/O is voltage protected to VIO Min or VIO Max.
f. If the I/O pad is not voltage limited, it should be current limited (to IINJ+ and IINJ-) if there is any possibility of the pad voltage

exceeding the VIO limits (including transient behavior during supply ramp up, or at any time when the part is unpowered).
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27.15 External Peripheral Interface (EPI)

Table 27-38. EPI Interface Load Conditions

Load Value (CL)Signals

30 pF

EPI0S[35:0] SDRAM interface

EPI0S[35:0] General-Purpose interface

EPI0S[35:0] Host-Bus interface

40 pFEPI0S[35:0] PSRAM interface

When the EPI module is in SDRAM mode, EPI CLK must be configured to 12 mA. The EPI data
bus can be configured to 8 mA. Table 27-39 on page 1851 shows the rise and fall times in SDRAM
mode. When the EPI module is in Host-Bus or General-Purpose mode, the values in “Input/Output
Pin Characteristics” on page 1847 should be used.

Table 27-39. EPI SDRAM Characteristics

UnitMaxNomMinConditionParameter NameParameter

ns32-12-mA drive, CL = 30 pFEPI Rise Time (from 20% to 80% of
VDD)

TSDRAMR

ns32-12-mA drive, CL = 30 pFEPI Fall Time (from 80% to 20% of
VDD)

TSDRAMF

Table 27-40. EPI SDRAM Interface Characteristicsa

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameterParameter No

ns--16.67SDRAM Clock periodTCKE1

ns--8.33SDRAM Clock high timeTCHE2

ns--8.33SDRAM Clock low timeTCLE3

ns4--CLK to output validTCOVE4

ns4--CLK to output invalidTCOIE5

ns4--CLK to output tristateTCOTE6

ns--8.5Input set up to CLKTSE7

ns--0CLK to input holdTHE8

µs--100Power-up timeTPUE9

ns--20Precharge all banksTRPE10

ns--66Auto refreshTRFCE11

EPI CLK--2Program mode registerTMRDE12

a. The EPI SDRAM interface must use 12-mA drive.
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Figure 27-18. SDRAM Initialization and Load Mode Register Timing
CLK

(EPI0S31)

CKE
(EPI0S30)

Command
(EPI0S[29:28,19:18])

DQMH, DQML
(EPI0S[17:16])

AD11, AD[9:0]
(EPI0S[11,9:0]

AD10
(EPI0S[10])

BAD[1:0]
(EPI0S[14:13])

AD [15,12]
(EPI0S [15,12])

NOP PRE

NOP

AREF

NOP

PRE

NOP

AREF

NOP

LOAD

Code
All Banks

Single Bank
Code

Notes:
1. If CS is high at clock high time, all applied commands are NOP.
2. The Mode register may be loaded prior to the auto refresh cycles if desired.
3. JEDEC and PC100 specify three clocks.
4. Outputs are guaranteed High-Z after command is issued.

E9 E10 E11 E12

E1 E2 E3

NOP AREF

NOP

Active

Row

Row

Bank

Figure 27-19. SDRAM Read Timing

Row Column Data 0 Data 1 ... Data n

CLK
(EPI0S31)

CKE
(EPI0S30)

CSn
(EPI0S29)

WEn
(EPI0S28)

RASn
(EPI0S19)

CASn
(EPI0S18)

DQMH, DQML
(EPI0S [17:16])

AD [15:0]
(EPI0S [15:0])

Activate NOP Read NOP
Burst
Term

AD [15:0] driven in

AD [15:0] driven out AD [15:0] driven out

E4 E5 E6

E7
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Figure 27-20. SDRAM Write Timing

Row Column-1 Data 0 Data 1 ... Data n

CLK
(EPI0S31)

CKE
(EPI0S30)

CSn
(EPI0S29)

WEn
(EPI0S28)

RASn
(EPI0S19)

CASn
(EPI0S18)

DQMH, DQML
(EPI0S [17:16])

AD [15:0]
(EPI0S [15:0])

Activate NOP Write Burst
Term

AD [15:0] driven out

AD [15:0] driven out

E4 E5 E6

Table 27-41. EPI Host-Bus 8 and Host-Bus 16 Interface Characteristics

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameterParameter No

ns--10Read data set up timeTISUE14

ns--0Read data hold timeTIHE15

ns3.6--WRn to write data validTDVE16

EPI Clocks--1Data hold from WRn invalidTDIE17

ns4--ALE/CSn to output validTOVE18

ns4--CSn to output invalidTOINVE19

EPI Clocks--1WRn / RDn strobe width lowTSTLOWE20

EPI Clocks-1-ALE width highTALEHIGHE21

EPI Clocks--2CSn width lowTCSLOWE22

EPI Clocks--2ALE rising to WRn / RDn strobe fallingTALESTE23

EPI Clocks--1ALE falling to Address tristateTALEADDE24
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Figure 27-21. Host-Bus 8/16 Asynchronous Mode Read Timing

Data

ALE
(EPI0S30)

CSn
(EPI0S30)

WRn
(EPI0S29)

RDn/OEn
(EPI0S28)

Address

Data

BSEL0n/
BSEL1na

a BSEL0n and BSEL1n are available in Host-Bus 16 mode only.

E21

E18 E22

E19

E20

E14 E15

E23

Figure 27-22. Host-Bus 8/16 Asynchronous Mode Write Timing

Data

ALE
(EPI0S30)

CSn
(EPI0S30)

WRn
(EPI0S29)

RDn/Oen
(EPI0S28)

Address

Data

E18

E18

E16

E20
E19

E21

E22

E23

BSEL0n
BSEL1na

a BSEL0n and BSEL1n are available in Host-Bus 16 mode only.

E17
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Figure 27-23. Host-Bus 8/16 Mode Asynchronous Muxed Read Timing

Address Data

ALE
(EPI0S30)

CSn
(EPI0S30)

WRn
(EPI0S29)

RDn/OEn
(EPI0S28)

E15

E18

E18

E14

E19

E20

E21

E22

BSEL0n/
BSEL1na

Muxed
Address/Data

E24

E23

a BSEL0n and BSEL1n are available in Host-Bus 16 mode only.

Figure 27-24. Host-Bus 8/16 Mode Asynchronous Muxed Write Timing

ALE
(EPI0S30)

CSn
(EPI0S30)

WRn
(EPI0S29)

RDn/Oen
(EPI0S28)

E18

E18

E16

E20
E19

E21

E22

E23

BSEL0n
BSEL1na

DataMuxed
Address/Data Address

a BSEL0n and BSEL1n are available in Host-Bus 16 mode only.

Table 27-42. EPI General-Purpose Interface Characteristics

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameterParameter No

ns--16.67General-Purpose Clock periodTCKE25

ns--8.33General-Purpose Clock high timeTCHE26

ns--8.33General-Purpose Clock low timeTCLE27

ns--8.50Input signal set up time to rising clock edgeTISUE28

ns--0Input signal hold time from rising clock edgeTIHE29

ns4--Falling clock edge to output validTDVE30

ns4--Falling clock edge to output invalidTDIE31

ns--8.5iRDY assertion or deassertion set up time to
falling clock edge

TRDYSUE32
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Figure 27-25. General-Purpose Mode Read and Write Timing

Read

E28 E31

E25
E27

E30

Clock
(EPI0S31)

Frame
(EPI0S30)

RD
(EPI0S29)

WR
(EPI0S28)

Address

Data

E29

E30

Write

Data Data

E26

Note: This figure illustrates accesses where the FRM50 bit is clear, the FRMCNT field is 0x0 and the
WR2CYC bit is clear.

Table 27-43. EPI PSRAM Interface Characteristics

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameterParameter No

ns--20EPI_CLK periodTEPICLKE33

ns1.8--EPI_CLK rise or fall timeTRTFTE34

ns20-4.5Falling EPI_CLK to Address/Write Data or
Control output valida

TOVE35

ns--2Falling EPI_CLK to Address/Write Data or
Control hold timea

THTE36

ns9--Read data setup time from EPI_CLK risingTSUPE37

ns--0Read data output hold from EPI_CLK risingTDHE38

ns9--iRDY setup timeTIRVE39

ns9--iRDY hold timeTIRHE40

a. Control output includes WRn, RDn, OEn, BSELn, ALE, and CSn.
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Figure 27-26. PSRAM Single Burst Read
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Figure 27-27. PSRAM Single Burst Write
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27.16 Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC)

Table 27-44. ADC Electrical Characteristics for ADC at 1 Mspsab

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameter

POWER SUPPLY REQUIREMENTS

V3.633.32.97ADC supply voltageVDDA

V-0-ADC ground voltageGNDA

VDDA / GNDA VOLTAGE REFERENCE

μF-1.0 // 0.01c-Voltage reference decoupling capacitanceCREF

EXTERNAL VOLTAGE REFERENCE INPUT

VVDDAVDDA2.4Positive external voltage reference for ADC,
when VREF field in the ADCCTL register is 0x1-

VREFA+

µA440330.5-Current on VREF+ input, using external VREF+ =
3.3 V

IVREF

µA2.0--DC leakage current on VREF+ input when
external VREF disabled

ILVREF

μF-1.0 // 0.01c-External reference decoupling capacitanceCREF

ANALOG INPUT

VVDDA-0Single-ended, full- scale analog input voltage,
internal referencede

VADCIN

VVVDDA--VDDADifferential, full-scale analog input voltage,
internal referencedf

VVREFA+-GNDASingle-ended, full-scale analog input voltage,
external referencee

VVREFA+ -
GNDA

-- (VREFA+ -
GNDA)

Differential, full-scale analog input voltage,
external referenceg

V[(VREFA+ +
VREFA-) / 2] ±

0.025

--Input common mode voltage, differential modehVINCM

µA2.0--ADC input leakage currentiIL
kΩ2.5--ADC equivalent input resistanceiRADC

pF10--ADC equivalent input capacitanceiCADC

Ω500--Analog source resistanceiRS

SAMPLING DYNAMICS

MHz-16-ADC conversion clock frequencyjFADC

Msps1ADC conversion rateFCONV

ns-250-ADC sample timeTS

µs-1-ADC conversion timekTC

ADC clocks-2-Latency from trigger to start of conversionTLT

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE when using external referencelm

bits12ResolutionN

LSB±3.0±1.5-Integral nonlinearity error, over full input rangeINL

LSB+2.0/-1.0n±0.8-Differential nonlinearity error, over full input
range

DNL

LSB±3.0±1.0-Offset errorEO

LSB±3.0±2.0-Gain erroroEG
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Table 27-44. ADC Electrical Characteristics for ADC at 1 Msps (continued)

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameter

LSB±4.0±2.5-Total unadjusted error, over full input rangepET

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE when using internal reference

bits12ResolutionN

LSB±3.0±1.5-Integral nonlinearity error, over full input rangeINL

LSB+2.0/-1.0n±0.8-Differential nonlinearity error, over full input
range

DNL

LSB±15.0±5.0-Offset errorEO

LSB±30.0±10.0-Gain erroroEG

LSB±30.0±10.0-Total unadjusted error, over full input rangepET

DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICSqr

dB-7270Signal-to-noise-ratio, Differential input, VADCIN:
-20dB FS, 1KHz s

SNRD

dB-7572Signal-to-distortion ratio, Differential input,
VADCIN: -3dB FS, 1KHzstu

SDRD

dB-7068Signal-to-Noise+Distortion ratio, Differential
input, VADCIN: -3dB FS, 1KHzsvw

SNDRD

dB-6560Signal-to-noise-ratio, Single-ended input, VADCIN:
-20dB FS, 1KHz
x

SNRS

dB-7270Signal-to-distortion ratio, Single-ended input,
VADCIN: -3dB FS, 1KHztu

SDRS

dB-6360Signal-to-Noise+Distortion ratio, Single-ended
input, VADCIN: -3dB FS, 1KHzxvw

SNDRS

TEMPERATURE SENSOR

V-1.633-Temperature sensor voltage, junction
temperature 25 °C

VTSENS

mV/°C--13.3-Temperature sensor slope at:
-40°C to 85 °C ambient (industrial temperature
part)
-40°C to 105 °C ambient (extended temperature
part)

STSENS

°C±5--Temperature sensor accuracy at:y

-40°C to 85 °C ambient (industrial temperature
part)
-40°C to 105 °C ambient (extended temperature
part)

ETSENS

a. Values are at VREF+= 3.3V, FADC=16 MHz unless otherwise noted.
b. Best design practices suggest that static or quiet digital I/O signals be configured adjacent to sensitive analog inputs to

reduce capacitive coupling and cross talk. Unexpected results can occur if a switching digital I/O is placed adjacent to
an ADC input channel or voltage reference input. In addition, analog signals configured adjacent to ADC input channels
or reference inputs must meet the RADC equivalent input resistance given in this table and must be band-limited to 100
kHz or lower.

c. Two capacitors in parallel. Note that these capacitors should be as close to the die as possible.
d. Internal reference is connected directly between VDDA and GNDA (VREFi = VDDA - GNDA). In this mode, EO, EG, ET, and

dynamic specifications are adversely affected due to internal voltage drop and noise on VDDA and GNDA. Internal
reference voltage is selected when VREF field in the ADCCTL register is 0x0.

e. VADCIN = VINP - VINN

f. With signal common mode as VDDA/2.
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g. With signal common mode as (VREF+ + GNDA).
h. This parameter is defined as the average of the differential inputs.
i. As shown in Figure 27-29 on page 1864, RADC is the total equivalent resistance in the input line all the way up to the sampling

node at the input of the ADC.
j. See “System Clock Specification with ADC Operation” on page 1840 for full ADC clock frequency specification.
k. ADC conversion time (Tc) includes the ADC sample time (Ts).
l. Low noise environment is assumed in order to obtain values close to spec. Board must have good ground isolation between

analog and digital grounds, a clean reference voltage is assumed, and input signal must be bandlimited to Nyquist
bandwidth. No anti-aliasing filter is provided internally.

m. ADC static measurements taken by averaging over several samples. At least 20-sample averaging is assumed to obtain
expected typical or maximum spec values.

n. 12-bit DNL
o. Gain error is measured at max code after compensating for offset. Gain error is equivalent to "Full Scale Error." It can be

given in % of slope error, or in LSB, as done here.
p. Total Unadjusted Error is the maximum error at any one code versus the ideal ADC curve. It includes all other errors

(offset error, gain error and INL) at any given ADC code.
q. A low noise environment is assumed in order to obtain values close to spec. The board must have good ground isolation

between analog and digital grounds and a clean reference voltage. The input signal must be band-limited to Nyquist
bandwidth. No anti-aliasing filter is provided internally.

r. ADC dynamic characteristics are measured using low-noise board design, with low-noise reference voltage ( < -74dB
noise level in signal BW) and low-noise analog supply voltage. Board noise and ground bouncing couple into the ADC
and affect dynamic characteristics. Clean external reference must be used to achieve shown specs.

s. Differential signal with correct common mode, applied between two ADC inputs.
t. SDR = -THD in dB.
u. For higher frequency inputs, degradation in SDR should be expected.
v. SNDR = S/(N+D) = SINAD (in dB)
w. Effective number of bits (ENOB) can be calculated from SNDR: ENOB = (SNDR - 1.76) / 6.02.
x. Single ended inputs are more sensitive to board and trace noise than differential inputs; SNR and SNDR measurements

on single-ended inputs are highly dependent on how clean the test set-up is. If the input signal is not well-isolated on
the board, higher noise than specified could potentially be seen at the ADC output.

y. Note that this parameter does not include ADC error.

Table 27-45. ADC Electrical Characteristics for ADC at 2 Mspsab

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameter

POWER SUPPLY REQUIREMENTS

V3.633.32.97ADC supply voltageVDDA

V-0-ADC ground voltageGNDA

VDDA / GNDA VOLTAGE REFERENCE

μF-1.0 // 0.01c-Voltage reference decoupling capacitanceCREF

EXTERNAL VOLTAGE REFERENCE INPUT

VVDDAVDDA2.4Positive external voltage reference for ADC,
when VREF field in the ADCCTL register is
0x1d-

VREFA+

µA440330.5-Current on VREF+ input, using external VREF+
= 3.3 V

IVREF

µA2.0--DC leakage current on VREF+ input when
external VREF disabled

ILVREF

μF-1.0 // 0.01c-External reference decoupling capacitancedCREF

ANALOG INPUT
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Table 27-45. ADC Electrical Characteristics for ADC at 2 Msps (continued)

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameter

VVDDA-0Single-ended, full- scale analog input voltage,
internal referenceef

VADCIN

VVVDDA--VDDADifferential, full-scale analog input voltage,
internal referenceeg

VVREFA+-VREFA-Single-ended, full-scale analog input voltage,
external referencedf

VVREFA+ - VREFA--- (VREFA+ -
VREFA-)

Differential, full-scale analog input voltage,
external referencedh

V[(VREFA+ +
VREFA-) / 2] ±

0.025

--Input common mode voltage, differential modeiVINCM

µA2.0--ADC input leakage currentjIL
kΩ2.5--ADC equivalent input resistancejRADC

pF10--ADC equivalent input capacitancejCADC

Ω250--Analog source resistancejRS

SAMPLING DYNAMICS

MHz-32-ADC conversion clock frequencykFADC

Msps2ADC conversion rateFCONV

ns-125-ADC sample timeTS

µs-0.5-ADC conversion timelTC

ADC clocks-2-Latency from trigger to start of conversionTLT

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE when using external referencemn

bits12ResolutionN

LSB±3.0±1.5-Integral nonlinearity error, over full input rangeINL

LSB+2.0/-1.0o±0.8-Differential nonlinearity error, over full input
range

DNL

LSB±3.0±1.0-Offset errorEO

LSB±3.0±2.0-Gain errorpEG

LSB±4.0±2.5-Total unadjusted error, over full input rangeqET

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE when using internal reference

bits12ResolutionN

LSB±3.0±1.5-Integral nonlinearity error, over full input rangeINL

LSB+2.0/-1.0o±0.8-Differential nonlinearity error, over full input
range

DNL

LSB±15.0±5.0-Offset errorEO

LSB±30.0±10.0-Gain errorpEG

LSB±30.0±10.0-Total unadjusted error, over full input rangeqET

DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICSrs

dB-7268Signal-to-noise-ratio, Differential input, VADCIN:
-20dB FS, 1KHz t

SNRD

dB-7570Signal-to-distortion ratio, Differential input,
VADCIN: -3dB FS, 1KHztuv

SDRD

dB-7065Signal-to-Noise+Distortion ratio, Differential
input, VADCIN: -3dB FS, 1KHztwx

SNDRD
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Table 27-45. ADC Electrical Characteristics for ADC at 2 Msps (continued)

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameter

dB-6558Signal-to-noise-ratio, Single-ended input,
VADCIN: -20dB FS, 1KHz
y

SNRS

dB-7268Signal-to-distortion ratio, Single-ended input,
VADCIN: -3dB FS, 1KHzuv

SDRS

dB-6358Signal-to-Noise+Distortion ratio, Single-ended
input, VADCIN: -3dB FS, 1KHzywx

SNDRS

a. Values are at VREF+= 3.3V, FADC=32 MHz unless otherwise noted.
b. Best design practices suggest that static or quiet digital I/O signals be configured adjacent to sensitive analog inputs to

reduce capacitive coupling and cross talk. Unexpected results can occur if a switching digital I/O is placed adjacent to
an ADC input channel or voltage reference input. In addition, analog signals configured adjacent to ADC input channels
or reference inputs must meet the RADC equivalent input resistance given in this table and must be band-limited to 100
kHz or lower.

c. Two capacitors in parallel. Note that these capacitors should be as close to the die as possible.
d. Assumes external filtering network between VREFA+ and VREFA- as shown in Figure 27-28 on page 1864. External reference

noise level must be under 12bit (-74 dB) of Full Scale input, over input bandwidth, measured at VREFA+ - VREFA-.
e. Internal reference is connected directly between VDDA and GNDA (VREFi = VDDA - GNDA). In this mode, EO, EG, ET, and

dynamic specifications are adversely affected due to internal voltage drop and noise on VDDA and GNDA. Internal
reference voltage is selected when VREF field in the ADCCTL register is 0x0.

f. VADCIN = VINP - VINN

g. With signal common mode as VDDA/2.
h. With signal common mode as (VREF+ + VREF-)/2.
i. This parameter is defined as the average of the differential inputs.
j. As shown in Figure 27-29 on page 1864, RADC is the total equivalent resistance in the input line all the way up to the sampling

node at the input of the ADC.
k. See “System Clock Specification with ADC Operation” on page 1840 for full ADC clock frequency specification.
l. ADC conversion time (Tc) includes the ADC sample time (Ts).
m. Low noise environment is assumed in order to obtain values close to spec. Board must have good ground isolation

between analog and digital grounds, a clean reference voltage is assumed, and input signal must be bandlimited to
Nyquist bandwidth. No anti-aliasing filter is provided internally.

n. ADC static measurements taken by averaging over several samples. At least 20-sample averaging is assumed to obtain
expected typical or maximum spec values.

o. 12-bit DNL
p. Gain error is measured at max code after compensating for offset. Gain error is equivalent to "Full Scale Error." It can be

given in % of slope error, or in LSB, as done here.
q. Total Unadjusted Error is the maximum error at any one code versus the ideal ADC curve. It includes all other errors

(offset error, gain error and INL) at any given ADC code.
r. A low noise environment is assumed in order to obtain values close to spec. The board must have good ground isolation

between analog and digital grounds and a clean reference voltage. The input signal must be band-limited to Nyquist
bandwidth. No anti-aliasing filter is provided internally.

s. ADC dynamic characteristics are measured using low-noise board design, with low-noise reference voltage ( < -74dB
noise level in signal BW) and low-noise analog supply voltage. Board noise and ground bouncing couple into the ADC
and affect dynamic characteristics. Clean external reference must be used to achieve shown specs.

t. Differential signal with correct common mode, applied between two ADC inputs.
u. SDR = -THD in dB.
v. For higher frequency inputs, degradation in SDR should be expected.
w. SNDR = S/(N+D) = SINAD (in dB)
x. Effective number of bits (ENOB) can be calculated from SNDR: ENOB = (SNDR - 1.76) / 6.02.
y. Single ended inputs are more sensitive to board and trace noise than differential inputs; SNR and SNDR measurements

on single-ended inputs are highly dependent on how clean the test set-up is. If the input signal is not well-isolated on
the board, higher noise than specified could potentially be seen at the ADC output.
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Figure 27-28. ADC External Reference Filtering
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27.17 Synchronous Serial Interface (SSI)

Table 27-46. SSI Characteristics

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameterParameter
No.

ns--16.67SSIClk cycle time, as mastera

TCLK_PERS1
ns--100SSIClk cycle time, as slaveb

ns--8.33SSIClk high time, as master
TCLK_HIGHS2

ns--50SSIClk high time, as slave

ns--8.33SSIClk low time, as master
TCLK_LOWS3

ns--50SSIClk low time, as slave

ns--1.25SSIClk rise timecTCLKRS4

ns--1.25SSIClk fall timecTCLKFS5

ns4.00--Master Mode: Master Tx Data Output (to slave)
Valid Time from edge of SSIClk

TTXDMOVS6

ns--0.60Master Mode: Master Tx Data Output (to slave)
Hold Time after next SSIClk

TTXDMOHS7

ns--7.89Master Mode: Master Rx Data In (from slave)
setup time

TRXDMSS8

ns--0Master Mode: Master Rx Data In (from slave) hold
time

TRXDMHS9

ns47.60d--Slave Mode: Master Tx Data Output (to Master)
Valid Time from edge of SSIClk

TTXDSOVS10

ns--37.4eSlave Mode: Slave Tx Data Output (to Master)
Hold Time from next SSIClk

TTXDSOHS11

ns--0Slave Mode: Rx Data In (from master) setup timeTRXDSSUS13

ns--37.03fSlave Mode: Rx Data In (from master) hold timeTRXDSHS14

a. In master mode, the system clock must be at least twice as fast as the SSIClk.
b. In slave mode, the system clock must be at least 12 times faster than the SSIClk.
c. Note that the delays shown are using 12-mA drive strength.
d. This MAX value is for the minimum slave mode TSYSCLK period (8.33 ns). To find the MAX TTXDSOV value for a larger

TSYSCLK, use the equation: 4*TSYSCLK+14.25.
e. This MIN value is for the minimum slave mode TSYSCLK (8.33 ns). To find the MIN TTXDSOH value for a larger TSYSCLK,

use the equation: 4*TSYSCLK+4.08.
f. This MIN value is for the minimum slave mode TSYSCLK (8.33 ns). To find the MIN TTXDSH value for a larger TSYSCLK, use

the equation: 4*TSYSCLK+3.70.
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Figure 27-30. SSI Timing for TI Frame Format (FRF=01), Single Transfer Timing Measurement
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Figure 27-31. Master Mode SSI Timing for SPI Frame Format (FRF=00), with SPH=1
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Figure 27-32. Slave Mode SSI Timing for SPI Frame Format (FRF=00), with SPH=1
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Table 27-47. Bi- and Quad-SSI Characteristicsa

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameterParameter No.

ns--16.67SSIClk cycle time, as masterbTCLK_PERS15

ns--8.33SSIClk high time, as masterTCLK_HIGHS16

ns--8.33SSIClk low time, as masterTCLK_LOWS17

ns--1.25SSIClk rise timecTCLKRS18

ns--1.25SSIClk fall timecTCLKFS19

ns4.04--Master Mode: Master SSInXDATnData Output
(to slave) Valid Time from edge of SSIClk

TTXDMOVS20

ns--0.60Master Mode: Master SSInXDATnData Output
(to slave) Hold Time after next SSIClk

TTXDMOHS21

ns--5.78Master Mode: Master SSInXDATn Data In
(from slave) setup time

TRXDMSS22

ns--0Master Mode: Master SSInXDATn Data In
(from slave) hold time

TRXDMHS23

a. Parameters S15 through S23 correspond to parameters S1 through S9 in Figure 27-30 and Figure 27-31.
b. In master mode, the system clock must be at least twice as fast as the SSIClk.
c. Note that the delays shown are using 12-mA drive strength.
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27.18 Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C) Interface

Table 27-48. I2C Characteristics

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameterParameter
No.

system clocks--36Start condition hold timeTSCHI1a

system clocks--36Clock Low periodTLPI2a

ns(see note
b)

--I2CSCL/I2CSDA rise time (VIL =0.5 V
to V IH =2.4 V)

TSRTI3b

system clocks-2-Data hold time (slave)
TDHI4

system clocks-7-Data hold time (master)

ns109-I2CSCL/I2CSDA fall time (VIH =2.4 V
to V IL =0.5 V)

TSFTI5c

system clocks--24Clock High timeTHTI6a

system clocks--18Data setup timeTDSI7

system clocks--36Start condition setup time (for
repeated start condition only)

TSCSRI8a

system clocks--24Stop condition setup timeTSCSI9a

system clocks-2-Data Valid (slave)
TDVI10 system clocks-(6 * (1 +

TPR)) + 1
-Data Valid (master)

a. Values depend on the value programmed into the TPR bit in the I2C Master Timer Period (I2CMTPR) register; a TPR
programmed for the maximum I2CSCL frequency (TPR=0x2) results in a minimum output timing as shown in the table
above. The I 2C interface is designed to scale the actual data transition time to move it to the middle of the I2CSCL Low
period. The actual position is affected by the value programmed into the TPR; however, the numbers given in the above
values are minimum values.

b. Because I2CSCL and I2CSDA operate as open-drain-type signals, which the controller can only actively drive low, the
time I2CSCL or I2CSDA takes to reach a high level depends on external signal capacitance and pull-up resistor values.

c. Specified at a nominal 50 pF load.

Figure 27-33. I2C Timing
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27.19 Ethernet Controller

27.19.1 DC Characteristics
The parameters listed in Table 27-49 on page 1869, with the exception of RBIAS, apply to transmit pins
of the Ethernet PHY, which are generally the EN0TXOP and EN0TX0N signals during standard
operation but can also be the EN0RXIN EN0RXIP signals if Auto-MDIX is enabled.

Table 27-49. Ethernet PHY DC Characteristics

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameter

kΩ4.924.874.82Value of the pull-down resistor on the RBIAS
pin

RBIAS

V1.0510.95100M transmit voltageVTPTD_100

%2--2100M transmit voltage symmetryVTPTDSYM

%5--Output overshootVOVRSHT

V2.82.52.210M transmit voltageVTPTD_10

mV-200-10Base-T Receive thresholdVTH1

27.19.2 Clock Characteristics

Table 27-50. MOSC 25-MHz Crystal Specificationa

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameterParameter No.

MHz-25-FrequencyFMOSC25N1

ppm±50-0Frequency tolerance at operational
temperature

FTOL-

ppm±5--Frequency stability at 1-year agingTSTA-

a. Refer to Table 27-23 on page 1836 for additional MOSC requirements.

Figure 27-34. MOSC Crystal Characteristics for Ethernet

OSC0

N1

Table 27-51. MOSC Single-Ended 25-MHz Oscillator Specificationa

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameterParameter
No.

MHz-25-FrequencyFOSCN4

ppm±50-0Frequency tolerance at operational
temperature

FTOL-

ppm±50--Frequency stability at 1-year agingTSTA-

ns1--Frequency rise and fall timeTRFN5
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Table 27-51. MOSC Single-Ended 25-MHz Oscillator Specificationa (continued)

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameterParameter
No.

ps-50-Jitter (cycle-to-cycle)
TJ-

ns1--Jitter (over 10 ms)

%60-40Duty cycleDC-

Figure 27-35. Single-Ended MOSC Characteristics for Ethernet

OSC0

N4 N5 N5

27.19.3 AC Characteristics

Table 27-52. Ethernet Controller Enable and Software Reset Timing

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameterParameter No.

µs--45Time from the System Control enable of the
PHY to energy on the PMD output pinab

TENN16

ns--110Time from software reset of the PHY to energy
on the PMD output pin

TSWRSTN17

a. The PHY is enabled through System Control by setting the P0 bit in the PCEPHY register and the R0 bit in the RCGCPHY
register.

b. This minimum timing assumes the PHYHOLD bit in the EMACPC register is not set.

Figure 27-36. Reset Timing
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PHY Enable

PHY SW Reset

N17

Table 27-53. 100Base-TX Transmit Timing (tR/F and Jitter)

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameterParameter No.

ns543100 Mb/s PMD output pair tR and tF
aTRF

N38
ps500--100 Mb/s tR and tF symmetrybcTRF_MM
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Table 27-53. 100Base-TX Transmit Timing (tR/F and Jitter) (continued)

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameterParameter No.

ns1.4--100 Mb/s PMD Output Pair Transmit
Jitter

TRF_JTTRN39

a. Rise and fall times taken at 10% and 90% of the +1 or -1 amplitude.
b. Normal mismatch is the difference between the maximum and minimum of all rise and fall times
c. Choice of Ethernet transformer magnetics can affect this parameter.

Figure 27-37. 100 Base-TX Transmit Timing
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Table 27-54. 10Base-T Normal Link Pulse Timing

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameterParameter No.

ms-76-Link pulse periodTLP_PERN69

µs-100-Link pulse widthTLP_WIDN70

Figure 27-38. 10Base-TX Normal Link Pulse Timing
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Table 27-55. Auto-Negotiation Fast Link Pulse (FLP) Timing

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameterParameter No.

µs-125-Clock pulse to clock pulse periodTCLKPN72

µs-62-Clock Pulse to Data Pulse PeriodTCLKDPN73

ns-110-Clock, Data Pulse WidthTPULN74

ms-16-FLP Burst to FLP Burst PeriodTBRSTPN75

ms-2-Burst WidthTBRSTWN76

Figure 27-39. Auto-Negotiation Fast Link Pulse Timing
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Table 27-56. 100Base-TX Signal Detect Timing

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameterParameter No.

µs100--SD Internal Turn-on TimeTONN79

µs200--Internal Turn-off TimeTOFFN80

Figure 27-40. 100Base-TX Signal Detect Timing
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27.20 Universal Serial Bus (USB) Controller
The Tiva™ C Series USB controller electrical specifications are compliant with the Universal Serial
Bus Specification Rev. 2.0 (full-speed and low-speed support) and the On-The-Go Supplement to
the USB 2.0 Specification Rev. 1.0. Some components of the USB system are integrated within the
TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller and specific to the Tiva™ C Series microcontroller design.

Note: GPIO pin, PB1, which can be configured as the USB0VBUS signal, is the only pin which is
5-V tolerant on the device.

Table 27-57. ULPI Interface Timing

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameterParameter
No.

Timings with respect to external clock source input to USB0CLK

ns--4.8Setup time (control in) USB0DIR,
USB0NXT

TSUCU1

ns--3.5Setup Time (data in) USB0DnTSUDU2

ns--0Hold Time (control in) USB0DIR,
USB0NXT

THTCU3

ns--0Hold Time (data in) USB0DnTHTDU4

ns9.5-3.7Output Delay (control out) USB0STPTODCU5

ns9.5-3.7Output Delay (data out) USB0DnTODDU6

Timings with USB0CLK as clock output

ns--6.0Setup time (control in) USB0DIR,
USB0NXT

TSUCU1

ns--4.6Setup Time (data in) USB0DnTSUDU2

ns--0Hold Time (control in) USB0DIR,
USB0NXT

THTCU3

ns--0Hold Time (data in) USB0DnTHTDU4

ns10.6-4.0Output Delay (control out) USB0STPTODCU5

ns10.6-4.0Output Delay (data out) USB0DnTODDU6
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Figure 27-41. ULPI Interface Timing Diagram
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27.21 Analog Comparator

Table 27-58. Analog Comparator Characteristicsab

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameter

VVDDA-GNDAInput voltage rangeVINP,VINN
c

VVDDA-GNDAInput common mode voltage rangeVCM

mV±50d±10-Input offset voltageVOS

µA2.0--Input leakage current over full voltage rangeIINP,IINN

dB-50-Common mode rejection ratioCMRR

µs1.0e--Response timeTRT

µs10--Comparator mode change to Output ValidTMC

a. Best design practices suggest that static or quiet digital I/O signals be configured adjacent to sensitive analog inputs to
reduce capacitive coupling and cross talk.

b. To achieve best analog results, the source resistance driving the analog inputs, VINP and VINN, should be kept low.
c. The external voltage inputs to the Analog Comparator are designed to be highly sensitive and can be affected by external

noise on the board. For this reason, VINP and VINN must be set to different voltage levels during idle states to ensure the
analog comparator triggers are not enabled. If an internal voltage reference is used, it should be set to a mid-supply
level. When operating in Sleep/Deep-Sleep modes, the Analog Comparator module should be disabled or the external
voltage inputs set to different levels (greater than the input offset voltage) to achieve minimum current draw.

d. Measured at VREF=100 mV.
e. Measured at external VREF=100 mV, input signal switching from 75 mV to 125 mV.

Table 27-59. Analog Comparator Voltage Reference Characteristics

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameter

V-VDDA/29.4-Resolution in high rangeRHR

V-VDDA/22.12-Resolution in low rangeRLR

V±RHR/2--Absolute accuracy high rangeAHR

V±RLR/2--Absolute accuracy low rangeALR

Table 27-60. Analog Comparator Voltage Reference Characteristics, VDDA = 3.3V, EN= 1, and
RNG = 0

UnitVIREF MaxIdeal VIREFVIREF MinVREF Value

V0.8410.7860.7310x0

V0.9530.8980.8430x1

V1.0651.0100.9550x2

V1.1781.1221.0670x3

V1.2901.2351.1800x4

V1.4021.3471.2920x5

V1.5141.4591.4040x6

V1.6271.5711.5160x7

V1.7391.6841.6290x8

V1.8511.7961.7410x9

V1.9631.9081.8530xA

V2.0762.0201.9650xB

V2.1882.1332.0780xC
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Table 27-60. Analog Comparator Voltage Reference Characteristics, VDDA = 3.3V, EN= 1, and
RNG = 0 (continued)

UnitVIREF MaxIdeal VIREFVIREF MinVREF Value

V2.3002.2452.1900xD

V2.4122.3572.3020xE

V2.5252.4692.4140xF

Table 27-61. Analog Comparator Voltage Reference Characteristics, VDDA = 3.3V, EN= 1, and
RNG = 1

UnitVIREF MaxIdeal VIREFVIREF MinVREF Value

V0.0740.0000.0000x0

V0.2230.1490.0760x1

V0.3720.2980.2250x2

V0.5210.4480.3740x3

V0.6700.5970.5230x4

V0.8200.7460.6720x5

V0.9690.8950.8220x6

V1.1181.0440.9710x7

V1.2671.1931.1200x8

V1.4161.3431.2690x9

V1.5651.4921.4180xA

V1.7151.6411.5670xB

V1.8641.7901.7170xC

V2.0131.9391.8660xD

V2.1622.0892.0150xE

V2.3112.2382.1640xF
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27.22 Pulse-Width Modulator (PWM)

Table 27-62. PWM Timing Characteristics

UnitMaxNomMinParameter NameParameter

PWM clock periods--2Minimum Fault Pulse WidthTFLTW

ns24 + (1 PWM
clock)

--MnFAULTn Assertion to PWM InactiveaTFLTMAX

ns--5MnFAULTn De-Assertion to PWM ActivebTFLTMIN

a. This parameter value can vary depending on the PWM clock frequency which is controlled by the System Clock and a
programmable divider field in the PWMCC register.

b. The latch and minimum fault period functions that can be enabled in the PWMnCTL register can change the timing of this
parameter.
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27.23 Current Consumption
Table 27-64 on page 1882 shows the amount of current consumption that specific peripherals contribute
to the Run mode current consumption numbers shown in Table 27-63 on page 1878. If these peripherals
are not powered, then the peripheral current consumption values can be subtracted from the Run
mode numbers displayed in Table 27-63 on page 1878.

Table 27-63. Current Consumptionab

Unit
MaxNomSystem Clock

ConditionsParameter NameParameter 105°Cc85°C105°Cc85°C25°C-40°CClock
Source

Frequency

mA140.0129.9108.7107.2105.396.4MOSC
with PLL

120 MHz
VDD = 3.3 V

VDDA = 3.3 V

Run mode (Flash
loop)

IDD_RUN

mA112.5100.379.978.676.667.4MOSC
with PLL

60 MHz
Peripherals = All ON
including MAC and
PHY

mA56.445.026.725.524.411.9PIOSC16 MHz

mA42.631.313.312.110.95.75PIOSC1 MHz

mA108.498.880.879.677.869.9MOSC
with PLL

120 MHz
VDD = 3.3 V

VDDA = 3.3 V mA80.869.252.150.949.240.9MOSC
with PLL

60 MHz
Peripherals = All ON
including MAC but not
PHY

mA54.343.126.225.023.611.3PIOSC16 MHz

mA40.529.312.711.510.15.10PIOSC1 MHz

mA106.096.678.677.676.068.1MOSC
with PLL

120 MHz
VDD = 3.3 V

VDDA = 3.3 V mA79.267.950.849.848.240.0MOSC
with PLL

60 MHz

Peripherals = All ON
except MAC/PHY mA53.342.525.624.623.311.1PIOSC16 MHz

mA39.829.012.311.310.15.07PIOSC1 MHz

mA65.355.841.540.439.135.2MOSC
with PLL

120 MHz

VDD = 3.3 V

VDDA = 3.3 V
mA55.545.831.730.729.423.2MOSC

with PLL
60 MHz

Peripherals = All OFF mA44.134.520.019.017.97.38PIOSC16 MHz

mA35.525.711.410.39.134.12PIOSC1 MHz

mA144.6133.4113.2111.6103.693.8MOSC
with PLL

120 MHz
VDD = 3.3 V

VDDA = 3.3 V

Run mode (SRAM
loop)

mA111.9100.080.078.776.766.9MOSC
with PLL

60 MHz
Peripherals = All ON
including MAC and
PHY

mA50.339.121.320.119.012.6PIOSC16 MHz

mA42.230.912.811.710.65.73PIOSC1 MHz

mA113.0102.385.484.076.167.2MOSC
with PLL

120 MHz
VDD = 3.3 V

VDDA = 3.3 V mA80.268.952.250.949.240.3MOSC
with PLL

60 MHz
Peripherals = All ON
including MAC but not
PHY

mA48.237.220.819.618.211.9PIOSC16 MHz

mA40.128.912.311.29.795.08PIOSC1 MHz

mA110.6100.183.282.074.365.4MOSC
with PLL

120 MHzVDD = 3.3 V

VDDA = 3.3 V
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Table 27-63. Current Consumption (continued)

Unit
MaxNomSystem Clock

ConditionsParameter NameParameter 105°Cc85°C105°Cc85°C25°C-40°CClock
Source

Frequency

mA78.667.650.949.848.239.4MOSC
with PLL

60 MHz

Peripherals =All ON
except MAC/PHY mA47.236.620.219.217.911.7PIOSC16 MHz

mA39.428.611.911.09.755.05PIOSC1 MHz

mA69.059.845.844.743.335.4MOSC
with PLL

120 MHz

VDD = 3.3 V

VDDA = 3.3 V
mA54.945.531.730.729.423.4MOSC

with PLL
60 MHz

Peripherals = All OFF mA38.028.714.613.612.47.08PIOSC16 MHz

mA34.925.311.010.08.784.60PIOSC1 MHz

mA129.1117.998.196.894.882.8MOSC
with PLL

120 MHzVDD = 3.3 V

VDDA = 3.3 V

Sleep mode
(FLASHPM = 0x0)

IDD_SLEEP

mA102.991.872.371.269.260.8MOSC
with PLL

60 MHzPeripherals = All ON
including MAC and
PHY mA45.935.419.118.116.811.2PIOSCd16 MHz

LDO = 1.2 V mA39.628.912.611.510.35.10PIOSCd1 MHz

mA97.887.170.369.167.456.2MOSC
with PLL

120 MHzVDD = 3.3 V

VDDA = 3.3 V
mA71.660.744.543.441.934.4MOSC

with PLL
60 MHzPeripherals = All ON

including MAC but not
PHY mA45.134.518.517.516.210.6PIOSCd16 MHz

LDO = 1.2 V mA38.728.012.010.99.604.47PIOSCd1 MHz

mA95.484.968.167.165.654.4MOSC
with PLL

120 MHz
VDD = 3.3 V

VDDA = 3.3 V mA70.059.443.242.340.933.5MOSC
with PLL

60 MHz
Peripherals = All ON
except MAC/PHY mA44.133.917.917.115.910.4PIOSCd16 MHz
LDO = 1.2 V

mA38.027.711.610.79.564.44PIOSCd1 MHz

mA53.144.130.729.828.622.0MOSC
with PLL

120 MHz
VDD = 3.3 V

VDDA = 3.3 V mA46.637.524.123.222.016.3MOSC
with PLL

60 MHz

Peripherals = All OFF
LDO = 1.2 V mA35.126.112.411.510.45.37PIOSCd16 MHz

mA33.924.610.69.718.604.37PIOSCd1 MHz

mA123.5112.192.591.289.086.5MOSC
with PLL

120 MHzVDD = 3.3 V

VDDA = 3.3 V

Sleep mode
(FLASHPM = 0x2)

mA97.286.066.765.663.461.6MOSC
with PLL

60 MHzPeripherals = All ON
including MAC and
PHY mA40.429.813.512.411.110.4PIOSCd16 MHz

LDO = 1.2 V mA34.223.46.985.834.494.45PIOSCd1 MHz

mA92.181.364.763.461.759.9MOSC
with PLL

120 MHz
VDD = 3.3 V

VDDA = 3.3 V mA66.054.938.937.836.135.1MOSC
with PLL

60 MHz
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Table 27-63. Current Consumption (continued)

Unit
MaxNomSystem Clock

ConditionsParameter NameParameter 105°Cc85°C105°Cc85°C25°C-40°CClock
Source

Frequency

Peripherals = All ON
including MAC but not
PHY

mA39.628.912.911.810.49.75PIOSCd16 MHz

mA33.422.56.385.253.823.82PIOSCd1 MHz

LDO = 1.2 V

mA89.779.162.561.459.958.1MOSC
with PLL

120 MHz
VDD = 3.3 V

VDDA = 3.3 V mA64.453.637.636.735.134.2MOSC
with PLL

60 MHz
Peripherals = All ON
except MAC/PHY mA38.628.312.311.410.19.50PIOSCd16 MHz
LDO = 1.2 V

mA32.722.25.965.063.783.79PIOSCd1 MHz

mA47.438.225.124.122.822.0MOSC
with PLL

120 MHz
VDD = 3.3 V

VDDA = 3.3 V mA40.931.718.517.516.215.7MOSC
with PLL

60 MHz

Peripherals = All OFF
LDO = 1.2 V mA29.820.56.805.804.604.50PIOSCd16 MHz

mA28.719.15.204.102.803.00PIOSCd1 MHz

mA32.124.111.610.89.789.74PIOSC16 MHzVDD = 3.3 V

Deep-Sleep mode
(FLASHPM = 0x2)IDD_DEEPSLEEP

e

VDDA = 3.3 V mA25.317.14.603.832.832.60LFIOSC30 kHz
Peripherals = All ON
LDO = 1.2 V

mA22.715.95.534.884.054.53PIOSC16 MHzVDD = 3.3 V

VDDA = 3.3 V mA20.713.32.461.690.7620.614LFIOSC30 kHz
Peripherals = All OFF
LDO = 1.2 V

mA20.115.38.487.977.335.21PIOSC16 MHzVDD = 3.3 V

VDDA = 3.3 V mA14.910.03.292.792.162.02LFIOSC30 kHz
Peripherals = All ON
LDO = 0.9 Vf

mA13.49.504.013.613.101.08PIOSC16 MHzVDD = 3.3 V

VDDA = 3.3 V mA10.86.861.360.9540.4540.367LFIOSC30 kHz
Peripherals = All OFF
LDO = 0.9 Vf

mA3.353.032.662.682.662.61MOSC
with PLL

120 MHz

VDD = 3.3 V

VDDA = 3.3 V

All Run modes
All Sleep modes

IDDA_RUN,
IDDA_SLEEP

mA3.103.042.662.682.662.61MOSC
with PLL

60 MHz

Peripherals = All ON mA2.952.852.482.502.492.45PIOSC16 MHz

mA2.902.842.482.502.482.45PIOSC1 MHz

mA0.6500.5590.2500.2700.2290.227MOSC
with PLL

120 MHz

VDD = 3.3 V

VDDA = 3.3 V
mA0.6000.5790.2500.2670.2320.229MOSC

with PLL
60 MHz

Peripherals = All OFF mA0.5750.5450.2510.2650.2290.228PIOSC16 MHz

mA0.5550.5490.2470.2670.2270.227PIOSC1 MHz
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Table 27-63. Current Consumption (continued)

Unit
MaxNomSystem Clock

ConditionsParameter NameParameter 105°Cc85°C105°Cc85°C25°C-40°CClock
Source

Frequency

mA2.902.842.482.502.482.45PIOSC16 MHzVDD = 3.3 V

Deep-Sleep mode
(FLASHPM = 0x2)IDDA_DEEPSLEEP

VDDA = 3.3 V mA2.902.852.482.502.482.45LFIOSC30 kHz
Peripherals = All ON
LDO = 1.2 V

mA0.6350.5580.2490.2650.2270.226PIOSC16 MHzVDD = 3.3 V

VDDA = 3.3 V mA0.6000.5580.2470.2720.2270.228LFIOSC30 kHz
Peripherals = All OFF
LDO = 1.2 V

mA2.882.782.422.442.422.14PIOSC16 MHzVDD = 3.3 V

VDDA = 3.3 V mA2.882.862.422.442.422.44LFIOSC30 kHz
Peripherals = All ON
LDO = 0.9 Vf

mA0.5800.5630.1930.2090.1660.216PIOSC16 MHzVDD = 3.3 V

VDDA = 3.3 V mA0.5800.5080.1890.2090.1670.223LFIOSC30 kHz
Peripherals = All OFF
LDO = 0.9 Vf

µA2.141.621.691.441.201.04--VBAT = 3.0 V

VDD = 0 V

VDDA = 0 V

System Clock = OFF
Hibernate Module =
32.768 kHz

Hibernate mode
(external wake,
RTC disabled)

IHIB_NORTC

µA2.331.751.821.541.291.12--VBAT = 3.0 V

VDD = 0 V

VDDA = 0 V

System Clock = OFF
Hibernate Module =
32.768 kHz

Hibernate mode
(RTC enabled)

IHIB_RTC

µA46.231.022.117.07.996.78--VBAT = 3.0 V

VDD = 3.3 V

VDDA = 3.3 V

System Clock = OFF
Hibernate Module =
32.768 kHz

Hibernate mode
(VDD3ON mode,
Tamper enabled)

IHIB_VDD3ON µA32.028.917.815.46.395.42--VBAT = 3.0 V

VDD = 3.3 V

VDDA = 3.3 V

System Clock = OFF
Hibernate Module =
32.768 kHz

Hibernate mode
(VDD3ON mode,
Tamper disabled)

a. Total current in RUN, SLEEP and DEEPSLEEP modes is the sum of IDDand IDDA.
b. For Peripherals = All OFF, the clocks to all peripherals are turned off and the peripherals are powered down, if capable (see the section

called “Peripheral Power Control” on page 243).
c. Applicable to extended temperature devices only.
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d. Note that if the MOSC is the source of the Run-mode system clock and is powered down in Sleep mode, wake time is increased by
TMOSC_SETTLE.

e. To achieve the lowest possible Deep-Sleep current, one or more wait states must be configured in the MEMTIM0 register. If there are
no wait states applied in Run mode, then lowest possible Deep-Sleep current is not achieved.

f. See the section called “LDO Power Control” on page 244 for information on lowering the LDO voltage to 0.9 V.

Table 27-64. Peripheral Current Consumption

UnitsNomSystem ClockConditionsParameter NameParameter

mA4.0120 MHz (MOSC with
PLL)

VDD = 3.3 V

VDDA = 3.3 V

USB (including USB PHY) run
mode current

IDDUSB

mA30120 MHz (MOSC with
PLL)

VDD = 3.3 V

VDDA = 3.3 V

Ethernet MAC and PHY run
mode current

IDDEMACPHY
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A Package Information
A.1 Orderable Devices

The figure below defines the full set of orderable part numbers for the TM4C129x Series. See the
Package Option Addendum for the complete list of valid orderable part numbers for the
TM4C1294KCPDT microcontroller.

Figure A-1. Key to Part Numbers

T M4 C 1 SSS M Y PPP T Z R

Prefix
   T = Qualified Device
   X = Experimental Device

Core
   M4 = ARM® Cortex™-M4

Tiva Series
   C = Connected MCUs

Family

Part Number
   SSS = Series identifier

Program Memory
   
   N = 1024 KB

K = 512 KB

Data Memory
   C = 256 KB

Package
   
   ZAD = 212-ball BGA
  

PDT = 128-pin TQFP

Temperature
   I = 

 = 
–40°C to +85°C

   T –40°C to +105°C

Special Codes
   Optional

Revision
   

Shipping Medium
   R = Tape-and-reel
   Omitted = Default shipping (tray or tube)

XX

A.2 Device Nomenclature
To designate the stages in the product development cycle, TI assigns prefixes to the part numbers
of all microcontroller (MCU) devices. Each Tiva™ C Series family member has one of two prefixes:
XM4C or TM4C. These prefixes represent evolutionary stages of product development from
engineering prototypes (XM4C) through fully qualified production devices (TM4C).

Device development evolutionary flow:

■ XM4C — Experimental device that is not necessarily representative of the final device's electrical
specifications and may not use production assembly flow.

■ TM4C — Production version of the silicon die that is fully qualified.

XM4C devices are shipped against the following disclaimer:

"Developmental product is intended for internal evaluation purposes."

TM4C devices have been characterized fully, and the quality and reliability of the device have been
demonstrated fully. TI's standard warranty applies.

Predictions show that prototype devices (XM4C) have a greater failure rate than the standard
production devices. Texas Instruments recommends that these devices not be used in any production
system because their expected end-use failure rate still is undefined. Only qualified production
devices are to be used.

A.3 Device Markings
The figure below shows an example of the Tiva™ microcontroller package symbolization.
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YMLLLLS
G1

TM4C129X
NCZADI3

$$

This identifying number contains the following information:

■ Lines 1 and 5: Internal tracking numbers

■ Lines 2 and 3: Part number

For example, TM4C129X on the second line followed by NCZADI3 on the third line indicates
orderable part number TM4C129XNCZADI3. Note that the first letter in the part number indicates
the product status. A T indicates the part is fully qualified and released to production; an X
indicates the part is experimental (pre-production) and requires a waiver. The silicon revision
number is the last number in the part number, in this example, 3. The DID0 register identifies
the version of the microcontroller, as shown in the table below. Combined, the MAJOR and MINOR
bit fields indicate the die revision and part revision numbers.

Part RevisionDie RevisionMINOR Bitfield ValueMAJOR Bitfield Value

1A00x00x0

2A10x10x0

3A20x20x0

■ Line 4: Date code

The first two characters on the fourth line indicate the date code, followed by internal tracking
numbers. The two-digit date code YM indicates the last digit of the year, then the month. For
example, a 34 for the first two digits of the fourth line indicates a date code of April 2013.
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A.4 Packaging Diagram

Figure A-2. TM4C1294KCPDT 128-Pin TQFP Package Diagram

 MECHANICAL DATA
 
 

 MPQF013 – NOVEMBER 1995

1POST OFFICE BOX 655303 •  DALLAS, TEXAS 75265

PDT (S-PQFP-G128)    PLASTIC QUAD FLATPACK

64

33 0,13 NOM

Gage Plane

0,25

0,45
0,75

Seating Plane

0,05 MIN

4087726/A 11/95

0,23
0,13

65

32

96

1

12,40 TYP

128

97

SQ

SQ

0,95
1,05

15,90
16,10

13,95

1,20 MAX

14,05

0,08

0,40 M0,05

0°–5°

NOTES: A. All linear dimensions are in millimeters.
B. This drawing is subject to change without notice.
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PACKAGE OPTION ADDENDUM

www.ti.com 17-Aug-2016

Addendum-Page 1

PACKAGING INFORMATION

Orderable Device Status
(1)

Package Type Package
Drawing

Pins Package
Qty

Eco Plan
(2)

Lead/Ball Finish
(6)

MSL Peak Temp
(3)

Op Temp (°C) Device Marking
(4/5)

Samples

TM4C1294KCPDTI3 ACTIVE TQFP PDT 128 90 Green (RoHS
& no Sb/Br)

CU NIPDAU Level-3-260C-168 HR -40 to 85 TM4C129
4KCPDTI3

TM4C1294KCPDTI3R ACTIVE TQFP PDT 128 1000 Green (RoHS
& no Sb/Br)

CU NIPDAU Level-3-260C-168 HR -40 to 85 TM4C129
4KCPDTI3

TM4C1294KCPDTT3 ACTIVE TQFP PDT 128 90 Green (RoHS
& no Sb/Br)

CU NIPDAU Level-3-260C-168 HR -40 to 105 TM4C129
4KCPDTT3

 
(1) The marketing status values are defined as follows:
ACTIVE: Product device recommended for new designs.
LIFEBUY: TI has announced that the device will be discontinued, and a lifetime-buy period is in effect.
NRND: Not recommended for new designs. Device is in production to support existing customers, but TI does not recommend using this part in a new design.
PREVIEW: Device has been announced but is not in production. Samples may or may not be available.
OBSOLETE: TI has discontinued the production of the device.

 
(2) Eco Plan - The planned eco-friendly classification: Pb-Free (RoHS), Pb-Free (RoHS Exempt), or Green (RoHS & no Sb/Br) - please check http://www.ti.com/productcontent for the latest availability
information and additional product content details.
TBD:  The Pb-Free/Green conversion plan has not been defined.
Pb-Free (RoHS): TI's terms "Lead-Free" or "Pb-Free" mean semiconductor products that are compatible with the current RoHS requirements for all 6 substances, including the requirement that
lead not exceed 0.1% by weight in homogeneous materials. Where designed to be soldered at high temperatures, TI Pb-Free products are suitable for use in specified lead-free processes.
Pb-Free (RoHS Exempt): This component has a RoHS exemption for either 1) lead-based flip-chip solder bumps used between the die and package, or 2) lead-based  die adhesive used between
the die and leadframe. The component is otherwise considered Pb-Free (RoHS compatible) as defined above.
Green (RoHS & no Sb/Br): TI defines "Green" to mean Pb-Free (RoHS compatible), and free of Bromine (Br)  and Antimony (Sb) based flame retardants (Br or Sb do not exceed 0.1% by weight
in homogeneous material)

 
(3) MSL, Peak Temp. - The Moisture Sensitivity Level rating according to the JEDEC industry standard classifications, and peak solder temperature.

 
(4) There may be additional marking, which relates to the logo, the lot trace code information, or the environmental category on the device.

 
(5) Multiple Device Markings will be inside parentheses. Only one Device Marking contained in parentheses and separated by a "~" will appear on a device. If a line is indented then it is a continuation
of the previous line and the two combined represent the entire Device Marking for that device.

 
(6) Lead/Ball Finish - Orderable Devices may have multiple material finish options. Finish options are separated by a vertical ruled line. Lead/Ball Finish values may wrap to two lines if the finish
value exceeds the maximum column width.

 
Important Information and Disclaimer:The information provided on this page represents TI's knowledge and belief as of the date that it is provided. TI bases its knowledge and belief on information
provided by third parties, and makes no representation or warranty as to the accuracy of such information. Efforts are underway to better integrate information from third parties. TI has taken and

http://www.ti.com/product/TM4C1294KCPDT?CMP=conv-poasamples#samplebuy
http://www.ti.com/product/TM4C1294KCPDT?CMP=conv-poasamples#samplebuy
http://www.ti.com/product/TM4C1294KCPDT?CMP=conv-poasamples#samplebuy
http://www.ti.com/productcontent
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continues to take reasonable steps to provide representative and accurate information but may not have conducted destructive testing or chemical analysis on incoming materials and chemicals.
TI and TI suppliers consider certain information to be proprietary, and thus CAS numbers and other limited information may not be available for release.

 
In no event shall TI's liability arising out of such information exceed the total purchase price of the TI part(s) at issue in this document sold by TI to Customer on an annual basis.

 



 MECHANICAL DATA
 
 

 MPQF013 – NOVEMBER 1995

1POST OFFICE BOX 655303 •  DALLAS, TEXAS 75265

PDT (S-PQFP-G128)    PLASTIC QUAD FLATPACK

64

33 0,13 NOM

Gage Plane

0,25

0,45
0,75

Seating Plane

0,05 MIN

4087726/A 11/95

0,23
0,13

65

32

96

1

12,40 TYP

128

97

SQ

SQ

0,95
1,05

15,90
16,10

13,95

1,20 MAX

14,05

0,08

0,40 M0,05

0°–5°

NOTES: A. All linear dimensions are in millimeters.
B. This drawing is subject to change without notice.





IMPORTANT NOTICE

Texas Instruments Incorporated and its subsidiaries (TI) reserve the right to make corrections, enhancements, improvements and other
changes to its semiconductor products and services per JESD46, latest issue, and to discontinue any product or service per JESD48, latest
issue. Buyers should obtain the latest relevant information before placing orders and should verify that such information is current and
complete. All semiconductor products (also referred to herein as “components”) are sold subject to TI’s terms and conditions of sale
supplied at the time of order acknowledgment.
TI warrants performance of its components to the specifications applicable at the time of sale, in accordance with the warranty in TI’s terms
and conditions of sale of semiconductor products. Testing and other quality control techniques are used to the extent TI deems necessary
to support this warranty. Except where mandated by applicable law, testing of all parameters of each component is not necessarily
performed.
TI assumes no liability for applications assistance or the design of Buyers’ products. Buyers are responsible for their products and
applications using TI components. To minimize the risks associated with Buyers’ products and applications, Buyers should provide
adequate design and operating safeguards.
TI does not warrant or represent that any license, either express or implied, is granted under any patent right, copyright, mask work right, or
other intellectual property right relating to any combination, machine, or process in which TI components or services are used. Information
published by TI regarding third-party products or services does not constitute a license to use such products or services or a warranty or
endorsement thereof. Use of such information may require a license from a third party under the patents or other intellectual property of the
third party, or a license from TI under the patents or other intellectual property of TI.
Reproduction of significant portions of TI information in TI data books or data sheets is permissible only if reproduction is without alteration
and is accompanied by all associated warranties, conditions, limitations, and notices. TI is not responsible or liable for such altered
documentation. Information of third parties may be subject to additional restrictions.
Resale of TI components or services with statements different from or beyond the parameters stated by TI for that component or service
voids all express and any implied warranties for the associated TI component or service and is an unfair and deceptive business practice.
TI is not responsible or liable for any such statements.
Buyer acknowledges and agrees that it is solely responsible for compliance with all legal, regulatory and safety-related requirements
concerning its products, and any use of TI components in its applications, notwithstanding any applications-related information or support
that may be provided by TI. Buyer represents and agrees that it has all the necessary expertise to create and implement safeguards which
anticipate dangerous consequences of failures, monitor failures and their consequences, lessen the likelihood of failures that might cause
harm and take appropriate remedial actions. Buyer will fully indemnify TI and its representatives against any damages arising out of the use
of any TI components in safety-critical applications.
In some cases, TI components may be promoted specifically to facilitate safety-related applications. With such components, TI’s goal is to
help enable customers to design and create their own end-product solutions that meet applicable functional safety standards and
requirements. Nonetheless, such components are subject to these terms.
No TI components are authorized for use in FDA Class III (or similar life-critical medical equipment) unless authorized officers of the parties
have executed a special agreement specifically governing such use.
Only those TI components which TI has specifically designated as military grade or “enhanced plastic” are designed and intended for use in
military/aerospace applications or environments. Buyer acknowledges and agrees that any military or aerospace use of TI components
which have not been so designated is solely at the Buyer's risk, and that Buyer is solely responsible for compliance with all legal and
regulatory requirements in connection with such use.
TI has specifically designated certain components as meeting ISO/TS16949 requirements, mainly for automotive use. In any case of use of
non-designated products, TI will not be responsible for any failure to meet ISO/TS16949.

Products Applications
Audio www.ti.com/audio Automotive and Transportation www.ti.com/automotive
Amplifiers amplifier.ti.com Communications and Telecom www.ti.com/communications
Data Converters dataconverter.ti.com Computers and Peripherals www.ti.com/computers
DLP® Products www.dlp.com Consumer Electronics www.ti.com/consumer-apps
DSP dsp.ti.com Energy and Lighting www.ti.com/energy
Clocks and Timers www.ti.com/clocks Industrial www.ti.com/industrial
Interface interface.ti.com Medical www.ti.com/medical
Logic logic.ti.com Security www.ti.com/security
Power Mgmt power.ti.com Space, Avionics and Defense www.ti.com/space-avionics-defense
Microcontrollers microcontroller.ti.com Video and Imaging www.ti.com/video
RFID www.ti-rfid.com
OMAP Applications Processors www.ti.com/omap TI E2E Community e2e.ti.com
Wireless Connectivity www.ti.com/wirelessconnectivity
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